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" Quioonque

a one trop haute idee do la force et de la justesse de ses raisonnemens

oroiro obHgfi de lea soumettre

a une expfirience

jamais la physiologic du cerveau."—
"

I

regard Phrenology as the only system of mental

being

only guide short of revelation

of power

responsible

;

so

Gall.

cate, with anything like clearness and precision,
no the

pour

mille et mille fois r6pct£e, ne perfectionnora

philosophy which can be said to indi

man's mixed moral and intellectual nature, and

for educating

him in harmony with his faculties,

with his wants, as a creature of necessity

;

as

a

and with his duties, as an agent

to his Maker and amenable to the laws declared by the all-wise Providence." —

John Bell,, M.D.
" To Phrenology
may be justly conceded the grand merit of having forced the inductive
method of inquiry into mental

philosophy, and thus laid the permanent

mental science." — Encyclopedia firitannica, 8th Edition.

•

foundations

of a true

k..//
--

j.
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guine — to use the old term— and expressive

of a predominance

of this

predominantly San-
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6
region of the body.

When he was twenty-

one years of age he had broad shoulders,
chest,

deep

was

small

at

his Cautiousness
his Benevolence

years

more in the abdominal region, which gives

him what

now

we

Vital

balanced

a well-

denominate

He has in

temperament.

creased in weight with years, and has some
times

gone

as high as one

hundred and

His weight

at the time of

seventy pounds.

the taking of the likeness
engrave was about

from

one hundred

next

He has

Motive.

,-reat hardness
his skin

element

fifty,

after

nature

His
and

sympathetical

not

1'and is soft,
his whole

comparatively fine, and
is

but

plumpness,

of nv:-cle.

magnetical.

While some men have commanding talents,
and

that

overbearing

of character

force

which enables them to smite through diffi
culty and trample
force, courage,

down opposition by sheer

and

dash

— we

deed, audacity — our subject
ent course.

may say, in

takes

a differ

Though he is straightforward

and outspoken,
deal of judicious

prudence.

lead rather than drive

rather than to convict
than to overbear.

with a great

he is endowed

He prefers to

people ; to persuade
; to enlighten

rather

He moves in society with

a quiet amiability ; wins friends from every
sphere ; and when he left the United States
for England, we believe it may be truly said

of him that h? left ten thousand

friends be

hind and not a solitary foe.

Perhaps it

would be safe to say that no man living has
a greater number of friends and fewer ene
mies.

Those who know him best will not

believe that

Yet

he has an enemy on the earth.

he has force of character,

so related

to

and Conscientiousness,

to

and Friendship, that he has

of provocation.

He has enough
a

of Self-esteem

power, but he never manifests

bearing spirit.

to give

of his

consciousness

quiet

own

it in an over

No boy who was ever con

nected with the establishment

will remem

L. N. Fow

in which

ler spoke to him with severity or injustice.

the Vital is the Mental ; the last and least is
the

they

and

for his full-sized

temperamental

are

ber a single

brain.
The

rather large De-

and

but

control over his feelings under

remarkable
occasions

him

[Jan.,

which we

which may be called a good working weight
or a harmonious balance

;

As

him he has developed

upon

of Combativeness,
structiveness

the waist, and

gradually tapering to the feet.
have increased

a

JOURNAL.

a fair share

instance

He is agreeable,

considerate,

and

con

to
those
who are
ciliatory, especially
younger and weaker — those who are sub
ordinate

to his dictation.

and subject

perseverance

and

Thus

with uncommon

he has much real strength,

He never

self-reliance.

gives up a point, but pursues

it with quiet

persistency.

The writer having observed for years the
patience and gentleness

and generosity,

bearance and sympathetic

for

kindliness of Mr.

Fowler, abruptly asked him once if he were
as gentle, forgiving, patient,

and forbearing

inside as he seemed to be outwardly, and as
everybody

a great
hand

promptly

sight."

and

him

supposed

He answered

We

:

to

be

inwardly.

" No, sir

grasped

not by

;

him

congratulated ourselves

by the
that

he

was tempted in all points like other people,
yet was able
when

to show the Christian

not one in a thousand

spirit

of mankind

having his force of character would be able
to do i;.
Speaking mare erpecally cf his phreno
logical developments,

we

may say that his

social organs are decidedly
sembles his mother,
tenderness

large.

He re

and has an affectionate

toward women

; is very

fond of

children, and is always a favorite with them.

His strong friendship
tachments,

leads him to form at

to win people without any par

LORENZO N. FOWLER.

share

He

of Cautiousness, which

with his judgment.

has a full

acts promptly

He will rarely be con

7

of relics and me

in his travels

and

He

in other ways.

great collector of pictures,
mentoes

He shows

to lay up property.

tendency

his Acquisitiveness

is
a

that friendship

unfadingly for a life-time.

;

titular effort, and to hold

a

'879.]

in the

Holy

sidered timid, yet neither says nor does any

Land and in Egypt, Italy, and many other

thing rash.

parts

to know nothing else save that which is be

and Firmness

esteem

being rather large,

tend to give him steadiness
and when we add to this
he

is

cretiveness,

cumstances and
being affected

His Self-

him.

and

stability,

rather large

he usually

and

excitement.

a

strong religious tend

Veneration

and

Benevolence

while his Conscien
Spirituality — perhaps

;

being decidedly strong
tiousness,

Hope, and

ranking

little less in development — give

a

hand

a

of the

only question

bills necessary to acquire

to pay the

that which he wishes to obtain.

He

has

facts

Thus

take casts and

with him is, whether he has the money in

clearness.

by them.

to get the

regardless

The

expenditure.

able to rise above the cir

He has naturally
his

money

hold himself aloof from

stances of embarrassment

ency,

of peculiar people

busts

with

just the man to

collect a phrenological museum

Se-

with an even tenor under circum

moves

he treasures

He

fondness.

historical

a

and

retains

If

intellect

with uncommon

them

he can

man or woman and

get

a portrait of

their history, he

learn

will carry that history and recite

— not

in

has

the

for years

of dry statistics, but

form

with the freshness

clothed

gathers

;

never seems to unbalance

it,

when he receives

; and

it

expected it

uncommon

skulls of men and animals

under his hands to be done.

He is fond of praise, but never acts as if
he

mineral, pressed

leaves or flowers — these

;

or

fore him

shell,

stone,

a

persistently to one line of

and action, and for the time being

thought

walking-stick,

;

enables him to hold his

A

it

mind and feelings

His

a

of continuity

power

he.

is

patriotic than

States, he finds something to carry home
from the places of interest visited.
a

home is uncommonly strong.

of reality.

an uncommonly good memory

He
of ob

jects, faces, magnitudes, places, and events.
As a lecturer he rarely makes any attempt
at what

is

His love of

No man is more

of Europe, as well as in the United

denominated oratorical flourish,

but he will put more facts, more matter into

of the good which the future

an hour's lecture

not

rolely for 'he present.

think much more of guiding
the way of progress
that
grant

his labors shall

and

his pockets

people into

improvement,

make

a hundred years

Would

his name

hence, than

so
fra

to fill

to day and enjoy the luxuries of

but he

is

;

He has Acquisitiveness rather strong, and
not gifted with

goes

In lecturing he

right onward to his

waits for applause, nor looks

point

never

for

never says anything as

to, or expected

plause.
pours

earnest
ers

steady

the
no

stream

he intended

would, produce ap

He never hesitates for

word, and

of interesting and

matter upon the eirs of his listen

giving them no time to attend to any

thing but

fife.

enjoys acquiring

rapidly

speaks

of Phre

character-reading

than any other man living.

if

;

ture

under diffi

inclined to work for the fu

nology, physiology, and

a

He

culty.

is

thought and inspires patience

the

on the subject

it

elevates

;

which

;

immortal

;

the

a

and

it

and the opening of the vista of the spiritual

it

to reveal,

;

is

him that sense of justice, that anticipation

himself and his subject

lecture hour.

superior.

As

during

an examiner he has

He reads character with re

[Jan.,
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fortable.

But he has one weak side — that

is,

too

smoothness,

and

the

ease

utmost

of work

the amount

do and not seem weary

he

liberal.

or assistance

money

mellow and
almost

yielding

any man

this respect

that

can

cause they needed

were gone he would say, "

speaker, we can think of nothing
his right straight on

resembles

than

a

ward steadiness and clearness of statement
sharp

by machinery

revolved

auger

it,

be

I

and the moment

they

shall never see

but he needs

;

dollar of that again

than

I

startling ef

not a bore in any

a

he

We

to people

money

more

tio, and nobody else will let him have

it."
He has a good constitution
we would not call him

a

that more

thereby

if

a

a

;

sense as

produce

while he

a

to

and

is

intended
fect

or as

have seen him lend

than

be found.

which seems stilted or strained,

remarkable.

need

will find him more
in

He never says anything
— either in an examination or
lecture —
most

who

People

it

aminer— he works with
which he will

be

as a lecturer and as an ex

fore an audience

and

such a way as to make every man feel com

though

and

;

As

them.

and

is

harass

phrenologist — both

people

strongly inclined to associate with them in

is

it,

but in such

good-natured way as not to chafe
a

a

things of people who deserve

traits of other

dispositions and

;

ease ; will say a great many sharp

markable

hard, tough man,

of endurance

he has great powers

in the

field of uniform effort and labor, and having

ting steadily, and not stopping until

been temperate

their eyes

he keeps

because

all and

leaves

says

it

He never repeats anything

;

and ears on the alert to gather his thought.
once for

Consequently he says

it.

of dissipation all his life, he has not taxed
his constitution in any respect

Therefore,

pair it.

he will live

until he

lecture
man

so as to im

may be expected

that

We expect

will

to be old.
about

he

No

eighty-four.

has been more thoroughly devoted

He

Phrenology than he.

is

does

so far as regards every form

it

method cer

than

He never wearies

hammer.

a

blows with

his audience,

more

it

this

tainly resembles

finds

is

His

daylight at the other side.

it

boring through ten feet of solid timber, cut

to

less inclined to

literary labor — that

keeps the interest

to say, the writing of books and expressing

side and wins

smooth
best

to take

people

by

the

their strongest and

qualities without exciting their unfa
traits

;

vorable

and we have always thought,

himself in print

but

skill which enables him to deliver admirable
lectures, full of marrow and nutriment, and

examinations that are interesting

to make
to the

listeners,

and

For

hands.

tours or received company in the office, that

done

he met people in the most satisfactory way

practice, Phrenology.

flatter

a person

in

a

enjoyment

to induce

We never heard him

in others.

courteous

anything that seemed

way, or say

intended

to

inflate

critical

;

mechanic
in

in his judgment

a

ingenious as
;

is

He

Had
and

practical

respect to the

than

nothing else but
he

not

would have been

been

forty years he has
lecture

phrenologist,

in his line of preaching,
have

thousands

done

upon,

and

he

preacher of the Gospel

probably a wider extent
could

one's vanity.

more

a

to enjoy life himself and

particularly adapted

and appropriate to the individual under his

as he moved among strangers in his lecture

possible

he has that colloquial

;

by intuition and in

as a phrenologist, but

stinct — and seems

— not only

nature

a

human

;

awake.

He appreciates

denominated

is

what

is

something fresh at every sentence, and that

he has done

of good than

in the pulpit.

he

There are

of men who have expressed their

thanks to him for turning them

from

the

LORENZO N. FOWLER.
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path of dissipation and wrong into that of

tions of the students

truth, purity, and righteousness.

Beecher was among the students who took

in and re

more

strongly than

prove

;

reader

to Boston for books treating ol

might ap

favor,

;

N. S.

Lorenzo Ntles Fowler was bom in Cohocton, Steuben County, in the central part
of the State of New York.
His father was
a farmer — a man of strong moral principles
and an energetic worker. Lorenzo attended
the school of the district, and assisted on
the farm until he had reached the age of
sixteen or seventeen, when he repaired to
Dansville, Livingston County, where he

tem and gave his testimony

believing that in the phreno
field they would find desirable experience which would be of service
to them in their after career as ministers
or evangelists.
They had not long entered
upon the prosecution of the new sphere ere
career so wide and useful
they found in
new science

logical lecture

it
a

that

they became satisfied they could
do better than to ptrsist in it.

ister of the town.
From Dansville he
traveled to Hadley, Massachusetts, to obtain
better educational advantages and to further
his preparation for a course in college.
Like
his brother, O. S. Fowler, he had chosen

Leaving Amherst
began
time

ministry as his life's vocation, little
thinking that the near future had a new and
remarkable sphere of action for them both.
Having gone to Amherst to complete his
preparatory studies, he roomed with his
brother, who was then a student in the col
and

The

a

classmate

This

science

with

Henry Ward

was in 1832.

of Phrenology — introduced

to the American public first in a methodical

way by Dr. Caldwell, of Transylvania
University — had already excited attention,
but the visit of Dr. Spurzheim aroused a
much higher degree of interest, particularly
among the learned, and at the New En
gland seats of education discussions were
rife between the advocates and opponents
of Phrenology.
In Amherst College the subject created
formal

excitement,

and

there

lecture

to this —

discussions in the literary associa

in

not

1834 the brothers
public, and from that

period

of over

forty-fo1;."

with the
history of Phrenology in the United States.
In 1835 an office or headquarters
was
opened in the center of what was then the
business quarter of New York city.
In the
course of time branch offices were opened
in other cities, as circumstances appeared to
warrant such undertakings, but New York
remained the chief center for the publica
tion of phrenological literature and the
stronghold of the science.
Lorenzo divided his time between officeIn prosecuting the lat
work and lecturing.
have

been

identified

ter he visited all parts of the United States,
besides Canada, Nova Scotia, New Bruns
wick, and New Foundland.
An extensive
tour made in 1858, '59, and '60 in company
with his partner, Mr. S. R. Wells, was fol
lowed by
trip to Great Britain, where the

phrenologists were cordially received in the
of the kingdom. The immade
this
visit upon Mr. Fowler's
by
pressio

were I different sections
I

considerable

to

years — they

the

lieecher.

in its behalf.

So strong became the interest of the
brothers Fowler, that both determined then
and there to become public teachers of the

sought the advantages of the academy, liv
ing meanwhile in the family of Deacon
Shannon, and receiving the sympathetic ad
vice of Mr. Hubbard, a most estimable min

lege

he

a

or will

most implicitly believe whatever others may
say.

that

might be enabled to perform his part in the
debate with
knowledge of the new science
from the point of view of the phrenological
teachers themselves. The result of his study
of the books, however, was other than the
for
young and ardent collegian expected
he found
himself overwhelmed
by the
weight of evidence in favor of the new sys

but those who know him best will
most strongly in his

speak

in oppo

sition to the claims of Phrenology, he sent
it,

for him, would lead us to talk much

and having on one

been selected to contend

in

spect

the

occasion

;

Fowler and our great confidence

part in these discussions,

Mr.

a

with

acquaintance

Mr.

its merits.

a

intimate

1

Our

upon

.
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mind determined

him to remain in England

at least for a time ; he has, however,

lived

During the greater part
of his residence he has traveled in England,
Scotland, and Ireland, lecturing on topics
related to Phrenology and temperance, moral
and physical reforms, and indeed reforms of
every kind he weaves into his public ad
there ever since.

dresses and private

examinations.

When a boy of sixteen he was an earnest
In one of his popu
temperance advocate.
lar lectures he thus alluded to that early ex
perience as a moral reformer:
" In
I resolved to throw my influ
1827

ence into the scale of temperance,

and so

licited a number of my associates to meet
together and sign a pledge to abstain from
Thus, in my boyhood, I
drinking alcohol.

issue of this

[Jan.,

is his " Twelve Lectures
Still another is " Lectures
As a specimen of his manner
sort

on Phrenology."

Man."
of address when before an audience, we of

on

fer the reader an extract

from his lecture on

" What to Know, What to Do and How to
Do it" :
" Wealth, rank, and
power are good

in

their place, but these are not so desirable

as

to possess the qualities of truth, love, and
wisdom. The greatest good is done by the
man who is truest to himself, his neighbor,
and to his Creator.
Most persons are not
afraid to live, but to die ; while the fact is
that the destiny of man is shaped more
from

his

living than from his dying.

much more a responsible
die.

It

thing to society
die as soon as they do,

that

in America ; little
dreaming what an avalanche of influence
would be thrown in the same direction in

but it is really a blessed thing to live

coming years by the Beechers, the Dovvs,
Marshes, the Goughs, the Hewitts, the
Lees, the Trevelyans, the Liveseys,
the
Whittakers, the Morleys, the Noels, the
Tweedies, the Forsytes, and many oth
the

ers."
- His headquarters
have been for several
years in Fleet Street, London, and his time

is fully occupied ; demands
him

made upon
here

and

there

kingdom.

As

being constantly
and addresses

for lectures
in

different

parts

a lecturer on

themes, especially

of the

reformatory

character,

physiology,

and

he is one of the popular ha-

temperance,

bitues of the English platform.

He has written much for the press in vari
The little manual called " The
which has enlightened
Self - Instructor,"
thousands with reference to the principles
of Phrenology, was contributed to by him.
In association with his brother he started

ous ways.

the

nal

Phrenological

American

Jour

He originated the Almanac
of Phrenology, which after many years de
veloped into the present well-known An
in 1838.

nual.

History

A

volume

and

entitled

Ceremonies,"

"Marriage, its
was published

by him in 1846 and had a large sale. Many
of his lectures have been given to the pub

lic in pamphlet

and volume

form.

A

late

is

may be a blessed

helped to form the first teetotal temperance
society that was formed

It

act to live than to

some persons

if

we

with Nature's
aright in accordance
laws. Do you wish to love some one ? Se
lect one whose love and society will be a
source of improvement and a healthy stim
ulant to awaken your higher faculties.
Do
you wish a guide ? Get the best, not the
It is not always the cheapest ar
cheapest.
ticle that pleases in the end.
Do you seek
Get one you can use
earthly treasure ?
and turn to account.
It will only be of
service to you while you live.
Treasures
of knowledge and good deeds are very val
uable ; but treasures that will not fade or
rust, that can not be lost or stolen, but that
live

to a spirit land, are best.
wish to be always among your
friends and in good company ? Then learn
to make such friends and go with such com
pany that will join you in your immortal
journey ; for the finale of all things is mind,
spirit, immortality, God.
"Seek to mingle in that society which is
characterized
It is a far greater
by merit.

can be transported

Do you

misfortune to be placed too high than too
low in the social scale ; for in the one case
we can rise, while in the other we may fall
from our high estate, as all things seek their
To attract attention some need to
level.

if a person have talent and good
sense, he can have a passport that will ad
dress ; but

mit him to almost any position in society
without reference to the externals of life.

DRAIN AND MIND.
When a person is conscious of inferiority,
he begins to feel as if he required something
artificial to shield himself from close scru
tiny ; hence he resorts to outside show and
display.

"The

of all love and friendship
centers in one ' who sticketh closer than a
In short — life, mind, time, and
brother.'
eternity are valuable to man only because
there is a greater, a higher, a wiser, and
purer Being than himself, whose attributes
stimulate him to attain as great excellence
as possible.
In proportion as life is true,
pure, and elevated, can the. ends of life be
The highest place man can
accomplished.
reach or attain is to sit at the footstool of
his Creator.
" The most
praiseworthy act man can do
is to obey the highest tribunal.
The most
value

BRAIN
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important deed man ever performed
repent when repentance
a new life.

leads to reform

The two most

important,

is to
and
les

sons man needs to learn are, how to live and

how to love ; the next two are, how to for
give and how to be humble.
Everything
has its value according to its greatest and
remotest good.
The value of property cen
ters in what we need to eat, drink, and
The value of all knowledge centers
wear.
in saving knowledge. The value of all he
roic deeds and struggles centers in those
that conquer and control themselves.
Hon
ors and commendations are valuable in pro
portion as they are bestowed on us by one
The value of actions,
higher than man.
knowledge, and time, centers in that act,
and moment of time that de
knowledge,
cide our eternal destiny."

MIND.

AND

CHAPTER X. — Continued.
PROBABLE

DESIDES
have

these

which

organs

enumerated,

there

we

are four

others marked upon the diagram which
have not obtained the general accept
ance

of

phrenologists,

although

ORGANS.

C).

Its function is defined

as that

of im

pressing the mind with a knowledge
human

character,

of

supplying ability to

the

weight of testimony is in their favor.
Most American observers, especially
those who make Phrenology their pro
fession, have accepted Human Nature,
Agreeableness,

Sublimity, and Conju

gality as we place and define them ; but
European observers appear to hold
them in doubt.

It

is due to say that

American phrenologists have had the
most to do in determining their local
ities and functions, and the authors of
this volume deem them fairly demon
strated.
HUMAN

The
is in

NATURE.

designated location
the upper anterior

forehead,

this organ

part of the
line between
and Benevolence (Fig. 17-

on the central

Comparison

of

Fig. 89.— Human

Nature Large.

read at a glance, in the countenance and
manners of a person, his peculiar char
acteristics.

PHRENOLOGICAL
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It

must be conceded

tion which is ascribed

that the func
to this organ ap

pears to fall within the sphere of the
combined

activity of several other fac

Comparison, In
dividuality, etc., for the reason that its
ulties, viz.

:

Causality,

may accord with the infer

impressions

JOURNAL.

[Jan.,

who have but a moderate development
of intellect.
When questioned upon the
motives

their general con

governing

duct, they say that they follow the bent

of their impressions

that they feel a cer

;

tain security in obeying
sions, but are unable

those impres

to give a logical

ences of perception or the deductions of

reason for their conduct.

The mind, however, is sub
to
and convictions
ject
impressions
practical enough in their application,
but distinct, so far as can be ascertain
ed, from the processes of the intellect.
A faculty is therefore claimed which
grasps truth in an instinctive or intui
tive manner.
In support of this view,

of these people the region between Be
nevolence and Comparison is usually

it is reasonably urged that the relations

former

of man necessitate

ments than the latter.

reflection.

a faculty

furnish him with a judgment

which shall

In

the heads

prominent, while in people who depend
upon their intellects

for guidance

it is comparatively

fairs,

In

development.
more

generally

moderate

in

woman this region is
than

conspicuous

in

known that the
are quicker in forming judg

and

man,

in af

or impres-

it is well

AGREEABLENESS.

This
dence

organ has a large array of evi
for its location
in the space
D, Fig. 17, immediately

marked

It

Causality.

above

is said to give blandness

and suavity to the manners;

the dispo

sition to make one's self agreeable and
acceptable to others ; the ability to in
gratiate one's self readily into the favor
and good-will of others, by adopting a
persuasive

and

conciliatory mode of

address and pleasant manners.
The disposition to which this organ
is thought to give rise, is supposed
some observers
nation
ness,

by

to result from a combi

of Approbativeness, SccretiveBenevolence, and Veneration, but

persons

are often

found

who

possess

organs well developed in associa
tion with a good intellect, yet are lack
these

ing

Fig. 90.— Agreeableness Large.

of, or unbiased by,
or sentiment which he
entertain toward the object of

sion independent
any
may

emotion

such judgment.
Some people are re
markable for the accuracy of their judg
ment and

the success of their

tions in the business

in

courtesy

and

the

capacity

to

agreeable to others;
do not feel at ease in a mixed

render themselves

opera

and social world,

they

company, notwithstanding their good
will, deference, and desire to please.
A little observation will satisfy one that
the gallants and Beau Brummels of
society are not generally those who are
largely endowed with Benevolence, or

BRAIN AND MIND.
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be weak

one case we experience a thrill of pleas
ant attraction toward the object of our

tation

contemplation

or Cautiousness, and may
intellectually, yet having Imi
large and the organ of Agreea-

Veneration,

bleness,

adapt

themselves to the man

of their associates or to their sur
Mod
roundings with ease and grace.
ners

esty,

amiability,

deference,

respect,

It

of Ideality to give
of the beautiful and the ex

is the province

taste, a love

quisite.
the

will lack urbanity
and grace.
Many persons whose intel
lectual culture and noble-heartedness
command our respect, cause us much
amusement by their awkwardness when
in company.
We notice great differ
ences in the manner and bearing of
children who have been nurtured amid
Some are natu
similar associations.

between

he

in the other we feel a

sense of dread, weakness, inferiority.

kindness, may characterize
the con
duct of one; but without the faculty of
Agreeableness,

;

Cautiousness

sentiment

scarcely

be

deemed

these

inspires

of fear,
two,

and

it

improbable
an

organ

with

could
that
exists

partakes of the nature
of each — the sentiment of the beauti
ful imbued with the sentiment of fear,

whose function

rally courteous, graceful, easy in move
ment and address, others are awkward,
crude,

maladroit.

differences,

The basis of such

we think, exists in the de

gree of their development

in the organ

and faculty of Agreeableness.
SUBLIMITY.

Like Human Nature
ness, the faculty

and Agreeable
or sentiment of Sub

limity has been assigned to a separate
organ by some of the later phrenologistsIt is thought that the organ of Ideal
ity, as defined by Spurzheim, Combe,
and others of the last generation, com
prehended

too much space in the brain,

and mental qualities of a too widely
different application ; that while a facul
ty was properly deemed to exist having
relation

to the beautiful,

picturesque,

and delightful in nature, it was quite
contrary to the bearing or sphere of
such a faculty to ascribe to it the cog

nition of those conditions of nature
which possess characteristics
denoted
by grandeur,

majesty,

sublimity, aw-

rig. 91.— Sublimity Large.

which

giv es an appreciation of the grand,
the awful, and the sublime.
The bee

tling clift, the deep gorge, and the lofty
peak of the mountain, and the cataract
thundering over a rocky precipice, ex
cite in some minds peculiar emotions
which can scarcely be referred to a com

bination of faculties which are already
known. Therefore, the posterior region
of the space once assigned to Ideality
has been appropriated
to an organ of
Sublimity with the function which has

productive of essentially different emo

(See Fig. 17-B). Ar
tists like Albert Bierstadt, Dore, and

tions from those produced by what is
In the
called beautiful and jesthetic.

Bradford, who are given to depicting
the grandeur of nature in the deep, and

fulness,

and which in themselves

are

been indicated.

PHRENOLOGICAL
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terrible phases of human passion, have
a strong development of this organ, and
writers of the Bulwer school exhibit it
in predominant activity.
is located in the

[Jan.,

Again, the beaver
shows the constructive instinct in a re
markable
degree, while our domestic
to them to-morrcw.

animals

never

tempt

CONJUGALITY.

This organ

JOURNAL.

make

at

the slightest

construction

at

consequently,

;

lower occi

pital region, directly above Amativeness,
and on each side of Parental Love. (See

It

has for its function the
of the pairing instinct, or
the disposition to choose a sexual mate,
and to remain attached to that mate for

Fig. 17-A).

manifestation

life.

A strong argument in favor of the
existence of this faculty in man is de
rived from
constitute

the fact, that it appears to
a

distinct faculty in some of

the lower animals, and as all the other
mental faculties displayed
animals form

by the lower

parts of the mental

con

stitution of man, the presumption arises
that he is endowed also with the mating
instinct.
The fact that any class of
animals manifests a trait which another
class does not evince, is a proof of the
existence of that trait of character

as a

distinct and original power in the mind.
The squirrel, for instance, stores up its
winter's supply of provision in the fall,
when it is abundant, and in this evinces
the hoarding instinct, or Acquisitive
ness.
The horse, the cow, and the

Large.

Fig. 93.— Conjugality

that the disposition to build
distinct and original power of
mind.
Now some animals choose a
we infer
is a

mate, and remain firmly attach
ed to that inate for life — as the lion, the
sexual
eagle,

and

animals,

the

on

dove.

the

other

Our

domestic
do

hand,

not

promiscu
which mate,

choose mates, but associate
ously.

Those

animals

moreover, are as constant
tachment

in

their

throughout the year

at

as they

are during the procreative season, thus
showing that their bond of union does
not arise from Amativeness.
It is thus

logically inferred
the disposition
is

a

the other

hand,

make

And as
faculty.
with all the other facul

ties which are displayed by the lower ani
mals, it is not unreasonable to suppose

Fig. 92.— Skull with Lakce Consugality.

on

or

distinct mental

man is endowed

sheep,

that Conjugality,

to choose a sexual mate,

that Conjugality may constitute
no

provision whatever for the future, but
would trample underfoot to-day the sur
plus of food which would be necessary

a dis
tinct element in his mental constitution.

It

is indeed asserted that the attach

ment between

husband

and wife

be referred to the combined

may

activity of

BRAIN AND MIND.
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of Amativeness

ihe organs

and Adhe

yet these faculties

siveness;

man Nature are passed over; and then,
in order as we proceed down the center
of the forehead, Comparison and Event
uality — which occupy the middle of the
forehead — and next Individuality, situ

are pos

sessed by the lower animals which mate
and by those which do not, and if they
are sufficient to produce the mating in

in one class of animals, why are

stinct

they not also in another

as
Taking
our guide, the situation of the percep

for the singleness of their attachment
or wife, or for what is com

monly termed uxoriousness,
is

a

gland
is

In

large.

the organ

the present Queen of En

fine illustration of Conjugality

observable, both in the persistence of

her

grief for

in the

the departed husband, and

development of the head at the

region assigned to the organ, as usually
shown by the current

portraits which

display her head in profile.

tive faculties

HOW TO EXAMINE HEADS.

In the

analysis of the mental facul

may be easi

respectively

Again, starting from
Veneration, and following the middle
line of the top-head backward, we pass
over Firmness, Self-esteem, Inhabitively determined.

j

reach the occipital spine, at
Philoprogenitiveness is situated.
Below this last organ we find Ama

ness, and

which

tiveness.
are

two

be

easily

Causality and
whose

organs

Cautiousness

location may
the

distinguished,

former

frontal emi
being
nences in the upper part of the fore
head, on each side of Comparison, and
situated

CHAPTER XI.

the nose.

the superciliary ridge

now

husband

to

of

ated directly at the root

?

In those persons who are distinguish
ed

'5

at

the

the latter in the posterior side-head, at
the centers of parietal ossification, or

which we have just concluded, we
have indicated the location, anatomical
ly and otherwise, of the several organs.
For the assistance of the student in his
examination of the living head, we deem
it fitting now to indicate a few points
of departure by which the location of

organs

the organs may be ascertained.

mesial line of the head, is occupied by

ties

The
the

traced

from

If

ears.

a line

from one to the other of these organs,
it will pass over in succession Sublimi
ty,

Ideality,

and

Mirthfulness.

space upon the top-head, between
on

this line and

The
the

those on the

another range of organs, viz.

that upward

esteem

to the great

from the

horizontally

be traced

of the ear is taken as
and a line
starting-point,

opening

general

upward and a little backward

:

Approba-

tiveness, between Cautiousness and Self;

Conscientiousness,

between

fontanelle (or the place of common
junction in the top-head of the two
parietal bones with the frontal bone),
which is usually indicated by some
or irregularity pro
bony roughness

Firmness and the forward part of Cau
and Hope, Marvelousness,
tiousness;
Imitation, and Agreeableness, between
Veneration and Benevolence on the

ceeding from the sutures, and at which,

Mirthfulness on the other. Another
line traced from he center of Eventu
ality to a point in Philoprogenitiveness,
just above the occipital spine, will pass
over in succession Locality, Time, Tune,

as we have

seen, the organ

of Venera

is located, will pass over in suc
cession Destructiveness, the back part

tion

of Acquisitiveness, Sublimity, and Hope.
Following the median line from the fon
tanelle forward, Benevolence and Hu

one side, and S ;b imity, Ideality,

Constructiveness,

and

Acquisitiveness, the

upper part of Destructiveness,

Combat
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tiousness and Destructiveness,

brilliancy of mind may result from the
great activity of a brain of moderate
volume, yet it will fail to manifest that

of Acquisitiveness.

power and force which give to the large

iveness, and the lower margin of Friend
Secretiveness

ship.

lies between Cau

and back
The locations of
Vitativeness, Destructiveness, Alimentiveness, and some of the organs just

brain

its commanding

influence

in so

ent irregularity must result.

Men of large brain readily im
The com
press us with their power.
prehensiveness of their minds, and the
ease with which they can sustain large
responsibilities,
inspire us with confi
dence, and we almost instinctively ac
cord to them positions of influence and
Dr. Delaunay, an eminent
authority.
French physiologist, says in a recent
"
Bismarck and Moltke measure
paper :

dent should

more around the crown than the Empe

named, may be easily determined

their relation to the
Fig.

from

ear.

The diagram,

17, may be referred

to as a guide

in tracing their relative situation,

it

be

that in attempting

ing remembered

to

represent upon a plane surface the po

sition of organs occupying places in
spheroidal

a

or convex mass, much appar

The stu
fix in mind the locations
on the cranium of the anterior and pos
terior fontanelles,
the mastoid
pro

ciety.

ror William.

in determining
the
of the others and their degree

Inferior races have smaller
In our inter
course with men of small brain, on the
other hand, the want of commanding
force of character will be felt. They may
possess talent in some respect which
will excite our admiration, and we may
defer to their judgment in matters which
lie within the range of their special tal

'
of development.
A good phrenological bust, having

ent, but they rarely impress us with con
fidence in their capability as leaders and

the organs marked on one side, and the

directors of affairs of importance.
The size of the body, also, should be
taken into the account in estimating the
Into this
general power of the mind.
the matter of Temperament necessarily

occipital

cesses,

nences, frontal

spine,

parietal

emi

eminences, superciliary

and zygomatic arches, and ob
serve the relation which certain organs

ridges,

bear to them respectively

will thus

he

;

be greatly assisted
location

of the brain on the
other, will be found an almost indis
different

pensable
differ

regions

qualities

since

adjuvant,

in form
can

and
be

the

extent,

best

organs

and

these

indicated on

a

bust.

An Illustration. — Given

a subject,

the first matter to be considered
character

timating
is the

general

in es

from external forms

size of the head.

The

fundamental

principle that size, other

things

equal,

being

of
for while it is

is the measure

power, demands attention

;

of the greatest importance to consider
well the conditions which modify the
effect

of

a large

site

size, we may rest assured that

brain is an indispensable

to great

mental

power.

requi
On the

other hand, although keenness and even

heads than Europeans."

enters, as has been shown in the chapter
"On the Temperaments," and the pro

of the mental, motive, and vita)
in the organism should be
The body is the
carefully estimated.
source whence the brain is nourished,
and if it be feeble or exhausted, it must
fail to sustain properly the brain in its
portion

elements

activity,

and the mental manifestations

are fitful

and

weak

in

consequence.

The premature decay of many men of
brilliant intellect lies just in this want
of balance between the physical and
the mental powers. Their proneness to
mental activity causes the brain to con

THE STUDY OF ENTOMOLOGY.
vitality of the body faster
of nutrition can supply
and the result
premature exhaus
tion and decay of the system.
Here

sume

of physical culture, that men
correct
abuses or improprieties
may
their every-day life, and acquire that
essential to
bodily soundness which

the

subject

in

is

phrenologist has a most useful office
perform, in giving advice on the

mental integrity.

(To

,

to

is

it,

than the organs

the

'7

be

continued.)

THE STUDY OF ENTOMOLOGY.

a

j

is

an animal having the body cut into, or ensected, so as to form three distinct sections,

;

I

I

is

typical insect

wings, but right where the others should be,
rudimentary pair, also, called " halteres,"
or " poisers."
seven* sub
Entomologists recognize
orders, which are as follows
The Bees,
wasps, ichneumons, and ants, or Hymenoptera (membraned-winged insects), Fig.
:

?

A

not bugs, by any means.

it

?

ThreeAnd what are insects
fourths of mankind would probably answer,
" Why,
Yes, that
very
bugs, of course."
true, bugs are insects, but all insects are

on insects.

but how about flies — they have but one pair
of wings?" Catch a fly and examine
closely, and you will find not only one pair of

the

butterflies

moths,

and

Fig.

(scale-winged),

2
;

it

" that

is

is

is

The lexicons
part of zoology
which treats of insects," and that the term
derived from two Greek words, meaning
" an insect "
(from its being notched or cut
discourse
into), and a "discourse," hence,
entomology

tell us that

a

W HAT

Lepidoptera

flies, gnats, etc.,

Dip-

three portions named are readily discernible.

the beetles, or
(two-winged), Fig.
Coleoptera
the
(sheath-winged), Fig.
plant- bugs, harvest -flies, plant-lice, and
scale insects, or Hemiptcra (half-winged),
crickets, cock
the grasshoppers,
Fig.
roaches,
etc.,
or Orthoptcra (slraightand the dragon flies, May
winged), Fig.
flies, ant-lion, etc.. or Neuroptera (nerveYou will notice
winged insects), Fig.
"
that the " bugs
form but
portion of one
of these sub-orders, and that
fearful

"Then

misnomer

insect.'1

;

4

3
;

6

is
a

it

a

7.

;

to speak of all insects
that
familiar and much-abused term. How often
have

by

an

received

insects

said to be very de

" eating holes
the leaves,''
etc., when a glance at the creatures revealed
the fact that they belonged to
sub-order
of insects, unprovided with biting jaws, and
therefore
incapable of doing the injury.
Had the afflicted correspondents known
that all the insects belonging to the groups
have biting
and
represented by Figs.
jaws, and that those represented by Figs.
2,
and
ar. provided with sucking tubes,
or piercers, they would have saved them
selves much trouble.
The bees and wasps
are provided with both jaws and
sucking
tube, and are the highest types of insects.
by

;

if

and as to the wings,
shelly coverings of the back —
corresponding with the anterior wings in
our wasp figure — are gently raised, the sec

is

ondary pair of wings will be found folded
" That
beneath them.
easily understood,

7

6,

5

a

most familiar j>est

the hard,

3,

is

an insect, though the
Yes, a yota\o-beetle
three portions fit nicely together, giving the
oval appearance which characterizes this

Some authorities make eight by dividing the Htmiptera into liomoptera and Heteropttra.
*

Fig. i. — Potter Wasp.

4,

a

structive,

in

not

5
;

;

potato-bug

is

a

i)

a

is

it

a

I

thorax (or chest), and abdomen
furthermore,
provided with three pairs
of legs, two pairs of wings, and
pair of
antennae, or feelers, which protrude from
the head, and they breathe by means of
spiracles, leading to little tubes arranged
along the sides of the body.
The accompanying illustration (Fig.
typical insect, and the
gives the form of
as head,

tera
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a mere outline of the
kinds of insects to show what are
included in the order, and to enable the
reader to guard against the popular error
of calling everything that creeps or crawls
have thus given

different

[Jan.,

their patents, and do not assume a helpless
chrysalis state before changing to perfect
insects.
On the other hand, the butterflies,
bees

and

beetles

wasps,

and

flies, all go through a complete

two-winged
metamor

their larvae changing at maturity to
or
chrysalids, which lie quiescent for
pupae,
a number of days before assuming the per
fect form. Butterflies and moths (candlemoths or nightflyers) are produced
from
caterpillars, which always have six true legs
and from four to ten fleshy pro-legs, which
serve to support the hinder parts of the
Beetles are produced from grubs, or
body.
phosis,

fleshy
and

Fig. a.— Cabbage

a " bug."

As

Butterfly.

all insects

are supposed

larvae, generally

a terminal

having six true legs
Flies, of course,

pro-leg.

are produced from

maggots,

of hymenopterous

insects

and the larvae
are

sometimes

to

pass through three stages of existence after
leaving the egg, doubtless the next question

will be, " How shall we determine to which
of the sub-orders the various worms, grubs,
slugs, etc., belong, or know what kind of in
sects they will produce ?" Here again there is
a ready means of determination. In three of
the groups above named the transformation
from larva to perfect insect is only a partial
one, as the larvae never assume the worm
state— a grasshopper egg developing
nute,

wingless

else than

head,

having little

grasshopper,
thorax,

and legs.

insect

grows, it repeatedly

upon

each

successive

a mi

casts

change

As
its

the

skin,

appearing

Fig. 4.— A Beneficial

Beetle.

maggot-like, and sometimes resemble cat
erpillars.
There are some degraded forms of insects
which never acquire wings, as, for example,
the flea, belonging to the

Daptera.
characteristics of form and structure,

ever, are so marked,
in placing them

The
how

there is little difficulty

in their appropriate

sub

having eight legs, and
breathing by means of lungs, are not classed
with insects at all.
Knowing what an insect is, we now come
'to consider their place in nature.
What
we;e
good purpose
they ever created for?"
orders.

Fig. 3.— The Hessian-fly.

and more like its parent,

until finally
it assumes wings and is a perfect insect.
The plant bugs (Hemiptera) and the dragon
flies (Neuroptera) go through the same met

more

amorphoses,

the larva; are fully as active as

Spiders,

asks farmer Jones, as he sees them at work

ot his thrifty crops everywhare.
That is
just why they were made, farmer Jones, to
eat up your crops.
Let us explain.
When
Nature planned the universe, the " mighty
"
dollar
was left entirely out of consider
ation, and even man himself was a late

THE STUDY OF ENTOMOLOGY.

viewing the case from nature's stand
—
and to accumulate the " mighty dol
point
lar," which had no part in the creation.
Obeying their natural instincts, the army
we are

and seeing
appears promptly,
work ahead, and finding plenty of food suit-

is

reason for it.

sects

themselves

check

the

upon

are appointed
vegetable-feeding

when they become

keep

species,

abundant, as the

too

Fig. 6/— Western

birds would in many

to

Locust.

cases

be

unable

to

reach them.

As

man has cut down the forests, driven

birds, upset this "balance" and
generally, he must take the
and carry on the insect war
consequences
And how shall he do this?
fare himself.
By study of the insects themselves, which
is, of course, a study of "Entomology."
There are two or three ways in which we
may study insects, but only one way which
the practical man can understand, and that
in their relation to the farm — how easiest to
Studying them for
prevent their ravages.
out

the

"devastated"

a

of insects

our premises than we wish, there
Then a portion of the in

around

a

should run on
and
harmoniously, and that no
smoothly
one kingdom should monopolize the earth,
balances were established, or natural checks
Vegetation
placed to undue production.
had a prominent
part to perform in the
economy of nature, but as one of the first
laws was to increase and multiply, a limit
must be set to over-fruitfulness ; then the
insects were created to eat and destroy this
surplus production and restore the balance,
and as the insects might become too nu
merous, the birds were appointed
to keep
them within proper limits.
Now, what are our farmers doing ? Sim
" balance "
ply striving to overthrow this
by
of a particular kind of
large production
vegetation for their own gain — remember,

a

That everything

comer.

Fig. 5.— Chinch-Bug.

the sake of acquiring knowledge, comparing

their requirements, increase and mul
tiply to an alarming extent (so farmer Jones
thinks), and strive hard to restore the bal
ed to

ance.

Man,

in his selfishness,

finities,

takes up so

majority of the birds
are crowded out, even if he does not drive
them out by force of arms, and, consequent
the insects have
pretty much their own
that

the

it

ly,

much room

tracing their af
in order to defme their position in

them with each other and

way.

it

There are other ways in which insects are
of use in the economy of nature.
Many of
them act as scavengers, removing decayed
and putrid matter, and returning
to the
to

Flies render
the earth
much more habitable by their
otherwise would be
good services than
by rot.

if

and

flies are rather more

;

than

it

mold by insects

plenty at times

7.— Dragon-Fly.

the scale of creation, may be a most fasci

Well,
nating employment, but cut bono?
of
insects
for
the
like
the
study
you don't
pleasure derived from

it,

stumps and dead wood are sooner turned

Fig.

Old

if

soil to be taken up again by the plants.

then you must con

fine yourself to the habits of the creatures
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their relations to each other — in the
corn-field.
Before the first step can be taken, how
ever, these gentlemen who have been study
ing ''in the interest of science, merely,"
and

be consulted,

must

as they have grouped
tribes, genera, etc., in a

into families,
and beautiful classification,
perfect
given
them names derived from the Greek and
Latin, that all nations may know them, and
arranged them so that knowing the form of a
them

particular group, a species may be referred
to its proper position, even if it has never
been seen before.
After learning its posi
tion in classification, or " in the books," we
have taken a long step toward learning its
habits, for there are many other insects hav
ing habits somewhat similar, and if we do
not know just where the egg is deposited,
or what kind of a grub or caterpillar it de
velops into, reasoning from what is known
of other analogous species, we have a start
ing-point in the general habits of the group,
and are not working in the dark.
As we are endeavoring to find means for
preventing insect ravages, one of the first
things to learn

is where

the insect

can be

whether in the egg state,
or as perfect insect.
Knowing the kind of, foe with which we are
to deal, we are enabled to select our weap
ons, and having a knowledge of its general

easiest attacked,
as larva,

habits,

chrysalis,

we can strike at just the right time

and make the most of our forces.

An

igno

rant farmer dusts his squash vines with
Paris green, we will suppose, thinking that
it
as it destroys potato-beetles,
inasmuch
A very little
will kill squash-bugs also.
knowledge of "entomology" would have
shown him that the potato-beetle ha- jaws
and eats the foliage, poison and all, while
the squash-bug belongs to another group of
with a sucking tube,
or beak, with which it car suck thn sap
Irom the interior of the leaf without danger
insects, and is provided

from the "green."

It
that

is a little knowledge of "entomology"
prevents

a fruit-grower

from

making

himself ridiculous by sending to the "bugman" a box of ants and spotted lady-birds,
with the complaint that they are eating up
If
the terminal shoots of his peach-trees.

[Jan.,

he had known that with one exception the
lady-birds were beneficial insects, and that
ants do not live upon succulent leaves, he
would, perhaps, have looked closer and
found the minute plant lice that were suck

ing the life out of the foliage in myriads.
He would then have seen that the ants were
looking after the honey-dew given
off by the ap1iids, while the lady-birds (and
their larvae) were after the lice themselves.
merely

To

eat and be eaten seems the grand end

of insect existence, and the only
results from a practical study of
entomology are, therefore, how intelligently
to devise artificial means to prevent the for
mer, and how to foster and direct the nat
ural forces that will encourage
the latter.
"
This is the " science
of entomology as it
relates to rural economy, and this alone.
and

aim

desirable

Insects abound everywhere, and in trop
ical countries where vegetation is rank and
luxuriant, we find them the most numerous

The size of an insect,

and fully developed.
however,

has little to do with its destruct-

iveness, as three of our most injurious spe
the Hessian fly, and
curculio are among our smallest
insects.
The Western grasshopper is small
compared with some of its tropical allies,
but its enormous
reproduction makes it a
formidable foe. The question is often asked
cies, the chinch bug,
the plum

why noxious insects increase
has

already

been

explained,

As

upon

us.

they

increase

just in the proportion that we increase their
food

The

plants

concentrate
vegetation.
potato - beetle only left its

and

Colorado

eastward when the culti
of the potato had extended to the
base of the Rocky Mountains, and the nearei
civilization and the more
it approached
thickly-populated portions of the country,
Some of our worst
the faster it traveled.
home

to travel

vation

insects have been imported, as the cabbage
worm and the Hessian fly, and if we could

import the parasites that serve to keep them
in check abroad, we should have far less to
fear from them here.

But the science of entomology in its prac
aspects does not interest the farmer
alone, for if one class of insects is the
source of great loss to mankind, there is an
tical

other class that is correspondingly a source

THE EARL OF DUFF ERIN.
of great

wealth.

Without

insects,

where

would we find silk for the most delicate and
beautiful

of our textile

cochineal,

fabrics, or wax, lac,

galls, etc., for use in the arts, or

honey as food ?

Outnumbering, as they do, all other ani
creations put together, insects form a
tremendous
power for good or evil in the
mal
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grand scheme of the universe, and who will
say that learning how to control them or
turn them to our use is time wasted ?
If
we are taught to " consider the lilies how
they grow," the insects claim our study and
attention,

and

will
of profit, but of

the knowledge obtained

be found not only a source

CHAS.

pleasure.

R. DODGE.

TRUE SUCCESS.
Mes see no kingly paths, save In the flow
Of golden sands over a sunlit stream —
Or silvered hem of trimmed robes with gleam
Of gilded cornice ; or, when wine-cups glow
Id banquet halls, and wealth and honor go
In fond embrace. Ah ! not in these I deem
Is hid the Martyr's lost, exultant dream
Ah ! not in this the aim that Patriots know,

Or gallant soldier 'mid tho thunder-roll
Of battle cry. These have no selfish thought,
Nor sordid aim. Thus Milton triumphs long—
Despised— defeated—old and blind— his soul
SU11 unsubdued ; and thus the Christ
has
wrought
Eternal crowns froai obloquy aud wrong.

THE EARL OF DUFFERIN,
LATE GOVERNOR-GENERAL

CANADIAN
ing to us of
is

affairs are always interest
the United

States, and

it

probable that the fact of the close rela

tion of our northern neighbor to one of the
Old

World

empires contributes more to our

interest than the mere fact that Canada lies

As

we view
of a
with much curiosity the movements
people still under the control of a regime
which embraces the orders of nobility and

next door to

OF

CANADA.

ill-feeling to arise is seen in the recent fishery
complications, to settle which our Govern
ment must needs repair to the court of Vic
toria and entertain a protracted discussion
of treaty rights.

It

need scarcely

be said

that

the social

be made on both sides for its

existing between the Canadians
and Americans
much upon the
depend
character and attitude of the man who ex
ercises the chief executive function in the
Canadian Government ; and when such a
magistrate or viceroy as Lord Dufferin has
shown himself to be, bears rule, the two na
tionalities approach each other cordially
and there is a setting aside of petty mis
trust and jealousy, because the official head
in the broad sweep of his intelligence and
liberality disdains the mean and trifling in
national relations, and perceives that by

easy it is for a disturbance

forbearance

the

us.

privilege and

archy,

and

uous, there

we

republicans

circumstance of mon

feel that although

is so much difference

contig
between

constitution of the Colonial Government
of our own, that the intercourse be
tween Canada and the United States, how
ever friendly in the seeming, needs to be dis
creetly conducted, and much allowance must
the

and that

promotion. How
or an occasion for

amenities

and

co-ordina-ion

in

mutters
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of mutual

importance

real advantage

is to

had

attended

[Jan.,

him, departed.

The

be obtained.

bore the name of Lord Dufferin.

It was in the summer of 1876 that a
stranger called at the office of the Phreno

man

logical Journal

and

desired

to

be

shown some books and other materials in
the sales department.
He was tall, wellformed, lithe and active, with an easy, pol-

As

card

portrait, this gentle
with a constitution of a
He has evidently inherited an
high order.
organic quality that has been under the pro
He has
cess of refining for generations.
the wiry toughness which is characteristic
appears

in the

is endowed

Lord Dufferin.

winning address — the very kind of
us further than the mere
accomplishment of a business transaction
which would put some money into the cash
He made a few purchases,
ier's drawer.
lingered awhile to scan some of the effigies
in plaster and bone upon our shelves, and
then handing his card to the person who
ished,

man to interest

of the thoroughbred, and his spirit finds
gratification in a life of great activity. The
features, his square shoulders
prominent
and deep chest, denote a predominance of
the muscular organism ; while the blue eye.

color and fineness of hair and skin, indicate
enthusiasm,

sentiment,

inherits his mental

and

emotion.

He

activity and emotional

THE EARL OF DUFFERIN.
nature chiefly from his mother; while the
power of endurance and constitutional vigor
come from the father, who was probably
of a Scotch ancestry.
He has a large brain and a very active
one, his sanguine-mental temperament en
abling all his faculties to operate with much
He is appreciative of
ease and efficiency.
practical relations as a thinker ; is keen in
analysis and criticism, and has a broad
and intuition.
reach of both perception
His large Ideality renders him poetical and
He lives much in the realm of the
artistic.
nature, and would
beaut.iful of art and
have
made
an
artist of no ordi
probably
he
chosen
some branch of
merit
had
nary
As it is, he exhibits in his
art as a pursuit.
manner and language much of the artist.
As a thinker and observer, he takes more
comprehensive views of subjects and looks
He has
deeper into things than most men.
unusual power of language and should be a
and writer ;
fluent and elegant
speaker
with his breadth of head, he should exhibit
energy and executive ability ; and with his
liberal endowment of moral sentiment, he

should be an earnest working element on
He is am
the side of truth and virtue.
bitious, fond of leadership ; possesses a good
degree of tact and circumspection, but is not
wanting in independence.

by Russell to Vienna for the
of
averting the threatened war with
purpose
Russia. That mission, as the reader knows,
failed.
In i860 he was sent by Lord
Palmerston as British Minister to Syria
to set on foot certain inquiries with respect
to the massacre of Christians in the East.
undertaken

For

Temple

Blackwood,

Earl of Dufferin, was born in June, 1826,
of high-class Irish parentage, and educated
at Eaton and Christ Church College, Oxford.
He was but a boy of fifteen when his father
At twenty-four he
Having
English baron.

died.

was

created

an

won attention
through his scholarship and abilities at the
time of the famine in Ireland, 1846-47, he
made a personal investigation into the state
of things among the Irish peasantry, and
returning to England, prepared an account
of his observations, which was published
and made no small stir in Univers ty circles.
Under Lord John Russell's first adminis
tration as Premier of England, he was a
Lord in Waiting on Her Majesty ; and again
from 1854 to 1858 he wore the same honor.
In 1854 he was attached to the Commission

his

services

in

that

a Baron and

mission

he was

K. C.

B. of
Division.
He acted as Under
secretary of State for India from 1864 to
1866, and as Under-secretary of War for
some months in 1866.
He was sworn as
a Privy Councillor in 1868, and on the
advent of Mr. Gladstone to high place in
the Government,
which occurred in De
cember, 1868, he was appointed Chancellor
of the Duchy of Lancaster.
It may be
added that he was appointed to the Lordlieutenancy of the County of Down, Ire
land, in 1864, and that he has held that dis
tinction e\er since.
He acquired the title
of Earl of Dufferin in 1871.
A year later, in 1872, he was sent to
Canada as Governor-General and Viceroy
of that important British possession.
Dur
ing the six years which he administered
the Government of our next-door neighbor,
nominated

made

the Civil

he not only exhibited
telligence,

but

marked

his character,

kindness

regards
eral

Frederick
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popularity.

and

It

ability and in
especially

as

cordiality, won gen
may

be said

that

no

Governor-General

of Canada had ever ob
tained so high a place in the esteem of the
Canadian people at large as Lord Dufferin,
and his departure
from the Dominion last
October was universally regretted.
small literary venture with
Irish famine, he has pub
lished " Letters from High Latitudes," an
account of a yachting voyage to Iceland,
which was made in 1859, and some volumes
of light literature; one, a satire on high
" The Honorable
life, is entitled
Impulsia
Gushington."
Although Lord Dufferin retires from the
Canadian Government to make way for a
Viceroy closely related to the royal family
of England, he does not by any means
withdraw from political functions, as he
will very soon enter upon the responsible
post of Chief Commissioner in the Island
Besides

regard

his

to the
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of Cyprus.

In allusion to his abilities as an
an English paper says :
" The duties
of a colonial Governor have
been defined as taking no side with urbanity
and saying nothing with grace.
This is,
perhaps, not a part very congenial to a man
of conscious ability and with the genius of
But it is not a fair description.
leadership.
The obvious duty of such a magistrate is to
serve as the medium of maintaining the
ascendency of the national feeling and of
reconciling the colonial and maternal re
lations. It is indispensable to this that he
executive

officer,

be

a

violent

in

should

not

colony,

but by tact and skill succeed in not

partisan

the

antagonizing divergent local sentiment.
Lord Dufferin seems to have done this with
smgular facility and felicity.

His gifts

and

[Jan.,

have been equally fortunate

his temperament

for his position.

His Irish warmth, quick

ness, intelligence,

and gayety, his happy and

oratory, and a certain charming
carried him softly through all
troubles ; and the mother country is evi

graceful
tact,

have

surprised and

dently

pleased

she has one more available

to find

that

and adroit pub

lic man than she supposed.
It is the wish
of all sides that such an Admirable Crichton
shall be sent to take practical charge of the
uncertain Asian responsibility
extremely
which England has assumed."
His successor in the Canadian Govern
ment, as the reader already knows, is the
Marquis of Lome, who, with his wife, Prin
cess Louise, is now fairly settled in his
new and responsible

station.

A FORTUNE ON A BRICK.

A CORRESPONDENT

of

New

ing account of an experiment in human
well the qualities
nature which illustrates
of earnestness and resolution, and how an

your arm around the block for five hours
without stopping." " Thank you, sir ; I
will do it." After hunting a while I found
a brick, placed it on the man's arm, started
him on his walk, and then went down-town

incident,

to my business.

York Evening Post

essentially

the

the follow

gives

grotesque,

may be the

foundation of a useful and prosperous

ca

One bright morning of November, some

ago, I was preparing to go down
town, when the servant informed me that a
man was waiting at the front door to see
me. "Tell him I'll be down in a moment,"
I said, and on going to the door, a man of tall
stature and robust appearance called me by
years

assistance,

saying that he
had a large family, a wife in delicate health,

name, requested
and

no

means

to procure food

for them.

" You appear to be strong and healthy ;
" asked I. " Sim
why don't you work ?
ply, sir, for the reason that I can not pro
cure work."
Not having any work to give him, I
thought I would test the sincerity of his in
" If I give you work, what pay
tentions.
"
" Anything, sir, you
want ?
do you
choose to give me, so long as I can obtain

"Very
for my suffering
family."
well," said I, " I will give you twenty-five
cents an hour if you will carry a brick on

means

Not having the least faith in the man's
I thought but little more of it ; yet
as I knew I should be back within the five
hours, I determined to see if he performed
his work.
My business kept me away
rather later than I expected, so I had to
forego my usual walk home, and took a
Fourth Avenue car to be back within the
promise,

reer :

five hours.

As

I approached

where

I

reside

persons gathered

I

the corner of the street
found

— two

a great crowd
fire-engines,

of

a hose-

and a hook-and-ladder truck.
Upon
inquiring where the fire was, I was informed
that it was a false alarm, and that what
cart,

brought the people together and occasioned
the agitation was the spectacle of a tall man
carrying a brick on his arm around the block
for nearly five hoursi The neighbors were
looking at him from the windows and doors
as he passed along ; some thought he was
crazy, but when spoken to, his answer was :

" Don't

terfered

stop me ; it's all right."

As

he in

with no one, he was allowed to

1879.

WATCH NIGHT.
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walk on undisturbed.

now?"

1 asked.

" Where is the man

"There,

you

can

see

him at the other end of the block, walking
with his head down," was the answer.
He was just about turning the corner,
and I waited till he had performed the cir
cuit, then taking him quietly by the arm, I
marched him to my house, followed by a
lot of boys. In the meantime the firemen,
engine, and hose-cart rattled off. The man
was thoroughly tired out when I took him
into my hall and seated him on a chair,
while my servant went to procure something
I paid him forthwith a
for him to eat.
He informed me that
dollar and a half.
while making his rounds a lady came out
of a house and inquired why he was carry
ing it, and on his giving her the reason, he
received a dollar. The object soon became
known, for as he passed the houses small
sums were given to him by different per
sons, and he was well satisfied with his day's
" But, " said he, " what shall 1 do to
work.

morrow?" "Why," I replied, "go early
in the morning to the houses from which
you received the money and ask for work,
and no doubt you will find some one who
will put you in the way of getting it ; then

WATCH
To-kight, the deep-toned bell of Time
Tolls to the tomb another year.
Within my heart an answering chime
Of human heart-throbs, low and clear.
The sobbing wind a requiem sings
Upon the chill and wintry air.
The leafless branches moan and swing
Their naked arms in mute despair.
The past before me like a scroll
Unfolds Its pages to my view ;
And as I gaze, the mournful toll
Rings out the old, rings in the new.

0

full freighted hast thou
With joy and grief, with love
year !

been
and pain,

And struggles with the giant Sin,
That I could never wish again.
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The following afternoon he
report to me."
informed me that he had been sent to a
German who kept a pork establishment on
Third Avenue, and who wanted a clerk to
He was to get five dollars

keep his books.

if

a week

his work proved

and

satisfactory,

his duties began on the following day.

brought him such good

had
gave

Within

it to him.

tained

that

the man

Be

for the brick which

fore leaving he asked

luck,

the year

and

I

I ascer

had been transferred

of the same kind,
with a salary of one thousand dollars.
Three or four years after this I was rid
to a larger establishment

ing in a street
man accosted
me

if

said,

I

knew him.

"Don't

carried

car,

you

the brick ?

Seeing

"

recollect

He {hen informed
a prosperous

had laid

when

a well-dressed

me with a smile

and

asked

me hesitate, he
the man

who

me that he was doing

business on his own account,

up money,

and

expected

soon

to

build himself a house up-town.
" What became of the brick ? " I inquired.
" That brick, sir, has always occupied a
place on our mantel-piece,
sions.

and

we value

of our little posses
It has made our fortune."

as the most

precious

NIGHT.
To-night, the end of life seems near,
And ere the ceaseless seasons run
Another cycle, joy and fear
Within us forever may be done.

I can

not pierce the dark Beyond.
The guthering mists hang dark aud drear
About Death's river, where no fond
, And loving welcome greets my ear.

But far beyond Its waters cold,
Faith polnte and bids us look and live.
O World ! with all thy fame and gold,
Where is the rest that thou canst give?
Farewell, old year ! Had I the power
To hold thee, I should use it not ;
But thoughts that fill thy dying hour
Will live when thou hast been forgot.
ALICE BliOWN.

it
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GOOD

A

FIGURE.
Firstly, then, she was perfectly

were lounging on the sofa together

— my

* »

wife

I — as

and

it has been our

[Jan.,

and here

I

am ready

custom to do for a liltle half hour on almost

definition of that abused word.

of our long and happy wed
That delightful space of time be
ded life.
tween the bright sunshine of day and the
black shadows of night — when it is too dark
to work and too light for lamps — is sacred

not

every evening

twilight talks, the dis
of the day's anxieties and perplexi

to small confidences,
section

ties, and

the

ever-blessed,

Hat, as

down

"

a cane one

which overlooks

the most

modest of grass-grown streets in

quiet and

a rural town.

It

was in August at the time

I write, and Maidie, whose hand had been
lying in mine under a wind-blown fold of her
dress, suddenly withdrew it and exclaimed :
" There ! she's
coming, Pierce ! that girl
I told

you about, from

the city, you know.

Hasn't she a splendid figure?"
I don't like the adjective " splendid."
sounds to my ears commonish

It

and gushing,

and is very rarely heard from the lips of my
wife ; but this time, instead of expressing
or disapproval,
I only answered,
surprise

" Perfect

"

and my longing eyes followed
the walking goddess down the street.
!

Figures are my specialty ; I have made a
study of them from my youth up without
discovering any that so nearly approached
as

perfection

this.

I

have

observed

the

" human form divine " — ah, how
sadly sar
donic the quotation often is — in all its infi
nite variety.
The thick and thin, the dowdy
and distinguished, the undersized and over
grown, the crooked and bent and distorted,
ample

and

meager,

broad

these and a hundred more

and

contracted,

have been the

of my interest for years.
And the
interest has been almost as melancholy as it
has been long-continued.
In all my jourobjects

and walks about home, I
till that evening beheld my ideal
Not being a hardened novel-writer,
figure.
I will not pass over my heroine with a few
grandiloquent adjectives, but will describe
her noble contour in minutest detail.
neyings

had

not

abroad,

is used to signify ;

"

She

was

straight up and
but can you fancy

loose from the bow, supple as a willow and
vigorous as a young forest tree, the waist
free and untrammeled

never-wearying

of thought and sentiment and
In winter we occupy a spring sofa

on the veranda,

phrase

(you will have to draw upon your imagina
tion, as it is so seldom to be seen) a figure
erect, straight as an arrow let
splendidly

" Sink

interchange

feeling.
before the fire ; in summer-time

the

straight,

to pause and give a

to

or swell as heaven pleases,"

fairly on the backwardthrown shoulders, the — but how shall I
continue, how can I describe what so nearly

the head balanced

passes description.

One more point, however, 1 can not
There was not an angle in the
whole of her beautifully-formed body. That
pass over.

long flowing curve from well-turned waist
to rounded hip was as fine as it was rare.
Every line was one of beauty, from rounded
cheek, reddened with the fresh free walk, to
firm, elastic feet.

Now, by way of contrast, take the average
young girl that walks the 'Streets of an aver
age town and this is what you see : A form
either stout or scrawny — generally the lat
ter — but

in any

— really

blades

case

prominent shoulder-

a hunchback,

to some

de

gree — and the whole weight of head, arms,
and square, angular shoulders,
a

stupid,

slovenly

manner

draggling in

on

the

chest,

assisting the inevitable corset in
keeping the vitalizing, life-giving air from
the heavy, sluggish blood. That sharp line,
thereby

from

pushed-out

shoulders

to

pinched-in

waist, is the very reverse of beautiful, and
that coarse, dug-out look between waist and

Yet this figure well
padded, and ditto dressed, is esteemed fine,

hips is even more ugly.

or at least stylish.

I
very

believe

it to be a literal fact that very,
are bom into the world

few people

well-shaped, and we are grown so accus
tomed to the natural deformities of contract
ed chests, stooping shoulders,

and

crooked

spines that they have cased to be repulsive.
That man is the only creature that stands
erect, is a bitter sarcasm.

Straight, erect.

i879]

':ne of the seven ages.

«_

upright — how manly the words sound, but

lack of room and air in the world to be had

for the taking — room lor lungs to expand in
exuberance, and hard, abrupt angles
to soften into the loveliest lines of beauty,
and air enough to invigorate and renew the
pallid, poisoned blood that comes so feebly
through pinched and starving veins. There
is no knowledge like that which relates to
one's own well-being
There is no beauty
like health ; there is no virtue like upright
ness, physical as well as moral.

where is the man to whom they will apply ?

Do you think there is room for a noble,
straightforward soul in a cringing, boweddown, old-young body?
Do mothers ever
think of such things at all, 1 wonder? " My
daughter doesn't lace at all," said the moth
er of a lank, narrow-chested girl to me

fullest

"

She has naturally a tine waist."
That daughter may not lace, but she wears
corsets,
and for a girl that is naturally
badly-formed, with small lungs and narrow
There is no
body, this is simply suicide.
lately.

MY

"

ONE

PIERCE THORNTON.

OF THE

SEVEN AGES.

" Yes, ma'am."

I listened a moment
gwacious
to hear if anything more would be

said, but

!

the above

expletive

was

the

" You

My son, not quite
ginning and the end.
" the buccasix years old, called by some
neer," and by others, "boseen," but whose
given name was Joseph, had been sent to
the adjoining

In

apartment

to meditate

on his

the act

and on that

account

not forbidden,

fence,

I

was naturally too much occupied to rise and
discover the cause of the prisoner's excite
ment.
There had been no noise, conse
Oh,
quently there could be no mischief.
fallacy of fallacies ! What could be more
ridiculous than such a conclusion from such
a premise ?

The

buccaneer

had five pairs of trousers,

all in the same or a like condition, and these

were his Sunday ones. They had been worn
to Sabbath-school, once to the Park,

once

and once on a visit to a spiked fence.

They
That morn
were Sunday pants no longer.
ing I had bundled off all his ragged clothes
to be mended, and nothing remained be
tween the best ones and Joseph at home
The last was a
in his night-gown all day.
for
a moment's
too
dreadful
contingency
consideration — hence the patching.
" Remember, my son, that these are your
Sunday trousers," I had said with all the
I could command, " and don't
impressment
climb anywhere, and don't sit down in the
dirt.

Do you hear me?"

if

to be a good boy, and re

member what I have told you."
" Yes, ma'am."
" And remember, if you get into any
trouble or pick a quarrel with any of the
children or strike one of them, I shall pun

of putting a patch on a
pair of little breeches, which had been rent
from leg to waistband in climbing a spiked,

sins.

can play for an hour in the lot,

you will promise

be

ish you severely."

Oh 1 the angel
mine as I finished

j

that

was lifted

the last sentence.

to

Ra-

cherub that could apof expression.
"Josie never fight no more," said he.
" Miss Price " — Miss Price was the angel's
Sabbath-school teacher — " say that it's orful
wicked to fight, and great big bears, so
high" — pointing to the ceiling with his
chubby forefinger — " come down from the
great big high mountains and eat boys
what fight all up."
The Bible stories were badly mixed, but
there seemed a certain safety in the mistake,
and I let it go for this time at least.
never painted

j phael

I proach

|

face

"Oh,

a

it in innocence

my

gwacious!"

came

the sitting-room, this time
and

again

from

a little louder,

with a touch

"What

are you

of sorrow in the tone.
doing, Joseph?" I asked

with some severity.
" Paying horse, mamma."
"
" What are
you playing horse with ?
No reply.
I repeated the question.
"With fings, mamma; don't be faid !"
came at last in the wheedling manner I had
grown accustomed to when there was mis
chief on foot.
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" Do

What kind of things
"

you hear me ?

are you playing horse with ?

" Only spenders, mamma ! "
A horrible thought flashed into my mind,
and at the same time a strong odor of ker
Patches and
osene invaded my nostrils.
scissors, breeches and spools rolled out of
What I
my lap as I flew across the room.
saw was this : How it had all been man
aged without the slightest noise is only an

other conundrum which I as a mother give
up without the slightest attempt at a solu
tion. Joseph had screwed his father's deskchair to the top notch, and there he sat
These
with a piece of twine in each hand.
strings were attached to his father's wed
ding suspenders, which my own hands had
How little I dreamed when
embroidered.
setting those variegated stitches that such a
fate would overtake them. At that moment
— if 'twas wicked, I am sorry, but— I couldn't

JOURNAL.

diluted without purifying it, the
was somewhat
There
ludicrous.
wasn't a spot from chin to forehead clean
enough to kiss, so I pressed my cheek to
the darling's sunny curls, and left him to
have his nap out.
" There's one of them
rowdy boys at the
door, who wants to see you a minnit," said
that

had

effect

the cook, a half hour afterward, as I was
beating eggs in the kitchen.
" Say, Miss Smith !" began the boy, as I
"
stepped to the door,
your Joe is down be
low here fighting like everything, and he
aint got no clothes on neither, he aint."
My cherub down the street fighting?
My sleeping angel outdoors in his night
It did seem, under the circum
gown?
stances, a little hard to believe, but having
lived with my son five years and threeI ought to have been, and gener

quarters,

ally was, prepared

for anything.

I followed

the length of the block, and
there, in the middle of the street, the center

help wondering why girls ever get married.
The suspenders were
But to resume.

the messenger

skillfully and destructively fastened to the
student-lamp, which the buccaneer had set
Why minus
on the floor, minus the shade.
the shade, is given up with the rest of the

of an admiring and enthusiastic group of
five hundred or less boys, of all grades and
nationalities, sat the cherub in his robe dt
nuit, on the breast of a young pugilist al
most twice his size.
One grimy fist clung
to the enemy's top-knot, and the other was
poised just in front of his nose, ready to de

An

juvenile conundrums.
upset

the

lamp,

pletely saturated

extra

pull

the carpet,

flooded

one suspender

had
com

and spotted

Ten minutes
after, Joseph was sobbing in his crib, and I

scend at the slightest provocation.
'' Aint
you ashamed to be licked by such

had gone back to my patch.

a little feller as that ?

and

besmeared

the

My heart misgave
taken

other.

me when

up my needle.

I

had again

Had I not been un

harsh with the dear little fellow ?

necessarily

Strange how pathetic the little breeches had
I thought of the halfworn shoes and stockings and tiny pants
like these tucked away in drawers where

all at once become !

none but grieving mothers ever go, and —
well, the patch was finished, and I would

sobbing
Should I ever forgive
myself if— if— if what? Oh! thought too

take

a look at the darling whose

had almost
dreadful

ceased.

to be endured

a moment,

and yet

children die, yes, children die, and mothers
who love, even as I love, live on without
them.

Josie's hands
face was

were

very

not much better.

grimy, and his
What with the

borrowed dirt from his hands, and the tears

and then
and took

I

"

cried the spectators

;

made my way through the crowd
the astonished

buccaneer

by the

It is possible that Joseph might have
walked a little faster than was good for him,
hand.

on strictly hygienic principles.
" You bad, naughty, wicked boy," I be
gan, as soon as I had pulled him into the

considered

house,

"what

do

you

mean by such

be

"
havior ?
" I comed down a minnit to the hall door,"
" and that
replied the small offender,

boy

what I licked called me names, and then I
runned for him, and I ketched him too, this
way, mamma," and the buccaneer ran the
length of the hall to illustrate the manner
of capture.
" Where do you think the bears are that
"
Miss Price told you about, Joseph ?
" I aint faid no bears," he replied,
striking

'

color-blindness:

"

which would have done credit to
"Benicia Boy." " I'd lick the bears too,
mamma, if they comed round here calling
me names, and I wouldn't care if I didn't
have no clothes on neither."
What did I do with him ? Well, his fa

29

A very
style of living may be very delightful
the home element predominates.
The lady

an attitude

the table, on which comfort depends.

a

plain

ther entered

at this critical juncture, and

I

say that Joe's father is like all the
rest of the fathers, mothers will realize how
when

it would have

difficult

been

anythmg.
''

"
Whip him ! I'd like to
that with Mr. Smith around

for me to do

see anybody

do

!

Attention to Trifles.— It
to

trifles

which

is
the

constitutes

atten
real

good and bad house
It is not the amount of money
keeping.
spent, nor the beauty of the furniture, nor
difference

A
making her family contented.
table-cloth, cracked plates, and old
cups and saucers will take the good taste
toward

soiled

from

away

the best

viands,

unless

people

Children behave better if
they are always brought to the table looking
nicely.
They should never be permitted to
seat themselves at a meal unless their faces
and hands are clean, their hair brushed, and
the disorder from play removed from their
Let mothers remember that
appearance.
are very hungry.

ELEANOR KIRK.

tion

if

of the house who gives as much attention
every day to her table as would insure its
will do much
being neat and attractive

between

these little things are stepping-stones
to the
formation of habits, and habits build charac
ter. —Housekeeper.

"COLOR-BLINDNESS.
attention is now being given to
of "color-blindness"
by
scientific investigators ; their interest hav
in great part by acci
ing been awakened
dents which have occurred on railways and
at sea in consequence
of mistakes made by

MUCH
the subject

and officers in not appreciating
color of signals.
Medical men not
attribute
these . mistakes to
phrenologists
some defect in the optical apparatus of the
men who were so unfortunate
as to make
The Medical Record for June says :
them.
" There
of
appears to be little difference
opinion among scientists in regard to the
manner in which color-blindness develops
itself.
A large proportion can not distin
guish red color ; next comes those who are
green-blind, and, lastly, a few who are violetengineers

the

blmd.

The difficulty

appears

to

be that

the normal eye reduces its colorsensations to three, and analyzes white light
whereas

into three

elements,

the color-blind eye re

to two, and ana
Thus,
into
two
elements.
lyzes white light
if a person is red-blind, he can not distin
guish that color from green ; or if blueviolet blind, that color from yellow ; or if
green-blind, that color from red."
duces its color sensation

" Dr. B. Joy
Jeffries (Harvard) concludes
that one person in fifty is color-blind in
some

and

degree,

that

suggests

one

in

twenty may be nearer the mark. An exam
ination of other authorities rather confirms
us in the opinion that the latter figures of
Dr. Jeffries are the most correct. Dr. Wil
son examined

1,154 persons

at Edinburgh

one in 55 confounded
red with
green ; one in 60 confounded brown with
and found

green ;

one

blue with
46 confounded
one in nearly every eighteen

in

green ; hence

had this imperfection."

We will not affirm that the trouble in re
gard to distinguishing colors has no relation
to the seeing apparatus, but as phrenolo
gists

we have

some

ideas

on

the subject

which we think are reasonable, viz. : that it
is not the organ of vision which is at fault
in color-blindness, but that the seat of the
trouble lies in that part of the brain which
appreciates colors. There are persons who
have good vision who are not able to see
beauty in a picture or a statue ; yet their
They
eyesight takes it in as an object.
have no artistic sense, and though they may
be said to see the statue or the picture,
The idea ol
they do not see its beauty.

3 LOGICAL

;

a

It can not be doubted

function.

supposed

is

his sense of color resolves hues into mere
A crayon picture to him
light and shade.
the same as
picture with all the natural

as man per

they perceive beauty

but

:

I

to that

colors may look differently to
will be like this crimson ap
dark hue,
considerable remove
pears of
from white, and brown
still darker, then
and different

him

that the dog or the eagle have as good eye
sight ns human beings, yet it is not to be

[Jan..

a

is formed not by the eye, but by a
nerve center, or organ in the brain adapted

beauty

JOURNAL.
it
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A photographic instrument takes
picture according to the light and shade
the color red takes nearly black. Chern red hair, in
photograph, will show black
while blue, such as we have in silk ribbons,
inclines to take white, because
reflects a
great deal of light, while red absorbs con

;

it

of pictures, so the

said

a

he thought

was

"a

is

brownish, reddish, greenish color," showing
plainly he knew little or nothing of colors.
The truth is, a man who
deficient in the
faculty of Color may have excellent eyesight,

a

a

if

a

not

remember

Why

forms.

not call

eye

that

we

Why

mechanism-blind because

appreciate

not say

a

through the

forms in the distance

?

is

it

them form-blind on the same principle, since
man

when

?

a

looking
at machinery he doesn't see its mechanical
fitness or adaptation
Why not say man
music-deaf? He has as good hearing as
noise and
anybody, but music to him
Another man may be very hard
jargon.
of hearing, yet he drinks in music with de
is

light and appreciates its harmonies. A man
sometimes art-blind, and now and then
reason-blind, just as some are
man

courage-blind or property-blind.

Such per
sons see, hear, taste, smell, feel, but things
are not valuable to them in
financial
a

he

it

and

it

;

patch of scarlet, we asked him what color

can

sense or an artistic sense, or

a

to be de

ficient in the judgment of colors.
There
was a carpet on the floor of the room where
we sat, with peculiarly bright colors — scar
let, crimson, and green
and pointing to
was,

;

I
I

want of development,

and we told him that he appeared

of the discussion.
Men are blind in other
as well as that of Color. Some men

faculties

is

I

in
one

we do not fear for Phrenology in the event

is

a

man who had such

remember

controversy on this subject, and we confi
the scientific men will
continue their investigations, they will find
in the brain
nerve center for the appreci
ation of the faculty of Color. At any rate

is

We

the judgment of color.

mere visual

simply

is

hun

recognizes

dently believe that

a

is

a

a

that region, and ninety-nine times in

dred the subject confesses to a deficiency

eye alone, as

light and shade,
and colors are only
greater or less degree
of light and shade
the perception of color
not on the eye alone, but on an
depending
organic condition of the brain. Between
phrenologists and those who are inclined to
criticise their teachings, there has been a
organ,

a

it ;
is
is

light and shade are recognized by vision,
something be
but the quality of color
sides mere light and shade, as music
We often
something besides mere noise.
detect in the form of the head just above
the middle of the arch of the eyebrow
se
rious depression, or want of development in

the light and shade
a

is

is

is

presuppose talent to judge of the qualities
of sounds musically considered.
Many per
sons have sharp hearing power, but music
not musical to them.
They hear music
as noise, and only noise
but to the man
who appreciates music,
also noise, but
noise with certain elements of harmony and
In like manner
rhythm which charm him.

photograph, then,

may be said to recognize

music does

hear does not

As

light.

siderable

is

To

to the sense of hearing.

;

a

j

I

it.

The phrenological idea of the color ques
tion
that there
an organ in the brain
which
related to the faculty of Color, or
judgment of colors. Color being an inherent
quality of matter, we need
special faculty
for its appreciation. Color, we think, bears
the same relation to sight that

a

colors.

it,

it,

preciate

a

is

They lack Ideality, or the artistic
There are thousands of men who
have good eyes, considered as a piece of
mechanism,
and though they may see all
the parts of an object, it has in it principles
and ideas which they do not comprehend.
but do not see into
or ap
They see
ceives it.

sense.

mechanical

sense, or in the sense of form or color.
an organ in the brain be accepted

If

for each

'

BUT T ER.
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mental

If we

the subject is cleared up.
brain organ for each function,
color, music, mechanisn, form, mag
faculty,

have a

such as

nitude, and the

eye is the

means by which

knowledge of distant and external
th.ngs, it is no more logical to talk about
color-blindness than it is to talk of blindness
in respect to any other faculty which gains
vveget

by observation through vision.
has been asked, why can a
man detect one color and not all colors ?
If a phrenological faculty appreciates colors,
its knowledge

The question

appreciate red or green, why can
appreciate all colors ? If the organ
be weak or deficient, it may be stimulated
by some colors, so that it will appreciate
and it can

it not

to a certain

extent ; but those who
in respect to any color or shade
of color, may be presumed
not to see red
and green as other people do, or as it ought
them

are deficient

to be seen.

It

is different to them, doubt

3i

less, from what it is to a man whose faculty

of Color is perfect. The same principle ap
plies in the case of a man who is dyspepti
cal ; he can digest some things, but
thmgs.

He may digest

not

all

lean beef or eggs,

but not be able to digest sugar or starch or
turnips. But he hate a stomach just as much
as the man who can digest everything.
In
music there are those who will appreciate

plain marches, but give them complicated
harmonies and they experience a painful
sensation.
Everybody knows that the mu
sical sense may be cultivated. Persons com
mencing music are delighted with simple
airs, and as the musical faculty becomes
cultivated they advance to more intricate
This is a fact
and complicated harmonies.
of universal knowledge and observation.
Just so artistic culture will give one a sense
of colors far superior to what he had at the
start.

N. S.

1

BUT
Early History — Its Present Use — What is Butter? —
Wholesomeness of Butter — Troublesome
Butter —
Barbarously Expensive.

\ THO first made

butter

Perhaps some
will smile
and be tempted to class said inventor with
the hypothetical individual upon whom SanA

*

?

one reading this question

pours his blessings as the invent
The memory will incontinently
revert to that oldest of all books, the history
of Job, and recall his expression of washing
his feet with butter, as a settler of the an
cient pedigree of said oleaginous substance.

cho Panza

or of sleep.

T E

R.

But a little investigation will show that the
translation of this and other similar pas
Cream
sages of sacred writ is imperfect.
was a substance
much used for anointing
the feet by the ancients, and it is believed
that this may be translated cream even more
Even in the appar
correctly than butter
ently plain passage in Proverbs, " The churn
ing of milk bringeth forth butter," might

with equal and perhaps better propriety be
" the pressing of milk bringeth forth cheese."
It is supposed that most of the Biblical words
translated butter really mean cream.

some time since in an
We have never
on " Condiments."

by the fact j which we proposed
article

while, if it had been of origin so ancient as
popularly supposed, they must have known

excepting

des calls

to

attention

the

fact

fresh

that

butter made of ewes', or goats', milk was
served at table instead of oil, and that it
took the place of fat in making pastry, thus
In
indicating the introduction of a novelty.
warm

countries,

in

especially

the

too, without

" At

the autopsy
organs were infiltrated
with fat." " The liver was in the state called
in pathological anatomy fatty."
very
evident that "fat" and "butter" here are
and this naturally
used interchangeably,
digestion.
and

all the tissues

the inquiry,

part of Europe, it is now very little
used, dietetically, olive oil supplying its place.

provokes

Herodotus gives some interesting details of
the manner in which it was made by the
Scythians. The milk was contained in large
pails and beaten a long time, this labor be
ing performed by captives taken in war.
Pliny, speaking of butter-making among the
Romans, says : " It is produced by agitating
the milk in long vessels with a narrow open

it

most

to eat of
irregular
He " grew very fat, but died
of inanition," which was rather unfortunate
for the reputation
of fat as an aliment.
" During the whole of the experiment he
exhaled
strong odor of butyric acid, his
hair felt greasy, and his skin was unctuous
and covered with
fatty layer." This looks
the
butter was trying to
much
as
very
escape by every possible avenue, and that,
for sixty days.

It

" In the time of Christ it
was chiefly used as an ointment in the baths
and as a medicine." A little later Dioscori-

used medicinally.

exclusively,

as an experi

a

and it was

upon

if

the Ger

from

theirs

"oil of milk,"

mans, calling it

fed

a

the Romans obtained

dog

ment, and he continued
ly

Neither Aristotle nor Hippocrates
The
make any mention of it dietetically.
Greeks first obtained their knowledge of it
from the Scythians, or the Thracians, while
of it.

heard of any creature living on

is

sustained

that the oldest Greek writers speak of milk
and cheese, but say nothing of butter,

it

is partly

[Jan.,

it
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" butter
authority says that
the oily or fatty constituent of all good
milk, mechanically united or held in suspen
sion by the solution of caseine or cheesy
matter in the water.
already formed
the udder of the cow, and the operations
leaves the udder to produce
required after
effect merely the separation, more or less

ing."

complete,

five hundred

and fourteen

motive

the gravies

and

place as appetizers.

of

of saving
more than

for

made up

which take its
The mode of its use

sauces

is

usually
in

any

the quantity

it,

from

is

not

condiment,

it

a

a

being never
fails to
In this respect
eaten by itself.
food by the test
answer the requisite of

always that

is

It

is

it

in

Pure fat or oil

82.70

Caseine or curd

2.45

Water and salt

14.85

100.00

This, of course, refers to butter as

ordi

narily comes upon the table ready to eat.
The fat
composed of margarine and
oleine. about forty of the former and sixty
of the latter in summer butter, while
winter the proportions are nearly reversed.
The larger proportions of oleine in summer
butter make an article of greater richness.
These substances are so nearly like the
constituents of other fats that they are said

in

produced

gives the following results

it

States

millions of pounds, of which not quite four
millions were exported, leaving five hundred
In
and ten millions to be consumed here.
most families it is considered rather as a
necessity than a luxury, and the idea of doing
without it is never entertained.
Fashion
with its
has to some extent
dispensed
presence on the dinner-table, but that is

of the butter from the cheese and
medium quality
Analysis of

the whey."

a

all countries which now boast of mod
civilization, unless it be a few of those
in Southern Europe, its manufacture and
In 1871 the United
use are enormous.

excellent

:

In

ern

An

is

ITS PRESENT USE.

WHAT IS BUTTER?

to be interchangeable, and on that fact rests
the basis of the manufacture of oleo-margarine from the tallow of beef.
it
is

southern

In other words,

claimed that the fat of the animal before

BUT TER.
into the milk is so nearly like
formed in the milk that a little

these

people have been

Our advice to them
would be never to cook butter into any
thing ; never to use melted butter ; and as
soon as possible to make their food palata
ble without any butter at all.
As one of
our medical writers seriously says : " Bread
* According to an item in the New York Times, a
pecimenof oleo-margarine was somehow mixed in with
the display of " dairy " products lately made in New
York hy the American Institute, and the critics and
lodgeswere challenged to point it out !— Ed. P. J.

and wiped dry before

washed

the hands must be clean.

The

milking, and
utensils also,

the pails, pans, and strainers, must be so
carefully washed as to remove every particle
of the previous taint of milk and be scalded
and dried, nor must any odor of any kind
be allowed in the apartment to which the
milk is carried, and in which it is kept.
Even the butter, and of course the cheese,
must be kept in a separate apartment.
The
churning utensils and the butter-workers
must receive equally scrupulous attention ;
indeed, the details are almost literally end
less, even to the temperature

at which it is

kept, the currents of air which pass over

it,

then

deceiving themselves.

scale and the demand is practi
cally unlimited. The entire cost can hardly
be taken into account.
In the first place
the cattle must be of good breed ; they must
be well sheltered, bedded, and cared for ;
they must not be fed anything that will taint
the milk (and there are many such things),
nor should they be able to get such things
in their pasture.
Their udders must be

which the cream
kept, the tem
churned, and the
at which
rapidity of that operation the water with
washed, or the care with
which the butter
which water, as well as all contact with the
hands,
the character of the
kept from
the
amount
of
working, the kind
seasoning,
and cleanliness of the vessels which finally
for market, the company
receive
keeps
the time

perature

it

indigeslibility,

on a large

is

expressed at this adulteration, but
the point of the complaint lies in the taste
more than in any other quality.
The sup
posed superiority of butter for dietetic pur
poses does not consist in its easier digestion,
for that is a myth.
Almost any sort of fat
is more easily digested
than butter of the
same temperature. Butter is more frequent
ly eaten cold, but melted butter more readily
disorders the stomach than most other fats.
Pereira
attributes this fact to the larger
number of volatile acids which it contains.
We fancy this fact will be new to many a
reader who has not hitherto examined
the
If we speak of the unwholesome
subject.
effects of grease and of shortening, we are
vtry apt to be met by the calm assurance
that the speaker
does not eat fat, and is
careful to use for shortening only the best
of butter.
Now, if butter is fat in all its es
sential elements,
and is even worse in its

.

is

There has been no small amount of in
dignation

illustration of
some articles
which after all are of very little use to us.
Some one has well said that the making of
"gilt-edged butter" is one of the fine arts.
So it is, and if the Philadelphia article does
not bring more than one dollar per pound,
it is only because this sort of work is done
is an excellent

the trouble we take to secure

;

OF BUTTER.

TROUBLESOME BUTTER.

This article

it

WHOLESOMENESS

was not a hygienist.

;

disappears on long exposure to
the air, and that which you supposed to be
well-flavored butter becomes unendurable.*
sometimes

I
j

is

into butter

it

manipulation will convert the fat
without its going through the
milk. A good deal of curiosity has been
excited on this subject, and what is more,
a large quantity
of the imitation butter has
been put upon the market, much of which
can be detected
by the tallowy flavor and
If there is any of it so thor
appearance.
oughly changed that it can not be distin
guished from butter, we can only know that
fact from the assurances of the manufac
turers. The annoying part is, that the flavor
chemical

and butter is very good for breakfast and
supper, but let the quantity of butter be as
small as possible."
After getting as far as
that, we might wish something else lor
breakfast ; we might even put the two meals
together, and instead of the butterless bread
we would have a glorious feast. Nota bene,
the man who gave the above advice about
bread and butter for breakfast and supper,

is

it has passed
that which is

33

it
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on its way thilher, as well as the state of the

in by the cow.

weather at that time.
It will be readily perceived that the risks
run before the butter reaches the purchaser

it for something more nutritious and live on
that, but will the butter furnish anything
more nutritious to the purchaser than it did
to the producer ?
Or has the purchaser

as to make the purchase

so numerous

are

of any

quantity

a delicate

matter.

How

shall any one keep himself primed as a but
How shall he know how it will
ter-taster ?
taste in the various

If

to be used ?

purposes

for which it is

he can not afford the very

best, how shall he know that he is not get

Or perhaps we should say
it is in many places
the housekeeper who makes such purchases.
If any one thinks it an easy matter, let him
ting cheated

"she,"

?

as in families

twenty different tables, and if
will change

It

is true he may exchange

to gratify his
Do people acquire
wealth in the butter-dairying business be
cause the product is of intrinsic value, or
because people are willing to part with cer
tain things that are of intrinsic value in or
der to tickle the palate ? To put it in an
other form, how many people could be fed
merely

sacrificed

so

much

taste for a condiment ?

on the grain, roots, or fruits that might be
raised on these two acres which now pro

he is at all nice in his tastes, he

duce an article which as milk partially feeds
only a few, and as butter feeds no one ? We

his mind.

should

But the trouble is not ended yet. After
it must be kept
the butter is purchased,
where it will get no taint ; where it will be
cool at all seasons ; for once melted, it can
Here comes in the
never be quite restored.
item for ice, which would not otherwise be

sons.

eat at about

But why spin out the long list ?
will but stop to think, he will
find butter one of the most troublesome as
well as expensive items in the domestic
But this is not all. It is
economy.

wanted.

If

any

one

BARBAROUSLY

EXPENSIVE

in its production. It requires about one
acre of pasturage to keep a cow during the
It requires probably more
grazing season.
than the average product of an acre of
meadow or cultivated ground to keep her
The
during the remainder of the year.
pasturage

is comparatively inexpensive.

In

deed, for barbarous people, who do not cul
tivate land, it is tolerable economy to have
cattle

that

can

graze

on

unappropriated

land and bring in the product in the shape

But whether even then
of milk and meat.
it would be economical to turn the milk into
butter and cheese, would depend partly
upon whether those substances were nutri
We have already discussed
of the nutrition in fat, and as
butter is fat, we will say "o more on that
point than to suppose a man trying to live
on the product of that acre of pasturage
and that acre of cultivated land as brought
tious

or not.

the subject

say, at a moderate

estimate, six per
this is correct, then whatever may
be the glamour of the profits of a few who

If

are making an article which the many are
willing to pay a high price for, is the country
as a whole profiting by butter-dairying as
it would by grain-farming or fruit-raising ?

Of course, we are speaking now of the
amount raised for home consumption, the
quantities which we sell to each other. And
these after all are the great items.
Refer
ence to the figures of production and expor
tation which are quoted in the first part of
this article, will show that we export only
about one one-hundred-and-twenty-seventh
part of the butter produced,

and that the in

come from this source amounted

in 1870-1
to much less than one million of dollars.

In this enumeration of particulars we see
that we have omitted an item of no small
cost, the fencing of fields and inclosures, to
which the country is subject because of the
great number of cattle kept for dairying,
and this of itself is an immense outlay. The
entire practice of cattle-raising and dairyfarming might well be called a relic of the
barbaric ages ; and we wish the majority of
might see it so and devote their
labor and their skill to those things which
produce a better hygienic and economical
result.
JulIA COLMAN.

people

A cheerful

temper, joined with innomake beauty attractive, knowldelightful, and wit good-natured.

cence,

j
I edge

will

A SORE SUBJECT— SHOES.

\

A

SORE

SUB

OT long since our

attention was drawn
query addressed by some one to
the editor of a scientific publication in this
wise: "Is there in the civilized world a
shoemaker who can and will make a proper
"
for a human foot ?
At once
covering
memory recurred to the displays of elegant
leather-work in the windows of the numer
ous shoe-stores of New York, at some of
which we have occasionally lingered to gaze
on the ingenious devices of shape and em
broidery, and to ponder upon the strange
anatomical fancies of the men who devised
1

j
™

10 a

them.
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ECT—SHOES.
cramping process,

which in the course of

deformity
shown in the next engraving, we are shown
the line of tread which passes nearly under
the center of the great-toe joint, and back
ward under the center of the heel. The
lines drawn upon the outline of the sole
show how completely out of harmony with
nature is such a shape.
The line of tread,
instead of being straight, is broken at the
ball of the great toe, and turns in the direc
tion which that important member is forced
to take by the obliquity of the sole and the
years

produces

the very common

unyielding upper leather.

Our first figure is from the advertisement
of a prominent manufacturer of ladies' shoes,
and is a representation of a pattern much in
" Maude."
vogue, called, we believe, the

A Fashionable Shoe.
Line of Tread.

There is no attempt at exaggeration, for the
engraver has copied the pattern exactly for
Our lady readers will at
trade purposes.
once recognize the fidelity of the shape,
especially as regards the position and height
Need it be said that the wear
of the heel.
ing of such a shoe or " boot" tends to dis
tort and injure the foot ? A modicum of
"
intelligence at once declares the thing" in
consistent with nature and absurd in reason.
If we examine the sole of shoes ordinarily
worn by people, we shall find that it is nar
rowed much at the part where the toes
cover it ; the narrowing begins at the region
corresponding with the ball of the foot, and
the corners are more or less rounded.
In
the illustration of a natural foot, or one
which has not undergone
the squeezing,

Common Sole.

One would think that it was bad enough
for the feet and limbs to wear high and
heels, but when to their distort
misplaced
ing influence is added the cramping and
twisting of the narrow-toed sole, it is a won
der indeed that any intelligent person will
submit to the torture arising from corns and
enlarged joints, notwithstanding it is dic
tated by fashion.
Not only is the foot de
formed, in some instances becoming as mis
but the legs and
shapen as represented,
suffer
in
various
body
ways from the un
natural attitudes into which they are forced,
even serious forms of -nervous and muscular
disease being occasioned

by the general

de

of the mechanical function.
An American writer who has given much

rangement
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attention to the subject of foot-dressing, sug" Eureka," as an
gests lor the sole the shape
approximation to what will perfectly meet
of a natural foot. This
the requirements
reminds us of the ancient sandal and of

I
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The shoe, we know, on the contrary, is more
restrictive to the muscular action.
close, unventilated,
and in some forms,
especially those with a long row of buttons

1 or less

Ancient Sandal.

which are affected by fashionable people,
it gives no little trouble and inconvenience

A Rllsclt of Narrow Soles.
the old foot-coverings,
en were accustomed

when men and wom
to exercise a great deal,
there, which enabled

and had the feet kept
them

to walk according to their pleasure.

Modern civilization, in spite of its wonderful
has
scientific and mechanical progress,
shown no improvement upon the shoe of
the past, but rather retrogression : for the

. to adjust

I

it.

We have no desire to return to the use
of the sandal ; we think it unnecessary, for
there is wisdom and talent enough in Eu
rope and America to invent a foot-dressing
which will combine the advantages of the
with the neatness of the modern
There is elegance enough shown in
the shoe trade, can we not secure comfort
also ? If the skillful mechanic at his bench
sandal

! shoe.

The Eureka.

with all its primitive simplicity, pos
healthful
features which the mod
For in
em leather shoe can not claim.

last and cuts out the upper, and will aim to

stance,

secure

sandal,
sessed

sandal gave free play to the
and bones, admitted the air to the

the

muscles
skin, and

was

easily

put

on or taken

off.

will only

t cognize

nature,

as he shapes the

a result which shall unite comfort,
protection, neatness, and simplicity, he will
D.
make ;he world his debtor.

HOT SPRINGS OF ARKANSAS.
HOT SPRINGS
deal has been written about this
interesting region in late years, but it has
been
mainly in the interest of business.
The following article comes to us from
an occasional contributor, who has visited
the place and frankly narrates
her experi

[A good

A

—

Ed.]
MONG all

ence.

or are solicited to do so by the first class.
As most of the information obtainable
concerning the springs is in either one or
the ether of these forms, the observations
of the writer during a short visit may be of
interest to some, but they are not prompted
by either of the above reasons.
Leaving the North a few days after New
Year's, about the season of the commence
"
of the intense cold
ment of the first " spell
weather of this year, I journeyed to the Hot
Leaving that
Springs by way of St. Louis.
city by the Iron Mountain Railroad in the

morning at nine, you pass through the
center of the State of Arkansas, reaching
Malvern at five the following morning.
Malvern is nearly fifty miles south of Little
Rock.
From there you take the stage to
the springs, twenty-one miles

distant.

To

the stage ride is certainly the
trying part of the journey, and it is
safe to remark that the most healthy person
is not particularly delighted. There may
be rougher roads than the one from Mal
vern to Hot Springs, but it has not been in
the experience of the writer to find any.
However, you at length arrive at one of the
hotels, where comforts and attendance that
greet you are a positive surprise to one who
is occupied with reflections on the ride

most

"
through the barren " piney woods country,
and who possesses the knowledge that all
supplies and necessaries of life at the springs
have
hotels

to be

hauled

are numerous,

road.

Th«

and of grades

to suit

over

that

all classes in taste and price.
the water-cures or resorts

where water is used to alleviate dis
ease, by either baths or drinking, none at
tract more interest or possess greater healthrestoring powers than these springs. A
visit to the Hot Springs the past winter by
the writer was attended with much pleas
In writing of resorts
ure and also benefit.
of this kind, there are two styles usually
adopted — one, of the people or individual
who receives benefit from the patronage of
visitors and health-seekers, and the other
the cases of those who have received ben
efit and are anxious to reveal it to others,

an invalid

OF ARKANSAS.

To

who has visited
of Hot
The situation
Springs is not very favorable.
is a narrow valley or notch through which
runs a small stream, and at its side a single
street; for nearly two miles the valley does
not exceed two hundred feet in width, and
in many places it is much narrower, the
mountains rising abruptly on both sides.
At either end, however, this mere channel
widens and opens out into the rolling,
mountainous country.
The springs are on the slope and at the
foot of the mountain on the east side of the
valley, and are all within a space of fifty
many

a traveler
resorts,

or one

the first impression

They are some fifty in number, and
vary in flow and temperature ; the combined
acres.

discharge being estimated at about four
hundred gallons every minute, and the tem
perature from 95 to 1 50 degrees Fahrenheit.
The hottest of the springs, it is said, will
cook an egg in a few minutes.
The abun
dance of the supply and the varying temper
atures make it easy to regulate the water
for the baths.

If, as I said, the first impression of a vis
itor is unfavorable toward Hot Springs, a
little time will work a change in his views.
In a few days one has looked into the first
point of interest, the springs, examined
them all, drank of the different waters, made
some

study of, and tried to solve, the phe

nomenon

of their existence.

Then the beau

ties of the mountain scenery are considered,
and one feels the invigorating influences of
the mountain air.

The attention is drawn

to the grand opportunities for beautifying
the mountain sides, the facilities at hand for

making the surroundings of the springs a
park unequaled by those of any wateringplace in the country. With these probable
of the place, the imagination
developments
is soon picturing a brilliant future for " Hot
It sees in a near future good
Springs."
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railway communication with all prominent
a number of fine and large hotels,
elegant bath - houses, and great crowds of
points,

visitors.

As

intermediate resort

an

for visitors

from the far northern and the far southern
points, it seems to us that there is none bet

The

ter.

January
most

time of my visit, the months

and

of

the Rector bath-house.
The professor is
well versed in all the different kinds of treat
ment,

and

" read

although uneducated, says he
"
a towel
and " moderate the

can

weather,

but

system" better than any educated nigger
at the springs. When the professor squares
himself and starts his favorite hymn, " The
Lord sent me to rub and I did rub, and to
hear what the sinners say," the person who
is under his towel will believe that he is
" I'll done bust
going to do as he says :
yer
skin clar off, Massa, this time shuah."
To receive benefit, one should stay at
The usual
least a month at the springs.
number of baths for a course is twenty-one,
and few persons are able to take this num
ber in successive days without interruption,
and it is considered desirable not to bathe
for a few days before leaving the springs.
The number of twenty-one baths is chosen
as about the number to get the system well
Persons
under the influence of the baths.
suffering from serious diseases had better
expect to remain at the springs for several
months.
As a remedial agent it seems
to be admitted that the hot waters are very
efficient as an aid to other treatments, and
I believe that much of the good that is at
tributed to the water comes from the sys
tematic course pursued, the waters simply
acting as a cleanser and invigorator to the

as

regards

indeed, the weather was more desirable

and comfortable than

was reported as pre
The pleaspoints.
antest seasons are the three months follow
ing October ist and April ist, and I will
venture the opinion here, that as much ben
efit to health .can be obtained by a visit to
the springs and a judicious use of the wa
vailing at more southern

ters at either of these seasons as can be ob
tained at any other place.

Nearly every person visiting Hot Springs
consults a physician as to the use of the
waters.
This is enjoined on all, and while
it is a custom originated for the benefit of
the doctors, still it is the best thing to do,
even if one is not requiring other medical
The directions ob
treatment or advice.
tained from a physician

relate to the temper

ature of the bath suitable

for the patient, the

in, the quantity of water to

drink, and from which spring.
The bathing is done at the bath-houses
connected with the hotels, or at separate
for bathing. The plain tub
establishments
bath is given with the water from 92° to
98°, and the time from

The

expert as rubbers, and it is a feature of the
baths which adds materially to the benefits.
In this connection the visitor is informed
that one of the curiosities of the springs is
the negro bather, " Professor Robinson," at

the

unpleasant

time to remain

[Jan..

February, is considered

there was little of that for me to complain

of;

JOURNAL.

six to ten minutes.

system.

hot water is brought to the bather in

of a tea-pot, from
which one can drink if he wishes.
To this

a tin can of the shape

can be added the vapor and pack.
The vapor is taken in tight closets, under
which the hot water is carried, the va

bath

por ascending through openings in the floor.
Temperature in the vapor is from 100° to
Afhr from three to five minutes in
115°.
out and
the vapor, the bather is taken
packed in blankets for about ten minutes,
which produces a profuse perspiration.
On coming out of the bath a thorough
rubbing is given by negro attendants, many
of whom have become by long practice very

A Powerful Glue.— The Turks glue
diamonds and other jewels to metal settings
with a mixture made thus : Dissolve five or
six bits of gum mastic, each the size of a
large pea, in as much spirits of wine as will
In another vessel dissolve
render it liquid.
in brandy as much
isinglass, previously
softened in water, as will make a two-ounce
phial of strong glue, adding two small bits
of gum ammoniac, which must be rubbed
Then mix the whole with
until dissolved.
heat.
Keep in a phial closely stoppered.
When it is to be used, set the phial in boiling
water. This cement resists moisture, and
it is said to be able to unite effectively
surfaces of polished steel.
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NOTES IN SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE.

Poison-Ivy

and

Virginia

Creeper. — The editor of the Phrenological
Journal has been solicited by several corre

spondents to give them some advice with re
gard to the appearance and habit of poisonivy so that they can avoid its poisonous in
Brief answer has been made, and
fluences.
some suggestions relating to the treatment
The Seiof those who have been poisoned.
enliju American lately published a description
of the poison-ivy and the Virginia creeper,
and as both plants are much alike to the su
perficial observer, we avail ourselves of the
opportunity to publish in this place repre
sentations of the two plants.
The poison-ivy, or in scientific language,
rhui toxicodendron, is also called poison-oak

trees and extending
to some distance above
the ground. Like the other variety its leaves
consist of three leaflets, which are smooth
and having entire margins.
Both varieties,
when wounded, exude a milky juice, which
becomes black on exposure to the air, and
on fabric forms an indelible stain.
The Virginia creeper (ampelopsis
qinquefolia), called by some the five finger, is a very
graceful woody vine, an extensive climber,
but unlike the rhus, climbs by means of ten
drils, the ends of which terminate in suckerlike disks.
This alone when understood
constitutes a striking difference
in the ap
pearance of the trunks of the two trees, but
the structure of the leaves forms one equally
In the Virginia creeper they are
noticeable.

Virginia Creeper.
POISON-Iw.

and mercury-vine. Tn the Middle States it
Is pretty generally known among people of
There are two
the farming class as mercury.
which
are so
varieties of the poison-ivy
marked, that they have been considered dis
One of these is a small erect
tinct species.
or recumbent shrub, rather weak in appear
ance, which has leaves of three leaflets, ovate,
This is the
and variously notched or lobed.
The other
variety figured in the engraving.
is distinguished by its climbing habit ; woody
stem ; is covered with a grayish, scaly bark
from one to four inches in thickness ; throws
its whole length myriads of
out throughout
thread-like, densely - aggregated
rootlets,
which help to bind it to its support.
It is
extremely common and familiar enough to
the rural ist, being often seen infolding large

i

divided into five oblong toothed leaflets of a
dark, shining green, and with very prominent
veins and ribs.
In the autumn they assume
the richest shades of scarlet, crimson, and
purple, and as the plants are seen climbing
and entwining among the foliage of some ev
ergreen, or trailing over fences and walls,

they form one of the brightest ornaments of
The leaves of the poison-ivy are
the season.
also colored in autumn, but the tints are not
as brilliant as those of the creeper, and are
usually of various shades of yellow and dull
As regards the Virginia creeper, it has
red.
no noxious effect. In fact.no native Amer
ican vine having five-parted leaves is poison
ous.

A New Applieation of Sehlie-

man's Discoveries. — A scientific writer in
the London Alhenatum advances the theory
that the remains found at Mycenae, instead of

4°
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being the actual form and feature of Homeric
heroes, once belonged to some of the barbar
ic Gothic chiefs who overran Greece in the
Christian era, and he brings a long array of rea
sons: X. The style of ornamentation of many
of the golden objects belongs to the north. 2.
The layers of pebbles under and over the
bodies are another northern feature.
3. The
sword-hill lying across the loins according
custom, and not on the right
to barbaric
shoulder as a Greek would have worn it ; the
absence of greaves, and the enormous lengths
of the swords, and the fact that one of them
had a wooden sheath, are northern peculiari
ties. 4. The resemblance of the ornamented
tombstones to the sculptured stones of Scot
land.
5. The shape of the chariot-wheels,
identical with those sculptured in tombstones
from Kivik in Sweden.
6. Obsidian arrow
heads of marked Scandinavian type. 7. Iron
8. The similarity in shape of the gold
keys.
crowns to the bronze diadems of North Ger
many. 9. The presence of crystal, not used
for ornamentation
until late Roman times.
10. Gold signet-rings
of a degraded rather
than a primitive art.
The author's theory is. that some Gothic
chiefs slain in the invasions were buried here
with their plundered treasures, as Alaric was
buried in the Busento.
Some objects would
thus be Gothic, and others the plunderof con
This view accounts for the
quered cities.
absence of coins and inscriptions. The un
doubted early pottery would be the rubbish
disturbed in digging the grave.
The theory
also accounts quite satisfactorily for other
anomalous facts.

Guinea Hens,

it is said, in addition
more and better eggs than common
fowl, will, each of them, keep an acre of po
tatoes clear of beeties, and answer the pur
pose of a barometer in predicting changes of
the weather.
to laying

Skulls and Brains.— At the recent
meeting of the Anthropological Congress in
Paris. Dr. Lebon gave the results of his ex
perimental researches upon the relation of
the volume of the cranium to the intelligence.
We find abstracts of the paper in foreign
journals, and select a few points which may
interest our readers. The doctor has studied
many skulls of many races, and is satisfied
that the degree of intelligence is proportion
The best
ate to the capacity of the cranium.
endowed
races have the greatest average
cranial volume, and in any race the biggest
heads have " the most brains," in a figurative
as well as a literal sense.
No doubt there
are individual exceptions, but the general
law is none the less true.
Among his measurements of heads Dr.
Lebon has made more than twelve hundred
from living subjects in Paris, and by a series
of curves he shows their relative develop
He arranges them in five classes,
ment.
which stand as follows according to size, the
biggest being put at the head : (1) literary
and scientific men; (2) the Parisian bourgeoisie.
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or middle class

; (3) the old nobility ; (4) do
mestic servants ; (5) peasants.
As a rule, women were found to have less
of brain
than men.
weight
Some have
that the difference in stature and
thought
weight of body accounts sufficiently for this ;
but, according
to Dr. Lebon, the law still
holds after making allowance for this differ
ence. It is, moreover, a curious fact that
among the superior races the female cranium
is proportionally smaller than among the in
ferior races. He believes this to be due to the
comparatively unimportant
part that woman
plays in the work of modern civilization.

A STORY OF SCIENCE.
A philosopher sat in his easy-chair,
Looking as grave as Milton ;
He wore a solemn, mysterious air,
As he Canada Balsam spilt on

A

strip of glass, as a slide, to prepare
a mite taken out of his Stilton.

For

He took his microscope out of its case.
And settled the focus rightly:
The light, thrown back from the mirror's face
Came glimmering upward brightly;
He put the slide with the mite in place,
And fixed on the cover tightly.
He turned the instrument

up and down,
getting a proper sight, he
Exclaimed — as he gazed with a puzzled
frown —
"Good gracious!" and " Highty-tighty !
The sight is enough to alarm the town —
A mite is a monster mighty !"

Till,

From t'other end of

the tube, the mite
Regarded our scientific ;
To his naked eye, as you'll guess, the sight
Of a man was most terrific ;
But reversing the microscope made him quite
The opposite of magnific.

" One sees
tall."

the

truth

through

Said the mite, as he squinted

this

tube

so

through it ;

" Man is not so
wondrously big after all,
If the mite-world only knew it !"

MORAL.
Mem. — Whether a thing is large or small
Depends on the way you view it !
— London Fun.

Soerates on Farming-.—

According
of the wisest of the ancient philos
is an employment the
ophers, "Agriculture
most worthy the application of man — the most
to this one

ancient and the most suitable to his nature. It
is the common nurse of persons in every age
and condition of life. It is the source of health,
strength, plenty, and riches, and of a thou
sand sober delights and honest pleasures.
It is the mistress and school of sobriety, tem
perance, justice, religion, and, in short, of all
virtues— civil and military."
Let those who are disposed to repine in

NOTES
the midst

IN
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of their fields and to sigh for other
take notice.

employments,

Keep the Orehards

Up.— People

4i

which, according to the trustworthy experi
ments of Wheatstone, occupies only the mil
lionth part of a second.

Artesian Wells.— In Iroquois County,
who are fortunate enough to own fruit trees
Illinois, eighty-five miles south of Chicago,
are too much disposed
as a class to neglect
gallons of flowing water from ar
53,500,000
them on account of age.
Perhaps it is not
commonly known that much can be done to tesian wells are daily supplied for irrigating
land.
No well is over seventy-five feet deep.
improve an old and wretched orchard, sim
There are two hundred weils within a radius
ply by encouraging the growing shoots and
The
removing the old ones gradually.
Not only of twenty miles, all of small bore.
prairie is ninety feet above Lake Michigan,
the new top, but also the bole and other roots
will feel the effect. An orchard needs care and there is no high land lor two hundred
miles which can furnish a fountain-head
to
and thought, and if they be given, it will
Paris derives a flowing current
amply repay the owner.
Keep the fruit trees these wells.
free from all limbs that are of no use.
Do of 6,000.000 gallons from two such wells.
not let the limbs get too old
Renew your I Three more wells are now being sunk, which,
with the old ones, will give a subterranean
orchard several times in its life and its growth
will thus be preserved.
Thousands of farms supply ample for 3,000.000 of inhabitants.
to-day contain orchards which have gone to A correspondent of the Baltimore Sun says
that engineers are confident the artesian river
ruin for want of the little attention above in
flowing under San Francisco, leading direct
dicated, and their owners feel entirely inno
cent of any neglect.
Cold weather is the from the exhaustless lakes of the Sierra Ne
vada, is quite adequate to supply several cit
time for trimming up the trees and bushes.
ies of its size. — American Manufacturer.

Time In Photography. — Photo
graphic operations seem to indicate the ne
cessity of some means of measuring exceed
ingly minute proportions of time as well as

greater duration, and to indicate an
extension on either side of the
In taking photographs of rapidlyobjects, we have been obliged to
the exposure requisite to bring out
the half- tints by estimating
differences
of
time varying' between the one-fiftieth and the
one one hundred-and-twentieth
of a second.
Expressions of time like these are enormous,
however, when compared with the time re
quired for other photographic
experiments.
Thus, in solar photography, according to the
of Mr. Waterhou#se,
an image
experiments
was produced in a space of time not exceed
of a second,
ing the one-nine-thousandth
even when a slow photographic
process was
used ; and when a wet collodion was used,
one-third
of the above time only, or one
twenty-seven-thousandth
part of a second was
This duration, however, incon
required.
ceivably short as it may appear, will seem to
be a tolerable length of time when we try to
bring the mind to appreciate the rapidity with
which Mr. Talbot performed his crucial ex
periment not long ago at the Royal Institu
tion, England, when he photographed
a re
volving wheel with a hundred teeth on its
periphery and making a hundred revolutions
in a second, and illuminated with a single
discharge of an electric battery.
To the casual observer or reader of this
experiment the wonderful part appears to be
that the whole wheel, including each sepa
rate tooth, appeared perfectly well-defined
and stationary in the photograph, though in
reality it was moving with as great a velocity
as multiplying wheels could communicate
to
will, how
it. A little further consideration
ever, show that the time occupied by each
revolution was a planetary cycle compared
with the duration of the illuminating spark,
those of
indefinite
second.
moving
judge of

Popular Statisties of New Vork.

— There are

at this moment no less than 12,659 families in this Slate who live in log cab
ins.
Of the more modern dwelling houses,

are of wood, 98,298 of brick, and 19,stone.
Over one-half of all these
buildings arc reported as worth less than
$2,000 each, over one-third as worth less than
$1,000, and 7,134 as worth less than $50
Of the 67,126 dwellings in New
apiece.
York County, 56,010 are valued at $5,000 and
upward.
Here arc some additional facts in the sta
tistical line that are not without an interest
for serious-minded
people. Of 1,537.726 pro
598,013
718

ol

ductively industrious New-Yorkers, 351,628
are farmers or farm-hands.
One-half of the
working-women of the State are Vouse serv
ants, and there arc no fewer than 137,416 of
them.
Over 150,000 men earn their bread as
The machinists number 14,day-laborers.
666; the coopers, 8,971: the iron foundry
operatives, 8,920; the blacksmiths, 19,803;
the cabinet-makers,
7 963 ; the tanners, 4,268 ;
the mill and factory operatives. 16.613; th"
printers,
12,328 ; the cigar-makers,
12,345 ,
the painters and glaziers. 22,645 ; the car
penters and joiners, 52,192; the boot and
shoe makers, 23,144.
There are 50,903
clerks, 40,407 tailors and seamstresses, and
33476 millinersand dress-makers.
Passing to another classification we learn
that 1,776,018
New-Yorkers are married,
unmarried,
2,672,813
1,349 divorced ; while
of widows and widowers we have among us
In the last census-year only one
248,778.
family in forty-five had a wedding.

Salt as a Wheat-Fertilizer.—

In

an interesting series of experiments recently
made on the farm of the Royal Agricultural
Society of England, the manurial value of
salt was unmistakably indicated.
An acre
of wheat dressed with three hundred pounds
of common salt yielded thirty-nine bushels
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of grain, with a proportionate
amount of
straw ; while an adjoining acre, left unmanured, produced
bushels
only twenty-nine

per acre, with the straw imperfectly
devel
The entire cost of the crop is not
oped.
stated, but this experiment
shows that the
additional ten bushels resulting from the salt
were produced at a cost of thirty cents each.
In another case a piece of ground intended
for wheat was plowed the preceding fall, and
again in May, when it was sowed with salt
and afterward plowed before seeding.
On
the ist and 2d of September wheat was sown
at the rale of two bushels
to the acre
The
crop when harvested, yielded, according to
the estimate of the owner, VI r. John Parke,
not less than iorty bushels of grain to the
acre, with a luxuriant growth of straw. From
these and many similar cases the inference
seems to be that salt is a specific for the
wheat-crop, imparting
solidity to the grain
and firmness to the straw.
But it must not
be concluded that equally good results will
always follow the application of salt. — Mon
treal Gazette.

A

New Test, for (he Parity of

Witter.

JOURNAL.

abstainers

drinkers.

; the other, the

The experience

[Jan.
lives of moderate

of the office, as
shown in their report for the past year, has
been as follows: The number of deaths ex
pected during the year in the total abstinence
section was 179 ; the actual deaths were 132.
The number expected in the moderation sec
tion was 291 ; the actual number was 280.
Thus, whilst the total abstainers saved 47
lives out of 179. the moderate drinkers saved
lives out of 291.
only

ii

Ammonia versus Miiiaria. — The
Augusta (Ga ) Chronicle says : " The Georgia
Chemical Works, which are of a very exten
sive character, and manufacture
annually

large quantities of commercial fertilizers, are
situated in the southern suburbs of the city,
on South Boundary Street.
This portion of
the city is low and damp, and the people liv
ing there had always been subject to chills
and fever and other malarial diseases.
We
say had been subject, for yesterday morning
Mr. Lowe, of the chemical works, informed us
that the works had exterminated malaria in
their neighborhood.
He contended that since
the company commenced operations it had
routed chills, etc. ; and that persons living
near there who once suffered a great deal,
suffer now on South Boundary no more. The
effect of the works on the health of the country
adjacent had been as marked as it had been
beneficial.
There could be no doubt as to the
cause of the change.
A practical test had
been applied in the buildings of the company.
Men had been employed there who were
and fever-fired, but who. in a
ague-shaken
short time, were entirely re
comparatively
lieved of the companionship of their malarial
friend.
The theory is that the ammonia does
the business."

a

'

;

a

a

it,

— Convinced that potassic perman
ganate is the baseofa very sensitiveor delicate
test, a Mr. W. C. Staples tells us in the Phar
maceutical jfournal that he began experiments
with a view of finding a reagent that should
act upon the nitrogenous matter and bring it
under the influence
of the permanganate.
For this purpose he found that potassic hy
drate (caustic potash) could not be excelled ;
and that four parts of potassic hydrate, with
one part of .potassic permanganate, and one
hundred and sixty parts of distilled water,
made the best solution.
With such a solu
tion he has made many tests. One drop of
the solution placed in a test-tube of distilled
Fowls In Orehards. — In regard to
water remains of a beautiful pink hue for
keeping fowls in orchards, the Poultry World
many hours, but the minutest trace of egg" Last fall we visited an orchard in
says :
albumen in the same quantity of water dis
He states that he which fowls were kept ; the owner of which
charges the color at once.
has used this test for some time with the told us that before the fowls were confined in
the trees made little or no growth, and
most constant results ; and that if on the ad
dition of a drop of this solution to a half only corresponding amount of fruit was ob
tained.
But what
change was evident now.
fluid ounce of water, it in a few hours shows
The grass was kept down, the weeds killed,
a brownish precipitate with loss of color, he
and the trees presented an appearance
of
has invariably found such water to contain
thrift, which the most enthusiastic horticult
an abnormal
of organic
amount
matter.
From our own experiments we are led to urist could not but admire and envy. The
believe that in case the water examined is growth of the trees was most vigorous, and
known to contain no iron or salts of that the foliage remarkably luxuriant the fruit was
abundant, of large size and free from worms
metal, this is an exceedingly delicate and re
This excellence
and oiher imperfections.
liable test. The presence of iron in the wa
ter had best first be determined by the use of was accounted for by the proprietor, who re
If it give a marked that the hens ate all the worms and
potassium
sulpho - cyanide.
brownish color on the addition of the sul- curculio in their reach, even the canker-worm.'
He found less trouble with their roosting in
pho-cyanide, the test for organic matter can
picket
trees than he expected, and ;hat
not be used successfully.
fence six feet high kept them within bounds.
His orchard was divided into three sections,
Tot nl Abstinenee and
suranee. — The United Kingdom Temper and the fowls were changed from one to an
other, as the condition of the fowls or the
ance Provident Institution, London, has two
orchard sections seemed to require."
sections : one for insuring the lives of total
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for the strong foreign elements in our popu
lation, especially the German, which is most
of holiday enjoyment

appreciative
reation,

we fear that

day would scarcely

more than mark the be

ginning of a fresh twelvemonth.
tice of New- Year's

H. S. Drayton, A.M., Editor.

in it for society.

NEW YORK,
JANUARY,

editors of the
a warm

1879.

nual reunion

Phrenological

!

would give

hand-clasp to each subscriber and
1879.

Take the

will for the deed, kind friends, and believe
that we shall do our best to further your
health and happiness

in what we write and

print.

We
the

believe

in the New- Year festival, in

maintenance

family

of the old exchange

greeting and visitation

tom so long ago recognized
especially

by

hame alludes

of

; in the cus

in Europe, and

our British ancestors.

Gra-

to the first day of the year as

one that

"

. . . . elates the poor man's heart.

to exhibit our social feeling, to whip into ac

tivity our dull Adhesiveness, and
day has passed we find ourselves

new. sensation

our meeting with old ac

;

some of whose faces had not

quaintances,
crossed

ere the

enjoying a

of vision for

our line

years, has

quickened the inner current of our being,
and we feel refreshed, renewed. Many a
man who has gone from his home in spirit
less protest

against the " tyranny of fash

ion," has returned in joyful thanksgiving for
having had the

privilege of clasping the

of an old friend, and thus renewing

hand

an old tie which he had well-nigh forgotten.

Let us perpetuate
motes

the

sweet

a custom

and

which pro
bond

priceless

of

impure,

unnecessary

acces

sories.

M The aged and the
young — man, woman, child —
Unite in social glee."

Charles Lamb and other eminent writers
feelingly

alluded to its festivities

to the public welfare,

as

because of

their influence upon the warm and generous
sentiments

On that day we feel com

?

by any unclean,

and when

conducive

val

friendship, but let us not mar that custom

And makes him feel that hfe has still its joys,''

have

friendships,

pelled by the prevailing spirit of the festival

the publishers and

reader on this opening of

How many

uable, would die out were it not for the an

New- Year to you, dear reader

Were it possible,

the good there is

once highly prized and still essentially

A GREETING.

T T APPY

may have its im

ever, does not depreciate

Fyvprieicr.

N. Sizer, Associate.

The prac

it by vicious indulgences; that, how

vert

C Fowler W»lls,

calls

side, or rather some people may per

proper
Mrs.

and rec

ere long New-Year's

of

men.

In America there is a

growing tendency to observe less and less

There was little encouragement
prospectively

when 1878 opened.

for

us

The " hard

times" had seriously affected our business,
and, like many of our contemporary publish
ers, we could not predict our status a month
in advance.
the helm, and

But with a firm grasp uport
a resolute

support of an appreciative

the social

practices of our forefathers in

set

connection

with New-Year, and were it not

afresh.

out, and

here

confidence

in the

constituency,

we

we are again starting

Our circumstances are no, worse
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Ah, with our

they were a year ago.

than

feel a stronger confidence

should

selves, nay, in our friends,

dren

our

in

readers

the

Chil

are well instructed in matters

of sci

element

and

ence

of

med

history

TT

pressed

As

calculated
that

for ages,

that so many fail, aside

a matter

their introduction

not be

maintenance

for wonder

philanthropists and economists

have

concerned

vantages

who tediously
and

!

The Macedonian cry

has been heard from

all sides, and still fills

the ear — " Help us."
perceive

its true

sense we

it to be much more than the cry

of misplaced,
the reflection

souls ; in its sad

disappointed

tone there vibrates

that

In

of an instinctive

they have

of reproach,

the feeling

consciousness

wronged

been

; that

has been slow in arriving at the

conviction that men are differently
ized, and not yet has that

methods

in correspondence

with the difference of organization.
school-houses

have

organ-

conviction taken

of prescribing different

of education

While

multiplied and books

without number have been printed, popular
education

of self-

sphere

has been wanting in a grand, fun-

in

for a vocation is

?

that the vaunted

of the nineteenth

intelli-

century was illus-

It

is

ing class in the community had ceased to
think that the school and college afford complete preparation for the work of life.

multitude should

misplaced

the performance

The

arouse them to

of their duty, which is not

merely the inculcation of habits of industry
and economy

— which

are aids to success in

almost every undertaking — but
the

mental,

chiefly

to

and intellectual

moral,

character of their children interiorly and
^
- exteriorly,

not all their own.

the practical form

|

their- study

rightful estate has been lost through faults

Society

the fact that

high time that parents belonging to the lead-

labor amid disad-

difficulties arising from per-

sonal organization

from

the

fitness

is high time

I ffence

to

yearning j trated in this most important matter.

by the complaints of the suffering,
thousands

It

Surely the sympathet-

ical mind must long ago have been pained

be made at

has been made at a venture

so far as personal

not set on foot some well-formulated method
for the public relief?

which will

if

idea,

once upon their intelligence, is it a wonder

resultants of mental

—is it not

activity with but a faint

sort confronting us j any, of the demands

to society can

loss

pecuniary

from the school into the whirl of

business

of adaptation to their pursuits.
subsisted

is applied ere

the great majority of young men are

pushed

tion, and religion, scarcely more than a tithe

and

their minds concerning the

upon

they enter the arena of life.

cupy the callings of industry, science, educa

and whose aggregate

are cram

enlightening thoughts are im

no searching test of capacity

is full of misfits ; that of the many who oc

With a condition of this
— a condition which has

of

mechanics

nature and organization of their characters ;

is an old, old story that the community

are conscious

the

with formulas, names, and dates, but

no definite,

SELF-KNOWLEDGE THE SOCIAL NEED.

in

;

business ; their heads

every-day

Phrenological Journal.

the

— self-knowledge.

damental

so fresh in mind, we

late years' experiences

[Jan.,

and to estimate deliberately

and

cautiously their capability,
The eminent
prehended

Archbishop

the relation

Whately com-

of education

mind, as appears from this statement
must not be forgotten

to the
:

" It

that education resem-

bles the grafting of a tree — that there must
be some affinity between

graft."

To

determine

the stock

and

the

be sure, it is not always easy to

the tendency

of a child

; yet

the

PHILANTHROPY.
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tute children, etc.

earnest parent has an advantage

intelligent,

45

Besides these, every well-

over the ordinary teacher or observer, which,

sustained

religious body has its missionary

with the practical and scientific

enterprise

for the dissemination of Christian

aids at his

will eventually arrive at a deter

command,

That

mination.

advantage

is his kinship,

and the resultant similarity in many respects

himself and his child.

between

It

does

not

require

horse-trainer or stock-raiser.

then we find a horse-jockey

Now and

whose

power

over the brute is as wonderful as his illit

This

eracy.

power he

among the vicious

has

obtained

by

themselves

to

of these humane enterprises,
Earnest, cheerful,

ally in their promotion.

self-sacrificing effort is more generally char
of these reformatory workers than

acteristic

of those who labor in other fields of hu
man

We have known men and

activity.

women

adapting his training to them.

haunts

is

devote

and millions of dollars are expended annu

close observation of a horse's habits, and by

What

Thousands

and poor.

of men and women
the prosecution

extraordinary talent

or scholastic culture to make a man skillful
as a

of Christian alms

truth and the bestowal

to

spend

and

days

of poverty

nights in the

and vice, ministering to

true in the training of a horse, is true also

the sick, pleading with the obstinate,

in human training, so far as philosophy

this at no small risk of personal harm, and

If

concerned.
as

is

parents, as a rule, bestowed

much care and discretion upon the train

through all experienced
joyment.

and

a high sense of en

Such services

as they rendered

ing of their children as the skillful stock-

with even eagerness were scarcely to

raiser does upon his cattle, the result would

tained for money, yet the idea of pecuniary

be

most happy

the sorrowful
successful

in

its effects upon society ;

cry of the misplaced

would lose its volume.

is as the " voice

and un

Now it

of many waters ;" then it

would become but an occasional

to them.

The

conviction that they were doing good

; that

remuneration

giving help and comfort where

they were
help

and

never occurred

comfort were much needed, fed

their generous

mourner.

It

HPHIS

tion for the improvement

and agita

of society in

Every town large enough

to

maintain a police organization has its soci
ety, called by one name

There is the great

of vice.
movement
every

or another, the os

purpose of which is the suppression

tensible

agents

and

lecturers

among the degraded.
societies

Temperance

with its orders and divisions in

part of the country,

the prevention

of

is the gratification experienced

and

with its

benevolent
results
most

It

enterprises.

can

accomplished, because
cases which are

deemed

crime, for the protection

of unfortunate

women, for the rescue of orphaned

or desti

successful,

time, thought, and labor in their behalf.

In

fact, did the philanthropist expect a return
commensurate
forts

with his labor, benevolent

would ere long be quite

a miracle would prevent an era

for

they are, in

of

adequate

to the

and then, as matters

of animals,

not be the

expenditure

far from

There are the many

of children, for the reform

by the

lanthropic work that keeps alive so many

constantly at work

for the protection

they

well rewarded.

moral organs when men are active in phi

is the age of movement

moral tone.

with joy, and

souls

deemed themselves

PHILANTHROPY.

be ob

ef

suspended

;

are, nothing short of

of

vice and

moral degradation.

Yet the very constitution of man indicates
that his moral powers

his mental

economy,

should
and

dominate in

the growth

of
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philanthropic

under Christian

enterprise,

during the past fifty years espe

auspices,

cially, is to us significant of the approach

[Jan.,

likely that the half-savage
able

to

Afghans will be

against the well-appointed

stand

English troops, although in their mountain

of a time when, despite the virulent opposi

fastnesses the former may show a good re

tion of men bound

sistance,

chains

of habit,

hard and

and avarice,

fast in the

and custom,

the normal relation of the faculties
established,

will be

and truth, purity, justice, kind

ness, fraternity,

and godliness will exercise

their rightful dominance in human life.

The New War. — England
one of the powers that

is evidently

"delight in war,"

for now she has commenced

hostilities with

Afghanistan, and at this writing a strong
force is in the Ameer's country.

ur

It

is not

victory may perch upon the

and

British bayonets only after many lives have
been sacrificed.

There is no little wrangling in British po
litical circles over this new move

of the

Beaconsfield

administration, for the reason

mainly that

war was

sanction

begun

without

the

of Parliament, that body not being

then in session ; and it is evident from what
is published
party

in the newspapers,

that a strong

exists in England which is adverse to

war with any nation.

iicntorial

jrorpi.

" Ho that qtieitionuth much shall learn much ''—Bacon.

)ur ffiorrcsponbcnts.
Questions of" General Interest"
will be answered in this department. But one

only

ques
tion at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
a correspondent shall expect us to give
pounded,
him the benejit of an early consideration.

if

If

an

Inquiry Fail to Receive Atten-

tion within two months, the correspondent should re
not then published, the inquirer may con
peat it :
clude that an answer is withheld, for good reasons,
the
editor.
by

if

We can not undertake to return unavailable contributions unless the necessary postage
is provided by the writers. In all cases, persons who
communicate with us through the post-office should, if
they expect a reply, inclose the return postage, or what
is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full address.
A nonymous letters will not be considered.

Hereditary Transmission.— E.

C.C.,

Ontario. — A great deal has been written and said
on thi3 subject daring the past three or four
years, and a good deal of life was infused into
Its discussion by the Rev. Joseph Cook's lect
ures in Boston last winter. You oan not deny
the effects of inheritance, because they are ex
" tree is known by
hibited on all sides. As a
its frnits," so character and conduct exhibit or
Organization is certainly derived
ganization.
through parentage. Animals differ, and the dif

ferences are recognizable even unto the tenth
generation. The subject is treated in a very In
teresting manner by two or three books published
at this office ; one known as " Hereditary De
scent," another as "Transmission"; the latter
is a small pamphlet, costing but twenty-five
cents.
Reformers and economists discern the
Improvement and salvation of the race in im
provement of the human stock, and think that
unless care is taken in the start, at the planting
of the seed, as it were, much can not be expected
in the way of an improved race.
It is a fact
which statistics abundantly demonstrate, that
the vicious qualities of people in whom the pro
pensities dominate are transmitted to, and appear
in, their progeny. A distinguished English wri
ter in a book entitled " The Jukes " bIiows how,
from a single pair of degraded persons, hundreds
of descendants proceeded whose crimes and vices
made them notorious subjects of judicial disci
pline.

Cultivating the Faculties.

L. T. — It should

be the

— A.

aim of a person to cul

tivate and strengthen the weaker of his faculties,
especially those whose Influence in the character
If one have weak Conscientious
Is desirable.
ness, for instance, he need not fear to over-de
velop it if the organs at the base of his brain be
large and active. If one have large Acquisitive

OUR

MEN TORI A L BUREAU.

anj of the other organs commouly de
nominated selfish, he should seek to regulate
their action, which can best be done by strength
ening the moral powers and enlightening the in
tellect with regard to the ways of life.
ness, or

Ventilation. — B.

B. F. — As houses are

generally made, it is better to draw down the up
per fash of a window, for the reason that the
varmcst air, particularly during the winter, col
lects near the ceiling, and injurious matters are
carried up into it by the current from the floor.
Drawing down the sash will afford a double
means of ventilation : permitting the warm and
noxious air at the top to escape, and the outer
air to enter at the bottom of the sash through
When
the space between It and the lower one.
the weather Is cold, it is not necessary that the
upper sash be lowered much ; an inch or two
would be sufficient for a room of average size —
A room
that is, fourteen to fifteen feet square.
which is used for the general assembling of the
family, what is called a living-room, should not
be less than that In dimension.

Animal

Minds. — C.

S.

W. — The

ani

mals lower than man have reason to some ex
This is undeniable. Any one who will
tent.
watch the conduct of a horse or a dog or a cat
for a short time must be convinced that these
animals are appreciative of their surroundings
in such a way as to adapt themselves to them.
Instinct— the quality which we usually impute
to in animal as originally belonging to it— ap
pears to have almost an automatic mode of ac
tion. A btc gathers honey without any instruc
A squirrel collects its
tion from its fellows.
store of winter food, although it may have lived
entirely by itself from babyhood. The ant ex
hibits tbe same frugal disposition.
Reason has
its different grades ; its low and its high phases.
-In tbe animal it is exhibited maluly with refer
ence to scl (-protection or appetite, but is often
wonderful in its action.

Adulterated
kind of

Wheatmeal. — That

or flour which contains a portion
of the bran is known as Graham flour. When
properly made, it Is nearly as costly as the superline or bolted sort. Unfortunately for those who
must depend upon storekeepers, Graham flour
(as you think from your experience) is very
largely adulterated in our cities. The dealer will
take a barrel of superfine flour which has cost
him, say five dollars ; then add to It fifty or sixty
pounds of common bran — perhaps some midlings, but generally not — and mix up the bran
with the flour. This is sold as "Graham." It
Is a swindle, of course, and indicates the in
creased demand for a good article of wheat flour
by tbe pnblic, which Is becoming more and more
educated every day on the subject of nutritious
food.

meal

A Good Cement for Lamps. — In re
ply to a correspondent of some time ago, we
would suggest the following as adapted to the
purpose of re-attaching a brass collar to the
glass neck of a lamp : Take three parts of resin,
boil in oue part of caustic soda and five of wa
Mix this composition with half its weight
ter.
of plaster of Paris. This sets firmly in from a
half to three-quarters of an hour; is said to bo
strongly adhesive, and not permeable to kerosene
oil.
Memory— Self-Improvement. — E. F.
— Read books of a good class with close atten
tion, and think after you have read them of the
subjects considered. Read (he poetry of such
writers as Lowell, Tennyson, Whittier, Longfel
low, Scott, and the prose of such authors as Ad
dison, Lamb, Mathew Arnold, Hawthorne, Farrar, Curtis, llamcrton, and others of standard
Also read the little book entitled
celebrity.
" Transmission," which you will tlnd on our list
of publications, and if you need further sugges
tions, the new book, "How to Read," will be of
service.

Moral Philosophy. — L. P. C. —
Through the courtesy of the editor of The
Churchman your inquiries have been communi
cated to us.
Their pertinency is appreciated.
In our review of the books sent to us by pub
lishers wc are necessarily brief, but aim in every
case, especially where the volume appears to be
worthy of consideration, to present it general
You have mistaken a mode
scope or bearing.
of treatment, which was intended as literary
criticism merely, for an indorsement of the au
thor's religious views. We are not ready to ac
cept Evolution, because we deem that theory
still much removed from a res adjudicate ; and
we have certain well-settled religious views,
which have been entertained since childhood,
which would require a goodly number of "dem
onstrated conclusions of impartial thought,"
called scientific or otherwise, to disprove.
A
careful reading of our " Letter to a Clergyman "
on "Conversion"
in the December number
should give one a clear Impression, we think, of
tbe attitude of the editor in this respect.
Alkaline

Drinks. — C. A. H.— We

advise you to avoid alkaline drinks, as likely to
disturb the functions of the system.
If you
wish to reduce your flesh, refrain from using
oily food, sugar, and fine flour. Graham bread and
oatmeal, with tart fruit and a little lean meat, will
bring your weight down to tbe proper standard,'
more especially if you eat lightly.
Three-quar
ters of the human race, in this country at least,
eat twice as much as they need, and those who
can digest it are apt to get fat.
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Communications are invited on any topic of inter~
est ; the writer's personal views and facts from his
experience bearing on our subjects^being preferred.

Safjeant Cox on Psychology.— At
Fifth Annual) of the Psycho
logical Society of Great Britain, a report of
which was published in .the Loudou
Daily
Chronicle^ Mr. Surjeant Cox, President, occupied
the chair and delivered the sessional address on
the claims of Psychology in the place of the
several sciences. In the course of this address
" Psychol
the speaker took occasion to say that
ogy was essentially distinct from Biology, with
which it was often confused bj' the Materialist,
but no stretch of definition could by any means
be made to include the two.
The biologist had
taught them what a living thing was, physiol
ogists the structure of the living thing and the
a late meeting (the

function oi its organs, and the anthropologists
directed his attention to man, but there yet re
mained a great region to be explored.
" Unless man were merely a machine, an au
tomaton, there must be something within him
and without him that intelligently directed the
motions of his mechanisms to definite and in
telligent objects. The motions manifested obey
a power within the man which Is called his will.
Sovne ask — having got to the mechanism of man
and mastered it— why should they not stop
They said, Be satisfied with our happy
there.
conclusion that mind is a secretion from the
brain, and soul a myth— a fancy, the invention
of priest-craft and the paradise of fools.
But
Psychology asserted emphatically that mind was
something more than a brain-secretion, and evi
dence could be brought forward of the existence
of sonl as a definite, distinct entity. That was
a theory undoubtedly, and psychologists want
more facts before they could dare to dogmatize,
and it was their special business to make search
for those facts.
"At the foundation of their science was life,
and next came mind ; then followed the great
question, duality of the mind.
They had two
brains, hut had they two minds? To analyze
any one character of Shakespeare was a psycho
logical study, and no better exercise thon that
could be given to the student.
The psychol
ogist must investigate the phenomena of sleep
and dreams, of insanity, of somnambulism in
its natural or induced condition ; the mystery of
mental sympathy and communion, and that curi
ous consequence of a double brain and double
mental organism, the action of one without the
other, or the action of both in divergent direc
tions, but unconsciously to the individual whose
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attention was engrossed In receiving the impres
sion of the brain most active at the moment.
Was mind inherited?
Was mind always what it
is now ? Was the Darwinian theory true th:it he
was the l!neal descendant of the mollusk and
grown to be what he was by a slow process of
evolution continued for thousands of years un
der the action of a universal law of the survival
of the fittest, being thus adapted to the other
changed condition of the world that he had in habited ?
" What man was, what he is, suggested at
once the question of what he would be.
These
and a hundred ether questions it was the prov
ince of the psychologist to answer —not theo
retically, tut by observation and the collection
of facts. The psychologist recognized with awe
and veneration, in all the ceaseless round of dis
solution and reformation, the presence of an ani
mating and directing and intelligent power, very
like that he was conscious of in himself. Rec
ognizing soul as an intelligent force that was
within, he also recognized the pretence and th !
action of the lighter force without, and Psychol
Every
ogy was not a sham, but a real science.
inquiry must be courted so as to try what truth
there was in it. It was not a sufficient cause, an
Mr. Gladstone had denied, of turning away from
so much as might be true, because charlatans
had traded upon credulity, and imposture had
thronged around it."

An Old Friend

of Phrenology in

Amekica. — From the correspondence of Mr. D.
W. Chase, a gentleman and teacher long well
known in New England, the following statement
is derived :

" In

the year 1832, being a student of the Wesleyan University in this city (Middletown, Conn.)
under the tuition of that noblest of men, Presi
dent Willbur Fisk, D.D., I gave my best atten
tion to mental science as developed by the works
of Thomas Upbam.
"Finding these works — though reinforced by
the able instructions of Dr. Fisk — gave me no
practical knowledge of human nature (a knowl
edge of which I longed to attain), I devoted my
vacations to the study of Locke, Stuart, Brown,
Reid, and other writers on mental science, but
without securing the coveted knowledge.
At
last, throwing aside all metaphysics, I prepared
a note- book and pencil for jotting down the re
sults of my own tedious and laborious study of
human nature from actual life. By this process
I learned a few of what seemed fundamental fac
ulties. While thus engaged I came across au ar
ticle in a British review, from the pen of Mr.
Chenevix, on Phrenology— a defense of it. This
gave me my first knowledge of the labors and
works of Gall and Spurzheim, whose books I
soon secured.
So far as I can now remember,

3.

" Whbraz,

Within the memory ov the prczont
serten superflqous leterz hav bin
dropt, e. g.,
from such wurdz az music, public,

jencrashon
ets.

"

Bezolvd, That authorz and the pres jeneraly
ar hereby ernestly solisited tu further aid the
cauz ov speling reform by ritlng and printing the
wurdz hav, giv, and liv without the silent e.
"2. Bezolvd, That teecherz ar invited tu giv
thair help tu the speling reform by omiting tu
mark agenst thair pupils az erorz the riting ov
the wurdz hav, giv, and liv without the silent «.
"3. Rezolvd, That this Assoeiashon recomendz
all teicherz tu giv thuro training in spiling by
sound, az an aid tu acuratc prouunsiashon and
az an Introducshon to an amended orthografy.
"4. Bezolvd, That the American Institute ov
Instrucshon and uther cdqcashonal assosiashonz
be requested tu adopt the foregoing rezolqshonz.

"

Wheraz, The Comltee on New Spellngz hav
reported serten new leterz az final and serten
rqles ov speling for jenoral adopshon.
"1. Jlezolvd, That the funds ov this Assosla
shon shal no longer be uzed tu print hcelly in
the celd speling.
"2. Bezolvd, That nuthing shal be printed in
the name ov this Assoslashon in the celd speling.

;

" The oflscrz ov the
Assoslashon wer re-elected
without change.
President, Francis A. March,
LL.D., Lafayette College, Euston, Penn. VicePresidents, S.
Haldeman, LL.D., University
of Pennsylvania, Chlcklcs, Penn. W. D. Whit
ney, LL.D., Yale College, New Haven, Conn.
Hon. W. T. Harris, LL.D.
St. Louis, Missouri

;

;

;

C. K. Nelson, D.D., Annapolis,
Md. E. Jones,
R. A., Liverpool,
England; Eliza Boardman
Burnz, 33 Park Row, New York
Secretary,
Melvil Dewey, P. O. Box 260, Boston, Masu.
Treasurer and Corresponding Secretary, Prof.
E. H. Barlow, Easton, Penn."

Reform Assoslashon

assembld
tu anounsment, at Fabyanz, White Mountainz.
gmdly number ov fonetishanz and educatorz
wer prezent.
In the morning an able paper by
Prof. March woz red. In the afternoon, after the
qzqal ofishal biznes had bin transacted, the folobg rezolushoDZ wer past

A

;

?

:

Satisfied Yearnings. — have often
been in that framo of mind depicted in the ar
ticle entitled "Yearnings" in the November
number, and can fully sympathize with the wri
as in my own case, " Yearnings "
ter,
the
fruit of an active brain and unoccupied hands.
But who ever dreamed of such an amount of dis
satisfaction ever troubling one whose hands were
What though we may fail to realize fully
busy
our heart's best and highest wishes, we may en
joy enough to keep us from " fainting into the
lowest weakness of despairing." When we " rise
to unutterable heights of thought," why not cull
some mementoes
from the lofty vision as evi

"Baolvd, That this Assoslashon recognizes the
use ov three diverse, but not nesesarily conflict
1.

a

f

a

A

ing, modes ov carving on this reform.
purely metic method on the basis ov
singl
leter for
singl sound.
2. The method pro-

is

a

:

"The Speling

for its second anqal meeting, according

I

Movement.

if,

The Spelling-Reform

— We are requested to publish the
following as
specimen of revised spelling, and to Inform our
readers concerning what is being done in some
departments of American scholarship

;

;

I

I

a

it,

I

pozed by the eomitee on the new spelingz at
Baltimore and rccomendcd by the Assoslashon
for jeneral adopshon.
A method without
new lcterz, in which the best U3e iz made ov the
tipes alrcdy found in the printer'z case (the An
glo-American).

;

with the

k

I

had laboriously worked out
phrenological
ones, and the
many more defined by Phrenology seemed in ac
cordance with my own consciousness and ob
servation.
" At once
gave myself to examinations and
manipulation of heads, in order to test Phrenol
ogy thoroughly,
and in time became convinced
that all the larger organs are correctly named and
located. Practice enabled me to read the char
acter of strangers with some, accuracy , especially
whi n the character was a marked one. In those
early days, to be a phrenologist was sure to bring
one any quantity of ridicule and opposition ; for
almost all scholars were educated in metaphysics,
holding the immaterial soul to be the only source
of thought, feeling, passion, and will.
On one
occasion a gentleman of New York deputed
with me vigorously,
but finally promised to
yield faith in Phrenology if I would correctly
declare the character of his young daughter
(whom I bad never seen or heard of) from an
examination of her head.
I agreed to the ex
amination if he would first write out her char
acter fully and lay it aside for comparison with
the one I would write out.
On calling/ im
mediately nfter my arrival in New York, I found
be h»d kept his promise and the character was
already written out by him. I also wrote
and
then came the comparison, which showed
per
fect agreement in every point save one, and on
this we also agreed as soon as he had explained
bis meaning in it.
"So far as known to me, was the first man in
this region to embrace and defend Phrenology.
In 1836 or 7 this fact probably brought Mr. L.
N. Fowler to my house and school, and laid the
foundation of the very pleasant and profitable
acquaintance since subsisting.
well remember
the accuracy with which he told the traits of my
pupils."
agreed
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to carry with us, If our "yearnings"
compel us to make the transit to the "ghoulhaunted regions" of mental despair?
Without longing for perfection, progression
If "yearning" mortals, who
must die.
dence

"stretch their hands pleading up to God,"
would oftener stretch them out to raise a
fainting, dying brother, they would better real
ize that degree of satisfaction that comes from
the approving conscience, and inwardly hear,
"Well done, good and faithful servant."
There is more "rest" in "clasping the sun
shine while we may," than in sitting down to
wait for the "beautiful golden sometime."
"Haste not," that we may not leave unfinished
" rest
any work our hands may find to do ; and
not," that when we pause on the brink of time,
there shall be left no unsatisfied "yearnings"
but those immortality shall fill.
ai.id.v 1. 8. BROOKS.

Inhuman

Ignorance. — " A

harsh

ex

will say ; but to our mind,
pression,"
the ignorance of some human beings takes the
What other epithet than
form of Inhumanity.
" basely, inhumanly ignorant " can we apply to
that mind which delights only in acts of cru
elty? It Is astonishing what evil results flow
from man's ignorance of the human mind.
Grand, noble lives go out in darkness. Minds
that should lead In the higher walks of life are
the reader

banished in oblivion, and the purest affections
of mind and heart are trampled In the dust from
this cause alone.
We have parted from dearest frienis ; we have
watched the flickering spark of infant life go
out ; we have stood at the bedside of a dying
father ; but never have we seen so sad a sight
as that caused by man's inhuman Ignorance of
mind.
Circumstances placed a pure, brilliant, refined,
and sensitive mind in the power, socially, of the
There wag no escape from
brutally Ignorant.
their inhuman ignorance. That beautiful mind
was seared and blackened ; that joyous young
life was turned to a life of unutterable misery,
and its high and holy ispirations blotted out for
At last the proud spirit sank beneath Its
ever.
weight of untold agony ; reason forsook its
throne ; and the once spirited and intcllectu d
woman became a wandering maniac. In after
years her reason was restored, and she obtained
a comparatively comfortable home ; but she can
look back upon her past life only as upon a dreary
and blackened waste, and her only hope is for a
better life beyond the grave.
But the consequences of this Inhuman Igno
To her children and
rance does not end here.
her children's children is bequeathed— by the law
of hereditary descent— a legacy of sorrow and
pain, i Her morbid mental and physical condi
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tions have been transmitted to her offspring, and
they, too, must suffer for the guilty.
Oh, well for those who caused this nnion
that they know not what they have done.
How
can they go about the streets with smiles upon
their features knowing that they have blasted
forever a human life ? And yet we should pity
them, as much, perhaps, as their victims.
To
what a narrow, cramped sphere arc their lives
confined I
How little true happiness is com
passed within it ; and- how low they will be in
the scale of progression when they enter upon
the life that Is to come ! Yes, we ithould pity
their ignorance and brutality ; we should strive
to lead them to a higher life. Instill into their
minds the sublime truths of Phrenology and we
gain a double victory — we make them better men
and women and save those whom they would in
jure, beside adding to our own happiness.
Whereas, were we to injure them in return, tt
would make ourselves as bad as they.
Then let us labor on, that men may learn more
and more of the human mind.
What though
the ignorant sneer at the science that would
abolish so many of the causes of human misery I
in the end It shall enlighten even them.
All hail the day when, throughout the length
and breadth of our fair land, Phrenology shall be
known and felt ! Then such mental wrecks as
we have attempted to describe will be unknown,
and those who come after us will have no need
to head an article, with "Inhuman Ignorance."
JAMES PERRIGO.

PERSONAL.
Mr. Georoe Bancroft Is so

rigid a temper

ance man, that he refused, in his great pain and

exhaustion after his late accident, to taste the
wine prescribed by his doctors.

Miss Anna Dickinson has given up the dra
matic field. During the coming season she in
Her
tends appearing again on the platform.
dramatic ambition cost her, we are told, about
$80,000.

Admiral Pauldiiio, of the United States
Navy, the son of John Paulding, one of the
captors of the 111-fatcd Major Andre, died at
Huntington, Long Island, on the 20th of Octo
He was born in Westchester County, New
ber.
York, December 11, 1797, entered the navy in
1811, and at his death was the last surviving of
ficer under Commodore McDonough, of the bat
tle of LokeChamplaln, and the senior flag-officer
on the retired list of the navy.
Miss Grace C. Bibb has been appointed a
member of the Faculty of the Stato University
at Columbia, Mo., at a salary of $2,000.

WISDOM— MIR TH.
General Grant

is still In Europe. He lately
at Lisbon with King Louis of Portu
gal, who took the occasion to offer the General
the highest decoration of knighthood known to
the kingdom.
The General declined the honor,
bnt expressed his thanks, and accepted a copy
of the King's translation of " Hamlet " into Por
tuguese.

" dined

Mahame Abmi'd de l'Akieoe, who is soon
to be married to Gambetta, is ten years bis sen
ior. Her fortune is said to be 40,000,000 francs,
one-third of which, by consent of her two chil
dren, she has agreed to settle on Gambetta. She
believes that her vast fortune will be well spent
in consolidating the republic and enabling Gam
betta to devote himself to public business.

WISDOM.
" Think truly,

and thy thought

Shall be a fruitful seed."

It

Is a great art to be able at all times to tell

less than you know.

Tde wealth of a soul Is measured by how
much it can feel ; its poverty by how little.

It was

a common saying among the Puritans,

"Brown bread and the Gospel is good fare."

Is
best.

matters of conscience, 8rst thoughts arc
In matters of prudence, last thoughts are

best.

A! riches and favor forsake a man we may
discover him to be a fool, but nobody could find
it out in his prosperity.
There are few wild beasts more to be dreaded
than a communicative man with nothing to
com
municate.— M. de Boland.

a

MIRTH.

"

There Is many a man strong enough to hold
bull by the horns, and yet not strong enough

to bold his own tongue.

John Wesley says : " Get all you can with
out hurting your soul, body, or neighbor
; savo
all you can and give all you can—
being glad to
give and ready to distribute."
Could we rightly and duly reflect on the mis
fortunes of other men, we should be much more
thankful than we are for the many undeserved
blessings which we daily enjoy.

The love of glory and fear of shame, the de
sign of making a fortune, the desire of making
life easy and agreeable, and the humor of pulling
down other people, are often the causes of that
valor so celebrated among men.

"A

little nonsense now and then
Is relished by the wisett men."

All men

are not homeless, but some are home

less than others.

Why are some people like
eggs ?— Because
they are too full of themselves to bold anything
else.

A Miss Tanner, who rcceutly married a wid
ower named Hyde, with eleven children, says
she has given up tanning and is now dressing
Hydes.
Doctor.— " Um ! most insolent!"
(To hit
"Listen to this, my dear. " (Reads letter
-wife).

"'

Sir— I inclose a post-office order for
aloud).
two dollars and fifty cents, hoping It will do you
as little good as your two very small bottles
of
"physic" did me.'"

A touno man in the country wrote to a Bos
ton bookseller as follows : " Derc sur — If yew
hcv gut a book called Daniel Webster on a
bridge pleas to send me a coppy by Pyser's Ex
press C. O. D. I want tcr git it ter morrer if i
kin, caus my spelln tcecher sez i ougbter hev

It."

A liquor-dealer

applied to a customer for
of a certain brand
of whisky he had already sold him. The cus
tomer wrote : " I have tried all sorts of insectpoison, and find none equal to your Old Cabinet
a letter of recommendation

Whisky."

Said a mother to her little son—" There !
Your toes are out of your stockings again.

Seems to me they wear out in a hurry."
Giving
a comical leer, he said : " Do you know
why

stockings wear out first at the toes?"
"Because toes wriggle, and heels don't."

"No."

A Yankee auctioneer lately indulged In the
following bit of the pathetic: "Gentlemen,

if

my father and mother stood where you do
and didn't buy these boots— these elegant
boots
— when they were going
for one dollar, I should
feel it my duty as a son to tell both of 'em that
they were false to themselves and false to
their
country."

A little five-year-old fellow came up to his
mother the other morning, and with groat ear
nestness said: "Mother, I saw something run
across the kitchen floor this morning, and it
hadn't any legs either ; what do you suppose it
was ? " The mother's curiosity was excited,
but
not knowing what else to say, she supposed
it
was a worm, or something of that sort.
Having
for some time enjoyed his mother's inability to
aolve the problem, he said: "It was some
water."
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unexaggerated manner. Indeed, deeming health
and the means of attaining and preserving health
as much the property of one man as of another,
he has prepared his book for all to read, and
everybody would accept our advice, everybody
would procure
copy of " The Temperaments "
at once and study
page by page.

a

it
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a

and
Sea-side
Story.
By
Charles Richards Dodge (editor of " Field and
Forest"). 12mo, pp. 285, cloth. New York:
G. W. Carleton cfe Co.
A breezy, pleasant book, in the style which its
Now that summer days are
title would imply.
gone and chilly winter makes one seek the fire
side— or rather the warmth of register or stove —
recur to the outdoor freedom of
" and to those never-to-be-for
gotten ecstasies on sea-beach or mountain-top — if
one had leisure and rhino enougb for such luxu
rious ease and diversion in the season of heat.
Well, they who look back fondly to the joys of
sea-side sojourn will find "Louise and I"
book
much to their mind. In dialogue and otherwise
we are given many pictures of character, as it is
in the easy and somewhat disjointed
presented
life of the hotel and watering-place
and now
and then good bit of moral reflection comes in
as suggested by the situation
We
little regret
that just bit of sermonizing was not put iu with
reference to tobacco but that might scarcely be,
" " of the author seems as much given to
as the
the cigar, always "fragrant, "as any of his male
the mind will

days

;

a

" vacation

a

;

a

If

It

a

it

il

is

it,

The present volume bears the marks of eareful
personal observation on the part of Its author.
He had been a student of human nature for many
years, and hls reading had been in related lines ;
and appreciative of the want of information on
the Temperaments in both lay and professional
circles, he sought to snpply
or at least to fur
nish data whose immediate service and value
would be at once apprehended.
He has been
most successful, for the work
attractive in the
opening; its style and matter and numerous
lustrations awaken attention and retain
to the
The work h;is
end.
permanent value to all
who would improve themselves in body and
mind, for
abounds in advice — physiological
and hygienic and social - which
followed by
the reader, must have
good effect, and enable
him to live with less need of the physician and
the druggist than has been the case.
We are
astonished by the important part temperament
plays in our lives from the cradle— nay, from be
fore birth
Dr. Jacques has not attempted to
do more than to give us the plain facts in clear,

Louise

I

use.

Goose," so far as writing
very amusing series
concerned, and she
of verses for nursery uses
has done much more, in that her verses contain
considerable amount of instruction. The mam
ma or nurse who may teach her little one to prat
tle many of the little rhymes will furnish his
memory with some of the facts and philosophy
For instance,
of practical, cvery-day science.
under such titles as, Toss the Baby Dive me
Sudar
IlumptyHey my Kitten, my Kitten
Dumpty C-a-t spells Cat The Wind The Rain
Old Sol in
Jingle The Rattle of the Bones
The Breath of Life,
The Children's Railroad
deal of information on
Mrs. Miller weaves in
food, conduct, treatment of animals, human
anatomy, the constitution of the atmosphere, of
water, the naturo of the sun and planets and
their relations, etc.
Of course,
child's book would be nothing
without pictures, and this has upward of three
hundred which contribute their mixed elements
of the funny and sensible to enhance the value
of the volume.
a

or, The Varieties
of Physical Constitution in Man, considered
in their Relations to Mental Character and
the Practical Affairs of Life, etc.
By D. H.
With an Introduction by H.
Jacques, M.D.
S. Drayton, A.M. 12mo, pp. 239, cloth. Price
S. R. Wells & Co., Publishers,
S1.50.
737
Broadway, New York.
Wo remember hearing a lecturer on physiology
say, in reply to a student's question, that the
subject of Temperament had not been fairly con
sidered by any medical author, and that one
must study it in life to obtain a knowledge of its
importance. This statement led us to look a
little into the literature of the subject, and we
were surprised to find that but a half dozen au
thors had deemed it worth while to devote a vol
ume to the discussion of temperaments, and they
have become so lktle known or inaccessible that
very few persons, even in the medical profession,
can give their names.
To be sure, general treat
ises on physiology contain a few pages on the
characteristics of the three or four temperaments,
but aside from a mere glimpse in the way of def
initions, the student obtains nothing of special

J1.00. New York G. W. Carleton & Co.
Here
the sort of rhymes and jingles for chil
dren which we can not help approving. Mrs. Mil
ler has certainly caught the spirit of "Mother

a

The Temperaments;

Common

Sense for Children.
Kindergarten. By Mrs.
E. P. Miller.
12mo, cloth, gilt, pp. 816. Price

a

of those noticed.

Mother Truth's Melodies:

;

of such

;

we give short reviews

I

this department

a

In

New Books as publishers see fit to send us. In these
reviews w e stei to treat author and publisher satisfact 'rily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol'
ume for personal use. It is our wish to notice the
better class of books issuing from the press, and we
invite publishers to favor us with their recent publi
cations, especially those related in any way to mental
and physiological science. W* can usually supply any

a

if
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is.

;

Christian and Deist

:

and the Prophets
Business Man's Views upon Keltgious
being
and Social Matters. Bv D. V. A. 12mo, pp.
Price $1. Now York Charles P.
206, cloth.
Somerby.
As the author tersely declares the purpose of
his book in Its Preface, we can nut do better
than use his language " This little, book
writ
n< demand from
ten to supply, in
measure,
those seeking after truth as to. the authority of
He then
the Christian and Jewish Scriptures."
goes on to say that he has. aritically examined
these Scriptures
that hto investigations have
extended over many years, and have resulted Id
divine revela
his personal conviction, that as
tion, they are without authority, and "irrecon
cilable with the cause off truth."
His reasoning
of the rapid, sweeping order.
His quotations from authorities appear to us in
several Instances to be the selections of an ex
He disposes of the gravest
parte advocate.
points In Christian theology In about one hun
dred small pages of large type. But while he
disbelieves Bible Christianity, he believes in De
ism,
seems, and thinks Jesus of Nazareth
taught correct principles of morality and human
Is

the

but rather to do something toward making
stronger and more beautiful the union between
husband and wife, to create happy and Influen
Believing that true marriage is the
tial homes.
fullness of virtue, Dr. Aikman points nut many
of the features in which it consists. Were his
counsels followed, we are sure that the welfare
We are
of society would be greatly promoted.
sure that by so doing they who are in the bonds
It
would experience new-found happiness.
just the book which people contemplating mats
just
rylng should read carefully and faithfully
the book which solicitous fathers, mothers, mln-.
Isters, and friends should place in the hands of
the marriageable.

;

of the Brain and Nerves,

Cure of Nervousness, with Twentyeight Original Letters from Leading Thinkers
and Writers concerning their Physical and In
tellectual Habits.
By M. L. Holbrook, M.D.
Holbrook & Co., New York. 1878.
Intelligent people know less relatively of their
brains than any other part of the system, and
until within a few years the brain has been meas
urably a terra incognita even to physicians. True,
they had cut It in slices, examined Its form and
given names to different parts of lt,but the names
had little meaning, because the functions of the
different parts were not understood.
Tne medi
cal profession Is beginning to study the brain,
and we are glad to see that Dr. Holbrook has
brought his knowledge of the subject within the
reach of the common reader and thinker.
The
perusal of bis book can not fall to be of lasting
and
benefit to all who peni-e it thoughtfully,
especially if they are not well versed in the sub
ject of physiology In general and of the brain in
The chapter on "Nervous Exbsus.
particular.
and

Home ; or, The Family and its
A new
Members. By William Aikman, D.D.
and revised edition. 12mo, cloth, pp. 249. Price
New York : S. K. Wells & Co.
11.50.
This admirablo book was prepared for the
newly married ; at least the author had such per
sons chiefly in mind, yet It Is not for them alone,

a

Hygiene

Life at

:

By Ed

a

the Works.

;

by

author of "Crooked Places,"
"Occupations of a Retired Life," etc. 12mo,
pp. 334, cloth. Price $1.50. New York: Dodd,
Mead & Company.
The first figure to whom we are introduced in
this story Is a young woman driven by an unex
resolves. Her pur
pected sorrow to desperate
poses, however, find somewhat of a foil In two
little children met accidentally on a sea-beach,
whither she had gone to tell her "mad thoughts"
to the murmuring waves. Linked with this first
figure is a series of descriptive Incidents which
show with a clear light sundry phases of life as
it is in mos'. industrial towns. Aside from these,
which are usually wrought out with much force
and earnestness, a goodly number of moral re
flections are interwoven as the story proceeds,
and now and then a hearty cutburst of indig
nant criticism on the unjust ways of wealth and
class privilege In their relations to the poor and
weak. Mr. Garrett gives his story an English
location, and his characters a pretty thorough
English flavoring, but the principles of socialism,
industry, and morality which he Illustrates, exist
as well in America and bear conspicuous fruit j so
that the reader here, as well as "over the sea,"
can scarcely fall to be deeply Interested in the
book. We like the manner in which the author
presents one important matter which the world
generally, or rather practically, esteems a con
cern entirely of woman, whereas It just as much
relates to men, and true justice would condemn
one sex as much as the other.
ward Garrett,

tlon, with Its Causes," and that on "How to
Cure Nervousness," are specially valuable. The
chapter on "Food in Nervous Disorders " will
also repay careful study.
Almost every page of
the work is worth the price of the book. The
letters from eminent men and women, which
constitute about half the book, will be read with
interest, and the experiences and habits which
are described by them will command attention.
We hope " Hygiene of the Brain " will have a
wide circulation, as this country and this age are
particularly afflicted with overworked and halfcrazed brains.

Is

The House

S3

a

companions of the hour. Louise or Millie should
" a little to the smokers. Taken
have " preached
as a whole, the bonk is a very faithful scries of
portraits of the bright, piquant, versatile life of
young people in summer quarters.

Y.

it
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carried forward ably
will proba
large constituency of readers and
will deserve them.
At any rate

bly obtain
subscribers.

It

It

the Medical Tribune

is

If

and earnestly with such principles,

is

rich in
Scr1uner's Monthly for December
An excellent article of
matter and illustrations.
" The Cliff Dwell
an ethnological character
ers," whofe remains in our Western world have
awakened so much interest among explorers and
There appears to be an increase
archaeologists.
of useful and instructive matter in the later num
bers of this magazine.
is

Boston Journal of Chemistry, devoted to
the Science of Home Life, the Arts, Agriculture,
We frequently find matter of
and Medicine.
so
There
service to us in this publication.
much of science directly applicable to domestic
that
well fitted for household
life in
is

it

A

;

;

;

;

Free-Trade in Monet the Great and Prac
tical Cause of Every day Poverty and Ruin
Stringent Usury Laws the best Defense of the
People against nard Times an Answer to Jer
By H' n. John Whipple, LL.D.,
emy Bentham.
of Rhode Island. To which are appended Letters
on the same subject from Nahum Capen to Hon.
R. H. Gillette and the Hon. Edmund Burke;
also other articles on the Power of Weights and
Measures, and the Usury Laws of the different
to which is prefixed an Introduction,
States
by Nahum Capen, LL.D., anthor of "Republic
of the United States," "The History of Democ
New York: American News Com
racy," etc.
pany. The old essay of Mr. Whipple is as appli
cable to-duy to the methods of finance recognized
in most States as
was when written, over forty
The fundamental idea In the discus
years ago.
sion is that money should be free its circulation
and that legislation which ham
unobstructed
pers or obstructs Its circulation, which shows
discrimination in behalf of any one Interest or
injurious and griev
class in the community,
ous.
Mr. Capen, with true humanitarian zeal,
would have the masses of the people, they who
sustain production, protected against exaction
and injustice, and he demands
stringent usury
laws. An array of data, no small argument in
offered for the reflec
supporting his position,
tion of the reader.
;

it

is

Is

;

;

;

Vice's

Illustrated

Monthly Maoazine

coutlnues to be as attractive and as practical and
as popular as tact and intelligence and taste can
make it. The December number contains a very
new variety
beautifully-colored frontispiece of
of amaranth.
a

a

new serio
Just to Please the Boys.
comic song. Words by Jerry Cohen music by
Price 35 cents.
F. W.
William A. Huntley.
Helmlck, Cincinnati, Ohio.

;

:

a

it,

The Medical Tribune : a monthly journal
-devoted to Medicine, Surgery, and the Collateral
iSciences. This is s new candidate for the suf
It seems in the start to
frages of medical men.
be actuated by a progressive, liberal spirit.
The
-salutatory of the editor contains this appreciative
sentiment: "The physician is properly nature's
servant, minister, and priest.
His knowledge
can not be legitimately circumscribed to an nc-qnalntance with maladies and their specific treat
His proper study embraces humanity as
ment.
It Is indispensable for him to know the
a whole.
mental, the moral, and the physiological laws,
as well as to understand physical and pathologi
cal phenomena. We can esteem no information
lightly, no matter how it may have been contrib
uted, which will enable him to be more useful
in any way lu his calling. General erudition and
good sense are the indispensable endowments of
the accomplished practitioner.
He should make
-choice of his vocation because he has love and
and
generous regard for his
.enthusiasm for
fellow-. ien. Mere learning derived from books
or teachers can not otherwise transform him into
But however natively endowed, he
physician.
can rest content with nothing short of thorough
.proficiency. We plead for more, that every stu
dent of medicine shall become scholarly In other
.departments of knowledge" And in another
" We submit to no aspiring lead
place he says
er we denounce all proscription for opinion's
we
.sake
we subscribe to no Hippocratlc oath
.forswear all regularity In the medical profession
.except that which exist.s by virtue of actual libwe refuse allegiance to any
.eral knowledge:;
Code of Ethl-.s aside from the Golden Rule we
acknowledge no .authority but the Right."

reading.

;

dustries comprehended under its title. Its re
views of features which Indicate progre s in sci
ence and art are valuable,' and show that the edI'or is thoroughly alive. Price $2 a year.

;

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
The Manufacturer and Builder.
A wellsustained New York monthly, relating to the in

it

is

fellowship, which, If followed eimply, divested
of the many dogmas with which they have been
weighted, would effect a great transformation in
" Let them," he says, " root
the affairs of men.
out from the heart a large share of that old
chronic selfishness, and cultivate In its stead
true altruism, or, in other words, learn to love
their neighbor about or quite as well as them
How easy it is to talk about this mat
selves."
ter of social reformation, D. V. A. Look at peo
ple's heads ; you can not change their characters
without bringing about a corresponding modifi
cation in the shape of their heads. In what these
are you behold the outcome of generations, and
your best-laid plans would need generations to
produce your fanciful ameliorative effects.

a
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gentleman has a large development

of the vital

system,

which gives him

ample

health

and

sustaining power.

He

has a large brain, but there is body enough
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appreciation of property,

the

but he has

many of his qualities from the mother's side

sympathy,

of the family, as indicated by the compara

cordial feeling which makes it pretty easy

of the features,

tive smallness

the skin, and a certain delicate
and

type of face

The anterior half

of eye.

expression

of

fineness

of the brain is also like that of the mother,
hence

an intuitive appreciation of

he has

the facts of surrounding life.

He is less in

clined to dry, hard, logical thmking than he

impulsive, intuitive impressions

is to those

without
first

his

reason,

apparent

impressions

If

best.

any

and

generally

are

his

doubt as to what

he has any

he should do, he should not

If

until he feels certain.

act, but wait

he were a lawyer

in practice at the bar, he would have occur
to

him while speaking,

the

clearest

and

thoughts which he ever would pre

wisest

sent concerning the case.

He is not one

who can lazily sit down and think out long
speeches, but

is more

inclined to make up

his speech, so far as words are concerned,
and would be guided

as he goes along,
his

surroundings

impulses and

method

as to

very

of society,

fond

feeling ; mak:s himself accept

affectionate

able to childhood and womanhood ; and in

his mother,

much of womanly tenderness

composition, he listens graciously to those
who need his counsels

or his assistance

made to him, he

be genial and
mestic

circles-

exercises

It

well as a cementing influence.

people who know him, when

to ; and

is

polite and

respectful

He

toward those

he

and his assistance

eration.

If

he is quite

people

meet

influenced

easily

or his co-op

him fairly, hon

orably, justly, he will not be otherwise than

frank, open, generous,

hearty, and co-oper

He is not one of the cold, distant,

ative.

dignified kind of people who are hard to
manner.

Among the professions,

has a quick judgment in busi

questions

prompt in deciding impor

;

for reasons

hunts

cess in life depends

afterward

; and

ing.

He is ingenious,

ceeded

and

his suc

more upon this impul

sive sense than upon hard, systematic

think

and would have suc

well in mechanism.

of character when aroused

He has force
to

effort ;

strong in thought and in execution.
has a good share

of Acquisitiveness

they

seek him.

need an important service,

knows before he consents to act upon it.

tant

is diffi

cult for him to say no even when he ought

sympathy

course

first,

and do

leading as

a

his

he is obliged to study

usually decides

at least

In social

kindly.
he

will

and

; is

;

and though he may not always conform to
the requests

approach,

ness matters

so

in his whole

to see whether it comports with what he

He therefore

He is

full of friendly and

who have a right to claim his

to him like flashes of light, intu

itively, and sometimes

incident.

versation and impressive

by those

impressions he ever

to think out the logic of the proposed

he should be known as a boon

by

As a business man,

the clearest

In social life

companion, witty, full of interesting con

and

and

has come

of

esteems,

of expression.
best

kind

for him to spend money among his friends.

heriting, as he does from

which seem tp lead a man in this way or
that

that

sociability, and

is

He
and

dry and

unsympathetic in
medicine

would have been one of the best fields
him.

He would succeed

and should

be an excellent

also

for

in the law,

speaker

if train

ed in that direction.

The whole organization of
body,

and

strength,
and

neck

indicates

head,

face,

massiveness,

breadth of feeling and character,

power to back up the purposes

;

and

though his mind acts rapidly, he has method
and system in whatever

he thinks and does.

His judgment of strangers is good, rarely mis

JOHN
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taking their general scope of character and
is a disposition to

lose his critical impressions ; for by allow

ing himself to become friendly and sympathetical,

his power to say no, and to keep

them at a distance,

is weakened

;

thus he

may almost forget that he had entertained

against a person.

prejudice

a

While we give

him credit for having an immense

fund of

geniality and good-nature, we judge him to
high-tempered and strong in his anger

be

when

it is thoroughly aroused.

He is not

likely to forget a favor, nor does he forget
an injury easily.

In the fall of 1831 his father settled with
family in Cleveland, Ohio, where his
children were raised and educated.
The subject of this sketch was a boy of
peculiar brilliance, and his preceptor, the
Hon. Andrew Freese, of Cleveland, made
frequent calls upon the father, urging upon
him the importance of affording the am
bitious boy a collegiate education.
Young Jones' ambition, however, did noc
lead him to desire the life of a college stu
dent, neither did his father's
pecuniary
resources favor the scheme.
He preferred
instead the university of nature, with its
mountain gorges and passes, its subter

with regard

to

snow-capped mountains,
and eternal hills, with
things, and passing events for a

ranean vaults and
its mirrored
people,

His memory is excellent

57

his

capability. When, however, he becomes in
timate with people, there

JONES.

lakes

faculty.

would have shown remarkable memory of

In 1849, in company with a brother next
younger than himself, he took passage in
the staunch sailing craft Eureka, a weather
worn lake barge, small enough to pass the
locks of the Welland Canal before they

languages.

were enlarged,

matters

and things in general, and especi

ally good respecting
and business operations

his own experience
;

as a scholar,

he

and sailed through this nar
into the St. Lawrence, out to
the sea, thence around Cape Horn to the
Golden Gate.
He went into the mines, and with his

row outlet
P. JONES was born in England, on
He was
Wye River, January 27, 1829.
the fifth child of a family of thirteen ; and
his fine intellectual and physical develop
of
endowments
ments show that rare
genius are not reserved for small families.
As the question of ancestral descent is not
one of importance to the American people,
we will not trace it in this instance further
than to say that the Senator is principally
of Welsh extraction, but combines the Celtic
with the Saxon race in sufficient proportion
the quick and intuitive percep
to unite
tions of the one, with the courage, bravery,
and moral hardihood of the others.
The family came to America in the year

John

the

1830.

our distinguished statesman crossing
for the first and only time at

the Atlantic

the age of eighteen

months.

being asked if he intended to visit
the late Exposition at Paris, he replied : " I
do not ; between the Atlantic and Pacific
Slopes, America furnishes ample scope for
In this particular he dif
my ambition."
fers materially from many a native-born
On

American.

After
this wild and romantic life foi
ten years or more, he came to the surface
not only a millionaire, and therefore well
qualified, according to American fashions,
own pick and hoe dug out a fortune.

following

to be a political
shaft

fitted

potentate,

but a polished

to adorn a choice niche

in the

social temple.

On being asked how he came to retain
much
of the culture of other days
through all this long experience of rude life
in a miners' camp, he replied : " Manners
are simply the outgrowth of heart impulses.
If the heart be kind, the outward actions
will never be rude or selfish.
If I have any
merit in this respect, it arises from an un
selfish desire to better the condition of
Besides, I was spared by nature
others.
which, I
an undue amount of egotism,
think, helps me more than anything else.
so

The reason so many appear to disadvantage
is on account of their unbearable conceit —
their supreme love of self."
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Concerning his school life, Mr.
of Cleveland, once his preceptor,
"John P. Jones was for some
He came into my
pupil of mine.

ment — the High-School

— when

or sixteen years of age.
frequently

in

the

Freese,

writes
time

a

depart

below.

I

At an early
family was no light task.
the hero of this sketch felt that it was
place not only to lighten the burden by
ing care of himself, but also to assist in

age

his
tak
the

Accordingly he started
out on the beaten track so universally tried
by ambitious young men, viz., to look for a

about fifteen

1 had noticed

schools

:

[Feb.,

general

him
could

expense.

not help noticing him, for he was a rare
specimen of a boy, finely developed phys
ically, and not one in a thousand had a face

situation

so intelligent.

undertaking, he remarked to his father with
characteristic force, "
will make the sit
uation."
When a young man arrives at such a
conclusion,
his friends may rest assured
that something will be done.
One day soon
after this event he called on his preceptor,
to whom he was strongly attached, and said,
" I leave for California to-morrow."

" In

the High-School

he acquired

He delighted in
thing with great ease.
studies that taxed the reasoning powers.
I remember, was his favorite
Geometry,
branch of mathematics.
" He was always poring over some volume
of history ; in other words, searching for

'

proof against the day when the ' question
was to be discussed by the debating class.
I distinctly remember that no boy in school
was a match for him in these polemical con
'
I think he knew ' Plutarch's Lives
tests.
He would commit and declaim
by heart.
passages from English and American writ
ers with the ease and eloquence of a prac
His appreciation of these
tical
orator.
passages — their historical bearing — was al
of
ways entirely beyond the conception
stu

His thought was simply prodigious.
He was a great and noble-hearted boy
He was remarkable in this feature of his
character.
He was as kind and tender in
his feelings as a girl. I can not emphasize
too strongly his kindness of heart, his quick
He de
perceptions, and hatred of wrong.
—
—
a
mean
act.
He
terribly despised
spised
dents.

thing himself.
I will further say that teachers never helped
He got along, and would have suc
him.
been no teachers
or
ceeded had there
schools."
His father brought with him considerable
means when he came to this country, but
lost most of it in the common crash of '37.
He had a large family, but he would not
allow one of the number to leave the pa
ternal roof until qualified by ac;e and edu
cation to go out mto the world and bat
suc
tle with the vicissitudes of fortune
To maintain and educate such a
cessfully.
was too proud to do a mean

his feet were sore, and then abandoning the

/

every

them reached by ordinary High-School

!

He walked the streets of Cleveland till

Of this visit Mr. Freese writes as follows :
" I shall never
forget this interview or the
manly resolution of the boy as he said, ' 1
shall not return to Cleveland until I have
inscribed my name high on the roll of hon
or, or acquired a fortune equal to that pos
sessed by any man who has ever refused me
a place in his store or counting-room.'
" I did not see him for a quarter of
a century, when he again visited at my
house.
He was then a man of wealth, and
a member of the United States Senate.
He
spoke as unobtrusively of himself as when a
boy with limited means, but manly purpose,
he bade me adieu, and left for the unfre
quented Pacific Coast, to do and dare in
the world's great enterprises.
In naught
did he seem changed, except that the pre
cocious boy had matured into the superb
man who now adorns our national courts."
" Honor." not fame, has been his ambition
through life. While many a man similarly
situated
scheme

uses his office as an advertising
for a first-class Attorneyship, Sen

ator Jones has ever regarded such measures
and dishonorable in the extreme.
In all matters of legislation his course is
frank, open, and above-board. He scorns
the wily, tricky, wire-pulling scheme of the
politician, and is no favorite with the lobby

as venal

ist.

When he once decides that a measure

is right, he advocates it boldly, and seldom,
He never
to the opposition.
capitulates

JOHN
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till he has the support of
conviction on his side ; then he
has no need of resorting to deception.
The trait of character that showed itself
in early
manhood when he said, " I will
make the situation,"
has followed him
espouses a cause
truth and

through life. In politics, as in everything
undertakes, he is a leader.
In en

he

he is equal to the artist or poet.
When an idea once presents itself as prac
tical and important— emphatically the thing
for the time— it possesses him completely.
It is the last thing thought of on retiring,
and the first that fills his mind upon awak
ing ; and should the goddess of sleep for
sake him in the night-time, the picture as
thusiasm

sumes exaggerated proportions and height

color.
For its accomplishment he
research, nor money.
labor,
neither
spares
It matters little what the controlling sub
ject may be, whether the acquiring of a
fortune, the invention of a piece of machin
ery, the development of a mine, or the
triumph of some beneficent act of legisla

ened

tion.

At one

time he thought he had found

a rich gold vein, and

he spent $700,000

in

This money, so far as
proving the fact.
the working of the mine is concerned,
is
now all idle capital, and will remain so until
the condition of the country is different.
Probably no man in Congress has so much
reason

to

premium,

desire

to

especially

place

the

metals

at

gold, and keep them

But he says he does not love money
quite well enough to sacrifice the interests
of such a nation as this for a little petty
there.

gain ; that there are forty millions of human
beings who just as greatly desire and are as
much entitled

to prosperity ; and that when

all the

people are prosperous, the chances
are best for a man to make money ; if not
by selling gold at a premium, in a thousand

JONES.
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The first great problem with which he
of a for

busied himself was the acquisition

a sordid lover
for the natural impulses of his
nature are stronger in the direction of giv
ing than acquiring. But he said : '' A com
petency I must have as a basis of action.
Now, I am not going to devote my life to
the narrow, scheming speculations of simply
making money and finally leave it for some
tune ; yet he is by no means
ot money,

one to spend when I am dead.
Money is a
means, not an end ; and I intend to acquire

of it to answer my purposes in the
possible time consistent with hon
esty and fair dealing among my fellows."
In matters of legislation he usually busies
himself with generic problems.
There are
always plenty of men good at following out
enough

briefest

the details of some petty scheme which
other minds have reduced to practice ; but
there are so very few who are willing to
venture upon new and untried
makes

this work his special

often requires

fields that he

duty

; and

it

as much courage

to be the pioneer advocate

and bravery
of a new idea as

the pioneer settler of a new territory.

On arriving in California, he spent thirty
in the Custom-house.
This did not
suit him. He was subject to dictation, and

days

desired freedom from restraint.

He believed
himself more capable of marking out his
own course of conduct than a set of Gov
ernment officials were of doing it for him.
He went into the mountains, and there,
without any assistance from the Govern
ment, or any gambling in stocks, from their
golden sands exhumed a fortune.
He was at one time a partner of Alvinso
Hayward, one of the great money kings of
California. Through his skill and ability in
developing the mines of Crown Point and
Yellow Jacket, an immense gain was real

This partnership

other ways far more legitimate and equally

ized by the firm.

remunerative.

became unsatisfactory to the junior partner

At another time

he conceived

the project

ol manufacturing artificial ice, and on the

and construction of a machine
spent an enormous amount of thought, as
well as several hundred thousand dollars
of money. But it is now a practical success,

invention

and likely some day to reimburse
or and patron.

its invent

soon

and was summarily dissolved.

He was also for a time Director of the
Bank of California. In 1863 he was elected
a member of the State Senate, which posi
tion he filled two consecutive terms. In 1867
he made the canvass cf California for Lieutenant-Goverhor on the Republican ticket,
the whole of which ticket was defeated.
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wealth ; and before the work of this Com

In the same year he went to Nevada to
the work of the Panamint
superintend
Mine, which proved another rich vein.
He
was
lature

mission

in which

serve until

1873, when

he was

elected

to

was estimated

at

productions.
In the recent memorable conflict between
the two metals in their struggle for suprem
acy, Senator Jones planted himself firmly
on the side of the deposed metal, and prob
ably to his vigorous effort, as much as toany one man, is due the success of the silver

the Senate of the United States.

At

that time his fortune

millions of dollars.

several

He soon found
to the common shrink

his property subject
age in value,
suffering

his business

and

from the general

enterprises

His

depression.

agitation.
Senator Jones enjoys the questionable
honor of having made two of the ablest

philosophic mind at once took up the sub
ject, and he determined to go to the foun
dation for a cause.
In 1874 he had got so
far with his subject as to understand that it
was, in some way, the result of our false
monetary
conclusion

and

system,

that it came

irredeemable

he jumped

at

speeches

ing changed
server.

just weights and measures led him to
adopt, without question, the gold standard,
and he brought all his mental strength to
on the question,

and prepared

livered in the United States
considered

the ablest

and de

Senate what is

speech ever made be

fore that honorable body in favor of

" hard

money."
In January, 1875, the Resumption Act
was passed, and for a time this disciple of
the Sierras confidently looked for a speedy
return to prosperity.
As this era did not
dawn upon the people, but the distress be
came

daily more and more excruciating, he

reviewed

his

old

reasonings,

and

conclud

that we had not yet arrived at either
or practice.
He then
entertained
the belief that the demonetiza
tion of one of the precious metals, and
thereby destroying half of the coin basis,
was the cause of the situation.
Accord
ingly he recommended the appointment of
a Silver Commission to investigate this ques
tion, which Commission was appointed by
Congress in August, 1876, and of which he
In h s further deliberations
was a member.
upon the great question of the currency, he
found occasion to modify his former views,
and came to the conclusion that in neither
of the precious
metals had the Creator
vested the proper measure of a nation's
ed

the correct theory

in

the

Senate

as a

policy-seeker

or time-

All who know him award him

the

credit of having followed his convictions,
and that his radically different views at the
different times specified are the result of re
flection and growth rather than turning with
a popular tide.
In fact, he had no tide to
turn with. He came to his present stand
point against wind and tide, yet he brought
a large following with him.
Next to the financial movement, the great
work that obtains his consideration is the
This, he
question of Chinese emigration.
believes, augurs great danger to the Repub-

practical faith

in

bear

delivered

for and against specie re

sumption. In this matter, however, he is
not charged, even by his enemies, with hav

the

from the use of an
and

ever

Chamber, both

paper currency.

His sterling integrity

unquali

nation, and not upon any one or two limited

he continued to

capacity

was ended he announced

fiedly his faith in a just and uniform paper
currency, based upon all the wealth of the

the following year sent to the Legis
of that new, but rapidly-growing

State,
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j lie, and should
j
I

be fully and forever checked,
as, in his opinion, the broadcast settlement
of the Chinese in America would be entirely
incompatible with the spirit and progress of

American civilization.
Senator Jones has recently been elected
to a second term in the United States
j
Senate, which he will enter March 4, 1879,
having received not only the entire vote of
1 his own party, but a majority of the votes
1 of all other
parties.
Besides his good fortune politically, on
the very eve of his late election, by an unI expected rise in mining stock, he retrieved
I nearly half his lost fortune, realizing a round
I million by a single throw of the speculative
I dice.

There Is n rosy tint at dawn that fllca the brighter
day;
A sound of innocence and joy when children
shout at play ;
I A laughing breeze at dewy morn that faints with
sultry noon ;
A silver veil that softest banijs around the maiden
moon.
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CHAPTER XI

MIND.
. — Continued.

QUALITY, ITS NATURE AND
T T

AVING

observed

An organization like that represented
by Fig. 94, in which the balance of
temperament is nearly perfect, would,
under conditions like those just indi
cated, show in time a predominance of

Some phrenologistsof eminence regard
and treat

ments

i

the temperament

whose

had been specially

promoted.

development
But the

the tempera
at times.
We

can not, however,

our

thus

Quality; for

consider
in

the Motive

element, which before was less strongly
expressed than the Mental or Vital.

this as

it with

INFLUENCE.

develop into predominance

the general size

of the head, the next point to be
considered is the Quality of the organi
zation, the chief influence which modi
fies the effect of mere size.
mainly a matter of temperament,
it as the resultant or ensemble
of the Vital, Motive, and Mental temper
aments.
Even Mr. Combe confounds
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experience
a

assumes

it

relation

closer to the
personal life — to the
individual entity — than
much

occupied by the
It
physiology.
is certainly exhibited
by and through
the
that

mere

material

organization,
but is something behind
or fundamental to or

It

ganization.

de

inner nat
ure, the inherited con
stitutional
texture
or
calibre of the man

clares

the

Fig. 94.— Gut. Negley.

or woman, and according to its degree
of refinement contributes to his capabil
ity of culture, his facultative
readiness

and direction to a person's mental life —

and adaptation.

to his habit and pursuit, and indicates

modify temperament

itself in the manner,

even

Habit and training may
to the extent of
changing entirely the original com

bination.
may

render

A

studious,

reflective
life
the Mental element, once

in its physical expression
to the Motive or Vital, superior to both,
and an out-of-door mechanical life may

subordinate

Quality

is not

training

or habit

language.

In

to
susceptible
it rather gives tone

readily
;

the thought,

substantial

the

agreement

with this view we find Mr. O. S. Fow
ler thus emphatically declaring himself:

"Hereditary

Quality is the
condition of
all power or function, all happiness, all
organic

first, basilar and all-potent

PHRENOLOGICAL

everything.

This

is congenital — is im
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of their

parted by the parentage along with
life itself, of which it is the paramount
It de
condition and instrumentality.
on
the
nature
of
original
pends mainly
the parents, yet partly also on their

brains

In

be dissimilar.

fact,

individuals, in conse
brains of finer text
ure, are often observed to far outstrip
others
power of mind whose heads

small -headed

quence of having
in
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"t

are much larger.

It will

not serve to refer high Quality
to the Mental temperament, as some are

a

inclined to do, since we find great dif
ferences among individuals alike char
of the
acterized
predominance
by

we

sometimes

find persons

the Motive temperament
who, nevertheless,

almost

it,

by their
superiority in

every way to others

in whom

evidently
Mental temperament
In Figs. 95 and 96 we have
two phases of the Motive temperament,
is

existing states of body, mind, and health,
and on
iheir mutual love or want of
other like primal, life conditions and
It lies behind and beiow, and
causes.

us by their

the

strongest

?

Fine Quality.

Temperament,

whom

fiber,

Quality, and who evince
Fig. 95.— Motive

lay
that

predominates,

impress

of organic

fineness

in

it

the Mental temperament

at the basis of Quality, how

is

Again,

if

in
differences
Mental temperament,
texture, activity, apprehension, in every
thing, in fact, which relates to mentality.

is

infinitely more potential ihan educa
tion, and all associations and surround
ing circumstances

"

This condition

can not well be de
it
is

scribed, hardly engraved, but

easily

is

is,

;

a

is

It
practiced eye.
perceived by
quite analogous to temperament, on
which little has yet been written, but
lies behind and below all temperaments
indeed, their determining cause."*
that of
A much later utterance

it.

Persons

having

•

sess equal mental

power

in Phrenology

the Quality

it

predominant in
;

the physiology, but observe the marked
in Fig. 96
difference in its expression

rudely and coarsely defined,
low order of mentality,
evincing
In Fig. 95
mean, boorish origin.
associated with refinement and deliappears

and Physiology,"

t

II.

V

p.

11Self-Instructor

if

heads of like size and form do not pos

as

11The Skull and Brain,"

p. 131.

is a

gainsay

indicating

it

to

both

Low Quality.

a

tempt

Fig. 96.— Motive Temperament,

it

a

if

is a

late work,
Mr. Nicholas Morgan, in
likewise
viz.: "Quality of brain
measure of power. This fact has forced
itself on the attention of medico -psy
any, would at
chologists; and few,
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cacy,

at once

with the

the observer

impressing

thought

:

This

man comes of

highly bred.
of the tem
is contributory to the best
peraments
results in human endeavor, and wher
good stock, and is
We

know that

a balance

63

pervading fineness of fiber, with elas
ticity, both mental and physical, ease
of cerebral action, directness and facil
ity in adapting one's powers to the
It also exhibits itself
work in hand.
in the spirit or animation which char
acterize one's conduct in quick re
Given two
sponse to impressions.
persons with a similar physical
he

structure,

who

possesses

the

higher grade of Quality will show
a smoother,

softer outline,

subtle, elastic movement,

a more
a superi

or refinement of the features.
difference

The

may not be appreciable

by line and square ; but the eye,
especially if trained, will take note

a

a

of it at once, and the judgment instinctively ascribe to him
higher
In the
grade of mental capacity.
portraits of the Adamses, from John
to Charles Francis, we discern the
fine Quality upon
markings of
temperament eminently Motive.
a

Hi

fc|

fe

els- 97.— Henrv Clay.

ever such a balance

from

proceeds

occurs,

if Quality

temperamental

combi

look for the highest
order of Quality, but we do not find

nation, we should
such an

association

to be the rule

by

Cases of temperaments
are rare, yet, when found, ex

any means.
balance

in degree of men
refine
constitutional
capacity and
ment.
See Figs. 97 and 98, for exam

hibit wide variations
tal

ples of

well-balanced temperament, with
in Quality.

native family element

is denoted

by a

Fig. 9S.— Gen.

Of

the Temperaments

.

we have spoken

former chapter,
at some length in
and to that we refer the student for ihe
a

In the endeavor to form a compara
tive estimate of Quality we consider
the texture of the skin,
the clearness
of the eyes, the character of the hair,
the symmetry and harmony of the dif
ferent parts of the body, the tone and
A high endowment of this
bearing.

G

differences
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consideration of
fluence

upon

knowledge

their modifying

the

mental

in

of the characteristic

the opening of the ear to the surface

A of

organs.

expres

sion of each is essential to the observer

of Mind if he would form accurate con-
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the skull.

The extent of the Intellectual organs
in general is measured by the projec
tion of the forehead from a line drawn

Fig. 99.— Large Perceptive Organs.

with respect to any special
He should ascertain whether the
Mental, or the Motive, or the Vital

elusions

Fig. 100 —Large Reflectives

case.

in the organiza

element predominates

tion before proceeding

to consider the

organs, and should bear in
mind from first to last the nature of
cerebral

their combination and interrelations.

Two
alike,

heads may be molded exactly
of the mental

yet the strength

manifestations,

owing to the Quality

and temperamental influence, may dif
fer as greatly as the oak differs from

vertically upward from a point on the
Men
zygoma just in front of the ear.
of great intellects invariably have fore
heads which project well over the or
bits of the eyes, besides showing breadth
and fullness in other directions.
Na
poleon's forehead was remarkable for
its projection and size, and Dr. Gall,
from

merely

alongside

seeing

his

bust

placed

those of the Austrian Gener-

the palmetto.
REGIONAL

DEVELOPMENT.

In the observation of the organs, it
will be of advantage to the student to
confine his attention

at first to estimat

ing the relative size of the different re
Keeping in mind
gions of the brain.
the fact that the size of the organs is in
general measured by the distance from
the medulla oblongata, and that a line
drawn through the openings of the ears
will nearly intersect this point, we
are able to estimate

with

sufficient

ac

of an organ or any
region of the brain by the distance from

curacy

the

size

Fig. lot<— Large

Moral

Development.

predicted the marvelous successes
over them which he afterward achieved.
als,

In the forehead, as we have seen, are
located two classes of organs — the Per
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and the Reflectives — which fre
If the
quently differ much in size.
lower portion projects well over the
eyes, and the forehead slopes rapidly
backward from the eyebrows, the Perceptives will be large and the Reflectctptives

6S

for one's self and

practical usefulness
others.

The Moral organs being situated at
the top of the head, their development
will be indicated in general by the
of the head above the ears.
Elevation and breadth in this region
of the brain are indicative of morality
and rectitude of character, and a dis
position to worship a Supreme Being,
height

to manifest

faith

in

the

unseen

and

spiritual, and to practice the precepts
of truth and duty. (Fig. 101).
A head high in the crown, upward
and backward

from

the ears, indicates

large development of the organs re
to personal
and a
aspiration,
character marked by stability,
pride
a

lating

Fig. 10a.— Lasegb Cobomal OkganS.

small. Such a cast of forehead as
that shown in Fig. 99 indicates an ob
serving, practical order of mind, one
which readily perceives the qualities
If the
and simpler relations of objects.
upper portion of the forehead be prom
inent, and the parts over the eyes be com
paratively flat and narrow (Fig. 100), the
organs of Reflection will be large, and
The indi
those of Observation small.
vidual possessed of such a form of head
will be a thinker rather than an observer.
He will be disposed to theorize, and
ives

to reflect

upon

remote relations

the causes

self- reliance, independence, and love
of distinction. (Fig. 102).
The Social region of the brain is
measured by the fullness of the head
behind the ears.
One well developed
in this part indicates a fraternal, friend
ly, sociable disposition, and a character
home,
marked
by love of country,
friends, and family.

more

and

of things, rather than

to deal with the things themselves.

He

will be good at conceiving plans, but
will be wanting in practical ability to
carry

them

these

two

developed,
a little

into

execution.

Where

regions are harmoniously
the forehead falls back but

'from the perpendicular.

Plan

ning and theorizing talent will then be
united with observing and practical
talent, and

the

intellect

balanced, the Perceptive

will be well
faculties min

istering actively to the Reflective,

and

organizing the
material of observation into forms of
the

latter

effectively

Fig. 103.— Large Exxcutivk Organs.

If

the

head

be

broad

around the ears, the group

above

and

of the self

will be largely devel
oped, and the individual will be char
ish propensities
acterized

by great energy and force

character,

and

of

by courage, prudence,
and executive ability.
economy,
policy,

(Fig. 103).
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which
estimating the influence
any one of these regions has upon the
character, it should be borne in mind
that it is its size as compared with the
other regions, rather than its absolute
size, by which its influence is to be
Two heads, for instance,
measured.
may measure exactly the same in cir
breadth, length, anterior
cumference,
projection, and occipital extension, yet
if one be three - quarters of an inch
higher than the other in the region of
the moral sentiments, the characters
will be very dissimilar. The high head
will manifest a disposition in which the
virtues will have a most important in
fluence in keeping the selfish and ani
mal propensities
under due control.

In

the low head the selfish propensities,

in reality no more powerful
in degree than the same faculties in the
higher head, yet lacking the restraining
influence which it is the function of the
moral sentiments to exert, will lead the
individual into excessive gratification
of his lower nature. As the largest or
although

gans

have the

strongest

tendency

to

activity, the character of an individual
will take its direction from the class of
organs which predominates in his brain.
If the anterior portion of the brain is
in the ascendency, it may be inferred
that the tendency of the individual's
mind will be toward pursuits of an in
tellectual

character.

If

the

head

be

very high in proportion to its size in
other parts, the natural bent of the

mind will be toward the expression of
high morality and religious sentiment.
If the head be very broad at the base
and lack proportionate height, coronal
fullness, and anterior length, the indi
vidual will be prone to low pursuits in
which his animal propensities may find
their gratification.

of Special Or
Determination
ganic Influence. — After the begin
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ner has acquired some facility in esti
mating the proportions of the different
regions

of

the brain, he may then begin
on the individual

to make observations

As the predominating region
organs.
of the brain imparts to the mind its
peculiar bent, so the largest organ in
any region will be the controlling or
If, for instance,
gan of its group.
among the moral sentiments Venera
tion is prominently marked, while the
other moral organs are inferior, the
character will be marked by a disposi
tion to seek the society of the devout,
and to unite with some religious body.
The man will be attentive to the ex
ternal forms and ceremonies of religion,
but will be likely to fail in the practice
of the precepts which enjoin justice,
charity, and good-will in our relations
with men. If Conscientiousness be th2
predominant
organ, he will be more
upright than devotional, more just and
conscientious than kind, charitable, and
benevolent.

If,

among

the regions

of the brain,

the Propensities are the most developed,
and Combativeness

hold the predom

inant sway among them, the individual
will be naturally prone to quarrel, con
tention, and brawls, and to seek oppor

for gratifying this propensity
and by
by personal encounters

tunities
both

witnessing

combats between brutes and

If

men.

between
developed

in

Alimentiveness be
of other strong

excess

to gluttony
a tendency
propensities,
If Ac
will be the predominant trait.
quisitiveness be in the ascendency, the
native bent of the mind will be "toward
money-getting, saving, and hoarding.
The same law holds good of the or
gans in the anterior region of the brain.
If Language be prominent, while the
general intellect is not large, the indi
by gar
vidual will be characterized

rulity.

He will

be constantly

talking,

THE UNFOLDING OF MIND.
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his conversation will be about
trifles; according to his education he
will abound in words, yet be wanting in

yet

If

Constructiveness be in ex
mind will run toward mechan
ism, and whatever
intellectual power
he may possess will be employed chiefly
in the line of mechanics.
The style of
an author in whose head Comparison
ideas.

cess, the

is

If Eventuality be the
prominent, he will excel in de
scribing action and events. If Individ
uality be in excess of the other intel
lectuals, he will treat his subjects chief
ly by describing their qualities and
features ; while predominant Causality
will render his style abstruse and theo
and metaphor.

most

retical,

h. s. D.

predominant, will abound in simile

{To

be

&

j.

m'n.

continued).

THE UNFOLDING OF MIND THROUGH CONFLICT AND SIN.

it

a

it

;

is

It

in

is

a

it

;

when

ive development,

becomes,

avarice

through excess

and miserly hoard

is

changed to evil and sin. Agreeor desire to please, in its normal
action
a charming trait, making its pos
sessor amiable, gentle, and winning — scat
and delight everywhere
tering pleasure
makes the syc
around when perverted,
ophant—fawning after the rich and power
ful and intriguing to gain their notice.
a necessary ingredient in
Combativeness
a sturdy, working Christian character;
ing,
ableness,

it

is

it

a

?

A horse-beating brute
low-men glorious.
Are not these evil
makes Bergh apostolic.
traits, which are principally good trans
formed by circumstances into evil, really nec
essary to the growth of the soul
Lies often originate in desire of the liar

munity
it

it,

if,

is

heights.
Vice makes vir
So in the moral world.
tue glow with tenfold brightness.
Some
knowledge of lies makes truth more true,
more lovely.
Treachery of a supposed
friend makes sincerity more desirable.
Pu
A
more beautiful beside impurity.
rity
miser makes Peter Cooper's love of his fel

is

other living beings for food. Air, water,
fire war continually against the solid
matter of earth.
In the midst of this con
Master of the animals,
flict man is placed.
he sheds their blood and eats their flesh.
He kills in battle and in single combat his
He sins.
fellow-man.
Is not this sin nec
of mind
essary for the full development
and soul ? Could man appreciate the good
ness of the good or the wickedness
of the
bad if he knew only goodness
alone or
We appreciate
wickedness alone ?
light
because
we have experienced
darkness.
We admire the luxuriance of tropical vege
to reach
we have
tation much more
We understand the
the desert.
crossed
great beauty of clear streams and transpar
ent waters after we have seen the muddy,
turbid rivers of the West and South. Fer
tile fields are delightful after rocky, barren
and

better, more learned, wealthier,
or more experienced in life than others.
The ambition of the liar would have been
noble had
taken the direction of being
instead of seeming.
The acquisition of
laudable when kept within due
properly
bounds and confined to legitimate callings.
Those impulses which, carried to excess,
end in lust and licentiousness,
their
are
natural, normal state necessary for the
and perpetuation
of the race.
preservation
The worst vices and sins spring from tend
encies and qualities that originally were
of use and value to the human being.
is
the wrong direction of primarily good, nec
essary traits and characteristics of the hu
man mind and soul that constitutes the es
Destructiveness, when di
sence of sin.
rected
toward the uprooting of abuses,
evils, and wrongs,
a valuable part of our
mental and moral furnishing
when di
rected to the overthrow of good things in
becomes
fearful
Government or life,
—
toward
monster.
directed
Acquisitiveness
proper, godly gains in labor or business —
com
blessing to an individual and to
to appear

;

is a great law of nature.
Everything almost wars against some
thing. From man down to the animalcule,
all, save a few vegetarian animals, use some

is
a

/^~*ONFLICT
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see their nakedness
before God.
They
know shame in
way of which they were
not before conscious.
the great law of mental and
Progress
moral growth. We are either reaching and
growing upward into clearer light toward
higher truth, or we are falling backward
into deeper error, blacker mental darkThe way of righteousness
and the
ness.
way of sin are distinct paths — no one can
walk in both. We sometimes see
person
pretending to walk in the right way before
men, who
really practicing known sin,
really blackening his soul with guilt-stains
far deeper than those of his companions
who are openly sinners
for, to their sin
Sin in itself — sin cher
he adds hypocrisy.-

of God's creation,
good of
knowledge a something to which she had
not yet attained amid the Eden glory and
seeking to know all things, she grasped the
fruit of knowledge of good and evil, and
from that fatal hour mankind has been
striving to attain the one, while always fa
hidden
tally attracted with
mysterious,
power toward the other.
Under this symbol of fruit-eating, we
know not what this first sin really was.
was doubtless the first transgression of the
laws of nature
the fixed, immutable laws
against which man may break himself in

ished and loved

a

is

;

is

debases

and

dims the in-

power, warps the judgment, and
sin seen,
dulls the reasoning faculties.
acknowledged, and repented that makes the
mental vision clear, extends the sympathies,
and adds to our faith that most beautiful of
virtues — charity. Christ said, He loveth
most to whom most
forgiven, and the re
pentant sinner ought to be the truest and
When one
tenderest toward other sinners.
of sin and tries to
feels the hatefulness
shake himself free through the Spirit's aid
from its thraldom, he
rising in the moral
Thus making " stepping-stones of
scale.
our dead selves," ever advancing, becom
tellectual

;

I

It

1

a

is

;

I

;

by the soul — blackens

the entire nature

is

the unknown

it

perfect

after

It

most

out

is

last,

reached

t

the

;

I

I

a

I

!

I

it,

the world.

a

him fight his own sins and the sins
The same trait, wrongly di
rected and unduly developed, will make a
pugilist or a man of blood a murderer.
Sin comes, then, too often from the trans
formation of good to evil through ill direc
tion of mental and moral traits during
childhood and youth — this not because God
wills
The
but because man wills it.
whole earth, air, water, animals, and the
first living pair of human beings were wondrously good. By one act of disobedience,
one act of greed — showing want of faith in
the Creator by
reaching after the forbid
den when every real need was already freely
supplied — the first sin in earth's great cata
logue of wrong-doing was committed. Eve,
helps

of

become
physically and
morally
wrecked, but which he can never break;
for they remain the same — yesterday, to

ures, we may continually progress in good

day, and forever.

ness and

save through repentance.

And

even then

not entirely escape, for sin leaves
some mark, scar, or sore that can never be
No man or woman
just
entirely healed.
the same that he or she was before, alter
known and gross sin. They
committing
have eaten anew the apple of Paradise and
a

is

he does

intellectual culture; for the very

thought necessary to disentangle the soul
in " ways
from the nets of sin and keep
of pleasantness and paths of peace," will
assist in mental improvement.
Education to many people means simply
amount of
certain
the acquisition of
knowledge gained by poring over books
of moral
under the direction of a teacher
and spiritual education, of the intellectual
growth that comes through the education
of the heart — the affections — they have no
The intellect and the
idea or conception.
physical nature are all of man that they
it

;

;

it,

;

it,

a

Men say such an one has " broken the
law
law." Now no man really breaks
that is, he does no injury to the law — that
remains, whatever his crime.
He has
acted contrary to
evaded
incurred its
The law stands more
penalty, and suffers.
firmly than before and this holds true with
man's laws and God's, except that no man
evades God's law and escapes the penalty,

ing free from the fetters of our lower nat

a

pieces,

conceive

or acknowledge.

The habit of self-examination, of study
of one's

own motives

or reasons

for ao

STRANGE PLANTS.
of life, will beget a selfinvaluable
in mental
as well as conducive
to moral
Because we do not know our

tions and courses
knowledge
training
growth.
selves

that

is

thoroughly — or, rather,

because

we

know ourselves scarcely at all— we are con

tinually choosing wrongly when we are try
ing to do that which will, we fancy, be for
our best and highest good.

The summer glory and winter gloom of
heart are each equally necessary to the
perfect unfolding of the better part of us.
There must be waste, desolate places in our
souls, mountain ruggedness, barren sands,
as well as blooming valleys ; there must be
the

STRANGE
TJEAUT1FUL,

exceedingly,

as

is

the

*-* Flora of temperate regions, it is usually
within the tropics, or upon their borders,
that we find the most striking and singular
It is
specimens of the vegetable creation.

Rafflesia

'

69

In
great rocks as well as spring blossoms.
order that we may reach the height and
depth, length and breadth of our moral and
mental being, we must go down with the
sinner as well as up with the saint. We
sin, and, under
must learn to understand
standing, hate it with an intensity of ab
horrence ; so that we may flee it ourselves
and teach others how sore, black, and de
cay-smitten is every soul that renounces it
not ; trying with superhuman
might born
of Christ to escape from its devil-fish fangs,
and arm itself against itself with the whole
armor of righteousness.
AMELIE V. PETIT.

PLANTS.
the colors are laid on at once.
ate climates

the flowers come

In

temper

one by one,

and take on their richer tints as the season
advances ; but in the tropics the spring, if
such a season may be said to exist there, in

Arnoldi.

and oil.

the return of the annual rains, is one burst
of glorious splendor, and leaf and tree and
flower seem to spring at once into being,
and the botanist, no matter how learned,
finds himself puzzled by the variety of won
ders which he is unable to name or to clas

by subtle

sify.

to delight in pro
of color, and the most
erratic forms ; and the vegetation of the two
regions resemble in their distinctive quali
ties the schools of painting in water-color

here that nature

seems

ducing the extremes

The effects in one are produced
and delicate touches, soft grada
tions of tint, and arrived at by slow degrees ;
the other is bold, brilliant, gorgeous,
and

In

the island of Sumatra, was
Arnold, a young and en
Dr.
by

1818, in

discovered
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thusiastic naturalist, a flower which is be
lieved to be the largest in the world, as will
be readily believed when it is asserted that
a single blossom

It

weighs fifteen pounds.

is a parasite, like many of the eccentric

spe

of plants, and wholly without leaves.
The bud springs from one of the cable-like
vines of the tropics.
It pushes its way
through the bark and grows to the size of a

cies

very large cabbage and resembles

it in form

as well as size before the petals expand.

In
months the flower opens and
displays five enormous
petals, averaging
about three-quarters of an inch in thickness,
of a brick-red color, but having the surface

about

three

WSLWILSCiiIA

JOURNAL.

rapidly decay and leave the central
into a large fruit with a
rough exterior and filled with small seeds.
We have spoken of the Rafflesia as one
of the most curious of flowers, but there ex
ists in Southern Africa a plant which is so
singular in its whole history and appearance
as to puzzle the observer at the first glance
as to whether it should be called a shrub or
a tree, but it is really a dwarf tree possess
ing only two leaves and those the first seedpetals

disk, which swells

the
above
leaves
Rising
(cotyledons).
ground but a few inches, it yet assumes the
size and character of the bole of a tree, en
larging by concentric layers and forming a

MlkAWLiS.

covered with small, irregular protuberances,

complete

and

which are cream-white.
These petals are slightly concave,

branches

are

about twelve

inches

in length,

and

set about

a

cup large enough to contain about six quarts
This cup is not empty, but filled
of water.
about half way up by a thick, fleshy disk,
the upper surface of which is covered with
projections curved and pointed, resembling
The flower
in shape the horns of cattle.
would undoubtedly have become a favorite
with the florist, but for the unfortunate fact
that the odor is that of carrion, and so close
is this

resemblance

that

it is supposed

some to deceive insects, as it is often
surrounded
remains

by swarms

of flics.

by

found

The flower

but a short time in pcrfect:on

; the

[Feb.,

perfect trunk from which no
forth, and the fruit of

put

which grows on small upright stalks ar
This fruit is
ranged in concentric rings.
in shape, somewhat resembling the
fruit of the fir, but it is of a brilliant scarlet
color, and while it lasts, which is but a brief
conical

time, relieves the gloomy landscape, a mere
barren waste of sand, by its gleams of color.
When the fruit falls, the stalks fall also
and leave the upper surface

of this strange

rough ridges formed by
the rows of circular pits in which the stalks
grew. The trunk measures from fourteen
plant

marked

to eighteen

by

feet in circumference.

It

has a

large tap-root, which grows to the depth of
several feet. The cotyledons do not fall off

STRANGE PLANTS.
they have performed their important
office, as is the case in most plants, but reafter

7'

One of the most singular productions of
South

America is the fruit of the BertholExcelsa, a tree
letia
which is found in great
est abundance
banks

upon the

of the Orinoco.

It grows to large size,
yields abundantly

and

but

its strange,

valua

of
which is familiar to us
all as the " Biazil-nut,"
ble

fruit,

one

of the luxuries of
The

the

seed

the dinner-table.

engraving gives a clear
idea of the manner in
which the nuts, covered
by a very hard, thick
bark, are arranged in a
cluster about a central
division or core, the
whole being inclosed in
a thick rind, as in a

attached

nuts

in size with

most

to increase

into four

ball

into

which the prism-shaped

to the trunk throughout its

life, and contrive

This

separated

compartments,

Brazil-nut — Entire.
main

hollow ball.
is

are

packed

compact

in

manner.

the

Why

closest

and

the kernel,

the growth of the trunk, and

frequently attain the length
of six feet, and even more.
They have no beauty ; they
are long,

flat,

and

leathery

texture, as indeed they
must be, to survive through
the length of the life of the
parent tree, which often at
in

tains

great

even one hun

ge,

sometimes

red years.

leaves split along

The

the line of

their

divisions into long
or rather strap-like
appendages which extend on
either side of the trunk, rest
string-

The
ing upon the earth.
romplete plant in this ad
vanced stage resembles

some

>trange and monstrous crea
ture of a low order of animal
life,

with long tentacles and
body, and gives to
strange scene the look

Brazil-nut — Ophn.

formless
the

enchanted

by some

evil spirit.

of a

region

which is so completely protected, as it would
seem to be, by its hard and indurated husk,

PHRENOLOGICAL

It largely
proportionately great.
to England,
Europe, and the
United States, but the quantity of oil con
tained in the kernel
so great that
be
not eaten fresh,
comes quickly rancid, and

it,

exported

if

retired

Governor-General
of Canada, which he had occupied for five
the post

of

years and more, much regret was expressed

in

in

all parts of the Dominion,
by the people
and the display at his embarkation was

itself an impressive witness to their high
But the late demonstrations which
esteem.

THE PRINCESS

is

it

i

Earl of Duffurin

I

LORNE AND

it

is

I

.

' j

the

OF

found to be destroyed.
In South
in
America and other countries, where
and used
digenous, the oil
pressed from
for lamps and some other purposes.
MRS. C. S. NOURSE.

the flavor

is

from

MARQUIS

it

is

is

THEN

* *

A

~\

THE

is

trade

is

it requires a stout blow to
should need to be enveloped in an
other and outer case,
an enigma, for its
even
the stout bills
case
would
rough
puzzle
of scansorial birds, and would certainly be
impervious to insects. But the value of this
delicious meat would seem fully to justify
more
nature's fostering care.
Its flavor
delicate than that of any other nut known
to commerce, and its value as an article of
so hard that
break

JOURNAL.
is
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LOUISE.

welcomed the arrival of the new GovernorGeneral and his wife, the Princess Louise,
every stage of their progHalifax to Ottawa, intimate that

and accompanied
ress from

our northern neighbors have at least ac
cepted the change of ruler with a hearty
good-will and that they were desirous to
show to the mother country how substantial

MARQUIS OF LORNE AND PRINCESS LOUISE.
their loyalty.
Certainly the opportunity
exceptional one, in that the new in
cumbent not only represented the authority
of Great Britain, but also royalty.
As .the
son-in-law of Queen Victoria, and coming
with his wife, who among all the princesses
is

was an

resident
respect

in England had won the highest
of the people on account of her

plain, common-sense
mterest

in

the

manners

every-day

cordial
of social

and

matters

73

ganization is" of a high type, with a backing
of positive strength which is traceable to
the old Campbell stock of the Marquis.
There is much refinement in the contour of
the face.
We can not but perceive at once
the softening, rounding, finishing influences
of education and aesthetic association. One
sees as readily, too, the old racial toughness
of fiber and strength of frame in the square
jaw and firmly-set mouth.
The hair, also.

The Princess Louise.

and

domestic life outside

of court circles,

Marquis of Lome opens a new regime
in the political history of Canada ; and the
excitement attending his coming, view it as
we may, was not unreasonable.
Some of our readers will remember the
portrait of the Duke of Argyll, which was
published in the Phrenological
a few
years ago, and will discern the close resemblance of the son to the father.
The or-

the

shows the influence of the Motive temperaIntellectment in its fibrous individuality.
be known for
ually, the Marquis should
He has excelgood, practical judgment.
in
lent
can
I
ability
express himself
analysis,
with clearness and precision, and also with
much elegance.
He is naturally quick in
forming opinions and in coming to conclusions, and firm in entertaining them.
Ordinarily pacific in disposition, he can show

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
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a good degree of spirit and opposition when
aroused by criticism or insult.

Of his

past career

a few remarks

must

The eldest son and heir of the
present Duke of Argyll, he was born at
Stafford House, London, August 6, 1845,
and after the custom of European nobility,
was heavily freighted with Christian names
— being in full, John George Edward Henry
He was
Douglas Sutherland Campbell.
sent to Eton and afterward to Trinity Col
to his college
lege at Oxford.
Subsequent
suffice.

life he had traveled extensively; in 1867
visiting this country, the West Indies, and
He has shown a disposition to
Canada.
ward literature, having published a small
volume of poems, an edition of the Psalms
of David in English meters, and an account
This last-men
of his tour in America.
book
indicates
clearness
and liber
tioned
view,
and
not
of
a
little
intelligence
ality
with regard to the history and politics of

foreign nations.
The Princess Louise — if our portrait be a
fair representation — also shows her lineage
There are marked in
in form and feature.
dications of a strong constitution, naturally
robust health, and the prospect of long life.
The entirety of the physiognomy suggests
The lady
decision
and practical talent.
evidently
fact

is inclined to view life more on its

side than

on

its imaginary, ideal,

or

speculative side. She is frank, clear, square,
and earnest in expressing herself, and has

for tergiversation, indefiniteness, and gush.
Her mouth and chin and
cheek come from her mother's side of her
family, and indicate warm, feminine elements
of character, earnest affection, love of home

little sympathy

and domestic relations. Those broad cheek
bones show a liking for the employments
She is not
and enjoyments of physical life.
one of the passive, inert sort, but delights
in action, and would chafe and fret were
she compelled

doors as most

to spend

as much

time

in

women are content

to do.

she is z spirited,

active,

Taken altogether,
thorough-going lady, with much sympathy,
generosity,

and affection.

The Princess Louise, Marchioness of
Lome, was born on the 18th of March,
1848, at Buckingham Palace, then, as now,

[Feb.,

the Queen's town residence.
Her early life,
like that of all the Queen's children, was

simply with the mingling of study
recreation — the training and religious
instruction which belong to the better class
of English households.
The royal children
were surrounded with very few useless lux
uries.
There were large nurseries and a
cheerful
school-room ; every possible ad
vantage in moral and mental training was
theirs as a matter of course.
The Queen
their instruction and gave them
indicated
ample authority, but she visited the school
room daily, inspected their studies, and de
sired that all misconduct or good behavior
spent

and

be reported to her.
School-room
discipline in the royal family is said to have

should

been very severe, yet we

have

been

given

of the harmony and
of
the
Princess' young days.
simplicity
There was always a cheerful sitting-room
in the apartments belonging to the children,
and there might be seen various indications
of the intellectual tastes of the young people.
pleasant

pictures

A prominent object

was always Princess
Louise's portfolio and the writing-table of
the Princess Royal.
The young princesses
were always talkative and good-humored
with those who visited them.
At one time

entering a Protestant con
idea, and not long
afterward her betrothal to the Marquis of
Lome was announced.
she contemplated

vent,

but

gave up the

Queen Victoria had long known the Argylls, having become intimately acquainted
in the early days of her married
life when
she was accustomed
to make summer
jaunts into the Highlands, and it would
appear that when she became aware of a
tender interest on the part of the Princess
for young Campbell, like a true woman and
considerate
ventional

mother, she disregarded the con
usages

of European courts with

respect to the marriage of princes and prin
cesses, and cordially promoted their union.

The residence
of the new GovernorGeneral will be Rideau Hall, about two
miles from Ottawa, the capital of the New
Dominion. This building has been the res
idence of the Viceroys for many years.
Lord Dufferin made some alterations dur
ing his occupancy, which relieve in a de

51N GL
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gree the general plainness of the old struct

modifications are now in
progress to render it more becoming to the
dignity of the Canadian nation and of the
rank of its occupants.
This old building, as a writer in Har
per's Weekly says, " has been the scene of
many a brilliant gathering in the past, but
probably none that can in any manner com
pare with the entertainments that will be
given when the old mansion boasts a royal
ure,

and other

Already arrangements are being

hostess.

of such events, and a code
of laws compiled for the regulation of all
made for a series

matters pertaining to etiquette.
There are
to be, for instance, great representative re
ceptions taking place at the opening and
prorogation of the Dominion Parliament
and at other times.
Some of the rules that
must be observed on these and other occa
sions we transcribe for the benefit of our
It is decreed that when la
lady readers.
dies or gentlemen appear at a representa
tive reception, the right hand shall be un
gloved before the Marquis and the Princess.

75

The former then presents the Queen, be
fore whom both hands are ungloved. There
will, however, be no hand-shaking ; those
received simply bowing and passing on. At
private receptions the procedure will be dif

Princess then

outranks her

ferent.

The

husband

; and while a gloved hand may be

offered to him, the right ungloved

must

be

What is known as the
" court courtesy " will not be observed at
either representative or private receptions.
That honor is paid to the Queen alone, or
to the Princess of Wales when receiving
At representa
specially for her Majesty.
tive receptions the Marquis will stand at the
right of the Princess, and at private recep
extended

to her.

tions on her left."

As

the Marquis has a very comfortable

income

from

his estate at home and

his official position, and

the

from

Princess

re

ceives something like $30,000 a year from

British Exchequer, they ought to keep
respectable display of
fact,
in
the
Dominionites a sub
;
give
style
stantial taste of royalty.
the

house with a pretty

SINGLE-BLESSEDNESS.
XTO.

she isn't! My Aunt Lucy isn't
an old maid. You are telling me a
wrong story, for old maids wear spectacles,
and color their hair so that it smells just
like lucifer matches when Bridget lights the
fire with them, and they wear false teeth
that don't grow in their mouths at all, but
are put in by dentists like Dr. Molar, old
"
maids do, did you know that ?
A half reluctant assent was given to this
triumphant assertion, but in the interroga
tive form to her little companion by my
brave champion, niece Lizzie, aged seven
and six months '' inclusively," as sta
*- ^

years

tisticians would have it — both of whom were
sitting on the steps of the piazza beneath
the window that pleasant Saturday after
in the important
noon, deeply engaged
business of costuming two Miss Dollies.
"
"Aha ! said I, " so Aunt Lucy is before
the juvenile court to-day, but so far the
special
upon

pleading appears to tell favorably
"
and I listened
the case in hand ;

with an amused air to the chattering voices

as I plied my needle in finishing the
new apron for my pet.

below,

" Now
you see," continued Lizzie, after
the twain had talked up the matter, and

decided

satisfactorily upon the adjustment
of Dollie's new sash and basque, " my Aunt
Lucy is the best aunty in the ' whole
"
world.'
This announcement was made
in one of little Madam's most decided
tones, which evidently carried its weight in
eliciting the desired confirmatory " Yes."
"—
" Well, now, let me tell
you

mentative

voice

in an argu

— and I knew just how

the

white neck was thrown forward, and the
earnest blue eyes fastened upon her audi
tor — '' my Aunt Lucy don't wear false teeth
and put them in a tumbler at nights, like
Miss Prim does — for Nettie Howe told me
so ; my Aunt Lucy's hair isn't colored ; it
is only just gray a little, and curls so pretty ;
and she don't tie it up in papers either.
She told me once when I asked her about

PHRENOLOGICAL
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nature rose up in rebellion against

ing to my sensitive

pride,

for four years

deeply

selfish

humiliat

the thought that

my heart's purest

love

it,

True, as the world read

was

a

been given to one so utterly unworthy

had

!

How

ness so revolting

a

new life with me," all that was true in my

it

?

it

it,

that God curled her hair when she was
born, just as He did mine. Don't you think
Besides, my
was real good of Him
Aunt Lucy don't scold as Miss Grimalkin
does.
She's an old maid (you know), and
won't let Minnie Brown have any company
at all, but makes her stay at home every Satur
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thank

ent, whose mind, owing to
disease of the
brain, was in
state of imbecility, rendering

if

I

me lots

!

1

a

I

I

?

How do wish that you had
"
just such an Aunt Lucy as
have
This
last remark was added in such
tone of
hearty commiseration as to touch me with
a sense of the ludicrous, and turn the cur
rent of feeling with which
had listened to
you were me

the appreciative arguments in my favor by
pet Lizzie, and the affectionate burst at its
close, which was beginning to moisten my
earlier

life

had

been

thought that
so

lonely

whose
bar
of love

I,

I

eyes with tears, as

and

was now reaping a harvest
richer than the gratification of my selfish
wishes in years gone by could ever have
ren,

a

if

?

;

I

I

I

were

the

inward struggles that

strengthened

cost,

me for duty, and made the fol

lowing days of filial service to my imbe
cile parent — whose life dragged on seven
weary years — one of helpful self-sacrifice
to my soul.

Afterward,

when my dear brother was
experiencing crushing sorrow
the death
of his estimable wife, under the blessing of
was permitted
God
to be
minister of

good to him through that sore trial, and
still remained mistress of his home and
guardian of his child.
" shall never
marry again, Lucy," he
said, " and as long as we live let
be to
know that other men lose their
gether.
companions and marry again, but this will
not be the case with me
once mated and
forever.
No one can take the place of my
glorified Laura, either in my heart or home."

a

1

a

if

When Edmund Warrington said to me,
before, "
must give you up,
are
not
you
willing to leave your father, and
go forth into
new country, and begin
ten years

And

charge

thus

it

;

yielded.

friend

!

and

of pretty games, and gives
me money (or poor little children that haven't
got any mammas
or aunties to care for
Oh,
them.
love her best of anybody in
the world, except my papa. Wouldn't you

learns

best

it

and

had never known

and
knew that
owed my first duty.
That Edmund was not
willing to give up his plans for my sake, and
share with me the burden of my home, was
He was unworthy of the
cruel blow.
gift of a true woman's love
priceless
Those were dark days that followed, but
thanks to the loving Father they bore me
That final " no," whatever
good fruit.
and

it

;

visitors
she plays
sings, and dances with me sometimes,

mother's love

in

me to have

A

to my father

a

'

!

;

likes

cupied.

a

"

would do such a foolish thing
Now, my aunty don't do like that. Oh, no
she always speaks soft and pleasant, and she

maid

have been faithful to him

I

'

dren here in the city to keep them warm in
winter.' He said, too, that only an " old

But who in ail the world should
not his only
daughter
Already had my sole brother
formed family ties, and with the care of
business
devolving upon him after our
father's incapacity, together with the super
vision of our financial affairs, was fully oc
friends.

I

'

going to send the bed-quilt lived in such a
hot country that they couldn't wear any
clothes
to speak of, and he didn't know
what they would want of bed-covers.
He
said she had better send such things to
Father Loveman to give the poor little chil

his life of no comfort to himself or to his

I

;'

if

lowered mysteriously, as to give additional
force to the dreadful truth — " Tommy Ben
ton told her that Aunt Grimmy was an 'old
and that the folks where she was
muff

a

?

"—

a

here my little gossip's voice

believe

;

less task to wear out some of the best days
of my life with the care of an invalid par

it

day and sew on patchwork to send away off,
ever so far, to the missions and would you

was settled

of

the

bereaved

for me to take
and

household,

SINGLE- BLESSED NESS.
make it as

" All

could.

cheerful
that

I

and comfortable as I
have is yours," said he ;

" do as
you think best in making arrange

ments for the family, only let us try to give

Lizzie a happy childhood and fresh, health
ful influences."

For three

years I had been at the head
home, sharing the respect and affec
tion of my good brother, becoming more
and more attached to our sweet Lizzie,
whose frank, generous nature, with its im
of the

affections, needed a careful guiding
and answering sympathy.
That I
bad won her love so entirely, enabled me
pulsive

hand
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finally decides that it isn't very bad to be an
" old maid " after all.

" But

aunty ?

"

are you, sure enough,

so very old,

" Yes,
pet, about a thousand years."
" Oh ! now 1 know
you are funning."
So 1 tell the young inquirer after knowl
edge the actual state of the case, and she
thinks it rather nice than otherwise to be
forty years old, and begins to count on her
fingers how long it will be before she can
reach that desirable period of maturity, mak
ing certain philosophical remarks upon the
subject,

as she proceeds

to discuss

the re

manage her sometimes wayward dispo
sition without much trouble, while her thou
sand attractive ways and winning graces
rendered my duties comparatively a pleas

spective merits and advantages

ure.

at the tea-table, the following sage remarks
were sandwiched in between the biscuit
and jelly by our curly-haired pet :
"
Papa, I am so glad that our Aunt Lucy
"
is an old maid, aren't you?
Henry looks up with an air of amused
'' What makes
inquiry.
you ask such a
"

to

As I

listening to her animated

sat

loquy with

col

her little visitor this afternoon,

my heart was tenderly affected as I realized
how large a place in her young affections I

Her visitor gone, an hour later
of little feet were bounding up-stairs,

possessed.
a pair

of becoming
another Aunt Lucy, and of " knowing how
to do everything as she does."
At evening, when seated behind the um

question ?
to my room comes pet Lizzie,
" Because,
you see," explains the young
glow on her cheeks and a lively
" if she wasn't one,
what could you
herself oracle,
Throwing
sparkle in her eyes.
and I do without her?
Who could take
down upon a stool by my side, two tiny
care of us, and who could wc have to love ?
soft hands- are laid upon my knee, and
forth from the tangled mass of yellow curls You know she makes us so happy ; don't
"
she, papa ?
a happy face looks up into mine with an ex
" Yes, dear,"
responded my usually reti
pression of triumphant assertion rather than
brother, " she makes us very happy ;
cent
inquiry, saying :
"
" Now, aunty,
our home would be desolate without
you aren't an —
" Yes, my little defender, I am a
her."
dreadful
'
'
Once I had thought my life a failure — that
old maid ! Now see how cross I can look."
no
one had been made happier or better by
off
Pet goes
into convulsions of laughter,
my
existence ; but years of experience and
on
the
floor
in her merry excite
tumbling
ment over the ludicrous face I contrive to discipline were teaching me the value of
make for her especial edification.
When this existence, even in the humblest sphere,
she gets breath, she innocently asks, " How if its nearest duties were faithfully and
and straight

a

fine

"

I was going to say ?
" Old aunt has
long ears and hears what
little girls talk about on the piazza."
"
" Oh, wasn't it
funny though !
But whether puss means the made-up
face or the listening that was "so funny,"
could you know what

does not seem quite clear.

cheerfully

Then we have

little frolic, in which she gets snuggled
and when the sober business of
trying on the new apron is finished, she

performed.

That night, after looking to the kitchen
affairs, giving Bridget her directions for the
next morning's work, writing a letter to a
friend, reading for an hour to brother, and

a

and kissed,

i

kissing my darling as she lay on her pillow
rosily sleeping, I retired to rest with a heart
overflowing with gratitude to the Great
Disposer of human destinies, feeling that
though the tender and holy relations of
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wife and mother were denied me, yet, under

His

I

permitted to
guidance,
share so much of joy in thus rendering
wise

was

Whbre the daisies used to nestle.

Sweet must be dear Nature's slumber
Underneath the veil of God.
Can it be she dreams of waking,
And of Spring-time's pulsing sod ?

All

the gnarled, uncouth, unseemly
Objects that ohscurcd the way,
Have grown beautiful and perfect
In their softly pure array.

Hush we all our words to whispers,
Lest she, stirring, ope her eyes,
And the veil that God has loaned her
Be caught up again by skies.

Wonderful the transformation :
Everything is white — so white.

"

VEIL.
Darkness finds no place to settle.
Crippled are the winga of night.

There is spread a fleecy snow.
Where the rocks were rough and jagged,
Winter's crystal blossoms blow.
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myself necessary to the happiness of a few
dear hearts in living a life of single-bless
MARY C. GRANNIS.
edness.

THE SNOW
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NEW SCIENTIFIC

EXPEDITION.

Beyond the night, across the day,

In that old world which is the new."

' I ''HE

narrow horizon of daily living
into limitless outline ; the
weary rests of petty care and social conven
tionalism stretch away into " deeps of pur
ple distance," while our swift thought chases
the wild sea-bird over oceans of unknown
delight, to lose its way amid the myriad
wings of the radiant tropics. We drop the
feints and formalisms of city drawing-rooms
into the old trunk with our dresses en train ;
loosen the chains of custom with the neck
lace of gold ; unclasp the fetters of habit
with our bracelet of pearl ; and turning with
a smile and tear from the old train of glad
association and saddened memory, we don
our new traveling suit in a dream of Orient
tunics and Eastern phylacteries —our only
limitations the confines of a shawl-strap
Around the
and " the ends of the earth."
*-

world

broadens

away from the old self, the old
and
morbid fancies, the dull routine
griefs
of petty personalities, into the full fresh life
of trackless seas, the mystic calms of an
cient rivers, to the Lethe of forgetfulness.
The mists of prejudice rise and fade into
that heaven of charity overhanging a uni
verse ; larger views and more liberal cult
ure and all possibilities of generous growth
await us in this varied contact with " man
and nature," and we sail from our quiet
!

haven in New York lapsed away
of blissful anticipation on our
"around the world."
According to the new circular
by Mr. Woodruff, the expedition
suggested this article will leave

May

8, 1879.

A

in a trance
long tour
just issued
which has
New York

few days' sail and the del

of May in the beautiful harbor
of home will be changed for full summer
splendor in the Bay of Horta, at Fayal —
Fayal, lying under the shadow of the cone
of Peco, which lifts its crater among the
icate green

7,500 feet above the sea, glowing
with a glory of orange gardens, picturesque
with novel varieties of life, set in a landscape
of great natural grandeur and beauty ; from
Fayal to Queenstown, Ireland, the land of
clouds

impulse and free hospitality, the
improvident, careless Ireland of sunny mem
ory, where we stop for a season of rest, va
ried by inland tours among the environs of
Dublin ; and then on to England, the old
home whose language and literature are
ours, where every foot of earth is classic
ground, full of interest to Americans. About
six weeks will be given to England and
Scotland, when delightful journeys may be
made to Cornwall, St. Michael's Mount,
generous

through all the exquisite scenery of Devon
and Dorset, joining the ship again at South
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ampton.

A charming

be made

from Edinburgh

excursion

will also

to Glasgow, from

Glasgow to Ayr, through the famous land
of Burns, down the Clyde to Greenock, visit
ing the great ship- yards, and from Greenock
through the " picturesque
by steamboat
locks and firths that spread like a silver
From
network over the county of Argyle."
the mouth of the Clyde it is but a short jour
ney to the Giant's Causeway, and Fingal's
Cave, where we find entrance to the treasures
" of
of Aladdin, through the " Open Sesame
Here is the fulfillment
a prosaic passport.
of childish dreams over the pictured lesson
in the old Geography, when we pondered
this strange freak of a fantastic nature, and
peopled its mysterious depths with the fairy
creatures of our childish fancy ; the " airy
shapes of long ago" find "local habitation
and a name," the forms of the old faith
rise into living lines of wonder and beauty,
and we turn with delight to the renowned
Mediterranean ; from the myths of the child
to the mystic traditions of ancient lore, the
immortal mythology of classic history. The
Pillars of Hercules frown upon us from the
impregnable fortress of Gibraltar ; the glo
ries of Greece and Rome, sung by poets

and eulogized by travelers of every tongue,
dazzle the bewildered senses with a radiance
of reality, and we linger on the Mediterra
nean shores, lost in grand ruins or halfburied in recent excavations, gaining new
life and strength in the tombs of a storied
past, and rising in the might of that knowl
edge which is power, pass on to older lands,
the pyramids of Egypt, the palaces of Pales
tine, haunted with the splendor of Solomon ;
on to the "ancient glory of India, from
which all this civilization came," ever mov
ing eastward, ever following the stream of
humanity, ever tracing the river of knowl
edge and wisdom to its dim, mysterious
source in the far-away Eastern lands.

Along
glorious sea-way do we move to the
magical regions of the sunrise with cities
for our mile-stones; through what a gal
lery of glowing pictures do we pass— fruitcrowned Malaga, Cartagena, Barcelona,
what

a

of Columbus,
laden with the
treasures of a new-found world ; Marseilles
haunted

by the

memories

when he returned in triumph,

'
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Genoa, pranked in silk and velvet ;
Messina, with her arms full of oranges and
grapes; and Venice, "bride of the sea,"
with her crowns of architecture, her silent
streets of water and wealth of poetic le
After six months of delightful travel
gend.
in the far East, our idle sails fanned by
and

breaths from the spice-bearing
islands of the Indian Ocean, or urged on
ward by the more bracing breezes of Ca
thay, we anchor at last in the harbor of
Yokohama, for a sojourn on the borders of
the Inland Sea — the beautiful wonder of
Japan, the paradise of the world. Here we
are all Aladdins, and for us the Genii of the
The farthest Indian
Lamp are working.
shores have yielded their treasures, and the
Eastern Isles have crowned us with gems ;
gold, frankincense and myrrh, diamonds and
pearls, rubies, chrysoprase, and carbuncles ;
shawls whose threads are precious, and
whose colors feast the eye with woven sun
perfumed

sets ; carpets

in which the foot sinks as in

that load the air with per
summer; vases in whose lucid clay

moss ; perfumes
] petual

the

furnace-heat

seems

to have developed

the seeds of unearthly flowers ; and dainties
which make our democratic tables groan
with the profusion of Lucullus and the
For us there is
splendor of Al Raschid.
nothing more of beauty or glory, for we have
touched the "ends of the earth" and turn
away to the bosom of the broad Pacific,
" bearing our sheaves with us " — homeward
bound.

The coral shores of the Sandwich Islands,
gems of the ocean, lie in
our pathway to the Golden Gate ! The radi
ant reefs allure us from afar, and the won
drous mirage of our dream takes permanent
form beneath our feet as we anchor in the
Bay of Hilo, in the island of Hawaii.
Through groves of towering palm, crowned
with cocoanut, the mighty peaks of MaunaKea and Mauna-Loa frowning upon us from
the farther sky, we come to the dangerous
ascent of the crater of Kilanea, so graph
those marvelous

ically described
by Mrs. Brassy, in her
" Voyage of the Sunbeam."
Dashing
against the cliff, waves of blood-red, fiery
liquid lava hurled their billows upon an
iron-bound headland, and then rushed up
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the face of the precipice to toss their gory

The restless, heav
spray high in the air.
ing lake boiled and bubbled, never remain
ing the same for two minutes together.
Its normal color seemed to be a dull, dark
red, covered with a thin, gray scum, which
moment

every
and

cracked,

and
and

in every part
emitted

swelled

fountains,

cas
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accident, and all modem improvements for
ventilation and cleanliness.
As the purpose
of the enterprise is mainly educational, the
principal salon will be converted into a
lecture-room for the students and a general
rendezvous
for tourists.
The number of
pupils is limited to two hundred and fifty,
that ample

space may

be afforded

the pri

cades, and whirlpools of red and yellow fire,

vate traveler who may wish to take advan

while

tage of these favorable auspices in a tour
around the world. The system of instruc
tion will include a series of lectures on aH
the specialties taught in our American col
leges, supplemented by numerous inland ex
cursions (at the expense of the manage
ment) in pursuit of knowledge from the
fountain-head — the great book of Nature.
Text-books and the mere memorizing of
facts will be ignored for the record of the
rock, and the leaves of many a ponderous
volume be left uncut, while we read the
petals of the flower, and " learn the secret
of the weed's plain heart."
Professor W. S. Clark, LL.D., of Amherst
College, has been appointed President of
the Faculty ; a gentleman
fitted by liberal
culture and extensive travel to adorn the
presidential chair, and assure the prosper

one big golden river,
four or five, flowed across it.
There was an island on one side of the lake,
which the fierce waves seemed to attack
sometimes

sometimes

unceasingly with relentless
on hurling it from

fury, as

if

bent

On the other
side was a large cavern, into which the
burning mass rushed with a loud roar,
breaking down in its impetuous, headlong
career the gigantic stalactites that overhung
the mouth of the cave, and flinging up the
liquid material for the formation of fresh
ones, every instant a fresh explosion
add
ing terror to the stupendous scene.
From the sublimity of Kilanea to the
glory of the Golden Gate, the haven of
homes ! the curve of jeweled " coast is held
its base.

out like a hand of welcome from the land,"
and we leave our good

ship in the harbor
of San Francisco for three thousand miles
of delightful railroad travel. A train will be
chartered for our express convenience ; the
panorama of the Yo-Semite, the vast stair

way of the Sierras and Rocky Mountains,
be climbed and descended ; the Colorado
cafions, with their treasure
of silver and
gold, be unfolded before our eyes ; the pic
ture of the States, one after one, flash upon
us until New York, the point of our depart
ure, be reached.

The

by the first an
nouncement of the Woodruff Expedition is
re-awakened
by the purchase of a suitable
the General Werder, of the
steamship,
North German Lloyd Line — a staunch and
commodious vessel, nearly new, with ac
commodations for three hundred and fifty
persons, approved by the Secretary of the
Navy. The General Werder will lie at her
moorings at Hoboken dock during the win
ter, open to the inspection and approval of
enthusiasm

aroused

the public.
She is iron-clad and brig-rigged,
with every appliance for the emergency of

ity of an enterprise

which has excited

so

interest among all Americans, and
which now, since the purchase of the Gen
eral Werder, is on the high-tide of suc
cess.
The whole expense of this tour is set at
$2,500, to be paid in stated installments of
The time for departure is May 8,
$500.
1879; returning in Sept. of the following
year. The Expedition will sail under the pa
tronage of the National Government, with
letters from the Secretary of State to Consu
much

lar Representatives and Foreign Ministers,

and invitations have already been received
from the Emperors of Japan and Brazil, ten
dering the hospitalities of their respective
ports, thus assuring an (clat to the Expedi
tion, and a prestige to the private tourist
scarcely obtainable under other auspices.

JulIA

M. HOLMES.

Refinement. — Refinement is not fas
tidiousness.
It is always allied to simplicity
and a judicious and tasteful employment ol
the means for good and happiness which it
has at command.
It seeks to divest itself
of superfluities, and aspires continually to
the utmost possible purity.

1879.J
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BAYARD TAYLOR.
no American is more widely
known than Bayard Taylor.
Every
body who has read his volumes knows his
power in the description of scenery and
travels, and his graceful verse.
That he
had uncommon
talent for close observation
md a rare appreciation of everything in de-

PERHAPS

-*-

tail

which he saw, and remarkable felicity

of description, no man who has ever

read

of his articles will for a moment doubt.
The peculiarities of his descriptions were,
first, fullness
of detail ; secondly, an easy,
familiar style of expression ; and thirdly,

one

the air of entire

sincerity and truthfulness.
He never seemed to strain for effect ; never
dealt in hyperbole.
He strode onward from
of won
fact to fact with no exclamations
der, no startling disclosures,

but a thorough
of what he saw and learned. Of
no writer can it be said more truly than of
revelation

him, that he made an honest, thorough
photograph of his observations and experi
ences.

The moral influence of Mr. Taylor as a
writer was good ; not that he discussed
morals or seemed to be teaching morals,
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but there was

such

cere truthfulness,

an atmosphere

such

a freedom

of sin
from ex

that his reader felt that he was
in the company of. truth itself.
We never
heard a statement of his questioned
for a
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which startles,

amazes,

[Feb..
and

is usually be

yond the reach of the sympathy

minds.

of all well-

" The Cotter's Saturday

aggeration,

balanced

moment.

Night," perhaps the finest effort of its au
thor, was regarded by the common people
of Scotland as no great thing, because they

Mr. Taylor seemed to leave himself out
of sight as much as the man who turns the
crank of the panorama, revealing richness
and beauty, while he himself remains behind
the scenes.

Let us inquire as to his organic condi
— his Physiology and Phrenology.
The reader will notice in the portrait the
smoothness and harmony of development.
The strength of his nose and the wideness
of his head indicate power and force, but
all other features of face and head indicate
smoothness, a certain adaptability, and that
'harmony which appreciates truth and is not
swerved from or out of its proper repre
sentation by any erratic quality of his own
That fullness across the brow
character.
indicates close observation and attention to
detail ; that fullness across the middle of
the forehead shows a tenacious memory;
while the fullness in the middle of the upper
forehead evinces analysis, criticism, and the
tions

ability to make nice distinctions.
Through the region of the temples there
The organs of
is width and roundness.
mechanism and combination are located in
The upper part of the
the upper side-head.
temple is also wide and full in the region of
Ideality, which is the basis of poetry and
imagination ; but he had so strong a devel
opment of the faculties which deal with
practical truth, that his poetry never out
runs the laws of consistency,
propriety,
truth, and experience.
He never rants or
coruscates.

With

such

a

forehead

as

his,

shaped

that of the poet Pope, there
must be in his prose writings, as in his po
etry, much of correct observation and de
scription, keeping his works within the
realm of truthfulness and common ap
much

like

If he were poorly developed
brows and the middle of the
forehead, his imagination and constructive
talent would have led him to works of fic
tion and to that weird, dreamy, wild poetry

preciation.
across

the

" had

said they

seen the like at home every

week of their lives."
expression

Burns considered

that

as the best and truest and richest

criticism his immortal work ever receved.
The top-head is amply developed, show
ing Firmness, Veneration, Hope, and Be
nevolence, and he was true to the moral
instincts. There was a loving sympathy in
all he wrote, and a hopeful enthusiasm, a
persevering

earnestness,

and a perfect

rev

erence for all that was great and good.

His social organs were large, and it was
natural for people to be attracted to him.
He had that magnetism which made people
feel easy and at home in his presence.

His hunger for knowledge, his love of
nature, his desire for travel — all are evinced
his organization and manifested in his
journeyings around the world ; starting as
he did at the age of twenty, and making a
tour of Europe on foot and taking an im
pression of all he saw, as the printing press
does of the type, and then revealing,
as
does the printed sheet, all that he had ex
This journey, as set forth by
perienced.
his pen, made him known very widely, and
his subsequent descriptions of travel ex
tended his reputation in nearly all lands,
and have been an educator, not only of the
people of his own country, but across the
in

sea.

His large Language,

as indicated by the

fullness of the eye, joined to his large

perhim skill as a
linguist — enabling him to express himself
like a native, not only in German, but in
other European languages.
His death, at the early age of fifty-three,
originated from local difficulty — a disturbed
action of the kidneys as we should have
judged to be the most likely thing from a
study of his temperament.
Without a university education, he rose
ceptives

and

memory,

gave

from a printer's apprentice to be the wel
come minister

to one of the most important

foreign Governments,

at the same time shed

BAYARD
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This
ding honor upon his native land.
shows what faithfulness and persistency in
a pathway of duty and sincerity, backed up
by harmonious moral qualities, can do for a
man, enabling him to win honor, not only
in his own land, but also the esteem and
confidence
of crowned heads and a titled
aristocracy.
Bayard Taylor

was

bom

in

Kennet

Square, a pleasant village in Chester County,

Pennsylvania, the nth of January, 1825.
His parents were Quakers, and he seems to
have never lost his sympathy for that class of
people. Many of his best poems and sketches
in prose are based upon early recollections
of the quaint, steady life of the Friends. His
first entrance upon active life was as an ap
He was then about
prentice to a printer.
His education had
seventeen years of age.
not been liberal, but in the printing-office
he found opportunity to supply many of its
A wish to visit famous places,
defects.
countries of the Old World, etc., led him to
making a tour in Europe
purpose he was aided by
the counsel of men like N.P. Willis, Horace
He commenced this
Greeley, and others.
adventurous journey in 1844, spending two
years, with knapsack and staff, in visiting
almost every celebrated place on the Conti
An account of this tour appears in
nent.
1' Views Afoot," a volume pretty well known
to the reading public. After his return to
America he entered the sphere of journal
ism, taking a place on the staff of the New
York Tribune. Travel appears to have been
one of his most striking penchants.
He vis-'
ited California and other States on the Pa
cific Coast while prosecuting his journalistic
relations. In 1851 he crossed the Atlantic
again and traveled extensively in the East,
exploring parts of Egypt, Central Africa,

determine
on foot.

upon

For this

Minor,

Syria, and Europe ; subse
starting from England to make the
journey over the continent of Asia to Cal
cutta in India, thence he proceeded to Chi
na, where he joined Commodore Perry's
The incidents and
Expedition to Japan.
form the staple
these
travels
of
experiences
Asia

quently

of several very interesting volumes. In 1862
he was Secretary of the American Legation
as
at St. Petersburg, acting sometimes
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Charge d' Affairs.

He visited Egypt in
in Europe which had
become familiar to him. The same year
he attended the Millennial Celebration of
Iceland. In April, 1878, he was appointed
Minister to Germany.
When a young man, Mr. Taylor did not
show high promise in authorship, but as
his mind became matured by study and
travel, and he grew older, there was indi
cated a marked improvement in literary ca
pability, and this improvement was contin
uous.
His best work, " Prince Deukalion,"
1874, and many places

was done last. Among his other noteworthy
publications are a translation of Goethe's
"
"
'Faust ; " Cyclopedia of Modern Travel ;
" Illustrated Library of Travel,
Exploration,
" "
and Adventure ;
Poems of the Orient,''
and " Lars."
We could not more fittingly conclude this
sketch
than
with a short extract from
Prince Deukalion," in which there ap
pears some echoes of the poet's own inner
experiences, so earnest and deep, and mysti
cal is the strain ofttimes.

" My limbs ure weary, now the hoping heart
No more can lift their harden and its own.
The long, long strife is over; and the world,
Half driven and half persuaded to accept,
Seems languidly content.
As from the gloom
Of sepulchres its gentler faith arose,
Austere of mien, the suffering features worn,
With lips that loved denial closed on pain,
And eyes accustomed to the lift of prayer.
The suns of centuries have not wholly warmed
Those chilly pulses ; scarce thoso funeral
robes
Permit some colored broidery of joy ;
And half the broken implements that fell
From conquered hands of Knowledge and of

Art
still unwielded.

From its first proud
height
Humanity must bond ; and so, neglecting
these—
Defenseless through its ignorance renewed—
One pair of hands has grasped the common
right,
And one intelligence the thought of all !

Are

" Are he and she, who now approach this shrine,

Other than when the conquering demigods.
Fair forms triumphant on high pedestals.
Sat where yon saint, head downward on the
cross,
Blends torture with distortion?
What! Shall
pain
Uplift and save, spilt blood and dreadful death
The fair, discrowned serenities of gods
Make impotent?
But I will hear once more
"
The subject faith, the helplessness, the fear
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DIETETIC DELUSIONS.

T^HE

History of the Human Mind demthe curious fact that the
of ages and nations, as
mental
activity
well as of individual men, may become so
-*

onstrates

specialized, that rapid progress in a pe
culiar direction has often coincided with
the total neglect of other, and perhaps
more important, pursuits.

The Christian nations of the Middle Ages
can certainly not be accused of materialistic
tendencies, by any one who compares their
devotion to lofty ideals with the cynic skep
ticism of Pagan Rome or with the mam
mon-worship of our own century ; but many
of their theological and legislative tenets
were so atrocious and at the same time so
extravagantly absurd, that we can now hard
how human and humane beings
in such things, much
less how they could believe in them and
die in their defense.
Their reason had ab
dicated in favor of faith ; they cultivated the
virtue of self-denial and the imaginary vir
ly conceive
could

ever acquiesce

tue of dogmatic subordination at the ex
pense of their intellectual faculties.

Our own age has devoted itself chiefly to
industry and the speculative sciences, and
the zealous cultivation of the talents ac
so
quired by these pursuits contrasts
strangely with our neglect of physical cult
ure and the science of health, that future
historians may find it difficult to credit the
physiological aberrations of the self-styled
age of reason.
They will hardly be able to
understand
how the same generation that

invented steam planing-machines and spec
troscopic analysis could destroy their health
by sedentary habits and systematic abuse
of their digestive organs, or hope to recover
that health by mineral waters and patent
medicines.

"To

define

the chief contrast between

civilization," says Gotthold Lessing, " I should say that the ancients
attached perhaps too much, and we certain
ancient and modern

ly too little, importance to physical

educa

The attempt to benefit the soul at the
expense of the body, sums up the fatal mis
take of the last nineteen centuries."
Lessing was thinking of the gymnastic
exercises of the Greeks and republican Ro
mans, for he adds : " The proud self-asser
tion of the ancients, and their worship of
strength, would be less distasteful to us if
"
we could boast of that strength ;
but our
physical sins of omission are now far out
weighed by our sins of commission against
the welfare of our bodies.
For one fanatic
who still fears that physical development
might displease the God who created our
bodies as well as our souls, there are thou
sands who still believe in the literal sense
of the word that things which enter a man's
mouth can not defile him.
Dietetic abuses
are a darker stain of modern civilization
than its effeminacy ; for, at least among the
Celtic and Germanic nations, that effeminacy
tion.

has

produced

a

popular reaction which

drives the devotees of enervating pleasures to
the base-ball grounds and turner-halls, while
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but rather unpopular, attempt
r evil is a great deal too
one-sided and too superficial to prove a radi

Innumerable patients mistake the excite
of this poison-fever for the invigor
wholesome
ating effect of
digestive pro
cess, and will tell you with an air of honest
conviction that a cup of strong tea or coffee
has " done them as much good as

the well-meant,

ment

some zealous

movement,

supporters of the temperance
are, indeed, deluded

mon and fundamental

dietetic

mistake stimulants for aliments.

by a com

error

In

:

They

a thou

sand forms, though with essentially
the
same consequences, this error repeats itself;
for poisons and stimulants are convertible

The mines of the earth do not pro
mineral, nor its swamps a
poisonous herb, whose persistent obtrusion
upon the human stomach has ever failed to
make it the object of a factitious appetite,
of the same morbid hankering which tor
ments the victims of opium or alcohol till
terms.

duce a poisonous

they repeat

the baneful doses.

apparatus.

is

ity

Intoxication, which means literally empoisonment, the diffusion of a poison through
the human system, results in a languid re
action that may be temporarily alleviated
by a repetition of the stimulation-process,
which in its turn goads the exhausted sys
tem into a digestive revolt, a feverish activ
whose ultimate purpose
the removal
of the obnoxious substance from the nutritive

:

;

delusion seems to be symptomatic of

regular symptom of pulmonary
consumption for even people who are per
fectly wide-awake to the baneful conse
quences of other stimulants, somehow per
recovery

suade themselves

that their peculiar tipple

makes an exception.

The

most

infatuated

alcohol toper pities or ridicules the delusion
of the Turkish opium-smoker, who in his
turn marvels at the folly of the wretched
Giaours who defile themselves with their
disgusting drinks. The Savoy mountain
eers detest

tobacco,

rum, and all fermented

drinks, but nothing can shake their convic
tion that
few grains of arsenic per week
are a sine qua non of perfect health, just as
the Kalmuck Tartars decline to work, fight,
or ride without
prelusive dram of toad
stool juice.
The Abyssinians fuddle with
hashish or fermented hempseed, the Peru
vians with the poisonous Coca, the Malays
with Betelnut leaves, the Russian boors with
quass or fermented sauerkraut juice.
The

Dalmatian wreckers masticate rotten fish,
with all the energy of a Kentucky tobaccochewer, while their neighbors, the Italian
peasants,
the

a piece of fetid cheese to
tree - fruits of their garden

prefer

sweetest

home.

Few people are aware that cheese, sour
milk, and sauerkraut ought to be classed
with the fermented stimulants.
The de
composition of any animal or vegetable
substance — solid or fluid — evolves
putrid
acid whose introduction into the human
stomach in sufficiently large quantities proa

What we need is an
anti-stimulant, not an anti-alcohol associ
ation."
Millions of our feliow-men, including

This

the poison habit, just as a confident hope of

a

merely one of degree.

dred yards.

;

timate

square

is
a

as it seems, to comprehend the in
connection and generic identity of
those parts.
The hydropathist Jordant of Antwerp,
whom I invited to hear an English temper
ance preacher a few years ago, took his hat
and left the hall when the lecturer recom
mended a " cup of good strong coffee," as
" The man
an anti-alcoholic
beverage.
might as well preach against highway rob
bery and recommend
pocket-picking," he
told me the next morning ; " the difference is
unable,

"

that a bottle of absinthe has "put
the invalid on his legs again," or that a
worn-out laborer " felt so much better after
"
while in reality they
glass of lager-beer
might as well say that the physical condition
of wounded and worn-out stag was better
ed by the second shot, that made him dash
ahead with renewed vigor, for a few hun
meal

a

Our temperance reformers strike at the
prominent head of a polycephalous
hydra, and hope to destroy an Upas-tree by
lopping its upper branches ; and with the
same hand that strikes at the top, they often
water the root of the poison-tree or pat one
of the less conspicuous heads of the reptile,
most

;

cal remedy.

a

a

the great

a

to cure
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duces all the characteristic symptoms of al

coholic intoxication, and in smaller quantities the so-called exhilarating effect of mild
cider or small-beer. Every old restaurateur
can speak of customers
who prefer " mel
"
low meat (haut-gout, French epicures call
it), to the fresh article — who, in other words,
have acquired a taste for slightly putrid
flesh.
Cheese is nothing else but more or
less decayed curd ; sauerkraut is fermented
People may tell you that they eat
cabbage.
such things for the sake of their inherent
nutriment, which assertion can be put to a
simple test : Offer them fresh curds or
chopped white cabbage before fermentation
has given it an acid taste ; you might as
well persuade them to eat paper-pulp or
grass.
They fuddle with putrescent caseine and
decaying cabbage-leaves as the lager-beer
drinker does with his fermented barleyjuice, and in either case the habit is pro
tending toward a constant in
gressive,
crease of the dose either in quantity or in
stimulating quality.
The champions of the vegetarian school
proved by almost unanswerable arguments
that fresh meat ought to be thrown into
the same category, since flesh, used as hu
man food, is certainly an unnatural aliment,
macerated

and as such can not fail to carry with it in
to the system an abnormally exciting qual

The form of our hands, our teeth, and
our digestive organs, and all our native in
stincts and appetites in childhood, conspire
to prove that man is not a carnivorous, but a

ity.

frugivorous animal.

The cradle of the hu

man race was not a butcher-shop, but an

orchard ; and even without employing the
Darwinian
argument, it seems evident
that man in his pristine state,
enough
without the aid of artificial weapons, could
not, even if he would, have eaten his fellowcreatures.

Our prehensile hands with their blunt
finger-nails are far better adapted to treeclimbing and fruit-plucking than to sangui
nary purposes ; the conformation of our
teeth repeats itself, not in cats and wolves,
out in fruit-eating animals ; and anatomists
tell us that

th -re is a marked difference

be

tween our intestinal apparatus and that of
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Young
I any known species of carnivora.
I kittens are as sanguinary, and delight in the
infliction of pain, as much as the hoariest
while young children, with excep
tions of phenomenal rarity, revolt even at
the description of cruel acts, and are only
enabled by the practice of years to pass
through a meat-market without a horror
naturalis.
Feed a boy on a mixed diet of vegetable
and animal food, keep him indoors till he
reaches his seventh year, and then let him
enter an orchard exhibiting fruits that he
never saw in their uncooked state before ;
let him alone for an hour or two, and, be
sure, he has found out that apples can be
eaten raw before you come back. Next day
take the same boy into a poultry-yard or to
a pasture, speckled with sheep or helpless
young kids, and let him alone as before. He
will either ignore the existence of the ani
mated meat-stores or join in their sports as
a young fellow- vegetarian.
If he were the

I tom cat ;

i

offspring of a carnivorous race, instinct
would teach him to fall upon the kids, etc.,
like a young tiger-cat.

The lovers of field-sports contend that we
to kill animals because they would
otherwise overrun the earth (which, as Dr
Windham said, is a poor excuse for killing
fish) ; but that the killing should be followed
by deglutition, is quite another question.
Famine may excuse the act, but when vege
table victuals are accessible, the arguments
in their favor almost justify the Brahminical
and old Pythagorean law against flesh food.
Frugality, in the ancient Latin sense of the
word, meant literally subsisting on fruits,
have

as distinguished from a penchant for fleshpots, which the contemporaries and country
men of Cincinnatus

classed

with drunken

ness and libertinism.

It is a very suspicious circumstance, that
in order to make animal food palatable, its
natural taste has to be disguised by cook
ing, frying, or spicing, and that nothing
short of imminent death by starvation could
induce a carnivorous man to devour his
It might
that vegetables, fruits, and
cereals too, are often improved by cooking ;
but the great difference is, that they can be
prey on the spot, more luporum.
be

answered,

DIE TE TIC DELUSIONS.
raw, without doing violence to our in
In an idle moment, an
epicure, as well as a rustic, may pluck an
ear of wheat or corn, and proceed to eat
the kernels, taste a raw tomato or turnip,
eaten

stincts and tastes.

chew up a handful of cranberries ; but
a butcher would stare if he were to
see one of his customers take up a shred
of flesh or a bit of raw liver and swallow
it for a sample.
Human life may be sus
tained upon a diet of flesh-meat and water
Ithough travelers and prisoners who can
speak from experience, would prefer water
and bread), so that Pythagoras himself
could not deny that flesh food does possess
nutritive properties, but I suspect that as a
component part of a luxurious " mixed
diet," flesh is relished on account of its ex
citing and stimulating qualities more than
for its modicum of nutriment, and this sus
or

even

is confirmed by a number of patho
logical symptoms besides the following six
dietetic tests which 1 have found useful in
distinguishing stimulants from esculents
and wholesome drinks :
I. All stimulants are repulsive to begin
ners, by their taste as well as by their first
effect upon the digestive organs.
picion

II. Their persistent use changes this aver
sion into a morbid craving which is never
produced

by healthy articles of food.

III. This
mands

appetency

is progressive

;

de

a larger dose after each successive

indulgence.

IV. Stimulants invariably

tempt

the ha

to partake in excess, to transgress the
boundary between repletion and surfeit.
V. A mixture of spicy condiments with
" made dish,"
indigestible substances in a
bitue:

tempt children or gluttons to over
with such a compound,
but a surfeit of that sort will produce a
long, if not permanent, aversion to the indi
gestible dish, while stimulants proper never
may

load their stomachs

pall, though retching and paroxysmal
aches may deaden the morbid appetite

head

for a

few h mrs.

VI. The attempt to discontinue the use
of a siimulant or to substitute a new for an
mode of stimulation, produces
accustomed
a state ol gastric distress which never re
sults from the want of any special article
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diet, and the difficulty of break
stimulant habit will be
ing a confirmed
greater or smaller in exact proportion to the
difficulty of acquiring that habit. A re
forming opium-eater has to pass through
weeks and months of incessant agony, but
he should not forget that his stomach pro
tested for weeks and months before it would
accommodate itself to the monstrous drug.
The refinements of the culinary art have
created a dietetic delusion which recruits
its victims chiefly among the Latin races,
though the upper classes of Northwestern
Europe and Eastern North America fur
Millions of
nish a handsome contingent.
Spaniards and Italians and thousands of

of natural

Anglo-Saxon gourmands mistake an in
flammatory affection of the stomach for the
In a
prompting of a healthy appetite.
warm climate, where an indolent man may
satisfy his stomach with a minimum of solid
food, sluggish gluttons, reluctant

to promote
exercise, invented the

digestion by physical
art of whetting their appetites by an easier
method.
They found that such spices as
pepper, ginger, or sharp vinegar enabled
not only to absorb, but to relish, a
quantity of food which would otherwise
Thus
have produced surfeit and nausea.
they could prolong the pleasure of deglu
them

tition with apparent impunity, and crammed
their bowels day after day with a dose of
aliments which only a hard-working Nor
wegian wood-chopper could digest, till the
circumvented law of nature asserted itself
chill or a gastric cancer.
by a congestive
ailments
the gluttons of Imperial
1 Such
Rome ascribed to the influence of a malign
planet, the unctuous prelates of the Middle
of heretical doc
I Ages to the prevalence
trines, the modern Romans to the aria
catliva, the poisonous exhalations of their
I coast
j one.

to any cause but the true
Should a man not eat while his appe

swamps,

tite lasts ?

The case is this : If a man swallow a
handful of salt, or a spoonful of Cayenne
pepper, his alarmed stomach cries out for a
diluent, anything that will modify or palliate
the burning effect of the unmixed irritant.
Water, milk, gruel, beef-tea, even torrents
of grease are welcome ; platefuls of mild
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are accepted in the absence of
fluids, and the pungent abomination, palli
ated, i.e., wrapped up, in a larger quantity
solid food

of neutral

stuff, is hurried through the ali

and evacuated in an undi
Unmixed pepper would pro
duce a gastric spasm ; a five-pound dose of
unpeppered
ragout would operate as an
emetic ; but the mixture is tolerated, the
mentary

ducts

gested state.

ragout palliates the pepper, and the pepper
the bowels

goads

into

a

perfunctory dis

charge of their duty.
hartshorn,
ginger, mustard,
garlic, vinegar, and I do not hesi
tate to add salt, and all their compounds,
Pepper,

onions,

used as "appetizers," are evil and only evil.

Wholesome victuals

need no such

tures, and meats that can not

without them ought
Things indigestible
pected of not being
The theory that
healthier

by cooking

to be altogether avoided.
p.'rsc, maybe justly sus
natural articles of food.
our victuals are made
has become untenable,

since it was demonstrated

thru heat coagu

lates the albuminous elements
and animal substances,
digestion

admix

be digested

more difficult,

of vegetable

and thus makes their
and that the action

of fire evaporates many nutritive fluids ; but
such disadvantages
might be overlooked if
cooking did not tempt us to eat our food
The idea that smoking-hot meats and
hot.
drinks could benefit our system is a wholly
gratuitous delusion, for nobody ever was or
even felt the better for scorching his bowels.
Next to the retina the inner coat of the
stomach is the most sensitive membrane of
the human body, and to scald it thrice a day
with fluids or ragouts that would blister our
fingers, can not fail to impair its functional
efficiency.
from

A

famished

hound would shrink

the deglutition of the smoking stews

which we teach our children to swallow
with the aid of forks and spoons ; and there
is no doubt but that French invalids who
persist in drinking their coffee "fort comme
te diable et chaud comme I'enfer,"* owe their
dyspepsia as much to the temperature of
their

beverage as to its stimulating proper

ties.

"Der Mench ist was er issl — Man

is

• " Sironc as the devil and hot as hell,1' a phrase

more emphatic than elegant. — Ed.
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what he eats," is a German proverb, and
almost literally true, as far as man's physical
nature is concerned.
Ninty-nine per cent,

"
of all the " ills which flesh is heir to
might be cured if we could cure people of
their dietetic man ias. Of what use is all
our boasted science if our sages must con
fess that savages, blessed by health, are
The thousand undeniable
of civilization are more than out
weighed by that one curse : the hastulae
bellum
Icthalc — the deadly war waged
against h ealth by the frying-spit. The spit
and the still have inflicted greater torments
upon mankind than all the implements of
ancient and modern warfare and all the in
struments of torture in the dungeons of the
From St. Petersburg
Spanish Inquisition.
to San Francisco the civilized world is a
huge lazar-house, a hospital fiiled with the
dead and dying victims of gastric diseases,
and it is very doubtful if the Caucasian race
with its 320,000,000 human beings can now
boast of 320 perfectly healthy men.
In the
v.dleys of Albania or among the Moham
medan mountaineers
of the Caucasus we
might find them, but not in Western Eu
rope, nor even in Western North America.
The vanguard of the Teuton distillery and
French cookery alliance has penetrated to
the furthest backwood settlements of Ore
gon and sends its skirmishers through the
frozen forests of Alaska and the arid Sierras
of Southern California. The German pio
neers of the West Texas wilderness fuddle
with schnapps, and the squatter's good
happier

men ?

blessings

wife fries salt-pork short-cakes

in the soli

of Southwestern Arkansas.

Delir
known
wherever the Russian armies have carried
the flag of their Czar, wherever
British
traders have established
a frontier-post, or
Yankee speculators a new railroad terminus.
There is a consolation in the thought
that indifference rather than hopeless short
is the cause of our dietetic
sightedness
We tolerate the evil, not because
abuses.
we have mistaken a curable for a cureless
disease, but because we do not care to ap
Indifference to physical
ply the remedy.
is one of the characteristics
unsoundness
of Christian civilization : we have been
tudes

ium

tremens

and

dyspepsia

are

that corporeal evils need not con

taught
cern
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us as long as we take care of our im

part, till we have almost forgotten
highest physical and the highest
moral well-being can only be attained con
" A healthy mind in a
jointly.
healthy
was
the bean i'eal of the pagan
body,"
philosophers, and would be ours, if our
heavenward - directed eyes had not lost
mortal

that the

of this earth.
The mutual dependence and constant in
teraction of soul and body must be better
sight

understood, or rather, should not be willfully
ignored, if we hope to recover our lost
Let us fully admit that
earthly paradise.
the body is as inferior to the soul as the
horse to the rider, or the boat to the boat

the

gentleman

whose

experi

have been the subject of pre

ceding articles was in his nineteenth year,
by a misstep he received an injury to the
spine, which at times caused him intense
For three or four years physi
suffering.
"
cians of the " old school
tried by powerful
—
drugs to relieve him none ever promised a

As

cure.

years

passed he became

that their medicines

did

satisfied

him more

harm

than good, and he turned to the homeopaths
for

became
than

The

attacks of pain,

however,

more and more frequent,

and more

help.

ever alarming, and his death was an

ticipated as an event not far distant. He
became weary of doctors ; and hot baths,
fomentations, etc., were tried with some
success

for a time, when they seemed to

lose their efficacy, and his friends
prehensive

were

ap

lest each successive attack might

prove his last.

In the spring of 1859 a paroxysm seized
him which baffled every effort. All old rem
edies failed, and the family knew not what
A friend who chanced to come
next to do.
in, after watching the sick man fr,r a while,
remarked : " My wife has a sister at our
house, who has just come from the West,
and she has a great deal of the same power
over the sick which Mr.
is well.
here

If

she

I Lelieve

could

has when

be induced

man ; it will not be the less certain

that the

welfare of the voyager who can not leave
his boat, or of the traveler who has but one
horse, will constantly depend upon the qual
ity of those

inferior things. What would
who should man

we think of a merchant

his ship with reliable officers and a picked
crew, but let her sail with rotten cordage
and a worm-eaten bottom ? Or of a sports
man who should

him to win the

Lessing's aphorism deserves

" ' The

attempt

jockey up

put a first-rate

on a lame horse and expect
race ?
to benefit

an encore:

the soul at the

expense of the body,' sums up the f.ital mis
take of the last nineteen centuries."
F. L. OSWALD, M.D.
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he

to come

she could give him relief."

At

once

the wife

and

the father

of the

sick man urged the friend to fetch the lady.

Her name was Emily Rowe. In the course
of an hour she arrived. The invalid, mean
time, had

been rapidly failing, and when
Miss Rowe entered the house his father met
her with the exclamation : " I am afraid you
are too late ; I think he is gone."
No signs of life were discoverable. He
had not breathed for many minutes.
The
dark blood lay under th: nails, and the pal
lor of death was upon his face. Miss Rowe
approached
parent

the bedside,

corpse

her hands

from

looked

for a moment,
his

head

at the ap
then

passed

to his feet, over

the clothing, without touching him.

As

she

process three or four times,
her own face became livid as the body
beforj her, then with a sudden impulsive

repeated

movement

this

she

placed

one

hand

upon

his

his breast, turned him
upon his side as though he had been a child,
and commenced
manipulations upon his
back and stomach. Not five minutes elapsed
before the color returned to the patient's
back and

one upon

face ; he

commenced

was able to speak.

breathing and soon
In less than an hour he

Several times during
was entirely relieved.
that summer, when premonitory symptoms
returned,

this

lady

arrested

the

difficulty,

and gradually the terrible attacks seemed to
The sequel, however, proved that
die out.
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Some four or five
they were not conquered.
years later, soon after the death of his little
son, the old pains returned with all their
relentless

tenacity.

Miss Rowe was now

several miles distant, and in the alarm of the
physician was called, but he
relief, and said the patient must

a new

family
gave

no

die.

The sick man's courage

way, and a lawyer was called
his final

business

now gave
to attend

arrangements,

to

while the

aged father and friends looked on in despair.

Meantime a swift messenger had been dis
for Miss Rowe, who responded as
quickly as possible to the call. She suc

patched

attention
to, and

than

he could

he begged

possibly give time

the mother

Rowe,

Miss
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to let him

which request she
gladly consented.
Upon Miss Rowe's ar
rival, the child's boweh were frightfully dis
tended and their color a dark purple.
He
was unconscious, and his head in constant
fetch

to

motion from side to side.
the

Miss Rowe cured
radical change

boy, making the great

within the first three hours.
She gave no
medicines.
These cures were all performed
" the laying on of hands." We call it
by
magnetism.
The gentleman referred to in these arti

in making a decided change
in the patient in a very short time, and he
gradually recovered, but not with the rapid

cles soon learned

ity of the former occasion, from the fact that

a patient, he was conscious of more or less
exhaustion, according to the debility of the

ceeded again

she became so thoroughly exhausted

during

the first hour that she could do no more for

to understand the signifi
cance of the words — " that virtue had gone
out of him."

In his own case, after treating

he had been

person

treating,

and in a few

saved his life ; and
She undoubtedly
more than that, the violence of these spells

cases — where

was broken.

Since that time they have oc
casionally returned, as the result of over-fa

he became

emaciated,

weak,

in

tigue, but never with those alarming features

He never took upon himself the diseases ol
others, but rather seemed first to scatter
their diseases, and then to give them vitality
The disease was not
from his own frame.
sent from one portion of the body to anoth

him.

which had characterized them previously.
At one time Miss Rowe was stopping in
the house

when

the eldest son (during the

illness of his father) was attacked with dys
She was not well, and the good
entery.
old

doctor was called.

The

child

previous

as well as

debility,

muscular weakness, had become
but

er, but seemed

every

to

a chemical

and
case

chronic —

for a short time
he

soon

rallied.

undergo some change,
one, and then disap

family
steadily failed, and at the end of seven days

perhaps

doctor said the boy would not live
That evening Miss
through the night.
Rowe came into the sick-room, and placing
"
herself at the bed head, said : I will take
The mother did
care of Charlie to-night."
not leave him ; but Miss Rowe commenced
making passes over the child, and continued

But he found that in the case of Miss
Rowe there was a tendency to take on the
This gave her
physical ailments of others.
a repugnance to the exercise of her healing
power; and, in fact, she was obliged to de

the process for more than four hours, at the
end of which time a great change had been
wrought in his appearance, and when the

died of cancer.

the

doctor came in the morning he exclaimed,
"The boy is better!"
with astonishment,
He recovered from that time.
On another occasion a little boy of the
neighbornood lay dying, as was supposed,
The
from inrlammation of the bowels.
child's mother was a dear friend and rela
tive of the magnetizer and his family, and in
He saw at
her sorrow she sent for hitn.
once that the child needed more care and

peared.

sist, and finally succumbed to the accumu
lation of disease within her own frame, and

Whether impurities in her
own system may not have attracted the like
from others, or whether it was a lack ot
repelling power in her constitution, is a
for consideration.
The magnetizer was called to treat a lady
who was prostrated from the exercise of her
She had treated an old
own healing gifts.
She
gentleman apparently dying of dropsy.
question

cured this dropsy, and he lived several years.
She, however, was unable to do anything for
herself

for a year, and finally resorted
for relief and was cured.

magnetism

U>
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These cases, and others which came un
der his observation, led this gentleman

to

that there must be two distinct
among magnetists, viz. : those who
could both cure and repel disease, and those
who could relieve pain and cure some ills,
but could not annihilate or drive them
away ; so that they might return in time
either to the operator or the subject.
In
believe
classes

THE

il

PROPER

other words, some

9'
merely to psy

appeared

chologize their patients, the result of which
gave relief, but would not always cure ;
while others exerted an absolute power, so
far as physical strength would permit, over
disease itself, as well as a psychological in
fluence over the mind of the sick.
MRS. HELEN

M. SLOCUM.

FOR SLEEP.

POSITION

A N article appears in a late number of
the American Medical Journal, in
which this topic is discussed by H. L. True,
M.D., with much brevity, and some point.
We take the liberty to copy it as a sort of
courteous retaliation, having noticed an ar
ticle or two of the Phrenological's in the
same number of the A. Af. J. — Ed. P. J.
" A variety of
opinion obtains among med
ical men as to what position during sleep is
The four
the most conducive to health.

much adds to the difficulty by increasing
the weight and pressure on the artery ; and
even if bad dreams and incubus do not
occur, the effect of the congestion
of the
cerebrum will still be manifest on the suc

principal positions usually observed

the head with pillows ; and if this is done,

by per

sons while lying down are as follows :

"

"
''

"
"

A

position.
2. Lying on the right side.
3. On the left side.
4. The prone position.
We will consider these different
1.

ceeding

morning by the headache and las
present when

situde which is nearly always

a person has slept on the back.
'' To obviate the cerebral
congestion,

per

sons who sleep on the back usually elevate
is to produce

then the tendency

a stooping

posture, which is very much to be deplored ;

supine

besides, it must be remembered

that there

is an interior curvature of the spine

lumbar region
posi

tions separately.
" It has been urged in favor of the first
position, that, while the body is in this posi
tion, the internal organs are also all in their

this

natural,

;

and

the spinal

to be elevated

in the

in order to maintain

column will require

in this region ; as, for in

stance, by placing a small pillow undei the

vantages,

which will restore or preserve the
position of the spinal column ; but
if this pillow is too large or too small, or if
it gets displaced, the tendency still remains
to produce distortion of the spinal column ;
with all these difficulties staring us in the
face, and with the fact, also, that none of
the animals sleep in this position, I con
sider the dorsal or supine position the most
objectionable of any of the positions above

to if.

mentioned.

their func
tions properly ; that one organ does not im
pinge upon others ; that if no pillow is used
under the head, this position will very much
contribute to an erect form — a form very
much to be desired by all.
" While I admit this position has its ad

best possible positions to perform

yet 1 find a great many objections
The stomach in this position rests
directly upon the descending aorta, and in
terferes very much with the circulation of
the blood to the lower extremities,

and con

of the cere
congestion
bral organs ; the effect of which is manifest
in the bad dreams and the terrible ' night
mares' which patients themselves soon learn
to consider as the result of sleeping on the
tributes

to produce

back.

"

If

the

stomach contains food,

it very

back,

natural

" For the second

position, it is claimed

that while lying on the right side, the pres
sure of the stomach

abdominal aorta ;
to pass out of the
passing out of the
But
gravitation.

is removed

that the food

from the
is allowed

stomach,

or is assisted in

stomach

by the power of

while we admit that in

this position food would naturally gravitate

toward the pylorus, yet this opening would
by the pressure of the stomach

be closed

" My

is

fa

is
;

is

a

is

it

;

in

I

it,

have no trouble

can not digest

I

a

I

in

this

I

and

lie

in digesting the

sleep in any other position,

I

but

and

have

supper,

at all."

A

SONNET.
,

As in mid-winter there may come a clay
So full of sunshine that we think of spring,
And fancy seems to hear the first bird sing
merry song which bids the world be gay
So in the w inter of the heart some ray
Of hope a radiance may biightly flint;
Upon joy's new-made grave, and thus may
bring
But stay
To us slight solace for our woe.
These visions, promising our life to cheer
Ah, no Our fancy wakes from pleasant dreams
Of spring, and hears the winds of winter
;

!

;

the face directly
or inclining slightly to one side.
" 2d.
Inclining to the right side, with the
right arm extended behind the body, and
with the left leg drawn up or slightly folded,
the right being extended, and the right
check resting on the pillow.
across under the forehead

meal

go to bed

weak

!

;

:

in
a

which to sleep— this is, lying on the face,
or
This position admits
prone position.
of three variations, viz.
" ist. With the
body straight, inclined
neither to the right nor to the left
the
lower extremities extended; the arms folded
underneath,

position,

can eat a hearty

A

position

can

to the profession.

in

is

I

the natural

that

immediately

;

change

position occasionally, in order that the
internal organs may not become displaced
by long lying in one position.
" will now consider the fourth, or what,
opinion,

:

I

found

;

on the same side

but he should

and

from

Having myself been troubled with
during most of my life,

stomach

it

a

to sleep, he

to patients,

results

confidently recommend

ought nor, by any means, to sleep invariably

in my

to commend

frequently

I

side position

if

I

But this position
ob
preference.
will interfere
jected to on account that
with the motions of the chest
breathing
but
believe this objection groundless.
The
animals suffer no inconvenience
from this
cause
nor have
observed any difficulty
in the lungs of persons who sleep in this
could attribute to this cause.
position, that
" This position while sleeping should be
assumed
persons who have disease of
have had occasion
the stomach and as

I

a

prefers

mals sleep, certainly the face position has
the

have seen beneficial

will say, in this connection, that

person

leam anything on this

the position in which the ani

if

it

is

tents through the pylorus.

question

by the hips.
to

I

its

are

it

that

the utmost

by

is

it

is

evident

we

;

is

a

reversed,

increased,
labor
having to perform the
a
to discharge its con
part of
force-pump

"

"

;

:

the

" Many of the objections to sleeping on
the right side apply with equal force to the
third position. But as the position of the
stomach

vation produced

it

in ;

if

of

they afford

cility for the internal organs to perform their
functions properly, and the blood circulates
to all parts of the system without obstruc
tion.
The head resting on the pillow,
forced backward into
straight line with the
spine, and the natural anterior curvature of
the spine in the lumbar region
preserved
for, by its own weight, the spinal column
will fall forward or downward from the ele

it

weight

reasons for preferring the face posi

are these

;

it

is
a

a

by is

superincumbent

the

This very- much conduces to round
body.
shoulders, which
an accompaniment
of
stooping form, and ought to be avoided.

to the left side

I

is

as this

a

me that,

to

tions

if

If

is

it

consideration,

into

not
duct
muscular organ,
has more need of the
assistance of this force than the stomach,
which
muscular organ.
" In this position, the internal organs
would, by their weight; naturally settle to
the habit of
ward the right side and
this posture was kept
sleeping exclusively
would undoubtedly pro
long time,
up for
duce serious derangement
or mal-position
of the internal organs.
And again
in this
the
shoulder
and
arm
position
under-lying
bent toward the front, and held there
seems

inclining

last.

in
a

in

'

the force of gravita

[Feb.,

the reverse, in every respect, of the

by

it

;

discharge up-hill.'
to he taken
tion

This

3d.

and

is

would bi very much mterfered
with besides, the duct from the gall-blad
der would be placed
disadvantageous
other words, would have to
position, or,
throug'.i

"

of food

If

and the outward passage

I

it,

upon
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While all the hopes we made too fondly dear,
Like wandering marsh-light's deluding gleams,
Leave us iu miseries till now unknown.
DR. I.A MOIM.G
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NOTES IN SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE.
Ants its Epieures.

- Among
the
intelligent habits which have been
discovered in ants, is that of fondling and
the larva; of the butterfly {Lyettna
pleasing

atrangely

Pscudargiolus)
It

exudes.

for the tasteful

matters which

In the last issue of the Canadian

Entoaiolcgisl there is a description of observ
ations of this kind by W. H. Edwards, of
Virginia, from which we quote as follows :
" The ants, when discovered on a stem, will
invariably be on or near the larva;. They run
over the body, caressing with antennx, plainly
with the object of persuading
the larva; to
emit a drop of the fluid on the eleventh seg
ment.
Most of this caressing is done about
the anterior segments ; and while the ants are
so employed, or rather while they are absent
from the last segments, the tubes of the
welfth segment are almost certainly ex
panded to full extent, and so remain, with no
retracting or throbbing, until the ants come
tumbling along in great excitement, and put
either foot or antenna; directly on or close by
the tubes, when these are instantly withdrawn.
The ants pay no heed to the tubes, do not put
their mouths to them or to the openings from
which they spring, nor do they manipulate
that segment.
They seek for nothing and
expect nothing from it. But they do at once
turn to the eleventh, caress the back of the
segment, put their mouths to the opening,
and exhibit an eager desire and expectancy.
By holding the glass steady on the eleventh,
a movement of the bark of this segment will
aoon be apparent, and suddenly there pro
trudes a dull green, fleshy, mamilloid organ,
from the top of which comes a tiny drop of
clear green Huid. This the ants drink greed
ily, two or three of them perhaps standing
about it, and they lick off the last trace of it,
stroking the segment meantime. As the drop
disappears, this organ sinks in at the apex,
The ants then run
and is so withdrawn.
about, some seeking other larva; on the same
stem, some with no definite object, but pres
ently all return and the carcssings go on as
before. The intervals between the appearance
of the globule varied with the condition of
If exhausted by the long-con
the larvx.
minutes
would
tinued
solicilings, some
elapse, and the tubes meanwhile remain con
cealed ; but a fresh larva; required little or
no urging, and one globule followed another
rapidly, sometimes even without a retracting
I have counted six emissions
of the organ.
The larvae did not
in seventy-five seconds.
always await the approach to the eleventh
segment, but gave out the drop unsought and
as soon as it was aware of the presence of the
ant. Now and then the drop was preceded
by a bubble several times larget than itself."

Another

Enst River Bridge.—

The project of building a bridge across the
Ea«t River near Seventy-ninth Street, with
pier on Blackwcll's Island, has been revived,

being to connect the railways of
Long Island and New York. The plans con
template a bridge, which, including the ap
proaches, is 9.500 feet long, and 137 i feet high
in the centers of the spans over the river.
The New York approach begins at Lexinglon
Avenue, and is 3 ;oo feet long.
The span
across the New York channel is 71S feet long,
and that over the Long Island channel 618
feet long.
The roadway at the towers is 150
feel above the water.
The distance across
Blackwcll's Island is 6S0 feet, and the towers
on the island will be connected by trestlework
The Long Island end of the bridge is
in the neighborhood
of Astoria, and the ap
the object

proach on that side of the river is 3900 feet
The New York approach crosses tho
long.
streets by trusses 100 feet long, and reaches
the surface at Lexington Avenue.
The road
passes under the avenue, and connects with
The
the Central Railroad at Fourth Avenue.
channels of the river are spanned by rigid
suspension bridges.

Regions of Wheat Produetion.

— No changes which have occurred in the
of our country arc
agricultural relations
more marked than those in connection with
wheat. Thirty years ago New York and Penn
sylvania were distinguished for their large
The report ol the Commis
crops of wheat.
sioner of Agriculture for 1844 shows that
New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio produced
nearly one-half of the total wheat crop of
that year. ,iOhio then led New York by
nearly one million bushels ; the whole quan
tity produced by the three Stales being fortyone millions.
In 1870 Illinois took the lead,
showing
a product
of thirty million bushels, and Iowa and Minnesota have stepped
toward the front rank as great wheat-fields.
Now the wheat crop of Minnesota is greater
than that of the New England States, New
York, and Pennsylvania combined.
The
areas have
changes in the wheat-growing
been followed by changes in the location of
the milling interests.
This is what would be
reasonably expected. The causes which have
brought about these changes is found mainly
in deterioration of the soil of the older States,
for wheat-growing,
making it unprofitable
and the increase of population, which has
turned the attention of the inhabitants mainly
Besides, as fast
to manufacturing
industries.
as the soil has become exhausted it has been
abandoned or devoted to some other crops.
Wheat producers have sought to obtain their
crops at the smallest expenditure
of labor
and of manure, and there being an abun
dance of land of rich and virgin character in
States, they have
Western
gone thither.
The rapid exhaustion which has taken place
in the wheat soil can be seen in the fact that
twenty-five years ago New York lands which
produced forty bushels to the acre now yield
scarcely one-half their former crops, and that
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only bv fertilizing.
The same can be said of
Pennsylvania and Ohio One important rea
son, which seems to be overlooked by most

writers, and yet it is one of the most obvious,
is the fact that the price of land has greatly
appreciated in New England and the Atlantic
and Middle States, and, therefore, the taxes
and other expenses incident to its possession
are a serious drain upon the profits of agri
culture
The increase of population in the
Eastern States has been such that wheat
enough could not be raised to supply the de
mand.
In 1S70 Pennsylvania had three thousand
flour mills, the largest number in any one
State ; New York came next with two thou
sand ; then the New England States with
nearly the same number
Since 1870 the
milling interests have grown and flourished
best in Illinois and the Northwestern States.
Over two thousand flour mills have been
erected in Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, and
Minnesota.
The total number of mills in
those States now is nearly five thousand.
More than half the twenty-five thousand in
the country are now west of Ohio.
The im
provements in trade facilities are marked,
too ; flour being shipped now directly from
Minneapolis to Liverpool, and occupying
only two weeks in the transit. Considering
the advantages of the great West in the way
of water supply and fuel, to say nothmg of
the soil, it would be entirely out of the
ques
tion for the East to compete with it in wheat
production, and the tendency will naturally
be toward the absorption of the grain inter
est there.

A Ruin, accidentally discovered by A.
D. Wilson, of the Hayden Survey, several
years ago while pursuing his labors as chief
of the topographical corps in Southern Colo
rado, is described as a stone
building about
the size of the Patent Office.
It stood upon
the bank of the Animas, in the San
Juan
country, and contained perhaps five hundred
rooms.
The roof and part of the walls had
fallen, but what of it that was
standing indi
cated a height of four stories.
A number of
the rooms were fairly preserved, had small
loop-hole windows, but no outer doors.
The
building had doubtless been entered origi
nally by means of ladders resting on niches,
and drawn in after the occupants.
The floors
were of cedar, each log as large around as a
man's head, the spaces filled neatly by smaller
poles and twigs covered by a carpet of cedar
bark.
The ends of the timber were bruised
and frayed, as if severed by a dull
instrument.
In the vicinity were stone hatchets, and saws
made of sandstone slivers about two feet
long worn to a smooth edge. A few hundred
yards from this building was another large
house in ruins, and between them rows of
small dwellings, built of cobble-stones
laid
in adobe, and arranged along streets, after the
style of the village of to day. The smaller
houses were in a more advanced state of
ruin, on account of the round stones
being
more easily disintegrated
by the elements |
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than the heavy masonry.
The streets and
houses of this deserted town are overgrown
—
by juniper and pinon
the latter a dwarf,
wide-spreading pine, which bears beneath
the scales of its cones delicious and nutri
tious nuts. From the size of the dead as well
as the living trees, and from their position on
the heaps of crumbling stone, Mr. Wilson
concludes that a great period of time has
elapsed since the buildings fell.

An

Important

Need

or

the

Farmer. — A writer in the Germantown Telegraph says appreciatively:
"The nation is looking with wondering
American

gaze at the growth of railroads, mining, and
manufactures, as the types of prodigious ad
vance in material development.
The farmer
has learned to feel that he has a direct inter
est in all this, because it gives him home
markets that render it unnecessary for him
to depend upon the foreign demand.
But
the farmer has not yet learned (because the
agricultural interest is not organized on the
same scale as the industrial) that in all this
opening of a higher and better cultivation he
has new aims to look at, new interests to de
to understand
velop, new importance
and
care for. He has not yet understood, because
it is difficult for the scattered and isolated
cultivator to learn these things, that with the
increased
variety of manufactures,
there
come openings for new crops that he can
raise.
"The capitalists can employ chemists and
scientists to prepare processes and adapt
raw materials to the arts.
But the farmer
has no chemist at his command and no sci
entist to advise him of the methods of utiliz
ing what he wastes for the lack of knowl
The Agricultural Department tells
edge.
him at times of new crops he can raise, for
which there is a demand in the home mar
kets, and it distributes
seeds far and wide,
some of which are always tolerably sure to
fall on congenial soil. What is needed is,
that our American farmers should exhibit the
same intelligent spirit of enterprise displayed
by the inventor and manufacturer; that they
should appreciate the new spirit of American
civilization and rush forward to make agri
culture not the mere follower and servant of
manufactures, but the great leading and ad
vancing interest."

The Thermometer ns a Rem-

EDY. — Sir Humphry Davy in his young days
assisted Dr. Beddoes, who at that time was
bent on curing all diseases by the inhalation
of gases
Davy was then accustomed before
applying the inhaler to ascertain the temper
ature by placing a thermometer under the
While thus employed on a country
tongue.
man, who fanciej this was the wonderful pro
cess he had heard of, the man exclaimed that
he already felt better.
Davy took the hint,
left the thermometer in its place some time,
and reapplied it every morning.
His patient
improved in health and ultimately got quite
well without any other treatment.
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of

Honsi-

I ficient to disturb the equanimity of at least
Value to the
Faets
"wife. — That salt will curdle new milk; this generation of inhabitants.
hence, in preparing milk-porridge, gravies, J
A Sew Potato. — The Commissioner
etc., the salt should not be added until the
of Agriculture having heard of a variety of
dish is prepared.
"
"
the
Irish potato which is raised near Lima,
That fresh meat, after beginning to sour,
Peru, procured a supply.
Of these, he has
will sweeten if placed out of doors in the
already distributed some for planting in Cal
cool air overnight.
ifornia
and elsewhere
southerly; the re
That clear, boiling water will remove tea
mainder will be carefully preserved until
and
fruit
stains.
Pour
the
water
stains
many
next spring, when they will be distributed
through the stain, and thus prevent it from
among careful and competent farmers in dif
spreading over the fabric.
ferent States.
In order to be sure that the
That ripe tomatoes will remove ink and potatoes
received
were the sair.e variety
other stains from white cloth, also from the which had been
reported to him. General Le
hand*.
Due invited his informant to go to the de
That a tablespoonful of turpentine boiled
partment and inspect them.
He did so, and
with your while clothes will greatly aid the
after selecting three of the best, had them
whitening process.
boiled in the laboratory.
When broken open
That boiled starch is much improved by
they were found to be of the kind he had de
salt,
the addition of a little sperm, or a little
scribed.
They were of a deep yellow color
or both, or a little gum arabic dissolved.
and delicious flavor, entirely different from
That beeswax and salt will make your that ol
any potato ever seen by any of the
rosty flat-irons as clean and smooth as glass.
gentlemen present, and all agree that if
Tie a lump of wax in a rag, and keep it for could be grown in this country, it would they
un
the purpose. When the irons are hot, rub
doubtedly be a great public benefit.
them first with the wax rag. then scour with
What Smoking does Tor Boys.
a paper or cloth sprmkled with salt.
That blue ointment and kerosene mixed in — A certain doctor, struck with the large
number of boys under fifteen years of age he
equal proportions and applied to bedsteads
is an unfailing bedbug remedy, and that a observed smoking, was led to inquire into the
is ditto for the walls of a effect the habit had upon the general health.
coat of whitewash
He took for his purpose thirty-eight
aged
log-house.
That kerosene oil will soften boots or from nine to fifteen, and carefully examined
shoes, which have been hardened by water,
them. In twenty-seven he discovered injuri
ous traces of the habit.
In twenty-two there
and render them as pliable as new.
That kerosene will make your tin kettle as were various disorders of the circulation and
digestion, palpitation of the heart, and a more
Saturate a woolen rag, and
bright as new.
or less taste for strong drink. In twelve there
rub with it.
It will also remove stains from,
were frequent bleeding of the nose, ten had
and clean, varnished furniture.
That cold rain-water and soap will remove disturbed sleep, and twelve had slight ulcer
ation of the mucous membrane of the mouth,
machine grease from washable fabrics.
which
on ceasing the use of to
Geologieal Change* in Prog- bacco disappeared
for some days.
The doctor treated
Ress — In the Pohular Science Mpnthly Prof.
them all for weakness, but with little effect
S.
us
told
that
Newberry
lately
various
J.
until the smoking was discontinued,
when
facts indicate that the coast of New Jersey
health and strength were soon restored. Now
and Long Island is gradually sinking. From
this is no "old wife's tale," as these facts are
the marshes of New Jersey are taken the
given under the authority of the British Med
trunks of trees which could not have trrown ical
Monthly.
there except when it was drier ground, and
Importanee
on the shore stumps are seen now under wa
Entomology.—
ter, of trees which must have grown on land.
When Henry Edwards — oneof the most cele
So, too. the sea throws up in storms portions
brated of modern entomologists— sought to
collection, worth
of turfy soil, once covered only by the air,
dispose of his admirable
over $25,000 for $12,000, he was snubbed by
and similar soil has been reached below the
sea-lev-el, in pits dug through drifted sand
the ignorant and unreflecting,
who wondered
The land boundaries have what use could be made of a vast array of
along its margin.
dead bugs.
and farms diminished, even
But within a few days, new and
been changed
where the wash of the shore waves produced
hitherto unclassified insects of that sort have
no effect
The rate of this subsidence is very greatly aroused the fears of that bigger, selfslow— only a few inches in a century — and it conceited bug called man
The Connecticut
farmers complain that their corn is being de
may at anytime be arrested or reversed ; but
voured in great quantities by a bug not be
should it continue, as it may, for some thou
fore known.
sands of years, it would result in a submerg
It is described as a "goodsized, six-legged,
evil looking bug, rather
of mil
ing of land now valued at hundreds
larger and much flatter than the potato bug ;
lions of dol lars and a complete change of po
in color, brown ; having a wide body and a
sition in the seats of commerce and industry,
with a pair of
very small head provided
which must always center about this harbor.
small feelers."
From Santa Monica comes
This possible catastrophe is, however, so un
the report of a marine worm that has de
certain and remote, that it seems hardly suf-

of
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post heap will soon lead to the same result.
is an unquestionable
(w
thai in the fencecorners, the woods, and bi ll mis of our 'arms
there arc to day millions ol bushels of wheat,
corn, oats, potatoes, etc., in the shape of dead
leaves. Inter, and rich earth, which can be
had for the (rouble of hauling.
Let manure gathering be
special business
on every farm, on which a certain force is
employed regularly every working day, and
never taken away to do anything else. To
encourage this great reform let the agricul
tural societies offer large premiums.
t

a

We

not wonder that the alarm

can

now sounded

"

papers

"

that our magazines

and

is

it,

stroyed, or grcaily injured, the wharves at
It is described as being very
that place.
destructive, and rather more rapid in its op
erations
than the ordinary teredo nava/is.
The services of a first-class entomologist
would probably point out some way lor pre
of these fearful
venting the depredations
pests.
Feed the I,-,uul Well.— Il would be
well, we think, says a thoughtful farmer, to
offer a large premium to the man who raises
the largest crop without running in debt to
raise
but the premium for the largest com
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and

of the better class contain words

of admonition to parents and teachers with
or obtained

by their children.

The

The

salacious

prurient

and

Witness

strong.

weeklies and
N. SlzER, Associate.

YORK,

E AV

FEBRUARY",

is

cheap

which

occupy

and whose

trations
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cartoons or illus

preposterous

their vicious glamour

flaunt

into

the face of the passer-by.

The circulation

of this meretricious trash

enormous. We

is

1ST

numerous

novels

paper

us.

upon

appetite

the larger spaces on the newsman's stand,

Mrs. C. Fowler Wells, Proprietor.
H. S. Draytos, A.M., Editor.

the

evil

is

respect to the reading supplied

have been told that the sales of some of the

a

ature of

that time the

a

liter

pernicious sort was given to the

young in newspaper
alone

concerning popu

and morals, that much

and volume

Phrenological

form.

At

stood quite

among periodicals in its advocacy of

purified

press

for the sake of American

youth.

With

frequent

outcroppings of precocity

the

progress

and

vapid
as

ments

are

largely

What

field

the suppression

up of

is

stuff even

for attack the societies

for

mens of unhealthy journalism

instead

of hunting up and withdrawing from public

the

view an occasional picture whose moral

in vice,

tone may be to a large extent constructive,

of years,

woman

varnished

made

of vice have in these speci

or now and then

favored by fortune,

the effect of reading

baseless and extravagant

in itself, but
the advertise

more reprehensible.

the matter-of-course even in those walks of

show clearly enough

The reading

perverting enough

that were r.ot sufficient,

which at this day have assumed a phase of
society that are deemed

each.

If,

those who are exercised

lar education

attention of

the

are upward of

fiction and highly

sketches of crime and immorality.

prosecuting a man

or

who may be but an instrument of

some wily knave who gloats over

immunity from
to suppress

detection,

a

upon

a week

"

personal

they would aim

the literature which

young minds by the thousand

is

urged

a

in these columns

years ago

was

weeklies

matter in the body of such publications

if

ANY

fifty thousand

it

jV/J

" boys'

so-called

!

PURE LITERATURE FOR OUR
CHILDREN.

training

to familiarity

SEX OF THE HUMAN CRANIUM.
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with crime, they would accomplish a thou
sandfold

good.

more

Something,

to be

sure, may be done by the chastisement

of

of immorality, but it were bet

the effects

ter to correct the abuses
head which are

at their fountain-

productive of so much so

cial harm.

In this matter of pernicious literature,
moral people as a class exhibit an astonish
ing

apathy.

They do not 'show anything

like a realizing

sense of its influence

In

the juvenile mind.

upon

the famihes of most

church-going people the children are left to
their reading for themselves.

select

attention m\y

Some

given by father or mother
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acters yet ascertained
by which the sex of
a cranium may be recognized,
(a). It oftener happens that the feminine cranium ap
proaches the masculine type than the mas
culine the feminine.
(3). A large develop
ment of the superciliary arch is the most
constant character of the masculine crani
um, and by this alone one may determine
the sex with almost absolute certainty. (4).
Smallness
of cranium, less height, less
marked development of the muscular attach
ments of the occipital bone are the most
constant distinctive characters of the femi
nine cranium, and where at the same time
there is almost an entire absence of the su
perciliary arch, the decision becomes almost
certain.
absolutely
(5). The foregoing is
what science can affirm of the human cra
For a more complete
nium in general.
knowledge of the truth, it would be neces
sary to study in all human races the sexual
differences presented by crania."

to their lessons and exercises
for school
recitation, but beyond that the books, etc.,

ical men, anatomists, and physiologists have

which occupy a part of their out-of-school

been able to accomplish without Phrenology

This

serious neglect of an evident duty.
a household laments

is a

Many

now the waywardness

of a son or daughter which was the direct
consequence

or outgrowth

of

loose,

nium belonged
see

a method

now whether or not Phrenology can

We

insert two engravings of skulls which

( The Churchman

which

moral

)

people

engravings represent
raphy.

rises high from

It is to refuse patronage to

newsmen who sell the improper publications.
in, would probably work

well, not only for the community at large,
but

for the moral tone of the households

whose

heads

should exhibit so practical an

interest in things decent and in order.

elevation

Fig. I,

SEX OF THE HUMAN CRA
NIUM BE DETERMINED?

"JpHE

following paragraph is clipped from

a newspaper :

" The sexual

characters
of the human
lately engaged the attention
of M. Mantegazza, and he has published his
These are
results in the Lyon Medicate.
-is follo-vs : (i). Th^r" r,re no rertain char
cranium

have

the exact relative size

a well-balanced male

opment
balanced

being indicated by the line running
Look at the same devel

in

Fig.

female

2,

which represents

In Fig. I
opening cf the

skull.

rises high from the
b,

skull,

the opening of the ear, the

from the letter a.

a wellthe head
ear up to

where the organ of Firmness is located-

Contrast this with the other head at the
same letter.

CAN THE

These

and form of the skulls, as taken by photog

pressing the sale of immoral periodicals and

This, if persisted

Let us

throw some light on the subject.

could generally and easily apply toward sup

newspapers.

whether a cra

to a man or woman.

are in the collection of the Institute.

One of our neighbors
suggests

in the direction of knowing

im

proper reading.

in brief about all that med

presents

The male skull is broader from

side to side, especially
female

at the base, than the

skull, giving more

Destructiveness,

and

Combativeness,

Acquisitiveness, and

power to fight life's battle.

It

is also larger

at Amativencss, which is located

at the base

of the back part of the skull,

The

c.

female

head, it will be seen, is longer, proportionally,
from the opening of the car backward to

rf,

leisure arc scarcely thought of.

This
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which marks the location of Parental Love.
The female head is relatively
Veneration, but is not

so

higher at

massive

in

f,

the

The bones of the cheek and nose,

forehead.

short,
and

and

projecting, as

compared

those of the female skull.
face, as a whole,

with

The bones of the

are light

and delicate

in

massive

in

the

male.

Just

above

and

called the mastoid

of the muscles

of the neck — those that ap-

sidewise.

when

the

Fig.

5,

life,

from

good specimen

is a

in combina

The front third part of the head is fem
back third part is feminine

middle section

is

high, and heavy

It

masculine.
the

about

middle third of the

head,

; the

is broad,

ears, and

the

taking in

the

crown, is particularly masculine.

See the difference

that head with Fig. 4 and
difference.

of the feminine.

backward.

and masculine

in the two skulls ;

that of th; masculine is nearly twice as large
as that

about the eyes being smooth,

Fig. a.

pear so prominently sometimes
between these processes

masculine

form of head ;

the feminine

I.

Fig.

head is turned

insertion

to the

is an extreme

being light, the bony structure

of the feminine
inine ; the

process, which is adapted

high from the opening

and the head being elongated

tion.

a large bony prominence

This

Fig. 4 shows
the features

backward and below the opening of the ear,
there is

particularly masculine,

the head very

where the skull rests

on the block,

features

[Feb.,

development.

the female, while they are prominent, strong,

angular, and

the

of the ear.

and the ridge over the eyes in the male, are
large

JOURNAL.

There are many

other points on the skulls designed

for the

Compare

it will show the

Let a good phrenologist go into a collec
tion of a hundred

skulls and he would do

nothmg remarkable, in

his

own opinion,

insertion of muscles, which indicate on com

did he indicate the sex of four-fifths of them.

parison the stronger muscular constitution

Occasionally a woman inherits so much from

of the male.

her

Besides,

generally larger than
whole skeleton

is

the
the

male
female,

larger and

skull is
as

the

firmer and

3

mother,

a man

so much

from

is the rough outline of a bust in

occasionally we

our cabinet which shows the crown of the

crown, like Fig.

head

a short vertical

enormously developed,

the back-head

his

that their skulls appear to combine

traits of both sexes.

Occasionally we find

a woman with a high crown, like Fig.

rougher.
Fig.

father, and

find

a man

2 ; sometimes

head

behind,

1 ;

with a low
a woman

and

has

is not

SEX OF THE HUMAN CRANIUM.
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well adapted

to be a step-mother.

back-head, like Fig.

ing to

2, at least

it, and he would

This

Occa

sionally we find a man who has a long

99

subject is wide and could be extend

ed almost indefinitely.

In

of

the lectures

approximat

do well as a step

father, so far as the children are concerned.
Men generally have larger reasoning organs,
which impart
a broader

character

squareness

; and a

to the forehead ;

which gives force of

side-head,

higher crown, which gives

pride and imperiousness and the tendency
Women have not so high or so

to control.

massive a forehead, but a larger develop
ment proportionally in the region of the re
ligious sentiments, a lower crown and longer
back-head and a less development

of the
Fig. 4.— Mme. Favanti.

the Phrenological
are

given

made

Institute several sittings

to this topic, and

students

so familiar with the subject

are able to recognize
ever they

are

are

that they

the sex of skulls when

presented

in public or else-

Fig. 3-

side-head,

except

in the upper back region

where Cautiousness is located.

Phrenology, in our opinion, furnishes the
best means of determining this matter as to

We think

the sex of a given skull.
could

select

that we

a dozen boys and girls, twelve

years of age, in any of the public schools,
and by giving them

one lecture

well illus

trated with skulls, enable them to go into a
cabinet of anatomical specimens
the sex of the
physicians

Phrenology,
able to do.

who

human
are

and decide

crania better

not

acquainted

generally profess

Fig. 5- .

than

with

themselves

where, and

are also

enabled

to determine

whether a man or woman resembles

the

father or mother most, and in what respects.
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A DIFFERENCE.

A CERTAIN

rich man

said,

of women who

the

labor

of

their

own

nished

them

a

He

hands.

masons,

carpenters,

tin-workers, etc., and

and

plumbers,

foot

their living by

earn

architects,

hired

on

for the benefit, it was

great enterprise

fur

of money

with large sums

from his strong box, that they could procure
the materials

and

do the work needful

for

A

vast

the completion of his

great aim.

It

building rose upon the view.

mounted

high toward heaven, inclosing hundreds of

But ere it was fin

rooms of size diverse.
ished

the

died, and

man

rich

others to carry out the

well-nigh

of

it fell upon

plan which

he had

But notwithstanding

perfected'.

rich man had provided

the

an abundance

of his

money, they to whom the charge

wealth was intrusted
vain

did not bring to a

end his great plan, but after some

successful

experimenting,

rooms and rich

ing, with its many hundred

and marvelous
less

build

the vast

turned

to other and

appointments,

worthy uses than those for which the

rich man had designed

endeavor,

most excellent

set

it.

is about to enlarge

that other women

its borders,

appointed

And the people look on with eyes of won
der and whisper to one another:
a feeble arm can perform
by earnest

taking.

1 ♦ ■

An Elegant

Home Saved from To
—
bacco Smoke. If a person who is given
to

habit

any

dissipation
all

beforehand

calculated
the

of

that

time

doubtless,

never

to

its

become

have

An

a life insurance.

than

tions the successful

designed
house

Immediately her brave spirit

a proper

that was

course,

in a few days she had

made

many poor women,

and

old

many

months,

woman, whose

name

this

ready,
young,

and
were

And now,

glad to enter and live therein.
alter

taking a

and

already built and suitable,

same

young

it hath come to our

«ars is Sarah, with the surname

of Leggett,

fmding a large measure of success

in her

exchange

men

result of an experiment

cut.

He was about eighteen

years old when

to lay aside,

day by day, the

he determined

for cigars had

money he would have spent

month

At

a smoker.

the

the money laid

out to make

By careful
amounted

dollars.
took

As

the price

At

by each day.

in the bank had

profitable investment.

a more

the fund at length

to upward of eighteen
few years

since,

thousand

Mr. Hubbard

this money and with it purchased

charming site on Greenwich
a comfortable and

of

dollars, he drew them

management

A

of each

he correspondingly

when his savings

times,

end

thus accumu

the sum

he deposited

reached a few hundred

"

him in

in this line by a Mr. Hubbard, of Connecti

make

!

himself

investment

would find it a better

increased

what wealth and might have failed to ac

would,

he

Many a man by

servant.

cigars advanced,

complish

its

merely laying up what a vice costs
money,

from

cost,

suffered

good

these women

have

could

it was begun,

how the great device of the rich man had
come to naught, " Behold, now I shall
for

not

where the soul is not at one with the under

or bond, rose up and said, when she saw

do

is sustained

that

in the savings bank.

to

See what

purpose; while riches avail

lated

an attempt

of her well-

home.

in bank

young woman, boasting no treasure

may partake

in the comfort and enjoyment

he been

In an humbler part of the great city a

[Feb.,

Hill,

commodious

himself and his family.

and

a

built

home

for

The place overlooks

Long Island Sound and commands one of
the

fmest

and

widest views

that can

found on the Connecticut coast.

b«
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House Plants.—
ing of house plants

S. M.

B.— The

can not be otherwise

keep
than

a

a

a

if

A

It

is

is

somewhat

is

a

if

Mesmerism, etc.—
VV. G.— The ad
vertising department of this magazine will an
can be done
swer your question as fully as
prac
here. Two or threo excellent Lreati<e., of
tical sort have been brought before the public
that pre
recently. The best book wc know of
pared by Dr. Dcleuze, of Paris, introduced to
the American public by
New England operator
of remarkable power.
is

a

it

Soul and

Matter. —

R.

B. — Your

leading one, comprehending an iuquestion 4s
Anltc amount of discussion, controversy, and
speculation. From what we have heard concern
ing tho phenomena of clairvoyance, mesmerism,
and certain psychical or religious conditions,
would appear that the soul or spirit more
properly Joes act at times quite ind -pendently of
matter. Practically, however, all that wo have
observed concerning the action or operation of
sub
spirit, its accomplishments, which havo
stantial adaption to human life, are wrought out
through material Instruments. Wo can scarcely
a

;

it

a

a

it

a

is

J.

Self-esteem.—
C. S., and others.
Wi: frequently receive inquiries with regard to
the cultiva ion of S.:lf-cstccm, and the reason
for them evident c.iough in the prevailing lack
of the faculty in the American mental composi
tion. As
people wc have strong Firmncas and
Approbativcheas, and a good deal of the impel
ling forces of character, but not so much of that
quality which contributes to self-assertion and
self-equilibrium.
In gencrJ
may be said that
one must train himself with
view to self-reli
ance— looking less to others for hints, sugges
tions, advice, and assist nice in whatever he may
have to do. Having decided upon new course
or undertaking, Instead of appealing to friends
for counsel and aid In carrying
into effect, one
should seek to do for himself faithfully and ear
nestly what he can.
People who lack In Self-es
teem are backward in attempting even what they
are capable of performing.
They usually work
below the standard of their capacity rather than
up to It. Circumstances which tend to test their
abilities bring out an expression of self-deprecia
tion. They need to be spurred — incited to work
np to the full measure of their strength and tal
ent. Do not be afraid to undertake that which
you believe you are capable of performing. Hav
ing once made up your mind, go ahead
paying
as little attention as possible to outside lullu.
ences, criticism, bickering, and ridicule, or what
ever may be brought to obstruct your move
ments. Wcrk earnestly toward your object and
you will be likely to succeed.

Molasses.— G. C. N.—

difficult for one to state what
the purest grade
of this very common article of trade.
We used
called "New Orloans"
to think that what
was as good as any that can be obtained. The
methods of preparing molasses arc somewhat
varied and mainly dependent upon the manufac
turing of sugar, as great proportion of the mo
lasses and syrup sold
the residuum and waste
form for the
of the sugar factory worked into
market. We would advise the use of giod sugar
or honey in preference to molasses,
one must
have saccharine material as an adjunct to his
food but be moderate.

J.

—

is

if

is

We CAN NOT UNDERTAKE TO RF.TURN UNMvailable contributions
unless the necessary postage
is provided by the writers. I.\ ALL Casus, persons who
nunicate with us through the post-office should,
they expect a reply, inclose the return postage, or what
is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full address.
A nonymous tetters wilt not be considered.

a

:

if

a

Rkckive Atten-

if

Fail to

a

Ik an IxrmikY

iimn within two months, the correspondent should re
peat it
not then published, the inquirer may con
clude that an answer is withheld, for good reasons,
by the editor.

;

if

;

Otestions ok" Generai. Interrst" only

-will be answered in this department.
But one ques
tion at a time, and that clearly stated, must he pro
a correspondent shall expect us to give
pounded,
iim the benefit of an early consideration,

healthful in the main.
Vegetable growths aro
nhsorbents of carbonic acid from the atmosphere,
and they arc certainly, therefore, net inimical to
our health.
Mr. Girdlestone, who has said
something on the subject lately, found that
number of flics arc placed in
glass case, with
plenty of sugar to feed upon, the caae being
few days have so
made air-tight, they will in
poisoned the air with their breath that they will
but
so'^c living plants as well ui the
die
sugar arc shut in with the flies, thcy will con
tinue to live for months with active appetites
and perfect health.
This in demonstration of
the opinion that living plants absorb carbonic
acid and ammonia from the air — poisonous ele
ments which are given oft in respiration.

it

nr teorrcsponbcnts.
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Money. — Not many are aware probably
of the singular origin of the word "pecuniary,"
as it is now applied.
Before any regular system

Several

answers

must

be deferred

to the next

number.

Communications are invited on any topic of inter*
est; the writer's personal views and facts from his
experience bearing on our subjects, being preferred.

Progress of Phrenological

Truth.

— It is now forty years since. I commenced giving
public lectures on the science of Phrenology,
and during this period there has been a steady
progress among the educated men of the world
in regard to its truth and usefulness.
When
Spurzhcim unfolded to the citizens of Edinburgh,
the Athens of Scotland, the Important truth that
the brain is the seat of the mental powers, the
Review of that city denounced Phrenology as an
imposition, and called It "a hallucination of a
moon-struck imagination."
The learned men of
that day, who condemned Phrenology as a false
science, without giving it a candid Investigation,
have passed away, and men who have grown upwithout prejudice against
have examined its
teachings and believe its doctrines.
To-day, in
conversation with
clergyman, now in the hey
day of life, whose father is living at the age of
nearly fourscore years, and an ex-president of a
New England college, we asked him U ho con
sidered the brain the organ of the mind and he
replied " No man of the present day doubts
1"
And this seems to be the common opinion of all
the distinguished writers of the age, especially
those who have had the care of the insane.
We were led to write on this topic by rending
work on " Insanity in Ancient and Modern Life,
with chapters on its Prevention," by Daniel Hack
Tukc, M.D.,
distinguished English author.
This writer does not give prominence to Phre
nology In his work on Insanity, but In speaking;

it

You

from what is known as
personal magnetism. Such cases are compara
tively rare, especially when the subject himself
is unfriendly to the person w ho exercises the in
fluence. A book of practical magnetism by De'.euzc furnishes a considerable amount of in
formation on this point, which, we think, would
be of service to you toward obtaining the relief
you apparently so much desire.

the

term pecuniary has gradually come to be ap
plied to whatever relates to money and monetary
affairs. This was two hundred years before the
circulation of gold and silver coin. Formerly,
too. In England, even as late as the date of the
Norman Conquest (1066), the currency of that
country was of two kinds : the " live " and the
"dead" — the "live" referring to cattle and
slaves as a medium of exctiange,
and the
" dead " to the various metals.

?

Strange Influence. — E. J. H.-

are apparently suffering

they were stamped

With the image of cattle (perns), and hence

it,

that persons who have a liberal
growth of hair usually have a large development
of the moral organs. Neither are we aware
that yonr corollary that a strong growth of hair
is indicative of large moral organs is correct, and
that the organs covered by the most hair are
usually the most active. We might cite some il
lustrations which diametrically oppose such
views, if you visit an insane asylum, you will
find that some patients who have very active
Coml,ativeness, Destructiveness, or Self-esteem,
or Cautiousness, or Benevolence, will exhibit a
scarcity of hair In the region of the brain abnor
mally excited. The excitement of an organ is
by heat, which is due to the rapid
Accompanied
circulation of blood in that part of the brain.
Abnormal heat tends rather to thin the hair than
to thicken it.
ft is notorious that in the domain
of religion, as, for instance, the priesthood of
the Roman Catholic Church, those who are the
most distinguished for their devotion to religious
life are quite bald.

of copper received

a

Hair and Morality.— A. W. C— We
are not aware

r. 0., pound-weights
the name of pceunia, because

a

Vegetable Carbon.— L. C. — The car
bon contained in beans, peas, cornmeal, oat
meal, and other farinncen is of a different char
acter essentially from that which exists in ani
mal fat.
The chemist may not find a difference
in his last analysis, so far as the elements are
concerned, but the dietetic effects are different
positively.
One may eat largely of vegetable
food without the resultant functional derange
ment which is induced by eating largely of ani
mal fat, notwithstanding that the quantity of car
bon may be actually greater by analysis in the
vegetable food.
No kind of food will supply the loss of bones.
Eat good nourishing food when suffering from
any local disturbance, like a felon or boil ; but
avoid oils, fats, grease, and alcoholic stimulants.
Eat fruit liberally, so that the blood shall be
kept cool and the digestive function in good
order.
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of coinage was introduced, the metals which cir
culated as currency were rather irregular in size,
their valne being indicated by their weight. In
the reign of Servius Tullus, King of Rome,

:

conceive of a result of essential importance or
value in oUr mental life which is altogether dis
connected with the material.
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of Auto-prophylaxls,
he sayo: "The first and
cardinal principle to hold from our point of view
is that the brain is the organ of the mind, and
therefore subject to the laws of physical life in
general, and to those of cerebral life in particu
lar. It lies at the basis of the prophylaxis, or
The tritcst truths aro
prevention of insanity.
often those which arc most forgotten and neg
lected. No one will dispute at the present day
that the brain is the organ of the mind ; that it is
the material instrument through which its func
tions are performed ; but see what follows. It is
here that people fail to perceive clearly, or to act
in accordance with what they do perceive. There
fore must it again and again be dinned into their
ears, that their thoughts, their perceptions, their
reasonings, their feelings, their way of judging
of truth Itself, can not be properly conducted un
less this organ is supplied with healthy blood ;
unless It has a sufficient amount allowed it to
supply it with nutritive materials and replace
those which it has consumed in its operations ;
the d/brU left after the cells have been used up
being thrown off. Nourishment, assimilation,
discharge of effete matter — these are as necessary
for the mind-organ as for any of the other vis
cera of the human body. This marvelously con
stituted brain, men may ignore it, despise It, de
grade it, defile it, but they do it at their peril ;
and let them remember, that whether the result
is or is not actual madness, they will pay the
penalty sooner or later In some form or other ;
they will not be permitted to escape the conse
quences of the infraction of the laws on which
Its integrity hangs."
The progress of phrenological truth is seen In
all the recent literature, and no author having
good common sense speaks disparagingly of the
doctrines of Gall and Spurzheim. Horace Mann,
the greatest of modern educators, was a believer
in Phrenology, and owed his success in a great
measure
to his knowledge of the human mind,
which he gained by the study of Phrenology.
The common schools of Massachusetts are in
debted to Phrenology for the progress they havo
made in the right direction during the past forty
Spurzheim and Combe wrote valuable
years.
works on education founded on Phrenology.
Quite recently Nelson Slzer, of New York, pub
lished a work on teaching, and I consider his
the best work extant to show the teacher how to
impart instruction to the young.
It has been with Phrenology as with many
other sciences
founded on truth, that its first
etlorts, which should have been vigorous and
self -reliant, have been obliged to rely for support
upon the nrm of time.
There i.-, however, an inclination among the
editors of sonic papers to try to make their read
ers believe that Phrenology is going into disre
The editor of the JVation, in a
pute or oblivion.
review of the llfo of George Combe, says of
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"The Constitution of Man," that "now the
book is rarely read." The editor probably passed
his judgment on this matter, not from actual
knowledge, but from his own consciousness, not
having read it himself of late, if ever.
And thus
has it come to pass that those who have spent a
long life in examining the truths of Phrenology
are they who can bring facts to prove that phren oioglcal truth has boon making steady progress
in the world since its first promulgation by Dr.
p. L. BUEtL
Gall.

The Nature of Sin.— When we con
sider the actions of men, we are irresistibly led to
conclude that there is guilt on the part of hu
manity, and hence that sin does exist. Now,
what is sin ?
Volumes have been written on this very prob
lem, and yet If wo turn to the terse declarations
of St. Paul, we find this ample definition of sin,
which appears to satisfy the Inquiry so fully as
to cut off all further argument on the subject :
"Sin is the transgression of tho law." Man has
a threefold nature, viz., the physical, the intel
lectual, and moral natures blended in one, and
by virtue of his triune being ho is the subject of
three distinct systems of law. He who obeys
any law reaps the reward of his obedience In tho
form of happiness, which, as a consequence, he
enjoys ; and, conversely, he who disobeys any
law suffers In some way the pain which such
transgression of necessity brings. Wo can not
conceive of any suffering which is not the result
of broken law. Were all the physical laws that
relate to our being fully obeyed, " all the Ills that
flesh is heir to " would forever cease to exist, for
they are the " wages of sin," " the transgression
of tho law." Were we truo to our Intellectual
nature, we should be happy as rational creatures,
for the legitimate exercise of any intellectual
faculty can but bring pleasure to Its possessor.
Thirdly, were we to obey all the moral laws
which bear upon our being, we should be fret;
from moral guilt, and thus receive no punish
" Sin is the transgression
ment In thlc respect.
of the law." All pain which is punishment origi
All happiness which is
nates in ditobedience.
reward comes by obedience. An individual sins
He
who pervertd a single faculty of his being.
alone is free from sin and leads tho true life who
exercises every faculty of his being within its
How important, then, the
legitimate sphere.
B. L. staples.
study of our faculties 1
Growth of a Lock of Hair.—A

few

months ago, in reply to a Southern correspond
ent, who desired to learn the reason for the
growth of a lock of hair which was in his pos
session, we expressed doubt, and suggested that
there might be some mistake in the observations.
Recently we received the following letter with
the annexed certificates, which place the mott.-r
iu a clear light. The clerk's certificate, with re:"

PHRENOLOGICAL
of the persons mentioned,
duly sealed, and the document, as a whole,
bears the marks of intelligence, care, and a cred
itable desire to fnrnish all reasonable evidence In
support of the statement concerning the won
derful phenomenon :
erence to the character
Is

Summit, Miss., November 10, 1878.
R Wells & Co., New York.—
Gentlemen: I beg to apologize for delaying so
long the statement relative to the growth of that
lock of hair. But quarantines and fever excite
ment have monopolized everything down here
since I received your communication about it.
On the 21st of September, 1867, my brother
died of typhoid fever, after an illness of twentyone days.
While a corpse, a friend of the family,
by request, clipped the lock of hair in question
in presence of myself and two or three others.
My sister arranged and tied a small piece of braid
around it which has never been removed, al
though it has been plaited repeatedly, as it grew
from year to year, and shown to a great number
of persons, who, as well as the family, observed
and remarked its growth.
It was placed in an
ambrotype case containing his picture, and the
case, with others, kept in a secretary where none
but the family had access to it. This lock of
hair, which we recognize from the color and
fineness
peculiar to his during life, as well as
from other unquestionable evidences, has grown
since it was clipped from a length not exceeding
two Inches to f nil seven inches ; is live and soft
as ever during life, and seems to be still growing.
I would still like to hear the laws governing
its growth explained. If you desire any further
information relative to same, it will afford me a
pleasure to give any at my command. I give
you below an exact copy of a statement of a sim
ilar occurrence, or " Freak of Nature," as It is
termed, published by the Columbus, Miss., hide,
Messrs.

S.

I would send you the clipping, but
have it pasted In my scrap-book :
"Singular Freak op Nature. — Our old
friend, Dr. S. Haley, has exhibited to us a lock
of golden hair cut from his boy's head when
eighteen months old, and since carefully wrapped
up, marked, and laid away in the family Bible.
At that time the lock was two inches long ; now
It is fully six inches and seems to be still grow
ing, with all its old-time lustre, firmness, and
beauty preserved. The son is alive and sixteen
The doctor assures us there can be
years old.
no mistake as to the Identity of the hair, and
We know the hair and
wants our explanation.
nails of corpses are known to flourish for a while,
but these have whereupon to feed. This lock
of hair had not. Who can explain it? 'We
give it up.' "

pendent.

You
choose.

are at liberty

to publish this also

Yours truly,

if you

L u. curtis.

CERTIFICATES.
-' This Is to certify that we have known Mr. Cur
tis' family for a number of years, and know them
to be of unquestioned veracity, and are satisfied
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of the correctness of the within statement in ref
erence to the growth of the lock of hair.
"Signed,

"Summit,

" C. Hoover, M.D.
" Chas. H. Otken, Pres.
" W. M. McNultt.

Lea F. CoL

Miss., Nov., 1878."

I am acquainted with
within, in reference to the
growth of the lock of hair, and know them to be
W. U. Johnson.
Signed,
correct.
" Summit, Miss., Nov., 1878."
"This is to certify that

the

facta

as stated

" This is to certify that I am well acquainted
with the parties whose genuine signatures are
attached to the above certificates. Ifurther cer
tify that I am well acquainted with Mr. Cnrtis'
family, and know them to be of undoubted ve
racity.
" Witness my hand and the seal of the Circuit
Court of Pike County, State of Mississippi, this
November 19, 1878.
"A. P. Spakkman, Clerk."

PERSONAL.
Louis A. Godbt, the founder of Qodey't Ladiet' Book, and until within two years its pub
lisher and proprietor, died suddenly in Philadel
phia the last day of November. He was seventyfive years old.

Georoe Henbt Lewes, tho author, is
George Eliot and he lived together and
Sym
were recognized by society as married.
pathy of views and literary pursuits brought
Mr. Lowes had been married
them together.
years before, but his wife had been long sepa
rated from him.
Mr.

dead.

Archbishop MoHale, of Tuam, Ireland, Is
the oldest bishop of the Church of Rome living,
and probably the oldest prelate in Christendom,
having been consecrated fifty-two years ago.
He is eighty-six years old, yet active and
He has seen six successive Pontifls
sprightly.
in the chair at Rome.

Mr. Ephraim

K. Jbnnt, for nearly thirty

connected with the New York Tribune,
died in December last at the age of seventy-two.
He was an active, thorough-going man, a warm
advocate of mental and moral progress, believ
ing in Phrenology and its efficacy as a civilizing
Wo shall miss his frequent
instrumentality.
years

calls at our office.

Dr. John Lord, the well-known lecturer on
didactic subjects, bas commenced a course of
Hall, New
twenty-five lectures in Chickering
York. His topics cover Important periods in
ancient and modern history, and discuss matters
The aim of
of vital interest to our civilization.
Dr Lord is to assist his auditors toward a better
understanding of history- and the relation sub
sisting between tbe eminent characters of the
past and the world's mental and physical prog
Infoimation concerning the course may bo
ress.
obtained of Messrs. Randolph & Co., 000 Broad
way, New York.

WISDOM— MIR TH.

'S/9-]

Tiib Princess Alice, of England, whose death
occurred in December last, was the third child
of Queen Victoria, and born on the 25th of April,
1S43. Her marriage with Prince Louis, of HesseDarmstadt, on the 1st of July, 1862, was an al
liance which was generally well received in En
gland.
The Princess was a great favorite with
the Londoners, and enjoyed the reputation of
having a particularly sweet and gentle disposi
tion.
In personal appearance she was perhaps
the handsomest of the Queen's daughters. In
1873 one of her children was killed by a fall from
a window, and a few days before her own death
another child died of diphtheria — the disease
which proved '\tal to herself. It is a curious
coincidence that she died on the anniversary of
her father's (Prince Albert) death.

WISDOM.
" Think truly,

and thy thought
J-hall be a fruitful seed."

It

is much easier to seem fitted for posts we
we do.

do not fill than for those

Never decide any matter hastily, lest you re
Those persons who decide instantly
gret it.
i about one hit to four blunders.
Shame does not consis

in having nothing to

eat, but in not having wisdom enough to exempt

you from fear and sorrow. — Epictetos.

A happy life is

up of happy thoughts,
.rod man should be a very miser in hoarding
conscientiously every mill of the true coin.
A great

made

miny persons think it is their busi

ness to preach, but they had much better make
it their business to hear

for

a while longer.

Jot makes

us to grieve for the brevity of life ;
sorrow causes us to be weary of its length ; care
and industry can alone render it supportable.
When thou f orgivest the man who has pierced
thine heart, he stands to thee in the relation to
the sea-worm that perforates the shell of the
muscle which straightway closes the wound with
a pearl. — Kichter.

It has been said that the man who governs his
thoughts when alone can control his tongue
It is just as true, and far
when in company.
more important, that the man who keeps his
thoughts pure will keep his hands from sin.
Now and then society is startled by a crime
which explodes the reputation of some one who
But such explo
had stood high in its esteem.
sions are no spontaneous affairs of an instant.
No man
The train of powder was slowly laid.
commits embezzlement who hasn't allowed him
to th. k embezzlement.
self, un-self-rebuked,
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MIRTH.
" A little

nonsense now and then

Is relished by the wisest men."

"

"What I'd like

to

know," said

a school-boy .

is how the mouths of rivers con be so much

larger than their heads."

There is said to be several men at the present
time whose memories only reach to their knees,
and, therefore, they never pay for their boots.
Whenever yu cum akrost a man who dis
trusts everyboddy, you have found one whom it
Iz safe for everyboddy tu distrust. — Bill»ngs.
A young man in Nebraska sent an offer ol

marriage to a girl whom he fancied, and in n
ply received this telegram : " Come on with yon i
minister."

A oentleman wss threatening to beat a dog
which barked intolerably.
"Why," exclaimed
an Irishman,
"would you bate the poor dumb
animal for spakin' outf "
A matter-op-fact man was told by his doc
tor to put a check on his stomach if he wished
to live long and be happy. He went Immedi
ately to his tailor, who filled the prescription by
making a plaid vest.

Opp.— Sprightly young lady : " I
am afraid I have a very large foot."
Polite
shopman : " Large, Miss ! Oh, dear, no, Miss !
We have lots of gent — that is, customers, with
much larger, Miss I "

Turning

it

" Are you the saleswoman of whom

I

bought
this handkerchief yesterday?"
asked a pur
chaser at one of our dry-goods stores.
am
the saleslady who served you, Madam,"
re
sponded the reduced empress in banged hair
long watch-chain, and ringed fingers, who pre
sided at the counter.
"Well," said the cus
tomer, " I will take a dozen more, and as I wish
to got them to my washer-lady at once, I will
get you to send them to my carriage around the
corner. My coach-gentleman can not get to the
door just now for the cart of the ash-gentle
man." — Journal of Commerce (Boston).
Everybody thought it was a match, and so
did he, and so did she ; but last evening, at a
croquet party, she hit her pet corn a whack with
the mallet and he — he laughed.
"We meet as
strangers," she wrote on her cuff and showed it
to him. "Think of me no more," ho whispered
huskily.

"I

Mrs. Partington says the only way to pre
vent steamboat explosions is to make engineers
" bile " the water on shore. In her opinion
all
the "bustin"' i< done by "cookin"' the steam
in board.

"You

oughtn't to drink," says a friend.
it makes you stagger when you try to
walk." "Thaz ari," says the wretch.
ossent try to walk - thaz waz matter. "

"

See how

"I

IOrJ
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In this department -me give short reviews of such
Nkw Books as publishers see fit to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treit author and publisher satis
factorily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol
ume for personal use. It is our wish to notice the
better class of books issuing from the press, and we
invite publishers to favor us with their recent publi
cations, especially those related in any way to mental
and physiological science. We can usually supply any
of those noticed.

Caught and Fettered.

By Mrs.

J.

P.

Ballard, author of "Tho. Hole in the Bag;"
" The Broken Rock," etc. 16mo,
pp. 286, cloth,
91.00.
New York : The National Temperance
Society and Publication House.
This is a volume of short stories designed for
children.
The first, which gives the title above,
concerns an eagle which was caught in a trap by
a farmer ; and founded on such a hypothetical
incident there arc certain very proper reflections
about the effect of bad habits. The list com
prises about sixty little tales, some of which re
mind us of Arthur's excellent method in render
ing vice odious to a reader. A dozen illustrations,
of the kind which please children, appropriately
set off the point of as many stories.
One in par
ticular deserves mention on account of its fine
execution as an engraving, viz., that of the sleep
ing girl and the fine Newfoundland
watching
her.

The History of Democracy;

or, Polit
ical Progress Historically Illustrated, from the
Earliest to the Latest Periods. By Nahum
Capen, LL.D., author of " The Republic of the
United States of America," etc. Vol. I., 8vo,
pp.677.
Hartford: American Publishing Co.

" The History of Democracy," writes the au
thor in his preface," is a history of principles, as
connected with the nature of man and society.
The monarchist and the republican, the
tory and the democrat, the Papist and the Prot
estant, the Puritan and the great family of dis
senters, the Quaker, the pioneer, the adventurer,
the fanatic, and the theorist, all, at one time or
another, in some way, have been identified with
the beginning and the growth of the American
It is the purpose of this work to re
Republic.
view their varied and combined labors and influ
ences, and humbly to gather wisdom from their
experience to serve as a guide to future endeav
or." It will appear from this brief extract that
Dr. Capen laid out an extensive programme in the
beginning, a programme which might well cause
one, however extensively versed he might be in
the history of nations and society, to hesitate
long ere he entered upon the work.
The tone
<if Dr. Cupen's Preface and Introduction indicate
that it was in no rpirit of cool assurance that he

....
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prepared his paper and sharpened his pen for
this treatise, but with an earnest conviction of
the need of such a work and an earnest desire to
" quicken and deepen the spirit of duty that dig
nifies citizenship and recognizes the rule of God
In the government of nations."
This initial volume is the product of many
years of labor and thought, and shows on every
page a conscientious regard for thoroughness
This Is indicated by the topics he discusises in
separate chapters or sections, some of which are :
Principles of Party ; A World without a Party
incapable of Progress ; Formation of Parties ;
Religion promoted by Parties ; Science advanced
by Parties; The Tory Party; The Democratic
Party ; Origin and Principles of Democracy ;
Republics of Greece and Kome ; Vox Populi est
Vox Dei ; American Colonics ; The Puritans in
England and America ; Instruction, not Selfaggrandizement, the Object of Political History .
Conditions of National Existence ; The Exercise
of Equal Rights ; Sources of Civil Power ; Char
acter of the Different Colonies — Virginia, New
York, etc. ; The Best Form of Government, etc.
Every step taken by the author in the progress
of his discussion is fortified by references to emi
nent authorities;
and copious notes, In them
selves very interesting, especially the biographi
cal digests, are added wherever they are consid
ered needful to explain and Illustrate the current
text. " By democracy," Dr. Capen means " the
great principle of progress," the element in hu
man thought which incites it to resist oppressive,
restrictive influences, or tyranny and injustice of
every kind ; and his aim to trace its operation in
the rise, duration, and fall of the ancient empires
and its office in the organization of the govern,
menta and peoples of the present, the United
States in particular, is so far most creditably
wrought out. The complete work will occupy
three volumes, which we trust the author will
successfully deliver to an expectant public.

A Face Illumined.

By E. P. Roe, au
thor of " Barriers Burned Away ; " " From Jest
to Earnest," etc 12mo, pp. 658. Cloth, price
$1.50.

There are some critics who sneer at novels
which have a purpose ; which, In other words,
are intended to Impress some princlplo of moral
ity or religion or of human science upon the
reader.
We believe in writing with a purpose—
Wc believe also in
one of benefit to the world.
art, and would have all its idealism and refine
ment brought to bear in literary wcrk, but sub
A book to have substance, essential
jectively.
worth, must be pervaded with a tone of sugsc:
Mere idealism
ive, useful, elevating morality.
are superficial ; their wit may sparkle end pb s-.
for the moment, but they satisfy no true want of
the mind, but rather stimulate the abnormal fan
cies

and

caprices and render us more disquiet.

LIBRAR

Tecumseh and the Shawn fe Proph
et

A Doubting Subject Convinced. —

By

: including
Sketches of George Rogers
Clark, Simon Kenton, William Henry Harri
son, Comstalk,
Blaekuoof, etc. By Edward
Eggleston and Lillie Eggleston Seclvc. 12mo,
cloth, pp. Stt. Price f 1.25. New Yo"rk : Dodd,
Mead <fcCompany.
We hesitated, notwithstanding the appearance
of Mr. Edward Egglcston's name upon the titleJMgB, about giving this book so prominent a

A country subscriber

'

if

if

a

a

'

a

it,

sends us the following In
cident, whicb came under his personal notico :
" 1 will call him Smith, although that was not
Ho was a man of fair education,
his name.
and possessed a good deal of practical common
He
sense, but was an unbeliever in Phrenology.
was loud in his denunciations of that science,
and held that it was utterly impossible for any
man to tell his character by feeling on his head,
for he knew that thcro were no ' bumps' on
and he had heard that phrenologists judged
man's character by the bumps on his head.
resident of St. Croix County,
Mr. Smith was
Wisconsin, and In course of time through this
phrenologist who lect
county there traveled
Mr. Smith attended, and
ured on the subject.
was well pleased with the man and the manner
In which he presented his subject, and was al
most persuaded to believe it. But he clung fast
to his old notions, yet with the determination to
possible.
investigate and uncertain the truth
"The lecturer offered to give private examina
tions to those who wished, and our fricud lost no
time in calling upon him, with the determination
there were any truth in Phrenology he
that
would know it. He knocked at the door of the
lecturer's apartment, and without waiting for an

if

a

answer, stalked in right by the phrenologist,
who was seated in the center of the room read
ridiculous
ing, and began to stare around in
this
manner, finally asking the phrenologist
was the place where the man stopped that looked
at people's heads.
The phrenologist remarked
he wanted his head ex
that
was, and asked
amined. Smith said he did, and wanted to know
The phrenologist told
how much it would cost.
him his price. Smith answered that he thought
was too much, and concluded that he would
not be examined uhIcsr the phrenologist could
do it cheaper. Mr. Smith related this to Uf him.
it

Julia

Colman, author of
Catechism on
Alcohol." etc. 12mo, pp. 162, cloth 60 cents,
paper 35 cts.
Whatever Miss Colman writes has the quality
of usefulness, and Is particularly adapted to a
very essential department of moral instruction.
She believes, as nearly all believe who have
looked fairly into the tremendous subject of al
cohol, that intemperance can not be cleaned out
of our land until drunkenness is prevented. So
long as dram-shops are permitted to exist in their
amazing numbers where the population Is dense,
so long will the temperance reformer find it up
hill work to make any Impression. Careful re
ligious, temperance instruction afforded our chil
dren will, of course, do much ; but in order to
make that sort of education effectual, parents
and teachers must be deeply interested in the
matter of temperance reform. This manual, into
which Mis3 Colman has evidently put her heart
as well as her mental energies, is intended as an
aid to parents and teachers, but especially to
those who would get up a temperance school, a
novel idea.
She goes for the discussion of the
alcoholic habit in a scientific way, and not only
considers alcohol, but also tobacco, and shows
how Its injurious effects are wrought.
Pretty
full suggestions for the formation of a temper
ance school are given, so that they who would
enter upon such work in behalf of misery and
vice-bound souls will find their way made
smooth and comparatively easy.
Miss

place among our book notices. We feel a certain
mistrust when books about Indians, battles, and
adventures are placed in our hands, for we know
how influential such reading is upon juvenile
minds, and how pernicious is the multitude of
extravagant, baseless, and mercenary story-books
which crowd the common book-seller's counter !
But an examination of " Tecumseh" reveals a
book whose tone is generally healthy, and its
facts instructive, while there is attraction enough
in the incidents detailed to make their reading
agreeable pastime to most boys.
Mr. Egglcston brings into good relief the char
acters of the Indian chiefs, crediting them with
such noble qualities as they really exhibited, and
impartially condemning the Americans for acts
of cruelty and injustice of which they were guilty
A few very
in their relations with the Indians.
effective illustrations appear in the volume, es
pecially those in the characteristic style of Kelly.

ft

Juvenile Temperance Manual.
"

la;

if

tod inharmonious than before we perused them.
Mr. Roe's books exhibit his desire to meet the
creat need of the masses for moral and religious
light ; his characters Illustrate phases of Interior,
or mental life, and are depicted with that fidelity
which only close observation and personal expe
" A Face Illumined " shows
rience can supply.
in its general treatment the impress of caro and
thought ; in some parts there is a seeming stiff
ness and prolixity in the reasoning.
In the
course of the long story wc arc mado acquainted
with the processes by which a light, giddy, fash
ionable girl is couvertcd into a thoughtful, sym
pathetic, earnest woman, and how a face which
was perfect in its symmetry, but reflected
uo
soul, became illumined with the radiance of gen
erous emotions and exalted self-sacrifice.
In
working out his effects Mr. Roe gives us pictures
in detail of society life In various situations, with
the wine, cigars, and dancing thrown iu.

y.

io8
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self, and, laughing over it, said that if ever he
tried to looK and act foolishly and idiotically, it
was then.

" The phrenologist told him

to sit down, so that

he could examine him, at the same time remark

ing that ha (Smith) could not blindfold him.
The phrenologist told Mr. Smith afterward that
the minute he opened the door he knew he was
not as green as he appeared, and before he had
crossed the floor he had read his character. They
had a good laugh over it, and Smith went home
a firm believer in Phrenology, and has remained
so up to the present time.
a. w. 8."

PUBLICATIONS
RECEIVED.
The North American Review. The num
ber for January contains several articles of a solid

character. Those particularly entitled " Preser
vation of Forests," "The Solid South," "Sub
stance and Shadow in Finance," are worthy of
careful reading by those who are interested in
public economics. The Review will be published
hereafter monthly, an evidence that it has found
a well-merited support.
The terms are but Ave
dollars a year.

The Quarterly

Journal

of Inebriety,
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Washington, Charleston, etc., with valuable sci
and useful information,
by Professor
George W. Coakley, Unlver>ity of New York.
Published by the American Tract Society, New
York. A well-arranged aud illustrated manual
of meteorology for the family, besides a variety
of pleasant reading.
entitle

The Life and Works of Gustave Satter :
A Biographical Sketch in Memoriam of the great
Pianist and Composer. Published at Savannah,
An ex-Confederate soldier is the author of
this panegyric.

Ga.

Vice's Floral Guide, No. 1, for 1879, is ex
cellent for beauty and textural neatucss, and
issued early for the next season.
The Eclectic Magazine of Foreign Liter
atitke. Dr. Bidwell, the long-time editor, be"
gins the year 1879 with a choice list of papers,
and two or three installments of the best current
'
fiction.

Scientific American Catalogue for 1879.
This convenient catalogue has reference to the
valuable papers contained in the ScieiUiJie Ameri
publised by Munu & Co., New
York. Very convenient for reference by those
who possess the numbers of the Supplement.

can Supplement,

published under the auspices of the American
Association for the Cure of Inebriates. The last 1 Catalogue of Oriental Books, and other*,
or December number contains many interesting
comprising the library of M. Garcia De Ta»sy,
features relating to the phases and treatment of Member of the Institute, President of the Asiatic
drunkenness.
Society, Professor in the School of Oriental Lan
Arthur's Illustrated Home Magazine is guages, Corresponding Member of the Institutes
well maintained.
Although belonging to the and the Academies of St. Petersburg, Berlin,
Also, A Catalogue of Authors in
domain of light society literature, it has elements Vienna, etc.
of usefulness and a high moral tone.
Hidustanee, Persian, Arabic, Turkish. Arranged
The National Temperance Almanao and by M. De Lonele, pupil of M. Garcin De Tassy.
Teetotaler's Year Book for 1879, published by All of which will be sold on Monday, March 17tb
next, and on the following days, at Rue des Bons
the National Temperance Society, New York.
This catalogue
Just the thing which should be hung up in a Enfants, 28 (Malson SUvestrn).
comprises 2,975 titles, and its sale will afford an
conspicuous place in the home.
unusual opportunity to hook collectors who ait
Scientific American Supplement.
Cur
interested in Oriental philology.
rent numbers of this weekly publication are of
VoL
St. Louis Illustrated Maoazinr.
special value to those interestid in mechanical
affairs. The scientific notes are instructive.
In XVII., No. 96.
nearly every issue we find a lecture or paper of
The Dental Regibter. A monthly journal
A
considerable length, from high authority, on devoted to the interests of the profession.
some topic related to advanced scientific investi
well-edited class publication of somewhat inde
gation.
pendent tone.

Studies on the Laws of Life. Reviews of
various essays by Dr. Nathan Allen on the prin
ciples of physiology as applied to education,
health, and changes in population.
We are
pleased to see that Dr. Allen's investigations,
which have occupied so large a space in his
thought during the past twenty years or more,
command respectful attention among physiolo
gists everywhere. Dr. Allen's arguments for an
enlightened physical culture in this country are
irrefutable
The Family Christian

Almanac

for

1879.

-Astronomical calculations for Boston, New York,

The Preacher and Homiletic Maoazine.
A magazine of sermons and other matters of
The Rev. I.
homiletic interest and instruction.
K. Funk, editor, N?w York. This publication
is well sustained, the number for January con
taining several sermons from pulpits of repute.
We like the tone of Mr. Rhodes' strictures on
fancy funeral - .

The Hub Almanac for 1879, for which the
Hub Publishing Company of New York is re
sponsible. The same neatness in typographical
arrangement is shown in this as in the Ilul
well known to carnage matters.

,' '

no
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when he was in his manly prime, and have 1 the organ of Mirthfulness, which gives him
of wit,
the power of sarcasm, playfulness

always regarded him as one of the clearest
and sharpest thinkers in the country.
He was a very handsome man in his
prime, and we think it would be difficult to
He was a
find a finer-looking old man.
man of good size, rather tall, and straight
as an arrow.
He had a very fine skin, in

and was

a

said that he

twice as fast as most

people, and not a fact or a point of thought

would be lost in a week's reading ; and that
he could
recall anything and everything
which he had read, and use it on the spur
of the moment ; and he was considered at
the head of his profession.
Mr. Choate in his palmy days was re
garded as a most eloquent and influential
man at the bar.
These two intellectual ge
niuses happened to be opposed to each other
in a great law-case, and to the astonishment

of the court and the bar, both Mr. Cushing
and Mr. Choate were willing to postpone
The legal friends
the case to another term.
of Mr. Choate inquired why he consented to
" To tell the
postponem n . He replied :
truth, I am afraid of Cushing's knowledge
of law.'' Mr. Cushing being rallied on the
subject, tried to turn it off, and was charged
with being afraid of Mr. Choate ; to which
am afraid of him; he will
he replied:

"/

The center-

Cushing was a man of incomparable deter
mination, was headstrong, and somewhat
prone

to be dictatorial ; but with his won

scholarship and knowledge, with his
of judgment, he was
more likely to be right in his opinions and
purposes than many of those who accused
him of tergiversation.
The side-head appears flattened, as if he
lacked Secretiveness.
We believe that he
was not a man of policy or concealment ;
derful

clearness and strength

I

that he made

a straight path in the line

duty, as he regarded

of

and was not afraid

to declare his opinions on any subject of
public concern.
Mr. Cushing had large Combativeness,
which rendered him brave, pointed assail
ant
and wherever he took sides against a
subject, he was strong-headed, and his blows
were always heavy, and hit the mark.
This
well illustrated by his antipathy to En
gland, which led him to avoid passing

through that country on going to and return
ing from the Geneva Conference.
He was distinguished for his talent from
the day he entered college till the day he
died. As an orator he had few equals.
His
fresh and vigorous, but not
was
mellow
There was httle of the bland or mel
style.
low in his nature.
He was brilliant, inten
sive, logical, critical, persistent, unflinching.
a

would read a book

It is

and control men.

The plow in passing through the field makes
a furrow, not always straight and equally
large, but adapts itself to that which
but the glazier's diamond

it

developed,

mo

line of the top-head is high, indicating Be
nevolence, Veneration, and Firmness.
Mr.

it,

amply

to influence

to appreciate

and therefore the power

a

faculties

tive and disposition,

meets;

does not turn in its

nor adapt itself.
goes straight
without compromising or wavering.
Mr. Cushing was more like the diamond than

warp a jury, right or wrong, through his
For Mr.
wonderful power of eloquence."
Choate to dread a conflict with Mr. Cushing

ahead

was no mean compliment.

like the rude

The reader will observe the width of the
upper part of the forehead, in the region of

mises.
oped.

It

course,

plow that sometimes compro
His social organs were well devel
Hence, he was
strong friend when
a

ary

perfect devourer of books.

ability to read character,

;

He was probably one of the best scholars
He had all the liter

in law in this country.

The upper part of

the middle line of the forehead is very prom
inent, showing a strong development of the

a

more than Webster's ardor and excitability.

uancy into his speech.

is

dicating sensibility, clearness, and intensity.
His brain was large, particularly in the
forehead ; and it was remarkably long from,
the opening of the ear to the brows, show
ing amplitude of intellectual development.
He had not only large perceptive organs,
but he had great fullness through the mid
dle of the forehead, indicating a wonderful
The upper portion of the fore
memory.
head was particularly massive ; he had a
Webstcrian strength of logical power, with

and the ability to throw brilliancy and piq

CALEB
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would appear cold, dry, and distant. He
was patriotic, a great lover of home and
country. Hence, he deemed the little town
of Newburyport, where he was admitted to
the bar, big enough and good enough for
him. though he was the peer of the great
est men in the land in his department of
he

he was again

statesmen.
Certainly after the de
parture of Sumner, Massachusetts possessed
no man whose native endowments and abil
ities were more remarkable than Mr. Cush
ing 's, and whose usefulness to the State and
the nation in every field was more conspicu
ously exemplified. He was born in Salisbury,
Mass., on the 17th of January, 1800.
When
but seventeen years of age he was graduated
Irom Harvard College, and subsequently re
mained there for two years as a tutor in
Mathematics and Natural Philosophy. He
then prepared himself for the law and was
admitted to the bar in 1825.
As was com
mon among lawyers of fifty years ago, he
gave some attention to politics, and in the

In 1857, '58, and '59 he occupied
the Massachusetts Legislature.

the

State

was again elected

Senate.

to practice

In

1833

to the Legislature,

in the latter year he was elected
gress, serving for four

consecutive

he
and

to Con
terms.

As a Whig he supported John Quincy Ad
ams for the Presidency, but becoming a
Democrat, he supported the administration
of John Tyler.
The latter nominated him
to be the Secretary of the Treasury, but his
nomination was rejected by the Democrats.
In 1844 he negotiated in China the first
treaty made between that Government and
the United States.
Returning home after
the completion of the Chinese mission,
he
was nominated and elected again to the
of Massachusetts.
There he
Legislature
became a warm advocate of the war with
Mexico, and when the Legislature refused
to appropriate funds to equip a regiment of
volunteers,
money.

Mr. Cushing himself supplied the
he was elected
regiment

Of this

a seat in

In the year i860 Mr. Cushing served as
President of the Democratic National Con
at Charleston, S. C, and a few
vention

he was elected

to

to the State Legisla

elected Mayor of Newburyport.
It is note
worthy that when Mr. Sumner's name was
offered as a candidate for the United States
Senate Mr. Cushing was active in opposi
So, too, he opposed the coalition be
tion.
tween the Democratic and Free-soil parties.
In 1852 he was a Justice of the Massachu
setts Supreme Court, and held that position
until appointed
Attorney-General of the
United States by President Pierce in 1853.

ablest

elected

elected

ture, and in that and the following year was

learning.
In the death of Caleb Cushing New En
gland has experienced the loss of one of her

to the Lower House of the
Massachusetts Legislature as a member of
the Whig party.
The next year he was

in

.

Colonel, and during the war he was made a
While in Mexico the
Brigadier-General.
Massachusetts Democrats nominated him
for Governor, but he was defeated.
In 1850

he took a liking to a person, though to some

same year that he commenced

IN G

I

months later he presided over the seceding
who in Baltimore nominated
delegates
Breckenridge for President. In December
preceding the outbreak of the late war he
was sent by President Buchanan as a confi
dential commissioner to the South Carolina
seceders, but his mission proved of no avail.
During the war Mr. Cushing remained in
private life, but his sympathies were known
to be on the side of the maintenance of the
In 1866 President Johnson ap
Union.
pointed him one of three Commissioners to
codify the laws of Congress.
By President
Grant he was appointed counsel of the
United States before the High Tribunal of
Arbitration on the Alabama claims, which
was held at Geneva,

and he acquired

great

manner in which he con
ducted his cause to a successful issue.
On
his return he published a history of that
tribunal, which was favorably received.
In
was
Mr.
successor
Cushing
appointed
1873
to General Sickles as United States Minister
at Madrid, for which position his wise coun
sel in the management
of the Virginius
case had shown him to be eminently fitted.
His departure was delayed by his nomina
tion to the place of Chief Justice of the Su
preme Court of the United States. So strong
was the opposition to this last appointment,
however,
that the President withdrew his
fame by the able
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Mr. Cushing remained in Spain un
til the appointment of Mr. J. R. Lowell in
In his earlier years he gave some
1877.
name.

attention

to literature,

being

at one time a

contributor to the North American Review.
In 1833 he published in two volumes " Rem
iniscences of Spain," the material for which
he collected during a trip to that country
three years before.
In the same year he
a " Historical and Political Re
published
view of the late Revolution in France," in
two volumes.
Mr. Cushing's political career was an ec
centric one, as compared with that of most
other prominent men.
Instead of identify
ing himself with a party and following its
course, he preferred
cordance

with his

For this

sions.

own views

he was

by politi

His

great

learning and legal abilities, however, could
not be ignored, so that his counsel on mat
ters of statesmanship
and diplomacy was
always in demand, and in his later years
our Government has owed much to his wis
dom and knowledge.
In his personal habits he was peculiar,
illustrating the effect cf long isolation, for he
had been a widower forty-five years. When
Newburyport, where he mostly resided
with a step-brother's family, in a plainly fur
nished house, on whose walls hang several
hundred fine paintings, it was understood
with the family that they should never en
He would
ter his study for any purpose.
never allow a woman to take care of his

in

in Washington

either,

preferring to

His library

was large

— full of histories, works
He was a de
of travel, and many novels.
novel-reader,
and
was
apt to keep
voted
to
him
all
be picked
day, ready
one beside
moment.
The
Boston
first
the
at
spare
up
and

miscellaneous

Herald

tells this extraordinary story in rela

his wide knowledge : " Once the
of the first ed tion of Webster's
publishers
Dictionary sent him from Springfield a pre
sentation copy, requesting in return a criti
cal notice.
Cushing having plenty of leis
ure time, glanced at the first page and found

tion

to

He read

mistakes.

as many

and found

more.

second

the

He read

the entire book, and wrote to the publishers
that

if

they expected he was going to write

of a book with five
errors in it, they were mistaken.
The publishers of course found fault with
his extraordinary statement, and wrote back
that if he would prove this to the satisfac
tion of Professor Porter, of Harvard, the ed
a complimentary notice

thousand

itor of the dictionary, they would believe
him.
Angry at this imputation, this extra
ordinary man read the gigantic book over
again, and wrote out the five thousand
and
mailed
them to Professor
mistakes
Porter."

or impres

taunted

the time seemed most favorable.

do the work himself.

numerous
page

[Marcn,.

to act and speak in ac

cians with vacillation, and the tendency to
trim his sails to meet the breeze which at

offices
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WHAT

ART THOU,

What art thou, Life

I

LIFE?

0 what art thou

?

Thou lightest every earthly brow ;
Thou ehowest every path we go ;
Thou quickenest every thought wo know !
Too short for joy — too long for woe.
Thou mystery ! O what art thou ?
Say, art thou limited in length ?

Art thou activity

? or strength t
Those only die who have had life ;
Art thou, then, with destruction rife ?
Thou workest thro' the nerve, the brain,
And thro' each sweet, sonorous strain.
No constant friend so near, we know,
And still we cry : " O what art thou ? "

Imbuing every tinted flower,
Thou flllest every passing shower ;
Thou'rt lost with each swift-fleeting hour ;
Inscrutable, all-present power !
Thou epeakest through the thunder's roar !
And through soft words which lover's pour ;
Thou speakest through the hand, the eye;
And through the rising, panting sigh ;
And in our untold agony !
" Yet Death "—with trembling lips we say,
While clinging to thine unknown way !
Thou plumest each fair angel's wing,
And those of smallest birds that sing j
And creepest through each creeping thing ;
While Science, with her theories,
Stands back before thy mysteries
Not understood, although so nigh ;
Unsatisfied, we ever cry :
" Why thus, mysterious Power ! and how !
Why art thou, Life ! and what art thou'; "
□BACH U. HOR1U
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BRAIN

COMBINATION

"THE

many faculties which enter into
composition of the human

mind, afford a boundless
scope for
and
as the
combination
:
diversity in
operation of each faculty is modified by
its relation to others, it is important,
in the application of the science, to
understand how the faculties combine
The
in the production of character.
many tints in the rainbow result from
the combination, in different propor
tions, of only three primary colors.
But there are upward of forty prima
ry faculties which enter into the com
position of the human mind, so that
we can form some conception of the
reason for the unlimited variety in
disposition and talent which are observ
able among men. From the three simple
elements in the rainbow

— Continued.

OK ORGANS

the

— blue,

MIND.

AND

CHAPTER XII.

yellow,

and red — it is not difficult to form the

four intermediary colors which result
from their combination ; but when we
depart from these fundamental colors it
is found difficult to estimate their exact
proportions in the composition of any

I
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AND FACULTIES.

branch of the subject, which will be of
service to the beginner, and which will
serve to illustrate its importance.

In

the early part of Dr. Gall's inves

tigations with respect to the functions
of different parts of the brain, he ob
served that a prominence

in the tempo
ral region, a little upward and forward
from the ear, invariably accompanied a
thievish disposition, and supposing then
that this part of the brain and this trait

of character bore the relation to each
other of organ and function, he named
it the Organ of Theft. Further obser
vation,

however,

proved

this idea was erroneous,

to
and

him

that

that the

primary function of this portion of the
brain was to give the desire to acquire
and possess, and that it leads to theft only
in

combination with small Conscien

tiousness (which, when fully developed,

for the rights of
with large Secretiveness,
which gives the disposition to work
slyly and covertly.
Large Approbativeness impresses an
in
it
instinctive
tint.
So,
character,
judging
craving for praise and es
given
may not be difficult to trace out the teem. In combination with large moral
combinations of a few elements in the organs it inspires a worthy ambition,
production of common and prominent to be esteemed for the sake of moral
excellence : honesty, kindness, and pu
characteristics ; but to estimate cor
In conjunction with
rectly the relative proportions of the rity of character.
primitive mental faculties in minute large intellectual faculties, it will lead
a skill
one to aspire after excellence in science,
shades of character,
requires
and
extensive
art, or literature, according to the par
born of long practice
The student's own judg ticular cast of intellect. Combined with
observation.
ment and power of discrimination, aided
strong propensities and an inferior in
tellectual
it
his
chief
reliance
and moral development,
must
be
by practice,
which
will
ambition
to
obtain
noto
the
extent
to
char
one
in estimating
give
acter is modified by the combination of riety in vicious or brutal indulgences,
its primitive elements.
tions,

however,

A

few observa

may be made on this

imparts a due regard

others),

and

being the biggest eater, the best
fighter, or even the greatest libertine in
as
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the community

;

these tendencies

according

shown

with small
will
be liable to con
Self-esteem, one
tinual annoyance, imposition, and in
He will give just weight and
justice.
full measure, yet hesitate to exact the
same in return.
He will abound in
neighborly and generous deeds, yet will

tiousness, and Benevolence,

being

as Alimentiveness,

or

Combativeness,

Amativeness

or
shall

predominate.

Large Cautiousness, with little Hope,
inclines one to melancholy and gloomy

Add

foreboding.
to this

large Destructiveness

association,

combination

and

usually

[March,

we have

the

suffer much inconvenience

in

the

of trespassing upon the rights or feelings
of others.
Such a combination of fac
ulties renders an individual the easy
If his posi
prey of the unprincipled.
tion in life be easy, they flock to him
and seek favors from him with fair

existing

Large Hope with small Cau
tiousness imparts a joyous, happy, and
If large Combat
careless disposition.
will be rashness,
there
added,
iveness be

suicide.

precipitancy, and indifference

to con

sequences, unless the intellect

be pow

of this combination of sentiment

and

speech

the tendency

erful enough to counteract

and

through

oily tongue, and he is
resist their solicitations.

powerless

to

His

Conscientiousness

large

fear

and

Be

dispose him to believe them

propensity.

nevolence

Large Firmness and Self-esteem, as
sociated, and in predominating activity,
render an individual headstrong, and
set in his own way.
He can be neither
coaxed nor driven, but must have his
If, however,
own way in everything.

to judge them with leni
ency; his large Cautiousness and Ap
probativeness
lest

combined

with

deficient

and

tiousness
diffidence
regard

in manner,

to what

others

and a sensitive
may

say

and

think of him; will entertain a dread
of giving offense, and if his intellect
be weak, he may be a timid slave for
If
the uses of unprincipled associates.
there be large Conscientiousness,

Cau

he fails

Conscientiousness

and Benev

duplicity, cunning, and deceit are char
Add to this combination
acteristic.

a moderate

Approbativeness and Cau
large, the person will show

Self-esteem

olence, inclines one to habits in which

intellectual and moral development ren
ders the individual proud, haughty, and
With the latter classes
domineering.
of faculties duly active, it will give dig

small

incur their displeasure;

to perceive the indignity in their con
duct toward him.
Large Secretiveness, combined with

Large

and a becoming
nity, independence,
sense of what is due to one's own
When Self-esteem is
personal worth.

he may

and from deficient

some one of the social organs be prom

Self-esteem

make him fearful to show

the slightest distrust in their integrity,

inently developed, he may be approach
It then
ed and influenced through it.
becomes the open door through which
wife, children, or friends may enter and
cause the stubborn will to yield.

and

honest,

large

Approbativeness,

these

a

and

we

have

the human snake in the grass — one
who is specious and fair to the face,
but treacherous in the dark.
Add to
I

j

considerable

endowment

of

Ideality and a good intellect, and we
have the intriguing seeker after noto
riety and popular applause ; him who
attains his purpose
through trickery
and plausibility.
These observations on the combina
tions of the propensities and sentiments,
and their resultant manifestations in the
mental life, as were cognize them among
men, might be extended indefinitely.

But enough,

we

think, has been said
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to give

of

the beginner a practical
and sentiments

propensities

An

association.

idea

in which the different

the manner

operate in

intimate acquaintance

with the individual functions of the dif

deductions of the phrenologist, that he
had already brought out twenty -two
inventions,
years of
faculties

by personal investigation

large

chief reliance in tracing out the com
binations lying back of the great variety
of phases of character which he will
meet.
ORGANIZATION

AND

PURSUIT.

As disposition is dependent upon the
differential influence of propensity and
so talent

sentiment,

is dependent

the intellectual faculties;
cess in the different
dependent

age.

not yet twenty-two

— The combination of

essential

to the

surveyor

is

Individuality, Form, Size, Cal
The engineer
culation, and Locality.
needs besides these, Constructiveness
and a good endowment of Causality.
The Business Man. — Individuality,
Eventuality, and Comparison confer
talent for practical business, by the
power which they supply for attending
to the details of any subject. - Causalty

upon

and as suc

vocations

chiefly upon

although

The Surveyor.

ferent organs and the practice obtained
must be his

»5

of life is

the knowing

it is most useful to under
stand
how the intellectual faculties
combine in the formation of talents for

faculties,

different

pursuits.

The Mechanic in general should have
a good endowment of the observing fac
ulties, -which is indicated by breadth
and prominence of the lower portion
of the forehead; especially should the
organs of Form, Size, Weight, and
Order be well developed to give him
just idea of proportion, and to make

a

him neat and systematic

in his work.

Large Constructiveness is essential to
give him facility in the use of tools ;
Imitation, to enable him to work after
models; and Ideality, to give taste and
artistic

symmetry

ality added
himself

to this combination,

Caus
makes

A

person once presented
for examination to a phrenol

the inventor.
ogist,

to his work.

and

was

described

by

him

as

capable of excelling in the field of me
chanical invention, the opinion being

his very strong Causality,
and Ideality.
After
Constructiveness,
the examination was finished, the young
man remarked, in corroboration of the
based upon

Mechanical Abilitik*.

Fig. 106.—Goon

gives planning talent, and the ability
to take in far-reaching conditions, and
should

be

constitute

added
a

to the foregoing

large business.

to

of a
Order and Number arc

successful

manager

also essential to give system and ready
and a good endowment of
Acquisitiveness to give an apprecia
tion of economy and of the value of
calculation,

property.

The Artist. — In the realm of art a
high order of Quality is the first requi
site.
Individuality is essential to give
attention to details; Form and Size to a

P/fRENOLOGICAL
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perception
perspective.

of shape, proportion, and
Weight is essential to the
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call at a particular street and number,
and

ask for a certain

A

name.

few

sculptor, to enable him to give a natural

persons were collected, but the names

pose to his figures, as well as to propor
tion the force of his blo.vs to the effect

were not mentioned.

which he wishes to produce upon the
marble.
Color and Locality are essen
tial to the landscape painter, to enable
him to appreciate

the relations

of tints

and the laws of perspective.
Comparison

is essential

ability and discrimination;

critical
Construct-

the examina

of one gentleman,
we described him as being artistically
inclined, but deficient in Color; he
would be more likely to work at steel
tion and description

or crayon, or marble than in

engraving,
colors.

to

In

There

and a crayon

an oil-painting

being

hanging in the
room, of about the same size and ap
parent value, we said, by
picture

way of illustration, that

if

those two pictures were on
he would
dollars for the

sale at auction,

bid forty

and only '.wenty

crayon,

for the oil-painting.

" The

next

man

who

took the seat for examina
tion was described,
other

things,

fond

of

art,

among

to be very
but

more

particularly fond of colors,
and the two pictures were
V

again used as illustrations,
by

that

saying

if

they

were for sale at auction, he

bid forty dollars—
the full value — for the oil
would

painting, and only twenty
dollars — or half its value

— for

iveness to manual

expertness;

Imita

tion to copying talent; and Ideality to
taste and a sense of the beautiful.

As an interesting

example of the de

pendence of talent on cerebral develop
ment, as well as of the facility which may
in reading character from
forms, the following sketch is

be acquired
external

cited :

"About

1858 the author was invited
to a house in New York, to make a few

examinations.

He was requested

to

the crayon

picture.
When the examinations for

Fig. 107.—The Scirntist. — Dr. K.

the evening were closed, we were intro
duced

by name — the

to the gentlemen

first being the great crayon artist of New

York, Mr. Rouse, who made the crayon
picture, and the other, Mr. Church, of
'
'
Niagara fame, who had really painted
the picture in oil before us.
We were
then taken into

tbe parlor and shown

the original study of the
ra,' by Mr.
•

" How

'

Falls of Niag-

Church."*

to Teach."

Nelson Siier.

BRAIN AND MIND.

in

activity grow toward each
other, and in extraordinary cases, this
mental

so considerable that an organ
growth
may appear to be quite out of its nor
mal situation.
The semi-intellectual

exhibit much variation in this
When closely allied in activ

organs
respect.

ity with the perceptive

faculties, they
appear to be drawn forward and down
ward.
When working with the re

direction of growth
While
close
sympathy

is

their

flectives,
forward.

in

it

Time, Calculation,
Causality, and others, and will render
them contributory
to its operation.
As
general rule, organs associated

knowledge of the existence, the ap
and

pearances,

A

objects.

of

properties

good endowment

flective organs
the principles

is

a

in

is

in

is

a

;

is

;

a

to give
just perception of intervals;
Form, to supply ability to read music
readily Weight, to proportion the force
with which the chords should be struck
to the loudness of the tone which
desired to produce Constructiveness,
to impart manual expertness, and Ideal
ity to give taste and exquisiteness to
the performance.
The Writer. — In literary talent
large organ of Language
essential,
combined with Individuality to give
point and definiteness to the expression,
Eventuality to supply memory, Com
parison to give critical ability, and
Ideality to give taste and refinement.
The Physicist. — A large perceptive
development
general necessary
to a talent for the natural sciences,
since these sciences consist chiefly

very active and large, will attract Ideal
ity, Constructiveness,

is

;

is

is,

The Musician. — In musical talent a
large organ of Tune
of course, the
first essential
Time
also necessary,
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essential

and

the

natural

of the

re

to trace out
more

remote

;

connections and dependencies of these
objects but we frequently meet with
men eminent for scientific attainments
in

whose

much

heads

the

predominate,

knowing organs
the reflectives be.

is

ing only moderately indicated.
The careful observer will notice that
the local development of organs
in

it

a

members of the group, that they will in
dicate
tendency of approach toward

Thus, predominant Firmness attracts
Self-esteem, Veneration, Conscientious
Approbativeness, Hope, and other
neighboring organs so that the head, in
some cases, will appear to be massed in
ness,

-that region.

Or Acquisitiveness,

when

Fig.

108.~The

Artist — Delarochb.

with the moral sentiments, they show
an upward tendency.
If, however, they
co-operate
mainly with the physical
forces,
course.

the

growth

takes

a

a

fluenced by their tendencies of associa
tion.
The strongest organ of
group
will so influence the growth of the other

downward

Some writers who have noticed

this characteristic of brain development
and deduced composite mental quali
ties, have sought to subdivide some of
the organs, assigning to their front,
back, and side parts, functions of an

PHRENOLOGICAL

ti8

L.

For

class.

intermediate

Prof.

instance.

N. Fowler divides most of the large

organs into three sections. Veneration,
in his scheme, consists of Worship, with

anterior division denned as Respect,
and a posterior division entitled An
an

tiquity; Acquisitiveness is made up
of Acquiring, Saving, and Hoarding;
Ideality, of Expansiveness, Refinement,
and Perfection ; Friendship, of Gregariousness, Love of Family, Sociability;
Alimentiveness, of Desire for Liquids,
and Desire for Solids ; Comparison, of
Criticism and Comparison.*

Practical
pensities.

of

Importance

— In

these

Pro

the

remarks

on

combinations of intellectual

the

faculties

it should be borne in mind that the pro
pensities and sentiments exercise a very
important influence in the manifestation

of talent.

Many persons having the in
tellectual qualifications which would en
able them to take a leading position in
almost any pursuit, occupy an inferior
station from lack of energy and force of
character, qualities conferred by large
and

Combativeness

Destructiveness.

Others

whose

fail

accomplish results

to

talents

excellent,

are

in

tion to their talent, through
tional

sensitiveness

propor
constitu

and diffidence,

the

effect of small Self-esteem in association

with large Cautiousness
tiveness.

Others,

and Approba-

again,

abuse

intel

gifts of a very high order by
perverting them to base and immoral

lectual

purposes,

a weak

endowment

[March,

the predominant activity of the

from

higher sentiments, the artistic talent
may be directed to the purest and
In Buonar
loftiest conceptions of art.
roti, Delacroix, Da Vinci, Delaroche,
other

and

artists

great

works are of
development

whose

best

religious type, the moral
of their heads is at once

a

noticed.

The

organ of Tune, when combined

with Veneration, leads to the production
of sacred music ; consider the portraits
of Handel, Mozart, Beethoven, currently
accepted ; combined with Amativeness
and Alimentiveness, it tends to the
composition of unchaste and baccha
songs A taste and talent for
dramatic writing are dependent chiefly
upon the intellectual and esthetic facul
ties ; but the class or character of the
plays is an indication of the bent of the
writer's disposition. In all our large cit

nalian

ies there are theaters
and the character

of

of

different grades,

the plays which are

in them, and the character

represented

of the audiences who assemble to listen
The manager of a
theater once remarked to Mr. Combe,
that in the absence of a star performer,
he found it advantageous to introduce
a genteel comedy or a bloody tragedy.
In the former case the parquet would
be crowded, while the galleries would
be empty; in the latter the galleries
would be crowded and the parquet
*
* *
* *
empty.
to them, correspond.

of moral

sentiment failing to restrain their active
and powerful propensities.

JOURNAL.

The intel
talent for

It

is said

that in Frankfort,

Germany,

the hotel-keeper found that the members

of

which give a
the Peace Congress, who were mostly tetodrawing and painting may be perverted talers, ate so much of solid
food as to cre
by powerful Amativeness and a gener
ate a deficiency in certain dishes, as com
ally low organization, to the representa
pared with an equal number of his country
tion of lewd and immoral pictures ; or men who are given to wines, brandies, and
lectual

organs

* See L. N. Fowler's Bust of Phrenology,
at Stationers' Hall, London.

published

If this proves

anything, it shows
a good appetite
and a peaceful disposition.

lager-beer.
that

temperance

secures
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I

TO A CLERGYMAN.

DEV.

A. J. H. — My Dear Bro. : cases of men whose heads had changed on
their whole surface, as
there had been a
Though Mr. Nelson Sizer has given
mental earthquake, for their craniums were
you an able, and, I think, complete answer,
permit a brother clergyman, who once had broken like the surface of the earth by an
When he asked
the men
many doubts of the truth of Phrenology earthquake.
forced upon him by the irreverence of the had not undergone some great and recent
earlier apostles of it in this country, and who trouble, the answer was always affirmative.
once, because he felt that whatever was ir
The case
record was one where the
trouble
was
and terrible, though
reverent was so far false, rejectetl
sharp
give
brief; for was followed by full surrender
you a chapter of his experience that will
to the will of God, though
show that conversion may be accompanied
included the
earnings of years swept away by fraud and
by a change in the shape of the head.
the dearest child of his heart by death.
further believe
could be widely sub
You, no doubt, know of cases of volcanic
stantiated
the data were gathered — and
we clergymen would be the best committee
and earthquake conversion, and have read
for, instruon the collection of such data
of the trance conversions, where long un
Also,
our
conversion
consciousness followed the arrow of convic
business.
mentally,
believe, that whenever
believe,
tion.
In such cases,
for
sudden
necessary
the salvation or usefulness
of a man,
change of cranial shape could nearly always
You know also that blessed fact
change always takes place in his coronal be found.
that the soft, last-ossified
organs because that crown organ of Ven
portion of the in
eration
set in a heavenly-jeweled
circlet fant head includes the organ of Veneration
of Hope, Spirituality, Benevolence,
et al.
Now this often does not round out
and
Conscientiousness, and too,
a man of twenty-five years,
think, of till the child
Firmness and Concentrativeness,
seldom rounds out later than that
for they and
will yet be proved that aft
think
belong to religion in my Presbyterian faith age.
in "the Perseverance
never does except on conver
of the Saints," and er that age
are, all of them, necessary mediums of our sion.
But the real point
desire to make
religious life — one or more of them for our plain is, God evidently designs two things
perception of God for you know man has thereby — a divine approval of Phrenology
three kinds of sense and seven senses. The and
blessing on the endeavor to convert
latter are:
will
skylight to see God in His soul by making
phrenally easy.
faith by His Spirit, a looking-glass to see
can change brain-action, and so brain-form
himself in his self-consciousness
by his and cranial shape, which
undoubtedly
soul, and five doors and windows in what can,
know that by experience man
left
"
usually called his senses by his body to without excuse because of his nature, etc.";
for God makes this religious, coronal por
see the world (see the Greek difference
be
"
"
tion of the brain easiest to change. Blessed
tween " wholly
and " whole
in ThesThen, too, you know
salonians v. 23), and as mediums of our be His holy name
relative duties to God and man.
that the objective point of salvation
the
a

is

!

1

is

I

is

it

a

it

If

a

a

;

I

it

I

it

it

I

is

is

;

a

I

is

I

it

is

;

if

I

it

it a

it

it,

I

if

if

*-

of

the man

urgent,

his

His mighty working
That

body

own case imperative, or as the style of his

changed

development

after.

by

the

here

Holy Spirit.
will be

and

up to the grade of its spirit here

Phrenology
God's foreordination.

I

is

— not to mention
in grace
the conservative
or radical character of his
creed.
One of the Fowlers records the

changes

thus

in the

In conclusion,

line

of

before

proceed to my story, let me remark that

I

need

body by man's regenerate spirit through the
soul, because of the blood of Christ and

is

as God's

is

a

That change of shape may take a short
time, such as my case shows, or
longer
period, as described by Mr. Sizer, according

I
j

worth saving to the world.
1 said that thirteen years ago he was con
He thinks now that it
victed of his sins.
was nothing more.
He nearly went crazy.
He was sitting in a saloon at 1 1 P. M. wait
ing for a boon companion to go on a
" bum." All at once he heard a voice say
" Get out of here." An internal, but
ing,
He got out in a hurry, but
of
and said he would be
it.

audible voice.
was ashamed

d

if

I

a

prayed three times

that the

day

would make a
preacher of him.
urged him to the office
and work, but as he was zealously indus
trious after his turning to God, and was
making money in real estate — he cleared
five years, from eighteen
twenty thousand
"
to twenty-three, and had " married a wife
— he said he would not preach, but would
when he got rich build churches, as then,

Lord

I

year

houses.

His only religious

church-work

life besides some

which was
He gave two hundred dollars
to his church the first year.
But " he that hasteth with his feet sinneth." He could not help
for
only
him that b.lieveth who "shall not make
haste." His faith was "smaller than the
"
smallest of all seeds
only enough to ger
minate hope sufficient to save him from his
sins.
Hope always precedes faith, both
Scripturally and salvationally — that is, sav
ing faith in the man without in his sins
he
looking unto Jesus. He went astray
The crimes of the
went greatly astray.
bold, bad, ready, handsome, and " hail well
"
man were his. " He feared not God,
met
Benevolence,

is

large.

it

and

was

;

His mother was his
He would have whipped
any other relative on provocation.
A faithful, praying wife bent the heavens
saw him fall under God's
to him, and
hand.
was like the falling of
house.
The one sin that now remained prominent
man."

nor regarded

sole allegiance.

was

spiritual pride,

a

a first-class preacher in one year.
He is also something of a poet, a musician,
and a singer.
A celebrated physiognomist
says he would make a first-rate detective.
He is the youngest born of six living chil
dren, and was the only one in the family
You could lay your
lacking in Veneration.
hand in the hollow on the top of his head.
You see, with all his deficiency, he was
became

for

it,

worked with. On only a grammarschool education — cut short because he was
an unruly boy and would crawl under the
seats to stick pins in the other boys, and
fought the teachers when they wanted to
punish him, and learned cabinet - making
before his temporary exile was ended — he
ever

my closet, where

and

it

thirty-six times in the trip, yet taking only
four hours sleep in the whole time, in order
to organize a church in a frontier town.
He can lay several "squares" more of
flooring or shingles a day than any man he

of God and man. His thorough
shown by his writing me,
who was absent a distance of thirteen hun
dred miles, and asking pardon from me for
had never known he had done
things
against me. He entered the church and
forgiveness

ness therein

;

He has beaten a champion billiard-player
of Indiana.
He always kept himself in
spending-money by the marbles he won as
a boy. He can with a revolver shoot a duck's
head off at thirty yards on the water.
He
was a polite gentleman
at six years of
age and always very attractive to women,
besides being now the handsomest man in
his town.
Since his second conversion he
has walked one hundred and twenty-five
miles in five days, wading streams of icewater waist-deep in the mountains in March

is

genius was convicted of
He is an inventor of high order.

in

his sins.

as he

his

I

a young man of varied tal

in

I

1866

then

It

About

ent and undoubted

he was afraid of anybody,

now and

in

j

divine.

March,

flight with
clenched hand to face his invisible foe. But
still he fled on homeward in the darkness,
For days afterward he was in agony.
Sometimes
he would lay and roll on the
hill above the house till his very eyes
seemed
starting from their sockets or
changing their places.
He resolved to do the usual thing — join
the church — after he had found peace
the
turned

I

reverent

j

most

a

Journal

scientific work I read,
and the later exponents of the science, rev
erent men.
It shows the truth of their
phrenological faith, that its works are so
the

is

Phrenological

j

now fmd the

d
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was

especially

ONE OF OUR TEMPERANCE WORKERS.

The

results were

panionship
Association.

in the

A precious

revival

these : he sought com
Young Men's Christian

He became a street preacher.
and many conversions
followed the faith with which he inspired
His
his companions and his ministry.
His head in the
poetic talent awaked.
organ of Veneration raised half an inch
in six months at the age of twenty-nine
years.
He sought me for an education to fit
him for his work. He came first to help me
He built it almost alone,
build a church.

The
quitting tobacco, his last vice.
leaving off of this habit nearly drove him
wild, as his use of it had been very excess-

\

j ive — amounting

in money to one hundred
forty dollars a year for several years.
But now even the desire for tobacco has
left him.
In four months I ordained him
an elder of the church, because the people

j and

liked his preaching so much.
more he carried the
sermon

before

presbytery's
it,

his

In six months

and

favor by

he was licensed.

is

:

is

In a year more he was ordained, after a
still, after
creditable examination.
He
two years, the popular and much-esteemed
pastor of the same flock. When he came
to me his manners had been degraded to
those of a rough he now has the manners
kind, Christian gentleman,
of
and
growing more gentle and refined every
Truly,
trophy of grace and a proof
of Phrenology.
When we add to all this the fact that
have known a mediocre intellect to become
bright and vivid after conversion and remain
so — when there are many records of per
sons who were sick being restored to phys
ical as well as spiritual health at conver
sion, the change in the form of a skull at
conversion should be the rule instead of the

year.

I

a

one of the Northern States (Missouri) ; a deep
He shortly got a
depression fell upon him.
telegram saying this little one was dead.
She died at the moment of his sight of her,
with the words on her lips, " I am going to
He went out upon the beach
see papa."
of the Gulf and walked it all night in ag
In the morning his dark hair was
ony.
streaked with white.

at the same time preaching twice a month,
I and

exception

;

rampant against the clergy. I "sat down"
There was no further
on him for that.
correspondence for a year, in which time
his desire to enter the ministry by irregular
Then his child died.
I
ways increased.
wrote him in condolence.
He answered,
Then
revealing a truly changed heart.
came the point of my story.
He heard in a distant Southern city of
the loss of his property.
Sharp on the
heels of this news, as he was writing one
night at nine o'clock, he saw his little
daughter dancing so merrily in one corner
of his room that he laughed in sympathy
with her mirth. At that the vision disap
peared, for it was a vision, his family being in

121

a
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and

when

clergymen

come

to

know Phrenology, the only science of mind
that agrees with Scripture, numerous cases
will be noted in every revival of religion,
especially

where there are thorough conver

sions of those not brought up closely under
and devout instruction.
Yours, fraternally,
SELRAD.

covenant

ONE OF OUR TEMPERANCE

WORKERS.

FRANCIS MURPHY.

'

came to America.

His pursuits here were

bar-keeping being that to winch
reason, we might say, of
his type of organization and his lack of
the training and associations which tend to

various

he gravitated

by

T

nearly every man of his class,
socially, who has accomplished much
aj a worker in the field of temperance
reform, Francis Murphy's career from child
hood has been one of marked vicissitude.
He was born in Ireland about the year
1837, and while a lad of fourteen or fifteen,

;

IKE

-*—

the moral nature.
Appetite was
strong, and he early became a drinker of
The reader can easily
alcoholic beverages.
imagine the daily relations of a man thus.
develop

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
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inclined

;

renders

one restless,

how

dispensing strong drinks
irregular, disposed to
shift from one dram-shop to another, to
yield to this or that depraving influence, and
in time to hesitate little on the score of per
sonal obligation or honesty, when an ap
The spirit of
parent advantage is in view.
the liquor traffic is so entirely antagonistic
to everything honorable and pure that

Fkancis

of the best principles, if such ever
soon lose their moral delicacy.
Murphy was about thirty-one years old
when a crisis occurred of so startling a
character as to change the current of his
He was then connected with a com
life.

enter into

it,

men

engaged

in

mon hotel in Portland.

One day he became

an altercation with a drunken

man who had insulted

a guest in the hotel,

Murphy threw the
-drunken fellow down-stairs. By this fall he
and during the squabble,

[March,

injuries of a fatal character.
Murphy was arrested and tried for murder,
but was acquitted.
Soon after this affair,
he joined a Protestant church, declared
himself a temperance man, and went into
the ranks of the advocates of reform, and
has become one of the most successful of
lecturers.
Encouraged by men like Cap
tain Sturdevant and Joseph Nye, he labored
sustained

Ml'kPhV.

in Maine for upward of four years.
To his
efforts are largely due some of the most
stringent temperance
legislation now in
force in Maine.
From Maine he went to
the West, and for two years or more labored
Then he
zealously in Iowa and Illinois.
made his appearance in the Quaker State,
where great results have attended his efforts.

Armies

of men signed the pledge, and
of drunkards have been redeemed.
Bar-rooms in cities and towns by the doz
thousands

ONE OF OUR TEMPERANCE WORKERS.

is

;

it

is

is

a

a

is

a

is

:

remarked
to the immense
am not," he said, "a temper

reformer in the common acceptation
of that word
can not preach the Gospel
like
minister but
am doing the best
can.
am wrong and ignorant of the
right plan to save men, what
need
have gone on
light.
my stumbling way,
and
think that, in spite of obstacles, we
have accomplished glorious results."
;

ance

;

I

in

REGRET.
They are poor
That have lost nothing
they are poorer far
Who, losing, have forgotten
they most poor
Of all, who loie and wish they might forget.
For life
one, and in its warp and woof
There runs thread of gold that glitters fair,
And sometimes in the pattern shows cost sweet
Where there are somber colors. It
true
That we have wept. But
this thread of gold,
We would not have
tarnish let us turn
Oft and look hack upon the wondrous web,
And when
shincth sometimes we shall know
Th. memory is possession.
;

;

Is

0
!

1

;

a

'

it

he

"

it

is
a

;

is

passages are simply tremendous.
His de
scription of Sheridan's Ride, for example,
or his imaginative portrayal of the
upas
tree of intemperance
are astounding per
Such rhetoric, such elocution,
formances.
such acting are not often heard nor seen.
He races back and forth across the plat
form
he roars like caged tiger he leaps,
at the climax of his passion, three or four
feet into the air.
"Of course, you do not approve all this.
not your way of doing it.
Neither do

audience

regarding his own organ
At one of his last

fitness.

a

of the Irish girl who felt so grand
riding in her mistress' carriage that she
wished she could stand on the sidewalk and
see herself drive by,
and
capitally told
always when he drops into his native brogue,
the Irishman that he gives us
genuine
bit of character.
Some of his more tragic
story

;

and

it

— humorous, descriptive, dramatic
— some of which are very telling. The

stage.

I

'

he strikes off into di

gressions

It
is

ization
meetings

then

the classic

If
I

ing his home.
" Now and

self-consciousness

I

children

eyes as he

mother and the
the days when drink was curs

seen upon

The rhetoric may be faulty but
bighearted man that
talking, and the people
do not stop to measure his words by critical
standards. And now and then comes
pas
sage of natural description
or a touch of
human nature that mark the real orator."
small, but has a
In stature Mr. Murphy
large and compact frame, with
predomi
nance of the Motive Temperament, show
ing great bodily strength and
vigorous
and healthy constitution. His manners are
and
genial
polite, exhibiting a natural
which rivets the
courtesy in conversation
attention and wins respect from hi listen
ers. His eyes are dark gray, expressive and
wide
clearly indicating that their owner
awake and spirited.
His hair
black,
slightly tinged with gray, and his forehead
prominent the perceptive faculties being
large and active.
He should be credited with
degree of

is

his own

often

im

excessive

a

from

than

more

is

start

of the woes of

'

tears

in

the

The acting

scarcely

;

a

mere recitation.
His heart swells
being
with emotions that are not simulated, and

but

I

it,

it
is

;

a

'

;

if

The story is well told.
ing by evening.
You would not tell so much of
you
were in his place
but you do not feel, after
all, like censuring his frankness.
You can
see in his experience the depths of ilegradation an
woe into .which drink plunges
men
and he evidently thinks he has
bet
ter right to show you the dark side of his
own life than that of any other man's.
Often as he has told the tale,
far from

mense

I

de

;

World

scribes his manner when on the platform,
with much fairness, in the following :
"The story of his own life makes up a
If he stays
good part of all his speeches.
only a day or two in a place, you get an
abridgment of it. If he tarries longer, he
gives it to you at length, in installments,
with more or less of discursive moralizing
and description and appeal thrown in even

speaks

may be in spots,

is

New York

1

the

of Murphy's orthoepy or
does the business.
Crude

though the performance
a telling performance.

a

A writer in

But

is

West, and powerfully aided the struggling
hand of reformers.

all

you approve
syntax.

is
a

his

it

Continuing

it

closed.

been

he has visited other States East and
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I

have

t

ens

course,

is ;
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MRS. "SYSTEMATIC

given

such

here, tell me that
have a theory

I

is

to

it,

in
In my opinion the
millennium will come when a great and uni
versal system
established which every one
shall follow voluntarily then order, house
hold order in particular, will come out of
confusion,
and everything will move as
to slow music— the music of the spheres,
means.
you know — that's what
"Children should be taught in schools,
Then,
the first thing, to be systematic.
my hobby.

regard

it

if

;

is

to be sure.

will be no sickness, and even death
will be warded off by having
time for
doing everything, doing everything in time,
and keeping the whole vast mechanism of
a

there

it

and inanimate,
in such
things, animate
wonderfully complete working order that
will be simply an utter impossibility for any
thing to happen out of the rythmetically
established

course.

ended,

and

I

I

it

" Some public benefactor must, eventually,
have
all arranged in
begin this reform.
my own mind, and as soon as my visit here
shall

have

become

shall my
thorougly rested,' as they say,
self set about putting this thing into prac
tice. Meanwhile you can be thinking about
know by the
oh, will you not, lady
looks of your eyes that you have schooled
yourself to correct and systematic ways of
thinking, and perhaps sometime, when you
have a favorable
opportunity, you will

I

my plan to the visiting public.
could only get the right people in

I

a real, pervading enthusiasm

would be

am so confined

and oppressed like.

rub my eyes.

here,

Wait

success at once

My head

;

in

engendered,

feel so crowded

moment

;

terested

I

?

If

a

"

i

divulge

I

but

;

if I am not at the helm.
" Now that I am down

friends of my husband,

I

" My husband's friends

general superintendence of the whole place ;
aur wardrobes to see to, and the family
mending, which is no small task, as we are
obliged to use economy ; but I do the same
things, in the same way, day in and day out,
week in and week out, month after month,
and year after year, until the wheels and
the wheels within wheels of my domestic
machinery roll on just like clock-work, even
here for a little

am glad to have

a fair trial.

system

it

Friday, and bake Saturday.
By going
through these inexorable, yet pleasant
rounds, I manage to perform my inevitable
household duties with comparative ease —
with very little physical or mental strain.
" Of course,
preparing my meals, taking
care of the milk, making beds, dusting,
keeping the house in order generally, look
ing after the children, arid seeing to the
birds, the plants, and the aquarium has to be
Then, there is the
gone through with daily.

have

you see, and the

an impetus,

'

blue eyes to the floor, and in a sad tone : " I
feared as much ; it is very singular how few
people I find who can appreciate the utility
and beauty of perfect method.
" Now, it is constitutional with me to be
systematic, and therefore it is not only ex
pedient, but impellent for me to perform my
household
duties by a system.
Should I
attempt to disregard the stated rules and
reasons which I have laid down for myself,
the household
machinery becomes disar
ranged, and disorder worse than confusion
confounded is the consequence.
"Yes, I wash Monday, iron Tuesday,
churn Wednesday, sweep Thursday, scrub

given

there's no need

doing itself

I

the work

and

;

of

system was so perfect.

be possible for her to find a person who was
less so, she said, casting her large, tender

time visiting some

and, in reality,

housekeeper,

is

?"

to my answer that it would hardly

which they

nobody at home but
the little Irish girl that my husband took
from the Home of the Little Wayfarers
some time ago.
He can't afford to hire a

it

In reply

my health,

to recuperate

I

systematic

and

say is not good, there's

is

long halls

it,

came to me as

it

I stood in one of
in the
Insane
Asylum, where I had been admitted to see an
unfortunate friend of mine, a delicate, fragile
little creature, who interested me at once
by her artless, lady-like manners, and the
sweet, gentle voice in which she asked,
softly, but somewhat abruptly: "Are you
the

is

CHE
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Where was I ?
than U6ual this morning.
Oh, I was going to say that when this
system shall be in full operation it will be
such a welcome refuge to myriads of weary
women."
" We call her Mrs.
Stacy,"
Systematic
said an attendant, as we turned to re-enter
the visitors' room.
"She never had a care
in her life until her marriage to a bustling,
prosperous business man, who placed her
at the head of his large household and farm
establishment. She was naturally ambitious
to become a model housekeeper and a good
wife, and as her husband continually im
pressed on her mind the necessity of their
practicing all possible economy, she fell into
the way of many New England married
women, of retrenching in the matter of
maid-servants' wages. Her husband, a man
highly esteemed in the business world, a
leading member of the Church, was partic
ular and exacting in his mannish thought
and disregard of women's peculiar
physical weaknesses, requiring her to super
intend
the whole establishment,
outdoors
and in, with the most painstaking care, and
the nicest taste, during his daily absence at
his office in the city. On his return, he ex
pected to find his six o'clock dinner nicely

lessness

STACY."
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I had received but one note from this
kind lady, which stated that there was no
perceptible difference in Mrs. Stacy's con
dition, when, in a few days, I saw the notice
of her death in the papers.

I

learned

subsequently

nate

lady

had

that

the unfortu

so piteously to go

begged

could, " only for a few
days," watch the working of her " system,"
and give it her personal superintendence
;
that her husband, regardless
of the head
physician's warning, that any shock in her
home,

where

she

fatal, thinking to
of
cure her
harping upon a topic of which
he had become heartily tired, took her
home, and, without any considerate
:u'd
weak

state might prove

timely preparation, led her abruptly through
dining-room, kitchen, pantry, and dairy,
an inexperienced
where
Irish girl had
reigned supreme for three months.
Poor thing ! she had left the whole estab
lishment in such perfect order, and every
day during the period of her stay at the
Asylum, had imagmed so vividly, how nicely
and orderly everything was going on at
"
of her former
home under the "impetus
rigime, that when the actual state of affairs

dawned upnn her, and she realized, as she
seemed to. do tor a moment,

that her

dar

wife and children in dress-parade

lmg system was but a myth, she became at
once a raving maniac, and lived but a few

pany, of which they had a great deal.

days.

cooked and handsomely served, and

house

for com
He
furthermore exacted that she should keep
along ttiitK her music and reading-, that she
might keep abreast of thev fashionable
friends.
Doing all this with the help of
one Irish servant, no wonder that her busy
brain sought so continually for some method
of lightening her cares and labors, that
reason lost its guiding and controlling
and

supremacy,

she

became

Moral :—
Pleasant tue social Intercourse of man,
When, Bowing through congenial pores of mind,
Thoughts, feelings, impulses, anc sympathies
Made manifest in speech, or silently
By speaking eye, blend in h.irmouious tone, —
As dilferent voices, blent in choral airs,
Transferring each to each a moiety,
Grow richer in the sum f ,r the exchange.

absolutely

MRS.

/NNIE

A. PRESTON.

demented."

I bade
tendant,
and

adieu

whom

educated

to

I

this very ladylike at

found to be an intelligent

person,

begging as a favor

respondence

with

her,

with

patient's condition

from

particular
of this poor

a

time to time, for

I

lived at some distance from the institution,
and had become greatly interested in this
sad case.

Affi n it y.— The

Frenchman,

Bernardin de St.
friend who had a
sister greatly ar'mired in society, but whom
" Shall I
seen.
he had never previously
celebrated

Pierre, once

that she would allow me to enter into a cor
reference to my being apprised

Temperamental
vis ted

a

you," sa.d the author of 'Paul and
Virginia,' to this tall, blonde lady of slow
of flaxen hair and blue eyes,
movements
" which one of your many admirers finds the
tell
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"
The maiden
with yourself?
blushed, but knowing that St. Pierre was
without information as to her social circle,
gave him opportunity to answer his own
" He whom you most admire,"
question.
was the reply, "is a brunette, active, of
quick movements, your opposite, with dark
The maiden turned
hair and dark eyes."
to her brother with a look of rage, and
most

favor

JOURNAL.
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said: "Why did you reveal my secret?"
But the man of science and letters replied :
" No revelation was made to me, except
through my knowledge of elective affini
ties."
Had he said "
prefer
temperamental

ences,"
more

his

would have been
with physiological ac

expression

in accordance

curacy.

HENRY WELLS,
MANAGER.

THE EXPRESS
the beginning of December last
of Mr. Henry Wells, in Glas
He has
gow, Scotland, was announced.
been well known to the business men of this
and other countries for years ; was one of
the first to perceive the importance of quick
transit in the transportation of freight and
news, and one of the first to carry into ef

ABOUT
the death

organized express business, whose
operations covered a large territory.
Our portrait represents him at the age of
fifty-five or fifty-six, when he was in the ze
nith of his strength, the vigorous adminis
He had
trator of a very extensive business.
a large head, with a constitution expressive
of endurance.
The features are heavy,
marking a strong impress of the Motive
temperament, with enough of the Vital to
sustain the operation of the mind.
The
head appears to be largest in the base,
showing thorough cooperation with the
body, and that the forcesofthe physique min
istered actively to the organs of the brain.
The perceptive faculties of the intellect
are large and active, enabling him to take
knowledge of all the affairs of property and
business.
The forehead rises high, and is
well pronounced in the region of Compari
son and Human Nature, showing that he
had quickness of judgment and discrimina
tion. The side-head forward of the ears is
well filled out, indicating excellent mechan
ical acumen, with talent and ability to sug
gest new methods and to plan new enter

fect an

what he desired

His will

was strong, and supplemented

by

His words

and

executive

deeds evinced

energy.

a consciousness

of power to

to do.

The head is

high in the crown, the region of self-reliance,
positiveness, and perseverance, and he was
well known for his self-confidence
and his
With so
ability to carry out his purposes.
much strength of character in the line of
work and accomplishment, there was never
theless associated
with it a good deal of
He had an iron will, but a kind
sympathy.
heart.
He expected his employes to do his
bidding thoroughly, yet he spared not him
self as a worker, yielded not to difficulties,
but forced his way toward the end he had

in view.

Still he could feel for those who

were in circumstances of need and sorrow,
and was willing to give them aid.

The

sense of duty, judging from the ele
of the head near the crown, was very
influential in his character. Doubtless, in

vation

cases where he had been unjust and the fact
to him, he would take
nine out of ten men simi

was brought home
more

pains than

larly situated to make restoration.
He was born in Orange County, Vermont,
in 1806, the son of a merchant, attended the
district school of his native place, and prob
ably would have taken up some professional

calling had not an impediment in his speech
his entering upon the preliminary
At sixteen years of age he was ap
studies.
prenticed to a tanner and currier in Palmy
ra, N. Y., remaining there about five years.
For the next ten years he tried several kinds
of business, and in 1831 became interested
prevented

in the transportation

prises.
unusual

do

In

1841

and forwarding

he took a position

as agent

line.
fot

Messrs. Harnden & Co., at Albany, in the
express business.
Having requested Mr.

HEN R

i879-i

Y

to put on an express line to Buf
received for an answer that if he
(Wells) chose to run an express to the Rocky
Mountains at his own expense he might do
so.
Being satisfied of the practicability of
the undertaking,
Mr. Wells did start the
New York and Buffalo Express, which was
established under the name of Pomeroy &
Co.
In the course of time this new and
Harnden

falo, he

responsible

enterprise

became

well known

well sustained by the public, and ex
tended its limits to other and more distant
In 1843 further
parts of the United States.
connections were established, under the firm
of Livingston, Wells & Co., with offices in
London and Paris.
In 1850 a consolidation
of different ex-

and

WELLS.
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press interests took place, under the name
of Wells, Butterfield & Co., and Livingston,
Fargo & Co., whose influence and efficiency
continued
for many years, and still exists,
under
other titles.
though
Mr. Wells was one of the company that
built the New York and Buffalo Telegraph
line in 1846, and which was one of the first
telegraphic lines put into operation. He was

in the construction of other lines
from Quebec, Montreal,
Toronto, Hamilton, Port Sarina, and Buffalo.

intercsted

also, namely, those

When the enterprise known as the Amer
Express Company was formed, Mr.
Wells was elected its president, and retained
that position until a few years ago, when
ill health induced him to withdraw from it.

ican
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Early in November he sailed to Europe
with the view to find some relief from his
growing infirmities, but survived the pas

but indicated a philanthropic

sage only a few weeks.

tained by his endowment,

He was

successful

in

acquiring wealth,

use of it.

Aurora,

says that what is desirable
If this be true, and there

is no good

reason to doubt the soundness

"
of the proposition, the " good time coming
can not be far off.
Whenever the freedom
and health loving people

conclude

that the

of servitude and disorder have
been worn long enough, and it has become
desirable to exchange them for other rai
ment, we may say it will be done.
Statis
ticians show the cost of injurious articles of
consumption to exceed by many fold the ex
Add to
pense of the useful and healthful.
this the expense of litigation and of vain
show, and it will be seen to what an enor
mous degree the labors of those who create
or produce are multiplied. Lift these dead
weights from society, and what is called
progress would be increased by an hundred
fold.
The mode of accomplishing this re
shackles

plain and simple in the extreme.
Remove the premiums that are now placed
upon disorder of every name and nature,
and the thing is done.
The system of fee
in individual cases and the credit system are
the most prolific causes of disorders — in
ducing its cultivation. By a thorough dis
continuance of these two causes, the results
consequent
upon their continuance would
sult

is

eventually and certainly cease. A great and
growing people need not to borrow, and are
amply able to pay whatever

debts they may

have been unfortunate enough

to contract.
inhabited portions of
the earth are dependent upon this, and it is
the height of criminality for the managers
to reverse the law of production and supply

The more densely

by allowing debts to stand and burthen

young

republic.

The

amounts

the

annually

squandered
upon useless sinecures would
wipe out the score against us in less than
ten years, if vigorously and thoroughly con
served.
And with the discontinuance of
and ar eTit:.rr free trade, an
custom-houses

and has obtained

a wide reputation.

USELESS BURDENS UPON

EMERSON
is attainable.

spirit in the
The Wells Female Academy at
N. Y., was founded and main

SOCIETY.

amount of productive force would be imme
to our land ; for it is
plain that, given the material for
manufactures
all at hand, and without cost
for transportation or removal, and no foreign
manufacture
can compete with the home —
thus inducing the transfer of whatever for
eign force now depending upon our market
to our shores at once — adding producer,
consumer, and capital sufficient to discharge
all obligation in five years.
Then hurrah
for a government without taxation !

diately

transferred

perfectly

T. M. SHAW.

"TRIFLES"
It

IN PHYSIOGNOMY.—

is said that a famous old artist once saw

a statue of a faun standing in a public place.
Desiring to give it an appearance of old
he took his hammer, and with one
light blow struck a single tooth from the
That was enough ; the marble no
jaw.
longer portrayed a young creature, and the
perfectness of the other teeth ceased to have
So, in personal character,
any importance.
it may be a very little thing which tells to
the most careless observer the whole story
of the badness or the goodness of that life.
Since we can not always tell just when or
just how we are displaying to the world evi
dences of weakness or of sin, we can not too
We
carefully guard the lesser acts of life.
may be betrayed by a word, or a look, or a
smile, or even by our silence itself.
Nor is it
age,

enough to try to present a fair show on the

if that which

is within be not pure
The best of men must some
times display the weak points in their ch.ir
acter; but a bad man, even though he yt
surface,

and good.

the most discreet of hypocrites, is absolutely
certain to betray his real nature, even at
times when he considers his efforts at con
cealment
Times.

most

successful. — Sunday-Schoot

THE TWO GREAT CITIES OE THE

CZAR.

The Kremlin.

THE TWO
T^ROM
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GREAT CI TIES OF THE CZAR.
Rus- experienced many changes,

the days of Peter the Great,

sia has been an important element

in

continent

Scarcely a war of any
the soil of the
which did not in some way enlist

the close

attention,

European affairs.
marked

extent

has shaken
and

in most instances,

of Russia.
Hence the
character of that great
Sclavic people have been made known to
the reading public on both sides of the At
lantic Ocean.
The development of the em
pire in literature and science can not be
the participation

history and general

said

to

have

taken

a definite

form

about the beginning of the eighteenth

until
cen-

when Peter the Great wielded the
His genius and remarkable ability
sceptre.
in practical affairs stimulated
to activity
element possessed by his
evety- civilized
people, and nearly all his successors, espe
cially Elizabeth, Catharine II., Nicholas, and
Alexander II., the present Czar, contributed
tury,

by their

enlightened,

yet in

most

respects

arbitrary, policy to promote the education
of the people, and the development
of the
resources of the country.
Every school-boy who has read his First
Book of history, knows something of Mos
cow, the former capital
of Russia, and
whose seven hundred years existence has
exhaustless

brought about
through intestinal convulsions and foreign
wars.
Devastated by fire three or four times
the
last occasion, by the Russians them
(on
selves,

1 winter

to prevent
asylum

its being occupied

as a

by Napoleon in 1812), Mos

cow is nevertheless a city which attests the
power and civilization of the empire.
Its
, citadel, the Kremlin, a part of which dates
back to 1339, is the most interesting build
ing. Situated on the bank of the Moskva,
which, curving upward, flows through the
city, the Kremlin is in the very heart of
j Moscow, and surrounding it are beautiful
! gardens and extensive buildings of a public
and private character.
From the river the
hill of the Kremlin rises, picturesquely laid
out with turf and shrubs.
The observer's
attention is first drawn to the column of
Then
j Ivan Veliki, which towers above all.
his eye wanders over the other buildings,
some of them of imposing aspect, which
stand upon the plateau of the Kremlin like
gems decorating a crown.
Among these
buildings are churches
turrets,

spires,

white, green,
very impressive

and
gold,

and

cupolas
and

palaces

whose

in hues of red,

silver,

present

a

scene on a sunny day.

A strong wall surrounds

the

Kremlin,

PHRENOLOGICAL
gates, two or three

Gate of the Redeemer, the triumphal way
of Moscowr. Every one who passes through
this gate must take off his hat. Over the gate
is a picture of Christ, which has been theic
during many generations ; its preservation
amid the havoc of battle and fire being deem
The custom of uncovering
ed miraculous.
the head when passing through the gate
is, however, much older than the picture.
The Nicholas Gate, so called from a picture

[March

mand of the Empress Anne, and bears
in

figure

The

robed

estate

tower in which it
it is said, in 1737

burned,
large

fragment

was

its

upon
once
; and

broken

her

surface.

hung was
in falling, a

It

out.

lay

it had fallen until 1837, when the
Czar Nicholas caused it to be placed upon
The height of the bell is
its present site.
inches, its diameter
feet
three
twenty-one
The metal
twenty -two feet five inches.
forming it exceeds three hundred thousand
pounds in weight, and is worth, on account
where

of the gold and silver in
over a million of
dcllars. It has been consecrated as chapeL
a

with many towers, and there are
of which have,
The
to a Russian, a sacred character.
most important is the Spass Vorata, or
embattled

several

JOURNAL.
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It

is

a

the
resting upon
pedestal of granite,
bell of Moscow, "The Monarch,"
the largest construction of the kind in the
world.
was cast in 1730, by com-

great

and white, and others gilded.
Some
historians say that
was
whim of Ivan
the Terrible, who was so well pleased with
that he caused the architect's eyes to be
put out that he might never build such
another edifice.
red

a

;

may be said that the wall of the Kremlin
contains within its vast triangle the most
interesting and historically important build
ings of Moscow the churches, tombs, and
palaces of the old Czars and Patriarchs, and
architectural memorials of every period of
Russian history.
Close to the tower of Ivan Veliki, and

The visitor in Moscow finds the cathedral
of St. Basil an object of curious interest, on
account of its oddity as an architectural
combines all sorts of features,
design.
having twenty towers and domes of differ
ent forms, and painted in different colors,
some with green and yellow, some with
it

deep

qualities.

It

in

also held

sacred

it

as possessing

It

respect

it,

of St. Nicholas over

is

hr Great Bell.

St.

Petersburg, the

modern

capital

ot

THE TWO GREAT CITIES OE THE
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Russia,

can not be said to possess the
of Moscow to the lover of history
and the antique, but it represents, in a strik-

CZAR.
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column erected to the memory of the late
Emperor Alexander, a shaft of red granite
which, exclusive of its pedestal, is upward
of eighty feet in
height. The statue
of an angel bear

interest

ing a cross sur
mounts it.

Among the Gov
ernment buildings,
all of which are co
lossal in size, are
the Senate - house,
St.

Isaac Square,

the Exchange, and
the Custom-house,
which are repre
sented

in the en

gravings. The two
tirst-mentioned are
s i x hundred a n d
fifty

feet

length.

each

in

Between

them is the colossal
equestrian
Cathf.dral

of St.

1; '

il.

statue

of Peter the Great.
The towers pic-

ing way, the later growth of Russia in
what is related to European civiliza
tion.

The location of the city on the

Neva is so low that the stranger while

approaching it obtains a very inade
quate impression of its size and char
acter ; but once entered, he finds him
self in spacious streets lined by build
ings

of unsurpassed

splendor,

the

grand avenues stretching in straight
lines far away, and on a dead level.

The finest thoroughfare is Nevski
Prospekt, which is two miles long and
one hundred

and fifty feet wide.

The

of the Imperial family
is one of the most superb of the royal
residences of Europe ; it covers a very
winter palace

toward
Neva of seven hundred feet. It

Urge area, having a frontage
t;ie

contains

many

exquisitely

adorned

chambers, and collections
of art treasures
which attest the
Nevskv1 (New) Prospect Street, St. Petersburg.
taste,
and
culture of the
power,
tured on the quay fronting the Exchange
Near the winter palace stands
Romanoffs.
are
used as outlooks (or observing the apthe largest monolith of modern times, the
halls and

132
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The site of St. Petersproach of vessels.
burg was, scarcely two hundred years ago,
a desolate marsh, and why Peter the Great

selected

it as his capital,

Thb Kxchangk

[March.

greatly from inundations, and is
liable to almost total destruction from such a
Mr. Sears says that a strong west
cause.

i has suffered
j
i

wind

is only a subject

for speculation.
A substantial footing for
buildings is only obtained by driving piles,
and the whole region is so low, that the city

JOURNAL.

at the

breaking up of Lake Lodoga in
the rushing waters

the spring, would force
and icy masses upon

the city, and crush its

palace and temples to fragments.

and Custom

House.

QUEER INDUSTRIES.

all the fashionable
houses and
note the interior menage, we should be
more than
little surprised, and probably
very much startled.
But
not with these decorous griefs
and difficulties that this article will deal,
but with a much lower stratum of popula
tion — indeed, the very lowest.
There
not
capital in Europe or America in which
hundreds of people do not rise up
the
morning uncertain as to where they shall
get their meals for the day, or indeed
and the hidden life of
they shall get any
these dinnerless and supperless ones must
;

if

in

a

is

is

it

a

inLo

must be
extraordinary as often
In London and New York there
grievous.
probably more monotonously sad exist
ence for thousands of their inhabitants than
for the masses of peo
any other cities
and
the race for existence
are
so
ple
great,
;

in

a

is

it

be as

so keen, that numbers

must get shouldered

forced to depend on charity,
or to do worse.
In Paris, too, there
a
vast amount of distress and crime, but there
and

is

aside

are at the same time, probably, more outlets

amid the restless and varied
of the Parisian world.
Some few of
for,
these industries we are about to relate
with
their extraordinary qucerness, they
lesson of perseverance, and
read us many
.he value of little things.
In no towns in the world, perhaps, except
the value of little things
those of China,
better understood than in Paris, and partic

;

their appetites

very frequently

;

In these
intermittent manner.
Barmecide establishments,
plate of meat
can be had for two sous
penny), and one
of vegetables for
halfpenny, while some of
the meals combine with the chance of get
ting something good to eat the thrilling pos
sibility of getting nothing. This
playfully
called I'hasard de la fourcheite (the chance
of the fork), and consists in the player tak
ing one shot Tor his money with a broad
two-pronged fork into seething cauldron,
and bringing up whatever he
the fork into.

An

able to stick

old hand often succeeds

in landing a succulent fragment of some

thing unknown, but

novice finds the cov

eted morsel evade the prong, and leave him
despondent

and dinnerless.

Another branch of the purveying busi
ness, and one, too, in which fortunes have
been made, is that of selling "harlequins,"
which consist of an olla podrida of scraps of
every kind, and sold for a halfpenny
plate.
The idea of calling this collection of eatable
patches by the name of harlequins, from the
dress of divers pieces and colors which deco
rate that stage professional,
Parisian to
the backbone,

with which the mess

and suggests

the cynical grin
regarded

by

The harlequin purveyor

purchasers.

its
on

terms of business
restaurants

with all the cooks at the
of the neighborhood, from whom

or she buys the broken scraps collected
by the end of the day, at the rate of three to
In
three and a half francs the basketful.
deed, this
the most lucrative portion of
he

is

;

in an

unpleasantly

life

is

and

can only gratify them

for employment

a

customers

by centimes,

is

; and

peep

measure

but

into these

is

of teeth

if,

shabbiness,

as familiar as dining in London

few people have ever penetrated
nooks and corners where the

a

pinching, and gnashing
Asmodeus-like, we could

anxiety,

there

is

everybody must be, or fancies he or she
must be, " in society," the struggle to make
ends meet involves many shifts in the home
circle, which are only known to the mem
bers of that circle, and the secrets of which
Outside
they keep with Spartan firmness.
are show, expense, and glitter ; inside are

of dining are so different that they might
belong to two different worlds. The expen
sive dinner has often been described, and
in these days of quick traveling, when Paris
only eight hours from London, dining

a

days, when

is

these

(a

In

a

suspects.

is

the world

must dine, just as they must in the Boule
vards and the Palais-Royal
but the modes

a

that touches a great many more people than

ularly in that essentially Parisian branch of
industry which caters for the hungry man.
Even
the lowest quarters of Paris, people

a

and all large towns, there
section of the population to
which the old saying applies— namely, that
one-half of the world does not know how
the other half lives ; a saying, by the way,

in

all countries

IN is a certain

INDUSTRIES.

is

QUEER

SOME

'33
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the cook's trade ; for, though he earns prob
ably a pound or thirty shillings a month for
his salary, he will make twice or three times
as much by the perquisites which he sells to

turkey

— bones,

that there is good fare within, notwithstand
ing the humble exterior. But these succu
lent joints, plump fowls, and tasty vegeta
bles are a delusion

as the assortment

But

They are

out for show from

is for nutritious

day to day, for a small
sum ; just as a beggar-woman hires a baby

portions of it fetch a still
higher price, such as the fat, which is care
fully sorted and sold to merchants to be con
The bones, too, at
verted into lamp oil.
least those which are bare of meat or skin,
some

purposes,

and a snare.

real, it is true, but they do not belong to the .
establishment,
and are, in point of fact, let

fat pickings, parings

— all is fish that comes into this net.
valuable

[March,

bles, and poultry hanging up at the window
or near the door, giving the visitor the idea

the harlequin merchant.
A fine basketful
it is, from bread-crumbs to beefsteak and
truffled

JOURNAL.

for her stock in trade to appeal to the sym
So, then, there is
pathies of the charitable.
a regular industry of provision-renters, the
eatables being returned as wanted, after

the name of rijouissance to the restaurants,

having done their duty in practically adver
tising the excellent resources of the cook-

to make their commoner soups ; and, having

shop !

are picked out and

done

sold

back again under

duty in this department,

this cheap soup, there is one
with it which is worth men
tioning, as it shows another branch of indus
trial cooking as ingenious as it is nasty.
It
must be admitted, by even the most unprej
Touching

they pass to

lowest cook-shops or gargotiers,
who again use them in a mess of broth fla
One
vored with carrots or burnt onions.
would surely think that a bone had now
done its duty sufficiently, and that it might
be allowed to rest in peace. But no. There
is still money to be made out of it ; for, if
big enough, it is sold to the bone-button
makers ; and if it has been' too much re
duced by repeated cracking and maceration
for this small purpose, it is, at all events, fit
to be made into animal charcoal, and probably
does duty in a box of charcoal tooth-powder
lying in a place of honor in the window of a

fact connected

the very

fashionable

that soup made of three or four
times used bones, and flavored with a burnt

udiced,

onion, can not be very strong, neither can it
look strong, which is perhaps more to the
purpose ; so, with a view to rectifying the
latter defect, an appearance of fat, at all
events, must be given.
But as all the fat in
the harlequin's cellars has been sold more
profitably to the oil-merchant, he makes

The soupgood the defect in another way.
concocter takes into his mouth as much
fish-oil as he can hold, and at the critical
moment, blows it out again in a sort of
well-regulated fog into the pot, where it
settles on the top of the soup, and gives it
the appearance of actually boiling over with
richness, like the milk-and-water so graph

perfumer.

Thus, it will be seen, that nothing is too
for a Parisian speculator, and that
there are depths in each station of society
which even our philosophy dreams not of.
Just as the eating material descends a step
at a time to fulfill its various uses, there is a
corresponding grade of professional industry
connected with it ; for the harlequin purvey
or, like the flea which has smaller fleas to
bite it, employs a number of hands, chiefly
small

women,

to sort

out the savory messes

and

apportion the elements so as to suit the cook
ing department, the lamp-oil maker, the but
ton-maker, and the preparer of animal char
It is a noteworthy fact, however, that
even in little restaurants and cook-shops
which carry their occupation and class of
customers
on their face, there is often a
most appetizing display of meats, vegeta

coal.

j
I

This
ically emphasized
by Mr. Squeers.
"
is
called
the
eyes
ingenious process
putting
into the soup." No wonder that money is
made in a trade of so many resources ; or
that a few years ago a celebrated harlequin
purveyor, a Madame Maillard, retired with
a large fortune, having already settled her
four daughters in establishments of their
own.

— Chambers'

Journal.

Mr. Seth Green,
received
labelled

the fish culturist, has

a gold medal from France.
" Paris-Green, Poissonier."

It is

UNWRITTEN CALIFORNIA.
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UNWRITTEN
SAN

BERNARDINO'S

CALIFORNIA.
NATURAL

/~\F all that has been written of the Gold^—' en State, not
one-third its wealth of
natural beauty and wonder has made

The salubrity of the
superior agricultural resources
tend to its importance as well as note.
The
town stands at the base of a mountain that
is but a spur of the grand range overlook
ing a stretch of valley hundreds of miles in

gen

acquaintance with public prints.
As
the railroads advance upon the frontier sec
tions, across the cactus deserts, and through
southern valleys where only the ranchero's
voice is heard shouting to his herds, the un
written wonders will gradually crowd into
note and attract a major share of the at
tention that has heretofore centered around
Yosemite Valley, Big Tree groves, the Gey
sers, and mountain lakes of beauty.
San

A

of

Emigration centered

Los Angeles valley.

blance

the present

in this most fruitful

as early as 1861, and the town

became

permanent.

The

is an arrow-head.

perfect

It

can be seen

and

vere storm a few years since, the mountain
washed by a freshet that defaced one
corner of this strange arrow-head desert. It
has identified
the locality as a wonderful
freak of nature, bestowed
the name of
Arrow-head upon the mountain and the hot
springs that are located at the base of the
mountain, and are also features of rare
was

increas

frontier towns, and be
tween Arizona and California, has brought
Los Angeles and San Bernardino into rapid

in

distinctly visible and trace
able ten miles distant.
It is of a grayish
color, perfectly destitute of vegetation, and
covers an area of loo acres.
During a se

originally laid out by Mormons who
were recalled
to Salt Lake some years
remained,
ago ; a few, however,
calling
themselves close-flints, and thus the set
ing traffic

describes

Springs.

for miles,

was

tlement

that

— others,

town.
of all valleys

surface,

the

shape, an arrow-head — some call it a spade
a trowel ; but its accurate resem

has long been known as the old

six miles distant from

CURIOSITY.

Upon the side of this towering mountain,
appears a large
section of barrenness, totally unlike the rest

Old San Bernardino was the ancient Spanish
Mission,

NATURAL

and six miles distant, there

town, on the western border, near to Arizona,
east of the great

and

extent.

AhkOw-hhAD

and

CURIOSITY.

note and importance.

climate

eral

Bernardino
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All

mountain

regions

in this

part of the

Pacific country vegetate a scrub growth of
bushes and coarse grass, but on the Arrow
head ground, not a blade or leaf of anything

It is
green has ever been known to grow.
not as stony and rugged as any other portion
of the mountain, but leveled off with the
smoothness of a lawn, and presents its dusky
" bare and brown,"
surface to the sunshine,

JOURNAL.

elaborate descriptions of Arrow-head Moun
The accom
tain and Arrow-head Springs.

panying cut presents the slope of the moun
tain above the town of San Bernardino, with
its arrow-head in full view, and the springs
with the Hygeian Home buildings at the
base, among the foot-hills proper.
LISLE LESTER.

of feet above the fruitful valley

thousands

In the autumn of

greatly

of hygiene, discov
ered these remarkable springs, which cover
about two acres of the broken, rocky foot
hill, directly back of the town, and under the
in the subject

interested

" Arrow-head."

Over the boiling spring he

erected a steam bath-house ; another he de
the
voted to cooking purposes exclusively,
water being unusually clear and free from
mineral or sulphurous taint. The gem of the
place is a fine swimming-bath, held in a natu
ral basin of rock and fed with several living
streams of both hot and cold water ; the
mingling of the two, tempered sometimes
by a single turning away of one or the other
stream, affords a delightful swimming-bath.
Here, this scholarly man, with the very un-

of Smith, opened and im
natural Hygeian Home several
years since ; the strawberries ripen in his
garden in March, and Nature's wonderful
supply of hot and cold sulphur and mineral
waters proved as interesting to visitors as
the grave, gray arrow-head of the higher
A more wild, novel, lonely,
prominence.

poetical

name

proved

a

salubrious spot can hardly be imag
ined. The boiling of the hot springs, the
boulders shooting up out of the
great
and

ground, the beautiful

terraces

that

formed

glowing with fruits, flowers,
and vegetables, while far as the sight trav
els below, a rich Southern California land
scape, with its valleys of alfalfa and wild

the

garden,

IN

LIVING

below.
1857, a gentleman

[March,

OMNIBUS.

AN

A TRUE STORY.

"

/"""HIPS, ma'am?

Only five cents a
basket," said a little voice, as I stood
at my gate one morning, deciding which
way

I

walk.

should

I saw

a small, yellowat me with
smiling
boy,
such a cheerful, confiding face that I took

Looking

around

haired, blue-eyed

the chips at once and ordered some more.
"Where do you live ?" I asked, as we wait
ed

for Katy, the girl, to empty the basket.
" In the old 'bus, ma'am."
" The what ? " I exclaimed.
" The old omnibus down on the Flats,

It's cheap, and jolly, now we are
used to it," said the boy.

ma'am.

"How came you to live there?" I asked,
laughing at the odd idea.
" We are Germans ; and when the father
died we were very poor.

We

came to the

city in the spring, but couldn't get any place,
there

were

so many

of

us, and we had so

little money.

We

stopped one night in the

old 'bus

was

left to tumble

that

to pieces

down on the Flats behind the great stables.
The man who owned it laughed when my
mother

asked

if

we might stay there, and

said we might for a while;

so we've been

there ever since, and like it lots."

clover, its shimmering of sunlight and sunny

While the boy spoke I took a fancy that
I'd like to see this queer home of his. The
Flats were not far off, and I decided to go
that way and perhaps help the poor woman,

warmth.

if

Early as 1867 these living waters attracted
the sick and afflicted of the near neighboring
ranches, vintage lands, and towns.
When
the Southern Pacific Railroad completes
the grand chain from Kansas City to
San Francisco, the world will hear some

back the basket,

As Katy handed
I said to the lad :
" Will you show me this funny house of
"
yours and tell me your name ?
" Oh,
yes, ma'am ; I'm just going home,
and my name is Fritz."
I saw him look wistfully at a tray of nico
she

seemed

honest.

BATHS AMONG THE GREEKS AND ROMANS.
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which Katy had put to cool in
window-seat, and 1 gave him one ; say
ing as he put it in his pocket very carefully :
" Six besides the
mother."
I just emptied the tray into the basket,
and we went away together.
We soon came
to the Flats behind the stables, and there
I saw a queer sight.
A great shabby omni
bus of the old-fashioned sort, with a long
body, high steps, and flat roof, with the long
grass growing about its wheels, and smoke
coming out of a stove-pipe poked through
the roof.
A pig dozed underneath it ; ducks
waddled
and swam in a pool near by ;
children of all sizes swarmed up and down
the steps ; and a woman was washing in
the shadow of the great omnibus.
"That's mother," said Fritz, and then
left me to introduce myself, while he passed
the cake-basket to the little folks.
A stout, cheery, tidy body was Mrs. Hum
mel, and very ready to tell her story and
show her house.
" Hans, the oldest, works in the
stables,
little cakes

the

BATHS AMONG

ma'am, and Gretchen and Fritz sell a many
; little Karl and Lottie beg the cold
victuals, and baby Franz minds the ducks
while I wash ; and so we get on well, thanks
be to Gott," said the good woman, watch
ing her flock with a contented smile.
She took me into the omnibus, where
everything was as neat and closely stowed
as on board a ship.
The stove stood at the
end, and on it was cooking a savory-smelling
soup, made from the scraps the children
had begged.
They slept and sat on the
long seats, and ate on a wide board laid
across.
Clothes were hung to the roof in
bundles, or stowed under the seats.
The
dishes were on a shelf or tied over the stove ;
and the small stock of food they had was
kept in a closet made in the driver's seat,
which was boarded over outside and a door
cut from the inside.
Some of the boys slept
on the roof in fine weather; they were
hardy lads ; and a big dog guarded the pig
and ducks as well as the children.

chips

LOUISE M. ALCOTT.

THE GREEKS

AND

ROMANS.

(FROM THE GERMAN.)

HPHE

and yearly increasing asat the watering-places might
give warrant for the supposition that it is
more a fashionable mania or an expression
If, how
of the rambling spirit of our age.
ever, we look back into antiquity, we will
find that among the Greeks and Romans,
immense

sembly

railroads or steam
boats, and traveling was attended with great
expense and difficulties, the rush to the min
eral springs and watering-places was even
greater than it is to-day ; and what will fur

although

they

had no

ther be remarked,

is the surpassing extrava

gance and luxury of such

establishments.

As the fashionable world to-day takes up its

abode in Saratoga or Long Branch, the

En

glish at Brighton, the French at Biarritz or
Dieppe, so the fashionable Romans wan
dered with their families and a host of
slaves to the beautiful Baiae, situated on
a magnificent gulf of the Mediterranean,
where they could by a strict diet and abste

from their debaucheries
Seneca and
Amianus Marcellinus we find descriptions
of great summer and winter excursions,
which have no parallel in our time.
The
latter tells us that in such a journey to the
country seat, the whole household moved
under the direction of officers of different
miousness

recover

at Rome.

In our readings of
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rank, just like an army of infantry and cav
alry under their officers. The baggage and
wardrobe went on in front ; then came a
number of cooks and lower servants, who
were followed by the chief corps, consisting
of a promiscuous mass of slaves, and the
rear was formed by the favorite band of
Baiae was similar to a wateringeunuchs.
place of our days, and consisted of the most
magnificent palaces, among which were
houses to be let out ; and Seneca
that

he occupied

apartments

such

containing

narrates

a house, the lower
a complete

bath with

all the Roman ideas of comfort.

The ancient physicians were acquainted
with a great number of mineral waters, and
appear to have been familiar with their ef
fects ; but they prescribed them without re
gard to their chemical composition, which
could then scarcely be discovered by their
defective chemistry.
From the aquis granensibus
and the Mattiacic Thermae (at
Wiesbaden near the Rhine), to the lukewarm
springs of Hamma Berda, near the Syrtis
minor in North Africa, called by the Romans
Aquae Sibilitanae, from the Thermae of Her
cules at Mehadia, and the mineral waters of
the Asiatic Taurus to the numerous sulphur
Thermae

of the Pyrenees, none but the most

and

that

after

they

were

in high esteem.

Julius Caesar, on banishing all Greeks from
No
Italy, excepted only the physicians.
wonder, therefore, that a continually in
creasing number of educated Greeks sought
their fortune in Rome and introduced the
systematic use of the baths of their coun
try.

When Asclepiades, from Erusia and Bithynia, through manifold charlatanry adapt
ed to the spirit of the times, became a re

nowned and fashionable physician in Rome,
Greek physicians stood in as high esteem
At this time
as in their own country.
the Romans were becoming degenerated ;
the immense treasures captured in the East
had caused the most extravagant wanton
ness, so that luxurious practices of all kinds
were instituted.

Then the first magnificent

private baths and public thermae were built,
and the Romans tried therein to equal the
Greeks, Egyptians, and other nations of the
East, as in other relations of luxurious liv
Among the Roman emperors, until
ing.
the time of Emperor Constantine, the use
of the baths remained a national custom.
Besides the private baths, of which Rome
in the time of the emperors possessed about
eight hundred and sixty, there were twelve

insignificant escaped the searching glance
of the physicians and speculators.
Wher
ever the Roman legions advanced, ruins of
It is quite
grand baths have been found.
natural from this high estimation of mineral
springs by the Romans, that warm and cold

public baths, and in all the thermae were
baths of a superior structure, provided with
everything that luxury and the comfort of
the time demanded.
These thermae, which
were at first called gymnasii, and which

springs were everywhere made use of; and
even at the latter, baths were erected, among
which those at Clusium and Gabii, which
1 loraz frequented, were renowned.
-The origin of the use of baths is lost in

an imitation of the Greek institutions, and,

antiquity ; among the oldest
of whose usages history has left us
authentic accounts, especially throughout
the whole Orient, bathing occupies the first

in that time

numbered

about twenty,

were

like them, originally intended for the culti
vation of mind and body.
Here the ora
tors, philosophers, poets, and other scholars
had their assembly rooms, libraries, arcades,

the obscure

pleasant

nations,

with plane trees. There were places for
wrestling, racing, playing at ball, throwing
at the target, and swimming.
The baths
were of different kinds, either warm, cold,
Besides, there were rooms
or vapor baths.
for
special objects, as, for in
designated
stance, a salve-room and the conisterium,

place

in the

consecrated

dietary rules, and was even
by religious rites.

poses of health,

For

the pur?

baths appear to have been

first used in Greece, and the Greek physi
cians were especially active in introducing
them into Rome. About two hundred years
before Christ Roman citizenship was grantid to Greek physicians for the first time,

groves,

and

promenades

planted

wherein the wrestlers anointed arid sprink
led themselves with dust, etc.
Other buildings were set apart as resi
dences

for

the

superintendents,

among
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whom the Gymnasiarch, the Palaestrophylax, the Argonistarch, the Gymnast, and
the Paedotriba
were the most prominent.
The gymnasiarchs stood in the highest es
teem, and acted in doubtful cases as judges.
The palaestrophylax seems to have had the
buildings and
economy, and the argonistarch over the
athletic exercises.
The gymnast and paedotriba were, in latter times, when medicine
was connected with the gymnastic, edu
cated men, who had to prescribe the differ
ent bodily exercises and baths, according to
the diseased state of the organism, and who
tried to check all pernicious excesses.
Everywhere in Rome the ruins of those
grand structures can still be seen ; those of
the thermae of Agrippa, Caracalla, and Dio
cletian being especially conspicuous.
The
first were erected by Agrippa, the son-inlaw of Augustus, evidently for the benefit
of the people and for the improvement of
the sanitary condition of the city.
It seems
that up to this time the lower classes were
very insufficiently provided for ; and during
the single year of his administration as
i£dilis, he established
one hundred and
The number of
seventy public free baths.
free baths was increased under the succeed
ing emperors to such an enormous extent,
that Alexander Severus had them erected in
all parts of the city where there were none.
This benefit of warm baths, which contrib
uted greatly to the comfort of the lower
classes, at a cost of about one farthing,
So extensive were
every one could enjoy.
the buildings of the thermae of Caracalla,
at the foot of the Monte Aventino, that
the ruins resemble a ruined city.
These
baths were ornamented with 200 columns
superintendence

and

1,600 marble

over

the

seats, and

3,000 persons

The thermae
of Diocletian were still more extensive, as
they enabled 6,000 persons to bathe therein.
One may form an idea of their vastness
from the fact that within their ruins a large
could bathe

Carthusian

simultaneously.

monastery

had

been

erected.

Also a part of the Villa Negroni and many
of the surrounding buildings, with their gar
dens, are located on the site of these ther
mae, in w'.-.ose erection 4,000 Christians are
said to have been engaged.
Diocletian had

139

with the most artistic
continuous streams of water
flowed from silver mouths into receivers ot
Egyptian granite and Numidian marble.
To get an idea of the works of art with
which these baths were decorated, it may
be mentioned that the Farnesian Hercules,
the Farnesian bull, and the colossal tops
of granite at the Piazza Farnese, and the
sumptuous floors in the upper stories of the
Lateran palace, are from the baths of Cara
calla, the much admired Laokoon is from
the thermae of Titus, and the two colossi of
the Dioskuri on the present Monte Cavallo
from the entrance of the thermae of Constantine.
Many columns which are ad
mired in our days as ornaments of recent
buildings of Rome are the remains of gor
in the interior of those
geous colonnades
the halls ornamented

mosaics,

and

thermae, and even to-day are to be seen the

of the most costly material, which
exhibited in the Roman museums.
Probably the most of these thermae were
fitted up with libraries ; this is positively
known of those of Diocletian, who had the
bath-tops

i are

library established by Ulpius Trajanus, in
the Temple of Peace, transferred thither.
Not alone in Rome were there numerous
bathing institutions, but the villages also
contained

Junior

Plinius

public and private baths.

tells us that in a village

near by his

country seat there were three public baths,
and that it was very convenient for him, if
he unexpectedly came there or made a short
stay, to use these baths, because he had no
time to have his own prepared.

It

seems

even to have been the law to have a vapor
bath fitted up in every hired country seat.

As the water in Rome and vicinity was
muddy and unfit for bathing, the supply
had to be conducted thither by aqueducts
many miles long, structures which call forth
Of fourteen of
the admiration of all times.
such aqueducts only two are left — the Aqua
Trajana and the Aqua Virgo of Agrippa,
which supply the present beautiful Fotana
Frari with crystal water. These two carry
such a quantity of good water into Rome
that it may be counted among the first cities
The water
in regard to their water supply.
of the Aqua Virgo was led over forty-six miles
from Tusculum (the present Frascati) mostly

,
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underground. In the vicinity of Tivoli the
conduit pipes were led through a hill.
As regards the inner arrangements, the
Roman baths were more complete than
ours.
From the more or less spacious ves
tibules and colonnades, one entered a large
room, where the bathers undressed them
or Frigiaround the walls of which were
seats ; from here the bather went either
naked or in the bathing-gown into the warm
room, the Tepidarium or Calidarium. From
the tepidarium the bather went either directly
into the warm bath, or this room served the
purpose of the ante room of our Russian
baths, which prepared the body for the va
por bath — the Sudatorium ; from thence
the bather went to the cold bath, or sub
mitted himself to the cold shower-bath.
The baths were heated from the common
heating-room, which was usually in the cen
ter of the building on the ground floor ;
above the heating-room was an apartment
in which three copper kettles were walled
in, one above another, so that the lowest
was immediately over the fire, the second
over the first, and the third over the second.
In this way either boiling, hot, or lukewarm
water could be obtained.
The bathingtubs were sunk into the floor and were onethird longer than wide.
In adjoining rooms
exercises were gone through, or the body
was brushed and rubbed with woolen cloths.
In the Elacotherium the body was rubbed
with salves, oils, and sweet-scented waters,
after which the bathers took a rest in the
lukewarm air of the tepidarium.
Originally the baths were for men and
women in common, but later they were di
selves ; this was the Apodyterium
darium,

vided, and the sexes bathed

separately.

The purposes of the ancients in the fre
In
quent use of the bath were manifold.
the first place they were indispensable on
account of bodily cleanliness.
The ancients
wore no shirts.
Men of quality, who pos
sessed abundance
of clothing and could
change often, had but little to suffer there
But to the poorer classes, especially
by.
those whose daily occupation was of a dirty
nature, frequent bathing was a necessity.

Everybody in ancient
footed, the soles

alone

walked bare
being protected by

times
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sandals,

consequently

foot was easily soiled.

[March
the upper part of the

It was

therefore

the

usage to offer a guest water on his arrival
to wash the feet.

Strangers and especially

people of distinction, on their arrival from a

journey, were commonly served with a bath ;
and men of good breeding thought it im
proper to appear in society without first
A bath was also taken and
having washed.
the body anointed before every meal, and
many took from six to seven baths a day.

A

bath

was usually taken just

before

the

ccena (dinner) in summer at two, in winter
at three o'clock. In most cases they washed
but the face, hands, and feet, and at the Nundinae (the eighth day of the week) they al
washed the whole body.
In the pri
vate establishments
bathing went on at any
ways

time ; in the public, however,
a certain

it was only at

hour, and was announced

by the

ringing of a kind of a bell. During great
national calamities bathing was sometimes
interdicted for a short period.
The baths were also used for pleasure.
The comfort, ease, and liveliness of mental
disposition which are obtained or promoted
thereby, could not long escape the observa
tion of the pleasure-seeking
Romans ; so
men of rank had their baths fitted up with
and taste, so as to
the utmost magnificence
make

the practice

more

the increasing effeminacy

With

agreeable.

and luxury of the

Roman people, the use of the baths
exaggerated,

was

and gave rise to the most un

heard-of excesses.
Poppea, the wife of Nero, who bathed
only in asses' milk, had an accompaniment
of five hundred she asses on all journeys.
The greatest abuse as regards bathing was
carried on in the time of the total degenera
tion of the Romans, when both sexes bathed
their shamelessness
and
promiscuously,
went so far that the attendants of the bath
ers were of the opposite sex, and the most
beautiful boys and girls were selected.
Ju
venal, Martial, and other satirists of the
time

censured

these

practices

in

severe

terms.

The third use of the baths was for medi
It is to be regretted that we
do not have any detailed report of the ex
cal purposes.

periences

of the ancients in regard to this.

BATHS AMONG THE CREEKS AND ROMANS.

1879.]

In the works of
only short notices.
Hippocrates are found certain general rules
about
the deportment before and after
bathing, and then in single cases about the
length of time one should stay in the bath,
and how often it ought to be taken.
He
cites cases in which a plain water or miner
al-water bath, or a bath compounded with
He says farther
physics, should be used.
that one should bathe neither before meals
nor before drinking, and expresses opinion
as to when warm and when cold baths are
He charges that persons who
proper.
want to grow thin should avoid bathing;
heavy and full-blooded persons should bathe
daily ; but weak ones should use baths but
seldom.
In certain diseases he rejects the
as, for instance,
use of baths altogether,
epilepsy, cases of sores, the quartan type of
ague and fever, etc. ; but he recommends
baths to persons troubled with calculi and
He also makes
daily and tri-daily fevers.
restrictions in regard to the temperature of
the baths ; warm baths are, for instance,
forbidden to children ; cold to those who
suffer from nervous diseases and headaches.
Concerning the influence of warm and cold

but

baths

on respiration and the pulse, the an

cients

had

weight

the Greeks laid on the correct appli
of the baths in sickness, shows that

cation

no

little

knowledge.

What
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when Marcellus, the son of Octavia, died
shortly after the use of cold baths, t?>ey
were repudiated
In the
just as quickly.
time of Emperor
Nero hot baths, with
cold shower-baths following them, were
fashionable.
Galen laid down certain prin
ciples regarding the dietetical and clinical
use of baths.
He considered the dietetic
and especially the regular use of baths most
important both for the prevention and cure
of diseases, and separated them from gym
nastics.
He ordered new-born children to
be sprinkled with salt, rubbed with oil, and
then washed in lukewarm water.
He pro
hibited heavy bodily exercises and cold
bathing until the twenty-first year, as being
injurious before the time of the organic de
velopments.

How much the ancients were convinced
proper bathing and bodily exercises
were essential to the preservation of health
and the cure of diseases, appears from a
remark of the elder Pliny, that the Romans
during the first six hundred years of the
Republic, instead of taking medicine had
resorted to baths alone, and that the mor
tality was not greater than after the adop
tion of the Greek physicians.
So much the
more was it to be regretted that the use of
the bath decreased with the spreading of
In Rome and Italy those
Christianity.
that

of the Hippocratic works
it
better
not to bathe at all than to
thought
bathe injudiciously.
The views about the
dietetic and clinic use of bathing, together
with corporeal exercises, passed from the
Greeks to the Romans, and Asclepiades es-

magnificent edifices were destroyed by the
Goths, Huns, Alani, Vandals, and other na

greatly toward their cor
rect application ; he preferred them to all
However, the empiri
internal medicines.
cal rules of Hippocrates soon fell into ob
livion, and when Galen, from Pergamus,
came to Rome, the sick were treated with

taken the field, were

the compilers

specially

assisted

out regard to principles based

on experi

Fashion then, as in all times, played
a great part, and when accidentally a rem
edy had effected a cure, the public used it
for all diseases.
In this way cold baths were generally
ence.

a remedy when the Emperor
Augustus was apparently delivered thereby
from a severe attack of rheumatism ; but
considered

tions

from the north ; those

were

destroyed

Franks.
a

by

the

on the Rhine

Allemanni

and

So the public baths, against which

fanatical

hierarchy had systematically
overthrown. St. Au

gave young women leave to bathe
only once a month, and St. Jerome prohib
ited bathing after childhood altogether, so
as not to kindle the flame of sinful lust.
Not until the beginning of the eighth cen
tury, when the sciences end pharmaceutics
of the Greeks and Romans began to revive
among the Arabs, did the artistic use of baths
come again into esteem in the Orient and
Spain, and Charles V. contributed greatly
toward awakening interest in the study of
the Romans and Greeks.
Through his ex
gustine

ample

he made the use of baths
He selected Aachen as his resi

especially,

renowned.
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dence,

to

him

enable

to

use

the

baths

there ; and many of the people followed

his

The Crusades also did a great
deal toward the preservation
of the baths,
as the Crusaders were made acquainted with
the use of the baths in the East and intro
example.

PHYSIOLOGY
7HEN

a

* »

substance

to be

tasted

is

the

in dissolving and disseminating the particles
over

the

reaches

When

mouth.

the fauces, and

the

substance

it is swallowed, a

current of air escapes from the glottis, and
carries any volatile portion to the posterior
nares, where it is liable to affect the sense
of smell.
Plainly, therefore, in order to
the
two sensations, we must either
separate
shut off the cavity of the nose during the
tasting, which can be done by most per
voluntarily by breathing through the
mouth and applying the soft palate to the
back of the pharynx, or we must interrupt the
current of air through the nares, which can
be done by holding the nose with the fingers.
We recognize two classes of impressions
made by articles of food — one of savors, of
which salt affords an example ; the other of
flavors, as that of vanilla. Most substances
sons

have both properties
an acid and a sweet

; thus a

strawberry has

taste, besides its own

delicious flavor.
The distinction between these classes has
not,

indeed,

been fully made

gists until of late

by physiolo

still less has the fact
been recognized, that all Jlavors are per
ceived by the organ of smell only, reducing
the number of impressions which the organ
of taste is capable of receiving to four only,
viz., Sweet, Sour, Salt, and Bitter.
This
can, however,

duced them into their own country ; and also
the spreading of leprosy made greater clean
in the West, until

liness absolutely necessary

at last the bathing establishments

; and

be easily and certainly dem
onstrated. Let the nose be closed by the
fingers, or let the posterior nares be shut
off by the soft palate, and a solution of
vanilla be taken into the mouth and swal
lowed.
It can not be distinguished from

became

again for a time a feature of luxury and
cess.

ex

W. & D.

TASTING.

OF

mouth, we press it
placed
with the upper surface of the tongue against
the palate, and thus force its particles in
The saliva, poured in by
every direction.
its glands responsive to the stimulus, aids
in

[March,

water.

Soup,

nutmeg,

cheese,

pineapple,

entirely flavorless
under similar conditions, though the ordi
nary sensibility of the mucus membrane,
and the perception of the four savors above

and assafcetida

are alike

us to comprehend
qualities which distinguish
these substances.
The common practice
of holding a child's nose while it swallows
disagreeable medicine, has its origin in this
peculiar relation of these two senses.
We have now to consider the exact local
ity of the sensations produced by these four
classes of stimuli. Experiments have been
tried by various physiologists with entirely
different results, which may be attributed
to want of care, and to not recognizing the
fact that all flavors should be excluded from
the investigation. All agree, however, in
mentioned,

certain

this

may enable

other

— that,

to be tasted,

a substance

be brought to the sensitive part
inasmuch

must

in solution,

as insoluble substances

have no

taste.

In the experiments
by the
performed
writer, solutions of white sugar, tartaric
acid, common salt, and sulphate of quinine
were carefully applied to various parts of
the mouth and fauces by means of a camel'shair pencil, pains being taken that no ex
cess of fluid should be used, which might
diffuse itself over other parts than that di
The following
rectly under observation.
results were uniformly obtained in six dif
ferent individuals, they all being unaware ot
the substances

used in each experiment

:

The upper surface, tip, and edges o!
the tongue, as far back as to include the
circumvallate papillae, are the only parts
concerned in the sense of taste ; the hard
and soft palate, tonsils, pharynx, lips, gums,
1st.

and under surface

of the tongue being en
tirely destitute of this sense.

CHEESE.

r879-]
2d. The circumvallate papilla

are by far
portion of the organ.
They perceive, at once, very minute quanti
ties of any one of the four substances used,
and are particularly sensitive to bitter.
Ir
ritating these papillae by pressure, or placing
a drop of cold water on them, excites de
cided sensations of bitterness.
3d. The central portion of the dorsum of
the tongue, to within half an inch of the
Sub
edge, is the least sensitive portion.
stances are distinguished with difficulty, or
not at all, when applied to it.
4th. The edges and tip of the tongue are
the most

sensitive

quite sensitive,

the edges becoming less so

CHE
Origin of Cheese-making — Sour-milk Cheese — Rennet
— Camel's Cheese —Used in Cookery — Its Digestibil
ity—Nutrition
in Cheese— The Curdling Process— A
M Ripenmg" Process —
Hygienic Authorities.

"

'

I "HE pressing
-*-

cheese

"—

of milk bringeth forth

so the critics tell us this

passage in the Proverbs of Solomon might

But this is by no
mention of this
substance.
In the book of Job we read :
" Hast Thou not poured me out like milk
"
And Solo
and curdled me like cheese ?
mon's father, when a young man, a keeper
of the flocks and herds, was sent to his
brothers
in the army with provisions for
them, and a present of ten cheeses to their
captain — "cheeses of milk" the margin

correctly be translated.
means'

the most

ancient

reads.

ORIGIN OF CHEESE-MAKING.
The references to cheese by ancient secu
The Greeks at
tributed its invention to a king of Arcadia,
named Aristarcus, and said to be the son of
Apollo, " and the whole of Greece welcomed
" In
this royal and almost divine present."
the time of Pliny little goat cheeses, which
were much esteemed, were sent every morn
ing to the market for the sale of dainties from
the environs of Rome.
With the addition
of a little bread they formed the breakfast
of sober and delicate persons.
Asia Minor,
Tuscany, the Alps, Gaul, and Nismes espe
lar writers is very frequent.

cially furnished very good

ones for the ta-

*
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forward.

They recognize all
The tip de
tects bitter with great difficulty, but is par
ticularly sensitive to sweet. A sweet sensa
tion, sometimes mingled with sour or salt,
is produced by gently tapping it with any
as we come

the four classes of substances.

insipid soft substance.
The tongue possesses ordinary sensibility
to a marked degree, especially at its tip, and
in this way detects the size, shape, and
texture of substances.
It is in the same
way that the qualities of pungency and astringency are perceived, which fact is proved
to the
by their being nearly imperceptible
conjunctiva.

E S

N. F.

E.

Romans, who preferred certain
The greater part
of the barbarous nations esteemed only the
strong cheese."
To us this idea that the making and use
of cheese was known so long before 'butter
seums a little inexplicable.
Our buttermaking is far more simple and easy than
our cheese-making, and more common too,
and these facts doubtless influence our ideas
on the subject.
But there are several con
siderations to be taken into account.
Milk
that was kept in goat-skin bottles would not

bles of the

sweet and soft qualities.

be likely to raise
chance

it should

much
get

cream,

"churned"

and

if

by

on some

journey, the lumps of fresh butter would not
be very clearly distinguished from cream.
The most of this milk, however, was prob
ably drawn when it was wanted, and if a
little did stand, it soured quickly in that
warm climate, and the little cream that rose
could easily be used in cooking or as an
ointment, for which purpose it was quite
A people who ate with their fin
popular.
gers, who broke their thin cakes, instead of
having loaves of bread cut in slices, who
had no facilities for keeping butter cool, and
no knives to handle it with at table, would
not be so likely to make or use butter, as
we might suppose under our own circum
They might use it melted, as the
Arabs and Hindoos do now, but they had
an abundance
of olive oil, which answered

stances.

every purpose.

PHRENOLOGICAL
CHEESE.

On the other hand, however, there was the
milk (if milk had been standing),
If
with which they must do something.
they drained off the whey, the thick residuum
could be mad: very palatable ; and if they
wished to hasten the process of its manu
facture, they had only to add sour milk to
that which was fresh.
Doubtless many of
"
the " little cheeses
of which we hear were
made in this way, as might be inferred from
the "sweet and soft" qualities mentioned
in those which were preferred for the Ro
thickened

man tables.

Very much of this character

is

the Russian cheese, known as Tworog, of

which more than seven million pounds are
sold annually in St. Petersburg alone.
It is
made of sour skimmed milk, which is placed
overnight, and then strained
and pressed.
In Bessarabia it is made of
the whole milk, soured and pressed, in which
case artificial souring must be used, or the
in the

oven

Sour-milk
The
cheese is not unknown in our day.
I have very definite
Dutch use it still.
early recollections of what our clean-nosed
Yankee doctor used to style the "dongheaps" (when they stood too long) of our
Dutch neighbors in the Mohawk Valley, and
of late we too have " little cheeses, sweet
and soft, brought fresh every morning into
the markets," not of Rome, but of New
cream

York

could

not be retained.

and Brooklyn.

RENNET.
In the course of time it often came before
eyes in the butchering of sucking
calves that the milk was coagulated in the
stomach of the suckling, and eventually this
stomach would be tried to produce coagu
When this first
lation for cheese-making.
occurred we know not, but it would seem
necessary to assign to it a very early origin.
observant

camel's cheese
was most highly esteemed by the ancients ;
next in order of excellence was that made
of the milk of asses and mares, while cowmilk cheese, although more fat and unctu
ous, was considered
only third-rate. The
milk of goats and ewes was also used for
this purpose.
The Romans smoked their

[March,

cheeses to give them a sharp taste, and they
possessed public smoke-houses,
subject to
police regulations,

for this purpose.

It

was

known in those days that rich pastures
would make rich cheeses, and Salonia, a
city of Bithynia, possessmg large, well-fed
herds, furnished an exquisite kind, known
as Salonite cheese, often served to the Em
peror Augustus, who ate it with brown
bread, little fish, and fresh figs.
USED

IN COOKERY.

In those days of curiously-compounded
cheese often played an important
part, though usually considered
rather a
vulgar ingredient. The following is a fair
specimen of dishes which won the popular
dishes,

favor.

B1THYNIAN CHEESE-SALAD.
Cut some slices of excellent bread

; leave
them for some time in vinegar and water;
then make a mixture of this bread with pep

mint,
garlic, and green coriander ;
throw on it a good quantity of cow's cheese,

per,

salted ; add water, oil, and wine.

This

is taken from the writings of Apicius
that prince of Epicurean cooks.
But it is easy to see, from its delightful in-

himself,

definiteness

as to the quantities

ferent ingredients,

that

of the dif

the art of codkery

had not reached very great perfection.

dividuals might be artists,
they often were

of tastes

and

In

no doubt

so, allowing for difference

with such recipes
could not be a very definite process.
Cheese
was also largely used in the composition of
pastry

; but

cookery

and cakes, where

now it never ap

pears, any more than in salads.
Perhaps we could not well bring a better
illustration of the fallacy of following an old
custom or an old precedent simply because
it is old.
There is no article of disputed
wholesomeness, the approved use of which
in antiquity can be more firmly established,
but shall we therefore receive it and partake
of
ignoring the logic of consequences to
personally, and the logic of com
mon sense in our judgment of probabilities
ourselves

?

SOUR-MILK
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ITS DIGESTIBILITY.

We

have already found in our considera

tion of the milk question that milk once cur

CHEESE.
is
a

is

it

is

it

it

?

is

it

If

THE CURDLING

PROCESS

in milk
one of decay.
so recognized
in the case of natural souring and the sep
aration of its ingredients by warmth, and
the nature of the change
not affected by
In many coun
the addition of other acids.
the method

resorted

rather than

cheese

to in curd
the

rennet, and the fact that such cheese
quite

use

of

is

tries this

ling the

not

so well liked by some tastes, does not

The action
now largely conceded
or decay, and
to be one of fermentation
not customary to use the latter
though
word,
correct according to Liebig,
more nearly correct in this case than " fer
mentation."
was formerly thought to be
due to the presence of gastric juice in the
stomach,
but the fact that fresh rennet
would not effect the curdling, that the ren

affect the nature of the process.
induced

by rennet

It

that.

fected?

is

the unnatural residuum, what be
comes of that ? If it would only be content
to remain quiet in a corner of said stomach
until it was wanted next time — but no, there
in the
is no such down-at-the-heel-ativeness
It allows no uncalled and
stomach as that.
extra servants dodging about in dark cor
ners to breed mischief, least of all such a
character as this, which is probably not
a servant at all by the powers
considered
So the
that be in this culinary department.
poor cheese is kept knocking about in the
stomach, not having earned the right to
pass out at the pylorus by virtue of being in
a fit condition to nourish the system, until
in sheer
at last it is let out by sufferance
I think
despair, and the poor stomach rests.
if you could see its true condition, you would
"
as
never send it any more such " digesters
cheese,

It

more
is the

is

the

is

suffer

a

which will but

for it afterward ; but after all, there

is

stomach,

is is

of expla

susceptible

is

if

it it

can explain this,

nation, only by supposing that its presence
may get up an unnatural excitement in the

It

Digesteth all things but itself."

I

is

poet

is

is a digester, as the oft-quoted
it with more rhyme than reason :
" Cheese, the mighty little elf,

cheese
has

lowance for the fact that there
time
when all food, and especially all animal
food,
at its prime, and after which dete
rioration commences and proceeds rapidly.
In the case of milk this
especially true.
Nature's plan
that
should be taken
without exposure to the air. Immediately
on such exposure its elements begin to sep
arate, acidity soon enters, and decomposi
tion commences, of which the curdling by
If there
acidity
any
only one stage.
sense in which
can be said that milk
certainly can ap
"preserved" in cheese,
ply to but very few of its essential qualities.
does not contain its original fluids — a
has the casein
very important lack.
and some of the oil and a trifle of the sugar,
the
are they in
What
digestible state
process they pass through in cheese-making,
and how are their nutritive qualities
af
is

adult stomach, so difficult
that traces of it were found undigested
How
throughout the intestinal tract below.
can we suppose that it helps the matter
any to curdle it and press it very compactly
How can all this make
before eating it?
I never have
it any easier of digestion?
seen any answer to that question, but I have
seen many bold and uproven assertions that
by the

is

died by itself in masses was very difficult to
manage
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NUTRITION

IN CHEESE.

would produce the best
effect, has upset that theory, and
now
generally conceded that its efficacy depends
on the same principle by which decay and
fermentation of any kind can be accelerated,
»>., by contact with another fermenting or

densed, but

decaying substance.

?

?

is
it

It

al

be

improved by the process
seems to
digestible in any degree
very difficult matter to make due

a

it

Is

it,

I know cheese is said to be " very nutri
I suppose there is no end to au
tious."
thors and doctors and quacks who call it
so.
And their principal reason for calling
it so is that it contains the solid part of milk,
that substance which is considered a perfect
and
food. Yes, go a little further ; burn
you have the solid part still more con

be washed

dried and

it

The

process the dairymen and
delight to designate as

subsequent

cheese-mongers

stand

it

and

is

net must

some time before
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matters

but

it

of animal

;

is

it

in

it

by

degrees."
Another author says, in speaking of
" ripening" cheese, that the curd
degrees
becomes softer and more soluble in water,
and gives rise to products of decomposition
which are soluble in water, and this makes
old cheese "mellow" and "rich" — these
con
qualities not being due to the butter
tains,
which statement other authorities
corroborate him. He speaks also of the
existence of ammoniacal salts in old cheese,
which can be shown by pounding
up with
ammonia
will
be
set
free.
when
quicklime,
We presume that most of our readers who
have been in the vicinity of stables, know
one of the refuse products
that ammonia
of animal systems, or, what amounts to the
same thing, one of the products of the decay
may never

have

occurred to them before, that the pungent

is

If

it

believe

much

more

obnoxious.

if

that the most,
not all of
those hygienists whom we consider authori
ties on food topics, now unite in condemning

that

it
is

if

cheese entirely, or
they allow its use, they
do not justify it.
The great plea for its use

AN APPETIZER;

prove

This

more

than

usually true, as any one
with
by commencing to eat
it

can

one can eat much
is

that with
without it.

other food after he has already satisfied
himself at the table.
He will find himself'
eating quite an additional dessert with rel
was largely for this reason that
ish.
was prized by the epicurean Greeks and
" Gluttons
Romans.
Homer says
per
ceived that
sharpened the appetite, and
great drinkers that
provoked copious liba
tions.
Thus the aged Nestor, wise as he
was, brought wine to Machaan, who had
just been wounded in the right arm, and
did not fail to add to
goat cheese and an
onion, to force him to drink more."
And
does not follow that we need copy
yet
such wisdom from either Homer or Nestor.
Unfortunately, the beer-bibbers of the pres
ent day have similar ideas.
But hygienists
have learned that we are benefited not so
much by the amount of food we swallow as
the amount we digest.
That
an agreeable addition to the
lunch of many
poor man who may be

it

:

hardy and vigorous enough not to realize
that
hurts him, we do not deny but we
venture

;

a

is

:

er ripening of the cheese, and, in one place
at least, evidently fearing that his directions
of the cheese-room
about the temperature
will not be carried out, he says " The ripen
process of fer
ing of cheese
essentially
mentation, proceeding best at 60 to 75

We

it

repeat

state of fermentation in

it

and speaks

as essential to the prop

latter, make

a

his guardedness,

the

to say that

if

forget

edly of fermentation

gases, the acids, and the

increased

it

(!)

" does not presume to explain this action ;
believes it to be sui generis, and known only
"
But before he finishes
by its effects
his treatise of several pages, he seemed to

The

may explain.
generally

is

process ; says he

AUTHORITIES.

any of our readers have ever wondered
why hygienic authorities usually prefer new
cheese to old, although the former
so
much more difficult to pull to pieces, this

it

A late English author tries to evade this
"
truth by declining to call the " ripening of

HYGIENIC

It

oxygen.

substance.

it

the case of growing fruits and grains. But
that can not in any manner apply to cheese,
which is a conglomerate mass without roots
or seeds ; nay, it is already partially de
cayed ; it is obeying the laws of death, and
not of life ; it is under the domain of chem
And
istry, and not of vital organization.
the business of chemical action in such cases
is to pull the dead organic matter to pieces
and return its materials to their original
forms of carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, and

the cheese a fermentative

of old cheese was due to the same

smell

it

PROCESS,
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it

A "RIPENING"

though what it is to bring forth after the
ripening is completed, but a mass of rotten
ness, they fail to show.
Ripening is prop
erly a process of structural growth, as in

is
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the time and expense

now devoted to cheese-producing were de
voted to apple-raising, and
the laborer
would substitute fruit for cheese, he would
be more cheaply and agreeably fed, and his
health, his family, and his country would be
great gainers. We are glad to say, that in

THE VENTILATION OF BEDROOMS.
of extraordinary

spite
efforts made to in
crease the consumption of cheese per capita

in this country, it is daily decreasing,

and

THE VENTILATIC
A LTHOUGH

the blood-circulation is
during sleep than when
awake, it is of considerable importance to
health that bedrooms should be well venti
lated.
The sleeper, like a bed-ridden per
son, is entirely dependent upon the atmos
phere supplied to him for the means of
carrying on the chemical purification and
nutrition of his body.
He must breathe
the air that surrounds him, and he does
this for a lengthy portion of each period of
twenty-four hours, although it is probable
that in a large majority of cases the atmos
less

active

has

phere

become

so deteriorated

expiration of carbon and
from

the body generally,

the

by the

emanations

that if the senses

were on the alert some change would be
as a mere
matter of preference.
When a person places himself in a condi
tion to take in all air, without being able to
exercise any control over its delivery, he
sought

ought to make sure that the supply will be
not merely for the maintenance

adequate,

of life, but for the preservation
of health.
If a man were to deliberately shut himself
for some six or eight hours daily in a stuffy
room, with closed doors and windows (the
doors not being opened even to change the
air during the period of incarceration), and
were then to complain of headache and de
bility, he would be justly told that his own
want of intelligent foresight was the cause
Nevertheless, this is what
of his suffering.
the great mass of people do every night of
their lives with no thought of their impru
dence.
There are few bedrooms in which
it is perfectly safe to pass the night without
ordinary precautions
of fresh air.
Every
should, of course, have
sleeping-apartment
a fire-place with an open chimney, and in
cold weather it is well if the grate contains
something

more

to secure

an inflow

a small

than

fire, at least enough

to create

an

upcast current and carry off the vitiated
In all such cases, howair of the room.
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we hope that, through the good sense of the
people, it will continue to decrease more
and more.

N

OF

JULIA

COLMAN,

BEDROOMS.

ever, when a fire

is used it is necessary to
see that the air drawn into the room comes
from the outside of the house.
By a facile
mistake it is possible to place the occupant

of a bedroom with a fire in a closed house
in a direct current of foul air drawn lrom
all parts of the establishment.
Summei
and winter, with or without the use of fires,
it is well to have a free ingress for pure air.
This should be the ventilator's first concern.
Foul air will find an exit if pure air is ad
mitted in sufficient quantity, but it is not
certain pure air will be drawn in if the im
pure is drawn away.
So far as sleepingrooms are concerned, it is wise to let in air
from without.
The aim must be to accom
plish the object without causing a great fall
of temperature or a draught. The windows
may be drawn down an inch or two at the
top with advantage,
and a fold of muslin
will form a "ventilator" to take off the
This, with an open
feeling of draught.
fire-place, will generally suffice, and produce
no unpleasant
weather

consequences, even when the
is cold.
It is, however, essential

that the air outside should

be pure.
Little
is likely to be gained by letting in fog or
even a town mist.— London Lancet.

Costliness of Food.—

Thousands of

persons, we might say hundreds of thou
sands, in our great republic, begin life poor,
live poor during life, and die poor because
of the exceeding costliness of the foods they
eat.
Think of our eating butter at thirtyfive cents a pound, when one can buy Indi
an corn at sixty cents a bushel. One bushel
of hickory nuts has more oil in it than five
pounds of butter.
One bushel of Indiaiji
corn has more nutriment in it than tw,o,
dollars worth of the best beefsteak you cajii
find. One bushel of real graham flour has.
more nutriment in it than a barrel of supetifine flour and fifty pounds of beefsteak.
Wespend ever so much to live when it need cost
us but little, and our health be all the -bettter. — Exchange.
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NOTES IN SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE.

Gas as a Fuel. — A

writer in the New
Times urges the more general use of
gas, as in almost every way superior to wood
and coal for cooking and even heating pur
He says : " The ' heater ' and the fur
poses.
nace are generally hot in mild days and cool
in cold ones; at breakfast, cheerlessly dull,
and over-bright at bed-time , the lower part
of the house too hot, and the upper too cold,
and the windier the weather the less efficient
ly the heat will rise. At best the heat they
supply is dry and burned, laden with the
odors of combustion,
provocative of colds,
headaches, and languor.
As for stoves, it is
to put them in every room ;
impracticable
and as for the range, the kitchen has its own
No possible improvements in the
troubles.
fissures can remove these defects inherent in
the process of coal burning ; the dirt, labor,
inconvenience,
injury to health, discomfort,
and general disturbance consequent upon the
present method of obtaining beat — the rare
use of steam and hot-water circulation ex
cepted — form a chapter of troubles and make
our domestic economy, in this important par
ticular, fifty years behind the times.
Perhaps
the majority of well-to-do people have used
gas more or less for cooking in the summer,but comparatively few understand its advan
tages. Unless used for the purpose of giving
heat, it works with the minimum of heat ; is
instantly ready for work without waiting, runs
indefinitely without fluctuating, and is 'out'
the instant it is no longer wanted ; the labor
is only the same as that of managing an ordi
nary burner for light, and there is no dirt of
On the
any sort. There need be no odor.
Bunsen burner, properly used, every culinary
operation can be performed ; meat can be
cooked directly in the flame, with a better
Gas, in fac:,
flavor than when coal is used.
is always used, the process of combustion be
ing simply one of evolving heating or lumin
ous gases, the solid fuel being present merely
that its oxygenation
may evolve those gases.
If we have the gases lor heating, without the
coal, we obviously no more need the latter
than we do for light ; and, on the merits of the
case, it is as needless, absurd, and objection
able to make our own heat by burning the
coal as it would be to make our own

York

and to disseminate such information in regard
to alimentary science as will most effectually
promote the public interest."
The organization provides for an Executive
Committee, consisting of the President, Sec
retary, and Treasurer ; for an annual meeting
or convention ; for a Committee on Publica
tion ; prohibits
incurring indebtedness be
yond the cash in hand ; admits any person to
membership on sending name and address
to Secretary; and all members entitled to
vote and to receive copies of proceedings who
subscribe one dollar or more per year to the
funds of the association.

Dr. J. H. Lovell,
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Kaighn's Point Ave

nue, Camden, is Secretary.

Hygienie influenee of Vegetable

Perfumes. — Readers of this department have
already seen in past numbers allusions to re

search in this matter, the view being advanced
that agreeable odors are healthful, and the
offensive poisonous.
Now in this line it is
announced by the Medical Press and Circular
that an Italian professor has recently mado
some very agreeable medicinal researches re
sulting in the discovery that vegetable per
fumes exercise a positively healthful influ
ence on the atmosphere, converting its oxy
gen into ozone, and thus increasing its oxid
The essences found to de
izing influence.
velop the largest quantity of ozone are those
of cherry, laurel, clover, lavender, mint, juni
per, lemon, fennel, and bergamot ; those that
give it in smaller quantities are anise, nut
meg, and thyme. The flowers of the narcis
sus, hyacinth, mignonette, heliotrope, and lily
of the valley develop ozone in closed vessels.
Flowers destitute of perfume do not develop
it, and those which have but slight perfume
develop it in small quantities.
Reasoning
from these facts, the professor, according to
the authority quoted, recommends the culti
vation of flowers in marshy districts and in
all places infested with animal emanations, on
account of the powerful oxidizing influence
of ozone.

Writer

in the Rural Home says : " I
A
have just made gates to replace some oldfashioned pairs of bars that 1 am heartily tired
of opening and shutting.
They are cheap,
light."
durable, and very easily made.
Each gate is
An Alimentary Seienee Assoei twelve feet in length by four feet in height.
ation. — A movement has just been set on Five boards four inches wide are used, be
Battens should be
foot for the establ ishment of a society with this sides battens and braces.
title.
Many hygienists and others interested placed on both sides, making three thick
in health reform arc working in its behalf. nesses to nail through. It does not take more
Among the princi than thirty-three feet of boards, worth, per
It is a "happy thought."
" to collect information rela haps, sixty-six cents, to make each gate. Add
pal objects are
tive to the effects of various articles of food ; to that ten cents for nails, and the value of
one hour of your time, and you have the
to ascertain by investigation and experiment
A gate of this kind will out
what description of food is best calculated to whole expense.
last a framed one costing four dollars, and
secure the highest degree of health ; to ex
pose the character of such food as is known as no hinges are used, that expense is saved
It is held in position by means of a
or is discovered to be poisonous or injurious, also.
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stake driven in the ground four or five inches
from the post ; not in a straight line, but a
little more than the thickness of the gate to
ward the drive-way, so that when opened the
gate can be turned half-way round and be
parallel with the drive-way.
It is kept a few
inches from the ground by a strip nailed to
both stake and post, on which one end rests
when shut, and on which it slides half its
length and then swings round as on a pivot
when opened.
The strip is usually placed
ander the second board, in a space arranged
for it, by cutting away two of the battens. This
strip lakes the place of hinges.
A gate of
this kind can be made in much less time and
at as little expense as a pair of bars, and is
certainly much more convenient."

Warts in Skin Grafting . — A

dis

covery which is credited to Dr. Searle.of New
York, is annonnced in the Medical Jiecord as
follows: As common warts of the skin are
collections of vascular papillae, admitting of
easy separation without injury to their excess
ively thick layer of well-nourished epider
mis, the idea was conceived that, by their use
for the purpose" of skin grafting, better and
more rapid results would be obtained than
when the ordinary skin of less vitality is used.
As proof of the theory, the following case is
cited, where there had been complete destruc
tion of all the skin on the dorsum of the foot,
involving to a great extent the deep cellular
tissue, and where for several weeks no heal
ing advanced until grafts of freshly-removed
warts from the patient's hand immediately
started little islands of new tissue, which
rapidly increased, until they coalesced and
met the margins of the border skin, thereby
completely covering the foot by firm, protect
ing integument.
Warts of the hand can be used with better
results than small pieces of normal skin in
skin grafting, in consequence of being easily
separated uninjured into numerous cylindri
cal rods of great vascularity, and containing a
large proportion of hypertrophied epithelium,
which, when planted in heahhy granulating
tissue, readily adapt themselves to the new
soil, receiving direct nourishment and quick
ly growing as starting points for a new and
smooth epithelial covering.

Interesting Experiment. — M. de
Chancourtois,
Professor of Geology at the
School of Mines in Paris, has devised an ex
periment to illustrate the lormation of ridges
of hills by risings in the crust of the globe
while still soft from the primitive heat. M.
de Chancourtois represents the globe by an
inflated rubber ball, which takes the place of
the terrestrial
nucleus in fusion, destined to
contract on cooling, and by its shrinking to
produce on the surface the elevations and de
pressions which constitute the mountains and
valleys of the existing earth. The ball is
dipped in a bath of melted wax, and when
that has partially set, a small portion of the
air is allowed to escape by the tap.
The sur

face of the sphere then contracts slightly,
and sinks in portions, wrinkling the wax.
When a little more air is allowea u) escape,
these slight wrinkles become more distinct,
and form ridges and hollows precisely analo
gous to the ranges of hills and valleys on the
face of our planet, except that their relief is
M. de Chancourtois lately
relatively greater.
presented to the Academy of Sciences two of
these balls, one in the first stage of the oper
ation and the other in the second or final
one. — Engl. Mech.

Experiments with Solar Heat. —
Among those who are experimenting with the
purpose of utilizing solar heat is M. Mouchot,
of Paris. His experiments have for objects,
on the one hand, the cooking of food and the
distillation of alcohols; on the other, the use
of solar heat as a motive force. In the mat
ter of cooking it was found that mirrors of

less than one-fifth square meter sufficed to
roast half a kilogramme of beef in twenty-two
minutes ; to complete stews in an hour and a
half that required four hours with an ordinary
wood fire, and to raise to boiling in half an
hour three-quarters of a liter of cold water.
For obtaining a motive power, M. Mouchot
had constructed a large solar receiver, the mir
ror having an aperture of about twenty square
meters. In its focus was placed an iron boiler
weighing with iccessories two hundred kilo
grammes, and having a capacity of one hun
dred liters, seventy being devoted to water.
This apparatus was put in action on Septem
ber 2d, for the first time ; in half an hour the
water was raised to boiling, and a pressure of
six atmospheres was ultimately registered.
On September 29th a pressure of seven at
mospheres was reached in two hours, not
withstanding several passing vapors.
On
different occasions the steam (with a pressure
of three atmospheres) was made to drive a
Tangyc pump, raising 1,500 to 1,800 liters
(about 4S0 gallons) of water per hour a height
of two meters, and to produce ice in a Carre
apparatus,

Hatstaek Fires. — The

frequent

mys

burning of haystacks and farmers'
buildings has led to the discovery that they
are usually set on fire by wasps' nests, and
terious

that the nests are ignited by spontaneous
combustion.
This is produced by the chem
ical action of the wax in contact with the
paper-like substance of which the nest is
small access of
composed, a comparatively
oxygen being sufficient to make it burst forth
in a blaze.

Egg Produetion.— Among the special
duties which fall upon the farmer in the au
tumn is 'he preparation for the winter keep
ing and comfort of his fowls. The wealth
contributed
to this country by poultry rises
up into the magnificent millions. Some fami
lies depend upon their poultry not only for
their garments, but also for their luxuries.
Even preachers are immensely indebted to
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the poultry-yard for a large part of their earth
ly bliss.
Jn the fall the farmer should pre
pare comfortable winter quarters for his grate
ful birds. It will pay him liberally to have
these quarters warm, well ventilated, clean,
and light.
It pays in the satisfaction which
a man of soul experiences in the conscious
It
ness that his dependents are comfortable.
pays in the pleasure one enjoys in hearing
the music that comes out of the quarters upon
the cold, piercing winter air.
It pays in the
regular compensation returned by the thank
ful fowls in the shape of rich and nutritious
It pays in the accumulation of a quan
eggs.
materi
tity of manure so rich in nitrogenous
als as to rival very successfully the best of
imported guano.
It pays in having goodconditioned fowls ready for the table upon
any emergency which may arise during the
season of ice and snow. And it pays in every
other sense, — Chautauqua Farmer.

Making

Fire* on Cold Morn-

ings. — The farmer and country householder
are not always well informed on matters relat
On the
ing to their commonest practices.
subject above named the N. E. Farmer gives
" If we will
a few suggestions:
go into many
a farmer's kitchen about five o'clock on a cold
winter morning, we shall too often see the
woman of the house sitting by the stove whit
tling shavings with a dull kjgife, with which
to start the fire. Now, as one's happiness for
the day depends in a great measure on how
the day is begun, you will easily see what an
annoyance it is to whittle shavings in a tem
perature down to zero. This unpleasant task
can be easily avoided by two hours' work in
the fall, before the ground
is covered by
snow.
Let the farmer and his hired man take
a team, with rakes and baskets, into the
woods, and rake together fifty bushels of pine
needles and haul them home and stow them
in some dry place under cover. These are
among the best kindlings there are for start
I have used them for
ing a fire quickly.
twelve years and should not know how to do
I adopted the practice, when
without them.
I first began using them, of arranging my
stove the night previous, so that in the morn
ing I had nothing to do but to light the fire
and get back into bed again, all which I can
In fifteen min
accomplish in ten seconds.
utes the room will be comfortably warm, so
that we can begin the day without any draw

back,"

Berries on Light Soils.— A corre
spondent of the Country Gentleman writes : " I
find no soil so favorable to the growth of ber
ries as a sandy loam. The proportion of sand
may be quite large, ii manure is put at the
surface, so that its strength may be washed
Even with only a mulch
down as needed.
of leaves and weeds the blackberry will
thrive in what seems almost pure sand, as in
different sections of the country, notably in
the North Woods, which supplies Central
New York to so great an extent with this
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berry. A manure mulch is the great requisite,
both in a droughty and in a wet season ; in
the former to gather moisture, and in both to
get fertility.
"
The superiority of sand over clay for the
long blackberry, I have seen demonstrated
under circumstances that can admit of no
doubt.
It was where a knoll of sand occur
red in a clay section ; the berries on the knoll
were a much greater success — stalk and root
of enormous growth, penetrating the sand
vertically to the depth of some eight or ten
feet.
On the clay soil only a few rods dis
tant, and all about the fields, there was inva
riably only the ordinary growth.
Much the
same I find is the case with the strawberry.
It wants room for its roots, and, like all ber
ries, goes deep for moisture, much being re
quired. It will thrive in clay, providing it is
lightened up with some material like sod or
other vegetable matter well rotted.
1 have
grown strawberries successfully, and for three
years in succession, on a rigid clay soil, by
working it and keeping it mellow and feed
ing, mulching, and watering
the plants,
whereas in sand only mulching and water
ing were required, and tf?e success was
greater."

Left - Handedness.

— At the late
of the British Association, Dr. H.
Mun head made a communication on " LeftHandedness."
He thought it depended upon
which half of the brain look the lead.
Lcfthandedncss
once begun
in a family was
likely to run in it. It is a curious fact that
left-handed people usually have the left foot
one-third
to one-eighth of an inch longer
than the right.
meeting

Ammonia vermis Malaria. —The
Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle says: "The Georgia
Chemical Works, which are of a very exten
sive character, and manufacture
annually

large quantities of commercial fertilizers, are
situated in the southern suburbs of the city,
on South Boundary Street. This portion of
the city is low and damp, and the people liv
ing there had always been subject to chills
and fever and other malarial diseases.
We
say had been subject, for yesterday morning
Mr. Lowe, of the chemical works, informed
us that the works had exterminated
malaria
in their neighborhood.
He contended that
since the company commenced operations it
had routed chills, etc.; and that persons living
near there who once suffered a great deal,
suffer now on South Boundary no more. The
effect of the works on the health of the coun
try adjacent had been as marked as it had
been beneficial.
There could be no doubt as
to the cause of the change.
A practical test
had been applied in the buildings of the com
Men had been employed there who
pany.
were ague-shaken
and fever-fired, but who,
in a comparatively short time, were entirely
relieved of the companionship
of their ma
larial friend. The theory is that the ammonia
does the business."
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Just as the Creator

fidelity.

is seen to be infinite in truth, purity,

and in

dustry, so the true worshiper feels actuated
by the disposition to perform his whole duty
as a man.

and indispensably

Faith is closely

asso

ciated with religious activity in the normal

fort.

N. Sizer, Associate.
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of history

The grandest achievements

in the affairs of men.

its operation

signalize

Mrs. C. Fowler Wells, Proprietor.
H. S. Drayton, A.M.t Editor.

of the Jews from Egypt under
Moses, the settlement of New England by

The exodus

the Puritans, occur to mind as salient illus

trations of the influence

, 1879.

of Faith in under

takings of surpassing importance,

MORAL SENTIMENT

JJ ENEVOLENCE
moral

IN

AND

TELLECT.

is a grand quality in

nature of man, but its blind,

the

untrained exercise may be productive
jury to its subjects.

of in

They who live in great

M. Taine, in his " History of English Liter
ature," is lost in admiration of the stern vir
tue and wonderful energy of .the Roundhead
who

soldiers

gave victory to Cromwell and

ous almsgiving upon the poor ; how injudi

nest

moting idleness

mendicity, by pro
The ef

and recklessness.

fusive generosity of the well-to-do is respon
sible

very largely for the existence

of that

of so much concern

" walk and

with the devotional sense, the adoration of
and Bountiful One, must be

the All-wise

Bible-reading,

the

respects

precepts

Scripture

severe

of what constitutes

is indebted

of the noblest

them for exemplifying many

an appreciation

traits of human character.

manifestations

are spasmodic,

practical, otherwise

haps without definite
cessive.

The

to purify

and ennoble

aim,

its

irregular, per
and

often

ex

offices of religion are designed
human

nature in all

Christian

duty, the world nevertheless

by that discern

and

their

and exacting in

illuminated by intelligence,
of the useful

in

conversation," and if in some

they were

their view

of

ment which proceeds

from

exac

and psalm-singing warriors practically ap
plied

to society.

tyranny and class

to royal

Those stern-featured,

tions.

which

them in their re

most powerfully sustained
sistance

in their ear

of fanaticism

rather than an influence

piety

army of tramps which has become a matter

Veneration, the faculty which inspires us

But the French author

glory to England.
sees an element

charity increases

not only

to individuals, but to nations and the world.

cities know the harmful effect of promiscu

cious

to ef

lends enthusiasm

Its confidence

life.

to

Paul, the great apostle to the Gentiles, in
sists upon the necessity
pression of Faith.
disciples,

dead."

of work to the ex

James, one of the twelve

" Faith without works
says:

is

Here is the source of the great ac

its parts ; to impress man, in the first place,

tivity which is shown by the different church

with a sense of his relation to God ; and in

denominations in

the second

place,

to supply

him

with the

highest motives for action, and to penetrate
his conduct

with respect and courtesy, ear

Indeed,

benevolent

enterprises.

as one surveys the field of charita

ble work, it seems as

tianity covered

if the

ensign of Chris

every line of effort.

Aside
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" Life of Trust " without

we observe the workings of religion in every

experiencing something of the wonderful

social relation known to Christendom, soft

confidence

of human conduct

ening the harsh features

and ameliorating the general tone of whole

That

communities.

keen, scientific observ

er. Max Muller, writes :

" Let

us see what

other nations have had and still have in the
place of religion ; let us examine the prayers,
the worship, the theology even, of the most

highly civilized races, the Greeks, the Ro
mans,

the

Hindoos, the Persians, and we

shall then understand more thoroughly what
to us in being al

blessings are vouchsafed
lowed to breathe

of

life the pure air

the first breath of

from

a land of Christian light

and knowledge."

When in the same person
of executive
and

is

energy

moral faculties,

a high degree

with

united

Conscientiousness

large

Veneration,

Benevolence,

being

particularly

strong, and the practical organs of the in
in activity and cult

tellect are not deficient

of warm

ure, there is usually a manifestation

interest in religious and humane efforts.

If

Faith and Hope be powerful also, then the
man

of earnest enthusiastic spirit is seen,

who readily cooperates in moral and reform
atory undertakings, and performs
with the assurance

The pres

of success.

ent day has known few,

if

any, more

strik

of the practical operation of

ing examples

religious zeal and benevolence

than the un

dertaking of George Muller,

With

his part

scarcely a friend, and

man of Faith organized

of

London

no money, this

his schools and Or

phanage, which have grown with the passage

of time

to

colossal

the expenditure
never applied

help to carry out his excellent

all to Heaven.

His

appeals for

purposes were

He can well say with the

poet :
li More
things are wrought by prayer
Than this woild dreams of. Wherefore let thy voice
Rise like a fountain both by night and day.
For what are men better than sheep or goats,

That nourish a blind life within the brain.
If, knowing God, they lift not hands of prayer
Both for themselves and those who call them friends."

The moral instincts, unenlightened

by the

intellect,

unrestrained

by the prudential sen

timents,

are capable

of exhibiting the ex

tremes of fanaticism.

The absurd and bru

tal fetichism

of the undeveloped

peoples

of

world, and the cruel persecutions

the old

which stain the history of Christian Europe,

With

illustrate this fact.
intelligence,

the increase

of

The dev

superstition declines.

otee of Buddha, having learned the rationale

of worship, no longer lacerates

his body or

to the murderous wheel of Jugger

submits

So, too, the African, whose mind has

naut.

of educa

by the processes

been awakened

tion, spurns his idols and turns with disgust
from the mummeries of their horrid worship.

It

of the intellect to discover

is the office

the uses of things, and to furnish to the in
stincts, emotions, and sentiments

formulated motives

properly

of the mind

for their exer

The higher the intellectual

cise.

tion, the more
faculty,

nearly

cultiva

perfect its balance of

the more nearly complete

will be its

ministry to the moral nature and its control
of the physical forces.

proportions, involving

of millions of dollars, yet he

to a single person for aid, and

believing it wrong to run in debt, even for
charitable purposes, he did not attempt new
or greater enterprises
accumulated

in divine power which illumines

the remarkable narrative.

which

until
were

th'e

funds were

necessary.

No
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IN NEW YORK.

HPHE

by

recent

decision

Appeals of the State
which

establishes

the Civil

the

the

Court of

of New York,

constitutionality of

Damage law of

1873,

must

en

THE MARCH OF REFORM IN NEW YORK.
tate.
It is the chief reason why the State
has not been ruined in these hard times.
It has almost annihilated drunken

courage every lover of decency and order.
provisions

"I.

of that law cover not only the seller of in
toxicating liquors, but also the owner of the
building or real estate which is used for the
purpose of selling alcoholic liquors. Hence,
if a man in New York when intoxicated
damages

claims
may

be

made against the owner of the land or build
ing where the liquor was obtained

This

decision

will stimu

late real-estate holders to watchfulness con

cerning the uses to which their property is
devoted, and those who own store property
can not let it for the sale of liquors without
incurring much risk.

there, however,

step from such a law to Prohibition

would not be a wide one, and with the ad
example of so near a State as Maine

urging that course, it will not surprise us if
the growing
cause

strength of the Temperance

in New York ere long asserts itself

in that desirable way.
plead

specially

an audience
ers

of

the

It

is unnecessary

Phrenological,

view of the contradictory
arc seen in the newspapers
effects

to

of Prohibition

let us, in

concerning the

assertion

testimony

on the

published not long since by Rev.
Dr. Cyrus Hamlin, for forty years a mission

subject

ary in Turkey :

" Maine being

'

J^HIS
to

in Maine, quote a par

agraph or two from some

CHANGES IN THE FORM OF THE
SKULL IN ADULT LIFE.

which

statements

is a subject

which is a delicate one

publicly, because

discuss

of our belief in

State, and not

in it for forty years, my re
the Maine law
and its workings with great interest.
I have
been through the State in various directions,
from Kittery to Calais ; have attended the
public meetings in many of the counties,
and have had intercourse with men who
have known the State all their lives.
I am
prepared to maintain this proposition with
regard to the Maine law : It is an incalcuable blessing to all the owners of real es
having resided

turn to it led me to examine

the mere

and of ability to

show the nature and effects of a change of
cranial shape,

followed by the ridicule of

the anti-phrenologists.

which almost everybody

The matter

can determine

himself in his own person.
my native

more sound,

danger."

of the read
but

becomes

stronger measures will be resorted to. The
whole rum interest has fallen into the low
est and vilest class, who defy public senti
ment, and, like thieves and tramps, look
only at what they can get without too much

for Temperance before such

as that composed

the evil is diminished, and

as a public sentiment

twenty-five,
forty

Let

years, have

one

for

man of

even of

thirty, thirty-five, and

plaster cast of his cra

nium accurately taken, and ten years later
let him have

another made

then

com

parison of the two will reveal differences
contour which may surprise him.
shelves

of the Phrenological

are casts

of

On the

Cabinet there

which were made from

fifteen to

thirty years ago of men now living, and oc
casionally one whose

head

is

mirable

with rum-shops around them, nor
would they attempt it. It is nearly an equal
blessing to the lumber-men.
" The Maine law is to some
extent evaded
in the cities, and there are found most of
the crime and pauperism.
Rum is brought
or smuggled in in every possible way. Even
fully

;

The

Manufacturers have
told me that they could not get on success

is

made him drunk.

which

break and injure less.

is

for actual or exemplary

The farms have

buildings and roads have
wonderfully improved throughout the State.
The most intelligent men attribute this
largely to the Maine law.
" 2. It is a boon '
to all manufacturers.
Their men work better, produce more, and
and

prospered,

a

does any injury to person or property,

ness among the farmers.

a

that the

it,

Now it is adjudicated

a

I879.]

thus

repre
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sented in our collection has come in, and on

must

being shown the cast, is certain to remark,
" Can that be
head ?
How I have

eighty are very striking.

a fac-simile of the
C. Bryant, as he

One

and to one who

knew the poet well, the modifications
contour which the

shows his

cast

of

head

little weight in the reasonings of doubting
readers.

un-

available contributions unless the necessary postage
is provided by the writers. In all cases, persons who
communicate with us through the post-office should,
they expect a reply, inclose the return postage, or what
is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full address,

if

not be considered.

Increase of Organs.—

J.

will

G.,

Jr. — Yes.
is

a

is

it

if

Organs are Increased In nize through exercise.
It
seems to us that
an organ be small,
more
likely to show its growth through exercise. A
large organ, by reason of its size,
naturally
prone to activity.
Large organs exercise domi
nance in the mental economy, appropriate
larger share of blood, which circulates through
the cerebral arteries while the small ones, un
less special effort be made to give them a place
in the mental operations, do not receive their fair
proportion of the sanguineous current. The
smaller an organ is, the more effort, activity,
and use arc necessary to render
active and in
fluential.
It would be more difflcult to exercise some of
the intellectual faculties separately, for the rea
son that our conceptions of objects are compre
hensive
that is. Include several qualifications.

it

;

horse, and at once his size, color, style
of movement, temper, speed, value, etc., are im
mediately associated. It would not be possible
to designate
material object which possessed
but one quality.
We were taught when a boy
that matter has three positive qualities— form,
size, and' weight — at all times, and we thiuk
would be next to Impossible to exclude color,
except in the case of some gases, which in the
ordinary state appear transparent, yet when con
densed show peculiar tints.

It

— If you will look
Sentiment.— L. B.,
through the numbers of the Phrenological for
the past three months, you will find the names
and functions of those organs which are classi
fied among the sentiments. Those people are
designated "sentimental" who have usually
good degree of the social nature, are affection
ate, somewhat reserved, perhaps timid, with
good degree of Approbativeness, or the desire of
praise and consideration.
Sometimes people are
called " sentimental " because they exhibit
disposition to
strong love of the opposite sex,
read poetry of an amorous and emotional type.
Sympathetic persons usually have large Benevo
lence,
good degree of Caution, large Friend
ship, and sanguine nature.

Jr.

a

if

anonymous letters

no

a

Receive Atten-

tion within two months, the correspondent should re
not then published, the inquirer may con
peat it;
clude that an answer is withheld, for good reasons,
by the editor.

We can not undertake to return

have

a

Fail to

to us, must

a

if

an Inquiry

seems

a

tion at a time, and that clearly stated, must be proa correspondent shall expect us to give
pounded,
him the benefit of an early consideration.

;

Clergymen," which appears in this number,
and which,

a

"

Questions of" General Interest only
will be answered in this department. But one ques

If

evi

a

||ti

^orresponbcnts.

to the

tion concerning the growth of special organs
that of the letter of " A Clergyman to

Think of

||ut

contribution

Exploded. — H.
C. — We frequently
hear of such explosions, but somehow or other
the subject
alive and kicking, and seems to
have no limit to its vitality. Had you the oppor
tunity to cull the opinion of thousands, we might
almost say millions, in civilization, we think that
the Idea that Phrenology is dead science would
be clean exploded from your noddle. If the state
ments of scientific men are to be credited, they
arc coming over to the side of Phrenology with
a

late portraits with

it,

will perceive marked changes on comparing

earnest

S.

William

appeared when about forty years old.

very

dences in support of the phrenological posi

it

have

is

head of the late

his

A

my

We

a

"

forty and

is

changed

!

undergone between

have

OUR

MEN TO RIAL BUREAU.

1 decided

steadiness. Scarcely a month passes
but some acknowledgments
are made which
show the way the wind blows.

Magnetism. — E. T. L. — Operators dif
fer much in their methods. Some who give their
services to the public arc desirous of indicating
to the unlearned that they have discovered some
thing new. That is probably the case with your
Professor C. One may indulge in certain forms
or mummery simply for their effect upon the un
initiated, but the process of magnetization is in
itself quite simple.

Prayer.

— Seeker. — People

regard
prayer according to their education and moral
We hold that he who exercises
development.
futh in a normal way will be earnest, energetic,
industrious, in the attempt to achieve ^hat he
prays for, and will be most likely to accomplish
We know some "praying Chris
his purpose.
tians " who have not much of the genius of work,
yet boast an exhaustlcss faith, but who arc fail
ures so far as useful life is concerned, being bur
We hold that
dens to their friends and society.
the truly devout man will endeavor to do his
duty in every respect, to make himself acquaint
ed with the laws of life so far as he can, and will
conform to them. There is a world of meaning
"muscular Chris
in that much-abused phrase,
He who takes the proper view of it
tianity."

will glorify God in his body
We have heard a great
also in his spirit.
m-my Ftories of the efficacy of prayer, and we be
lieve many of them, but we believe that the re
sults when Inquired into exhibit a rational side
as well as a religious one.
and acts accordingly,
and

Psychology. — L.

B. — Presuming

that

yonr inquiry relates to works treating of the
application of mesmerism and magnetism, we
wuuld suggest Deleuze as probably the best au
thor now accessible. Our little book, entitled
"How to Magnetize," furnishes many practical
Uinta.

Comb ati veness and Self-esteem. —

A. L. O.— It requires no little effort to strength
en these organs when they are small in the brain ;
We
yet effort and time will accomplish much.
would not have you expose yourself to the con

of "getting up"

of rowdies for the sake
your muscle; nor would we have you expose
yourself to unnecessary danger, but In your re
lations with friends you can cultivate a steady,
defensive spirit, not permitting yourself to be
thwarted, snubbed, or put aside, where your
rights are interested. The reading of books In
which the elements of courage and steadfastness
and personal reliance are illustrated, will help In
the direction of your aim. Some o[ Scott's works
are illustrative of courage and mauly integrity.
Bead, especially the biographies of some great
tact

«55

for courage and endurance, like Nel
son, Washington, JIavelock, whom defeat, diffi
culty, and opposition could not daunt.

men noted

Cocoanut

as

Food. — A. M. S.— Did

you live In the tropics, we would say that you
could eat the cocoanut with benefit.
Those
which are brought Northward arc not picked In
a perfectly ripe and edible state, and therefore
are not suitable as an ordinary diet. They serve
rather as a condiment, and are used mostly, you
know, in confectionery and pastry.

Development of Character. —O. Y.
— To answer your question thoroughly and prac
tically would require a volume, and we can not
do better than to refer you to the works of emi
nent writers. Combe's " Moral Science," " Con
stitution of Man," Fowler's "Education Com
plete," Weaver's "Mental Science," would be
serviceable. By referring to our " List " you will
find prices of these and others, which by their
titles you may also perceive are suitable for your
reading.

Nightmare — Somnambulism.— F. W.
D. — Nearly every case of nightmare is traceable
to a disordered stomach.
Somnambulism In
many Instances is traceable to the same source,
although It may be due to an unbalanced mental
People who indicate a tendency
organization.
to somnambulism are usually of very excitable
temperament. The young lady to whom you re
fer Is probably precocious In brain development,
supersensitive, and perhaps has been spurred in
her studies, so that her brain has been kept in a
condition of abnormal excitement.

Excitability very large. — A.
Excitability

G. —

not be reduced from No 7 to
No. 2, except in Its action, and that only by re
ducing the subject to a state bordering on insen
Cultivate your
sibility by the use of narcotics.
physical forces ; strengthen your body by a
proper mode of living ; avoid all exciting condi
tions, and your excitability will take care of it
You need but to balance your excitability
self.
through the development of other physical and
nvntal qualities.
can

Rubber Overshoes. — G. A. — In

wet,

sloppy weather, overshoes are useful In protect
ing the feet from dampness. While one is ex
posed to such conditions, It is safe for him to
wear such overshoes ; but we would not advise
one to wear them indoors, as their tendency Is to
render the feet tender.

"Unravelin g."— This

is one of the

many words found In the English language
which Is indicative of its philosophical Inconsist
ency. The particle tm is equivalent to not, and
Is therefore expressive of the negative of the
qualities or action indicated by the word to

PHRENOLOGICAL
which it Is prefixed. But in "ravel " and "un
ravel " we have words which mean substantially
the same thine, to wit: to separate, untwist, dis
entangle. Both words with their compounds or
derivatives are in common use, and accepted.

Pimples

on the Face. — Bad diet

the cause of these.
disappear.

is

Regulate that and the; will

Quality of Organization. — I.

D. —

Opportunely for your question an article ap
peared in the February number on the subject of
quality, which has probably answered your ques
tions. Education indicates itself in the manner
and the expression more than in the contour,
although usually the man of culture shows a
smoother, more distinct outline than he who has
not experienced its refining effects.

Self-Assurance.— How

can

I

best ac

quire confidence in my own abilities ?
Answer : This depends upon your tempera
ment or organization ; you may have too much
Cautiousness or too little Self-esteem, or too lit
tle Combativencss, or too much nervous excita
bility. You may need to build up some faculties,
or cheek and depress some. Consult " Answers
to Correspondents " in late numbers for sugges
tions on cultivating organs and developing char
acter.
Several

answers

must

be deferred

to the next

number.

Communications are invited on any topic 0f inter
est : the writer's personal views and facts from his
experience bearing on our subjects, being preferred.

Some Temperance
years ago, Dlo

Thoughts.— A

few

Lewis predicted that in twenty
years the temperance movement would achieve
a triumph In the Northern States of the Union.
The prophecy looks more credible than It did.
When we meet one of the old anti-slavery war
riors, we are inclined to inquire of blm If the
conflict with slavery did not terminate sooner
than he expected. Some of us said, when we
have throttled slavery we will make a fresh on
set upon alcohol. The Civil War perhips in
creased the use of Intoxicants ; but now is the
blessed reaction. When the Father has a work
to be accomplished among men, the right lead
ers appear.
There was a time for the children of
Israel to go over Jordan; for the Puritans to
cross the Atlantic ; for the Emancipation Procla
mation ; and now is the hour to strike for tem
perance. Who that watches closely can not see
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and feel there Is something mysterious, some
thing providential, in the influence of a Moody
and of a Murphy? I once heard Ralph Waldo
Emerson say— It was years ago — that when chat
tel slavery was abolished, wc should all admit
God Almighty did it. In the present sweep of
reform as to drinking habits, we are conscious not
only of moral and sociil enthusiasm, but also
of an awful reverence toward the Creator. There
is a conjoint call for praise, prayer, and work.
The Scripture, that now Is the day of salvation,
sprends out from the page of the Bible into the
sons of men.
Intemperance is the monster vice,
the Beelzebub of all evil spirits.
Cast him out,
and the Millennium
will speedily come.
We
know there is a great work beside the temper
ance rescue, but every sober man will help to do
it.
What good thing can be expected of a
drunkard ? A man whose head is clear can and
will think. His mind will embrace enterprise —

will consider public virtue,
He
progress.
finance, and every good work of a private or
public nature. He will not be likely to follow a
demagogue; he will sift doctrine, hunger for
science.
Clear from ardent spirit, the Holy
Spirit may possess blm.
The expense of drinking habits is immense.
One year of temperance equals a gain as great as
our national debt.
What need has a well mail
for alcohol?
It is an indigestible element.
When taken into the stomach, it flics In all di
rections to escape ; in other words, the consti
tution agonizes to expel it. Its power to arrest
the poison of a serpent depends upon this fact
of at once entering the circulation like the virus
Poison then meete poison.
of the rattlesnake.
Acids, as has been well said, can be obtained
Oh, happy period when the
directly from fruits.
human race shall subsist mucb more upon fruits
and upon bread made from meals and water!
Let us rejoice and be diligent while the sun of
unwonted success Is shining upon us. Those
we had not calculated upon, to our great de
light, all at once put a broad, strong shoulder to
Give the Lord all glory.
the car of victory.
LUCIUS HOLMES.

Detective Agencies. — They

are a sad

However needful
satire on our civilization.
they may be, we can not help looking on them
with disgust. The circular of one of them lies
before me. It solicits patronage, and promises
to find out by its secret spies the habits, associa
tions, and doings of one whose ways need watch
ing. Give the detective time, a certain sum of
money, and he will dog the footsteps of any one
and find out all the secrets of his life.
to be re
Are the days of the Inquisition
vived ? The writer was in Paris in early life,
when French espionage was very strict. His
his papers read, and all
room was entered,

WHA T THE Y SA Y.

;

a

if,

;

is

;

?

is

?

a

Lord."

The existence of an organized system of es
and the wary eagerness with which
pionage,
hungry newspaper reporters lurk about families
and churches to pry into every scandal, should
lead ever)' one to guard his speech, his deport
ment, and especially what he puts into writing.
Public opinion is dreaded by some more than
the Judgment Day, and the severity and injus

plainingly.
This manner of living has gone on until nearly
all the manhood originally given to man, when
God said, " create man in my own image," has
gone out of many, and we are cursed to-day with
large class of husbands and fathers almost

I

clean that beartbe vessels of the

both, and generally prove to be the criminals of
our land. What sin can be greater? In the
first instauce, man will be sure to come iu for
but Is he
right
his share of the honor, which
equally willing to accept the dishonor in the
We think not. He seems to
second Instance
have the idea that he is a privileged character
woman's place to obey, and accept his
that
what discomfort to her there may bo In the
will
matter does not concern him. Can not any of
us look about and see examples enough of the
Does not the husband
have drawn?
picture
generally think he owns the'person of his wife
that no matter what her state of mind or body
may be, she must minister to him uncomplain
ingly — and, where the wife does assert herself
barrier forms between them,
in this matter,
for ho submits by no means willingly or uncom

it

An anonymous letter from

sinning."
First, let us glance at the grand responsibility
of creating a soul, and launching it upon this
When weU done
beautiful and wonderful earth.
a mother Is a creator ; she stands very near to'
Ood ; and here let me add, that two human be
ings whose souls are truly wedded will not
as in too many
shrink from duty here ; but
wedded lives, they have united only for conven
ience' sake, or are, in short, merely licensed
lord and mistress, they will shirk the duties of
family as long as they can or dare and, If off
spring he given them, they are not welcome, are
likely to be deformed in either body or mind, or

I

suspicion."
a New York clerk
asks us : "Is it right to keep money given for
and walk ? " Certainly not, without
ear-fare,
leave ; for delay is occasioned, time and strength
consumed, and the act has a wrong look. Many
other illustrations might be adduced where em
Particu
incur suspicion.
ployes unwittingly
larly should religious people, those who manage
the financial affairs of the church, and, above
"Be ye
all, the ministers of God, be watchful.

Caesar's wife, "above

Our press is
Min
very active with words upon this subject.
isters denounce it from the pnlpit in a sort of
wholesalo way, throwing all the blame upon wo
man — looking only at one side ; which irritates
our own sense of womanhood, most especially
as, in our intercourse with the world, we find
quite as much of pure motherly instinct as we
do of pure fatherly instinct in it. When we hear
such criticism from man's lips, we always wish
we might suggest that, if a feeling of paternity
alone actuates the use of those functions, why
need the wife be subjected to such frequent de
mands, at all seasons ? We have heard men as
innocently discourse on this subject from the pul
pit, when we knew their own souls were reeking
We think it
with sensuality and licentiouspess.
is quite time that some one arose for the vindi
cation of woman, "more sinned against than

;

position."

This paper is not intended to discuss the evils
of the system, but rather to elicit thought on
The list of reputable business
the subject.
men who have employed the agency we refer to
is a long one. If the work were confined simply
to the detection of crime, their indorsement
ought be conclusive ; but the system of spies is
sometimes made the instrument of cowardly
and of cruelty.
abuse, of jealousy, of slander,
The enemies of a minister, not a thousand miles
from New York city, hired a detective to lie in
wait for him, to shadow his way, and glean up
all he could that might be used aga'nst their
pastor. Other cases could bo given of the tend
ency of the system in domestic and business
life. One practical lesson may be learned. It
la especially valuable to the young just entering
Avoid the appearance of evil. Be, like
life.

Unwilling Maternity.—

?

that

tice often expressed in Its verdicts, with those
other agencies named, should at least aid in giv
ing force to the nobler incentives to a virtuous
life.

a

twenty-four hours after his
Are Americans ready for this rtgime t
Some months ago, in his address to the jury
in the Miller divorce case, Judge McCue said :
"It is very difficult for me to criticise the posi
tion of a detective, and to say to you what, per
haps, I ought to say without saying too much.
I do not mean to say that a detective is not to
I have no doubt there are many
be believed.
in that business ; that a great
men
reputable
many of them render essential service, not only
to individuals, but also to the commnnity, in
ferreting out crime ; but it is a business tli.it does
not strike one as being of the highest standard,
and it subjects a man to this criticism, whether
he deserves it or not, that he is a spy working
for money, and, of course, the argument follows
that n man who is mean enough to devote him
self to that kind of business will not stop at
It is for
anything to accomplish a purpose.
the jury to say how much reliance they can
place on the testimony of a man who occupies
about him known,

arriral.
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devoid of the common instincts of the lower
animals.
But has not woman suffered too in this way ?
We think she has. Our women — many of them —
are daughters of these same fathers, and the law
of inheritance is by no means one-sided.
Even
this same nature descends to them, many times
intensified and strengthened by the demands on
the mothers during gestation.
And just here is
where a great cause for unwilling
maternity
originates. This constant demand creates utter
disgust, and the child begotten thns will be
very likely to be an alien to such matters and in
stincts, abhor children, and curse men generally.
Now, what is the cure for all this ? It is rev
erence and respect for woman.
No ruling over,
no violation of her own personal rights. She
should own her own person : and any man thai
does not accord this right vrUlingly is not worthy
of the mother who bore him. In the first place,
we would say, two must not marry from a mere
fancy, and for ;he sake of gratifying passion.
They should be first fully assured that their
tastes and aspirations are alike ; that their souls
are In complete harmony, and can move onward
without the wear and tear of a jarring, inharmo
nious life. If they are in perfect harmony and
love, the question of a family will become a
sacred one, and they will live in accordance with
the laws of health— never being guilty of that
freedom and vulgarity so much exercised In the
marriage relation. The mother-nature in every
woman's soul, .in such a relation, would assert
itself, and with beauty, nobility, and honesty,
she would willingly do her part toward peopling
the earth.
mrs. h. r. willett.

My Journal. — As a teacher, the Phren
ological Journal has no superior, If indeed it
has an equal.
It carries the light of scientific
knowledge wherever it goes, and being in these
particulars always in advance of the times, all
who read it are elevated in mind and character.
We have often, while listening to the voice of
our pastor, seen ourselves, as It were, in a mir
ror, and have wondered at the clearness w ith
which he would point out our thoughts and
feelings, just as if he couM look within the se
cret chambers of our soul and read it there.
Indeed, we rejoice that we have the privilege of
listening to his voice ; for thereby we learn
much of our own nature and our relation to
God, and a good system by which we may be
come wiser, better, and happier.
But never did
we get a perfect analysis of our internal selves
until we commenced re.idi ig Phrenology.
Last Sabbath our good minister delivered a
sermon from this passage of Scripture : " Hav
ing eyes, they see not ; " and he used the text
with great effect, illustrating with instances of
color- blindness.
We ill enjoyed the sermon,
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and went bome feeling that our spiritual

vision

was a little clearer.

In the Journal for June, 1878, and also the
January number, we noticed short articles on
which threw
the subject of color-blindness
much light upon the text; and though they
made the sermon appear somewhat less perfect,
they made the illustrations much more powerful
and the whole subject more grand.
While
looking over the articles and meditating upon
the sermon, we thus soliloquized : The JoubNAX is one of the indispensables of life, and we
could not get along without the pastor.
SUBSCRIBES.

The Phrenological

Teacher. — Mr.

Kimber, of Worcester, Ohio, is of opinion that
no person ought to be employed as a teacher
who has not a very good knowledge of Phre
nology. He attributes his success in teaching,
in great measure, to Phrenology, never having
" The poor
had occasion to use the whip.
work," he further says, " that has been done in
our common schools is entirely uncalled-for.
More children have been ruined by bad school
teachers than people are aware ; simply because
the majority of bad teachers do not know how
to manage.
Much of the crime and vice which
prevail in society are due to ignorant teachers."
He believes that before one is engaged for such
important work he should be examined by u
competent phrenologist and receive letters of
commendation for such a pursuit.
Because one
is a good scholar, he should not be reckoned fit
until his ability to manage children Is shown.
We think that Mr. Kimber Is sound In his views.
One of our late students was the first man to
enlighten him on the doctrines of Phrenology.

Beguiled in the Right Direction. —
Mr. L. C. W. writes from Texas

: "On account
of hard times, I had decided to discontinue my
subscription to the Journal, highly as I appre
ciate it; but your new premium book on the
Temperaments beguiled me Into another year.
feel better already
Although bard pressed,
for having decided to continue your valuable
monthly."

I

Life and Death. — According

to Dr.

Hall, nine-tenths of all who are born ought to
complete their "three-score years and ten," be
cause nine-tenths of all diseases are avoidable by
the practice of temperance and outdoor activi
ties.
Colds or constipation immediately precede
or atteud almost every case of ordinary disease.
The latter can bo antagonized by abstinence,
cleanliness, and warmth for thirty-six hours;
and a cold need not be taken once a year if three
things are attended to. Avoid chilliness, damp
clothing, and cooling off too soon after exercise.
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PERSONAL.
Riohabt) Hbnrt Dana, well known for over
half a century in American literature, dlod in
Boston. February 3d last.
He was born in 1787,
and educated for the law, but left it to pursue
the more congenial paths of literature, and may
bo said to have been the first contributor toward
the formation of a distinctively American class
of literature and criticism.
His career was a
long and eminently useful one.

General
that he
enurte,
to Mrs.
<1f her

Sherman is credited with saying
has seen all the royal ladies at European
and baa never seen one wbo is superior
Hayes, or wbo could discharge the duties
position at the White House with more

i;Tace.

Ms. Clark Mills, the sculptor, has gone from
Washington to Hampton, Virginia, to make plas
ter casts of the heads of the forty Indian boys
and nine Indian girls who are students in the
college at J,hat place, and represent the Sioux,
The
Arapahoee, Gros Ventres, and Mandans.
casts will be placed in the museum at the Smith
sonian Institution.
Is the Government becoming
interested in Phrenology ?

Mr. Edson L. Clark,

in his work on "The
says that gypsies
»re really an offshoot from the Hindoos, being
simply a wandering tribe from the valley of the
Indus.
Their language is a branch of the an
cient Sanskrit, akin to the modem dialects of
Northern India. A modern Hindoo would prob
ably make himself understood by any tribe of
gypsies in Europe.
Races

of European Turkey,"

John Blair Scribner

died in January last.
Although a young man, but twenty-six years of
age, be occupied the responsible place of senior
partner in the large publishing house of Scribner
and Company, of New York. Being possessed of
culture, fine taste, an unusual degree of energy
and practical judgment, his sudden death is a
great loss to the business of Scribner and Com
pany, and is felt by the book trade generally.

Mrs. Lockwood, the woman lawyer of Wash
ington, whom Judge Magrudcr, of Baltimore,
would not permit to conduct a suit in his court
and whom he treated with rudeness, intends to
test the question of her legal right to practice in
Good. May she win !
the courts of Maryland.

—
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stove, to consume the straw and grass of West
ern prairies. Six pounds of such material will
burn fifty-six minutes and create heat equal to
the consuming of twenty pounds of hard coal.

Lydia F. Fowler, M.D., wife of Professor L.
N. Fowler, died on the 26th of January last, at
her residence In London, England.
The imme
diate cause of death was pleuro-pneumonia, but
it is believed to have been accelerated by pycremia, contracted by Mrs. Fowler in the dischargo
of her duties as one of the district visitors of Dr.
Parker's church. The deceased lady took her
degree in medicine at Rochester, N. Y., and was
the first female professor of obstetrics in Amer
In 1860 she accompanied Professors Fowler
ica.
and Wells in a lecturing tour through England.
Her lectures will be remembered by many as ad
dresses to ladies on the laws of life and health.
She also gave lessons In gymnastics.
Mrs. Fow
ler was bom at Nantucket Island, Mass., and
was a lineal descendant, on her father's side, of
Benjamin Franklin's mother, from whom it Is
said the American philosopher inherited - his
mathematical and astronomical genius.
She
married Professor Fowler In 1844, and shared his
labors in England and elsewhere. Last summer
Mrs. Fowler lectured in London at the Mansion
House before the ladies of the British Temper
ance Society ; her last effort in this cause being
made in November last, when she lectured with
Professor Fowler in the Leicester Square Con
gregational church. The doceaeed lady was re
markable for the dignity of her mauner, and
highly respected in the medical profession.
Gen. D. C. McCallvtm, who died in Brooklyn
near the beginning of this year, was one of the
most remarkable among the many rematkablc
men who were brought into distinction through
the events of the war. Previously he had been
known as the inventor of a valuable kind of
wooden bridge for railroads, and a very energetic
railway superintendent; and when Mr. Stanton
had to look for the man to control, for the uses
of the war, tho various railroads lying in the re
covered portions of Virginia, Teunessee, Geor
gia, Louisiana, and other rebel States, he selected
McCallum. It was a quasi-military function, and
Integrity, and tireless
the ability, incorruptible
energy which he displayed throughout those
eventful years ought never to be forgotten.

Marshal MaoMahon,

under the pressure of
taken by the French Assembly and the
Ministry, reluctantly sent in his resignation of
It
the Presidency of the Republic of France.
was at once accepted, and M. Grevy elected to
fill the vacancy. M. Gambetta has been elected

WISDOM.
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President of the Assembly by an overwhelming
majority.
M. L. Wood, once a superintendent of the U.
cook

I. & E. Road, has invented a hay-burning

" Think

truly, and thy thought
Shall be a fruitful seed."

If you

would be strong, conquer yourself.

Anxiety is the poison of life. — Blair.
One may be sincere without being safe.— Pro*.
xvt. 26.
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the shadow

of the sun is largest when his

are lowest, so we are always least when

s

i

The schoolmistress told the hoy to prepare
composition on " Winter," and this is how he did
" Winter is the coldest season of the year,
In some
comes in the winter mostly.
because
countries winter comes in the summer, then
wish winter came in summer
is very pleasant.
the best government
in this country, which
the sun ever shone upon. Then we could goskating barefoot, and slide down hill in linen
trousers. We could snow-ball without getting
our fingers cold, and men who go out sleighing
wouldn't have to stop at every tavern to get
warm, as they do now. It snows more in the
does at any other seasou of the
winter than
so many cutters and
because
This
year.
sleighs are made then."

;

is

I

is

a

women get together and look at each other from
sociable.
room, that's called
the sides of
pbor minis
When
hungry crowd call upon
ter and cat him out of house and home, that's,
called
donation party.

If

;

it will

if

is

If
abundantly supplied.
taste the better
we don't eat too much, we shall be better nour
ished
we don't snatch, there will be enough
for all.
The table of life

we don't cat too fast,

wonderful for its apt
The English language
of expression. When a number of men and

ness

a

;

;

;

We must despise no sort of talent they all
all have the
have their separate duties and uses
happiness of man for their object they all im
prove, exalt, and gladden life. — Sidney Smith.

is it

if

Mankind are always happier for having been
you make them happy now,
happy; so that
you can make them happy twenty years hence
by the memory of it.— Sidnet Smith.

a

;

it

steadfastly.
Stand up and walk beneath
Fail not for sorrow, falter not for sin
But onward, upward, till the goal ye win."

a

;

;

it

it,

" A sacred burden is this life ye bear
bear
Look on it, lift
solemnly

a

He who promises more than he can perform,
is false to himself; and he who does not perform
what he has promised, is false to his friend.

it

it

it
:

we make ourselves the greatest. — Secker.

went
a

As
beams

that mule couldn't climb over them,
round."

I

The more quietly and peaceably we get on,
the better for ourselves and our neighbors.
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a
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MIRTH.

a

I

"Suppose
should work myself up to the in
beau to his sweet
terrogation point?" said
heart.
shall respond with an exclamation "
We presume
was the reply.
the old gentle
man should come in about that time, he would
"stop" to that kind of quotations.
put
a

if

!

"I

a

a

There is one thing about it. The lady who
insists on carrying
good share of her dress in
her hand must keep her shoes laced up or but
toned, or everybody will know that she left home
in hurry.

I

:

A tkofessor at Cornell (so says an exchange),
lecturing on the effects of the wind in some
Western forests, remarked
"In traveling along
the road,
even sometimes found the logs
bound and twisted together t.i such an extent

Drift

from

Harbor,

York.

Maine.

By George Houghton, author of "Christmas
" Album Leaves," etc.
Brooklet,"
Octavo,
Price, paper, 35 cts.
pp. 48.
Boston
A.
Williams & Co.
This well-printed little book comprises upward
of two dozen pieces of verse, some of which pos
sess lines of genuine fancy and the smooth flow
of true pocsy. The author has good abilities for
description, and his pictures of scenery are rich
in that detail which indicates the close observer
of nature. "Alongshore" and the "Witch of
York" contain strokes of pathetic energy and
rhythmic movements well expressive of the inci
dents narrated. "Niagara" is an ambitious ef
fort in the difficult hexameter. " Anniversary
Hymn " we like, and deem it the best piece of
whole,
the collection, which, as
superior to
many of the volumes of rhyme and poetry, oo
called, that attest the ambitious longings of
many young writers nowadays.
:

a

it,

a

!

As they parted at the railroad station — "Do
not forget me, nor cease to love me," murmured
" Never, never " sobbed the wife,
the husband.
and she .pulled out
handkerchief and tied
knot in
that she might remember.

wish to notice the
the press, and tve
their recent publi
any way to mentat
usually supply any

is

lings.

ume for personal use. It is our
better class of books issuing from
invite publishers to favor us with
cations, especially those related in
and physiological science. We can
of those noticed.

a

a

[p you undertake to hire
man to be honest,
you will hav to raise his wages every morning,
una watch him dredphull cluss besides. — Bil

In this department we give short reviews of suek
New Books as publishers see fit to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis
factorily and justly and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol

\

little nonsense now and then
It' relished by the wisest men."

A

"

L IBRAR Y.
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A

Collection of Spiritual

Songs,

with Music, for the Church and Choir. Select
ed and arranged- by the Rev. C. S. Robinson,
D.D.
Pp. 441, in cloth, with red edges, *1.50.
Extra edition, bound in silk, with gilt edges,
t'2.50.

In bis preface the compiler intimates that the
drift of public sentiment and taste has been in
two directions : toward music, with a decided
melcdy and hymns accompanied by a refrain on
the one side ; andtownrd hymns of a more state
ly character and a more varied refrain, with tunes
constructed somewhat on the plan of the En
glish and German chorals, on the other.
In the preparation of this work we notice an
attempt, and a successful one, has been made to
Exclusive
meet popular taste in both directions.
of doxologies, there are 1,086 hymns, and the
number of tunes is unusually large for a book of
the sort. Evidently the work is the result of much
experience in musical matters ; for we find by a
cursory examination, that nearly everything of
excellence in the hymn line has been drawn
upon. Many of the beautiful hymn-poems of the
English Church are included ; and so in regard
to the tunes, many which we have been in the
habit of considering choice in such collections,
as "Cantus Ecclesiae," the old "Boston Collec
tion," "Grcatorox," " Church Choir," and other
well-known standard collections, have been in
Montgomery's hymn on
corporated in this.
"Prayer," Keblc's "Sun of my Soul," "Abide
with me," and the beautiful "Eventide," whose
melody so well becomes the sentiment, Faber's
ia8plring "Hark, hark, my Soul," Hastings'
sweet "Return," Neale's "Our Master," and its
Newman's "Lead
sine qua rum "Stephanus,"
Thou me on," and the charming music associ
ated with it by Dykes, and choice compositions
"Woodworth," "St. Hilda,"
like "Holley,"
Bethany," '- Refuge," "Palestine," are among
We find that the compiler has shown
the list.
good judgment by including many an old stand
" Dennis," "Wells," "Autumn,"
ard melody, like
Then, too, there are many of the better
etc.
hymns used in Sunday-schools, so that our chil
dren can use the book as well as grown people.
The publishers have taken great pains in the
manufacture of this "Collection." It is elegantly
the extra edition in
and substantially bound;
silk, with gilt edges, is particularly beautiful,
and quite unique among books for church pur
poses.

Memoir

of George David

Cummins,

D.D., First Bishop of the Reformed Episcopal
Church. By his wife. 12mo, pp. 544, cloth,
Price $2.50. New York : Dodd, Mead &
eat.
Company.

Who can be better fitted for the performance
of the part of a biographer than an intelligent,
-cultivated wife ? Affection, devotion may color
the. page at times too warmly, but if her culture
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and her aim to contribute something
of more than transitory value to the world's lit
erature, the product of her pen will bo a more
faithful portrait of the life than any one outside
the home circle of that life can fashion. Boswcll's work teems with adulation, but neverthe
less Boswell is esteemed a paragon of biogra phle
excellence, because he has placed on record the
very sayings and doings of the great man whom
he so closely shadowed.
Mrs. Cummins' woik
exhibits Bishop Cummins as the bishop reflected
himself through sayings public and private and
Of the latter, the bulk of a
correspondence.
rather considerable volume is made np. The ac
knowledged leader in the most important schism
of the past fifty years ; the organizer, indeed, of
a branch of the Episcopal Church whose growth
ha* been unsurpassed in American Church his
tory ; and dying, too, just at the moment when
his work had assumed definite form, had emerged
fairly from the chrysalis or experimental stage, it
is certainly most fitting that his character and life
should be set forth upon the printed page.
His
death came so suddenly that the young Church
trembled under the shock ; but the earnest, as
siduous spirit had set its foundations too deeply
for any material disturbance or retrogression.
It
would appear as if his work were accomplished.
The letters include many written to members
of his family, old and young, and reveal glimpses
of the inner heart of the man.
Mrs. Cummins
has given, with a freedom of which some readers
will probably question its propriety, notes from
the private jottings of the bishop, besides corre
spondence relating to his parish and diocesan
and business relations.
Comment of her own is
rare.
She now and then permits others to utter
opinions concerning the character and conduct
of her husband, while she simply weaves in a
plain and almost too brief account of his career,
as it was known in the ministry and before the

be high

public

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
The American Sketch-Book, and Historical
and Home Magazine.
Mrs. Bella French, edit
or and publisher, Austin, Texas. This number
contains a historical and topographical outline
of two counties, Washington and Brazos. We
notice an addendum which states the marriage
of Mrs. French to Mr. J. M. Swisher. We hope
that the union will be a harmonious one.
Thompson's

Registry.

Bank-Note

and Commercial

Current numbers received. This
has entered
well-known financial publication
upon its thirtieth year.

Proceedings of the F»fth Annual Meet
ing of the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union, Illinois, held October, 1878 - with Con
stitution, etc.

The plan of work contains some
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practical suggestions for others who may be In
terested in the active prosecution of temperance
work.
Sunday Afternoon ; a Magazine for the
The opening numbers of this com
Household.
paratively recent venture are well sustained.
The corps of contributors includes several wellknown litterateur!.

A

The Cbukcb

vertus

The Liquor System.

sermon delivered by the Rev. D. C. Babcock,
at Old Orchard, Me.
A clear representation of
the duties resting upon the Christian Church in
the matter of the liquor habit. Price ten cents.
Published by the National Temperance Society
of New York.

Proceedings of the Twelfth Annual Meeting
of the Telegraphers'' Mutual Benefit Association,
held at New York on the 20th of November,
1878.

Travelers' Official, Guide of the Railway
and Steam Lines of the United States and Cana
Containing maps of the principal lines, and
da.
lists of the ge eral officers, together with mis
cellaneous information on rail way matters. Pub
lished under the auspices of the General Ticket
Current
and Passenger Agents' Association.
numbers received.
Rbliqio-Philosophical
Journal's Series of
Biographical Sketches of Prominent Spiritualists.
This pamphlet of sixtyNo. 1 ; price 25 cents.
one pages contains biographical data relating to
Samuel Watson, D.D. ; Robert Hare ; Hudson
Tuttle; Giles B. Stcbbens ; Mrs. Francis G.
McDougal ; James G. Clark ; Rev. J. Pierpont ;
J. M. Peebles, M.D. ; William E. Coleman ; E.
D. Babbit ; Andrew J. Davis ; J. R. Buchanan,
M.D. ; which will be of interest to those to
whom Spiritualism Is of interest. Mr. Tuttle is
responsible for most of the sketches, and nearly
all of them arc illustrated by portraits.
Thf. National Repository; devoted to re
ligious and other literature, biographies and
travels, criticism and art. This magazine com
mences the year 1879 with intimations of prog
There
ress, especially In its artistic features.
seems to be a disposition on the part of the ed
itor to follow the example of sundry Eastern
monthlies, whose artistic excellence has become
their chief attraction.
On Gardening and Floriculture. — From

Messrs. B. K. Bliss and Sons, of New York, we

have received a voluminous catalogue of garden,

field, and flower seeds, which is profusely illus
trated with neat representations of plant and
root growths, and contains also useful hints for
the planting and care of gardens.
Messrs. Beach, Son & Co., of New York, and
Mr. James J. H. Gregory, of Marhlehead, Mass.,
also have sent us neat catalogues of vegetable
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and flower seeds and bulbs. Now is the time for
planning out garden and field work. Spring will
soon be upon us.

The Illustrated

Wood-Workbb, for Join

Cabinet-makers, Stair-builders, Carpenters,
Car-builders, etc. A neat candidate for the con
sideration of mechanics in its line. A monthly,
and low-priced.
ers,

PHYSIOGNOMY.
this means the art of reading
Popularly,
character by the means of its signs in the face,
although it has a more extended meaning in the
original.
There are many people who believe
heartily in Physiognomy who do not understand
I and therefore do not appreciate in full the
claims of Phrenology.
In fact, there are few
who do not claim to receive some strong and
very correct impressions from the general ap
of persons they meet. To all such,
pearance
the large and complete work called " New Phys
iognomy," by Samuel R. Wells, will be special
ly interesting. This work contains nearly 800
pages, with more than a thonsand portraits, in
cluding the widest possible range, from the best
and most gifted of persons to the most debased
and lowest grades of humanity.
The whole
ground of character-reading is covered fully, in
cluding the general principles of Physiognomy,
together with pictures and illustrations of the
general forms of faces ; the chin, and what it
indicates ; noses, with upwards of seventy illus
trations of this one feature ; all about the eyps,
their language, color, and character ; the cheeks
and complexion ; the forehead ; the hair ; the
jaws and teeth ; neck and ears ; the hands and
feet; and a most interesting chapter is that de
voted to the "Signs of Character" in the ac
tions, walk, and voice.
The physiognomy of
the insane, and the exercises in expression, are
both interesting and important.
The physiog
nomy of different classes is illustrated by groups
of portraits of divines, pugilists, warriors, sur
geons, inventors, statesmen, actors, poets, etc.
A chapter of special Interest to many is that of
love-signs in the lips, chin, and eyes. If the
suggestions given here were heeded, many dis
appointments in life might be avoided. Com
The
parative Physiognomy is well illustrated.
book concludes with an extended chapter on
Character-Reading, containing portraits of many
men of the day, with brief sketches of character,
as indicated in their physiognomies, together
with a few words biographical.
It is published by Messrs. S. R. Wells
& Co., 737 Broadway, New York, who will send
it by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price ; and it
is also offered as a special premium in connec
tion with their well-known and popular maga
zine,

the

Phrenological

Journal-

Noxbicr

4. |

April,

1879.
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REV. CAMPBE LL FAIR, D.D.

-pURTHER

than that he is a clergyman
by profession, the gentleman repre
sented by this photograph is utterly un
known to the writer.
When we remember
thnt among the twelve apostles there was as
much variety of character as could well be
found among so many men — and one of
*-

th;m

is

represented

as possessing a very

bad character — the fact
is not

clergyman

of a man being a
sign of his pos

a certain

sessing that harmony of faculty and organi
zation which is desirable in such a position,
or that he is free from unfortunate natural
tendencies.
Some

people

seem

phrenologist is bound

to
to

think that

the

presuppose

the
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good character of all who are engaged in an
honorable calling, and that it is something
quite unnatural for him to recognize any
thing good in one whose vocation is cal
culated to break down and hold its subjects
m a low level of morals.
The portrait before us indicates a tem
perament

both

fine

and

strong.

ness is shown by the classical

Its fine
cut of the

the expression of the face, by
of the skin, and by those pecu
liarities of appearance which are expressed
under the head of "Quality." The tough
ness, strength, and vigor of this character
are manifested
by the abundant, strong,
features, by

the fineness

dark hair and complexion,
of the head.

At

and by the build

region we see sharp
practical talent, intuition, quick im
pression of truth, ability to gather in at a
the intellectual

ness,

glance

all the facts presented,

from them

and to derive

or impression.
This qualifies him to take a sweeping view
ol his surroundings, and to make such sharp
inferences from them as will enable him to
to his
give a clear and vivid expression
If he were to
thoughts in word and act.
a definite

idea

and
practice extemporaneous
speaking,
would trust, for his preparation, to a mere
skeleton of the topics upon which he wished
to treat, he would become a vigorous, ear
nest, clear, and rapid speaker, and the troop

ing thoughts that would come to him on the
instant, suggested by the place and the oc
casion, as well as by the topic, would give
him power to awaken and sustain an in
terest in his subject among thinkers, and
hold their attention throughout.
He inherits his intellect from his mother ;
his power to gather facts, and
especially
form defmite opinions, and ability to put
these opinions and thoughts into words
His logical
easily, fluently, and specifically.
cast of thought is indicated by the fullness
in the upper part of the forehead ; but he is
not one of those dry, hard, logical workers
who can not come down to the common,

[April

seen, although it will uphold the foliage and

of his subject.

fruitage

If

a lawyer, he would take the
facts, law, and logic of a case, and present
he were

them

to

would

see

the

argument,

jury

so

common men
the
it wilh them to the
that

the point, would understand
and

carry

He has an orderly cast of
jury-room.
thought and character. System is one of
his special points. He appreciates the witty.
He sees the absurd and the ridiculous.
He
is a sharp critic of resemblances, contradic
tions, and adaptations.
He reads character
a
very, correctly, generally understands
stranger at a glance, and seems to adapt
his conduct and conversation, as well as his
selection of subjects, to the persons before

If he

him.

were an extemporaneous

preacher
half a dozen
persons in his audience to talk to, and would
address himself to these persons according
to their mental peculiarities, until he saw
or lecturer,

he would select

each one yield assent to the sentiment.

He

would revolve and evolve the point by fresh
illustrations, until the one he was especially
addressing appeared to accept it.
He has a generous spirit, is liberal in his
feelmgs ; but is not one of those yielding,
mellow men who can be molded and gov
by the caprice of his associates.
From the day he left the cradle he has been
a marked personage ; we do not now say,
by greatness, but by that which was charac
teristic and specific and positive ; by deter
mination, by self-reliance,
by pride and
ambition, by the tendency to center himself
on his own foundation, and face the world,
with its difficulties, and not cry for help.
erned

If

he would face oppo
He would address the jury
wilh a calm strength end self-reliance which
would be very impressive.
He is not one
who waits to find out everybody's
prefer
ences and prejudices,
but he studies his
he were a lawyer,

sition squarely.

duty,

and then

persistently acts upon the
He moves

course which he thinks is right.

fresh, original, and practical, and the strong

course,

trellis-work of logic will not be particularly

fulfilling duty as
ing in the way.

if

a

forward as the plow, not as it crashes
through the field, upturning vegetation, unhousing animals and insects, but in another
direct and earnest
sense like
taking

of life.

it,

He can so clothe the
framework of his argument with incidents
of common life that the discourse will seem

active realities

there were noth
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He has Firmness enough to make him
and
unswerving ; Self-esteem
enough to give him dignity, self-reliance,
and the desire to be arbiter of his own for
tune and the planner of his own course.
He does not like to be dictated to ; plans
his own course as if he were alone ; seeks
to know what is right, proper, convenient,
and just, and carries himself with steadfast
ness and strength in the path that seems to
him proper.
He is ambitious ; and, while
he is sensitive in regard to opinions which
may be entertained respecting his motives,
steadfast

he has more power than

most

men

to rise

criticism.
He has Combativeness and Destructiveness enough to fight the battle of life man
fully and to move forward in the line of
duty, as if he were strong enough to carry

above public praise, censure, and

purposes ; and he would impress
with
the idea of power, resolution,
people
and ability to conquer difficulties.
If he were in a secular field, like manu
facturing, commerce, railroading, or navi
gation, he would be a moving spirit and a
He
controlling force among strong men.
has the signs of social power — the ability to
out

his

win friends and hold them.
Still, with his
governing and independent spirit, he is like
ly to be a little too overbearing and positive
in the social circle.
His intuitive sense of truth, his prompt
ness in forming opinions based on facts, and
his resolution and firmness,
master

of many

broader

logical

all make him a
who may have a
mind, and who are more
men

capable of reasoning and resolving abstruse
subjects which demand a severe and critical
course of reasoning.
He is a natural leader
in affairs ; perhaps not the General to plan
the battle so much as a leader of men and
the carrier out of the plans.
He has a
magnetic

presence, and wherever

he moves,

people are attracted to him — are drawn into
his

wake.

influence,

He exerts

an

overshadowing

and is very likely to be the master

sel in a squadron,

i6S
who may obey the general"

sailing order as to the positions of latitude
and longitude, but handles his own ship, is
the master of his own crew, and makes ob
servations with his own instruments, and
thus works out his position without help,
BIOGRAPHICAL

SKETCH.

Though called to preach but a few years
since. Dr. Fair has already taken position
as one of the leading divines in Baltimore.
He was born in Holymount, County Mayo,
Ireland, April 28, 1843.
His father was
a large
in

landed

1846,

proprietor, at whose

the estate

devolved

death,
and

upon

is

now in the possession of his eldest son. He
left a wife and eight children, all of whom
are living.
Our subject was educated principally by
a private tutor.
As a boy, he looked for
ward to becoming a civil engineer, and was
accordingly placed under the instruction of
one of the most distinguished members of
that profession in Dublin, the late Maurice
Collis. But, when about fifteen years old,
he altered

his mind, and

decided

to enter

the ministry ; whereupon he was admitted

Trinity College. There he proved him
self an apt student, shared the honors of
the institution, and was graduated with dis
tinction.
He then entered upon his theological
studies at St. Aidan's Theological School,
Birkenhead, England. There, too, his course

to

was

a very successful

of his examinations,
class.

one, taking, in many

the first position

in his

4

He was ordained a deacon by the late
Lord Bishop of Chester, on Trinity Sunday,
1865, his appointment being to the curacy
of Holy Trinity Church, Birkenhead. The
following year he received the order of
Priest at the hands of the present Bishop
of Chester, Dr. Jacobson. In November,
1866, he was made Superintendent Mission
ary of the Irish Church Missions, Dublin.

of the situation.
We venture that he does not often run to
his bishop for advice, but, knowing the

The following year was that of his promo
tion as London secretary of the same so
ciety, with the curacy of St. Jude's Church,

policy to be pursued, he carries
with an individualism that is some
thing like that of the commander of a ves

Chelsea,

general

himself

and Deputation Secretary in the
midland counties of England, and North
and South Wales.
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In September, 1868, an event occurred
which proved the turning-point of his life.
He was traveling from Birkenhead, En
gland, to Llanidloes, Wales, when he was
involved in a terrible railroad accident, by
which he sustained a paralysis of nerves at
the base of the brain, and was deprived of
the senses of sight,
hearing, taste, and

A long

smell.

confinement

to his bed

fol

lowed, and, when able to go out, being ad
he came with his
mother to the United States, arriving at
New York in the latter part of 1870.
A desire to explore the country led to a
tour, in the course of which all the impor
tant cities between New York and New Or
" During this tour,"
leans were visited.
"
doctor,
I
was received kindly
the
says
wherever I went. To the Hon. H. D. Lesesne, of Charleston, S. C, and Bishop
Wilmer, of Louisiana, I am particularly in

vised to try a sea voyage,

Their kindness to me, together
with the great climatic advantages, led me
"
to make this country my home — a resolu
tion to which he still adheres, though not
forgetting Ireland, which he visits an
debted.

nually.
In 187 1 he accepted the assistant rector
He
ship of Christ Church, New Orleans.
in this connection until 1875,
remained
when he became rector of St. Ambrose
Church, New York city.
The following
he
to
his
removed
present charge in
June
Baltimore.
He is now known as the popular rector
of the Church of the Ascension — a reputa
tion which
creased

he

interest

has fairly won in the in
which he has aroused in all

of her departments.
large

and

societies

his

His congregations

schools

crowded.

have been established

are

Several

to push

on

the charitable and religious enterprises now
in successful operation.
Among the church
" Brotherhood," for
organizations are the

of the congregation, and the
the ladies — while a
" Mothers' Mission " is the avenue through
which the homes of the poor are reached
and their necessities provided for.
Dr. Fair is Secretary of the Convocation
of Baltimore— a body of which the Rev. A.
the gentlemen

" Aid Association," for

J.

Rich is Dean.

several

He is the author, too, of

popular lectures,
a work called

published

fApril..

embodying a course

and

has recently

"Sound

Words,"

of Sunday instruction

for children.
to his degree of D.D., the
American, of June 18th last,
1 says: "The degree of Doctor of Divinity
has been conferred on Rev. Campbell Fair,
rector of the Church of the Ascension, by

With

reference

Baltimore

The nomina
the University of Nebraska.
tion was by the Right Rev. Bishop Clarkson, and is the only D.D. degree conferred
Mr. Fair is a
this year by the University.
gentleman of fine scholarly attainments,
and his preaching is marked by the sim
plicity of language, directness of expression,
and simple purity of style that are the char
His
acteristics of scholarly eloquence.
are always brief, extempore exposi
of the matters pertinent to the selec
tions for the day, and during his rectorship
the congregation of the Church of the As
cension has become very large in numbers,
and active in church effort."
In 1875, Dr. Fair married Miss AliceMcLean, .youngest
daughter of the late
Wm. J. McLean, a merchant of New Or
leans.
Mrs. Fair is thoroughly one with
her husband, particularly in the affections
sermons
tions

of his people.
It is noteworthy that Dr. Fair stands con
spicuously among his episcopal brethren as
an earnest advocate of temperance reform,
now and then discussing the subject before
as it would appear, with,

his people; and,

much good effect.

True Heroism.— There

are many great

in the small struggles of life.
There is a determined though unseen bra
very, which defends itself foot to foot in the
darkness against the fatal invasions of neces
Noble and mysterious
sity and baseness.
triumphs which no eye sees, which no re
nown rewards, which no flourish of trumpets
Life, misfortune, isolation, poverty,
salutes.
deeds

done

battle-fields which have their heroes ;
heroes, sometimes greater than the
illustrious heroes.
are

obscure
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THE CHINESE AT HOME.
SOCIAL AND DOMESTIC CUSTOMS— DIVINATION — CHARACTER-READING — PHYSI
OLOGY—MEDICINE, ETC.
""PO the student of social science there is
*- no field in the world of more interest
than China.
Here one lives in contempo
rary times with Abraham and Confucius,
and may find the ideas of antiquity in full
life and career at the present.
We here
meet with humanity in a greater variety of
forms and under as varied conditions as are
to be found in the human race.
The influ
ence of food and occupation upon the phys
ical development of man is here as clearly
marked as the same influence in the devel
opment of horses and cattle.
Although the
illustrations usually given of the Chinese ap
pear all to be taken from one model, yet
there is no people presenting a greater va
The
riety of complexion and physical form.
effects of generations of cultivation of the
habits, have
same faculties and physical
produced characteristic marks of each class,
until one soon learns to locate a man in his
relative position in society from his facial
and physiological characteristics.
Chinese society may be divided for conven
ience into the following classes : I. The gen
try, which includes the literary and profes
sional classes, and from which the officials
are usually chosen.
2. The commercial,
which includes all grades of merchants.
The mechanical, including all artisans.

3.
4.

The agricultural, which covers the list of
Horticulturists, florists, etc.
5.

gardeners,

The religious, or the priests and nuns, which
a distinct type.
6.
The common laborers, or coolies ; and 1
might add a seventh class, composed of the
army and navy, which is chiefly recruited
from the last-named division.
Their regard for ancestors and the estab
lished usages of past ages requires that the
son shall engage in the business calling of
the father.
Hence each of the above classes
might be subdivided, forming as many dis

may be said to compose

tinct classes
the fifth class

as there

priests are celibates,
other classes,

are distinct callings —

must be excepted,
but

as all their

and recruited from the
the

choice

is generally

made so early in life that the sedentary
vegetarian

and

life marks the physiognomy of

the priest.

The peculiar nature of their written lan
also tends to separate the different
learned professions.
Hence each student is
a specialist.
There are but few compara
outside the
tively of the literary classes
priesthood who know anything of their re
ligious literature, and so of the other special
branches.
The natural result of this fact is
to give greater deference to each professor
in his department.
Thus the judicial order
is confined to a few judges in each district,

guage

from whose decision there is no appeal ; and
likewise the medical fraternity,
although,
to say, they are among the most
ignorant. Yet they wield an absolute in
fluence in their sphere, and all classes sub
mit to the most needless and excruciating
torture upon the prescription of the doctor,
simply because hr is supposed to know all
about it.
Among the best patronized, most remu
nerative, and respectable
of their learned
fortune-teller,
is
the
or clairvoy
professions
ant, whose business it is to study the sprites

strange

for fates of men, and thus know just what is
safe and profitable for each man to do.
So
complete is the belief in the powers of this
class, that nothing is begun without first
consulting an oracle, and his instructions
are followed to the letter.
This class corre
spond to, and are contemporary with, Daniel,
the interpreter of dreams

and handwriting

upon the walls of ancient Babylon.
house

is built, the

oracle

When a

is consulted

to

know where to put the doors. They think
the devil is a great fool ; hence the doors of
all the houses are put in some eccentric
angle, so that his Satanic

majesty

may not

find his way into the house to disturb the
fortunes of the tenants.
The idea is the
same as that which obtains in the trap with
an open trench (or quails, which look around
the wall for a place of escape, but never
think to look in the center of the inclosure

PHRENOLOGICAL

for the open trench through which they had
When a person dies, the fortune
entered.
teller is called in, to ascertain a lucky posi
tion for the grave, and this is often a diffi
cult task — especially if deceased had money.
It is much like the arduous task of praying
the soul of a rich prodigal out of purgatory
in Roman Catholic

It

is no

unu

JOURNAL.
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cranium has some relation to the mental
was not able to learn the ex
tent to which the decisions of the phrenolo

aptitudes.

I
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gist influenced the life of the subject, as the
cases met with were generally those of
But the feature that impressed
young men.
me was the implicit faith the people seem to
have in what was told them.
saw

it

a

is

It

a

a

is

a

a

is ill

I

is

It

I

is

is

It

it

;

is

it

fathers

I

to remain

if

unburied
for months or even years, waiting for the
oracle to determine
the proper place ; or

sual thing for the dead

I

Once or twice
having the heads of their
and were taking written
boys examined,
charts of what was told them.
For what
more often with the poor, waiting to get
did not learn.
But
purpose
fair to in
money to pay the fee, for fortune-telling is a fer from their usual faith in their teachers,
cash business.
There is no danger of the that the information was employed to direct
a patron by refusing the education
of the boys and
this were
losing
professional
true,
credit, for the belief of the people is so com
was a good thing, even though the
phrenologist depended simply upon his in
plete that they dare not neglect this impor
tuitive convictions in regard to the talents
tant feature, and thus incur the displeasure
of the spirit of the dead, whose powers for of his subjects.
at this point that the
evil are supposed to be unlimited.
teachings of the science should be regarded
It not unfrequently
There
too much
happens that a bird more in this country.
will delay a wedding for days. The houses,
tendency to put boys to doing that for which
is
wherever it is possible, are surrounded with
they have no natural talent, and
think
trees or shrubbery, and these are the favor
largely due to this that there are so many
men of mere passive character in the pro
ite resorts of birds, which are very numer
ous, and almost every variety of bird, espe
fessions.
good logic that said " the
Lord
are
connected
had
and
blacksmith and
spoiled a No.
magpie,
cially the crow
Hence, when
made
luck.
with some tradition of
very poor preacher out of the ma
consulted with re
terial."
the professional oracle
rather remarkable that all modern
safe time for
marriage, he often
gard to
sciences in the West have their counterpart
tells them that
day must be selected upon
in the East. There
which
certain bird either does or does not
scarcely an idea in
circles.

our religion that

divination possessed by the professional.
have also met with men who were ex
amining heads and hands with a view to as
certaining their owner's mental aptitudes. In
other words, practices akin to those of Phre

them

Is

11
i

I

is

is

a

a

it

a

a

nology and Physiology are found among the
True, their methods are in crude
Chinese.
state, as all their sciences are, yet they seem
to have discovered

that

the contour of the

a

in

has not a counterpart
Chinese religion and scarcely
superstition
with respect to devils, witches, ghosts, etc.,
in China, that has not been also in the his
;

is

;

and thus the
light upon the premises
sometimes kept in waiting for days,
bride
while the family look out for the omen of
If crow cries over the head or
good luck.
him
man on a journey,
abreast of
of some dire
with a dread apprehension
Very similar to traditions in some
calamity.
dove
parts of the United States, where
a
sure
a
sign of a
housetop
cooing upon
of
foretell
This
class
the
death in
family.
of
a
secret
events
based
power
upon
ing

tory of Western nations, and even yet exists
among the less thoughtful. This fact sug

of benefitmg
China are not to endeavor to create a revolu
tion in their ideas and systems, or to trans

gests that the proper methods

plant our theories instead of theirs, but to
accept their established theories and refme
by culture, as we have refined our
own — eliminating the gross and superfluous,

only the true and useful.
The Chinese have practically no knowl
edge of physiology.
They have never prac
ticed anatomy — regarding the human body

leaving

as too

sacred

legious

a

to be dealt with m so sacri

manner.

upon the external

They depend wholly
shape for their system of
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Consumption is declared to be the loss of
blood from the system, and the pale face of

a

is

They accordingly have
of the goddess, which

worshiped with much display.
They
" flowers of
the small-pox as
heavenly planting," and the varioloid as
" flowers of human planting." No one dare
speak reproachfully or disrespectfully of the
pronounce

bring summary
When one
taken
is

and

be offended

speedy

and

punishment.

with this disease

his

friends send congratulations, and the family
the semblance

of rejoicings.

first called

in, who enthrones

The

urgent one, the priest

again

'

if

is

is

is

an

;

in

behalf of the
by a committee
If this succeeds in bringing out
patient.
done
but
the
the pustules, no more
case

is

this

of distress, the same as

is

in other countries.
an
that
Their decision upon colic
accumulation of wind in the stomach, and
most ludicrous.
Last
their treatment
summer
was sojourning in Buddhist tem
had an
ple in the Li San Mountains, when
acute attack of cramps in the stomach,
is

a

I

which came near being the end of me, and
solemn, greasy old priest stood by with
hands

on

folded

his

breast

beseech

ing the huge idols to have mercy on the
stranger and he recommended those in at
recovered,
tendance
to rub me down.
however, and
will never know whether the
medicine
took or the old man's prayers
cured me certain
was that was in great

I

I

I

it

I

and prayers were

I

and the medicine

given, and

What logic,

recovered.

fore, will tell me the necessary
tween the treatment

and the cure

Their knowledge of

there

relation

be

?

;

distress,

one of the most deli

cate and important branches of the science

sadly deficient, and from this
refer
suffering and death.
The medical missions in
to midwifery.
China are doing more good in this one di
rection by teaching their doctors how to
cases than in any other
treat dangerous

of medicine

much

results

way,

yet these

are

often

defeated

by the

of the people.

They are too mod
treatment,
and expect relief in
est to receive
difficult cases by looking at the tongue and
feeling the pulse of the patient.
mis
Last year a patient was received at
sion hospital at Hankow who had a suspi
prejudices

learned that

is

image of the goddess in the house, which
worshiped

holy office
people on occasions

cious wound upon

an

!

is

put on
priest

Thus

house.

called into requisition with these

a

the goddess

from the

goddess

I

practiced.

are

lest

the

is

of"

is

They regard this
disease as under the special jurisdiction of
devoted to
goddess, whose whole time

disease,

either the event of death or recov

;

treat

of this disease is to give the patient
blood to drink. For this purpose consump
which are
tives attend public executions,
done by beheading, for the purpose of
catching the blood of the victim in their rice
bowls, to drink it medicinally.
Small-pox
is very general among them, and although
vaccination, they have
they know nothing
learned the benefits of inoculation, and this

disease.

to

in as one of

acquiesced

ery, the priest comes to escort the image of

his

ment

and pictures

In

fate.

his arm.

the ancients

had

The

surgeon

said that the

flesh of the dutiful son, eaten by the father,
would cure any disease, and this young
man's father had been afflicted with dropsy,
and
that

son was persuaded by his friends
was his duty to give flesh to cure his

the

it

Their

the patient is the evidence.

this one

then

a

no sympathy for the suffering.

images

say, the matter

I

of injustice. Their conduct to
ward this fabulous being is a constant en
deavor to outwit him.
But all calamities
are regarded as his work, and hence there is

the devil

extensively

called in, and

the patient dies, as they often do, strange

is

sinner, for, strange to say, they never accuse

this fail, a doctor

through

escorted

(?) and fire-crackers.
if

They locate the heart in the abdomen, and
suppose the soul to reside in the same place.
Their treatment of disease is often the most
absurd, as one would expect from such a
superficial knowledge of the human body.
The common diagnosis of chills, which is a
very common complaint, is a possession of
devils, and the shaking is the symptom.
It
is an offense to tell a man he has chills, for
it is equivalent to telling him he has devils
in him, and that implies that he is a great

is

the streets with music

If

called in, and the image

ries, or nearly all

it
is

The result is that their theo
of them, are erroneous.

physiology.
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father.
They had, accordingly, with a razor
cut a piece of flesh from the muscle of the
boy's left arm as large as a hen's egg, and
his mother had cooked the same with pork

The

and beans and his father had eaten it.
old

man

died,

however,

and

the

was

boy

of not having a pure
spirit, or else his flesh would have made
and

abused

the list of drugs and

medicines

Ti
of

Ginseng is worth its weight
in gold ; one root, when properly wrapped in
red and yellow paper, will bring from three
to five Mexican dollars.
Any unnaturallydeveloped bone or horns of goats, buffaloes,
value.

found among their medical
collections. Last summer I found among
the collection of a great doctor a head of a
mountain goat, brought from Thibet, which
I tried
had five distinctly-developed horns.

[April,

with which he punctured the flesh
organs supposed to be dis
This man treated
the " coun

over the various
eased.

upon

irritant"

In

travel and
among them I only met with one
incident of this kind.

ter

plan.

a year's

residence

It

is indeed a novel feature to find among

so given to litera
remarkable lack of common
sense.
The most ridiculous theories are
propounded with all the gravity of certainty
and authority.
I can not conceive of any
thing too absurd to be accepted by the Chi
nese mind, if it only has tradition or men
a people
ture

are many of the most ludicrous things.
the claws, are
gers' bones, especially
priceless

needles

accused

better medicine.

Among

JOURNAL.

so shrewd and

such

a

tion in the classics to back it.
W. G. BENTON.

etc., are to be

to buy the specimen,

but

In

found it too valu

collection
was the foot of a man, which had been
He
taken off at the ankle-joint and dried.
From
called it the foot of a wild man.
what I could learn I concluded it to be a
foot of one of the aboriginal inhabitants of
Central China, a colony of whom still exists
able for my purse.

in one of the western

the same

They are a
very low type of humanity, and would be of
historic and scientific interest if more was
provinces.

What virtue there was in
known of them.
foot,
that
medicinally, none but the initiated
that there is great virtue none
But
know.
dare deny; otherwise the "great and good
doctor" would not have it. Among their
herbs

and

minerals,

however,

they

have

of the most popular medicines, but
they know practically nothing of pharmacy.
Hence the practice of medicine in China is
one of the most worthless things imagina
ble. And as to surgery, it is even worse ; they
can not puncture an ordinary abscess or boil.
Once I saw an itinerant doctor, a sort of
street-corner-patent-medicine-man, who had
a statue or figure of a human body made of
cloth and stuffed, much like the rag-doll of
some

Upon this figure he had a
drawn,
with points to indicate the vi
chart
tal functions, and he had a number of long

the

nursery.

THE
'

PYRAMIDS

OF

EGYPT.

''HE manner

in which the Pyramids were
built is thus clear enough : the mechan
ical skill their construction shows must re
main a marvel. The main materials were, in
deed, quarried from the limestone rock on
which the monuments stand, but the finest
quality used was brought from quarries on the
opposite side of the river, and, in the in
stances in which granite was employed,
usually for details, from the First Cataract.
How were the vast blocks lowered from the
quarries and transported to the river, how
embarked, again transported to the edge of
the desert, raised to the low table-land on
which the Pyramids stand, and then eleva
ted to the heights required, in the case of the
Great Pyramid up to above 450 feet, and
how were not alone the casing-stones, but
also the stones lining and roofing the narrow
passages and chambers, fitted with an ex
actness that has never been surpassed ? We
know from their pictures something of the
machinery of the Egyptians, how they trans
ported huge masses of stone by the use of
the labor of men or oxen, on sledges moving
on rollers, and we also know that great
causeways led up from the valley of the Nile
to the plateau of the Pyramids
But this is
all. Of their mode of raising masses we are
wholly ignorant.
People have talked of
I

mounds up which the stones were dragged
to build the Pyramids, but the work of con
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-structing an easy incline for a pyramid 460
feet high would have been tremendous,
and
the materials,

would not
we are as

pression
ive force

unless it was built of stone,

have been

at hand.

At

wanes,

17 r

to return with an oppress

as we stand

beneath

them.

All

other works of man are dwarfed by them,
but it must be remembered that no other
works of man occupied a whole nation, as
it is all but certain the greater Pyramids did,
for one or even two generations each.
No
public works save the Pyramids are known
When true
of the Memphite kingdom.
works begin. Pyramids become far
fiublic
ess costly, like that of the wise king who
excavated the Lake Moeris.
The object of each Pyramid was to en
tomb a single mummied king: sometimes
two supulchral chambers may point to a
double burial : in one case an early monu
ment, the Third Pyramid, seems to have

present

far as ever from a solution of this

curious problem.

Great Pyramid was originally 480
high, and each side of its base measured
764 feet, dimensions slightly reduced by its
use as a quarry in later times.
The suc
cessive Muslim capitals of Egypt, of which
Cairo is the latest, have been built of the
monuments of Memphis.
The city and its
temples have disappeared, and left scarcely
The

feet

yet the larger Pyramids have lost
small portion of their materials, and
where there are marks of ruin, it is rather
due to the efforts of explorers than to the
actual removal of the stones from the site.
Seen from afar, on what Horace well calls
their royal site, the vastness of the Pyramids
strikes us ; as we approach them, and begin
to distinguish the courses of stone, this im
a trace ;

been enlarged by a later sovereign ; but in
general each monument seems to have been
The
designed for a single entombment.
purpose of so vast a labor is no longer a
mystery if we may assume that the Egyp
tians held the preservation of the body to be
essential to immortality.
It is certain that
all Egyptian tombs were constructed under
the influence of a belief in the immortality
of the soul. — Contemporary Review.

but a
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CHAPTER X\\. — Continued.
RELATIVE

IMPORTANCE

VERY

mental faculty has its legititnate sphere of activity and is es

17

sential in adapting man to his relations
and

If

surroundings

in the present

any organ be deficient

life.

in the brain,

mind in that particular will be
wanting in the completeness of its man
But some organs are much
ifestation.
more important than others in the in
fluence which they exert over the life
and conduct of the individual.
Color,
for instance, may be entirely wanting,
yet the person be well qualified to win
success in avocations where a capacity
to judge of hue and
tint is not re
quired ; or he may be deficient in the
organ of Tune, and yet have excellent
the

capacity
ness.

If,

for

a wide

however,

sphere of useful
the organ

of Cau

tiousness be very small, there will be a

OF
I

THE

FACULTIES.

which
will extend to every department of the
individual's activity, and prove a se
rious hindrance to his success in any
Or, if Firmness
independent vocation.
be wanting, vacillation will characterize
the individual in all his affairs, and

lack of prudence and forethought

prevent him from accomplishing results
which in other respects

he may be ad

On the other
hand, as every organ tends to activity
with a degree of energy proportioned to
mirably fitted to achieve.

its size,

if

one be developed

much in ex

cess of all the others, it will give a bias
to the mind which it will be difficult to
correct.

An intellectual

organ may be

possessed in a very large degree, and
seek its gratification to the fullest
tent without detriment
or the community

;

ex

to the individual

but an exceedingly
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large organ of

will warp the character, and may prove
serious

a

to the

impediment

success

and happiness of the individual.

Bid

der and Colburn, through

very large
organs of Number, while yet mere chil
dren, astonished
the world by their
mathematical

Mozart's

calculations.

Tune sought its grat

greatly developed

at a very early age, in musical
and in after years delight

ification,

THE ACTION

All

the mental

They
dividuality are mere instincts.
involuntarily into activity on
spring
being

excited, and though we may re
manifestation, we can not

press their
avoid

the

feeling

which accompanies

the exercise of an organ, when once it
to activity;

has been excited

tiveness, for instance,

But had this

of propensity,

gion

been in the re

at Amativeness

or

for instance, we would

Alimentiveness,

have been disgusted with their exhibi
tions

of sensuality

or gluttony.

had these intellectual organs

Or

changed

places with the sentiments of Hope, or
Benevolence,
them

for

brought

we

the
upon

would have pitied
failure and
misery

themselves

and

through excessive hopefulness

others

and gen

erosity.

Thus, when any mental organ is great
ly predominant
necessarily

or deficient, the result is

a departure

from

in the mental manifestations,

harmony
and from

symmetry of character.

But some faculties are higher in au
thority than others, and are naturally
fitted to be the guiding and controlling
Hence a mind
powers of the mind.
well constituted

to cope with the exist

ing conditions of human life should
possess these powers a little in excess
of the inferior or ancillary faculties, so
as to enable them to exercise

the habit

which is necessary to
regulate properly the moral and secular
ual

supremacy

life.

The careful reader of the preceding
chapters will need but little reflection

himself what

to

for
organs
should be the stronger for this purpose.

determine

FACULTIES.

faculties in their in

ed the world with divine symphonies.
We look upon these men in wonder,
excessive development

XIII.

OF THE

composition,

and admire their genius.

[April,.

Acquisi
instinctively de

sires to possess, and the accumulation

of property affords it gratification.
If
there were no feeling of fear, nor any
sentiment of justice in the mind, it
would seize upon property wherever it
existed without regard for the rights of
others, or dread of the pain which
might be inflicted by him whose rights
it would assail.

In

the squirrel, Acquisitiveness acts
The
blindly and instinctively.
mere sight of an ear of corn would be
sufficient to excite it to activity, and
impel it to seize upon the grain, and to
thus

store it away for future

use.

Just

so

Alimentiveness acts in the bird, prompt
ing it to help itself to seeds which may
be exposed
to its gaze.
The only
power of mind which would prevent
these from instantly gratifying their
desire is Cautiousness, which, if danger
were near, would repress the manifesta
tion of Acquisitiveness in the squirrel,
and Alimentiveness in the birds. They
have neither Conscientiousness
to re
mind them of the rights of others, nor
intellect to teach them how they may
supply themselves with food without
violating any principle of duty.
Philoprogenitiveness is equally blind
and instinctive in its activity.
It is
naturally related to children, and they
are the objects which afford it gratifi
If they are well and happy, it
cation.
delights in their felicity, or if they are

DRAIN AND MIND.

the other faculties,
performance
justice,

day life

brings

us

into

contact

who think, theorize, and
scheme without any apparent object
of a practical or useful nature.
Books
with

of

men

large

which
and

dimensions

are

are full of dreamy

published,
speculation,

lacking entirely in positive

appli

cation to any subject.

When we rise into the moral region,
find its faculties characterized
by
the same instinctive activity.
Benevo
lence, for instance, acting alone, would
prompt the individual to rush to the
aid of the distressed without considering
the danger which might threaten
and
to give liberally of its bounty to relieve
it,

own

it

by doing so
might
bread out of the mouths of its
children and reduce itself to poverty.

take the

is

a

a

may give an en

tirely different, perhaps opposed decis
ion.

It

because

restrains

beyond the

the

pained

bounds

and right, but

other
when

faculties
they

pass

of what
just
the intellect which

defines those boundaries.

we

suffering, though

facts are acquired,

Thus each faculty acting alone seeks
gratification blindly, and with
degree of energy proportioned to its
size and the influences of quality and
It has no power of
temperament.
its

a

Every

to any useful purpose.

it

which it acquires

Of

the knowledge

is

not apply

a

can

self to set
seeks its
except

a

it

itself

by any one

upon

dependent

it

lations, but there its activity stops.

understood

as

his birth,
The "con
training, and associations.
"
Carib, or Hindoo, differs
science
of
much from the moral sense of the En
A Carib, stimulated by the
glishman.
of
to his people and himself,
duty
feeling
would do things which an Englishman
In its
would regard with abhorrence.
application to human affairs, Conscien
tiousness under the guidance of the
variable.
intellect
necessarily
It
case to-day in ac
may decide upon
cordance with the facts which are laid
but to-morrow, when new
before
person

is

even Causality, the
of intellect, in its own
individuality is a mere instinct blindly
seeking to know causes and remote re
organ

to the

it,

And

putations.
highest

prompts

obligation, and
the nature of duty and

but

obligation

regulator

of duty,

it

instinctively prompts the in
arithmetical com

to perform

It

ive in its activity.

possess

of
blind and instinct

very high office as

The intellectual organs, in like man
ner, respond instinctively to impres
sions.
A very active organ of Tune
to activity, and
tends
involuntarily
makes music through its own instinct
Number, also, when
ive impulses.
dividual

although
is

ing

and unhappiness.

very large,

a

is

Conscientiousness,

is

Philoprogenitiveness unregulated
by
pamper and spoil their children,
and bring upon them as well as upon
themselves much unnecessary trouble
reason,

in like manner gives
or worship.
mere impulse
In itself can not discern what objects
shown
are worthy of its homage, as
by the religious practices of the unciv
ilized or unenlightened races in bowing
down to sticks and stones, and even to
animals of the lowest order.
to reverence

it

observed
fact that many
commonly
mothers, through the great activity of

Veneration

is

it is

'75

it

grieved and sorrowful ; but
incapable of perceiving what is
good for these children for their own
sakes, or of devising schemes for pro
moting their welfare and enjoyment.
This is abundantly evident from the
in pain, it is

a

'879-1

limit to its activity, but
without restraint,

indulgence

that imposed by the other

fac

ulties.
Special characteristics of the classes.
come now to consider the ques

— We

[April,

'74
tion

In

:

what faculty or class of facul

restraining and guiding
power of the mind over its own activity
reside ? This will be understood clear
ly, we think, after we shall have dis
of
cussed the peculiar characteristics
the three great classes of faculties, viz. :
the Animal, the Intellectual, and the
Moral.
The peculiar characteristic of
ties

does the

animal

the

faculties

Their activity

is

selfishness.
in self, fam

terminates

ily, or friends, and they never seek the
The
welfare of mankind in general.
located

propensities,

side-head

the

at

around the ears, are entirely personal in
their activity. Alimentiveness is related
to the food which nourishes the indi
vidual's own body.
Vitativeness gives
him a love of life from the mere pleasure

of

existence.

Combativeness

on

ment

imparts

all encroach
individual rights.

to oppose

the boldness
his

own

Destructiveness

seeks to destroy,

that

himself may not be de
Acquisitiveness is gratified
stroyed.
with accumulating for the mere pleas
ure which it experiences in self-aggran
the individual

Secretiveness

dizement.
feelings
one's

suppresses

which it may be injurious

interest

to

manifest,

and

to

gives

which are often
the indi
in
useful
maintaining
highly
vidual against superior power; and
slyness

and

Cautiousness

reserve

supplies

the

prudence

and guardedness essential to the main
tenance of existence amid the countless
dangers which beset man's pathway.
These faculties may minister greatly
to the welfare and happiness of man
kind in general, as well as to the indi
Acquis
vidual's own aggrandizement.
itiveness, for instance, may accumulate
that it may give the more liberally to
Combaliveness may
objects of charity.
fight valiantly in defense of the weak
and the oppressed, without considering
its own advantage.

Secretiveness

and

may be exercised in the
of a stranger, without any re
gard to self; but it is only as they are
conjoined with the higher sentiments of
justice and benevolence, that their mo
Cautiousness
interest

tives are subservient

to the welfare

of

others.

In

the domestic

propensities

we ap

upon the
individual selfishness of the faculties
which we have been considering, but
they are entirely selfish in their nature.
They terminate in other individuals,
and experience pleasure in the happi
ness of those individuals, or are pained
by their suffering, but it is only because
of their natural relation to those ob
The love which springs from
jects.
Amativeness in its severalty is faithless
and indifferent to the welfare of the
object of its attachment ; but in com
bination with the other social organs
pear to make some advance

and the moral sentiments,

it becomes a

most powerful element

in the mainte

nance of social order;

some of the no

blest institutions of a philanthropic and
esthetic nature known to man have
sprung from its influence.

Philoprogenitiveness gives a love for
children and an interest in them solely
because they are the objects to which
it is naturally related.
It generally acts
Benevolence,
and a disinter
along with
ested regard for its object mingles with
and elevates the mere instinct of pa
rental affection.
But in its own indi
viduality it is entirely selfish.
Adhesiveness
inclines us to make
friends, and to indulge social and fra
ternal feelings; but it does not give us
an interest in its object for that object's

It loves merely for the sake of
the pleasure which it experiences in the

sake.

object of its attachment.

The ox will

sometimes pine and become sick when
his companion
not grieve

is removed, but he does

for his companion

on that

BRAIN AND MIND.
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account, but

companion's

solely

be

cause his Adhesiveness

is disagreeably
by the absence of an object

affected

His grief

which afforded it pleasure.
is

of

the same stamp whether his com
panion has been led to the slaughter
house, or introduced to a much more

condition, and is assuaged
only by time, or the introduction of
another object upon which Adhesive
agreeable

ness may be exercised.

The

of Self-esteem and
Love of Approbation are entirely per
sonal in their nature; the former leads
sentiments

us to esteem

ourselves

and

whatever

belongs to us, and is completely cen
tered in self; the latter is delighted
with praise, and the good - will and
It may,
respect of our fellow-men.
lead

to treat them kindly,
considerable sacrifice of
and comfort to do them service;

indeed,

us

and to make
ease

not, however,

that they may be made

but that our own Approbat-

happier,

iveness may be gratified

by the praise
and esteem which will be accorded in
return for our kindness.

Thus

all

the propensities

and feel

activity of any organ is
Its ultimate
pleasure.
aim is the good of others.
Veneration gives the tendency to
but the normal

attended

with

worship the Supreme

and

Being,

to

reverence whatever

is great and good.
is directed exclusively to other ob

It

jects, and tends to humble

self in the

contemplation of their noble
able qualities.
Hope looks
anticipations to the future,
lighted with the expectation

and vener

It

come.

may, indeed,

with happy
and is de

of good to

lead the indi

vidual to look forward to a good which
shall be exclusively his own, but ic is
not necessarily selfish in its activity.
Marvelousness

gives faith in the unseen,

and a love of the new and

the won

derful, but there is no appropriation to
self in its activity. Conscientiousness
recognizes our own rights as well as
those of others, but it would not dimin
ish these, or add to those, one iota be
yond the strict requirements of justice.
It raises the individual entirely above
all personal considerations, and enables
him to condemn himself as readily as
another, and to sacrifice every personal,

ings which man possesses in common
with the lower animals center in self as
their object, and never lead the indi
vidual to do good to others purely

much

from a desire to promote their welfare.
The common characteristic of the

ual

above all selfishness,

him

to seek the welfare and happiness

Moral

Sentiments, on the other hand, is

unselfishness.

They tend

to lead the

individual's thoughts and desires from
self outwardly, and they would sacri
fice every selfish impulse to duty and
principle.
Benevolence
is entirely unselfish in
its nature.
The misery and unhappiness of others
cause it pain, and it
finds its highest gratification in allevi
ating .their distress and promoting their
tnjoyment. Its 'activity, indeed, affords
the individual himself much pleasure,

family, or friendly interest on the altar

of duty.

Thus

the

moral

as they tend

sentiments,

inas

to lift the individ
and

prompt

of other beings as their object, are su
perior to the animal propensities and
sentiments, and are naturally constitu
ted to exercise a restraining influence
over them whenever their undue ac
But we
tivity would lead to abuse.
have

seen that the

moral

sentiments

themselves are blind and instinctive in

their

activity, and when excessively
developed, just as liable to run intoabuse as the propensities; hence, while
they are naturally constituted to exer
cise the restraining power over the
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mind, they are not fitted to be the
guides of any faculty or class of facul

This

ties.

OF

INTELLECT,

THE

which

is fitted to gather knowledge
from every quarter of the universe, to
trace out the laws which govern the
world, and to perceive the relations
which

being

and

hold to each other.

It

every

every

object

thus gives

us

the power to foresee consequences and
to anticipate results, which may be in
the

highest

<sff

calamities

sacred

;

degree

in warding

useful

and in promoting

enjoy

stone, and to worship beasts and dis
gusting

to bow down
priests,

its due author

ity, and restrain

Acquisitiveness from
encroaching on the rights of others, in
But unless the
gratifying its desire.
Intellect be well instructed in the de
tails of the occupation
through which
gratification is sought for, failure and
chagrin will be likely to ensue. Given
equal Acquisitiveness and Conscien
tiousness, the larger the Intellect, and

the

informed

of

things

it is in regard
trade and the relations

with

to

of

which men deal, the

more complete, far-reaching, and com
prehensive it is in its operation, and
the greater will be the success in the
accumulation

of property.

Benevolence

may

be

possessed

in

mind may
run habitually on schemes of charity,
but unless the Intellect be sufficiently

such a large degree that the

powerful and well informed

to form wise

plans, and to carry them out completely,
Benevolence will fail of its purpose.

Through the organ of Veneration, man
is naturally prone to religion, and dis
posed

to worship the Supreme

-and to reverence

Being,

whatever is great and

It

has made him the
and

in abject

him

caused

submission

to

to yield implicit obedience

to

the asserted representatives of Divinity,
even to the giving up of life and prop
at

Acquisitiveness, for instance, being
large and active, may desire to acquire
wealth.
A well - developed Conscien
may exercise

reptiles.

slave of superstition,

invested

the laws

back over the his

of the object on which their
Veneration has been exercised has, in
general, accorded with their degree of
intelligence.
Unenlightened by Intel
lect, Veneration has led man to pros
trate himself before idols of wood and

erty

the better

if we look

but

tory of any people, we will find that the

ment.

tiousness

LApril.

worthiness

is the

PROVINCE
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their command ; and it has
with the utmost sacredness
forms

meaningless

and

ceremonies

in

As man has risen
religious worship.
in intelligence,
priestly authority has
decayed,

superstition

has given

to intelligent faith, forms and

place

ceremo

nies have lost their sacredness, and the
objects of veneration

have risen to the

true dignity of man's nature.

Conjugality, and others
of the domestic faculties, may inspire
a person with a powerful
interest in
Amativeness,

another,
an

ardently desire to form
with him.
This love may

and

alliance

be sanctified

by the truest and purest

which Conscientiousness
and
Benevolence
can inspire; yet if the
Intellect shows the alliance to be im
proper, unhappiness will inevitably en
sue.
The true cause of a very large
proportion of marital infelicity lies just
In selecting matrimonial
here.
part
ners, the feelings are too often allowed
to forestall the judgment.
They fasten
upon their object before the Intellect has
had an opportunity to become familiar
with its qualities.
Were the Intellect
keen enough to discern character and

devotion

and powerful enough to rise
above the bias of the feelings, it would
be in the best condition to guide the

motive,

RENTING
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ONE'S CONSCIENCE.
Right

individual to an object in which every
feeling might be gratified, and the
person find enduring happiness.
The peculiar province of the Intellect,
then, is to guide and direct the other
faculties in their efforts at gratification.
It may be exercised in conjunction
with the moral sentiments, and devise
schemes for the promotion of justice,
charity, and good-will among men; or,
combined with the propehsities, it may
lay plans which will subvert justice,
and bring untold
-destroy happiness,
If the moral
miseries on mankind.
are deficient,

sentiments

the

RENTING

" The whole question ofthe relative moral
responsibility of employer and employed
is not in danger of too frequent or too
careful consideration by either party.
It
is certain that the employer has no right to
shift the responsibility of bad acts done by
his own suggestion, merely because they are
performed

by his agents.

It

is equally cer

tain ihat the agent can not silence a reprov
ing conscience

by the reflection

that his evil

doings were of his employer's bidding.

And

yet both too often seek to evade their own

responsibility, acting on man's uni
and perverse desire to get behind
something or other, ostrich fashion, if only
his own head be out of sight.
As Edward
Everett Hale justly said in a recent speech
to young journalists of Boston : ' If a man
has sold his soul so completely that he does
direct

versal

prudence,
energy

forethought,

to

the

from the har

and

courage,

character

;

the

moral

principles by
which conduct should be regulated;
and the Intellect is the discriminating
power which is essential to guide the
other faculties in their instinctive efforts
sentiments

supply

the

at gratification.

In

fit the Intellect

to perform

successfully,

order, however,

of the objects

on which the other faculties
I
I

to

this duty

it must be fully instructed

in the laws and relations

ONE'S

[Not inappropriate to follow what has
been said in the foregoing paper, are these
reflections which are found in an exchange.]

Conduct results

monious activity of these three classes
of faculties. The propensities impart

stronger

the Intellect, the greater will be the
individual's capacity for knavery. The
shrewdest criminals possess keen pow
ers of observation which are made the
servants of the masterful propensities,
and minister to their gratification ; the
not being powerful
moral sentiments
their rightful au
to
exercise
enough
thority over the other faculties.

177

are exer-

By nature, the Intellect is constituted to acquire information concern
ing all the relations of man, and is sus
ceptible of training and culture to an
indefinite extent, there being no con
tingency in this life which the reason
cised.

ing sense can not fairly resolve.

CONSCIENCE.
not care whether he fights with Eugene,
Marlborough or Saxe, with Rupert or
Cromwell, that man has fallen pretty low

It is pretty bad to be engaged on
Tuesday writing up a revival, and tiien en
gaged on Saturday, on another paper, writ
ing it down. That, gentlemen, is a thing we
down.

The press of
country has been losing influence for
thirty-five years, because the opinion is gain
ing that writers have sold their swords.

have all got to bear in mind.
this

It

....

your business, young gentlemen, to
raise the standard of morals, to encourage
that perfect moral conviction of the man
who writes that he will go to the cross, if
for his opinions.'
The same
necessary,
truth runs through all other employments.
A clerk who knows his employer's business
to be improper had better starve than work
for him another clay. A minister who stands
is

up in his pulpit after he has ceased
lieve

the

fundamental

doctrines

to be

of

his

0
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Church, is a Liguori without Liguon's con
A physician who pretends to cure
sistency.
a
system he knows to be false, is not
by
far
removed from a murderer.
Nor
very
is the legal profession

exempt from the sway

of ordinary honesty.
Where is the Script
ure justification for the plea sometimes put
forth by able lawyers, that their first duty
is to free their clients by any means what
Is this the commandment, ' Thou
soever ?
shalt not bear false witness against thy
'
neighbor, save when addressing a jury ?
What shall we say of advocates who sud
denly break in upon their ordinary plea for
a prisoner whom they know to be guilty,
and say in their most solemn manner:
' Gentlemen, on
my honor as a man, and
quite aside from my duty as a lawyer, I tell
you that I know the prisoner to be inno
cent

'

?

"

COLUMBIA'S

PROPHECY.

[April,

Men shall speak to brazen ears
That shall be mouths in after years ;
Word spoken shall be sent by post,
And no syllable be lost.
A drop of water shall have then
The force of many thousand men.
shall guide the plow, and rain
as men ordain.
- The commonest of stone or stick
Other shall be than long, broad, thick.
Here and in a foreign clime
Men shall be at the samo time.
Ghost.s

And snow shall fall

Bread, folks shall from ashes bake,
Ice they shall to diamonds make.
And the salt seas his (their) thirst shall slake.
Fish shall be where fish arc not ;
Wells of Are shall be sought ;
Women shall be turned to men.

All

these things shall happen— wLun T
They shall happen— not before
Six yean shall be reckoned four;
Thirteen shall be thirty-nine ;
This shall be the certain sign :
Nine and nine reversing take
(Eight ana one the nine shall make).
When ninety-two are eighty-one,
All these marvels shall be done.

This is the title of an odd series of rhymes said
to have been found in an old scrap-book dated I
November 16, 1809. A contributor to the World's
Crisis, of L'oston, essays an Interpretation, which
We,
in eomc respects is decidedly ingenious.
however, give the lines without his notes, pre
ferring to let the reader make his own comments
TRIPLET MAXIMS.
and application ; only essaying the remark that
" old prophecies,"
a considerable number of
Three things to love— courage, gentleness,
which for a time excited interest and discussion,
affection.
and
have been found to be only the work of clever
Three things to admire— intellect, dignity, and
sought
to
impose
upon
who
in
this
way
men,
gracefulness.
popular credulity. — Ed.
Three things to hate — cruelty, arrogance, and
ingratitude.
Columbia, home of liberty,
Shall not twenty rulers see,
Ere there shall be battle smoke,
Ere peace shall seem to be broke
And in waves of peril tossed,
The ancient order be deem'd lost.

But Columbia shall again
Rise, and fairer be than then.
Wonders great all men shall see,
Coaches without steeds shall be,
Air shall burn, and water fly
Swift as eagles cut the sky.
Brother shall with brother speak
Whom he hath not seen a week ;
Letters shall go 'neath the deep,
Likewise o'er the mountains steep ;
B.iuts shall sail against the wind,
Or. soilless, leave fleet ships behind.

Three things to delight In— beauty, frankness,
and freedom.

Three things to wish for— health, friends, and
a contented spirit.

Three things to like — cordiality, good honor,
and cheerfulness.
Three things to avoid— idleness, loquacity, and
flippant jesting.
Three things to cultivate— good books, good
friends, and good humor.
Three things to contend for— honor, country,
and friends.
Three things to teach— truth, industry, and
contentment
Three things to govern— temper, tongue, and
conduct.
Three things to cherish— virtue, goodness, and
wisdom.
Three things to do — think, live, act.
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POE

WILL
rest

the world never
?

I

let

see it stated

Edgar

AND
Poe

in one of the

that it has been discovered, by ex
amining his dust, that the brain is ossified,
" To what base
and rattles in the skull !

papers

ft

RACHEL.
worthy, with surprising candor, as if facts
were the only important things in delineat
ing a life. But a careful observer will de
tect an enlarging silver thread

ment to this child

of approval
for the truly excellent pervading all the
pages of Jewish history ; as in the wise
courtesy of Abigail, and the steadfastness of
the mother of the Maccabees.
I think we

lost.

must learn to accept genius as it is, and not

creation.
genius as demonized — in a high,
When Luther stood
before the august Diet convened at Worms,
" Here stand I, I
his memorable
exceptional

saying,
can not be otherwise," was a conscious illus

He, Luther, courageous,
discerning, could be only Lu
ther, just as the cells of his brain and the
of conscience had brought him
leadings
A strong will may
down from the ages.
bias of nature can
;
much
but
the
achieve
of this.

penetrating,

the Bible method

of biography, that

gives us the facts of a life and leaves the
moral status to be adjusted by the reader.
There we have Sarah forcing Hagar and
Ishmael out into the ' wilderness ; Rebecca

are

we,

that

we

dare

fore us— the breaking of the last magic seal
by old King Solomon, by which
the demons of Eblis are about to break from
once held

their bondage but
becoming in us to
look on, and hold our peace.
In 1855, New York was alive with excite
ment over one of these wondrous demon
ized creations.
The windows in Broadway
were full of
tall, statuesque figure, about
whom the classic robe fell
long, heavy
;

not wholly be controvened.

Who

? — we,

who have not the spear of
Ithurial, to test the right of a being to be
just what he
a'-.d nothing else
to be
what he is, and powerless to be otherwise —
part and parcel of a lurid phantasmagoria,
over which steal weird shadows, half hu
man, half devilish — half divine,
may be.
We may hold the breath, feeling as
some hidden arcana were about to open be
condemn

if

of rare,

it

these persons

is,

to regard

not malignant sense.

I like

to look after her wise children and approve
them in her own time and way.
Our judg
ments of genius, in any sense, seem an im
pertinence.

I prefer

tration

pester it with too critical an eye, leaving the
stern daughter of the voice of God," Duty,

"

;

of genius seems labor
There must have been in him a
chameleon-like temperament, by which he
assimilated to those with whom he associ
ated, and thus each analyzer of Poe gives
us a glimpse of his own idiosyncrasies rather
than a revelation of this unique, wonderful

is

apply the caliper of moral measure

a

To

"

it

uses may we come at last !

and upon whose arm glittered the
of a serpent.
was never tired of
studying this Sphinx the small, compact,
beautiful head, that somehow made mine

without reprehension

ache

and

I
;

;

being to
of individual life,
bad, praiseworthy or blame; the design

experience

brow

the strange eyes under the contracted
the brow contracted by no ordinary

emotion,

but

from

terrible intensity.

It

the

form

a

good

us

folds,

;

give

in

inciting her son Jacob to deceive her hus
child ;
and wrong her less-favored
Rachel and Lear, with their domestic quar
rels ; and all down the history of the favored
people, heinous crimes committed, scarcely

band
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other as

before
a

us.

mystery.

How she came there
A lofty, magnificent

seemed
statue,

motionless, and causing the heart
to stay its beat ; and the vast multitude
the instant
could no more have applauded
of her appearing than if an unearthly spirit
had suddenly become visible to the eye ;
but the applause that followed was some
draped,

thing to be remembered.
Her voice was indescribable — a marvel
ous voice, deep, clear, distinct.
No other
French ever spoken was so like a Cathedral
hymn ; it assumed a majesty, a dignity like
The tragic tonesof her
a Miltonic rhythm.
voice were a soul-harrowing wail ; her low
sob went through and through the heart
the sobs of a suffering child affect us.

as

Her

had

been

cally, whatever may be said of the nature
the design

— was

complete in her.

of

Her most

tone, sigh, or
glance, movement,
were each and all perfect in kind.
You would not change it ; you would not
but yield to
criticise
as to some over

careless
. tear,

it

She had not been
mastering fascination.
hindered nor obstructed — nothing had been
in the way of her full development to the
full pattern laid out in the projection of
nature.
She seemed to have taken herself
were, and, without let or hindrance,
up, as
become' just what the intimations suggested.

was said of her that she never knew what
trouble was.
Not that she did not have
occasion for discontent and suffering such
as all persons of sensibility feel
but she
would not accept it. She was not gay
neither was she sad or sentimental. She
was an artiste, without the tenderness allied
to art.
She was a feminine King Davidi
without the conscience that rendered the
remorse of the sweet psalmist of Israel sub

;

see each

that

;

part, and

All

in her — morally, mentally, physi

designed

lime.

There
something in the Jewish nation
ality favorable to this entire individual de
velopment — fostered,
may be, by their
as a nation.
vagrant, isolated
experience
The physique of Rachel was purest porce
lain — the finest of clay every line of every
nerve and limb perfected to the nicest ad
justment not particle of superfluous bone,
not a shred of needless muscle.
She be
it

ple meet and

"through a glass darkly."
The curtain rose, and Rachel was there ;
tall, lithe, panther-like.
A movement, not
—
stir,
a walk
an undulating
and she was

prison bars.
Not so with Rachel.

;

I think neither she nor her companion were
at all drawn to me ; but in this world peo

the

it,

My first sight of Rachel was in company
with Mr. J. C. Derby, the favorite bookpublisher at that time, and noted for his
Abrahamic beard, which a Turk might
envy, together with Mrs. Terhune (Marian
— both
Harland) and Caroline Cheeseboro
writers of some eminence — and the latter a
woman of unquestioned genius, as is testi
fied in her work, "Victoria, or the World
Overcome." Miss Cheeseboro was a small,
weird-looking woman, taciturn, and gentle.

to
result was a failure in
some way ; giving us characters too good
for much, too bad for safety ; and they are
lost among plodding schoolmen, or behind
oblivion, and

is

delighted.

an iron grasp, and the great work sank

it

seemed as if a fiery band encircled the head
in the shape of the coral fillets in which she

[April

It

i8o

a

a

;

infantile tears — real tears — were echoed by
The abandon
a flood from our own eyes.
of her passion so expanded her whole as
pect, that she was the veritable reality of longed exclusively to the serpentine, fas
cinating class — to the Cleopatras and ser
the tragic muse.
She had
marvelous
In one point of view Rachel affected me pents of old Nile.
One
as no other human being ever did. In attraction, but evolved no sympathy.
might be cruel to her, and feel no remorse.
others there is incompleteness, impediment,
ELIZABETH OAKES SMITH.
obstruction, as if the designs of nature had
not been well carried out — as if she had
started, perhaps, with some splendid inten
tion, but her work had been marred or
Woman as a Smeller and Taster.—
hindered.
The opportunities had not been The marked superiority of women over men
favorable ; Destiny had interposed with
is, in few respects, more remarkable than in

MISS ELIZABE TH THOMPSON.
superior powers of smelling and tast
A woman will detect the faintest odor
ing.
of tobacco when a man, even though a nonsmoker, often fails to discover any symptom
of it. As with smell, so with taste. Women
are wonderfully acute and fastidious in the
manner of sauces and all flavoring ingredi
ents.
The faculty has been recognized in a
very pleasing manner by the composition of
the jury who decided on the qualities of

mustards exhibited in the Paris Exhibition
The Mustard Congress consisted of twelve

their

gentlemen

tiated by smoking, whereas women, who do
not,
form

MONG

the young painters of Europe
are very few who have achieved
reputation with the rapidity which has sig
nalized the career of Miss Elizabeth Thomp
son in art.
Her choice of subjects of a mili
tary and national character has probably had
there

indulge in that pernicious
likely to be better qualified to
a correct opinion on the merits of

as a rule,

habit,

are

condiments.

THE YOUNG ENGLISH
A

number of ladies.

is stated, was owing to

a suggestion that the palates of men are vi

MISS ELIZABETH

1

and an equal

The arrangement, it

]

THOMPSON,
PAINTER.

much to do with her popularity, but subjects,
however felicitous in themselves, would not
win attention unless they were treated with
taste and that skill which is the product of
industry joined to native esthetic endowment.
In the portrait, which is taken from an
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English publication, there is a mixture of
gentle and strong. The symmetry
of the features is unusual ; the delicate nose
and well-nigh perfect mouth indicate a nat
quahties

refinement

and ready susceptibility to
of high culture and a delicate
of the tender phases of emo
appreciation
tional life.
The broad head, the full cheeks,
and the chin which borders on the massive,
ural

the influences

vigor and mental strength.
of her father is
in
her
action
and
conspicuous
largely con
trols in her thought. It is this element which
indicate

physical

The motive

temperament

pictures
Charge
Brigade," subjects generally
to the lady who wields the

appears

in

such

Call" and "The

This

element

is conspicuous

as

of

"The Roll
the

Light

deemed foreign

artist's pencil.
in the mental

and physical organization of Harriet and
Rosa Bonheur, and their creations in mar
ble

and

on canvas

are marked

by energy

Miss Thompson has, we
are of opinion, a warmly affectionate nature,
but her affection is directed more toward
strong than toward weak objects ; and the
best expressions of her affection are imbued
with respect or admiration. Into her affec
tion for the weak and petty, benevolence
and kindness enter as stimuli. A courage
ous, meditative
nature is hers, with lean
ings toward those bold, impassioned, unre
strained outbursts of expression which are
and

forcefulness.

largely dramatic. Her force must have its
channels of relief, and the easel of the artist
" let
is one of the media by which she can
herself out."
Miss Thompson's executive energy finds
gratification in her choice of subjects, and
is the source of the persevering labor which
is essential to the complete working out of
It is probable that
the details of a picture.

British public, although in the Royal Acad
emy Exhibition of 1873 she had a small pic
ture entitled " Missing," which represented
an incident of war. This was in many re
spects a very clever work, but drew little or
no attention. Another picture of hers, which
had been publicly displayed in a minor way,
viz., in an exhibition of the Society of Lady
Artists, of which she is a member, was
" The Tenth Bengal Lancers at Tent-peg
"
The merit of this also was not di- ging
covered until after her " Roll-call after an
"
had excited
Engagement in the Crimea
attention. This latter picture found a place
on the walls of the Royal Academy in the
spring exhibition of 1874, and the vigor of
the composition, the drawing of the horsrst
and the management
of the color were 'oo

not to command notice.
The
Prince of Wales and the Duke of Cambridge
were much pleased with the picture, and

expressive

commented
approval

openly

upon its merits.

tion to the current of opinion in England^
and Miss Thompson all at once found her
self famous.
D.

AT THE SHRINE.
quiet lips, but restless heart —
Wilb dim conceits and fancies caught ;
While acting out life's minor part,
We gather at the shrine of thought.

With

From argosies of hopes ond fears,
From fields where fertile fancy sprouts,
And from the graves of buried years
We gather our beliefs and doubts.
Our childish faith so soon is lost.
The realm of mystery reached so soon ;
Life's barques on sei of doubting tost,
With darkness shrouding star and moon.
And all we arc, or hope to reach,
Mark faintly shining drifts that lead
Our minds to thoughts that dimly teach
The lesson that n:ay suit our need—

Until

we gather at the gate,
With heart and head at bitter strife,
And ask the Oracle of Fate
To read the record of our life.

public.
Miss Thompson is scarcely thirty years
of age, the daughter of people in the middle
class of English society, who were appreci
ative of the fondness for art which she ex-,
hibited when a mere child, and afforded her
Previous
facilities for its practical culture.

The Delphic oracle is dumb !
The world-old riddle, who shall read,
Save at the moment it must come,
'
When useless all for human need ?

to the

subject,

the

to 1874 she was entirely

unknown to the

Royal

has much to do with giving direc

patient industry
shown in its development was the quality
which has won the esteem of the art-loving
next

[Ap rit

So many comments on one text —
Where is the true solution known ?

How many savants stand perplexed
About the Old Rocetta Stone ?

In

the shekinah of the sea,
How many world-old secrets sleep !

UNCLE

iS-9.]

JIMMIE, THE CRIPPLE.

Up from your slumber — toll to me
Why mortal mun must wake and weep?

Ask it of those whose feet

have trod
The sands that lino the other shore.
Oh, vain attempt for those who plod
Earth's breast as they, in days of yore.

Ye stars t!.at look so enlnily down
From yon abode! of space unknown,
Shall bearing cross insure a crown ?
I* there a joy for every moan t

They look not back— they come not back.
Their noiseless echo cun not cross
The tide whose bosom shows no track 1
By which to trace our gain or loss.

For sorrow is there equal bliss?
What far-off circle holds its home?
WIT trial in a world like this
Bring triumph in a world to come ?

In darkness

Vain questioning!
The sen, the star
Arc mute as Memnon 011the plain.
Some hopes there were — ttmc joyo there
Oh, heart ! that may not come again.

UNCLE

arc.

and in doubt we tread
The path all humankind have trod.
By sorrow and by suffering led,
To sleep at last beneath the sod.

WILLIAM

THE COUSINS

'HE

I

grand old trees which surrounded
cottage and shaded the lawn at
" Maple Dell " farm were older than the
proprietor himself. In his boyhood, Russel Howard had played beneath thsir ample
shade as his own children were playing be
*~

the

neath them to-day.

It was

the last of May ; that season when

the new dress

of nature is at its loveliest.
The air was laden with the fragrance of
apple-blossoms, and the merry voices of
children at play seemed to give words to
the unwritten music of the hour.
two large trees was stretched

Between
hammock,

on which reclined

E. PABOB.

JIMMIE, THE CRIPPLE.
CHAPTER

'
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a

Uncle Jimmie,

I.

QUARREL.

The two had now become thoroughly
angry, and their loud voices drowned the
weaker one of Uncle Jimmie, who was try
ing to arrest their attention. Being unable
to move from his hamrr.ock

without assist

ance, he could not reach them.

" I should be
ashamed to cheat, and then
lie about it," said Willie.
" Don't
you tell me I lie ! If you do, I'll

"
spoil your face, you greenhorn ! said the
pompous and bullying Marcus.
" You do lie, and
you know it," replied
the angry, but fearless Willie.
Marcus now lost all self-control, and rush
ed upon his cousin with furious rage. He had

cripple. He watched the games and
of the children with evident pleas
ure, and his beautiful face would light up
as one after another came to him with some
story of their play.
Willie and Mary, aged respectively four
teen and twelve years, were the son and
Their playmates,
daughter of Mr. Howard.
Marcus and Susie Gray, were from the city ;

his present
antagonist, though neither as old nor as large
as himself, and entirely unaccustomed to quar
rels, was the cooler and braver of the two,
and would on no consideration have com
menced a tight of this kind. Now, however,
with the folly which generally accompanies

his only sister's children.

youth, and, too often, maturity even, he sup

-the

been accustomed,

gambols

with whom he associated
will and physical prowess

" There, I've beat ! I've beat this time, any
"
how !
cried the clear voice of Marcus Gray.
"Yes, but you didn't do it fair; you
cheated.
1 saw you hit the ball with your
foot," said

Willie.

" I
say I did

stand

it to

be

not cheat ;
told

country fellow."
" You did cheat.

I

cheat,

and

I

boys'."

because

by a green

by his imperious
; but

he was in the right in

the

of the difficulty, and because
his cousin was the aggressor in the fight, that
it was manly and brave to defend himself,
commencement

and conquer,

won't

I saw you do it; and
as
can
see
straight as any of your
my eyes

-city

posed

at home, to rule the boys

if

possible,

his opponent.

Warding off the first thrusts aimed at his
head, he waited until he saw a favorable
moment,
then leveled
a powerful blow
against the ear or side-head of his cousin.
Marcus fell like one shot, and his head
struck against a sharp stone, cutting an
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The blood trickled over his
ugly gash.
face, which became white as marble, and
he lost all consciousness.

The screams of the girls and the cries of
Uncle Jimmie brought Mr. and Mrs. How
ard and Mrs. Gray directly to the spot.
"
" Oh,
my boy is dead ! my boy is dead 1
cried Mrs. Gray, as she knelt - down and
lifted his bloody head to her breast.
Mr. Howard's face was as white as that
of the bleeding boy.
He called a servant
and dispatched him for a physician, and then
carried the senseless body to the house. He
bathed

the

face

and

head

and

in water,

chafed the now cold hands, to bring back life.

Mrs. Howard stood

Willie

that my

should

by, moaning,

"Oh,

have done this thing,
My noble, my great

awful thing !
"
boy ! What has possessed him ?
Meanwhile, Willie leaned against the wall,
his arms folded.
He made no sound.
He
knew that it was an awful thing he had
done, but, somehow, he could not compre
hend his own guilt.
He knew he was right
when he accused his cousin of cheating, for
he saw him cheat.
He knew he told the
truth when he accused his cousin of lying,
for he did lie ; and he knew he should never
have struck him had he not received the
first blow.
That kind of false courage
which has so strong a hold upon the minds
of men generally, the sentiment of which is,
that he who does not resent a wrong is a
fool, and he who does not return blow for
blow is a coward, though never taught
this

hearted

Willie

by his father, had

yet, through the
of the world around him, the hab
its and customs of those he met, and much
of the literature with which he had become
familiar, so impregnated his mind that as
influence

yet he could see no wrong in what he had
done.

He was grieved,

should

have been the means, even in part,

however,

that

he

of bringing such grief into the hitherto joy
ous home, and horrified at the thought that

his cousin was dead

; for he supposed

that

nothing but death could deprive one of all
like his cousin be
life and consciousness,
fore him.
He watched each look and mo
tion of his father as he labored to restore
animation to the pale body, hoping to dis
cern frnm him something that might bring

JOURNAL.
At
His own

[April.

a ray of hope.

last

father's.

open questioning glance

his eye caught

his

was met by one so cold, so condemnatory,
he went silently to his room, like one

that

He had thought his
despair.
trouble as great as he could bear before ;
but to find, by that one terrible look, that he
was held guilty of all, crushed his young
heart with an intolerable weight. No tears
came to his relief, and for two long hours
he lay like one in utter darkness.
He could
see no hope, no joy, ever again, for himself.
" They think me a murderer," he said to
himself; "and surely I am one; but I did
not mean to do it.
I wonder if I shall be
sent to prison ?
I wonder if I shall have to
"
be hung?
Then the awful horrors of such a fate
chilled his blood. The cold perspiration
started all over his frame.
His teeth chat
tered and his muscles contracted, and, save
for a constitution of great vigor, he must
have gone into convulsions.
At length the door quietly opened, and his
dear, sweet mother, her pale face wet with
in hopeless

taking his head upon
" Willie, darling, your
The doctor says he will

tears, came in, and,
her

breast,

said :

cousin is better.

soon be well again."
" Oh, mother ! '' cried

" then he
the boy ;

will not die, and I will not have to be put in
"
prison, and hung?
" No, no, my son !— and did you think it
"
was as bad as that, my poor boy ?
" Mother, mother, I did not mean to do
it ; you know I did not intend to hurt him
so," was all he could say, as a shower of
tears came to his relief.

" I know

you

but you have,

did not intend it, Willie

nevertheless,

done

;

a great

wrong. I feel, however, that you are not
the only one to blame, and at a proper time
we will talk it all over."
Willie, great boy that he was, clung to
She had under
that loving mother's neck.
He felt in his heart that she
stood him.
was

not condemning him, and her gentle

caresses and tender words soothed his shak

ing nerves, and brought hope back, once
more, to his spirits.
" We must go down now," she said.
" Uncle
Jimmie wishes to see you."

UNCLE JIMMIE,

i879.]
1' Does

he blame me ?

"

questioned

the

boy.

" No,

not even as much as I do. He says
he saw it all ; and that had you been told
the story of his own unfortunate life, as you
should have been, this would never have
It will be told you now ; and I
happened.
trust that Marcus may get well, and that
the whole thing may prove to us all a lesson
of wisdom."

CHAPTER
MRS.

during which it had been feared he might
speak again, had not fully subsided.
A little faintness at first kept him still, and
he sat with his eyes closed, reclining in an
easy-chair. Gradually his strength returned,
and he began to look about and

take part
conversation.
His mother's face
beamed with satisfaction, though she could
not look complacently upon Willie, who
maintained a sad silence
His father, how
the

ever, had

relieved his weighted spirits by
laying his hand upon his head and saying,
"
My son, I am very thankful to learn that

you are much less to blame than I thought."
Uncle Jimmie spoke kindly to him, and

Yet,
restraint rested upon the
altogether,
hitherto happy party, which no effort had
the effect to dispel.
Even the two little
girls could not come quite together upon
the old terms of affectionate familiarity, for
each was soured toward the brother of the
other.

cousin Willie, whom I

model of excellence,
have to thank for it."

This unkind rejoinder,
out a rebuke

from

cousin as a boy of kind disposition, and as
entirely truthful ; but I am sorry to learn
his altogether different nature.
I think,
brother Russel, that as soon as Marcus is
able to travel we will return home."
"I
regret this should have happened, my
sister," said Mr. Howard.
"We had an
much pleasure from your visit ;
ticipated
and I think, when Marcus has slept, he will
be nearly well. The doctor said it would
prove nothing serious."
" Even so, I can not risk
my only son
with one whose temper is so ungovernable ;

I

reprove him, he doubtless

to tempt

Marcus with

while Mary would slip her little hand
that of her brother, as

if

into

to say, " I love you,

you are just as good as ever,

privileged

see no disposition on your part to

slightest provocation ; and next time it
might prove fatal, as it came so near doing
I must say I am surprised that one
to-day.
of your apparent wisdom can be so blinded
in this matter.
I am sure, had Willie re
ceived such "treatment
at the hands of
Marcus, I should have given him a severe
chastisement, and kept him in his room, on
bread and water, until he had repented and
begged pardon."

from any innate wickedness,

Mr.

conceited, arrogant, and selfish.
A certain
air of politeness was natural to him, which

will feel himself

to do the same thing again, at the

and a great deal better than Marcus."
The latter, from improper guidance, not
had grown up

of calling

anger against her nephew, and she quickly
replied that he would never be troubled
" I
with the unpleasant comparison again.
have," said she, "always looked upon your

and, as

tried

instead

the mother, stirred her

a

Susie

I think

feed his self-love, and now he put on the air
of a hero and martyr. When tea was
over(
his mother arranged the cushions for him in
a large easy-chair upon the balcony, around
which the family had gathered.
" Does
your head pain you much, my
"
son ?
questioned the fond mother, anx

to make him feel at ease.

every dainty of which she was herself fond,

and

his parents somewhat to their real charac
ter.
The events of the afternoon served to

Yes, it pains me; but I suppose I
must not complain, so long as it was your

and the recent intense excitement,

endeavored

served, on ordinary occasions, to cover his
disagreeable traits, and which had blinded

*
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iously.

II.

When the family at Maple Dell had
gathered for their evening meal, Marcus,
who had been assisted by his mother
to the taDle, was the main object of in
All were anxious for his speedy
terest.
recovery,

THE CRIPPLE.

It

she was very angry, and
waited for a few moments
" Sister May,"
before he ventured a word.
"
this
is
the first time
said he at length,
was evident

Howard

PHRENOLOGICAL

of the cheat

and the lie, he blusteringly commenced

the

fight — which Willie warded off as long as
he was able, except he had gone away and
left him, which, of course, he should have

But when he found that he must
either strike or be struck, he gave the fear
ful blow.
According to the code of honor
accepted by men of the world, and even

in

done.

with your own ideas of vindic
Willie did no wrong and
my fixed conviction that the wrong
done lies mostly at the door of you who are
the parents and counselors of these fieryYou arc, of course, inno
tempered boys.
cent of any intentional misguidance
but
;

is

it

;

accordance

tive punishment,

a

'

;

I

it

;

a

the whole story.

told

face as

The
slowly re

his uncle

" Marcus,
my boy,

I

marked

his

am sorry you should

add another falsehood to the

it

I

was
list.
watching the game, and saw the whole
affair."
No one ever disputed his word — was as
law in the household.
His plain utterances
had often gone home to them

ting of

like the cut

it

;

a

two-edged sword but they, old
and young, knew that
was the deep love
which looks to permanent good that prompt
ed

his

severe

speaking,

and

they

bowed

a

as under

a

For
chastening rod.
some moments no one spoke.
Mrs. Gray
buried her face in her hands, and wept bit
She felt herself resting under
terly.
of
woe.
To discover such perfidy
weight
under the smooth guise of her son's nature
appalled her; and then Uncle Jimmie had

under

said the fault lay at her own door.

" Brother James, wherein am
so much
"
" What shall
at fault?
she said at last.
do?
was so proud of my son
Oh, tell
me, how can
make him what
had hoped

I

lied

hid

boy

I

accused him

then

Then, be

her son

upon

!

cause his cousin

and

he did.

" Mamma," cried Marcus, in
desperation,
"you see Willie has told his story to Uncle
while have not
Jimmie, and he believes
had
chance to explain a word."
The mother's eye flashed for
moment,
as she thought this was probably the case
but the stern look of the cripple fastened

I

in the game

as Willie said

do unto him,' this disgraceful
never have occurred."

him to be already?"
" Teach him that,

first of all things, he
The opinion

must learn to respect himself.

of no value to us unless we can
of others
first respect ourselves.
Whenever a boy or
man loses his self-control and becomes
angry, he loses his respect for himself.
does

not

understand

the feeling,

He

perhaps,

under the same provocation, he rises
calm, un
maintains
ruffled spirit, he
master
of the
reallv
situation, and unmistakably looks upon his
but

to the occasion and

a

cheated
it,

l)oth
about

could

quarrel

is

that Marcus has not only received what
most people would consider a just punish
conduct, but he
ment for his aggressive

others should

I

May, I have no children. I can look with
impartial vision upon the conduct of nieces
and nephews, and judge the merits and
faults of each ; as you are, at present, in
Now, let me assure you
capable of doing.

rights, or to a practical application of the
rule, To do unto others as he would that

is

might have saved us both much pain — you,
great grief."
" Sister
May," said the cripple, and every
one starteri at the sternness of his voice — a
tone so entirely foreign to his habit — " Sister
perhaps,

its of self-control, and had you trained your
son to
proper appreciation of olhers'

a

with her
Jimmie
to
to
be
father
and
mother
breath
dying
both,
I
hand
in
held
little
cold
your
you
mine and promised myself that until death
should us part I would be unto you as a
I thought then
guardian and protector.
that it would be no difficult task to link my
brother's life to mine.
I thought it would
be easy to go side by side with him and
care for him ; but I feared I might not fully
understand my duty to you, or that I might
fail in its fulfillment. Hence, I fortified my
self, that I might never be remiss toward
The greatest error of my
my only sister.
life was, that I did not use equal precaution
in regard to him.
I have never spoken un
and,
to
while
reason remains, I
kindly
you,
never shall ; but I have something to tell
you which, had I but told it you years ago,
to my care, begging me

had you disciplined your children into hab

:

When our mother died, and

left you and

it

have ever been at variance.

I

I

[April.

if,

that you and
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REAL TEACHERS AND REAL TEACHING.
as, for the time being, quite his
while his own self-approval
re
mains undisturbed.
If he gets angry, he
sees nothing in the clear light of justice.
Willie was in error to allow himself to go
companion
inferior ;

REAL TEACHERS

business of education, being carried
on for the people by political managers,
the real purpose is likely to be overlooked.
It used to be the business of every father
and mother, to see that the children were
educated ; but this is now turned over
to the trustees of the ward, village, or dis
trict.

Gradually a change has been coming

upon the methods that were once thought
so

excellent.

And

yet the people

are not

satisfied ; in fact, they are very much

dis
There are
only a certain number of persons who can
teach — for teaching is not a mechanical
satisfied.'

The

business ; and

cause

is plain.

yet almost

any

down to the level of anger.
But brother
will do you more good, and
serve a better lesson for both parents and
children, than my moralizing."

1 Russel's story
I
[

( To

AND

""THE

one is per

to engage in it. Then, again, the
distinction between teaching and instruction
is vital ; yet it is almost lost sight of at the
Let us consider these two
present time.
mitted

points.

Only those who have an aptitude by
nature can teach.
If there is any truth in
Phrenology, this is proved to be an incon
trovertible fact. Men and women vary in
the power to communicate knowledge, and
influence others by means of that knowl
edge ; and, lastly, they vary in moral power
(1).

REAL

them.

And, again, this difference is discernible
in children or pupils.
The rapidity with
which some learn is so remarkable that only
the fact that they have persons of skill as
teachers can explain it.
What was Wesley
or Loyola but founders of schools — schools
that exist to-day ? The gatherings that
surround this or that man are explained by
the fact that his statement
hensible

The present mode of selecting teachers
" What
ignores these great mental facts.
does the candidate
know?" is the only
Hence we have examinations in
question.
one who answers

truths of mental and moral science,
admitted by all observers, that there is an
immense variation in the aptitude
with
which people themselves learn. Some never
get a truth clearly before their minds ; they
are always moving in darkness.
Others ap
prehend the knowledge and its relations
with the utmost ease.
It is enough to say
that only those who have clear apprehen
sions can teach.
But still greater is the
variation in the power to communicate to
Those
others
what we know ourselves.
who have this power are marked persons.
ing

is more compre

than that of another.

geography,

good teacher.

continued.)

But the ability to influence others is quite
another affair.
We know that some, natu
rally, as we say, are listened to by their
associates.
They form and disseminate
opinions, and no one questions them, or
their accuracy.
The power to utter, and
with commanding effect, is often found.
Salesmen, jockeys, auctioneers, etc., possess
it.
But those who teach must do more
than proclaim or state truth or knowledge ;
that those
who hear
they must desire
should learn for the benefit it will be to

ence others.

of these must exist in the
It is one of the great lead

be

TEACHING.

to use that knowledge and ability to influ

All
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history,

grammar,

etc.

The

likely to be

best is most

But oftentimes other considera
tions come in, such as: "What religion is
"
or, "What shall be made by ap
he of?
"
pointing this person?
So long has this method been used, that
selected.

natural

teachers have almost

disappeared

;

In Crom
well's time there was a demand for men

there

is no demand

for them.

who could make long prayers and talk sol
emnly through the nose, and they got them.

The demand now is for scholarship ; and
the woukl-be teacher, instead of being so
licitous whether she can induce the growth
ot mental and moral faculties, is only anx

PHRENOLOGICAL

has

a

a

by his father on

a

naval service, and he obtained

employment

There,

in the Royal Arsenal at Woolwich.
a while, he came

Sargeant Ray,
character,

and

a

after

under the eye of
man of earnest Christian

deeply

interested

in

efforts

for the reclamation of intemperate men.
Noble, through the persuasion of Ray, was
led to see how he was wasting his life and
degrading his manhood, and at length was
prevailed
pledge.

upon

to

sign

denced by an attempt
ance

the

temperance

His sincerity in reform

principles before

to advocate
the public,

was

evi

temper
and

to

work for the reformation of men like him
still in the bonds of a most

self, who were

is

;

of Mr.
striking addresses
He made
He
deep impression.
kept on, and ere long his audiences number
ed hundreds.
Such indeed was his success,
of the

more

a

Cough.

and so many were the demands
ices,

that

he concluded

to

entirely

the

for his serv

to devote himself

temperance

cause.

The

growth of public interest in his personal
shown by the fact that on thirteen
efforts
successive
Sunday nights, from February
loth to May 8th, of 1876, upwards of sixty
attended
the National
persons
Standard Theater, in which meetings were
held, and where Mr. Noble made addresses.
In the summer and fall of 1877 he made
a tour in the United States, speaking on his
thousand

public cities, and large
occasion
gathered to
hear him.
He has found very cordial sup
port among the clergy his plan of work
ing on the minds of the intemperate, unit
ing religious principles as well as the simply
moral. Returning to England, he resumed
his labors after an interval of rest. A large
building, known as Hoxton Music Hall,
situated in the midst of a dense population,
where such work as he
engaged in
much needed, has been taken for the use
specially of Mr. Noble, and there the "Blue
"
"
Ribbon
army, or the
Gospel Temper
termed,
ance Band," as his movement
favorite

audiences

theme
on

in

each

is

is

a

brig
After
a time he entered the Royal Navy.
Like
Mr. Murphy, his associations in youth were
not of the
improving sort,
elevating,
morally, as he then formed habits of intem
disastrous influence
perance, which had
In i860
on his character and prospects.
father
his
his
discharge from
purchased
having been placed

used for the transportation of coal.

at

in the recitation of several

is

by intemperance,

His first oratorical

appetite.

tempt consisted

;

vice induced

baneful

EVANGEL.

is

and

in

placed

NOBLE,

has its quarters.

Since the commencement

of the work at the Standard Theater, ten
thousand

persons

have signed

the ple;lge.

Mr. Gough, now visiting England, said in
the course of an oration at Sheffield, " Wil
liam Noble
doing grand work at Hoxton
a

edness

surrounding him and stimulating his effort,
William Noble. He was born in Lon
His
don on the 17th of February, 1842.
circumstances,
humble
his
were
in
parents
father being a plain working-man.
The
strength of his character seems to have been
derived chiefly from his mother, as she was
of
rather stern and energetic disposition.
He commenced life for himself as sailor,

are

A. M. KELLOCG,

is

a

a

with Mr. Murphy,
of whom we took occasion to speak
com
in the March number, and like him
dif
paratively young man, but working in
ferent sphere, with even more of the wretch

suitable

Editor N. Y. School Journal.

THE ENGLISH TEMPERANCE

A CONTEMPORARY

as

designated

them as teachers.

is

WILLIAM

I April.

The
being felt on all sides.
world will never go right until the right
man
in the right place
and the schools
will fail until those whom the God of nature
sorb

it,

In
ious to be able to answer the questions.
California, the questions have secretly been
sold for $200 ! The one who got out the
answers to them got a place ! The result
of getting those who are simply absorbers
of knowledge into the schools, instead of
those who are able to incite others "to ab

JOURNAL.
is

iSS
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WILLIAM NOBLE.

Hall, in the north of London. I went there
to one of his meetings, and took with me
Doctor Taylor, of New York. I never shall
forget it ; there were from one thousand to
fifteen hundred, among whom were some
low, debased, ragged, wretched creatures ;
the gallery being filled with those who,

William

probably,

came to look on just out of curi

Doctor Taylor had asked me where
I would take him that night.
I said to the
' Oh,
Hoxton Music Hall.
dear me !' said
'
he ; you don't go to such places as that,
'
do you ? ' Oh, yes,' I said ; ' I shall go to
'
'
'
night.' What do they do ?
They sing.'

osity.
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1'

Well,' he said, ' I will go with you ; 1 will
trust you.' I said, ' They are going to sing
now,' when I stood on the platform, and
' Oh,
I am so weary of sin.' My
they sang,
heart went out to them, poor, wretched, sin-

I

ful creatures
impurity,

! steeped

crying out

to
as

the

very

they

lifted

lips in
their

Noble.

'
soiled hands and stained arms,

I am weary
of sin.' Then Mr. Noble said : ' Let us sing
'
When
our favorite hymn,' and they sang,
Doctor
I survey the wondrous Cross.'
Taylor and I sat like a couple of boys. We
were deeply affected, and could not help it.
No, we did not want to help it. And when

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
Mr. Noble

'
Those who will sign the
forward,' they came. ' Now,'

said,

come

piedge,
he said, 1 before

the pledge wc
of silent prayer.'
I
said to myself: ' This is a risky business for
all those roughs at night.'
But you may
have heard a whisper during the whole two
minutes.
You heard some sighs, and some
soft aspirations, and that was all.
I never
had my heart so stirred in my life as I did
when I looked upon them and realized the
work that was being accomplished by means
of William Noble.
The whole country
ought to help him, and to support him in
that grand and noble work."
Mr. Noble was married in 1865, and his
efforts in the redemption of poor enslaved
you

take

will have two minutes

have been vigorously sustained by
his wife, she doing among the poor of the

humanity

neighborhood what can only be successfully
by a Christian woman, sustained
by the spirit of devoted self-sacrifice.

attempted

CIVILIZATION

T HERE

AND

is no fact more striking and per

tinent in the proof of Phrenology than

this : that

uncultured

races are not so well

of the head
developed
and in the top-head as those who have been
The
affected by ag.-s of civilized culture.
in the front portion

tig. 1.—American

The portrait indicates an organization
with naturally a good moral development,
and a tone or quality above the average.
There are not the evidences of the cukure
of the schools ; but the face has the medi
tative cast of one who has had deep expe
riences.
Conviction takes deep hold on
such a nature, and is the basis of its action.
While there is strong emotion, it is felt more
interiorly than expressed outwardly, and
does not conduce to impulsive or spasmodic
conduct.
Such a man when he has once put his
hand to the plow, doesn't look back ; his
conduct is deliberate, prudent ; it is difficult
for such an organization to withdraw from
old habits ; and it was a matter of triumph
indeed when Mr. Noble, although young,
was reclaimed from the path of perverted
appetite into which he had been led by
the unfortunate
associations
of his boyI hood.

BRAIN-DEVELOPMENT.
and savage and uncivilized races, and place
each class by itself without a mistake.

Let the reader observe the difference be
the two skulls presented : The first.
Fig. I, a careful drawing of the skull of an
American Indian. The entire portion where
tween

Fig. 2.—Caucasian.

Indian.

cranium itself shows this fact unmistakably.
A man must be a very poor physiologist
who can not select and classify a hundred
skulls, one-half of which are good specimens
of the skulls of civilized races, and the other
half good specimens of those of barbarous

[April.

the intellectual

organs

are situated,

it will

be seen, is narrow, small, pinched, contract
ed. The middle section, through the region

of the ears and upward from that part, con
tains the bulk of the brain-development,
showing that the passions, the propensities,

WHAT WILL SHE DO WITH IT?
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lot

least two- fifths or forty per cent,

elements, which are mani
by that section of the brain located
above and about the ears, is relatively large ;
while the frontal portion, which represents
the intellect, is small in its development
from
the lack of culture.
Fig. 2 represents the skull of a refined and
cultured man.
How much larger the frontal
the
portion ! how much more
capacious
head
in length and in breadth, from the
opening of the ear forward ! The middle
section of this head is not small, but it does
not bear so great a proportion to the other
parts of the head as is the case with the

more of
intellectual vigor to balance the animal part
of his nature.
If this mode of inquiry were to be extend
ed, it would exhibit tribes of men much
more depressed in intellect than the North
American Indian. If we visit hot climates,
where food is abundant and raiment and
shelter not required, the energies and talents
are not called into use to procure these, and
we find the brain much inferior to the North
American Indian, who lives in a cold climate
where necessity presses upon him and de
mands the exercise of intellect and skill to

Indian skull.

secure food, clothing, and shelter.

and the selfish
fested

Let us represent the middle section of the
Indian skull by the number 50, and the
frontal portion by the number 30.
Let us
do the same with the skull of the civilized
man.
Let us also mark the middle sec
tion of this head at 50; but in following
out the
proportion, the anterior portion
should be marked at least 50 ; and though
the man of culture has, if you please, just
as much of the force element
and of the
animal propensities as the Indian, he has at

WHAT

CC1ENCE

is old,

past, as far back

dying away forever.

is old, it yet seems that
the age of sci
ence.
Three-fourths of a century ago and
steam was quietly singing in the fireside
kettle.
Little by little has it been tamed
and applied to the works of the world. Until
now men even command the lightnings of
heaven
to write and speak and sing for
Though science

the present

them.

is pre-eminently

With

the

and spectroscope

telescope,

microscope,

the heavens and earth and

therein have been interviewed,
and have yielded their secrets.
Science is
young in this our era — active, lusty, enter
all things

prising, and irrepressible.

longs to a savage race and taught how to
secure his rights without resorting to might
and cruelty, the middle section of his head
would become depressed in size, thus bring
ing out a desirable balance between the
middle and anterior sections of the head
which now, unfortunately, does not exist.

WILL SHE

belonging to the far
as history tells ; and
science is ever new, for the glories achieved
in one era are repeated in the succeeding
ones.
Science is old — ancient with the
might of the pyramids, and young with the
light of the blazing star whose beams are
v--'

If the Indian could have the benefits of
civilization, his anterior brain would increase
in size in proportion to his cultivation, and
being removed from the conflict which be

WITH

DO

Woman

IT?

has dwelt with the men of sci

ence of the ancient and the modern
and history records

days,

during
It shows that

her achievements

the onward march of Time.

name on the scroll is accompanied
with the testimony that woman gave the
same earnest, unflagging interest and faith
ful study and energy as that bestowed by
man, and, like him, is rewarded by honor
and emoluments, and science's own price
every

less

compensations.

"no

respecter

Science

is

therefore

of persons."
The women of these days emulate the
women of the ancient time, for in the vari
of science they are found
ous departments
In 1849 Miss Blackwell
as busy students.
from Geneva College, N. Y., a
graduated
pioneer in this country in medical

science.

Now there are nearly or quite one thousand
In Eu
women practicing as physicians.
at
the
of
man
also
side
compete
rope they
for honors in the medical world.
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Astronomy has kings who rule the starry
realms ; at their side also are queens, who

track the celestial

worlds with keen sight

and unwearied quest.

Linnaeus

opened the

flowery kingdom, and woman has entered
and reveled within its delightful bounds.
An Agassiz seeks new varieties and class
es of fishes ; woman participates with him,
and from her studies utilizes an aquarium
and awakens a wide and deep interest in
the fish world.
Microscopy opens its infinity of little to
man, and woman
equips herself and in
structs us with the methods of architecture
and habits of life among the invisible dwell
ers of the waters, and shows us the blood
of creatures whom the plants devour.
Daguerre taught the sun to make pictures,
for man ; his methods have been developed
and new processes

found by his successors.
also, with man, has guided this

Woman

science and made it yield, year by year, new

and more

beautiful results.

The nearest

by photog
raphy has been made by an English lady,
Mrs. Cameron.
Spencer, Darwin, and Huxley put forth
their discoveries.
Women are at their side
and
examining their facts and
questioning
and
testing all by inquiring of
imaginings,
Dame Nature, who opens her arcana alike
approach

to fine

art yet made

to woman and to man.
Mungo Park seeks new and strange lands
and peoples, recording what of interest at
Ida Pfeiffer makes
tracts his attention.
successive trips over terra firma, and then
prints her experiences for the stay-at-homes
of her day. Navigation is thought to be
long exclusively to man ; and yet the school
of navigation belonging to the proudest me
tropolis of our New World was founded by,
and instruction is given by, women.
Having briefly shown that woman follows
leads him, into the
man, and sometimes
realms of science, let us repeat the ques
" Will
tion, " What will she do with it ?
of man
she merely enjoy the discoveries
and the additions she makes to them ? or
" Applied Sci
will she work in the field of
ence," and utilizing her own and man's dis
coveries, employ them for the comfort of the
race?

If

the microscope

reveals the pres

[April,

ence of infinitesimal seeds of death

in the
brought to our houses, or malarial
protoplasms are evolved from the network
of gas and sewer pipes in our dwellings,
will she still suffer disease for herself and
family ? or will she insist that new and bet
ter methods be found for supplying pure
water in abundance, and require the plumb
er to make so perfect all his work that nox
ious vapors
shall be prevented
or re
water

moved ?
Science is old, dating away back to the
Garden of Eden, where amid flowers and
perfume, sweet breezes and all peace and
beauty, the desire to know was awakened,
and the first experiment ever recorded was
made upon an apple.
In passing we would
remark, that however much men of these
may claim science as belonging to
man's sphere, in the beginning it was not so.
Eve was the first scientist.
Science is new ; for each generation with
its facts and theories demolishes, corrects,
days

and

revises

the

and

observations

theories

of the preceding one, leaving through suc
cessive periods some granitic and massive
bulwarks of science untouched.
Science is young ; for new forms of old
new sciences are
and
sciences
appear,
In
evolved to assist in explaining the old.
the midst of this antiquity of science, and
these modern times, what will woman do
with science ? Will her sphere be enlarged
and ennobled
by her pursuit of scientific
things ? or will she impress herself upon the
sciences and lead them into new and higher
forms

?

Science

— the

woman do with it

old,

the

?

— what will
E. FulLER.

new
S.

Industry and Public Safety. — Give
me a world encircled with self-help

among
numerous
enough to be in sight of each other on a
line extending once around the earth, and
made bright by family virtues such as selfhelp inspires, and I will show you a globe
encircled in a ring of fire that will burn off
the planet all the ulcerous growths of convworking-men

; give

me

firesides

munistic and socialistic disease.

Joseph Cook.

THE DIET OF MAN— ITS ORIGIN AND HISTORY.
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THE DIET OF MAN—ITS
Lack of Human Instinct— The Food assigned to Man —
The Great Temptations of the Race— The Children
of Israel— Prepared for the Messiah— The Early Chris
tians — Man's Stupidity — An Impulse toward Purity.

TT

*

is a matter of no small curiosity to com-

the methods of men and animals
in the selection of their food.
Man takes
infinite trouble to get what suits him, and
pare

often literally compasses

sea and land to ob

tain one new article to gratify his appetites,

or to add to his list of edibles, while the
animals take what they can find without
much apparent
picking or choosing, and
seem satisfied.
Man tries a great variety
of things ; the animals take each kind its
own appropriate food.
Man uses reason to
guide him in the choice of his food, while
the animals have unerring instinct.
At first glance the animals seem to have
the advantage.
They have little or no
trouble in making experiments.
They are
seldom

poisoned.

They

live

where

food grows, and, so far as we
they seldom

fail to find enough

their

can judge,
to supply

their wants.
LACK OF HUMAN INSTINCT.
Some

ignoring history speculate
enough on the unfortunate situa
tion of our earliest ancestors in this respect.
people

curiously

They are

pictured as finding themselves
loose, " with no knowledge of
what was good and what bad, what palat
able and what nauseous ; no physiological
chemistry to tell them what is nutritious ;
no one to analyze the berries, herbs, roots.
turned

out

ORIGIN

AND

'93

HISTORY.

barks, and leaves around them, and deter
mine which were best designed for the hu
Obviously they must depend
The taste, the sight, and
the smell would be called on to aid, but
none of these would be infallible.
So with
animal food, they could not tell till they had
tried it what was good and what evil.
For
drink they would be as likely to lie down on
the beach and lap the waves of the sea as
by the brink of a moss-fringed stream.
Their next experiment would likely be with
the milk of animals or of trees, and with
the juicy fruits. By comparison, and teach
ing their children what they learned, diet
man

system.

upon experiment.

etic knowledge would accumulate

; but in
it is probable that many must
have suffered in health and lost their lives
in consequence of these experiments, and it

the meantime

is probable

that many thousands

have thus

died that we might live."

I have here actually given the outline of a
theory which some man who sets himself
up for a teacher of dietetics has spun out,
and then he tells us that the history of the
race shows that this must be essentially
I

hardly say that his dietetic
01iteachings
Human beings thus
serve but a moment.
seeking food must be devoid of sense and
reason that would not seize upon fruits first
of all, instead of last ; or that would under
take to "lap the waves of the sea" when
springs or even rivers were accessible.
Herbs and leaves and roots would come
true.

need

are as'absurd as his theories.
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THE FOOD ASSIGNED TO MAN.
But we can not better offset this than by
giving a veritable history of what occurred in
the earliest days of our race, and though the
were tragic enough, we shall
occurrences
see that it was not because man was left so
utterly unguided by his Creator or unsupplied with a positive knowledge of his proper
It is upon record that God said to
food.
man : " Behold I have given you every herb
bearing seed which is upon the face of all
the earth, and every tree in which is the
fruit of a tree yielding seed ; to you it shall
be for meat." This was the general outline
— seeds, grains, and fruits. But they were
not to eat everything, even in this line.

Creator saw it necessary to definitely point
to the untaught and inexperienced
couple their food, why should He not warn
them of the immediate presence of anything
obnoxious? There is no reason why this
should have been a mere arbi
command
trary test. It is far more probable that the
commands of God were reasonable, as they
are now, and suited to the best good of
man. What the particular article forbidden
was, is an item of much less importance.
two far-reaching and
The law furnished

out

most important indications ; first, that man

;

but to govern

it

it,

in this world not to eat

he was placed
were

to come

THE GREAT TEMPTATIONS

OF THE RACE.

History has too well proved that through

it

is

wars
per

And

we find that the conquerors im

very often

mediately gave themselves
and drunkenness,
so that

to feasting
reprisals were
were overcome
up

in turn.

Not content with the food which had been
them at first, they killed and de

assigned

and when even this
was permitted by an indulgent Father, who
would give them every opportunity of pro
bation, they only went on to devise poisons,
which should literally deprive them of rea
son, and
not
little significant that this
permission and this record of the use of
wine for self-indulgence
should have occur
red in connection with the same person.
One of the greatest apparent difficulties
in the training of
a

voured living creatures,

THE CHILDREN
for

OF ISRAEL

new epoch, which should introduce
things, was to wean them of their
habits of self-indulgence.
When they found
themselves
restricted
in their diet in the
wilderness, their souls longed for the fleshpots of Egypt and other delicacies to which
better

they had
land, and

been

accustomed

in

that

fertile

only that they had been " driven
"
out with
high hand
they would probably
have returned to slavery, in spite of the no
And
ble leader who had delivered them.
when for few days he was lost to their sight,
they prepared

a

infant race, that only
hurtful or poisonous fruit was to be
found, and this was especially pointed out.
Here was one thing not suitable for food,
however attractive it might seem. I see no
reason why this should not be interpreted
If the kind and wise
literally and simply.

to the wants of the

and second, that through the appetites

ambitious reasons, as to gratify some
passion of desire or revenge.

sonal

it
is

so well fitted

one

;

and carousing

a

was noted when the first pair was placed in

was not to eat everything

feasting

were made not so much for political or even

sudden, and the conquerors

EXCEPTION

the Garden of Eden, a place

companied

a

A SPECIAL

If

;

other animals eat it.

indulgence of the appetites have come the
greatest disasters — the prevailing sins.
one reads either sacred or profane history
with his eyes open,
wonderful to see
the proofs of this.
Not only do the victims
of Samson, in his last outburst, the over
throw of Babylon, the death of Alexander
and many of his compeers, the decadence
of the Greek and Roman empires, give stu
pendous evidence in this direction, but in
the olden times the whole tissue of history
indicates a prevalence of gormandizing and
of the gratification of the fiercer and more
brutal passions which this was fitted to
arouse.
Almost every public event was ac
by

later still, while a long period would elapse
before, with no weapons of slaughter, they
would think of eating the flesh of other
creatures, certainly not till they had seen

[April.

a
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great feast and

indulged
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to such an extent of grossness

pline, a large part of which had reference to

(two things then

things clean and unclean, to be eaten or to
refused,
individuals were prepared for
the duties required of them, and we know
not how many others besides who may have

and idolatry
intimately connected) that
God in His anger would have cut them off
and made of Moses a nation that should
serve him with purer tastes and greater
submission. Forty \ears he disciplined their
appetites

ir, the wilderness,

and as religious

restrictions and ceremonials were the only
direct ons to which they would give heed,
by means of a code of " clean and unclean,"
their ravenous and all-devouring self-indul
gence was restrained, and the principle first
promulgated in Paradise was laid down
with new variations. They understood fully
that they were not to eat everything, that
restraint upon their appe
tites were legitimate aids, by means of
which they could lead purer and better lives,

self-denial

and

and even

become

men, and

better
ceeded.

"

stronger and

physically
to some

"Their Nazarites

extent

they suc

were purer than

It is every way likely that the phys
for Samson's strength, Sam
uel's purity, and Daniel's wisdom were far
snow
ical

reasons

better understood

by them than we suspect ;

of them was
care for matters of this
higher character.
They would not gi\e up
the daily gratification of the appetites for
but

that

the difficulty with most
they

did

not

any such desirable

Still, many were found who did so. There
religious orders, like the Nazarites,
the Rechabites, the Essenes, and the Pysome among the Romans

and Grecians, who practiced

great self-de

Very possibly there was more or less
superstition about it.
Very probably they
"
attributed to " the favor of the gods
more
or less of the physical good results that
came with abhorrence of pork or with sepa
ration " from wine and strong drink, vine
nial.

gar, liquor of grapes,

and moist grapes or
dried." This is not a very intelligent divis
ion of the good from the bad, but it was

far better to forego the grapes

than to take

strong drink, and they cer
tainly drew the line on the safe side, which
"
is more than can be said of the " moderate
men of this more enlightened day.
the wine

and

PREPARtD

FOR THE

And as an outcome

up more meet for the purer heavens
than they would have been without it, be

gone

cause it brought self denial,

that subjection
of the appetites which makes easy also the
of the passions ; restraint for a
subjection
high and holy purpose, securing that purity
of the body which favors purity of the soul.
There are on record Zacharias and Elizabeth,
" both
righteous before God," whose prom
be filled with the Holy
Ghost, "drinking neither wine nor strong
drink"; a maiden who was ready to say:
"
" Be it unto me
according to Thy word ; a
who
could receive her justification
Joseph
in a vision ; a Simeon who could recognize
the "God with man" when the child was
brought to the temple ; and an Anna who

ised offspring should

departed

not from

the

temple,

and

served

God with fastings and prayers night and
day, even though passing one hundred years
of age.

While it
Christ
came

and

is believed
those

largely from

that the disciples

the Jewish

of

converted

subsequently

sects, who

held to purity of living, it will be observed

purpose.

were

thagore. ns, and

be

MESSIAH.

of this Jewish disci

that their peculiar creeds were not engrafted

The law with its cere
upon Christianity.
monial and symbolical peculiarities had
done its work, and there followed
in the
new dispensation a higher standard, includ
ing all purity of soul and body.
THE EARLY CHRISTIANS
were

exhorted

to

" present

their bodies a

living sacrifice holy and acceptable in the
Christ himself had so fully
sight of God."
imbued them with a belief of the possibility
of the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, and the
promise of its coming, as to give them the
Not only
highest incentive to purity of life.
is the body of the believer repeatedly called
the temple of the Holy Spirit, but he is sol
" He that detileth the
emnly assured that
temple, him will God destroy."
These matters of diet and ceremonial ob
servances were subjects of grave and re
Many of the converted
peated conferences.
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Jews, who still continued them, thought that
the converted Gentiles should do the same ;
but the result of all the deliberations was
that the latter should be required only to
abstain from things strangled and from
blood, from meats offered to idols and from
fornication, some if not all of which were
with heathen

specially connected
observances,

and in many ways

religious

opposed

the purity of life which was desirable

to

for the

The special
highest development of man.
directions and restrictions were removed,
and it was left to the genius of the Christian
religion to work out a purer result than
could be accomplished by the enumerations
of the law.
man's

We

can

stupidity.

not say that

man

has been an

apt scholar in discerning what was specially
fitted to his use.
It is not to his credit that,

though released from the injunctions of the
in pork, for example,
until he has become even in this Christian
land filled with scrofulous and tuberculous
disease.
Still less does he demonstrate the
superiority of his insight when he indulges
in wine, from which Mohammedans ab
stain, following the spirit of the old law.
Still, in the long run, the plan of God is jus
tified even to our narrow understanding.
We see now those nations which have been
elevated by Christian civilization discover
ing the defilement brought by the indul
gence of intoxicants, and making a mighty
law, he has indulged

effort

to release

slavement.
that we owe

It

themselves

from

is to a Christian

such

en
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bodily condition they can command

is

none

too good to serve God with.

AN IMPULSE

TOWARD PURITY.

We

find ourselves, then, in this last quar
of the nineteenth century without an
extended list of foods which our priests or
our consciences forbid us to touch, yet using
our keenest powers of mind, our reason, our
science, our analysis, to find out that which
is really best for us, under the spur of that
noble impulse toward purity, feeling
as
sured that purity of body does conduce to
It is easy to see that we are
purity of soul.
yet only in the infancy of the undertaking,
since the majority of people have not yet
made up their minds whether it is best to
poison themselves or not ; professedly many
of them are unable to tell whether or not
"
these poisons used in "moderation
do any
harm. How can we, then, expect them to
use any nice discrimination about their food ?
But some of the more advanced are doing
this.
Pork is going into disuse among the
more intelligent. Grains in largely-increased
variety of forms, and fruits in abundance,
are finding new patronage.
The ideas of
ter

personal,

mental, moral, and religious purity

Health and
strength and a long life free from disease
are more and more
and sought.
prized
Slowly but surely intelligence on these topics
is gaining ground, and there are those who
are helping themselves directly to health and
are gaining ground continually.

strength,

purity and happiness,

mainly by a

wise ordering of their food and drink.

JULIA

civilization

COLMAX.

the origin and the successful

working of the modern Temperance move
ment, and it is the religious element in this
movement which is proving its success, and
the idea of purity which it embodies is even
now laying hold of and forbidding the poi
soning with tobacco, opium, and hashish—
points which Mohammedan temperance ut
terly fails to reach.

Some are learning that

the use of coffee and tea are not compatible

with that clearness of mind with which they
can best serve God and keep a conscience
void of offense.
A great many find them
selves in better health for not eating pork,
and they rightly conclude that the best

MOODS.
A DREARY winter's

day ; driving, peltYet who can afford to
wage war with the elements? Rather let
us gather every drop of distilled sweetness
that we can extract from the inner life, to
ing, icy rain.

the outer.
Though closely allied are
our natures to the elements — when the sun

meet

shines, we laugh ; when

the storm comes,
Since this is so, we

we brood and murmur.
must turn it to profit, and never degenerate
Who
into weakness, so unlike Nature.
does

not

prefer

change,

to

an

unvarying

MOODS.
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monotony? From grave to gay, from sor
row to joy, we turn with relief; let us cul
tivate more variety in manner and feeling,
and enrich ourselves and others.
Seek not
too much for the intense ; do we realize the
If lighter moods
heavy doom it brings?
alternate, we are safe ; but to give up wholly
to depths of thought, ofttimes brings mad
ness.
The disposition to think, to give up
is strong upon us ; and often
the body is 'very weary, the mind is
fresh and bright, and lingers dreamily, fas
cinated by the charm of imagery which
can not be broken.
Then again, there is a
of
the
mind
which resists every
gloom
effort to dispel, when involuntarily some
slight trifle, little in itself, but grand in its
results, will burst the chain which has
A little philosophical
prisoned us so long.
indifference to the w.ear and tear of life, in
the daily tread-mill of existence, is promotive
of calmness at least ; still it should not in
terfere with the fire and spring of feeling
which slumbers in temporary silence.
Out
ward repose must conceal inward energy.
A man, to be truly great, should use all his
moods, letting no one feeling preponderate ;
to reveries,

when
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light strikes us in new places, and what we
would have once passed over, we now
treasure.
eagerly grasp, as a new-found
Lights and shadows are a blessing, not the
bane that we would make them, and they
make of life one moving panorama. We
must not always soar too high ; if we come
down and walk a little in dry meadows, we
shall go back to those higher fields of light,
When, like a swift flashing of
freshened.
light, some bright vision beams suddenly
upon us, let us take it as God's means to
cheer and spur us on.
Constant dwelling
on, and thinking of, the part we are to play
in life, will make us but poor actors. Study
of ourselves, up to a certain point, is good ;
beyond that it generates morbidness, from
which the mind sinks into helplessness and
despair.

To

be a guide

to ourselves,

we

should have two eyes of the mind.
One
we should keep open, to see every beauty,
every possible step onward ; the other, we
should close to all the contaminating, cor
rupting influences around us, making the
of our strength and keeping our
most
weakness in check.

let him live a different

life each day, giving
fullest extent, to the mood which
is working within him.
We must act more
from the impulse of the moment, or we
gradually grow into machines, kept merely
in working order ; if we allow rest of life,
freshness of feeling, appreciation of pleas
ure to depart, what materials have we left
to build the future with?
There is, at
times, an energy of mind, perhaps amount
up, to the

ing to irritability, which is like the sparks
thrown off the fire, and which would smoul
der back into dead ashes if we did not find
vent for it.
It is the overworked feeling
which we can not contain.
Though ex
tremes

are

dangerous,

make much use

we

of them.

are

bound

to

From

gloomy
sadness, we may rise to unspeakable joy.
The reaction which comes is of golden
value to us, if we but touch the proper
chords.

As

we

give ourselves

up to de

spair, we are constrained to dwell on our
and
This
shortcomings.
imperfections
analysis, then, prepares the mind for greater
As we emerge from the darkness,
growth.

An Improvement. — We
note the change

are pleased to

people have made

in the

of swathing their children's necks.
A few years ago the error of hugging a boy's
or girl's neck with a great comforter or
scarf was general, but nowadays we don't
often see it ; the feet and wrists are the
proper members to keep warm ; the face
and throat will harden into a healthy indif
ference to cold, but that muffler exchanged
for an extra pair of thick socks and knitted
gloves would keep a boy or girl really warm
and well.
Bronchitis and sore throat have
declined fifty per cent, since the absurd use
of high collars and twice-around necker
chief went out of fashion ; and if the poor
would take better care of their children's
feet, half the infantile mortality would dis
It only costs a trifle to put a piece
appear.
of thick felt or cork into the bottom of a
boot or shoe, but the difference is often
considerable
between that and a doctor's
bill, with perhaps the undertaker's be
matter

sides.
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EFFECTS OF COLD

PHYSIOLOGICAL
A

WRITER

in the London Lancet

"The

are produced

If the
by the lungs is notably increased.
water be very cold and the bath continued,
these symptoms deepen in intensity ; but if
the body be quickly removed

from the bath

known as reac
familiar phenomenon
tion appears, and the first effects are all
reversed ; there is dilatation of the cutane
ous vessels, accompanied
by a sensation of
warmth and a general feeling of vigor.
The cooling effect of a cold bath is brought
about, probably, in two ways : first, by the
actual conduction of heat from the surface
of the body by cold water ; and, secondly,
by a modification of heat production, in
duced by the influence of the cutaneous
upon the heat-regulating cen
impressions
ters in th - upper part of the spinal cord and
The very rapid depression of
the medulla.
temperature which takes place when hyperthe

pyretic

patients

are immersed

in water can

hardly be explained by rtference merely to
the ordinary laws of heat, and it is almost
certain

that the central

effects produced

by

impressions play a very large, if
The
not the largest, part in the process.
effects of the cold bath being mainly due
cutaneous

to

impressions

nerves,

made

upon

the

cutaneous

the modifications of the cold bath

largely depend on their power of increas
ing its stimulating action. The colder the
water, the more violent the impression.
The frequent change of water, such as we
in
Great force
of impact, as when water falls from a height
or comes forcibly through a hose upon the
body ; the division of the stream, as is seen
get

in

creases

the sea or in running streams,
the stimulating effect.

WARM

AND

[April,.

BATHS.

says I in shower baths and needle baths ; and the

effects of baths
their
action on the
mainly by
The sudden immersion
cutaneous nerves.
of the body in cold water produces a shock
which is followed by a slight shiver in the
muscle, and the contraction of the cutane
There is often also a slight
ous capillaries.
There is a feeling
gasping of the breath.
is at first
of cold, and the temperature
The
slightly elevated and then depressed.
pulse and respiration are both quickened,
and the amount of carbonic acid eliminated
on this subject:

JOURNAL.

addition of acids or salt to the water, all act,
it would seem, by increasing the stimulating
power which the water exerts upon the cu
taneous nerves.

"Warm

baths

an

produce

effect

upon

directly contrary to that which is
The cutane
brought about by cold water.
ous vessels dilate immediately under the in
fluence of the heat, and although this dilata
tion is followed by a contraction of the ves
sels, this contraction is seldom excessive ;
and the ultimate result of a warm bath is to
increase
the cutaneous
circulation.
The
the skin

pulse and respiration are both quickened as
in the cold bath.

The warm bath increases
of the body, and, by lessen
ing the necessity for the internal production
of heat, it decreases the call which is made
upon certain of the vital processes, and en
ables life to be sustained with a less expendi
While a cold bath causes a
ture of force.
certain stiffness of the muscles if continued
for too long a time, a warm bath relieves
the temperature

fatigue, as every hunting man
know full well.
The ultimate results
of hot and cold baths, if their temperature
stiffness and
must

be moderate,

is about

the same, the differ

ence being, to use the words of Braun, that
'-cold refreshes by stimulating the functions,
heat by physically

facilitating them

; and in

this lies the important practical difference
between the cold-water system and the ther
mal method of treatment.'

"

THE APOTHECARY

" Now, John,"

MAN.

says 'pothecary Jones,

" I'm

gotn^

home to tea.
And rood there'll be a bearded man come in and
ask for me.
Then suy, 'Are you the gentleman that ordered
pills to-day ? '
And if he say?, ' I am the man,' tell him what he's
to pay."
Then Jones went home, and John athirst, some
soda-water drew,
Tried Ringer syrup, then drank hock, and surs'pirilla too ;
Steered clear of pills, no powders took, abjur'd
the tinctures all,
But filled his mouth with that black stuff, known
as the lie'rice ball.

WHA T IS FOOD?
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Then came the bearded gentleman, for pills to

Johu, feeling sometl,ln;r down in mouth, more

make him well,
And ask'd for Jones, and ask'd for pills— ask'd
John the price to tell.
" Four fifty's mark'd upon the box, which master
said you'd pay."
"Four-fifty," quoth the gentleman, "four-fifty,
did you say ?

soda-water drew,
And from the glycyrrhiz» drawer he took auothcr
chew ;
To brace his nerves, and stiffen up against tho
coming muse,
Took suiritus vint rect. cum oleum jnnlperuss.

"

Well now, my lad, these pills must bo com
pounded all of gold ;
What's in 'cm thit thoy cost so much, if I may
''
be so bold ?
"Don't know," says John, "tart, antim's up,
and ipecac will rise;
You can't keep these things down, yon know, and
up must go the price."

"Good Lord

! my boy, no antim's in that recipe

—just smell ;
But bcre are fifteen cents, my lad — you know
'twill pay you well."
John scratch'd his hoad, the man was gone, the
profit sure is lost ;
"Too bl^ a discount," mutter'd John, "don't
b'lieve we've got the cost."

WHAT

Now Jones came in with mind intent on what he
was to make ;
John saw Mm come, and felt that now 'twos time
for him to quuke.
" The man," said he, " found fault with price, and
wished some discount made,
So I took off four thirty -five — was that too
much t " he said.

"Too much— why, John— but let mo

see ; the jalap
cost a cent,
And half a cent for calomel, and something more
for rent ;
The box and label— well, not much ; I gaeis I'm
lectle ahead ;
Five cent.1 will cover all the cost, so we've made
ten," be said.
— F. H. in the Boston Advertiser.
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FOOD?
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cording to this theory, that the definition of

A

the one must allow or imply the usefulness

is safe to «ay that by far the largest
proportion of the diseases which afflict
mankind are the result of eating unwhole
some food, and

injurious substances

taken

with the food as condiments.
To all ani
mals nature supplies food which gives the
requisite nutriment, while it doss not tend
to make

them

sick.

The

same is true in

regard to man, but his manner of preparing
much of it

renders it very unwholesome.
The result is, the food man uses is the most
prolific source of his diseases.
Now it can

i\ot be reasonably supposed, that as long as
roan uses unhealthful food, he can avoid the
diseases
cause.

which such food naturally tends to
Imagine a person daily doctoring a

sore on his foot caused by a nail in his shoe,
while he continues to wear the same shoe
with the nail still lacerating his foot ! Would
not he be considered a fool ?

Then, too,

many

either can not or

prescribers of drugs

will not

define food so that

anything of profit from
their definitions.
They can scarcely give a
good definition of food that will be consist
ent with the theory of drug-medication.
Food and medicine are so analogous, acpeople can

learn

or necessity of the other.
And it seems
hard for them to come anywhere near agree
are
ment as to whether some substances
food or not.
Witness the long and tedious
of the alcohoi question.
Some
discussion
claim that alcohol is positive food ; others,
" sup
that it is " negative food," or a mere
"
porter of vitality," or an arrester of meta
morphosis"; others still, that it is a "caus
"
tic and irritant poison !
These are some
"
"
of the views of the regular class on one
i
of i s most commonly used medicines.
In an article in the New York Medical
"
Journal for September, 1876, on The Ther
apeutical and Social Aspects of the Alco
hol Question," the writer said : " At random
we might say, and be partly correct, that all
substances which undergo chemical change
in the body are foods, but this does not in
clude water, an important factor in the
process of nutrition, which does not undergo
chemical change in the body ordinarily."
Now, there are many poisons which when
swallowed " undergo chemical change in the
body." They are not therefore considered

Indeed,
nutritious, nor in any sense foods.
of poi
affinities
chemical
the
it is generally
sons which make them dangerous to life.
The absurdity of the above definition of
food is therefore apparent.
Not satisfied with the above definition of
food, which hits the mark about

as nearly

shooting, the same
Food, he says, is
writer gives another.
"anything which is capable of supporting
life, or any material which is essential to
sustain the vital functions, and this embraces
air, water, ordinary foods, etc."
What this "etc." refers to, one could
hardly imagine, unless he read the whole

as
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usual

in

random

article, when he would find that it refers
specially to alcohol. But the definition is
too wide in its scope to be reasonable.
Why should it embrace "air" (breath) and
"
foods,"
" water "
(drink) ? And if ordinary
The
object
why not «r/nz-ordinary foods ?
of the whole article is to prove that all
"supporters [exhausters?] of vitality," and
alcohol, are not only allowable,
especially

"

but also more or less essential."
" supporter of life," or vi
But what is a
According to the
action?
vital
or
tality,
advocates of drug-medication, it is any sub
stance which, when taken into the system,
local or general vital
occasions increased
action ; and this is simply stimulation. Now
stimulation always exhausts, never supports
or sustains, vitality ; and hence, persons
are always weaker after stimulation than
What simply exhausts can not be
before.
"
"
food, nor in any sense a supporter of life ;
it is just the opposite, and should be avoided
by especially the sick and weak, who wish
to become strong and well.
This truth seems to be self-evident,

that

is good to eat at all, is good to
To
make a full meal of in case of necessity.
the healthy and vigorous no evil effects
should follow its use. This rule would effect
ually prove all substances proposed as food.

whatever

may be considered
should be exercised
care
unnecessary, great
of foods
healthfulness
the
in the testing of

Although

the caution

Be very cautious about
by eating them.
Better let them alone
substances.
doubtful
than run a great risk.
The physician above quoted makes in his

[April,

definitions no distinction between food and
drink, although there is a very clear dis
The one supplies nutrition, the
tinction.
other is the vehicle of nutrition.

our definition of food :
Food is any substance from which the sys
the
tem can derive suitable materials for
structures.
several
its
of
and
repair
growth
It is pure in proportion to its freedom from
nature,
materials which, on account of their
Here, then,

is

to injure the organic struct
action ;
ures or interfere with normal vital
com
to
the
and it is perfect in proportion
mate
the
pleteness with which it furnishes
are calculated

rials needed by the system.
F. E. ASPINWALL,

M.D.

A Judicial Opinion on Fashionable
Dress. — A woman, while riding in one of

street-cars of Philadelphia, in which
she was unable to find a seat, was thrown
down and injured by the sudden stopping
the
of the car. A suit was brought against
of
answer
the
and
damages,
for
company
to
the company was that the injury was due
her own negligence, since she did not take
hold of the hand-straps with which the car
To this it was replied that
was provided.
to do so, espe
it was inconvenient for her
" disarranged her
have
would
it
cially as
The Judge who tried the suit in
dress."
the court below told the jury that this ques
tion about the hand-straps and the dress
The
was one of fact for them to determine.
case, held
the
Court,
reviewing
in
Supreme
that this instruction was correct, adding that
" possibly a woman may be so fantastically
and foolishly hooped, wired, and pinned up
as to deprive her of her natural power to
so, the question is one
help herself; but, if
law,
and so we incline to
of
not
and
fact,
of
leave it, instead of imposing upon our breth
ren below the difficult duty of prying into
the artificial stays of the plaintiff's case."
" If women will, by
The reporter adds :
their mode of dress, disable themselves to
in
exercise their physical powers of self-help
and for this reason suffer
an emergency,
injuries which they might otherwise easily
avoid, they must not be surprised if courts
of justice should relax their dignity enough
to be a little funny when they bring such
But aside from
questions before them."
the dress question, should not the grave juthe horse-car corpo! diciary have censured
passengers than
I ration for carrying more
seats to which
with
accommodate
can
j they
entitled ?
| the passengers are legally
the
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NOTES IN SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE.
Tbe Way to Obtain a Delightful

Home. —About five years ago, having accu
mulated a little competence in New York
city, I came to the sane conclusion to secure
a comfortable
home in some rural district

where I might spend my last days environed
by the luxurious comforts which anyone may
call his own who will do as I then did. After
looking about on Long Island, and examin
ing scores of localities in different parts of
New Jersey, I chose a few acres in the north
east corner of New Jersey, near a small ham
let (Closter) on the Northern Railroad of New
Jersey, about one hour's ride from the city.
Having rented a small house for a few
months, preparations were made to erect a
A
convenient
and commodious
cottage.
plan of the cottage was prepared, and a bill
of the timber and all other requisite materials
Then, before and after busi
was made out.
ness hours in the city, I went to lumber
yards and hardware stores and made the
Two house -joiners
necessary purchases.
were employed
to erect the superstructure.
During the morning hours, "before I was re
quired to take the cars for the city, I super
vised their operations ; keeping an eye on
any and every piece of work in which either
or both of them were engaged.
By means
and direction
of this personal watchfulness
every morning and evening my employes
rendered fair service without any perceptible
lounging. In less than three months the cot
and the cash
tage was ready for occupancy,
expense in the aggregate was less than onehalf the amount required by professional job
bers for building a dwelling of the same di
mensions and the same architectural
style.
No portion of the work was performed by
the job.
I built a goodly number of houses
during the early part of my life, and I always
preferred to employ workmen (masons and
joiners) by the day. Fortunately, as I always
supervised
every piece of work, my em
ployes usually rendered a dollar's worth of
service for every dollar they received.
The next thing after the dwelling-house
was completed consisted in stocking a small
portion of the ground with choice fruit. Four
years ago last spring, pear trees, peach trees,
apple trees, and cherry trees were put out, in
connection with raspberry, blackberry, cur
rant, and gooseberry bushes, and strawberry
vines. The second season we had all the
The
small fruits that the family desired.
third year the trees would have yielded a
small supply of apples, pears, and peaches,
but as it is ruinous to young trees to be al
lowed to mature a crop of fruit, all the young
fruit was plucked off except one or two speci
In 1878, the fourth year after
mens per tree.
many of the
the trees were transplanted,
peach trees produced more than half a bushel
Some of the pear
per tree of beautiful fruit.
trees and apple trees were literally loaded

with luscious fruit. In the season of 1878 we
had ripe peaches in the middle of July ; and,
as I had selected such varieties as would
ripen in close succession, we had an abun
dance of excellent peaches from July 16th
until the middle of October. Two years after
the vines were planted out we had all the
choice grapes that the family desired from
The
the middle of August until winter.
garden yielded asparagus, pie-plant, melons,
cauliflower, sweet potatoes, tomatoes, sweet
corn, and every other desirable article of food
in abundance.
" Well," the reader inquires, "what did all
"
this cost ?
At the present prices of labor
and building materials, if one will do as I
did, he can purchase good land for one hun
dred dollars per acre, and can erect as nice
and commodious a cottage as any small fam
ily needs (if not too proud and scornful), and
stock the ground with more than a hundred
dollars.
trees for less than one thousand
Land is now held at nominal prices, and
lumber is exceedingly cheap.
If any denizen of the great metropolis is
sighing for a little home in the country, within
a short ride from the city, let him ride to my
rural retreat and see for himself what an old
in four years by the
man has accomplished
of only a little money ; and let
expenditure
him note, also, the solid and never-failing
enjoyment incident to the "Otium cum dignilate" which a little home in the country
brings, besides the rich milk and gilt-edged
butter, the fresh eggs and juicy chickens, the
balmy air and invigorating breezes, and the
perpetual environment of one of the dearest
spots on earth by untold numbers of be
What
nignant Nature's gorgeous beauties.
I have done others can do.
u Oh,
give me back the farm, a little plot.
My prattling children and my bridal cot.
The trees 1 planted, vines and shrubs and flowers,
The garden, warbling birds, and sunny bowers.1'
SERENO

EDWARDS TODD.

A New Law of Motion— the Gy

roscope. — The discovery of a new law of
motion at this day might be considered some
what apocryphal, and also that a clear solu
tion of the mysteries of the gyroscope was
within the grasp of the ordinary man of let
ters.
Mr. James McCarroll, a resident of
New York, appears to have worked out a
theory respecting these two points, which cer
tainly deserves the attention of the savants.
Mr. McCarroll avers that all bodies moving
in right lines change their distance from the
their
center of gravity, and, consequenily,
weight at every moment, and that when mov
with the
ing in curves, whether concentric
circles of the earth or otherwise, the tangen
tial 'force, antagonizing with that of gravity,
Hence
serves to change their weight also.
he lays it down as a fourth law of motion
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Tlie Mutineers' Home. — Pitcairn
Island, the home of the descendants ol the
I'ounty mutineers, is about three miles long

being
by two wide, and very mountainous,
The
about 1. 200 feet high in some parts.
breadfruit,
cocoanut,
pineapple, and many
other fruits grow there in great abundance,
citrons.
especially oranges, lemons, and
There were, three years ago. seventy-three
inhabitants all told —men, women, and chil
dren — some being very handsome, the women
having beautiful hair, and, allowing for ihc
hot sun. have fairer skins than would he sup
posed, heiiu hardly darker than Europeans.
They depend on passing vessels for all their
clothes and agricultural implements, etc; al
ways going barefoot, except on Sindays. when
some few of them wear boots.
They grow
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sweet potatoes, yams, coilon. arrowroot, and
Indian corn, which they give in exchange tor
clothes.
The chief person in the i-land is
Simon
of Midshipman
Young, grandson
Young. He officiates in church on Sin day,
also at the day and Sunday schools.
They
use the Church of England >ervice. and gen
erally read a sermon from lhe "Sunday at
'
of which t hey have some volumes.
Home.
All have a fine ear for music, and sing most
When anything has to be de
beautifully.
cided they call a general meeting and go by
the majority of votes.
The olde-t person on
the inland is a stepdaughter
of John Adams.
She is eighty-four years of age, and a hale old
woman.
They still have a cannon, which be
longed to the Bounty, and a caipemer's vise.
Consumption is the only disease' known
There is a gieat scarcity of
among them
water, which, they fear, will eventually force
them to leave the island.

Tire Broken

Leg of n Horse

Cb'KED. — We extract the following fiom pro
ceedings of the New York Farmers' Club :

" G. G. Williams, of New York, sends a
letter, and a good sketch of a mare, which,
havmg broken her hind leg, was condemned
10 death by a veterinary surgeon.
.Mr Wil
liams, however, set and bandaged ii without
Cooling lotions were ap
any anaesthetic.
plied, and the animal stung, so as not to de
range the injured limb.
A band, peiforated
for the fore legs, supported the breast another
reached all the way from tin: fore to the hind
legs — each side having its separate pulley —
from litis latter another broad band went
around the rear of the animal, these three
b inds being buckled together, the breast band
havingalso a pulley at each side, the tear band
not being for lifting. On the woundc , leg was
also a band at the hock, about nine inches
across, and also attached to each side, a pul
ley ; the fracture being of the bone between
this joint and the hoof. The experiment was
entirely successful."

TeXHa ranks third among the wool-pro
ducing Slates, having 3.674.000 sheep, and so
treadmg closely on the heels of Ohio.
Cali
fornia leads, of course
Nueces Co, Texas,
has more sheep in its limits than any other
county in the Union — 656,000.
Poetry (!) — Mr. John
Seientifie
Gibbs. a botanist of the Essex and Chelms
ford Museum in England, has tried his hand
at reducing science to verse, with this result:
DESCRIPTION

OF A DAISY.

"Of

this little plant of the Composite order,
Bel/is ptrennis is surely the name ;
A perennial herb in the garden s gay border,
To ornament which from the meadows it
came.
" Its roots of a good
crs are growing
many
From under the sides of a prostrate rhi
zome
fil

that "a body is of uniform weight when at
rest only."
In relation to 11i c mysterious problem of
his demonstration
is seem
the gyroscope,
ingly quite clear that a vertical wheel in mo
tion does not piess upon the same points of
its bearings that it docs when it is at rest,
from the lact, as he alleges, that all the parti
cles of mailer in the periphery on one side
of the wheel have a tendency to tly ofl" at
various angles in the line of the earth's grav
ity, and one of them direc ly in that bne;
while all the panicles in the oiher half of the
periphery have a tendency to tly off in a con
an unequal dis
trary diiection, establishing
tribution ot force upon the axis and a minus
and plus side of the wheel ; as on the one
side we have the eaith's gravity, plus the tan
gential force of the wheel, and on the other
This, once ad
its gravity, minus that force.
mitted, the motion of the horizontal
ring on
which the vertical wheel revolves is apparent
at once ; lor the ring, being lice lo obey anv im
pulse given n in its own plane, simply ret res
before the plus side of the wheel and in a
directio i contrary 10 the revolution of the
wheel itself.
I n explanation
of the mysteri
ous manner in which the whole weight of the
gyroscope is sustained on one side of the up
right pivot upon which the small projection
from the horizontal
ring rests freely, Mr.
McCarroll says that when the vertical wheel
is made to rotate so rapidly that the tangen
tial force is m excess of that of gravitation on
the whole ma-s, both ring and wheel will re
main suspended, without any material sup
port on one side of the upright, and be car
ried round the pivot upon which the projec
tion from the ling rests, revt Iving more rap
idly as the tangential force of the wheel de
creases and is the more readily bent out of
its plane, until, laliing below the force exer
cised upon the whole mass bv the gravity of
the earth, both ring and wheel begin to giad
ually describe downward the arc of a circle
vertical 10 a I ne tangent to the earth's sur
face, with the pivot for its center, and the axis
of the wheel, together with lhe projection of
the ring, for its radius, until, at last, the ex
hausted mass tumbles to the ground.
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Which branches
going

At

any great
roam.

above,

but

length

from

is never

found

the center

to

"Spathulate leaves in a rosulate cluster,
Every ramification surround ;
And in the middle, about which they muster,

A

simple

peduncle

is commonly

found.

"For

each of the ligulatc florets composing
The circular ray is a separate bloom ;
And each little cup in the center reposing,
For every part of a (lower has room.

"It

seems that the cup of the calyx adhering

Unto an inferior ovary so.
Accounts for that innermost organ appearing
To be in the place where we hnd it below.

"The corolla

above it of tubular figure.
Coherent cpigynous petals compose ;
As whoso describes it with technical rigor
By five little teeth on the edge of it knows.

"The

stamens arc called syngencsious truly,
Because of the fact that their anthers Co
here ;
The stvle passes through them, and on it will

duly

A couple of

stigmatic

branches appear.

"When all this is done and the blooming is

over ;
When fruits monospermous
are ripened
and gone ;
They leave the receptacle nothing to cover
Its form, which we find in the shape of a
cone.
"'

If

now 1 have done my agreeable duty,

I venture to hope I shall have better luck

Than the flower itself, which, because of its
beauty.
Some ruthless examiner haply may pluck."

SolidiQi'iaiion

of Petroleum.—

A

very curious effect is produced on the oils of
petroleum, even those of the least gravity, by
the addition of powdered
soapwort (suponaria), an herbaceous plant of the order Guyo
On digesting the powder with
fkyllateae.
water and mixing it with the oil the latter
forms a very thick mucilage, so that the ves
sel in which the experiment
is made can be
turned upside down without spilling the con
tents.
What is still more singular, is, that if
a few drops of carbolic acid be added, and
the mucilage be shaken, it becomes in a few
minutes perfectly limpid again — Ironmonger.

Oii Rrelniminff Farms.— The San
Francisco Built-in uses some very practical
language with reference to the recovery 01
worn-out Linns, anil the suggestions
have
thtir .ip ilication to farming in general :
"In building up an unprofitable farm, the
first aim should be to stop the process of run
ning down ; to make it pay first, expenses.
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and then a slight, yet increasing profit, and
to this end both thought ami labor must be
directed
No matter how cheaply the family
has been living; if it is possible to reduce exCut off everything except
peases, do so.
plain food, coarse warm clothes, a single
Raise your own \ eatable-, and
newspaper.
save on the meat bill
Pay cash as you go.
Everything has 10 be paid for in the end, and
(he whole credit system is a delusion and a
sn.irc.
Enlist the energies and whole nature
of each and every member of the family in
the one great effort to save the f.iriu — the
home.
He proud of your utmost economy ;
even study the economies
of other men.
Keep a strict and honest account with every
thing about the farm, so that you know ex
actly how you stand
This is the most im
portant of al I. Everj, successful fanner keeps
strict accounts.
The value of account hooks
on a farm is not so much tas many suppose)
to merely show what is received and what is
spent, but to show exactly which
field or
which crop paid best, and where losses were
incurred or too small profits received.
1 he
direct bearing of such knowledge on the suc
cessful conduct of a farm may be lastly un
derstood.
"On every farm, but especially on one
which is doing poorly, there must l,e a scru
pulous saving of all manuri.il substances.
Barn yard manure, decayed animal or vege
table mailer, refuse of every description, bones
gathered up in waste places, leaf-mold hauled
from the deep ravines— all these must be
utilized, and their effects will soon be evi
dent."

jtlagiH'tie Aliment sillon.— The case
of Miss Fanchcr.of Brooklyn, has awakened
much attention ; the fact of her subsistence
on "next to nothing' being the chief won
der.
Mr Andrew |ackson I'avisw.is lately
interviewed on the subject by a Sun reporter,
and said, among other things:
'-

In physiology the cellular tissues arc the
natural generators, protectors, and feeders of
all the membranes of the system and all the
vital organs
There are thousands- yes, hun
dreds of thousands- - of these life-git ing cells
near the surface and through the si stem, and
there are hundreds, if not thousands, of feet
of nerves. These nerves are co-operators
with the tissues as protectors and feeders of
the entire membraneous and vital systems.
Nowl should call .Miss Fanchci's case, judg
ing from my own. one of nerve and cellular
tissue feeding, which makes the use of food
by mastication almost entirely unnec e isary."
" But is not food
required to keep up the
nerves and tissues of winch M.u speak ?
" Those tissues and nerves are the
products
of elements and essences dial are total'y un
known to chemists.
The- moment we conic
to that boundary, we glide o.'er into the spir
itual.
A cell can not be organ jtcd without a
potency that is exactly qualified for such a
labor, and the neive. in lire same wax-, is a
product of what is to chemists an unknown
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principle.

our folks call the spiritual
Now that is what requires to be

which

fed, not the tissue and the nerve, but those
essences or principles which
or
develop
evolve nerves and tissues, and those essences
or principles can be received in various ways.
They may be inhaled and taken with pure
water or milk in very small quantities, or
they can be absorbed through the entire sur
face of the skin. And that is the case of a
person in that high state of impressibility,
which, from all accounts, seems to character
ize Miss Fancher.
Now, a magnetizer, as I
know — for I have been for several years mag
netized twice a day — a magnetizer supplies
that creative principle.
A magnetizer fed
my vital forces, just as Miss Fancher is fed
by breathing, and through the nervous sys
tem and through the skin. The magnetizer'!
force, by a process of assimilation, entered
into my vital powers and kept the heart beat
ing and kept up a certain amount of bodily
heat, so that my mind was entirely emanci
pated from the necessity of carrying out those
processes in the body in which we are all
condi
constantly
engaged under ordinary
tions.
In fact, the reason why many of us
can not command our powers, is, because we
are too much anchored to earth, or freighted,
as it were, by those vital powers which con
As soon as the
sume our menial energies.
mind is emancipated from the necessity of
keeping the bodily system from death, why,
its inner senses are opened and strengthened,
just as they are a few moments before death,
in almost everybody's case. Miss Fancher
is on the border land of the other world very
she is exactly
many times, and whenever
there, she can hear sounds that are utterly
inaudible to common ears, and can see sights
that no human eye can discern.
As she set
tles back down into her circulation, her mus
cles, and nerves, she drops out of what we
call the lucid state and becomes again a sick
patient and probably has some of her disa
greeable symptoms, to alleviate which physi
cians have to be called in. Then the hyste
ria comes in."

Water Used by Plants. — M.

Marie-

Davy, two years ago, worked out the calcula
tions of experiments which show, that, for
the production of sixteen grains of corn, as
much as three and a half pounds of water
M, Risler has found that a
are transpired.
between
field of growing wheat transpires
April and July as much water as would cover
the surface of the ground to a depth of nine
have obviously
These experiments
inches.
direct practical bearings on agriculture. The
has
influence of sunlight on transpiration
Ex
been investigated by Professor McNab.
perimenting with the leaves of the bay laurel,
he found that in sunlight there was but little
difference
between the amounts of water
transpired in an atmosphere saturated with
The
moisture and in a dry atmosphere.
amount per hour in the first case was 25.96
In the
per cent, and 20.52 in the second.
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shade, however,

the transpiration
in a satuwas nil, and in a dry atmos
phere only 1.69 per cent. ; showing in a
marked degree the great influence of sun
light and the small influence of dryness or
moisture of air.
The rate of the ascent of fluids in plants,
ascertained by the employment
of spectro
scope examination of the diffusion of lithium
citrate as adopted by Bence Jones in study
ing the fluids of animals, gave a maximum
result of twenty-four inches per hour.
M. J.
B. Lawes has published the result of long
experiments,
which show that two hundred
times the weight of organic matter elaborated
by a plant passes through it in the form of
water during its growth.
With regard to the
comparative amounts of carbon assimilated
by plants and evolved by animals, Profeseor
Dewar has elaborated tables which show that
an acre of the best cultivated land fixes an
cwt. of carbon,
nually about twenty-two
and a healthy man evolves about two cwt.
of carbon annually in the form of carbonic
acid, so that eleven such persons supply as
much as can be economized
by an acre of
land.

: rated atmosphere

Luminous Cloek-Dials.— Professor
Morton, of the Stevens Institute of Technol

ogy, has recently analyzed the substance with
which the dials of "self-luminous clocks"
are coated, and found it to consist of nothing
but sulphide of calcium, attached by means
of seme resinous medium like varnish. This
substance is a phosphorescent one, absorbing
light from the sun or artificial light, and giv
ing it out in the dark. The substance, as
prepared for the clock-dials, has shown an
intensity of the phosphorescent quality never
before equaled.
One of the dials was still
visible in total darkness after having been
shut up in a box for five days.
Professor
Morton suggests that if further advances
should be made in this direction, it is easy to
imagine some wonderful results, before which
even Mr. Edison's new electric-burner would
Thus, if our walls
fade into insignificance.
were painted with such a substance, they
would absorb light enough during the day to
continue luminous all night, and thus render
all sources of artificial light useless.
The
coloring of houses on the outside with a like
material would also obviate need of all street
lamps.
.

Deep Plowing; Dependent upon

Soil. — Not long

ago there was a mania
Ev
among agriculturists for deep plowing.
ery farmer it was said had a farm under his
lands of great value where the plow had not
No matter what the character
yet reached.
of the surface and the sub-soils were, the
plow should go in to its beam. But these
men are beginning to get their eyes open.
Mr. George E. Waring, Jr., in speaking of the
"
results exhibited in the management of Ogden Farm," in the Agriculturist, says:
" About six acres were
(some seven or
eight years ago) plowed about twelve inches
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deep. The sub-soil of blue clay, which was
brought to the surface, was a lasting injury to
the land.
It still shows the ill effect of the
of time and manure.
treatment in spite
There are some soils that would be benefited
by plowing twelve inches deep, but they are
scarce."

The rule may be said to be: " Never turn
over one or two inches of unfertile sub
soil in one season ; and when so turned up,
the
land should receive a dressing of
up

manure."

Hlllstone* Made of Glass.— The
Manufacturer and Builder calls the attention
of manufacturers who can cast heavy pieces
of glass, and also of millers, to a recent Ger
man discovery, that the finest flour is pro
duced by those millstones which have the
most glassy texture and composition, and the
discovery that pieces of glass
consequent
in the same way as the French
combined
burr and similarly grooved on their surfaces
will grind better than the burr millstones.
The consequence of this discovery has been
the invention of the glass millstones now
made by Messrs. Thom, and used in Ger
many and in Borkendorf with great satisfac
tion, as it is found that they grind more easily
and do not heat the flour as much as is the
case with the French burr stone.
In grind
ing grist, they run perfectly cold.
In order to make such stones, blocks of
glass of from six to twelve inches wide are
cast in a shape similar to the French burrs,
but more regular and uniform. They are con
nected with cement in the same way, and
dressed and furrow - cut with picks and
pointed

hammers ; but we believe

that dia

mond-dressing machines might be profitably
applied. It is said that these millstones, made
of lumps of hard glass, do not wear away faster
than the burr stones.
Stones of four and a
half feet in diameter, driven by six-horse
power, ground two hundred and twenty
pounds of flour per hour, and did it while
remaining cold. The grist is drier, looser,
and the hull more thoroughly separated from
the kernel than is the case with other stones.
If all this turns out to be correct, it is a
valuable discovery, especially when we con
sider the expensivenessofgood blocks of burr.

Counting Cattle.— Every one who has
ever tried to count the cows m a herd or
drove will remember that it requires some
practice to enable one "to keep the count"
in even a herd of fifty or sixty, and he there
fore learns with astonishment,
that, in South
America, where there are frequently
vast
herds containing ten thousand or more cat
tle, the herdsman can tell if even one out of
this great host is missing.
It is well known to the herdsmen that these
immense herds of cattle invariably divide
themselves into groups of from forty to one
hundred animals in each. Of course, in each
group — called " tropillas," or little troops —
there are some few strongly or peculiarly
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marked animals by which the troop to which
they belong will be recognized, and as it is
known how many animals belong to the
"
tropilla of the black and gray spotted bull,"
how many to that of the " small bull with the
wide horns," and so on, it is always easy to
tell if any arc missing from each tropilla.
During a night of storm and darkness, the
cattle of each " estancia," or cattle farm, all
mingle together, but the next morning they
will separate again into the same tropillas as
before.
As the animals from one tropilla
never by chance join themselves
to any
other, it is evident that each animal must
know its own particular friends out of ten
thousand others.
s.

Forest Leaves for Bedding- and

Compost. — "I gathered forest leaves last
fall," writes a correspondent
to the Vermont
Farmer,
"and used them as bedding for

stock.
I selected a damp, misty day in
which to gather them, and found that I could
I gath
pack a very good load in the wagon.
ered principally from a part of my woods
where the trees were scattering, raked them
together in piles, and two of us hauled in and
stored ten loads in a day, I had what I thought
was an abundance, and I bedded my hogs al
together with them. The)- are the best thing
for this purpose I ever tried. The hogs would
root and work them over, mixing them thor
oughly with their manure, and the conse
quence was, the best lot of hog manure I
ever had.
I also bedded horses and cattle
until the leaves were used up. I believe I
gained fully ten loads of manure altogether
by using ten loads of leaves ; not that much
in bulk, but in increased value by absorbing
the liquids which would have escaped.
But
another advantage I want to mention.
The
open woods, cleared of leaves, were raked and
scratched over with an iron rake, and red
top, blue grass, and orchard grass sown.
It
happened to catch well, and afforded a good
deal of pasturage this summer."
Upon this,
the Green Mountain Freeman comments as
"
follows : We have found it a very easy and
rapid way to gather leaves to fasten the hay
rack on the framed sled, where, of course, it
will project some distance behind it. Then
driving into the woods, we can easily set the
sled where the rear end of the hay-rack will
rest on or nearly on the ground, where the
leaves can be raked in from the ground with
no handling in a basket.
We gather ours as
dry as possible and with plenty of side boards
and four end boards, we can draw a heap of
them at once."

A Good Whitewash. — Slake, say
one peck of lime, and while hot and of the
thickness of cream, add a quart of linseed
oil and a quarter pound of glue. Let it stand
Rains will not wash it
a day before using.
off, nor will it prove such a nuisance on inte
rior walls as common whitewash.
It should,
of course, be thinned with water while using,
as ordinarily.
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their bickering and acrimony, believing that
of such feelings is a natural

the exhibition

of class education.

outcome

Even in Phrenology there is conflict of
opinion among men who have mastered
But we venture

the assertion

that

is

unfriendliness

there

less

among educated
the

Wells, f\roprietor.

MPv% C. Fowler

H. S. Drayton, A.M., Editor.
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transition or progressive

OF SCIENCE.
Astronomers, ge

inquiry.

ologists, chemists,

physiologists, medicists,

among themselves, and often carry

disagree

their differences

of rancor

to the extreme

ous misrepresentation.

Sometimes

we are

pained by the hostility of men who in their
spheres have won the world's re

respective

Not long since we had the spectacle

spect.

of two giants in physics, Dr. W. B. Carpen
ter and

Mr.

A. R. Wallace, contending

about certain phenomena

in psychology,

and

occupying large spaces in periodicals with
declarations, arguments,

their counter

For

speculations.

ject of spontaneous
a little bitterness
expressions

In

the

has filled a

generation

and not

has been indicated

of dissentient
important field

by virtue of the definite

in the

of medicine

the
form,

organization of phy

sicians into schools or classes.

One advan-

which physicians

of science

state

the conflict is mainly due.

that

research

now

than

in any

;

as thorough

and

demands

sphere

part

of a single subject,

the

ceived

results

which

seemingly

opinions.

Two or

obtained

conclusions,

different

of

points

view, and

to the world without a clear

given

forth of their different
we have

both

sides,

setting

of egotism

on

appearance

of

Conflict follows between

the

disdaining
of

adherents

are

of operating,

methods

the spectacle

concession.

may

and arrive at

Their conclusions

in different ways.

the

an

respective

observers.

Whereas, probably, a fair consideration of
their modes of working would have revealed
a consistent
sions,

and

one whose

priceless

relation

their conclu-

between

of

these combined

by the skill

mind

the whole sub

can grasp
relations,

would form a

addition to the store of scientific

truth.
But there is a useful side to all this con

It

tention.

possess by \ hollow and

exposes fallacy ; it sifts out the

Truth

may

be ob-

amid the din and confusion

of the

unsound.

scured

arc led to draw closer to one another in sup-

strife,

port of their several class theories

brighter, and stronger for the

tice, and people at large are ready to excuse

with re

three men

reaso:i of this class organization, is that they

and prac-

are often

simply because they

worked from different

and

closest
a small

clash

bs working in a similar field

ject in its logical

opinion.

conflict of theory has an established

tage, however,

and

some time past the sub

wide place in scientific discussion,

to the

is

application to what may be but

is conflict in every department

of scientific

It

Never were men more earnest and devoted
in

work

HPHERE

considerable

other

any

of scientific observers.

in general
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personal

phrenologists than among
of

members

body

N. Sizer, Associate.

its

principles.

but

in

time

ment it has received.

it comes

out

clearer,

rude

treat-
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The foregoing reflections are suggestive

20J
committing it to

it before

examined

tively

truth is as

of the fact that very frequently

GOYDER.

G.

the printer.

sailed by its enemies, who assume the man
tle

of scien:e for the purpose.
during

made

the

past

wh.se

'-anti-phrenological"

physiology of
Now

I

'HERE

or criti

review

G. GOYDER.

lies on our table a compact vol

of six

ume

"The

DAVID

hundred

entitled

of a Phrenologist,"

Autobiography

which was published in
thor was sixty-one

pages,

1857,

when its au

Few books

old.

years

of the autobiographical class equal it in at

and then we find on the pages of a respect
able periodical a pretended

'

Hamilton,

crumble into insignificance.

the day,

has

propositions,

by the received

tested

THE LATE

been

twenty years

the line of Sir William

adopted

when

which has

upon Phrenology

attack

Nearly every

Not

tractiveness.

it bear

does

only

the

cism of the phrenological system which oc

marks of conscientious narration,

but

casions us much surprise, because its cursory

vein of sprightly, hopeful

perco

not only discloses

examination

an ignorance

part of the writer with respect to

on the

facts in anatomy and

physiology,

but also direct misrepresentations

of phren

common

A

doctrine.

ological

some circles

of

ridicule

in

science, published an

and

our subject

pretentious

in

logic.

The writer styled himself " Doctor," but in
the

course of his essentially

he made assertions

literary effort

which the accepted phys

the details of

and impresses

with

experience

a

charm.

conduct

The

with whom he

in contact and who influenced

came

in this

representative

article decrying

tiaborate
terms

as the

of advanced

country

soberest

author tells of the people

month or two ago an

American monthly, which is regarded

lates its length

buoyancy

a

his

describes in the course of his nar

;

rative many eminent

persons

in literature'

science, and the Church, and now and then
occupies

several pages with a discussion

of

some topic in philosophy and science which

indicates a cultivated
tical intellect,

yet thoroughly prac

and a mmd whose

bias

did

and intol

not lie on the side of prejudice
erance.

iology

of our decade docs not sustain, and

The autobiographer of whom we speak

many

of his most "triumphant" turns of

was the Rev. David G. Goyder, who died

expression

are utterly wasted,

being based

upon views of Phrenology which declare an
ignorance

of its common details which

would be a reproach to a boy of twelve who

in

the summer of 1876, after

a long and

useful career as a practical phrenologist and

minister of the Swedenborgian

an earnest

Church.

Born in

1796,

he was

left an or

We infer

phan at the tender age of nine years. Friends

from the general tenor of the article that

assisted him toward obtaining an education.

it is merely

taken

has

hand

it six

weeks' study.

the work of a literary man who
his

sources

data

from

without

trouble to prove

them.

second

giving

or third

himself the

What particularly

enters into our surprise concerning this ar
ticle is that
can

monthly should have given a paper so

abounding
place.

sides

Certainly he could not have atten

1822

the life of a clergyman,

and as he cast in his lot with a society then

of recent establishment
dustry

and

at different

in England, his in

a

find

earnestness

employment

The story of " My Bat

points.

tle for Life," as he styles

the acute editor of the Ameri

in errors affecting both

He adopted in

it,

given

had

shows the kind

of hardship and persecution

a dissenting

minister was subjected

For

many

years

his

to

fifty

years

ago.

religiou; labors were
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performed

gratuitously, he meanwhile sup-

porting himself by lecturing,
of medicine.

the practice

and

teaching,

He obtained

his

he

The

for the purpose.

studied

Observer said of him in an obitu
notice : " He was one of the earliest

Bradford
ary

ministers of the

'

borgian), having

been

'

New Church

(Sweden-

ordained in

1822 ;

and he was greatly valued by that body both
He was known

as a writer and preacher.
and esteemed, however,

the sphere

beyond

i facetious

Nothing is too high or too

pen.

low for him

;

[April,

nothing too good or too bad,

if it can be made available

He

for a joke.

is hired to spin out a certain amount of bur

degree of Doctor in Medicine at Edinburgh,
where

JOURNAL.

caricature, conundrums, every day

lesque,

or week, and he sometimes feels compelled
to resort

and misrepresenta

to subterfuge

Generally the

tion to make up the quota.

no malice or hatred

funny man entertains

in

his heart, but it being his business to make
Hence

fun, he must do it at all hazards.

in

we find him often making some pathetic

in which he ordinarily worked, notably as a

cident, a deep sorrow even in which a whole

phrenologist, of which science he was an

community feels a moving sympathy,

earnest student and an able expositor

subject of burlesque

Indeed, he was a man of versatile parts and

to caricature some

great natural force of character,

respect and honor

and labored

;

the

or he will even dare
candidate for public

or he will set in a ridic

;

through a long life for the enlightenment

ulous light some publication whose intrinsic

and welfare of his fellow-men."

value is self-evident.

In our turn, although we assume it to be
a special privilege, we are always

of men

speak

who, like Mr.

and women

Goyder, by their words and
hown

themselves

pleased to

deeds

have

to be true phrenologists.

Like the clown of the

circus, he declares to his audience

:

I am

here

to amuse you, now laugh at my jokes.

We

fun,

like

in

its

place.

The

mind

needs the relaxing, refreshing influence

of

humor at times, but to have absurd, incon
gruous, silly stuff interjected when grave
and sensible

CLOWNISH JOURNALISM.
in Amer

is a growing tendency

'I'HERE
ican newspaper
humor and
and

degree

in

of prominence
fun

East

and

West, a

for their readers,

and

effort

has
to

this fact

stimulates other "enterprising" publishers
and

editors to humorous sallies.

years
retired

ago

the Joker's

A

column occupied

few
a

part of the sheet ; now it is set in

the fore-front.
a pass, that

It

has, indeed, come to such

nearly every "leading" news

paper must have its
it his business

funny

man, who makes

to scan the horizon of affairs

-daily for material

demand

or occupy the

to a superficial habit

of thought, and so unfits the mind for the

subor

or popularity

through persistent

been obtained
make

the

matters

is conducive

serious concerns of life.

By some dailies

comicality.

weeklies

to

incident to puqwses of

fact and

dinate

literature,

attention,

with which to point his

A Glance toward Washington. —
According to the report of the Secretary of
the

Treasury, the income of the current

year will be less than

that which was esti

mated by $27,000,000, and there is a pros
pect of early

embarrassments

in

meeting

the obligations of Government, which is by
no

means

pleasant

to

contemplate.

We

have no plan to propose for the relief of the
Secretary, but can scarcely forbear comment
on the lack of data or wisdom which some
body has exhibited

It

in the premises.

is a little remarkable

that while this

OUR MEN TO RIAL BUREAU.
serious matter of a deficiency

of Government is discussed
our Congressional
bating questions

representatives

of tariff

are de

and cutting down

on tobacco and certain other arti

the rates
cles

in the funds
by the people,

which society would be better without,

|ur

while the rates on certain things of general

use and

209
remain

necessity

at points which

If

are excessive, considering the times.

community at large

the

will persist in the use

of tobacco and alcoholic beverages, Messrs.
Legislators, make it pay handsomely
and

indulgence,

thus

increase

for its
public

the

revenue.

attoral

J

uremt.

"He that questiutmthmuch shall lenrn nn.ch " —B»tc
vicinity of a large ant-hill. Of course, by remov
ing the scalp carefully the bone is left in
com
paratively clean state exposure to hot air will
dry
perhaps sufficiently. Still .mother method,
and a common one with anatomists, is boiling in
common lye, or concentrated potash, to be ob
tained of the grocer, being careful not to leavo
the bone In too long, lest it should be injured.

Inquiry Fail to Receive Attkn-

an

by

if

We can not undertake to return un-

is

available contributions
unless the necessary postage
prm'ided by the writers. In all CASBS^persons who
communicate with us through the post-office should,
they expect a reply, inclose the return postage, or what
better, a prepaid enz'elope, with their full address.
Anonymous Utters will not be considered.
is

if

The Seven WondeRS

— D. B.

M. — You

of the World.

probably a recent sub
•criber, as we have enumerated the so-called
"Seven Wonders" of the world three or four
time* within
few years. Consultation with
any good encyclopedia will give you
descrip
tion of them.
They were
The Pyramids of
Esypt 2. The Pharos, or Light-house of Alex
The Walls and Hanging-gardens of
ander;
Babylon
The Temple of Diana at Ephesus
The Statue of Jupiter, by Phidias, at Olympla;
The Mausoleum of Artemisia at Halicarnas«us
The Colossus of Rhodes.
1.

Development

of

good teacher has
rather strong development of the perceptive fac
ulties, and a head broad in the region of the tem
He needs
ples.
good Memory, large Human
Nature and kindness, with good discernment of
the practical relations of the subjects he teaches.
Women as
class have less perceptive develop
ment thau men, bo that the upper part of their
forehead
appears to be prominent.
Their im
pressions are quicker than those of men. Caus
ality is, of course, essential to correct Instruc
tion. The teacher must appreciate cause and
effect, and so be enabled to present the theoret
ical principles of the topics in his curriculum
clearly and forcibly to impress the mind of the
pupil.

Rheumatism. — G. K. N. — The applica
tion of hot water should give you some relief.
This can be applied hy means of cloths or in In

Manipulations
and rubbing
Regulate your diet mean
while and keep the stomach and bowels in good
dia-rubber

bags.

should be beneficial.
condition.

Cleaning Skulls. —

S. R. — One of
for obtaining
clean
a

to leave the article for

a

I.

cranium

is

the most thorough methods

while In the

Moral Responsibility. — A.
can not think otherwise than that man

S. — We
is

morally
responsible for his words and acts. The nega
tive view of the question would make man sim
ply an automaton. Applying the argument from
consciousness, it seems overwhelmingly demon
strated that man
responsible agent. We
feci within oursolves the power to will and to
do.
We find in the course of life illustrations
of the power and the efficiency cf determination
We see men conquering obstacles apparently
insurmountablc, brushing aside difficulties which
at first sight present barriers impassable to prog
ress. Man is endowed with special organs whose
every expression points to his responsibility.
You are impressed by the sense of obligation
is
a

;

4.

7.

;

6. 5.

;

3.

;

:

a

a

are

Intellectual
Teachers— A. M. D.—

a

If

tion within two months, the correspondent should re
peat it;
not then published, the inquirer may con
clude that an answer is withheld, for good reasons,
the editor.

A

if

a

of" General Interest" only

a

Questions

-mill be answered in this department.
But one ques
tion at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
pounded,
a correspondent shall expect us to give
kim the beneft of an early consideration.

it

;

a

mx (Porrcsjjonbcttts.
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ami duty ; you feci bound to do for yourself and

for oth-rs certain things.

If

you disregard the
promptings of Conscientiousness, you afterward
foci the pain of remorse ; something chides you
for the act. Take away the sense of moral re
sponsibility from man, and society would be
come chaotic ; the whole social machine would
tumble into ruins. Mutual confidence in busi
ness, In every department of life, is based upon
the moral sense.

VlTATIVENESS
pehament.—

J.

AND THE VITAL TEM-

M. G.— As a class men possess
ing a good degree of Vltativene=s have also a
well-m.irked Vital temperament. It often hap
pens, however, in our driving era that men be
come thin in flesh, develop the Motive tempera
ment or the Mental temperament into marked
COIigplculty, and the Vital seems subordinate,
yet on examination they are found to possess
strong Vltatlveness.
With the orgin small, peo
ple who m ly have inherited a good share of the
Vital temperament arc liable to organic derange
ments, sickness, and disease, and succumb with
comparative ease to ailment and trouble.

Cautiousness

and

Secretiveness

in Haniwwtixo. — U N.— We

have not given
attention to the particular phase of character
which vot mention. Most people who have a
good deal of writing to do become somewhat ln»
different to style or finish.
They may when
young, and when time hung heavy on their
hands, have written clear and ocat hands, but In
adult life pressure of engagements and duties
necessitated a subordination of mere style to the
accomplishment of the work urged upon them.
We think, however, that as a rule people with
large C.iutlousness would bo more careful in
crossing their t's and dotting their i's than those
not so endowed. Order, Approbativeness, and
some other organs have a good deal to do with
one's handwriting.
Order, as imposing system,
has probably more to do with the speclllc line
of your Inquiry than any other of the phreno
logical faculties.

Peter and Paul. — Question: Can you
give me the origin of the common phrase, " Uobblng Pet r to pay Paul ? "— E. The origin of this
saying is traced to the time of Edward VI. of
England, when a great part of the estates of the
Roman Catholic Church were seized by the king
and distributed among favorites and officials.
The Sec of Rome, representing St. Peter, as well
as the whole body of the Roman Catholic
Church, protested violently against such confis
cation. In order to reconcile the people to this
kind of robbery, a part of the confiscated lands
were appropriated toward the repair of St. Paul's
church, London.

JOURNAL.

[April,.

Cultivation of Organs again.—
Y.— In

O.
of the Phrenological wo
subject of the cultivation of

late numbers

have discussed the

the organs you mention, and we can scarcely do
better than to refer you to what has been said
in them.
In general terms you should endeavor
to arouse your faculties to activity— to work.
in endeavor. Avoid
Be earnest and persevere
temptations to idleness and sloth. If you have
a trade, pursue it vigorously.
Whatever you do,
do thoroughly.

Mental Derangement. — T.

B. — The

person you speak of was evidently injured in the
bialn. We would be pleased to know what part
of the head was struck. Have the Impression
that it was the upper side of the skull, the region
of Cautiousness, Conscientiousness, and so ou.
Possibly the inner bono or tabic of the skull was
fractured by the kick, and exerts some pressure
upon the brain, producing the sort o( mania de
scribed.

Liver Complaint and Hard Cider.

— J. W. A.— Hard cider has a rather strong alco
holic principle, which renders it objectionable as
a beverage.
It would be much better for you
With your torpid,
to eat subacid fruit liberally.
prohably congested, liver, you should avoid all
greasy articles in your diet.

THE

Magnetizer.— M.—An

effective

magnetizcr usually possesses a strong physical
organization, the mental temperament being
The mental organs
slightly i:i predominance.
arc fairly balanced — those in the crown being
strong, giving to the character steadfastness,
His perceptive
positiveness, and self-reliance.
faculties are large and active, enabling him to
quickly understand his cubject and to adapt his
conduct accordingly.

Improvement

of Language. — W. W.

B. — By reading the best authors attentively, so
as to impress their contents upon your mind.
By memorizing to some extent pieces of special
excellence. By commenting upon whot you sec
and read when in company with your friends.
You probably read too much. This is not us
benclieial as reading too li'.tlc. A man of learn
Better a few
ing is not known by his library.
books well conned than a thousand skimmed.
" How to Read" furnishes practical hints suited
to your case.

Constancy. — A. B. H.— Large Firm
Conscientiousness, and stroug Friendship
much to do toward rendering one's affec
tion as a friend permanent. As a lover and hus
band or wife, to these large Conjugality should
ness,
have

although one can be constant to the
relation which has become established by law
and custom through the operutiou of strong
moral faculties.
be added,
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The relative power of these groups in any
given case is determined by their relative size.
This being true, we have only to know that the
selfish group has ever been, and still is, the
largest in the average man, to account rationally
Communications are invited on any topic of inter
for the facts of history and observation that so
est; the writer s personal views ami facts from his
experience bearing on our subjects^being preferred.
disgrace our race.
A Mr. Joslin, of Rhode Island, in a lecture be
Soverhgnty OF Brain.— Matter, force fore the workingmen of Washington, recently,
said labor-saving machinery is Gupplanting the
and intelligence constitute the sum of the uni
verse, the Trinity which Spinoza said
choose workingmau and starving him. In this he but
stated a aptent fact ; but the remedy he suggests
to call God."
Man is a compound of matter,
is a law suppressing inventions, and remanding
force, and intelligence ; an epitome of the uni
society back to the dark ages — to the slow and
verse, in the image of God.
Matter without
toilsome processes still in vogue in China.
force were dead ; force without
intelligence
Were it the obvious purpose of God that man
wen: hliud.
The degree and character of intelli
should remain forever an ignorant clown and
gence manifested determines the rank or value
toiling serf, this remedy would be legitimate ;
of any organization in the scale of being.
Intel
but man, being commanded to subdue the earth
ligence is manifested in two ways — unconscious
and rule over it, and being endowed with the
and conscious.
In our own organization, uncon
Godlike power of thought by which the achieve
scious intelligence
presides over the action of
ment of the absolute autocracy of this world is
the heart, stomach, lungs, and other organs whose
possible, Mr. Joslin's proposition is unworthy of
functions are what physiologists term involun
tary.
Conscious intelligence is manifested in a moment's consideration.
" 'Tis the mind that makes the man." Tho
the various modes of thought, and through it
we control our external actions and relations.
strong-limbed, muscular, but ignorant barbarian
of primitive times was but a dim prophecy of
Were we not endowed with the power of thought
true manhood. Ho was a slavo to superstitious
we could have no consciousness of existence.
"I think; therefore, I am," said the great fears and physical necessities. He cowered be
fore the forces of nature, and toiled aa a galleyFrench philosopher.
We begin to be (as per
slave for a meagre and mean subsistence. The
we
when
become
conscious
of
exist
sonalities)
element of manhood inherent within him rebelled
ence, and the sum of our consciousness Is the
against a fate so painful and plebeian, and cudg
measure of our life.
The stomach, lungs, etc.,
eled the brain for plans by which to secure a
being organs of unconscious function, represent
the physical nature.
The brain, the organ of better living at less cost of labor. This discon
tent and taxing of the brain was continued, and
thought, represents the intellectual, the human.
under tho activity thus induced, the brain has
It is therefore superior, sovereign. The head
Nor doea the steadily increased in sizo and power, nnd is still
commands, and the body obeys.
increasing. The result is marvelous, both as to
plebeian hody ever question the propriety of an
magnitude and beneficence. A single brain, onco
order issued by its sovereign, whether it be to
limited to the superintendence of the operations
wi' ld the dagger of the assassin,
run on an er
of one pair of hands, may now control machinery
rand of mercy, or bow beneath the heaviest cross
representing a thousand pairs of hands, and this
of toil.
Thu brr.ln comprises three principal gronps of machinery is run by steam and wastes not one
ounce of muscular force. The unwritten proph
organs, corresponding to three classes of facul
Man is rapidly
ecy is about to be fulfilled.
ties, selfish, intellectual, and moral.
These are
nil intelligent ; but the degree and character of
emerging from his apprenticeship to the parent
of invention, necessity, into the realm of inde.
this intelligence differ greatly, and, differing,
The forces
pendence of thought and action.
conflict.
and appetites that have so long enslaved him are
The consciousness of the selfish group Is
to be the instruments of his will and ministers
mimifest'-'d chiefly in desire and effort to benefit
of his pleasure.
selt
The consciousness of the intellectual
There is a current and popular legend, to the
group is displayed in a search after knowledge.
purport that it was God's original purpose to
The consciousness of the moral group is seen in
after the good, the true, and the keep man in ignorance and suppoit him in idle
aspirations
ness, which scheme was spoiled by the perversity
The first give us all our wars, mur
beautiful.
of woman, as manifested in tasting forbidden
ders, lyrannics. robberies, and crimes of what
Then
joys, and reeking unlawful knowledge.
ever sort, as well as all our physical pleasures.
God placed man under the curse of toil, saying
Tbe second, all our literature, art, and science.
to him, "In the sweat of thy face, shall thou eat
The third, all our religion, Philosophy, justice,
bread." The legend is true to those who aro
liberty, and fraternity.

"I
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tn interpret it, as are all the sacred myths
of different kinds of food on mind and body, and
and legends that have come down to us from the
what foods are wholesome and what not. Hence,
There was, no doubt, an era
veni-rable past.
you will allow me the expression, that
say,
when the primitive man leaned like an infan^
Phrenology Is " self-made "—it has stood and
upon the breast of his mother nature, drawing
risen on its own merits.
More good would be
from the spontaneous fruits
his sole sustenance
done, the race would improve faster, and sick
of her bosom. From this dream of infancy he ness and sin would be less common,
people
at length awoke to the necessities of clothing,
would study themselves more, even
the simply
and other luxuries which nature had n"t sup
interesting he therefore somewhat neglected.
Plenty of exercise for the Intellect at least can
plied. To supply these wants involved labor,
be secured in the study of the useful.
and the sen of toil was inaugurated.
From this
would
not give up altogether the study of astronomy,
hard school of bitter experience the race is to
graduate into the era of thought.
would sim
Insectology, or any other science
The new command is, " Develop your brain ply have more students of Human Nature, for we
need them more we neea to understand our
and use it in nc Intelligent manner ;" for the
time is not distant when there will be no room in ; selves— the laws of our own minds and bodies —
this world for him who shall have naught to sell more than the nature of the corona which sur
rounds the sun or its precise degree of heat, or
but his muscle ; who can do nothing but toil
with his hands. It is written upon the walls of the precise orbit of some planet imperceptible to
" Become a thinker, or per
the naked eye, or the precise number of varieties
the temple of f tc,
of beetles in Texas. There are people earnestly
Nor is this a hurd doom. To the intel
ish."
studying these things while they remnin in com
lectual alone is life a blessing. The ignorant
man begins his career in a cheerless childhood,
parative ignorance of the laws governing their
own bodies, and suffer in consequence. It would
passes through a toilsome and anxious manhood
the most
seem self evident that self-knowledge
to a sorrowful old age, sinking at last into a
Important of all knowledge, and common sense
nameless grave.
The only possible, complete remedy for the should teach every one that his first need is to
understand himself, and that after he bus ac
evils that now afflict society, and of which workingmen and philanthropists so justly complain,
quired a good practical knowledge of himself,
is time to study the double st irs, beetles,
is to abolish the monopoly of brains by making ' then
This done, and the monopo- I spiders, or anything else he may desire to study.
thought universal.
It

is

;

;

I

I

If

If

I

if

able

ly of wealth and power will pass away forever.
T. A. BLAND,

F. K. ASPINWAIA,

M.D.

M.D.

a

a

a

is

is

it

a

Is

it

;

I

it,

;

;

;

is

;

:

is

;

is

Study of Human Science vs. Other
SAY WELL AND DO WELL.
-studies.— Anthropology, or the science of man,
better
Sat well Is good, but do well
has comparatively bat few earnest students, and
Do well seems the spirit, say well
the letter
they are much scattered. Those who do study I
Say well Is goodly, and helps to please
it, and especially that brunch of it known as
But to do well
godly, and gives the world ease
Phrenology, do not receive either the aid or the I
Say well to silence s-metimes is bound,
encouragement commonly given to Inquirers I But do well is free on every ground.
after knowledge In other fields of research, «. g.,
the bug or mushroom kingdom ; for whenever Say well has friends— some here, some there
But do well is welcome everywhere
anything is discovered in either of these lines,
tho fact Is very likely to be published in nearly By say well many to God's word cleave,
But for lack of do well they often leave.
nil papers. Witness the many recent articles on
"Ants." How often are new ideas and discov If say well and do well were bound In one frame,
Then all were done, all were one, and gotten were
thus widely published?
eries in Phrenology
gain. — Selected.
Charitable people often help scientists with their
dollars, as well as encouragement, to study the
spheres that are so remote as to be utterly invisi
PERSONAL.
as to
ble to the naked eye —so remote, 1 take
Cardinal Manning, the leader of the English
be quite out of our rench, and of little practical
Roman Catholics, Is one of the most abstemious
Is very in
admit that
use to us and though
It said that on the few occasions when he goes
teresting to study the single and double stars
out
to dinner, he not infrequently contents him
the planets and their movements, and their
biscuit and glass of water— good
self with
chemical elements, all the knowledge of these
toll, thin, austere,
temperance. He
of
example
possible for us to acquire
things which
hundredth part as valuable to us reserved.
would not be
M. S. Sullivant, one of the largest fanners
as to understand the nature of mind, Its laws of
of this country, died January 2flth, at the age of
growth, r.ulture, and development, or the effects
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soventy-thrce years. Ho was a native of Ohio,
owning at one time a large body of land near
Columbus, and was a member of the first Ohio
State Board of Agriculture.
Forty year* ago he
emigrated to Illinois, and became the owner of
the celebrated forty-thousand-acre farm, which
included nearly the whole of Ford County.

Ida Lewis,

well known for heroism in saving
life off Newport, has been appointed keeper of
the light-house on the Lime Rocks, in that har
bor, at a solar}' of $750. Her father was keeper
until his recent death.

Captain Paul Boyton,
illustrating his life-saving

the swimmer, has beeu

dress in the Allegheny
He swam through ice blocks and
River lately.
other winter difficulties, from Oil City to Pitts
burg, being in the water in all about forty-one
hours.

Aihle n anum, a rich and zealous young Mo
hammedan woman of Bagdad, has shown herself
a sort of Turkish Joan of Arc.
When the late
conflict began, she rode into Mouktar Pasha's
camp in Armenia, at the head of fifty-six mount
ed troopers.
Throughout the campaign she was
the bravest of the brave, dashing Into the thick
est of the fray, and animating her followers by
her daring to fight like devils ; every one of the
original fifty-six was killed, captured, or missing,
and Adile was herself twice wounded.
She won
the rank of lieutenant, and was decorated with
the order of the Medjidle.
Mr. Jakes T. Fields lectures on "Fiction."
At the Brooklyn Athenaeum he alluded in the
course of his remarks to Pomeroy, the boy-mur

derer, thus : " I recently paid a visit to the Pome
roy boy, who was sentenced to be hanged for
killing three children, but whose sentence was
afterward commuted to Imprisonment for life.
I asked him if he read much. He said that he
did. 'What kind of books do you read? 1 said
I.
'Mostly one kind,' he said — 'mostly dime
novels. ' ' What Is the best book that you have
read?' I asked. 'Well, I like "Buffalo BUI"
'It was full of murders and
best,' he replied.
pictures about murders.'
'Well,' I asked,
'
how did you feel after reading such a book ? '
'Oh,' said he, 'I felt as If I wanted t:i do the
same'

William Howitt,

the eminent author, died
March 3d, at Rome, Italy. He was born in 1795
at Heanor, in Derbyshire, England ; at twentyeight he married Mary Botham, and soon after
the names of William and Mary Howitt appeared
in English literature.
Elihu Burritt, known as " the learned black
smith," died at his residence, New Britain, Conn.,
March 7th lost ; he was in his sixty-ninth year.
8ome account of him will be given in our May
number.

TH.
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WISDOM.

" Think

truly, and thy thought
Shall be a fruitful seed."

To owe is human

; to pay up, divine.

Thet who aro thoroughly In earnest are sure
to bo misunderstood.
How
have

can we expect a harvest of thought who
not had a seed-time of character. — Tho-

REAC.

What we have to do in this world is not to
make our conditions, but to make the best of
them.— Rupus Ellis.
Be very careful In your promises, aud just In
your performances ; and remember It Is better to
do and not promise, than promise and not porform.

When people have resolved to shut their eyes,
or to look only on one side, it is of little conse
quence how good their eyes may be.— Archbish
op Whatelt.
When I see a man with a serene countenance,
it looks like a great leisure that he enjoys, but
in reality he sails on no summer's sea. This
steady sailing comes of a heavy hand on the til
ler. —Thobbau.

Then shall

thy still unbroken spirit grow
Strong iu its suffering and more tender-wise ;
And as the drenched and thnnder-shakeu skies
Pass into golden sunset, thou shalt know
An end of calm, when evening breezes blow,
And looking on thy life with vision fine,
Shall seek the shadow of a hand divine.
—R. W. GrLDEK.

A contemplative

life has more the appear
of a life of piety than any other ; but It Is
the divine plan to bring faith into activity and
excrciso. — Cecil. .
ance

MIRTH.
"

\

little nonsense now and then
Is rvhshed by the wisest men."

A wit once asked a peasant what part he per
formed in the great drama of life. " I mind my
own business," was the reply.

A little girl told a worthy divine that she
would like to be a minister, so that she could
"holler on Sunday."
An old man who had been badly hurt in a
railroad collision, being advised to sue the com
" Wed, no, not for dam
pany for damages, said :
I've had enough of them; but I'll ju&t
ages.
sue 'cm for repairs."
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might have a hundred without costing ye much,
if nobody gets more than I do," was the witty
response.

Tue following is said to be an extract from a
letter written to her lover by a Montgomery,
Alabama, girl: "For your sake, darling, I have
quit using chewing gum ; would you have quit
gum for me? I would not have quit gum for
" It cer
any other person in the whole world !
tainly shows good sense on the "chew" ques
tion any way.

a

n

a

a

It

a

Story of

a

Coals of Fire:

A vivid sketch of what great evil to body and
wrought by liquor-drinking.
mind
A liquorseller ejects
miserable liquor-drinker from his
bar-room on
tempest-driven night. Raging In
delirium, the drunkard goes to his wretched
home, and kills his poor, starving wife. Then
staggering out into the storm, he In his turn is
overcome, and lies down in
snow-drift to die.
Two children, relics of the murdered, are left to
the care of .kind neighbors.
Years pass, and ono
of the childrcu,
lie has
man.
boy, becomes
a

a

a

a

to

a

A Guide

By Dr. Bourne, of San Francisco.
ltimo, pp. 50i. San Francisco News Company.
Dr. Bourne has for many years been before the
public of the Pacific Coast as an ardent advocate
of hygienic methods in the treatment of disease,
and this book is the representative of his expe
rience as practitioner and observer. The phi
most earnest
losophy of water-cure has in him

a

Health.

a

The Home Doctor:

Pauper's Re

By M. Alice Sweet. 16mo, pp. 252,
c'.oJi.
New York: National Temper
$1.00.
ance Society.
venge.

is

wish to notice the
the press, and we
their recent publi
any way to mental
usually supply any

a

p

In this lieP trim tnt w; give start reviews of such
New Books us publishers sec At to send us. In tiiese
iblisher satisreviews we seel: to tre.it author and
fact 1rily and justly, and a/so to furnish our readers
with such injormation as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol
ume for personal use. It is our
better class of books issuing from
invite publishers to favor us with
cations, especially those related in
and physiological science. We can
Hi' those noticed.

a

a

|-

a

.I

0

is

|

if

\it

1 J,

a

A wealthy bank officer, on being appealed to
for aid by a needy Irishman, answered, petu
lantly : " No, no ; I can't help. I have fifty ouch
applications as yours every day." " Shure, and ye

a

"I

a

A gentleman having - nt hi - man servant to
buy some lucifor matches, said to him when he
came hack,
hope, John, these are better than
"Oh,
the la-t, which were good for nothing."
these are excellent," replied John ; " I have tried
every one of them."

agreeing heartily with the views which have ap
in this magazine touching its virtue in
the malarial and yellow fevers.
Diet forms
large part of his methods. He believes in fari
naceous food and fruit; thinks that flesh meat
altogether unnecessary for health and strength,
and
particularly to be eschewed in sickness.
One of his personal tests of the nutritive value of
unbolted wheatmeal was
pedestrian trip from
Portland, Oregon, to San Francisco, which he
made in his sixty-sixth year. On this trip be
little
ate Graham crackers and occasionally
fruit, consuming thirty-nine pounds of the crack
ers in his thirty-four days' march, and averaging
half miles per day.
As the
twenty-four and
weather when he mad': this experiment was of
the hottest, the thermometer frequently indicat
ing ninety-eight degrees at midday,
would ap
pear very remarkable to most people, that he lost
but one and
half pounds of his weight. Wo
few years ago in the
made
short excursion
hottest part of the summer, walked ninety miles
in four days, subsisting chiefly on unleavened
wheat.neal biscuit and apples, and on trying our
weight were surprised to find that we had gained
two pounds. This seemed the more rcmarkablo
as when we started we deemed ourself unequal
to a fifteen-mile jaunt, because of long sedentary
confinement and nervous exhaustion.
In midwifery Dr. Bourne msists that only
trained women should act the physician's part,
and In that connection makes some statements
of
very censorious character concerning the
practice of many male " doctors."
The book
very instructive trcatiso, notwithstmding the compendious form which was
field of
necessarily adopted to cover so wide
human disease.
peared

is

" What news to-day?" said n merchant to his
friend, lately. "What news!" responded the
other. " Nothing, only things grow better — poo.
" On their
pic are getting on their legs again."
legs ? " said the first. " I don't see how you can
make that out." " Why, yes," replied the other .
"folks that used to ride are obliged to walk
now ; is not that getting o: their legs again?"

In his prescriptions for
disciple and advocate.
long list of ailments which
the treatment of
make up the contents of his book, water is veryHe writes clearly, simply,
conspicuous clement.
authoritatively, and as one who knows whereof he
writes. In his discussion of fevers he is particu
larly earnest in advising the application of water,

a

a typo of Reading

is

beauty ? " asked
the Transcript, as one hundred and sixty pounds
of female loveliness boarded the morning train
" Yes, ' responded Spiccr, "that is
at Reading.
a piece of solid Reading matter."— Boston Com
mercial Bulletin.

" Is that

[April,
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suffered much, but boldly looking forward, and
using every opportunity for self-improvement,
he has growc into position and respect.
He
visits the place of his birth, the scenes of his
childhood. Once he was determined, if ever able,
to revenge the death of mother and father upon
the man who had made his father a diunkard ;
bat now he goes in charity to him, and by kind
ness and reasoning wins him to ways of sobriety
and honor.
The old tavern is converted into a
store, and the "damning drop" no longer pol
lutes its shelves and counters.

Harmony of Science and the Bible

on the Nature of the Soul, and the Doctrine of
By
the Resurrection.
H. Kellogg, M. D.,

J.

Professor of Physios in Battle Creek College.
Review and Herald Pub. As
13mo, pp. 224.
sociation, Battle Creek, Mich.

Although

the topic of this volume

is familiar
enough to the general readei, the method of the
author possesses several features of freshness.
One is the condensation into short paragraphs of
ancient and modern opinions and beliefs concern
ing the origin of the world, the nature of life,
and of spirit; also the history of the conflict be
In the preparation
tween science and religion.
of these Dr. Kellogg shows much care.
He
enters fairly upon his discussion with the im
pression that science, the real sort, which is but
a form of truth, can not be in c< nflict with re
"The
ligion, which is another form of truth.
truths of nature are (rod's truths just as much
as are the truths of inspiration ; for God is the
author of nature."
"The so-called conflict be
tween science and religion has been not really
such, but rather an encounter between the blind,
bigoted, unreasoning, and unreasonable zeal of
religionists, and, too often, the vain, blustering,
Thus the
arrogant assumptions of scientists."
author gives us the key to his position on the
question, at the same time administering a
strong fillip to both of the parties engaged in
the strife.
Entertaining the view that the soul
is mortal, he goes to tho phenomena of decay
and death in nature, and to Job, Paul, and other
writers of the Bible for testimony in that behalf.
But believing that provision has been made for
the re-establishment of man's personal identity
by the Creator in a form adapted to perpetuity,
Dr.
he appeals again to the Bible for authority.
Kellogg wiitcs usually with much clearness and
point, but now and then, as in the treatment of
the relation of mind to the brain, and the uature
of the soul, some obscurity will creep Into his
reasoning.

Diphtheria

: Its Causes, Prevention, and
Proper Treatment. By J. H. Kellogg, M.D.,
Member of the Am. Public Health Association,
l2mo, pp. 6X1. Good Health Publishing
etc.
Co., Battle Creek, Mich.

Few diseases

known to our population

in the

V.

215

northern sections of the country have showu so
much vlruletce during the past ton years as
diphtheria. On all sides are seen habiliments of
bereavement, of which this destroyer has occa
sioned the wearing, and from all sides the in
quiry is heard : " What shall we do to savo our
" As one response to
selves from its attack ?
such inquiry, Dr. Kellogg has prepared this
pamphlet, in which he rcviows the opinions of
medicists with respect to the causes and pre
vention of tho disease, and then, somewhat
briefly, we think, considers its treatment, mainly

ujion the hydropathic b~sis, advising the use of
agents such as chlorine, carbolic acid, etc., ior
the destruction of the poisonous germs, which
conduce to the destruction of the mucous sur
faces and the formation of false membranes.

The Proceedings

and Addresses

of

the Free-Thinkeus' Convention ; held at
Watkins, N. Y., August 22d, 23d.24th, and
12mo, cloth, 398 pp.
nett, Liberal Pub. Co.

25th, 1878.

D. M. Ben

This collection, as it contains the views of tho
leading minds among free-thinkers on religious
subjects, is about as interesting a selection of
addresses as could be well gotten up in its pe
culiar line. Various shades of opinion are illus
trated, from Shakerism to that class of Deism
which almost loses sight entirely of an overrul
ing Creator. Perhaps the best judication of tho
character of the book is the mention of a few of
the persons who took part in the Convention.
There were Elder F. W. Evans, of the wellknown Shaker community at Mount Lebanon,
N. Y. ; Mr. G. A. Lomas, representing another
branch of the Shakers ; Professor A. L. liawson,
the ethnologist nnd artist; Dr. T. B. Taylor, W.
E. Copeland, Mrs. P. R. Lawrence, Mrs. Mary
E. Tillotson, Mrs. Augusta C. Bristol, Mr. G. L.
Henderson, Mr. J. M. Peebles, Mr. Toohcy, Hon.
G. W. Julian, James Parton, Elizur Wright, T.
0. Leland, and Mrs. Clara Ncyman.

The Young Scientist
nal for Amateurs.
Pub. Co.

Practical Jour
York : Industrial

: a

New

We have received a bound copy of the volume
for 1878 of this very practical and interesting
Its title we And to be by no means
publication.
a misnomer, as is the case with most of the pub
lications that are professedly edited for the read
ing of the young and immature. It abounds
with instruction ou scientific topics. The ar
ticles are written in a clear and simple stylo,
aiming to present rudimentary principles in
mind.
such a way as to attract the youthful
Apparatus for experiments in chemistry and
natural philosophy is described, which can be
prepared or arranged at a trifling expense. For
instance, we have two or three articles describing
the making of a galvanic battery, which may be
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used for many interesting experiments, at a cost
of from ten to iifteen cents. Of this we purpose
shortly to give a detailed account, with illustra
tions.
Mr. Finn, the editor, Is a gentleman of solid
acquirements In science, and his aim appears to
be to present most conspicuously its practical
side.
T/ie Young ScientUt is published monthly,
the subscription price being 50 cents.

RECEIVED.
PUBLICATIONS
Tub Constitution, By-laws, and Cuautek
of the Society for the Prevention of Crime. The
Tho progress
is conspicuous,
especially In certain statutes which have been
obtained from the Legislature of New York
bearing upon the sale of alcoholic liquors and
the conducting of disreputable entertainments.
The gentlemen conducting the movement are of
the highest standing in society, and their ear
nestness is proved by what they have accom
plished for the moral elevation of New York
city.
Second Annual

Report,

1878.

made by this young Association

Annual

Report of the Public Printer,

showing the condition of public printing, bind
ing, etc., for the fiscal year ending June 30th,
1878, issued from the Government printing of
fice, at Washington, D. C. An Immense deal of
paper and ink is consumed in this department,
its money value covering half a million of dol
lars.

Index Medicus: a Monthly Record of the
Current Medical Literature of tho World. Com
piled under the isupervision of Dr. John S. Bil
lings, Surgeon, U. S. A., and Dr. Robert Fletcher,
M.R.C.S., England.
A very convenient com
Published
pilation for the use of physicians.
Subscription,
by F. Leypoldt, of New York.
three dollars.
Country Homes and Farm Advertiser.
A
classified list of real estate in New England for
sale.
Mr. 6. II. Chapin, the enterprising agent
of Boston, is the publisher.
MXNUTE3 of the Montana Conference of
the M . E. Church. First annual association held
at Bozeman, August, 1877 ; second annual con
vention held at Virginia City, August, 1878.

New York Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Children.
Fourth Annual
Report. Issued from the offices of the Society,
No. 50 Union Square, N. Y. A strong argument
in favor of the continuance of a most useful or
The Society has done excellent
ganization.
work in rescuing many clever little ones from
tyrannical and cruel treatment on the part of
those who should hare fostered them.

A memorial
Samuel Inqersoll Bridge.
volume, containing a sketch of his life as a man
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and as P. O. M. and G. R. and P. G., Instructor
of the State Normal School of Wisconsin. Also,
an autobiographical sketch of Mattie A. Bridge,
and a history of her widowhood and its connec
tion with Odd-Fellowship.

Intemperance and Crime. An Address by
Chief-Justice Davis, of the New York Supreme
A valuable document in its way, es
Court.
pecially as it comes from a gentleman who, un
til within a very short time, was on tho other
side. We would have the advocates of rum read
Published
this book. The prico is tei cents.
by the National Temperanct Society and Publi
cation House of New York.
Moderate Drinking — For and Against —
from a Scientific Point of View.
By Benjamin
A strong pam
W. Richardson, M.D., F.R.8.
phlet of 48 pages ; well adapted, as all Dr. Rich
ardson's pamphlets are, for the reading of the
young. Reform is nowhere more earnestly ad
vocated than by this distinguished physician.
Price twenty cents.
Published by the above.

The Duty of the CHURCh.
By the Rev.
In which the worthy divine ad
Canon Farrar.
dresses himself to his fellow clergymen for the
purpose of stimulating more zeal into church
Price ten cents.
movements against alcoholism.
Published by the above.
Beware of Strong Drink: a Temperance
Concert Exercise for Sunday-schools, Reform
Clubs, Temperance Organizations, etc. By Mrs.
E. H. Thompson. Price six cents each, and sixty
Published by the same.
cents per dozen.
Messrs. Scribner <fc Co., New York, are Uio
publishers of Dr. Robinson's admirable Collec
tion of Spiritual Songs, with Music— described
in our March number.

I'M Waiting for a Letter, Loye." Song aud
Music
Chorus
Words by Arthur W. French.
by C. D. Blake. W. A. Pond & Co , New York.
An Open Letter to Samuel Colgate, touch Ing the conduct of Anthony Comstock and the
N. Y. Society for Suppression of Vice. By D.
M. Bennett, New York.
The Eleventh Annual Report of the Freed men's Aid Society of tho Methodist Episcopal
Church for 1878, Is a fair presentation of an ear
nest indeavor to resolve the great problem of
negro education. The statistics given are, as a
general thing, fovorable to continued work in the
field. The enterprise, at any rate, is hopefully sus
tained.

Wide Awake —an illustrated magazine foryoung people, — In its current numbers shows no
The
flagging of interest Id editor or publisher.
wants of children in the way of literature, are as
well met in this publication as In any of the kind,
known to the public.
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man-of-war

majority, the transfer of the control

control its chief

and

a

;

rivalry and honorable competition are ear
nest and sharp

placed among thinkers in

science or literature,
he would fill

spect, and make his own progress
aid and against opposition.

porarily checked,

without

he were tem

apparently de

he were

if

in a revised form, of

If

of the army to the Assembly, the Marshal
could not, would not, tolerate, and the world
had the old spectacle,

or law,

or in legislation,

good position, command re

an autocrat opposing his single authority to

feated,

he would bide

the sentiment of a nation.

calmly

for the tide of affairs to turn.

to confirm the Assembly's vote by

it,

affixing his signature to the process which
represented

but to resign the chair of ex

sympathies

were

in

ecutive authority to one whose opinions and

with the chosen

accord

In

of the French people.

representatives

use the term, with his

vindicate his position

A Frenchman

armor on, ready
sustain

not

feel flattered by

may

That strong chin, firm mouth,

Scotch head.
and

indicates

upper lip

imperious

nose, which

that

steadiness

self-possession,
and

himself and in truth

that calm

really great revolution

the polit

This

mean

power,

in

age to face difficulty without the excitability

which often conquers men of real ability, by
causing them

ine self-government.

unwisely and prematurely.

over the whole

body

the

strength,

and

of the face, every outline of
head,

staunchness,

thoroughness.

expresses
power,

He should

be

ance

persistency

known for

harmonious bal

sound health, and for that

of character and

solidity,

a

the

If

placed

on the

their resources

head with the elevation

English

more

often

im

in that

met among

Scotch, and among the

and

people of North Germany and Russia, than
in France

our subject
and

poised

ter.

in which he

would not be able to take a prominent,
part.

region

ten times

We can hardly

imagine a place among men
conspicuous,

A

not

enables him to cam success.

not

mense.

constitution which

if

Every feature

constitution.

exhaust

The reader will observe that the height of

and we

are quite

certain

that

carries himself with a wellunflinching

stability, which

distinguishmg trait of French charac
The

French have dash and enthusi

asm, aspiration and
and impetuosity

of the

Saxon

;

ologist, and physiognomist. Solidity appears

to

the head from the opening of the ear

;

good study for the phrenologist, physi

is

is
a

The portrait of M. Grevy, as we have

a

it,

growth of France in the principle of genu

to be spread

cour

positiveness,

volumes" for the

without disorder.

and

itself, we think, "speaks

and stead

sturdy neck, and those broad

fast eye, that
shoulders

of pur

abiding faith

ambition, imagination

but here

is

bloodshed

;

pose, self-confidence,

lation, the world behold an unheard-of spec
in

ideas in the warp and woof of French legis

ical career of France, wrought out without

to

and en

and

saying that he has an English face and

this change of executives, this practical illus

tacle —a

He

we may

force his opinions.

tration of the real existence

of republican

time,

is

however,

would be found at such

wait

and

if

pressure,

not,

a

yielded

Reluctantly the

the

to

;

warrior

old

his time

is

a large

movements

placed among business men where

a

ceived the legislative sanction, and that by

were a

in

which re

actors

;

of the republican

the perpetuity

The last great stroke

policy.

its

guide

especially

or at the head of an army, to

if

to assure

his accept

of measures tending

;

that will demanded

when

steamer,

if

sion

ance and enforcement

of

it

deck

National Assembly on almost every occa
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if

ited itself in his opposition to the will of the

a
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Englishman,

all the gravity

with all

the

I
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steady and stately strength of the Scotsman.

He

has quick perception, and inherits in

tuition from his mother, giving him intelli
and promptness of mental life, that

gence

readiness of action which marks the French
character;

but his strong Firmness

ness

and

and large Veneration

ify him to take

a

Hope qual

and

position,

conservative

where strength of purpose

and

of

depth

integrity will brace him up and keep him
steady.

for talking and first-rate

He has talent

memory of facts and affairs
understand

combination

the

Things

mixed and confused

confuse

him.

out of chaos,

impulse.

the

of matters.

do not seem to

He inclines to bring order
and

which

to rule elements

He is adapted to stand

are not in harmony.
between

to

; is adapted

extremes

of excitement

and

He will warm up the sluggish

he will modify and

;

the impetuous.

temper

In short, he is a man who, perhaps

more

elements,

the contradictory

to rule

is adapted

Under Louis Philippe this ardent young
champion of liberty made himself conspicu
ous as an advocate for political offenders,
especially for the two companions of Barbt's
in 1839.
After the revolution of 1848 he
was appointed commissary of the Provis
ional Government for the Jura, and almost
unanimously returned as one of the eight
of that department in the
representatives
Constituent Assembly. Elected vice-presi
dent and member of the Justice Committee,
he proved himself one of the most ablespeakers among the democratic deputies,
and, although usually giving his ballot with
the extreme left, held aloof from the social
ists.
He advocated warmly the measure
by which it was proposed that the I'resident of the Republic should, under the title
of President of the Council, be elected by
the National Assembly for an indefinite pe

distinctly than any other in the French na
tion,

good parentage, he received a liberal educa
tion, finishing a course at the College of
Poligny, and then beginning the study of
law in Paris. In the revolutionary excite
ment of 1830 he was one of the liberals who
took arms against Charles X., and was one
of the band which seized the Babylone bar
racks.

his high-toned Conscientious

Self-esteem,
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and, like the hub of the wheel, to

riod,
made

but

that

revocable

pendent

Chamber?.

to himself and the general

vent dictatorial

contrariety contribute to unity and strength.
There are few heads and faces in which
there are not evidences of weakness in some
direction

and in some degree ; and while we

do not recognize

in this head and face much

of what the world calls brilliancy, we see
no mark
and

of weakness.

full-orbed,

He seems plump
efficient,

self-poised,

strong, with a great deal of latent
adapted to be called
with that equipose

forth

and

power,

in emergencies

;

which will always make

him master of himself, and generally a com
plete master of his situation.

M. Grevy was born on the 1 5th of August,
at Mont St. Vaudrez, in the Jura. Of

1813,

at any

moment,

should be
and

de

upon the vote of a majority in the

hold all the oppugnant parts in such relation

good as to make

the appointment

This,

would pre
into which the

he argued,

pretensions,

head of the Executive might be tempted if
directly elected by the people for a fixed
term, especially when the choice should fall
on a member of a family that had once oc
cupied the throne of France. This measure
not pass ; but the political history of
France has since proved the soundness of
M. Grevy 's views. After Louis Napoleon
became President, he found in M. Grevy a
did

determined opponent, who, as a member of
the Legislative Assembly, energetically pro
tested against the expedition to Rome, and
against the bills brought forward to
restrict public meetings and the suffrage, as
well as against any revision of the constitu
When the coup d'etat of December,
tion.
1 85 1, occurred, M. Grevy was among the
republican deputies who were confined some
He afterward retired from
time in Mazas.

voted

till May,

when

1873,

he re

of M.
Thiers, and then was succeeded by M. Buf
fet. After having refused to enter the Sen
ate as a life member nominated by the As
sembly, he was at the general election of
1876 again returned as deputy for the Jura,
and elected President of the Chambers, dis
signed

a few

days

before

the

fall

charging his duties with remarkable tact
and impartiality, until called upon to suc
ceed Marshal MacMahon in the Presidency.
The message which M. Gr6vy sent to the
Assembly a few days after his occupation
of the executive chair is in keeping with his
known character and expressive of his po
litical views.
The following is a brief ex
tract from the document

:

"The National Assembly,

in raising me

to the Presidency of the Republic, has im

I shall apply
posed great duties upon me.
myself unremittingly to their accomplish
ment, and shall be happy
with the co
of the Senate and Chamber of
operation
do not remain below the level
Deputies,
of what France has a right to expect from

the protector of all le

defender
In its solici
of the interests of the State.
tude for those great institutions which are
the columns of the social edifice, the Gov
ernment will bestow a large share of atten
tion upon our army, whose honor and inter
ests will be constant objects of its most cher
gitimate

interests, and the resolute

ished preoccupation.

" Now that the two great powers of the
are animated by one spirit, which is
the same that actuates France, the Govern
ment, while taking account of rights ac

State

rendered,

quired and services
that the Republic

will

take care

served by functionaries

is

months

[Majv

who are neither its enemies nor its detract
ors.
It will continue to maintain and de
velop the good relations which exist between
France and foreign powers, and thereby
contribute to the consolidation of the gen
eral peace.
by means of this liberal
is

three

and just toward all

It

active politics, and was elected Batonnier
of the Order of Advocates in 1868, continu
ing in private life to be one of the irreconcilables as long as the empire lasted, and
strongly opposing the pUbiscitum in 1870.
In 1871 he was elected President of the
National Assembly at Bordeaux, afterward
sitting at Versailles, and reappointed every
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policy that the great
the
of
powers
Republic, ever united and ani
mated by one and the same spirit, and pro
ceeding always with wisdom, will cause its
natural fruits to be borne by the Govern
ment which France, taught by misfortune,
and truly conservative

has conferred
that

could

upon

secure

herself as the only one
her repose, and usefully

missive

tension,

by the real wants and

unmistakable wishes
Inspired by the spirit of
and appeasement,
will devote
progress
particular attention to the maintenance of
tranquillity, security, and confidence, which
are benefits France most ardently desires
it

of the country.

needs.
In the appli
cation of the laws which give to our general
policy its character and aim, the Govern
and most imperatively

by the spirit wherein

those laws were dictated.

It

ment will be influenced

will be liberal

and

class

ceremonials.

Of

high mental
one of the plain
est and most unassuming of Frenchmen.
A correspondent of the London News fur
nished that newspaper with a sketch of the
new President's personate, which contains
several features which we deem very inter
esting in their relation to a man who has
so suddenly become one of the marked ob
The News cor
jects of European politics.
respondent

is

and

says

" M. Grevy
President who has never
worn any other costume but the robes of
the advocate and the modest black coat
which modern civilization
alleged to have
borrowed from the Quakers. He has not
even

sported

the

epaulet

of

a

it

I

and in the questions raised by parliament
ary initiation, the Government will be guided

show,

really grand appearance
culture, he nevertheless

is

Sincerely sub
law of parliamentary
shall never enter into conflict
government.
with the national will, conveyed through its
In the bills which
constitutional organs.
will submit to the vote of the Chambers,
to the great

is
:
a

I

if,

my efforts and my devotion.

labor for the development of her prosperity,
strength, and greatness."
M. Grevy differs much from his predeces
sors in office in the matter of dress, habits,
and general demeanor.
He dislikes all pre

National'
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Guardsman, though how he came to be ex
empted from this obligation during his
in Paris under
eighteen years' residence
Louis Philippe's reign, is more than I can
When acting as Commissaire or Pre
say.
fect of the Republic of 1848, in the Jura, he
would have been entitled to don an em
broidered
coat and a plumed hat ; but he
modestly confmed himself to a tricolor sash
As President of the
girt round the waist.
National Assembly, and afterward of the
Chamber of Deputies, he always discharged
his functions in evening dress, including the
white tie.
He is not decorated.
At pres
ent, by virtue of his office as Chief of the
State, he becomes Grand Master of the Le
gion of Honor, and must consequently wear
the star and broad red ribbon of a Grand
Cross ; but hitherto that little slip of scarlet
ribbon which graces the buttons of so many
Frenchmen has not adorned his. Nay, M,
Grevy was among the members

a wide-awake instead

summer-time

of

Honor,

and

more

he

voted for the bill which prohibited members
of the Legislature

from

accepting decora

tions from the Government.

" M. Grevy is not only the
enemy of tinsel
on men's coats, he is a man of republican
In his every-day
simplicity in all his ways.
-attire, even in Paris, he has always donned

;

and in

may

brougham till he became President of the
Chamber, and he has always kept this mod
est one-horse

vehicle (with a coachman out
of livery) at Versailles. In Paris he uses
cabs and omnibuses, but it must be a very
muddy day which compels him to ride at
The state which hedges a President
all.
will probably seem irksome to him, and one
may expect to see him cut much of it down.
Marshal MacMahon put all the servants of
his palaces in the gray and scarlet liveries
of his private household.
M. GreVy, whose
domestics have never worn livery, will, no
clothe his establishment in plain
black suits, d V Americaine.
He will now
have two official residences — one at Ver
doubt,

of the Conrecently

of a silk hat

generally be seen
sauntering about the Boulevards clad all in
gray, and crowned with a panama. Though
a man of considerable
landed property, as
estates go in France, he never set up a

stituante who voted for the abolition of the
Legion

he

sailles, located

in the ex-Prefecture,

and the

other the magnificent Elys6e, in Paris. He
will also have the run, for the purposes of
sport or pleasurable sojourn, of all the old
royal and imperial chateaux, Fontainebleau,
Compiugne, Pierrefonds. His salary will be
,£24,000 ($120,000), with an addition of
j£2,ooo

($10,000),

($20,000),

table

money, and ,£4,000

for office expenses."

AND OLD.
OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING " RESPIRATIVENESS."
THINGS

T E VERR1ER,
' is

said

NEW

the French astronomer,

to have in a sense discovered

intra-mercurial planet, Vulcan, by an a
From certain
process of reasoning.
perturbations of the orbit of Mercury, which
could
be accounted
for on no other hy
pothesis than the immediate vicinity of an
he reached the conclusion,
other planet,

his

priori

although unrecorded in astronomical
actually was another world re
voking about the sun, yet nearer that great
And now it
luminary than Mercury itself.
is reported
that another astronomer has
witnessed the transit of an intra-mercurial
planet across the disc of the sun, thus veri
of Le Verrier's hy
fying the correctness
that,

lore, there

pothesis.

If

the

prove themselves

reasoning faculties may
so trustworthy in the field

of astronomical science, why may they not
so in the department of
phrenological science ? For myself I have
long watched and noted the interchangeaof certain per
bility and interdependence
turbations or disturbances of the alimentive
and the respiratory functions of the human
organism, and, like Le Verrier, have been
prove themselves

led to the conclusion that there is yet an
other star, unnamed and unknown to the
professors of mental philosophy, somewhere
in the phrenological heavens.
In other
words, I claim the discovery of a hitherto
unknown organ in the human brain. We
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the reproductive function represented

find

" Amativeness ; "
we also find the alimentive
function repre
sented by another organ in the brain called
" Alimentiveness." And now,
why is not
by a brain-organ called

the respiratory

equally well-enti

function

tled with these others to a representation

in

On reference to all the busts
and symbolical heads in my possession, I
find there is no such organ as Respirative
ness laid down in or on any of them.
In the
language of Dame Quickly, " This is most
intolerable, and not to be endured." I am
afraid I shall have to ask the publishers
of symbolical heads and the manufacturers
of busts to amend their ways a trifle. All
the head ?

that beautiful lot lying between Alimentive
ness below and Constructiveness above, with
Acquisitiveness in the rear and Tune in
front, is left vacant, neglected, not builded
upon.* Very well. I here and now pre
empt it on behalf of an honest yeoman, and
I humbly request the printer of the next
symbolical head to give the world notice

JOURNAL.
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to have one for the respiratory ?
One at a time, gentlemen, don't all speak at
once, as though you were crammed to burst
ing with reasons why. I can see no reason

I necessary
I
I

why it is not equally necessary in the one case
with the other, and, therefore, no escape from
the conclusion, a priori, that the respiratory
function is presided over by a brain-organ.
The respiratory function is equally a pos
itive, separate, and independent
function
with any performed anywhere in any part
of the system.
It is, therefore, equally en
titled with any other to a representation

among

phrenological organs of the
Where should it be located ?
Guided by the well-known principle that
correlation of functions implies juxtaposi
tion of organs, every phrenologist will at
once agree, that, if found at all, it will be
the

brain.

found in the vicinity of some organ whose
function is closely correlated with its own.

It

should,

therefore, be located

in the imme

diate vicinity of the organ, Alimentiveness,

only that the name and business of the pro
prietor were not known, but that his busi

being closely correlated in function with that
organ. It is not an intellectual, nor a so
cial, nor yet a moral or religious capacity,
feeling, or principle ; it is a vital process,

ness is now thought to be that of president
of the respiratory function, and his name

and its seat is among the great vitalizing cen
ters of the brain in the lower side-head. I as

that the

lot has

never

Respirativeness.

been

I also

really vacant,

meekly

demand

batch of busts
that is made be inscribed in that spot with
the same legend, Respirativeness.
Mean
while, until some wiser person than myself
shall answer the question why the respira
tory function is not equally well-entitled
with the amative and alimentive functions
to a representation
in the head by means of
a brain-organ, I shall feel compelled by every
principle of ratiocination known to me, to
maintain that it is. The only objection con
ceivable to me might be, " It is not neces
that

every one of the next

sary."

If

this is true, it is enough; it set

If such an organ
at once.
as Respirativeness is not necessary, it does
not exist ; and by parity of reasoning, if it is
tles the question

necessary,
sary to

it

does exist.

have an organ

alimentive function,

But, if it is neces
in the brain for the

why is it not equally

* The old diagrams of the organs have a considerable
space in that region marked with a * as undetermined.
See symbolical head on cover of Phkenological Jour
nal for 1874.— Ed,

sume the blank space between

Alimentive
Constructiveness, as left in the
symbolical head, to be the seat of the organ
of Respiration. Two years of observation
and reflection
have firmly convinced me of
the correctness of this assumption.
Magnetic tests applied to that part of the
brain affect the respiration.
Severe cold or
extreme heat applied to that part of the
brain affect the respiration. In short, as it
exists somewhere
in the brain, and as all
the rest of the space allotted to the vitalprocesses is taken up by other well-known
organs, it is in the place here indicated and
nowhere else.
The following is the result of my obser
vations on the manifestations of Respira
tiveness : When very large, say size 7 on a
scale of 1 to 7, the subject needs to live
much in the open air ; can not bear confined
air ; breathes deeply, and enjoys breathing
ness and

as the epicure does eating ; to breathe

the

air is as much a luxury as a necessity to
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conscious of breath
ing, and hardly breathes at all, and would
much better not try to breathe, has not suffi

the subject is scarcely
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visions, and the whole troop of abnormal
For, strange as it
manifestations.
may appear to some, oxygen, taken in ex
cess or out of proportion to the necessity
for its presence in the system, is as true a

nervous

as alcohol itself, and as capable

deteriant

o!

to abnormal conditions of the
We call the trance an ab
nervous system.
normal state, and we know that when the
Seer wished to prepare himself for ecsta
sies and visions — to bring himself into that
confused state wherein he should not know
his
whether he was in the body or out of
first and most important step was to sus
pend the alimentive function — in other
words, to fast. At the same time the respira
tory function was fully performed — he kept
giving

rise

it,

him ; thanks heaven there is no monopoly
of the air; thinks an abundant supply of
bad air better than a limited supply of the
best ; dreads suffocation — would rather die
any other way. With large Vitativenc-ss,
would like to live forever, to forever enjoy
the happiness of breathing. Is a gormand
izer of air — an atmospheric glutton. With
Alimentiveness moderate, thinks more of
the air he breathes than of the food he eats.
With Alimentiveness equal, will consume
and convert into vital force great quantities
of food.
Will never die of tubercular con
sumption, but may of acute inflammation of
the lungs.
From size 4 down to I, these
manifestations are gradually reversed until

probably in all such cases
of respira

on breathing;
there

is

l879-l

for a time an acceleration

tion.

A breath
hardly makes an effort so to do.
of air gives him or her a cold ; wants to
go where it is warmer in winter ; can not
get air enough in the lungs to balance the
from without, and
atmospheric pressure
feels crushed.
Often lives to old age, be
cause without sufficient vitality to commit
any excesses ; yet works out less vital force
in a year than No. 7 in a month or week.
Neither the largest nor the smallest size is
most favorable
to mental activity or high
intellectual
culture.
The largest size ac
companies the marked Vital temperament,
and is of the earth, earthy.
Below medium,
can not supply the brain with enough pure
blood to maintain clear cerebral activity.
Imperfect correlation of function between
the two bram-organs, Alimentiveness and
is the primary cause of
Respirativeness,
many forms of disease — both bodily and men
tal — that have been heretofore
considered

The point
that the highest degree of
abnormality was known in ancient times to
be attainable only
first breaking up the
correlation of function between the aliment
ive and respiratory organs.
A thorough
important,
knowledge of this principle
both to the physician and to the phrenolo
gist, to the former to enable him to under
stand the cause of all that class of patholog
ical phenomena which arise from partial sus
relation of these two
pension or imperfect
great functions to the latter to enable him
to form
correct estimate of those " other
"
conditions
on which vigorous and healthful

feeble performance

is

by

;

a

than

Of all

on

those

in

is

I

other conditions than brain-bulk, on which
brain power depends,
assume that a per
fect equation of the alimentive and respirative processes
the most important.
No
brain, of whatever bulk or of whatever or
ganic quality, will be able to maintain for
any considerable length of time clear and
vigorous evolutions of thought, high and
sustained flights of imagination, such as the
creation of the " Paradise Lost," for
stance, or close, consecutive
processes of
reasoning,
tained

by

that

not accompanied

close

therefore,

equation

and sus

of these vital

powers.

There

cessity, so to term

it. for

phrenological ne
cranial index to

a

tively

more

bulk.

a

owing to the compara
of the respiratory
function — and all that train of ills that fol
lows imperfect decarbonization of the blood
Reverse these proportions, and
comes on.
the essential conditions of cata
we have
lepsy, somnambulism, the trance, ecstasies,
properly oxygenated,

— even

size or cerebral

is

3

mere

depends

a

or 4 in size, and Alimentiveness
the subject will consume and
convert more food into blood than can be
only

6 or 7, and

mentality

is,

mysterious in their origin. Given Respirative
ness

is

cient vitality to bear the burdens of life, and
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No phrenologist
respirative capacity.
thinks of estimating the alimentive capacity
of his subject by reference to the stomach ;
he judges of that by the cranial indices in
Neither should he depend
the side-head.
solely upon the thorax for his opinion of the
the

He needs a brain-organ
respiratory power.
to manipulate quite as much in the one case
as in the other.
Give him both organs to
manipulate, and he will be able at a glance
or a touch to judge from their relative size
whether there is a proper equation of the
great vital forces of the system or other
wise ; and, without this, no matter how no
of the cerebral mass,
ble the expansion
harmony and integrity of the cerebral func
And without some
tions are not possible.
means of
more reliable or more available
estimating the true proportion of the vital
forces than a comparison of the thoracic
and abdominal areas, there is no perfectly
clear and accurate knowledge of the most
"
on
important of those " other conditions
which mental capacity so largely depends.
Hence, the phrenological necessity of a
brain-organ like Respirativeness as a com
panion to the old, familiar Alimentiveness.
This leads me to the final remark that
the grand deficiency of our beautiful sys
tem of mental philosophy, which is of Di
vine origin and natural growth, is as yet its
partial failure to show clearly the effect of
physiological relations with phrenological
conditions in all their variations and com
binations. But that it will yet be able to do
this, there is no doubt.
There is but little space left for the dis
covery of new organs, and, perhaps, still
of definitions of
less for the amendment
function.
Those grounds have been quite
thoroughly gone over — I will not say com
pletely taken up. Every phrenologist knows
the name, location, and function of every
well-established organ, and
vague general idea of the
physiological conditions as
But
problem of mentality.

has

at least a

importance of
factors
there

in the

is as yet

a prevailing ignorance as to their precise
value when brought to practical tests, which
lias kept mental science to some extent from
exactness

and

from

popular favor — more
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particularly from special favor with some of
the learned, and consigned not a few of its
professors to the place of "bump-feelers,"
merely.

That there should be much more handlingof the keys of God's organ — man's organ
ism — without the power to touch the deep
and hidden springs of harmony by means
of those delicate and skillful combinations
which distinguish the touch of the master
from the clatter of the rudimentary, is in
deed natural and an inevitable
part of the
history of mental science.
Too much phrenology and too little phys
iology has been the bane of mental philoso
That the brain is the or
phy heretofore.
gan of the mind, it is no longer necessary
insist upon ; it is universally
But the brain, with its depend
encies and relations, is the province of the
mental philosopher of the future.
That the brain is the special instrument
and seat of the soul is in meaning full and
true ; but that " Character is as Organiza
tion," in the broadest and fullest sense of
all the terms, is the Golden Rule of mental
philosophy and the governing clue to all
delineation of
true, deep, and exhaustive
character by outward signs and symbols.
H. P. SHOVE, M.D.
to

specially

conceded.

THE EARTH-SPIRIT.
" So at the whirring loom of time work I,
And the garment of lite weave for Deity."
— FADRT.

The river comes from the mountains
And flows to the mighty sea,
And movod by its calm, strong current,
The mills whir ceaselessly.
The shuttles hum and clutter,
And, darting to and fro,
Weave, in their constant motion,
The fabric as they go.
So the calm, stroug life around OS

Moves the busy lives wo see,
That bear the woof of duty
Through the wnrp of eternity.
W. P. A.

CUL TURE.
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A FOE TO EVERY

GOOD.

Then the foe is ever near,
Then to sow the seeds of strife !

There's

a foe to every pood !
There's a foe to Hope and Yonth ;
Foes to noble thoughts and acts ;
Foes to Beauty and to Truth !

Honor to the champion brave
Who the boldest foe will dare !
Who to guide those lacking zeal,
Will the brunt of battle bear !

Foes to every lofty cause ;
Foes to brave, chivalric deeds ;
When a generous work is done,
There are scattered baneful seeds !

Still more honor to the bravo
Who the wily foe will seek !
Crushing Evil in the germ ;
Thus to shield the frail and weak !

When are spoken loving words,
Meant to soothe the ills of life ;

GRACE

H. HOHR

CULTURE.
is something above and

be

CULTURE
yond education.

One may be very
learned in certain directions, may be an au
science, or art, yet
thority in language,
We
may not have attained true culture.
can conceive of a scholar, a learned man,
who shall be coarse, sensual, rough in
speech and manner ; in short, a barbarian

of the Dr. Johnson type ; but when
of a cultured person, we admit no

we speak
such pos

sibility in our thoughts.
A rich field may be plowed deep, but
with furrows crooked and half-turned, un
sightly stumps may be scattered here and
there, and wild brambles and thistles may
flourish
in every fence-corner ; yet if the
ground be well harrowed and good seed
used, a fme and remunerative

grown

; nevertheless

been well cultivated.

the land had
this

crop may be

none could assert that
Beside

lies perchance another, less rich
and generous in soil, whose owner has re
field

moved

every

bush ; it

has

stump,

weed,

been

carefully

unsightly
drained, the

and

plowing has been exact, smooth, and deep ;
then the earth ha, been enriched and har
rowed thoroughly ; the best seed has been
sown

with

beautiful

the

nicest

care ; the

result

to the eye, a delight to all

is

who

look upon it ; the grain is of the sweetest
though possibly not so greatly in
excess of quantity above that grown care
lessly, but the chances are that the careful
planter will also be the careful gleaner, and
that the latter crop will be garnered well,
and disposed of to the best possible ad
quality,

vantage.

The difference in the management of the
two fields illustrates the difference between
education
simply and thorough culture.
The latter perfects, as far as possible, by
eradicating everything that the highest
standard would condemn, and adding any
It
thing that would embellish or please.
has to do with mind and heart, and their
outward expression in manners. It has also
to do with the spiritual nature and graces,
charity, kindness, benevolence, generosity,

truth, honor, purity, love

;

all these enter in

to and form a part of its charm — its power.

The attainment of thorough culture is al
impossible to one who has not de
scended from educated, cultivated ancestry.
It is a herculean labor for one who has
most

been

reared

cated

persons,

roughly,

articulation, a perfect
polished,

coarsely, by unedu
a smooth, clear

to acquire

graceful

pronunciation,

manners,

and

the

the steady
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tact, that

belong by nature

to the child of culture.

and

birthright

An uncultured

per

son can not speak one sentence, can not even
cross

the

without betraying, to the

room

expert, about the grade of society in which
he was bom.
tenaciously

It is really wonderful how

these little peculiarities of speech

and manner,

that betray the nationality and

the rank in life, will cling to one.

About the

best that can be done is to polish

away the
by continual grinding on
the wheel of persistent striving, by drilling
the tones of the voice upon vowel and con
great roughnesses

sonant

sounds,

practicing

over

UNCLE

and

over

again correct pronunciation, and drilling the
body in calisthenics.

These two classes of ex

ercises followed day after day, and year after
year, with continued mental effort

in read

ing and studying the best books, that is,
the kindly, gentle, pure, sweet books, in
stead of wild, fierce, harsh, passionate books,
together with frequenting the best society
attainable, and " being in love and charity
with all men," will gradually bring man or
woman into the outward ranks of culture.
Promotion will depend upon the amount of
natural susceptibility and the force of con
AMELIE V. PETIT.
tinued effort.
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CHAPTER

BROWN.

JOHN
T N order
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►

to make my narrative clear
the children," said Mr. Howard,

to

" it

will

be necessary for me to detail some por
tions of my early life, which is already fa
miliar to you, sister and brother. You can
neither of you recollect our father, I know ;
for you, May, were but four years old, and
I,
James but two at the time of his death.
however, was nearly ten, and remember, as
though it were yesterday, his pale, cold face
and our mother's heart-rending grief.
He
had been sick but a week.
It was one of
those malignant fevers which seem to de
stroy with their touch.
'' ' What can I do alone with these three
'
little ones in this cold, cold world ? cried
our mother.
'
" ' Can not I
help you some ? I said, as I
clung to her, half in terror and half in grief.
" ' I have no one else,' she
'
replied.
Why,
'

why has Heaven been so cruel to me ?
" ' Perhaps father can be one of those
ministering spirits,' I said, ' such as he
used to say were

watching over us to help
May be he can come and help you,
mother. Don't you remember he said that
'
was the way God took care of everybody ?
" I never could understand what
impulse
us.

prompted me to say such things to her then,
for the only motive of which I was con
scious was to comfort her, and as if the

words had been directed by a superior wis
dom, she directly caught at the suggestion.
can believe that,' she said, 'and J

"'I

will try to be patient, and still my rebellious
soul, in order that my own faults may not
drive his freed and purified spirit away.
You, my son, have been a strength and
comfort to me so soon.'
" From that hour I was my mother's
companion and confidant. My father's me
thodical business habits left his affairs easy
of settlement, and at the age of fourteen I
had learned to attend to most of the busiI ness

for her.

She

taught us herself,

and

devoted her life to our comfort and educa
tion.
often
said

I recollect she used to talk to me
about my cultivating patience.
She
I had a hasty temper which, she

feared, would some time get me into trouble.

But like too many another boy of that age
I thought 1 knew myself better than she
did, and, as I intended no harm, I felt little
doubt but that I was strong enough to re
sist anything in the shape of evil.
" One morning mother was not very well,
and she asked me to take the children out
for a walk. I took them down to the grove
Other children were play
by the common.
ing and quarreling at a distance, but I paid
little heed to them until they had come very
near us, and a large boy, as large as my
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self, having

some kind of a hollow rubber

toy in his hand, pressed it between

his fin

gers, and sent a shower of filthy water over
the dress and face of a little giri near him.

cried with vexation, and I, without
stopping to think that it was not my busi
ness, or what I ought to say, if 1 said any
thing, called to him that if he did that thing
again I would make him sorry for it.
" No sooner had I
spoken than he turned
the thing upon me, and a stream of fetid
water was sent over my face and clothes.
I did not stop for an instant, but, as he
turned to run, I caught him by the arm,
She

him with all the strength I could
In the fall he struck
the edge of a granite block upon which
some men had just been at work. He cried
out with the hurt, and as he raised himself
to his feet, I saw that his arm hung power
less by his side.
He looked at his arm and
then at me, and that look was full of hate,
but a second thought changed the expres
sion to one of anguish.
'' '
My mother will starve now,' was all
said,
he
but it was enough for me.
With
those words came the consciousness of what
I went up to
my wicked temper had done.
him and said :
" ' I will take
you home ; tell me where
you live, and I will work some for your
mother until you get well. I shall be glad
to do it if I can.'
" At first he shrank from me, but at
my
reference to his mother he took my arm
and flung

master to the ground.

and led the way to his home, May and

Jim-

following us :
" Where now stands

mie

Mrs. Green's cot
tage, at that time stood a hovel which this
On a bed in one corner
boy called home.
of a dingy room lay a pale, haggard woman.
a few flowers and
fruit, evidently brought by loving
for bare walls, and a carpetless

Upon a stand near were
a little

hands ;

floor, and a lack of everything which might
inmates comfortable, told the
of
their
abject poverty.
story
'
"'John ! John ! what has happened ? she
cried in tones of fright and distress.
"'I threw the water in this feller's face,
and he knocked me down, and I guess I'm
render the
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done for ; but he says he'll help you, so
don't fret, mother.'
" ' My sakes ! Oh, dear ! what will come
next? You must have a doctor, but who

will

pay him, and who will take care of you,
with me here flat on my back, day after

day?

'

"Then turning

to me, she said,

done an awful thing.

I

guess

'You've

you've killed

You rich folks
my boy, and that'll kill me.
don't stop for such as us. But then I can't
blame you so much.
I've been expecting
some trouble would come, John was so
jealous of the fine clothes and larnin' of
other children.' ''
" 'Tell me what doctor to
go for,' I said,
for I saw John was getting very white.
" ' Dr. Nimms is the one that comes to
see me ; you'd better fetch him.'
" I hurried
away, leaving the children at
our own door to explain my absence to our
mother as best they might. I soon returned
with the doctor, who, after carefully exam
ining the patient, said there were severe and
alarming injuries other than the broker,
bone.

" My mother, feeble as she then was, hur
ried to the spot, and set to work with the
grandeur which characterized her nature, to
help me carry the obligations I had so un

Other
brought upon myself.
physicians were sent for. My mother hired
a skilled nurse, and attended to the pecu
I went on er
niary wants of the family.
rands, watched with John, waited upon the
mother, and gave her every penny of my
necessarily

I had a great
carefully-hoarded savings.
desire to have money of my own to use as I
pleased, and every cent which my mother
allowed me, or that I could gather by other
means, I had saved, and now was only too
thankful I had done so, for never had I seen
the need of money as I saw it here.
" Widow Brown had been an invalid two
She had worked so hard to take
years.
care of her little children — for once there
were three — that her constitution gave way

Two little girls died, and
under the load.
She said that
she
had left.
was
all
John

during all this sickness and poverty he had
faithful and kind, working diligently.

been

1
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sometimes
it,

but

she thought
at last

he had over

punishment had

the

than

needed

but the sequel did not prove the truth of

it

;

it

I

;

it

I

;

I

1

I

'

I

;

I

in

?

I

1

I

if

it

'maybe I'll be glad to get rid of the hard
work, and scoldings, and black feelings
had sometimes.
If you'll only see to moth
er.
Raise me up, quick. Mother, come.'

I

my supposition.

No, no, Howard,' he said, 'I am dyin'
know
feel
creepin' over
me
and besides, my father has been here.
saw him as plain as can see you, and he
said, " Don't fret, John, you're comin' to
me to-night, and you won't never have no
more pain."
asked him what would be
come of mother
He said, " She will be
heaven do not
provided for. The angels
Then he faded
forget those they love."
away from my sight but know that am
dyin'.'
" John,'
said,
you can not know how
You may
sorry am for what have done.
be sure
will not neglect your mother. In
will do everything for her in my
deed
power.'
" thought
would surely kill me
he
should die now.
" Never mind, Howard,'
he whispered,
now.

'

thought the les
;

son even much more severe

I

I

anger by physical force.

"'

I

carefully.

thought that never again could any
arise with force sufficient
to
provocation
impel me to strike, or in any way show
then

again.

I

you do not guard yourselves

I

if

it

it

I

'

'

a

'

'

" My poor
boy,' she continued, he really
gentleman's son — he
ought to have been
ought to have been born rich, for he hadn't
a stingy hair in his head, and he would
have been kind to the poor folks, and he
wanted lamin' and fme clothes so much.'
" If he dies,' she moaned,
shall lose
my all. Nobody else in all the world cares
for me. He has been so good, so good to
me.
But how wicked to be thinkin' so
much of myself and he sufferin' so, but tryall the time for my sake.'
in' to hide
" Remember, children, that these things
occurred in my own life. They are a part
of my own experience, and
will be just as
similar
for
to
things
easy
happen in yours,

;

I

come.

I

and
come

;

more
fortunate ;
which appeared to
be uncontrollable, would seize him to soil
their fme clothes or bring them into dis
She had talked and plead with him
grace.
to break himself from this dangerous habit,
and at times an impulse,

we got so we didn't care much

I

jealousy of all children

ebe to care for her, and

somehow
about other
folks
we was contented with each other,
only when
got my ugly spells onto me,
then she used to cry and scold me
but
didn't do no good, and it's too late now.
I'm goin' off somewhere,
don't know
I'm dyin' sure. Poor, poor mother.'
where.
" Here his words choked him
he could
at last he open
say no more for some time
ed his eyes, and
begged him to take cour
that perhaps he would soon be well
age
anybody

;

;

a

to engender

I

giving her all he earned

[May,

;

generously

but his own poverty seemed

I

and
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I

I

it

I

'

.

a

I

it

is

I

I

I

?

I

'

?

'

'

I

I

1

I

it,

I

1

a

I

a

" After
few days John grew rapidly
worse.
stayed by him night and day, ex
" raised him up. The nurse at the same
went home for little rest.
cept as
" One night, as
time was consoling and sustaining his
sat anxiously watching
mother, for they were both aware that the
his face, which grew paler each hour, he
looked at me with such an expression
of last hour had come.
John never spoke
shall never forget
nor again.
yearning desire
" can not describe to
can
you — no words
forget any of the incidents of that
—
can
ever
tell
what
suffered during those
black night.
" What do
solemn days.
No sorrow ever equals that
asked.
you wish, John
"
want you to promise to look after of self-reproach, and that great torture was
mine.
mother sometimes, will you
was
My mother shared, so far as
don't ex
She,
to
distress.
the
one
did,
possible,
do
for
her
as
being
my
for
hadn't
pect you
most sacred, would
did me good to see whose memory to me
got nobody else, and
how pleased she looked when could fetch put her loving arms around my neck, and
her
few flowers, or an apple, or an orange,
hold my head upon her breast.
She said
" Russel, the inevitable should be borne
or some such thing.
knew she hadn't got
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with braver)-, no matter how severe the
trial may be. The next noble thing to ab
staining from wrong-doing, is to make the
best we can of consequences
after the
wrong is done, and thus grow strong
against its repetition.'
" She took
John's mother home, and we
all cared for her while she lived, which was
not long. The loss of her son she could not
get over, and she died with his name last
on her lips, in less than three months after
his decease."

CHAPTER IV.
mother's
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I

the pains

to discipline myself,

I

have been taking

am still to be stirred

to anger, and that, too, by things which be
fore would

only have amused

have lost moral power, instead

me, then I
of gaining it

by my efforts.'

" One
night after I had gone to bed, I lay
thinking about myself and my unhappy con
dition. The hot tears had wet my pillow,
and

I

felt as though no person

had ever be

thoroughly wretched, when
mother came in and sat down beside me.
Laying her cheek against mine, she said :
" ' Russel,
you are spoiling yourself by
fore

been

so

vain
You are becoming
regrets.
morbid and censorious.
You are continu
ally watching for faults in yourself, and the
habit is leading you to watch tor the faults.

these

death-bed.

" After

the death of John Brown, I be
came morbid in my conscientious efforts to

Russel at the Bed-Side of his Dying Muther.

only tried to regulate all
of justice,
but I endeavored to check all naturally impul
sive action, lest by some careless word I
should commit sin.
All joy seemed to have
I felt no in
become withered within me.
clination to laugh or play with the children ;
in fact, I came near settling into a hopeless
melancholy without myself being aware of

do right.

my actions

I not

by a strict measure

of others.

Your

noble and cheerful
and morose.
I
know you do not intend such results, and I
know that the conviction of having done a
great wrong, first led you into this overcritical watchfulness of yourself, but this does
not excuse you.
You should bear in mind,
my son, this truth, that vain regrets are
nature

once

is becoming sullen

The gambols of the children grated on
my ear, until I discovered that the very irri
tability I supposed I was controlling had
This conviction was
nearly mastered me.

more fruitful of evil than spontaneous error.
You are not only gradually poisoning thehappiness of your whole future, but you are
bringing on unnecessary gloom upon the
hitherto happy lives of your brother and1

very disheartening.

sister, and, my dear boy, you are darkening

it.

" ' If,' I said

to

myself,

1 after

all

my

the last days of your only parent.'
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" These last words startled me. I roused
like one awakened from a deep sleep. I
up in the

raised

bed,

and

at her

looked

lace.

pinched

" Yes

I had not seen it be
it was true.
fore, but the dark rings around her sunken
eyes, the shriveled features, and the thin
1 took in
bony hand all told the story.
Our mother was
the whole truth at once.
going to die. See was dying now by inches,
;

and I, in my self-absorption, had not seen it.

" At once my old manliness came back.
" 1 Mother,' I said, ' I know how disagree

able

1 have been, and

but,

oh,

dear

how negligent

mother,

I

have

of you,

been

very,

very wretched, and you have brought me
out of that awful nightmare.
You have
given me back my old self. Let me now
make amends for my cruel inattention to
Is it too late ? Oh, mother dear, can
you.
i not bring you back to yourself, as you
'
have just brought me ?
I see you happy and thoughtful of
me and the children.' she replied, ' it will
help me much, and give to my anxious

"'If

heart great peace.'

" I was now
thoroughly awakened from
I kissed her sweet
my morbid condition.
face, and bade her good-night, promising if
she would get well, she should have noth
ing of which to complain

from

my conduct

in the future.

" The flush came back to her cheeks and
the brightness to her eyes, and for a num
ber of months could be seen on her beauti
ful countenance the old smile of satisfaction,
as she watched us children in our frolics
and at our lessons.
"
May was a chubby, good-natured little
beauty ; always happy, and always saving
such quaint things which seemed So old.
No person ever thought of speaking unkind
ly to her, for she never did or said anything
to provoke it.
She would look up into our
faces with an expression of such confidence
nn her own, that the first impulse was to
smile

or imprint a

kiss

upon

cheek,

before we answered

what

her

little

she might

have asked.

"But Jimmie, darling Jimmie, was our
I have thought that human flesh

pride.

could not

be cast in a

mold

more

com-
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Form and feature, soul and body,
pleie.
all were radiant and perfect, or at least so
they seemed to us who loved him so much.
No artist can paint or chisel a more perfect
ly-formed head or cast of features than are
his to-day, and at that time the body was a
fit accompaniment for such a crown, while
strong eyes then
His
innate joy.
with
gleamed
of
fun
love
mirth,
and
his
full
of
was
soul
was sometimes indulged at the expense of
those

now sweet,

sad,

and danced

others, yet with such grace and conscious
innocence, that he rarely gave offense.

" At

health began
length our mother's
I watched her getting weak
rapidly to fail.
er and weaker each day with a feeling of
helpless pain.

I was powerless

to do any

thing more than had already been done, and
the last dread hour came all too soon.
" How vividly I recall that wild and
and
The wind shrieked
stormy night.
all
day.
been
falling
Rain had
moaned.
The outer, like the inner world, was cold,
black, and forbidding.
"Mother kissed May and Jimmie, and
They did not yet
bade them go to bed.
her danger,

understand

but I understood

it

holding her hand,
She
her heavy breathing.
as I watched
spoke with difficulty ; but the few words to
well, and

I

sat for hours

which she gave utterance are registered in
my heart and on my brain.
" ' Russcl,' she said, ' I know you will al
ways be the same true-hearted, noble boy,
—
but I warn you against two things anger
to
allow
Never
yourself
and despondency.
or
disap
let
never
grief
and
become angry,
pointment make you somber or sullen.
You know that you have that withm your
nature which, unless

guarded,

may lead to

such results as you will always regret.
" ' Remember, my son, that henceforth
you are all the father or mother those little
I leave them en
helpless ones can know.

Upon you depends
tirely in your charge.
May has the
their future weal or woe.
—
cold world to meet without a loving moth
er's watchful and jealous protection. In
deed the world is very false and cruel to
Guard her, and teach her
erring women.
as best you

which

is

can,

that

woman's

strong,
best

self-reliance

defense

agains
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temptation. Love her and protect her for
your own peace of mind, for her safety, and

for

the love of your dying mother.'
to me were words of solemn im
port, and I promised in my soul that 1 would

" These

be faithful

to the trust."
faithfully you have fulfilled your
promise, dear brother," said May, interrupt
ing him.
" I have tried to do so," continued Mr.
--

And

Howard, "but I

was remiss in some things,

for want of wisdom.
" When mother had

rested

for a few mo

she spoke again.
'- - Russel,'
she said, ' Jimmie is the baby
our house. Oh, how can I leave him ? '

" Here her
her, and
feelings overcame
some time elapsed before she could articu
late a sound. 1 bathed her face, and begged
her to let me call the nurse ; but she shook
her head in disapproval, and after a little
she commenced speaking again.
"

'

I

do not know that

I love him better

than 1 do you or May, but he
baby of my widowed heart.

has been the

When

my

griefs were sharpest, 1 hugged him closest
to my breast.
When clouds were darkest,
there was ever sunshine beaming upon me
from his sweet and loving eyes. It is very
hard to leave him motherless.
My son,
take him to your heart

as I have

him
watch

held

Love him for my sake ;
to. mine.
-over him and be tender of him. If guardian

angels can come to those they leave behind,
I will come and aid you in your work of
Night and day, through
responsibility.
«!oud and sunshine, through life and through
death, will I be with you, to help you carry
earth's heavy load.
" ' But, oh,
my boy ! if ever you allow an
gry passions to get the mastery of your nat
ure, no good angels, either of earth or heav
en, can aid you then, for anger repels your
best friends.
Jimmie is as fair of body and
soul as is the sunlight ; but an adverse wind
would blight his fair frame ; he is very frail.
I leave him to your care, and hope you may
never neglect your trust.'

"

cried aloud in my distress, ' Oh, moth
er ! do you think I can ever neglect any
trust you leave with me ?
Have I not tried
'
to do right /
1
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" ' Do not think me hard upon you, my
son.
Had you not already proven yourself
the best of sons and the kindest of brothers,
I could not feel like entrusting to you, in
preference to all others, these jewels I prize
so highly.
I know you will make a good
man.
Your motives are all good, but Jimmie's peculiar disposition will try you some
times, and

it is your quick impulse to

re

sent, which I wish you particularly to guard.'

" Stopping a moment

for breath, she con

tinued :

ments,

of
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" ' I have taught
you the importance of
self-reliance, because nothing else can serve
When, in hours of doubt and danger,
you.
you have used all the implements God has
placed within your nature, with which lo
control your turbulent spirit, you still fail
of self-mastery,
then ask Heaven to help
But
you, and Heaven will send you aid.
remember,

the powers you. already have are

given you to use, and beware

that you have

not buried those talents which are the very
to help you in the time of
Divine wisdom requires the exercise
of all our faculties, and we are compelled to
use them before a greater supply will be
granted. Prayer will exalt your life, make
it purer and more spiritual ; do not forget

ones designed
need.

that ; but at the same

time

you

must

not

expect God to do for you that

which your
conscience dictates you should do for your
self; for only in exercise can any of your
As the physical
powers grow strong.
body must exercise all its muscles to be vig
orous and healthful, so must the faculties of
the mind and the powers of the soul be
brought into action, that they may have
to do their appointed work.
A
strength
hopeful nature is as a fountain of living water
to which all around may come for drink.
When you have done wrong, or are suffer
ing from the wrongs of others, do not de
spond ; do not become still and repellant ;
for this mood casts the cloud of perpetu I
night upon those with whom you come in
contact.

Be hopeful

even unto

death ; fo

then, my son, will you be just verging int.)
life.

I

lessons

have endeavored
before ; but

they

to teach you these
come

before

me

with so mach force at this hour, that I have
felt it my duty to repeat

them,

and

hope

[May,
sorrow; for there, death and partings wilt
have done with me forever.
Do not grieve
for me, Russel, my first-born treasure ; your

you may bring up May and James to under
stand their importance.'

" She rested her
eyes upon the window
against which the wild storm was beating.
" ' I have
dearly loved this world I am leav
ing, I have loved both its sunshine and its
storms ; but I am closing my eyes upon it
all, to open them ere long where sunshine
will not fade, nor will the wild storms bring

ELIHU
THE LESSON

loss will at least prove a rest for me.

" ' There

" These were her last words — our mother
was dead."

BURRITT.
OF HIS CAREER.

Burritt, better
death
of Elihu
known
the
appellation, "the
by
learned blacksmith," perhaps, than by his
of reflections
proper name, is suggestive
touching the possible accomplishments of
Born in New
industry and perseverance.
Britain, Conn., December 8, 1811, the
youngest of ten children, his father a shoe
-*

circumstances warranted but
to so large a family, he de
termined to educate himself in the higher
walks of learning, and employed every mo
ment that could be wrested from the duties
of his calling and home in study.
A characteristic sketch of him was writ
ten by Professor L. N. Fowler, a few years
maker, whose
few privileges

from which can not but

prove interesting to the reader :

" Some men are not so
great in their own
estimation
as they are in that of others.
What they have done has been the result of
such a gradual preparation, that they are
not conscious of their own power, and their
deeds have been so long before the world
that

they have

become

household

names.

blow their own trumpet, but
themselves
keep
quite behind the curtain,
and present their cause in a modest, yet
earnest manner.
Such generally succeed
in their undertakings, and eventually secure
lasting fame if their cause is a worthy one.
Those who talk about themselves more than
about their cause are sure to fail, and they
merit the contempt they have earned.
It is

Some

never

easy to be courageous

when there is no dan

cowardly in times of great diffi
Some spend their time in boasting
culty.
in a pompous manner what they intend to
ger, but

for me, your father
Good-bye,

my darling boy.'

T^HE

ago, some extracts

! he comes

and the holy angels with him.

do,

but

never

commence

the

do the work, and

others

task

let it speak

while
for it

self.

" Elihu

certainly one of the
I ever knew, and yet
he has done an immense amount of good in
the world, and has always been actively
He de
employed for the benefit of others.
scended from a studious family, all the mem
bers of which had a literal thirst for posi
Burritt

is

most modest of men

tive knowledge,

and many of them have ex

celled in their knowledge of astronomy, ge
ography,

mathematics,

have devoted

and

themselves

literature, and

to study so far as

they have had the means.

" He was poor from his birth, and had
to struggle hard to gain any kind of posiHe was obliged to learn a trade
tion.
to support himself, and he chose that of a
blacksmith, as being the most suitable to
enable him
ius.

to develop his mechanical

His thirst for knowledge

was

gen

innate,

hard during the day and
studied nearly all the night, until his health
suffered, and he was obliged to discontinue
Nothing but poverty pre
both for a time.
vented him from going abroad for the pur

and

he worked

of devoting himself entirely to the
study of mathematics and the foreign lan
pose

guages.
he

"Fortunately
Massachusetts,

and

went

to

Worcester,

there

found

an oppor

himself every way. He
obtained a better situation as a laborer, and
as soon as his literary tastes were known, he
had the great privilege of consulting the ex
cellent library in the town, and there read
books on science, literature, and the lan
tunity to improve

-

ELIHU BURRITT.
it would have been quite impos
In order to
him to purchase.
make the most of his time he mapped out
the day, allowing so many hours to work,
and so many minutes to each of the various
studies he was pursuing.
In that way not a
minute was lost.
He soon became famous
guages, that
sible

for

for his
tention.

knowledge, and attracted much at
About this time he allowed me to

Elihu

of his head, and I began to study
of his brain, in order to ac
count for his singular proclivities. His head
mdicates very prominent tendencies of mind.

positive

and all truths that can be demonstrated.

" I asked him one day how many dialects
and languages he could read.
He replied.
'
Fifty-two, and I have a partial knowledge
of several others ; yet, of the two, I am
more fond of mathematics.'
to learn

talent

guages,
led

Their special man
ifestation has been to give a desire to gain

ed almost to a deformity.

mathematics

He has more
than the lan-

Burritt.

the developments

The frontal lobe is longand strongly marked.

to study mathematics,
philology, the exact sciences,

knowledge,

metaphysics,

take a cast

The reasoning faculties are full, but the organ
of Comparison and all the perceptive facul
ties are very large — in fact, they are develop
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but his very active Comparison has

him to compare

other

and

another,

one language

till he has

with an
become

a

walking vocabulary, and has fairly earned
the title he received
long ago — that of
'
His leading in
the learned blacksmith.'

This
faculty is Individuality.
great power of observation, and
the desire to acquire all kinds of practical
knowledge from the outside world.
tellectual
gives

him

PHRENOLOGICAL
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man I never saw.

cere

He is as honest as

he is both true and pure

he is modest, and

principles. He has led
life in every way, and has sac
rificed himself and labored for the good of

in his motives

and

an unselfish

and the race at large continually.
From the time he made his first public ef
fort, he has shown a strong desire to benefit
mankind, to improve the moral condition of
others

the

young,

and

elevate

the ignorant.

To

accomplish this end he has written many
books and edited many periodicals, has spent

it,

o'
is

:

;

is

nature, energy, and irrepressible aspirations,
who have pursued knowledge and attained
under early difficulties. The story of such
men, as told by themselves,
always inter
Mr. Burritt was accustomed to say,
esting.
that, while the machinery of the cotton fac
tory and that of the locomotive had no
power to make him think less of his anvil
and of his daily labor by the forge, the sight
of the press printing thoughts sent him
home thoughtful and determined upon the
and credit
career which he subsequently
He has worked well and
ably followed.
wisely. He might have been a mere sound
but what he
grinder and extractor of roots
real practical im
has accomplished, has
portance and human interest."

I'LL WAIT.
Tli.

wait for the crown In that beautiful land,
Tho' the cross seemeth heavy to bear
It is given in tender, sweet love by His hand,
In whose grace we must never despair.
We may wander in darkness and gloom for
while,
Yet our Leader
ever anear—
Testing our faith, hope, and trust in Ilis smile,
To return when the clouds disappear.

a

him to succeed in his studies, has
his Firmness, which has given
him perseverance, tenacity of purpose, will
To this
power, and stability of character.
faculty he is very much indebted, and he
has been able to fix his attention to the sub
ject he is investigating with singleness of
The third strong point of his
purpose.
arises
from the influence of his
character
moral brain, particularly his Veneration and
A more moral, honest, sin
Benevolence.
come

Speeches" (1869), may be men
but in the department of philology,
nothing of importance has come from his pen.
A New York writer says " There
something in his story similar to that of
Both were bred to mechani
Hugh Miller.
cal employments
both attained literary
reputation and both became writers upon
an
Mr. Burritt's
topics of controversy.
other added to the names of those men of
ures and

tioned,

;

has exerted a powerful influence and has en
abled

John
" Lect

Our barque in the wild, roaring tempest He'll
guide,
And in calm 'twill be sweeter by far
sunny, nigh motionless tide
Than to drift on
With no cloud Its full quiet to mar.
Ye.«,

I'll

wait

hoping

on amid

pleasure and

pain,

With implicit trust in His love,
That tho cross, though heart-straining,
crown may gain
In the golden-paved city above.

a

will

from

(1855), and

'

blistered by hard work
succeed in mastering
their principles. But I have never seen an
other similarly organized in this respect.
" A second feature of his character, that
matics with hands

as he has done,

Walk

"

is

Any man with his organiza
languages.
tion, who studies the languages and mathe

"A

(1854),

;

son, have given him his ability to learn the

Abroad"

Groat's to Land's End

a

him to work by the eye very accurately.
The peculiar combination of his Eventual
ity, Order, Constructiveness, and Compari

in ad
his money as fast as he has acquired
vocating moral schemes that were calcu
lated to bless his fellow-men."
Of his publications in book - form,
" Sparks from the Anvil " (1848), "Miscel
"
" Olive Leaves "
laneous Writings
(1850),
"
(1853),
Thoughts and Things at Home and

is

his

a

eyes

;

his

[May,

'

all about him, and
He has
attention.
of observation by travel
John o' Groat's to Land's
any one has gained more
knowledge with reference to the face of the
country than he. His Form and Size are
very large, and enable him to judge cor
rectly of proportions and configurations,
and the adaptation of one part to another.
His memory of words in Oriental lan
guages is strengthened by his remember
ing the forms of the letters and the shape
of the characters. Large Weight, Calcula
tion, and Locality, joined to Form and Size,
give him a love of mathematics and astron
omy, and, as a mechanic, they have enabled
has

nothing escapes
gratified his love
ing on foot from
End, and scarcely

;

" He

JOURNAL.
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CHAPTER XIII. —
SOURCES

Y

POKING

at human

OF

nature

HUMAN

from

the point of view at which we have
now arrived, we are able to obtain a ra
tional view of the springs of human

conduct, and to comprehend the
source of a large proportion of the
eries which afflict mankind. If all

duct

true
mis
con

be right which is in harmony with

the dictates of

the moral sentiments and
intellect, and all conduct

enlightened
be wrong which is contrary to the bear
ing and spirit of these higher powers;

then, if

be constituted on the
of justice and benevolence,

society

principles
we may suppose that he who lives ha
bitually under the dominion of these
higher powers will derive the greatest
advantages

from existence, and that he

who lives contrary to their dictates will
be wanting in the purest and best en
This, accordingly, we fmd
joyments.
to be the fact.
Two examples. — Imagine an individ
ual to set out in life, actuated by the
conviction that the moral sentiments are
naturally supreme, and that they should
be the controlling motives of his con
duct.
He would, in the first place, de
rive from the mere activity of the high
er sentiments a pure and soul-satisfying
enjoyment, which no gratification of the
can ever confer.
He
object of the love and con
fidence of his fellow-men, and on this
account would derive from them many

Continued.
CONDUCT.

In

the domestic

the purest and most devoted

How fondly would

ive Conscientiousness

which re
sults from a due endowment of Conju
The children of such an indi
gality.
vidual would cherish for him sincere
respect and fond affection in return for
the kindness, the truthfulness,

The

inferior sentiments
themselves would furnish him with the
highest pleasure of which their activity
propensities

and

is capable, because

sanctioned

motives and correct principles.

by pure

yearning,

and justice which he would manifest in

his habitual treatment of them.
His
example also would tend to cultivate in
them the same
and

integrity,
which characterized

truthfulness,

benevolence

his own conduct.

In

his friendships also, such an indi

vidual would manifest

a

deference to the wishes

and peculiari

ties of his friends,

sincerity,

and an unselfish

a

in

terest in their welfare and happiness,
which would bind them to him in
the closest bonds.
In short, the indi
vidual who habitually repressed every
manifestation
of the propensities and
selfish

gratification which naturally flows

entirely removed

toward her that consideration

the

from their good-will and esteem.

wife

a

from her the fear of treachery and' de
ceit, and who manifested in his conduct

selfish faculties

personal advantages, as well as the in

affection.

cling to a
husband whose love went out to her
with the kind and unselfish devotion
which Benevolence inspires ; whose act

-would be an

tense

such an in

relations

dividual would be capable of inspiring

sentiments,

moral

not

sanctioned

sentiments,

would

by
pass

life, receiving — in accordance
with the universal law, that " whatsoever
a man soweth, that shall he also reap,"
through

— kind,

sincere, respectful,

and gener

ous treatment from his fellow-men.

On the other hand, let us imagine an
individual to set out with no higher
idea of life than that it is simply a game,
of which the stakes are personal ad
The motives
vantage and emolument.
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of his conduct springing mainly from
the propensities
and inferior senti
ments, his intercourse with his fellows
would
to

his

be characterized
interests.

personal

be selfish

by devotion
He would

in his domestic

selfish in his friendships,

affections,

selfish in his

of wealth, selfish even in his

pursuit

deeds of charity and in his exercises of
devotion.

Such an individual could not

win the love and esteem of his fellows.
They would see and feel the inherent
egotism of his character, and would
look coldly upon him.
Even in his
deeds of charity, in his exercises of de
votion, and in his protestations
of
friendship and good-will, they would
suspect a selfish motive, and would with
hold from him that love and that sin
cere respect and confidence which the
pure and disinterested manifestation of
the higher sentiments of Justice, Be
nevolence, and Veneration can only in
spire.

If

he

possessed intellectual

tion, he would recognize
his friendships

and all his intercourse

with his fellow-men
an unsubstantial

penetra

the fact that

were founded upon

basis, and this would

JOURNAL.

high advantages which result from the
gratification

of

themselves.

He would pass through

finished,

and

which flows
from possessing the esteem of the vir
tuous; he would be denied the internal
satisfaction which naturally results from
pure motives and correct moral prin
ciples ; and he would naturally become
an object of the ill-will and hatred of
Thus would the self
his fellow-men.
ish faculties, by their unregulated ac
tivity, defeat the very purposes which
they most ardently

desired

;

and the in

dividual would be denied both the pure
enjoyment which flows from the activ
ity of the moral sentiments, and the

faculties
and hol-

a

that

complain

been ''vanity

all

had

of spirit."

and vexation

But the fault would be his own ; for
as he had sown, so would he also reap ;
and he would have no good reason to
complain if the fruits of his sowing
should

ashes and bitterness

prove

to-

his soul.

CHAPTER XIV.
THE DEVELOPMENT

OF PHRENOL

OGY.

If

the doctrines unfolded in the pre
vious chapters be true, the most impor
tant results will naturally flow from

their practical

In

application.

place,

they

furnish

the

scientific
basis for the facts and phenomena of
first

a

mind, and thus enable an observer

to

analyze and classify those phenomena,
and to deduce

rience the deep gratification

selfish

world whose no
bler qualities
he was incapable
of
evoking or appreciating, and he would
look back upon his career, when it was

which

Such an individual would never expe

of

low-heartedness

all men as hollow-hearted

and insincere.

the

life deploring the selfishness

give rise to feelings of distrust and dis
and cause him to look upon

quietude,

[May.

a

system of principles

shall

prove eminently service
able in mental education, and in the
development

of character.

Previous to the dawn of anatomical
and physiological science,

the

struct

of the human body
were unknown.
Men suffered countless
evils in consequence of this ignorance,
through infringement of the laws which
govern the physical system. When dis
ease attacked them, they could not tell
which organ was affected.
They knew
little of the nature of the disease, the
ure and functions

causes which

produced

edies to be applied
People

of strong

it,
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or the rem

for its removal.

religious

sentiments
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as a judgment

disease

regarded

sent

upon them from heaven in consequence
of their sins, and to be removed only by
prayer, and stricter attention

to moral

Among many of the heathen
nations sickness is regarded
still as
resulting from the malign influence of
an evil spirit, and its removal attempted
duty.

sorcery and incantations.
Now, civilized nations no longer suf
fer from the terrible plagues which once
through

-devastated whole lands, because of our

knowledge of physiology, and
attention to the hygienic conditions
essential to the preservation of health.
It is true that much suffering is still en
dured on account of ill-health, even in
our most enlightened communities ; but
it is only because people are willfully
of what they might know,
ignorant

greater
-our

and selfishly disobedient where obedi
ence would prevent

or alleviate

their

The science of Phrenology stands in
similar relation to the mind that the
science of Physiology does to the body.
It defines the organs of the mind, their

a

locations and functions,

and interprets

which govern

their activity,
No other
development.
system of mental philosophy recognizes
the fact that every faculty of the mind
has a special organ for its manifesta
tion.
Indeed, the most contradictory
laws

and

health,

physiologists were to assert
that assimilation, nutrition, decay, and
renovation were original functions of
some

the body, and others were to argue that
they were not original powers, but only
the results

itive

;

were or were not bodily
functions ; if it were asserted that the
bodily functions were carried on by the
body as a whole, and that there was not
the slightest reason for supposing that
the body was made up of many separate
organs, each possessing a distinct of
fice in the animal economy ; it is clear
enough to our present intelligence, that
so crude a condition in physiology
would furnish us no practical and re
liable rules for our guidance either
in promoting health or in removing

Now it appears
systems of mental
a

similar relation

gans and faculties,

locations of the in

to supposed
and

the

debate

mind operates
any material

and

passions,
as

to

through

organ.

whether

the

the agency

of

Were

by discovering the dependence of the
mind upon organization, the relations
subsisting between the mind and the
brain, and between the different

of

able a state as metaphysics,

the

mind,

has

given

science of mind a definiteness

facul
to

the

and ac

hitherto unknown, and substi
tuted the certainty of demonstration
for the confusion and uncertainty of
speculation.
MIND DEPENDENT

UPON BODY.

the science

If the brain be the organ of mind, it
is reasonable to suppose that the better

and vari

the health, and the higher the condition

it is obvi

of that organ, the more vigorous will
be the manifestation of its powers ; the

of Physiology in so uncertain
ous that men generally

some

that this hypotheti

ology would hold to the bodily organs
and functions ; and that Phrenology,

curacy

Some vaguely utter opinions with ref

to us that the old
philosophy stand in
to the mind, its or

cal condition of the science of Physi

to the mind powers and
attributing
-qualities which are denied by others.

gravely

them

among

and excretion

ties

tellect

were debated

more prim

whether digestion, circulation, secretion,

are held among metaphysi
cians in regard to these faculties ; some

opinions

erence

of functions still

if it

disease.

sufferings.

the

with very little confidence.

teachings

If
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would receive its
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brain being

is necessarily

tem, it

with

of the material sys

a part

the

to

subject

JOURNAL.
to

respect

[Majv
growth and

mental

training.

Some differences noted between Meta
of the organism.
If any physical views and Phrenology. — In
has
part of it be called into activity the the education of the intellect
blood is determined toward that part, long been known that the exercise of
and the processes of exhaustion, decay, any talent increases its energy and fa
and renovation go on more rapidly. If cility of action; but the principle upon
which this improvement takes place was
the exercise be resumed at regular in
tervals, and not carried too far, the not understood before the discoveries
of Dr. Gall, and even at the present
part grows in size, strength, and facility
unknown to the great majority
If, however, the exercise be day
of action.
of
teachers.
The metaphysicians read
excessive, and the part be not allowed
the repose necessary to restore the ily concede that musical or mathemat

same physical laws which govern

other

the

it

hausted,

disease

may

supervene,

follow

or insanity

imbecility

A

natural consequence.

ical talent may be greatly improved and

ex
and
the

as

knowledge

of

by cultivation;

strengthened

treat of

nowhere

computation

but they

talent for music and
original faculties of the
depending upon distinct
a

of its activity, it becomes

waste

is

it

parts

as

mind, nor

Ignorance,
important in education.
has
or inattention with respect to

They treat of percep
memory, judgment,
etc., as original powers of the mind;
but our philosophy teaches that these
are only general modes of mental ac
tivity common to many different facul
ties.
The organ of Form, for instance,

exhausted,

weak

and then we have

a

of its faculty.
The light which Phrenology throws
upon the education and training of the
By
young may now be appreciated.
of
the
nature
mind
and
the
indicating
deranged manifestation

;

elements in its composition
that each

of

by showing

these elements or faculties

has an appropriate

organ in the brain,

most valuable

a

it

;

which may be excited to activity inde
pendently of the rest by disclosing the
laws which govern the exercise of these
provides information of
organs,
and practical character

;

arrangement

termed

properly

conception,

and

is

to become

ened, and diseased

;

causes

it

material organ constantly on the strain,
and the excessive activity thus induced

Color, its hue
Order, the
of its parts Calculation,
their number; and Locality, the place
which
Each of these dis
occupies.
tinct modes of mental activity may be
Each of
correctly termed perception.
these organs, in like manner, when in
ternally active, may present to the mind
ideas corresponding with its function
without the visible presence of an ob
naturally adapted to ex
ject which
cite
to activity.
This mode of action
its density

;

often

common to all the intellectual faculties.
term applicable tp
Memory, also,
a

excitement

is

exalted

faculty of the intellect,
distinct power of mind.
For
well known that an individual
good memory of faces, but
may have

nearly

every

and not itself

a

and

The mind brooding
produce insanity.
continuously on one thing, keeps the

;

tune,

enables us to perceive the shape of an
object; Size, its magnitude; Weight,

is

in ac

a

It

to attain.

with this law of the brain's
activity that great grief, severe misfor
cordance

it

desired

ardently

many

is

on

is

death

it

brilliant minds,
which
and defeated the ends
they most
ture

conception,

it

weakness, disease, and prema

brought

as

cerebral organs.

tion,

is

it,

this law of the brain's activity is very
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poor memory of names ; a good mem
ory of colors, but a poor memory of
tunes; a good memory of places, but a

which

ciples

a

239

their activity,

govern

he

might enter upon the improvement of
his defective mental faculties with intel

poor memory of dates ; a good memory
of facts, but a poor memory of princi

ligence.

Were memory a sep
ples or theories.
arate power of the mind, these phenom
ena could not occur, for it would then
be capable of recalling with equal facil
ity, every class of ideas which had once
been a part of the mind's experience.

that while his perception
only partial
of forms, proportions, or colors might
be imperfect, his ,^rception of harmony
in music and melody might be excel
In memory, also, he might find
lent.
that he could easily recall principles
while facts and circumstances would be
that while
remembered with difficulty

if

was

;

perception

the phrenological

theory be the true one, that any rules
laid down for the cultivation of percep
tion, conception, memory, etc., as primi
tive or independent
faculties of the
mind must be exceedingly partial and
If a metaphysical profes
indefinite.
sor were to say to his pupil, ''Your
faculty of perception, or your faculty

;

it is clear,

in

his verbal

be good, his

memory might

of

memory

the

places

which

once visited might be weak
being

able to recall

;

Now

He might then find, perhaps,

that his deficiency

he

had

that while

dates and figures

easily, the faces and names of persons

know where to begin, or how to pro
But
the phrenological theory
ceed.

would be retained with difficulty.
These remarks apply with equal force
to many other original faculties of the
old systems of mental philosophy, and
serve to illustrate the partial, unreliable,
and impracticable results which flow
from an imperfect — because scarcely

of

more

in order, there
ex

loss to

if

and

faculties

were ex

to him, together with the prin

plained

than

of the

is

H

feeling of mournful and tender compassion.
The poet Gray gave expression in immortal
language to a poem which might be com
" Elegy "
pared to this piece of statuary.
a

masterpiece

lasting

as late as the year 1750.
of exquisite beauty, more

than bronze

It

was composed
is

or marble.

Almost

It
a

is

very common peculiarity among the bards.
full of ro
Whittier's "Maud Muller"
mantic pathos, and must be acknowledged
The following
beautiful
composition.
— the key-note
familiar
couplet
especially
of the whole poem
" For of all sad words of tongue and pen,
The saddest are these —

1
it

in her face

a

expresses

it

if

It

is

properly so called,

Poe's
one
hundred
later
years
" Raven " was produced.
Its numbers and
sentiment served to portray sorrow of the
most pathetic nature— " Sorrow for the lost
shown that sadness
Lenore."
Here
the most legitimate tone of beauty.
has been suggested
that the melancholy
genius of some poets borders upon madness
— as that of Poe, and Byron, or Victor
Hugo. Melancholy, however, seems to us

:

with a general tone of
as
melancholy pre
vailed as an essential attribute of poesy,
and gave tone and sweetness to its themes.
Among the finest compositions of remote
or modem times, the general spirit of poetic
sentiment
dignified and sad. And we
find the same principle illustrated in the
art of sculpture.
The Venus of Melos,
seems

POETRY.

exactly

guage are pervaded
sadness.

IN

is

many

!

that

poems in the English lan

of

is

be observed

method

a

may

-*- most beautiful

—

mental investigation.

THE TRUE TONE OF BEAUTY
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hypothetical

"
might have been.'

The same essential burden

of sadness

is

the organs

is

ercise," the pupil would be at

it

;

please give
a

is weak

conception

fore, to strengthen

it,

of
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to be found in Tennyson's

"

Locksley Hall,"

and

" In Memoriam,"
"Enoch Arden."

JOURNAL.

serted Village

Cowper's hymns and other pieces displayed

of the poem.
his

of his style to an extreme degree.
Having
a delicate constitution, he broke down and
was at one time afflicted with melancholic
But this was not necessarily the
insanity.
effect of writing uncheerful poetry.
The late Mr. Bryant was more olten
mournful than gay, as in those memorable

structs

theme,

days are come, the saddest of the

" Thanatopsis," the greatest of his verse,
combined both sadness and beauty.
Byron's poetry is seldom joyous or mirth
ful, yet full of nobility and beauty.
He was
not strictly "a mad, bad, glad, and sad"
poet, that wrote :
" Sun of the sleepless ! melancholy star !
the epitaph,

Funeral marches to the grave."

Milton who once bade defiance,
and exclaimed concerning this element of
was

loathed melancholy,

Of Cerberus and blackest midnight born."

But the true and legitimate tone of beauty
in poetry can never be changed or thrown
aside.
It is the primary color of all " wordpainting."
The titles of many poems which are fa
mous in literature, may serve to demon
strate
sadness

the

relation which

exists

between

and beauty in poetry.

the following, as
my mind, for the

First, that noted
by Hood, called

I will take
they happen to occur to
sake of further elucidation.
and very sorrowful poem,
" The Bridge of
Sighs."

What figurative language could be more ex
pressive of grief or as beautifully indicate
the poem's contents ? Take, also, " The De

sadly

beautiful

piece

of

I've seen my fondest hopes decay ;
never loved a tree or flower,
But 'twas the first to fade away.'

Most of Moore's melodies

are composed

in

much the same strain, as where he says :
" This world is all a fleeting show,
For man's illusion given."

Burns sometimes indulged his fancy with
humorous creations, but the following stan
za expresses,
perhaps, the real value he
placed upon the element which we have

It

is this :

" Go ! you may call it madness, folly —

and the lament

" And our hearts though stout and brave,
Still, like muffled drums are beating

gloom :
" Hence,

most

I

You shall not chase my gloom away ;
There's such a charm in melancholy,
I would not if I could be gay."

are varieties

It

a

Longfellow, again, adopts for
" Haunted Houses,'' and con

been considering.

of verse in which sadness does
not simply give tone, but a black and
"
shadowy border of beauty. Shelley's Adonais," like Poe's "Raven," refers principally
" Psalm of Life "
to death.
Longfellow's
seems almost like a dirge, when he says :

find tha1

" Oh ! ever thus from childhood's hour,

Whose tearful beam glows tremulously far."

The dirge,

We

" Disappointed Hopes " is a proper
poetry.
title of a passage in Moore's " Lalla Rookh,"
which contains those well-known lines :

lines, so often quoted :
melancholy
year."

of Goldsmith.

here vividly marks the substance

the topic

the melancholy of his nature and the beauty

"The

"

[May.
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And likewise it was the graphic pen ol

that same author which wrote so despond

concerning " Man's inhumanity to
man." In reference to all of these quota
tions, there is one chief and cardinal point
to be observed, viz. : that the tone generally
in
adopted is one of sadness, deepening
ently

to a fascinating melancholy.
This subject needs no dry, logical summary
or conclusion. Those who run may read
what Wordsworth epitomized as follows :
many instances

"We poets in our youth begin in gladness,
But thereof comes in the end despondency and mad
ness."

An

indeed, but one with
extreme view
which we would suitably close all that is to
be said concerning the relation of sadness
to the beautiful in poetry.
T. MEREDITH MAXWELL, M.D.

Up, ere the golden moment's gone ;
Work, ere the frost of death thy pulses chill.
Let the brave sword of truth be boldly drawn
And in the name of right walk surely on ;
So shall life's very ill
Bow to the triumph of thy conquering will.
Jean Inges-ow.

KNOWLES SHAW.
KNOWLES
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'HE

for our purpose

portrait supplied

going organization.

— its

The Motive tempera

thoroughly pervaded
influence actuated

it worked actively and easily.

The faculties

appropriated whatever material was

indicates a strong, earnest, thorough
ment

SHAW,

"THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST."

OF
'
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nished

his constitution

his every thought

through

them

the

fur

of

media

the

senses, and worked it out into shape for the

carrying out of his aims and purposes.

1
I
1

-and action.

tion is fine.
chiseling

;

The quality of the organiza

The

Consider the nose, its delicate

been

consider also the mouth, its free

dom from every imprint of grossness,
with the stamp of steadfast

yet

cited by the powerful

and being in

Motive temperament,

organs appear

to

have

thoroughly active, although in point

of size, they do not much exceed the re
flective, and were, therefore,
the aims and theories

purpose.

The brain, \vc think, was not very large
yet being of superior quality,

perceptive

;

into his work.
he observed,
the world

subordinate to

which were projected

We would

say, then, that

or rather that he scrutinized,

around him, to obtain

data

for
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the illustration of his

in

the part of the critic

to perform

organized
some

special

He was well

ideas.

His was

field.

not the

brain which spreads itself over a large area

;

JOURNAL.
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known for fluency or pleonasm,

but rather

for straightforwardness, or the endeavor
use just those words which

his

meaning clearly and

to

would convey
definitely

for

;

for adapting his

that takes in at a glance the whole expanse

plainness

of fact and incident

speech to those with whom he came in con

adapted

was

but

;

admirably

to the investigation of one subject

at a time, and

that

would be

subject

tact, or

directness,

and

to

the

which

purpose

he had

in

hand.

ex

plored to the bottom.

His judgment of character
By no means

excellent.

ness,

pleased

his

by

was evidently

of your

he

by his direct

people

his earnestness,

positiveness,

People who came in con

and his sincerity.

tact with him could appreciate

him at once,

of his straightforward

on account

Knowles Shaw
Ohio, October

easy

oily sort of gentlemen,

going, urbane,
nevertheless

one

earnest

ness ; for they knew that they could depend
upon

his statements.

His words were

by him,

Bread, when uttered

ambiguous.

not

meant bread ; and they who asked

him for

bread did not expect to receive a stone, and

would not.

The elements in his moral nat

ure, as indicated
that

he was

by the portrait, impress

not afraid

to

us

say what he

thought on all occasions.

His Firmness

seems

to have

been very

strong, and he was by no means deficient in

If

Self-esteem.

physiognomy be true in re

gard to the relation of the upper lip to selfreliance, this man possessed
gree, and

working with his conscientious

ness, we could
apostle,

it in a high de

imagine

" Let God

him to say with the

be true, and every man

a liar."

He was, we think, inclined to be orderly
in his affairs, and neat and

and

systematic

nice

in his morals and language.

man

may

be wanting

Such a

in what is called

a

" liberal education," but he will show to the
world that culture, that refinement of man
ner and speech which will

impress

people

with respect.
As

a talker,

was born in Butler Co.,
1834, and lost his life

by the upsetting of the railway train on
which he was traveling from Dallas to McKinney, Texas.
Soon after his birth his parents removed
their home to Rush Co., Indiana, where he
was brought up with no advantages
but
such as are common to the people of a new
His education was only such
settlement.
as the country schools of Indiana afforded.
Later in life he made some advances in the
study of the Greek language under the tui
tion of Professor Thrasher, now of Butler
University, Indianapolis.
In his early manhood, Mr. Shaw's mind
became
with religious views,
impressed
which soon became the foundation for
the very successful career which has been
so sadly and abruptly terminated.
In the
community where he was brought up, the
religious denomination calling themselves
" Disciples of Christ," or " Christians," of
whom Mr. Alexander Campbell was the
leader, had made great
most conspicuous
progress, and under the influence of their
teaching, the subject of our sketch became
an earnest and devout convert, and was
in one of the small streams in
baptized
Rush Co. by Elder George Thomas.
His
whole soul became immediately fired with
in the new calling, and he re
I enthusiasm
solved to devote the energies of his nature
i to the dissemination of the doctrine he had
embraced.
The sequel bears ample testi
]
mony to the wisdom of the decision.
In personal proportions, Mr. Shaw was
six feet three inches high and weighed

hundred and sixty pounds.
moderate

Mr. Shaw was probably not

13,

what

the

in

size, the

hatters

His

measurement

call

seven

one

head was
and

being
one

KNO WLES SNA W .
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His relatively light weight was
eighth.
doubtless largely due to his very active tem
perament, which constantly impelled him to

bored by the use of his fine voice and in
strumental accompaniment in sacred song
He sang the Gospel as well as preached it

most laborious exertion in every work
he engaged.
His hair, and long,
full, flowing beard were brown, and he had
rather large and sparkling hazel eyes.

to the people, so that the sympathies

the

which

in

With such an organization and culture,
inspired by a strong faith in the divinity of
the Christian
religion, and in the special
plea concerning

that

religion presented by

the people, whose representative
and advo
cate he soon became, Mr. Shaw commenced

life of an evangelist in the year 1858,
being then about twenty-four years of age.
From this time forward for twenty years he
traversed the States of the Union, calling
men to the obedience of the Gospel with
marvelous success.
In cities and towns, as
well as in rural districts — among the refined
and cultivated, as well as among the rude

the

— the magnetic power of his
and the earnest zeal with which he
urged the claims of Christ surmounted all
the disadvantages
of his early life and
and unlettered

presence

brought the people by hundreds
sands to embrace

and thou

the faith whose claims he

More than eleven thousand per
sons have enroiled as followers of the Gos
pel under his ministrations. He knew noth
ing of discouragements, and seemed to pos
sess the happy faculty of making every cir
cumstance subserve the interests of the work
in which he was engaged.
In every way
that conscientious conviction of truth and
duty would permit or demand, he could ac
commodate himself to the circumstances of
the occasion.
In his youth he had become familiar with

presented.

audience

of his

soon came in accord with his own.

It has been said that he possessed all the
natural and acquired ability for popular in
fluence of Moody and Sankey combinedHis custom was, wherever it was practic
able, to play the

singing,
his constant
great success, with but little of the sympa
thy of the popular religious denominations
to aid him, plainly indicates the probability,
that, if the same powers had been employed
in a cause which would have enlisted the re
ligious sympathy of the communities he vis
ited, the extent of his influence would have
been manifold greater than it was, and his
fame would have been heralded by the sec
ular as well as by the religious press
throughout the land.
and

preach

His

organ,

lead

the

the sermon ; and

eminent

social qualities

had much to

do with his success.

He soon made himself
at home with men of every station.
The
merchant in his store, the mechanic in his
shop, or the laborer in the field soon found
him a genial companion and sympathizer.
He would mingle with the people in the
common vocations of life — actively engaging
with them in their labors — not holding him
self aloof because of his ministerial calling.
Thus he gained influence in every neighbor
hood where he held a meeting, and the people
thus attracted would attend his ministrations
and yield to the influence of his teaching.
As a preacher he was very logical, as well
as earnestly

He was both a

reasoner

and

persuasive.
and an exhorter,

being a man

of unbounded faith — faith in the providence
both in its vocal and instrumental uses.
In of God, faith in the Gospel he preached, and
this, as in the preaching of the Gospel, he of faith in human nature itself — he labored
was also enthusiastic.
He was the editor with a confidence of certain success. Some
of several of the most popular collections of of his sermons were fine specimens of pul
sacred music in use in the West.
Many of pit oratory.
His mental and physical powers of en
the hymns in these collections are of his
durance were noteworthy. There were few
own composition, and, with the music to
which they are set, were written as the ex
interruptions ; no vacations in his work.
When one meeting closed, it was only in
his
ministerial
labors
of
seemed
to
igencies
the science

of

music, and was quite expert

time to be at another,

demand.

It

was his custom

to arouse the ardor of

the people in every community where he la

to be held immedi

It was in one of these brief inter
ately.
vals, in which the casualty occurred wh'ch
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-closed

his career.

He had just concluded

a series of meetings at Dallas, Texas, having
-enlisted one hundred and twelve persons in

JOURNAL.

His last words, a fitting close
such a life, were : " It is a glorious work

killed.

These were uttered
with a Methodist preacher,
who was sitting by his side when the acci
in conversation

pointment the next day at McKinney when
and he was instantly
the cars capsized

dent occurred.

CI

No.

I HAVE

recently become interested in a
family from Michigan, consisting of a

widow and her two children, to whom my
rented a house on our grounds.
husband
The mother is a handsome, portly, middleaged woman, a very light mulatto, goodkindly in disposition, whose
and manner indicate considerable
She is a native of Ohio, of course
; has lived in Canada, and cor

natured and
language

culture.
free-born

responds with an
brother, now living
opportunities when
Her story,
cated.
briefly as follows :

aged

mother and only

in Australia ; had good
a girl, and is fairly edu
it to me, is

as she told

About twenty years ago, residing in Cin
cinnati, a leading belle among people of her
class and color, she met and married one
Dick Alford, a runaway slave from Ken
Dick had belonged to a Madam
tucky.
Alford, a wealthy old lady, whose large farm
He was a
he managed as her 'head-man.'
mulatto of ready intellect and superior exec
utive capacity, with an ingenuity and fer
tility of resource that made him invaluable
His mistress, though
plantation.
infirm,
lived entirely alone
and
very aged
slaves,
she loved as if
whom
her
among
Her
children.
her
daughter was
were
they
married, and had a large family, being a
near neighbor ; but her husband was of so
on

a

disagreeable a temper, that he could not at
all get along with his gentle, childish old

mother-in-law,

whose

fondness

for,

and

constantly
denounced and ridiculed as an evidence of
Dick was the old lady's prime
dotage.
indulgence

favorite.

of,

her

negroes

She had raised

he

him

from

a pul

ing infant, when his mother died ; had fed
him from her table all his life, and since his
fifteenth year he had carried all her keys.

to
to

to Christ."

rally men

the cause, and was on the train to fill an ap
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III.
As to her plans and projects, she spoke her
mind to him as freely as if he had been her
son, and gave him money whenever he asked
for it. But one black, threatening shadow
loomed

up in Dick's

loved his old mistress,

He really

pathway.

and might have been

content under her gentle rule but for this —
his mistress' daughter, Lavinia, was heiress
by entail to all the property,

and on the old
lady's death Dick would fall into the hands
of the terrible son-in-law, Ned Lawton, a
man of the most domineering temper, and
who seemed to have a constitutional spite
against negroes; at least, he never opened his
mouth to speak to them without cursing, and
used the whip sometimes upon their unof
This
fending shoulders as if for pastime.
man had a perfect hatred of Dick, whom he
was wont to call, in ridicule, " Granny's lap"
nor was he at all chary of threats as
dog ;
to what he intended to do with him when
"
ever old lady Alford should die.
Lapdog
"
Dick
he would sell at once to a " slave
driver," for shipment to New Orleans.
Dick and his mistress would often hold
counsel as to how they should thwart this
common enemy of their peace, but it would
always end in the old lady's saying, tear
" Dick, you know I would set
fully,
you free
if it were in my power, but my husband's
will can't be broken." But desperate straits
call for desperate remedies, and finding her
end

approaching, his mistress

planned,

proposed,

and

deliberately

required

of

Dick,

that he should take her fleetest horse, which
she made a present
free States.

to him, and fly to the
him '' free papers,"

She gave

which she had drawn up with

her

hands,

to

and

made

him

promise

own
carry

them to an agent of hers, in Williamstown,
for signature,

which would enable him to

1879.]
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use them in case of pursuit. With these
papers in his pocket, and well-mounted,
Dick distanced his pursuers (his departure
not having become known to Mr. Lawton
for two days, he being away from home on
a hunt for runaways), and made good his
He soon found friends
escape into Ohio.
and got employment, proving himself trust

corn hoe-cake, fried fat meat and butter
milk, a dietary very conducive to liver com
She, however,
plaint, and fever-and-ague.
poor adventurer in these new golden intellec
tual fields, kept up her spirits pretty well, till
about the last of August her school sud
denly underwent a process of disintegration
and vanished like a dissolving view, and she
learned

that school-teaching
till the cotton-picking
season was over.
In her confusion at this
unexpected
array of circumstances, Mrs.
Alford was visited by an old black man
whose large family of grandchildren had
been among her most regular scholars.
(Here ensued an experience which illus
must

trates

house.

The

and

for ten

years

widow

learned

supported

dyeing,

herself and

family by cleaning and dyeing gentlemen's

coloring and shaping- over
straw hats.
Last spring she was induced
by a relative of hers living in the South, to
come to this part of the world as a teacher
for colored children, the idea being impress
and

clothing,

her that she could coin money in
that capacity.
But though she brought
excellent recommendations, it was some
ed upon

months

before

she

could

even

secure

a

After an examination by the Su
perintendent of Public Instruction, she was
given charge of a free school, in what is
place.

" Bottom Country," a cotton-pro
malarious
region. The salary drawn
ducing,
from the county treasury was thirty-five dol
lars a month for teaching fifty scholars, not
one of whom had got beyond the first read
er. Out of this she had to clothe and board
called the

to her dismay,

be suspended

of

one

the

happiest

phases

in

the

character of our Southern freedmen —
which, singu
their genuine benevolence,
larly enough, some of them possess in com
bination with outrageous roguishness and
Uncle Jake Blacknell, the
immorality).
aforesaid black man, came to advise Mrs.
Alford, " dat under de sarcumstance
dere
I

whom he had surrounded with comfort and j
from hardship, were left with only
the
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This board, in

herself and two children.

enable him

shielded

THE SOUTH.

the family of one of the colored trustees of
the school, she found decidedly rough —

He
worthy, ingenious, and hard-working.
had some knowledge of carpentry, blacksmithing and shoemaking, and understood
So, in six years, he had ac
farm-work
quired a sufficient start, as he thought, to
to marry ; his choice being the
pretty mulatto whom we have described, to
whom he often said, " He never could bear
the thought of making a slave-woman his
wife, knowing so well the general immoral
ity of their lives." Dick was very devoted
to his young wife, with whom he moved to
Michigan, establishing himself at Bay City,
at the mouth of Saginaw Bay.
Here he
built a snug house, and was able after
a while to open a small shop.
His credit:.ble career, however, was cut short by an
attack of cholera- morbus,
for which his
him
dosed
so
physician
heavily with mor
phine that he sank into a state of stupor
which resulted in death. Wife and children,

IN

was nuttin fur her to do, 'cept to git a place
on some plantation, an' go to pickin' cotton
'
for her libbin'.
As an inducement for her
to be guided by him, he promised to get her
a " night school," and to " stand her security
for the rent of a house," he being, as he as
"
"
sured

her,

a

'sponsible

man ;

also,

he

" to de white folks for her
j
Mrs. Alford agreeing, he
'spectability."
did in good faith make all the arrange
for her, being in truth a hard
1 ments
would vouch

He
working, well-to-do old freedman.
took his wagon and team, and himself
moved madam-teacher, with all her goods
to her new abode.
He also
house,
two
her
on
days working
spent
stop
ping leaks and cracks, and building her a
and chattels,

closet,

shelves,

and

tables.

The

rent,

he

should pay by picking
The willing, but inexperi
cotton for us.
enced soul, went to work the following
Monday, accompanied by her daughter, the
latter slender and fragile, a figure such as
one sees every day on city streets — halfhad stipulated,

she

bent, Grecian-stoop, gait swinging

and

af-
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enormous
style of dress —a common calico made in
To see that girl
the extreme of fashion.
dragging her trail through the meeting cot
fected,

whalebone

ton rows, and her mother, just the shape
of a Chinese female, a good two-hundredpounder, trying to accommodate her fat sides
to the disagreeable
stooping posture, was

with the slightest
The
ludicrous,
at least.
smile
sense of the
cotton
been
out
had
picking
who
darkies
since daylight showed the whites of their
eyes and their farthest-back ivories, when

enough

to make anybody

these singular figures appeared

in the cot

about ten o'clock, having just
They went at it as awk
eaten breakfast.
wardly as if they had been trying to learn
the use of pick-axes in the silver mines of
ton

'

patch

Utah. At noon, the fragile Ophelia vowed
that her back was broken, and her mother
thought her shoulder must be out of joint.
When I weighed their cotton, the fruit
of their day's labor was thirty-five pounds ;
whereas, Black Sal and her sister Sooky,
and " not
had each picked 200 pounds,

It is very common for negro
half tried."
women, with nursing babies, to pick on an
average 185 pounds a day, and men from
was
250 to 300 a day. The price that season
per hundred pounds, and board ;
cents
per hundred, and the picker
75
find his own provisions. There seems to
50 cents

or

be a species

of prestidigitation in

the way

They will
trained hands gather cotton.
saunter along between the rows, snatching
the cotton out with both hands, right and
left, picking it clear of trash or the closely
adhering capsules, as if it were the easiest
One uninitiated can
work in the world.
no more keep up with them than a tyro in
knitting could keep pace with a machine.
And those used to it, think it the nicest,
easiest kind of work in the lovely October
days, when it hangs out of the bolls, snowy
and beautiful.
',
A small sphere,
Through which the soft, white fibres peer,
That with their gossamer bands
Unite like love, the sea-divided lands."

Ac
But to return to the widow Alford.
Blacknell
cording to promise. Uncle Jake
"
to get her a
exerted himself " mightily

JOURNAL.
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night school, and succeeded at last in se
curing her fifteen paying scholars, at $1.50
per month apiece — a small income ; but be
and the other darkies on the farm made
out a living for the strange teacher nobly.
Every day they sent her presents — from one
came a peck of new sweet potatoes and a
mess of turnips ; another sent her a bushel
Some gen
of Tennessee crowder peas.
erous old mammy would totter in to tell
all about her " rheumaticks," and bring a
couple of fat chickens and a basket of eggs ;

cows (and nearly
of
their own, or a
every family keeps
hired cow), supplied her with sweet milk,
butter-milk, and butter free of charge.
Old Billy Broadfoot, an African closely re
sembling a baboon, would get up before day
of mornings, while the teacher and her

while

those

who have

one.

family were comfortably snoozing, and cut
them wood enough to last all day, doing it
all, as old Jake Blacknell did their hauling,
" free gratis fur nuttin."
Indeed, the kind souls could not do too
much, and had nothing too precious for
" dat yaller lady," whom they regard with a
mysterious awe, as one of themselves, yet
" eddicated," that
so far above them, being
she belongs quite to another sphere, and
yet holding out, by her elevation, delightful
possibilities to their own aspiring aims.
Her little boy, a bright, buoyant child, whis
tling at his play, or singing his geography
children,
who delight to gratify his slightest whim,

lessons, is the idol of the colored

while "Ophelia" is already the "glass of
fashion" and type of style to the colored
feminine community.
VIRGINIA DURANT COVINGTON.

SONNET.
many treasures in their nooks.
ones are guarded more than gold

Ohr hearts have

The sacred
By avarice. And common lives enfold
More joy and grief thau would seem from their
looks.
Grano thoughts oft lurk in paper-covered books.
Who reads his neighbor's heart — he might be
hold
Why some are loving, and why some are cold
Why one likes what another never brooks.
This nothing views except a lump of clay
That conjures up the guome of magic lamp.
Some blindly throw the paltry coins away,
And others find on all a genuine stamp.
The many kneel, and, in thick darkness, pray ;
The few see dawning of a nobler day.
DR. LA MOILLE.

WELLS FOR SCHOOL-HOUSES.

FOR

SCHOOL-HOUSES.

"HP HE RE

are quite a number of the
scholars sick now," said a school-boy
in my hearing a day or two since.
" I should think there would be," was the
reply of his brother, a few years older.
" The
water in that well is enough to make

The

school-house well

thought of it.

!

I

had

never

I

had made diligent inquiry as
to the ability of the teachers,
the general

character

of the pupils, the mode of warm

ing and ventilating the rooms.
I had care
fully selected my children's studies, had es
pecially guarded against the overtasking of
mind or nerves ; had supplied the requisite
hooks, the inevitable
rested

fully satisfied

base-ball and club, and
that

I

had performed

duty as a parent.
Suddenly, in the midst of my complacen
cy, a well had opened, as it were, at my
my whole

feet.

Not so much wonder after all that I had
Such a thing was entirely un
"
known in " the good old times
of my own
We went with the bucket —
school-days.
two of the larger boys in winter — us girls,
in summer, when none but very little boys
forgotten it.

water be a healthful
"

drink for those ani
had
thought, when
seen
crowd of eager children gathering
around
source of water-supply, " Is that
water the best and purest attainable?"
mals

Yet

never

was dispensed

I

ideas.

the fruitful

it,

There always used to be dead rats in it."
This little conversation was not intended
for my car, and the children did not know
I was -' among them takin' notes," but it
opened in my mind an entirely new set of

for contamination, it may become
source of the " results of overstudy," or " mysterious
dispensations of
Providence."
The number of able articles which have
recently appeared in our popular magazines
upon the subject of wells and cisterns and
their relation, not only to the health of
families using them, but also of other fam
ilies obtaining from them supplies of milk
and butter, which have been cooled in or
washed by such impure water, indicates a
hopeful awakening of the popular mind to
this subject.
When I have seen a well in
the center of the barnyard, with its crowd
of thirsty animals eagerly contending for a
drink, and noted the huge piles of manure
on the hillside just above
with the hen
house, the piggery, etc., all in close prox
have asked myself, " How can that
imity,

chance

unless indeed
ous painted

pail.

the displeas-urc

Then

I

We never used to
school there.
attended

I

I

when

it

it

too near

the outbuildings, or in any way allowed a

I

"do

drink that water?

taste

If placed

indeed an improvement.
an elder sister,

exclaimed

!

well is one of " the
modern
If well located
improvements."
and carefully guarded from impurity, it is

?

you

sick."
"

relax

a

"Why

and

ation it gave.
The school-house

a

any one

went to school — taking turns, and all eager
to take their turn for the change

in

a

WELLS

?*7

poison

have often risked

of the teachers

by warning
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or if it has stood for a
the gases of
of
time
absorbing
length
an impure air — a peril which all do not
know, and of which few realize the extent.
When, a few years since, in a time of
great drouth, the well of my "own hired
"
had failed, and the landlord was
house
them of the danger,

to importunity, a neighbor kindly

obdurate

informed me
water from a
low the barn,
all the water
went myself
after a view

that her family were using the
well at the foot of the hill be
and we were welcome to get
So I
we chose from there.
to

examine

the

of the adjacent

locality,

land and

and
its

mentally ejaculated, " I'll move
I don't wonder nearly all of her large
first.
family of children have died cf typhus fe
ver."
I did move, and when I afterward
heard that her husband had been ill all win
ter with a disease which the physicians
could neither cure nor understand, and a
premises,

little grandchild visitor had nearly died of
my thoughts went back to that well
" at the foot of the hill below the barn,"
and I did not regret the earnestness with
which I had tried to persuade my former
neighbor to desist from using its water.
Yet even then, I did not go to the schoolhouse, and ascertain what quality of water
my children were using there.
Perhaps it
was my confidence in the highly-educated
Principal, and his able corps of assistant
teachers ; perhaps it was because the direct
ors were practical, energetic business men,
who might be relied upon to do well what
ever was given into their hands to be
typhus,

done.

[May„

know not where, or with what quality of
water ?
Or, as in the olden time, do they go long
distances at recess to beg a drink of some
reluctant, because long-suffering, neighbor?
Or, perhaps, because the water has been
brought a longdistance, are they compelled,
or even allowed, to drink that which re
even
mains in the school-room, perhaps
overnight

?

How many know that even the

from the painted pail in such a case
is far less dangerous than the impurity ab
poison

from the atmosphere of the room ?
Another suggestion of minor importance
is, that not only their habits of neatness,
but even their health may suffer from all
Canker
using the one dirty, rusty dipper.
of the mouth, and even serious throat dis
eases, may be the result of this practice.
If the terribly fatal diphtheria, which has
carried death into so many homes, can be
sorbed

communicated by a kiss, why not by a care
drinking vessel ?
The Principal of a High-school in this,
vicinity, recently surprised some parents
and offended others, by absolutely requiring
each pupil to be supplied with a drinkingcup, to be kept with their books or baskets,
" Altogether
and used by themselves alone.
" "
"
too particular !
Real old-maidish ! " Pre
"
were terms lavish
tending to be nice !
ly bestowed. Still, the children liked the
plan, and the nickels which gave each one
their own little bright tin cup were well
lessly-used

spent.
not, of course, discussing the
of the advisability of drinking so,
much. As physiologists differ so widely
upon that point, each one must decide it
for himself; but one thing is very cer
tain, school-children drink more or less
during every day ; some, perhaps, from
mere restlessness, others from the intense
thirst which the food most parents supply
occasions.
No one will doubt that the wa
ter they drink should be as nearly pure as
MRS. JulIA A. CARNEY.
possible.

We

are

question

From
mained
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whatever cause, the fact still re

—I

had never given

tion to the subject.
have ?

How

How

the least atten
many

parents

large a proportion of our edu

if there is a well
school-house where their
children attend? Or if there is, what are
its qualities, and what the chances for its
contamination?
Are the children allowed
to run there at all hours of the day, and
cated parents

attached

even know

to the

with play or otherwise, drink
large draughts of its water ? Do you give
your children salt fish, or highly-seasoned
food, and then send them forth for hours, to
quench the raging thirst thus excited, you
overheated

Truth

is a ministering

principle given

by the Creator to inspire man with courage
and fortitude in his life-struggle.

WHAT'S
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A THEORY?

WHAT'S IN A THEORY
Ia Diet— In Morals — Cook-book Hygiene — Shortening
— Fermentation and Decay— Alcoholic Liquors — The
Yeast Plant — The Germ Theory of Disease.

A ND

in the first place what is a theory?
The dictionaries give many definitions,
and usually the most prominent among
them is that a theory is something specu
lative, not practical. But that is not exactly
what I mean, and as there are many other
definitions, I may be allowed to take my
choice or to frame one out of the others.
What I mean by a theory, or the way in
which I shall use the word will be to de
note our ideas of the relations of things to
each other, or of the different parts of a
I would also like to
thing to other parts.
show how our theories or our beliefs affect
our practice.
I know it is commonly said that it makes
eery little difference what a man believes,
if his practice is right. But if his theory be
wrong and his practice right, our first infer
ence would be that he must be living accord
He is influ
ing to the beliefs of others.
enced by their actions and does as they
do, and not as he himself believes.
But
allow me to make some applications and
illustrations.
As we have been discuss
ing food questions and have often dealt
with theories, it is quite in keeping that
we should examine
what influence the

**-

ories

may

have

on

practice

IN THE LINE OF DfET.
Suppose, for example,
tain the theory that

a man

"what

is

may main
one

man's

food is another man's poison," what can you
do with such a man?
There is no such

him
of food.
The
"
"
words " good
and " bad
lose all their sig
nificance as general terms ; each man must
use them as related to himself alone ; he is a
law unto himself, and the very foundation of
the science of dietetics is taken away.
We
thing

about

as holding any argument with
the

wholesomeness

usually find this supplemented by the theo
ries that "what a man likes, that agrees
with him," and what hurts him at one time
does him

to say that this matters

right.

It
little if

good at another.

is very easy
he only eats

Suppose we allow this, we must also
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allow the probability that some one else
his food for him, for with such
ideas he would not be likely to prepare it
That implies right the
rightly for himself.
prepares

ories in some one.

We

must also take into

account his constant liability to eat wrong
because his principles, theories, or beliefs
Indeed,
will not keep bim from doing sc.
it is a case I have never yet found in man or
woman, that his eating was better than his
though I have found innumerable
individuals whose eating was not so good
as their theories.
So it has come to be a
maxim with me in dietetics, that we must
not expect a man's practice to be better
than his theories.

theory,

IN MORALS.

Nor do I say that this maxim should be
I remember applying
confined to dietetics.
it some years ago to a person who shall be
nameless here (and indeed it might be dif
ficult to give her correct name), though she
Her the
is notorious enough everywhere.
ories were shamelessly immoral and inde
cent, and flaunted in public, as were the facts
of her past life, and yet thousands of decent
listened to her and excused her be
it " did not make much difference
what her theories were, if she only lived
"
right ; albeit they were obliged to modify
the commonly received views of right living
Without wish
to make them include her.
the
I
still
maintained
to
ing
judge harshly,
of this maxim, and surely
correctness
enough! when it suited her convenience she
carried out her theories in the most public
What else could be expected?
manner.
had led thousands astray,
Her theories
why should they not lead her astray ? In

people
cause

morals, as in dietetics, people seldom

high as their theories

; and

live as

it is not reason

able to expect them to live better than their
beliefs, unless, as we said before, they are

temporarily forced to do so by the higher
moral standard of those around them.
COOK-BOOK HYGIENE.
Another thing to be observed is that cor
rect theories

are indispensable

ing of any considerable

to the secur

degree of right ac
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We see this illustrated in many of
tion.
the cook-books, and in various fragmentary
remarks and directions about wholesome
You are told that certain dishes are
food.
unwholesome
or difficult of digestion, pork
for
You hear boiled
and beans
example.
as requiring several
You are advised specially

denounced,

cabbage

hours to digest.
to avoid fruit-cake
who

prides

illness

tells

and pastry, and one lady

herself on her exemption
you

that

she Clever

eats

from

er the

cooked

unwholesome,

out of such confu

sion?
What harm is there in cabbage?
Are not beans a common dish on the most
hygienic tables? If fruit is so good out of
cake, why should it be so very bad in cake ?
and are all the articles that are used for
dessert unwholesome ? Who shall make an
Index Expurgatorius and tell us what dishes
we may and what we may not eat ?
SHORTENING.

the boiled

cabbage,

are wholesome or

as well as to prepare various

agreeable dishes which are wholesome.
is wholesome

Who shall draw order

beans,

the fruit, and the dessert

any . suppose she has adopted

dessert.

Let

of many fruits and vegeta
that they in them
selves are wholesome,
this helps her to
avoid one of the most common methods of
making them unwholesome, and after that
she is better able to decide for herself wheth
wholesomeness

bles, but being satisfied

But

the theory that fat

a goodly share should

; that

form a part of our daily diet in all climates
and

at

all seasons

;

that

its

presence

in

many dishes (according to taste) is desirable
as an appetizer.
She will then prepare a va
riety of dyspepsia-provoking dishes without
ever suspecting the cause, or

if

she inquire

at all she will probably be inextricably con
fused

conflicting evidence as to the
of various other articles of
This is the result of having an incor
by

wholesomeness
diet.

rect theory.

what good a correct theory
There is another subject to which we
this difficulty. We will draw
have frequently referred, in our explorations
"
the line on
shortening," on cooking fat into
articles used by the hu
fibrous and cereal articles.
This does not among the different
man race for food and drink, and that is
concern the fat itself, whether it is animal
the influence of
or vegetable, whether it is suet or butter or
FERMENTATION AND DECAY.
but it concerns the one
oleo-margarine,
Most people, at first thought of the sub
great fact that fat itself is not soluble by the
gastric juice ; that when it is cooked into ject, would deprecate their presence in food.
or coated over substances which should be The spontaneous decision would be that
dissolved by the gastric juice, it prevents the
food is at its best when taken at the ripe
action of this solvent upon their particles
ness of growth or before any taint of decay
and thus hinders digestion. This releases
had made its appearance.
Practically, how
seen,
beans,
the wholesome
fruit,
ever,
and
as
we
have
this
rule is not fol
cabbage,
and permits us to eat innocent and whole
lowed.
All things raised with yeast are
some things for dessert, provided we do not
tainted with decay.
Fruit is suffered to lie
overeat.
It is not a theory which covers too long, and vegetables are often past their
Meats of various kinds suffer from
everything, but it does affect a great many
prime.
dishes in cooking, and will preserve for our exposure, and stylish game is "high."
We
eating a great variety of excellent articles,
must record, however, that in Philadelphia
which if prepared after the common meth
we recently saw butchered bullocks carried
ods of frying and shortening or other cook
through the streets in muslin — shrouds.
Milk, eggs, and butter deteriorate very rap
ing in grease, we can not eat at all in safety.
This theory, if true, is like putting a blazing idly, and the most of our sweet oil smells
torch into the hands of one who had been
more of age than of olives.
Many of our
eatables are packed far more nicely in cases
blindly groping along with a farthing rush
light, making him able to pursue his way than formerly, but our grains when trans
confidently and intelligently. To the cook ported in bulk are still subject to very ob
who is trying to prepare wholesome food, it jectionable exposures.
Cheese is systemat
is a great relief.
She has yet to study the
ically put. through a course of decay until
may

us

do

see

in

WHAT'S IN A THEORY?
vegetable

a

is

It

But

if

acter which

is

if

alcoholic drinks have the char
claimed for them by their
apologists,
they are nutritious or benefi
cial to the extent of warranting their every
day consumption by all classes of people,
the name and the classification are cor

call alcohol " the

spirit or

"the

es

of the grape." This
frequently ow
ing to their ignorance of the fact that alcohol
always the product of fermentation, or
they are aware of that, they do not recognize
the true character of fermentation.
Instead
of calling
one of the processes of decay
-and decomposition,
and therefore destrucit

if

is

is

sence

a

;

it

it

is

if

it

it

a

it

a

is

They

strength of the grain," and wine

is

tious.

boundary line beyond which we should not
go with regard to things eatable? When
are they at their best
and when do they
arrive at that condition of decay beyond
?

their use because they consider them nutri

it

another illustration of the impor

tance of a theory.
There are many thou
sands of people who justify themselves in

is

is

Here

They object to our telling the children that
hard cider just decayed apple-juice, though
we have found this one of our best argu
ments; and when coupled with the further
truth, that alcohol
always the product of
gives the children one of their best
decay,
reasons for avoiding the use of cider, that
first stepping-stone
to so much drunken
ness.
When they go further and tell us
a sort of fermen
that the ripening of fruit
tation, and then again, that fermentation of
cheese
a sort of ripening, we see the
power of
wrong theory to confound the
the plain
simplicity of truth. Where, now,
is

rect.

creature of God," and therefore suitable
for our use instead of leaving
to its own
downward course as one of the results of
and
does make
decay and decomposition,
practical difference in the earnestness and
thoroughness with which men of philosophic
cast of thought prosecute or promote the
prosecution of primary temperance work.

a

ple.

sugar, and leaving the remainder to get to
gether in the shapes of carbonic acid gas
and alcohol, or bringing about the same re
sult by destroying the equilibrium of the
constituents of the sugar as
they were
shaken.
But one of the popular ideas
that yeast
supposed to produce alcohol as
tree produces fruit, instead of leaving
to
be formed by chemical action.
This seems
a small matter which might safely be left
to the theorists,
but we find
makes
when they come to talk
great difference
about the value of alcohol.
This makes at
" good
once the product of life and growth,
it

it

if

it

is

often taken with food, and as
con
nourishment, and in England the
rum-sellers are associated under the name
of "licensed victuallers," although they sell
This springs from the
nothing but drinks.
fact that formerly this business was usually
associated with that of the grocer, and the
name has been retained even where the
connection has entirely ceased.
now
Liquor Dealers' Association, pure and sim
tained

and

it

is

is

it

is

it,

contains
nourishment
decayed out of
and then how the alcohol
sublimated out
of that, he .will have very small respect for
Still,
the strengthening food there
in it.

sugar,

is

is

if

wort

any nourishment in alcohol or not.
any one observes closely how thin the
at first, and how completely the little

is

But

is

Yes,
there

away a particle of the
so, of course, destroying
as

the yeast plant takes

is

is

"ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS."
a dietetic question whether
this

which promotes decay in sweet liquids and
grows in the decaying mass.
Exactly how
promotes this decay, the great theorists
do not seem to agree
some thinking that

a

a

decay in some fashion to produce

ulates

THE YEAST PLANT,

a

is
a

is

;

of nutrition, they call
a product of
life and growth.
The manner in which this has come about
curious enough, and leads us into realm
of theories.
Most people have heard about
tive

it

it,

like the famous Limberger,
of
"sthinks goot."
We have not yet revived
the decayed-fish
sauce which the Romans
-called garum, but we have our doubly-dewhile brandy, the distilled
ciyed vinegar
essence of decay,
the favorite appetizer in
an endless variety of fashionable dishes.
But all this
mere bagatelle compared
with the floods of decayed damnation that
myriads of men are pouring down their
throats in all parts of the world.
There
tribe but what manip
scarcely a nation or
some
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which they are no longer eatable ? If ripen
ing is fermentation, and decay and decompo
sition are stages of growth capable of pro
ducing wholesome food, then are we driven
back to the old helpless generalization, " Eat
and drink as you please, but for shame's
sake don't get drunk."
This latter has the
advantage of being a very acceptable the
ory, for nobody believes in getting drunk.
And as nobody begins to drink with that
intention, it is of course merely a mistake

if

he does so, and

he is not to blame, and

matter is left in that state of un
which
permits everybody to do as
certainty
he pleases, and the rum-seller to tempt him.
This yeast plant, small as it is, and insig
nificant as it may appear, is not only a pretty
large factor of alcohol, which is the agent
of more mischief to the human race than
any other one thing, but the study of its
nature and conditions of growth has led to
the development of
the entire

THE GERM

THEORY OF DISEASE,

which bids fair to revolutionize

our ideas, in
many respects our hygienic care of ourselves,
and possibly the entire methods of medical
This holds that many if not all
treatment.

kinds of disease are propagated by means
of seeds or germs, exactly after the fashion
of the propagation of plants — the ferns, we
will say, whose infinitesimal spores float
unperceived in the air. While many people
unaccustomed to correct hygienic ideas will
direct all their efforts to killing the spores
or preventing their propagation, others, and
we predict a gradually-increasing number,
will tum their attention to the cultivation of

conditions in themselves,
so that these germs of disease can not find
in them any favorable conditions for their
vigorous
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until the theory of total absti
And total absti
nence can not be made to prevail until the
people are convinced that they as individu
als are better off without the drink than
with it ; that, in spite of their feelings, even
a little hurts them every time they take it.
And in like manner people will continue to
injure themselves by bad eating until they
learn the principles which should govern
them in the selection and preparation of
their food ; and all these facts demonstrate
the importance of correct theories.
was found

nence was promulgated.

JulIA

COLMAN.

The Way to Relieve Difficulty
of Breathing. — In cases of difficulty of
breathing, the bystanders commonly raise
the sufferer to a sitting position and allow
the head to bend forward, and by so doing,
they increase the difficulty. Dr. B. How
ard, in a communication to the Royal Medi
cal and Chirurgical
there

Society,

"an anatomical

is

respiratory obstruction."
very simple, and

word — position.

points out that
against
This remedy is

remedy

may be described

in one

Raise the chest, and let
the head hang back as far as may be.
The
effect of this position on the respiratory ap
paratus

is described

Dr. Howard

in anatomical detail by

all the words rests
" that
complete extension
backward of the head and neck should be
the first and instant measure in threatened
or actual apnora, both as a remedy and as
the first step toward success in artificial res
the simple

; but under

fact,

piration."

hygienic

development.

With the progress of improvement in all
directions, we see more and more the neces
sity for right theories, if we would do effect
The science of
ive and permanent work.
made very little progress until
astronomy
we obtained the right theory of the move
ments of the heavenly bodies and their rela
In the Temperance
tions to each other.
work much was done in the way of bringing
to public attention the evil results of drink,
but no firm footing in the way of a remedy

Sago

Fruit-Cake. — Scald

one cup of
Indian or yellow sago with three cups of
boiling water, and let it stand half an hour.
To this add three cups of rich, tart apple,
chopped ; one cup of blanched Malaga rai
sins, the juice and pulp of two lemons,

and

sugar to the taste — say one cup. Mix inti
mately, place two inches deep in an earthen
pudding-dish, and bake forty minutes, or
until the apple is well cooked.
Take out,
and when quite cold, cut in slices, and these
in squares, and serve as cake.
It can also
be baked in little patty-pans in less time.
This will do for a Thanksgiving or Christ
mas dessert.

i 879-1
TENDENCIES
Exitus

OF

TOBACCO.

acta probat.

Latin sentiment, which means, the
or result proves the act, was fre
We think
quently quoted by Washington.
that its application to some of the common
acts or habits of men would be condemna
tory. Take, for instance, the habit of using
Certainly the effects inevitably
tobacco.

THIS
end

by the persistent user do not
indicate its possession of a beneficial prop
erty. Sickness, disease, follow its

experienced

tobacco
ers,

for years without becoming drink
usually of the taciturn,

but they are

moody sort who, like the man in the picture,
find

sufficient

pipes.

companionship in their old

People generally don't like them, so

that they are left to themselves,

their tobacco,

and as they

grow more
grum, the accumulating ills
fostered by their habits strengthening their
persist

in

crusty

and

they

unnatural stimulation and its sub
tile poisoning. These unfit the man
for the performance of the labor
and service which society rightfully
expects from him, and ultimately he
sinks into the ranks of the great
army of wretched incapables that
burden society and obstruct the ac
tivity of thctemperate

and

indus

trious.

The young man in the beginning
of his cigar practice, sees in it only
an aid to pleasant
and physical

companionship

enjoyment

; he flouts

the idea of moral or physical

injury.
Point to the wretch whose highest
aim is to count one in the circle that
filthy dram-shop, and
that not many years
ago he who is now a sot only smok
ed a cigar or two a day, and look
ed forward to a bright, successful
future, and he will flippantly reply,
"I'm made of different stuff from
that."
It is for the sake of goodthat the young man
fellowship
smokes ; but ere long he is found in
private puffing the cigar for its own
sake as a gratification of appetite.
But the
law of abnormal stimulation does not stop
here. In time the cigar is insufficient ; wine,
brandy, whisky, gin, are resorted to perhaps,
in turn, to allay the excitement of a deranged
nervous system. How easy the transition from
tobacco to alcohol.
The young man finds
them associated at the gilded bar of the ho
tel, in the saloon, and good-fellowship is as

haunts yon

tell the youth

ready in its proffer to treat in a drink as in
a smoke.

Some men, to be sure, have used

of temper.
Such men are to be
of their isolation and ap i
While they ore
reaching wretchedness.
able to work, their "temper" is usually ex
cused on account of steadiness and compe-'J
tence as workmen ; but when rheumatism
or paralysis suspends their industry, a cloud ,
of wretchedness
settles down upon them,
and they whom charity or ties of family call
bitterness
pitied,

because

to their help, do not receive much grateful
consideration.
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very

are !

We

AND

foolish and inconsistent we

All

her.

entered

is

upon

the

highest, the completest form of existence,
and, therefore, it brings happiness unutter
But better — a thousand times better
able.
— little girl, that you go through life alone,
earning your bread in the humblest way,
than that you yield your young, fresh wom
encasing a pure soul, to the foul

anhood,

touch — the contamination of a confirmed
The mistake is in making
profligate.
honor, purity, and integrity subservient in
— the highest
stead of essential to marriage
which any
holiest
responsibility
and
the
duty
man or woman can assume.

Our strange

inconsistency and

absurd

folly lie in the fact that while we teach our
girls that to be a wife and mother is the

chief object of their existence,
to enter

them

upon

the

we

tempestuous

allow
sea

of married life in utter darkness, without
chart or compass, in entire ignorance of
their course or the dangerous shoals which
Can we
we know lie directly in their way.
thousands are
that
so many
wonder
wrecked

?

broken and
of marriage
whether
ignorantly or will
trampled upon,
—
no mercy — be
knows
Nature
fully for
of
a scorpion in
as
the
each
sting
come
the misery that swiftly and surely follows.
And yet fathers and mothers allow their
children to begin the new life without the
knowledge of its duties, its re
remotest
sponsibilities, its errors, or its laws.

The

laws

From
hood,
life

all

and

the
her
the

OUR

teach our girls from their very

rightly

and

infancy up to maiden
concerning sexual
mystery of reproduction of

girl's

questions

which she has much instinctive knowledge,
are flippantly answered or sternly hushed.

[May..

GIRLS.

babyhood that marriage is the one end and
The unkind and
aim of their existence.
" old maid," is a term
contemptible epithet,
of reproach second only to fallen woman.
Our girls are taught substantially that it is
better to be the wife of a dissipated de
bauchee than to be unmarried under any
Marriage rightly under
circumstances.
stood

JOURNAL.
CRIMINAL NEGLECT.

books on the subject are hidden from
All knowledge is given to her fully
and freely, save this knowledge of her own
womanhood — the most important of all.
Physiolcgy on all the rest of the human sys
tem, except this, the most vital and essen
tial to perfect health and the noblest ideal
of womanhood, is carefully studied in some
of our common schools.

By and by a new era dawns. The child,
New instincts,
becoming a woman.
unknown experiences, wondrous desires,
strange deep yearnings fill her heart and
thrill her to the innermost depths of her
soul.
A continued weariness, a constant
exhaustion, an inactive listlessness pervade
Nature requires the whole
her entire being.
force of her vitality to work the mighty
All around her see the revolution
change.
in her system and understand its meaning.
The girl herself suffers intensely, wondering
what the strange feelings mean. She little
dreams that the beautiful power of mother
In her lonely si
hood is being ushered in.
lence she so longs for a word of sympathy,
and vaguely tries to pierce the mystery that
surrounds her.
Instinct teaches her that in
some way it is all related to womanhood.
Her mother has repelled all questions and

is

on the subject as often and reg
ularly as asked or given, and the thought ol
telling her of this phenomena is full of ter
ror. She goes to her schoolmates and asks
them for their experience and information.
As ignorant as herself, they can only relate
their surmises ; their little, but keen observa
tion ; their vague connection of the change
with reproduction, and that is all. As to
taking care of herself in regard to food,

confidences

work, or clothing, she knows
nothing.
All this her mother could make right by
saying to her at the age of twelve years;
" My darling, in a year or two a wonderful
It will af
change will come over your life.

weather,

fect you physically,

and, therefore, mentally.

When anything strange comes to you, make
a confidant of your mother.
I will explain
It is God's preparation for
it all to you.

OUR
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motherhood."
more beautiful

G

Could anything be purer or
?

Many long years ago, my mother in low,
tender tones spoke those words to
me — a mere child. I shall never forget them.
In an instant I comprehended her, and new
reverence and love for her filled my heart.
My mother came closer to me in my very
soul-life and. gained a new hold upon my
affections and my confidence.
I loved her
before; now she was next to God in my
Oh, mother !
childish worship.
To-day,
with the sacred duties of womanhood bear
ing upon me, I thank you for the wisdom
and love shown in those words which gave
me a mother at the crisis of my life.
I was
I was care-free.
I could tell mother,
safe.
and mother knew.
It is absolutely cruel that children, and

earnest,

especially girls, in whose womanly develop
ment there is so much pain, should be en
veloped in this cloud of ignorance.
The
child-woman comes through this stage as
best she may — many a girl laying the foun
dation for years of disease and pain, because,
ignorant of the laws of her new existence,
she

heeds

should

them

be

strengthening
der the

of

Her

not.

the

most

character to sustain

new demand

which

food,

nourishing

upon

and

her un

her system, is

Meats, milk,
and eggs, vegetables
and fruits,
plainly but appetizingly cooked,
together
with whole-wheat bread,
constitute the
most nutritious diet.
But how often a
school-girl's bill of fare consists of highlyoften of the

most

injurious.

butter,

seasoned

viands,

tea, coffee, pie, cake, rich

pastry, pickles, candy, and — slate-pencils.
As a result, indigestion and constipation
follow, and if allowed to fasten themselves
upon the now delicate system, many and
complicated

are

the

consequent

diseases.

Every girl, too, ought to be told that at the

period, greater care should be
in regard to taking cold. Many
a young life has been cut short by the ap
parently trifling incident of cold bathing or
wetting the feet, and many more have suf
fered the horrors of uterine
disease from
menstrual
exercised

the same cause.

Again, when this new life is being de
should be lessened ; all

veloped, the work

|
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straining and heavy lifting avoided, and too
violent exercise prohibited. Work and play
should be moderate, as excessive fatigue,
physical or mental, is injurious in the ex
treme.
Rest and sleep should be very
abundant, as is shown by the lack of en
ergy and the wearied inertia of the powers.
But the average American girl at that
age, besides the home-duties, the hard,
mental study of school-life, is also pushed
into society, and late hours and excitement
complete the physical strain, and only be
cause our girls have such marvelous vitality
and magnificent powers of endurance, do
from this violence to
they ever recover
Nature.

To

complete

the

impediments to her de

velopment,

her clothing as commonly worn

is perhaps

the most hurtful that

could he

The muscles of the abdomen,
soon perhaps to be called into action, need
invented.

free

and

constant

exercise

to

strengthen

Instead they are
bandaged by tight corsets, in which free ex
Even the
ercise is absolutely impossible.
normal shape is lost by the compression,
so much
and the ligaments weakened
by the pushing downward by the weight of
the clothing, that disease, whose agony
only its victims can know, becomes almost
them for their new duties.

inevitable.

A well-known writer has thus spoken
" They
against the evil of stays :
impede
the circulation of the blood; prevent the
development of the bust ; retard the func
tions of the heart ; weaken the stomach,
the bowels, and the lungs ; hinder the free
action of the liver, and compress and push
downward the internal organs, resulting in
Girls
not knowing these laws break them daily.
How can we wonder at the vast amount of
Were woman phys
disease among them.
ically what she should be, the world would
be startled by the giant force of her intel
lectual and moral power.
Weak and un
sound as she is, her attainments in the last
In per
thirty years have been stupendous.
fect health she would indeed be invincible.
A marvel now, she would then be a miracle.
Between the ages of thirteen and eighteen
In
her love-nature awakens and develops.

female complaints without number."
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experi
yearnings, indefinable
fill her soul.
She finds she has a
wondrous capacity for loving and being
Guided by a wise mother, this loveloved.
nature may be developed and trained to
grow naturally, slowly, but deeply into the
This intense
grandeur of womanhood.
current of feeling must be taught to flow in
its own proper channel, not repressed or re
tarded by unnatural barriers to social free
dom with the other sex, nor unduly stimu
lated
impure
by rich food, idle habits,
thoughts, evil literature, late hours, and

that ignorant and inno
and emotional, she be
came an easy prey.
Had you warned her
of the danger, and at the same time satis
fied this desire for society of the other sex
in proper methods, your little one had not
gone down to a life a thousand times worse
than death.
The love-nature, which can
not be separated from its sexual instincts,
for they are indissolubly joined, is right
and natural, given by God, and the modesty
which shrinks from the reasonable discus
sion of sexual physiology is false in its nat

improper associates, but allowed to flow
with only Nature's gentle restraints of wis
dom and prudence which a mother's expe
rience can surely provide.
The love-nat
ure, like the physical, mental, or moral, is
not mature at its birth, and like them needs

ure and fatal in its effects.

expressible

ences

trained, educated.
all children feel in
the depths of their hearts that a new epoch
in their experience is opening.
They are
living in a strange existence and breathing
The new life pulses
another atmosphere.
to be developed,

At

the age of sixteen,

in every vein, quivers

in every

fiber, sends

the blood surging and dashing in waves of
heart to cheek and brow, tingling

red from

finger-tips under the touch of
or friendship. It is folly — yes, worse
than folly — it is criminal to attempt to stifle
The power once born can
this new life.
not, should not ever again be rendered dor
mant.
This mighty unseen force should
If crushed, you crush
not be ignored.
manhood and womanhood.
But crush it
Like
you can not, except it be for a time.
the ungratified appetite for food, the sexual
appetite breaks forth in violent vehemence
and preys upon its own life in self-abuse or
unlawful intercourse, as one starving draws
upon his own blood.
Our land would not be flooded with
brothels, supported by licentious men, over
to the very

love

iniquity

whose
mothers

recognized

mother
ered

and

shame

angels

and

weep, were this sexual

and

! you

developed

whose

very

love-nature
Oh,
aright.

heart

has

shiv

"
in agony because your " little girl —

she who once

your breast, has
been betrayed, and then from sheer neces
sity has taken to a life of shame — Xoyou be
nestled

on

longs the blame,
cent,

yet trusting

In this regard, how false is the education
of our youth !
While teaching them all
other knowledge, we leave this, the most
vital and necessary — the knowledge ot
themselves — obscured
in
and
mystery
clouded
in shame.
None could favor a
wider scope in the education of woman than
do I.
I believe she has the right to follow
whatever profession her talents, her fitness
indicates — be it theology, law, medicine, art,
music, navigation, statesmanship,
ever other avocation

or what

in the world's wide do

main of work she cares to pursue.
What
ever she can do, no human law or custom

of sex should prevent

She
doing.
of choice
and the same educational facilities which
her brother demands.
But, besides being a
woman, she is to become a wife and mother ;
her

should

have

besides

being a man, the boy is to become

the

same

freedom

a husband and father.

Both should be trained, educated,

and de

physically, mentally, and morally ;
not only for manhood and womanhood, but
for marriage and parentage.
More espec
ially should girls be taught early this knowl
edge, for to the mother belongs the larger
share of influence over the child.
Her or
ganization, her health, her temperament,
her habits of life, from her own childhood
up to the time when her child ceases to
draw its life from her breast, affect more or
veloped

less the very organization, the temperament,
the health, and the talents of her children.

The girl who at the age of fourteen has not
taught the laws of her own body, ol
the peculiar care her health at th.-.t age de
mands, and ignorantly makes a mistake.
been
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m?y thereby not only entail
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years of suffer

ing upon herself, but her children and

her

children's children may be blighted by the
sad error.
Can there be more responsible duties than
those of motherhood, when the very im
press

of

the mother's mind and health,

the
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if they only knew the laws of their
own systems.
It is the wail of suffering
womanhood coming up in an appalling
chorus from thousands of hearts all over
"
our fair land : "If I had only known !
averted

Ah

!

if

you

had

spent

cure

influence

not been sacrificed.

in determining and developing
only the health of her child, but its
mental and moral caliber, its disposition, its
very life, even forecasting its future to the

and its destiny beyond — before the
in their first
tiny lungs have expanded
breath.
Pre-natal laws and influences are mighty
forces for good or evil, and yet our future
mothers know almost absolutely nothing
even of their existence, much less under
stand how their mistakes, even in childhood,
grave

especially after having accepted the
position of wife and mother, may
blight a little life ; aye — many, many lives.
1 think I am fully substantiated by medi
cal authority, when I say that nine-tenths
of the agony which mothers suffer might be

but

sacred

only one-quarter of

the time and money in studying the preven

conditions consequent upon her clothing,
her food, her exercise, her work, have their
not
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tion, which

have been lavished toward the
of disease, yourself and children had

And

yet a false, and, alas ! a fatal mod

esty stills the tongues

and closes the mouths
in silence of those same mothers, and they
calmly allow their daughters to pass
through this dangerous crisis of their lives
without a word of warning, knowing they
must in consequence endure untold agony
in maternity which they might save them.
Many and many a coffin over which our
tears fall thick and fast, while wc wonder
in doubt and despair why God should so
have bereft us, should have written in start
ling capitals on the silver plate over the
" The Lord hath given
pulseless heart, not
and the Lord hath taken away," but the
one word — Ignorance.
MADAME CHARLTON EDHOLM.

NOTES IN SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE.
of

Phenomena
Frietion.— Profes
sor Thurston, of the Stevens Institute, read
a paper recently before the American Asso
ciation for the Advancement of Science, en
titled "Friction
and its Laws, Determined
He quoted the
Experiments."
by Recent
generally accepted law of friction, as stated
ir. the text-books, as follows :
"The resistance offered by friction, where
two bodies forced into contact slide one upon
the other, is directly proportional
to the
pressure, and is independent
of the area of
the rubbing surface, and of the velocity of
rubbing."
This law, the professor said, although ap
proximately correct for sliding one upon an
other, provided no abrasion takes place, is
-quite incorrect beyond that limit.
It is also
entirely incorrect as applied to lubricated
surfaces.
In this case the resistance follows
an entirely different law.
Where two rubbing surfaces are lubricated
with oil it is obvious that, from their being
separated
by a thin, fluid film, the resistance
to the relative
motion is not due entirely,
even if at all, to friction of solids, but must
be produced
by the resistance of lluid to
molecular disturbance, since, with good lu
brication, the solids are kept apart and out

of contact with each other by an interposed
film. It is, therefore, evident that the resistance
to motion must follow a law intermediate be
tween that governing the friction of solids
and of fluid friction — approaching the latter
more closely as the lubrication is more per
fect and the separation of the solids is more
Under such circumstances,
two
complete.
limits may be noted to the law governing re
sistance under ordinary circumstances.
1. When
the pressure is made excessive,
is forced out, and the solids
the unguent
come in contact, abrasion occurs, producing
a sudden and great increase of resistance.
2. When the pressure is diminished a limit
is finally reached at which the resistance to
motion is due to the viscosity of the ungu
ent, and this is still effective, even when the
rubbing parts are relieved of all pressure.
The iaw of variation of resistance is then
that of fluid friction merely.
Speaking of
friction with varying motions, Professor Ewing had suggested that there probably existed
a law of increase of friction with decrease of
the
velocity, which holds good throughout
whole range of velocities down to zero of
motion, when the coefficient of friction of
motion changes by a continuity of variation
into that for starting from rest. The writer.
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however, found the change from one condi
tion to the other to occur very suddenly, and
at all ordinary speeds, at the instant of com
ing to rest ; and the friction at the instant of
stopping is always much below that of start
ing, although
greatly in excess of that for
motion at all speeds in ordinary work. A
great variety of tables were submitted, illus
trating the amount of friction under various
conditions. It was shown that the variation
of pressure produces a very great change in
frictional resistance, as measured by the co
A diagram of a machine devised
efficient.
by the writer was shown, with which it was
attempted to secure means of placing the lu
bricant under precisely the same conditions
of actual service at all times, and at the same
time to provide facilities for observing its be
havior and of obtaining exact data.

Experienee

In Fruit-Raising.—

Dr. E. W. Sylvester, of Lyons, N. Y., read a
" Fruit-growing" at the fair held at
paper on
Elmira last fall, in which he said he bought
his farm of one hundred acres twenty-six
years ago and planted out the first year 1,100
fruit trees. During the last ten years the av
erage money received each year exceeds the
purchase-money paid for the farm and build
ings ; or. in other words, the fruit has paid
the original cost of the farm ten times over in
Croakers said at first he
as many years.
would never live to cat the fruit of the trees
he planted, or, if he did, apples would not
be worth over fifty cents a barrel.
But he
has lived long enough to gather a thousand
barrels in a season ; to make sales of pears
at $15 and $18 per barrel and apples at $4
to $10 per barrel ; the average apple rate for
the last twenty years having been $2.25 per
barrel.
With labor and other expenses as at
present, apples at one doliar per barrel will
The ex
pay better than most farm products.
port demand for fruit is yearly increasing.
Last year 396,000 barrels of apples' went
abroad, and this year it is likely to exceed
half a million. There were 14.318,052 pounds
of dried fruit exported, and there was also .1
million dollars' worth of canned fruit. The
doctor fully believes that fruit-growing has
paid, does pay, and will pay all the way
down to the millennium, and then folks will
live on fruit altogether.

The Light of Venus and Mer-

cury. — A singular and most unexpected

dis

of
covery was made at the near approach
these two planets in September last by Mr.
It
James Nasmyth, an English astronomer.
remains to be seen whether photography or
spectrum analysis will some day give us the
The fact was then first
key to the enigma.
distinctly observed that there is a great dif
ference between the degrees of brilliancy
emitted, by these two planets ; and that, while
Mercury being much nearer the sun should
be more brilliant, just the contrary happens,
foi Venus shines with the greater lustre. On
the 26th and 27th of September these two
stars were near enough
to be embraced
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within the field of the lens at the same time,
and Mr. Nasmyth was thus enabled to com
pare the brilliancy of Venus to polished sil
ver, and that of Mercury to lead or zinc.
The reason of this difference, which is theo
retically exactly contrary to what we should
expect, is at present unexplainable.

Solidified Hydrogen.— By the suc
cess which has been obtained in liquefying the
gases thus far supposed to be permanent, it
appears certain that not only liquefaction, but
also solidification has been achieved.
Pictct, in a very recent experiment with
at 650 atmospheres,
hydrogen
compressed
found, on opening the stop-cock, that the
gas issued with a noise like that of a hot iron
bar underwater, and it had a steel-blue color.
The jet suddenly became intermittent, and
then there followed a sort of hail of the solid
particles of hydrogen, which fell with vio
lence on the ground and produced a crack
Afterward the stop-cock
ling noise.
was
closed, and there was evidence that a crystal
lization of hydrogen took place within the
tube; but when the temperature was again
raised, the gas issued as a liquid.
M. Dumas, the President of the French
Academy of Sciences, accepts these facts as
full of confirmation of the theory long ago
advanced that hydrogen is a gaseous metal.
As water is an oxide of hydrogen, it follows
from this that when a person drinks a glass
of water, he imbibes a metallic oxide. Nat
ure, in mentioning these performances,
cou
pled with them another, which it regards as
yet more remarkable
from a scientific point
of view.
M. Pictet his been able to meas
ure, with a very close approach to accuracy,
the volume occupied
by a given weight of
oxygen in the liquid state. This was found
to agree with the volume calculated for the
solid or liquid gas on theoretic considerations
by M. Dumas.
By means of two Nicol
prisms, M. Pictet observed the jet of liquid
oxygen in polarized light, and found strong
evidence of the presence of solid particles.
As in the chemical nomenclature the final
ending "um" has been adopted for all
metals, it is proper to call this metallic hy
drogen, " Hydrium," a name which has al
ready been used by the latest authors of Ger
man text-books of chemistry, even before hy
drogen had been liquefied or solidified.

Protit of Timber Culture.—

Sixty

years ago, a farmer in Monmouth Co., New
Jersey, planted with locust trees several acres
of untillable land. The result of that plant
ing, as related in the Gardener's ftlonthly, is a
good lesson in rural economy.
Vears ago
the trees first set out were cut down, but the
second growth quickly covered the ground,
and last year this second growth was cut.
This timber was worked into farm - fence
posts, garden-fence posts, and fence-stakes —
the whole worth about $2,000 — the cost of
cutting being offset by the fuel-value of the
tops, which were unfit for other uses. One
grove, thirty-seven hundredths of an acre in
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area, yielded
1,400 "five-hole posts," 105
At
garden-fence posts, and 200 fence-stakes.
this rate, the product of an acre would be
about $1,500.

Deterioration of the Potato.—

Mr. William
Hunt said lately before the
Connecticut Board of Agriculture that the
deterioration of the potato in this country is

due to two causes:
"The first is, that, though the best speci
mens of all other crops are saved for seed,
in the case of potatoes the best are sold, the
next best used in the family, and the re
mainder — the refuse, the deformed, the dis
colored, the immature— are planted, with the
expectation that the very worst will produce
a full crop of the very best.
In such a lot of
seed there will be hundreds that bear no re
semblance to the original ; and, looking over
a field planted with such trash, one may find
hills in all stages of growth — some ripe, and
others that will grow till killed by frost.
I
have counted twenty varieties on a single
acre, of all colors and forms ; all the product,
Now, seed
originally, of the Early Rose.
saved again from such a crop will have
reached its end, as far as profit is concerned.
And, to make the thing still worse, this seed
is almost always produced by poor crops in
which the habit of unfruiifulness has become
constitutional.
This latter fact has never re
ceived from cultivators the consideration
to
which it is entitled ; for it is of great, very
great importance, and no seed should ever
be saved from an inferior plant, or from other
than a full crop.
A growing potato plant,
before it has put out any side branches, sets
from four to six tubers — generally four.
These will be the largest, most perfect in
shape, and the best ripened of any in the hill,
and will contain
more natural vigor than
smaller tubers.
As soon as the plant puts
outside branches more tubers will set, which
are connected with these side branches and
fed entirely
by them ; but, as they are of
later growth and less vigorous than the par
ent jtem, so the tubers arc smaller, weaker,
and less mature.
As the season advances
other side branches are started, less robust
and
leafy than the last, producing still
smaller tubers.
These are the ones among
which "sports' are generally found,
and
from which mongrels arc propagated."

Bioplasm,

Its

Nature and

Function. — Among the recent discoveries in
science, none perhaps will prove of more

utility to man than those relating to bioplasm,
because they throw light on physiological
questions, particularly those concerning the
construction and nutrition of the body and
the causes of disease.
It was formerly sup
posed that our bodies were alive from top to
toe, inside and out : but this is found to be a
mistake.
Only about one-fifth part is alive;
the rest is formed
material.
Everybody
knows that a tree may become so hollow
that only a shell is left ; yet the tree may
grow and mature buds and leaves and fruit.
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It is because the outside of the tree — the
bark— is alive ; the wood is non-living; it is
Now the body is
simply formed material.
not like the tree — alive only on the outside —
but the living portions and the formed mate
rial exist together in every part, in every tis
sue, organ, and vessel.
A slight abrasion of
the cuticle or the rupture of a cell is followed
by particles of fluid which were formerly
overlooked as of no account.
But the mi
croscope has revealed to us that this appar
ently useless, insignificant ooze is the vital,
This
living part of the body — it is bioplasm.
is the mechanic, the skilled artist, that con
structs the cells, builds the organs, and, per
haps, under the direction of a higher power,
adapts each part to one harmonious whole.
For the last fifteen years, certain English
and German physiologists
have spent much
time with the microscope, watching this little
workman. They have seen it forming tissue,
muscle, and nerve, changing food into blood,
making the secretions ; and, as parts of the
body became worn and effete, silently disin
tegrating and utilizing them, or removing
the useless parts from the body.
The first
came by
decided knowledge of bioplasm
accident (if finding a thing we are searching
for can be called accident ; is it not rather
revelation?),
that when a
by ascertaining
piece of live tissue is immersed in a solution
of carmine, the bioplasm is stained and the
formed material is not stained.
This discov
ery has enabled observers to find and walch
this little Workman, while busy in construct
ing every part of the body.
Bioplasm is the
builder not only of the bod)', but of all ani
mals and plants.
To it, every organized
form, whether animal or vegetable, owes its
formation and growth.
Bioplasm is a clear,
colorless fluid, like thin mucus.
Only mi
croscopes of the highest power are of use in
studying the substance, for the largest nor
mal masses are not one-thousandth
of an
fail
inch in diameter; but such microscopes
to detect in it the least sign of organization.
Yet this apparently unorganized substance is
the cause of all organization.
It is a me
dium through which dead, inorganic matter
becomes living, organized. — Journal of
Chemistry.

An Arizona Fiber Plant, — Accord

ing to the Arizona Sentinel a plant grows wild
in large quantities on the Colorado river bot
contains
fiber of high value.
tom which
Specimens have been shipped East, and they
are said' to have excited great interest among
of fine fabrics in New
the manufacturers
York and New Jersey. It is said to be in
every way superior to ramie, and dresses up
wiih a finish equal to that of the finest silk.
The specimens of the fiber shown at the
East, and also sent to Europe, were five and
six feet long, and by their beauty, strength,
and length, created quite a furore among
A botanist
certain wealthy manufactuiers.
has been sent out there and is now traveling
on the river gathering specimens for classifi
cation, estimating areas covered by the plant
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in its natural growth, and examining into the
feasibility of its profitable gathering or cul
The
tivation
for commercial
purposes.
Pacific Railroad Company takes
Southern

an active interest in this matter, and is lend
ing material assistance toward its investiga
The plant forms dense thickets on the
tion.
river-bottoms, growing to a height of four to
seven feet in stalks little larger than a lead
Its roots are very tough and so mat
pencil.
ted together that it takes at least two yoke of
oxen to draw a plow through them.

Milk.

— Among its exhibits
Vegetable
the Venezuelan Government sent to the Paris
Exposition several flasks of what is called
vegetable milk. These having been carefully
analyzed by M. Boussingault, he makes the
statement that this fluid, in its
astonishing
parts, is not only greatly like
constituent
cow's milk, but in some respects is a decided
improvement on that article. It contains fatty
matter, sugar, caseinc, and phosphates ; but
the relative proportions of these substances
are such that the fluid has all the richness
and nutritive qualities of cream.
The trees,
of which this is the sap, grow upon the sides
of mountain chains in Venezuela.
The In
dians go each morning to the trees nearest to
their settlements, and cut in them deep incis
ions, from which the milk pours out in such
quantities, that in an hour or two quite a
This is
large vessel is filled with the fluid.
taken back to the village, and forms a staple
article of food for both old and young.
It is
singular that the rare virtues of this plant
have never before been made public ; but
now that they have been, it will be stranger
still if some effort is not made to extend
their usefulness.
As long as cow's milk can
be obtained at every corner grocery for a few
cents a quart, it will hardly pay for any one
to send to South America for a supply ; but
if the trees can grow wild in the mountainous
parts of the torrid zone, it may be that they
are hardy enough to bear trasportation to, and
transplanting in, colder countries.

Ozone

Poisonous.—

It is a current
a healthful principle in
but an inquiring Frenchman

opinion that ozone is

the atmosphere,
gives a different account of it.
M. P. Th£nard, in the Comptcs Rendus,
1877, says that lalse views prevail among the
laity and scientists concerning the action of
ozone on the animal economy ; for, far from
being a remedy, it is one of the most ener
getic poisons prepared in our laboratories.
Especial attention is called to the fact, that,
under the influence of ozone, and even when
the latter is highly diluted, the blood-cells
contract rapidly and change their form.
The
pulse is retarded so markedly, that, in a
guinea-pig, which had a normal pulse-beat
of 148, after remaining in an atmosphere
containing but little ozone for a quarter of
an hour, the pulsations sank to 130.
It is
possible that ozone may be a means of com
bating too great an increase of the tempera
ture, but it would be very dangerous to dif
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fuse ozone in the air of an inhabited room,
with the false hope of thereby removing the
miasm.
It is true that our strongest poisons
may prove to be the best remedies in suitable
cases; but it is first necessary to learn how
to use them, in order not to be deceived as
to the proper
moment of their application
and the dose. The author asks further, " Are
we indeed certain that ozone exists in the
Its presence is recognized by
atmosphere?"
the aid of a s rip of paper, the color of which
is more or less changed by contact with the
air.
But how do we know that this change
is not produced by some other matter in the
air, which modifies the paper in exactly the
same manner as ozone? Wittmann conducted
an air current through the flame of a blast
lamp, and obtained an air which acted on
ozonometric paper in exactly the same man
ner as ozone
While this air disinfected
stagnant water, without giving it an acid re
action, ozone did not disinfect it, and ren
dered it acid.
It is also known that ozone,
at a temperature of 200°C , has no stability ;
while the air modified by Wittmann was ex
posed to a temperature which softened the
glass. The question ol the presence of ozone
in the atmosphere, as well as of its activity,
is not yet settled, and new investigations are
of
necessary for the accurate determination
the facts.

"MOTHER'S

FOOL."

" 'Tib plain to me," said the fanner's wife,
" These boys will make their mark in life ;
They never were made to handle a hoe.
And at once to college they ought to go.
Yes, John and Henry, 'tis clear to me,
Great men in this world nre sure to bo ;
But Tom, he's little above a fool —
So John and Henry must go to school."

"Now, really, wife," quoth farmer Brown,
As he seta his mug of eider down,
" Tom does more work in a day for me
Than both of bis brothers do in three.
Book learnin' will never plant beans or com,
Nor hoe potatoes, sure as you're born —
Nor mend a rood of broken fence ;
For my part, give me common sense."
But his wife the roost was bound to rale,
And so " the boys " were sent to school ;
While Tom, of course, was left behind.
For his mother said he had no mind.
Five years at school the students spent,
Then each one Into business went.
John learned to play the flute and fiddle,
And parted his hair (of course) in the middle ;
Though his brother looked ratber higher than he
And hung out his shingle—" H. Brown, M.D."
Meanwhile, at home, their brother Tom
Had taken a notion into his head.
Though he said not a word, but trimmed his trees,
And hoed his com and sowed his |.eas.
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Bat somehow, either by "hook or crook,"
He managed to read fall many a book.
Well, tho war broke out, and " Captain Tom
To battle a hundred soldiers led,
And when the enemy's flag went down,
Came marching home as "General Brown."

"

Bat he went to work on the farm again,
Planted his corn and sowed bis grain,
Repaired the house and broken fence,
And people said he had " common sense."
Now, common sense was rather rare,
And the State House needed a portion there,
Bo our " family dunce " moved Into town,
And people called him "Governor Brown,"
And his brothers that went to the city school,
Came home to live with " mother's fool."
—Christian at Work.

Flesh Food and Inebriety.—

The

thnt the use of alcoholic liquors is
closely related to a flesh diet appears to have
been corroborated
by an English observer,
who has been trying the experiment
on
liquor-drinking persons.
twenty-seven
A
striking instance of reform was shown in the
case of a man of sixty, who had been intem
perate for thirty five years, and was in the
habit of taking a spree about once a week.
His constitut on was so shattered that he had
great difficulty in obtaining insurance on his
life.
After an attack of delirium tremens,
which nearly proved fatal, he was induced to
live upon farinaceous food, which, in seven
months, entirely removed
his desire for
liquor, and he became perfectly sober. He
lost flesh at the beginning of the experiment,
but regained
it after two or three months.
Among the articles of food mentioned as
specially antagonistic to alcohol are lentils,
dried beans, haricot beans, and maccaroni,
all of which should be well boiled and sea
soned with plenty of butter or olive oil. Or
dinary garden vegetables are said to be con
ducive of temperance, but much less so than
farinaceous diet.
The carbonaceous starch
contained in maccaroni, beans, and oil, seems
to render unnecessary, and, therefore, repul
sive, the carbon resident in alcohol.
This
remedy is so very simple that it ought to be
tested by men who would break themselves
of intemperate habits.
The practice of liq
uor-drinking is a curse to every one who has
fallen into it. and to our country ; but fari
naceous food can not hurt anybody.
theory

Raising: Wheat in Drills.— C.

Thorne gives to

E.
Farm and Fireside a brief
lately obtained in wheat-

the

sketch of results
cultivation :
"An experiment in wheat-cultivation was
made on the farm of the Ohio State Univer
sity during the past season.
In a field of
thirteen acres, one acre of average quality
was sown in Drills fourteen inches apart and
at the rate of three pecks per acre.
Tne re
mainder ol the field was sown in seven-inch
drills, and at the rate of five pecks per acre.
The acre sown in fourteen-inch drills was
cultivated carefully twice in the spring ; first
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by a hand-cultivator, drawn by one horse, and
" bull-tongue"
next by a long, narrow,
plow.
The ground was left in such condition that it
was mellow and clear of weeds at harvest.
At that time it was noticed that the cultivated
wheat had started out much more than that
not cultivated ; that the heads were nearly
one- third longer, and also that the straw was
somewhat worse lodged, while the yield of
the cultivated acre was yi% bushels, against
an average of 34 bushels for the whole field ;
the extra starting and greater length of heads
for the additional number
not compensating
of plants obtained by thicker seeding.
In
another portion of the field the seed was in
creased to seven and eight pecks per acre on
two plots of one-third acre each.
Sown in
the ordinary manner in seven-inch drills, the
yield for these plots was at the rate of 37$
bushels, against the average above given.
The soil of this field was bottom land.
Dif
ferent results might have been obtained on a
stiff, upland clay, or under different climatic
conditions, for the variations of our soils and
seasons are so great, that no one experiment
can be expected to establish any fact, and it
is only by many repetitions at different times
and under different circumstan:es that we
may hope to arrive at conclusions of value.

The Crovelintf Crape.— This hardy
and excellent variety is said to have one ob
jection — the looseness of its bunch; but this is
partly removed by the age of the vine, and
it appears to do better in some places than in
In the article on grape-culture in
others.
of the Montreal Horticul
the proceedings
tural Society, Mr. Jas. Morgan states that with
him it has proved the most productive and
remunerative sort. The bunches were largeshouldered,
and compact, and in no case
It ripened fully, and readily
straggling.
brought from fifteen to twenty cents per
It requires
pound in the Montreal market.
but slight covering for the winters at that
place.

To Make a Hole in Glass. — New

describes the following easy method
of making a hole in plate glass: Make a cir
cle of clay or cement rather larger than the
intended hole ; pour some kerosene into the
cell thus made, ignite it, place the plate upon
a moderately hard support, and, with a stick
rather smaller than the hole required and a
hammer, strike a rather smart blow. This
will leave a rough-edged hole, which may be
smoothed with a file.
Cold water is said to
answer even better than a blow.

Remedies

A Good Hint. — If you want the straw
berry bed that has borne you a good crop
one season to bear well the next year, you
must work it out thoroughly and manure
Don't
well as soon as it is through bearing.
put it off until the bed is filled with weeds
and grass.
First plow or spade the ground
between the rows, cutting the rows down
narrower ; then work the rows out well with
and scatter in them a
a fork potato-digger,
good quantity of well-rotted compost, guano,
It is a good plan to draw fresh
or poudrette.
earth in among the plants. — Fruit Recorder.
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Mr. C. C. Buel describes an old cattle mar
ket of New York, and

which con
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stitute its chief features of interest,
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can't explain what

Mrs. C. Fowler Wells, /'roprirtor.
N. Sizer, Associate.

buying

YORK,
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Take some

system.
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duct of Life,"
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I'll
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the eyes.
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Kick?
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so
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Why?
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fat

maxillaries

Must the little

to mamma,

aunt, or

more demonstrably true than in Phrenology.

big sister, and wait with watering tongue

No one should presume to apply its principles

and eager eyes for the finishing of the slow

of peeling off the obnoxious fun-

goidal skin

respect to their nature and practical scope.
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suffice for this.

A
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thorough understanding
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and much
human life.
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?
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when
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compel

him to wait until his
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strike his teeth into a mass of spongy, oozy,
softness, is to wrest from him far more than

Oh, Doctor,

his happiness.

a frowsy - headed

ever been

have

you

If

?

so, you would scarcely

that

spheroidal fruit

from

the

the enjoyment

ing

all its

it with

ridiculed, and its advocates termed
visionary and without discernment concern
ing the purpose and end of penal law and
prison discipline. It was claimed that of
fenders
against social and moral order
should be punished, i.e., made to suffer for

taken

of munch
un

dewy freshness

their offenses, and that mere imprisonment
did not fill up the measure of true punish
Now the tide has turned, and opin
ment.
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But, Doctor, we fear that you have out
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and

your tender apple

that

you
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our children's

has an exorcising

The Plague in Europe. — Last year it
was a general war that was the black cloud
This
on the horizon of European affairs.
year it is an epidemic, which has already
made fearful inroads in some parts of South
The doctors are powerless
eastern Russia.
Virchow asserts that it is no
before it.
worse than the cholera, but its treatment is
Meanwhile, vigorous
yet to be ascertained.
measures are being set on foot by the
nations for a rigid quarantine, to prevent its
dissemination.

'
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importance of such

an

establishment

""J^EN
need of a better knowledge of human

daily becoming more and more evident.

nature and human character, and not a few
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is
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" }lo that q'io«hnne,t|im'lcf, >.mil leimi nmnh " —Bacon,

will "handle tools with excellent skill,"

^ur ^orrcsponbents.
Questions or
will be answered in

" General Interest

"

only

this department.
But one ques
tion at a time, and that dearly stated, must be pro
a correspondent shall expect us to give
pounded,
kim the benefit of an early consideration.

if

If

an

Inquiry Fait, to Receive Atten-

Hon within two months, the correspondent should re
not then published, the inquirer may con
peat it ;
clude that an answer is withheld, for good reasons,
by the editor.

if

We can not undertake to return un-

available contributions unless the necessary postage
is provided by the writers. In all casks, persons who
communicate with us through the post-office should, if
they expect a reply, inclose the return postage, or what
is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full address.
A nonymous letters will net be considered.

Mind communication.— J. W.

You ask for the

G. —

cause of the impressions which

from another when a consid
them.
erable distance may intervene between
We must confess our inability to answer your
People talk about "brain waves,"
question.
"mind force," "psychic force," etc., but they
simply invent names without giving any satis
In fact, we
factory elucidation of the process.
one mind receives

doubt the ability of any man or woman to ex
plain it now, but at some future day we may be
able to reach its resolution.

Wakts. — The

beginning of the growth

of waits is due to obstruction which prevents the
free action of the excretory organs. This ob
struction produces a thickening of the tissue.
The process is somewhat like that observable on
Owing ,o some injury the bark becomes
trees.
diseased or damaged, aud the juice, or sap, by
its unnatural exposure to the atmosphere, un
dergoes a chemical change, and a growth is pro
duced which becomes in time a mass of hardened
tissue — a kind of fibrous or cellular tumor in the
tree.
One frequently sees these growths ; their
forms are much varied, and by no means con
ducive to the beauty of the tree.
Careful treat
ment with chromic acid will remove warts.

CONSTRUCTIVENESS. — Question:

If this
in the temples, why is it that
some persons who arc very narrow in that re
gion will handle tools with excellent skill ; will
put up a good house, wagon, buggy, or almost
anything else ?
Answer: We have yet to seethe person, who

organ

is located

who,

has not a good development of the organ men

tioned. Some persons there are, having a largeendowment of Imitation, who can follow a pat
tern with fair success,
but they will show uoskill, no knack, no mechanism, in the manipula
tion of tools. We think that your observation,
has not been sufficiently careful or extended to
warrant the conclusion you have drawn. Adopt
the method advised in "Brain Mid Mind" for
estimating development. Sometimes the organ
of Constructiveness is higher up than usual,
forward, and co-ordinating
sometimes
more
closely with the intellectual faculties. We think
that people not well-versed in Phrenology gen
erally look for Constructiveness lower dowu
than its usual situation In the brain.

Nasal Douche.—

A. S. T.— Yes.

safe to use moderately a nasal doucho.

It

is.

In con

nection with the fountain-syringe, it is more gen
tle in its operation than with the ordinary handpressure syringes. We should not advise you to
At the
apply any of the advertised inhalents.
most, a very little salt in the water is permissible.

Castile

Soap. — The reason

that Cas
tile soap is so extensively advised by physicians,
is because of its purity and freedom, from alkali.
In the manufacture of Castile soap, vegetable
oil is used instead of animal fat, and great care
is taken to avoid an excess of the soda ; only
enough being used to take up or neutralize the
oil. This soap, therefore, is mild and gentle,
and caa be used on irritated surfaces or wounds,
where common soap would give pain, porhaps
The mottled sorts of Castile
occasion injury.
soap are made by the addition of a small quan
tity of sulphate of iron — copperas. This cop
peras in solution Is stirred Into the soap while in.
At first the color is bluish, ou ex
a fluid state.
posure to the air it changes to a red. This soap
was called "Castile," for the reason that it was
largely made in the province iu Spain so called.
The largest amount, however, comes from the
south of France, and in Europo this variety o*
soap is more generally known ty tho name of
Marseilles than Castile.

Diphtheria.— Did you read our short
note on this subject in the Annual for 187U? We
think that it would give you some valuable hinte.
In our catalogue is a book that specially dis
cusses this terrible disease ; tho price of tho book
is 11.25.

OUR MENTORIAL
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— The chief
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To get a Situation.—
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a

it

a

we would say that when
large and the organ immediately
is small, the difference is shown by

it is

adjoining

and

phrenolog

a

it

a

a

reply to your inquiries,
one organ

Large

Destbuctivenkss — E. — In

in

competence. Thls Is
large word
requisite
covers multitude of qualities and character
fair degree of Intelligence,
istics. If a boy have
with
bit of education— such as knowledge of
the rudimentary English branches — and fidelity,
A writer, with
he will bo likely to get along.
regard to getting a good place, says that he saw
railway office who was well
young man in
rich fa
paid for his work. Tla <lid not have
ther, but sprang from the ranks of the laborer.
through
He obtained his situation and kept
Everything he did was carefully and
accuracy.
Each step taken was decisive,
perfectly done.
and he found himself at the end of fow years
in very lucrative and responsible situation.

it

;

a

a

;

Contiguous,

The Term Gratitude

ical sense is somewhat comprehensive.
Its ex
dependent upon the character of the
pression
act.
Conscientiousness
probably tho chief
organ, however, which has to do with tho feeling.

a

If

Organs

Small.— Keadino
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the flatness or lowness of the latter. In extra
ordinary cases — and they are very seldom met
with — small organ will show
depression be
cause of its contiguity to
very large one. It
uot uncommon to find strong Firmness and mod
erate Veneration, and the difference
palpable.
80, too, we sometimes find Firmness prominently
indicated, while the organs on each side are mod
erate.
This association gives the head In the
region of Firmness a conical appearance.
Your second inquiry is not clear, but ws have
an impression that you want to know how high
the head should rise to indicate
balance be
tween the organs at the base and the organs of
the moral sentiments.
A head measuring six
inches through, just above the ears, will indicate
a large and dominant Dcstructiveucss, generally,
and such head — to have
moral region which
would offset so much strength in the lower part —
should be pretty well filled out in the top-head
and crown, and should rise from five to five and
a half inches above the opening of the ear by cal
liper measurement. Of course, there are other or
gans besides those in the religious domain which
tend to offset the influence of Dcstructiveness.
The intellect, particularly the reflective faculties,
large and active, will serve to check tho influ
ence of Dcstructiveness and of the other propen
that your difficulty with regard to
sities.
take
the indication of Destructiveness arises from the
fact that the situation of Destructiveness gives
special advantage in the way of prominence
wben large. Lying on opposite sides of the head
shows Its development doubly.
Tho exam
iner, however, appreciating this, can draw the
He
proper Inference from its development.
would not count tho organ twice, but take tho
reading of one side mainly in his study of its
combination and influence.

it

;
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like your views on physiology, and am a strong
believer In Phrenology ; hence, you know I read
You say the
the Journal with much interest.
use of tobacco Is a vice. I know it is a disease,
Is there no sure and re
to say the least of it.
liable remedy ? Now, I have been usiug it twen
ty-five years ; have often quit for one, three, six,
and at one time eighteen months.
My digestion
is not good without it. My mind loses whatever
brilliancy it may have. I believe I am a Chris
tian gentleman, or at least try to be.
The nsa of
tobacco 1 have not ridden myself of. I can, and
but In do
have, as before stated, ceased to use
become prostrated both in mind and
ing so,
am totally disqualified
ltody, so much so that
for any kind of business. It would be casting
serious reflections upon the medical fraternity
to say they do not know a remedy for as com
mon
disease as this; or, if they know it, and
to the world of people who have
do not give
become slaves, and who would rid themselves of
their filthy and expensive master, would be
If there be remedy
equally as grave charge.
for the tobacco disease, please to tell
to the
ask this in the name of humanity."
world.
Answer You havo been so successful with re
gard to your other improper habits,
seems to
us that you should finally succeed In your efforts
to release yourself from the dominion of to
bacco.
Physicians advise various things as
substitutes.
We have met with people who
chew chamomile flowers as a substitute
but in
most cases persons so advised get into the habit
of using the substitutes, and do not in the end
altogether lose their hankering for the original
weed.
We advise people of your temperament
and long indulgence iu tobacco to stop its use
gradually. The reason you have failed in your
efforts is because you have stopped
all at once.
our system has become diseased, as you say
become thoroughly impregnated with the to
bacco poison, and when you break off, the char
acteristic symptoms of the poison are exhibited.
Now, make programme by which you shall re
duce the quantity from week to week, and thus
give your system an opportunity to recuperate
Let nature come iu by degrees and
gradually.
give her healthful compensation for the lacking
stimulus. You might begin by reducing the quan
week or
tity, say a tenth, and work on that for
two weeks then reduce the quantity which you
are then using
tenth, and so go on working
down, and in the course of eix months or
year
you might bo entirely freed from tho vice and be
cured of tho disease.

BUREAU.

it

up Tobacco. — I. L. P. — " I

Giving

a
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Real Estate

Dealer. — Sur.— The

organization of a good real estate broker is anal
ogous to that of a clever business man.
Strong
perceptive faculties, a good degree of Constructlvencss and Acquisitiveness and Secretiveness,
with thoroughness, Courage, Conscientiousness,
a knowledge of ilumau Nature, and "push" in
general.
Several

anbweus must

be deferred

to the next

number.

eg^tt SJbcg §a|).

{

SB

Communications are invited on any topic of inter
est ; the writer's personal views and facts from his
experience bearing on our subjects^being preferred.

Voice the Truth.— Chippewa, March
Dear Journal: Your book premium

S, 1S79.—

has arrived, and I am pleased beyond expecta
tion with it. It is a beauty, and very ably writ
ten ; far surpassing anything of the kind I have
ever teen.
I shall regard it as a present, and
always hold the donor in grateful remembrance.
The last number of the Journal also has artlved, richly laden, as usual, with good things
I heartily indorse the lauguage of " Subscriber."
As a teacher, the Phrenological has no supe
rior, if, indeed, it has an equal. "It is one of
the Indispensable* of life." But of all the good
thmgs contained in your last Issue, none mado so
forcible an impression upon me as the article by
Mrs. Willelt.
I heartily Indorse her sentimenis_
It is high time that this subject was placed be
fore the public in its true light. " Honor to
whom honor Is due," and censure to whom cen
sure is due. It is no uncommon thing to hear
women denounced for their frivolity, their ex
travagance, and even for their unwillingness to
assume the responsibilities of motherhood.
But
who that is familiar with human nature, and
with the condition of modem society (which re
gards the wife as the legalized mistress of her
hut band), con for a moment wonder at tbeir un
willingness to become mothers, when the chances
are three to one that they will give birth to a
physical or mental deformity, which will be a
curse to itself and a disgrace to its mother. In
defense of men who sin against light, I have
nothing to say , and in behalf of others, I can
only soy that many are fo Ignorant of woman
kind, and of many things which concern their
own physical and mor..l well-being, that they
can hardly be held responsible.
Yet nearly all
know enough to be better than they are, and their
denunciations would be received with better
grace if they would first "pluck the beam out
of thi irown eyes," etc And I opine that If they
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would first renovate their own sklrts they would
find they had very little left to renovate. Though
a man myself, I have no sympathy with the mau
who degrades his wife to the level of a mistress,
and himself to the level of a brute.
This idea
that a man owns the person of his wife ; that the
wife has no rights which the husband is bound
to respect, Is a relic of barbarism, and should be
tolerated no longer In this free and enlightened
America. My sympathies are all with the muchabused, patient, long-suffering women ; and I
hope to see more such articles as this from the
Let not a false sense of
pen of Mrs. Willett.
modesty restrain any one from expressing them
selves on this subject. What can he more modest
or chaste than the language of Mrs. W. ? God
bless the pure and virtuous wives and mothers
of our land. May the time soon come when their
rights shall be recognized. Reform is the watch
word of the day, and what a field for refor
mation opens before us in the realm of the social
relations.
r. A. town.

Homes on

the Pacific Slope. — The

subject of "homes In the foot-hills" is not ex
hausted.
We often think, In culling over our
experience, that it will never be sufficiently ap
There are so
preciated— these foot-hill lands.
many ways to treat this question of populating
the foot-hills that one must take some efficient
point and elaborate It ; then the theme is Inter
minable. Foot-hill lands in this State are prac
tically Inexhaustible In fertility ; and, where
moisture Is so much of a desideratum, the extra
quantity always incident to the basis of the
slopes is important. Then, the constant renewal
of the fertilizing elements washed from above
renders it peculiarly desirable. In an experience
dating back nearly thirty years on the Pacific
Coast, one most of necessity learn something of
the possibilities of the country for sustaining
population and the industries consequent there
upon. As this portion of the world Is destined
at no distant day to be central in Its relation to
" civilization,"
on advanced
everything which
bears upon development of Its resources, latent
or otherwise, Is of interest. Now that it is bocoming generally known that our coast is desir
able as a sanitary resort, and us many of those
changing residence for health are possessed of
but limited means, it Is of the utmost import
that those looking about for suitable new local
ities for homes should Inform themselves pre
viously.
From the stand-point of the hygienlst, the oc
cupations that these foot-hill lands offer, are
very attractive. A mixed husbandry Is the shib
boleth of the seeker after health. Occupation,
and that constant, is one of the necessities of
modern advancement — not simply the occupa
tion of the tread-mill, but onch a diversity of
pursuits as evolves harmonious action of all the

PERSONAL— WISDOM .

18791-

The mountains and their foot-hills, from
Pugct Sound to San Diego— a coast -line longer
than from Maine to Florida— give climatic con
ditions suited to all possible contingencies.
Ln* Angeles, California.
F. M. 611Aw.
organ?.

A Confession. — Editor of the PhrenJournal: It has been fifteen years
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Mrs. Thomas Burns, of Portland,
be one hundred and fifteen years old

Me., will

April

15th.

She is in good health, but keeps her bed most

of

the time, and is nearly blind, ner Bible shows
that she was married at Bristol, Me., in 17S4.
Her husband has been dead forty-six years.

Mrs. Frances H. Burnett, so popular as a
novelist with Americans, is described as possess
ing a bright face, with a fresh, rosy complex
ion, good features, and a great deal of light
brown hair waving in short curls about her fore
head and braided at the back.
Her eyes are ex
It is noted, furthermore, that
pressive gray.
she wears a reception dross of dark blue velvet,
brightened by a pink rose at the throat-

became acquainted with Phrenology.
" Constitution of
Since then I have studied
Man," "Combe's System of Phrenology,"
" How to Read Character," "Wedlock," " Mental
Science,"
"New Physiognomy,"
"Education
" Hydropathic
Complete,"
Encyclopedia,"
-'
What to Do and Why," and the Phrenologic
al Journal; and now for the "Temperaments,"
and another year with the Phrenological.
By Uie help of those books and a "Bust," I
have acquired a fair proficiency in the art of
character-reading, so that many of my super
stitions acquaintances affirm that I "receive
supernatural aid" in my delineations; but the
only aid I have received— supernatural or other
wise — has been from the pages of your publica
tions in conjuuetion with close personal appli
cation and hard study.
In August, 1873, I received a delineation of
character from your office, given by Mr. N.
Sixer, from ferrotypes, and such was the accu
racy of the delineations, that so:ne of my friends
were inclined to accuse ua of collusion.
What I am now is largely due to that delinea
tion and the teachings of Phrenology.
I would say to any young man : Get a correct
for the
delineation of character ; sub-scribe
Phrenological
Journal ; procure ond study
the standard works on Phrenology, follow their
teachings, and though yon may not become Presi
dent, or even Member of Congress, you will have
what is better — good health — an essentiil condi
tion of happiness, and business success — a clear
be beloved and respected by the
conscience,
moral and intelligent, and feared by the crafty
L. Ti. o.
and dishonest.

As A countenance is made beautiful by the
soul's shining through
so tho world
beauti
ful by the shinlng through it of God. — Jacoih.

PERSONAL.

Whatever people may think of you, do that
which you believe to be right. Be alike indiffer
ent to censure or praise.— Pythagoras.

The Rev.
been made

John Henrt
a cardinal

eight years of age.

Newman, who has just
by Leo XIII., is seventyHe deserved the appoint

ment, and is certainly old enough.

" Think truly,

and thy thought
Shall be a fruitful seod."

A man's character is like a fence— you oar
nut strengthen it by whitewash.

Truth, which is only a speculation when it is
taught, becomes a revelation when it is lived.
—James Freeman Clarke.

is

It,

No man ever regretted that he was virtuous
and honest in his youth, and kept aloof from idle
companions.

It is, after all, the person who stakes the least,
who loses most. In the affections this
wholly
true. He who risks nothing, loses everything.
—SIMMS.
Each

has its own, the smallest and most humble,
As well as the revered the wide world through;
With every death some loves and hopes do crum
ble,
Which never strive to build themselves anew.

Make no man your idol, for tho best man
must have faults and his faults will insensibly
become yours, in addition to your own. This
as true In art as in morals.— W. Allston.

is

Mr. David II. Strother, who has long been
pleasantly known to the readers of American
literature as " Porte Crayon," was on the 3d of
March unanimously confirmed as United States
Consul-General at the City of Mexico. A worthy
appointment.

WISDOM.

is

The Rev. Thomas K. Beecher, a brother of
the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, is said to be tho
president of a cremation society at Elmlra, N. Y.
Why not ?

It is related that John P. Hole onoo said to
Alexander H. Stephens, alluding to the latter's
diminutive size: "Stephens, if you don't look
out I will swallow you." "If you do," replied
the Georgian, "you will have more brains in
your stomach than you ever had in your head."
— If. T. Evening Post.

;

since
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Each heart is glad in

the Home-land,
The songs they sing arc cheery,
For no ono there is touched by care,
And none is ever weary,
llovr blithely there the voices ring !
How heartily they praise the King I
They know that all the work is dono,
The linal battle fought and won,
For glory crowns the conquering Son
In the Home-land.
— M. Fakminguam.

Hitman happiness has no perfect Eecarity but
freedom ; freedom nor.e but virtue ; virtue none
but knowledge ; and neither freedom nor virtue
has any vigor or Immortal hope except In the
principles of the Christian faith, and in the sanelions of the Christian religion.

—President Quincy.

MIRTH.
"

A little nonsense now and then
Is relished hy the wisest men."

The man who was carried away by his feel
ings has returned safe.
He doubted his ability to climb a fence, bnt
from a doa gave him the necessary
confidence, enterprise, and ability.

JOURNAL.
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" Post-holes, young man," said thc
young man.
"Poet-boles, they hint
old party, oracularly.
good for nothin' ef ye run 'em tcg tlur or bunch
'em."
Tee following incident happened in
the public schools of this city :
"
'
Teacher — Define the word excavate.'

one

of

"

Scholar—" It means to hollow out."
Teacher — "Construct a sentence in which th»
word is properly used."
Scholar — "The baby excavates when it gets
hurt."— Philadelphia JiuUetin.

A citizen went Into a Norwich hardware
store the other day and inquired : " How much
do you ask for a bath-tub for a child ? " " Threo
dollars and seventy-live cents," was the reply.
"W-h-e-w?" whistled the customer. "Guess
we'll have to keep on washing the baby in the
coal-scuttle till prices come down." — NoricteJi
Bulletin.
A lover, who had "gone West" to "make a
home" for his "Birdie," wrote to her: "I've
got the flncbt quarter section of land (UK) acres)
I ever put my foot down on." Birdie wioto
back : " Suppose yon buy another quarter sec
tion, John, so we can have a lawn around yonr
foot! " John "made a home," but Birdie never
was the mistress of it.

one growl

A Connecticut man recently said : " Lend
me a dollar.
My wife has left mc, and I want
to advertise that I am not responsible for her
debts."

"I

can't sold you

of dat sauerkraut,"
" I shust hafe tree
sold a Kentucky Dutchman.
barbels, und I keeps dot in case of sickness."
some

A painte15, having turned physician, was asked
" Because," replied he, " my former
business exhibited my mistakes in too glaring a
manner ; therefore I have now chosen one in
which they will all be buried !"
the reason.

Pedestrian (who has dropped half a crown in
front of "the blind")—" Why, you confounded
humbug, you're not blind !"
Ilrqgar — " Not I, sir ! If the card pays I am,
I am deaf and
they have given me a wrong one.
dumb."
Pedestrian (to rustic)— "How is it, I won
der ? You work hard, live plainly, and get stout ;
while I—"
Jiitstic—" No use o' talkin', sir, it lays i' the
A toadstool 's a toadstool, and you can't
breed.
make a mushroom out'n it. Naver."
"Th«:re is one thing about a farm," said the
Granger-looking man, " that isn't improved by
" And what is that ?" asked the
consolidation."

/n this depirtment we give short reviews of such
New Books as publishers see fit to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis
factorily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol
ume for personal use. It is our
better class of books issuing from
invite publishers to favor us tuith
cations, especially those related in
and physiological science. We can
of those noticed.

Practical

Instruction

wish

to notice the

the press, and we
their recent publi

any way to mental
usually supply any

in Animal

By J. P. F. Dcleuze. Translated
Maonetism.
by Thomas C. Hartshorn. Revised edition, with
an Appendix of Notes by the translator, with
Letters from eminent Physicians und others
descriptive of Cases in the United States.
12mo, pp. 524. Cloth, price $2.
8amuel R.
Wells <B Co., Publishers, New York.

The reader of general literature is aware that
during the past two or three years there has been
a revival of Investigations or discussions touch
ing the nature of mesmerism and animal magnet
ism. It must not be understood that mesmerism
had been suffered to drop out of human recogni
tion altogether, because it did not appear on the
surface of literature In a conspicuous way until
the outbreak of the controversies which have oc

LIBRAE
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a

it

Lectures on Localization

in Dis

:

eases op the Brain. Delivered at the Faculty
da Medicine, Pari;, 1875. By F. M. Charcot,
Professor in the Faculty of Medicine at Paris,
Chief of the Salpetriere Hospital, Member of
Edited by
the Academic de Medceine, etc.
Bourncvillc.
Translated by Edward P. Fow
ler, M.D.
Wil
8vo, pages 188. New York
liam Wood & Co.

one of the physiologists of Eu
Dr. Charcot
who has been among the foremost in ob
servation and experiment relating to nervous dis
eases in the living subject, especially nervous dis
eases which have their origin in the brain.
Be
lieving that " the eneephulon docs not represent
homogeneous organ, unit, but rather an asso
certain
ciation or confederation, composed of
number of diverse organs " that " to each of
these organs belong distinct physiological prop
and that "the
erties, functions, and faculties,"
physiological properties of each one of these,
becomes
parts being known,
possible to de
duce therefrom the conditions of
pathological
state," he has prosecuted his studies with an
earnestness scarcely equaled by any other physi
ologist of to-day. Having opportunities of the
best sort for observation, in his official connec
tion with Salpetriere and other hospitals, the re
sults he has obtained may be accepted with very
little question. Most of his provings of the ef
fects of brain lesions are confirmatory of the
views of Ferrier, Hitzig, Jackson, and Tuke.
He furnishes two or three interesting cases in
which the relation between the phenomena of
strikingly shown.
aphasia and brain lesion
woman named Farn***, observed
One, that of
at Salpetriere, is noteworthy.
She was attacked
with aphasia, yet showed no symptoms of
paralysis either of motion or sensation, tho
aphasia being indeed the only symptom. After
her death, atrophy of the third frontal convolu
tion (in which the center of the faculty of speech
is situated) was the only correspondent lesion
revealed by an autopsy.
This work is
valuable contribution to the
subject of cerebral diseases, particularly in the
department of diagnosis, and should be carefully
read by physicians generally.
Dr. E. P. Fowler
has done his part as a translator with exceeding
care; his extended study of brain structure fit
ting him admirably for the work. As this
thefirst volume of Dr. Charcot which has been in
troduced to English readers, notwithstanding
the reputation of the French physiologist as
sound and brilliant observer,
will doubtless
attract wide attention.
a

rope,

a

;

a

is

a

a

beginning the author considers the principles of
magnetism, and Indicates the various processes
He next supplies in
employed in magnetizing.
formation concerning the auxiliaries by whicb
the force of magnetism may be augmented.
Next he treat.s of somnambulism and the pro
cedure of the somnambulist.
Tiien he discusses
the precautions that
patient should take in
choosing magnctizer; further on, the applica
tion of magnetism to various diseases and its
association
with medicine. He does not over
look the dangers of magnetism and how they
may be prevented, furnishing suggestions on the
method of developing and strengthening the
magnetic power in one's self, and what agents
would aid in its acquisition.
It must be seen
rsy the reader, from this cursory view of the
point.s dwelt upon by the author, that the book

it

as to the plan of dealing with

a

A hint or two

the subject in the arrangement of the book may,
perhaps, give the best idea of its nature.
In the

a

b

a

it

it,

Is

a

it

a

is

phases.

is the result of no little reflection as well as ex
valuable sta
perience. The ample Appendix
number of inter
tistically, furnishing as does
esting illustrations and incidents from the expe
rience of American magnetizcrs and physicians
of repute.

is

B. Carpenter and A. K. Wallace,
Professor Crookeo and others, for a great num
ber of persons in Europe and America were
meanwhile
quietly applying it in different ways,
but mainly to the alleviation of painful ailments
Now and then some facts
and cure of diseases.
would creep out, but their mysterious nature
baffled the scientist, and he in his pride was dis
posed to relegate the whole subject to the do
main of ignorance or charlatanry.
When men of acknowledged worth, both as re
gards moral integrity and shining attainment.s in
science, like Professor Crookes and Mr. Wallace,
of England, acknowledge that man possesses a
property or quality of wonderful attributes, and
spend much time in the attempt to discover its
nature and laws, and although failing to reach
their end, confers that psychic force is an agent
of priceless value to men, it is not strange that
other observers should he looking into
and
A great
ende-ivoring to unravel its mysteries.
deal is known concerning the processes and util
ities of magnetism, but very few practical, serv
iceable treatises have been published, and this
notwithstanding the prevailing curiosity of the
public and large existing demand for informa
tion. A careful examination of the extensive
volume whose title
given above warrants us in
stands alone among treatises in
saying that
print as
clear exponent of the practical applica
tion of magnetism, written by a French physi
cian of extensive practice and wide knowledge.
It an exceedingly careful and minute account
of the modes of procedure to obtain the sonamhulistic condition, and for the application of ani
mal magnetism to the treatment of disease.
Dr.
Deleuze's suggestions seem to meet every ease
that is likely to occur, and all the known
men as W.

a

cupied no small amount of the attention of such

vji
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Greek Hero Stories.

By Barthold

George Niebuhr.
With Illustrations by Au
Translated by Benjamin
gustus Hoppin.
Hoppin. 12mo, pp. 1'iO. Price $1. New York :
Dodd, Mead & Co.

This little book contains stories of several of
the most prominent heroes of tho Greek mythol
ogy, viz.: "The Voyage of the Argonauts,"
" Stories of Ilercules," " The Herakleidrc and
Orestes." It seems that these were originally
written by Nlebuhr for his son Marcus, but their
adapation to children In general resulted in their
publication in book form. The son in his later
years desired to afford other children the same
delight which they had once given him. The
three divisions named comprehend some of the
most interacting features of the Greek mytholo
Mr. Hoppin has caught their spirit in his
gy.
illustrations.
Particularly are tho effects strik
ing in the scenes which he depicts of the life of
Hercules.

Ocean Wonders

: A Companion for the
Illustrated from Living Ob
jects. By William E. Damon. 12mo, cloth,
Price $1.50. New York : D. Applepp.229.
ton & Company.
Seaside

; fiocly

JOURNAL.

[May,.

book will be found very useful ; and some notes
given with regard to fresh-water life, add to its
eomprehensiveness.

" Light in Dark Places ; or, How the
Camp's Lived in their Poverty."— Many of the
readers
of the Phrenological
Journal in
1877 and 1878 will be pleased to know that this
very entertaining story by H. S. Drayton has
been published in a neat volume of 275 pages,
by Messrs. Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger of
The price is but $1.00, In cloth,
Philadelphia.
and the book may be ordered through this office
PUBLICATIONS

Buried Millions.

RECEIVED.
Where do the Gold

and Silver Go? No. 7 of the Atlas Series.
By Dr
J. V. C. Smith. Price 10 cents. A. S. Barnes &
Co., New York.
This is a very interesting, and, in many respects,
an Instructive essay.
Dr Smith puts into it
many of tho ways by which quantities of the
precious metals are wasted and lost, and hints
In regard to the recovery of much that is sup
posed to be irrecoverable.

Catalogue

of Rare
Many people visit the seashore during the
John Saul's
summer months, and although they may carry and Beautiful Plants for the spring of 1879.
volumes of light literature, most of them weary Washmgton, D.C.
of thcir reading because of the flat similarity of
FOLD IT Away. — A burial ode for Bay
most books gotten up for idle hours nowadays,
Poetry by Mrs. S. L. Oberholtzcr.
ard Taylor.
"
summer
particularly that kind which is called
Music by J. R. Sweney.
reading." Lolling on the piazzas, strolling on the
The American Builder: A Journal
beach or in the groves, bathing, etc., fill up the
of
Industrial Art, continues in its old line, by Is
time from day to day, but there is usually a con
suing data of practical use to architects and car
sciousness of misspent time in the case of intelli
penters. The series of English villas and cot
gent people, which deteriorates much from their
tages which have been In course of publication,
We deem this little book as
self-contentment.
are in themselves valuable to the joiner.
one well calculated to meet a need on tho part of
summer excursionists to tho sea-coast, for the
Useful Arts: A Journal of American
reason that it supplies reading of a very enter
A new solicitor for the patronage of
Industry.
taining sort, and at the same time it is essentially
mechanics, particularly iron and wood-workers.
instructive. As the writer says :" Nature throws j Mr. J. A. Whitney is editor.
her choicest treasures at our feet j" but people
The North American Review for
who are bent upon enjoyment at the wateringcontains seasonable matter ; especially in
April
"
places walk over them disregardful and insen
"The Public Schools of
the articles entitled:
sible. Some even of the commonest productions
England," "German Socialism in America,"
of the sea would well repay careful study." The
That on "Tho Public
"Census for 1880."
book is not so large as to repel one who wants
of England" is by the well-known
Schools
to devote the most of his summer vacation to
Thomas Hughes.
mere physical enjoyment, yet is appreciative of
Church's Musical Visitor: An In
the fact thai some mental exercise should accom
pany physical activities to render the latter thor
dependent Journal of Music, with which is in
oughly beneficial. In its sixteen chapters the corporated Root's Song Messenger.
author has something to say on the nature of
Lippincott's Magazine, of which cur
actinoids, sc-a-anetuones, corals, house-builders
been promptly received,
have
rent number'!
of the sen, and ciabs, the c ctopus or devil-Bsh,
in its features of illus
still
shows
improvement
turtles, barnacles,
the mollusk, the sea-horse,
tration. We do not know that it will be com
star-fishes, the echinoids, the jelly-tish, sponges,
petent to rival the New York illustrated month
The illustrations are numerous
eea-weeils, etc.
lies in the work of the pencil nnd graver, but its.
and of excellent character. To those who are
interested in the keeping of an aquarium, the literature, we think, is quite apace with theirs.

Number
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solidity of con-

indicates

stitution and character,
force, courage, persistency,

health, power,

and a self-poised
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GOVERNOR OF NEW
"T^HIS portrait

[Whole No.

HAMPSHIRE.

He has inherited ahundant
independence.
vitality from the mother, from whom also
he gets his general build, especially the
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features

We

of face.

and the expression

judge him to be of long-lived stock, and ol
a hardy race on both sides.

He has always

been

way in the world

JOURNAL.

and

thus be able to speak from memory,

to help himself,

; has tried

be

As

from a book.

not necessarily
he could

willing to work his

(June,

an

into an empty

locked

editor
room,

with a ream of paper, a box of pens, and
quart of ink ; he would edit the paper,

to defend his rights, strive for freedom, and

criticise men and measures

work for success.

and the past, in such a way as to show

of intellect,

He has an intuitive cast

which

opinions from

and principles, and

the

bench

He combines
makes

facts

with

inferences

surprises himself, and

that

other

pecially

form

promptly, and

appearances

with great accuracy.
a quickness

him to

enables

If

were

on

as a judge, he would read

the

people.

he

es

make a mistake as to any

As

a lawyer he would be an able advocate,
an able manager of a case

in

a legislator, he would make

a

and especially

As

court.

enough

memory

to

clusion

would seldom

proper

If

thing in business.
raneous

investigation

he would do the

he were an extempo

it would not

speaker,

or

same

his opponent to interpose

be wise for

questions

and

criticisms, for his mind would "bite back"

although

have his decisions appealed

As

a merchant or manu

and be master

knows how much

and

everything that he touches

mind seems to glance ahead and inspect

come, and he prepares
a business
a great

man

himself for it.

he would take into account

particulars and details,

many

As
and

;

as well-drilled

of the field.
He is capable of succeeding in the sciences,
and would have done

well as an engineer,

decidedly

well as a physician

especially

in the departments

hold and show how it ought to be done.

and pathology.

He is organized
one that

could

for

have

a self-made

started

man ; is

at the age of

twelve and worked his way up successfully
and

unaided

into professional

pursuits.

He has an excellent

everything

that

he comes

and

surgeon,

of chemistry

He has marked force of character; his
" keys him up," while his severity
courage
gives him executiveness,

and enables him to

or business

cut his way through difficulty, though he

memory of

may

in contact with,

have

to

which keeps

or general affairs.

and difficulty,

He would make a vigor

ous editor, and carry in his mind the laws,
the*history

of men,

meet

organized

He seems to have Cautiousness

whether people, business, literature, science,

the political campaigns,

into place

comes

soldiers do in the evolutions

every man and boy in the place, and to take

would be able to do the proper work of

will

to se

He organizes every

cure the best results.

seems to be self-adjusted,

the

men

how they may be treated

thing by rule

what is coming, or ought to

in his

of every

critic of character, studies

He is a great

we have said that he is a great worker ; his

facts and see

and

department.

bear, and

mind that plods,

promptly,

he would hold his business

facturer,

lessly trodden

a

rulings

mind and memory,

as quickly as a steel trap does when ruth

His is not

to be just, and sufficient

make

from successfully.

motive,

upon.

He has

or presiding officer.

good speaker
courage

And

that

rarely
important fact in

to men or measures.

regard

merits of the case so quickly, that the coun

without

and

of the present

he was well-informed, and he would

sel would thitik he had jumped to his con

meditation.

a

emergencies

him

opposition.
rather large,

on the alert for danger

and leads him to provide for

which may arise.

He sympathizes

strongly with those who

F. PRESCOTT.

and when

he undertakes

help a friend, he does some service

;

to

it is

like adding a sturdy horse to a weary team

pull the load up a steep hill.

His

We judge him to be a very strong party
has

firmness

enough

to

himself in his positions with decision,
courage enough

and

to push forth in the face of

He has the signs of social im
the

back-head,

where

the

social organs are located, is not presented

but is more influenced
feeling,

considerations
self

than

by

; he sometimes

injustice in his desire

whose

cause

merchant,
dishonest

he espouses.

conscientious

will do him
to help

If

he

those

were

a

if

and tricky people sought

to evade

and, it may be, spend enough

in making the collection,
-collected.

He is a man

to pay the amount

of fine tastes in

to truth, criticism, language,

His

duties

in this position

to supervise and to report upon the
custom - houses, lighthouses, sub - treasury,
revenue
amd
collectors.
This post he

were

he would trust the poor, and

them sharply,

respect

New England.

by sympathy

of theif just dues, he would push

payment

noted anti-slavery and Repub
published in Concord. Under
the second administration of President Lin
lican paper

he was appointed
a special agent ot
the United States Treasury Department for

He has respect for age, and sacred sub
and kindly

Democrat,

coln

by the likeness.

jects,

having been invited to

become one of the editors of the Independent

and

manner ; but we judge him not to be poet

ical in his line of thought.

but remained

only

few months

in conse

quence of a re-organization of the service.

His

acts

and reports

always received

the

hearty approval of the Central Department.

In 1872 he was elected Secretary of State
for New Hampshire, and was re-elected in
In March, 1877, he was
l873. '75. and '7°by a large majority Governor of
New Hampshire over his Democratic com
to the same
petitor, and was re-elected
position March, 1878 as the term of office
but one year, he will retire on the first
Thursday of June, 1879.
elected

career at Phillips
During his student
Academy and Dartmouth, his record stood
" high as scholar " and
He
society man.
Vice-President of the Antiquarian and His
torical Societies of New Hampshire, and
Fellow of the Royal Historical Society of
Great Britain. He was selected in 1874 to
serve as a trustee to the College of Agri
culture and the Mechanic Arts, and in 1878

In 1850 he entered
1848.
1847 and
Phillips Academy at Exeter, N. H., and
remained there until 1853, when he entered
the Sophomore class in Dartmouth College.
He graduated from this institution in 1856.

trustee of
unanimously elected
Dartmouth College. In politics he takes a
lively interest, having served fifteen years
as Secretary of the Republican State Com
mittee, and as Secretary of the College of
he was

a

-of

a

boys in the neighborhood, attending the
district school about six months in the year.
At the age of fourteen his father determined
to give him a liberal education,
and sent
him to Blanchard Academy in Pembroke,
N. H., where he remained during a portion

is

Benjamin F. Prescott was born in
Epping, Rockingham Co., N. H., where he
now resides, on the 26th of February, 1833.
His father was a farmer, in moderate circum
stances, and the subject of this sketch, his
only child, worked upon the farm like other

held until the administration of Andrew
Johnson, when he was removed because he
did not and would not approve the course
of the President.
He was re-appointed
under the administration of President Grant,
a

though

soon relinquished

;

opposition.
pulse,

plant

a

He

man.

is

to help

effort tells.

He taught one school during his college
in his native town
in the fall and winter after his graduation.
In February, 1857, he entered as a student
of law, the office of Messrs. H. A. & A. H.
Bellows, in Concord, N. H., and was ad
mitted to the bar after remaining with that
firm for three years.
He commenced the
practice of his profession in that city, but
course, and two schools

it,

are in trouble,

*7S

a

BENJAMIN
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Electors of Presidents Lincoln, Grant, and
During his administration as Gov
Hayes.

eminent scholar and polished orator selected
by Vermont from my own State, in which

ernor he has been called

he has so fully and so justly recounted

celebrations,

attend

to

upon frequently
fairs, and public

gatherings of all sorts, and has generally
responded to invitations to address them,
and always spoken to the acceptance of the
He takes a lively interest in all
people.
matters looking toward the development of
the State or country,

and has a reputation

He has

for not avoiding any responsibility.

agri
culture, and will no doubt pursue that inter
est when he retires from the gubernatorial
chair.
Although a practical farmer, he does
not relinquish his taste for literature and
art.
He has undertaken a work which has
proved of great interest to his State and
several
institutions in New Hampshire.
taken

always

an

active

in

interest

the

heroic deeds of our citizens, it might seem
for me to remain a silent listener

appropriate

to the words of these eminent men who have
gathered

here,

from

every

section

of the

country, to participate in the re-consecration

of this battle-ground. But I can not remain
wholly silent, lest, so remaining, I appear
false to the trust

committed

to me by my

fellow-citizens, on an occasion when the
heroic acts of our fathers are being cele
brated in speech and song and military
I rejoice that the Chief Magistrate
display.
of the nation is here, with his Cabinet, to
witness the enthusiastic loyalty of our people.
We have come, Mr. President, a long

journey to join with Vermont and Massa
Since 1872 he has collected a gallery of chusetts in this great demonstration, com
memorative
of one of the most decisive
choice paintings and marble busts for Phil
battles
of
the
Revolutionary war, in which
lips Academy, making nearly forty ; has
it fell to the lot of New Hampshire to bear a
made a complete collection
of the Gov
How well she bore her
conspicuous part.
ernors of New Hampshire since the Revo
lutionary war, and many other prominent self one hundred years ago to-day, on yonder
fields, has been eloquently set forth by your
citizens of the State.
The life of Gov
orator. Vermont had her he
distinguished
ernor Prescott has been a busy one, yet
on
roes
that
memorable
day. Massachusetts,
amid its cares and the
of business
pressure

he finds time to exercise his sympathies and
taste.
Personally Mr. Prescott is a man of
good morals,
erous, and
not

popular, practical, genial, gen
an obliging neighbor; there is

one particle

of snobbery

position,

and he is devotedly

paternal

home and family.

At

in

his

attached

com
to his

of the battle
of Bennington, (Vermont), August 16, 1877,
Governor Prescott was present with a large
detachment of the New Hampshire militia,
and

the centennial

in the exercises of the
In response to a call by Hon. E.
presiding officer of that day, the

participated

occasion.

J.

celebration

Phelps,

Governor responded
follows :

most

patriotically as

Mr. President and fellow-citizens
United States :

of

the

I thank you for the complimentary man
ner in which you have introduced me, and

for the generous allusion you have made to
New Hampshire. After the masterly ora
tion to which we have just listened, by the

as usual, was at the front, to ward off and

stay the progress of a common foe to the
colonies, and then — I do not say now — a
foe to popular liberty everywhere.

New Hampshire's good
represented

then, and

I

It was

fortune

to be fully

feel sure

the cause

did not suffer at her hands.

It has never happened that the soil of New
Hampshire has been stained in battle by the
blood of her own citizens, or of her country
men, but it has been freely shed on other
fields, to establish and maintain this precious
inheritance.
Without invidious comparison,
I will venture the assertion that no one of
the colonies, in proportion to its population
and resources, furnished more or braver or
truer men in the Revolutionary war than did
New Hampshire. I can not, I will not at
tempt to recount all their deeds. At Bunker
Hill, under the same gallant leader, John
Stark, who successfully
led our citizen
soldiery on yonder fields, the New Hamp
shire troops outnumbered
by far all other
troops engaged ; and the same is true of the

devotion

and

sacrifices,

to

see the

great

culminate in the permanent estab
lishment of a free and independent nation.
You delight to honor your Aliens, your
Chittendens, your Warners, your Fays, and
struggle

hosts of others, as you ought, whose
we heard

on

yesterday

names

— while we hold in

remembrance and honor, our
Stark, our Scammel, our Poor, our Sullivan,
our Cilley, our Dearborn, our Whipple, our
McClary, our Reeds, Meshech Weare, Mat
thew Thornton, Josiah Bartlett — all patriots
— and
John Langdon, who pledged all he
had to pay the expenses of his friend Stark
on this expedition. When a cause is sup
ported by such material there can be no

their devotion

to our beloved country ; and,
long as you hold this dust, New
Hampshire will, in the future as in the past,
be ready w ith you to defend
that
may
repose quietly under the protection of the
so

has guarded

it

same free government that

it

it,

sir,

so well for one hundred years.

Mr. President, may be allowed one word
further. Vermont, through his Excellency
the Governor, extended
cordial invitation
a

the fight ; they served with distinguished
valor at Princeton ; under the immediate
command of Henry Dearborn they were the
first to lead off and engage the enemy at
Saratoga ; they were present at the surrender
of Burgoyne ; they were at Hubbardston
and Newport and Monmouth ; they stood
together at Yorktown when their great work
had been accomplished, and the sceptre of
George the Third faded from their soil ; and
they were permitted, through their patriotic

spot, so charming and picturesque, to swear
anew, over the dust of our patriot dead,

I

They were

present at Trenton, and unflinchingly opened

'77

to New Hampshire

to be present

and par

ticipate in these festivities.

That she heartily
accepted the invitation, this vast concourse
only remains for me to thank
proves.
her behalf for your abounding cour
you
tesies, and for your manifold kindnesses
and attention to her numerous representa

It

fields we are now re-dedicating.

F. PRESCOTT.
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tives here to-day.

perpetual

is

The highest Se
they are not the tallest.
in the Calaveras
quoia now standing
Grove, 50 miles from Stockton, and meas
in

them had

380 feet from the ground to the first branch
Its girth
and 450 feet to the topmost twig
is, however, only eighty feet, which
less
is

than that of many Sequoias,

but

is

patriotism and a stronger love
for our common country.
This certainly is a beautiful scene — this
-vast concourse of people, gathering on this
with renewed

has been shown that some of
height of 400 feet. In Gippsland, Victoria, there are some extraordina
ry specimens of Eucalyptus, and on a bank
of a river fallen tree was measured, show
ing a total length, from roots to top, of 435
feet. The crest of this tree was broken off,
but the trunk at the fracture was nine feet
in circumference, and the height of the tree
when growing was estimated at more than
The tree, however, was dead.
500 feet.
Near Fernshaw, in the Dandenong district,
Victoria, has been discovered a specimen
of Eucalyptus amygdalesia, or almondleaf gum, standing alive, which measures

height, and

!

field.

New Hampshire is represented here to
day by our soldiers and our citizens, who
have come hither to join with you in this
peaceful commemoration of an event of great
historic importance.
Gatherings like these
are of infinite value.
They keep alive the
memories of the past, and inspire the people

ests there were those which reached greater

it

the late war of the rebellion, the New
Hampshire troops, inheriting the valor of
their fathers, upon one hundred and fifty
battle-fields fought to maintain our Union ;
and from Bull Run to Appomattox CourtHouse they were found on almost every

is

ures 327 feet.
altogether probable
California for
that among the fallen trees

it

our McNeil and our Miller, and in 1848 our
soldiers did gallant service in Mexico.
In

sanguinary

are those known as the Big Trees
of California, the Sequoia Gigantea. But
covered

a

is well to allude to the distant past, but
can not forget the near.
In 1812 we had

The largest trees

and the grandest ever dis

a

It

I

Tallest Trees.—

It

failure.

The

in circumference

prob

ably the tallest living tree in the world.
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article was prepared

for publica
[This
tion in the Popular Science Monthly, in
reply to an article with the same title which
was copied by the P. S. M. from an En
glish magazine, and published in its late
February number. As the editor of the
P.- S. M. declined
to give the "other
"

side
a hearing, and returned the article,
its author sent it to us, in the hope that
through our columns his exposition of the
weakness
of the attack upon the " Old
"
might meet the eyes of many
Phrenology
readers of the Popular Science Monthly. —

Ed. "P. J."]

A N article with the above title, which
in the Popular Science
appeared
Monthly for February, has attracted my
attention,
and as 1 find it to contain ex
pressions which seem scarcely warranted by
the science of our day, I ask the privilege
of occupying a little space with something
in the form of a reply.
In reviewing Dr. Wilson's criticism on
Phrenology, I would take only so much
space in your magazine as may be necessary
to show the falsity of his statements, and
the weakness and inconsistency of much of
He admits that the brain is
his reasoning.
the organ of the mind, but would lead his
readers to think its size has nothing to do
with mental power. He misrepresents when
" The phrenological doctrine of
he says :
the disposition of the faculties must be held
to include the idea that the larger the brain
the better specialized should be the mental
qualities of the individual ; the greater the
amount of brain substance forming the good
and bad qualities, and regions of the phre
nologist, the more active should be the men
Now, it is a patent fact
tal organization.
that this rule tells strongly against the phren

ological assumption."

" better specialized,"
Mental activity
is left for him to explain.
and mental power are two very different
No phrenologist claims that men
things.
tal activity is dependent simply upon the
size of the brain, or that size alone is the
criterion of activity ; and if Dr. Wilson had
consulted some of the standard phrenolog
ical literature before writing his article, it is
probable he would have seen this difference

What

he means

by

JOURNAL.
THE

AND

[June:

NEW."—A REPLY.

However, the largest organs in
head
are usually the most active.
any given
elucidated.

We

suppose

the

the idea that
tion to cerebral

Doctor meant to convey

mental power bears
volume.

If

no rela
is not his

that

no point in the
He need not go to phren
ological works at this late day to find the
meaning,

then

he makes

above quotation.

statement

that mental power is dependent
upon quantity or volume of brain substance,

other things being equal, such as quality of
organization, temperament,
health,
etc. ;
but by consulting almost any of the late
text-books on physiology, he will see the
same general principle laid down.
Even in

''
styled
Popular Science
of
the same number of the
Miscellany,"
magazine in which his article appears, will
be seen testimony to the same effect.
Dr.
Flint, in his " Human Physiology," says :
" It
may be stated as a general principle
that in the different races of men the cere
brum is developed in proportion to their in
the department

tellectual power ; and in different individuals
of the same race the same general rule ob
tains." It would be a waste of time and
space, and trying to the patience of those
who have any practical knowledge of the
matter, to continue quotations and proofs
that mental power is related to the volume
of the organ on which it depends, just as
any other property of life is ; and, other
things being equal, is proportioned to the
size of the organ on which it depends ; and
as Dr. Wilson says, " Below thirty ounces
the human brain becomes idiotic in charac
ter," he as much as acknowledges the
fact.

He objects to Phrenology because it points
portions of the brain as presid
ing over special functions, and says : " Were
out definite

the deductions of Phrenology true, or were
its

claims to

founded

be

regarded

as

a

science

on definite grounds, mind could no

longer be regarded as a mystery, since it
would be within the power of the phrenolo
gist to assert that, when swayed by emo
tions of one kind or another, he could de
clare which part of the brain was affected.
This declaration logically follows upon that

-THE OLD PHRENOLOGY AND THE NEW."
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which maintains the localization of faculties

cept by its function, its appearance

parts of the brain ; but it is a
conclusion
at the same time from which
physiology simply retires in outspoken dis
dain, as representing us with an empirical
of mysteries
to which the
explanation
furthest science has as yet failed to attain."

ing no clue ? — the microscope even not
enabling us to distinguish one sort from the
The same holds true in reference
other.

Yet he gives us on another

that the organ of Destructiveness is different
in form from that of Causality, and so on.
If, however, the several parts of the brain

in different

tion

of

page the loca

a "speech-center;"

says the cere

co-ordinates muscular movements,
Prof. Ferrier has discovered the
centers which govern many of the common
of life. Does physiology "re
movements
"
tire in outspoken
in respect to
disdain
this?
In a vein of sarcasm he writes:
"When vainglory besets us we must hold,
if we are phrenologists, that there is a molec
ular stirrage and activity of brain particles
bellum

and that

a

beneath
situated

If

certain

bump

above and in

he imagines

that

of

'

Self-esteem

front (sic)
by such

'

of the ear."
sarcasm

(?)

Phrenology is to be annihilated, let him ap
ply it to his "speech-center," and the other
alleged

centers,

and

they

must

fare

the

Is it any particular pleasure to him
to have mind deemed a matter of mystery,
same.

that he objects

to localizing definite centers

in the brain as the organs of special mental
faculties ? If so, had he not better relin
quish altogether the idea that the brain is at
all the organ of the mind, because in so

considermg it he is reducing to pretty nar
row limits the space from which mind de
rives its origin ?
He further objects to Phrenology on the
ground that the anatomist can not see the
organs which the phrenologists claim exist
in the brain, and the location of which they
represent

on their busts

seems to thmk that
geries of organs,

if

and

charts

; and

the brain be a con

those organs should have

outlines as would enable
to distinguish one
from the other.
But he as much as begs
the question when he speaks of his " new

such clearly-defined

the eye of the observer

of a
Phrenology," and makes mention
"
for certain
speech - center," of centers
movements, etc., for he can not point out
organized boundary lines of
centers
t^iese
in the brain substance.
Moreover, does not
every anatomist know that he can not dis
tinguish

a sensory nerve from a motor, ex

to the cerebral

organs.

It

furnish

is probably im

possible to show in the brain itself their ex
act boundaries, but it is, nevertheless, true

did all appear alike to the eye, would that

imply that they differed not in
If so, what would become of
Dr. Wilson's " speech-center," etc. ? The
phrenologist doesn't claim that the outlines
of organs represented in his chart corre
spond to lines standing out in bold relief on
either the surface of the skull or in the brain
itself; and Dr. Wilson is the only person of
whom I ever heard that has supposed such
to be the case.
The phrenologist simply
means to convey the idea that that portion
of the brain lying immediately under a
given locality is devoted to the function in
dicated ; and does not say whether the
portion of brain referred to is of round,
square, oblong, or any other particular
Nor is it really necessary to know
shape.
this to be able to judge of the size of the
Can the Doctor tell the
organ in question.
"
"
The truth
shape of his speech-center ?
is, he can not give its exact location, ac

necessarily
function ?

cording to the physiologists ; can only ap
proximate to it
He also considers the frontal sinuses as
another
insurmountable obstacle
in the
phrenologist's way when estimating the size
of certain organs, and says the elephant's
brain is placed not within a foot or so of
the most skillful phrenological digits. What
has estimating the size of an elephant's
phrenological organs to do with that of
human phrenology ? We can estimate the
size of our sun. But, alas for such capabili
There are heavenly bodies whose
ties !
size it is impossible for us to estimate, be
cause of space or other obstacles prevent
He says the organ of Destructiveness
ing.
by a mass of
The organ of Destructive
ness is situated behind the mass of jawHe again shows his ignorance of
muscles.

in the feline

jaw-muscles.

race is covered
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liability to mistake as some might suppose.
By referring to Drs. Gall and Spurzheim's
works, as well as to many others on Phre
nology, the reader will find this matter dis

cerebral

sub
plate,

and which constitutes the organ of Language,

founded

only
on

a

is

has nothing to do with the position of the
eye,

gratuitous

statement,

fact, as he who will take

not
the

trouble to ascertain the influence of inclosed
viscera on their surrounding walls may
know.

:

Dr. Wilson speaks of phrenologists who
never seen a brain, and says " Un

have

one may logically maintain
total ignorance of the brain-pan
compatible with an accurate understanding
of its contents and mysteries, the success
ful practice of Phrenology must be shown
to depend on other data and other circum
stances than are supplied by anatomy and

that

is

less, therefore,

is

if

it

a

is

;

is

it

is

form when removed from its position in the
skull.
.
Dr. Wilson says "
the latter band —
the corpus callosum — which brings the
halves of the brain into relation with one
another, and which thus serves to produce
identity and correlation of action between
its various parts."
Now, Dr. Spurzheim, in his "Anatomy ot
the Brain," mentions a case in which the
corpus callosum was split throughout its en
tire length, and yet the individual manifested
his intellectual and affective faculties
and
;

that

on the supra-orbital

he also quotes
similar case from Reil and
Dr. Carpenter, in his work on Physiology,
gives similar cases
indeed physiologists in
general now admit that " identity and cor
relation of action." as Dr. Wilson terms it.
;

assertion

is

his

situated

of the several regions of the
development
brain by an examination of the organ itself
than
an examination of the cranium, be
cause of the softness of the texture of the
former, and its tendency to a change of

It

it,

Again,

an acquaintance

minute

:

After a little observation anybody can de
the presence of the orbital process,
which Dr. Wilson calls the organ of Calcu
lation, and make due allowance for the same
in estimating the development of that por
tion of the brain beneath and a little back
which constitutes the organ of Calcu
of
lation.
tect

stance

with the general
anatomy of the lungs is desir
able, whether
be obtained from books or
The same principle
personal observation.
holds true in regard to the brain.
But
more difficult to estimate the proportionate
theless,

and

it

cussed at length.

just as the breathing capacity,
things being equal,
judged by the
volume of the lungs, and estimated by the
size of the chest
and
not by an in
spection of the anatomical structure of the
lungs themselves, in
state of health, that
their functional power
arrived at. Never
teristics

other

is

during those years the size of the organs in
region can be estimated, and their lo
cality determined ; and in adult life the
phrenologist can tell their degree of develop
ment with considerable
accuracy by consti
tutional signs, and there is not so great a
that

is

way of determining the size of a few of the
perceptive organs in the adult, they do not
constitute a perfect barrier, for they do not
appear until several years after birth, and

of its several regions
indicated by the con
formation of the cranium itself, practical
in estimating development by
experience
this latter
really all that
necessary in
judging of cerebral development, and con
sequently of phrenological, or mind-charac
tionate development
and minuter parts

it

in the

is

frontal

a

the

is

Although

many

who pretend to be phrenologists have not
had opportunities of handling the brain
self (of which Dr. Wilson
not in
con
dition to determine)
but since the propor

;

of.

and functions."

;

spoken

structure,

an unfortunate circumstance

a

section

sinuses are something of an obstacle

mation,

is

In making a cross-sec
the ears.
tion of the human skull, half an inch above
the upper border of the eye-cavity, he says
we cut through, among other organs, that
of " Form," which organ in fact is situated
on the supra-orbital plate on either side of
the crista galli, altogether below the line of

front of

physiology — these sciences admittedly sup
plying the foundation of all that
or can
be known regarding the brain, its confor

;

and in

[June

by

Self-esteem

above

located

as being

It

Phrenology when he speaks of the organ of
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between the parts

THE OLD PHRENOLOGY AND THE NEW."
of

the brain does not de

of the corpus callothis part does not exist in

pend upon the presence
sum ; moreover,

birds.

" The spinal cord which,
knows, runs through the spine,
being merely a continuation of the main
axis of the nervous centers, of which . the
brain is the chief."
If he means here that
the spinal cord is simply a continuation of
the brain itself, he mistakes, for though it is
connected with the brain it is no more a
continuation of it than the aorta is a con
tinuation of the heart.
It is true that in
most animals the spinal cord, besides hav
Dr. Wilson says :

as every one

of its own, is
but there are ani
mals that have a spinal cord, but have no
brain, as there have been human beings
born without a brain proper, yet possessed
of a spinal cord. The spinal cord is not
from the brain, nor the brain
developed
ing an independent
the

agent

function

of the brain

;

from the spinal cord ; just as the arteries are
not developed

from

the heart, or the heart

from the arteries.

Dr. Wilson

place that the
character by the de
velopment of the white matter (which he
seems to think has little to do with mind,
compared with the gray matter), because
this, according to him, determines the form
of the head, while in another place he says
they take no account of the internal parts
of the brain (the situation of the white
" To whom
matter), and in still another,
(the phrenologist) the mere brain surface
(the situation of the gray matter) is the
brain itself." The truth is, the phrenologist
confines the organs in the brain, which pro
duce mind, to neither the surface nor the
center ; but he regards both the white and
the gray matter necessary to the proper

phrenologists

says

in one

estimate

function of an organ ; and

although physi
works speak of the gray matter
alone as being the organ of the mind, it be

ological

comes them
fact ; and

to demonstrate

such to be the

even the truth of the statement

that intellectual

power depends

upon

the

amount of the gray matter rather than upon
that of the white (so commonly spoken of
in physiological works, and probably be
cause of authors copying from one book to
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another rather than investigating each for
himself) needs further proof ; though whether
it be true or not, does not affect Phrenology,
as after having considered the size of the
cerebral organs the general constitution in
dicates their activity.
Dr. Wilson considers it impossible for the
phrenologist to determine the size of the
cerebral
organs, but tries to refute Phre
nology by giving the results of measure
ments made by Mr. Stone and others,
wherein the size of many organs is given
with much pretended definiteness.
How, I should like to know, did Mr. Stone
determine the size of those organs ? If the
reader wishes to know more about the dis
cussion for and against Phrenology in those
days, let him refer to the literature on the
subject, and he will not consider Phrenology
as having received a death-blow.
Bare
in Dr.
statements of the kind mentioned
Wilson's article amount to nothing, and we
have not space here to to review them.
The Dr. says further : " The memory of
sounds and words forms the basis of our
' The
memory of words is only the
speech.
'
memory of certain articulations — and those
parts of the brain which regulate articula
tion are also the memory centers for speech,
or the result of articulation. Thus, when
is disorganized, not
the speech - center
merely the power of articulation disappears,

but also the memory of words."
Here he again shows his ignorance of
Prof. Dalton, in his work on
physiology.

" Human Physiology," speaking of amnesic
" The patient can not say
aphasia, says :
what he wishes, because he can not recollect

For the
of writing it.

the word he wants.
he is incapable

same

reason

But if the
be spoken to him

word which he requires
he can repeat it immediately, though in a
it has again escaped him."
few seconds
Now, here we see the power of articulation
upon the integrity of the
which remembers words, for

is not dependent
speech-center

this latter may be impaired so that the
memory of words disappears, whereas the
The
power of articulation is still retained.
power of articulation depends upon the in
tegrity of the vocal organs, and the nerves
supplying them, and exists in animals that

P H RENO^OGICAL

2o2

or the " speechand in human beings who possess
center ;
a speech-center this may preserve its integ
rity and manifest itself in the way of writ
ing, while the power of articulation is lost,
whether due to imperfect vocal organs or
do

not

possess

"

language

disease of the nervous

apparatus regulating

the vocal organs.

He tells us that the function of the cere
bellum is that of muscular co-ordination.
To discuss this subject here would require
too much space ; in a medical thesis, which
I may publish, I have reviewed at consider
and other
able length the experiments
evidence in favor of this view of the func
tion of the cerebellum, as well as other
disputed points on the function of the
nervous system, and I have arrived at the

THE GONGORA
the singular flowers of the

AMONG
chid family,

Or

Gongora Macrantha
may be ranked as one of the most remark
It belongs to the genus Coryanthes,
able.
of which there are many species, but this
the

JOURNAL.
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conclusion that, like many other deductions
made from cutting and slicing living ti.csue,
this has no foundation in truth. The ex
periments themselves contradict each other
so much that one who will take the time
and has patience to investigate for himself
the literature on the subject, will become so
of such
disgusted with the fruitlessness
methods that he will be willing to study
Nature, and observe her normal manifes
tations if he desires true knowledge.
The object of this reply is simply to pre
vent those who may have read Dr. Wilson's
allowing themselves to become
against a science as important as
least.
any, but understood and appreciated

paper from
prejudiced

R. C.

SHulTZ.

University Medical College. New York.

MACRANTHA.
a congenial home, and in its hospitable cli

grew and flourished and produced
flowers rarely perfect, and unlike in
their shape and appearance anything which
had been seen before, even in the luxuriant
mate

three

Gongora Macrantha.
one Hooker believes to be exceedingly rare.
is taken from a flower sent to

The figure

him, and a single plant was planted in the
Botanical Garden of Trinidad, that fair Eden
of the world, where all beautiful things find

flora of the tropics. So strange was its
structure that visitors to the gardens sup
posed that it was artificially made, and
could scarcely be brought to believe that it
was a production of nature.
There is nnoth

THE GONGORA MACRANTHA.

i879].

er species, the Gongora Speciosa, which very
nearly resembles

it, but the flower is much

smaller, and is wanting in the singular folds
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few days, but notwithstanding this, are well
worth the time and care they may cost.

more

It
a

is

a

rounding its roots, to keep them moist,
secured by
little fine wire.
Pear-wood or
oak
thought best for this purpose.
should be suspended in the air and kept
continually warm and moist until after its
time of blooming. The flowers, like most
terrestrial things of rare beauty, last but

a

it

But

must be remem-

Digitata.
bered that they are all tropical, and accus
tomed to the hot, moist atmosphere of forests

which form their natural habitat.
While
am talking of tropical plants let
me describe to you one which
as far as
possible removed from the orchids, particu
is

larly from the aerial
been speaking,
able

key bread

tribe of which

and yet

I

upon

where any green-house

plant would thrive.

have

equally remark

the Adansonia digitata, or mon
of Africa.
was named for its

also called
distinguished discoverer.
Sour Goura, or Lalo plant, by the natives.
The form of its (lowers will be seen in the
is

have been placed, or to be bound
a piece of wood, with the moss sur

potsherds

specimens

be raised successfully

It

in
small pot filled with
moss, under which some broken

choice

it
is

sphagnum

therefore, to be

are many

It

either suspended

and needs,

for there

which do not require the " stove," and may

I

epiphytal,

a

is

It

after once having seen even its pictured form.

sion,

is

Adansonia

fully realized, and the ease of their
culture more fully understood.
Many per
sons having only
very small conservatory
can indulge in the luxury of their posses

it

it,

or hood, resembling the overlapping
of a helmet. Indeed, it will be re
marked that the whole blossom has a gen
eral resemblance to a helmet.
This rare plant may be cultivated after
the manner of other orchids, in the stove-heat
of a hot-house, and we think few persons
possessed of valuable collections of orchideceous plants would wish to be without

:

are seen at the base of the

is

pieces

plica which

It

lip

greatly to be desired that the value
of orchids, as additions to the beauty and
fragrance of exotic collections, should be

or
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engraving, marked by its broad tube filled
with stamens, and its long and graceful
style terminating in the star-shaped stigma.
The fruit is thick, woody, and closed, and
But it is the form and
contains a soft pulp.
of the tree itself which most
properties
attract our attention, being unlike any
It rises to the
other known to naturalists.
height of twelve or fifteen feet before it
throws out a single branch ; it then sends
out branches horizontally seventy - five or
feet in length, which being
seventy-eight
too weak to sustain themselves, droop to
the earth, concealing entirely the bole of the
tree, which grows to an enormous size,

JOURNAL.
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being from seventy-five to seventy-eight feet
in diameter.
The wood is soft, and is sub
ject to a disease which softens all the hard
The negroes
parts and causes their decay.
make a most singular use of the trunk : they
hollow it out into burial chambers,
and
reserve them for the entombment of crimi
nals and those denied the usual rites of
The most startling calculations
sepulture.
have been made as to the age to which it
grows. Adanson believed one on the north
coast of Africa to be 5,000 years old, and
Humboldt calls it " the oldest organic monu
ment of our planet."
MRS. C. S. NOURSE.

THE WORLD'S WORK FOR WOMEN
Intellectual

INTELLECTUAL WORK.

Work— Influence of Health— An Illustra

tion — Drudgery — Improvement of Time — "If I should
get Married

' I

" — The

Best Dowry.

'HERE are

hosts of young women, now
looking out upon the troubled sea of
public opinion and action, questioning what
part they shall take in the world's work.
It is true there are innumerable young
men doing the same thing, but their range
of choice is wider and clearer.
They can
do well if they undertake
only to fol
low in the path where other men have
But with many women
gone before them.
at the present time it seems to be almost
a necessity to strike out into some path
not commonly trod by other feminine feet,
where they will have few, if any, precedents
*-

which to determine
their course of
action. There are so many strange and
"
absurd things said about " women's rights
and women's duties to the world, to their
by

families, and to themselves, that we would
like to whisper just a few common-sense
words in their ears, as they stand debating
and deciding.

And

first of all, dear girls, do not allow
to get the notion, from anything

yourselves
you

hear

or read, that

women are to be

made queens of, and to have good situations
and sinecures
en's

best

for the mere asking.

demand

at the present

Wom
time is
work,

have
intelligent, remunerative
which is often the most absorbing and selfdenying kind of work. If they are not
willing to prepare themselves for this, they
may as well drudge on as they have been
Muscle and sinew have hitherto
doing.
largely controlled the prices in the world
of work, and it is partly because women as
to

a class

have not been able to compete with
the prices of their labor have

these, that

But now, when brain-work
skilled work, not requiring muscular
the
strength, are beginning to command
due,
that
are
their
woman's
comes
prices
opportunity for fair competition. It is true
that we are told that women have not the
brain, nor the patience, nor the application
to fit them for such work ; to all
requisite
been so low.

and

WORK FOR

through a long scries of years have never
ost a day on account of illness.
It would
be

an

most

easy

matter to increase

health

in

by a more careful attention to

cases

diet, exercise,

ventilation, early

hours,

and

dressing. A little time devoted to
the study ot physiology and hygiene in these
respects would be to most women a good
proper

They may think they
do not need it, but that is an old fallacy.
Every person who owns a body should un
derstand its structure, and know how to
take care of
he or she expects to keep
And
far less
good running order.
in order, than
expensive to keep
to
it
is

it
is

to health after

AN

it

restore

it

it

it

in

if

it,

business investment.

becomes diseased.

ILLUSTRATION.

I

is

the
Very often this question of health
consideration at the very start.
well recollect one case of a young lady not
Of a thoughtful and
long out of school.
really well-cultivated mind, and a devout
heart, she looked out upon the moral and
mental wants of the world with a great
longing to do something toward meeting

chief

It

;

and

?

was devoting some of her evenings

to

work among the young, enjoy
all and planning larger things for the
ing
little country
And all this was in
future.
town of small opportunities and no brilliant
temperance

promise.

DRUDGERY.

Girls in the country are apt to consider
their lot especially hard, but
mostly be
cause they think there are so much better
chances elsewhere.
they complain of
usually worse in the
drudgery there,
city— a drudgery that does not permit its
victims even to read the papers or to write
about it. The complaints which we see
" home departments " even of the
in the

city papers are written in the country
It hardly worth
most without exception.
location to escape
the while to change
drudgery. Let the change come as the re
sult of a definite call for your work. Make
your mark so broad where you aie, that
al

We know of lady clerks who

impossible.

She followed the hints
ology and hygiene.
In less than three
given scrupulously.
weeks
her headaches
and
disappeared
gradually vigor filled her veins and col
ored her cheek, and gave elasticity to her
movements.
Within few months she had
filled up her days with remunerative work,
;

a better

is by no means

It

she was

a

This

that

it
is

would stand

they

to give up tea

really in earnest,
and willing to try anything that had the
promise of health, even to studying physi
happened

is

average,

chance of preference.

would she be willing

—

a

the

the women could be improved in

food, fast eating, and

If

of

health

hours, concentrated

is

OF HEALTH.

is

INFLUENCE

here conies up at once, to a large
of our young women, the prac
proportion
tical difficulty of insufficient health.
With
women no less than with men the question
of success often turns upon the physical
ability to endure the strain of constant at
tention.
Women can vie with men in pa
tience and diligence and economy, but in
the matter of health
they suffer some seri
ous drawbacks.
It is true that when the
absences of male and lemale clerks are
compared, the latter are found, taking all
causes together, to be absent less frequently
than the former ; but the causes of absence
among the women are more frequently on
the
If, therefore,
score of health.
the
But

them
in short, to do her part of the world's
work intelligently.
She was neither an
enthusiast
nor an empty theorizer.
She
saw many things waiting to be done, and
she was ready to do them, but her health
would not warrant their undertaking. Ev
ery week or two she was prostrate with a
blinding headache for two or three daysHer eyes were weak, and other complaints
were not wanting.
was no unusual case,
but ill-health
always serious, and this
stood in the way of every undertaking.
A friend pointed out to her two or three
ways in which she was plainly violating
some of the simplest rules of health — tight
dressing, lack of outdoor exercise, late

it

the

285;

it

the only convincing refutation is
doing of it. There is no other fitting
answer to the alleged incapacity of women,
and it behooves each of us to give this as
best we can.
of which

WOMEN.

and want your services.
others my see
Doing well the duty that lies nearest you

it

THE WORLD'S
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if

comparatively free, and

while employed about them you learn to
control your thoughts and discipline them,
you may gain not only much mental disci
pline, but actual information.

Some

have known who could sew and read at the

is

ly

is

is

This
not easy with the sew
not unfrequenting-machine, but reading
done while churning or washing dishes.
If men can profitably follow literary pursuits
at the forge and the plow (and Elihu Burritt
not the only one who has demonstrated
the feasibility of this), we may well remind
same time.

I

;

ities, and

never consent to take up any pur
suit for which you find, after careful consid
eration,
you have no special
fitness or
inclination.
If you do not see the way open

particular pursuit, be patient, con
watch your
your self-improvement,
opportunities, and you will succeed at last.
to any

is

1

our readers that women's pursuits are usu
ally still more favorable to such experiments.
have known school-girls to commit chap
ters, psalms, and poems while putting their
rooms in order, or engaged in sweeping and
dusting. The usual difficulty with us
that we do not try to control our thoughts,

A lady once prepared herself to teach, not
so much from choice as a matter of course,
finding the profession crowded to ex
determined to become a proof
reader.
She spent her leisure hours for
some time in type-setting, as a practical
preparation for that business, and eventu
but

cess, she

procured the position she sought, and
well.
Whatever you undertake to do, be sure
that you will find difficulties, and all the
ally

filled

more,

the path you

tread

new to wom

of supposing that all the
Men
difficulties spring from that cause.
situations
often have difficulties in getting
indeed,
think they are more often absolute
out of work than women, or rather that
in finding
the latter are more successful
en

but

beware

;

childhood.

I

mere

If you have decided what part of the
world's work you will try to do, make all
your spare moments tell in that direction.
If you decide to study medicine, your health
studies will greatly help you in that.
This
a pursuit in which women can be very
but do not decide upon
useful
unless your
taste calls in that direction.
Consult some
other person, of sound judgment
but in
the main rely upon God and your own en
deavors.
Learn to judge of your own abil

is

OF TIME.

reading can easily be per
Knitting
There are some
formed at the same time.
notably intellectual ladies who have prac
this from

girl form habits of connected thought and
profitable study while at her work, and its
benefits will follow her through life.

tinue

and

ticed

habits are formed,

it

IMPROVEMENT

the time when

if

thoughts

if

the

it it,

your health will depend largely upon the
spirit with which you take it. Very often it
is an excellent discipline.
There is much
of it to be done in the world ; almost every
employment has more or less of it ; take
make the best of it, and be thankful
does not fully engrpss your attention. There
are very many kinds of work which leave

This

and habits of thought once wrongly formed
are exceedingly difficult to correct.
But let

it

services to your parents, if they need them,
whether they appreciate them or not.
Never be idle nor do useless work, be
cause you can not get the kind, or the
amount of remuneration you wish or think
If it falls to your lot to do a
you deserve.
of
deal
such unintellectual work as
great
call
you
drudgery, while you should be care
ful not to let it ruin your health, do not be
impatient with it. Indeed, its effect upon

is

carefully as well as prayerfully on your rela
tions to those around you.
If it has not
already been remembered for you, remem
ber for yourself, that your time is your own
after you are of age, though nothing is
higher or more ennobling than to give your

or we spend our time in talking instead of
am not now
thinking and studying.
speaking so much the thoughts of women
who have the entire management
of house
hold affairs (for these involve an immense
amount of detail which requires thought),
but rather to the work of the girl still
under the mother's
superintending care.

;

you

Reflect

I

next is to be done.

a

see what

[June.

is

put you on a higher plane, whence

;

will
can
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something to do, or more willing to take up
with what they do find.
Never suffer your

THE WORLD'S WORK FOR WOMEN.
it

is

is

it

not sought

law affords

man to take

In nine

;

a

woman usually absorbed
erly duties

in wifely and moth

and she turned

around

to me

after the picture was fully drawn, with the

?

"

then will take care
Is the shoe on the wrong

?

" But who

exclamation,

of the men
foot after all

We

have been long taught

that the men were taking care of us. The
is, that the men have mistaken, when

truth

underrated and underpaid wom
work.
suspect that nothing will
set matters right but a general stirring up
and readjustment of the whole matter.

I

they have

en's

your husband has his

habits will not come amiss whether
or not.
But
object
ed, that the wear and tear of business, as
too much for women
now conducted,
We reply,
also too much for men.
killing of! its thousands of husbands and
fathers every year, and the very fact of their
having so many idle hands to support large
increases the burden and adds to the anx
would greatly ameliorate the really
iety.
the idle
pitiable condition of business men
women would do something toward sup
while very possibly the
porting themselves
presence of women might modify to some
extent the reckless, exhausting, and, as we
it

he leaves property

is

business

1
1

if

is

I

s

a

I

in

a

is

;

is

it

work), may
for the pursuit of something that
rated higher
but the reaction
sure to
come, and what
now styled " women's
work," will yet take
more honored place
the world's pursuits and be treated with
more consideration.
had once, as an electric flash, a premo
nition of this when at
lecture on " wom
en'
was sitting beside
rights."
neglect

If

to make, you can help him directly
very much at first, when help tells the most
on his future success.
If he dies, yo-sr
fortune

hurry of business pur
Very certain we are that there would
these
be less drinking in business hours
tipplers had to transact business with wom
en of stern morality.
know that men frequently object to this
with the plea that they prefer to support
their wives and daughters without work.
believe, unnecessary
suits.

if

the world's

you can bring.

is

lordly judges of

THE BEST DOWRY

;

is

it

is

a

Women long trained to
equivocal.
belief
that housework
small work (mostly be
cause
sneered at and underrated by the

of ten, good business

habits will be

it

be

fancy to her.

cases out

It

may

in

is

results

a sentiment

any such effort on

ly

time

such

This natural
repugnant to him.
another strong reason for en
deavoring to help women out of the silly
situation of waiting in idleness for some
her part

I

a

For

households.

to awaken

her heart, and, conversely,

is

highest callings, that she needs the very
best practical training and development to
fit her for their highest exercise.
The re
direct, constant, and evident, and no
sult
false delicacy should induce us to overlook
it, or fail to emphasize it.
Highly-cultured
women make good mothers.
Women of
good business capacity have well-ordered

a

cipline will make you ten times more the
woman for any of the practical purposes of
life that you would be without it. We can
triumphantly answer even those who claim
that maternity and domesticity are woman's

the right of woman
to do the courting, the true woman never
will do it.
think
very rare indeed that
man who has
any woman really cares for
have been said about

it

I

it,

patient and thoughtful readers, but if you
some one else might, and
did not ask
will tell you what to answer.
All this dis

is

SHOULD GET MARRIED."
after all this effort, I should get
"
married, what would it amount to ?
I do not know that I ought to have put
this question into the mouth of one of my

I

"IF I

" And if

So far from this business
training of
will increase
yours being thrown away,
your chances of a happy marriage. Worthy
men will know better how to appreciate
will give you a better opportu
you, and
nity of knowing them and learning their
true character.
This
not intended as the
of
a
new
method
for getting a
suggestion
husband.
The young woman who deliber
ately sets out on such an errand
beyond
the reach of our advice.
Much as may

a

self to be discouraged and down-hearted.
Make a little extra effort to keep up your
Such bravery
health habits at such times.
pays well. With industry, economy, and
perseverance
you will be almost certain to
-win your aim in the long run.

J87

is

I879].
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This

is a mistaken

have

no objections to saving women from

I should

tenderness.

overwork, and men too for that matter, and
I believe that in the "good time coming "
that will be accomplished.
But men ought
to remember
that women need work of
some kind for their physical and mental de
velopment,

It

and they have a right to it.

of how little
men know of women's needs, when they
put their young wives into boarding-houses,
while they go out co work harder than ever

affords

a good exemplification

because
may

have a wife to support.

they

She

new love, in spite of

be happy in her

her surroundings, but not nearly so happy
as she would be in a home of her own, how
ever small, or if she could share his la
bors, or have some remunerative
pursuit of
her own, with the result that he would have
In many
more leisure to spend with her.
cases the business which she followed be
would still gratefully take the

fore marriage

MRS. LYDIA
TN

ogy, the name of Fowler has a peculiarly
the prin

interesting significance wherever
ciples

of physio-mental science
In America,

disseminated.
especially,

simple

have been

and

England

is this name well known, for the

reason

that

several

members

of

the Fowler family were among the first in

America to welcome the new and beneficent
doctrme of Gall and

Spurzheim,

and

for

nearly a half-century they have labored as

siduously and indefatigably in teaching them.
On this

account

misfortune occurs

whatever of fortune

or

to one of these eminent

propagators of human science finds a great
circle of interested

and

sympathetic

wit

nesses.

In a late number,

[June,

place of the useless work devised in such end
less variety to sponge up the time of unem
women, bringing in no money, de
veloping no energies, training no worthy
faculties, but becoming a prolific source of
nervous exhaustion and of expense.
In all
ployed

this we leave untouched

the moral influence

of boarding-house gossip and

Of

the superlative

advantages

flirtations.
of a home

we will speak in another article.

Women are naturally industrious. They
And though it may
be true that they are eventually to be the
crowning glory of this lower world, the

need something to do.

special cultivators of the

graces,

there

are

of them very far from it now. They
are, to a great extent, doing the world's
drudgery, and that at half price, and killing
themselves while doing it.
But their only
way out of this condition is through intelli
gent, earnest industry, and a diligent culti
julia COLMAN.
vation of health.
many

FOWLER.

FC LGER

with the affairs of Phrenol

connection

JOURNAL.

entire career has been a busy and useful one.

The
were

phrenological notes on her character
made

Fowler,

before

prophecy,

her

marriage to Prof.

at Nantucket, April

in many respects
estimate

her

so

they

have

fully has the

2,

1844, and

the tone

of

phrenologist's

been confirmed in the current ol

life.

This

has a brain of full size, and a
organization well adapted to its
exercise.
The relationship existing between
the body and the brain is more perfect than
in many.
The one is always ready to serve
and adapt itself to the other.
It is easy for
lady

physical

her to use her body in conformity with the
wishes and dictates of the different faculties.
Her mind also sympathizes with the various
conditions of the body, and suffers and en

of joys therewith.
When any element of the
mind or function of the body is called intoof Prof. L. N. Fowler, of London, England, vigorous action, all the other faculties and
notice

the death of Mrs. Lydia

was given

F. Fowler,

the wife

and as data concerning her life have been
supplied

for

the purpose,

we

to give our readers a sketch

are enabled

of one whose

functions

are employed

as helpmates

to ac

the object

desired ; consequently
what she does by a first effort can not be
complish

bettered by a second.

When she is happy

MRS.

i879]-

LYDIA FOLGER FOWLER.

she is perfectly so, and the reverse is equally
t.rue. Her power and desire to act are

nature's book, and to enjoy her smiles, how
ever simple and retired.

equal.

Her phrenolcgical developments

Her

mind is very susceptible to impres
sions, and were it not well balanced and
fortified, she would be too easily led away

of the moment.

She is constantly taking lessons.

She learns

she sees, hears,

something

from everything

or reads.

She observes and obeys the lan

guage of nature ; nothing is forced or strain
ed out
a child

of its natural course.
She is purely
of nature, and loves to learn from

are most

ly full, large, or very large ; few are average
and none are below a medium size, either

judging from the general standard,

Mrs. Lvdia Folger
or biased by the excitement

289

or from

Fowler.

standard of

her own developments.
strong traits of character.
The strongest elements of her mind are of
a moral nature and have a controlling in
fluence.
Her next strongest are the social
and intellectual faculties. The selfish feelings
are fully developed, yet inferior to the other
the

She has several
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elements of her mind.

Most of her faculties
being full or large, much uniformity and
consistency of mental action and conscious
ness result.
She is seldom carried away by
impulse or the excitement of the moment.
Her sins are the result of ignorance, for she
is always conscious of what she is doing or
going to do. When she departs from a me
dium course, it is gradual, and by a constant
application of the mind in that direction.
Her social and domestic nature is strongly
She loves her friends earnestly ;
developed.
is liable to think too much of those she
loves, and can not enjoy herself without mate
or companion. She loves to confide in and
rely upon the object of her affections.
has strong parental

She

feelings ; is fond of the

young and tender, and well adapted to the
care of children.
She is fond of home and
one place to live in, yet can change her
residence if the occasion require it, and can
adapt herself to new places and associations.
She has the ability to apply her mind and

center her thoughts and feelings on the
investigation of the subject under consider
ation, and the necessary patience to attend
to the details of an investigation, to the

summing up and completing of it. She has
and maintain her
rights ; sufficient energy and force of char
acter for all ordinary purposes ; and she

the disposition to defend

fortitude

possesses

herself in times

If

necessary

ments

and

resolute
sion

and

ability to sustain
of difficulty and danger.

she could
decided

have strong resent

dislikes.

and executive

She

whenever

is also

the occa

requires ; does not stop at trifles or

multiplied difficulties when she has an ob
ject to accomplish, but nerves and prepares
herself for the task.
She generally accom
plishes whatever she undertakes.
She has
almost

over her temper
perfect command
and any irritability of mind she may possess.
Combativeness
and
Destructiveness,
al
though

strong,

are well controlled by more

elevated qualities of mind.
nu'.rition

Her desire

is rather strongly developed,

for
and

has its full influence on her character.
She is
cautious, mindful of danger, and careful as
to consequences ; looks ahead and thinks
before she acts or speaks, and always knows
what she is going to do before she begins.

JOURNAL.
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She does everything with
and seldom

makes

both

a mistake.

eyes open,
She invari

arrives at the same conclusion when
thinking on the same subject ; seldom breaks
or loses anything; looks on all sides of a
subject before committing herself, and acts
with regard to more results than one. Al
though cautious and deliberative in making
ably

up her mind,

yet she is firm, decided,

and

persevering; can be relied upon, seldom
deviating from the course she at first decided
to pursue.
She may conform to others for
the time being, but her mind and general
character remain the same. She is exceed
ingly sensitive with regard to her character
and the opinion of others ; is ambitious in
a high degree ; and studiously avoids ex
She is
posing unpleasant qualities of mind.
affable and agreeable, polite and easy in her
manners, and anxious to entertain company.
She is dignified, and never lets herself down
a want of self-respect.
Her moral faculties are strongly developed,
and have a distinct influence by way of con
trolling and modifying the action of the
other faculties.
The individual influence 01
each moral attribute is not so apparent as
the combined influence of the whole.
Her
sense of justice, and her regard for truth,
or manifests

duty, and moral obligation, have a constant
She has rather
upon her mind.
strong feelings of hope and anticipation,
and stimulated
and is much encouraged
of
future
She has a vivid
with ideas
success.
consciousness
of the higher or spiritual
influences, and of the doings of Providence.
She enjoys herself alone, and delights to al
low her mind to dwell upon subjects en
with matter or sense.
tirely disconnected
She is evidently fond of fiction, as also of
the wonderful and uncommon.
She would
enjoy the writings of Scott and Bunyan
more than many.
Her imagination is rather
strong, though not particularly vivid ; but
it has an elevating and moral, rather than
a dissipating tendency.
She is also fond
of contemplating the grand, vast, sublime,
influence

and comprehensive,

both in nature and art,

oratory and composition.
and has the talent
put things together.
plan, imitate,

She is ingenious,

to make, construct, and
She can also contrive,

and work after a pattern.

MRS.

LYDIA FOLGER FOWLER.

Her intellectual faculties are fully and quite
evenly developed, and have a distinct in
fluence.
She is disposed to avail herself of
every means within her reach to gratify
and improve her mind ; is quite fond of
general reading, but is more anxious to
definite and practical knowledge,
acquaint herself with fundamental
principles, than merely to read for dissipa
tion. She not only learns from books, but
from observation and experience.
She has
a decided preference
for experimental phi
losophy, and for the philosophy of mind.
She is also fond of natural history, and is
equally interested in investigating and de
veloping first principles, and becoming ac
quainted with them in the abstract, or
acquire

and to

She
applying them in their various ways.
is uniformly neat, though not fastidiously
so.
Her perception of the laws of gravity,
of colors, numbers, and melody are but
average qualities of mind, and require care

their influence would be more
or less apparent, according as circumstances
She
favored their action, or the contrary.
has a distinct idea of places, location, direc
ful training;

and the relative position of objects.

tion,

She is very fond of natural scenery in all its
rudeness

and extravagance,

and has a desire

with the natural deni
earth,
with
the soil and its
zens of the
and
its effects on
the
climate
productions,
She is always in
the human constitution.
to become

acquainted

quiring into the mutual relation and adapta
tion of things. She has a passion for history,
and wishes to be acquainted with the news
She has a clear and
and doings of the day.
original mind, readily comprehends compli
cated subjects,

and is in the habit of doing

her own thinking.

Many subjects

plain to her mind when others
prehend them.
association,

She

has strong powers of

distinctions
to the qualities and relations
She has a critical turn of
intuition, and per
sagacity,

and

makes

nice

with regard
of things.
mind, with
ception of hidden motives,
sire

appear

fail to com

to become

acquainted

and her de
with recondite

springs of action, and her disposition to form
a like
-qualities

or dislike at first sight, are full
of mind, and rather apparent in

the character.
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Lydia Folger Fowler,
her

No.

residence,

Road,

62

who died

at

Augustine's
London, on the
St.

Camden Square,
last, was born in the isl
and of Nantucket, Mass., in 1823.
She
was a daughter of Gideon Folger, and di
rectly related, on her father's side, to the
mother of Benjamin Franklin, and pos
sessed many mental characteristics which
appeared in that distinguished man, as in
herited through his mother.
Miss Folger was an ardent student, and
after a course of training somewhat
more
26th of January

comprehensive

than was customary for young

ladies in her day, decided to pursue the study
of medicine, and for this purpose attended
lectures at a medical college then existing in
Rochester, N. Y., where she succeeded in tak
ing the degree. Mrs. Clemence S. Lozier, ot
New York ; Mrs. R. B. Gleason, of the Elmira Water-Cure ; and Mrs. Dolly, of Penn
sylvania,

each ranking

as a physician,

high in her sphere
in medicine at

were students

Rochester at that time.
Soon after com
pleting her course of study there, she was
Professor of Obstetrics in the
appointed
same school.

Subsequently,

she practiced

in her profession in New York
several years.
Besides her professional du
ties, she assisted her husband in his labors
as a phrenological lecturer and author ; she
also prepared a small treatise on astronomy
for the use of children, which is now out
of print, thus curiously showing a mathe
and lectured

matical bent peculiar to the Folgers, from
which side of his family Benjamin Franklin
inherited his. An uncle of Mrs. Fowler,
Walter Folger, was in his time a prominent
American astronomer,
and indicated re
markable inventive talent by making a tel
escope equal at least to that of Herschel,

and also an astronomical clock devised to
exhibit all the solar, lunar, and planetary
«
changes for ninety-nine years.
Mrs. Fowler's sympathies, as she grew
older, influenced her pursuits, and gave her
mind more and more a direction to concrete
rather than to abstract studies. In company
with her husband and others related to the
phrenological business which had been es
tablished in New York as early as 1835, she
in the United States
traveled extensively
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and

Canada, availing herself of opportuni

ties to lecture on physiology and temperance,

always of the latter a most earnest
At onetime, she traveled through
the State of Indiana with a lady friend, lect
About
uring every night on temperance.
this time she published
her first tale ; it
was entitled, " Nora, the Lost and Redeem
ed," and was brought out as a serial in a
Milwaukee paper.
this story
Subsequently
was published in England.
In i860 Mrs.
Fowlep accompanied her husband and Mr.
S. R. Wells on their professional
visit to
England, and soon afcer their arrival took a
trip to Italy with the Rev. Dr. J. R. New
man and Mrs. Newman.
On her way back
she spent the winter in Paris, attending
being

supporter.

lectures.
time

as

Subsequently
a

she

spent

some

London,
charge of the

hospital attendant

in

having for three months,
obstetrical department ; then she traveled
with Prof. Fowler through England, Ireland
and Scotland lecturing on the laws of life,
physical culture, moral duty, and social re
form.
A number of her lectures were pub
lished in a volume under the title of " The Pet
in the Household," and were designed as a
guide for the use of parents

in the physical
training of children. Another
book which she published about the same
"
time is, " Woman and her Destiny — a
work addressed especially to woman.
Prof. Fowler having decided to settle in
London, took an office in Fleet Street, where
and mental

he

has since conducted
his professional
work, assisted, as usual, by his wife until
within a few weeks of her death.
The rou
tine of professional work was from time to
time broken by trips to the continent, and
by a journey to the East, when Greece,

Turkey, Egypt, and Palestine were visited.
Mrs. Fowler threw herself with ardor into
the labors to which she had devoted herself.
She had always an abundance of literary and
other work of her own on hand.
Among
her relations to what may be called popular
life, was her connection with the " Woman's
British Temperance Society" as its hono
The variety of her engage
rary secretary.
ments and the earnestness with which she
pursued them, had much to do with her
death ; it may be said that she wore herself

JOURNAL.
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The last effort of her pen was a tem
perance tale which she finished just before
the attack which resulted in her death.
In
her earlier life she was given to poetizing,
out.

and shortly after going to England pub
lished a volume under the title of " Heart
Melodies."
Mrs. Fowler was widely known
and highly esteemed in England for her
professional abilities and moral worth.

SWEEPS.

You've heard of sweeps? " YeR, yes,'' you say,.
" Those elfs of prime and song,
We've seen them too, gay imps of dark,
Wind up the chimneys long."
1, too, have memories of them,
But will not now relate
How, when was a white-haired
They scattered soot and prate.

I

child.

I mean

sweeps of another grade,
Sweeps of the present age.
"Dear creeping babies, " now you say,
" Who flee the nursing age,

"And quite impatient for life's chase.
Await not strength of limb,
But on all-fours investigate
Youth's first encircling rim."
No, no, you're very dull indeed —
" The Knights of- hose and broom !
We've surely solved your riddle now.
Yes, they take much street room."

You have not solved It, yet I own
You shall not guess it more ;

Whene'er I wish'to speak again
I'll term define before.

The sweeps are sweeps ! you have it now ,
Their mops and brooms are trails.
They gather up in streets and parks
Dust, burs, and grime and nails.

" You'd

best be careful ; your own skirts
Are not so clear and clean ! "
You're right — and yet I think, my friends,.
Dame Fashion's rule is mean.

Why, if the ladies must bo sweeps,
Is not some half -moon whisk
Attached to every silken train,
For motion slow or brisk ?

A

patent combination tilt
Would make the trail complete ;
We could at ease collect the film
For ash-men on the street.

I ne'er object,
In fact, I bow to it ;
But I like use with ornament
Whenever it will fit.
To Beauty's reign

sweeps as sweeps I do approve.
Pray don't misunderstand,
And I would have each lady's train
By this new patent spanned.

Of

Then might we purify the streets.
Yet never be unclean ;
Reap beuefactors' benefits
W bile moving on serene.

8. L. Ok

UNCLE JIMMIE,
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CHAPTER
UNCLE
l>

A ROUND our mother's dying
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V.

GEORGE WILSON.
bed had

gathered our little household ; and
with us was Uncle George Wilson, mother's
Quaker brother. Nurse had brought in the
children when she saw the end was near.
May stood trembling beside me, her little
cold hand in mine, and her face as white as
the night-gown she had on. Jimmie was in
my arms with his face hid in my bosom, and
I felt as though the weight of years had sud
denly fallen upon me, when she breathed her

myself that these two little, helpless, trem
bling babes entrusted to my care should
never know grief if I could prevent it.
I
prayed for help, and firmly believed that
Heaven would so guide and sustain me, that
I should never break the promise.
All too
soon I lost sight of the great lesson in my
mother's advice — that prayer would elevate
and purify my life ; but that I must not ex
pect Heaven to do for me that which, tor
my own strength and growth, it was ab

surely mother has had a look into heaven,

solutely essential I should do for
forgot that, by stilling my own
waiting for the light within me
right, I should gather
compass

for nothing less could lend a smile like that.

peace and resignation.

last.

"

A

body

sweet smile crept over her face as the
became

cold

and

stiff.

I thought

" How I
longed to be alone, if only for a
few brief moments,
to give unrestrained
vent to my grief. But Jimmie clung to me as
in very despair ; his frame trembling, and his
flesh quivering.
He was but a babe in
physical endurance,

but almost like a man in

wisdom.
He comprehended
the scene as
well as I, though I was seventeen years of
age, and he was but nine.
" Few
boys love their mothers as I loved
mine ; for few boys ever had such a mother.
Her sweet self-sustained nature entered into
all my boyish feelings.
She shared all my
hopes and fears, all my griefs and joys. She
so held my confidence,

that I felt

I

had no

secret from her searching eye, and I desired
to have none.
Yet she never sought to

me anything I felt reluctant
She had, somehow,
so
imparting.
wrought her life into mine, that confidence
was always implied, if not spoken ; while
her entire sympathy
with me in all my
earnest thoughts, led me to love her almost
to worship.
She possessed a brilliant mind,
clear judgment ; in fact, she was my ideal
of human goodness.
Could I have kept
ever before me her lessons of wisdom, my

draw from
about

long years of
regret, and brother James a life of pain.
"
On that dark night — for all the world
-then seemed darkened to me — I promised
life might

have been spared

I
myself.
spirit, and
to set my
to myself

" I persuaded the two little ones to lie
down for a while, nurse sitting beside
them, and I went out into the wild night.
The cry of the winds sounded to my turbu
lent soul like the wail of restless spirits.
I
felt as though the soul of the storm was
talking to mine, and an irresistible impulse
to shriek out my pent-up agony as the winds
were shrieking the agonies of the powers of
darkness, took possession
of me. I gave
one long, wild cry :
" ' Mother ! mother ! come back to me ! '
and

I

fell prostrate

beneath

the old

oak on

the lawn.
'' Nurse heard
my cry, and Uncle George
came out and gently lifted me, and helped
me to the house.
He laid his loving hand
upon my head, and by the peculiar magnet
ism of his touch I became calm and fell
into a brief sleep.
" I had not
slept, and had scarcely eaten,
for several days, and anxiety had worn fear
After sleep
ful inroads into my strength.
ing I was somewhat refreshed, and Uncle

George spoke so kindly and quietly to me
my wonted energy and
self-control, and was enabled to carry the
that I soon regained

children through those days of sorrow as
tenderly as I would to-day the little ones
who call me father.
" Uncle George remained with us for sev

[June
He has since told me that he

eral weeks.

dared not risk my tendency

to melancholy,

relaxing somewhat the mental strain with
which their care oppressed me."

by leaving me alone with the servants and
children. His ever pleasant smile served,

CHAPTER

have done,

nection with the. feeling

except in con

of conscious

recti

tude and purity of purpose.

us than

I

I

I

is

is

'

" Any
which we can gather
happiness
while we retain this consciousness,
justi
fiable, and not only justifiable, but
our
Then peace,
duty to cultivate and obtain.
sweet peace, will be ours even in afflic
tion.'
" Under the soothing balm of his calm ex
terior and happy spirit,
grew internally
had
strong and more self-reliant than
The children looked up
ever been before.
and love, and a
to me with confidence
greater degree of happiness was enjoyed by
had ever supposed possible

in this

us all at home.
" Good Mrs.
ess,

Strong was

a

world with mother oat of it.
" Uncle George engaged an excellent
woman to come and live with us, and teach
born Quaker

though not one by profession,

and

we

I

a

all learned to love her.
Gradually the care
of the children was assumed by her, and in
Uncle
measure
relinquished by me.
He said
George advised this course.

should

be better fitted

to perform

my duty

I

could
toward them in the future, and that
neither be just to them or myself except by

;

I

I

I

him

more

than

discomfiture

I

;

some unexpected

to May or myself,

personalcase we

injury. Our chagrin amused
him, and, as anything of that kind, when
perpetrated upon himself, only pleased him,
received

no

he seemed to have no conception

that an

other could be annoyed by it.
"
on the contrary, was irritated by any
sudden trip to my feet, or anything which
could
disarranged my clothing. In fact,
receive, undisturbed, verbal abuse or annoy
ance, but physical disturbances angered me.
tried

to persuade Jimmie to understand
expostulated, the

me in this, but the more
more ludicrous

seemed to him.
One morning, as stepped upon the stones
on the lawn, an icy spot which
had not
observed

rendered

my footing insecure,

and

slipped and fell my length upon the ground.

My clothes and hands were soiled, and
growled petulantly. Jimmie, who was stand
ing in the doorway, laughed immoderately.
This served to annoy me still more, and
rebuked him harshly.
He tried to draw his
demure look, but
dimpled mouth into
would not stay, and my irritability provoked
still more convulsive laugh from the child.
Ashamed of my rage, hurried to my room
and remained there until
could command
know this was very small thing.
myself.

I

happiness

I

unalloyed

genuinely happy
no
for there

it

commit sin

I

genuine,

are

persons

is

seldom

they

;

'

" When

in

to hu

to make as

I

as a part of God's legacy

man existence.

as possible

I

can

to May and

joined in their games
and merry-making, for Jimmie's old love of
fun had returned and his mirth and repartee
were the life of the house. Antics and tricks,
which would have seemed rough in another,
came gracefully from him.
Nothing amused
cheerful

I

there

devoted

endeavored

a

that

about the wisdom of our ac

however,

Jimmie, and these

I

it

it,

to give as well as receive
be no question

each day,

a

and we are so well adapted

is so innocent,

cepting

pleasure,

no more

it

genuine

studied

I

Pleasure,

years sped on

I,

ing fountains.

I

those

the good of others

The

under Mrs. Strong, but she still taught the
children and supplied the place of mother
to us as well as any one could.
found that
business needed much of my attention, and
private lessons from Professor Jones kept
my time mostly occupied.
Certain hours

I

are, the happier

we

I

from our surround

we can

around us, and in seeking
we are always seeking
our own highest good.
Our internal re
sources for happiness are far greater than
we imagine, until we begin to draw upon
them, then we find they are like ever-flow
we make

"

a

the happiness

ings ; for the happier

VI.

"APRIL FOOL!"

"'It

I

anything else could

more than

to remove the gloom that rested upon us.
is our duty,'. he said, 'to glean all

to get vexed about,

nevertheless

JIMMIE THE CRIPPLE.
,

it is gener

ally very small things over which both men

and boys lose their temper.
" When I came down to breakfast,

Jimmie

looked at me distrustfully at first, but seeing
that my anger was gone, he could not re

frain from describing the scene to May and

This

he did in the most
his
graphic
fancy supplying such
embellishments as rendered the description
I could no longer
supremely ludicrous.
refrain from joining in the laugh with the
manner,

rest.
''

I refer to this incident as illustrative of
which were frequently occurring, and
which were often originated by Jimmie's de
vice.
May enjoyed the fun, and as, during
study hours, James was the most industrious
of students and faithful of pupils, Mrs. Strong
was pleased with his relaxation and mirthfulness at other times, knowing, as we all
scenes

did, that nothing would induce

him inten
injure another. Malice never,
either then or since, has held any place in
his nature.
He was unselfish and self-sacri
ficing beyond other children of his years,
and he bore, with uncomplaining self-control,
all personal griefs or discomfitures.
" Could
you, boys, see him as he then was,
with the beauty and grace which character
ized him, and with the joy which seemed
breathing
through his whole being, you
would look upon him as upon some superior
child — a model, after which you might well
to

upon mine.

" He was
up early on the morning of that
eventful day, and the first sound I heard
was laughter from the cook in the kitchen,
and imprecations from Mike in the yard,
with threats that he would
accompanied
Mike
pay off the young one before night.
was a great smoker, and his habit was to
light the tobacco in his pipe before going to
the stables in the morning.
"
Jimmie had procured a small quantity
of asafcetida, powdered and mixed it in
Mike's tobacco, which lay on a shelf with
Mike filled his pipe and lighted
his pipe.
before
it and took two or three whiffs at
he began

to catch

the

taste and

pungent

odor of the gum.
"'Kate!' he cried to the cook, 'you've
been spilling some o' your garlic or some
don't
other nasty stuff into my tobaccy.

if

I

think it's nothing but bad tobaccy.'
he proceeded to puff
quantity of
smoke under her nose.
" Och
it's that
may the Lord save us
asafcetida the doctor left for Mrs. Strong
a

" And

when she was sick.

!

Shure

is

again."
" The foolish custom of
playing tricks
upon each other upon the first day of April,

'if you

it

" You
say too much, my brother," said he ;
love
for me magnifies the good you may
"your
have remembered in me. My physical frame
perhaps may have been all you describe it;
it seems so to me at least, as in retrospect
I contrast my present repellant and distorted
frame, with that lithe and upright figure of
'
'the long ago ; but go on, I will not interrupt

?

gant.

it

of the cripple, appeal

is

the fact by the voice

ing to him to desist from praise so extrava

know what you have ag'inst me that you
should be playing off your tricks on me.'
" At the same time he spit and blustered
and swore between his teeth.
" And me
you're accusin' of putting
had me
As
garlic into your tobaccy
likes
with
the
time to throw away fooling
of yez. You've been and got some bad
suppose, and faith, you're blaming
tobaccy,
me for it.'
"'Smell of
thin yourself;' said Mike,
it

of the story, Mr. Howard

seemed to have forgotten that Uncle Jimmie
was present, and only became conscious of

you

the house upside down.
It was the events
of his thirteenth birthday which changed
the whole current of his life, and the heavy
shadow from which, has ever since rested

I

stage

the anniversary of Jimmie's birthday, and
those occasions he had license to turn

!

At this

the great

I

strive to copy."

It was

on

-

tionally

through this section
day of days
He studied
for Jimmie's merry-making.
'
out projects by which he might ' fool each
Peals of laugh
member of the household.
ter might be heard from garret to kitchen,
with, occasionally, suppressed mutterings
from the servants, about the pranks of that
This too, you know, was
mischievous boy.
then, as now, obtained

of country.

'

Mrs. Strong.
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the same
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seemed to have no occasion to get up. and

think ye could niver get your
'

'

?

:

I

'

:

I

be caught

that filthy stuff by the cute little boy,'

s

pleased her very much.

it

is

" When breakfast was
had in the kitchen
Mike told her she need not laugh, her turn
would come next.
She need not think
Master Jimmie would forget her, and surely
she was not forgotten.
" Kate was a woman of
perhaps thirty

niver,

I

" Katie

and having a great abhorrence of
matrimony. It was well known in the house
that Mike had tried many times to change
her notion of such matters, and to persuade
her to become Mrs. Mike McCrea, but he

'

for even'
knew that Katie would
sooner starve than marry Mike.
'"Well, well! Katie!' she exclaimed,
so you have changed your mind at last and
have decided to marry Mike, have you
the

house

'

one in

it,

to her appreciation of

pression

a

Well, you might have

worse man than he,

meself.'

is
it

was so bad that she shut

it

do

a

" 'And it's yourself
that'll be playing
game on me? and it's not the likes ofyez,
Mike McCrea, that can do that shure.'

"Jimmie was standing near the kitchen
door, watching for the time when Katie
should tum her back toward Mike, but she

it

'11

mind the tobaccy,' said Mike,
see what the boy
be after
If he can't turn the
playing on yourself.

I

to-

shure

Katie in vexation,

'

you like your nice

and

I'll

Katie

McCrea.'
now. Miss Terril," cried
did not think you would
be making game of me, and worst of all, to
be tazen me about that spalpeen that didn't
know his tobaccy this morning from the
bad smelling asafoetida that Mrs. Strong
and shure the odor of
took for medicine

said Kate.

laugh on ye,

from giving ex-

"'And

"'Niver

'jist wait

she, too, found

the joke too good to refrain

?

sitting at the table when Mike

" ' And how did
'

paper on Katie's back, and

and there's many a worse name than

came in and seated himself.
baccy ?

at Mike, won

'

i

I have made up my mind to be Katie

McCrea.'
" She was

turned and looked

Just

any one he could read :

at

" Mike was overjoyed.
He laughed and
shook up and down in his chair. His selfsatisfaction was too big for words.
"
then nurse came in and saw the

"

'

your laughing

pardon

never lave you any

made no progress.
Kate was invulnerable,
and Mike had, at last, given up in despair.

"

I'll

will.'

dering what had come over him.
" Mike McCrea, have you lost your senses
this morning, or did your blessed mother

years,

Jimmie had written in large letters on a
strip of white paper the following words :
" ' I have made up
my mind to be Katie
McCrea.'
" This
paper he had carefully pinned to
the back of her dress in such a way that
every time her back was turned toward

then.

me now,

?

so dignified, should

'

and

'

if

" ' I'll
pay off the youngster before night ;
he's too smart, too smart intirely.'
" Kate
laughed in one continuous peal.
To think that Mike, who thought himself so
astute

'

'

ing on the stove
" Katie
jumped up and started for the
stove, exclaiming
" And
don't know what I'll say to me
am that careless, to lave me kettle
self
dry, to burn and smoke up the tay water.'
" Before her soliloquy was done, Mike had
read the words aloud
" I've made up
my mind to be Katie
McCrea.'
"'Faith! that what makes you forgit
You're going to be Katie
your kettle,
McCrea at last. Well, belter late than

his chagrin, but he went off muttering:

with

is

Jimmie found he must invent some excuse
for sending her from the table.
" Katie,' said he,
not your kettle burn

watching from the next
"Jimmie
room, and when he thought they were both
fooled enough to satisfy him, he cried out,
'
April fool, Mike.'
" Mike loved the
boy, and tried to smother
was

;

ye'd

nose smellin' right ag'in with the stuff!

I'J'ine,

her eyes and held

down her throat.'
" Poor Katie's annoyance was amusing
in the extreme, especially to Mike, whose
vanity was flattered a little, notwithstanding
her nose to get

he

it

smell,

JOURNAL.

?

2</)

knew Katie

was vexed

by

the affair.

UNCLE JIMMIE,

ever, to find herself the center of observation,
comment, and mirth, with the uncontrolled

laughter of Mrs. Strong, overpowered my
sober intentions, and I was compelled to
laugh with the rest.
" ' Look at the back of your dress in the
glass, sister May,' said Jimmie, ' see if you
think it is all right.'
" She,
supposing that there was something
"wrong with her dress which had caused the
merriment, went to the mirror and dis
covered the source of the disturbance.
" ' April
fool. May,' said the delighted
boy.
" May
enjoyed the fun ; no sooner had
she read the paper than her merry laugh
sounded

as loud as the rest.

" We were now all on the
alert expecting
some trick to be played upon ourselves, but
breakfast passed off with no further inter
James seemed to have had his fill
May was soon planning
how she should retaliate upon him, but his
shrewdness evaded all efforts made in that
direction.
" That
day Uncle George came for May
ruption.

it,

it
a

a

absurd
:

it

'

called him.

"

;

Jimmie stood back at some distance,
leaning carelessly against a table his eyes
sparkled with glee, his cheeks were flushed,
and the little dimples were playing around
his beautiful mouth like variations to the
glad music of his innocent spirit.
"
shall never forget that picture.
His
dark curls carelessly thrown back from his
face, and his little symmetrical frame weav
ing gently with each passing thought.
" Could
have died at that hour, how
complete might have been the glory of his
life — and how great
remorse might have
"
been spared me

Mr. Howard's listeners looked in astonish
at the utterance of such words — all
save Uncle Jimmie
his face was hidden in
his hands, while tears were trickling through
his fingers.
His low, sweet voice broke the
momentary stillness
" My good,
my more than good brother,
ment

please do not open the old wounds afresh
by thus unjustly criminating yourself."

"

will proceed to the end," said Mr.
Howard, " but James, you know am now
opening afresh, wounds caused by the most
unrelenting tyrant, man ever meets, viz.
his own accusing conscience."

fun for the time.

There

a

many
gem in the path of life
Which wc pass in our idle pleasure.
That is richer far than the jcwel'd crown,
Or the miser's boarded troasure.
id

of

the picture

:

carica

rendered

I

such

that

were the words
ludicrous. Under
April fool, Uncle George.'
" The old gentleman's
eyes twinkled as
he looked around for the little artist,' as he

a

to Jimmie that

tures were not the right thing exactly for a
young gentleman like himself, nor were they
kindly in spirit. May's consternation, how

catured,
and

;

and suggested

Upon opening it, he found the figure of
— very good likeness of
Quaker gentleman
himself; but the dress so enlarged and cari

:

style of a fashionable young lady ; the spread
tail representing the train of her dress, and
the upturned head bearing a resemblance to
a human face. Under it was written : ' Miss
May Howard, the belle of the season.'
"
May's peculiar manner was then so in
keeping with the idea of a little vanity, that
the fitness of the picture was instantly per
ceived, and good Mrs. Strong was the first
to manifest her mirth ; I tried to look grave,

ing
might be some letter he had put
into his pocket, and had carelessly forgotten
He supposed he had drawn
to read.
his pocket
from
with his handkerchief.

it

morning's operations in the kitchen.
'As we gathered around the breakfasttable, May came in, moving with great dig
nity, as was the little maiden's habit. Upon
the back of her dress was fastened a wellexecuted sketch of a peacock, dressed in the

Before

started, Jimmie managed to drop a
letter — addressed to Uncle — near him, on the
Uncle George perceiving
picked
carpet.
up, and directly broke the seal, think

!

from Kate.
" ' April fool,' cried
Jimmie, and he scamp
ered off up-stairs, entirely satisfied with his
not elegant,

to spend a few weeks at his home.
they

I

if

it

re

numerous,

1

protestations

I

provoked
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His continued mirth and Miss Terril's
marks,
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HOUSE

ALTERATION.—A

it is expedient

OR TWO.

take of converting an old house into some
thing so entirely out of keeping with its

r~I^HE tendency on the part of housearchitects and builders within the past
five or six years has been toward a repro
duction of the style known as the Queen
Anne, or the old-fashioned English cottage.
Sometimes

SUGGESTION

general

plan,

that

they

find

the

expense

to alter an old

amounting to even more than that for which
a new and better structure could have beererected upon open ground.
Most of the

VIEW

ALTERATION.

BEFORE

building in imitation of the style in vogue

;

but generally American cottages which have
been built within twenty-five years do not
admit of the extensive changes which are
by the Queen Anne style, except at
Many owners make a misgreat expense.
required

VIEW

AFTER

modern houses built in rural neighborhoods
during the past ten or twelve years, have
shown a clumsiness of construction, and a
so
for housekeeping
lack of convenience
men
that
it
is
that
surprising
conspicuously,
of good practical judgment in business di

ALTERATION.

HOUSE ALTERATION— A SUGGESTION

1879].

rections should have permitted themselves
to be so humbugged by the fanciful archi
"
tect and the " skin carpenter.
The old-fashioned, square, unadorned,
" unpiazzaed " country house offers a marked
contrast to the fancy, elaborately-molded,
corniced, windowed, French-roofed con
struction so many times multiplied in the
new sections of our towns. To sober re
flection the former commends itself more
than the latter by its solidity and air of com
fort. The judicious architect, who appre
ciates real convenience, in looking upon the
old country home may readily suggest a few

OR TWO.

convenient
feature in the arrange
of such a house, to wit : the rooms
are usually large, and people who have had
much experience in housekeeping are quite
willing to put up with other inconveniences
of plan if the rooms are ample in dimen
sions.
Most of our lancy houses inclose
is one

ment

many rooms,

but they are many at the ex

of size.
We have inspected costly
mansions
of recent erection, and found
within them kitchens scarcely larger than
our mother's old cupboard. A very limited
knowledge in domestic matters would im
press one with the idea that the kitchen
pense

HALL AFTER ALTERATIONS.
changes

here and there, which will convert

the square

exterior into an
Such an architect we

and unesthetic

building.
Mr. Woollet to be, and his recent
book entitled. "Old Homes Made New,"
published
by Messrs. Bicknell and Comstock, of New York, is highly suggestive in
the line which we have just ventured a few
From that work our illustrations
thoughts.
agreeable
deem

are taken.

Fig. i

represents

an

old building very

like many of those familiar to us in suburban
villages, and one which is quite easily modi
fied

both

externally and internally.

There

should

be

house ; that

as

ample

the

there especially

as any

housekeeper

room

for her operations,

room ought to be large enough to
cat in," should

the-

if any
"swing a
and

that contingency ever occur,

the kitchen should

The

in

needs space

be.

illustration is a view of the
building after alteration, and if the reader
will carefully examine it he will be surprised
to find how few changes have been made,
and yet, with a marked result, the whole
aspect having been changed ; the blankness
of the first has given place to the neat and
agreeable variety of finish, and that with
next

PHRENOLOGICAL
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out the least approach to extravagance.
He
observe that the changes
have been
brought about mainly by the building of a
short wing on one side of the old front, ex
tending it so as to form a gable on the roof;

front ot
if they were
living faces. There is the face of a moth
er — a worn face ; a face that is wrinkled as

first story.
The building has become more
homelike and attractive, and has lost noth
ing of its apparent staunchness and dura

no longer rounded ; hair half gray and
half brown. The face of a woman that
has done work — hard work ; work
for
it
many ; done it for sixty years — done
faithfully, lovingly, heroically, but has never
been appreciated for doing it.
Another face ?
Whose ?
Certainly.
Your wife's.
Not old nor young — forty,
The face of a woman that does
perhaps.
everything from love ; of a woman who has
been busy all the day long that your house
might be a home for you ; a woman you left
without a kiss this morning, and whom you

will

faces come out of the air in

me, and stand out to sight as

years and labor and troubles wrinkle a face ;
then on one end a simple balcony has been
j eyes that show a growing dimness as they
placed, while below a piazza runs across the gaze at me ; hands no longer plump ; fin

bility.
Our third illustration is an interior view
-of a hall, and is merely a suggestion for the
consideration of those who are inclined to
In
adopt the style now coming in vogue.
house the stairway was narrow

the original

This

and inclosed.
a new

staircase

with fireplace
same, and

and

has been removed,

and

in hard wood introduced,
settle at the foot of the

at the end of the settle

the old

hall-clock.

The upper portion of this fire
place has the brick-work exposed, the lower
portion being encased for mirror, etc. ; and
above the mirror a small sconce-mirror. As
will be noticed, the entrances to the prin
cipal rooms from this hall are without doors ;
a curtain of heavy material, hung from a
rod with rings, forms the means of shutting
off the view from the hall when desirable.
The end of the main hallway is marked and
divided from the staircase
column bracketed each way.

Unappreciated. — It

by

a

Newell
D.

be,

friend,

you are a very good sort of a man,

judged

may

by the commercial standard, by the stand
ard of the club, and even by the standard
of the church.
We don't doubt but that
a
are
you
pretty good sort of a man, meas
ured by your own standard ; but
1
will
a
the
dash
compositor
long
hope
place
after that word but, for there was a great
deal of thinking that came after it.
What
was I thinking about ? Your wife, perhaps ;
your mother ; your sister, or any one whose
kindness and courtesy and affection minis
ters to you, and you don't appreciate
the
ministry.
The unappreciated ones, who love us and
And as
serve us ; I am thinking of them.

gers

forgot to greet as you came in to-night.
And yet there were your slippers by your
chair, the evening paper on the table ; the
table spread for tea — everything clean, or

And you scarcely greet
Brute?
Pretty near it. What do
you think? — Golden Rule.
derly,

homelike.

ed her !

An Emperor

Overcoming

his Ene

mies. — A Chinese Emperor once heard that
his enemies had raised an insurrection in
" Come,
one of the distant provinces.
my

friends," said he to those about him, '' follow
me, and I promise you that we shall destroy
our enemies." He marched forward, and

All
on his approach.
now thought that he would take the most
Instead of this, however,
signal revenge.
were
surprised to see the captives treat
they
" What ! "
ed with mildness and humanity.
"
is this the way in
cried one of his officers,
which you fulfill your promise ? Your royai
word was given that your enemies should
the rebels submitted

be destroyed,
them

all, and

and behold, you have pardoned
even shown special favor to

some of them !

"

" I promised," replied the Emperor, with
air, " to destroy
a generous
my enemies.

This I

have done.

no longer;

I

For

see, they are enemies

have made them my friends."

"
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THE SEARCH AFTER THE IDEAL."

3or

"THE SEARCH AFTER THE IDEAL."
li The shades of night were falling fast,
As through an Alpine village passed

A youth

The formation of this Ideal,
how, when it is closely approached by
the aspiring soul, it gathers to itself fresh

to

who bore 'mid snow and ice

A banner with the strange device—
Longfellow.
'' Here is
thy Ideal ; work it out therefrom ; and work
ing, believe, live, and be free."

" Sartor

\ \ 7HAT

a glorious spectacle

Resartus."

interest.

is the on-

* *

svard march of our faculties, as they
go forward in pursuit of the Ideal. To the
rhythm of their tread the soul pours out its
divinest strains, and as a leader the sweet
persuasive

Imagination

first.

goes

If

the

desire to attain is but an indication of the

power to attain, the perfection to which man
may arrive can never be fully known ; at
best it can but be guessed at.
The fields
are boundless to which Imagination leads
us, and the ocean to which it points stretches
away before our sight, and fades in Infinity.

How

meaningless

life of a person

and useless appears the

who leads

an

every-day,

plodding, take-what-may-come sort of ex
istence, compared with that of one who has
risen from the dreams of his boyhood ; and
in possession of his Ideal, stands and looks
up with conscious manliness to the blue
vault above him, studded with stars that
whisper ever of hope, and of a future
"
bright beyond a mortal's telling."
But I suppose we very much resemble the
trees that grow around us.

Some are con

tent to bend their heads so low as to reach
the dull pool that spreads

itself at their feet,

casting back their shadows into their faces
as

if

in impatient scorn ; while others

raise

stretching their
majestically,
upward to meet the sunbeams in
their descent upon our earth.
Man would

themselves
heads

be a poor

tame

creature

were

he never

to

aspire to something higher and brighter and
purer than he has already possessed himself
of ; well saith the poet :
" Unless above himself he can
Erect himself, how mean a thing is man."
I reckon

that when a young man is pos

sessed of an Ideal, he has

and floats away again
into the distance, still to beckon on its pur
suer and to prompt him to greater strivings
and endeavorings,
is in itself a study of
beauty and strength,

Excelsior."

Carlvle's

himself.

and

the key of the

gateway leading to the perfection possible

A youth with an artist's soul may be
wandering by the side of a murmuring river.
In his dreamy, half-trancelike state he looks
listlessly around him upon the beauties God
has scattered with profusion on his right
hand and on his left.
The mighty hills
speak of power, the blue sky of love, and
the hush of nature of a peace which should
He may have been a
possess the spirit.
stranger to ambition before ; no great desire
may have come upon him us a new revela
tion of what could be; but now, as he con
tinues

wandering along, or throws himself

to rest upon

the mossy bank, there creeps
over him a vague prophecy of some distant

attainment. The spring that is to move
his future life has been set in motion. An
artist's life appears to him abundant of
Ah, to be a transcriber of nature's
promise.
beauties, to convey to the canvas with light
touch the joyous smile of the Great
Creator, as seen in a cloudless summer's
day; or to paint with a master-hand the
majesty of His frown, appearing in the
storm at night, when the grim dark clouds
chase each other through the sky, as if
hastening from the sight of His face, " ter
rible to behold in anger," and the waves
some

upon

the beach

that lash each other into

foam.

Oh

! to go out and

in her sunshine

commune

with nature

and her shade, in her smiles

in her tears ! Everything else seems
trite and commonplace.
And the artist that
he would be, how he would drive from his
life the weaknesses
that beset the great ;
how he would attain to a style of execution,
that in its purity and simplicity would speak
to the universal mind ! And through all the
daily occupations of his life he would look
upon the face of his Divine Master and be
Ah, glorious Ideal, sweet child of
at rest.
and
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the imagination, let it go before thee in all

things, youthful artist.
We should endeavor to keep the youthful
minds over which we may have charge in a
healthy atmosphere of thoughts and wishes.
" Murmur soft music to their dreams,

is from

preconceived

ideas

that

the

to a deep admiration of the conduct

-of these heroes ; his Ideal will have added to
itself a fresh, healthy element.

How well I now

remember

the modifica

tions and reconstructions my Ideal under
went before it assumed its first determinate
The reading of Isaak Walton's "Complete
Angler" gave me an affection for the fol
lowers of the gentle craft and the haunts of
Kirke White taught
the glittering trout.
me to love the harvest moon, and Charles
Lamb, with his meek, lovable nature, showed
me how nearly an author can be allied to
his productions, and how he can draw to
himself the hearts of his readers.
I suppose lovers in their sweet seasons
think sometimes of the charming little Ideal
"
Tennyson has given us in the Gardener's
"
of course they never dream
Daughter ;
there is the least truth in Spenser's couplet :
" Of honey and of gall in love there is store ;
The honey is much, but the gall is more."

Is not this desire of man to attain to some
thing above himself, or rather, to merge his
-own being into that of a higher, the greatest
prompting to soul-worship ?
If what is written be true, that it takes
all mankind to make one man, then is his
Through its
tory to us most invaluable.
records we draw out to the light the dis
tinguishing trait in the character of each of
its worthies.
Of one and the other
" We mark the virtue and we shun the vice,"

and the perfection

gathered,

bit

from all, is formed
by our imagination
into one whole, to which life and existence
is given, and it becomes to us the Ideal.
And from the Bible, the richest of all his
tories, we glean for our Idealism that which
is nowhere else to be found in such fullness

Well may Carlyle say, " The Hebrew Bible
not before all things true, as no other
"
book ever was or will be ?
When we turn
from other books to this one, it is as if we
had left our few old dusty Dutch paintings
in the valley below, and were gazing from
the hill-top on the glories of the rising sun.
Here we are greeted by the old patriarch
Abraham, with his great earnest faith, and
by David, who carried the love of his God

— is it

Ideal is formed ; what is pleasing to the
mind is gathered up and stored away in the
recesses of the memory, to be used at the
Let a boy read for
-creation of the Ideal.
the first time Plutarch with his lives of
Cimon, Lycurgus, Alexander, Demosthenes,
Phocion, and Marcellus, and he will be
roused

[June.

and freshness.

Th.it pure and unpolluted run,
Like to the new-born crystal streams
Under the bright enamoured sun."

It
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by

bit,

from

the shepherd's

the king.

His

fold

to the throne

of

poetry alone would show him

1An opulent
soul,
Dropt in our path like a great cup of gold."

"
But quoting " cup of gold leads us to think
of Joseph in Egypt ; and speaking of David
as a poet, we are brought to that other Bible
poem — the book of Job ; the dignity and
scope of which leads one insensibly to com
''
" Prometheus of
/Eschylus
pare it with the
But others meet
and the " Norse Edda."
us in the Bible, heroes of meekness, stead
fastness, faithfulness,
and patience ; Moses
is there with his curious Egyptian lore, and

Solomon with his envied wisdom, and Paul
with all the powers of his mighty reasoning.
As poets wander in the woodlands to chant
their rhymes to the music of the nightin
gale's song, we wander through the pages of
the Bible to tune our lives to the measures
of its sacred harmony.
It is not often we care to remember that
the Ideal is born of the actual ; that the
images of beauty flitting across our path
borrow their hues many a time from things
commonplace and lowly. Carlyle, however,
seems determined
getful

on this

that we shall

score,

and

not

he tells

be for
us :

'In

this poor, miserable, hampered, despicable,
actual, wherein thou even now standest.

Ideal ; the Ideal is
thyself; thy condition is but the stuff
thou art to shape that same Ideal out of;
what matters whether such stuff be of this
sort or that, so the form thou give it be
here or nowhere is thy

in

THE HARPIST AND THE PRINCESS.

for

a

:

;

;

the

is

last
he

eagerly

seen that he

is

a glance

is

At

it

turns.

to

it

The

that hides its foundations.

youth's destination, and

no

favor, find

it

to their advantage

to laud

a
?

it

is

a

is

is

;

a

;

the rich velvet costume
ordinary person
betokens wealth, the fair brow and sparkling
noble mind
eyes indicate the promise of
but the whole face
sadly marred by the
lack of firmness about the lips.
He
prince, son of a king, and heir-apparent to
a crown. With him are
few attendants,
of
his
who
are watchful
own
persons
age,
of the slightest indication of their master's
wishes.
Is a wonder the prince spoiled
The courtiers, aware of his probable suc
cession to the throne, and anxious to be in
his

and compliment his manly

accomplishments

The king, busied with the affairs
seldom has time to consider his
mental progress
and his tutors have been
careful not to advocate too close application
to study, knowing their royal pupil would

beauty.

;

of State,

not enjoy such an idea.

The natural result

it

it,

it,

It
is

it

I

h,

:

it

PRINCESS.

of such training
proud, vain boy, full of
life, ambition, and confidence
but his nat
urally kind heart and amiable disposition
endeared him to the people.
One day an old harpist came to the king's
beautiful land in the
palace, and sang of
far East, where dwelt a maiden whom all
loved, and none could secure, because her
father was resolved that her lover should be
man of learning and of a noble heart.
The prince sat by the open casement, look
listless air, but the song
ing out with
He thought, why
riveting his attention.
should not he secure this lovely lady
Might not he be the destined lover? He
was king's son and without an equal in
the land he would journey to the East,
the harpist's description prove correct
and
he would sue for the lady's hand.
The next
morning he started, and toward evening of
the seventh day obtained his first glimpse
of the beautiful maiden's home.
For a mo
ment he stopped, then hastened toward the
As he approached, his
grim old castle.
window where the maiden
glance fell on
herself stood looking down the prince was
filled with admiration for the vision of love

?

noble

REES.

;

a

the

ROGERS

;

on

THE

AND

summit of
His eye swept a vast stretch
rocky ridge.
of country nearly surrounded by the rugged
outlines of mountain ranges
to the west,
an expanse of water
a broad, stately river
flows by the city at his feet at the right a
castle stands out boldly from the dark foliage
upon

an Ideal,

something higher and better than yourself,
read this
and as encouragement
to follow
"
from one of our master-minds
have
contended
that
obedience
was
the
always
mattered not
way to gain light, and that
where a man began, so that he began on
what came to hand, and in faith."

a

man mounted

steed paused

But, nevertheless,

it.

upon

is

YOUNG

in the years to come, may smile to look back

a

-**

HARPIST

by an un

viewed

and you yourself living

a

A

THE

when

outsider,

J.

erected

especially

sympathetic

may have

and frivolity

;

to have

about

of crudeness

amount

a

is said

certain

if

necromancer,

magical purposes an entire man of brass,
putting together his limbs under various

give your energy and your faith.

a

peatedly be added to it, making it more and
more perfect. Albertus Magnus, the reputed

constellations, the doing of which occupied
him thirty years.
I doubt not the Ideal of
my reader will be very different thirty years
But to
as
exists in the present,
hence.
a

Oh, thou that pinest in
heroic — be poetic.
the imprisonment of the actual, and criest
bitterly to the gods for a kingdom wherein
to rule and create, know this of a truth ;
the thing thou seekest is already with thee,
'
here or nowhere,' couldst thou only see."
But whilst we admire the gorgeousness of
the butterfly's wings, need we remember
that this same thing of beauty and sunshine
Jay once in embryo in a worm that could
not move, but with its face in the dust?
I have hinted at the modifications the
A new element may re
Ideal undergoes.

a
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liness,
view,

and
the

immediately
ence.

His

as the

princess

retreated

from

blew his bugle. He was
ushered into the king's pres
majesty graciously welcomed

lover
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" Prince, we are honored
by the occasion
of your royal highness' coming. My daugh

suitor had yet obtained the princess ; and
the prince again awaited the day of trial, this
time with more fear and less confidence.
And the lady — how was it with her ? She,

ter has many suitors.

too, waited in suspense.

the visitor, and replied

to his statement

in

the following words :

desire

her

bestow

her on a man

hand ;

All

but

these about

me

I am resolved

to

of learning, and not

on one who depends entirely

upon

his title

and rank for a position in the world.
cheerfully

if

you

I will

present the lady to your highness

are

found

to

meet

these

require

ments."
All confident of success, the prince was
far from being appalled by the king's sin
gular freak ; he looked upon his rivals with
perfect unconcern ; and with his mind full
of the beauty of which he had obtained one
he impatiently awaited the
morrow, when the trial of mental strength
would decide the maiden's fate. But woe
to the dreams of ambitious youth ! He was
weighed in the balance— and found wanting.
Then his eyes were opened, and he saw the
flattery of his companions, and the treachery
of his instructors. His proud spirit was
touched, and he retraced his steps full of
hasty glimpse,

indignation. He had been spared one in
fliction, however : none of the rival suitors
had satisfied the king ; all had been rejected.
Immediately upon

arriving at his father's

devoted himself to study^
interest in minor court affairs,

palace, the prince

losing all
and

seldom

pleasures.
not

joining

All

a few tried

purpose.

marveled

" Your

we fear such a
undermine our
said, " Is there
as this ? Thou

the

courtiers in their
at

to dissuade

the
him

change ;
from

his

highness is becoming pale ;

of study will
prince's health." Another
not some other lady as fair
severe course

couldst have any maiden in

the land ; why then go to a foreign country,
and kneel at the feet of a surly old king?"
One even hired an old harpist to sing the
charms of a neighboring princess.
All in vain. The prince paid no heed to
the courtiers, and at the end of three years
Be
again started for the land of the East.
fore it was

with a light heart

and

buoyant

spirit ; now it was with calmer feelings.
Might
He did not dare to hope for success.
not the prize be already won ? The old king
welcomed him with hearty good-will ; no

The next day toward evening the father
the daughter's hand in that of the
''
young prince.
My daughter," he said, " has
not only secured the husband of her choice
and my choice, but this prince has received
benefit from his endeavors
to secure her
placed

A

self-satisfied
person will
king. I am now certain
that the people of your land will have a
worthy sovereign."
Thus the struggle was closed. The young
man had not only received his bride, but
had learned to distinguish the Mattery of the
foolish from the counsel of the wise.
But I
would warn you. The courtiers of the king
still live ; beware lest they deceive you when
you start for the land of the East to find the
princess whose name is Wisdom.
L. E. WARREN.

hand.

proud,

not make a good

According

to Sir William Gull, Queen
Victoria's physician, and of course eminent
in his profession, it is'better, in case of fa
tigue from overwork, to eat raisins than to
to alcohol.
In his testimony before
Lords' Commission in London, a few
months ago, he affirmed " that instead of
resort

the

flying to alcohol, as many people do when
they might very well drink water,
or they might very well take food ; and they
would be very much better without the al
He added, as to the form of food
cohol."
he himself resorts to, " in case of fatigue
from overwork, I would say that if I am
thus fatigued, my food is very simple ;
eat
the raisins instead of taking the wir.e.
For thirty years I have had large experience
exhausted,

/

in this practice.
my personal

I

friends.

have recommended

It

it to

is a limited experi

ence, but I believe it is a very good and true

This is valuable testimony ;
experience."
we know of none better from medical sources,
and we commend

it to the thoughtful con
of all those who are in the habit
of resorting to " a little wine for thy stom
ach's sake, and thine often infirmities."

sideration

THE PHYSICALLY UNFORTUNATE.
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THE
of

robust

PHYSICALLY

constitution

and

PERSONS
good nerve-endurance frequently

know

little of the numerous disadvantages
of more delicate organization suffer.

There

are people,

and

I

regret

to

say

those

they

are

stage of life who pur
sue, as best they may, their various avoca
tions, but are never well.
They have no
or organic disease, nothing but
special
general debility, sluggish circulation, weak
many, on the active

digestion,

and incompetent

nervous systems.

They are persistent and lucrative patients ;
going often from one celebrated physician
to another, in the vain hope of receiving
from medicine what nature failed to give
them, a physically sound constitution.
The
doctors in turn, knowing from whence their
sustenance

comes,

listen

indulgently, en

courage soothingly, and administer moder
ately.

Well

is it for these unfortunates

they always come under the care

if

of brain-

gifted and conscientious physicians.

Sym

pathy is their daily and greatest requirement.

The stronger portion of the community
frequently grow impatient with the weak
lings, and consider because they are able to
partake moderately of nourishment and ex
ercise that they are morbid complainers,
hypochondriacs.

Sometimes

they doubtless

of useless repinings, which, overflow
ing, disturb the peace of those about them.
Where they have meagre opportunities
for growth and development, being natural
ly unfit and disinclined for labor, they proba
bly become mentally or morally incapaci
are full

3° 5

UNFORTUNATE.
and growing morose
and reckless
lack of occupation, are dishonest
leeches in society; sucking other men's
blood, appropriating that to which they are
not rightfully entitled, until the institutions
for the rescue and support of the incompe
tated,
from

tent and monomaniacs

take them in charge,
and their insignificant lives ebb out in our
alms-houses,

asylums, and prisons.
But there are heroes among the physical
ly unfortunate ! men and women of angelic
temper and of untiring mental endurance,
who are schooled to suffering, who pursue
life's ordinary labor, and
accomplish by
slight or tact where their strength fails.
They who are so thoroughly habituated to
pain and fatigue that they would be actual
ly affrighted to be divested of all ailments,
just as I was startled the other day, when
calling on a friend who had twin babes
with sore mouths. The new mother was
alone with them.
As she could not well
attend to both, I immediately appropriated
the

one

screamed

crying in the cradle, but they
on in concert, in spite of our con

tinual efforts to appease.
In the course of
I had grown so accustomed to the
that, when
conversational accompaniment
the children suddenly stilled at the same
time, I exclaimed to my friend, under the
impulse of momentary wonderment, "Why,
"
Belle, what's the matter?

an hour

Thus would thess heroes among the un
pause and query if their longborne burden of pain were lifted.
fortunates
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These physical inabilities are often a
birthright inheritance ; at others, the souv
enir of early and severe sickness, or misdi

Inasmuch as the debilitated are never
wholly accountable for their lack of strength,
and came not of their own volition to an

rected remedies used therefor.

undesirable existence

unfortunates, by the em
ployment of proper care, exercise, and diet,
can frequently better their condition, and
sometimes with years, outgrow or overcome

than
it behooves us to be ever kindly
and tender in our treatment of them, unre
servedly loving and encouraging; lighten
ing in all possible ways their constant sense
of weariness ; and to labor, each in our own
sphere, as unremittingly to improve and
elevate the standard of our physical unfor

These afflicted

That

the blemishes.

they are increasing in

among us we can scarcely

numbers

deny.

We do not improve physically as a nation,
Too
according to our mental development.
is passed
often the burden of .weakness
down from generation to generation,
the suffering

and

never dies out.

TRAUMATIC

PERSONAL

FROM
rT~,HERE

is so little real knowledge of this

most formidable affection,
scribed

modes

of treatment

and the pre
prove

so un

satisfactory in their results, that the practi
tioner is liable to yield to the irresistibly
depressing influence of unsuccessful exper
iment, and conclude that his efforts must
To
look only to palliation, not cure.
smooth the pathway to the grave is all that
the resources of the medical art are expected
to avail.
It is now my firm conviction that
such a position is not the true one.
When
the physician assumes that all is done that
can

be

done, when

the patient is helped to

die easy, he becomes a dangerous

I

adviser.

am also convinced that the practice of

meeting

the alarming

symptoms

of

this

disorder with opiates, and other diseaseand death-inducing agencies,
renders the case hopeless of cure.
What this tetanus is, I do not pretend
producing

to say.

I

stand aw'e-struck

iniscence

of an experience,

presented

to the profession

before the rem

which is here
of
medical interest, and to the people with the
hope of giving information as regards, in
particular, the incipient stages of this dis
ease, so that correct remedial
measures
may

be applied

early,

and

as a matter

thus avert

the

which follow its onset.
In March, 1871. I stepped upon a nail which
pierced my right foot just at the side of the

dreadful

paroxysms

are all more

; as we

and sensitive

depending

in feebleness

in health,

tunates as do our able journalists

who are
devoting their lives and talents to that great
MRS. S. L. OBERHOLTZER.
purpose.

TETANUS.

EXPERIENCE.
hollow, making a wound
The nail was
moved, my foot placed in
pain was inconsiderable,

an inch

perhaps

in depth.

immediately re
warm water ; the
and I looked for
no unpleasant results.
But as the day
moved on a weighty sense of something
very hard to bear, but less defined than pain,
prompted to repetition of the hot foot-bath.
At night my sleep was undisturbed, but on
awaking next morning an extreme languor
came over me.
I could scarcely arouse
myself; and on looking out of the window,

I wondered why people
so briskly — I was

about

petite

was

walked

My ap

good, pulse at about the normal

standard.

During

weariness

increased,

that day
and

the

sense

a strange,

hensive feeling crept over me.
resorted

and moved

so weary.

to the hot foot-bath,

I

of

appre

frequently

scarcely know

ing why, for there was no local pain in the
foot.
That night my sleep was troubled
and morning found me unrefreshed,
and I
felt as though under the influence of a sub
tle poison

— was drowsy

at times during the

day, but aroused from that with increased
weariness, and could not rest.
The third

night, at bedtime, I ordered a full hot bath
of five minutes, and a thorough rubbing to
follow.
My sleep was much disturbed ;
I was restless, grated rr.y teeth, and moaned.
On the morning of the fourth day very sharp
pains darted through my head and back

TRAUMATIC
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and limbs ; a decided increase and aggrava
tion of symptoms, with the same languid,
half-effort for relief. This night I prescribed
for myself the warm half pack, and re
mained in it till early morning.
I slept and
forgot my weaiy self, but on the fifth day I
was almost uncontrollably restless.
Added
to the sharp pains of the previous day, was
a desire to move continually from one room
to

another.

I walked all

over

the house

On going up-stairs, I was
obliged to sit down and rest frequently ; my
breath was short, and pain in the chest
I ordered hot fomentations
very severe.
to the liver and chest, and this gave relief
many

times.

for an hour or so, when the pains returned,

and I had the hot applications repeated.
This, the fifth night, the deeply poisoned
feeling or stupor, as if from inhalation of
some noxious vapor, was so oppressive as
to prevent sleep.
With the approach of
the sixth day, the whole system seemed
I felt com
alive to pain and restlessness.
pelled to walk, but that very prompting to
motion brought only aggravation of the pain,
which was most distressing.

Finding myself unable to prescribe meas
ures at all likely to prove available,

medical

was called.
At that time I was
not aware what my condition required, nor
from knowledge of the symptoms of tetanus
gathered from the books, did I decide this
to be my affliction ; so little is said of its
But in a
incipiency or preliminary stage.
assistance

TETANUS.

The brain and spinal cord seemed twisted
and intertwined as with little hot wires ;
the abdomen and lungs held tightly by the
resistance
of the diaphragm, and the ina
bility to swallow produced a sensation as of
a hand
These, to
grasping the throat.
gether with the feeling of being pulled to
pieces by the stretching of the stiffened
muscles, led me to excitedly exclaim when
ever speech was possible, " Come, do come,
they are pulling me, they are pulling me''

It

seemed

another giant was pulling me away, and at
every muscle and nerve and fiber of my
body was a wicked little imp pinching me
and twirling sharp, burning wires. All the
secretions
seemed
poisonous exhalations
from the lungs, and skin extremely offensive
as in putrid fever ; a cold sweat accompa
nying the paroxysms, was of such unpleasant
odor as to render very frequent change
of clothing necessary.
At no time was there
complete cessation of the spasm.
I will here refer to a letter from my
physician. Dr. Glass, of Hannibal, Missouri,
which gives account of the treatment
pursued :

"Dr.

I

struggling to leave
by something
which delighted to inflict the most exquisite
torture, far beyond anything physical.
The
stiffening jaws closed with a motion quicker
than thought.
The diaphragm held firmly,
all the muscles of the chest cramped, the
head drawn back and the body fairly lifted
from the bed by the awfully rigid muscles.
the

spirit were

the body, but was prevented

Fairchild :— Of

the case of
Traumatic Tetanus presented in your own
person, allow me to say that it was the first
which I had been called upon to treat
during my practice of over thirty years, and
remedial

though

with hands of red-hot iron

he was pressing my brain, while at my feet

general spasm took place, ac
with such suffering as mortal
companied
can
never
The mind was clear
pen
depict.
and the senses acute much beyond their
normal standard.
It seemed as though the
nerves were played upon by some terrible
force which rasped and tortured them in
At times it was as
every imaginable way.

A

as though a great giant were at

my head, and

few hours there was no mistaking the diag
nosis.

3«»7

stood

upon

isolated

measures.

ground as regards
The books gave poor

comfort,

for
after prescribing a most
formidable array of drugs, they each and
all were declared
to be ineffectual.
The
doctors who kindly offered counsel were at
a wretched loss to know what to do, and
tetanus was given up as incurable ; and
I believe it is beyond the range of drug
medication,
as usually prescribed.
The
first thing I did on finding you in the spasm
was to probe deeply the wound, rather to
cut a deep and wide gash at the point
where the nail entered, and plunge in this
open wound a stick of caustic potash.

"

My reasons for doing so were these

:

that

the thick tissues of the foot closed so firmly
on

the deep small wound as not to allow
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I

;

I

were decidedly

day, symptoms

ing, so far as regarded

more

pleas

the spasms, but the

beginning of your terrible suffering from
irritation may be dated at this time.
" I have, as you know, been

spinal

repeatedly

asked for a plan of treatment to be pursued
in such cases.
I would, first, probe deeply
the wound and apply caustic,

I

the wound is made.
from

tetanus

as soon

I

as

have saved

several cases since by resort

If

ing to this method.
sets in,

spasm

believe

probe

called

and

after

cauterize,

answer indications as they present
selves, but never give opiates."

and
them

distressing.
The whole nervous system seemed, as a phy
" raw," or as though the
sician expressed
was

most

it,

My convalescence

the

a

For
distracted.
could neither read
many, many months
nor write. Anything suggestive of num
ber, as mention of the time of day, date of
became

quite

I

I

I

a

-

In conclusion, let me say that
would
not omit to mention the very important ele
of all nervous
ment in the management
disorders, namely, rest.
They are diseases
of exhaustion, and while passive motion is
indicated, rest, rest, rest
the prayer —
most importunate of the whole system.
M. AUGUSTA FAIRCHILD, M.D.

Headache and Rest. — Dr. Day

a prey to all my surround

ings, could resist nothing. At sight of pen,
envelope, book, or even torn piece of news
paper,

and vigor.

felt as though everything were act

ing upon me.

I,

tection.

I

nerves were on the outside, and without pro

tion of the importance of avoiding in nerv
ous derangements, everything that tends to
" applied pow
exhaustion.
longed for an
"
er
that the physiological processes of the
of
system might be favored, independent
will power and after, and while basking in
the sun, reveling in pure fresh air, and in
food that was of the best,
resorted as a
prominent measure to "remedial motion,'"
and in this found a power which controlled
and brought
pathological manifestations,
about at last a state of abundant health

I

pulse varied

little from the normal standard.
The
was
never
at
one
time
spasm
completely
About the tenth
conquered, but controlled.
but

my convalescence, because
may bring to
others, as
does to me, an added convic

in

of treatment
principle
ache.
anxious

says,

" Whatever be the plan
the first
decided upon, rest

late lecture

to inculcate in every severe head
man and the

Rest, which the busy

mother can not obtain so long as.

they can manage

to keep about,

is

especially

is

Your

it

were

spine

I

to the

grateful and beneficial.

in the memory,
was comforting — just as we some
friend, though
times feel the presence of
we may not have the assurance of sight.
am thus minute in giving the history of

is

mentations

they were somewhere

and

:

could be given with great benefit.
Rubbing was entirely desisted from, it in
so painfully the spasm.
creasing
Hot fo

abdomen

that

it

to the spine, to the chest, and

I

it

indications — lobelia.
" I made a weak decoction
of lobelia
seed, administered it as enema and did not
suffer it to pass off.
In this way relaxation
was induced so far that the application of
fomentations

to

produced like
On hearing the bells of
unpleasant results.
the town ring,
always caught up a pillow
and pressed
tightly over the top of my
head.
felt as though the undulations of
sound caused like waves in my tender brain
was agonizing.
So exhausted
was
a thought was tiresome.
nervously, that
Poems, hymns, passages of Scripture, long
before committed
to memory, seemed like
entities — right near, yet could not utter half
a sentence; but there was a peculiar feeling
Sound

I

such

bring on

as would lead

;

help to answer

etc., would

paroxysms

it

; but the

I

found an efficient

fearful

hours of suffering.

motion or change of the bed-clothes
aggravation of the spasm ; so I
produced
resorted to what in my days of drug prac

I

of crackers,

plate

such

least

tice

dish of rice

it

would have answered

or the sight of

on the table, or spoons in the spoon-holder,

poison

from a dissecting wound it pervades the
whole system.
The next and most pressing
indication to be answered was relaxation.
How could this be done. Doubtless the
vapor bath, or full warm bath, or general
fomentation

month,

the

a

though

pass out ; like the

be, to
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it might

infinitesimal

matter,

the decaying
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the first remedies
-we should

for every headache,

brain, when excited,

as much

and

it.

The

needs

quiet

never cease to enforce

QUACKERY.

and repose as a fractured limb or an in
flamed eye, and it is obvious that in the
changes of shortening the seizure and ar
resting the pain will depend on our power
to have this carried out effectually.
It is a
practical lesson to be kept steadily in view,
that there may lurk behind a simple head
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lesion of unknown magnitude
which may remain stationary if quietude
can be maintained.
There is a point worth
attending to in the treatment of all head
ache some

aches.

See that the head

night, and

is

the pillow hard ;

soft, the head sinks into

at

if it

be

it and

hot, which, with some people,
provoke

elevated
for,

becomes

is enough

an attack in the morning,

if

to

sleep

has been long and heavy."

MEDICAL QUACKERY.
medical science have intelligi
true principles upon which to
base and regulate its practice, it is perfectly
impossible for it to have many rational ther
Unless there is an intel
apeutic processes.
comprehension of the nature of
ligent
disease and the relation between dead and
living matter, medical practice will abound
in conjecture and empiricism.
In addition to these requirements of a

UNLESS
ble and

rational medical science and art, there will
for a correct recognition of
what materials are and what are not com
patible with the normal condition of the
fluids, structures, and functions of the living
The generally received doctrine
system.
or belief among the members of the medi
cal profession,
as well as the laity, that
drugs or medicines have inherent healing or
curative virtues when applied to the living
system in disease, is at the foundation of
almost every form
of medical deception
and imposture. So long as this error pre
The heal
vails, charlatanism will prosper.
ing power proper resides in the living orbe a demand

; it is the same force that keeps us
well or preserves our health ; it does not
reside in anything outside of the living sys
tem.
It is just as absurd to attempt to
maintain
that medicines heal or cure the
sick, as it would be to affirm that the appli
ances essential to the treatment of a broken
arm heal or cure the broken bone.
Cer
tainly, certain materials and appliances may
be of service or absolutely
necessary to
promote the curative or healing process.

. ganism

Surely, those that are essential and necessary
to

the preservation

of health

must be of

use and service in the restoration of health.

Drugs, however, are, without a doubt, in
compatible with the normal condition of the
fluids, tissues, and functions of the living
They can not act upon the living
system.
the living
The living is active
and the dead is passive in their relation be
tween dead and living matter.
Certainly,
this doctrine accords with reason and ex
Food does not act upon the
perience.
stomach, but the stomach
acts upon the
system, as

many

suppose ; but

system acts upon them.

food ; caustic
act

upon

or blistering materials do not

the skin, but the skin acts upon

them ; for no blister is caused when these
materials are applied to the skin of the
dead body.
So we might refer to numerous
facts that go to substantiate this statement
or law.
We know of none that furnishes
The principle
evidence against this view.
just set forth does not, necessarily, entirely
discard the use of drugs or medicines in
the treatment and management of disease.
As curative agents proper, their use can
not be justified, because they are abnormal
When by their
and anti-vital substances.
use they supply certain conditions that are
essential and conducive to the establishment
of the normal condition of the system in
In some
disease, then they are justifiable.
instances
they are useful on account of

their destructive and controlling effects upon
In incurable diseases their
the system.
effects often justify their use.
temporary
disinfectants,
Anesthetics,
escharotics,
anthelmintics, and anti
anti-parasites,
dotes,

as

they

are

called,

are

useful

in relation to the living system under certain
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conditions and circumstances.
From these
drugs are never admissible

niary interest to the physicians to keep the
people well as it is to get them well when

as curative agents proper, and are never used
as true remedial agents.
Certainly, drugs or
medicines should never be used in relation
to the living system, except under the super

Graham observes in the
of his work on the " Science of
Human Life," that — " It is certain, without
a well-educated
medical profession, of high
moral tone, society can not prosper; and it

considerations,

direction of a competent physi
Persons who accord with these views,
and are in a measure familiar with the prin
ciples and laws of health, will never use
vision

and

cian.

them

The
or

under any other circumstances.

constant

and incessant

use of medicines,

the habit of continual drugging by the pro
fession as well as by the people, is open to
the

criticism, if not to absolute
True remedial measures

severest

condemnation.

in the proper management of air,
exercise,
light, temperature,
rest, water,
food, bathing, movements, electricity, mag
netism, and surgical appliances.
The idea
or doctrine that considers disease to be an
entity or something to be destroyed or poi
soned out of existence, is a medical error
consist

that is conducive

to the prosperity

and per

of every form of the quack busi
ness.
Disease is not an entity, but a vital
process, an abnormal vital action, a reme
dial process — a process to be regulated and
petuation

or subdued.
But this remedial process or effort must not
be confounded
with curative result.
Re
medial action or effort may or may not be
curative, according to circumstances.
It is
only an action or effort that tends to re
cover the normal condition, and this process
If the conditions and
may fail or succeed.
directed,

and

circumstances

not

are

destroyed

the organism
it is the business of the
physician to make them so if he or she can
A candid writer, Dr. C. Kidd, admits and

will recover.

says in

regard

impostures
exist

:

favorable

If not,

to medical

"Our

deception

and

chiefest hopes at present

in the outer educated

public.

It

is

a

humiliating confession."
It is
well known that they who profit by abuses
and errors seldom voluntarily correct and
As it is with us, it is for the
expose them.
interest
of physicians
to have
pecuniary
sad,

but

sickness

general

in a community.

A

very

community does not contribute
much to the financial prosperity of its phy
sicians, unless it is made of as much pecu
healthy

sick.

Sylvester

preface

is equally certain that such a profession will
be most accurately estimated, where society
is most intelligent in regard to the proper

qualifications of such a profession ; and,
the certain means of destroying
every species of medical empiricism and
imposture, and of securing the highest con
therefore,

fidence in a responsible profession, is to en
lighten the people in regard to the knowl
edge of the laws of Life and Health."

Surely, there is scarcely anything that could
that would prove so fatal to the

be done

of quacks and patent medicines
diffusion of the knowledge
that relates to the principles of life and
health.
But many people still demand
these so-called doctors and their medicinesl
and so long as they demand them they wil.
have them.'
The most effective plan, in
truth the only sure method to reduce the
patronage

as the general

of quacks and their medicines, is to
diminish the demand.
If some plan or
measures were put in operation that it
would be of some pecuniary interest to the
supply

physician to keep the people well, as well
it is to get them well when sick, there
would, undoubtedly, be less of pretension
as

and imposture within as well as without the
ranks of recognized physicians.
Let medical writers and instructors teach
the true nature of disease, the proper use
and sphere of drug medicines, and the true
relation between living and dead matter,
and the chief corner-stone of every species
of medical quackery and imposture will be
broken down. With such forces in opera
tion medical charlatanism would decline,
the more gigantic and grosser forms
would die a natural death.
and

A
the

in regard to
community enlightened
laws and conditions of health, intelli

gent in regard to the fundamental principles
of the healing art, and the proper qualifica
tions of the medical man or woman will

give the highest

confidence

to the well

PIETY

qualified physician of high
a community would not
only cease to patronize patent-medicine
makers and venders, but would stamp with
its moral disapprobation all forms of med
ical error, deception, and dishonesty.
Advertisements that relate to medication
are, for the most part, tinctured with quack
educated

and

moral tone.

ery.

Some

HEALTH.

vs.

his nostrum, and take out the
bill in medicine, warranted to cure every
thing, which liberal proposition was respect
fully declined, for several reasons, the prinr
cipal of which is that we do not need any
such stuff, and could not and would not
it or sell it to our friends and
recommend

I to advertise

Such

condemn

them

acquaintances,

and lastly, because

we hon

that nine-tenths of such nos
trums are humbugs and swindles — got up
to cheat the sick out of their money, with
out giving an equivalent, or, what is worse,
estly believe

altogether.

Some medical schools prohibit them in their
a place in their jour
They are all objectionable in so far
as they abound in exaggeration and false
hood.
The real truth that relates to medi
cation as well as to anything else can not be
too widely disseminated.
In this matter
there is but one legitimate method of pro
ceeding : let the physicians cure their pa
tients —such patients will be their best ad
vertisements ; let them publish their system
as well as specialty
of practice without
pretension or falsehood ; let them not puff
their methods and establishments with ex
aggerated stuff in regard to location, means,
code, yet allow them
nals.

wonderful cures as baits for the
invalid.
The Philadelphia Sunday Times lately
made the following pertinent remarks in re
" Patent Medicine Advertisements,"
gard to
which might serve as a hint and rebuke to
other newspapers and periodicals that give
so much space to this worthless trash :
" An
impudent New York quack asked us
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ruining healthy people, by inducing them to
gorge their stomachs with such truck, un
der the pretense of preventing disease."
It surely is the duty of every one, so far as
it is possible, to detect and expose delusion
*
and error.
And we believe it to be the
duty of the true physician to protect the
people, as far as his or her ability extends,
from

not only patent-medicine makers and

venders and voracious and dishonest quacks

who

their
doctrines
or views that necessarily imply a ruinous
and pernicious practice ; and it is for the
purpose of such an exposition and benefit
prey

upon

their pockets

and

health, but also from false medical

skill, and
fanciful

j

to our common humanity that the foregoing
We
considerations have been presented.
have only aimed to set forth briefly the
more prominent facts and more important
truths that relate to this subject.
J. g. STAIR, M.D.

PIETY versus HEALTH.
"

took
1\/T RS- GRAY

ner husband's loss

with wonderful submission," said
" It
Mrs. Finch.
is beautiful to see such Christian fortitude."
" Mrs.
Gray enjoys very good health,"
replied Mrs. Finch, sententiously.
" Of course she does ; but what of that ?
Mrs. Allen to her friend,

what has that to do with obedience to God's
"
will ?
"A
great deal ; I fancy almost every
She is full of
thing in Mrs. Gray's case.
energy : she feels herself able to meet the
world ; indeed I am not sure but she longs
to express the fullness of her nature in some
untried

way."

" Then do
you mean to say that she does
"
not regret her husband's death ?
"
She is left alone, and
By no means.
she feels the solitude.
But she stands erect
in her owYi strength ; she is conscious of
power ; her vitality puts her in true mag
netic relations with the sources of life ; she
may grieve, but she can not give up ; she is
too strong.''

" Well, I thought

it was all the grace of
God."
" Good health is the
grace of God, as far
as it goes.
But we must not mistake the
sufficiency of vital force for genuine faith in
God, and reliance on His power. In that
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case, we are apt to give too much credit to

but we can not be too careful

like Mrs. Gray,
little to certain others, like Mrs. Williams."
" Mrs. Williams ! She is as weak as Mrs.

selves en rapport with God's laws as written

certain

and

persons

too

Gray is strong."
" And yet, I do not doubt that she recog
nizes God's providence
quite as fully as
Mrs. Gray ; and 1 think that she tries more
Be
earnestly to submit to His guidance.
lieve me, we are unjust to the sorrows of a
She had no
woman like Mrs. Williams.
reserve strength, and so the loss of her hus
band left her weak as a vine that has been
torn from its support.
We criticise her,
and leave her alone in her solitude,

Mrs. Gray, and seek her society
about
were
that

her piety and
to lose her

and talk

her faith, when

health,

therefrom,

comes

though

need of our help ; we praise

she has great

and

the

if

she

courage

she might sink far

below the level of many whom we now call
,
weak."
" If
and health are synonymous, it
piety

stands us in hand to keep ourselves

as well

as possible."

" I did not
say that they were synonymous;

WHAT
man,

noxious
YOUNG

if you wish

to make yourself ob

and to a still larger proportion of the sensible
people; if you want to contract a habit that makes
necessary separate accommodations foryou Id cars
or on bouts, where your offense may not smell In
the nostrils of respectable people ; which makes
them drop out of the atmosphere of your smoke
stack, or swing around the mephitic pools you
leave at intervals In your wake — a habit which
turns you out of the parlor and drawing-room
into the club-house, bar-room, or into the streets
—from the society of refined ladies into a lower
order of social intercourse ; which fills your syetcm with a poison so offensive that th# breath you
exhale, and the inseuslble perspiration you cast
off, vitiates the air for rods about you, nud makes
you a walking nuisance from which delicate
nostrils turn away in disgust — then begin early the
itsc

of tobacco.

in our bodies.

By a perfect eye we see the
world
physical
perfectly ; through the har
mony of health we discern the true spiritual
relations; or if not intellectually discerning
them,

The young patron of the cigarette may not
realize this, but the reality will come when the
as
subtle influence of habit has degenerated,
most certainly it must, into a slavish bondage
from which there is little hope of release.
It is a habit which (in common with alcohol)
hag iU regular and inevitably retrograding scale,

we come

into such

true conditions

that we feel as safe as a child that

holds its

father's hand ; and this sense of safety, this
freedom

from care or fear, is the essence of

strength."
" But how is it when sick
persons are
"
happy and strong ?
" Ah, that is when the soul
triumphs over
the body ; when it is strong enough to rise
above its limitations ; when the will is vital
There
ized by union with the divine will.
is a condition, very rare, we all know, when
through its constant
companionship with the spiritual realm.
Then it sings, though in a sick body, as a
bird might sing in a snare, its fright as
suaged by hearing the sweet notes of its
and knowing that it would
companions,

the spirit is in harmony,

soon be set free to join them."
MRS.

COMES

to a large proportion of the genteel,

to keep our

OF

m.

F. BUTTS.

IT.

from the highly perfumed cigarette to the foulfumed, loathsome old pipe ; from the pink flush
of health with its fresh aura, down through the
various stages of selfish habit and conduct, to
the brown, withered, decrepid, prematurely old
man with his pipe and tobacco-pouch (unless

How

it

Looks.

nature, unable to longer tolerate the abomination,
arrest the course by paralysis of the heart).
Do you want to proclaim your love with words
Do you
steeped in the essence of tobacco ?
want to take to the altar a habit which will im

notes in science a ad agriculture.
pose upon your wife the burden of its filthy surroundiugs— make your presence a repugnance,
ami perpetual reproach for her sacrifice ? Will
yoo live in a habit that will eat away yonr sub«tnnce while the little family growing up about
you plead in vain for better subsistence — that
will make you hug your own appetites while
those depending upon you are neglected ? Then
begin early to smoke and chew tobacco, for
this almost of necessity follows its use.
But
if you could not make a wife of one who had

3'3

formed this habit, then have the pride and man
hood to offer your heart and companionship un
tainted by this vile insult to health and decency/
that she may not have to accept your proffer
under a painful protest from her whole delicate
nature. If you would not have this great canker
worm fasten itself upon the lives of your chil
dren, don't invite it by your example ; don't
stamp it into their organic appetites by htccping
your own body in the distilled juices of this
E. W. A.
defiling and paralyzing poison.

NOTES IN SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE.
of

The Orbit
the Earth.—" A body
moving in space, and acted upon by two
Jwces only, equal in quantity and opposite in
direction, can not describe an ellipse."
This is a proposition of Mr. James McCarroll, of this city, who argues, that, in view
forces,
of it, the centripetal and centrifugal
hitherto regarded as the sole agents concern
ed in shaping the course of the earth round
the sun. are insufficient
for the
to account
elliptical form of that course ; and that, con
sequently, we must look for a third force,
that is variable
in quantity, and bring it to

oear also upon the formation
of the
before we can account satisfactorily

ecliptic,

for the
present shape of the latter.
In fact, he as
serts positively that the action of three forces,
one of which is variable, is indispensable
to
the formation of the great ellipse of the eclip
tic ; and this third and variable
force, he
asserts to be in the magnetism of the sun,
which attracts and repels the earth alternate

ly, and which throughout one-half of the orbit
of the latter, supplements
the centripetal
force, and throughout the other the centrif
ugal force — the greatest amount of magnetic
attraction being at the point where the earth
enters its perihelion, and the maximum of
repulsion occurring at the point where it
leaves it, where, combining with the centrif
ugal force, it, for the time being, overpowers
the centripetal, and compels it to describe a
larger arc ; thus elongating
the circle, so to
speak, that would have resulted from the
action of the centripetal and centrifugal forces
The annexed diagram will illustrate
only.
more fully the ideas of Mr. McCarroll on this
interesting subject.
Here we have the earth — the black dots —
represented as performing its journey round
the sun, which is in the center of a circle,
indicated by the dotted line, that would, as
alleged, have been described
by the earth,
had it been acted upon by the centripetal
and centrifugal forces only.
The figures, i,
2, 3, etc., denote the twelve spaces or the un
equal segments of the ellipse, through one of
which the earth passes each month of the year.
P. indicates the earth's perihelion, or near
est approach to the sun, and A. its aphelion,
or greatest distance from that luminary. The
arrows show the direction of its course, and
the lines centering on the sun, the radius and
When
the direction of the centripetal force.
the earth reaches the point of the ascending
arrow, it has become so highly magnetized
or electrified
that a maximum of repulsion
the centrifugal
taking place, supplements
force and compels the centripetal to describe
When the earth reaches its
a larger arc.
aphelion it has become negative, and travels
at its slowest, as the magnetic repulsion of
and
the sun has ceased, and the centripetal
centrifugal forces are at their weakest. When
it passes this point, however, the magnetic
attraction of the sun begins to act again, and,
the centripetal force the earth
supplementing
its perihelion with accelerated
approaches
speed, the maximum of magnetic attraction
being felt at the point where it just enters it.
seems to accord with
This proposition
Kepler's Second Law, in relation to the radius
vector of a planet, although, to meet it. the
position of the sun might have to be altered
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slightly in the lower -of the foci of the el
lipse; but so slightly, that the difference would
We have not paid suf
be theoretical only.

ficient attention to this matter to venture any
decided opinion upon it ; although we regard
on the part
it worthy of careful investigation
of those who make such subjects a study ;
and the more so, as Mr. McCarroll seems to
attention
have already attracted wide-spread
in relation to his solution of the mysteries of
"
New Law of
and to his
the gyroscope,
how
Motion." Under any circumstances,
ever, we are inclined to concur in his opinion,
that it requires three forces to describe the
orbit of the earth, which is elliptical.

Drug Adulteration.—

Dr. Squibb, of
society meeting, gave
some interesting statistics as to his experi
ments on the purity of cream-tartar, in which he
had found samples as offered for sale to vary
from 10 to 92 per cent, of pure cream tartar,
consisting of tartrate of lime
the adulterations
He also told how one could
and terra alba.
go to stores in New York, where he would
be taken into a room in which a sample table
is set with different grades of terra alba.
One. you are told, will make a beautiful,
bright cream tartar, another a dull one, and
so on, from one end of the table to the other,
and
a particular use. — Med.
each having
Surg. Report.
This sort of fraud extends all through the
drug trade ; the most costly articles being the
Frequent com
most subject to adulteration.
plaints are met with from physicians that they
can not depend upon the character of the
medicine which they prescribe.

Brooklyn,

at a recent

An Investigation in Heredity.—

At

the last session of the National Associa
tion, in this city, October 8th, Prof. Alpheus
Hyatt, Custodian of the Boston Society of
Natural History, announced that the Massa
to
chusetts Board of Health had undertaken
the laws of heredity, and was
investigate
about to make extensive circular inquiries
One idea is
in that department of research.
to trace in direct and indirect lines all he
reditary personal peculiarities: large size of
nose, peculiar shape of ears, and features of
It is thought that by sending out
that sort.
blanks in this country and abroad, many re
These blanks provide
plies will be received.
for a collection of statistics upon which can
be based an investigation of the laws govern
ing the inheritance ofpathologic.il conditions,
characteristics,
and any marked
abnormal
It is also desired to
family peculiarities.
determine the age at which these conditions
appeared in ancestor or parent, and the age at
in the de
which they became perceptible
scendants or children. Some characteristics
remain unchanged in their mode of appear
ance through many generations, while others
vary constantly, sometimes with a periodicity
which implies some regularly recurring cause,
and sometimes with a very confusing irregu
It has been observed that normal or
larity.
show a decided
characteristics
abnormal
at an
tendency to appear in descendants
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earlier age than that at which they first show
11
ed themselves in the ancestor or parent.
the answers are sufficiently numerous, the
results when tabulated ought to be of value
also in the history and classification of hered
The Board will furnish these
itary diseases.
blanks to all who will use them, and they
are to be returned to Prof. Hyatt.

Petroleum us Fuel. — The

announce

is made that a new contrivance for
using petroleum as fuel has been success
fully tested. The test was made recently at
the Brooklyn Navy Yard in the presence of
naval officers and other scientific gentlemen.
The fuel, which consists of a mixture of pe
troleum and coal-tar, is supplied through a
pipe, and is atomized by coming in contact
with a current of superheated steam. In this
way the necessary amount of oxygen is ob
tained, and the result is said to be a heat far
more intense than any blast furnace fed with
coal can supply. With this heat it is said
that pig iron can be melted in ten minutes
instead of two hours, as is done with coal,
and the time for melting glass can be reduced
from sixteen hours to two. The inventor
will at once introduce his apparatus intosome of the furnaces at Pittsburgh, in Penn
sylvania, where its practical value can be
If it succeeds
ascertained beyond dispute.
it will furnish a new use for petroleum, which
is now almost a drug in the market, and will
to thinking about
set the coal - producers
something better than a fragile combination
to keep up their prices.
ment

Smoking Seed Corn.— An

intelligent

farmer, who is a very close observer and a
corn farmer, says that he
very successful
Alter selecting
always smokes his seed corn.
the seed, he hangs it in his smoke-house and
smokes it well. Sometimes the corn is quite
black. The result of this treatment is that
the corn is not liable to rot before it sprouts,
and insects do not disturb it. Where he
uses smoked corn there is no necessity of
He has tested this experiment
replanting.
for a number of years, and has always been
Last year he ran out of smoked
successful.
corn while planting one field, and used a
small quantity of corn that was not smoked.
On the portion where the unsmoked corn was
he was compelled to replant the greater part.

-

Lead Poisoning. — The dangerous
character of lead compounds is shown by the
fact, that, in the years from 1838 to 1847, no
fewer than 3,142 patients suffering from lead
colic were admitted into the hospitals of
Paris, although there were during that period
only two white-lead and red-lead works in
Of these patients 112 died. When
the city.
lead pipes become incrusted with sulphide
of lead, they may be cleaned in this way :
Allow a hot, concentrated solution of sul
phide of sodium to How through the pipes
The inside of the
for ten or fifteen minutes.
with a
pipes will then appear as if coated
gray glaze, and water may then be passed
through them free of any lead.
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urging

observation,

who come

those

Jo cultivate habits conducive

er moral

than

atmosphere

N"

Sim,

wide experience.

Associate.

chosen

T_7 VERY

its

as

has its false as well

profession

We

workers.

conscientious

hear frequently of the doings of men calling
themselves

phrenologists who would be a

to any calling, and it is but natural

disgrace

that they reflect not a little dishonor upon a

calling in the opinion of

most beneficent

those who are conversant

of phrenological

ples

that

because

the magnitude

he stood

Such a man can.

But lest the modest

student should be led to hesitate and doubt
his capability for entering upon such a voca
tion, we would say that

of life does experience
and prove so healthful

With

in no department
accumulate

so fast

as in practical Phre

as much training in his pur
student

of medicine

young

although beginning, as

phrenologist,

The conscientious phrenologist is modest

:

he should,

arrogates to himself no high position

;

performing the services of a teacher of

he does
he

not pre-empt the respect of society;

feels that his responsibilities are large ;

that

must

he

work with care, even with

Standing in the relation of a coun

anxiety.

selor to the public in
mentality,

matters

relating to

a missionary character has been

forced upon him ; for in his earnestness

he

appearing as a teacher

of

can

not

morals.
the

help

His whole vocation

amelioration of man's

mental

economy,

and

it

bears

physical

upon
and

naturally gravi

tates toward moral reform.

No one un

derstands better than he the nature of indi

in an humble

ality, temperance,
sciously,

way, finds himself

mor

and hygiene quite uncon

and ere long experiences

a certain

sense of growing power and of self-reliance.

His

materials

stand

all around

him

for study, each replete with suggestion,

ready
and

every step forward in experience is accom
panied with glimpses of truth, and revelations

which place in a clear light what previously
appeared mysterious

PROFESSIONAL

TN

the proceedings

or confused.

INDEFINITENESS.
of the Chicago Medi-

; and no one

cal Society, at its regular meeting, March

more clearly the capability of men

24th last, Dr. B. R. Brower read a paper on

vidual and social improvement
discerns

or

law possesses when he enters upon his, the

enced by the criticism of the prejudiced.

he

at

appalled

of his work, and the obli

suit as the average

science, and are influ

said in a let

of his appreciation of

gations it imposes.

nology.

with the princi

a

of the subject which he had

as his profession.

be trusted
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earnest,

One who has been in the

ter to the editor,
the greatness
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phrenologist

learned, and possess

field for several years, recently

E W YORK,
JUNE,

the

be not only conscientiously

but also extensively
Proprietor.

has been their

Now, to fill up the measure of this,

must

N.

to-

and to live in a high

calling as a missionary,

Mrs. C.
H, S. Drayton, A.M., Editor.

his

under

purity and refinement,
wont.

Fowler Wells,

So he can not

and moral natures.

lectual
help
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for growth in every element of their intel-

traumatic insanity, in the course

of which.
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One was that of

to three cases.

he alluded

ple of a speculative

an army officer who, before receiving the
" a scalp wound, with possibly a
injury,
slight injury to the skull,

which

from

for his

kindness,

;

and affection

temperance,

ward, his disposition changed,
came

pains

after,

accurately the region of

to describe

ice.

Not long ago, as the reader

member,

an account was

Phrenological

considered kind and peaceable. During the
war his head was injured, " involving the

of his wife.

Afterward he indi

from most of his old friends,

during all that time he was subjected to fits
His wife, as it would

of violent mania.

seem, believed in the principles of

was
;

ogy, and finally prevailed

had hallucinations with regard to evil spirits.

tendent

band's head trepanned

He recov

his wife, and then shot himself.

was tried for murder.

and

at the importunity

The man had been confined

One night he woke out of his sleep and shot
ered

published in the

in an asylum for more than fifteen years, and

cated marked changes of disposition ; became

generally suspicious of those around him

he had

of the asylum
received

to have

injury, although

the

wound had long years before healed

Subse

and not even a scar remained.
that

The third case was that of a man who

deemed

sent

subsequently

to

:

In this case the reporter
" The insanity was clearly traceable

an

injury of the head

before, which was
headache ;

then,

received

years

inattention to business
positive

symptoms

other

which

cases

quently meet with in medical
exceedingly

nologists
respect

It

recovered

is evident

;

of
fre

publications,

interesting to us as phre

; but they fail to meet

because

we

our require

of their indefiniteness

to the location of the injury.

with
We

can infer from the mental

phenomena

what may be the region

of the brain im

paired ; but this would be merely
tion in the opinion of most

as to

a deduc

intelligent peo

Immediately after,

his reason.

to us that

many

cases

of

traumatic insanity would be cured, or much
by similar treatment.

Physicians

be a slight injury to the cranium, may in
volve

serious

trouble internally.

better that the experiment

These and

ments

the wound closed.

know that what may appear, externally, to

insanity."

are

and

relieved,

followed slowly by, first,

then, by other more

The projecting part was removed

the maniac

to the asylum.

says

It was found

the inner plate of the skull had been

beneath.

a way as to be

in such

the

over,

depressed and exerted pressure on the brain

Previously to the mur

insane, and was

her hus

at the place where

quently he cut his throat while in prison

der, he had acted

Phrenol

upon the superin

and died.
also killed his wife.

re

sanity, the subject of which was restored by
an operation performed

estranged

will

of a case of traumatic in

case was that of an Irishman of middle age,

skull in a depression."

take some

it would be doing science generally a serv

he be

The second

children.

would only be expli

disease or injury where the brain is involved,

When intoxicated he

wife and

his

I f surgeons

complexion.

cit in reporting their cases, and

vindictive, and brutal, as

suspicious,

well as intemperate.
beat

and

[June,

and medical observers

he

apparently recovered," was noted
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if only

It were

were made, even

a slight possibility of cure were dis

cerned, than that the lunatic should remain
in his derangement

indefinitely.

Surgeons

nowadays perform very wonderful opera
tions on the trunk and limbs, and it fre
quently happens that an operation upon the
trunk involves much more danger than one
upon the cranium ; yet it is customary, un
less the wound to the head be in the nature
of a compound depressed fracture, not to
attempt to remove the bone, or raise it.

OUR
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MEN TO RIAL BUREAU.
of view, so that it is unnecessary

THE FREEDMAN'S HEGIRA.
country has become much agitated

'|'HE
over

a movement

freedmen

of the

in

for

operation

threatens

on the part of the

South, which has been
fully three

consequences

years,

and

if not

It

is almost superfluous

to the whole

for us to-

to its origin.

to say that we re

gret it in consideration of the injury which
must result to the physical resources

of the

States, from the withdrawal of so

Southern

of a very disastrous

character to certain parts,

venture a theory with respect

Doubt

great a part of its working material.

the Southern people are beginning to

South. Last summer a friend residing in Mis

less

sissippi said, in the course of a letter, that

realize

the negroes of her neighborhood were rapidly

gro's, labor, and the wisdom of stemming

leaving for some unknown "promised land

the

"

in the West, and that it was very difficult
to procure help to harvest the crops.

Up

to

that time the migration had been so moder
ate that it excited
the past six

little remark, but within

months

it has indicated the

of a wide-spread

character

mania. The chief objective
Kansas,

and

already

organization or
point seems to be

the population of that

State has been augmented

by several thou

sands of the refugees.

The press of the country has discussed
this remarkable

phenomenon

from all points

very seriously

tide

liberality and

munificence.

but at the same

erous

forgiving to excess.

and

time

to excite his home sentiment
to alter his declared

is

he is gen

He loves

the old home with a fervor not often
in the white, and treatment

of

found

which conduces
will rarely fail

intention to leave the

place of his birth and dearest associations.

If the freedman think that he has been
grievously wronged, let his white neighbor
give him assurances of kind and humane
treatment, and we doubt not the flow West
ward will soon be arrested.

|ur

1

j|cntorial

" General Interest " only

But one ques
this department.
tion at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
a correspondent shall expect us to give
pounded,
him the benefit of an early consideration.

if

an Inquiry Fails to Receive Atten-

tion within two months, the correspondent should renot then published, the inquirer may con
feat it ;
clude that an answer is withheld, for good reasons,
by the editor.

if

We can

The negro

capricious,

''He that qtiestioneth m'ic^.iail

If

of the ne

of his migration by a course

—

Questions of
aw be answered in

the value

not undertake to return un-

unless the necessary postage
available contributions
isprovided by the writers. In all CASES^persons who
communicate with us through the post-ojfice should,
theyexpect a reply, inclose ehe return postage, or what
is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full address.
A nonymous letters will not be considered.

if

Brain Stimulus. — Head Scratch
ing.— Question:
Why does a man scratch his
head when in deep study ? This query has been

|mm

leitru mndi " — Bacon.

propounded here, but it seems that no one can
answer it. Thinking that you would bo more
likely to answer it correctly than any one else I
know of, I have concluded to write you. — Z.T.R."
Answer : An irritation of any part of the body
when in health stimulates the nervous action,
more blood as a result is drawn to that part,
and there is a more general activity set us.
The»e is a special sympathy between the nerves
of the surface and those of the organs situated
When a man is thinking deeply, the
beneath.
activity of the brain - organs often produces
an unconscious movement of the hand to the
head, and the habit is easily formed of rub
An inflammation of the brain is
bing the head.
treated partly or entirely with cool or soothing
These ap
applications to the region affected.
plications operate upon tl*; substance of the
brain, chietiy by reflection through the vaso
motor nerve.).

a

a

is

a

Location of Language.

it

a

affect the intellect of
person to receive wisdom
teeth, and at what ago is
proper to receive
them, and do you get them on both sides of the
mouth at once, or first on one side and then the

;

a

a

is

a

it

C. S.

— The

ex

treme methods of treatment introduced by the
early hydropathists are not generally in vogue
now, and intelligent physicians of all schools are
coming to an agreement with regard to the
great efficacy of water applications.
In the
treatment of yellow fever, we believe water to
be
most useful agent. One who understands
its application can produce really wonderful resuite. We are not able to explain the nature of

I

a

is

is

Is

is

I

is

I

is

?

it

a

a

;

Yellow Fever. — R.

full or large sac under the eye are
persons with
more particular while talking to put in every
word.
By that you mean that they possess
That
greater fluency and greater flow of words.
Your re
is just the claim of the phrenologist.
mark in regard to the most eloquent speakers,
wc take it, means that eloquence comes of their
and precision in statement. It does
man Is fluent that he
not follow that because
on the contrary, many who aro
eloquent
noted for brevity, are also noted for eloquence.
It clearness in the presentation of one's mean
ing that constitutes true oratory. Some of the
most eloquent men who have lived—Webster, for
instance — were not remarkable for the mere copi
clearness

a

these

is right as applied to hens
Answer: We
can set a hen on
is quite impossible
nest, but
to sit her.
Shc must do that herself just as no
body can sit us on chair. A man can set a basin
on wash-bench, and he can sit on
dog's tail,
but there may be consequences which would
render
unpleasant to do the latter. A hen,
when sitting on a nest has probably a different
object in view than we have when sitting on
chair but so fur as the mere posture
con
cerned, there is gr.'at similarity.
terms

a

Set. — Question: Which of

;

;

OR

is

;

;

it

a

;

a

SIT

a

v.

is

.

Answer Wisdom-teeth generally show them
selves when the time comes
and we think that
they do have some relation to the intellect. Peo
ple talk about having their eye-teeth cut, but
the wisdom-teeth do not sprout until long after
the eye-teeth have grown
and if one did not
sho»- some grains of sense at seventeen or eight
een or twenty years of age,
is not likely that
the growth of the wisdom-teeth would help him
much. These teeth have
way of coming in
somewhat irregularly, and in some people they
occasion many unpleasant sensations as there
are four of these teeth, one may be considerably
exercised in mind for three or four years before
they are all out of the gum. Take care of your
teeth in general
their preservation itself will in
dicate fair amount of intellectual sagacity.

wish to

find little fault with your Text-book and Chart.
am going to
Perhaps
may be wrong, hut
am going to
anyway. What
speak about
think
about the faculty of Language.
say
the organ
laid down in the wrong place. The
called the observing eye are
people with what
the most eloquent speakers. People with what
are called full, or the large sac under the eye, arc
more apt to be very particular to put in every
word than those with the sac smaller, and es
strong.
pecially where the organ of Continuity
really think that the organ of Lnnguage
H. D.
misplaced.
Answer: Were it not that the physiologists
outside the sphere of Phrenology have multi
plied facts bearing upon the location of Lan
guage, and confirming the phrenological theory,
we would be inclined to give your query more
serious attention. You will find by consulting the
works of Ferrier, Dalton, Flint, and others, that
the location of the nerve-center in the brain for
Language is established, and itS development
must produce the indication on which the esti
mate of the phrenologist
based.
You say that

it

other?"
:

k -<v ..

—

I

"Does

it

Wisdom-Teeth. — Question:

it

ness.

yellow fever, and our examination of the sub
ject, as discussed in the medical publications,
has not brought us to any definite conclusion.
Indeed the late committee on the yellow fever
in the South did not succeed in reaching
satis
factory determination concerning the nature of
yellow fever — its origin, progress, etc.
There
were
wide
differences of opinion among the
gentlemen who assisted at the conference and
what was finally reported appears to have been
in many respects contrary to the views of those
who had the most experience in its observation
and treatment, they, however, being the minor
similar
ity. We think that yellow fever
to other biliary disorders, but more intense and
seems to us to
rapid in its operation. In fine,
be
typhoidal state suddenly induced.
;

:

.
I:"

in

[June,

is

what

the name "Colorado" derived ?"
Ansicer This State, s0 remarkable for its
scenery and geology, derives its name from the
diversity of colors its hills and rocks exhibit.
They have their contrasts of white, pink, and
blue, while the uncuauging
verdure of the
gnarled and white-fringed pines offers its pleas
ant relief. The upper ranges of the mountains,
with their snowy peaks, are sometimes silver in
tone. At other times the snow
pink, fading,
as the sun sets, into
gray and violet and white.
Most of the views of Colorado scenery given us
by fine artists do not exaggerate their gorgeous-
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Colorado. — Question: "From
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They used plain,
of their vocabulary.
simple, every-day words, so that their meaning
was understood by every one in their audience,
and hence their influence. We do not see that
ousness

WHA T THEY SAY.
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.your views arc, on the whole, contrary to the
claims of the books.

Phonographic Text-books.—

E. \V. S.

—We do not think that the revised edition of Mr.
Munson's Complete Phonographer is such an im
provement on the former edition as to warrant
your throwing aside the old for the new. In his
new edition Mr. Munson's aim was to include
what are deemed to be recent improvements in
The
the practical exercise of the reporter's art.
-edition of '68 is sufficient for the purposes of
short-hand writing. But if one wish to keep
pace with progress, ho should make use of all
the Improvements.

Temperament in Marriage. — Would
if be well for a man of dark complexion, hair
and eyes, to marry a woman of light comploxion,
light hair, and blue eyes, and round, full face ;
the man an American, and the woman of foreign
parentage ?

Antuxr: The temperamental relations,

as fur

as they are described by you, arc favorable.

It

however, to inquire into the
-character of the stock or descent of both sides.
has the
Our book on the "Temperaments"
whole subject set forth in a clear and practical
would

be well,

manner.
Several

answers

mu»t

be deferred

to the next

number.

Communications are invited on any topic of inter
est ; the "Writer s personal views and facts from his
experience bearing on our subjects, being preferred.

Phrenological

Experience. — A

writer in the Warren (R. I.) Gazette thno dis
courses :
" The first phrenological work which we ever
read was by the well-known Scotch writer,
Combe, published long ago, ere the
George
demonstrations of the science bad arrived at
anything like their present accuracy. The book
had probably been In the world for some years
before we saw it, but the subject had for us a
bewitching freshness. It gave us something to
tbink of. The heads of our acquaintances as
sumed a novel value to us.
" Meanwhile, Phrenology came up for discus
sion in all social gatherings j for it was compara
tively new ; and the mind, indwelling upor.it, felt
a fascination akin to that which must have been
experienced by Columbus when he first explored
the Bahamas. We had not then fallen entirely
-out of the habit of church-going ; and the shapes

of those multitudinous heads that rose above the
pew-backs in front of us, remain to-day impressed
on our memory.

Some of the good people who

came up the aisle, or sat or stood before us, had
" humps " were left high and
no hair ; and their

It was an oppor
dry, like rocks at low water.
tunity that we appreciated. How many charac
ters of bald-headed people we carried home with
us I Some had large Causality and Comparison,
and in their exhortations gave reasons for the
faith that was in them ; some had immense Venerati n, and were devotional without asking
quef tions ; some had bulging Combativencss,
' to show
'
and almost challenged the arch enemy
himself if he dared ! some, at Benevolence, had
a great rise, like a wave, and what they said was
winning and heart-felt.
" We never knew a person, at any time or place,
to belie his head ; for if he pretended to great
feeling when he really had none, or to great
goodness when he was evil, there would always
remain a something in his general appearance
which bespoke him insincere. His Secretiveuess
and Imitation would not be quite wide enough to
cover his moral deticiences."

Experience in Hygiene at

Home. —

A correspondent of Green county, Wisconsin,
writes : " Twenty years ago I was taking the
Water -Cure Journal; took it six or twelve
months ; sewed a number of them together, and
At about that time I purchased
have them yet.
the ' Water-Cure Manual,' by Joel Shew. I then
thought that the water-cure system was a common-sensc doctrine, and think so yet. I was
then forty-six years old, had a wife that was a
good rich cook ; we had a large family, and I
had a great abundance of outdoor work, so that
I could eat a great amount of good stuff with
But I began to think the
apparent comfort.
great error of my life had been ealini/ too much
rich food. Many times In our home treatment
of disease we have referred to the works just
alluded to for counsel, and have never failed
when making a fair trial. At my present age,
sixty-six, I intend to learn more, and practice it.
Let me give you a case of malpractice, as I call
it. A son in our family, twelve or fourteen years
of age, was troubled with stoppage at the bowels,
and the physician who was called in doctored
him dally for ncurly one week, the patient con
I took the matter in
tinually growing worse.
hand by asking the doctor if he ever gave injec
tions. He said, yes, sometimes. I then askcd
him how it would answer to givo the boy some.
He said they would not hurt him. The experi
ment was tried ; about fourteen minutes after
ward there was a discharge, which so much
relieved him that he went to sleep, and enjoyed
a good night's rest, and commenced to recover
from that time.

D.

s."
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Thoughts on the Trinity.— No one
" If we say we have no er
free from error.

is
ror, wo deceive ourselves, and the truth is not
in us." Do not criticise the translation, for it
is true.
We are all errorists.
There are no
teachers of error but are also teachers of pre
cious truths.
Unmixed error does nut exist
among men, neither does unmixed truth exist
among them.
God blesses us only through the
truth.
His "truth is our shield and buckler."
Relying on it, we are perfectly safe. If we are
undone, it will be through error.
The doctrine of the Trinity, as often taught,
has a great deal of absurdity and nonsense in it
— a great deal that is calculated to make
unbe
lievers. We might as well try to believe that
two aud two make six, as to believe some trinitariau nonsense which some have termed ortho
dox. Yet, however inexplicably absurd it may
be — however contrary to Scripture and common
sense, bome would condemn us to worse than
purgatory if we do not blindly believe. I say
blindly, for it would be impossible to believe it
otherwise than blindly.
No difference what God
may say, there are those who expect us blindly
to hold to the traditions of the elders.
I do not
know of teachings that are more absurd than
those of some who regard themselves as stand
ards of orthodoxy.
Hut I believe all trinitarians
bold this grand, glorious, soul-saving doctrine,
that we have in Christ a divine Saviour— one who
is " able to save to the uttermost."
By His in
fluence, men are raised from the depths of deg
radation and sin to newness of life. They are
made new creatures. Christlcss systems of the
ology are powerless for good. They do not res
cue gems from the gutters.
They do not make
the Satanliko Godlike.
We need — yes, wc must
have, just such a Saviour as the Bible proclaims.
So certain as the Bible is true and God is a
Man was made
trinity, so also man is a trinity.
in the image and likeness of God.— Gen. i. 20.
As God is, so was the new-made man, except
that the One is infinite and the other is finite. I
refer to man as he was before his fall, and as he
will be after his restitution. One of the shortest
definitions of God is, that He is an infinite man ;
and of man, that he is a finite god. Tho one has
the same attributes as the other. Infinity makes
the difference between them.
That man is a trinity is clearly taught in 1
Thess. v. 23, and many other passages of Script
ure. " And the very God of peace sanctify you
wholly ; and I pray God your wholo spirit and
sonl and body be preserved blameless to the
coming of our Lord Jesns Christ." Whether
any of ourtrinitarian friends have three persons,
and but one essence, I leave to them to deter
mine. I do not speak for them. I do not say
how defective they may be, but I have a body, a
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bouI, and a spirit— a soma, a psuche, and pneurna
— three essences ; but I have but one person.
1. I "teach that each subsistence has a pecul
iarity incommunicable to the others."
2. I "assert that each subsistence, with the
othera, is a man."
If we had a body and a soul, but not a spirit,
we would not be men ; we would only be mere
animals— not allied to the highest intelligences
of the universe. We would not be like God and
angels, but merely like the beasts which perish.
If we had a body and a spirit, but not a soul
(psuche), we would be anomalies in the universe
— unlike anything which God has made or ever
will make. If we had a soul and spirit, but not
a body, wo would not be perfect men, but such
as the dead in Christ are — in an anomalous condi
tion. The perfect union of the Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit constitutes Him the perfect, gloriousGod whom we adore. The perfect union of body,
soul, and spirit on earth constitutes a man — noth
ing else will.
Take any other view of our manhood, and
there are many passages of Scripture which areTake this view of man, and it is
lncxplicable.
in harmony with facts of science ; take this view
of the trinity of tbo Godhead, and it is noharder to be understood than the trinity of the
manhood, or the duality of the mere animal, and
it throws lh,ht on many passages of tho Word of
While the trinity of the Godhead is a
God.
" The
doctrine which is coeval with Christianity,
three persons in the Godhead was not formally
stated iu the Church for nearly three hundred
Indeed, if we
years after our Lord's ascension."
deny the trinity of the Godhead and of the man
hood, it is impossible to explain some of the
teachings of the Old Testament.
We have bodies, and, therefore, are allied to
the animal and wgetable kingdoms ; therefore,
we. are corporeal. We have souls — Hebrew, neph-

ish; Greek, psuche; Latin, anima— and,

there

fore, wo are allied to the animal, and we our
Wo are soul-heings, or be
selves are animals.
ings possessed of a soul. To say of anything
that it is an animal, is to say that it is possessed
of an anima, or soul.
That every animal has a nephish, psuche, anima,
or soul, is evident from a great many passages
of the original of God's Word, from Gen. I. 20,
Liko the English
21, 24, 30, to Kev. viii. 8, 9.
word, soul, the original word is frequently used
See the original of Matt,
for the entire man.
xvi. 25, 26 ; Mark viii. 35-37 ; Luke ix. 9-24 ;
1 Peter iii. 20; and a great many other pas
In the
sages in tho Old and New Testaments.
Bible the soul is never said to be immortal, but
the opposite is said. The wicked dead are never
called psuchai, but they are called pneumata.
The righteous dead are never called pneumata.
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Therefore, the first
must be different from that of
the other.
It seems that in the first death the
p»udte of the wicked dies, but that of the right
eous does not.
The wicked dead, like Satan, are
mere spirits ; but the righteous dead are more
Only their bodies die. The pneuma
than spirits.
we have in common with nil the higher intelli
We occupy a much
gences of the universe.
higher place in creation than anything which is
merely animal — which ban merely an anima and
but they are called psuchai.

death

of the

one

i.

a bod}\

n.

Philadelphia.

PERSONAL.
Miss A. V. Petit, author of " How

to Read," is
stopping in Washington, studying law under the
direction of Mrs. Lockwood, and corresponding
with several newspapers.

Mr. Henry

G. Hanchett lately appeared be
audience In New York City, and
challenged its criticism of his performance of
several compositions by such authors as Bach,
Beethoveu, Chopin, Liszt, and Schumann. His
execution was remarkably fine, and well deserved
the warm applause it received, and entitled him
at once to rank with our best pianists.
Mr.
llanchett is an American, has received his mu
sical education almost entirely from American
Instructors, principal among whom is Prof. A.
J. Goodrich, and has never been abroad even to
"finish." Mr. Hanchett's forte is the expression
of the delicate and tender shades of a com
poser ; in the rendering of Chopin and Beethoven
he appears at home. As a home-bred American
pianist, as well as for his merit, he deserves the
generous consideration of the American public.
fore

a large

at Concord, M.i-s., formerly
the home of Nathaniel Hawthorne.
It passed
out of the hands of the heirs some ten years ago,
but the house ar.d its surroundings have remain
ed unchanged, and by the recent sale they have
come back to one branch of the novelist's family.
the Wayside estate

A daughteb of Charles Dickens

Mr. Andrew D. White, who

succeeded
the
Taylor as United States Minister
to Germany, was born in Homer, N. Y., In 1832.
He was graduated from Yale College in 1853.
Four years later he was made a professor in
Michigan University.
Resigning that position
in 1862, on account of 111 health, he came back
to New York, and was twice elected to the State
Senate.
In 1866 he was made President of Cornell
University, a position which ho still holds. In
1871 he was one of the commissioners sent by the
President to investigate Santo Domingo.
He Is
the author of several
works, and possesses a
-considerable estate.

Bayard

Mr.

G.

P. Lathbop, the author, has bought

has

just

met

having been thrown
from a carriage and fatally injured.

a terrible death in Australia,

Madame
Elizabeth Bonapabte,
formerly
Miss Patterson, wife of Jerotuo Bonaparte,
brother of Napoleon, died at Baltimore, Md.,
on the 4th of April, aged ninety-four years.
Her
estate, valued at $1,000,000, la left mainly to her
grandsons, Col. Jerome Bonaparto and Charles
Joseph Bonaparte.

Baron Rothschild

is said to hold a mortgage

on the whole of Palestine as security for his loan

of 200,000,000 francs to the Turkish Government.
Perhaps default in its payment will lead to
that Restoration of the Jewish people which is
a part of Biblical prophecy !

General John A. Dix died April 21st, In his
His life had been a varied
eighty-first year
and useful one, especially in a public way. He
entered the army when a lad and served thirteen
He had been Mayor of this city, Governor
years.
of New York, United States Senator, a member
of the Cabinet, Assistant United States Treasure^
not to speak of many smaller public trusU.
He
was generally successful in public position, com
manding an unusual degree of confidence in the
His favorite pursuit
purity of his purposes.
was literature, and he presented the remarkable
spectacle of a man whoso early life was spout In
camps,»but the pleasure of whose ago was read
ing the Latin classics.

Victor Hugo celebrated his seventy-eighth
birthday by a little dinner In the Cafe Rlche in
Paris, to which he was invited by a few old
The old poet appeared to be in robust
friends.
health, and spoke with his usual vigor and
point.
late
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WISDOM.
" Think

truly, and thy thought
Shall be a fruitful seed."

The

cheapest

way to live is to breathe.

Pearls.— One crime is everything;
ing. — Oeluzt.

two noth

Ocr wealth Is often a snure to ourselves, and
always a temptation to others.— Lacon.
Looic is the essence of truth, and truth is the
most powerful tyrant ; but then, tyrants hate
the truth.— Kozlay.

It is not advisable to go out of doors without
anythiug on your head, nor into company with
out anything in it.
A passionate

mau

should be regarded with

the same caution as a loaded blunderbuss, which
may aceldently go off and do us an injury.

PHRENOLOGICAL
I think the

first virtue Is to restrain the tongue ;
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A certain lawyer

was compelled to apologizeWith stately dignity be rose in bis
how to be silent even though he be in the right.
place and said : " Your Honor is right, and I »m.
— Cato.
wrong, as your Honor generally is ! " There .vas
a
Warm your body by healthful exercise, not I dazed look in the judge's eye, and he hardly
by cowering over a stove.
Warm your spirit by kuew whether to feel happy, or fine the lawyer
performing Independently noble deeds, not by for contempt of court.
ignobly seeking the symputhy of your fellows,
A package In a basket was left on the door
who are no better than yourself. — Thoreau.
step of a cautious Newport woman, who having:
They who are fallen lowest remember the no desire to adopt a foundling, took the basket
to the police station, and there found that it
heights of virtue, honor, and peace, whose shin
ing they once beheld, and whose pinnacle they contained a twenty-pound turkey.
once almost touched. And are we not all in
A tounq Scotchman at Aldershot fell sick,
some sense and some degree fallen? — Georoe
and was sent to the hospital.
A bath was
Putnam.
ordered.
It was brought into the chamber
Happy, ye sons of busy life,
where the Invalid lay ; he looked at It hard, and
Who, equal to the bustling life,
for some time, then he threw up his hands and
No other view regard !
bawled : " Oh, doctor ! doctor ! I canna drink a*
E'en when the wished end's denied,
that I "
Yet while the busy means are plied,
Over a bridge at Athens, Ga., is the following :
They bring their own reward.
"Any person driving over this bridge at a faster
—Robert Beans.
pace than a walk shall, if a white person, be
Strive, strive, my soul, to be innocent ; yes, lined Ave dollars if a
;
negro, receive twenty -five
beneficent.
Does any man wound thee, not only
lashes — half the penalty to be bestowed upon the
forgive, but work into thy thought intelligence
informer."
It is to be hoped that the penalty i&
of the kind, of paiu, that thou mayest never In
always Impartially divided.
flict it on another spirit. Then its work is done ;
A farmer required a number of reapers ; sev
It will never search thy whole nature again.
eral presented themselves, and all were engaged,
Oh, love much, and be forgiven !— Margaret
with ono exception. The poor man thus omit
Fuller Ossoli.
said:
ted,
"Master,
won't you hire mc?"
"No," said the farmer. "Why not?" "Be
cause you are too little."
"Too little!" ex
MIRTH.
claimed Paddy. "Does your honor reup your
corn at the top?"
What could the farmer
" A little nonsense now and then
do but roar with laughter, and send the little
Is relished by the wisest men." '
man to join his comrades in the field ?

he approaches nearest to the gods who knows

her nose, said : " I had
nothing to do in shaping it. It was a birthday
present."

A ladt, joking about

The proprietor of a bone-factory announces
that persons leaving their bones with him can
have them ground at short notice. — Nea Orleant
Picayune.

A

German waiter at a hotel said to a boarder :

" Of you see vot you don't vant, yoost shpeak
out."
" What kind of an angle Is that?" asked the
"No, sir. It is
professor. "An obtuse angle."
a good deal more acute than yon arc."

Contentment is the name of an island off the
Norwalk coast. Its population consists of three
families, each being engaged in a lawsuit with
the others.

A little boy came to his mother recently and
sold : " Mamma, I should think that if I was
made of dust, 1 would get muddy inside when I
drink."

to the court.

A little girl in the infant class of a Sundayschool thoroughly appreciated the difference
between
being good from choice and from ne
At the close of the sChool one day, tbe
cessity.
teacher remarked, " Beckle, dear, you have been
a very good little girl to-day."
"Yes'm, I
couldn't help being good, I got a 'tiff neck,"
the youthful Beckle replied with perfect serious
ness.

Dr. M
, an eminent Church-of-Scot!aud
divine, lately visited the Paris Exhibition. Short
ly after his arrival In the gay metropolis, am
Irishman came running up to him on the street,
1
crying: "Och, blessings on yc. Dr. M
How are yez?" "I'm very well," replied the
doctor, rather dryly, "And when did yez conii»
to Paris?" "Last week. But how do you come
to know me?" "Give me a shllliug, and I'll
toll yez." The doctor, curious to know how the
fellow fonnd bis name out, gave him the shil
ling, and was answered by the Irishman : " Sure,
then,

I sow your

name on your umbrella."
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In this department we give short reviews e,f suck
Nbw Books as publishers see fit to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis
factorily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
etfith such information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol
ume for personal use. It is our wish to notice the
better class of books issuing from the press, and we
invite publishers to favor us with their recent publi
cations, especially those related in any way to menial
and physiological science. We can usually supply any
of those noticed.

Joan the Maid, deliverer of France
Axd England : A story of the Fifteenth Cent
ury, done into modern English, by the author
of " Chronicles of the Schonberg-Cotta Fam
ily." 12mo, pp. 367, cloth. Price tl.50.

The author of the " Schonberg-Cotta Family

"

has been so long before the public that it would
be absurd for one now to attempt to define her
place in the republic of letters.
Whenever her

name is announced in connection with a new
book, we at once expect a tale founded upon
incidents of the long .ago, in which religious
conflict bore conspicuous part. Mediaeval story
has always proved attractive to us moderns ; its
heroic elements come so close In their relation
to our modem growth that we can not help
sharing in their personality.
The tale of " Joan the Maid," or Joan of Arc,
as the histories term her, is here rehearsed
through lips of English belongings. " Pcrcival,"
who is the chief spokesman, tells of the strife
between France and England, and how his broth
er and he went with the armies of his country to
press her claims to continental territory, and
obeLsauce.
He gives us in pathetic language
impressive pictures of the horrors of war as he
proceeds with his narrative, and in his character
of a soldier points some of the details of the in
vestment of Orleans. He has much to say con
cerning the demeanor of the " maid " in her
communications with the commander of the
besieging host ; and for the sake of the romantic
elements of the book we forgive him for the
idealism which pervades his description of her
and his recital of her sayings. So
appearance,
Ferclval goes on to tell of Joan's successes in
battle to the great chagrin and rage of the English,
und how she was taken prisoner, and most in
humanly treated, and at last burned at the stake
—merely because she had been victorious when
leading the French .

The

Fairy Land of Science.

By Ara

author of " A Short History
of Natural Science," "Botanical Tables for
limn, pp.
Young Students," etc. Illustrated,
bella B. Buckley,

244. Price, cloth, $1.50.
ton & Company.

New York : D. Apple-

Y.
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This pleasant exposition of some of the more
important truths of general science, is made np
from ten lectures which were delivered by the
anthor before a large audience, principally chil
dren, at a favorite resort in New York City. As
the lectures were designed for the entertainment
and instruction of children, the book into which
they have been converted is intended also for
children.
It Is well calculated to Interest the
juvenile mind in scientific observation, because
Miss Buckley has not only oelccted topics for
illustration and analysis which encounter us in
every-day life, but she has the enviable faculty
of making philosophy clear to minds of limited
scope, and evidently understands and loves chil
dren. She tells of the sunbeams and their work,
of the atmosphere, of the nature of water, its
forms and marvelous capabilities ; how flowers
are born and grow, how coal is formed, and of
the life and service of the busy bee. Sixty or
more excellent illustrations add their attrac
tion to tho book; such "fairy stories," and
none are more wonderful than those supplied
by nature, we may commend to children, young
and old.

Aids to Family Government

; or, From
the Cradle to the School, according to Froebel.

By Bertha Meyer. Translated from the second
German edition by M. L. Holbrook, M.D. To
which has been added an Essay -on the Rights
of Children, and the True Principles of Family
Government.
By Herbert Spencer.
12mo,
cloth, pp. 206. Price 11.00. New York : M. L.
Holbrook & Co.
The Independent tone and useful counsel of
Mrs. Meyer's book have won for it so much
favor among the German people, that Dr. Hol
brook has thought it worthy the labor of a trans
lation into English, and an Introduction to the
American public. Treatises for the use of par
ents and teachers are numerous with us ; but a
new and well-digested manual, founded upon
the already well-tried principles of Froebel, is
far from superfluous.
Minute directions are given with respect to
the treatment of a young infant which do not
differ in essential respects from those of the
most approved hygienic methods in use here.
It
is well said that " 1 Badly fed ' is the term popu
larly applied, and correctly, to a child suffering
with rickets. With crooked legs, protruding ab
domen, great head, and pale and wasted feat
ures, it is indeed an object of pity.
The nour
ishment begins with the sucking-bag and with
the sour and carelessly-prepared bottle, followed
by the chewing of black bread and potatoes at a
time when more nourishing food should give
strength and durability to the tender boueR and
muscles."
The translator has shown much care and abili
ty in his work ; were not his tastes and profes
sional sympathies similar to those of the author,
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he could scarcely have shown as much ifdeliti
in his rendering. Herbert Spencer's didactical
" is added as
essay on the "Rights of Children
an accompaniment to "Family Government;"
and Dr. Holbrook has also a "Hundred Hints."

dera," the gift of Mr. O'Conor, and other old
works.
The number of accessions during the
year aggregate 5,800. The number of readers has
increased, there having been 60,340 in 1878.

Firebrands:

the Scottish Languaoe, Illustrating

bhart for the Thirteenth Year, by which

we are

apprised that a very considerable addition has
been made to the magnificent collection in La
fayette Place. Among this addition are six very
rare and rich manuscripts presented by Mr. As
tor; a twenty-volume folio of Ryraer's "Foa-

Ricla

o

y

Cerrada
Muralla. Numero 80. Entre Villegad
Numero 620.
del Crlsto Apartado de Correo.
Habana.

Monthly Weather Review

for March

is unusually full of data, especially with refer
ence to storms, many of-which were very severe,
particularly on the Atlantic coast.

Register of the Lehigh Univer

sity for the year

With the plan of Or
1878-79.
A very
ganization and Course of Instruction.
complete description of a well-endowed and wellfurnished institution.

Report of the Pennsylvania Hos

pital

for the Insane for the year 1878. By
Thomas S. Kirkbride, M.D., Physlcian-in-Chicf,
and Superintendent.

Philadelphia,

A

1879.

rather elabo

rate pamphlet, containing statistics of value to
fine Pteel en
the social economist. We note
graving of the Hospital buildings.

Influence of Tobacco.

The Editor's

D.

Observation for Thirty Years, from the Hcalptl.
People who are Blood and Nerve Starved, al io
from the Scalpel.
Edited by E. H. Dixon, M.
It would be well for people given to exhausting
habits, especially those of tobacco-using and
liquor-drinking, to read this pamphlet. The vet
reformer.
eran, plain-spoken doctor

Melbourne
bition for

International

Exhi

pamphlet announcing to
world the fact that Australia will have her
play of manufactures and products next yei
The programme is an extended one, and in
cou
self an intimation of the rapid growth of
try whose resources are marvelous.

d t

1880.

New Preparations:

A

le
sr.

it

publications received.
Annual Report of the Astor Li-

de Articulos

come cio Situado en la Calle dc

a-

Medical Jour

to New Therapeutical Agents.
nal devote
This publication
Brodie, M.D., publisher.
Detroit undertaking.
the drug interest

1

of Practi

Licito

In

Handbook

cal Information for the Workshop and the Lab
Second edition, greatly enlarged.
oratory.
Price 15 cte. New York: Industrial Publica
tion Company.
This little book is a very valuable collection of
recipes for the householder and the mechanic.
It contains clear and appropriate directions for
such processes as bronzing, lacquering, polish
ing, soldering, brazing, hardening steel, temper
ing tools, cutting and working glass, varnishing,
silvering, gilding, preparing skins, making al
loys, signal lights, colored fires for tableaux, ce
ments, etc.
As It was prepared under scientific
direction, the owner of such a book could de
pend upon its accuracy, which is not the case
with the ordinary publications which go by the
name of " Ready Advisers," etc

appreciation.

Establecimiento MlXTO
de

An

Literature, Sci
We notice im
this magazine ;

a

The Amateur's

Monthly.

Potter's American

niustrated Magazine of History,
Philadelphia.
ence, and Art.
provement in the late numbers of
of public
an evidence, we take

a

Its course, is brought into contact with so many
variations of character, that he Is Impressed that
the author has laid out a rather broad founda
tion in the very start.
The sharp contrast of
motive and sentiment in the cases of Hiram
Beck, storekeeper, and Uncle Nebby North,
gardener, is well brought out, and the way in
which Uncle Nebby diGcfplined his orphancharge, Tom, for sundry manifestations of In
born disposition, is touched with a vein of humor.
Tom is the center figure of the book ; how he
was brought up, educated, and made his way for
himself by teaching school ; how he Inherited a
small fortune unexpectedly, which turned his
head, and in bis desire to become rich and influ
ential he commenced manufacturing beer.
The
results of his pernicious business upon the
home of his youth, and upen himself and family,
are graphically described with no straining or
The end of it all is, ashes and
exaggeration.
" firebrands " occasioned by the Intro
death, the
duction of alcoholism into a neighborhood once
quiet and peaceful.

Is
a

Society and Publication House.

in their different significance by examples from
A new edition,
modern and ancient writers.
carefully revised and completed by John LongPublished at Paisley. By
mulr, A.M., LL.D.
Alexander Gardner. Prospectus.

It,

Temperance

A picturesque and epigrammatic introduction,
entitled "Arcadia," greets the reader, who, in

of

the words

A

Julia McNair Wright.
Author of " A Strange
Sea-Story," " Nothing to Drink," etc. 16mo.
pp. 357, cloth. Price ll. New York : National

Dictionary

An Etymological

is
a

By

1

A Temperance Tale.
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for educating

moral and intellectual

to

nature, and

him in harmony with his faculties,
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as
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regard Phrenology as the only system of mental
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and with his duties, as an agent

to his Maker and amenable to the laws declared by the all-wise Providence."—

John Bell, M.D.

method of inquiry into mental

the grand merit of having forced the Inductive
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mental science." — Encyclopedia firilannica, Slh Edition.
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STANLEY,

DEAN OF WESTMINSTER.

ARLY
guished

in the fall of last year a distin
prelate of the Church of En

gland landed in New York,

made a rapid

tour, and returned

to his home.

It

was

Ar

thur Penrhyn Stanley, Dean of Westminster.
Well known in the Christian world for his

PHRENOLOGICAL
charity, in which there

earnest piety, broad
appears

a trace of denominational

scarcely

and for high literary culture,

asceticism,

cordial welcome

which this gentleman

ceived at his landing and wherever
steps led, was a foregone

Of

hood

his foot

to the physiognomist

his face offers a study

of unusual attraction.

The delicacy of the'r

chiselling imparts to his features, as a whole,
which escapes

His

we analyze them separately.

us when

are remarkably fine, im

eyes and forehead

pressing one with the idea of cultured taste

In the pulpit, arrayed in

and definiteness.

the robes of his profession,

striking

; forehead,

his appearance is

eyes, and the fine silvery

We judge that

under embarrassing
or sudden

anxiety,

of his from child

his mental

to lose

not

else may be confused

a stranger at the first glance ; but

and puq)ose in the

most trying circumstances.
it has been a peculiarity

conclusion.

of smallness

and calmness of thought

re

ley is not one of those who when in a crowd

an appearance

[July.

the

medium height and habit, Dean Stan

impress

JOURNAL.

calamity,

He is a clear, strong, far-reaching think
er, and

and

critic.

a great

his forehead,

The upper part of

which represents Comparison,

power of analysis,

and also Causality,

or the power of logical grasp and combi
nation,

will observe the fullness

and squareness

Mirthfulness, the

forehead ; these indicate

The fullness

of the temples

outward from

the eye is con

and facetious.

siderable, showing mechanical

head

is that

of refinement,

which makes him wonderfully in

intensity
earnest

and

The face indi

very sincere.

of bodily conditions.

talent,

and

That which would confuse

zling relations.
most

men

seems clear

There

there

may be a thousand

loom,

the weaver

keeps the brain

in a clear and healthy con

confusion

; a

fair digestive

which sus

capacity

many

are

in his

threads

appreciates

without

all

affairs

of life, where

blended

or opposed,

; and in the

interests

Although

to him.

of respiratory power which

dition

and inventive

mixed
ability to comprehend
combinations, multifold interests, and puz
the

is a full degree

cates harmony

of

sense of wit, the recognition of the absurd

expression

with a kind of interior

reader

the outer corners of the upper part of the

general

and self-possession,

The

is largely developed.

The

susceptibility,

by fear,

he will carry

himself coolly.

upward

face and

Whoever

relations.
and stultified

hair being seen to their best advantage.
of his

equilibrium

circulation

many minds become embarrassed

in dwell

which renders him less liable to illness than

ing upon them, but the subject

before

tains the health ; a harmonious

most

men.

His

brain,

does

congested

by rush of blood

is excited

by fear or solicitude,

enthusiasm.

Even

not

every time

at the last the heart

other forces have ceased.

asphyxia

action

stoppage,

of

the

inducing

and instant death when the system

seems to be in a good

condition of health

and vigor, this gentleman
affected

will

when the

While many men

liable to a spasmodic

heart, and to its sudden

he

chagrin or

be likely to maintain its action

are

become

is not likely to be

in that way, but, on the contrary,

will show peculiar self-possession,

clearness

will see everything
hend

us

as distinctly, and appre

the combination as the weaver

does

that of his machine.

There seems

to

Acquisitiveness,

impresses

forelooking quality,
Combativeness,

and

his

mind

a good

with

degree

a

of

which prompts him to ener

getic action, heroic

making advances
in keeping

the sense of

He has strong Cautious

practical affairs.
which

rather strong

in the administration of

value and economy

ness,

be also

which gives

effort, and aids him in

in the way of reform, and

pace with improvement

in the

ARTHUR PENRHYN

If

people.

ability to mold

we may say

reads mankind as the musician

does

knows

musical score, and, like the latter,
remarkable for Agreeableness,

tact in finding

the smooth

who are generally considered

side

for his
of those

irascible and

unbearable.
and

Benevolence

strongly indicated.

and

are

the good

treats them consider

ately

and while he looks for perfection,
be manifested,

can

he tolerates

so

or

allowance for the unfortunate and

unfavorable conditions which are associated
with humanity.

For

reason he makes

this

more friends among poor people

and those

who are not commonly well received

any other man in his sphere of ac
poor, ignorant, and

afraid to look him

in

so that while he

is

tell him their wants, and

the

and

the equal, intellectually
cultivated

approachable to the com

has

been

the Christian world at large.

Few men in
borne them
selves with so much dignity, and with so
much advantage to the religious institutions
with which they were connected. Prior to his

the

ecclesiastical

office

have

to the Deanery he had published
his "Life and Correspondence of Thomas

elevation

Arnold,"

1844;

in 1847

appeared

"Ser

"
mons and Essays on the Apostolic Age
"
in 1855, Epistle of St. Paul to the Corinth
" "
ians, with Critical Notes, etc.
Sinai and
Palestine in connection with their History."
Other works deserving of mention are
" Lectures on the History of the
Jewish
Church," part first in '62, part second in
" Historical Memoirs
'65, part third in '76
Westminster,"
1867; "Essays on the
of
" Lectures on the
Church and State," 1870
Scotland," 1872.
of
the
Church
of
History
In 1874 he was elected Lord Rector of the
University of St. Andrews.
By the very titles of his publications
" true
would be seen that Dean Stanley
son of the Church," though not of
Church

of an exclusive order.
He
disposed to
identify himself with the Christian body at
An American writer very properly
large.
divine, or
characterizes him as not merely
scholar, or an author, but
man of the
is

is

he

face

even their faults

and morally, of strong men and
thinkers,

weak are

he

in English life not only, but in

monest.

He was born at Alderly, Cheshire, on the
of December, 181
His father, Dr.
Edward Stanley, was rector of Alderly for
thirty-two years, and attained to the prefer
ment of
bishop. His early training re
ceived its chief impulse at Rugby school
under the influence of the memorable
Dr.
Arnold, of whom he became the biographer.
a

5.

13th

From Rugby

he passed

to Oxford Univer

sity, where he was graduated

and appointed

age, exquisitely

sensitive

to poetry and art,

and keenly alive to the charm which there
about ancient places and venerable insti

Yet he
not a monk or recluse
not so in love with scholarly seclusion
that he
content to live within the shadow
of an ancient cloister, hearing only an occa
sional foot-fall in the basement of the court,

tutions.
he

;

not

The

;

almost
tion.

than

had

a

makes

conspicuous

a

far as

it

;

there

is

in men

Veneration

He recognizes

and

a

His

published works.
As Dean of Westminster

is

is

an observer,

and

with learned men, which served
to develop his mind and promote the accu
mulation of that rich store of knowledge
which appears so conspicuously in his many

is

how

He

he would.

to produce the effects

he

the

student

associations

;

and manage

him unusual

both

:

ful, and gives

read character is wonder

it,

His power to

it

they

is
a

before

a

for them

ready

;

be

is

to

come.

a

deed,

He seems, in

changes.

;

accept necessary

a

and is ready to welcome new ideas and to

tutor, in which relation he remained twelve
In 1851 he was appointed Canon ol
few years later Regius
Canterbury, and
Professor of Ecclesiastical History at Oxford.
This chair he kept from 1856 to 1864, when
he was made Dean of Westminster.
During
the twenty years of his tutor life, he was
years.

;

of human

He sees the twilight of coming events,

7

is

life.

in

moral and physical departments

STANLEY.
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and not listening to the roar without of the
London streets, which tells of the mighty
tide of life that is pouring through the Rome
of the modern world. He loves knowledge,

our moral nature, on what we are, on what
we do, on what we admire, on what we
love, and on what we hate.
The soul that

library, his books, and the society of
scholars, but he wants to mingle also with
the great living world that rolls and dashes
in the ocean outside of cathedral walls.
That the world without the borders of
his own loved England is something to him
is indicated by his visit to America, and by

is lawful and right shall

his

sinneth,

it shall die ; but he who doeth what
surely live.

The

moral nature of man will outlast all the
convulsions of life, and will, we humbly
trust, outlast time itself.
There is some
thing greater than the resurrection of the

that is the immortality of the
There is something greater than the
the deep interest which he exhibited in the
immortality of the soul — the ever-living, vivi
affairs of our people while here, and the
fying, and quickening power of the Spirit.
"In our own being there are two or
frequent allusion which he makes to his
in America.
Two or three three or five separate characters fighting
experiences
for separate mastery.
We see it in the
prominent English journals have even twit
ted him on having been so much influenced
character of David ; we see it in the flex
by his American visit as to adopt some of and reflex of the better mind of Peter ; we
our mannerisms of speech.
see it in the distraction and discussion in
Two years or so ago Lady Augusta, his the mind of Paul ; we see it in the long
wife, died, a lady well known and highly history of Christendom ; we see it in the
old Adam lying within the folds of the newlyesteemed in England for her many virtues
created Adam, and the old Adam striving
and charities.
She had been one of the
to keep its own against the new Christian
Queen's maids of honor, and was most
Adam.
tenderly loved by her husband.
" It is this doctrine of the superior char
This sketch would be incomplete without
some glimpse of the Dean's manner as a acter of the spiritual man above his physical
speaker, for its refined purity illuminates friend, which, as it is our safeguard against
the materialism of the scientific lecturethe thought and the phraseology in which
the thought is framed.
Shortly before his room, is also our best safeguard against
materialism of the altar and the sacristy.
departure from New York to return to En
gland he preached in Grace Church a When for a thousand years the Christian
memorable discourse on the relations of the Church believed that the eternal weal 01
spiritual and physical in man, in the course woe of human beings depended upon the
immersion of the human body in a bath 01
of which occurred passages whose philoso
phy is closely accordant with the teachings a basin of water ; when the regeneration ol
nations in the Middle Ages, and even in
of the science advocated by this magazine.
Some of these passages were the following : the seventeenth century, was supposed tc
" The
spiritual part of man has constantly depend upon the preservation of the deac
bones or the fragments of wood, these wen
advanced, while the outward physical man
all so many attempts to sink the spiritua
has, on the whole, remained
the same.
in the material
The intellectual
im
part has advanced
" To sum up the sense and substance o
The
civilized
man
is
mensely.
far above
all that I have been saying: If there b<
the savage, and the Greeks and Romans
were far above the Asiatic.
any place on earth where the thought o
Our happiness,
our dignity, our welfare do not hinge upon such a conflict between mind and matter
what our ancestors were a thousand years where the hope of the triumph of the spir
ago ; not on the high gifts of intellectuality itual over the material is discovered, it ma)
be in this great city.
and genius, which after all are gifts and or
When we look bad
to the very small beginnings — the Dutcl
naments of ourselves ; not on any of these

things, wonderful as they are, and greatly
as they contribute to happiness.
It is on

dead,

and

soul.

settlement

gathered

church and fortress

around
on

its

the green

humbli
point o
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have done much more.
Then arises
with increasing strength the question wheth
er that higher spirit of man of which we
have been speaking has also borne its part ;
whether in the midst of this great Babylon
there are signs of the Jerusalem which is

" When we think of the generosity of in
dividuals, of the kindness and purity of the
domestic hearth ; when we think of the
higher virtues of the Anglo-Saxon race,
whether on this side of the ocean or the
other, our hearts refuse to be disquieted.
We remember the proud motto of the State
of New York, into which the great poet of
America has thrown a yet loftier meaning —
'
Yes, higher, and yet higher,
Excelsior.'
must and shall the spiritual and moral
effort be made, to keep pace with its mate
rial splendors, and not to be led captive at
More strenuous, and
their chariot wheels.
yet more strenuous, must be the struggle if
it is to reach to the summit of the material
Human courage
destiny of this new world.
human
needs
of
adversity ;
rise
to
the
must
or according to the noble saying of the
American General whom both sides in the
' Human
late conflict delighted to honor,
virtue must rise to the need of human temp

above.

tation and of human corruption.'

two inclosing rivers — its
humble palisades defending the little flock
within from the incursions of the Indian
tribes ; and then look at the illimitable ex
tension of this Babylon of the West, this
endless
traffic and thoroughfare of the
world, its tramways, over which a more
than Babylonian whirl and stir roll above
our heads ; we well may feel how the hu
man intellect has wrought out of these mean
conditions, a destiny which, one hundred
land between

the

years ago, could not have been conceived.
We see how a new creation has been form
ed within the lifetime almost of a single
generation. Accident, no doubt, has had
her share in this, but the mind and will of
man

" The traveler who

has come

from

over

the sea and returns to his home in the small

island where his duty lies, feels his own con
ception of the endless capacity of his race
increase ; but he also asks himself whether
there has been and will be here, or in his
own country, a corresponding increase of
that faith, without which wealth and fame,
and the vast extent of territory, are as the
dust in the balance.
Extent of business is
not of necessity greatness, nor is the vast,
indomitable will and inexhaustible perse
verance of this, progress.
Sometimes,
as
we think of the long and checkered history
of my native land, and sometimes also as
we think of the checkered history of this
nation, there comes to our mind a recollec
tion of those lines of the lyrical poet of
England :
" 1New times, new chimes,
New arts, new men ;
But still the same old earth, old crimes.'

" But there is the better voice of the
Christian poet who, thinking only of the
duties and actions of daily life, applies them
also to Christian life :
' New
perils pant, new sins forgiven,
New thoughts of God, new hopes of Heaven ;
New treasures still of countless price,
God will provide for sacrifice.'

"

Women as Clerks under Govern
ment. — The employment of female clerks
in the Government offices

in Washington

has become an established thing, and, as it
At the pres
would seem, purely on merit.
ent time there are employed in the depart

at salaries ranging
one receives this
But
from $900 to $1,800.
receive from
amount,
many
though
highest

ments

1,300 women,

$1,200 to $1,400.

Few of them resign, and

few leave their places to marry and

settle

into domestic life. The greatest experts in
counting money and detecting counterfeits
The appoint
are among the lady employes.
ment of women to these plaoes was first
made by Secretary Chase in /1Z62, and the
highest salary paid was $rjoo. Their use
fulness and aptness for the, work being de
monstrated, they have steadily increased in
numbers, and have been able to command
wages approximating the salaries of men
Few
who formerly occupied these places.
of the many ill things prophesied as the re
sults of such an innovation have occurred,
and the heads of departments would seri
ously object to making any change now.
It is a gratification to see new fields of use
fulness opening up to the women of the
land, more especially when they prove them
selves so fully competent, as in the depart
ments at Washington.
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THE OLD RUIN.
As down the aisles of life we wander,
Now here, now there, our glances fleet bestowing,
Perchance they fall upon some building hoary
Whose crumbling walls reveal an ancient glory,
Whose splintered piers with ivy garlands grow
ing
Scenes of the past vividly conjure.
Falleth a spell 'mid the desolation,
Cometh a charm that bids us pause, reflect ;
And listless we gaze upon the tall arches,
Count o'er the cost, the slow and weary
marches
That one by one did those carved blocks erect —
For Pride's caprice or God's exaltation,
Rose the grand pile to crown Ambition,
Haughty in gilded state, compelling abject toll !
Or towered its columns 'mid joyous acclama
tion,

While workmen plied tbe tool in cheerful
combination ?
Whate'er the aim, the ages brought their foil.
And Neglect her fruit, demolition !
Sadness is ours, ruin surveying,
Clearly the spirit the pictured lesson reads ;
Whate'er man's handiwork, 'twill molder and
dgcay,

And in

the years' procession at last fade away.
While cloud to sunshine, alternately succeeds,
Time's relentless tooth will be preying.

Yet there's beauty our sadness to chide—
Beauty o'er all those walls shattered and rifted !
Life, too, from crevice in pillar and cornice —
Soft, curling vines, tinted moss, wavy grasses f
Delight fills the soul no more dejected—
Beauty and Life eternal abide.
n. s. D.

FIRE-FLIES.
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SUMMER.
Tn?

pen of Summer, diamond-tipped,

Has busy been day after day,
As one by one the hours have clipped
Their beads upon Time's rosary.
A few more days will tell them all —
Her last sweet song will soon be penned ;
A? Summer verges close to Fall,
The book Is verging toward The End.
Such beauteous songs of flowers and birds.
Of leafy woods and babbling brooks,
As she has fashioned in quaint words,
In this her choicest of all books !
Her choicest of all books, I say,
Because no Summer gone before
Has been so prized day after day
My heart was fuin to live it o'er.

The truest poet Nature is ;
Hour after hour her skillful pen
Thrills us to that ecstatic bliss
We never And in songs of men.
Bound in the sky's own gold and blue,
Each song n song of perfectness —
Year after year a volume new
Is issued from her busy press.
Thls slipping now the Summer's grasp.
With rhyme and rhythm is so sweet,
It only needs the golden clasp
Of Autumn-time to be complete.
HELEN A. MANVILLE.
La Crowe, '-Vis.

FIRE-FLIES.
THE LAMPYRIS — GLOW-WORM

THE
val

midsummer evening
of insect enjoyment.

is the carni

If

we

may

judge by the ear, there is general activity
among the races of winged creatures, that
appear as soon as the sun is down, and be
come more and more numerous

as the dark

ness deepens and the air moistens with dew.

—

CUCAJO.

Lampyris, as do also the glow-worms of Eu
Both have been widely celebrated in
rope.
poetry, and little wonder, since they present
so striking

an appearance and afford such
for poetical description.
Every one

scope

is aware that even these tiny creatures

emit

quite a strong light, a fact of which we are

Among the most beautiful of insects are the
moths, with their delicate tints and exquisite
ly finished

markings of amber and gold, and

yet they hide from the daylight and are only
seen by the accident of approach to artificial

light.
ible

Yet light seems to have an irresist

attraction

for them, and

perhaps

it is

lor their entertainment partly, that the shad
ows of the night are illuminated by those tiny
In our temper
winged stars, the fire-flies.
ate climate we enjoy seeing the bright sparks
flitting through the dusk among the trees
and flowers, and count them among the
charms of summer-time, but we know lit
tle of the beauty of the fire-fly until it is seen
in tropic climates among the orange groves,
and rose gardens of the West Indies, where
the larger kinds are found

LAMPvRIS.

in their greatest

perfection.

hardly conscious

The tiny insect which frequents our gar
dens and sparkles about our parks on warm
damp evenings, is the most common species

enough to go within the shaded

in North America.

than

It belongs to the genus

of the evening,
become

sensible

it appeared

when they float in the dusk
but
that

if

one

be

venturous
parlor,

we

the light is stronger

without.

This

fact pre
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pares

us to believe

statements

the rather astonishing

made with regard to the fire-flies

of South America, which are the most bril
liant in the world, and will doubtless have
sonnets written upon them, when the litera
ture of the West and South shall advance
as far as the richness and splendor of nature
shall lead.
In Europe, scarce a flower, however hum

JOURNAL.
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to censure the passage on that
In the Lampyris, the light is upon
the ventral surface.
He is more correct in
another mention of the same insect :
not hesitated

account.

',

The glow-worm shows the matin to be near,
And gins to pale his ineffectual fire."

Tom Moore seems to have been acquaint
ed with the fact that

the female possessed

the most brilliant fire, when he speaks of
the light :

" The

glow-worm hangs out to allure
Her mate to her gri.cn bower at night.''

The light

is

a pale greenish white, but

a tint almost ruddy.
American fire-fly, or as it is
called in the West Indies, the Cucajo, (pro
nounced as though the j was a y) is not
attractive in appearance when seen in
portrait, as may be discovered by examin
ing the drawing which I have given, but
it possesses the double attraction of two
at

times

The

assumes

South

lights.

At each side of the thorax (or upper
division of the body of the insect) are seen
1
He, but has its poet, nay, its poets, and the two circular tubercles, of a yellow color, which
emit a clear radiance, having a green tinge
humble daisy has been sung by every En
and strong enough to make a distinct shad
glish bard, but in the tropics there is a wealth
ow upon the wall, if any object be interby the
of nature not fully comprehended
naturalist and which no poet yet has known.
It may be a matter of surprise to some that
the glow-worm among
1 ha ye mentioned
the fire-flies, but it is true that it belongs to
the same genus as the fire-fly, and the word
worm applies only to the female, who is
Glow-Wokm.

doomed

to

a continual

inferiority to her

mate, by the want of wings, while he soars
at

will;

but it is she that sheds the beautiful

by English authors, the
light of her lord being comparatively mcon
spicuous ; indeed, it is also true that with
the fire-flies, the most brilliant effulgence is
shed by the female, who does not fly, but
keeps quite still and contents herself with
makes Titania bid
shining. Shakespeare
lustre so celebrated

her fairy servitors
"Steal from the humble bees
And for night tapers crop their waxen thighs,
And light them at the fiery glow-worm's

Unfortunately for the reputation

eyes."

of Shake

speare for truth to nature, the glow-worm's
eyes are not brilliant, and Dr. Johnson has

ClXAJO.

posed, while from the lower part of the ab
domen shines a red light, which glows in

flying like a lighted coal when blown upon.
These curious creatures
belong to the

TEMPERATURE
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vs.

" RESPIRATIVENESS.'

"sharded beetles," having honey-wing cases,
body. They
are extremely fond, like all their race, of
and a compact and oval-shaped

and feed chiefly upon sugar-cane.
They are collected in Cuba and put into small

sweets

wooden

cages,

and sold

to see birds

tomed

as we are accus

offered

supply of sugar-cane

abundant

for

sale ; an

cut into small

A
provided for their support.
friend of mine returning from Havana in the
spring purchased and brought with her a
cage of these little creatures, and during the
voyage became extremely fond of her strange
As they proceeded North the weather
pets.
became cool, and the insects suffered from it
bits

being

often becoming quite torpid, so
that she would have to warm them to life be
tween the palms of her hands.
By great
care she succeeded in getting them safe to
New York, from whence she returned to her
home in Washington City. Here the weath
er was quite mild and her pets throve for a
while very well. She would often entertain
us by putting them all upon the floor in the
evening, when they would immediately form
in procession and march across the carpet
to the darkest corner.
On one occasion,
however, one of them improved the oppor
tunity offered by an open window, and spread

extremely,

TEMPERATURE
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Observations concerning
Respirativeness," in the Phrenological
JOURNAL for May, Dr. H. P. Shove argues
that there must be a brain-organ to preside
over respiration, and claims to have discov
ered its location between Tune and Acquisi
tiveness.
If the editor and reader please, I
will offer a few thoughts as a reply to the
:

article.

Dr. Shove says that it was " by an a pri
ori process of reasoning " that Le Verrier,
the French astronomer, came to the conclu
sion that there
planet,

and

must be an intra-mercurial

that by a similar process

of

(Dr. Shove) has concluded
" Respirativeness," which he says pre
upon
sides over respiration.
According to his
reasoning

he

own statement,

however, it was not a

ing his wings, mounted up and sailed out in
to the dusky evening air, attracting many
wondering eyes, but the little creature prob
ably perished before morning in the chill
The Cuban ladies inclose them in
dew.
fine gauze and wear them among their ra
ven tresses as ornaments,

and they are some

times placed under glass for the purpose

of

giving light.
The abdominal light is subject apparent
ly to the will of the insect, as it is often
made suddenly

In

to disappear.

flying, the

light is greatly intensified. There are a
great variety of theories among naturalists
about the nature of the light, but the most
tenable is that the carbonic acid gas given
off by the fatty matter of which the lumi
nous substance

is composed,

is consumed

by

slow combustion in coming in contact with
the oxygen inhaled through the trachea.
There are very many varieties of the genus
Elater in South America, but our limits

will not admit
singular

even their enumeration.

mechanical

A

arrangement of the

parts enables them, when fallen upon the
back, to spring suddenly into the air, and
so recover their normal position.
has given

This

to the whole race the name

fact

of

spring beetles.

versus " RESP1RAT1VENESS."

the heading of " Things New

Old

'3

priori.

but a posteriori

reasoning,

<?., reasoning

from effect to cause, rather than from cause
to effect, by which Le Verrier

reached

his

But will Dr. Shove be so kind
as to name or explain some of the " pertur
bations or disturbances of the alimentive and
respiratory functions," which prove the ex
"
istence and location of " Respirativeness
as the perturbations of Mercury did the
existence and approximate location of Vul
can ? Digestion and respiration may influ
conclusion.

ence each other, but does this fact have any

bearing on the existence and location of
" Respirativeness " ? I think not.
Dr. Shove maintains, in substance, that
Alimentiveness is the brain-organ of diges
and that respiration, being a closely
allied function, should also have a brainBut before he
organ to preside over it.
tion,
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reasons from the position
tion is presided

that any vital func

over by a brain-organ,

he

first prove that position, which I
think he will find it difficult. I do not con
sider Alimentiveness in any sense the
brain-organ of digestion ; nor do I think it
presides over digestion as he says " Respirshould

"

ativeness

does over respiration.

I

do not

understand that Alimentiveness is the
source of anything more than the sense
of hunger and thirst, and the disposition to
The function of Ali
is performed consciously, and
We never feel hungry
only while awake.
or eat unconsciously, but digestion and res
piration and all other purely vital functions
take food and drink.

mentiveness

are performed

unconsciously and involunta

rily during sleep the same as when awake.
If breathing were presided over by the mind
as eating is, we should have to remain
awake in order to continue breathing ; but
as breathing and the other vital functions
are

over

presided

by the organic nervous

are performed while
the mind is asleep the same as when awake.

system, these functions

Hence " Respirativeness," as described by
Dr. Shove, is not the counterpart of Alimen
tiveness ;

and

hence,

too,

the

analogous

reasoning by which he arrived at his opin
ion that

it exists, and

mentiveness,

is located

near

Ali

has nothing to rest upon.

JOURNAL.
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over some vital function,

presides

why con

that there is certainly an organ that
presides over respiration ?
clude

Dr. Shove does not tell his readers what
sort of " magnetic tests " he refers to as af
fecting respiration when applied to that part
of the brain in which he supposes " Respir
ativeness

"

to be located.
By mesmerism
respiration may be affected without touch
ing any part of the body.
The heat and
cold tests he speaks
of, I think prove
nothing but that man possesses a sense of
Cold water applied to the
temperature.
feet affects

the respiration,

prove that the

but does

"center" of respiration

that
is in.

the feet ?

That respiration can be somewhat modi
fied for the purposes of speech, etc., and
also temporarily increased or diminished at
will, are facts ; but they do not indicate a
brain-organ that presides over respiration,
for we must breathe whether we will or not.
In this matter of partial mental control of
Mother Nature manifested her
breathing.
economy by making one breath answer the
double purpose of speech and haematosis,
or aeration of the blood.
This mental con
trol of respiration is effected through nerves
of voluntary motion which extend from the
brain to the muscles used in respiration ;
is ordinarily controlled or
over by the organic nervous sys
tem, and not the brain.
I can not see the
but

respiration

He also says, in speaking of the brain,
that, " as all the rest of the space allotted to

presided

the

first reason for believing that there is such an.

vital

processes

is

taken

up by other

well-known organs, it is in the place here
indicated and nowhere else," meaning be
tween Tune and Acquisitiveness.
Will he
please name and give the location of some
of the "well-known organs" that preside

over "vital processes"?
Will he point out
a single brain-organ whose function is exer
cised unconsciously,
respiration,
tions ?

digestion,

Though

and during sleep, as are
and other vital func

1 have studied

Phrenology

nearly ten years, I have not yet heard of any
such organs.

I think it is clear that Alimentiveness is
not the brain-organ of digestion.
Where,
then, is its organ, and that of circulation, per

spiration, secretion

of bile, and pancreatic
iuice, etc., etc. ?
Until it is proved that
ther- i* at least o~e part of the hrain which

organ as the supposed " Respirativeness."
Instead of an organ to preside over respi

ration, I am of the opinion that forward of
Alimentiveness, and below the location re
ferred to by Dr. Shove, there is an organ
for temperature,
and my reasons for enter
taining this opinion are the following :
1. Temperature is an inherent quality or
attribute of all matter ; and as Phrenology
has pointed
out organs for knowing all
other qualities and conditions of matter, it
is reasonable to infer that there should be
an organ for temperature also.
The organ
of Temperature should be related to the
nerves of feeling as Color is to the nerves
of vision, and Tune to the nerves of hearing.
2.

It

is essential

our bodies maintain

to life and
a nearly

health

uniform

that
tem

" RESPIRATIVENESS."

that

in the latter case being

the latter's knowledge comes

through feeling rather than sight.
the organ of Temperature should

mainly
Hence

not be far

either Alimentiveness or the
I consider it a pure
perceptive faculties.
however,
and
not an intellectual
feeling,
removed

from

faculty.
5.

Fibers of the nerves of feeling

have

been traced to this part of the brain.

6. During the years — nearly eight — that I
have maintained
the opinion that this part

of the brain is the organ of Temperature, I
have made many phrenological examina
tions, generally describing this faculty or
quality also ; and after describing it accord
ing to the fullness of this part of the brain,
it has been my custom to ask the person
if this part of the description was correct,
stating that this organ is not fully establish
ed ; and I am not aware that any description
was materially wrong.
I have uniformly found that, general sen
sitiveness of the system being taken into the
account, the fuller this part of the brain, the
more sensitive was
changes

the person

of temperature.

in regard to

Those having it

I

were proportionally less sensitive to changes
of temperature than those having this part of
the brain fuller, and were as likely to neg
lect the needs of the system in regard to
temperature as those having rather deficient
Alimentiveness were in regard to food and
drink.
When I wrote the article on "An Organ
for Temperature," which appeared in the
Phrenological Journal for Nov., 1875,

I was not aware that anything had been
written on this part of the brain except the
short article on "An Organ for Heat,"
which was published in the Phrenologi
cal Journal for Nov., 1871, and which
was quoted in an editorial article in the
Phrenological Journal for Nov., 1875.

It was from this article on " An Organ for

Heat"

that,

if I

mistake

first ideas on the subject.

not,

I

obtained

" Credit

my

to whom

credit is due."

I

or the word
with
an
interrogation point at
Temperature,
of
be
the right
placed forward of Ali
in the symbolical heads, or
mentiveness
phrenological maps, that the attention of
phrenologists and others may be more gen suggest that a thermometer,

erally called to this part of the brain.
F. E. ASPINWALL,

M.D.

Loudonville, N. Y.

Bad Temper. — Bad
and,

like other

crimes,

temper

ordained

a crime,
in

the

of nature to meet, sooner or later,
Other vile passions
its merited reward.
the
may have some points of extenuation,
for example, which may attend
pleasure,
their indulgence, but ill-nature — that is,
fretful, fault-finding spirit, in its origin,
action, and end, has no extenuating quality
and, in the application of the old principle,
shall be
"with what measure ye mete,
most
will
find
measured to you again,"
course

a

the only difference

when it departed therefrom, etc. Though I
have examined none having the organ very
small, those having it average or moderate

;

as the per

to change

is

; and

other qualities and
conditions of matter, so Temperature takes
of the temperature of matter;
cognizance
ceptive faculties observe

sensitive

it

regard to heat and cold

walking thermometers: highly
of temperature ; took
great pains to keep the temperature of their
own persons normal, and were much an no\ i <l
were

I large

a

Had we no sense of temperature,
perature.
we should be constantly liable to become
fatally chilled or overheated, just as we
should be liable to starve had we no sense
of hunger and thirst.
3. We do take cognizance of the temper
ature of our bodies and their different parts,
and that of the air and whatever else comes
in contact with any part of the body, which is
proof of a mental recognition of temper
ature ; and a mental recognition is proof
that some part of the brain is devoted to
the faculty or power by which such recogni
tion is made.
Hence I regard it as certain
that there is a brain-organ for temperature.
4. The sense of temperature is somewhat
allied to both Alimentiveness and the per
faculties ; for, as Alimentiveness
ceptive
takes cognizance of the needs of the sys
tem in regard to food and drink, so Tem
perature observes the needs of the system in

'5

is

vs.

it,
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THE INNOCENT
[A child two years old was lost in the woods near
Port Jervis, and for three days the woods were
He was un
scoured in unavailing search for him.
conscious when found, in a den of rattlesnakes, four
of which were killed before he could be rescued.
He had undressed for the night, and his clothmg was
under his bead.]
Local Paptr, June, 1875.

Two small feet across the

Used to hear the darkling song
Of the lonely wblppoorv.ill.

Little

one in piteous plight
Does not even breathe a sigh
At the coming on of night,
And the great rocks looming high —
But he creeps beneath their height,
There to lay his garments by.

8iU

Wandered forth, the great trees under —
Two small hands that pluck their All
Of buttercups, and eyes of wonder,
Following with bewildered will
Fire-flics, now here, now yonder.

Pillows soft the pretty

Mary with the Christ-child came,
And the head of evil bruised —
Taking out the sting and blame
To tho wretched and abused —
Wiping out the guilt and shame
By a new love interfused.

From the dead branch hoots the owl—
Skims the bat athwart the shade,
Stealthy creatures round him prowl,
And he greets them not afraid —
Does not wonder at the howl
Borne from out the rocky glade ;

Oh ! thou child without a fear—
Sacred creature of the earth !
Greater thou than any seer,
By the Instincts at thy birth ;
By thine Innocence so near
God's dear hand who led thee forth.
ELIZABETH OAK.ES SMITh.

For the child is brave and strong,
Used to waterfall and hill,

And his curls the whole

day long
From the sunshine take their fill —

THE
som

home is both the bud and the blos

of civilization.
By their homes
we judge of the real character of any peo
Here are the things which most surely
ple.
indicate individual disposition and taste as
well as national character and tendency.

The

home is also the most

precious

place,

among all English-speaking peo
The most beautiful things are made
ples.
for the home, for the purpose of adorning
and beautifying it , and if there may be
some seeming exception in the articles of
personal adornment, yet these are kept in
at least

head

Fearless in that fearful den ;
Slumbers on his rocky bed
Where the serpents from the fen,
By a wondrous instinct led,
Lose their venom-touch, as when

Underneath the little foot
Toads and lizards glide away :
Shnrded beetle, speckled newt
O'er his white feet careless stray,
And the young child's hand is put
On the serpent in its play.

MAKING

SLEEP.

A

HOME.

the place

and mostly worn there.
This is
where we keep all our treasures,

excepting

those

the home

so costly as to require

put

ting away in dark vaults for safe keeping.
Costly houses may be reared for business ;
fine finishings and furnishings can be found
in steamers, hotels, banks, and other public
offices, but these are either poor imitations
of the home, with rarely its perfect neatness
and grace of finish, or they exist for the
sake of the home.
In nine cases out of ten
the business man plods on through all his
weary complications that he may support a

woman have not the taste to select and ad

out a soul.

expression,

The home may also be called the highest
There are other individ
expression of art.
ual things which, like fine paintings or

after all

artist

pieces of sculpture,

by his wishes

is

if

;

It

it

Nor

is is

largely molded by her presence.
always true that the husband
is
furnishes the home.
good old Yan
kee fashion, not yet quite out of date, which
set the maiden at work in the midst of her
therein

teens to make up bedding and carpets and

a

a

curtains and table linen for the home of the
future, perhaps even before
husband was
of
as
an
actual
existence.
seriously thought
The rule of influence holds the same.
little earlier, but not more surely,
Perhaps
did the Yankee maiden of the past, who fur
her new

home

blanket, or

a

maiden of to-day who marries without

she may even take possession

ready

of the civilized home

?

Contrast

that with the dainty appointments and keep

ing of the majority of the homes of most
women who care and provide for themselves.
Of course, in a complete home, occupied by
family, there should be both the

a complete

masculine

and

the feminine elements ; but

a

it,

is it that prevails

if

in the fur
nishing and the keeping of the house ? Will
as
rule, be nicely furnished
the

whose taste

she becomes

will

the housekeeping

does that of his mother.

gives one

it

that of her mother more than
a

resemble

;

the house will bear her imprint rather than

cu

rious feeling to go through the house of a
niece, whom you may not have
sister or
met before since she was married, and see
the impress upon all the home arrangements,

reminding you of what you have seen in the
homes of her mother or her grandmother
like
in the days of your childhood.
and
feat
of
form
likeness
tracing the family
ure through which the souls of kindred

It

est models

but

she will set her mark on

its mistress,

shine out and mold

the physique.

not necessary to show the
thoughtful reader that really woman makes

All this

was

may suggest that she does
much by unconscious influence, by putting
The very knowledge of this
herself into it.
the home, but

it

in their appointments and keeping, the high

of which she

furnished,

it

house

:

of

;

lake furniture and the services of professional
upholsterers

a

are there

bed.

She may have East-

bureau.

that of her husband

nay, the women

throughout, impress

her own personality than does the
a

nished
upon

now ; go to Ari
zona, to Colorado, to the Black Hills ; stay !
You have only to peep into the room of al
most any man who takes care of himself if
you wish to know what sort of homes men
make. True, some of these homes are quite
presentable ; but are they, the best of them,

artist ?

is

is

it,

and

puts

never has heard before

is the

is

it

is

it
is

made

We hear about men
making homes for themselves, but what kind
of homes do they make ? Go to California,

who

particulars, but the
the expression of

in many

is

a civilized community,

but

really the

and molds and puts her
True, she
often guided

if

est work of art in

She

by tin-

thought far more than his.
herself into
and everything

her taste

it

but even these most frequently find their
ultimate place in the home as parts of its
The finishing and furnishing
adornments.
of our homes enlist a very large share, cer
tainly a very great variety of the skilled
work of civilized countries — the marble
mantels, the rich frescoes, the elaborate
bronze hardware, the polished woods, the
fine hangings, the velvety carpets, the ele
gant draperies, and the costly cabinet-work
— these are each but the headings of long
lists of artistic designs which combine in
ever-varying forms according to individual
Into this the family settles down, as
taste.
the individual does into his clothing.
Here
they bring their beautiful things, their treas
ures; here they establish places for what
hey like so well or need so much that they
must always have it near them.
Admitted, then, that the home is the high

its suste

intended

the woman who

upon it.

home when

a

are more generally rec

as the works of art and called so ;

what

we will so understand

she plans

impress

a

ognized

this

;

nance, and

usually provides

the man

it

out which the latter seems like a body with

true

for its furnishing and

the means

is

It

just?

a

vision of the home that

It

is the

the day-laborer at his tasks ; it is
the center and jewel of the farmstead, with

cheers

17

;

It

home.

HOME.

A

is
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fact, however, ought to suggest the prepara
tion that she should give herself, in order to
become the fitting artist for so noble and
exquisite a work of art as the modern home.
For any other artistic pursuit she would
give herself long preparatory studies, while
for no other is the preparation required so
varied

and so exacting.

She

needs some

knowledge of painting and sculpture to ed
ucate her eye to the selection of harmony in
color and grace in form. She needs the study
of architecture to secure convenience of ar
rangement, access of sunlight, and proper
Further, she needs to under
ventilation.
stand the rules which govern the selection
of wholesome food and its preparation, or
all tht beauties and comforts of the house
will be turned into gall and wormwood.
Indeed, there is scarcely an art or a science
but what is brought into tribute to produce
this crowning work of art, a civilized home ;
and very few, indeed, of which the knowl
edge would not be useful to the accom
plished artist.
What, then, shall we say of women who
have it in their power to work at such an
art of arts and yet turn away from it with
envy toward her sisters who are permitted
to pursue only one or two branches of art ?
They are like the editor of an influential pa
per, who might say to the petty lecturer:
" It is very nice for you to travel around the
country and be made much of, while I am

shut up here in this office and scarcely any
But while
body says a word about me."
the
the
of
who
press are
ignore
power
they
few, we fear that they who ignore the power
of the home are many.
" Oh, it is the old story," says one of the
women ; " stay at
self-styled
progressive
home in womanly seclusion and work out
your own views through the expressions of
Let them represent
and sons.
husbands
you by their votes."
We protest that it is not that we are say
But let us ask, what is the highest
ing.
endeavor? It is the perfect
And the home
ing of individual character.
of
work is done,
where
this
sort
is the place
aim of earthly

if it be done anywhere.
Character-making
requires a workshop, a studio, peculiarly de
That studio is the
vised and furnished.

JOURNAL.

home, and the artist is woman.
I am deal
ing in no tropes nor figures ; this is plain
matter of fact.
Why is it doubted ? Be
cause the facts are so broad and high our
narrow-contracted vision can hardly take
them in ; because this truth is so grand and
glorious that our eyes are dazzled by it ? No,
says one, it is because we are overworked
and overburdened now, and we have no time
and no heart for these grand generaliza
tions.
Nay, my sister, it is because you fail
to see the truth and adjust yourself to it.
You are careful and troubled about many
things, but you lose sight of this one true
aim, and so things go wrong and you are
overwhelmed. It is care and wrong-doing
that hurts and tires more than actual labor.
More than this, it is partly because the labor
is despised and performed as drudgery that
it wearies and exhausts as it does.
Moreover, there are cases in which the

of these right ideas would
and distribute labor so as to render
it more endurable.
Suppose the mother,
the home-maker, should have in view the
proper molding of the characters of her
daughters rather than tricking them out
with music, embroidery, white hands, deli
very

existence

relieve

cate figures, and (miscalled) elegant leisure.
She herself would endeavor to be the model

woman she wished them to copy. They
would share all her labors, they would be
disciplined by Industry, educated by care
and responsibility, strengthened by labor,
made healthy by exercise, while she would
share their more truly elegant and more
highly appreciated leisure. Eventually they
would relieve her of care, and in their time
would become thoughtful, enterprising, in
dependent women and model home-makers,
and they would be a source of strength and
blessing.
So, too, in the case of boys.
itive injury to

boys

It

is a pos

to sit by and see their

with work which they
might help her do, and especially if that
burden makes her peevish and irritable.
Boys should be taught self-help far more
than they are, taking care of their own
rooms, cleaning and mending their own
clothes, and sewing on buttons.
It would
be a positive advantage to all our boys if
mother overwhelmed

MAKING
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they were taught at least the rudiments of
all sorts of housework. They would not
only be prepared in many an emergency of
their future lives to make themselves more
comfortable, to do a turn for wife or mother
at times when her very life might depend
upon a little help ; but their own characters
would be far better developed, especially in
all the tender considerations becoming to
husbands and sons. Is it not desirable that
men should be educated to make good hus
bands as well as women
to make good
wives ?

" But all this
requires work, and we are
worked to death as it is." Nay, dear woman,
but your work would change its character.
It would lose the killing aspect of drudgery.
You would see how every stitch of home
work went into the character of loved ones.
The
ever-recurring, much-complained-of
"drudgery," even of washing dishes, would
cease.
Where would be' the brightness, the
cheeriness, the culture of the family repast
without the clear glass, the clean china,
the burnished

cutlery ?

the wash-tub ceases

Even the suds of

to drown

the delight
What would our
homes be without these educators of selfrespect ? What mother for the sake of sav
ing dish-washing would see every one dip
his spoon or plunge his fork into one dish,
in the spotless

napery.

or dab his knife into the once piece of but
What careful home-maker neglects
ter?
the influence of clean bedding and wellswept rooms on the habits of her children ?
or neglecting, does not have cause to regret
whether she knows it or not?
Even the
effect of clean clothing is not all for the out
side world.
And what mother and homemaker but would find all her toil lightened
and

sweetened,

direct influence

if

she but

considered

If

we let the feeling of drudgery in

fault is it ? And then the
How many a poor woman hates
almost as she would an in
the cook-stove
fernal machine ! She feels as if it were
scorching out of her life almost everything
fresh and beautiful ; and perhaps she is not
far from right, if we take into account the
spirits, whose
!

by its aid ; but

if

so, the fault

is her own. There is not really an article in

her house which she can make more serv
iceable for the health and happiness of her
family.

This,

however,

is not done by ministering

appetite, but by making
wholesome food attractive and agreeable.
to selfishness

and

Proper food is the largest ingredient in the
of children, in the safe

health and happiness

habits of youth, and in the strength and
of manhood. It is the very ma
terial of which they are built up. There is
no better safeguard she can throw around
Does she
every member of her household.
realize her power ? Such thoughts as these
endurance

ought to strengthen her hands, brighten her
thoughts, lighten her toil, season her dishes,
and make all her labors very precious.
Many things now tiresome would be so no
longer, and nothing should be indifferent.
Many things might be put aside as unneces
sary ; much of the routine labor may be paid
for ; but the eye and thought and heart of
the home-maker should be in it or inspire
it all.

It may be that few will listen to all this
now. It may be that woman will wander
out of the home and seek elsewhere her hold
upon the secret springs of power, since it
is for these she is ever seeking, but she will
She will recog
come back to it ultimately.
nize character-making as the great object in
this

life

and

the

next ;

and

home

as the

place where most

of it must be done, and
herself as the one who can best do it ; and
she will settle down to her task intelligently
and with great contentment.

JULIA

COLMAN.

of every one of these little

such work cut into our lives and waste our
cookery
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blighting effects of all the indigestible dishes
she prepares

the

things in forming the characters of her chil
dren ?

HOME.

A

A BEAUTIFul

incident in the life of
Lincoln illustrates the law of
Walking one day with his secre
kindness.
tary, he stopped at a little shrub and looked
into it ; then stooped, and put his hand
down through the twigs and leaves, as if to
His secretary said to
take something out.
him :
" What do you find there, Mr. Lincoln ? "
" Why," said he, " here is a little bird
fallen from its nest, and I am trying to put
it back again."
President
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have never seen the original of the

picture before us, nor are we informed

WOMAN-LAWYER.
If she

were to play the piano, her style would

be known as spirited and strong.

her energy

If

she

as to the size of the head or the weight and

were

height of the person

earnestness

would be seen more than the

smoothness

and grace of motion

of development

; but from the

harmony

in the face, the relative

pro

to dance,

and

emphatic

which dis

In other words, there

portion between the face and head, and with

tinguish some.

is

more of the oak than the willow in her.

much as we can see of the shoulders,

we

Her style of speaking is mandatory and

judge that she is a little above the medium
size ; and from the organization, so far as it
itself, we infer

presents

that the tempera

is.

positive.

She

of the

vinced

speaks

as

if

she were

con

truth of what she asserts.

ment and quality of the constitution are of

There is a right-onward tendency to her ex

a very fine and high-toned order.

pression

From the

fineness we infer a high degree of suscepti

bility.
we

In the use of the term high-toned

mean

that

there

is strength,

intensity,

spirit, clearness, and grip to the mind
character.

Every physical

puts forth has in it decision

and

effort which she
and emphasis.

; a

quality which gives power and

imparts to her mode of thinking and expres
sion

a directness

and

positiveness.

This

quality of organization would make her re
markably effective
effort

If

to which

we were

in any kind of physical

she might devote

herself.

to imagine her a teacher,

we

MRS. BELVA
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should expect that she would have clearness

they will meet the peculiar state of mind of

tion of truth, and the power to simplify her

of common

knowledge so that pupils

If

pacity would see the points clearly.
were

conversing with older and

persons,

command

she

result she seeks.
She may be smooth in her style, but some

her subject.

how she will seem to address

which would
which

logical force

a

respect,

facts of

While she doesn't ask any per

under

obligation to express her thoughts so
it

appreciate

understanding can

or suggestively

ideas persuasively

; they are

In argument she

uttered as absolute truths.
often

forth her

; yet she does not put

the interrogative form ; and

assumes

in the direct way to produce

if her listeners will follow her, they will find

sought

for, and there will be at all times in her ad

People

feel al

to do as she wishes them to
for dissenting,

they apologize

for they dissent

not in a mandatory way.

and

suggestively

Instead of saying, " I join issue with you,"
doing it in direct terms, they will be

and
more

inclined to ask if there are no other

lights in which

case

the

be viewed

can

which would modify the conclusions.
She is very ambitious, very firm and de

conclusions such as she aims to produce.

She

termined.

of subjects,

has energy,

courage,

forti

natural capacity for

force ; has

tude, and

if

clear in her criticisms, full of facts and illus

financial management,

trations

devote herself to manufacturing or commer

style

is orderly and systematic

;

in her

of thought, and in her mode of pre

senting ideas.

were

processes

and

she were

wherein certain methods

cial business,

capable of

She is ingenious,

to

be

to

and

or invest

pursued,

forming combinations of thought as well as

ments to be extended, she would show busi

manifesting skill in mechanism

ness capacity.

;

;

if they do not agree with her views,

and

the questions will begin to pinch and compel

She is sharp in her analysis

each person

results

dress a spirit of command.
most compelled

son to accept her mere dictum, she still feels

clearly that thccommon

soon

and she therefore

master of the situation and of the

becomes

ripened

would carry and surround all the

the one addressed,

ca

she would still be clear, but there

would be a logical outreach
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to consideration in such a way that

claims

vigor in her presenta

of thought, a definite

LOCK WOOD.

A.

combina

She would excel as an elo

tions of ideas, correlations of thought, which

cutionist, as a dramatist, as a teacher, as

at first seem unadapted,

an artist, and do decidedly

to coordinate,

her treatment
combine

will be found under

to produce

strangers well

She reads

coalesce,

and

a result.

sion.
; rarely

fails in

her understanding of them ; thus she can
present
way

as

seldom
with

her

ideas

and

to

make

them

makes

people,

blunders

tendency
flatters
servient,

their salient
reached

and

it is less her natural

persuade,

though she rarely

or is obsequious,
she

a

She

and how their minds can

Though
to

such

in communicating

be most easily and successfully

controlled.

in

acceptable.

seeing

readily

force of character,

wishes

nevertheless

or appears
presents

sub

her

to the medical profes

ences which belong

If

cine

she

instead

had

well in the sci

devoted herself to medi

of to

law, she would have

a prominent place

reached

as a teacher in

college, or as a public teacher of

a medical

the laws of physiology and

hygiene.

see no hindrance in her mental
to

her

practice

success

in

which understands
appreciates

tration.

legal

of that profession.

If

We

constitution

learning and the
She has a head

justice, and

doubtless

legislation and judicial adminis
she could have fair opportunity

at the bar, we see nothing to prevent her at

taining to eminence.
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Her temperament
and perhaps

been

has

sharpened,
by the

made unduly susceptible

novelty of her position

and the necessary
Otherwise

struggle to maintain her place.

she seems to have a well-balanced organi

with a good basis for health, vigor,

zation,
success,

and

long life.

inherited pretty

She

has

largely from

constitution, physically

and

evidently

her

father's

mentally,

and

has more than a common share of independ
ence, force, and spirit.

If

voked, she would be able

she were

that would have in it sarcasm

wit, criticism, and severity
would not descend

pro

to use language
and reproof,

; and

while she

to the level of scolding

those against whom she was addressing her
censure and powers of repartee,
doubtless
ance

feel the

keenness

they would

of her utter

and regard it as sufficiently severe.

MRS. LOCKWOOD, whose maiden name
was born at Royalton, N. Y.,
October, 1830.
Having received a common
school education, she commenced teaching
at the early age of fourteen.
At eighteen,
she married Mr. McNall, who died in a few
years, leaving his widow with one daughter,
Laura, who is now a young lady, a story
and letter writer of fine ability.
Mrs. McNall, after her husband's death,
attended the academy at Gosport, N. Y., a
few months, then entered Genesee Wesleyan Seminary in the autumn of 1854. The
following autumn she entered Genesee Col
lege, at Lima, N. Y. In June, 1857, she was
graudated with honor, receiving her diplo
ma and the degree of B.S.
She was imme
diately elected principal of Lockport Union
School. This position she filled four years,
when she took charge of the Gainesville
Female Seminary.
She continued teaching
there and at Owego until 1866, when she
removed to Washington, D. C, and opened
In 1868 she married Dr. Locka school.
wood, closed her school soon after, and
commenced the study of law.
In the winter of 1870 Mrs, Lockwood ap
plied for admission to the Law School cf Co

was Bennett,

lumbia College at Washington ; but
informed by the President, that

was

she
the

trustees thought her presence in the classes
'' would distract the attention of the
young

"

nun ; and she was refused admittance.
In the following spring Mrs. Lockwood was
admitted to the National University Law
School, from which she was graduated in
May, 1873, receiving the degree of Bachelor
of Laws. She had previously taken the de
gree of M.A. from the University of Syra
cuse.
In 1870 Mrs. L. petitioned Congress
for a Prohibitory Liquor Law for the Dis
trict of Columbia, accompanying her peti
tion with seven hundred names.
In the
summer of 1873 she traveled through the
South working zealously for the election of
Horace Greeley.
In the autumn of 1873 Mrs. Lockwood
was admitted to the bar of the. Supreme
Court of the District of Columbia, and im
mediately commenced the practice of law.
In 1874 she visited Texas professionally, and
was admitted to the United States Court
for the Western District.
In the midst of
these labors she was called to mourn her
infant daughter,
who passed from earth
July, 1876, and in less than a year her hus
band followed the child.
In October, 1878, Mrs. L. applied for ad
mission to the bar of the Circuit Court of
Prince George's County, Maryland, and was
refused, although she had been allowed pre
viously to file a civil suit in the Federal
Court of Baltimore County, involving fifty
thousand
dollars.
Mrs. Lockwood has
worked faithfully to open the bar of the
Court of Claims and the United States Su
For this purpose
preme Court to women.
she prepared a bill, which was introduced
in Congress, passed during the last session,
and, as its first beneficiary, was soon after
admitted

to practice before the highest Court

of our land.

On this account she has been

the recipient of congratulatory letters from
many

of the first men and women

and foreign

of this

countries.

Mrs. Lockwood is wonderfully active tem
and a great worker; indeed,

peramentally,

her capacity for work seems almost unlim
ited.
two

Last fall she went out one day with
men of her family upon an ex

young
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-cursion, and the entire party walked thirtytwo miles.
The following day, Sunday,
Mrs. L. attended church as usual.
It is

this great physical strength, united with un
tiring perseverance, ready wit, and an in
domitable will that has led this remarkable
woman up the steep heights from obscurity
to fame.
In person Mrs. Lockwood is above medi
um height, firm in figure, has a clear, open
with iron gray hair rolled back
from the face, somewhat in the Martha
Her ordinary dress is a
Washington style.
short walking-suit of dark broadcloth, with
of the same material, and soft
coat-sacque
black felt hat, all serviceable and substantial.
countenance,

At

of

her throat she wears a unique pin made
a branch of white spar, from the Hot

Springs of Arkansas ; attached to this is a
gold thimble, a gift which she says "could
only be used by herself as an ornament."
Mrs. Dundore, a widow-lady, assists Mrs,
Lockwood in office work, while her daugh
ter adds to her literary accomplishments,
housekeeping

At

duties.

the Eleventh Annual

Convention of
Association, which
was held in Washington, D. C, January 9th
last, shortly before the passage of the bill
which allows women to practice in the Su
preme Court, Mrs. Lockwood made an ad
dress, of which the following is an extract :
" What is
liberty but the right as well as
the power to think, to reason, to decide, to
act ? What is liberty but the cultivation of
the

the

Woman

powers,

Suffrage

physical,

mental,

and

moral,

being by Divine
beneficence, and the proper use of those cul
tivated powers?
What is it to be created
in the image of God, except it be that spir
itual creation that lifts man above the ani
mal, implants in him the consciousness of a
higher existence and gives the inspiration
implanted

in the human

and the aspiration

for something more and
higher than a mere existence.
Was woman thus created ? Has she a dis
tinct individuality?
Is she a person, a tax
payer, a freeholder, a citizen ? Have we
come far enough out of the old heathen idea
to admit that she has a soul ? The civil law,
supposed to be the most perfect produc
tion of man's reasoning, starts out with the
something

presumption that for all of the purposes ol
acquiring and disposing of property ; of su
ing and being sued ; of contracting and be
ing contracted with, that she is not. That
the wife is merged in her husband ; subject
to his dictation, dependent upon his bounty,
but, as experience
caprice.

This

gendered discontent
has become

shows,

controlled by his

state of subjection has en
in proportion as woman

from
Necessity,
time immemorial, with a stern but unerring
enlightened.

hand, has been a reviser

and a codifier of

the laws of nations.

Custom, one of the
most prolific sources of the Common Law,
has its origin in public opinion, and makes
its advances in the line of progress just as
rapidly as the public mind is prepared to re
ceive it. Substantial progress in the liberties
of a people have usually been purchased with
blood, but always with labor and determi
nation, with watchfulness
and zeal ; with
union and an intelligent understanding of
the objects to be gained.
The women of
this country must be educated to meet this
great and momentous question of their po
litical equality, and thoroughly qualified to
fill not only positions of trust, but the new
avenues of labor open to them ; and suffi
ciently assertive to choose those professions
best

suited

to their talents.

Women will

succeed in business when they acquire
ness habits and business

busi

tact.

" The
history of the past thirty years has
demonstrated
something of what women
do.
Not
may
only are the seminaries and
colleges open to her, but she is the principal
or the professor in many instances ; while
the common

school is almost wholly under

Nearly an entire revolution in
The molding of the mind
of the rising generation is in the hands of
woman. Let us battle down the doors of
the temples of knowledge, sacred to mascu
line genius only, as Napoleon did the mon
asteries of Europe, and inspire the mind of
the youth with sentiments
of justice and
her charge.

three decades.

equality.

" The number of women authors, editors,
and newspaper writers could be counted on
your fingers when the noble women who in
augurated this reform conceived the idea of
woman's emancipation
and of opening to
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her new fields of labor.
world is full of women.
papers,

act

magazines,

everywhere,

Now the literary
They edit books,
as

correspondents

and as phonographic reporters

and telegraphic operators.
They have be
come a power behind the throne that moves
the world.
old

heathen

exclude

It is only a remnant of the same
superstition that would to-day

woman

from

the

college

and

the

pulpit, medical school and the forum, that
formerly denied to her a soul, burned the
widow at the stake, and consigned the sur
plusage of babies to the waters of the Gan
'
That man who denies to me any
ges.
rights that he arrogates to himself is just so
much more a heathen than I am.'

" To-day,

the medical
cian

woman
schools,

has become

has fcrced her way into
and the woman physi

a necessity

of the rich and the cultured.
you

the

struggles,

the

in the homes

They can tell

rebuffs,

the

heart

burnings, but the victory has been won and
another waymark in the progress of liberal
thought marked. The woman postmistress,
school commissioner, and notary public are
but the incipiency of women holding office
country, and the stepping stones to
power. Woman herself must
disprove the idea of her incapacity ; but pro
ficiency comes only of study and experience.
Labor, and labor only, is the key to success.
«' Thirty years ago no church door was
open to a woman evangelist or preacher,
but to-day prejudice is giving way to the
march of a liberal public opinion, and our
association
numbers among her member
ship eloquent and honored women preach
If God had intended woman's sphere
ers.
to be bounded by the hearthstone, would
He not have created her like the birds of
the air, with instinct only ? The possession
of a power carries with it the inherent right
to use that power.
Let the girl be taught,
like the boy, that she is to make her own
way in the world, and her married life will
cease to be one of incapacity and unthrift,
in this

more extended
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equality with men, so that now we
count Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Wisconsin, North Carolina, Ohio,
California, Wyoming, Utah, and the Dis

on an
can

trict of Columbia as favoring this advance
ment.
The report twice made by the Sen
ate Judiciary Committee that no farther
legislation is necessary to admit women to
the bar of the United States Supreme Court,
is a very important admission. But we do
not intend, however, that so important a
shall rest without positive and
question
but hope to be able to
legislation,
special
secure the passage of the bill now pending
on the Senate calendar, which passed the
House by a two-thirds majority. Law is a
study which most intimately concerns the
vital interests of every citizen of this Govern
ment, regulates his moral and social status,
involves his pecuniary interests, and threat
Hitherto,
ens or conserves his civil liberty.
every approach

by woman to the forum held

to masculine genius

sacred

only, has been
met with repulse and derision, and the keen
have dug the grave of every
mind that has dared to express a
The very protection that
legal opinion.
has been given to woman and brought down
to us like the Old English Common Law as
which
a birthright ; the Feudal System,
shafts

of wit

feminine

right and might synonymous terms ;
Feudal Tenures, which declared that
the ability to hold land meant the ability to
bear arms, has virtually made woman a
slave, and custom has forged her chains.
To-day the onward march of liberal ideas
is overturning the old Blackstonian idea
that a man and his wife are one, and that
made
the

A jurisprudence based upon
theology must keep pace with
If the
the liberal reform of that theology.
law is too intricate and abstruse for the ca
pacity of the female mind, had not the law
one the man.

a Christian

to

itself better be simplified and brought down
to the capacity of the common mind ? and
the growing tendency in the several States
to make equity pleading the rule of the fo
rum enlarged upon rather than that onehalf of our citizens should be shut out,from

pass before the ballot is reached, the goal is

a knowledge of, and a participation in, that

well-nigh won. The States are relaxing
their rigor and admitting women to the bar

which so intimately concerns their temporal
well-being. The Bible speaks of women.

and her education

"'In

practical and useful.

the matter of the law, the last formi

dable rubicon, it seems to me, for woman

BRAIN AND MIND.
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learned in the law.
Rome had her women
lawyers, and England her women Chancel
lors. Shakespeare created Portia from his
fertile brain, and the progressive spirit of
into
the American woman has penetrated
It is the begin
the Courts of the States.
ning of an era that must revolutionize the

old Common Law in its spirit and in its ap

plication. Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan
B. Anthony, Matilda Joslyn Gage, and their
coadjutors have lighted a beacon whose ef
fulgence will broaden and deepen to light
the weary traveler long after they are slum
bering in their graves."

BRAIN AND MIND.

CHAPTER XIV . — Continued.
EDUCATION

that they

ing, and that when

they become older,

their intellects will enable them to dis
tinguish between good and bad con

duct;

and that then they may be ad

dressed, and a reform effected, through

But our philosophy teaches
that while the intellect may exert a re
influ
because enlightening,
forming,
the reason.

ence over the conduct,
so depends

its power to do

in general upon its size as

compared with that of the propensities
and sentiments.
violent

temper,

Phrenology refers the
the stubborn, willful,

it,

bativeness

in

opposition,

of

Combative-

of Alimentiveness, etc.
Now, Alimentiveness, Combativeness,
come into activity
and Destructiveness
almost at the beginning of the child's
existence, while Cautiousness,
Approbe
and
Firmness
bativeness,
may
very
influential elements in the disposition
long before the intellect has been suf
ness;

food,

ficiently developed to enable
wisely in regard to conduct.

to judge
"

Let

it

under the impression

are too young to appreciate moral train

it

istence

Every mental organ is
naturally related to a certain class of
objects which, when presented to
excite
to activity, and by this activity
grows in strength and facility of ac
muscle grows
tion, just as
size and
Thus, danger and
power by exercise.
objects of terror are the natural stimu
lants of Cautiousness
praise, of Approapprehended.

;

that our philosophy furnishes equally
precise and practical information in re
gard to the training of the disposition
and the development of character. Many
fond parents refrain from correcting their
children in the early period of their ex

CHILDREN.

a

our attention to the pro
and sentiments, we find

OF

;

pensities

THE

it

J^URNING

IN

it

APPLIED

'

not be forgotten," writes Spurzhelm,
"
that from the earliest age, the feel
ings as well as the intellectual faculties

and perverse disposition, the tendency
to deceitfulness, etc., to the primitive
faculties of the mind, and these to the

may be educated, and that young chil
dren show no less difference in their

original organs of the brain, and shows
that in order to modify the disposition,
the material organs on which it de

are patient or obstinate, indolent or live
ly, timid or courageous, attached to, or

directly on them, either
to restrain the bad or to call forth the
good, in accordance with the laws of
their organization.
What these laws are may be easily
ence exerted

than in their talents.

They

careless about others," etc.*

If,

therefore,

parents

allow

the pro

pensities of their children unrestrained
activity during their infancy under the
belief that when they are older, they
" Education Founded on the Nature of Man."
G. Spvrzhbw.

•

pends must be reached, and our influ

characters

By
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may be reasoned out of their evil tend
encies, they commit

as great a

would the husbandman

who

folly

as

should al

low weeds to grow up among his corn,

under the impression that when it was
grown, it would better bear their

well

The

eradication.

weeds smother

the

corn and obstruct its growth from the
very beginning,
allowed

and the longer they are

to grow, the more difficult be

comes their extermination.
Three

Methods

Indicated.

training of the propensities
ren

three

methods

— In

the

of child

may be pursued

naturally
adapted
authority over
them.
Alimentiveness is naturally the
first propensity which comes into ac
tivity. It responds to the body's need
of nourishments, and when instructed
is a reliable guide
and unperverted,
as to the kind and amount of food
necessary for the maintenance of the
physical system; but this organ, in ac
cordance with the laws of hereditary
descent, which govern every part of
the body, is most surely liable to be
from parents to children
transmitted
with an excessive degree of energy, so
that in the very commencement of the
child's existence it may give a desire
for a much greater amount of food
as

the

powers

exercise

than is necessary

of

the system.

of evil and unhappiness to its possessor.
Many parents are so ignorant in regard
to proper methods of training, and so
biased in their judgments through a
foolish fondness inspired by the unreg
ulated activity of Parental Love, that
they not only allow their children un
restrained indulgence of the appetite,
but even make it a means of securing
their obedience.
They quickly per

to supply the needs
Unless this desire be

within reasonable bounds, it
is clear that it will be likely to work
much injury to the health of the child

restrained

influence it gives
them over their children, and it is ap

pealed to on every occasion
:

a
physical restraint; second,
withdrawal from them of their natural
stimulants; and third, their arraign
ment before the intellect and moral

to
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ceive what a powerful

first,

sentiments,
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means of discipline.
stick

of candy, or

a

A

as a

chief
a

sugar-plum,

piece

of

cake

is

with such persons the current payment
for obedience, and thus the gratification
of an inferior propensity is trained to
hold the high place of a motive to con
duct, which should be occupied only
by the moral sentiments.

Furious Anger arises from the unre
strained activity of Combativeness
Destructiveness, while Self-esteem

and
and

Firmness are the sources of a willful and
If a child be al
stubborn disposition.
lowed uncontrolled liberty of action,
and is permitted to have its own way
and to carry its point in the face of op
position, these organs may acquire a
fearful ascendency in its disposition,
manifesting

themselves

in

a

pettish,

willful, and headstrong temper, and in
an impatience of restraint which is the
occasion of the most violent and ungov
Some children, from
ernable passion.
of the or
a larger original endowment
de
characteristics
these
which
on
gans
pend, are naturally prone to a high tem
per, and an obstinate, headstrong dis

by imposing on the stomach an excess
of work, and clogging the system with
of food - material.
a superabundance
The organ itself increases in size and

These must be treated with
All manifestation of pas
sion in dealing with them should be
avoided; for it is a law of the mental
organs that they are excited to activity

vigor by unrestrained

by the manifestation

indulgence, and

thus becomes more and more a source

position.

special care.

in their presence
of the same characteristics which it is
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their function

to

manifest.

A proud

and haughty manner exercised toward
an individual naturally excites his pride
in return.

Stubbornness

in one individ
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ants, as well as ignorant
easiest

or injudicious

of the
children
by bribing

prone to make

parents, are

use

of governing

means

They purchase

obedience

ual calls up the same trait in anpther,

the appetite

is abundantly illustrated in the com
mon affairs of life, where we see men
contending over trivial matters, actu
ated by no other principle but a deter
mination not to yield a single point so
long as their opponents refuse to do the
same, and engaging in expensive litiga
tions in which the stake at issue is un
important compared with the expense
of gaining it. A balky horse is a good
illustration of this disposition.
Whip
and
harsh
treatment
only make
ping
him the more stubborn, while kindness

child extravagant praise, or by exciting
its fear through threats of terrible pun

will

most

as

often render him tractable and obe

dient.

In

with a headstrong and
child, the parent should be

dealing

passionate

firm, and self-possessed.
His
manner toward it should result from the
gentle,

of the intellect and the moral
The manifestation toward
it of these higher faculties will naturally
excite to activity the corresponding or
gans in the child ; while the absence of

or by bestowing

It

ishments.

upon the

is too often the practice

children by absurd hobgob
lin stories. Thus the organs which are
to frighten

already

and

over-developed,

should

have their activity repressed, are stimu
lated

further excesses of activity

to

Cautiousness

is perhaps more frequently

abused in this way than any other fac

From inexperience

ulty.

and undevel

oped reason, children are exceedingly

They

credulous.
absurd

readily believe the
of goblins and

stories

witches; and threats to shut them up
in the dark, where they will see raw
heads and bloody bones ; or to cut ofI
their ears, or to call the rats or a big
dog to devour them, will excite terror
in proportion to the de

dictates

in their minds

sentiments.

gree in which the organ of Cautious
ness is developed.
A severe strain is

passion

and unreasoning

obstinacy

in

conduct offers no excite
ment to the inferior faculties of the
child. Such treatment will be condu
the parent's

cive to that true mental development

which the intellect and

moral

in

senti

produced on the nervous
of children which is exceed
ingly prejudicial to their physical healtli,
and sometimes proves the cause of
morbid nervous conditions and even
of insanity.
Praise. — A child whose Approbative
ness is largely developed, will be very
thus

often

sensibilities

ments exercise the authority
which
rightly belongs to them over the other

sensitive to praise and to blame.

powers.

children, and

Bribes and Threats Improper. — Cau
tiousness
and
Approbativeness are
often developed to a prejudicial ex
tent through wrong training.
The ele
ment of fear is generally one of the
most influential among the mental traits
of young children, and on this account
is frequently made use of as a means
of discipline. Ignorant nurses and serv

faculty, indeed,

is seldom

This

deficient

is frequently

in

rendered

excessively active by injudicious praise.

A child
through

is often flattered by its parents
over-fondness.

It

is flattered

by visitors to please the parents, as well
Whatever
as to gratify
the child.

"smart" thing

it says or does is re
hearsed in its presence, and its impro
prieties

of its

are even excused on the score
age

or the discovery

in them of
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some element of supposed talent.
der such constant

stimulation,

Un

the love

JOURNAL.

plea on the part of a parent

wretched

who is negligent in this most important

of child-training, and the way

of praise soon comes to be the chief
motive of the child's conduct, and un
less the intellect and moral sentiments

original endowment

are powerful enough to rise above this

rectly

false training, vanity and a vulgar love

[July.

branch

wardness of many a boy or girl of good
to

the

may be traced di

which was

negligence

to be palliated by such a plea.

sought

of display and ostentation will be likely
to cling to the child through life. With
the votaries of fashion Approbativeness

A well-known American kindergarten-

We

is only to be the assistant of the

the controlling organ.

is generally

do not fmd them asking whether or not

line of conduct is consistent
with good sense, or kind, just, and hon

a given

think of
it?" What will people say? And what
ever will win the favor or attention of
others as vain and frivolous as them
selves will be adopted and acted upon,
orable,

but what does society

though it may be in plain contradiction
to the dictates of intellect and moral
sentiment.

Moral
of

Training

Essential.

— It

is

importance also, "in
the training of children, that the moral
sentiments be called into habitual activ
ity, that they may be accustomed to ex
ercise over the propensities and inferior
sentiments the authority which rightly
the

highest

to them.
It is not enough to
say to a child, Do this, or Do not do

belongs

teacher

needs always
pline

to resort to the two favorite methods

be led to decide on
the right and the wrong in the matter.
If a parent wishes his child to grow up
with a kind and benevolent disposition,
he must not rest content with the mere
precepts

which enjoin good-will

and

charity to men ; he must accustom his
child to the actual performance of selfdenying acts and deeds of kindness and
The excuse, "Too much
trouble," or " I haven't time," is a

benevolence.

of

rewards and threats, both of which pre
suppose the possibility of disobedience,
and are therefore not decided enough,
and are defective

also in so far as they

are simply external motives of actions.

The individuality of each child must
also be brought into consideration, as
well as their physical constitution and
The most difficult of all
disabilities.
things during the first years of the
child's life, is the task of awakening and
preserving the germs of goodness in his

At

this tender age these germs
may be led into two opposite directions ;
heart.

according to the influencing circum

modesty

of the command, and its own

that disci

and not the principal
When one commands, as has
been said before, it must be done qui
etly, but decidedly, and take care not

to it in so simple a manner
that its own intellect may perceive the
Conscientiousness

" One

true educator,

stances

wisdom

to remember

:

motive.

that, but the reasons why it should do
this or should not do that ought to be
explained

appreciatively

says,

they

may

become

virtues

or

Thus timidity may grow to be
or abjectness ; fear may grow
to be prudence or cowardice; the nat
ural roguishness
or foolhardiness of
children may develop into energy, executiveness, or cruelty and rudeness. It
vices.

requires

as

watchfulness

decision,

as it

tact, and

to stem the flow of any

or tendency

capacity

of vice,

much

requires

in the direction
care and trouble

tiny little flame of the natural
"*
disposition in the direction of virtue
Necessity of Example. — The musicto fan the

teacher never expects to make his pupil
* Mrs. L. Pollock, " Kindergarten

Lecture."
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fulness,

by mere precept ;
however thorough his instruction, the
pupil will fail of excellence unless her

an expert performer

So in the culture or growth of
character, we must go back to the origi

ness.

organs and excite them to
the
actual practice of those
activity by

nal mental

which we desire lo develop, if
we would obtain permanent and useful
In the accomplishment of this
results.
it
should be remembered also
purpose
that example will exert a powerful in
It will be of 1it tie use for a
fluence.
parent to inculcate the precepts of truth
virtues

selves.

the child that has learned to rely implicitly on
what its parents say — and all children should
accept as truths what
mean merely as lies invented

its
for

is

true that the child will

to distrust the false,

but while

it

;

those who thus abuse

it

to doubt the truthfulness

of

learns

it

also learns to distrust
child can not be expected to
exercise discrimination
and you, sir, who
its first lessons in falsehood, are to
give
blame for much subsequent distrust of things
that ought to be believed.
Childhood should be a period of joyous
It
no time for doubts or mis
innocence.
givings.
They come soon enough with the
entrance of the youth upon the scenes of
busy, practical, anxious struggle for selfThen, good friends, you who
maintenance.
thoughtlessly mar that innocent enjoyment
and implicit trust which characterize
the
uncorrupted child, stop to think what you

A

;

the true.

is

You are committing
grave
You are ruining the temper of one
whose mind
yet so plastic as to yield to
doing.

a

are

is

offense.

You are darkening the days
of one whose life should yet be all sunshine.
You arc inflicting the keenest of pains on
one whose innocence should shield
from
the tortures even of barbarians. You are poi
soning the morals of one that
yet too young
it

every touch.

is

;

a

by

They
their silly threats, but

learn

it

a

is

a

;

is

It

;

it,

is

a

to such cruelty?

in time

to resist

your evil influences.
You are do
ing wrong for which you can never atone,
a wrong whose evil effects may follow that
child to the grave.
E. T. BUSH.
a

it,

it

it

It

impossible for them to come near
miserable.
They can
not be at their ease, unless the child
suffer
As conse
ing from their heartlessness.
quence, children soon learn to hate as well as
tear them, and no wonder.
true that
these people would shrink from inflicting
needless bodily pain on any little one
but
they never think of the keener torture which
their senseless teasing inflicts on the sensi
tive child.
They would tell you that they do
nothing which should give pain that they
are only in fun, and the child ought to know
it.
When they threaten to swallow
child,
they don't mean to do
of course
but the
child
irritated or frightened all the came.
Do they know how very real all such things
are to
child, particularly to one that has

this — will

It

its annoyance.

childhood is
into
degenerates

seems

tormentors

their spirit them

{Continued.)

the object of
cruelty. Yet there are some very good people
who indulge in this outrage against the inno
cent and helpless.
We know people who
never miss an opportunity to torment
child.

learn

*****

to observing

heed

when sensitive

may mean nothing

must not only preach,

fathers or mothers who lay down
laws for their little ones and give little

by

is at best a doubtful amuse

never been hardened

belie his

CHILDREN.

TEASING

one without making

He

and

honor,

his own actions

but practice what he preaches, else his
children will lose confidence in his pre
Chil
cepts and despise his authority.
to
notice
any neg
dren are very quick
lect of duty or inconsistency between
precept and practice on the part of their
parents, and many children are taught
the manners of cunning and duplicity

fingers are trained by persistent practice
with facility and exact

made

if

teachings.

to touch the keys

TEASING
ment ; but

justice, kindness,

discretion,
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times,

Samuel

since

the

death

R. Wells, inquiry

of Mr.

has

been

with reference to a bust or life-size
portrait which could serve as a fitting me
morial of him in the estimation of his friends
and the old readers of the Phrenological
JOURNAL. The preparation of such a work
has been kept in view, but it is only within
made

a few weeks that success has been

attained

to anything like a degree of satisfaction.
The accompanying illustration is a

fac

simile reduction of a medallion portrait, lifesize, wrought in a composition recently in-

vented, and particularly adapted
purposes.

to statuary

This portrait of Mr. Wells, which

the reader who knew him in life will recog
once, was executed by photograph

nize at

from the medallion,

and strikingly indicates

the fidelity of the latter to the features

and

of the esteemed original. The
medallion itself is in alto or high relief, the
features being brought out prominently and
characteristically, so that the effect is vivid
and striking at first sight.
A word or two will not be amiss here
expression

[July.

ART PRODUCT.

NEW

A

A /TANY
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with regard

to the material of which this

It is a composition of
which clay and lava are leading ingredients,
hence its name, " Patent Lava Cement."
Other substances worked into it contribute to
give it the qualities of lightness, toughness,
and indestructibility, for which it is particu
larly remarkable.
On the side of economy
it can compete even with plaster of Paris
for all the purposes to which that material is
applied, while it is even more easily worked.
In the processes of art, the new lava cement
is more available
because of its greater
medallion

plasticity;
sheetlike

is made.

it

can

forms

be

molded

with ease,

into thin,
whether

and

molded or cast is dense and coherent, re
sisting severe usage or violence without in
jury. It sustains no damage on exposure
to fire, which alone is a very important
property.

The medallion

portrait is about 19 by 16
in imitation of bronze,
either of the light or dark color, and is ap
of the home as
propriate as a decoration
well as a souvenir of friendship.

inches,

executed
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UNCLE JIMMIE, THE CRIPPLE.
CHAPTER VII.
THE THORN-BUSH.
A

FTER

the departure of Uncle George
and May, Jimmie's merriment rested
for a while. At dinner, however, it was evi
dent, by the flickering and sparkling lights in
his eyes, that something more was pending.
When dinner was partially finished, a plate
of hot cakes was brought in. They were
nicely browned, and we were all tempted
with their inviting flavor.
We prepared
them with butter and sugar and commenced
to cut them, when lo ! they refused to be
cut.
At first we thought they were only a
little tough, but soon we discovered they
were made of cloth covered with batter and
then fried to resemble cakes.
Jimmie's
mirth was now uncontrollable.
" ' April fool, April fool ! Mrs. Strong
and Russel ; I caught you both that time,
'
did I not ?
" Mrs. Strong, half amused, half vexed,
cried out :
" ' Oh, you young rogue, you should be
compelled to go without your dinner.'
" 1 Yes, and breakfast too,' I said quite
provoked. Indeed, I was getting very tired
of his fooling, but the boy was entirely
oblivious to anything but his own entire
satisfaction at the success of his schemes.
He laughed until tears ran down his cheeks,
and his musical convulsive giggle was too
infectious for us to remain unaffected by it,
and

soon

we found

ourselves

laughing as

immoderately as the child.
" This I
supposed would be the end, and
I congratulated him upon having passed this
birthday anniversary in a manner so in
accordance with his wishes.
" I had previously
to
the
engaged

spend

evening with some friends a few miles dis
tant, and 1 told Jimmie I should probably
be out

unusually late, and he was not to sit

up for me.

" He put his sweet mouth
up to kiss me
good-night, as was his habit ; then twining
his arms around my neck, he said :
" ' Russel,
you must not get angry with

the fooling — you won't, will you ? You know

it makes grand fun for me.'
" ' I am not angry, am I ?
the

day is nearly

'

I

'

and
now, so you have

gone

replied,

nothing to fear from me.'
" ' Well, you must not be
angry anyhow,
for that spoils the fun, and you know there
is no harm in it.'
'' ' No, no,' I said, '
least, so you

I

am not angry in the

of the

go to bed and dream

gay time you have had to-day.'

"I

started off, and did not get back until

midnight.
" During the evening several circumstances
had occurred to annoy me exceedingly,
and I rode home in a very uncomfortable
state of mind.
A young lady whose good
opinion I valued

I

ject, that

had slighted
for such an ob
with her, with

much,

very

me in such a manner,

and

was angered

and every one else.

myself,

She had pre

of a young coxcomb,
whose vain, flippant manners were disgusting
to me.
My self-love was wounded at being
rated second to such a dandy, and I was
vexed that my own judgment had so mis
guided me in my choice of a lady friend.
ferred

the

company

" Nothing wounds

the vanity of a young

man like finding his own estimate of himself

superior to the estimate

others

have put

upon him, and in just this condition

I

found

memorable evening, and to
make it seem to me more aggravating still,
there was not enough of the affront to permit
of my showing any resentment.
Had I
manifested
mortification
or
any
anger, it
would have subjected me to the ridicule of
myself on that

I, therefore,
those who had wounded me.
swallowed my chagrin as best I could ; but
it smouldered
within me unextinguished.
The longer 1 thought of the matter the
more enraged

" For

I

grew.

some weeks we had been planning

a ride out to the plains,
grove ;

I

and a picnic in the

had talked over the arrangements

several times with the lady referred

to, and
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supposed that she considered
to drive out with

engaged

herself already
me.

To

my

great surprise I heard her accept an invita
tion to the excursion — from the silly fop I
so much despised.
Like a foolish boy as I
was, I would not accept the testimony of
my own senses.

" ' Miss Lane,' I said, ' I
have understood
all the while that you were going out to the
'
plains with me ; I hope I am not mistaken ?

"'I

am much obliged to you, Mr. Howard,'

she replied,

'

but you really understood

too much

I

have already promised

;

quite
to ac

company Mr. Glenning.'
" ' It was
my mistake then, of course,'
said,

'

and

I hope

I

you may enjoy the day

exceedingly.'
" ' I shall,
undoubtedly,"

" Now

she answered.

she knew perfectly well that I did
not mistake.
She had suggested
several

little projects by which, together, we might
add to the pleasure of the day.
"
Glenning's conceit was beyond endur
ance, and he had not wit enough to hide his
exultation.

" I thought

the matter over and over
again, as 1 drove homeward, and the more I
thought, the more indignant I grew.

" The lamp was
burning

in our room as I
Jimmie's fair face lay upon the
pillow ; his eyelids quivered, and the lines of
his face were too tremulous for sleep.
He
was evidently feigning it, but 1 was too much
absorbed in my own thoughts to heed him.
" In
my abstraction I forgot to put out
the light, but I turned down the covering,
and with a half bound, jumped into bed.
No sooner had I touched it than, with an
entered

it.

oath — the last one
— I sprang upon

that ever passed my lips
floor, then throwing

the

back the clothing which covered Jimmie, I
gave the half-laughing, half-frightened child
a kick which sent him to the floor, his back

striking against the edge of a trunk.
" He had
plucked a part of a thorn-bush,
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mental balance, I should not have become so
enraged ; but it needed only this in addition
to my previous discomfort to render me, for
the time, furious.

"Jimmie gave a sharp quick cry.
'' ' Oh,
Russel, you have hurt me so,' he
said.
" ' I only

I

replied ; ' you have
carried on your pranks, unlicensed, long
as you will where I am ; I intend henceforth
you shall understand it.'
hope I have,'

"'Oh, dear,' said the little fellow, with a
wail of pain, ' what shall I do ! I can't get up ;
Russel, please forgive me. Oh, dear ! oh ! oh ! '
" ' Stop
your whining,' I growled, ' and
get into bed ! Perhaps you will learn to have
some regard for other people's feelings after
this.'
" The
moaning stopped for a moment,
but Jimmie did not move, and after waiting
a little 1 began to realize the shamefulness
of my conduct, and then, for the first time,
I

thought perhaps he might be really hurt.
raised up to look at him ; the light from
the lamp shone full in his face — it was white
as death. Upon the instant I was by his side.
"
'Jimmie, Jimmie,' I cried, ' speak to me !
'
do speak to me ! but he did not answer.
I lifted him to the bed ; the motion drew a
moan from his lips, but no recognition to
his face.
I calied for Mrs. Strong ; she
said he had fainted.
After applying proper

I

restoratives, he became conscious, and open
ed his eyes, but, at sight of me, he turned
face away, and tried to move his
The effort brought forth a scream
of agony, and he sank directly into another
faint.
Mike was dispatched in haste for a
Mrs Strong and I both thought
physician.
he would die before we could get help.
" How
long ! oh, how long the hours of
his pale
body.

that night seemed to me.
1 thought I had
killed him, and there was no other being on
earth I loved so much as he, my only
brother.
" Our good Doctor Sharon, then in his

and placed it beneath the sheet where I was
to lay ; and had I lain down in my ordinary

prime, came at last.

I

manner,

truth.

the boy carefully and

the pricking would not have been
severe, but throwing myself down as quickly
as I did, the thorns pierced

the sheet

and

went directly into my flesh. Had I not been
already angered, and entirely off my proper

said :

He examined

told

him

the whole

" ' He has received a severe, if not mortal
injurv, biit we must move him to ascertain
where and what it is.'

JIM M IE THE CRIPPLE.

of feeling or
When
passion that should come uppermost.
self-rule abdicated in favor of anger or a
tempestuous temper, it opened the way for
the encroachments of any other dark spirits
which might rise within me, and, doubtless,
had my brother died, I should have died by
my own hand— so terrible, so wicked are
the effects of an ungoverned
temper.
"As the first rays of the morning sun
penetrated our chamber, they fell across the
beautiful face of the boy, now so deathlike.
I
at

the mercy of any wave

could
silence.

longer endure

no

I

the suspense

laid my face to his, and

him to live.

in

begged

'

dear Jimmie ! I cried, ' do live,
do try to speak, do live to forgive me ! Oh !

"'Jimmie,

I shall die unless you do ! I shall go mad to
I have been your murderer.'
" I think my words helped to bring him
to his senses.
He opened his eyes, and then
in a wailing voice cried :
" 1Mamma ! dear mamma ! take me
away

know

it,

;

it

I

I

I

if
I

if
I

I

I

—
" could

you

not finish the sentence.
thought
for an instant should suffocate.
He wound
his slender arms around my neck, but his
feet he could not move.
Mrs. Strong, her
face wet with tears, withdrew and left us to
ourselves.
Thus we lay clasped in each
other's arms until we heard the Doctor's
voice in the hall.
He had been for Dr.
Simms.
The two entered the room to
was requested to leave it.
gether, and
" During those moments of suspense how
earnestly
prayed that Heaven would send
me help,
aiding my brother's recovery.
felt that now was
time to ask aid from
on high, for
was powerless to help myself.
The grand forces which had been given to
enable me to guide my rebellious spirit
aright, had abused and thrown aside, and
now nothing was left me but repentance —
alas
that came all too late,
repentance
with the humiliation of knowing had spoiled
my brother and debased myself — these were
what was left to me, these with patience
The words
and prayer — and nothing more.

I

I

had Jimmie died
night, I should have taken my own
The helmsman had let go the hold of
life.
my self-control, and my tossing nature was
that

a

my mental torture, that,

if
I

to

I

lor his return

believe, so terrible was

I

I

I

; and

I

consciousness

won't do any good
just love
not blame me for the thorns any
more, for, Russel,
think shall die, and
don't want to die with you one bit vexed at
will live
can, but oh, Russel, that
me.
was an awful hurt.'
''
know it, Jimmie. and
can only
see ycu once more well, you shall never be
hurt again
can prevent it.
Remember
that
was the only one to blame — and love
me and

by

altogether too long.
" For hours we watched

done worse than we meant to ; don't worry

about

I

'

mitted to do this thing ? I groaned rather
than spoke.
"' Because you gave loose rein to a de
grading temper,' answered the Doctor.
" I was more relieved by these harsh
words of his than I could have been by any
excuses ; I had made excuses for myself

'

thousand times worse for a soul like his,
than death.'
"'Great Father, why have I been per

I kissed his lips, I begged and groaned
and agonized, to make him understand my
love and my grief.
At length the whole
condition of things became apparent to him.
He asked me to look at him.
I raised my
head and looked into his face, so distorted
with pain, that face which a few hours be
fore was as the glory of an angel.
" ' Russel,' he said, ' I did not mean to
hurt you with the thorns, and I did not
think you would be angry much, and I know
you did not expect to hurt me so when you
kicked me from the bed, so we both have

I

I could not utter a sound, but Mrs.
Strong, in great agitation, asked the Doctor
what could be worse ?
" ' To be a cripple — a deformity all his
life, with pain and mortification attending
it so long as he lives.
That is worse, a

"

I

"

love me any more.'

'

worse.'

I shall always be doing some wrong
thing if I stay here, and Russel does not
to you.

I

raised him gently, but the motion
brought from him only the most distressing
At last the Doctor spoke :
moans.
" ' His spine is badly injured. I think he
has received his death blow, if not that —
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" ' Russel,' said the good man with a little
'
softening in his tone, there is no power on
«arth that can restore to James the use of
his feet.
Henceforth they are, to all intents
and purposes, as though he had none, and
whether he live long or short, his life will
"
be a life of pain.'

CHAPTER

VIII.

russel's sickness.
"

Physicians

summoned

;

from

I would

far and
not

rest

were
until the

near

the

cause

more.

" The

of his
beauty and unselfishness
character was manifest in this noble desire
to screen me from the natural condemna
tion consequent upon my own act.

"'Russel,' said he, 'it hurts me worse
than all my pains to hear any one speak
harshly to you, or to see them look at you
with that awful look as though you had
killed me, and had done it on purpose ; and
all the time your face is so full of tenderness
to me.'

" ' Ah, but I did nearly kill
I, ' and their indignation

said

"

you, my pet,'
is just.'

'

Indeed it is not,' he insisted, ' for I
was the one first to blame ; I vexed you
without cause, and the feeling they show
toward you is no better than the one you
showed toward me when you hurt me ; and
for you are having trouble
I do not like
enough.'

"Thus

was

settled

should be referred
that time

— except

his misfortunes

" For

that

the

subject

to no more, and
to my wife

— the

since

cause

of

have told to none.

whole year
was difficult to
decide whether he would live or die.
never left him during the time except for
car
little rest and food.
Night and day
arms
emaciated
frame
in
ried the little
my
one

I

remedy.'

was

a

was your place,' he said, 'to have
been father and mother to this little orphan,
for he had no one but you. Instead of
which, you have killed him, or worse — for
if he should live, he is destined only to a
crippled, agonized existence. Should he live,
he can never recover the use of his lower
limbs ; he must always be a dependent upon
such care and sympathy as he may chance
to get, and cold enough the world proves
itself to such.'
" ' Doctor, Doctor,' I cried, ' I would glad
ly give my life for his — I would meet death
with joy, could it undo what has been done
to him.
Is there no possible means by
which he can be cured ? We have means ;
take what you will, if you can but find the

know
of his illness. The
Doctor granted his request, and I was but
too glad to give the promise ; hence upon
sister May's return, she was told that he
was injured by a fall from the bed, and no

I

that

to let no person

;

"'It

to me,

in condemnation.

the Doctor,

he requested

I

was, found it very difficult to speak
except

and

exceedingly,

as a favor to himself,

arranged couches and beds for him as
comfortable as was possible, but he could
not rest. The weary, wishful eyes would
the pinch
look into mine so beseechingly
ed face became stamped with the seal of
pain, and made its mute appeals for relief
;

contemptible rage upon
and most innocent object of love I had in the
world. All these self-condemning thoughts
passed like a panorama before my heated
brain.
"
Jimmie's sufferings were so intense that
his flesh quivered, and the suppressed moans
became audible, in spite of his efforts to
conceal them.
That day he grew decidedly
worse. Dr. Sharon, good as his nature
the purest

so constantly,

but all in vain.

I

had expended my miser

He had observed

it

I

dignation rest upon me.

the look of Dr. Sharon and it pained him

it,

moral nature, and
able,

never endure to see the eyes of scorn and in

I

them we have no right to expect Heaven to
do our work for us.'
" I knew the
power of self-control was
within me, and yet I had allowed petty vex
ation and wounded vanity to subvert my

skill of the country had been called
into requisition. It was all to no purpose.
For weeks his life hung upon a breath. He
begged me, from the first, to keep the cause
of his injury a secret ; he said he could
best

it

of my mother's warning came back in print
of flame upon my brain. ' Heaven has given
us talents to use, and until we have used
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less ; I sang to him, read
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THE CRIPPLE.

to him, and talk

the phantom

I was mad.
to know
that 1 must throw off this spell, I endeavor
ed to rise, and fell back in a faint and knew

ed to him, to divert his attention, but still

had cried out my agony the night my moth
died, and throwing myself upon the

er

ground, I seemed to go over again the bat
tle of life.
All my past came up in con
demnation before me. All the efforts I had
ever made to do well seemed then but as
idle mockeries of some latent selfishness,
which had put on a garb of well-doing to
deceive the world.
My best deeds sneered
at me, and my wicked ones held me in their
grasp ; mocking demons danced around me
in malignant glee; and, far away, the vis

before

me.

enough

no more.

"

One morning I opened

my eyes after, it
to me, a long and troubled sleep.

seemed

I was

not in my own room.

Mrs. Strong
Sharon were standing near me.
The first words I recollect of hearing were
Dr.

and

these :

"

'

With

He is better.

care

he may re

cover.'

"I

tried to speak, but found it so difficult
I gave up the attempt.
A dim recollection
of the past came over me, and I thought
their conversation referred to Jimmie, and I
fell asleep with a feeling of gladness that
Jimmie was to recover.
" When 1 awoke, d£ar sister
May sat be
side me.

"'What
'

for?' I inquired.

are you here

Do you wish me to get up

at the same time to raise

I could

?

'

and I tried

myself, but

found

not.

"'Hush,' said she, 'you have been very
ill, but you are better now, and to keep so
you must not talk or stir.'
" For six weeks I had
lain there with
brain fever, most of the time in imminent
danger. As soon as I was well enough to
hear
He
they told me about Jimmie.
was much better
could rest nights, and
was getting well. He could not walk, and,
;

"At last I was unmanned. I could not
bear the suspense one moment longer. I
hurried out to the old oak, under which 1

was

consciousness

it,

suffer less in future ; that an abscess had
formed, or was in process of formation, and
that would either relieve his pain somewhat
or terminate his life.
" For two weeks the
suspense continued,
and the anxious horror of waiting to know,
is it life ? or is it death ? The ordeal was
proving too much for my excited nervous
condition.
" A day came at last which the Doctor
said must decide his fate.
" Oh ! shall I ever
forget those long, long
hours of watching and waiting!
I could
not rest one moment
from his side.
I
watched the waning breath and flickering
pulse with a solicitude I hope none of you
will ever experience.

Retaining

walk

as you

see, has

never

since.

Ere long

he was brought into my

been

able

to

room, and the sight of his dear face, free
from the marks of present pain, aided much
toward my speedy recovery.

"

I

the agony continued.
" One night — it \va3 almost a year after
that fated first of April — he grew rapidly
worse, and for hours we thought the end
had come.
Dr. Sharon said that if he could
live through this attack, he might perhaps
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had allowed regrets

and self-condem

nation to run to such an extreme, that, in my

reverberating to my ears the words :
" ' Where are the jewels I intrusted to
Go into the darkness thy
thy keeping?
'
wickedness has earned for thee 1
" Then her pale face would come between

delirium, and in the burning of the fever,
time full sway, and thus
they had for
felt sad over the past,
spent their force.
but the satisfaction of seeing Jimmie so
well and so happy sufficed to give me peace.
could now enjoy the long pleasant summer
days with his bright smile ever before me

lips inquire:
'
" ' Where ! where are
my lambs ?
" I tried to hide
my face that 1 might not
see the horrid vision, but wherever I turned

I

;

and

have

never

experienced

keener

joy

than in being able to supply feet for his feet
and hands

for his hands

;

her cold

I

and

I

all external objects,

finger would point at me and the bloodless

I

me and

a

ion of my mother's angelic brightness sent

was delighted
though now

to attend him, and the charge,
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shared by others, has never been anything
but one of unfeigned pleasure.
" Sister May, I trust you will now under
stand why the lesson of a self-reliant selfcontrol can not be too thoroughly instilled
into the habits of children.
" And, boys : I wish you would try to im

James, in his boyhood, until this calamity
befel him, was as full of joy as is the day of
light, yet he never lost his self-control.
" If you desire
happiness you must always
refrain from indulging in angry feelings.
Remember that, though you may have

agine your Uncle Jimmie when he was near
your age. He was far more symmetrical

emotional
is

36

in figure than either of you, agile and grace

supremacy,

ful of motion, and with a spirit which

I

had

bestowed

you a strong and impulsive
nature, yet, ever accompanying
it,

that Divine Presence which will,

guard

most beneficent

never

ure, well

anger.

steed, when

and

guide

it if

it,

upon

allowed
to

the

An impulsive nat

results.

Beautiful, strong, rich, and glorious in sub
jection but terrible, destructive, and fatal

it was difficult for him to comprehend

of making the effort

him how he could remain

so quiet.

boy with whom he was playing became

is

;

"Ask

;

it

Heaven's aid to keep you mindful
will help you to be

calm and strong; but do not supp.se that
either God or His holy angels will govern
your spirit for you that
part of your
work set apart especially
earthly lesson,
for yourself.
Unless your superior powers
is
a

asked

A

powerful, fiery
by his rider.

in mastery.

:

Insults offer
they should irritate any one.
ed him, he passed by in silence.
I once

like

held in abeyance

a

how

guided,

a

known to sink to the level of real
You may now sometimes think him
stern, because he believes that plain truths
spoken to-day, may save great sorrow in the
future.
In those early years, tricks played
upon himself only provoked his mirth, hence

angry at his own dullness, and gave James
a blow with his fist.
should be ashamed to strike any one,'
said he ; ' I think it seems like the dog-fights
in the street, or the animals in a menag

Unless you have practice in self-government,
you can not be equal to the task of govern
Remember, that
he who
ing others.

erie.'

governcth

him,

and

this

you are never to lose sight

of, that an ungoverned

"When I

temper caused it all.

tell you that our greatest

sor

rows come as the result of our own wrong
doing, or, in other words, that no sorrow
can equal that of self-condemnation, re
member

the

lesson

and

ponder

it well.

be

strong.

a

city.'

"

A

FLORENTINE

TE

is

'

never

greater than he

ORPHANAGE.

the following interesting acof
worthy Italian charity in
the New York Eclectic
" Salvatore Ferretti, a Florentine, and ed
ucated for the Church, preferred Luther to
the Pope, and the Bible to the Mass-book,
find

count

:

*

a

"

a

if

;

and became a Protestant layman instead of
a Popish priest.
Before Italy had won her
no religious
freedom
she had
political
Ferretti
did
not want to
and
liberty
life
of
his
to
the
faith
by
sincerity
testify
long imprisonment, he must leave the
He did so, and look
country betimes.
Here he established a
London.
refuge
small home for the orphans of the exiles of
'48, beginning with two little girls whom
he took into his own family, precarious as
his means of living were, and gradually
raising his numbers up to fourteen — four
in

spirit — possessing
your Uncle Jimmie 's
masterly intellect, and with a body as
perfect in proportion — try to comprehend
the enormity of my evil-doing. Just think
what that boy's hopes and ambitions must
have been.
As you look at that perfect
head and clear, searching eye, remember
that the hot blood of his only brother rob
bed him of his birthright — a body in fit
accord, in perfect harmony with that face
I shattered that holy temple for
and head.
ever, and rendered futile all the bright an
Neither of you,
ticipations of his youth.
with all the superior faculties you possess,
have the promise in you of which I robbed

can

they

his own spirit

who taketh

\

" Now when
you realize the power a man
might have in the world with that kind of a

exercised,

are

A

"'I

teen

human

beings

whom he thus nobly

UGL Y, B UT GOOD.

this pleasant, simple, homely institution is
well worth a visit — and something more.
The house and grounds have been bought,
and the property is vested in the hands of

teaches

UGLY,

BUT GOOD.

FOR WOMEN WHO ARE NOT HANDSOME.

T3 EAUTY
*-* sing of

gets

of praise.

plenty

Poets

in abun
furnish
dance to their heroines, dramatists use
as
the motive of their most stirring plays

painters and sculptors delight to portray
all the world worships
and yet there

it
is ;

;

it

it

romancers

it

Porta alia Croce. The indefatigable secre
tary is an American lady, Madame Bianciardi, 15 Piazza d'Azeglio, Florence; and to
her all inquiries, etc., should be addressed.
" Set in the midst of the vineyards and
olive gardens of the Val d'Arno, about a
quarter of an hour's drive from the town,

good laundry-work, as specialties,
and order all through."

cleanliness

;

from the destruction and degrada
In '63, when
tion of the London streets.
Florence was free and Italy was one, Ferretti returned, bringing his children with
him, and founded the female orphanage
which now bears the name of Collegio
Ferretti — at 10 Via del Gignolo, fuori di
rescued
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much to be said about the noble qualities of

and in all this time there has been only one

came, brought calamity. Beauty and anguish

who died of inherited con
at
ten years of age ; while more
sumption
than a hundred girls have been educated and
sheltered here, and sent out into the world
able to get their own living by honest and
honorable means.
Many are teachers in

slope

nursery governesses,
maids, or other domestic servants, accord
One is
ing as they have intellectual ability.
teaching a Kmdergarten school at Pozzuoli ;

qualities that make some happy.

is doing the same thing at

third is teaching the Waldensian

Porto Ferraio in Elba

; a

Intra;

a

school at

fourth is happy at

San Francisco ; a fifth is with a clergyman
in Milan, a sixth with one in Rome ; and so
on.

The higher

education

given

to those

who can profit by it enables them to pass the

examinations and get diplomas
while the domestic training,
includes fine sewing, and, formerly,

Government

for teaching;
which

it

something doleful.

If

is

It

it

he

is

of fair women

the downward

whenever

the

poet

sure to dream

he were to have

a

it

dream of ugly little women
would be full
of brightness, loyalty, devotion, sincerity,
fortitude,

and all those other lovable female

Tall

beauty

Little Ugly
lyric, homelike. Just
epic
think of what a deep-seated compliment
in calling irregularity of feature
involved
not for
It means that she
homeliness.
the ball-room, but for the home, for the
friendships that cluster around the hearth,
for the merry little sociable, the picnic or
off-hand game, or for the darkened sick
room, where she brings rest and comfort.
"
" Pretty
an old maxim,
as pretty does
For
whose truth
only half appreciated.
in the plainness of feature and insignificance
often
of person of homely women there

is

is

are

dreams

in hand
and

is

another

many

death,

to

is

schools ;

have walked hand

is

Emma Spelta,

is

death among the children — that of poor little

is

It

bone.

if

his

'

moved
orphans were being perpetually
on,' turned out here and driven away there
by zealous landlords with whom were the
of the priests, who naturally
sympathies
enough disliked the doings of this heretical
philanthropist who got hold of lost lambs,
and brought them up in his own doctrines.
Now the place is a permanency and a prop
erty ; and so far the institution has a back

:

Be

a

as trustees.

fore this was done, Signor Ferretti and

is

some American gentlemen

is

has been working for fifteen years ;

often more
ugly little women. There
charm in the vitality, energy, unselfishness,
and gayety of an ugly little woman than in
half a dozen tall, queenly beauties, who have
to be on the watch all the time to pose well
and make their points
effective.
There
have been men in the world who thought
fine thing to say that " an ugly woman
has no place in the economy of nature."
the records of the world were intel
But
would be found that ugly
ligibly written,
little women have been the heroines, the
the function
helpmeets of the heroes.
of beauty to get men into trouble.
Helen
of Troy, Cleopatra, Mary, Queen of Scots,
and hundreds of others,
wherever
they
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DRIFTING WITH THE TIDE.

found an earnestness, a whole-souled sweet

sympathetic expression that win
The
love far quicker than mere beauty.
world could far more easily afford to lose
its supplies of beauty, than to give up its
The
precious stores of ugly little women.
beauties wait to be loved ; the others de

ness and

light in loving.

What is

a Poem ? — Take an idea

minate it in the rays of Imagination;

;

illu
mold

it in the measure of Form ; articulate it
with the pulse of Time; intone it with the
voice of Music ; crystallize it with the gems
of Taste ; sprinkle it with the flowers of
Fancy, and you have — a Poem.
g. H. H.

JOURNAL.

Many

a wreck on the shoals wo seo,
As along life's voyage wo glide ;
Tbey had launched on the wave without anchoi
or oar
And drifted along with the tide.
Living, and yet with no purpose to gain,
And trusting that others would guide,
They sought but the pleasure the present can
give,
Aud drifted along with the tide.

Our future awaits us, for evil or good
Each one for himself must decide.
Let each firmly stand for truth and the right,
Nor drift with the wind and the tide.
And if we would anchor at last from the storm —
At last with the true and the tried —
Then steadily row for the evergreen hhore,
Nor drift with the wind and the tido.
WARRKH.
FRANCES

THE PHILOSOPHY OF REACTION.
"\ 1

■V

THEN

a student in natural philosophy,

various

experiments

were

the teacher of the class, to explain
ure and

meaning of action

and

made

by

the nat
reaction.

The favorite one was made by a number of
balls attached to as many strings, passing
through and fastened to a board at the top.
The Professor would raise the right-hand
bnll far enough to strike with considerable
This motion,
torce against number two.
instead

of disturbing
the

extent

to any considerable

intervening balls, would throw

the last ball on the left to a corresponding

with that traveled by the rightthrow number one
of
There were doubt
out
again
position.

distance
hand

one, return and

less many members of that class who never
thought of applying the philosophy of this
experiment to anything outside the natural
or material world. A few of us came later
to understand something of the law of cor
respondences, and to know that what was
true of these balls as showing the power of
action and reaction

in the physical, was just

as true of the moral and
came to find that

reaction

spiritual.

We

everywhere

is as

There is no escape
inevitable as action.
from the bad or the good of it. Every action
has to come home again before the full con
This return is what
sequences are reached.
we call reaction.
finished

If

you imagine

with your action

when

you have
start

you

THE PHILOSOPHY OF REACTION.

?

heart,

and

the

golden

rule.

The

it

it

it

;

a

Here

a
al

See what a bright,

Mr. Jones.

how elastic
hero
he
carries his
like
his step, and how
be that this Intelligent and
head.
Can
most useful individual has been set apart
from the beginning of things for softening
non
of the brain
We all know this
sense, and yet how tacitly and constantly
Is
we lend ourselves to such deception.
there any reason why Mr. Jones should not
have a seat in the Legislature, or be elected
to Congress
Of course not. We want,
he has

;

countenance

is

it

a

animated

above

all things, to be represented by just
Jones has brains, and

such men as Jones.
better than all, he

is

is

So Jones
honest.
all the rage.
He writes and speaks all
night, or the best part of each night, and
works all day at an exhaustive and exhaust
ing law business to support his family.
Bang bang bang goes the ball. Jones
throws
with his own hand, and considers
himself a smart man for making so many
He knows he
consecutive
ten -strokes.
but sleep will come
ought to sleep more
when he gets settled down in Washington.
Time enough for sleep. Jones left the phi
losophy of action and reaction in college,
!

is

is

is

:

iind

most helpless, are left to fight the polonaise
and society battles as best they may.

;

it

it

is

is

to her mothers and grandmoth
of whom went out of the world in
the same manner for they, like their de
scendant, were entirely ignorant of reaction.
Now what was the matter
This woman
started out in life with a strong physique, a
gathered

ers, most

act

of digestion, grieves for his wife, and regrets
the pastry
while the girls, young and

?

is

if

;

is

is

her touch
tender and magnetic.
In emergencies, Mrs. Smith
quite as
much relied upon as the physician,
and^f
becomes
the nurse of the
consequently
no van
neighborhood. In all this there
ity, no undue quickening of approbativeness, nothing but kindness, energy, and the
golden rule.
A good constitution keeps
firmly abreast of all weakness or nervous
ness till middle life, and then Mrs. Smith,
after a long and painful physical experience,

and

Mr. Smith, with

her.

unable to perform the simplest

?

And
we can't
stylish garments?
afford to have such things made, there
certainly nothing else to do but make them
ourselves.
The conclusion from such prem
ises
certainly correct, but the major
is,
and the worst of
premise
wrong
the amateur logician never finds
out.
Mrs. Smith
kind and pitiful to the sick,

stomach

!

is

;

how can girls get along in these days with
out

did not sustain

;

is

a

is
a

polonaise patterns and overskirts. But what
table without preserves and pickles, and

demoralization of the nervous system. This
Mrs. Smith kept up three hundred
and sixty-five days in the year; and then
wondered why the golden rule, and her own
great desire to be of service in the world,
process

is

ily
is

generally and especially attended to in
manner which
really very unselfish, and
There are no holes in
seems very sensible.
the stockings, and no lack of good things on
True, there
the table.
considerable
pastry and salads and puddings and rich
but husband and the children must
sauces
have such things, because they have no appe
tite for any other kind of food.
Mrs. Smith's
back aches with her preserving and her pickl
ing, and her head aches with the calculation of

be

it

or in anyway avoided.
Now for some applications in every-day life.
Here is Mrs. Smith, a kind, energetic, and
She knows, it is true, very
helpful woman.
little about natural, moral, or spiritual phi
losophy, but has the golden rule well in
mind.
She will " do unto others as she
Mrs.
would have others do unto her."
Smith's family is large, and her duties many
and varied ; but each member of this fam
can never be dodged,

rule must be all right, and so must
kind heart and energy and determina
tion. Let us go back to the balls. If Mrs.
Smith had understood the philosophy of rerction, she would have hit ball number one
returned — as
very gently, so that when
—
there would have been only
return
must
slight jar. But no energy, kindness, and
the golden rule, without the least mathe
matical computation, lifted the string as far
as
would go, and then sent
pell-mell
and the nerves to
against the muscles
come back with
crash that brought its own
list of low spirits, headaches, and general
golden
a

The

come with the return ball, and

39

it

consequences

!

the first ball, you are much mistaken.

a
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has never thought to apply it to the

and

experiences

of his own life.

his reason.

By and by the end comes ; or,

So he pulls
away at the string and sets the balls in
motion, never thinking that the unintermittent strain is destroying the brain fibers and
wrecking his life, and worse than his life —
rather, the beginning of helplessness and
His friends attend his funeral,
insanity.
and hold up their hands in horror at such
a sacrifice of a useful life, and go back from
the grave to start the balls in motion that

fast taking them to the same place.
Indeed, they feel as if they had lost a good
deal of time in being so long away from the
machine ! and then we hear about the " dis
" how
pensations of divine Providence," and

are

God deals with His children."
Can any
thing be more stupid, or more calculated to
give the young and rising generation untrue
and distorted views of life ? Let us instruct
our children that as they act, so must they
react, and in perfect proportion.

ELEANOR

SIMPLE CURVATURES
TN

all classes of society we find persons
with deformities of some kind, affecting
their bony organism. Of one hundred in
dividuals taken promiscuously scarcely ten
can be found whose limbs are alike in shape,
and scarcely
four whose limbs are both
The
evenly and symmetrically formed.
causes of such defects are usually to be
sought in childhood, the season of most
-*-

rapid
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OF THE

KIRK.

SPINE.

spinal curvature, and attempt to indicate a
for their correction. Of the
many different kinds of spinal irregularity,
that in which the spinal column is bent to
few methods

growth. Disease of the bones, and
proceeding from severe illness.

the effects

Fig. a.— Extensive
Fig. i.— General

Outline.

occasion of deformity; but
still oftencr bad habits practiced in youth
break down the integrity of the body and
Let us look into some
impair its symmetry.
of the most frequently occurring cases of
are

often

the

Laikhal Curvature.

The spinal col
seen.
of twenty-four joints, or verte
brae, and is not straight like a ruler, but
bent in a series of curves corresponding
with the undulating contour of the body ;
the bend is inward and outward in a vertica.

one side is oftenest
umn consists

SIMrLE CURVATURES OF THE SPINE.

1 879].

in a perfectly healthy person.
In
Fig. 1 a view of the general outline of the
The head is bal
spinal column is given.
muscles being at
anced at the summit,
tached in different
parts on all sides to
it
Children at their
in
equilibrium.
keep
birth are not able to hold their heads
months pass before
up ; generally three
Neithey show strength enough for this.
plane,
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with their abdominal attach
for the trunk
impossible
to fall backward.
The natural curvature of the spinal col
We
umn lightens the work of the muscles.
that,

nature

ments, it is quite

notice in the figure that it takes in its course

four different
cervical

directions

vertebrae

curve

First, the seven

:

toward the front

about fifty degrees from the perpendicular ;
chest vertebrae, to which
ribs are fastened, bend about
sixty degrees backward ; then the five great
lumbar vertebrae bend again toward the
front at an inclination of about thirty de
grees ; the termination of the spine, com
bends
posed of the sacrum and coccyx,
outward, making a large angle, about one
This curvature of the
hundred degrees.
then

the twelve

the twelve

spine

enables

than

nature

it to carry a heavier
imposes

mated that it could
sure sixteen

times

upon

it.

burden

It is

esti

resist a weight or pres

greater than

it would

were it curved in but one direction.

Fig.

2 represents

an anatomical prepara

tion in Hampton's Museum,
consists
man

Kir. >— A Common Dkfoumity.

ther

young child able to stand
of the legs, and the
immature
of the bones and
development
muscles of the trunk. The trunk rests upon
the legs, and so is supported on two sides
by two direct props, but needs further sup
port for the maintenance of the equilibrium,
is

the

because of the weakness

who,

London, which

the spinal column of a young
in

his

youth,

was

employed

in a merchant's counting-room, where he
the habit of holding the right
acquired
shoulder higher than the left. In the course
of time the elastic pads between the verte
of the curvature were
brae at the region
absorbed,
and the vertebras losing their
mobility, the young man became perma
Such sideward curves are
very common ; may be found in five or six
nently deformed.

by the dorsal muscles in
with the spinal column behind,
and the muscles of the breast and abdomen
afford it in front.
One effect of these
muscular attachments is to press the parts
which

of

is afforded

connection

toward

Fig. 4.— RlIGULATIMG STRAP.

each other, and so the small-jointed

spinal column, with its ligaments and con

persons

nections, is transformed into a firm elastic

women.
Curvature sometimes originates from dis
ease of a single vertebrae, or its adjacent
muscular attachment, oftener from a disease
of the feet or legs which forces the person
to hobble, or stand in an awkward, unnat

process.
which

The strong and thick muscles
form the gluteal region keep the

trunk upright upon the legs and so prevent
the body from falling forward ; while the
bones of the spine are themselves of such a

of a hundred, the majority being
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higher than the other. This
sort of irregularity has its beginning chiefly

Thus the upper part of the
body not having an equal support is thrown
out of equilibrium, and in time a permanent
distortion results. We frequently meet with
a sideward twist or bend in women ; this
has its first cause in the use of corsets ;

rises somewhat

when the wearer of the corset is fatigued
she can not without inconvenience lie down
or lean in a natural way, but rather sinks

agents are applied early in the life
Curvature can
ol the subject.

ural way.

into herself; leans, in fact, upon the corset,
thus producing a rather sharp crook in the
of this
back, and the constant repetition
attitude

finally results

in permanent

curva

to
should be accustomed
sit and stand erect, and the wearing a
corset to preserve erectness is one of the
ture.

Children

worst of remedies for the tendency to bend
over.

Every occupation which tends to exercise
the muscles of one side more than those of
the other is likely to produce spinal disease.
The carrying of burdens on one's arm as a
writing with one shoulder elevated,
sewing and other needle-work, if prose
position, are among
cuted in a one-sided
If the mus
the more common causes.
habit,

cles of one side through

exercise

become

stronger than those of the other side, the

in the period between ten and
of age ; Fig. 3 illustrates it.

If the
it

fifteen

years

curvature be considerable

is incurable

unless

remedial

only be prevented by the taking of
daily exercise in the open air, the
postures,
avoidance of one-sided
or
in
when
repose
straight
lying
asleep, bathing and other hygienic
If a child exhibit a ten
practices.
dency
should

to

curvature,

measures

be set on foot at once

for

its correction. A very useful exer
cise is the balancing of a light
a book, for instance, on
article,
the head while walking; or walk
ing with a cane passed through
In
the arms behind the back.
Fig. 4 is an illustration of a simple
instrument which can be recom
mended for the correction of in
It consists of a
cipient curvature.
shoulder belt made of leather, in
the form of the figure 8, through
the openings of which the arms

P'*^

fIj

\y

are to be passed, as shown in Fig.

thickly-padded spring.
Fig. 6 shows an apparatus which is adapt
ed to render the head erect in cases where
a person has a tendency to carrv it on one
side. The elastic ends of these are buttoned
to the coat ; a wooden clamp at the other
end is adapted to grasp a lock of hair back
of the head ; a strap and buckle regulate
the length of the apparatus.
This of course
is mainly designed to correct tendencies to
curvature of the upper part of the spine in
children, and exercises mental discipline.
5 ; on both sides is a

THE CHURCH SOCIABLE.
They carried pic to

the parson's house.
And scnttercd the Iloor with crumb",
And marked the leaves of his choicest hooks
With the prints of their greasy thumbs.

Fig. 5.— Stkap

in Position.

bent
spinal column necessarily becomes
If we observe people, noticing the back
seam of a close-fitting coat, we will find
in an uneven way ; the seam is
Dent out of a vertical line, and one shoulder

many stand

Thcv piled his dishes hijrh and thick
With a lot of unhealthy cake.
While they gobbled the buttered toast and rolls
Which thu parson's wife did make.
Next day the parson went down on his knees,
With his wife, bnt not U, pray.
Oh, no ; 'twas to scrape the grease and dirt
From the carpet and stairs away.
—liotton Traveler.

1879.

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE

J

SOME

CHARACTERISTICS
"LETTERS

ABOUT
article

six

years

ago

in

OF THE LATE

an

published in the SCIENCE OF
the opinion, founded
upon certain scientific data, that various
phenomena of a disastrous character would
signalize the years preceding and following
1880, when the conjoint perihelion of the
four great planets, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
and Neptune, would occur, from which the
temperature and climate of our globe must

HEALTH,

advanced

disturbing influences, more or
affecting human health and all forms of
animal life.
In the natural world there
were to be cyclones, earthquakes, tempests ;
among men and animals, plagues and pesti
lences of great severity.
These things have
thus far come true.
We call to mind here
in the South-west strange deviations in the
ordinary course of the seasons — last winter
too mild even to freeze out the malaria;
experience
less

July

hot to suffocation.

The very

seemed breathings from

a furnace.

June and
zephyrs

And with those sweltering summer days
insidious, terrible disease which
has baffled our physicians, mocked at their
treatment, and laid such numbers of them
in their graves.
Here again I am reminded
of Dr. Trail and his theories, for the physi
cians who have bee.i most successful are
those who have used no medicines.
The
hero of the Hernando epidemic — a physician
who has had a hundred cases — told me he
depended on faithful nursing, keeping up an
came that

equable temperature,

stimulating moderate

ly at the right moment,

and regulating the
when the fever stage had passed.
Whether or not the conjunction of the plan
ets in 1880 is affecting the lands lying on
the east bank of the Mississippi, certain it
is that most malignant types of malarial
diet

among us in the last
No doubt the conditions of
heat, moisture, and decaying matter con
curred in Grenada to favor its incepton, but
certainly it would not have spread from New
Orleans to Chattanooga had not air and
water and earthy vapors fostered it.
disease

have

raged

three months.

So greatly has it exceeded in severity, fa
tality, and infectiousness

all previous
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EPIDEMIC.

THE SOUTH."— NO. 4.

FROM

Dr. Trail,

LATE EPIDEMIC.

types

of yellow fever known in the South, that it
has earned pre-eminently the title of the
In the midnight-black days of
Plague.
early September half of those who took it in
Memphis died — the whole city was a pesthouse.
No locality, as in former epidemics,
escaped ; and unlike previous visitations, it
spread into the country, and once conveyed
there was as fatal in the breezy farmhouse
as in the hot, close city residence.
Hun
dreds of villages and little country towns
have been visited and gone through, leaving
huge additions to the grave-yards,

and gen

erally the best people in the place were
among the victims. You must know that
it has always been the best people who have
had the courage to stay and face this horrible
yellow death. The undertaker of Hernando,
and his beautiful Ruth, the " flower of the
This
grave-yard," lie under fresh mounds.
fair girl's lover, who nursed her in her sick
ness, took the disease, and on his death-bed
"
asked for " some roses to carry to Ruth !
The poor darkey has not escaped m this
epidemic as in former ones ; he has been a
terrible sufferer in the cities and in the
country, and thousands have been depend
ent for daily bread on the rations issued by
Government ; for after being in an infected
place, a darkey might not come on a cotton
plantation, no matter how much in want of
"hands," being looked upon only as a facile
carrier of the poison that kills.
have I known them work better
more like civilized beings.
As
" You slap de law onto
says :
time or two, and Iarn him dat he
out for his own rations,

But never
or behave
Uncle Sam
a nigger a
got to look

and keep outen od

der folks' chicken coops

and feed his own
childern, and, bless God, you got him on
risin' ground. Den when he gits hold ob de
fack dat a nigger can hab yaller fever, same
as white folks,

you

mourner's bench,

done

got him on' de

he's a new-made nigger

sho as my name's Sam."

When De Soto discovered

the Mississippi

he found a brave race of red people occupy

ing the rich lands, but these had traditions
of a race who had preceded them, whose
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burial mounds now testify to their existence
partial enlightenment.
May not that
extinct race have died out in some terrible
plague of a nature kindred to the new dis
ease which has sprung up in Florida and

JOURNAL.

aktiviti, the fact that it haz been maintain d
aut tu be noan, nou

and

on a vejetable

Mississippi swamps in the last few years,
" malarial haematuria," and which is
twin-brother to yellow fever ? It doesn't have
to be imported ; it comes to life in the river
bottoms and swamps and has the saffron
complexion, the black vomit, and the tena

diskushon on deiet haz been admitecl intu
the Teimz.
" Mei deietitik ekspeeriens is breefli this :
Abuv forti yeerz ago dyspepsia waz karying me tu the graiv. Medikal advizerz rec
ommended animal food three teimz a dai ihsted ov wuns, and a glas ov wein.
On this
rejimen ei woz nuthing betcrd, but raather
wurs. Ei avoided the meet & the wein,

called

The
grip of "yellow Jack" himself.
doctors call it "swamp fever," and " bloody
urine fever," and some of them can not tell
cious

the contagious yellow fever, from

it from

which it differs only in not being so com
municable. I have an idea it was before
some such
mighty resistless foe as this
the primitive people of the alluvial-bottom
lands found their poisoned arrows and warhoops ineffectual ; and in the dim future I
see with horror a spectre
that may again
denude these swamps of human habitations,
and restore the rich bottom plantations to
bear and panther, and the log-huts of the
darkeys to ruins for owls, bats, and creeping
things. Heaven forbid !
MRS.

V. D. COVINGTON.

ISAAC PITMAN

ON

DIET-

anything that Mr. Isaac Pit
inventor of Phonography, has
to say of himself is interesting to the read
ing public. Lately he communicated with
the London Times, and told the English
As
people some of his dietetic experiences.
"
the " Thunderer
his letter in
published
manner and form as written, it possesses
other features of interest besides the dietetic.
Mr. Pitman, everybody knows, is a spelling

ALMOST
man, the

reformer,

but perhaps

everybody

frend sujests

a

gradeuali rekuverd mei dijestiv pouer, &
hav never sins noan, bei eni pain, that ei hav
a stumak.

" Theez forti
yeerz have been spent in
kontineuus laibor in konekshon with the
invenshon and propagaishon ov mei sistem
of fonetik short-hand and fonetik speling,
and the editoarial deutiz of
korespondenz,
mei weekli jurnal.
Tho siksti-feiv yeerz ov
aij, ei kontinu the kustom ei hav foload aul
throo this peeriod, ov being at my ofis at
siks in the morning, summer and winter.
Til ci woz fifti yeerz ov aij ei never took a
holidai, or, felt that ei wonted wun ; and for
about twenti yeerz in the ferst part ov this
peeriod ei was at mei desk foarteen ourz a
dai, from siks in the morning till ten at neit,
with too ours out for meelz.
Twenti yeerz
ago ei began tu leev of at siks in the eevning.
" I atribeut mei hclth and
pouer ov endeurans tu abstinens from flesh meet and
alkoholik drinks. Ei kan kum tu no uther
konkleuzhon when ei see the efekt of such
ekstended ourz ov laibor on uther men hoo
eet meet and drink wein or beer.
" Ei hav riten mei leter I'onetakah, as
iz
mei kustom, & shall feel obleijd if it be
aloud thus to apeer in the Teimz.

"Eizak Pitman.

" Fonetik iNynTKirr, Bath,

27 Jancuari,

1879."

doesn't

know how he spells.

"Ser — A

deict

tu me that ei aut

Formation of Charactkr.—

The Rev.

ekspceriens

Phillips Brooks, in a recent sermon, used
the following practical language :
" If
should give me a diamond

no speshal kaul is tu be maid on the strength,

how
I to
drop it into the sea ; but if a seed should be
given me, I can only regard it with awe as
containing concealed within it the food of

tu reit a leter tu the Teimz, plaising mei leif-

in kontrast with the editoarial
suming-up on Mr. W. Gibson Word'z vejetairian leter in the Teimz ov last Thursday.
The konkluzhon areivd at iz : ' So long az

a peurili vejetable deiet mai sufeiz.'

ieif baz been wun ov somewhot

Az

mei

eksepshonal

somebody

to carry to Europe,

I

can know exactly

much would be lost to the world

were

HINTS
untold

That

generations.

ON BA THING.
Sipping, drinking, every day —
Drinking late and early ;
But my rescued sonl at last
Sees the dangers it has passed.

is the difference

between looking at truth as a diamond or

as a seed — as

final or germinal.
" In all training of character,

and economy

must be supreme.

that character

is

continuity
The notion

by
most people in the earlier portion of their
lives, and is wrong.
When they discover
this, nine-tenths change to the other extreme.
This is wrong too. Hosts of young men
think that their character will form of i'self,
and that

they will

is

spontaneous

ter as they grow older.

No ! never—
By God's blessing, never
Will I touch or tasto or smell
Henceforth.
Amen, forever !
Water sweet and clear and cool
Makes man neither slave nor fool !*

held

become

necessarily

" Take a drink?"

bet

Hosts of old men

believe that their character is fixed and that

impossible for them to become better.
beliefs are foolish.
People are also
in
that
thinking
wrong
they can put off their
bad traits and put on good traits.
The old
failures can not be thus transformed, but
out of the old habits new can be formed.
This is what many a poor creature needs to
know.
We must make what we are to be
out of what we are already."
it is

* A new movement for the promotion of Tem
perance in New York society has been st.arted
lately. Its members pledge themselves "not to
treat or be treated."
The verses would serve
them for a campaign song. — Ed.

Such

Hints on Bathing.— Avoid bathing
within two hours alter a meal, or when ex
hausted by fatigue or from any other cause,
or when the body is cooling after perspira

there

a

bathing altogether in the
short time in the
sense of chilliness with

after being
a

water,

avoid

is

and

if,

tion,

open air

of the hands and feet but bathe
when the body
warm, provided no time
lost in getting into the water.
Avoid
chilling the body by sitting or standing un
dressed on the banks or in boats after hav
ing been in the water, or remaining too long
in the water, but leave the water immediate
the slightest feeling of chil
when there
liness.
The vigorous and strong may bathe
early in the morning on an empty stomach,
but the young and those who are weak had
better bathe two or three hours after
meal
the best time for such
from two to three
hours after breakfast.
Those who are sub
ject to attacks of giddiness or faintness, and
who suffer from palpitation and other sense
of discomfort at the heart, should not bathe
without first consulting their medical adviers.

a drink

" Take

a drink ? "

is

DRINK?"

?"

No ! not

ly

No 1 not 1
Of the things you're mixing ;
Nature has a good supply
Of her careful fixing—
Water sweet and cool and pure
Is better drink, I'm sure.

I;

1 have seen too many,

"Take

a

drink?"

No! not

is

a

Taking drinks like that of yours,
Striptof every penny.
Water sweet and cool and clear
Oosts me nothing all the year.

I;

Reason 's taught me better

Than to bind my very soul
With a galling fetter.
Water sweet anil cool and free
Has no cruel chains for me.

it

Bird'sMest Pudding.— Scald one cup
of tapioca with four cups of boiling water,
and let
stand one hour.
Then pare and
core (not quarter) half a dozen rich and
slightly tart apples, filling the cavities of
raisins, sugar, and
each
with blanched
blanched almonds or chestnuts.
Arrange
these apples in
pudding-dish, and pour
over them
the tapioca.
Bake forty-five
minutes, or until the apples are cooked.
Serve cold, without dressing, or with cream
or sweetened fruit juice.

" Take

a

drink?"

1 own

it

was sinking nearly—

<

I

a

a driuk 1 "
A brother,
Dear to me as reason,
Was a drinker here, you know,
For a little season —
Drank his life and soul away,
a And is in bis grave to-day !

"Take

;

" Take

is

A

is

"TAKE

;

numbness
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NOTES IN SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE.
Depth to whieh Roots Penetrate.

— Mr. Footc, in Massachusetts,

has
red

traced

out the tap-root of a common
clover
plant downward to the perpendicular depth
of nearly live feet.
Hon. J. Stanton Gould
followed out the roots of Indian corn to the
depth of seven feet, and states that onions
sometimes extend their roots downward
to
the depth of three feet ; lucerne, fifteen feet.
Hon. George Geddcs sent to the museum of
the New York State Society a clover plant
that had a root four feet two inches in length.
Louis WalkhofT traced the roots of a beet
plant downward four feet, where they entered
a drain pipe.
Prof. Schubart found the roots
of rye, beans, and garden peas to extend
about four leet downward ; of winter wheat,
seven feet in a light sub-soil, and forty-seven
The roots of clover one
days after planting.
year old were three and a half feet long ;
those of two-year-old
plants, four inches
longer.

Importanee of Cool-Grinding of

Flouk

— Mitcherlich and Crocker have shown
that wheat in which sugar was proved to be
absent before sending it to the mill, yielded,
after being ground, four per cent, of it. Starch
was thus transformed into sugar, which could
not be done otherwise than through the in
ternal action of the gluten aided by super
abundant moisture. The mutual action of the
gluten and the natural moisture of the flour
seem often capable, at common temperatures,
of slowly bringing about this injurious
But when the Hour comes out hot
change.
from the stones, and is left to cool gradually
in large heaps, decomposition
quickly sets
in. starch is changed to sugar, and (when
kept warm long enough) the sugar into alco
hol, while if the temperature is continued
long enough above 6o° Fahr., it advances
rapidly to the souring stage. These facts
form a strong argument iu favor of cool

grinding.

The Size and Figaro

Earth — Prof. Listing

of the

in the Astrouomische Nachriditen
of
the following results
his determination
of the constants of the
earth's figure:
Equatorial radius. 6.377,377
meters ; polar radius, 6.355,270 meters ; mean
radius, 6377.000 meters;
equatorial
quad
rant, 10,017,560 meters; meridian quadrant.
meters; eccentricity of meridian
10.000.205
section, 2S3.480; length of second's pendulum
at equator, 45°, and pole, 990 9948, 993 5721
and 9/). 1495 millimeters, respectively; force
of gravity at equator, 45°, and pole, 978072s,
and 9831603 meters, respectively;
9.806165
also in general the length of (he second's
pendulum
equals (in millimeters)
990.994S
plus 5 .1547 times the square of the sine of
the latitude ; and the force of gravity equals
(in meters) 9.78072s plus 0.050875 limes the
square of the sine of the latitude.
gives

Lightning made Harmless. The
discovery of an extremely simple and cheap
means to protect houses from being struck
by lightning has recently been announced in
a French agricultural paper.
This consists
in the use of bundles of straw attached to
sticks or broom-handles
and placed on the
roofs of houses in an upright position.
The
first trials of this simple
apparatus
were
made at Tarbes, Hautes Pyrenees, by some
intelligent agriculturists, and the results were
so satisfactory, that soon afterward eighteen
communes of the Tarbes District provided
all their houses with these bundles of straw,
and there have been no accidents from light
ning since in the district.
Probably such a
"
protector" would answer as well as any —
in case the houses were not struck. There
arc a good many lightning rods that won't
bear that test.
Foreign Demand for Wheat.—

It

has been estimated that Great Britain will
of fifty millions of
require an importation
bushels of wheat during the six months be
ginning March 1, 1879, and that the amount
at sea on that day en route for British ports
was eleven million bushels.
France is ex
pected to require nearly as much during the
same six months, in consequence of the ex
tremely bad harvest of 1S78.
Ordinarily,
France is not a wheat-importing
country.
Great Britam always is, and on a great scale,
and for the next year, 1S79-80, may require
more than this, as the area in wheat, which
was 3,381,701 acres last year, is now estimated
at 700,000 acres, or nearly one-fourth
less.
British farmers can not pay their rents raising
wheat at present prices.
The supply of
wheat needed by all the European countries
which are deficient is estimated at one hun
dred million bushels for the six months be
ginning March I, 1S79. The great sources
ol supply are Russia and the United States.
A minor source of supply is Hungary. Prices
arc so low that India is shipping no wheat,
and the crops now coming off in Australia
are reported to be unusually poor.

Farming in the East and West.

— A correspondent

of the Country Gentleman
gives farmers here some of the results of his
observation of American agriculture, and in
the following respects he seems to us to be
near the true stale of affairs:
"There is just now a sort of panic among
a certain class of Eastern farmers because of
Western competition.
The low price of prod
uce is responsible
for this, but they are
prices which are quite as ruinous to the
Western farmer as to us.
B. F. J. has told
readers of the Country Gentleman how farms
are being sold at a sacrifice in Illinois. From
still farther we-t I hear reports of more'scvere
losses and suffering.
For New Vork farmers
to sell out and go West would be 'jumping
from the frying-pan mto the fire '
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"Much is often said of the immense area
of new land yearly brought under the plow.

47

tention of the soil's fertility the principal
We shall learn the
object to be sought.
impolicy of cultivating large areas of poor
land at a certain loss, and make our profits
by growing larger crops on fewer acres."

I do not question these statements, but they
are by no means the only clement in the
There always has been a large
problem.
area of new land yearly put under cultiva
tion, from the earliest
settlement of the
Telegraph Wires.—
The Hum
country.
During the era of rapid railroad Almost every boy has listened to the hum
building this area of new land was unnat
which can be often heard near a telegraph
urally increased ; but for several years rail
pole, and it is a juvenile theory that the noise
road progress westward has been compara
is caused by the passage of the messages.
tively slow. Part of our agricultural reaction
The more general notion has been that it was
is due to the fact that we have pushed forward
caused by the wind. A writer in an Aus
too far and too fast.
But for the fact that the tralian journal, however, calls attention to
railroads have (avorcd far Western freight, the . the fact that one who will give close observa
loss to Western producers would be greater
tion to both the wire and the sounds will find
than it has been.
But we arc growing up that the latter make themselves obvious when
even to our advanced pickets; for every new
there is a total absence of wind ; and in a
acre put under the plow we are having old
quiet morning in winter, when the wires ap
lands gradually robbed of their fertility and
pear to be covered with frost to the thickness
in productiveness.
decreasing
Large as is of a finger, they nevertheless carry on lively
the aggregate product of Western crops, it is vibrations while the air is totally quiet.
Ac
startling to see how small is the average
cording to this writer, therefore, the vibra
Minnesota wheat has de
yield per acre.
tions are due not to the wind, but to changes
creased to nine or ten bushels as an average,
of atmospheric temperature, cold producing
while the average of the country is eleven or a shortening of the wires extending over the
twelve bushels.
And this includes all the whole length of the conductor.
A consider
new land whose crops are twenty, thirty, or able amount of friction is produced on the
more bushels per acre.
It docs not seem to supporting bells, thus inducing sound both
me that Eastern farmers, who take good care
in the wires and the poles.
of their land, need fear such competition
as
Climate and Consumptives.— In
Bad seasons, insects, and every other
this.
looking at the thcrmomctrical tables, we find
imaginable excuse will be cited as reasons
between summer
that the mean difference
for the failures last season ; but at the West,
and winter in Minnesota is 52.94, and that in
as here, these untoward accidents injure crops
divergencies of
studying the thcrmomctrical
most on land that has been partly exhausted
some thirty-five well-known places, selected
of its fertility.
"Eastern farmers are learning to farm all over the world, St. Paul stands next to the
In fact, the differences are even
very last.
belter than they used to do. Continuing in
It is startling to
greater than in New York.
this way they are safe from any probable
learn that, in an estimate made of consump
competition from the West.
Unless Western
tive people visiting Minnesota, but one in
farmers learn and practice better methods
Of course, this does not
fifteen recovered.
of saving and using manure, they must suffer
mean that for normal constitutions Minnesota
worse than they have. When soil is exhaust
is hurtful, but if a man or woman has weak
ed of fertility it will pay less to restore it a
lungs, Minnesota is not the place for them.
thousand miles inland than near the Atlantic
If Western lands become poor, An admirable climate may be found in San
seaboard.
Diego, Cal., where the mean difference is but
the worn-out lands ol New England and the
First, of course, of all places for con
Eastern Slates will take the prefeience.
Al
15.8S.
Here, with
sumptives is Funchal, Madeira,
ready there are signs of some movement in
a winter of 62.88, summer is 70.10. the mean
this direction.
" Meanwhile one
St. Michael's, in the
difference being 8.10.
cause is constant!)' acting
to inciease the prices of farm produce.
At Azores, stands second on the list, with 10.10;
every census the proportion of our population then Santa Cruz, of the Azores, with 12.03.
Between St. Augustine, Fla., and Naples,
in cities and villages steadily increases.
But
for labor saving machinery, which enables
the former being 22.11, and the latter 22 33,
In
there is an advantage for St. Augustine.
one man to do on the farm the work of two
Aiken the difference is 31.54, about one de
or more, the prices of farm produce would
gree only of the thermometer inferior to that
have gone up in like proportion. But the
Three important facts have to bo
of Genoa.
time is soon coming when something more
examined by the physician in the choice of a
than improved machinery to sow and harvest
First,
Unless we have a locality for a weak-lunged patient.
crops will be needed.
that the climate shall be equal (slight differ
in farm methods
more rapid improvement
Second, an
ences between day and night).
than we have any reason to hope for, the
land will
equable climate (slight range between the
from impoverished
di'crcasedcrops
Third, and a most important one,
months).
necessitate higher prices despite all the econ
One other ele
The equability in the moisture.
machinery.
omy Irom labor-saving
ment seems also to he necessary, that of a
farming of the future in the West as well as
rather heavy barometrical pressure. The con
in the East, will make the increase and re

of
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elusion Dr. Coan arrived at is, that in the
United States the climate of San Diego, Cal.,
is the best, as San Diego stands fifth on the
whole list. — Harper's Magazine.

Niekel-Plating without a Bat-

tery. — A

for
process has been published
without a battery, which is
It is described as
said to give good results.
follows: To a dilute solution of chloride of
zinc (5 per cent, to 10 per cent.) enough
nickel sulphate is to be added to impart a
decidedly green color to it, and the solution
is then to be heated to boiling in a porcelain
vessel.
The clouding of the liquid from the
reparation of a basic zinc salt need not be
heeded, as it will not interfere with the ef
The articles to be
fectiveness of the bath.
nickel coated — first carefully cleaned of oxide
or grease — are to be suspended in the solu
tion for from thirty to sixty minutes, the bath
When
being kept at a boiling temperature.
the articles are observed to be uniformly
coated, they may be removed, washed in
water in which a little chalk is suspended,
dried, and finally polished with chalk or other
suitable material.

nickel-plating

The late Visit of Ameriean Mer-

ch ants to Mexico. — The Western merchants,

who lately started on a commercial mission
to Mexico with so much enthusiasm, returned
less confident of a speedy development of
Trade revolutions
trade with that country.
are not brought about simply by willing them.
New markets have to be won by patient efiort,
not less in educating new customers than in
learning how to supply wants already exist
ing. Exhibitions like the one which has been
proposed may help Mexico to become settled
affairs, and
in her political and commercial
to enter upon the development of her great
natural resources. It is to be hoped the efforts
of President Diaz will not go unscconded.

A Good Way to

Mark Trees.—

The following has proved most satisfactory
as a tree label with us : Take a piece of com
mon sheet zinc five inches wide.
Across
this cut three-quarters of an inch wide at one
rnd, and tapering to a point at the other.
Near the wider end write plainlv with a com
mon lead pencil the name of the variety.
This will get brighter by exposure to the
weather.
The small end may be coiled
around a branch of the tree ; it will yield as
the tree grows and do no injury. Such labels
will last a lifetime, and the writing will get
plainer all the time. After being used ten
years, they are far plainer than when first
written.
Such labels cost but little, and are
permanently reliable.
A cheap, but very efficient label ran be
made of tin, cut in the form suggested for
the zinc ones, with the name written, or,
rather, scratched, on it with a sharp awl.
This will scratch through the tin to the iron,
which, on exposure to the weather, will soon

rust, thus making the letters quite distinct.
These may be procured at any tin-shop, and
almost any tinner will cut them from scraps
These will last
at a few cents a hundred.
for many years before becoming dim. — Colman's Rural World.

or Nebula;.— In the
upon the Height of the At
mosphere and the Constitution of Gasiform
Cosmical Bodies." A. Ritter deduces the fol
in consequence of increase
lowing law:
or diminution of heat, the radius of the gase
ous globe undergoes a change, the tempera
ture of its center also changes; but the pro
duct of the radius into the central temperature
Smce Neptune's orbital ra litis
is constant."
is about 6,000 times as great as the sun's
present radius, the sun's central temperature
is now about 6,000 times as great as when, ac
cording to the Kant-Laplace hypothesis, the
sun was expanded to the orbit of Neptune.
Of the whole work which has been performed
by gravity during that immense interval, more
than four-fifths is still stored within the sun's
mass in the form of heat.
Constitution

"Investigations

"If

Gas-Tar vs. Garden Inseets.—

" For

the last five years," says a correspondent
of the Chicago Tribune, " I have not lost a
or cabbage-plant.
cucumber or melon-vine
Get a barrel with a few gallons of gas-tar in
it; pour water on the tar; always have it
ready when needed ; and when the bugs ap
pear give them a liberal drink of the tarwater from a garden-sprinkler or otherwise,
and if the rain washes it off and they return,
It will also destroy the
repeat the dose.
Colorado potato-beetle, and frighten the old
long potato-bug worse than a threshing with
a brush.
Five years ago this summer both
kinds appeared on my late potatoes, and I
The next
watered them with the tar-water.
day all Colorados that had not been well
protected from the sprinkling were dead ;
and the others, though their name was legion,
were all gone, and 1 have never seen one of
I am aware that
them on the farm since.
many will look upon this with indifference,
because it is so cheap and simple a remedy.
Such should always suffer both by their own
and their neighbors' bugs, as they frequently
do."

Aii Exehange, in the eoarse of

some advice to farmers, says:
" When
rainy, bad weather comes, so you
can't work out of doors, cut, split, and haul
your wood, make your racks, fix your fence
or gate, and patch the roof of your barn or
house."
Here's something like a bull, ain't itT

To Clean Cistern Water.—

Add

two ounces powdered alum and two ounces
borax to a twenty-barrel cistern of rain-water
that is blackened or oily, and in a few hours
the sediment will settle, and the water be
clarified and fit for washing.
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the unregulated growth of the basilar or
in her children, and

gans

grieved

in after-years

be

and disgraced by the outcome

of

their perversion

improper and lawless

to

uses.

Occupation

will

distributed

judiciously

transform a group of disorderly, teasing,
children into quiet and amiable

fretful

So, too, it will make

operators.
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have been idle and

members
3<C

,

co-

who

hangers-on or

heedless

and even

useful

tramps,

men

highly valuable

of society.

Mechanical employment

a nor

furnishes

mal medium for the exercise of those organs

1879.

at the base of the brain which, in their mis

direction

LABOR AND THE CRIMINAL.
have

"\T^E

short

in two or three

discussed

the necessity

papers

of moral

or

chiefly con

are

perversion,

in criminal offenses.

cerned
ness,

Combativeness,

and

Destructive-

Acquisitiveness

training to the reformation of the criminal,

have a place in all the departments

and now for a moment

industry, and furnish indispensable stimuli

which

vicious influences

is

easily

to

of crime

of head at the

is distinguished by breadth
base, especially

susceptible

and the tutorage

in the region bordering on

the ear, while the superior parts are low or

Observation of those

conical.

who are

known for energy, industry, and workfulness,
will reveal the fact that, as a class, such
people have heads that

are broad between

to

accomplishment of useful

the effective

When related to the conduct of

purposes.

worthy operations
process

are

they

of regulation and discipline

although they be large and powerful,
sume

It

his community.
that

the

to the man

be employed

gloomy prison, with nothing of

so in their waking hours.

On

the play-ground they are the most earnest

participants in the game
tions.

; they

scream

the

and make the most violent exer

loudest,

The wise

parent

can

render such

children helpful at home, and train them in
habits

of industry, which will prove

best patrimony in after-years.
wise

and

ignorant mother,

their

But the un
not discerning

the purport of organization, may stimulate

ac

Confmement in a
practical

may

opinion, to drive
to insanity.

set,

be

enough,

in our

man of ill-regulated mind

And to expect a criminal who

has been thus

confined

saint when released

We think that
ordered

is

or useful sort upon which the thoughts and
energies

is

to

or mis

a

chievously

and will be usefully

it

so organized are active, restless, anxious

and

important

therefore,

convict should

cording to his ability.

be employed,

; and

if such

or condition which will be

a phase

fruitful of excellent results

out in the lower lateral

region.

a

a relation be long maintained, they will as

the ears ; or in other words, are well filled

Children

to

subject

a

ganization

to show himself a

far from reasonable

would unsettle

the besi-

mind somewhat to undergo ten

years of unemployed

our prisons.
of employment

As

in one of

confinement

to the comparative

and

effects

non-employment upon,

the health of convicts,

we have

a

The peculiar or

is,

would consider the

effect of labor upon him.

of human

few data
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by our little, but progressive

supplied

Ad

fruitful,

In

In

work.

1878,

38

there were

proper way, will increase in knowledge and
wisdom and usefulness
element

a valuable

of literature

Emerson,
Bancroft,

best

In

offenders

exercises

the

physical forces

and

instances,

A.

B.

Darwin,

Whittier,

of old people.

the domain of commercial

affairs

almost everywhere

the

are gray-

But it is particularly interesting to

beards.

Work which

majority of cases, ineffectual.

the
and

Draper, Meissonier, Weir, Lin
are, as everybody knows, in

leading men

self- regulating.

Moral teaching without it is, in the great

many

Tennyson,

Longfellow,

the category

order

the

hundredth milestone.

Liszt, Wagner,

from long experience,
and

who have

science,

work, are, in very

good

coln-Phelps,

law

and

world's esteem for solid acquirements

Alcott,

against

this last

The men, and women too,

of support to it.

well on toward the

young

old will be

To

in society.

statistics of the present day furnish a deal

in the

is one of the

year to year,

view we are strongly inclined, because

20

than this is furnished in

rendering

from

and even when a hundred years

of the Elmira
and excellent superintendent
House of Refuge. Occupation, he asserts
for

rightly,

parts in the

trains his mental and physical

the report of Mr. Brockway, the well-known

methods

to

Others again look

ment, and claim that he who lives

hands of the doctor."

Fuller testimony

his faculties

apply

upon the whole life as a period of develop

unfit for

107

and

the most useful purpose.

with only 270 busy, there
In January, 1879, with the

were 19 deaths.
same number busy

which will enable

experience

him to exercise

In 1877, when 500 out of 835 were
deaths.
work,
there
were only eight deaths, and
at
on December 31st there were

and

ligence

1876

were

must live

a man

that

on the plea

half a century to acquire the necessary intel

vertiser states :
" A striking example of the sanitary ef
fects on body and mind of work as com
pared with idleness, is given from the rec
In
ords of the New Jersey State Prison.
1874, when all the convicts were employed,
there were only three deaths.
May 31,
1875, when they were still at work, only 21
out of 664 were idle because of illness, and
December 31, 1875,
only five were insane.
after six months of idleness, 50 out of 717
were unfit for work, 18 were insane, and
there were 13 deaths in the year.
only a few were busy, and there

[July.

gard the years from fifty to sixty as the most

neigh

The Newark Daily

bor, New Jersey.
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note the men who control affairs of Stale in

brings

Europe

America.

and

In the legislation

into play the practical faculties of the mind,

and diplomacy of our day there

trains one to apply his thoughts and feel

need

ings to useful and beneficial

gacity which it has been the habit to award

objects.

of that intellectual

to the prime

of life.

tacle exhibited

MEN IN OUR DAY.

OLD

'

has been

J^'HERE
and
sion

of late with regard

Grevy,

respect ?

Some re

Thompson,

In fact, the high places

Andrassy

the

in Church and

and society, are so filled

with gray -beards that we have heard young

pe

riod at the decade between thirty and forty

of na

Bismarck, Gortschakoff,

of whom is past sixty.

State, in commerce

Some

physiologists set down a man's golden

Evarts,

youngest

are at their zenith and when he can accom

others at between forty and fifty.

and sa

But what is the spec

by Europe in this

Disraeli,

tions ?

to the time in a man's life when his powers
plish the most for himself or others.

alertness

Who are the most trusted servants

more or less discus

speculation

is special

;

aspiring men complain that the old fellows
last so long that

they don't have a chance

ANN! V ERSAR Y STUFFING.
Nature sustains the active,

to get up head.

stirring, inquiring class, and, as it would ap
pear, keeps them

fresh to the last, so that,

they may come to

although

" the

lean and

pantaloon," they are not found
" sans teeth, sans eyes, satis taste, sans ev
slippered

ratus, which consists simply of a flat-iron

with some vinegar.
it is hot enough

IN

tendency

'J^HE
cians

of well-educated

applied

at once to the painful spot.

ency is illustrated in many

tions, and shown often

This

A

socie

York Med

on our table, a par

number,

ticularly interesting

publica

of medical

late number of the New

ical Record, now lying

tend

in the discussions

which occur at meetings
ties.

physi

of the contri

butions to our prominent medical

as a rule

that

Dr.

the pain

in twenty-four hours, and is fol

lowed by complete

recovery.

Another paragraph from French sources

is toward

of extensive experience

the disuse of drug-medication.

cloth,

or woolen

which has been moistened with vinegar, and

disappears

GROWING DISUSE OF DRUGS
MEDICAL PRACTICE.

the vinegar,

to vaporize

then covered with flannel

Ebrard has found

erything."

The iron is heated until

contains two

relates to a form of digital treatment

by M.

It

is very

Quinart for hypertrophied
simple ; applicable,

tonsils.

however,

only after the

It consists

inflammatory period is passed.
in massage of the gland.

The doctor covers

his index fingerwith alum, introduces it into
the mouth, and bears directly on the tonsil,

manipulating

it with gradually increasing

force over as large a surface
as he

can

The

reach.

of the glands

operation is, of

or three contributions in which the treat

course, at first painful and disagreeable,

ment of certain diseases, by what we may

the discomfort is readily allayed by a gargle

term

natural methods,

One

is urged.

ap

pears to be a special report for the Record,

of " Practice
ment

"

and

Peculiarities of Treat

in the Philadelphia Hospital.

reporter notes especially

effects

electrical

also

treatment,

and

The

of some emollient.
can

This

but

process the patient

for himself,

readily learn to practice

and it has been proved to be very successful
in reducing congestion.

following

results
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tained in metalloscopy

and metallotherapy.

In the latter treatment

plates made of differ

the situation, has a paragraph in the

ent kinds of metal are simply applied to dis

New York Sun, concerning the moral and

eased parts, especially

physical features of Sunday-school Anniver

ralysis or atrophy.

parts

affected by pa

The reporter also al

saries.

one

who evidently understands

In Brooklyn, N. Y., it has become
to devote a day in the year for

ludes to the good effects following Swedish

the fashion

movements,

the public parade of the children belonging

they being found to be benefi

cial even in old cases of paralysis, serving to

to Protestant Churches, and

keep up nutrition and temperature,

nated

venting trophic changes.

and pre

In neuralgia and

hysteria they often prove of much service.

a

" Anniversary Day."

it is denomi

The Sun writer

" Year after
puts the matter thus :

year as

it comes round, the Brooklyn Surfday-school

In the same periodical is an extract from

children, dressed

Brussels medical journal which states that

and frocks, are marched about

in their Sunday

jackets

in the sun,

Dr. Ebrard, of Nismes, has for many years

stuffed with ice-cream

treated all his cases of sciatica and neural

by their pastor, and ultimately put to bed
"
in a demoralized condition.

gic pain with an inprovised electric appa

and cake, harangued
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seems to us a wonder that

of the

in spite
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ly comprehended,
ward himself,

man

and

is

is working back to

beginning to study

preaching we have through the newspapers

his internal

and

source of all his hunger to know.

concerning

periodicals

improprieties in eating

abuses

and

drinking, the

and

of Sunday-school cele

intelligent managers

or holiday zeal,

by anniversary

so that they are found putting away extraor

dinary quantities

of cake, candy, and ice

if

and hundreds of parents,

cream,

available,

doctors,

and

pleasant

consequences

better

that

nurses

these

than

that they

should occasion so much annual sickness and
to children, to say nothing of the

distress

expense attending their doctoring and nurs

The Sun writer adds half humorously

ing.

"

Brooklyn would be very indignant if the
to interfere

yet

the agents

with this annual
of that Society

known to be on hand where

parade,

have been

there was less

excuse for their interference."

Why

can

there

children and

adults

not

low-man

; the parent to study his

enjoyment

for social

without gluttonous demonstrations

The Great Subject. — The
nature,

as revealed

and the jury ; the trader his cus

tral subject.

study of

by Phrenology

and best thinkers as a cen

the attention

Within the last hundred years
of the world has been turned

outward toward the objective

of respect and confidence in

are the basis

The human intel

each stranger we meet.
lect, through which

all knowledge

quired ; the human" emotions,

is ac

through which

; the

blending and

working of this wonderful equipment

of

immortal faculty may well be the object of
the most devout
spect.

This

various

ways,

study and of supreme

antiquity

it has been from

but chiefly

for the reason

groping manner,

re
in

in an indefinite

the most

lauded

world.

theories

that there

of mental func

tion.

Our friends who contemplate

?

and Physiology, is coming to be considered
by the clearest

; the

tomer ; and in social life the qualities which

next course

human

child

was lacking a solid physiological basis for

gatherings of

be

and

passion,

all joy and sorrow come
:

Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children
were

of human nature in

of faculty, emotion,

it also enables man to read his fel

witnesses

Far

celebrations

anniversary

entirely suppressed,

were

its various phases

while it reveals

; and

teacher his pupil ; the lawyer his client and

can testify to the un

of such excess.

method for the study of mind the

world has yet found

the inherent elements

Children's appetites are always

occasions.
stimulated

power, the center and

Phrenology furnishes the easiest and most
complete

brations do not exercise their reason on such

life and

The

entering the

of instruction in the American

Institute of Phrenology, will be glad to learn
of the facilities for minute

and extended in

struction which were never better or more
complete.
and

deepen

Every year we seek to widen
the

channel

of investigation,

and to make the instruction more

The course will open October ist

thorough.
and from

;

telescope has been developed that the vision

present indications we think the class will

of man might be extended to the remote.

be interesting in many

The microscope has been evolved and per

in the intelligence

fected

to reveal

to the wonder of men the

infinity of the minute.
These instruments,

in their relation to the

field of matter, having been pretty thorough

respects,

especially

and mental ripeness

of

its members.
The " Institute Extra," devoted

specially

will

any who

to the subject,

be forwarded to

may express a wish to receive it.

j|cntorial ^ureau.

He that qaestioneth much »h;iit learn much "—Bacon.

an Inquiry Fails to Receive Atten-

by the editor.

We can not undertake to return un-

is

available contributions unless the necessary postage
provided by the writers. In all CASES^ptrsons who
communicate with us through the post-osfftceshould,
they expect a reply, inclose the return postage, or what
is better, a prepaid envelope, with their
full address.
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Dropsy

by " dropsy of the heart " you mean water in
the pericardium,
may be due to different
For instance, in Bright's disease there
causes.
may be general dropsy, or fluid in tho connective
tissue of the body as well as iu the serons cavi
ties in general. Dropsy may be due to heart
disease, to chlorosis, and it may be due to hydrosemia, or
watery condition of the blood. The
treatment will vary according to the disease. Cor
rect hygiene is of great importance in its treat
ment. Nutrition should be carried to the highest
point in every cai<o. In general, the patient ?hould
guard against exposure, more especially where
the dropsy
due to kidney disease
and
warm
and equable climate
desirable. Turkish baths
are of benefit in getting rid of the water.
It is
impossible to lay down any special treatment
for all cases. If you mean by "dropsy" an

it

Originality. —

said by
Question
phrenologists that Causality
the beginning of
Originality, but
surely does not give rise to
every original thought.
It
an indispntable
fact that there are many persons who are de
ficient in this faculty, that can write fictitious
stories, or see forms which their eyes have never
beheld, or compose music different from any ever
composed, or describe the most unheard-of re
gions, or do other things entirely original.
It
the experience of most every one, that in his
younger days he could think out stories, and be
interested in the most unheard-of inventions. .
.
It requires as little mental effort on the part of
some children to imagine stories as
does for
them to think over old ones.
It is one fact stated
by writers of authority that imagination in child
hood is more active than in older age. In these
and other observations
have made,
appears
to me that Eventuality has the power of imagin
ing events, Ideality the power of Imagining
things, Music of imagining music, etc., etc., or,
in other words, that all the intellectual faculties
possess imagination
Answer: You have, doubtless, read the later
installments of " Brain and Mind," wherein the
philosophy of the action of the faculties has been
eet forth very carefully, and you have seen,
therefore, that the organs are instinctive In their
action, and responsive to impressions in child
hood. The organs of the perceptive faculties
are then specially active and responsive to impres
sions made upon them. To this activity
due the
sprightliuoss and vivacity of childhood.
Some
children are better endowed in tho organs of
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tion within two months, the correspondent should re
peat it; if not then published, the inquirer may con
clude that an answer is withheld, for good reasons,

a

if

it

in this department.
But one ques
tion at a time, and t/iat clearly stated, must be pro
pounded,
a correspondent shall expect us to give
him the benefit of an early consideration.

if,

"
Questions of General Interest" only

will be answered

Sublimity, Constructiveness, Ideality, and so on,
than others. Some have an earlier development
of the moral group. Most of the story-telling
of children
scarcely more than recitation, with
much indeflnitencss, of what they have heard and
seen.
It will generally be found that the little
stories of children are deficient in reflection.
Even well-edited children's magazines show this
feature, some of the stories being exceedingly
frivolous. If Constructiveness enter largely into
one's relation of his experiences, ho will show
the ability to re-arrange the materials which he
has accumulated, and dress them up in what ap
pear to be new forms. And
in such a case,
the reflective faculties are well developed, he will
make novel and modified conclusions.
Such
person easily gets the reputation of being " orig
inal." Genuine originality is rare
and
is
found, we think, only in those who have as
sociated large reflective faculties, large Ideality
and Constructiveness, and fine endowment of
Spirituality.
One man, to whom has been given
high character for original invention by uni
versal consent,
Mr. Edison,, and his brain
shows in striking manner such an organization.
You speak of Eventuality and Ideality as imag
ining events and things. We would substitute
the word remembering instead of imagining
for
wo think that in nearly every case we meet
in every-day life, the phenomena of statement
exhibit nothing more than can be traced to
experience and observation, and the faculties,
when appealed to for the nonce, simply yield
material which has been stored up.
is

^ttr ^orresponbcnts.

a

\a

'
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effusion into the membrane covering the heart,
due to inflammation called pericarditis, the treat
ment in general is to guard against "catching
cold," a warm and equable temperature, nutri
tion of the right kind, and general hygiene. In
any case, it is best to consult an experienced
physician.

Bain and Phrenology. — H. G. M.—
Prof. Bain may be said to be a leading represent
ltive of metaphysical philosophy of the old sort.
If you have read his treatise carefully, you will
have discovered that he follows much in the
channel of the old Scottish school. He is like
the old metaphysicians, especially, in agreeing
altogether with none of the authors he quotes,
while commending here and there certain points
brought out by writers like Brown, Rcid, Stew
He is inclined to favor the
art, and Hamilton.
phrenological idea of a physical basis for Mind,
sees much in Phrenology to commend as a sci
ence of character ; but as a science of mind
thinks it not sufficiently broad. As a metaphysi
cian, he speculates in regard to this or that func
tion of mind. In his " Study of Character " he
dlscusses tho phrenological system, point by
point ; here complaining that Phrenology claims
too much, there that it does not go far enough ;
and like other philosophers, setting up points of
his own and attempting to formulate a system
with faculties, etc., which he thinks will more
nearly lit the case than Phrenology. His method
is almost entirely subjective, although he now
and then introduces in his " Education as a Sci
ence " some well-settled physiological opinions,
but he abandons them in his discussions so far
.is to assert substantially that education is a
purely psychological process, aud that nutrition
has no necessary connection with the science of
education.

How TO Live. — E. M. M. — It may be
that Dr. Lewis referred to a book which has
been on our counter several years past, entitled
"How to Live; or, a Dime a Day," or, he had
reference to one of our hygienic manuals.

Normal Faculties. —

Question:

In

your book, " How to Read Character," page 19,
you give the principle, every faculty is normally
good, but liable to perversion ; which, in my
opinion, does not agree with your other state
ments, that a strong or weak faculty is hereditary,
and, consequently, a father with an extremely
weak conscience, can not endow his child with a
I think it
normal conscience, or a strong one.
is generally understood that as the parent, so
Please answer and
the child will be, etc.
a. L. s.
oblige.
Answer: We think yonr reading of the state
ment has been scarcely clear. A faculty in its
normal condition is fit for the exercise demand
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ed of it in the mental economy ; therefore, it is
good ; but it is liable to perversion through im
proper or vicious influences. Benevolence, for
instance, when of a development which accords
with the general average of tho faculties or or
gans in a given head, may be deemed to be nor
mal; and so long as its exercise is proportioned
to the activity of the other organs, so long of
course will its influence upon the conduct be
happy ; but associations and training which are
conducive to the predominant exercise of the
selflsh or propensltive functions will serve to im
pair or hinder the free exercise of Benevolence,
as they will also the other superior or moral
organs, finally resulting in the weakening of
Benevolence, and the person will show himself
less kind and charitable than before in his rela
tions with others. This is one form of perver
sion. Benevolence in another case may be
strong and active, abnormally so, controlling the
lower nature, and inducing conduct on the part
of the Individual signally wrong ; even leading
him to deeds of injustice and fraud for the sake
of obtaining the means to gratify Benevolence. It
is not so very uncommon for men of large sym
pathies and broad charities to use money intrust
ed to their care in schemes of benevolence, thus
actually robbing others to gratify their generous
impulses. It can scarcely be expected that a
father with an extremely weak conscience can
endow his child with a normal development of
the faculty which inspires a sense of obligation
or justice. But it is a principle in Phrenology
that the character being known, culture, train
ing, will help to render active and develop a
weak organ, and bring about a condition near to
the desired balance of faculty.

It

Woolen Undergarments. — J.N.L. —

is important, for the sake of health, that un
dergarments be kept clean and pure. Flannels
Hyrapidly absorb the secretions of tho skin.
gieniats advise white, for the reason that such
garments indicate the soil quickly, while other
colors do not. Because a woolen shirt is gray,
red, or yellow, does not prove that it will remain
Tho fact is,
clean longer ttian one that is white.
that it just as readily becomes soiled as tha
white, but that condition is not so manifest as
in the white, garment. We think that wool is
excellent for summer as well as for winter use.
Our own experience has shown that woolen
undergarments are more comfortable than cotton
or flax.
Of course one should change according
We have seen men in factories,
to the season.
where the heat was great, wearing pretty heavy
woolen shirts, and that the year around, and
they have told ub that they felt more comforta
ble than while wearing cotton fabrics.
Several
number.

answers

mu*I

be deferred
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next
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allowing an interval of severil hours between a

Sttn fas.
Commnnications are invited OH any topic 0/ interest : tie vor iter's personal views and facts from his
experience bearing on our subjects, being preferred.

Meats and Poisons. — In an interesting
article on sleep which appeared In a lato number
of the Christian at Work, there were one or two
statements which reminded us of the old saying
that " What's one man's meat is another man's
A proverb which seems to us to be
poison."
one of the truest of all proverbs, and yet all
most embrace a measure of some well-recognized
truth, before they can obtain the stamp from the
mint of common sense which alone enables them
to pass current.
In speaking of Dr. Hammond's proposed queer
namely, that the wake
remedy for sleeplessness,
ful person shall think of something disagreeable,
the writer remarks that " to imagine burglars in
the house, to think of the last bill for your wife's
new bonnet, or that unpaid tailor's bill for which
you were dunned during the day, may have a
soothing effect on some minds, but we confess to
skepticism on that point."
In this paragraph the writer shows a dim per
ception of the truth of our proverb ; but further
on, in speaking of sleeping with the head low or
high, he seems to think that to lie with it high,
Is to prevent Invariably the flow of the blood to
the bead in sufficient quantities to nourish the
brain, and thus the sleep will prove uneasy and
That this is frequently the case is
exhausting.
no doubt true, but there are persons who are
compelled to sleep with the head very high, or
else suffer from a too great rush of blood to the
One lady of our acquaintance invariably
head.
suffers from the nightmare if her head be Mipported by only ono pillow, even if this be a largo
one.
She is a woman of very nervous tempera
ment an 1 active brain.
Another lady, of much
the same physical and mental excitability, suffers
from very cold feet, which she can only warm
effectually by lying down with her head quite
low. This position seems in her case nearly
always to equalize the circulation, warmine; all
parts of the body alike ; but in addition to this
she is sometimes compelled to cat a cracker, or
take some other form of slight nourishment,
before her feet will become warm, and she can
The philosophy of
not sleep until they do so.
Sho can not sleep while the
this is apparent.
blood
is drawn so exclusively to the head,
and to give the stomach something U, do, is to
make it demand the presence of the blood which
it summons from the brain to assist its labors.
One man will get his best sleep in a chair after
dinner; another can only sleep comfortably by

meal and a nap.

That sleep was ever induced In any person by
thinking of the sort of disagreeable things men
tioned in the remark we lately quoted, is difficult
to believe ; still, so diversely are we made, that
it is possible. But we fancy that Dr. Hammond
must have intended the thinking of some dis
agreeable physical sensation, on the principle of
diversion. Thus, if the brain be too full of blood
for sleep, and the wakeful subject does not wish
to cat to divert the blood from the brain to the
stomach, it may answer a similar purpose to
think of a severe attack of gout in the foot, or of
tho amputation of a finger. If the Imagination
be strong enough there may be actual sensations
of pain in the foot or hand, and thus the blood
be diverted from the brain to the extremities.
In relation to foods it Is probably most em
phatically true that, " what's one man's meat
is another man's poison."
There are persons
whose systems demand animal food : they can not
maintain themselves in health and do their best
work on a purely vegetable diet ; whilo many
others are both physically and mentally the
stronger for a strict avoidance of all animal
food.
There are persons who can not eat strawberries
without the indulgence being followed by symp
toms similar in kind, If not in degree, to those
which affect people who are poisoned by touch
ing or handling tho wild mercury, or three-leaved
And this, again, is
ivy of our Atlantic States.
an Instance in point; some persons can freely
handle this vine with impunity ; others can not
ever so slightly touch it without suffering to a
Host animals can browse freely
great degree.
in among its leaves, but during the past summer
wo knew a valuable horse that was so badly
poisoned about his mouth and throat with this
vine, that his life was despaired of for several
days.

Similar Instances to prove tho truth of our
proverb might be endlessly multiplied, and even
include such things as are known to be virulent
poisons to the larger part of the human race,
yet which, from a morbid condition of certain
physical systems, may to them become absolute
necessities of existence. But such multiplica
tion would be useless, for we have already said
enough to provo our position, viz. : that it is
folly to lay down any one rule or set of rules to
be rigidly followed alike by all, without regard
to individual differences of temperament, con
stitution, degrees of physical strength, and th»
circumstances or conditions of the moment.
n. E. SMITH.

The Propelling

Organs East and

West. — Editor Phrenological
the domain of phrenological

Journal:

research
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PHRENOLOGICAL
met with a strikingly confirmatory fact, which,
thongh It may have been noted by others, is to
us entirely new, and certainly one of Interest to
the readers of the Journal. We say striking,
because calculated to excite the closest attention
of scientists who are delving in the field of men
tal philosophy.
In making admeasurements of
dozens of adult heads In Wyoming Territory, our
curiosity and astonishment have been greatly ex
cited to note the disparity in the sizes of heads
here and in the States—heads west of the mount
ains being, measured horizontally, considerably
larger than those east of such natural division. A
full-sized adult head measures twenty-two inches,
and we have found one rarely that falls below
that size, while in the States east of the mount
ains we have found the proportion of adult mala
cranlums that fall below twenty-two Inches to
reach thirty or forty per cent.
We can not say
that people are more moral here : they appear to
be rather less so than in the States, and with
moral qualities, absolutely, this measurement
has little relation.
We do not say that peoplo here have more gen
eral intellectual power, for they have not ; but
we do most unhesitatingly assert that they are
proportionately superior in the particular mental
qualities indicated as larger here by the horizon
In other words, tho organs
tal measurement.
over which this line passes are larger here, and
the faculties dependent on them for manifesta
tion ore stronger. Men here have larger perceptives ; particularly the organ of Locality, which,
giving memory of places and love of travel, is
almost invariably large. Again, Constructlveness,
Acquisitiveness, and Combativeness, the very fac
ulties which conduce to, and assist in, emigra
tion, as well as make tho pioneer, are noticeably
large. There is less reflection, and not superior
moral sentiments, when contrasted with natural
ly contented residents of the States ; but in prac
ticality, In energy of character, in capacity to
brave danger and build civilization in the face of
innumerable difficulties, people of the West are
superior to those of the East. Heads here In
horizontal circumference exceed those in the
Addition
States by three-quarters of an inch.
ally, we may say, that the sexual Instinct is
stronger, a thing which, as a necessity, is in
accordance with the natural demand of all new
countries. Yours for truth,
C. M. alet.
Oolden Dale, W. T.

Future of Christianity. — The

neces

sity for some object to worship, for some god to
adore, is one of the elements of humanity.
This

faculty for worship, this reverence for a power
above and beyond us, is one of the purest and
most ennobling characteristics that we possess.
It i-i that which distinguishes man from the
low er animals.
Our philosophers, with all their
observations, have found nothing which murks
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the line between them with more vividness than
this, and, to my mind, there Is nothing that more
clearly demonstrates the existence of a Creator
and Supreme Ruler than our tendency to believe
in and worship Him.
Turning back, away back
to the dawn of the world's recorded history, we
find prominent among the less perishable monu
ments of past ages, the traditions and relics of
religious beliefs. Every nation which now exists
has its religion, and every nation that has left a
trace of an organized national existence, has left a
trace of ita religion ; hence we may conclude that
religion is one of the vital functions in the life of
a nation ; that it is even tho foundation upon
which the framework of all government is built.
Hopes and aspirations of a spiritual nature have
a tendency to elevate nations as well as individ
uals ; describe to me the accepted religious belief
of any nation, and I will describe to you Its form,

of government; describe to me the accepted
religious belief of any nation, and I will describe
to you its state of morals und political strength ;
describe to me the accepted religious belief of any
nation, and I will describe to you its progress lu
arts, sciences, and literature. So also, from a na
tion's religious standing may be deduced ita
social standing among the nations of the world.
Look, for example, at any Protestant-Christian
people, and you will find a nation whose form of
government is either republican or that of a
limited monarchy — a government independent of
any higher political power. Show me any coun
try whose length and breadth are dotted with.
Protestant churches and I will show you a
country that counts its school-houses by thou
sands, and Its colleges and universities by scores ;
a country that encourages the agriculturist, the
manufacturer, the inventor, the artist, the mu
sician, and the man of letters. It is not necessary
for me to describe tho condition of those coun
tries which adhere to the tenets of some strange
sj stem ; but if you would see examples of the
religions of Buddha and Mohammed, look at
China with her thousand years of absolute stag
nation, and at Turkey in her present state of
misery, where the hands which hold the reigns
of government do not scruple at the same time
to use the murderer's dagger, and where the
power of that will that controls the fate of mil
lions of human beings Is used to gratify its own
The Africans and
selfish and licentious ends.
East Indians are examples of the civilization
attained by those nations which worship many
gods. Their civil system is a collection of petty
provinces, unstable as water; their occupation
and their pastime, war ; their code of honor, that
might makes right. They bow with as much
reverence and self-abasement bef re their fetish
gods, and to the controlling spirits which are
born and cxi.-t inly in their imaginations,
as docs the Christian to his God ; theirs is a
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religion of faith and zeal ; bat faith and zeal
uncontrolled by reason, Is as destructive as the
mighty cyclone, or as the unchained element
of fire.
We all see this plainly enough when it
applies to the religions of barbarous nations,
but we are slow to perceive that among those
professing Christianity, reason is too often made
subordinate to prejudice.
We all view with
horror the Immense sacrifices of human life
offered to heathen deities ; we shudder when we
read of the crushing wheels of the car of Jug
gernaut ; wo recoil from the page that tells of
the Polynesian's former worship ; we fain would
banish from our minds the frightful images that
arise after rending the re'lgious ceremonies of
Gurna's people ; and again our feelings are lacer
ated by the Livingston and Stanley story of the
condition of the Hottentot and the Bushman.
It is the same old story of religious feelings
degraded to superstition, and combined with
ignorance, told and re -told to-day in the
nineteenth century and in the centuries gone
Nothing abiding, nothing satisfying, noth
by.
ing r«ial was possessed by humanity, althongh "every human heart is human, and
though e'en in savage bosoms there are reachyearnings, for the good they
tags, longings,
comprehend not," till this good was shadowed
forth in the promise of Jehovah to Abraham.
This promise was fulfilled by the birth of Christ,
and then arose the Sun of Righteousness, under
whose rays man's heart and Intellect have been
remodeled after a higher, purer pattern.
By
its power, the nations which accepted it have
been exalted, and the proportion of their exalta
tion has been according to whether they accepted
it in its purity, or mixed it with the dross of their
own imaginations ; while those nations which
entirely rejected it have passed into the forever,
or still remain in their original condition ; and
we hope the belt of glory formed by Christian
nations and Christian missions in heathen na
tions, which now surrounds the world, will be
broadened and broadened until it reaches from
pole to pole. But before wo can expect to see
all the earth drawn under the Influence of tho
Gospel, we, as Christians, must make our Chris
tianity brighter.
Many poinU of belief now prevalent among
Christians were Imbibed from the nations with
which the primitive Christians commingled. The
mythology of Greece, the magi of Persia, the
philosophy of ancient Egypt, have left traces of
their footsteps in the nineteenth century Christi
anity; and lingering atoms remain of the selfrighteousness and harsh judgment to those who
diSer in religious faith that was manifested in
the dark ages, when the Inquisition
and all its
attendant horrors flaunted triumphantly under
the banner of Christ's meekness and mercy, and
notwithstanding the respect due to wisdom, is
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dally becoming wider and deeper; the sins of
Ignorance still leave their slimy trail among us.
These are the three grand arguments hurled
against the Christian Church ; the three stum
bling-blocks over which the skeptic falls. Of the
three, the first mentioned is harmless compared
with the other two. But while we must regret
that their blight has proved so serious an
obstacle to religious progress, we can rejoice
that the prospect ahead looks brighter, aye,
we can rejoice, for the day of blind prejudice
That enlightened
and bigotry is fast waning.
Luther,
reason brought to bear by Martin
three hundred years ago, has grown and
strengthened ; day by day its scepter grows
Reason is the
longer, and its crown brighter.
future hope of the Church, notwithstanding the
many seeming arguments which are constantly
used against It; It will eventually trample down
and triumph over every shred that throws a
Then the
shadow upon our spiritual belief.
religion of Christ will come forth entirely freed
from all the dross that has mingled with its
purity: "She shall be a crown of glory in the
hand of the Lord, and a royal diadem In the
hand of thy God."
M. r.

PERSONAL.

Wsc Lloyd Garrison, whose staunch advo
cacy of abolition fifty years ago in Massachusetts
subjected him to persecution and violence at the
hands of his fellow-townsmen of Boston, died in
New York, May 21th last. He was born In 1804,
commenced life for himself when but ten years
old, became the publisher of the National Philan
thropist at twenty-two, and when but twenty-five
his bold expressions in favor of negro emancipa
tion made him a leader of the anti-slavery agita
tors. Later he espoused the cause of woman's
rights. He was an earnest, fearless man in the
enunciation of his principles, and at all times a
kind and upright man.

M. Littbb, who has just completed his great
French Dictionary, is sevonty-ntx years old. His
production is referred to as "the precious fruit
of many laborious years, and an Imperishable
monument and example of patience and perse
verance."
Of our own lexicographers, Webster
was eighty-live when he stopped work, a short
time before his death ; and Worcester lived to be
eighty-one.

Princess Louise, wife of the Marquis of
Lome, the new Governor-General of Canada, is
described as a woman of strong character aud
decided will. She has an Intelligent and deter
mined face, which suggests her mother's.
Per
haps she Is the real "Governor-General."

Mr.
nans,

Thomas Winans, eldest son of Ross Withe inventor of the modem railway coach,
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died a few months ago at Newport, R. I. Mr.
Wlnans served hl8 apprenticeship In his father's
shops, and at twenty years of age he went to St.
Petersburg, Russia, with a locomotive engine of
his father's manufacture and pattern, to compete
for the equipping of the then new Nicolai rail
road. He was fortunate enough to secure the
contract, and subsequently other public works
in Russia, and in 1850 he returned to tho United
States with ten million dollars.

Frederick

Coon,

New
anni
Freder
versary of his birthday a few days ago.
ick makes willow baskets, and recently walked
eight miles in carrying them to market.

York, celebrated

of Schuyler's

Falls,

the one-hundrcd-and-first

Madame Ida Pfeiffer, the great traveler and
authoress, recently held a "Greek costume
soiree " at her home near London.
There were
about one hundred and twenty guests present,
and she herself was nttired as a lady of Athens
in the time of Pericles.
The object of the soiree
was to create a taste for a more simple style of
dress than that now In fashion.
'Tis hard, dear
Madam, to oppose the current of billy fashion.

WISDOM.
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The word impossible is the mother-tongue of
little souls.— Lord Brougham.
Vicesse may well

be heir to old Richesse,
But there may no man, as men well may sec,
Bequeath his heir his virtue's nobleness ;
That is appropriated unto no degree.

—Chaucer.

Virtue

Is like a rich stone, best plain-set.

This

the best part of beauty which a picture cm not
express. Beauty Is as summer-fruits, which are
easy to corrupt and can not last.

Affection can withstand very severe storms
of rigor, but not a long polar frost of downright
indifference.
Lovo will subsist on wonderfully
little, hope, but not altogether without it.
More sweet than smiles

are tears which rise un

bidden
When some fair sceno first dawns upon our
eyes.

A gift of joy, by nature long kept hidden,
That thrills us with the rapture of surprise.
But dearer yet and deeper

Is our feeling
fair deed by one we love is
wrought,
Some unexpected grace of soul revealing,
The lovely blossom of some secret thought.
— Ladt Elliott.

When

somo

" Think

truly, and thy thongbt
Shall be a fruitful seed."

Murmur at nothing. If our ills are reparable,
it is ungrateful ; if remediless, it is vain.
How would you be If Ho, which is the top of
judgment, should but judge you as you are ?—
Shakespeare.

As large a demand is made on our faith by
nature as can be made by miracles. — Swed^nBORO.

The mind hath reason to remember that
passions oueht to be her vassals, not her mas
ters.— Sir Walter Raleigh.
We

are always clever with those who Imagine

we think as they do. To be shallow, you must
differ with people; to be profound, you must
agree with them. — Bclwkr.

We can not express in words the thousandth
part of what we actually think, but only a few
points of the rapid stream of thought, from the
crests of its highest waves.— Zschokke.
Success rides on every hour; grapple it and
you may win, bnt without a grapple it will never
go with you. Work is the weapon of honor, and
he who lacks the weapon will never triumph.

The more peoplo do the more they can do.
He that does nothing renders himself incapable
of doing anything. While we are executing one
work, we are preparing ourselves to undertake
another.

MIRTH.
"

A little nonsense now and then
Is relished by the wisest men."

If

a man have a great many debts, are they very
much to bis credit?

A bot of twelve, dining at his uncle's, made
such a good dinner that his auntie observed,
"Johnny, you appear to cat well." "Yes," re
plied the urchin, "I've been practicing eating
all my life."
A notice in a Western newspaper ends as fol
lows: "The captain swam ashore.
S0 did the
chambermaid ; she was insured for fifteen thou
sand dollars, and loaded with iron."

Photographer— " You look sober; smile n
little." He smiles, and the photographer says,
" Not so much, sir ; my instrument is too small
to encompass the opening."

Mant a man has been hurt by a lumber pile
falling on the top of him ; but has any one ever
heard of a lumber pile being hurt by a man fall
ing on top of it ? And yet they talk about the
equalization of forces.
A New York woman says with much truth :
"Were it not for the self-sacrificing women of
the land who marry and support so many men,
the number of tramps would be largely in
creased."
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The foolish man foldeth his hands and saith :
'' There is no trade, why should I advertise ? ' '
Bat the wise man is not so. He whoopeth it up
In the newspapers, and verily he draweth
tomers from afar off.

cus

"It

is an excellent thing," pathetically re
marks an exchange, "to suspect that the per
son you call on may have something to do, not
withstanding you have nothing."

When a young man was questioned as to why
his engagement with Miss H. had been broken
off, he rolled bis eyes, looked very much pained,
and groaned, "Oh, she turned out a deceiver."
But he did not mention that he was the deceiver
whom she had turned out.
" Understand me, Mrs. Trevor, I don't say
that your man was drunk, or that he had been
drinking even, but my husband says he can prove
by three witnesses that they saw him try to pare
an apple with a cork-screw, in broad daylight,
and I thought that looked so suspicious I felt it
my duty as a neighbor to come and tell you
about it."

/* this department we give short reviews of such
New Books as publishers see fit to send us. In these
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis
factorily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol
ume for personal use. It is our wish to notice the
better class of books issuing from the press, and we
invite publishers to favor us with their recent publi
cations, especially those related in any vtay to mental
and physiological science. We can usually supply any
ef those noticed.
8tenografik

Teecher ; in two parts ; by John
Brown Smith, author of the " Kirocraflk Teecher," etc.; 2d edition. Amherst, Mass.: J. B. &
E. O. Smith, Publishers.
A novel system of Stenography, introduced

a

or two ago by this author, seems to have
found sufficient encouragement to warrant its
further development, and he now appears in this
fresh volume of one hundred and sixty pages,
and challenges the notice and study of all who
are desirous of learning the mysteries of the re
porting art. The author of the " Stenograllk
Teecher" says for his system "that it boldly
strikes out in untried Holds of stenographic
thought end experiment, but practical fluids
though. Itis not an imitatorof existing systems,
but, on the contrary, takes rank with Tiro's,
Oabclsbergcr's, Duploy'-i, and Pitman's, as an
absolute new creation. It Is not asserted in any
spirit of vain boosting, but as a mere act of
justice to tho rights of its author, and the recog

year
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nition of what must inevitably be the verdict of
He claims that the abbreviated forms
history."
which he gives in his text-book will enable one
to report at the rate of one hundred to one hun
dred and fifty or more words per minute.
He Is
frank, however, in warning " all who can not de
vote at least six months' or a year's time to the
reporting style, that they should not attempt to
go beyond Part I."
This book
Such arc the claims of Mr. Smith.
is very neatly printed, and the tracings of the
characters on a black ground are neat and clear.
To us who are acquainted with tho Pitman
style, Mr. Smith's outlines appear to be involved
in more or less confusion, especially the speci
mens of reporting notes. Simplicity somehow
or other appears to us to be an indispensable
co-ordinate of facility in tho expression of
short-hand character. We know, however, that
persistent practice overcomes what appears at
first sight exceedingly difficult of execution, and
that is probably the case with Mr. Smith's ab
breviated forms.
Temperance

Ey Jno. B. Gough.
Total Abstinence;" 2.
"The Force of Appetite;" 3. "The Only
New York : American Temper
Remedy."
ance Publishing House.
1.

Lectures.

"Our Battle-Cry:

Tho whole world knows Jno. B. Gough as a
Temperance advocate, so that wc need not
waste ink and paper in the attempt to describe
his oratorical characteristics. Wherever the ban
ner of Temperance has been carried among
English-speaking people, there Mr. Gough has
been In request, and his efforts, wheresoever
exercised, have accomplished good. The three
lectures which this little book contalus belong
to the list of the orator's strongest, and it is a
happy thought which Impressed Mr. Ogilvie
sufficiently to determine upon their publication.
The pamphlet is neatly printed, of a type liberal
In size, so that old eyes will not tiro in their
perusat, and the price is moderate enough —
twenty-five cents. The lectures may be obtained
The office of the
separately at ten cents each.
publisher is 29 Kose St., New York.

Garden : Being a Practical Con
tribution to the Subject of Education.
By
Erasmus Schwab, the Lecturer of the Mili
Translated from the
tary College of Vienna.
Fifth German Edition, by Mrs. Horace Mann.
New
50 cents.
98,
Price,
paper.
12mo, pp.
York : M. L. Holbrook & Co.
During the past few years the system of teach
ing the young, which was so well illustrated
by Frocbel, has become well known in the
United States, especially in Now England and
The " School Gar
some of the Middle States.
"
Froebel
and adapts It
idsa,
the
den
takes up
to older children, not as an experiment, how
ever, for the reason that In Europe the matter
has passed from experiment to demonstration,
The ScnooL
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there being In France thousands of schools with

gardens attached.
In Vienna Dr. Schwab started
the movement, and very successfully illustrated
the virtues of the system.
In Sweden nearly
every school has its garden, and the rickety
school-houses and disorderly yards which are
found associated in almost every part of Amer
ica, would be looked upon as disgraceful to
white intelligence by a Swede. The experiment
has been tried in Cambridge, Mass., it seems
with the best rei-ults, so that we have now a
prospect of its pretty general introduction.
Mrs. Horace Mann hHs taken to the subject very
heartily, and we have no doubt that her excel
lent translation, if it can And its way extensively
among the reading public, will stimulate effort
to make the school-garden a matter of course in
every progressive American community.

Echoes op Childhood.
Old Friends in New
Costumes. For the Risen and the Rising Gen
eration. By L. A. Gobright, author of " Rec
ollections of Men and Things at Washing
ton," with illustrations.
12mo, pp. 95, cloth.
Philadelphia
ger.

: Claxton,

Remsen ds Haffelfln-

This author gives us new readings of " Jack
and Jill," "Mr. and Mrs. Spratt," "The Old
Woman Under the Hill," "Three Wisemen of
Gotham," "Little Jack Horner," and a dozen
other rhymes familiar to our early childhood.
With humoristlc art he has gone " behind the
scenes," and traced for o"ir amusement or edi
fication many of the motives which might be sup
posed to have lain at the bottom of the conduct
of the distinguished heroes and heroines of the
ancient rhymes. For instance, we arc told that
"The Old Woman Under the Hill" teaches us
"a lesson of humility," that —
" Her mansion was not a mansion
large.

With windows broad and high.
And ample grounds and ornaments
Which riches could supply.

"

But how she lived or kind of home,
The poet does not state,
This seemed a trifle in his mind
That he does not relate.

" The

fact that oho her domicile

Under the hillside made.
Not in the inn's exposing blaze,
But in the softened shade,

" Shows that she lived an humble
lif«i
Which envy conld not reach,
And that her ways, unheralded,
Should e'er contentment teach."
And so on for a dozen more verses
poetic vigor.

of similar

The Dance of Death.

Bv William Herman.
Third edition, 18mo, pp. 181. New York : The
American News Company.

A very powerful denunciation of dancing, this,
yet enndid and logical in argument. A picture
of society at the soiree or sociable or ball is given
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us, with its moral features

most conspicuously
exposed; and the reader la made to realize, if
graphic earnestness can Impress him or her, the
dangers of promiscuous dancing. Upward of
sixteen thousand copies of this little book have
been sold, and it would be well for the moral
and physical health of the masses were a million
copies distributed throughout the country. There
are thousands of families that need enlighten
ment on the tendencies of dancing as commonly
practiced.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
The Quaker Citt Independent and Phren
ological Advocate, of Guernsey County, Ohio,
is a lively sheet, in which local interests appear
to have ample consideration, while the phreno
logical department is well furnished with arti
cles, notes, and comments of an attractive and
edifying nature. The editor, so far as his paper
Is concerned, presents the philosophy and prac
tice of the subject in tbe clear and definite man
ner of a well-read student and experienced ob
server.

Fourteenth Annual Report of th9 National
Temperance Society and Publication House, pre
sented at Now York, May 9, 1879, shows advance
ment In public opinion with regard to the liquor
question.
Moore's Rural Life : an Illustrated Jourual
for Suburban, Village, and Country Homes.
D. D. T. Moore, editor. The Initial number of
this Dew enterprise on the part of Mr. Moore
is very promising.
It is in large form, well ar
ranged, copiously illustrated, and neatly printed,
its topics covering many departments of Inter
est to our social and industrial life.
Third Revival Year Among Seamen in
the Port of New York, January, 1879. Being
the sixty-first annual report of the Society for
Promoting the Gospel among Seamen, known as
the N. Y. Port Society. A most worthy mis
sionary enterprise.
Colleoe Life : its Potency and Premise. An
Address delivered by Rev. Francis N. Zabriskie,
D.D., before the Alumni Association of the Uni
versity of the City of New York, June 20, 1878.
A most admirable portrayal of the various aspects
of the student's career, and abounding in rare
and useful suggestions.
The Twelfth Annual Report of the Home
for Incurables, approved and ordered to be
printed by the Board of Managers. This home
is situated, tbe report has it, at Fordham, in the
upper part of New York city. If the managers
do as well for their institution as they are able to
do in the way of getting up a neat, readable, and
somewhat elaborate report, it must be very suc
cessfully established, and they who are its in
mates may be accounted 'fell provided for in
this world.

WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON.

J

ANUARY

1st, 1863, the day when the
" Proclamation of Emancipation" went

into operation,

may be said

to have termi-

nated the long period of agitation with respect to slavery in the United States.

Thirty

years before the country was convulsed

with
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from Maine to Mississippi. North

excitement

and South the friends of slavery and the ad

"

of "equal rights for all men

vocates

were

which even on

arrayed in fierce controversy,

to brutal at

the floor of Congress turned

tacks, and in Boston, the vaunted

" cradle

of liberty," resulted in popular disorder and
Conspicuously foremost as an op

violence.

ponent of slavery,

the acknowledged leader

of abolitionism, was

the

sketch, whose decease

on the 24th of May

York

in New

of our

subject

has naturally enough

revived

of the famous anti-slavery period.

memories

A character

so well known as Mr. Garri

try drew the closest scrutiny of both friends
and foes, and

his every word and act were

made

of criticism.

themes

It

is probable,

with the one exception

of Abraham

Lincoln, no man since the days of Wash
ington has been more thoroughly analyzed
than William
less,

inquisitive, proud-spirited,

impetuous,
and

emphatic

Frank, fear

Lloyd Garrison.
determined,

his

conduct declared the motives

speech

and

and methods

of the man, so that the observer had little
room for speculation
were

deceived

transparency,

or conjecture.

by his

very

Some

openness

and

but they were few, and either

not in sympathy

with his aim or incapable

of comprehending its magnitude.

As we

now view the portrait, we note the definite

of the face and head as a whole,

outline
and

are

reminded

of the

with

clearness

which he formulated his puqiose,
young man of but twenty-five,

when

a

a purpose

which he knew would on its first announce
ment excite
orously
tation
impress

popular opposition, and if vig

conducted,
and

tend to widespread

revolution.

of decision

agi

We note also the
in every

line

of the

mouth and chin, and of power in the square
jaws, broad forehead, and wide cheek-bones.

The Motive temperament

is well pronounced

His faculties

of the Mental.

development

acted with great celerity and

strength, yet

harmoniously, and their exercise
prolonged was attended
tion and weariness.
stature,

erect

with

although
little

fric

He was of rather tall

and dignified in bearing, yet

winning and kind, his face always wearing
an expression

of gentleness

and sympathy.

His hair was originally light brown, and his
complexion

of that smooth, clear type which

indicates a good circulation and considerate
Benevolence

was the mainspring

of his religious and emotional life, while im
mense Firmness and a good degree

in which he placed himself before the coun

that
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in the organization, but there is also a high

habits.

The attitude

son's needs no interpretation.
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bativeness

were

present

to sustain

of Comthe phi-

lanthropical designs of his robust years.

Mr. Garrison was born in the old town
of Newburyport, Mass., December 12, 1804,
and at the age of ten was apprenticed to a
shoemaker
at Lynn.
His childhood had
many shadows and sorrows, for his father,
a captain of a trading vessel, was a drunk
ard, and had abandoned his mother and her
children to their destitution. The boy Gar
rison did not remain long at the cobbler's
bench, but returned to Newburyport, where
he supported himself as best he might, and

attending school as he obtained opportunity.
When he was fourteen he was apprenticed
to a cabinet-maker ; but he did not like the
business, and soon after, to his great satis
faction,

At

secured a place in a printing-office.

or seventeen he began to write
of public interest, sending his
He
articles
anonymously to the editor.
wrote, also, for other papers, notably the Sa
lem Gazette, under the signature of " Aristides." In 1826 he began a paper of his own,
which failed within a year; and later, in 1828,
we find him the proprietor and editor of
sixteen

upon subjects

the Bennington (Vt.) Journal of the Times,
probably the first distinctively anti-slavery

It lived
journal ever published in America.
" neither peaceably nor prosperously " for
one year.
Its owner next went to
Baltimore, and in association with Benjamin

about

WILLI AM LLOYD GARRISON.
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Lundy, whose name is prominent in the
of his period, established the Genius

history

-of Universal Emancipation, a title that re
flected clearly the aspirations of its princi

This journalistic effort came to
in about two years.
On the 1st of January, 1831, Mr. Garrison
issued the first number of the Boston Liber
ator, the " fiercest, ablest, longest-lived, and
"
most famous of anti-slavery newspapers ;
the last number of which appeared on the
31st day of December, 1865, its occupation
pal editor.

an end

being gone.
the fame

of

Its history is the chief part of
the man " whose voice and pen,"

to use the words of the late Senator Henry
Wilson, '' were among the most potent influ
ences that produced the anti-slavery revival
of that day."
With how much earnestness and devotion
he threw himself into this agitation, is evi
dent from one incident which is specially
worth mentioning in this connection. While
he was
connected with the Genius of

Universal Emancipation,

a Newburyport

ship took a cargo of slaves from
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known to the world Us the Garrisonian
In 1843 Mr. Garrison was
Abolitionists.
chosen
President of the American Antislavery Society, and held the office until the
war ended and slavery was abolished.
After the close of the war Mr. Garrison
was not very active in public affairs.
He
felt as if his life-work were ended.
Almost
his last appearance before the public was as
the author of an indignant and eloquent
protest against the policy of the anti-Chinese
bill, for to the end he was true to the words
of his motto, that " liberty is the inalienable
right of every man, independent of the color
of his skin or the texture of his hair," and he
regarded all mankind as his countrymen.
When speaking in public Mr. Garrison
was stern, rigid, exact, straight as an arrow ;
he looked directly in front of him, and made
few gestures and those incisive ; he abhor
red rhetoric, and stopped when he had said
Wendell
his ''
once observed :

say."
Phillips
" Of all men, Garrison is the hardest for a
speaker to come after," so strong was his

Baltimore
Louisiana.
Mr. Garrison denounced it
as " domestic piracy," and declared
that
"
" cover thick with
he would
infamy
all who were engaged in the transaction.

hold upon an audience.
In 1834 he married Helen Eliza Benson,
of Brooklyn, Connecticut, a lady about six
years his junior, and the union proved a

At once Baltimore

conduct Mr. Oliver Johnson has written
very enthusiastically in terms like these :
" Mr. Garrison's devotion, as a husband
and father, was one of his most beautiful
characteristics. He never made his public
relations an excuse for neglecting his fam
ily. Did one of the children cry in the night,
it was in his arms that it was caressed and
In every possible way, in the
comforted.
care of the children, and in all household

to

He

was

'' a
gross

prosecuted
and

was
and

all

excitement.

convicted

malicious libel

"

for

upon

the

of the ship and Francis Todd, the
owner, and was imprisoned for forty-nine
days, until the fine and costs were paid by
Arthur Tappan, of New York.
Henry Clay

-captain

had been appealed to on his behalf, and was
about

to pay the fine, and Daniel Webster

spoke

kindly and hopefully to the young

happy and fortunate

matters,

man on his release.

His moral convictions carried him

one.

Of

his domestic

he sought to lighten the cares

of

so far

his wife, taking upon himself burdens which

voting
would be a recognition of the Constitution,
which he held to be a bond of slavery.
He
claimed for women an equal liberty of choice
and action with men, and refused to sit in
"
the " World's Anti-slavery Convention
in
England, in 1840, because women were ex
Soon afterward
cluded from it as delegates.
the American Anti-slavery Society divided
upon the question of the participation of
1women, and the part that favored it became

In short,
most husbands and fathers shun.
heaven,
into which it
he made his home a

that

he

would

not

vote,

because

He was never so
was a delight to enter.
happy as when surrounded by his wife and
Under
children and a few favored guests.
—
his
was
at
best
he
such circumstances
a
and
full
of
bird,
witty,
as
a
genial,
happy
for
His
reverence
hospitality.
generous
woman was strong, and no one ever heard
from his lips a word or a sentiment that
He had
could bring a blush to her cheek.

of others,
and was always thoughtful for their comfort
He was kind even to the
and convenience.
a tender

the feelings

his

haunted

that

bores

for

regard

house,

and

office

by their idle
consuming his precious
the
unfortunate
and
To the poor
discourse.
As
ever
open.
were
his heart and his purse
fa
a
was
great
he
homes
a guest in other
an
him
to
by
drawn
were
vorite. Children
conversation,
His
attraction.
irresistible
time

DO

T REMEMBER

that

John Neal, in

one of

merry at the expense

themselves

the author,
the blush
observation,

of

and now that science has taken
in hand, Darwin, from extensive

inclines to the opinion that the
blush is mostly limited to the face and neck ;
that it is hereditary, and confined to the
human

being.

We can not prove that animals do or do
not

blush,

the

from

reason

that

the

face

generally with hair or
feathers, conceals the fact ; but we all know
that the eye changes with emotion, and the
whole expression also, as under the blush,
so that many a lover of a fine dog is aware

being encumbered

that

the blood

must

recede or rush to his

face when his eye glows, or sinks aside at
the emotions ol delight, or the presence of

If
pain.
consciousness,

though generally serious, often sparkled

most

not have made expression

inferior creatures,

It

I

do

not

produce

been

this

upon the face of
in a less degree.
beautiful

banner

with the earliest
whether in brute or

evolved

have

of intelligence,

man.

I once wrote an apologue in which I
imagined our m:ther Eve weeping with
combined awe and love over the birth of
her first daughter; remembering the lost
joys of Paradise, and the forbidden fruit first
plucked by her own daring hand, she trem
bled at the destiny of this reproduction of
the Angel of the lost
herself.
Suddenly
Eden stood before her, and asked what gift
she would have for this new, lovely creation.
" Something," exclaimed
our ancient
mother, " that shall be both a shield and
warning— that shall sp"ak like an inward
of evil."
" That thou hast already in the monitor,
Conscience," returned the Angel.
" True, but even that may be silenced,
and even that may be blind and ignorant."
" Thou hast well spoken," said Raphael.

voice at the approach

see

'' Thou

wilt behold on the cheek of thy
daughter that which hath never mantled
thine own."
He took his departure, and years passed
the gift ;
away before Eve comprehended
but when her daughter merged from child
hood into the graces of maidenhood, then
she learned that the Angel's gift was the.-

If shyness, shame, and
the blush, as Darwin ar

has caused the blush to come

down to us with all its complications through
eons of existence, I do no see why it may

though

to me that

steps

gues ; a sense that others are looking at
us and estimating us in some way, and this
consciousness

seejns

must

— such as
many of our moral ideas in them
honor, fidelity, reverence, and most discrimi
modesty

pro

which is at once
charm and protection, must have arisen
and
coeval with the dawn of observation
reason, and unless purely moral in character,

why the germ of it may not exist in the in
ferior animals, just as we find the germ of

nating affections.

has

cast over the countenance,

of selfor is wholly allied to it and

moral consciousness,

America

remarkable men

duced.

the blush is the expression

some

with

wit and lun."
Mr. Garrison's wife died several years
Two of his children, a son and a
ago.
The others, five
daughter, died in infancy.
in number, four sons and one daughter, still
to him in the last
live, and all ministered
hours which closeJ the life of one of the

ANIMALS BLUSH?

his novels, describing the fine sensibilities
of his heroine, says "she blushed from head
to foot," an assertion by no means startling
to women conscious of a glow over the whole
person at some experience likely to cause a
rush of blood to the cheek ; but the critics
made

[Aug-
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|

Blush.

DO
Bill

Sir C.

is

the " Blush is not ac

says

quired ;

it

Burges;

believes

the

beginning."

it was

designed

from

"

ANIMALS BLUSHt
Dr.
by the

order that the soul may have
sovereign power of displaying in the checks
the various internal emotions
of the moral
feelings ; a check upon ourselves, and a
sign to others that we are violating rules
that ought to be held sacred."
Gratiolet
regards it as the natural sign of the high
perfection of man.
These regard the blush as the natural
Creator

in

endowment

of man

when he was first made

my

6$

before

possession

tional expressions

I learned

that emo

might be as clearly read

as in that of a human being.
Mont6 would redden with delight, grow
pale with fear, and a sort of gray, ashen hue
in his face

come

to his face under disappointment.
" See how Monte blushes ! " was a common
exclamation in the family. He was a creat
ure capable of choice, attaching himself
to few, but no sooner did he see myself or
than his face
my son Edward approach,
would redden up, and he would begin to
make a sound with his bill that passed for

of his Creator; but all this
is in a fair process of expurgation
by the
scientific process of evolution, which would
havs it that the blush is an emotional ex
pression making its way through untold im

a kiss.

pediments, by heredity, and men and women

but lie expressed affection in this way, and
also by taking our fingers one by one and

in the image

better acquainted with themselves.
It has now become an immense capital in the
hands of novelists and poets, even the ideal
and sublime Milton making his angel blush
"Celestial rosy red. Love's proper hue."
The beautiful Circassian commands a higher
price in the slave market when addicted
to the blush.
Laura Bridgeman. though
blind and deaf, is well known to blush.
Dr. Darwin says, " Blushing is the most

getting

and most human of all expressions.
It would require an overwhelming amount
of evidence to m;ike us believe that any
animal could blush."
Monkeys redden with rage or pleasure ;
the wattles of the turkey redden in their
courtships ; the bills of the canary grow
bright, or turn pale with emotion ; ihc eyes
red,
of albinos, which have the retina
turn more red when they blush — why is not

peculiar

this akin
when

to the lustrous

he greets

the return

eyes of the dog

of his master?

and why are not these appearances
steps toward the blush

the first

?

Now, whether this kissing was a trick of
brought from the forests of Central
America, or was learned by companionship
with the family, I am unable to determine,

his

drawing them through his bill, his eye
bright, and face all aglow. He was very
fond of children, not because they coaxed
him with cakes
often dropped

and

for these he

candies,

on the ground, at the same

time that he had a comical way of seizing

of his head with his great black
claw, and wondering to himself, as much
as to say, "That is not what 1 am thinking
about," and then he would shake out his
feathers and dance with delight, and scream
with the noisy children to be heard nearly
a mile away, for MontC had by no means
the back

"

that

excellent

thing,

a voice

gentle

and

low."
No sooner did MontC see the baby laid
than down he came from his

in his cradle,
and

perch,
plode

mounting the side, would

kiss after

kiss,

his

cheeks

eyes fixed upon the sleeping
der

what

ideas

were

passing

ch.ld.

ex

red, and
1 won

through his

Human beings blush from
poor brain?
emotions of pleasure, and blush when alone

years, a pet macaw — a and in darkness over remembered incidents
— why should net my bird blush ? and why
gold and green b rd, very intelli
j
The j should wc not call it a blush? and who
gent, and most affectionate of nature.
face of Montezuma, or Monte, as we called j shall
say that in their native wilds the
1 had for fourteen

fine, large,

him, was not covered with feathers, but was i macaws

tio not scream and blush with their

fellows? and who shall say that these
marked
with exceedingly
small
prettily
feathers, that had the appearance of cords ! memories did not work in my poor bird's
brain, and that the baby, nestled in down,
Or lacings to a helmet, while otherwise his
"face

was bare.

He had not been long in

I did not

remind him of a lovely nest shelter

6(.
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t'tl in the dense green

of the mahogany tree
with the citron and banana?
Monte was neither caged nor chained,
but allowed to wander at his own sweet
will, often exercising this freedom in hunt
ing over house and grounds to find me if I
were long away from him, and then when
found, he would blush and kiss and scream
" Mamma," " Mamma," with delight. I had
a hammock stretched under the oak trees;
no sooner did Monte see me taking my
book or paper to enjoy this lazy luxury,
than I would hear him talking, suspiciously
and critically, to himself (for I more than

sharp

and aromatic

favorite.

once caught him not altogether reverent

the

in

language), and he would make his way
over the green, up the bole of the tree,
follow the rope down to the side of the
hammock, and there sit and rock, some
times with head behind his wing, with a
dreamy human sense of comfort. He cer
tainly dreamed at these times, for he would
start up and look about him as if expecting
something that never came, and then he
would kiss my fingers as the best substitute
he could obtain, and then drop away to
sleep, doubtless imagining himself back to
his old haunts.
I had many misgivings
about his exile among us, and misdoubted
whether his superior attainments could
compensate him for the loss of old associa
tions.

Monti; was not heroic, his plane of exist
the hardier virtues :
a wasp or a bee would cause him to turn

ence did not comprise

deathly pale, and forthwith he uttered a
great scream and took to flight. At one
time his perch had been incautiously placed
near a lilac hedge in which some cat-birds
had built a nest. Whether Monte had been
satisfying his curiosity by peeping into the
nest, or whether the cat-birds were the
aggressors, can never be known, but he
of
set up such a tremendous
succession
screams and yells that I made haste to see
what could be the matter.
There was
Monte ingloriously on his back, claws
grappling with the air, bill distended, and
face pale with terror, while two feathered
imps of darkness were worrying the life
out of him by pouncing down, first one and
then the other, aiming mercilessly
their

beaks

at the
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face

and

eyes of my

Monte was not a great talker— he called
" when
me " Mamma," and " Madam
ungen
Edward was the only name he
pronounced, and this he uttered as distinct
ly as human lips could do, and with a ten
We do not
der intonation quite touching.
half appreciate the sensibilities of our par
tially dumb friends, the depth of their social
affections,
and the consequent
of
depth
their sufferings, when familiar companions
are taken from them — the assurances
of
tle in spirit.

by many of their acts, and
of a moral sense implied by
demonstrations poorly understood by us.
Edward had been in the habit of taking
Montu upon his shoulder while studying,
and rambling the woods with Montfi and
his books, and no sooner did the latter see
his friend, book in hand, than he fluttered
reason indicated
germs

his wings, and blushed
and kissed, and
"
called " Edward
coaxingly for his accus
tomed privilege ; but in the course of time
his gentle companion, the soul of all sweet
went away never to return,
sympathies,
crossing the dark river, and leaving us only
the memory of what had been, and the
Montfi sensibly
hope of what might be.
pined, grew silent and sat mopingly upon
his perch, breaking out every now and then
with a deprecating cry of "Edward, Ed
ward," as if he would reproach him for
neglecting his old familiar friend, and thus
it passed on for five years, and he never
entirely recovered his old life and buoyancy,
though his affection for me assumed more

of concentrated devotion.
I might fill pages with testimonials of his
intelligence and sensibilities.
I held him in my arms all night as I saw
he must leave me. He allowed me to wrap
him in flannel, and laid his head upon my
breast like a sick child ; sometimes he would
faintly kiss me, but he was deadly pale and
weak, and took little notice.
As the morn
ing dawned he suddenly shook off the
to his feet — the blush
flannels,
fluttered
"
glowed upon his face, and crying Edward,

Edward,"

he fell back

— dead.

Who shall say that this half-reasoning
bird, this creature so replete with tender
ness, did not see his beloved, his long lost.
friend in this his hour of departure ?
ELIZABETH OAKES SMITH.
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of Mr. Joseph Cook's recent lec
and one of the most forcible of
his usually strong discussions of vital ques
tions, reviewed the influence of liquor-sell
His peroration
ing and drinking on society.
in this instance was grand, and contained
so much of Phrenology that it is in place to
repeat it in our pages :
It is to be remembered that by the law of
local affinity the dose of alcohol is not dif

ONE
tures

fused throughout the system, but is concen
trated in its chief effects

upon a single or
When a man drinks moderately,
though the effects might be minute if dis
persed through the whole body, yet they
may be powerful when most of them are
gathered upon the brain. They may be
dangerous when turned upon the intellect,
and even fatal when concentrated upon the
primal guiding powers of mind — reason and

gan.

moral sense.

It

is not to the whole body

glass goes ; it is chiefly to
most important part — the brain ; and
to the whole brain, but to its most im-

that the moderate
(he
not

oortant part— the seat of the higher mental
ind moral powers ; and not to these pow
ers at large, but to their helmsman and cap
tain — Reason and Conscience.
" Ship
ahoy ! All aboard ! Let your one
shot come," shouts the sailor to the pirate
Now one shot will not shiver a big
craft.
ship's timbers much ; but suppose that this
one ball were to strike the captain through
the heart and the helmsman
through the
skull, and that there are none to fill their
posts, it would be a terrible shot indeed.
Moderate drinking is a charmed ball from
a pirate
craft.
It does not lodge in the
beams' ends.
It cuts no mast. It shivers
no plank between
wind and water.
It
strikes no sailor or under-ofncer, but with
magic course it seeks the heart of the cap
tain and the arms of the helmsman, and it

ers dead, they are free.
Thunders another
broadside from the pirate, and the charmed
balls complete their work. The mutinous
crew rage with insanity.
Captain Con
science and 'steersman Reason are picked
up, and, lest their corpses should offend the
overboard.
Then
crazy sailors, pitched
rages Jack Lust from one end of the ship

That brave tar, midshipman
Courage, who, in his right mind, was the
bravest defender of the ship, now wheels
the cannon
against his own friends and
rakes the deck with red-hot grape until ev
ery mast totters with shot-holes. The care
ful stewards, seamen Friendship and Pa
rental Love, whose exertions have always

to the other.

provided the crew seasonably
with food and drink, now refuse to cook,
furnish no meals, unhead the water-casks,
waste the provisions, and break the ship's
crockery. The vessel has wheeled into the
trough of the sea ; a black shadow ap
proaches swiftly over the waters, and the
heretofore

compass

and

helm

are

deserted.

That

speculating mate. Love of Money, who, if
sober, would see the danger and order every
rag down from jib to mainsail and make
the ship scud under bare poles before the
black squall, now, on the contrary, orders
up every sail and spreads every thread of
canvas.
The rising storm whistles in the
rigging, but he does not hear it. That black
shadow on the water is swiftly nearing.
He does not see it. In the trough of the
He
sea the ship rocks like a cockle-shell.
does not feel it.

Yonder

before

the dense

rush of the coming blow of air rises a huge
wave, foaming and gnawing and

groaning
He does not hear it. With a
shock like the opening of an earthquake, it
strikes the broadside ; with a roar it washes
Three snaps like a cannon,
over the deck.
on

high.

their place, the crew are powerless
Thunders another
the
enemy.
broadside from pirate Alcohol, and what is

and the heavily-rigged masts are gone ; a
lurch and sucking-in of the waves, and the
hold is full of water, and the sinking ship
Then
just survives the first heavy sea.
comes out Mirthfulness, and sits astride the

Every ball is charmed ; not
of the crew is killed, but every one be
Command
comes mad and raises mutiny.

broken bowsprit, and ogles a dancing tune.
It were possible even yet
The crew dance.
so to man th^ pumps and right the helm

always hits.

Their

leaders dead, and none

to take

against
the

one

effect ?
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over the swells, and drive into
all action for the right govern
ment of the ship is ended.
Trumpeter Lan
guage mounts the shattered beams of the
forecastle, and makes an oration.
It is not
necessary to work, he tells the crew, but to
as to ride

port

;

but

hear him sputter yarns.

It is fearful now to look upon the raging
of the black sea. Every moment the storm
increases in fury.
As a giant would toss
about a straw, so the waves handle the
wrecked timbers.
Night gathers her black
ness into the rifted clouds, and the strong
moaning sound of the storm is heard on the
dark o.-ean. By that glare of lightning I
saw a sail and a life-boat ! Men from another
ship are risking their lives to save the in
sane crew whose masts are gone. They come
nearer, but ihe boat bounds and quivers,
is nearly swamped

Jack Courage

upon

and

the top of a wave.

and Independence

see the boat

"
coming. " Ship ahoy ! shout the deliverers.
'' Life-boat from the
ship Temperance ! Quit
"
No reply. Inde
your wreck and be saved !
pendence

grinds

Jack Courage
" I will
sult.

his teeth

and

growls to

that the offer of help is an in
tell you how to answer," says

There is one can
Jack, stern and bloody.
left with a dry charge.
They wheel
that upon the approaching boat, and Inde
pendence holds the linstock over the fuse" Life-boat for sailors on the wreck,"
hole.

non

shouts

Philanthropy from the approaching

boat.

"What

answer,

ship

immortal?"

Then shoots from the ringing gun a tongue
of flame, and ten pounds of iron are on
their way.
The Temperance boat rocks
lower from the wave-top, and the deadly
reply just grazes the heads of the astounded
philanthropists and buries itself heavily in
their own ship beyond.
It was an accident,
they think, and leap on board the ship and
Then flash from their
swords ; then click the
locks of a dozen muskets; then double the
palms of a dozen fists ; then shake the clubs
of a dozen maniac arms, and the unsuspect

st^nd upon its deck.
scabbards

a dozen

mg deliverers

are

murdered

on

the deck

As the lightning gb.res
I see them thrown into the sea, while thun
ders are the dirge of the dead and the
damnation of the murderers.
they came to save.
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The drunken ship is fast filling with water.
Not a man at the pumps, not an arm at the
helm.
Having destroyed their friends, the
crew fall upsn each other. Close under theh
bow rave the breakers of a rocky shore, but
At intervals they seem to
they hear it not.
realize their condition and their power even
yet to save themselves, but they make no
effort.
Gloom and storm and foam shut
them up against hell with many thunders.
In this terrible extremity Independence
is
heard to refuse help, and boasts of his
strength
Friendship and Parental Love
rail at thoughts of affection.
Language
trumpets

his easy yarns

and

grows garru

lous as the timbers crack one after another.

Rage and Revenge are now the true names
of Firmness and Courage. Silly Mirth yet
giggles a dance, and I saw him astride the
last timber as the ship went down, tossing
Then came a sigh
groaning of waves, a boom
ing o( blackness, and a red, crooked thun
derbolt shot wrathfully blue into the suck ol
the sea where the ship went down.
And I asked the names of those rocks, and
was told : Cod's stern and immutable Laws.
And I asked the name of that ship, and
they said : Immortal Soul.
And I asked why its crew brought it there,
foam at the lightning.

of the storm,

and

a

they said :

Their Captain Conscience

and Helmsman Reason were dead.

And I asked how they died, and they
said: By one single shot from the Pirate
Alcohol ; by one charmed ball of Moderate
Drinking !
On this topic, over which we sleep, we
shall some day cease to dream.

" It's

no In titles nor in rank,
It'a no in wealth lit<o Lon'on bank,
To purchase peace ami test ;
It's no making muckle tuair,
It's no in books, it's no In lear,
To make us truly blo^t !
IT happiness ha'e not her seat
And centn- in the breast.
Wo may be wise, 01 rich, or jrrcat,
But never can be blest !
Nae treasures, nor pleasures,
Could makn us happy hnisr ;
The heart's ayo the part aye.
That mak's us richt or wrang!"
— Buiimb.

MENTAL SCIENCE IN CHINA.
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MENTAL

SCIENCE

Phrenolog

April number of the
Mr. W, G. Benton supplies a paper
on the home life of the Chinese, in which he
the

INical

IN

Co

CHINA.

wise man's discourse.
table

are

certain

On the front of the
characters,

mysterious

which we may assume to be an advertise
ment of the peculiar nature of the art
practiced

behind

by the gentleman

it.

The second engraving illustrates a
common feature of Chinese life, the
street " doctor."
Men professing ex
tensive acquirements
in the higner art
of Apollo, station themselves on the
sidewalk and spread out their potencies
in the shape of roots, dried bones,
scraps of this or that, even parts of
toads

being deemed

and oth^r reptiles

remedial

in certain

maladies.

Very remarkable stories have been
of the peculiar medical practices
of the Chinese ; their appeal to powers
supernatural, incantations, jugglery, and
told

how in some cases
and

beaten

the

manipulated

patients
in most

arc
gro

The regular or " sci
entific
physician among them is paid,
a fee for keeping his clients well and
receives nothing when theyi are sick.
tesque fashion.

"

CHINE-SB Fhkenolucist.

In principle this seems

a very

salisfac-

many scenes and incidents
his own observation during a visit

describes

of
in

the

" Flowery

Kingdom."

He

the fact of there being men

mer.t'ons

among the Chinese reputed very wise,
whose calling is akin to that of the
phrenologist of Western civilization.
They examine the heads of old and
young, give advice with respect to the
education and training of the latter,
and their opinions appear to be ac
cepted by the masses with implicit
confidence.
"They seem," Mr. Ben
ton

says,

"to

have discovered

that

the contour of the cranium has some
relation to the mental aptitudes," and
its coincident practice
heads is claimed
ancient

origin.

of examining

by them

to be ot

The

engraving is
taken from a photograph made in
Shanghai, and represents the "Celes"
t al
phrenologist descanting on the
mental organization of a boy, while
on the opposite side of the table the boy's
lather is listening in rapt attention to the

I
|

tory arrangement, and would doubtless l. Le
well il introduced this side of the glolie.
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are the indications of refinement

The

and high quality and culture.

subject of this portrait has lived evidently

in

of economy

terests

expenditure

His

and

in the

is prudent

of money.
usually vents itself in per

enthusiasm

a region where the themes which have ex

sonal effort, in the giving of his mind and

ercised his faculties

hand to promote

relate

mainly to moral

of literature.

ity and to the esthetics

One

examining this face can hardly avoid
that he has had scarcely

impression

the

enough

any undertaking ; he

go as far as any

one in self-devotion

worthy purpose

but his management

fiscal

matters,

;

as an

especially

agent

will
to a

of
for

would be characterized by discre

to do with the outside and rough phases of

others,

life, with the mechanical or muscular feat

tion.

ures of human

sitive regard for the estimate in which he is

industry for the development

of his physical

The base of his

qualities.

brain is relatively

small and narrow, indi

He appreciates duty

; has a very sen

held by others, and never assumes responsi

We would give him,

bility with indifference.

cating a lack of constitutional vigor at the

if we could, a stronger body, better digest

it does a life in the upper

ive power, more capacity in the way of man

same time
realms

that

of thought.

improvement

One of his stamp is

to intellectual and

naturally given

moral

for one's self, and also

to re

active

supplies

temperament

of nutrition

is very strongly marked.

Kindness and sympathy are among his most

; they

nervous

condition would enable

enthusiasm.

is entered upon with

He knows no half-way meas

ures in this kind of activity,
to

use

Wcrk which

thoroughgoing man.

enlists his sympathies

up

his

and thus tends

strength rapidly and

himself below par in health.

keep

He bears the

appearance

of a man who is insufficiently

nourished.

He needs to have a special re

gard to his health
day habits

;

should order his every

with respect to supplying brain

and body with ample nutrition.

Ideality is an organ
ously developed.

which is conspicu

He has very delicate sen

sibilities, affecting

whatever

artistic, elegant, and refined.

relates

itancy or rashness

; it leads

all the consequences

of action.

to the

His Cautious

ness is large, inclining him to avoid

need an abun

precip

him to regard

He has fair

financial talent, so that he considers the in

He ought to
pounds

to supply the stock of vitality his very active

ever may be the line he pursues.

He is an

copious

weigh one hundred and seventy-five

influential traits, and largely control what
earnest,

large brain and

demand

dant circulation of red blood.

formatory effort for the sake of others.
His Benevolence

His

ufacturing nutriment.
very

his purposes
self.

As

needs, and such a physical

system

him

to work

out

with more satisfaction to him

matters

ate in his demands
ble, live

more

faculties,

that

are, he should be moder
upon the brain ;

in the realm
he

if possi

of the animal

may acquire balance or

harmony between the brain and body.

Edward Payson Thwing, of
the foregoing physiological notes

whom

are predi

pastor of the Church of the
Y. He was born
on the 25th of August, 1830, at Ware,
Mass., and is the only son of the late Dea
con Thomas Thwing.
His early educa
tional training was excellent, and ultimated
cated, is the
Covenant,

in Brooklyn, N.

from Harvard College, in the
summer of 1855; after which he spent a
short time in European travel, and then
studied theology at Ar.dovr.
He was licensed to preach December 29,
1857, and ordained minister of the St. Law
in a degree

EDWARD PAY SON THWING.
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rence Street Church in September, 1858.
Four years later he was called to Quincy,
Mass. There he remained five years, when

impaired health compelled

him

institutes.
He was in 1866 editor of the
Home Monthly, Boston, and has had since
that year a connection with the Herald and
Presbyter, Cincinnati, and is now editor of
in the Homiletic Monthly.
a department
He has published several books, two of
which are worthy of particular mention, to
wit : a " Handbook of Illustrations," and
a " Drill Book in Vocal Culture."
He has

to seek re

in travel,
lecturing on literature and re
For two years he supplied
ligious subjects.
the Second Church of Westbrook, Mass.,
lease, and

he spent

some

time

meanwhile

and in 1870 accepted the Professorship of
Vocal Culture at Gorham Seminary. Maine.

EUUAkD

of May following accepted
the acting pastor. Aside from his
ministerial labors, Professor Thwing lectures
on various subjects. Vocal Culture in partic
a call to be

12th

come

ular, before

the public and

at educational

lately

Pavsiin

Later, Professor Thwing occupied the chair
of Sacred Rhetoric in Lay College, Brook
He has lectured also at
lyn, for four years.
In the spring of
the Boston Lay College.
1876 he began his professional work with
the Church of the Covenant, and on the

7'

i

been

lecturing

in

the

Theological

I'tlUINl..

Seminary at New Brunswick on Vocal CultA parishioner of Professor Thwing says
of him : " He is proverbially a gleaner, the
bulk of selections do little more than to pre

j ure.

sent old ideas

in a new dress ; but he does

wisely discrim
inating as to their relative importance.
These productions are so widely spread in
various periodicals, that thousands are made
acquainted with and benefited by thoughts
condensed and presented in a unique form.
more, nicely adjusting and
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As

a public

pit

and

speaker, also, he gives from pul
these fruits of research,

platform

which can not be otherwise than largely ad
vantageous to the community."
He is of medium height, rather slightly
built, with delicate features and a volumi

JOURNAL.
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nous head, whose shape, like the general
character of his face, is well represented by
the engraving, and marks him a very active
man, earnestly given to the work in which
he is engaged, especially in its relation to
literature and reform.

BRAIN AND MIND.
CRIMINAL CLASS — THEIR TREATMENT.

THE

'T'HE

laws of mental

activity which

have been discussed

in the forego

ing remarks on the training of children,
in their application. All
conduct, the virtuous as well as the vi
are universal

cious, has its origin in the mental organs,
and to them we should go in our endeav
ors

out vice and

to root

to promote

virtue ; for no reform can be permanent
which does not reach back to the sources
of moral conduct. Hence in our treat
ment of criminals it is not enough that
we shut them

up in prison and train

their hands to some useful employment.
treatment is good so far as it with

This

draws them from the natural

stimulus

of their ev'.l propensities and calls into
activity the higher power of intellect;
but

we can not

hope to reform

them

citizens unless
our influence reaches their moral senti
ments.
These must be called into ex
and

make

them

good

ercise and trained to exert their proper
influence

in

the

mental

economy,

to

control the inferior powers of mind, else
we can have no assurance that the crim
inal will not relapse into crime as soon
as he is released from

ment.

In dealing

classes it should

physical confine

with

the

criminal

remembered

be

that

of a pre
of the animal nature over

they are such in consequence
ponderance

the moral, a positively unbalanced men
tal condition, and that lliey are there

of sympathy as
The
idiotic.
class of the community — those

fore as truly deserving
the

deformed

better

or

the

whose higher faculties exercise an ha
bitual control over the lower — are, in a
social sense, the keepers of these unfor
tunates.

It

is for them to remove temp

tation as far as possible

from

the pro

of their weaker brethren ; to
destroy all causes which inflame their
animal passions, and to surround them
with those influences which tend to call
forth whatever may exist in them of the
pensities

qualities which dignify and ennoble hu
man

nature.

In

the performance

of

these duties their own moral sentiments

will be rendered habitually active, and
thus develop a truer manhood, while at
the same time they are lifting their un
fortunate

fellow-men

from degradation,

rendering them self-helpful, and reliev
ing the community from the unhappy
results of crime.
Growth. — The
customs and institutions of a people
can never be superior to their mental

Brain and National

development.

If

we

examine

the

crania of the different nations of the
earth, we may find a direct correspond
ence between them and the degree of
the nation's civilization ; and the typi
cal cranium of any period in a nation's
progress from barbarism

to the highest

civilization is an indication of the de
velopment of their mental organs; and
from this development

we may infer in

general the character of their pursuits,
their amusements, and their institutions.

All our
learning

schools

promote

and institutions of
popular advancement

BRAIN AND MIND.
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by the cultivation and development
the intellectual

faculties,

dently, knowledge

is diffused.

Our asy

lums, our prisons, and reformatory
stitutions

of

and, coinciin

are useful to society in so far

as they tend

to place a restraint

undue activity
to secure

f

1

on the

the propensities,

the normal

and

and harmonious

activity of the mental faculties.
Our
laws and political institutions are indis
pensable to the welfare of the people,

to defeat

be liable

ests frequently

lent in behalf of
of their fellow-men

virtue and to

re

press vice, they present the most
pow
erful motive to right conduct by linking
the concerns of the present life with a

The physi
ologists are wont to refer to crania like
the Neanderthal, Mentone and Cala
veras skulls as representative
of the
mental conditions of ancient man.
A General Conclusion. — After what
future

and spiritual one.

has been said,
to

observe

it may be unnecessary
the material organs

that

of the mind are the basis on which
all

human

improvement,

as

it

is

exhibited to our physical conscious
ness, must be built.
There can be no
progress except through the instrumen
tality of these organs, and any reform
in the life and conduct of an individual
must take place in accordance

with the
laws which govern their activity.
Ex
perience may teach us in a vague and
indefinite manner the general method
by which these laws operate, as experi
ence will teach the farmer the general
method

of managing his

soil and crops.

But as the farmer who ignores science,
it is related to his vocation, would

as

amelioration

less guided

by a thorough

knowledge-

of the mental constitution, its laws, and
modes of activity.

science

to promote

the

will often prove
abortive and defeat their own ends, un

those powers
stituted

of
which

ignorance

nature operates, so the most strenuous
endeavors of the virtuous and benevo

philosophy,

con

his own best inter

through

the laws and conditions under

because essential to regulate the activity
of the selfish and physical faculties;
and our religious societies are in the
of human
highest degree promotive
progress, because while they inculcate
precepts which appeal directly to man's
moral nature, and thus tend to exercise
which are naturally
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CHAPTER

XV.

VALUE OF PHRENOLOGY AS AN ART.

Phrenology,
of

formulated.

as a system

is superior

to

mind which
But beyond

of mental
any
has

the

other
been
advan

tages which it possesses over other sys
a science, it stands alone in

tems as

the application of its principles to the
delineation

of

character.

No

other

system of mental science makes any
as an
pretensions to character-reading
art, but is confined to collecting and

collating the facts and phenomena of
mind as they appear through con
We do not by any means
sciousness.
claim

that Phrenology is complete

as

art any more than we do that it is
complete as a science, or that the most
an

skillful will not frequently make mis
takes in judging character from ex
ternal forms.
The chemist, the geolo
gist, the astronomer make mistakes in
their respective spheres and are ex
cused, and any one who will give his
attention for a little time to the matter,
will be able to appreciate the magni
tude of the difficulties under which the
practical phrenologist often labors in
estimating correctly the size of mental
organs, the manner in which they com
bine, the degree in which the activity

of each is modified

by its combination

.
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with others, and the effect of the modi
fying conditions of temperament, health,
education, activity, etc. And any one
who will make himself familiar with the
grand principles of the science, so as to
their immense practical
comprehend
utility in all the concerns of life, will
concede that it is worthy of the very

JOURNAL.
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gist were always at hand to pronounce

judgment on the character and ability
of those seeking places of truct and
responsibility, we feel confident that
losses
and

to

from

employers

incompetent

dishonest

would be

employes

although its ap
to
the
delineation
plication
of character

diminished. The phrenologist
should be consulted just as the lawyer
or the doctor
and
certificate of
character from his hands should be

were a chimera.

deemed as essential to one seeking em

In our

vantages.
business

relations

and

important

ad

social, domestic, and
the

characters

of

those with whom we have to deal are

linked in a very important
our individual interests.

degree with

Merchants

ploy of the Government

frequently

em

which are intrusted to
their care; servants often cause their
bezzle

funds

much

employers

inconvenience

and

a

is,

the

SOME

ILLUSTRATIONS.

As an instance of the practical utility
of Phrenology when applied in the man
ner above recommended,
Mr. Combe
relates that in one instance
to hire

ment, although

a

he refused

boy because he found that his

duct

of

low grade

whose good conduct and
discrimination he had long known, and
who gave him an excellent

rience.

The

is true in general

that we

a

by

woman

woman

was

at

censed by Mr. Combe's

or servants without

greatly

ommendations
ing.

us from loss, and rec
are by no means assur

We need to make

use

of

every

and any means which will
our
increase
security in the good con
duct of those with whom we have to
deal should be assiduously cultivated.
If the experienced practical phrenolo
safeguard,

the boy; but within
month she
returned, and said that she had been
a

a

upon herself by
imposed
neighbor whose son the boy was; that
had

she

since

learned

that he was

thief, and had been dismissed

from his

previous service for stealing.

On
hired

another
a

not always save

of pre
But bonds do

a certificate

character.

greatly in
refusing to en

gage

occasion,

female servant

Mr.

because

Combe

of

the

testimony of her head as to rectitude,
etc., although
her

a

good

character.

first

need not place our property in the
hands of others without exacting bonds
for their good conduct, or employ clerks
vious

develop

the boy was introduced

tinually deceived by those with whom it
is necessary for us to deal, but whose
characters are unknown to us by expe

It

a

rely with confi

character

borne.

head indicated

in short, we are liable to be con

from

the two certifi

which they
individual,
ascribed to the
while any
discrepancy between them would natu
rally put us on our guard, and lead us
to make careful inquiry into the char
acter which the person had previously
on

dence

annoyance through their incompetency,
and their deceitful and unamiable con
;

If

cates agreed, we might

by employing
Persons in the em

clerks.

recommendation

previous employer.

are liable to be defrauded
dishonest

as

a

as an art, peculiar

ployment

a

But while the deductions of the prac
tical phrenologist may not always pos
sess the certainty
of a mathematical
demonstration, we claim for Phrenology

a

consideration,

highest

greatly

very

her former mistress gave
different

character.

She

BRAIN AND MIND.
and

with him for several years.
He afterward ascertained that her for
mer mistress possessed a head of an
inferior order and hence was continu
ally nettled by the superior mental
The serv
endowment of her servant.
ant's ill-humor was naturally excited
by the causeless irritability of her mis
remained

to the latter

tress, hence she appeared

in temper, obstinate,
and was given

disa

a correspond

ing character.

ily did not make a favorable impres
sion, some of its members declaring
that her appearance was much against
"
" she
would not do at all ;
her, and that
"
an untrustworthy look
that there was
A week's stay, however,
about her."
showed her to be a most industrious
and faithful domestic, and kindness
brought out a strong expression of
regard.
experience

of

eminent

practi

tioners of Phrenology can furnish hun
dreds of instances which illustrate the
important aid this science confers on
Scattered through its litera
society.
the
of a
ture are
acknowledgments
great multitude of men and women,
testifying to the benefit which they re
ceived from an examiner's counsel or the
Well
reading of a phrenological work.
" If
might a well-known educator say,
Phrenology could be proved to be a
science, it would be a more beneficent
than the electric telegraph,
invention
because it would help to put the right
man in the right place."*

meet, and to discern

of their

New York Normal College.

to ana

us

those whom we

the motives

conduct.

and

How much

infelicity might be avoided if
character of those about to

domestic
the

real

were laid open to
view, and each were enabled to dissect
unite

in matrimony

and analyze the mental traits of the
other with the critical and dispassion
ate eye of science !
What severe and

mortifying disappointments
many an individual
about

to

choose

would not

be spared
his

life

when

pursuit,

he

would listen to the voice of science as
interpreted
by
competent phrenolo
gist, and choose his calling in ac
cordance with his natural endowment.
Through ignorance of physiology and
the constitution of the mental faculties
many parents seem to think that
child
maybe molded into any form that their
fancy may dictate, just as
sculptor
would carve an image from
block of
marble; and so they place their chil
dren under the tutelage of instructors to
be developed
into successful doctors,
lawyers, divines, or men of science.
The sculptor can chisel the inanimate
marble into any form which may be
desired, and the beauty of the image
will depend upon the skill of the artist.
With the living human subject, how
ever, the law of his being determines the
form without.
Skillful training may ac
complish
fluence

• Prks. Hunit.r,

of

the characters

a

woman when first presented to his fam

useful in enabling

eminently
lyze

a

A year or two since, one of the au
" Brain and Mind " having
ofoccasion to select a house servant, did
so in accordance with his knowledge of
The young
the human organization.

The

on
the application of
Phrenology to the selection of clerks
and servants have a bearing on all
our intercourse with our fellow-men.
Even if we lack the practical experi
ence necessary to judge of character
from external forms, a knowledge of
Phrenology as a science will be found

observations

sources

thors

— The«e

a

greeable,

and

Where.

Importance

a

hasty

Of Special

much for any one, but its

limited to developing

already exists as

native

in

servant,

if,

an excellent

a

out

turned

is
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endowment.
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a

will be found

science

especially

of the

The peculiar vocation

useful.

train

to

is

teacher

and

develop

the

it

in

youthful mind. In order to be success
ful
would seem to be of the
this,
importance

highest

or faculties,

that the elements,

of the mind

known,

defmitely

and

should

that

the

be

laws

their activity should be
Children dif
thoroughly understood.
their mental constitutions,
fer greatly
hence the same modes of instruction
which

in

can

not

be

with equal success in all
teacher

employed

The

cases.

should be able to estimate and
this difference

appreciate

that he may

of instruction to
and thus act in harmony with nature,
and not in antagonism, as one
likely

it,

his method

to do who

is

is

adapt

not conversant

with

the

laws of human organization.

Much of the lawyer's success depends
his ability to read and compre
hend the motives or sources of human
He should be able to discern
conduct.
readily the faculties which are most in
fluential in the character, that, like
skillful General who knows thoroughly
the position of the enemy, he may de

a

upon

termine

when

and where to. move his

forces that they may prove the most ef
fective.

•

activity of powers
has

Patrick Henry's success

at the

already

which the Creator
within him.

implanted

sins" result more from the
activity of the physical
unregulated

"Besetting

and passional

elements

than from

To

influence of circumstances.

the

teach his

people how to overcome these, as well as
how to develop

their moral faculties,

correct theory of mind

indispensable.

One of the most eminent of American

govern

and discipline

a

ences, but results from the calling into

of

a

knowledge

pulpit orators was once asked whether
Phrenology had aided him in

or not

his profession
promptly
an

as

replied

island

a

"

and

preacher,
Suppose

mid-ocean,

he

were on

and

perma

nently cut off from

obtaining anything
from the rest of the world, but having

all the tools and machinery
crops

for raising

and manufacturing other

useful

things; and suppose some night pirates
should land and rob me of all they could
carry off, and burn my books, tools, and
machinery, and leave me despoiled

and

desolate to construct such rude tools as

under the circum
Without Phrenology and the
aid
gives me in treating of mind,
loss how to
should be as much at

might

be possible

stances.

a

this

a

the teacher, the lawyer, the doc

it

To

tor, and the clergyman,

I

a

a

production of perfect mental forms, and
that we may not be found wasting our
resources in
futile attempt to mold
colossus out of the material of
pigmy.

The clergyman, for many reason^
will find
of this science
knowledge
highly advantageous to success in his
An individual's religious
avocation.
not something which
character
stamped upon his life by external influ

is

bestowed,

proceed
should

effectively

in

as

my vocation

to carry on farming with my

implements destroyed."
These remarks are applicanle
greater or less degree to every pursuit

appropriate

a

has

with her in the

should be urged in order to win them
over to his views.

in

nature

learn

I

which

that we may co-operate

and

is

faculties

the effects of his argu
how his appeals

he might discern
ments,

:

use

our power to ascertain the qualities and

large measure, to his
intuitive knowledge of human nature.
He studied the faces of jurymen that

a

upon

tance of making

Hence the impor
of every means

in

imposed

it.

nature has already supplied, and in ac
cordance with the laws which she has

bar was due, in

[Aug.,

is

faculty; it
can only work on the material which
can not create a single

I

It
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mind comes in contact with
mind. To know how to meet men, to
avoid exciting their disagreeable char
acteristics, and to call into activity their
kind and amiable qualities, will greatly
facilitate our intercourse with them,
where

prove

OF

[There is some wholesome truth in this
story which we find in an old number of the
Zion's Herald, and we doubt not that the
reader will agree with us in the opinion that
such teaching should be well circulated.

—ED.]

room

THAT

"

said
Mr. Smith, as he entered the diningabout half an hour earlier than he
! supper

not ready yet !

usually came from his office.
Such a remark as that Mrs. Smith did not
notice, because
expression

she would not : but

by the

that passed over her face we saw

thst it hurt.

But, womanlike, no other sign

of pain was shown.
She awoke that morn
headache,
and, to use her own
with
a
ing
expression,

had felt so miserable

by experts

as a science

and

all the day

that she could hardly drag one foot after the
other, but had done her usual week's wash-

have

to

say

and

not

professors,

the name of

worthy

and one of the most benefi
useful,
ever

if rightly

made

•Am. Phrenological

:

KINDS

I

what

employed,

by mortal

man.

the people have an idea of. It is modi
fying our whole system of education.
It is changing all our notions of insan
ity, and leading to new treatment in our
hospitals and courts of justice."*

wrote the following emphatic statement

1

asked

There was a time when it would have
passed for inspiration. But what has it
done — what is it doing for mankind ?
Much every way — infinitely more than

venerable John Neal, long known
among American authors of eminence,

* *

only

that was

The

"A

stood,

coveries,

valuable.

TWO

am

Phrenology in this age of the
world.
To which I answer, first, that
I look upon Phrenology as now under

cent

philosophy is practical and adapted to
the every-day needs of men must it be

a few years before his death

I

about

science, but as one of the greatest dis

in
highly advantageous
interests.
promoting our individual
Any philosophy which professes to un
fold human nature as it is, and to lay
open the secret springs of human con
duct, is surely worthy of our consider
ation. And in proportion as such a
and

"

77
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Journal,

Sept., 1866.

ELF-SACRIFICE.
ing, and the usual
papers

and

books

Monday's picking up of
that were scattered all

over the house the day before.

"Seems to me I never find my meals
ready," said the man, not noticing the
" All
tired look on the face of his wife.
you
have to do is just to see to things here in the
house, while I have been trrmping all over

town in this hot sun.
It seems as though I
should starve to death ; I wish you would
hurry up supper.
Everything has gone
Newton has gone back on
wrong to-day.
his word, and I warrant I shall lose one
dollars by him."
After a short pause he continued : " New
ton will not sell that land by the home farm,
and I shall have to sell some of the cows."
For about a quartet of an hour Mr. Smith
pouted this kind of "wine and oil" on the
thousand

PHRENOLOGICAL

to kill a nation
I should think

Can't you take
him a few minutes?"
And with a sigh the
mother placed the youngest of seven children
in her husband's arms, who took the baby in
a far different manner from what he did the
first, or the second, of their children.
'' Come,

now, hush your crying," said the
" What is the use of
thoughtless father.
It does no earthly good." The
whining?
one-year-old little man ceased his pitiful

crying, and the one forty years old com
menced his cheerful strain.
" That stock I
bought at Vernon 1 have
in, and shall lose on it.
been disappointed
Never should have bought it if you had not
persuaded

me to do it.

That is all a man

ever makes by listening to a woman."

He was silent a minute, and his boy, about
raised his head and gave his father
anything but a look of reverence, pushed
his books back from him, and stepped to
ward his mother, taking a pitcher from her
hand, saying, " I can go down after the cream,
mother."
We blessed the boy for those gentle words,
sixteen,

although we saw the mother wipe a tear
from her eyes with the corner of her apron.
Mr. Smith was only acting perfectly natu
ral ; he did not notice the " school-marm,"
" school(she was one of the family), but the
"
marm
noticed him, and never will forget
the feeling of contempt she had for the self
ish creature.
She distinctly remembers the
first time she ever heard a man blame a
Men in her eyes then were gods ;
woman.
but, as on that occasion, they have fallen,
one by one, from their high place in her es

timation, until now she has only one or two
enthroned.
The others are mortals, and
quite faulty ones, when hungry or tired, and
she often wishes

to recommend

to them the

same remedy for crossness which they apply
to their hungry children; but her amiability

always

prevents

her

from

speaking

her

thoughts.

When quite young she visited

father.

" Well, so I did ; but I did not put my
money into the concern until the next year ;
my wife thought it would be just the right

thing."
''

I

used to think that everything which
wished to do must be just the right
thing," said his wife, sharply.
When we were going home father said to
mother : " God pity the wife of a man who
lays the blame on her shoulders instead of
shielding her ; it is so contemptible for the
strong to oppress the weak."
We sometimes wonder if we have been
unfortunate in our acquaintances ; but it
really seems to us that the spirit of selfsacrifice is oftenest shown by the " weaker
vessel," as St. Paul has been pleased to
style us. The men who take more than half
the burdens of life upon them, we find, like
" few and far between."
angels' visits,
Women, in their happy days, are ready to
carry all the load ; but sometimes the blue
you

days come, when every grain of trouble will

grow quickly to a tree large enough for the
fowls of the air to build their nests in its
branches — when a harsh look, even, makes
them feel as though no one in all the world
cared for them, and they sigh for what might
have been, so different — when even God's
face seems hidden from them, and the jour
ney of life is a toilsome way, tangled, rough,
and through a wilderness ; the cry of the
baby jars every nerve of the body ; a dis
obedient act from a child makes the mother
feel totally unqualified to govern her family
of restless feet ; the breaking of one dish by
a servant causes a dread of the poor-house ;
in fact, she is so morbidly sensitive that with
out one additional trouMe, life has a very

gloomy look

; and

extra burden
feels as

with her

The

of the
transaction, said, " If it had not been for my
wife I should not have met with the loss :
she urged me to invest my money there."
" Why, Edward, I thought you talked
about it before you were married," said her
after giving an account

placed

oft such

a

;

had met with a great loss of property.
gentleman,

if,

take that baby ; he is enough

with that everlasting cry
he'd get sick of it."
" His teeth trouble him.

[Aug.,

parents an intimate friend of the family, who

is

weary heart of his wife, until his burden was
somewhat removed.
After a few minutes'
silence, he said, in a quick, harsh tone : " Do

JOURNAL.

if

7^

the only thing she could

to lie down and die.

day, one

on her shoulders she

do was

"GOOD
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ENOUGH FOR HOME:

But to die is not always convenient, and
the wife takes up her burden of life again,
with the thought, "If my husband only
knew what a sword-thrust an unkind word
gives a woman, he never again would speak
harshly to me : if he only knew how warm
it makes my heart, how trifling the cares of
life seem when by word or look he says that
doing the best I can — that I am not
the cause of all the misfortunes that come —
that he loves and trusts me constantly —
the kind words and the acts of self-sacrifice
1 am

would come exceedingly often from him, and
'
our home would be a heaven and a para
"
dise below.'
We sometimes wonder if the women are
-occasionally to blame for the lack of sacri
In our
fice manifested by their husbands.
to deny self for those we love,
happmess
our married life by laying
we commence
self on the altar of our love.
We run for the slippers, the glass of water,
the book or paper ; we offer the best chair,
the cosiest place by the fire ; we adjust the
lamp-shade for his eyes ; we deny ourselves
the pleasure of cutting the leaves of the last
magazines because he likes the first reading
of them ; we roast because he likes warm
rooms

in the winter,

and we freeze because

he wants the windows open the remainder

of

the year ; he likes

a fast

horse, and we

silently cling to the carriage, hold our breath,
expect to have our brains dashed out, and
smile as he asks,

"Isn't

this'

jolly?

"

After a few years he forgets to thank us,
and the time comes with most men when
If we
they take these things as their right.
can
ask for horses that we
enjoy riding after,
he opens his eyes and informs us that he
'' hates a slow coach."
If the wind gives
us the neuralgia, and we ask to have the

79

It
this more blessed way of self-sacrifice.
we've found that self-denial is the greatest
of all virtues it is our duty to give our hus
bands a chance to practice this saintly trait
If it is more blessed
once in a great while.
to give a pleasure than to receive one, would
it not be for the highest good of the husband
if once in a year or two we should take the
lesser blessing ?

Isn't it, we ask with fear and trembling,
our duty to teach our husbands the art ot
self-sacrifice?
MRS. C. F. wilder.

" Good

Enough for

Home." — " Why
"

do you put on that forlorn old dress ?

asked

Emily Manners of her cousin Lydia, one
morning after she had spent the night at
Lydia's house.
The dress in question was a spotted, fa
ded, old summer silk, which only looked the
trim
more forlorn for its once fashionable
now crumpled and frayed.
" Oh, anything is good enough for home 1"
said Lydia. hastily pinning on a soiled col
lar ; and twisting up her hair in a ragged
knot, she went down to breakfast.
" Your hair is coming down," said Emily.
mings,

" Oh, never mind ; it's good enough for
home," said. Lydia, carelessly.
Lydia had
been visiting at Emily's home, and had al
ways appeared in the prettiest of morning
dresses, and with neat hair, and dainty col
lars and cuffs ; but now that she was back
again among her brothers and sisters and
with her parents, she seemed to think any
thing would answer, and went about untidy
At her uncle's she
and in soiled finery.
had been pleasant and polite, and had won
golden opinions from all ; hut with her own
family her manners

were as careless as her

window closed, he is " surprised that we
If we dare
can't endure a breath of air."
to sit in the most comfortable chair when he
is in the room we can not enjoy it because it
is his chair.
Even though we like to sacrifice our own
wishes for the comfort of those we love,
when we realize what it will help them to
become, it is our duty to sometimes deny
our "likes," that our husbands may have

dress; she seemed to think that courtesy
and kindness were too expensive for home
wear, and that anything was good enough

the opportunity of knowing by experience

hood and stealing.

for home.

There are too many people who, like
Lydia, seem to think that anything will do
for home ; whereas, effort to keep oneself
neat,

and

to treat

brother, and servant
is as much

a duty

father,

mother,

sister,

kindly and courteously,
as to keep from

false
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THE NIGHT-BLO OMING CEREUS.
' I

'HE

-*

reader will probably be pleased with

the illustration when

excellent

told that it is an

view of the singular flower called

ground, from which the petals in tube-formi
stand boldly out ; gradually the spreading
Through
sepals take a regular cup-shape.
the night this flower diffuses the
most delicate odor of vanilla, but
the

morning

sun

shows withered

and faded what was only so recently

We once cut
bright and beautiful.
one of these flowers when in perfec
tion, and placed it on a plate with
water in a stone jar in the cellar,
and covered it so as to exclude alL
light, and kept it in fair condition
The speci
through the next day.
men from which our engraving was
made was raised by Mr. Jackson
Lewis, San Jos6, California.
It re
mained open long enough the next
morning to allow a photograph of
it to be taken, and from this pho
tograph the drawing was made.
Mr. Lewis remarked in his note

NlwUT-BLOOMING

Cereis.

the Night-blooming Cereus.
The plant be
longs to the great cactus family, and is not
particularly ornamental, but the flower is
worth more than mere mention.
It is de
scribed in a late number of Vick's Illus
trated Magazine, and on account of the
general interest which its rare blossoming
in this latitude awakens, we copy the de
scription into our columns :
" The flower-buds first appear on the an
gular ribs of the plant as little, white, cot
tony

bodies, as large

as a pin's head ; the

with soft, silken,
white hairs, apparently
matted together.
The buds enlarge gradually, but slowly, at
first, remaining small for a considerable
time ; within a few days of their full develop
ment they enlarge more rapidly, so that it
can be told almost with certainty what night
On the final day they in
they will open.
bud

scales

are

covered

crease several times in size, and in the fad

ing twilight they unfold their buff-colored
sepals until the pure, snowy-white petals
stand revealed, a vision of purity.
The
spreading, reflexed sepals form

a fine

back-

accompanying the photograph : ' It
is the only instance I have known
when the flower was open late
enough in the morning for a picture.
The extreme diameter was fourteen inches,
and the corolla eight inches, as the flower
opened naturally, without
being extended, but it
closed

about

two inches

before the artist was ready.

The size was nothing ex
traordinary, but I think
the opportunity for a pho
tograph seldom occurs.'
" During the winter sea
son very little care is re
quired for the plant ; it
should be kept in a warm
room,

quite

secure

from

Plant of NightBlooming

Cereus.
ordinary
living-room, and given little or no water."

frost,

as

in

Tkicklikq

an

from the mountain's height,
Throue-h the beech-roots stealing,
See, a thread of silver bright,
Sunbeams are revealing ;
Drop by drop it gathers fast.
Never resting, never ;
Till it swells and flashes forth
In a glorious river !

THE AMERICAN NOVELIST.
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AMERICAN

NOVELIST.

No. I.
in later days the novel

SINCE
to rely

has come

for its strength upon forceful
and distinctive characterization, it is evident
that its foundation lies deep in human nat
It is not from the frills and periwigs
ure.
of society that the novelist gathers matter
It is for him to
to his shaping thought.
penetrate

beneath

and

the ephemeral

the

fleeting; for hir.i to quarry out the hard
granite of our natures ; and then he shall
have material which, receiving from him
both form and spirit, shall live while hu
manity lives in kinship and in sympathy.
Fielding said that he had made for his
readers no other provision than Human
mankind
Nature.
Tourgenieff, divestin.tr,
of deciduous and provincial features, has
Balzac,
peered down into the universal.
ignoring the lifeless and mechanical routine
of social forms, concerned himself only with
passions deathless as the race. Hawthorne
looked upon men as men, and not as mag
He passed beyond the
nates and parasites.
-domain of thieves and chapmen, of bankers
and judges, and sought the realm of Human
Nature, divested of masks and accidents.
The penetration which detects the essence
of things is essential to the novelist who is to
command the hearts of men beyond a pass
ing hour. He must look upon men at the
bath and consider thought divested of sound.
" What but Human Nature," says
Fielding,

"is

the subject of all the romances,

with which

novels,

stalls
Yet Cooper, ever on the alert
for the accidental, was impatient at the
fancied poverty of American impulse ; and,
possibly apologizing for himself, petulantly
-said that any one could strike a spark from
the flint, but that it would baffle the strength
of a giant to kindle a flame with a puddingplays,

and

poems

the

abound?"

stone.

.

Hawthorne, to be sure, cast many a
longing look at the artistic associations of
European life, which, imparting no force to
the individuals of his creation, might lend
a charm to his representations
by the mclJow light of the background ; but it was

the yearning of an esthetic nature
for sympathy.
Hawthorne had no regrets.
Emotion and passion, joy and sorrow, make

merely

up life ; and these are universal.
is so dependent

upon

The

novel

the individual— upon

inherent impulse, and upon the spur
drives him to his work, that the dis
tinctive nature of the material becomes of
little account.
The novel reflects life, to
be sure, but it is the universal and not the
eccentric.
The novel, too, is tinged with a
local coloring; but it is only the gilding of
Chamouni by the morning sunbeams: the
ice remains — the sunbeams
are fleeting.
his

that

Does the man of genius go idle for want of
dignified occupation ? He ennobles what
ever he touches.
Tourgenieff can still im
the men and women
that to us
passion
seem cold and mechanical.
We have heard
of a boy who sat down in a field to cry be
cause he had lost his row.

Shall we go about

hunting out unruly rows for those who have
Shall we be knocking up rocks
may be in
becoming scientists ? Shall we roam about
with telescope and glass, spying out favor
able conditions for the landscape painter?
Shall we not look after the inclination,
lost them ?

to see what advantages there

power of boy, scientist, and
that if these qualities exist
we need concern ourselves no further ? The
man of genius holds the world in fee.
Let
us look at the advantages and disadvantages
of the American novelist with respect to
subjective conditions, rather than with re
spect to the material upon which he is em
We shall see how, through certain
ployed.
needs of the American
people, through
certain traditional modes of thought, and
through certain inherent tendencies, our
novelists may be aided or hindered in the
production of successful work — work which
shall not merely prove effective — rank, fierce,
and

capacity,
painter,

assured

mephitic,

pose — but

fitted to serve some

and beauty,

the

"

fleeting pur

perfect work, full of mind
the meek, silent light which

and purify."
Important in the history of mind was the

. can mold
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period when American society began its
growth. Europe was just emerging from
the glow of romantic impulse ; chivalry had
ceased to bathe with mellow light the rug
ged features of feudal life, and human society
was just then impelled to the discussion of
graver questions than those of love and
minstrelsy. The pioneers of the new con
tinent, a class ever the most forward and
adventurous of their time, were filled with
Besides, there
the new spirit of the age.

was a vast and fabulous country to be sub
dued and civilized ; there was a government

to be established, new and tentative ; there
was a society to be formed and set moving.
What wonder that the Puritans were sol
emn and unromantic ? The mighty weight
of the American Republic was upon them,
and the sensitive
part of their natures
Any wonder that
yielded to the burden.
the spirit of the people culminated in the
philosophy of Jonathan Edwards ? This
was not the age for novels in America.
The popular mind grew at the same time

Early established in
intensely practical.
the national mind, and intensified through
two centuries of existence wherein the na
tion has not yet reached that point of repose
which, even to us of the present, is far in
exist,
the future, still does the tendency
action
and
guiding thought. We
shaping
are all men of business completely absorbed.
We have not learned with the Englishman
to see that the man of leisure is the envied
man, and that the end of toil is the Cice
ronian relief from care. The climate is
stimulating ; and we have been nursed
amid associations that divert us from re
tirement to the more dazzling exercises of
practical life. Habitual action has given
color to our thinking; we have become
modern tyrants, testing truth by the iron
law of practical application ; we accommo
date art to convenience; we follow the
maxim, " Cut your coat according to your
"
cloth ; we reverse the principle of Goethe :
we encourage the useful, and suffer the
beautiful to encourage itself.
Useful ? what
is the useful ? As Americans, we have had
the question answered for us by a condition
of our life ; we have always been a nation
of abundant material resources ; we have
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never been compelled to make the most of
what we have ; we could impoverish our
soil, waste our fuel, slaughter our game in
season and out of season ; land was free,
were endless, and game abundant.
Has not a reckless improvidence come with
time ? We suit our immediate convenience ;
The
we aim at palpable, material results.
Englishman, conscious of the past of his
qua alteri sac to
country, serit arbores
prosint ;* the American, satisfied with a
temporary advantage, is proud of the pres
ent, and believes that the morrow will take
care of itself.
Hasting for material good,
we are inclined to ignore the influence of
art ; we do not see that living within its
quickening atmosphere, that absorbing toour natures from the fullness of its beauty,
that establishing a kinship with its grace
forests

and

purity

; we

do not see that thus the

rugged part of our nature becomes more
sentient, that we who had been sensitive to
the reek and fume of sense only, now yield
to the plastic touch of sensuous
results are not physical,

and

fancy.

Its

its operations

are too tacit to engage the attention.

If, however, material resources have been
abundant in America, they have not hither
to begot the independence
that leads to re
pose. We have been compelled to be harsh,
to ourselves and to everything about us.
The necessity has given rise to abundance
of inartistic association, sadly prevailing,
which has resulted in a persistent ruggedness of life and dullness of artistic percep
tion ; we suffer, too, in an absence of artistic
inheritance from the past ; nor have we old
remembrances
to make the mind contem
nor
old
traditions
of chivalric impulse
plative,
to give to the popular mind an imaginative
tone.
But back of this repression of the
esthetic nature, back of this disregard of art
itself, exists a feature healthful and promis
Leslie Stephen noticed it when he
ing.
said that the Englishman is less accessible
than his American cousin to those delicate
impulses which are to the ordinary passions
as electricity to heat.
The American has a
French susceptibility and an English energy,
though he evades the honesty of the En
glish as he ignores the frankness of the
* Is planting trees for a future generation.
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French.

Repressed at present by opposing
this impressibility is nevertheless
to be recognized as a latent force.
Bartholdi pronounces the American the most
adventurous people on earth.
Surrounded
circumstances
that court
1iy innumerable
in its search alter
investigation,
unimpeded
truth by popular prejudice, or by civil dis
the American mind feels a
couragement,
conditions,

A

REVOLUTIONARY

Free Press man of Detroit gets off
satire on teachers, which,

THE
the following

although very severe, will fit too many of
our pedagogues :
I was talking with a school-teacher the
other day who will certainly come to some

if he does not change his opinions.
He had the audacity to hold that children
went to school not as prisoners, but as pu
pils, the social equals of teachers, but to obey

bad end

realizing that discipline ad
of all. He held that it
mattered not how the pupils learned that
Michigan was bounded on the south by
Ohio and Indiana, so long as they came to
a distinct knowledge of the fact, and he,
orders

because

vanced the interests

therefore, said

to his young class in geog

raphy :

" Now, children, the President of the
United States used to live in Ohio, and Sen
ator Morton, now dead, lived in Indiana.
Tell me in what direction these two States
lie from Michigan."

It

is very wrong in him, because

the pu

real pleasure in hunting out the
No pupil should be allowed to
search for any answer not regularly laid
down in the text-books.
This teacher sets
another awful example.
Right in the face
of the fact that there is a school reader con
taining the history of William Penn and the
adventures of Mary's little lamb, he takes
a magazine or newspaper into his school
pils take

answer.

room, and says :
''

Now, children, I shall let one of you
of recent excavations in
Before we read let some one tell
Pompeii.
me where Pompeii is?"
" In Italy," is the answer.

read this report

SCHOOL-TEACHER.
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constant spur to seek out new combinations
of thought or fresh fields for the exercise of
Guarded and restrained, the tend
genius.
ency results in breadth of view and in
originality of thought ; perverted, it becomes
grossly partisan, is impatient of proper re
straint, and culminates in the wildest sole
cisms and ridiculous vagaries.
L. D. TEMPLE.

SCHOOL-TEACHER.
" And what

happened

to the city ?

"

No answer, because it is not down in their
readers.

" It was buried

by ashes and mud from
an eruption of Mount Vesuvius," he said,
'' and now where is that mountain ? '
'' In

Italy."

" Correct,

and it again shows signs of an

We will novj read."

eruption.
In half an hour not only one class, but the
whole school has learned geography, his
tory, natural philosophy, and something of
art in the one lesson, and each pupil goes
home to relate what was read, to discuss it
with his parents, who are very likely to be
interested themselves in the studies of their
children, if such a teacher be employed.
In this way the children learn new facts.
However, it is wrong — very wrong. What
is to become of our children if we permit
such things ?

The best mode of government for youth,
in large collections, is certainly a desider
It may well
atum not yet attained with us.
be questioned whether fear, after a certain
age, is a motive to which we should have
The human character is
ordinary recourse.
of other incitements to correct
conduct, more worthy of employ, and of
better effect. Pride of character, laudable
ambition, and moral dispositions are innate
correctives of the indiscretions of that lively
age ; and when strengthened by habitual ap
susceptible

peal and exercise,

have a happier

effect on

future character than the degrading motive

of fear.

Hardening them to disgrace
for producing
erect character.— Thomas Jefferson.
can not be the best process
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Can I fight? Can I cipher? Oh, tell me I
Am I tit for the pulpit, the bar ?
Will it bo my desire to travel
From you and my d.ar ones afar ?

Now

Now tell me, my own baby-sister,
What bumps do you find on my head *
You'vo felt it all over so wisely,
With your little soft fingers outspread !

In my brain
'

do yon find any music?

Am I pood at a tune or a glee ?
Or is it your private opinion
I never a singer shall be ?

say, little sister: you've studied
The bumps right and left, up and down
Do they bid mo be painter or poet*
Was I born for a Deacon ? a clown ?

Oh, stop there, you strong little baby !
To play such a trick is not fair :
Do you think, little maid, I've no feeling?
Oh 1 how she is pulling my hair I
EMILY CAKTER.
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THE STAGE-DRIVERS STORY.

to the stiff, cruel Spanish bits of as many
and well-broken sorrel horses.
" The driver's a born gentleman, madam,"
said the landlord, aside.
well-kept

"Doesn't

he

drink

?" I

asked,

a little

nervously.

" Oh.
Most of
yes ; but that's nothing.
'em drink and gamble when they're off duty ;
but give 'em the ribbons, and you've nothing
to be afraid of.

Rankin reveres a respect

able woman."
Thus assured,

I mounted the box, above
Ihe boot, a feat in climbing which would
had he

for he always deems

it

'but witnessed

my gracious liege
it,

have astonished

?

;

I

there inaugurated.

I

From my hotel window in Bois6 City,
times observed the Bois6 River
bridge, and was much surprised when we
had several

came to a ferry where we proceeded to cross
in a little clumsy boat.
Peering through

I

saw, away about
the thickening twilight,
two hundred yards to the right of us, the
ghostly frame-work of the bridge had seen
sat, high
and there
from the window
and dry among sand and boulders, mock
ing the lazy, shallow river whose bed had
shifted to its present channel.

" The river took

the snow melted,

new departure when
round the

and swinging

circle has left the bridge beached, as you see
it," said the driver, as chary of his words as
though in the habit of retailing them at
dollar apiece.
There was
and marveled.
looked
something both solemn and ludicrous in

a

as

snapping report like the explosion of a
Chinese cracker, started the six
sorrels into an eighteen -mile stampede
through the ashlike plain, looked back to
answer the parting salute of the friends
aforesaid, and in so doing lost my balance
and came near falling from my precarious
Had
so fallen this story had not
perch
been chronicled, for the horses' heels would
have finished the work of demolition that
the lumbering coach would have then and
mammoth

the ghostly bridge, and our present effort to

in boat below it.
river looks little and harmless
enough now, but you ought to have seen
when
plowed this channel," added the
driver, closing his lips and tightening the
ribbons as he again made artistic flourishes
cross the stream

" The

with his obedient whip.
" Please tell how came about," said
gazing earnestly at the ghostly bridge, and

I,

me like a mental

I looked out

upon the wide
and
of
grease-wood that lay in
expanse
sage
a spiritless level beyond the pleasant homes
and irrigated gardens of Boiss City.
The disciple of Jehu had mounted the
the " ribbons," six long,
"box and gathered
strong, unwieldy lines of leather, attached
panorama

asked the driver.

it I

before

passed

many

"

;

of which

remembering,

set, ma'am

" Yes thanks."
The ladies of the Overland hotel were
congregated on the front stoop of the second
and, as the driver, with a peculiarly
story
graceful flourish of his long whip that ended

a

wtll worth

experiences

a pri

a

plies in places between the Dalles of
the Columbia and Baker City of Eastern
Oregon. 1 had also crossed the plains with
teams before railroads were, occupying six
months in the transit from Omaha to Ore
gon City, a journey full of incidents and

that

" All

it

one."
I shuddered involuntarily. Not that I was
;< novice in staging.
I had already pursued
my journey in this way for five hundred
miles eastward, accomplishing half the dis
" buck-board,"
tance upon a sort of railway

of

vate carriage when at home.

I

spring over the rocks like a
whip-cracker, and with her load so light as
it is, your spinal column will be telescoped
before morning if you don't ride a-top o'
the for'ard wheels, where you'll have one
jolt, and then it's all over till the next
the old coach

me in and out

to assist

necessary

it

us

;

"

to-night, driver?
" Middling, ma'am. You'd better take
You've
an outside seat, along wi' me.
Aside
nothing to fear up here, ma'am.
which
from the danger of sea-sickness
you'll miss by being in the open air, you'll
The hind wheels of
have an easier seat.

in
a

we a very hard ride before

A

I

T T AVE

it

««
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anxious to beguile the time by conversa
tion upon some theme, of the nature of
which I did not much care, so it had some
sort of bearing upon the road and its ad

crowned heights which smiled their greet
ings in the mellow moonbeams.
Behind us, in the far, far distance, lay the
rivers Payette, Weiser, and Bois£, gleaming

ventures.
" Nothing

like threads of molten moonlight among the
sage and grasses, while away, away in the
distant foothills. Snake River ran, looking
as it wound its
like a monster anaconda
tortuous lengths through the ghostly soli

to

tell,

ma'am.

Everybody
They know,

knows water runs down hill.
too, unless they're idiots, that when it can't
climb over obstructions, it plows through
The piers o' that bridge were too
'em.
The water
broad and too close together.
wanted its level ; the bridge wouldn't give
It's clear enough
way and the soil did.
how't came about."
Heartily ashamed of my own verdancy,
and fully conscious that I would henceforth
appear, in the estimation of that sagacious
driver of stage teams, as a person of remark
ably limited talents of observation, I settled
myself as best I could in the lofty outside
seat of the clumsy vehicle, and on we went,
sometimes

crashing, banging, careening,
holdir.g to the side straps with

a nervous

clutch,

bumping,

to upset endwise

as the coach

threatened

upon the horses' haunches,

and again cracking my spinal column in the
region of my neck by being thrown back

wards without warning as a sudden change
in the inclination of the road sent us up in
stead of down hill.
Alter many miles of travel over the arid
plain, our road changed from a compara
tively level to a positively mountainous one.
Horses were changed every twelve or eight
een miles, but the driver kept on ; and for
hours we toiled along o\er rocks and ridges
on the margin of the zigzag heights, with
only a few spare inches of rocky roadway
between us and eternity.
About midnight we reached

and
above
the church spires as if to protect them from
Boisfi City lay asleep in the shadows,

Mississippi where the atmosphere is not tem
Afar, before
by mountain ranges.
and below us the long line of dusty roadway
unrolled itself like a silver ribbon. Beyond
the road, beyond the near-by hills, and far
away, beyond the nearer mountains of Idaho,
rose the grand ridge of Alturas, while nes
tled at its feet the purple timber pointed
with its countless spires toward the snow-

clouds hovered

a few lazy midnight
intrusive

" What

eyes.
a beautiful

in transport,

as

I

posture, from which

night

1

"

I

exclaimed

rose

to a half standing

I was

suddenly surprised

by a lurch of the stage-coach,

which for the

second time since the night ride began, came
near landing me upon my head.

The driver caught the ribbons nervously,
the
horses on the down grade upon a tight run.
'' It was
just such a night as this, only
as with a sudden awakening he started

hotter, when my hay was burned on the
ranch about sixty miles from Downieville,"
he said, and again relapsed into silence.
I wanted very much to ask about that
conflagration, but the remembrance of the
Bois6 bridge intimidated me, so I only said,
" This would be a grand night to burn a hay
harvest.
The air's as dry as tinder and
I wish I could
lighter than lucifer matches.
see a genuine pyrotechnic display

among

these wilds of nature."

" You needn't ever make a wish like that,
ma'am ; and I guess you wouldn't if you'd
had my experience."

I half
the summit

of a mountain overlooking the great Idaho
The moon was shining with a bril
basin.
liance never equaled in the valley of the
pered

tudes.

suspected

that the driver's growing

loquacity had been induced by the shy and
rather frequent use of a mysterious flask,
of which I could only see an outline, as he
held it to his mouth under the cover of a
soiled bandanna. Then, too, when the moun
tain breeze sprang up, making the chill
night air pierce my lungs like a knife, he
had insisted that I should wrap my mouth
and throat in a shawl which he carried for
such purposes, and which I, after a slight
trial, relinquished, making the excuse that

I

was warm enough, though in reality I was
chilling uncomfortably ; but the smell of

THE STAGE-DRIVER'S STORY.
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-whisky upon that shawl was

not

like the

I little thought that I'd

plenty of it.

and

87

attar of roses.

fetch up at last at the end o" these ribbons,

I was young and pass
able looking, and, as my father had a good
farm and was considered forehanded
by

with forty dollars a month and night drives
and all the hardships of a frontier castaway
thrown in."
" You were
saying something about a con
flagration on a hay ranch near Downieville,'
said I, anxious to change the subject.
" Well,
yes, that was a fire ! You see,

" I had as
good a home and as true a
mother in York State as ever blessed an un
grateful son, ma'am.

who knew him best, my prospects
to say the least.
Get up,
there, beauties 1
I'll stretch the ribbons
and yank your mouths if you don't step
"
those
were

average

sure !

The horses pricked their ears, and I pre
sume " stepped sure," for the threatened
" yanking" did not transpire ; and the driver,
again helping himself to a draught from the
mysterious depths of his dirty bandanna,
proceeded with his story.
" Molly Winters was a pretty girl. Her
eyes were as clear and blue as the sky over
Alturas, yonder ; and you wouldn't have
thought there was anything on earth but con
She was deuced smart toogirl that could beat her at a
churning or a washing ; and she could make
bread equal to my own mother.
I loved her,
stancy in 'em.

1 never see the

and I thought every
thing was right, and was going on in the
old way, contented and doing well enough,
as I thought, when who should come home
from California but Hez. Rankin, my cousin,
a snobby sort of stuck-up specimen, and
and we were engaged,

Sam Withers

I

and

had

been prospecting

at Red Bluff and hadn't raised the color for
and grub got low, and
winter came on, and we weathered it through
on mule straight, which isn't a very pal
atable dish, but all things considered is better
a month or more,

than nothing, by a long odds.

"I

wasn't lucky as a miner; I wasn't
lucky as a marrying man ; I wasn't lucky
as a hay farmer, and I've never succeeded
yet at anything but driving stage.
Every
body strikes their level sometime, and I've
hit mine at last."
" You must have encountered many em
barrassing vicissitudes before you settled in
this niche," said I.
" Well, I'd
Sam and I got
say I had.
through the winter by the very skin of our
I had four mules and sixteen horses
teeth.
left, for I'd been a packer till the process
proved too slow, then I went a-prospecting
and reached a slower gait than ever, and so
I said to Sam, ' Suppose we go down into

Flat

what should

the Nokolumne

marry

and we'll herd the
There's money in
Indians and their horses off the wild grass
till
matures and then we'll get Greasers
and we'll have
and Kanakas to harvest
the mules and horses to pack
through to
Downieville when its baled, and then we'll

" I
beg pardon, ma'am.

exceptions.

At

There may be
least there was one excep

tion in my mother."

"And
"And

in mine too," said I.
in yourself, doubtless.
But, as I
was saying, I was determined to have gold,

it,

it

;

it

it

and

agreed,

1

" Sam

sold my two best

bought grub, and
hired the Greasers, and we guarded the hay.
worked
and when mowing time came
horses

and

I

American

I

was
with the rest of 'em, day and night.
and dirty as ever
and bronzed
ragged
looked forward to
you sec a fellow, but
clean profits and a biled shirt in the fall,
The hay was all cut and
and so
stood it.
and wait
cured, and the men were baling
it

"

make some money.'

ing to be paid

off when we'd make some
would be

sales after the first pack tr.iin of

it

once ?

take a hay ranch.

I

wasn't she his sweetheart

and

I

Molly do but cut me clean and
He was rich, and that was
him.
what did it ; and he made his fortune in the
gold mines ; so I thought the most desirable
thing left for me, since I couldn't have
Molly, was a gold mine.
"
My mother didn't want me to leave
home.
I was the baby, and she'd have died
for me. Mothers are always true, wives and
sweethearts never."
" I wouldn't slander
my own mother in
that way if I were you, Mr. Rankin.
Was
not your mother your father's ivtfe? and

'

I'll

sell the mule and the men may di

if

I.

a

it,

I,

a

a

I

I

a

I

I

I

I

I

said,

1

least when

the Scripture and

msant as applied

real

to my case at

The foxes have holes,

and the birds of the air have nests, but the

Son of man
"

hath

not

where to lay his

head.'

It

I

" That was Jesus," said
timidly.
"
was me, madam, that night, and for
several nights after, as sure as you're born."
did not controvert further, and he con
tinued his stoiy.
" went up to two or three different men
when morning came and asked for work.
Appearances were ag'in mc, ma'am.
hadn't changed, or shaved, or washed, or
brushed for two months, and the scallawag
who took my bundle on to Downieville hornswaggled it."

I

a

;

left only the one pack

remembered

ized what

I

I

I,

I,

;

a

I.

'

!

'

horses, and we h»d

«nule I'd had away alter grub.

"

a

'

?

'
'

Excuse me,
madam," and the man made
bow in the
moonlight that would have done no dis
credit to a Beau Nash " excuse me, but
that's the slang of the road."
"All right," said
"please proceed.
am deeply interested."
" Let 'er
and Sam ripped out
rip,' says
some awful oaths.
Not that he swore as
general thing. He had to be awfully worked
up before he'd swear.
" Then the Greasers and the Kanakas
wanted their pay, and there was nothing to
pay 'em, and they're ugly devils when
they're stirred up so things looked blue.
The Vaqueroes had tramped with the
says

over to town

It was night
trudged on.
just such a night as this, madam,
and
had only fifty cents — the price of the
meal was a dollar — and
didn't
plainest
know where to go, or what to do. I've
wandered
long way from religion, ma'am,
again

but

says Sam.

" Let her rip

" Then

it

it

I,

I

exactly''
did not question the peculiar sensation.
" What are
you going to do now

to carry in the wagon

and leave 'em at the hotel.

it

I

I.

I

it

I

'

a burning haystack,

teamster

"What?"
"

Stole

it,

'

?

?

'

'

d'ye know
says he.
in my throat,' says
and as
sure as
hold these ribbons
did feel
in
my throat at that minute, like the smoke of

a

in

'

" How
" Felt

I

a

it

is

it

I

it

I

'

could tell by his pah face that there was
trouble.
'' The
hay's burned,' says

"As fate would have
Sam Withers
struck luck right away, for the fellow that
bought my mule gave him
job at once.
" Never mind me, Sam,'
though
says
did thmk
little hard of him that he
seemed ready to abandon me in my sorest
streak.
But
would have died before he
should have known how miserably used up
did feel. Guess
was born under an un
lucky star, for I've never had any good for
tune, except as
stage-driver.
" Well,
went to Downieville. On my
wagon overtook me, and
had a
way
bundle of clothes, the only thing under the
had left, and
sun
gave them to the

;

it,

a

it

I

camp fire, and knew something was wrong
the minute came
sight.
" Guess what's up
says Sam, and

sore back, and he gave me a hundred
dollars for the only hoof the pillagers had
left me.
The Greasers and Kanakas divi
ded the money, leaving Sam and me without
a red of it.

I

one.

says they, and there happened

to come along a prospector whose mule had

I

been a mortal hot

had

" 'Agreed,'

'

day

suspicious - looking Vaqueroes had
been lurking in the vicinity for a week or
two, and I didn't feel altogether easy in my
mind, and one night I waked with a stifling
sensation as if I was smothering in smoke,
but I didn't mind
though it's since clear
to me that
was
warning.
" I'd been off all day with one of the
mules after grub, and I'd been delayed a
little, and when
was
got back to camp
was light, like day, as
night, though
now, almost, and the men were messing by

they'll call

I

"The
Some

says

[Aug..

among 'em,

the price

square,'

I

ignorance.

vide

I

sold in Downieville, and I had been off to a
rancherie for more grub. It always costs
like the very dickens to feed Greasers, you
know."
I did not know, but wisely concealed my
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ma'am.

Beg pardon.

It's

the

THE STAGE-DRIVER'S STORY.

I was wild."
Here his eyes glared upon me, and 1
could see by the paling of the harvest moon
that da> light was dawning, else I should
lieve

have been badly frightened.

"

you

I

know what

said he.

resolved

to do

"
" But can
you not break off the habit
" What
never
good would that do
get drunk when on duty, and when I'm off
drink to kill memory."
" But, would
not be well to go home
to you're dear mother in York State, and
make
her declining days happy?
You
don't imagine how devotedly she loves you."
" It's too late, ma'am. Besides,
my cousin
married Mollie Winters, and the sight of
the old place would waken old memories,
and drive me deeper than ever into drink.
There's no more stage-driving in York, and

I

" Do

next ?

" Commit suicide
" No ; it's

?

" I

for the

rest o' my days."

?

bought me fifty cents' worth of crackers, and
spent all my capital. I ate sparingly, stroll
ed idly through the town by day, slept in an
old stable at night, and woke every morning
half frozen.
My rations were reduced to
three crackers a day.
I couldn't look any
I felt wolfish, and I be
body in the face.

to be a drunken stage-driver

tined

wouldn't do anything else; so I'll fight

it

I

I

had nothing to eat,

?

I

it

So

to sleep, and nothing to wear.

no place

I

slang of the road.
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out on this line to the end of the swing."

asked.

" What

of the hereafter

"

her house

like

baby prepared

was dead

broke.

I

in comfortable circumstances,
would take too
much liquor now and then, which, when
Mrs. Chatham discovered my failing, caused
was

soon

I

the only trouble being that

her to set me afloat

again, and so I'm des

I

!

a

a

a

a

I

a

" Is this the terminus of Rankin's line?

"

I.

said

" No not when he's sober, but he takes
periodical sprees, and I'll do double duty
till he gets over this one rather than have
him discharged.
Don't report him, please.
There never was
better-hearted fellow
and
the old man knows of this spree he'll
be out of
job. Many
poor fellow that
more sinned against than
goes to the bad

;

a

a

sinning."

The " old

"

I

thus alluded to was the
gentlemanly superintendent of the line, and
do,
could readily com
knowing him as
was that
was well under
prehend why
stood among all the employes that the dis
sipation of any driver when on duty would
be met with prompt dismissal should the
facts be known at " headquarters."
man

it

Stage-drivers are always generous with
other.
Their life
hard and re
one, and
often wonder how
sponsible

each

is
a

me to Jack.
He proved to be a
He gave me employment, and

tine fellow.

place.

I

in

I

troduced

hasty breakfast.

is

I

I

I

arranging myself
Jack's clothes.
" When
came to the dining-room the
widow asked me to sit at her table, and in

us

I

'

'

plenty of
Come right along.'
"
forgot that was bent on burglarizing,
and
was soon hid away in the bath-room,
scrubbmg off the accumulated dirt and
them.

"

Rankin ate
few mouthfuls and excused
himself.
When next
mounted the box he
had disappeared and a new driver took his

a

no difference.'

Nor no good clothes.'
" Brother
Jack has clothes,

never find

it

"'That's

''

I'll

;

I.

a

1
1

?

'

'

" What do
you want
says
"
want you to come and stop at the
hotel like
gentleman.'
"' But I've no money.'

''

if

I

is

I

Come over here.'

could not

help saying.

It

!

I

a

it,

'

a

wolf because
was walking aimlessly
along the street just after I'd resolved to
commit burglar)', when she ran over from the
porch and said,
Mr. Rankin,
that you?
famished

I

hotter hell than this
he answered,
striking his breast, " and
can stand this, so I'll risk the other."
was early morning now, and we drove
up to
lonely station in the midst of an arid
desert, where a pale woman with
fretful

?

but I really didn't
think of that.
I meant to wait till dark and
then go and rob somebody's house ! And
ma'am, but for
I'd have done
woman
She saved me.
You see, Mrs. Chatham
was keeping hotel at Downieville, and I'd
often patronized her when
had money, but
now for three days I'd been skulking past
strange,
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letter-writers,

many

newspaper

and

and

magazine

readers, ever stop to think of the

hardships of these men in transmitting the
mails from post to post, across the conti
If there are degrees of exaltation in
nent.
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the great hereafter, where merit meets its
just reward, taithful stage-drivers will oc
cupy some very high seats, despite their
and falls.

temptations

ABIGAIL

SCOTT

DUfJIWAY.

WHAT SHALL WE DRINK7
Perspiration, what is it? — Object we have in taking
Fluid— Alcohol, Tea, Coffee — A Nutritious Drink —
Fruit Juices —'' Home-made" Wines.

' I 'HE

heated

exercise

term

raises

is upon
the

us.

Active

heat of the body,

by a most kindly provision,
pours out the fluid secretions, which, evap
orating upon the surface or upon the cloth

and nature,

ing,

reduce

the

temperature,

and

we

are

again comfortable. Without this provision
we should hardly find much exertion practi
cable in very warm weather, and life itself
But the fluids
would be scarcely endurable.
which are thus poured out must be replaced,
and nature, by the thirst which she creates,
calls out for something to take their place.
What shall it be ?
Let us see what is gone — water mainly,
a few salts, and some other waste products
of the system.
Perspiration varies some
what in its solid ingredients, according to
what there is to be thrown out by this chan
nel, but water is always present as the main
constituent,
1water,

and

liquors

; and

and observe,

if

you please, it is

not tea or coffee or spirituous
it is the water which must be

replaced.

Water is by far the largest ingredient of
the human body, the usual proportion being

the dry material being oneor we might say, about one peck of
"dust" to seven pailfuls of water. This
amount of fluid is necessary, in order that all
the functions of the body may be carried on
The blood must have
easily and effectively.
its proper amount of fluidity, so that it may
carry the necessary nutrition to every part ;
the muscles can not act if they are dry ; the
eye is nearly all fluid, and even the bones
seven-eighths,

eighth,

themselves

have their moisture.

Puncture

any part of the skin, and moisture pours
out, nay, the very breath that comes from

our lungs and the invisible perspiration
from every part of the surface contain so
much moisture that it can readily be con
densed on a cold surface.
The sweat from
the skin amounts to an average of two and
a half pounds daily.
All this must be re
and again the question
comes.
Wherewith shall we replace it ?
At the first glance it would seem that
nature does not intimate the necessity for
pleasant flavors in drinks as she does in
The drink we can pour down quick
foods.
ly ; it does not require digestion or mastica
tion. The highest requisite of drinkable wa
placed,

ter is that it shall be perfectly
less we conclude

tasteless ; un

that it is better or more de

WHAT SHALL WE DRINK?

headache

is
a

is

is

is

;

it

it

is

a

!

it

is

is

It

it

If

it

is

it

it

is

a

it

we have

?

So

complaint of something
(which certainly
wrong) and the poisonous principle in the
tea
strong enough to silence the com
plaining nerves, the headache
cured (?)
for the time being, not by removing the

produced

spontaneously

If

being.

a

the time

if

it,

viously the nerves were not satisfied, if
something was wrong and they were telling
us of
this stills them — paralyzes them for

?

lary circulation, and we feel the effects (we
feel with the nerves) very quickly.
If pre

?

for it.
If they are nerve poi
sons, this brings them directly into contact
with the most delicate nerves in the capil

better chance

it

be identical) and the alcohol are
they have so much the

prone to mischief,

is

{said to

They are more even, quiet, and peaceful
throughout. Perhaps some of the after ef
fect
due to the paralysis of the nerves, as
in the case of alcoholic liquors,
certainly
which are notably drank in cold weather to
warm up, and in hot to cool off. We have
already dwelt upon this deceitful peculiarity
of alcohol, which
holds in common with
all other nerve poisons, but in so much
greater degree and with so much worse
effects, that we really do not like to class
them together.
We will not dwell longer
We
upon the effects of alcohol at present.
will take
for granted that those of our
readers who are making the inquiry, " What
"
shall we drink
are not disposed to touch
even beer or wine as
We have
beverage.
also given our reasons for not drinking milk,
and those taking
for granted that the only
to drink water, now begin
thing left to do
to marshal their objections against that.
"
water was intended for the univers.'.V
drink, how
that we find so many places
"
where the water
not drinkable
Suppose we illustrate the absurdity of that
objection by another question: "If
was
intended that all men should eat food, how
that in so many places no suitable food
"
is

water which contains them immediately into
the blood. This fact has its dangers as well
as its advantages, for if theine and caffeine

perspiration, and
of this cools the person. At
the very same meal those who do not take
the hot drinks do not feel these extremes.

it

and caffeine of tea and coffee, pass with the

heat has induced

is
it

coats of the stomach and carried to the liver
through the portal veins and there mingled
directly with the blood. Solid particles are
detained in the stomach, but that which is
perfectly fluid, like alcohol and the theine

The

ful.

the evaporation

is

through the system, since fluids do
not pass through the process of digestion
like solids, but are passed off through the

perhaps increased
by the poisoning, and
when the sentry recovers from his stupefac
tion, he will cry out again. So
happens
that tea-drinkers so frequently have head
ache and still insist that tea cures
so
also happens that many who are wise
enough to see their mistake and give up the
tea, eventually get rid of their headaches.
But some wonder how
that tea or
any other warm drink proves to be so won
derfully cooling in hot weather.
they ob
serve, they will see that
mostly by reac
rather amusing to notice how
tion.
soon after the tea-drinking commences there
"
" How warm
and
while
cry of
afterward the drinkers feel cool and delight

If

diffused

by silencing the faithful sentry
which had discovered the danger and was
still there,
giving warning. The cause

is
a

This partly results,
from the fact that the increased
amount of fluidity makes more available the
nutrition already digested, and partly from
the feeling of fullness which naturally fol
lows their injection. Moreover, any stimu
lant they may contain is much more readily
freshed and invigorated.

no doubt,

9*

cause, but

it

sirable when infused with tea or coffee or min
gled with alcoholic drinks. That it is more
desired in many cases, is abundantly proven
by the fact that multitudes drink these arti
ficial drinks. That these drinks are on the
whole the most largely patronized, we should
not like to say ; nor that their large patron
age indicates a natural law of demand, any
further than it concerns the water they con
tain.
It is true, however, that the diffusible
nature of liquids makes them much sought
for as the favorite vehicle of agreeable fla
vors and stimulating effects, quite aside from
the quenchmg of thirst.
Without waiting
for mastication, the mouth may be filled
with a delicious taste, and without waiting
for digestion, the entire system maybe re

is is
it
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of food

can be improved

by culture,

so can

of water be improved by proper
measures.
There are elaborate treatises
showing the nature of impurities in the wa
ters of various localities and how they may
be purified, while viaducts for conducting
good water to localities where it is needed,
The
are almost as old as civilization itself.
folly of disguising the taste of disagreeable
water, or of pretending to counteract the ef
fects of unwholesome water by the infusion
of tea, coffee, hops, and malt, is too patent
the supplies

to require argument.

There is another consideration, however,
which requires attention. It is urged that
hurtful effects ensue from drinking sufficient
water to quench thirst in very hot weather.
It is now acknowledged that the most of
this danger arises from the use of ice-water.
In desert heat and in shipwreck destitution
Nothing is
they make no such objection.
so good there " as cool waters to the thirsty
soul." It is also possible that the thirst
which will not be satisfied with water is un
natural, and that with better habits of eating
we should have no occasion for such com
plaint. But such being the fact, there are
methods of meeting even this difficulty.
One of the most popular of these is the use
of oatmeal, in the proportion of about two
pounds (or two and a half) to a twelveThis is largely used
quart pailful of water.
in factories, glass-works, foundries, navyyards, etc., but
counted

is in danger of being dis

in popular use, because it is found

Many of the
their drink by
the way out of barrels of water creamywhite with oatmeal, but we are sorry to add
that these are not always kept in the sweet
est condition.
For our own use, we prefer
to mix and drink it at once.
The fine oat
meal (Schumacher's "A") is our favorite,
and two teaspoonfuls of this in a half-pint
glass of water stirred a minute and then
drank is a draught both satisfying and
to be good enough for horses.

car-horses

in the cities

get

JOURNAL.
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The acids of fruits and vege
in the human system
which is more and more recognized every
year, and we confess that we are surprised
that the delicious drinks that can be made
from a mixture of pine-apple, strawberry,
cherry, or grape juice with water in the
not too cold.
tables

have

a use

of lemonade are not more largely
The fruits can
in the hot season.
easily be strained or pressed in this season,
and the juice heated and canned, exactly as
fruit is canned and kept at hand to be used
in case of a deficiency of lemons or other
fresh fruit.
To make them into " wines," as drinks
Undi
by themselves, is not so desirable.
luted, they are too rich to be used as drinks ;
and for use in cool weather, they arc quite
uncalled for. There is also danger of their
fermenting, by imperfect keeping or by
standing after they are opened, which was
undoubtedly the manner in which alcoholic
wine was first introduced to the human
We have suffered too much from
family.
such causes for temperate people to run any
further risks in that direction, and besides,
fashion

used

it is true that the masses of the people arc
still far too ignorant to be trusted with thomanufacture
of any such drinks, to which
shall be given the sanction of temperance
If the latter drink "sweet wine"
people.
and " new cider," why should not they ?
and sad results have too often proven that
they knew far too little about the origin and
nature of alcohol.
Pure home-made wine,
"
with " no alcohol in it (because they had
put none in), has been the ruin of many a

family.
But aside from all this, we need no such,
drink, because it is not physiologically de
sirable to make any drink so attractive that
it shall be taken for its own sake when there
is no thirst, and drinks always are so taken

pleasant.

when wines of any kind are used, and per
haps we might add, where tea and coffee
are used. We not unfrequently hear it said :
" I seldom drink excepting at meals," as if

But we surmise that the use of fresh fruit
juices is destined to become more and more
popular, and we see no objection to it.
Lemonade is sensible, wholesome, and re
freshing, especially when not too sweet and

The great
this were a wholesome habit.
objection to drinking at meal-time is that its
tendency is to suppress the secretion of sa
liva.
The food moistened by the drink is
too often washed down, or at least hurried

■
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down, with too little mastication.

A

much

less objectionable form of taking what fluids
we need is in the fruits themselves.
Juicy
as they are, it is a singular fact that they
produce copious secretions of saliva, recog
nized in the " watering" of the mouth on
And
the approach of the tempting morsel.
when the fruit is mingled with other food,

still longer and more
in the mouth, and the copious se
goes on with the most satisfactory

the latter is detained
agreeably
cretion

93

to make such brine-bowls of themselves, we
do not propose

to throw our fruits away

upon them ; but there are many who live so

simply and purely in their diet that they find
in fruits ample supplies of fluids for all but
the hottest weather, and perhaps they might
even then, if they had a sufficiency

of mel
and other such fruits at command.
There is a fine field for experiment in this
line, and we assure those who choose to try
them that they will find them both agreea
ons

julia

ble and profitable.

results.

colman.

Here, then, we find the harmony of nat
ural action and adaptation
by

improve

it?

It

the natural, and

;

how may we
that

has been suggested

therefore

the most whole

to take the fluids
for
his
necessary
system, is by eating fruits.
This is certainly a very agreeable method,
and though it might do away with much
costly and showy service, we are not certain
that it need to diminish at all the splendor
of our tables. Fruit dishes and baskets can
be made as costly as tea and coffee urns, or

some, method for man

as sparkling

as

and

decanters

pitchers,

fruits can be served out to the
guests on plate, majolica, or glass ware,
with costly fruit knives, showy napkins,
while

dainty

the

finger-bowls

;

and

fashion

could

more if she chose.
With all these helps some would be likely to
"
" natural
see the
adaptation more readily.
But let us look a few moments more at
doubtless

add

much

the physiological

points.

It

would

give us

not only a grand riddance from colored

tea,

swill milk, but it
would remove
the difficulties we fmd in
Here, then, is nat
impure drinking-water.
ure's remedy for a natural difficulty.
No
malaria, no limestone, no stagnant matter
in good fresh wholesome
fruit ! Surely,
when we can do this, we have taken another
step toward making this earth a pleasant
habitation, if not a paradise.
adulterated

coffee,

and

But there are doubters whether fruits will
afford us sufficient drink, and these doubters

Effect of giving

through life, is prejudicial to
instance has lately come under
my observation of the beneficial results aris
ing from the sudden disuse of alcoholic
stimulants by a widow of eighty-two sum
mers.
Her usual drink has been gin. She
suffered from occasional attacks of gout in
used

them

her left hand, and also a running foot-sore.

Upon her reaching the age of eighty — that
is, two years ago — she suddenly adopted

the total abstaining principle, much

to the

and consternation of her friends,

surprise

who all prophesied a speedy and sudden
termination of her life for the want of her
potations.
Nothingof the kind.
The toe healed, the gout vanished, and for
two years she has been free from these har
assing complaints, and is a living monument
of the good effected by the sudden adoption
of the non-alcoholic regimen. She is in her
eightv-third year, and frequently walks out
in her son's garden or farm-yard without
Her memory is
any covering on her head.

accustomed

excellent,

and

she

bids

fair

to

become

a

centenarian."

This

is a remarkable

case of recuperative

a very unusual or
ganization, especially the power to combat
the poison of alcohol, and to maintain a
good balance of vitality throughout a long
As a rule, very few gin drinkers
contest.

condiments, and perhaps we
add other thirst- provoking food.
might
There is no question but it takes a large
amount of water to float out of our systems
all the salt we put in ; and if people prefer

survive

fiery

An

health.

energy,

many

Liquor in Old

son — much more an aged person— who has

those who use much salt and

are especially

up

AGE.— Rev. T. H. Chope, of North Devon,
writes as follows to the London Times : " It
is frequently affirmed that any sudden ab
stinence from alcoholic beverages in a per

and

indicates

to eighty.
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STUDY IN VEGETARIANISM,

A
BEING AN EXPERIMENT

EUGENE BILFINGER,

MADE BY DR.

,

OF HALLE,

GERMANY,

UPGN HIMSELF.

T

T

is only very recently

-*- discussions

that we have had

of vegeta
rianism. Medical men have usually taken
For this reason it may
sides against it.
perhaps be interesting to a large number
of persons, if I, who have experimented
length of
upon myself for a considerable
time with this method of living, should give
For
the results at which I have arrived.
merly, I naturally shared with all other
upon the subject

the universal

physicians

prejudice

against

a

fleshless diet, believing that it had an effect
to

weaken

the

powers and

physical

and

the capacity

that it robbed

to

life of most

intellectual
endure ; and

of its gustatory

enjoyment.

By way of preface I may state that a long
with a young vege
personal acquaintance
tarian of cheerful disposition, in whose case
1 found
none of the evil results I had
looked for, gradually brought me to a posi
tion where I was able to lay aside my prej
and,

udices ;

furthermore,

a

desire

was

of this
proscribed method of living in a scientific
manner, by experiments made upon myself.
And, being in a condition of perfect health,

awakened

I hoped

to investigate

the effects

to be able to make a careful object

science, when it
of dietetics, lias no
certain foundation under its feet, and even
up to the present time, only the chemical,

the first place, in spite of my uncon

prejudice against the medical
literature of the laity, I read the writings on
vegetarianism of Hahn, Ba!tzer,Von Seefeld,
querable

To my great surprise, I found
works to be of the highest interest.
They opened my mind to perceive a multi
tude of causes of disease, concerning which

and, therefore, one-sided

to confess this, since, in his lecture
diet,

As to what is best in the way of eating
a.s

as a rule, are quite

ignorant as non-medical men

; and, in

he

says:

"A

on food

bring this, first of all questions in which the
of humanity are concerned, to a
proper solution." Also, Prof. Voit, a special
interests

investigator in this department, in his most
recent publication, declares
that "What,
and how much, a man, under all the varying
of his life, requires for his
circumstances
we, first of all, truly
should
know ; and yet is our knowledge herein,
alas! very meagre, and not at all commen
surate with the importance of the subject."
According to this statement it is not difficult
to understand
how the present theories ot
sustenance,

have been influenced

why a flesh diet

has

by custom,

and

been glorified as the

self-evident and indispensable means of
nourishment. Sang indeed, Prof Bock in
his time, in the Garten Laubr, that flesh food
increases

and drinking, physicians,

view

strictly scientific
system of diet has been hitherto impossible ;
and it is, in fact, astonishing, that after so
many thousands of years, neither experience
nor science, as one would think, is able to
and

mended

from supping."

and untenable

Virchow was honest enough

has been given.

and others.

for they showed me that improper eating
and drinking were among the principal
causes of disease and death in society.
An
old French proverb says, that " One-half
of Paris dies from dining, the other half

since

treads upon the domain

these

a physician's knowledge is sadly deficient,

natural,

perfectly

diet

ive study.

In

deed, their opinions upon these points are
based upon what has been customary among
the people from time immemorial.
This is

the poetic fancy, and so he recom
to the Silesians

of potatoes.

to eat roast

beet

And so Prof. Moleschoff, a no less powerful champion of a flesh
diet, says in his lectures: "To every meal
belongs meat."
On the other hand, writers on vegetarian
ism have shown me by proofs drawn from
the book of nature that the eating of meat
is merely an acquired habit, anil it needs
but little consideration to discover that it
may be wholly dispensed with, or that it is
a food wasteful of the strength and vigor.
And it is not to be denied, certainly, that
instead
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about 300,003.000 Buddhists in India, China,
live almost exclusively

without
animal food, and are not on that account
any the less strong and robust, and these
reach for the most part a very advanced
age. So is it indeed also a fact that the
rural population of nearly every civilized
and Japan,

from

country,

the

times,

earliest

though

perhaps not from choice, have been more or
Nevertheless,
less vegetarians.
they have
been the most

healthy

people ; as, for ex
of Italian laborers,

ample, the higher class
who perform the most arduous duties.
And who will deny that the possibility of
obtaining our nourishment from sources
which shall make the shedding of blood
would be gratifying to the
unnecessary
humane and moral sense?
So is it also
well known th.it in all ages various persons
— philosophers and poets, among the an
cients,

Plato, and

Plutarch ;
and in more recent times, Shelley, Leibnitz,
Newton, and others, have, from esthetic
Pythagoras,

for a considerable

considerations,

lives at least, eschewed

their

nevertheless

portion of
food,

animal

they have been the most beau

tiful examples

of the intellectual life of our

time.

In spite of these facts, which, at all events,
are well worth considering, I was somewhat
as to whether a fleshless
diet
be suitable for us who, for genera

doubtful
would

tions, have been accustomed

to the use of

animal food ; and as to whether,

on account

of climatic conditions, we could employ it
without injury.
In order to arrive at an in
opinion on this subject, I hold
practical investigation by
actual experiment
in this manner of living,
is indispensable.
Alas I that so many, both
and non-professionals, speak
professionals
and writs against vegetarianism
according

dependent

that an extended

to

received

without

prejudices,

having

A person ac
experiment.
to meat, who occasionally makes

made any such
customed
a

dinner of pan-cakes

and

salad,

can not

the value of vegetarianism,
and
is not, therefore, justified in speaking to its

appreciate

In

way only a distorted
judgment can originate ; just as one school
of medicine forms an opinion adverse to
another school, upon what is merely hear
prejudice.

this

The vegetarian

evidence.

say

55
experiment

of culture in
modern times, some self-sacrifice, and the
moral courage necessary to liberate them
selves from the popular opinions of the day,
for the sake of truth. Nor nust they be
afraid of ridicule.
For myself, the experi
ment had few difficulties, since I had already
made the foundations of modern hygienic
demands,

indeed,

from

men

science my own.
So had I accustomed my
self beforehand to think of beer, wine, coffee,
and similar means of excitement as things
to be indulged in.
I thought that
smoking was to be avoided, as an unneces
sary filling of the lungs with soot ; and that
most
pure fresh air was to be considered
seldom

important, as a means of nourishment by
day and by night, together with much more
that was essential.

The experiment now became to me an
easy one, for, in addition, I had for a long
time

previously

been

accustomed

to

eat

Graham bread, one of the principal articles
of a vegetarian dietary.
Thus prepared, I
ventured to make the experiment scientific
that for the period of
ally, and resolved
year, beginning
would abstain wholly
Since I
every form.
nourished,
somewhat
one

corpulency,

January 1, 1876, I
from- animal food in

vigorous, wellinclined indeed to
and temperate withal, I hoped
was

to be able to venture a good deal.

My food
now of uncooked milk and bread,
of soups of all kinds without meat, but with
butter only, wheat, corn, rice, and the like ;
of the many varieties of vegetables, as of
fruits of every kind. To my great astonish
ment, a vegetarian
table offered, without
roast beef or steak, a more than abundant
This is shown indeed by the large
variety.
cook-books of Von Theodore Hahn, Von
Ottilie Ebmeyer, and others, which contain
over 1,200 recipes for the preparation of
Since I entered
purely vegetable dishes.
this
manner
of
neither after
living,
upon
eight, nor after fourteen, nor after forty days,
in spite of the most extreme hard work, pro
consisted

tracted

walks, and the practice

fession, have

or

I at

any time

of my pro

become

weary

Lit

fatigue ; but, on the contrary, have
felt fresher, more enduring, and more ca

pable

of hard work.

So I lost the fears

I
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had in the beginning as to whether or not

I

obtain a sufficiency of albumen.
Indeed, the longer I went on, the less did I
fear this, and I therefore soon discontinued
the use of eggs, since it gradually came
about that the more simple the food, the
should

I liked it. But in spite of this change
I could not perceive the least diminution of
Indeed once, for
my powers of endurance.
four weeks during the heat of summer, half
out of curiosity, I made trial of the cold
food of the Swiss herd-maidens of the Alps,
and during this time partook of no cooked
better

food ; and thus, at the same time, made

a

partial investigation of the question of ab
stinence from salt. Genuine Graham bread,
as it is well known, contains the addition
of no salt.
Incredible as it may seem, it is
nevertheless true, that during this time I
was

most

lively, cheerful,

and

felt myself to be in all respects

happy, and
at my best,

and so was able to make in my own person
a scientific

experiment

not exist without salt.
by discarding
from

which completely

the popular dogma that man can

disproves

fruits

Whoever does not,

the skins

and bran, remove

and grains the mineral matter
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undisturbed condition of good health.
Cor
poreally, I decreased somewhat in weight ;

I

weighed

first

five kilogrammes

six months.

less after

the

For mountain climbing

tours my capacity to endure
greatly increased, and to these active
exercises, rather than to my fleshless diet,
was my loss in weight to be attributed.
For during my year of experiment I was
physically more active, and also more mod
erate in my eating and drinking than for
I soon observed that by this unstimmerly.
ulating manner of living the demand for
spirituous liquors and similar means of
decreased, and likewise that I
excitement
was completely satisfied on a much smaller
quantity of food than before on a mixed
This latter observation was to me
diet.
worthy of notice, since it disproved the
formerly cherished opinion that vegetarians
had to swallow an enormous quantity of
food in order to be properly nourished.
Nothing can be more erroneous than this
idea, and it originates from another mis
taken opinion, namely, that vegetarians are
mere vegetable and grass eaters and wor
Rightly regarded, however, the
shipers.
and pedestrian
was

which nature has put there, requires the
addition of no salt to his food. This little
episode is given only as an example of the
in many re
way in which vegetarianism

takes vegetables and salads only
additions to his food, the nutritious
grains and fruits forming the basis of his

spects rectifies science, and besides

Just as unfounded is another objection
which has been raised against vegetable food
on the side of science ; that is, that vegetables
are more difficult of digestion than the
a
and that, therefore,
flesh of animals,

the

requirements,

and natural
way of living.
As for the rest, I persevered in my ex
and during
perimental trial conscientiously,
those 365 days, for only three times, in the
first quarter of the year, did I, from social
considerations, make some slight departures
and leads to the most simple

from

my general

way

period, at a general

of living.

festival,

I

At

this

made some

for the sake of society.
of the first eight days,
during which time I missed the customary
stimulation of flesh food, I enjoyed my re
concession

With

pasts

the exception

exceedingly.
Hunger was a most
sauce, and I had indeed, as the

excellent

constantly im
proving sense of taste and smell. I rejoiced
in the best sleep, and there was a constant,
experiment

progressed,

a

diet.

Perhaps
smaller portion of it is digested.
many plants used for food are more difficult
of digestion, especially to weakened digestive
organs, as, for example, beans and peas
cooked

in the ordinary way ; properly pre

pared, however,

even these become

easy of

as is proved

by the leguminous,
digestion,
preparations of Hartenstein, well known as
consisting of finely-ground beans, peas, and

They have great celebrity, are eas
and strengthening foods for
invalids.
On the other hand, nature does

lentils.

digested,

not offer to man his food in
form.

A

a

essential and the non-essential

between

as

ily

each one how to distinguish

teaches

vegetarian

concentrated

food containing nothing but pure

nourishment would be like an atmosphere
of pure oxygen, and would not contribute

FACIAL PECULIARITIES.
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to man's welfare.
A flesh diet is some
what analogous to an atmosphere of pure
-oxygen, and wears out the body too rapid
ly. Vegetable food is, on the contrary,
unexciting ; it has neither a chemical nor a
stimulating effect upon the organs, and
offers to the vegetarian the not to be des
pised advantage, that he has not, as the
flesh-eater— for example, the Englishman
with his enormous quantity of pills, aperient
waters, and such like — to battle against
habitual constipation.
During the latter part of my experimental

I had a season of excessively hard
labor, including much watching at night.
In spite of my abstinence from meat and
wine, my strength did not desert me ; in
year,

I bore the severe trial cheerfully and
with unbroken spirit.
To my discredit — the learned doctors will
say ; and I acknowledge it — in the course
of my experiment, having been convinced

deed

of the advantages of the vegetarian manner
-of living upon the side of dietetics, and also
upon the side of esthetics, economy, and
morality, out of a Saul I had become a
Paul. I have since that time had no reason
to change my views.
My opinion agrees
fully with that of Hufeland, who, in his
-'
Art of Prolonging Life," says : " Man in
the selection of his food always leans more
toward the vegetable kingdom.
Animal
food is always more

exciting and heating ;
make a cool and
mild blood.
We also find that not the
flesh-eaters, but those who live upon vege
tables, fruit, grains, and milk, attain the

on the contrary, vegetables

age." Also Niemeyer, of Leipsic,
who a few years ago spoke of vegetarians
as being wonderfully healthy, in his most
recent work, which contains the kernel of
the vegetarian
theory, greets the friends of
a natural manner of living (vegt.tarians), as
greatest

minority, and as pioneers of a
Indeed he pict
worthy reform in society.
ures the children of vegetarians
as models
of a natural nourishment, and allows to the
adults the evidence of physical elasticity and
From the fullest conviction,
endurance.
a courageous

it as my deliberate opinion
that vegetarianism is a justifiable reaction
. against Liebig's albuminous theories of diet,
-therefore,

I give
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upon which the modern doctrine of meateating is built ; and that it opposes and
has a tendency to correct the pernicious
theory everywhere

prevalent,

that meat and

wine are the most strengthening articles of

diet

and that on this account alone it
consideration and respect from
Moreover, on account of its in
science.
;

deserves

fluence in the domain of national economy,
is vegetarianism worthy of the attention of
all who have the physical and moral welfare
of the people at heart.
To all the friends
of man, therefore, is it to be personally
recommended,
and on every suitable oppor
tunity a knowledge of vegetarianism should
be imparted.
Propagation of these ideas
among our people is indeed of very recent
Each one must begin with himself,
date.
for each has his own special difficulty.

Vegetarianism is, however, in its whole nat
so true, that in later centuries there
will certainly be a conflict in its favor.

ure

Translated from the German by
M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
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FACIAL

WRITER

A

Monthly

in the

Popular

Science

relates a singular physiologi

cal incident as follows :

" I was once sitting in a cool underground
saloon at Leipsic while without people were
ready to die from the heat, when a new
guest entered and took a seat opposite to
The sweat rolled in great drops down
me.
his face, and he was kept busy with bis
handkerchief, till at last he found relief in
the exclamation :

" ' Fearfully

hot 1

'

" I watched him attentively as he called
for a cool drink, for I expected every mo
ment

that

he would fall from his chair in a

The man must have no
ticed that I was observing him, for he
turned toward me suddenly, saying :
"'lama curious sort of a person, am I
fit of apoplexy.

not ?

'

"'Why?" I

"

'

Because

asked.

I perspire only

on the right

side.'

" And so it was.

His right

cheek

and
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the right half of his forehead were as hot as

came to look at this novel wonder.

fire, while the left

makes an end of natural history !

of the face bore
not a trace of perspiration.
I had never
seen the like, and, in my astonishment, was
about

to enter

side

into conversation

with him

regarding the physiological curiosity, when
his neighbor on the left broke in with the
remark :
" ' Then we are the opposites and coun
terparts of each other, for I perspire only
on the left side.'

" This, too, was the fact.
So the pair
took seats opposite to each other and shook
hands like two men who had just found
each his other half.
" ' Well, this makes an end of natural
another guest, who
history,' exclaimed
hitherto had quietly gazed on this strange
as though it were a play ; and
performance
every one that overheard what was said

"This

expression

and involuntarily

"'No, sir;

excited

'

'

This

me to laughter,

I exclaimed

:

this is just the

natural

history

strange

caprices

;

beginning of
nature has many
even as regards her sym
for

metry.'

" I then mentioned the case of a man I
had known in my boyhood, who, Janus-like,
had two totally different faces — on one side
Naturally
laughing, on the other crying.
I dreaded this strange, double face, with its
one side smooth, plump, and comely like a
girl's cheek, while the other was all scarred
This side of the face
by the small-pox.
denoted churlishness; and, while the other
side wore a smile, this boded mischief.
In
this instance disease had been unsymmetrical."

NOTES IN SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE.
Origin of Petroleum. — This is one
of ihu questions that has long agitated the
scientific world, and upon the answer to it
more depends than seems to at first sight.
If we know its source we can fairly deter#mine as to the nature and extent of the
. supplies, and as to where to look for them.
The Scientific American says: "Some have
thought that the oils have been produced by
a slow distillation during the process of coal
A fatal objection, however, to
formation.
this theory is found in the fact that Great
Britain, which has immense coal-beds, con
tains nothing of the kind, though supposed
The
traces have been lound here and there.
Silurian and devonian rocks, which contain
the sources of most of the oil-wells new in
existence, have great quantities of fossil re
mains, and this has suggested the theory (hat
the oils have resulted from their decomposi
tion.
Prof. Mendeljeff thinks that on the first
formation of the earth vast reservoirs of in
organic iron and carbon existed in the in
These were reached by
terior of the globe.
the water condensing on the newly-formed
land and percolating
beneath its surface.
The heat decomposed the water into its com
ponent parts, oxygen and hydrogen, the first
forming with the iron oxide of iron, the latter
with the carbon petroleum and other hydro
If this theory be the correct one,
carbons.
there still exist in the center of the earth
reservoirs of petroleum that arc to the sources
as yet known as the ocean is to the spring,
in
whose waters finally find a resting-place
its bosom.
Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, of Massachusetts, pro- |

U

pounded in 1S61 a theory to which he still
He thinks that many of the ani
adheres.
mated beings of early ages were half vegeta
ble, half animal, and that the decomposition
of their tissues produced what is known as
mineral oil. Certain magnetic olifcrous lime
stones have been found to contain -)i per
cent, of their bulk of petroleum.
A square
mile of these thirty-five feet thick would
yield nearly S.ooo.ouo barrels, and as the area
of these rocks is very great, they may contain
supplies calculated to last an indefinite period
of lime.
The subject is one well worthy the
attention of all interested in oil-wells.

Comparative Physiology among

Races. — A correspondent
of the
London Times gives an interesting account
in anthropology
investigations
of certain

Different

eminent medicisl.
lie says:
of anthropometry,
of so
much importance to the science of anthro
pology, has recently been carried to great
and its method extensively
ap
perfection
plied. Some very curious and very inter
esting results have thus been obtained ; soma
of the most interesting of these have been
recently published by Dr. A. Weisbach, chief
physician to the Austro-Hungarian Hospital
in Constantinople, who, Dr. Von Scherzer
tells us. has probably taken more measure
ments of living men than any other anthro
pologist. Dr. Wcisbach's measurements re
fer to 19 different peoples and more than 200
individuals from the most various parts of
of these
the earth. The most interesting
measurements refer to the pulse, the length
of the body, the circumference ol the head_
made

by an

" The department
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the height and length o( the nose, as well as
the comparison of the length of the arm and
Thus, for example,
bones with each other.
the number of pulse-beais per minute varies
within wide limits; the Congo negroes, (62),
and, next to them, the Hottentots and Rou
manians, (64), have the slowest pulses. Then
follow the Zingani. (69). Magyars and Kafirs,
(70), North Slavs (72) and Siamese, (74), Sun
danesc and Sandwich Islanders, (78), Jews,
Javanese, and Bugis, (77), Amboinesc and
Japanese, (781, and lastly the Chinese, (79).
The quickest pulses belong to the Tagals,
(80), the Madurese and N ikobars, (84).
As
to height, the smallest among the peoples
measured
arc the Hottentots, (t,2S6 milli
metres) ; this is far behind any other people,
as the next, the Tagals, are 1,562.
Then fol
low the Japanese, (1.569), the Amboinesc,
(1.594). Jews, (1,599), Zingani. (1,609), Aus
tralians, (1.617), Siamese, (1.622), Madurese,
Chinese, (1,630),
Nikobars,
(I.62S),
South
Sundanesc,
(1,631),
Roumanians.
(1,643),
(1,646), Javanese.
(1.657),
Magyars, (1,65s),
Bugis, (1,661). North Slavs, (1,671), North
Chinese, (1.675),
Congo negroes, (1,676).
however, arc
The longest measurements,
found among the Sandwich Islanders and
Kanaks, (1.700 millimetres), Kafirs, (1.753),
To
and the Maoris of New Zealand, (1.757).
compare these with the stature of European
peoples, we And that of the English and Irish
to be 1,690 millimetres; the Scotch, 1,708;
Swedes. 1.700; Norwegians, 1,718; Danes,
Germans,
1,680;
1,667;
1,685;
French.
Italians, 1,663. and lastly, Spaniards
and
Portuguese. 1.658. The greatest circumfer
ence of the head is found among the Patagonians. :614 millimetres), and Maoris, (600).
Following these are the K atirs, (575). Niko
bars, (567), North Slavs, (554), Congo Ne
grces. South Chinese, and Kanaks, (553),
Tagals, Sundanese, and Roumanians,
(552),
Japanese, (55')). Hugis and Jews, I545), Am
boinesc, (544), Javanese, (541). Hottentots,
(540), and. lastly, the Zinganis and Siamese,
Stature and circumference
of head
(529).
generally stand to each other in opposite re
lations ; although there arc exceptions, as in
the case of the Siamese with small stature
and small head, and the Patagonians with
The breadth
great height and large head.
of the loot of the nose is found greatest
among the Patagonians. (41 millimetres), less
among the Congo Negroes, (36), Australians,
Maoris, and South Chinese, (35). Sundanese,
Amboinesc, Butiis, Nikobars, Tagals. and
Kanaks, (34). North Chinese, Kalir, North
Slavs. Roumanians Magyars, and Zinganis,
Siamese. Javanese, and
(33). lews, Japanese,
The Jews and Patagonians
Hottentots. (32).
excel in length of nose, 171 millimetres)
Following these are the Kanaks, (54), Rou
manians, (53), North Slavs and Maoris. (51),
Tagals. t51). Japanese and North Chinese,
Zingani, Madurese,
(50). Siamese, Magyars,
(491. Amhoincse. (4S). Nikobars, (47), Sun
Kafirs,
South Chinese,
danese. Javanese,
(44), Congo Negroes, (42),
(46). Hottentots,
The
bugis, (41), and Australians. (30).
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breadth of the nostrils gives quite another
Here we find the Australians
arrangement.
excel, (52 millimetres); then come Congo
Negroes, (48). Kafirs and Patagonians, (44).
Tagals, (42), Nikobars, (41), Hottentots and
Sundanesc,
Malay races, (39), South
(40),
Chinese, (37), North Chinese, (36). Japanese,
Zingani, (35),
North Slavs, Roumanians,
With regard to the
Magyars and Jews, (34).
bust, it is found that the North American
Indians and the Polynesians excel all others
in size.
Next to (hem come the North.
Middle, and East ' Europeans ; after them
and
Negroes,
come the West Europeans,
who arc
after them the South Europeans,
followed by the East Asiatics and Malays.
Among European peoples, in respect of
race, we And the narrowest chests among the
Semites, followed in order by Romanee,
Celts, Fins, Zingani, Germans, and Slavs.
results arc obtained by compari
Interesting
son of the length of the arm and the legbones.
Among East Europeans the legbones throughout are longer than the arm ;
among Australians, Polynesians, and es
pecially East Asiatics and Patagonians, the
Among
leg-bones are shorter than the arm.
Africans, only the Congo Negroes have the
Dr. Von
leg-bones longer than the arm.
Scherzer, to whose paper we are indebted
for these details, points out some impor
tant conclusions to be drawn from these
of races of
data as to the classification
These we have not space to go into.
men.
While, of course, it would be quite mislead
ing to build any classification upon anthro
pometric measurements alone, their impor
tance, when obtained in large numbers and
with trustworthy accuracy, as a help to an
thropologist* is very great."

A Feathered Sentinel. — In

Buenos
appears to
devote his existence to filling the post of
volunteer sentinel, warning other birds of
the approach of their common enemy, man.
From its unceasing, unwearied, hawk cry,
whicl often disturbs the silence of the night
as well as of the day. and which sounds like
Ta-ru-te-ro, the natives give it that name, but
it is known to naturalists
as ValnellusCayanti s.
" While riding over the grassy plains,"
says Mr. Darwin, who tells us about them,
"one is constantly pursued by these birds,
which appear to hate mankind.
To the
sportsman they arc most annoying, by warn
ing every other bird and animal of his ap
proach."

Ayrcs there lives

a

bird

which

The Ainos of Northern Japan.—

A people who most innocently and unwit
tingly, have long posed in books of travel
"
"
are the Ainos who
and theory as hairy-men
inhabilYezo, Saghalin.and the Kurile Islands.
Though now confined to the coldest portion
of the Mikado's Empire, they once inhabited
almost the entire area of the main island,
Hondo (most incorrectly called Niphon). In
this paper we shall show, among other things,
" canine origin " of (he Ainos
that the reputed
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and their almost beast-like
hairiness
are
myths and foolish stories of their conquerors,
the Japanese.
The term "Aino" is of comparatively
modern origin. They were anciently called
Ebisu (savages) or Yezo people, when Yezo
(Yesso1 meant all the unknown land north
ward of the shifting frontiers of the ancient
Japanese Empire — that is, the land in and
north and east of what is now the great plain
of Yedo. The wave of Japanese civilization
rolled upward from the south, and the Ebisu
or Ainos moved before it. Japanese scholars
variously derive the modern cphithet Aino
from law, a "dog ;" ai no ko, " offspring of
the middle," i. e., child of a breed between
human being and dog.
Their traditional origin, said to be given
by themselves (though the story bears a savor
of having been originated by their Japanese
conquerors), is as follows : A prince of one
of the kingdoms of Asia, named Kamui, had
three daughters.
One of them, whose body
was covered with hair, quitted her father's
palace at night, and tied to the sea.
There
she found a deserted canoe having on board
a huge dog. The young girl resolutely em
barked, and set out on a voyage to the East.
After some months the young princess landed
in an uninhabited and mountainous country.
There she gave birth to two children, a boy
and a girl, who were the ancestors of the
Aino race.
Later the two children married
with one another.
Their offspring in turn
married, some among themselves, others with
the bears of the mountains.
The children
of these last were extraordinary
men, brave
warriors and famous hunters.
After having
remained in this country (where the Ainos
live) during many years, they emigrated to
ward the North, where, continuing to inhabit
the high table-land of the inaccessible mount
ains, they exist through the ages, not subject
to death, and direct by their magic influences
the actions and destinies of mankind (the

Ainos).
The Yezo bear is one of the most imposing
The Ainos
and magnificent of its species.

contest supremacy with him, venerate, deify
him. He is the standard of their comparison
of manly person and character, the burden
of their national chant, and the symbol of all
that deserves respect.
Upon the death of a
hunter by a bear, his relative vows to avenge
his death, and becomes a revenger of blood
against the brute enemy. — Wm. E. Griffis.

A Cheap Greenhouse.— The

Ctr-

man/own Telegraph says : " The cheapest plan
of erecting a greenhouse that we have any
knowledge of — and we used one successfully
for many years — is to dig out a pit in a side
hill, where the upper end will be just above
ground and the lower end will be two or
three feet above ground, where the door must
be, with two or three steps down for an en
trance.
Wall up, roof the wall, and cover
the whole with sash, as in hot-beds, the sash
having more fall, say three feet in a width
of two, the house being fifteen by ten. Erect
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in this the stand of shelves, and when it is
time to take up the summer flowers, bulbs,
The glass should be
etc , store them here.
covered with thick straw mats, which can be
removed even when the weather is coldest,
in clear weather, for an hour or two at mid
day, to get the warmth and influence of the
sun.
At such times ventilation also should
be attended to, by slightly opening a sash or
two.
No fire is needed.
Nearly all readily
flowering plants will bloom, and there will
scarcely be a week during the winter that a
bouquet may not be gathered, if the house is
properly managed."

" The

noblest men I know on earth,
Are men whose hands are brown with toll,
Who, backed by no ancestral graves,
Hew down the woods und till the soil,
And win thereby a nobler f.ime
Than follows king's or warrior's name."

Sool vs. Wireworms. — A corre
spondent of the London Land and Water
found the wireworm
so abundant in every
part of the garden he was set to cultivate,
that he could scarcely grow a potato or a car
rot without its being rendered useless by it ;
and among the various things he was led to
adopt as preventives, soot appeared to be the
only effectual remedy. This he applied to
potato crops in the following manner: The
drills were got ready in their usual way, and
the sets laid in at the bottom of each drill ;
the soot was then put down upon them, in
quantity sufficient to cause the drills to as
sume quite a black appearance.
This being
done, the drills were closed in the ordinary
manner to the natural level, and the work
was finished.
Wherever
soot was applied
the crops turned out clean and good, scarcely
a trace of the wireworm's
ravages was to be
seen, while those from rows not dressed with
soot were quite the reverse — the potatoes be
ing pierced through in every direction, and
fit only for feeding pigs.

Lumber from Straw.— Mr. S. H.
Hamilton, of Bushnell, 111., has discovered
a process for making hard wood lumber out
of common straw, with all the effects of pol

ish and finish which is obtainable on the
hardest of black walnut and mahogany, at as
little cost as clear pine lumber can be manu
factured for. The process of manufacture as
explained by Mr. Hamilton is as follows : Or
dinary straw board, such as is manufactured
at any paper-mill, is used for the purpose.
As many sheets are taken as arc required to
make the thickness of lumber desired. These
sheets are passed through a chemical solu
tion, which thoroughly softens up the fiber
and completely saturates it. The whole is
then passed through a succession of rollers,
dried and hardened during the passage, as
polished, and comes out of the other end of
the machine hard, dry lumber, ready for use.
It is claimed that the chemical properties
hardening in the fiber entirely prevent water
soaking, and render the lumber combustible
The hardened finish
only in very hot fire.
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Hamilton claim a substitute for lumber in
sash, doors and blinds, and finishing stuff,
but also as a substitute for black-walnut and
other woods in the manufacture of all kinds
of fine furniture, coffins, etc., and also an ex
tables,
for
marble-top
cellent
substitute
He claims that it will
mantel-pieces, etc.
not warp in the least. — Farmer's Magazine.

remembering or reflecting,

The

depends

degree

which has aroused
or passion
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anything
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which have been written by
for the purpose

the world
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physical,
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of fancy all discussion

be sustained

and
their

by phenomena.

that

In

other words, they demand positive evidence,
literal facts, for their belief in things mental
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the learned

Another
that

and claims

Large libraries could be made up of

the treatises

external

mind a spiritual or immaterial consistency,
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but we frankly acknowledge that we can

not.

To
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and not an entity distinct from

the physical.
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.many
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closeness

made upon the faculties by physical objects.

as well as
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AUGUST,

tal

is

N. Sizbr, Associate.

Emotion

nature that the major part of men

is
a

A.M., Editor.

external

activity

the strongest expres
the

relation subsisting between

Mrs. C. Fowler Wells, Proprietor.
~H s. Drayton,

such

acting

of the influence

the faculties.

produces

Yet

sion.

of mental

the nature

upon

state of sub

or our mind

jective consciousness,
itself.

are

or observant of anything ex

not conscious

tended, we are said to be in

in

and

is

pain,

a

the outside also makes it impervious to
The samples exhibited could hardly
water.
be told from hard wood lumber, and in saw
ing it the difference could not be detected.
It is susceptible of a very high polish, and
samples of imitation of marble, mahogany,
-etc., were shown, which might deceive the
Not only does Mr.
most experienced
eye.
-on

it
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things physical.

PHRENOLOGICAL
As for

we are inclined to re

ourselves,

gard mind as an entity superior to brain
tissue,
and

how it is brought into contact

but

relation with the brain is beyond

our

power to explain.

This

be

It

(if construc

of the intelligent

called)

sense or mind.

has been

held

by the

leading phrenologists from

the first.

Gall himself says: "When

I say that the

exercise

tions,

action
that

how mighty is

also

and

of our faculties,

Dr.

moral and intel

[Aug.,

vital organism.

upon

and

reaction

Yet

capable

of better things

the conditions with

confound

would

the efficient

causes — I hold to what one can subject to

Thus I consider our moral

observation.

and intellectual faculties
become phenomena

only so far as they

through the agency of

organs."*

the cerebral

and strive more than is our wont.
ever

personal

No,

themselves." And
author of " The History

Dr. Capen,

later,

of Democracy," says, in a pamphlet which
in answer to a criticism of

was published

phrenology which
that

'

had

Examiner

Christian

:

manifestations

the

in

appeared

" The

The

conclusions
of by

(spoken

the

of the spiritual eye over the desirable

This

unattained.

very

mind, its capability of grasping ever-widen
ing vistas of human amelioration, is to us a
demonstration

ONE

of

matter,

its

being

more

THE BLOTCHES
CIVILIZATION.

OF

"t^THILE
saw a

are perfectly

phenomena,"

of mental

part of the reviewer,

gratuitous on the

and without author

Every

one

the subject

who has given attention

knows how susceptible

is to influences

excited

to

the mind

by physical condi-

OUR

man crippled in both limb6, so

that he was compelled

to shuffle laboriously

along on his knees.

He carried an accor-

deon,

and

the upper
thus

occasionally stopped
and lower windows

seeking an

audience

health,

which he fingered

and

a house,

music.

he appeared

feet,

the dexterity with

the keys

He was accompanied

to peer at

of

for his

of his instru

ment showed no lack of manual

ently thirty years

ity, "t

ON

on the street the other day we

in excellent

are the cause

than

more,

protoplasm.

than

cineritious and medullary substance,'
the 'organs

and

of the

expansion

Aside from his distorted

that

of

higher the reach

the

phrenologists) are the manifestations of the
and

limit of his

mental improvement, the broader the sweep

parts as instruments by means

of which they manifest

in

that he felt within

development

In harmony with this great teacher, Dr.
Spurzheim says : " We separate the facul
the cerebral

a

No man

accomplished so grand a result

common

ties of the soul or of the mind and consider

v;e do,

than

something which urges us to look higher

capability.

may be a
that

and

we arc all the while

do not mean that our faculties
;

body,

inseparable

conscious of something within us which is

his soul he had reached

of the organization

mind and

appear

lectual, depends upon material conditions, I
product

its effect

So interblcnded in
are

they at times

interchangeable.

is not our construction

tion it can
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vigor.

by a woman appar

old, a robust,

active

per

son, who assisted him in crossing the street,
and carried

a tin cup, which we

was to receive

the

contributions

inferred
of soft

hearted people who might express their pity
* Kccherches sur 1c System Ncrveux
Sur cchii tie Ccrveau cn Particular.

en General, ct

t Thoughts on Materialism. Insanity, Idiocy, etc., by
Nahum Capen.
Boston, 1S35.

for the cripple in a pecuniary way.
we contemplated

the two, however,

While
the ab

ject appeals of the man and the listless ex

BLOTCHES O.V OUR CIVILIZATION.
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pectancy of the woman

ful

elicited no responses

103

of the needs of the present,

only

of copper or nickel from the passing multi
Per
tude or from neighboring windows.

planning how to supply them

haps after we had turned away there was a

such wretches we jostle against

dropping of coins into the tin cup, but we

thoroughfares

heard it not, and

How

dering aught of compensation.

our reflections ran some
" There is a man
:

and

without ren
many

on the busy

Who will show them how
!
" Who will show them any good ? "

to live ?

what after this manner

who could be useful in many ways
health, strong hands

; he has

T^HE

cupation he could by industry earn a com
livelihood

fortable

ar.d

be

There is a woman in whose

Swedish

we

He

from.

Were

North-east

she willing to earn her bread by hon

est labor, she could easily find the opportu

nity.

Indeed, she could earn

upon

pendent

the complexion

begging."

has been heard

the problem of the

solved

from the Atlantic

passage

to

It will

in the sum

that

be remembered

mer of last year

Nordenskjold left Norway

that which is de

for the purpose

of exploring the northern

We

coast

keep herself and her crippled companion in
a state much better than

has

appre

Behring's Strait.

to

enough

safety grave

entertained,

were

hensions

can find nothing to excuse her mendicancy.

Nordenskjold,

explorer,

concerning whose

independent.
appearance

PASSAGE.

THE NORTH-EAST

oc

; in some sedentary

that

noticed

and features of the two men

of Asia and

entering

the

For

through Behring's Strait.

Pacific

several hun

dicants were of the type which is best illus

dred years the world had been interested

trated by the Italian, and we were reminded

the attempt

by that fact that some of our acquaintances

from the Atlantic to the Pacific, just as it

who wield the crayon and splash the canvas,

has

would probably find some very artistic ele

reach the North

of the beg

ments in the faces and attitudes
gars.

appears

But somehow or other we could not

dwell upon their esthetics.
conduct persisted

in

have

to

made

On

Yenesei.

fore

the

Asia, and a week
of Lena River.

not

be that

this

of

beggary,

It

truth did not press

to arouse

more than a temporary thrill of self-condem
nation.

The next moment they had settled

again into the old channel of thought, heed

Cape

later

the mouth

reached

up the river and the Vega

toward the strait.

For

a

Vega.

It

was

even

reported

by a vessel

which arrived at San Francisco that a ves
;

or slavery to

it failed

rounded

long time no tidings were received from the

they were

recognition from time to time

but in their pitiful indolence,
the habits

evi

years.

21st

Here the vessels separated

going eastward

With

mouth of the

the

Chelpskin, the most north-eastern point of

without sense of responsibility.

upon their

with

reached

— the Lena going

could

passage

7th of August,

money that they might live without labor,

wasting their best

the

He sailed with two ves

of their

soliciting the public to give them

than

to

and the Lena — and, on the

ers in the highway of civilization, stolidly,

more

ene'eavor

the

Prof. Nordenskjold

Pole.

sels — the Vega

occupying the

dent capabilities for usefulness,

in

interested

comparative ease.

ground. We saw them as two indolent loiter
abjectly,

to find a north-east passage

mental

To our

view, the practically vicious side

been

in

to be the Vega was ice-bound

sel supposed

forty miles north of East Cape.

Considerable excitement
in scientific

was

awakened

and commercial circles.

ditions were
Nordenskjold

organized
and

his

to search
companions.

Expe
for Prof.

The.
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Russian Government was particularly ener

voyages

getic in this respect

of commercial relations between

overland expedition

and

ordered an

had

from Yakhutsk and set

According
ageous

the practicability

Europe

and the Yenesei and Lena Rivers, and held

stoutly to the practicability of navigation in

on foot other measures.
to his

he demonstrated

own report, the cour

navigator made his way with toler

able facility, wintering

in safety amid the

the Arctic Ocean.

Whether
will become

or not the north-east passage
thoroughly available

for com

rigors of an Arctic winter, and, when the

mercial operations

genial warmth of early

China and Japan remains to be determined.

summer loosened

the ice, unfurled his sails and proceeded

on

his course of discovery.

The fact that a voyage can only be made
during the warm weather is not a favorable

Prof. Nordenskjold has been very success
navigator.

'

one.

Russia, however,

turn the dis

may

covery to important national ends.

previous

J|'

In

|)ur

ful as an Arctic

between this country and

cntorial

jjurcau.

Ho that qtteslhmethmuch shall lenxnihuP.li"-~Bticon.

We have heard phrenologists speak of
other organs making up for one that was defi
cient in the brain they evidently were not well
grounded in phrenological philosophy. Each or
gan has charge, so to say, of a certain sphere of
mentality, and other organs can not trend upon or
occupy its place. Locality has to do with place
Tune with melody Ideality with imagination
Cautiousness with fear; Combativeness with
boldness Firmness with decision Benevolence
with generosity, and so on. Locdity can not
compensate for want of Tune, of Time, Eveutuulity, Benevolence, etc. Combativeness can not
compensate for a lack of Firmness, Secretiveness,
no such thing as
Destructiveness, etc. There
one organ occupying the place of another under
any circumstances, and the sooner the student of
Phrenology gets that essential principle well Im
pressed upon his mind, the better for his ad
vancement in phrenological philosophy.

ness.

a

it

a

if

A

;

;

A

;

;

;

Question

:

is

Infection — Contagion. —
Will you

bo kind encugh to give me a definition

of these two terms
am
They mystify me, and
unable to obtain
clear understanding of them
from others. Most people appear to mix them.
Ahsmr: It
more difficult to define these
terms than one would think at first glance.
Even

I

moro or leas fluency, but he will not show ability
in construction unless he have the organ of Con
structiveness fairly developed.
man may plan
from the intellect in conjunction with Ideality
he may suggest methods for carrying Into effect
certain things but
Constructiveness be small,
he will not show distinctive practical ability in
such undertakings.
man with
long head may
have a fair development of Constructiveness,
»nd yet
may not appear conspicuously to one
who is not conversant w ith the details of exam
No combination of organs will compen
ining.
sate for
deficient development of Constructive

physicians seem to mix them.
So far as we can
discern, infection signifies that ic origin of the
disease is external to the animal af
poison of
fected by it. In other words, the poison Is cot the
product of the animal organism which
infects,
but owes its existence to external causes, what
ever they may be. Contagion
product or poi
it

Defective Organs Compensated. —

man with large perccptives may tuke lu details
enough on all subjects to be able to talk with

t

A

A

is
a

if

communicate with us through the post-vffice should,
they expect a reply, inclose the return postage, or what
is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full address.
nonymous letters will not be considered.

a

;

We can not undertake to return un-

available contributions unless the necessary postage
is provided ly the writers. In all casks, persons who

1

Attrn-

if

a

an Inquiry Fails to Receive

is

If

tion within two months, the correspondent should re
not then published, the inquirer may con
peat it
clude that an answer is withheld, for good reasons,
by the editor.

;

if

a

"
QUESTIONS OK Gr.NF.RAI. INTEREST'" ONLY
be answered in this department.
But one ques
tion at a tint.-, and that clearly stated, must be proa correspondent shall expect us to give
pounded,
him the benejit of an early consideration.

will

;

;

hit ffWrespoiibcnts.
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man contour.
son emanating from diseased organism. I. Is mat
The nose of Secretary Evarts,
which you instance, is indicative of positlveness,
ter communicated by an affected pernon or animal
decision, and assured reliance upon self. There
to another, entering his blood, and occasioning,
arc phases of this outline which approach de
by its development therein or through the disor
formity, and these cases indicate rather weak
ganization which it produces, all the symptoms
and changes which characterize the original dis
ness, in that the person may be over self-reliant,
ease.
may trust too much to his powers, and so defeat
Miasmatic disorders are infectious. They
his ends.
We think the nose relates more to the
are hardly ever limited to one particular place,
but may be distributed through the atmosphere
physical forces in the organization than to the
of an entire district, and affect many persons at intellectual development, although we usually
the game time. A contagious disease, originally I trace a relation between a finely-chiseled nasal
'
emanating from an affected person or animal, is organ and symmetry and refinement of mental
extended by other individuals in the vicinity in- development.
baling or swallowing the emanated matter. The
ABSENCE OF Mind. — Question : There
|ioison of infection may exist In a gaseotn form ; [
are times when I lose myself for seconds, and
arise from decomposing vegetable or animal mat
always return to consciousness with a shiver. It
ter, or lu the form of living organisms suspended
has occurred to me in company, but for so short
In the air, which are known as spore or fungus,
a space of time that the person with whom I was
or bacteria. The poison of contagious disease
talking didn't observe it ; it might have been
of
an
being the product
animal organism, is of
minutes or hours for aught I know. Tho first
a glandular origin ; in other words, the product
time I observed it I was a child in church, and
of a secreting cell.
was looking intently at a figure on the wall, and
Sleeping with the Mouth Open. — the impression remained with me for a long time
This is an improper habit for one to contract, as that the figure I was looking at had something to
it is unnatural ; and one who gets accustomed do with it. It has occurred in the school-room
to sleep thus, generally awakens In the morning
(I am a teacher), and for the instant I am absent
from my class, where, I know not ; it takes me an
with very disagreeable feelings in the mouth,
instant to recover myself and remember where
and experiences less refreshment than if he had
1 am, and I have a very peculiar feeling for some
slept with the mouth closed. The nostrils are
time afterward. I would like to know your opin
given us us the instruments of respiration ; the
ion in regard to it.
air in pa-sing through them undergoes a filtering
Answer: You doubtless have a predominance
process, as the channels by which it reaches the
lungs are crooked and long, and arranged in of the reflective organs, and that has a great deal
There is
other respects for breathing.
We think that to do with the experiences you relate.
also a high degree of nervous intensity. An idea
people who arc in the habit of breathing through
enters your mind, and for a moment or two ab
the mouth are rendered liable to disorders of the
sorbs the attention of your thoughts ; you forget
mucous membrane, catarrh, pulmonary affec
The time may seem to you long,
tions, etc
surroundings.
but usually it is but a minute, perhaps not half
Mind Reading.— E. G.— The experi
that in most Instances. The shiver you speak of
ments you recite are similar to many of which
is occasioned by your return to consciousness,
we have heard, and they evidence that one mind
by your sudden appreciation of where you are,
can influence another to the degree of commu
your work, your duties, and It embarrasses your
nicating its impression in a subtle manner. The
mind fur a moment, so that some seconds arc
process appears to be beyond the palo of scien
necessary to enable you to recover your balance
tific interpretation.
It is something different and adjust yourself to your duties.
from clairvoyance.
You may term it " magnet
Calculation and Analysis —Ques
ism," if you will, as that is as good a term as
tion:
What is the difference between the organ
any, for the reason that tho mind which is read
ization required to make one a rapid, accurate
ing or expressing impressions without exercis
calculator, and to make one good in the analysis
ing the senses is under control of another's will.
of complicated problems ? 1 see rapid, accurate
Nose and Character.— Prominence calculators who can not analyze, and good ana
of the nose, by which we mean that its projec
lyzers who can not calculate well.
tion outward from tho face indicates a disposi
Answer: Good calculators, or those who are
tion to inquire, to observe, to learn, with some
able to use numbers in computations which have
thing of the quality known popularly as " in- no very intricate relations : for instance, simple
qulsittveness."
People with such noses are fond
of multiplication, addition, etc., and
processes
of making investigations ; they are curious about
reach the exact results, have large Number, or
that which is unusual and strange ; but a some
Those who can analyze, who are
Calculation.
what different character is indicated in the Boable to appreciate the higher branches of mathe

i o6
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matics, the logical relations of numbers, have a
good development of the reasoning organs, es
pecially Comparison. We have met persons who
arc very quick in p?rforming examples in multi
plication and division, multiplying a number
composed of six or eight or ten integers ty it
self, extracting the square root, or the cube root
of a large number, or raising a certain number
to its fourth or fifth or even higher powers, but
in the department of reasoning they were defi
cient. The boy George Bidder, who was very
remarkable for hU power of mental calculation,
was thought to be adapted to professional engi
neering, but on trial failed ; he lacked the organ
ization adapting him to appreciate the philoso
phy which enters into the combinations the en
gineer must work out when planning some ex
tensive enterprise, like the building of a brldgo
or a great public building or planning machinery
for certain kinds of work.
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Strauss, and others, who appear to entertain
what arc called Deistical opinions.
Pairan is a
term usually applied to worshipers of idols, an
imals, and other earthly objects, whether as di
vinities in 'themselves or as symbols of super
natural power.
Perhaps your rheumatism Is aggravated by too
much bathing. Once a day, we think, would be
sufficient, and let the water be about 6.")°.

Country

Speaking. — G. A. — On

ac

count of their isolated life, country people have
less to excite them than the dwellers in a city,
and, hence, their temperament has less of the
Mental element, which conduces to excitement
and irritability, and so quickens the action of
the mental faculties; they think with compara
tive slowness, and speak correspondingly.

Seven Wise Men

of Greece

!— M.

J.

— The honor of being enumerated among the
Seven Wisest of the Grecians is generally given
Sponge Pillows, etc.— H. S.— Sponge
to Solon, who is the reputed author of the cele
is excellent for cushions, mattresses, etc. The
brated motto in the Delphian Temple, " Know
very best quaJity of sponge, however, is neces
"
Cotton ii good material for sueh pur- I thyself ; to Chilo, whose motto was, "Consider
sary.
end;"
the
to Pittacus, author of "Know thy
For pillows wo prefer
poses ; go, too, is hair.
opportunity;" to Bias, "Most men ars bad;"
hair not too tightly massed.
to Periandcr, "Nothing is impossible to indus
Marriage of the Races.— H, S. J. — try;" to Cleobulus, "Avoid excess;" and to
The joining of persons belonging to the differ
Thales, who said, " Suretyship is the precursor
ent white nations or races is not at all objection
of ruin."
able.
We think the happiest results may be ex
Several ANSWKU3 must be dtfeired to the next
pected from the marriage of a Frenchman to an
number.
English lady, both being in good health, of
course : or the association of the Irish and En
glish strains, or German and French, or Italian
and Scotch or Swedish, and so on.

Cautiousness

and Self-esteem.— J.

W. L. — It is somewhat unusual for one to be de
ficient in both these qualities.
It Is common for
one to be deficient In Self-esteem and strong or
On the one hand, wc
large in Cautiousness.
should be im-lhietl to advise you to bo prudent
In your conduct, to avoid extremes, and to be
careful in the exercise of your strength and
means ; on the other side, we should advise you
to bo self reliant, to work out your own pur
poses for yourself, and to be less disposed to
appeal for advice and hulp from others. Do net
be precipitate, rash, or headlong : cultivate mod
eration in all that you do; think over the mat
ter, then set about its performance.
Lay your
plans carefully and work according to them,
turning neither to the right nor to the left- Make
use »f the very trite but excellent aphorism, " Be
sun- you are right, and then go ahead."

Col. Incersoll's Creed. — G. W. L. —
We are unable to define this gentleman's relig
ious belief. According to his own avowals, he
is very earnestly hostile to Cl.risti mity, and
sseems to bo on the side of Tom Paine, Voltaire,

Communications are invited on Any topic ef inter*
est i the writer s personal views and facts front his
experience bearing on our subjects, being preferred.

Some of my " Notions."— [Under this
title a contributor to The Ho sehM, a periodical
so long and so well known in this country that
any special characterization would be >uperfluous, says some very pertinent things concerning
Wc take the liberty of republish
Phrenology.
ing the article— Ed. P. J.]
As long

me, there was
upon my mind by a conver
sation between
my father, w ho was a physician,
and a friend of his, regarding some lectures upon
phrenology and psychology they had been attend
ing, and the discussion hinged upon the practical
value of those, then, new branches of science.
My opportunities to glean information upon them
had never been improved until it occurred to me
while teaching school my one winter, that the
influence exerted by a delicate girl over a dozen
or more rude boyn who wore older and physically
stronger, must be the result of an asserted men
ago as memory servos

an Impression made

W HA T
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at from fourteen to sixteen years or age, and 'tis
offered I experi
a little, looking what 1 wished to say,
just here educators should pause and pander,
with gratifying results ; and since I have felt the
and parents Inform themselves as to whithei
need of help in governing my family, both chil
their children are going and what the results
dren and servants, I have found in continncd ex
will be.
periments in this direction a benefit, though it
P.S. — have no axe to grind.
be only one of my — " notions."
And would like
to know if there Is any avenue to information
Alexander Pope. — Of all the great
further upon the subject open to a casual reader English writers Pope seems to us the greatest
who can seldom give more than an hour of the
study, for into his poems are infused so maeh of
twenty-four to reading.
his own strange, sensitivo individuality.
How
Of the practical value of mental strength — of can one describe them? They are not pen-land
will, of expression, of suavity— in a nurse, any
scapes like many of Byron's they are not dainty
physician will testify, but 'tis for phrenologists
bits of nature like Bums'
they do not paint to
to toll us if these qualities assert themselves or nature's God like Cowper, for his wit. fine and
require exercise for development.
polished, lies concealed like the bright, fiashing
When I consulted Prof. Capenus to the educa
sword in its scabbard, gi'ing but
hint of its
tion of my eldest child, before he hail been six presence and power. What are his poems, then
months in school, that I might direct every les
We can only answer they are Pope, original,
son to the best interest of the business for which
inimitable, unique.
he socmed best fitted, 'twas in the face of opposi
Alexander Pope was born in London, May 21,
tion and derision if not contempt from some of 168S. He was a puny, sickly child, and in the
my best friends, who treated me to opinions as more than half a century that he lived, the poor,
to the folly of " fortune-telling " and waste of
unlovely, diminutive and deformed body was
money, but my faith continues and I propose to
never free from some weakness or malady.
He
consult him again and again for each child at was great reader and an ardent lover of Spencer,
Waller, nnd Dryden in his very childhood
from seven to ton years of age and a second time,
and
before putting them to trades or business to test,
very early displayed his own tal nt for versillcafor my own gratification, if nothing else, if he
tion. Of his earliest poetic attempts the " Ode
will tell me the same story twice of the same on Solitude " only remains. His first appearance
head.
If we know of tendencies to wrong-doing in public as an author was on the occasion of the
and the weakness of good qualities with which
publication of his " Pastorals " when he wa»
our children begin the world — from prenatal twenty-one years old, but which were written five
These wore spoken of highly by
causes of tthnes — would not, could we not sym
years before.
life of
pathize, warn, encourage, help more certainly
many of the ablest critics of tho day
than wc might.
honor and distinction was at once gained by the
as too often
the case, we
he was courted by the wealthy, sought out
nllow the conceit that our offspring can not but
poet
be naturally better than those of our neighbors?
by the wits of that age, and the bitter and caustic
sarcasm of hU ready pen feared by his literary
feel certain
parents believod in Phrenology
enemies.
and educated their children for the poslllons in
His translations of the two groat epic poems
life for which they are by nature fitted, there
would be fewer people of whom
of antiquity, the Iliad and Odyssey, of the ncelves
could he said,
" He has mistaken his calling," and less sadness
would have brought him fame, but they far
of heart ever possibilities discovered " too late " from exhausted the mental powers he held in re
serve and which resulted In his "Imitations,"
to save from lives of wretchedness many lovely
the "Dimciad" and
"Satires and Eplatles,"
think
to be deplored that the
daughters.
old custom of lecturers (upon physiology phre
Tho " Rape of the Lock " is
moral essays.
somewhere charmingly described as the -'most
nology, or in courses, of from three to five lect
ures) going through the couDtry upon their owu exquisite specimen of filigree work ever invented
made of
admirable in proportion as
responsibility baa been abandoned. The many
nothing. It is the triumph of insignificance, the
impostors who took up tho cue were probably
It is th; per
the ruin of the custom, but
apothesis of foppery and folly.
thlak the country
plot
The plot—
is ready now again for good men who know of fection of the mock-heroic."
" trifle
founded on
what they speak.
can be said to possess —
light as air," and none but Pope could have
While the subject of education Is an all-impor
rhyth
such a delicate, mcif
thrown around
tant one, and
am in sympathy with all sensible
mic wreath. Lord Petre severs a lock of hair,
advancement In any direction, there seems to be
an aimlessncss In the lives of most students of in sport, from tho sunny little head of Aral,clU
Fermor— very pretty and very silly little lady,
either sex that prevents them from appropriat
whoso dignity was injured and temper fearfully
ing anything of the much general Information
ruffled by such lawless and daring act result*
00 necessary for the many whose sch ool-days end
tnl strength, and as opportunity
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a feud between the two families, and Pope's I When they become sick, they are perfectly satis
good-natnred satire, whoso delicious nonsense fied in calling it "providential ; " still they have
a way of twisting their theology and sending f^r
caused the poem to win public favor at once,
a physician to assist in removing this most
passing through three editions, a great literary
providential act.
success for those days.
There are thousands of true health reformers
Pope died the 30th of May, 1744, but his name
in the United States, but they are so isolated that
and works will ever live, and England may well
it is Impossible for any great number of them to
prize the poet who from so humble circumstances
attain to anything like perfection. There are
as the son of a linen draper, rose to so high and
other thousands that would be glad to live in
well-deserved a distinction.
There are few poets so widely quoted from in accordance with the laws of their being, if they
literature and conversation, as Pope ; and many could find a place in which tbey could receive
the counsel and sympathy of congenial spirits.
terse sentences, familiar as household words, we
There are many fond parents that would go to the
find in his works, and in closiug this fragmentary
ends of the earth, if by so doing they conld find
sketch of our author we will give a few, as pos
a place in which to rear their children free from
sibly many may not be aware from whence these
the vices and evil influences of fashionable so
old friends dated their nativity.
ciety. To all such I wish to say that there is a
In his masterly essay on criticism we have :
" Pride, the never-failing vice of fools."
small number of health reformers in this vicin
"A little learning is a dangerous thing," and, ity where I live, who have determined to go
" To err is human, to forgive divine."
away from society as it is, and build up a society
of their own, In which they can worship God
By him we are introduced to the Hon. Mr.
"I_o, the poor Indian," and from his works, according to the dictates of their consciences,
in body as well »s in spirit, in which they cau
too, we often hear quoted :
" Beauty draws us with a single hair."
obey as well as learn the laws of Nature as mani
" Whatever is, is right."
fested In and through the living organism. In
" The proper study of mankind is man."
order to interest as large a number as possibln
" Order is heaven's first law."
in our enterprise, we wish to open a correspond
"An honest man's the noblest work of God." ence with health reformers in all parts of the
country. We have no particular place in view
"Just as the twig is bent the tree's inclined."
as a location for our colony, but wish to find
"The feast of reason and the flow of soul."
" Honor and shame from no conditions rise ;
the best wherever that may be. We expect to
" Act well your part, there all the honor lies." locate in a mild and healthy climate where land
is cheap ; if we can find Government land where
A. L. ROCKWOOD.
the soil and climate are adapted to our wants,
Health Reform, and a Colony we think of locating on it so as to give the poor
an equal chance with the rich to get land on
Movement. — We all have the sad spectacle be
which to make a home.
In establishing a colony
fore our eyes of great men, good men, statesmen,
we do not propose
communism or unitary
divines, and others who have fallen or proved
recreant to the promises and professions of a homes ; we neither expect nor desire a unifor
mity of rcligiOL'S or political sentiments; we
lifetime, and if we will carefully and fully exam
ine the causes, we will find that in nearly every oidy ask a uuity of purpose in carrying out
the great truths of health reform.
We are
instance they started from diseased bodily con
ditions, or were founded in habits which rendered thoroughly convinced 'hat health reform is the
the blood impure, the secretions depraved, the very foundation of all reform ; in fact, that it
brain confused, and consequently the sensibili
includes all true reform ; health reform means
obedience to all the laws of our being.
ties perverted, the intellect beclouded, and the
To havfi
moral sense obscured.
healthy muscles, nerves, brain, bones, etc., we
must conform in all respects to the laws which
Very few outside the ranks of the health re
Nature has implanted in our organization ; and
formers are aware that the dietetic habits almost
universal among our people at the present time to have healthy perceptions, judgment, con
will, passions, emotions, propensities,
are the predisposing causes of the moral and
science,
physical depravity that we behold on every hand.
etc., we must obey the irreversible laws which
The masses can see no connection between
control the mental and moral manifestations.
In short, health reform means, " Cease to do
the food they eat and the physical and mental
suffering they endure; even the well-educated
evil, and learn to do well," in all things. The
and refined classes of society, the moral and re
basis of all good, all truth, all progress, is in
ligious teachers and ministers of the Gospel,
tegrity in the bodily structures. The immediate
square their lives by the Scriptural passage that source of all error, all falsity, all crime in the
" Man born of woman is of few days and full world, is unhealthy conditions of the bodily or
of troubles" (which they interpret literally).
The idiot, the madman, the murderer, are
gans.
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Ava
bnt extreme Illustrations of the principle.
licentiousness,
rice, drunkenness,
gambling,
selfishness, and the multitude of vices, crimes,
faults, and foibles, which are so prevalent as to
evils, and by
be regarded by many as necessary
some as the normal conditions of society, are
nothing more nor less than the legitimate off
spring of foul blood and bad digestion. If the
-Christian would succeed in evangelizing the
world ; if the temperance reformer would rid the
earth of the terrible curse of intoxicating drinks ;
if the moralist would cloxe the dens of debauch
if the statesman would
ery and prostitution;
purify legislation of party politics and chican
ery ; if the philanthropist would shut up the
gambling hells ; and if the sociologist would in
duce men to deal equitably with each other, they
must go back to first principles, and teach all
classes and all conditions of human beings that
the first rule of conduct and the highest good of
all requires a life in accordance with the laws of
life. This must be accomplished, if accomplished
at all, through the health reform movement, by
Health re
hygienic preaching and practice.
formers must never falter in the good work, nor
give way to the world in what they know to be
wrong, but stand firm, fixed, and true, as know
ing the right and daring to maintain it. We
must overthrow the moldy structures of timecrasted error ; moet the opposers of our system
with plain, practical living, so plain that a fool
need not err therein ; discard all fashions that
are not consistent with reason, common sense,
and decency ; crush out intemperance from tho
whisky bottle down to the castor, and thus rear
a philosophy beautiful as heaven, true as life,
and firm as the rock of ages.
Any person wishing to become one of a society
as above indicated, will learn our plans and
prospects by addressing
I. O. CLARE,
Black Jack Grove, Hopkins Co., Texas.

Phrenology not a Proof of Fatal

ism. — There are conscientious, and, in many re

correct-thinking poople, who insist that
Phrenology is a false notion because, if true, it
is to them a proof of fatalism.
Surely a careful
examination of the subject woutd convince them
of tbelr error. For there is no organ of the
brain, as acknowledged and defined in Phre
nology, that goes any further toward proving
fatalism true, than does the fact that we have
The organs of
feet or other physical members.
the brain and members of the body bear pre
cisely the same relationship to the solil ; they
are physical avenues by which the soul may he
approached, and through which the soul may
One would be as just in saying, " We have
act.
"
feet, therefore we are predestined .to dance ;
"
He is foreordained
as to say of an individual,
The
to steal, for he has large Secretiveness."
spects,
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truth is, we have feet— the power to walk. That
power may be misapplied to dancing, or other
wise.
Secretiveness, as a power of self-conser
vation, may be used naturally, reasonably, In
the way God meant it to be used ; or it may be
perverted to stealing or lying. So with the other
organs of the brain, as set forth in Phrenology.
If any one will acquaint himself with Phre
nology sufficiently to make anything of a general
application of its rules, he can demonstrate this
for himself. He will soon find persons of welldeveloped domestic faculties who have lived to
old age without being married ; persons with
large Veneration, who have never professed to
be religious, and many with more than an ordi
nary development of intellect, who have never
been engaged in a strictly intellectual pursuit.
This shows that a faculty may not only escape
perversion, but that even Its natural use may
never obtain full sway. The fact is, the use or
abuse of a power of the brain, like other physical
powers, depends upon the will. When one or
gan acts, the blood is called to that, to the neglect
of others ; and such a process kept up, renders
some organ more or less incapacitated for action.
The same is true of every member of the body.
Instance the disabling of the feet by Chinese
women, and the weakening of the muscles of
the body by the American custom of wearing
MIS9 eliza j. Stephen, a.m.
corsets.

Force — "Oh, here
more philosophical
speculations 1" petu
Not so,
lantly exclaims the profound reader.
my hasty critic Be assured you have my sin cere sympathy, because I know, only too well,
the vast libraries, the nnnumbered tomes, that
you have been obliged to examine to familiarize
yourself with the diverse schools of philosophy,
founded on the teachings of Plato and Aristotle,
and amplified by their respective scholastic fol
lowers, covering a period of over two thousand
years, until the induction of modern philosophy
at the beginning of the seventeenth century ; and
I know, too, very well, that since tho Baconian
era, each generation has given birth to a school
or two of philosophers until the nineteenth cent
ury finds almost every famous seat of learning
promulgating a different class of philosophical
speculations in regard to some of the higher
I am not surprised, then, to
attributes of man.
hear you exclaim, "Give us a rest;" but be
patient, and " hear me for ray cause." My ob
ject in writing is to clear away some of the so
phistical speculations of the past, and to present
facts— facts that can be demonstrated beyond a
I hope the day has been
reasonable doubt.
ushered in when hypothesis will be compelled
to give way to reality, and that the philosophers
of this age will cease to speculate, and direct
(heir ponderous Intellects in the direction of
Nervo-Mental

are
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" Nervo-mental force"
slmp1y Implies a force
(applied by the nerves and wielded by the brain
or wilL "Nervo" is derived from tne Portu
guese, and signifies nerves,
t use this phrase,
because it conveys exactly what I comprehend.
[Rather is it not from the Greek neuron, whence
the scientific term neurology ?— Ed. P. J.]
Several years ago I discovered that certain ex
tremely nervous persons, under favorable cir
cumstances, conveyed certain sensations to me.
I was at first told this was " sympathy," but, by
a series of accidents, I was led to Investigate
the phenomenon, and my investigations resulted
in satisfying mo that all the higher formt of ani
mal life hurl or radiate a current of magnetism or
electricity (?) upon every object to which the attention
it directed, and that when directed against a timilar
animal body it ha», at least, a tensate effect. This
current I discovered was hurled or radiated from
the eyes. After a severe strain I found my eyes
invariably painful and much exhausted.
My
body, after experimenting for an honr or two, is
literally covered, as it were, with electricity (?),
causing pricking and stinging sensations and
neuralgic aches, similar to those produced by an
electro-magnetic battery. To relievo myself I
am frequently compelled to walk my chamber
or apply some cold substance. From these and
other reasons I concluded that the current was
electrical, similar to that of the gymnotus, the
ray, the serpent, the cat, and the toad.
In my
many experiments to ascertain whether the cur
rent is direct, I have found no non-conductors
that break it; therefore, I conclude that it is
propelled or radiated directly through the atmos
phere or space.
My experiments were suggested by the suc
cessive steps of my discoveries.
After having
learned that sensations were communicated to
ine in the manner described, I began to direct
my mind upon others, and I soon discovered
that in from twenty to forty seconds I experi
enced a return circuit, when I experimented with
the passive mind of a nervous person.
The best
time to make these experiments is in the morn
ing, between the hours of one and five o'clock.
I soon could tell whether my subject was asleep
or awake, or whether my forco caused a dream.
The return circuit would concentrate, invariably,
upon the same portion of the body, not varying
once in many months. If there was any varia
tion, it was only in amount of surface covered
growing out of the excitement of the subject.
In rases of extreme excitement the force was
much stronger, the neuralgic pain much sharp sr,
and tho surface covered greater; no two, in a
■core of cases, concentrating their force upon the
samo portion of my body.
However, in my long
and extensive experience, I have discovered that
upon the spine, immediately over the location of
the heart, there are many moro concentrations
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on any other portion of my person ; but
in many instances I And my mind directed to
tho subject before I notice the force. Theso
sensations are what wo usually call neuralgia.
They are the witchcraft of the Dark Ages, and I
am sorry to say of moro recent times. Should
the subject have a sore muscle or gland, the
foice would cause it to give pain. I soon learned
that persons of a bilious temperament, persous
of dark complexions and negroes, have much
more force than blondes.
Females generally
havo twice or thrice the force of males.
Men
appear to have lost the power save when much
excited.
As I proceeded with my experiments, I soonlearned that all the emotions, all the feelings
which are peculiar to us, can be readily com
municated to nervous, sensitive persons who
remain passive, by simply directing the mind
for a tew minutes upon such passive persons,
while tho experimenter Is in the proper mood.
All excitements can be communicated in this
manner.
Some epidemic diseases can thus be
disseminated. If the mind is turned directly
on the brain of a passive, sensitive person,
thoughts will be readily conveyed.
By this.
means an idea may be conveyed to a whole com
munity. This accounts for religious, temper
The coiv
ance, and other reformatory waves.
centration of many minds, with a single Mo i,
upon a single Individual who Is sensitive, ts
It is only the lym
likely to provo irresistible.
phatic who can hold out, and even theso from
policy frequently surrender.
Mesmerism and fascinating or "charming"
occupied my attention In turn. I found hereand there a good mesmeric subject, not many,
who would pass into a mesmeric sleop readily
when my mind was directed to them. While in
this condition the motor nerves were subject to
my will, and I appeared to control the muscular
action quite as readily as they could themselves.
I had previously demonstrated to my entire
satisfaction that such action Is tho result of
I have had numerous demon
nervous force.
strations of this fact.
Fascinating can only bo
accomplished on a good subject. There may be
times when any one may be fascinated, but it is
a rare thing to succeed.
Spiritualism, which brings all this peculiar
phenomena into requisition, as well as clair
voyance, have engaged much of my attention. It
Is in these higher stages of nervous phenomena
where the reasoning faculties marvel at the gran
deur and eublimity of the reasoning world, I
must confess that I have not mastered them, but
I have had sufficient experience to satisfy me
that nervo-mental force is tho key to all tho mys
teries which enshroud them.
For the last four months I havo given a great
portion of my time to experimenting with clairj than

WISDOM— MIRTH.
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clairaudience, and therefore I as
know to be facts.
The latter Is the
result of two persons simultaneously directing
their minds to each other and uttering sounds,
and the circuit of electricity passing between
them conveys the sound.
It is quite probable
that what was accomplished by Prof. Loomis, in
the mountain heights of Virginia, can be readily
accomplished by two good subjects, with dcllcately-constrncted instruments in the nature of
telephones, anywhere and at any distance.
I invite the scientific to examine the phe
nomena of which this article Is predicated, and
to assist me in its investigation that their testi
mony may be added to mine.
i. B. dukborrow.
Huntingdon, Pa.
Toyancc
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Phrenology

in Literature. —

Mr.
Burroughs' fresh and sprightly book, "Locusts
and Wild Honey," abounds in suggestive reflec
In his
tions on scenes and life out of door?.
chapter entitled "Sharp Eyes," he indicates a
scientific vein, and speaks particularly on the
discovery of rare and characteristic things. In
the course of his carefully -penned thoughts
occurs this : "The phrenologists do well to lo
cate not only form, color, weight, etc, in the
region of the eye, but a faculty which they call
Individuality — that which separatee, discrimi
nates, and sees in every object its essential char
This is just as necessary to the naturalist
acter.
as to the artist or the poet. The sharp eye notes
specific potots and differences — it seizes upon
and preserves the individuality of the thing."

in

not only occupies the hands, but tbe brain ; work
on which one lavishes the best part of the heart.
— W. G. Eliot.

No good man ever gave anything without
being the more happy for it, unless to tbe un
deserving, nor ever took anything away without
being the less so. — Landor.
Knowledoe

dwells in heads replete with
thoughts of other men ;
Wisdom iu minds attentive to their own.
Knowledge, a rude, unprofitable mass,
The mere materials with which wisdom builds,
Till shaped, and smoothed, and fitted to its
place,
Does but encumber what it seems to enrich.

A noble man compares and estimates himself
by an idea which is higher than himself, and a
mean man by one that is lower than himself.
The one produces aspiration, the other ambi
tion. Ambition is the way in which a vulgar
man aspires.

MIRTH.
" A little

nonsense now and then

Is roliehed by the wisest men."

Wht Is a baby, before it is christened, like a
newspaper article without a signature ? Because
it's anonymous.
His name was Wrath, and when he asked bis
girl to marry him, she gave him a soft answer ;
and a soft answer turned away Wrath.

"Mr

dear," said a gentleman to bis wife,
club Is going to have all the bome com
forts." "Indeed," replied the wife; "and when,
pray, is our home to have all the club com
forts? "

" onr

WISDOM.
" Think

truly, and thy thought
Shall bo a fruitful seed."

Hen of wit have not always the clearest judg
ment or deepest reason. — Robert Walsh.

It
down

Is easy to look down on others ; to look
on ourselves is the difficulty. — Lord

Peterborouqr.

Only what we
during life
Humboldt.

ters

Into onr charac
take away with us. —

have wrought
can

we

Most of the shadows that cross our path
through life are caused by our standing in our
own light.
Tbe hum of a tea-kettle paid for is more beau
tiful than the most splendid air on a piano that
is not.

It

is an uncontrolled truth that no man ever
ill figure who understood his own tal
ents, nor a good one who mistook them.
made an

The longer

I

live the more do

I

become satis-

fled that nothing Is bo good for people who arc
m deep

trouble

as real hard work — work

that

An ethereal maiden called Maud,
Was suspected of being a fraud ;
Scarce a crumb was she able
To eat at the table —
But in the back pantry,
0 Lawd I

....

He

was a hard looking

old customer ; he was
blear-eyed; his hair was long and straggling;
his clothes were In rags, and he was fearfully
dirty. You never would have supposed that hs
was worth $6,000,000, and ho wasn't.

The following was recently sent to a school
mistress in Birmingham England : " Miss X.,
can you allow our Henrietta Georgians' to come
home and nurse Claudius Alfred while our
"
Louise Anne Victoria goes to dancing-school ?
Sarah Briogs (rending the local) — "Sokes
I would no more name a child Alias
alive!
than notllin' in tho world I They're allurs cutHere's Alias Thompson,
tiu' up some caper.
Alias Williams, Alias the Night-hawk all been
took up for stealln' I "

PHRENOLOGICAL

Thk Exact Spot.— "And where was the man
stabbed ? " asked an excited barrister of a phy
sician. " Well, it was about an inch and a half
to the left of the median line, and about an inch
" Oh,
was the reply.
above the umbilicus,"
thank you, sir, I understand now ; but I thought
it was near the Town Hail."

[Aug.,

delphia on Wednesday evening, the 80th of April,
at the age of 84. She was born in 1795 in the
town of Newport, N. H., and was married at the
age of 19 to Mr. David Hale,
distinguished
lawyer of her native place. He died in 1822,
eight years after their marriage, leaving his
widow with five young children dependent upon
her exertions for support. She devoted herself
to literary work, and became the author of nu
merous volumes of poems, stories, etc. She was
actively engaged in numerous benevolent and
charitable enterprises nearly to the close of her
life.

I

it

it,

A popular concert singer, advertised to par
ticipate in an entertainment in a Missouri village,
excused her absence on the ground of having a
severe cold in the head, and the next day re
ceived the following from an admirer : " Thiz is
and rub
on the bridge of
gouse greze ; melt
luv you to distraxyore noze until cured.
bhun."
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of the young Prince Imperial of
a

sud
France at the hands of savage Zulus, was
den and swift termination to his military career.
No matter what one's opinion of the Bonaparte
family may be, and of its relation to the politi
cal embarrassments of France, he can scarcely
help a feeling of sjmpathy for the poor exEmpress Eugenie, who clung to her boy as her
He was but twenty-three.
only stay.

Lord Dufferin

of those noticed.

The

a

is

a

is

of the Denison (Iowa)-ZfuZseries of interesting articles
publishing
on the theory and practice of Phrenology."
So
Mr.
says the Council Bluffs Daily Nonpareil.
Keith
very thorough phrenologist.

it

it

a

New Hamp
Governor Drew, of Florida,
shire man, owns sixty thousand acres of land.
He employs four hundred men cutting logs and
sawing them inta lumber. All his men live in
neat cottages built by him, for which he charges
no rent.
He is now constructing a tramway
eight miles in length into the forest, and the
will be felled,
trees of convenient access to
to his mill.
and the logs conveyed by
a

century
Mrs. Sarah J. Hale, who for batf
of Oodeft tedy'i Book, died at Phila

was editor

Le-

:

a

a

a

a

it

a

a

a

a

a

"Editor Keith,

letin,

it

is

and his wife, the latter known
Wren, were considered
strong at
traction in the variety then tors
few years ago.
Mrs. Collins was young, pretty, and clever.
The pair played in mnsical sketches, and re
ceived high pay. The wife has now been sent
to
Philadelphia inebriate asylum, her drunk
enness having kept her for
long time off the
ctage, and a delirious attempt to kill her chil
dren rendering police interference necessary.

By Ernest

We think, that in thanking Mr. Roth forgiv
ing to English readers this admirable treatise, we
express the feeling of all who have been privi
leged to peruse it. The treatise proper occupies
but 150 pages, yet is rich with instruction and
the suggestions of
remarkable elocutionary
member of the
M. Legouve, as
experience.
French Academy, is gentlemau of reputation in
Europe; but
may not he so well known on
this side of the Atlantic that he is
dramatic
author of special prominence.
His sphere of
authorship has brought him into close relations
with many of the most celebrated actors and ac
tresses — for instance, Samson, Provost, Regnier,
Got, Mars, Rachel, Ristori, and the very Interest
ing incidents related by him as occurring in the
course of
rehearsal or the private study of a
play supply most pertinent hints to those who
would be proficient in articulation.
Irfsirouvi
teaches in this book without seeming to teach.
as if
One reads
were
series of entertaining
skctches portraying life and character in the
walks of the drama.
The translator has added
voluminous appendix, in which notes, descrip
tive and biographical, are given for the informa
tion of the reader whose knowledge of French
literature and art may not be extensive
Necos

a

Collins

James

Reading.

Remsen & Heffelflnger.

$50,000.

as Martha

Art of

gouv<5, of the French Academy.
Translated
and illustrated, with copious Notes, mainly
biographical, by Edward Roth.
12mo, pp.
Price $1.50.
872.
Philadelphia
Claxton,

a

is said to have retired from
the Governor-Generalship of Canada a poorer
man than when he assumed the duties of the
The salary was $50,000
year, upon
office.
which he was expected to maintain a semi-royal
state.
His salary as Minister to St. Petersburg

In this department we give short reviews of such
New Books as publishers see fit to send us. In then
reviews we seek to treat author and publisher satis
factorily and justly^ and a/so to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol
ume for personal use. It ts our wish to notice the
better class of books issuing from the press, and we
invite publishers to favor us with their recent publi
cations, especially those related in any way to mental
and physiological science. We can usually supply any

a

death

it

The
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sarily in a work of bo much technique the trans
lator has given the nuthor'e quotations and refer
ences in the original tongue, but he has also heen
careful to supply excellent renderings in English.
ROSA LEIGHTON ; or, In His Strength. By
M. F. Martin. Dedicated to the workers in the
lHmo, cloth ;
cause of Gospel Temperance.
90 cents. New York: National Temperance
Society and Publication House.
Elegance, refinement, luxury,

and

wiue in a

city home, and the result of indulgence in the
Another pathetic story — all
thiDg last named.
stories of the blight produced by intemperance
are pathetic enough— of the sorrow brought upon
a happy home by intemperance. But right loyally
does the author perform her part as a rewarder

Rosa, the blind girl,
turns her degraded father to better ways, and
with the assistance of her minister-uncle George,
" set in pleasant places."
his feet are once more

of virtue, for in the end

Life of Benjamin

F.

Butler.

Bland, M.D. 12mo, pp. 202, cloth.
Boston : Lee & Sbepaxd.

By T. A.
Price

II.

Few men of our time have made so much talk
"
He has been a " marked man
last
the
and
particularly
during
for thirty years,
twenty years ; whether as an officer In the army
of the Union, or as a member of Congress, or as
" celebrated case," bis con
a counsel in some
duct and sayings have been closely scrutinized
His vigorous measures at New
by the public.
furnished the material for a graphic
Orleans
volume by Mr. Parton ; and now Dr. Bland finds in
his relation to certain important political issues
We read in the
good cause for writing a book.
"Introduction " : " The groans of the oppressed
flU the air, the prayers of the poor ascend to
Heaven ; and the demand for justico is taking
shape in the form of a new party of the people.
Among the representatives of this now party
Gen. Benjamin F. Butler stands out as the great
leader— the man who, of all men in this country,
combines the qualities of a leader such as is de
manded by the exigencies of the times ; a large
brain, untiring energy, unswerving integrity, in
domitable will, dauntless courage, independence
of character," etc. Dr. Bland heartily sympa
thizes with the new or Greenback party, and as
Gen. Butler has made an alliance with It, and
with bis customary earnestness has been labor
ing in behalf of its interests, he discusses the
career of his subject eon amort. He has given
us a lively, entertaining book, and: sketched, with
a bold and vigorous pen, the more important
phases of our political and financial affairs.

as Gen. Butler.

to Grow Handsome ; or, Hints to
ward Physical Perfection and the Philosophy
of Human Beauty, showing how to acquire and
retain Bodily Symmetry, Health, Vigor ; secure
Long Life and avoid the Infirmities and Ail
ments cf Age.
By D. H. Jaqucs, author of

How

"3

V.

"Temperaments," etc. 12mo, pp. 22A. Price
New York : S. R. Wells & Co., Publishers.

II.

Book critics are wont to Inquire nowadays the
of a book's existence. Three-quarters of
the publications which flood the market may be
said to have no practical value, even as they have
The price of a book, if it
no substantial worth.
be of genuine use to its reader, can not be a meas
ure of Its value; for usefulness has in itself a
moral significance that can scarcely be estimated
This book has an impor
In dollars and cents.
tant use. It relates to human physiology, to
reason

health, written in a spirit of thoughtful earnest
ness by a man well versed in the subjects which
he considers.

It

is written in clear language, for

Scientific for
mulas are everywhere Interpreted in plain terms.
The author believes that whatever relates to
health or human physiology the public has a
right to know, for tho same reason that every
one bas a right to improve and develop what
there is of himself In mind and body to the fur
thest possible extent. The writer pursues a defi
nite course in the treatment of his subject ; starts
with the foundation, the structure of the human
body ; next he considers the nature of perfection
in form aud function, and explains the laws of
growth — always chastely, always in language of
but by no means veiling the truth.
refinement,
He turns then to mental culture, the moral and
emotional functions ; how arts exercise their es
thetic impress ; how social conditions and occu
pations affect the body. He goes further and
considers the relation of climate, and then enters
upon a careful discussion of the modes of selfimprovement, physical culture, etc.

the understanding of the masses.

A Selection of Spiritual

Songs,

with

music for use in Social Meetiugs. Selected
and arranged by Kev. Charles S. Robinson,
New York :
Price in cloth, 75 cents.
D.D.
Scribner & Co.

The excellent collection of "Spiritual Songs
for the Church and Choir " introduced to the pub
lic last winter by Dr. Robinson, appears to have
received somewhat of the appreciation it well
tho preparation of a
and suggested
deserves,
to general
social
smaller collection adapted
meetings.
The new book, however, offers a
good variety of words and music, as it contains
the
553 hymns and 830 tnnes, which embrace
greater part of the old and beloved pieces, and
the new pieces which have become popular.

The Speling Reformer,

for 1878.
Publisht munthly in aid ov a Rcvizion ov English
By Eliza
Orthografy without new Leters.
Boardman Burnz, teccher ov English Fonetics
and Fonografy and a Vice-Prezident ov the
Speling Reform Assosiashon.
This little volume contains the twelve numbers
of Mrs. Burnz' courageous endeavor in behalf of
phonographic spelling, and makes up a good
It is printed
body of argument and illustration.
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on the Anglo-American
basis, or the plan ap
proved by the philologists who constitute the
8pelling Reform Association, of which Prof.
Francis A. March is President, and Mr. Melvil
Dewey is Secretary. That plan, briefly stated, Is
to ute " no new letcrs, hut eech letcr and digraf
ov the common alfabet employd tu denote its
most usual sound."
The Speling Retfurmtr Is
published at 50 cents a year.

PUBLICATIONS

RECEIVED.

New Temperance Dialogues : The National
Temperance Society of New York has just pub
lished three new dialogues, by H. Elliott McBride : 1. A Boy's Rehearsal, for eight boys, in
which each one rehearses hh' speech fclected for
a public meeting. Price ten cents ; $1 per doz.
2. A Talk on Temperance, for two boys, for a
public meeting. Six cents ; 60 cents per doz.
8. A Bitter Dose ; or, The Drankard Cured by a
" bitter dose." Ten cents ; $1 per doz.
Cooper Union, for the Advancement of Sci
ence and Art.
Summary Report, May 29th,
1879. A brief statement of the work of a most
noblo charity for a year.

The Quarterly Journal of Inebriety. Pub
lished under the auspices of the American Asso
ciation for the cure of Inebriates.
June No.
contains data which evory social economist,
reformer, and advocate of decency and purity
should examine.
Annual Report of

the

Executive

Board in

of

American

the

most

Institute

charge of the Departments of Water-works, FireHighway, a:.d Street Improvements, for the year
1876, to the Mayor and Common Council of the
City of Rochester, N. Y. Voluminous In detail
with respect to the character of the excellent
water supply of the city named.

Annual Report of the Commissioner of Ag
riculture to the President. November, 1878. Mr.
Le Due's statistics contain many facts and sug
gestions of value to the progressive agriculturist.
The American Temperance Speaker, No. L
A Choice Collection of Dialogues, Prose and
Poetry, especially adapted for use in all Adult
and Juvenile

Temperance organizations, schools,
98 pp. ; price
Compiled by J. S. Ogilvie.
in paper 25 cents, cloth 60 cents.
New York :
American Temperance Publishing House.
etc.

Choir's Histort, Business Directort and
Immigrant's Guide-book to and throughout
Price $1.
Washington Territory and vicinity.
M. Choir, Seattle, W. T., publisher.
A good
expression of the growth of the far Northwest.
Annual Catalogue of the Morgan Park
Military Academy, Morgan Park, near Chicago,
Illinois.
Capt. Ed. N. Kirk Talcott and Henry
T. Wright, A.M., Associate Principals.
The Ave Maria. A Catholic Journal devoted
to the Honor of the Mother of God. Published
We would acknowledge
at Notre Dame, Ind.
the arrival of Vol. XV. of this enterprising
serial, which is published weekly.

the

branches of education, and says that he Is more

Professor

confirmed in his belief that the normal school,

active graduates of
of Phrenology,
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Hoffman, who is still teaching and lecturing In

with Phrenology as one of Its prominent features,

Indiana in connection with a normal institute,

would be a great success, and he is laboring with

writes that normal schools have sprung up with

tho object in view of founding

in the last few years to supply the demand

kind.

of

a school

of

the

His experience warrants him in saying

the times for a thorough, rapid, and economical

that Phrenology is growing day by day In the

education, such as Is not supplied by the col

interest of teachers.

leges.

The latter are patronized mostly by par

Ho is an excellent

hint

to our Intelligent

ents who wish their children educated In an in

and enterprising young men and women ; and

stitution founded by some particular denomina

to

tion, and most of such places being supported

structors in Phrenology well fitted for their work

by heavy endowment, they linger behind the day,

is the mission of the Phrenological

and are slow and conservative, while the normals

Every student who came prepared for the train

are up to the times, active,
perous.

vigorous, and pros

Students, os a general thing, attend the

normals for the purpose of making the most of
themselves

ate

as

in

Institute.

ing in mental science which it provides,

has

given a good account of himself since his gradu
ation.

and waste no time in hazing and col

The next session will open October 1st, and

Professor Hoffman has had con

full particulars concerning the course, lectures,
etc., will be furnished by the publishers of the
Phrenolooigal Journal.

lege trickery.
siderable

make those who aspire to success

experience In the endeavor to associ

pnrenological

Instruction

with

the

usual

fluMBun

September,
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ANDREW
PRESIDENT

OF CORNELL

UNIVERSITY

/^~\N the death of Mr. Bayard Taylor,
the
United

post of Ambassador
States to the German

ment was

made vacant.

dial welcome which

for

the

Govern

The very cor

had been

tendered

to Mr. Taylor on his arrival at Berlin

D.

187 9.

[Whole No.

499.

WHITE,
AND U.

S.

MINISTER

TO GERMANY.

gave to his appointment
fitness, and it was

the character of

expected

that

the

amicable relations between Germany and
the United States would be strengthened
not a little through

the diplomacy of a

gentleman whose culture partook largely
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of the

German

His sudden

schools.

demise was keenly regretted, and in the
deliberations

which ensued at Washing

ton with respect to a fresh appointment
to the Berlin Mission
literary

talent

the importance

appears

manded attention,

to

resulting

have

of

com

as they did

in the selection of the President of Cor
nell University.
PHRENOLOGICAL

INFERENCES.

Mr. White

appears to have a very
large head, but, never having seen him,
we make our inferences solely from the
The temperament seems to be
portrait.
predominantly mental ; the brain is large
for the size of the body, and it widens as
it rises, showing that the superior por
tions of the head are larger than the
basilar. The distance from the opening
of the ear forward is long, showing ample
anterior,
or intellectual
development.
The lower half of the forehead is large,
showing keenness of criticism, capacity to
gain and appreciate facts, and the ability
to acquire information for himself; and
though he is fond of natural science and
literature, and has a natural talent for
business and business affairs, he has
really more capacity for pushing investi
gations, for making discoveries in science,

for comprehending

remote causes with
relation to truth, than for the mere mat
ter of fact which pertains to business or
scholarship.
He is a natural leader of thinkers, and
possesses also the qualities which make
him a leader of men as men. The upper
part of the forehead where the reasoning
organs are located, and the development
of the head in the region of imagination
and invention, indicate that he is inclined
to deal with new veins of thought, make
discoveries, to grasp new truth, or new
phases of old truth, and make himself
The fullness of
master among thinkers.
the eye indicates talent for language, his
power of observation shows that he is
able to gather facts on which to base dis
cussion and expression, while the upper
and lateral portions of the forehead give

JOURNAL.

[Sept..

a wide scope of thought, and comprehen

siveness of judgment, and the ability to
think beyond the facts of history and
daily life.
As we approach the middle section of
the head, above and about the ears, we
see a good development of Combativeness.
and Acquisitiveness,
which give energy
and capacity for judging economic mat
ters, and a fair share of Secretiveness,
which gives policy and a judicious method
of carrying himself and his cause.
The upper portion of the head being
large, we judge that he has strong moral
tendencies ; that he loves justice, respects
things sacred, sympathizes with those
who are suffering, and inclines to plan
largely for the permanent benefit and
welfare of others.
He has ambition, is mindful of rank
and reputation, and while he seeks to
build himself up in knowledge, in re
spectability, rank, and standing, he in
clines to lift other people up as well, and
give them large opportunities for attain
A man so
ment and advancement.
organized is not likely to be afraid of
rivals ; he does not stop to discuss that.
His ambition does not need to pull any
one down in order that he may rise ; he
feels strong in himself.
Socially, we regard him as a warm
hearted, friendly man, capable of sur
rounding himself with those who would
become attached to his interests, and
take pleasure in forwarding them.
He has talent for research and inquiry,
the ability to compass broad fields of
thought and plow more deeply than
most men, combined with imagination
that gives him capacity to broaden out
his life, and moral sentiment enough to
regulate and control his emotions and
We regard our subject as a
passions.
very superior man : first, in quality ; sec
ond, in sentiment ; third, in mind.
BIOGRAPHICAL

SKETCH.

Andrew Dickson White is of New
York nativity, having first seen the light
He
in Cortland County, N. Y.. in 1832.
was well educated, studying at Hobart

i879.]
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College, taking the baccalaureate degree
at Yale, and then visiting Europe for the
He re
purpose of a course in history.
mained abroad about two years, stopping
mainly in Paris and Berlin.
During this
time he served as an attache to the
American Legation at Paris for six
months, and traveled on foot over many
of the historical fields of the Continent,
and western
principally in northern
France.
In 1856 he returned to America
and spent another year at Yale, as special
student of history, at the end of which

time he was elected to the chair of His
tory and English Literature in Michigan
It was largely due to Mr.
University.
White's labors that that now prominent
Western institution of learning was
placed in its condition of prosperity and
usefulness ; and so strenuous were his
exertions at this period that his health
became impaired, and he was obliged to
resign his professorship and travel in
Europe for six months.
Returning to Syracuse, N. Y., in 1862,
he was elected to the State Senate, and
re-elected in 1864.
During his two terms
in the Senate Mr. White devoted his
attention to the relations between his
State and the Federal Government, which
had become previously complicated by
reason of the war, and to the educational
system of the State. As Chairman of
the Committee on Education he intro
bills, among
duced several important
them those for
schools entirely
normal schools,

making the common
free, for establishing
and for preparing a
digest or code of the laws relating to
public instruction.
While in the Legislature the question
arose with reference to the State ac
cepting the Congressional land-endow
ment for colleges of agriculture and the
mechanical arts. The share allotted to
New York amounted to nearly a million
acres, and much difference of opinion ex
isted as to the disposition of so valuable
a gift.
The friends of the already exist
ing colleges wished to have it parceled
among them ; but Mr. White opposed
such a division, and advocated the policy

D.
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keeping the endowment entire for
founding a new institution which should
be worthy of the country and the State.
Mr. Cornell, himself a Senator at the
time, then came forward and offered an
of

additional donation of $500,000, provided
the Congressional endowment should be
preserved intact and the institution lo
cated at Ithaca, Mr. Cornell's
native
town. This offer was finally accepted,
and in 1865 the bill incorporating Cor
nell University was passed.
This may
be regarded as the turning-point in Mr.
White's career.
He was appointed a
uni
trustee of the newly-incorporated
versity, and in 1866 was elected its Presi
dent. Since then his time and attention
have been devoted to the University.
He visited Europe for the third time in
1867-8, for the purpose of examining
into the organization
of the leading
schools of agriculture and technology,
and of purchasing books and apparatus
for the University.
In 1870 he was appointed one of the
United States Commissioners to San
Domingo, and took a leading share in
the preparation of the official report of
the Commission ; but with that exception
his attention during the past eight years
has been devoted enclusively to educa
tion, and Cornell University is a witness
to his zeal and executive skill.
As might be expected from his active
and laborious life, Mr. White has had
He has,
but little leisure for authorship.
however, contributed to periodical litera
ture, and has delivered numerous politi
cal and educational addresses ; but there
is no single work which can be pointed
of his
to as an adequate illustration
The recent volume, entitled
powers.
" The Warfare of Science and Religion,"
was written, we presume, mainly in an
swer to the many utterances which had
appeared on the side of science as against
revelation, but, while its reasoning is
scholarly and powerful, it is not extended
We think
enough to be exhaustive.
that Mr. White appears to even better
advantage in such deliverances as his
address at the opening of
inaugural
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Cornell University in 1868; the address
before the State Agricultural Society on
"Scientific Education," and before the
Cooper Institute on " The Battle-fields
of Science," delivered in 1869; and in an

PHRENOLOGY
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AN

of studying mind by
by closing one's
eyes and thinking what he has within himself,
and then writing upon this inner conscious
ness, has occupied the attention and philo
sophical labor of the best thinkers of a hun
dred generations ; but this mode of studying
man had no relation to organic structure, no
attempt was made to study mind through
organic constitution ; mind was supposed to

*

method

speculative

theory,

be an entity so different

from organism that
the study of the physical, as connected with
the mental, was left entirely out of the ques

JOURNAL.

address "On the Relation of National
and State Governments
to Advanced
Education,"
delivered before the National Educational Association at Detroit
in 1874.

METAPHYSICS.

D

for governing or leading men, for friendly
affection, parental love, or conjugal affection.
That these faculties and specific impulses ex
ist there is no doubt ; and when the phrenol
ogist refers to the different
parts of the

brain as related
ively,

and

to these faculties

can go

parents and neighbors declare the descrip
tions to be perfect, and as this can be done
by a dozen different
ent times, we begin

they refer to the heart.
lative

and the kindness,

With

these specu

ways of thinking and talking of the

mind and character, it is not strange that
prior to the days of Gall and Spurzheim it
was not thought possible to estimate in dif
individuals, the type, style, and
ferent
of mind and character in mankind.
When Phrenology was discovered, and it
was ascertained that particular faculties are
related to special portions of the brain, and
according to the size and quality of the
strength

brain in these parts, so is the strength and
intensity of the different faculties, then, and
not till then, was it supposed

that a person

a stranger and

correctly
his ability
for figures, for music, for art, for moneymaking, for courage, for prudence, for ambi
tion, policy, integrity, sympathy, capability
could

look

estimate

upon

his mechanical

talent,

respect
a family of half a

and differ
like) with striking peculiarities
ences, and describe them ; and when the

the location

the hatred, the conscience

into

dozen children (inheriting more or less from
each of the parents, who may be very un

tion, and when

any mention was made of
of the mental forces, it was in
such general terms as to be of no service.
The heart, in a general way, was sometimes
stated to be ihe seat of the affections, espe
cially of the moral feelings ; some had sup
posed that the brain was the seat of the
or the intellect, and there are
intelligence,
hundreds of people now who talk as if the
brain were the seat of the intellect and
memory and of nothing else ; the love and

[Sept.,

at differ
phrenologists
to see the benefits of

means of reading mind,
with studying any other
method of knowing men.

Phrenology, as
when

a

compared

This

is

no

knows enough

mystery ; any person
that
to teach school well, can

learn to read character

according to phren
We should be much
and of an intelligent
boy of twelve years of age, if we could
not teach him in two days so that he
could go into a museum of skulls and deter
mine which were the moral and which the
immoral, which the wise and which the
unwise, of those who carried the skulls while
In our collection we have some
living.
skulls which measure the same distance
ological development.
ashamed of ourselves

from front to rear, and there is a difference

of two and a half inches in the width. We
have some that are of the same width, and
there is two and a half inches difference in
the length ; this
far

as

the

skull

difference
can

can be seen as

be distinctly

seen.

The same is true of living heads.
In walking through a State's prison, where
the hair of the convicts is cut close to the
head, the phrenologist will readily see which
would indicate crime against
development
property, crime against person, crime against
and not make a mistake in fifty

decency,
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We remember passing through the
Connecticut State's prison at Wethersfield
some thirty years ago, and thus describing
in a general way dozens of the convicts.
We were shown by the officer a man with

-cases.

a

very

finely-formed

the region of art and

cii

head,

particularly in

mechanism

asked us what we supposed

if

offi

for ; we instantly told him that the

carcerated
man,

; the

he was in

a convict,

must

be there

from

the

exercise of his mechanical and artistic skill.
The officer then told us that the person was
a bank-note
never

engraver,

handled

and though he had

counterfeit

money,

he had

made the plates from which others had pro
duced the money.
He was convicted for
making counterfeit

memory and those who can not ; those who
are sound thinkers,

Since the brain is the organ

of the mind,

but slow ; and those who

are quick to learn, but not very solid in their

He may see, in like man
understanding.
ner, what children will be respectful,
or
kind, or truthful, or ambitious, or head
strong, or tricky, or quarrelsome ; which
will be affectionate, and which difficult to
of course, by this knowledge
himself to their peculiarities,
training and culture according to quality
and development of character, and thus be
come useful to each pupil.
The unwise
alike,
of
with
all
and find
system
beginning
ing out mistakes only after the mischief, by
discipline

; and,

he can adapt

erroneous
most

plates.

119

treatment,

successful

is

done,

is not

the

way of molding the infant

mind and giving it its proper start for de

and since character varies according to the

sired results.

of the different parts, and since
exercise or proper training will elevate or
of the organs,
modify the manifestation
Phrenology points the teacher and the par
ent to a wide and interesting field of ob
servation and cultivation.
If the muscles of a slim, delicate young

To the teacher, then, Phrenology is a
guide to the proper understanding, training,
culture, and government of pupils.
Magis

development

man can be developed

by proper and judi

gymnastic training, and he can be
expanded three or four inches in chest, and
his vital system thereby greatly enhanced,
the same law of development
and growth
The teacher
pertains equally to the brain.
who is well versed in Phrenology will cast
the eye over a class of two dozen boys, and
instantly detect those who can commit to
cious

PHRENOLOGY
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are many persons who suppose
Phrenology to be true as a matter of
fact ; but they ask, " If it be true, what good
will it do? what is its practical benefit?" and
a good many persons who patronize it in a
practical
way, approach it with a good-

I

-*-

trates, ministers,

and especially parents can
not afford to ignore the guiding truths which

Phrenology proffers.

He who builds houses,

shoes horses,

coats

makes

or shoes, is ex

Those who
character
should also take some pains to learn how to
pected

to learn

manage

the

his business.

human

mind

adapt the proper treatment

and

to each

human

being whom it is necessary to instruct or
Instruction is not the only or most
govern.
Mold
important function of the teacher.
ing the character rightly is quite as impor
tant.

S.

APPLIED.
they begin to be astonished,
they have

and ask why

not known all this before.

man said to us,

" You ought

One

to promulgate

curiosity ; and, when the
their character, setting
forth its defects as well as its excellencies,
when we point out the weak places and how

You ought to lecture in every schooldistrict. You ought to publish tracts and cir
culars and force this knowledge upon the
people." It sometimes reminds us of the zeal
of the woman who met the Master at the
well and who said, " Behold a man who told
" Now,
we have been
me all that ever I did !

to improve

for more

natured,

idle

phrenologist

reads

them, and the strong points and

how to control and regulate

them, when we

tell them what they can do to the best ad
vantage in the way of business

or of study,

this.

than

forty years

doing this very

thing — lecturing, writing, publishing the
Journal, publishing books, and scattering
this information as far and as wide as our
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means would permit

or as public sentiment

seemed to demand.

There are many thousands of persons
who appreciate the value of phrenological
examinations and regard the benefit derived
therefrom
as incalculable.
These facts
crop out occasionally,

but

some

are never

heard from.

Not long since the wife of the writer met
well-to-do man in middle life,
who, on learning her name, inquired if her
husband were a phrenologist, and remarked

a respectable,

that

he had good

reason to remember

with gratitude.

him

"I

He went on to say:
called on him at his office one Saturday
afternoon when I was some seventeen or
eighteen years old.
I was running with
wild, reckless, wicked boys, drinking heavily
and going to ruin. As I passed his office,
being somewhat under the influence of liq
uor, I wandered into the phrenological
rooms and took a seat, asking for an exam
ination — not knowing what I was to get,
and not expecting what would be the re
sult.

Your

husband

remarked

to

me,

'

Young man, you have an organization
qualifying you for respectability and suc
cess ; but with your present habits of drink
ing, smoking, and running wild, you will go
to the dogs

as straight as the waters of
Lake Erie rush to Niagara.
If you will
turn square around, throw away your to
bacco, quit drinking, drop your present
associates,
clean up to-morrow morning
and go to the nearest church, listen to the
service, stay to Sunday-school, and try to
live a new life, you will succeed in business
and become honorable and happy.'

" On the
way home I said
does he know me ? I have
my name or residence, but
like a book.
I will try the
threw my tobacco into the

to myself, how
not given

him

he has read me
experiment.

I

gutter on my
way home.
My companions whistled for
me around the house, but I did not heed
them.
In the morning I went to the near
est church — listened to the music, to the
and

to the preaching ; stayed to
prayers,
school,
and felt that I had got into
Sunday
a new atmosphere.
1 have drunk no liquor;
1 have used

my associates,

no tobacco

since.

and all of them

I dropped
have either

JOURNAL.
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State's prison or died drunk
I am the only one out of the
crowd that is respectable and respected.
I
belong to that church, and am now the su
perintendent of that Sunday-school. I have
a lovely wife and two dear children, and am
worth $15,000, and am a respectable man,
afld I owe it all to the advice given me by
your husband on that Saturday afternoon
fifteen years ago.
He would not remember
me.
He has probably forgotten the cir
cumstance, as he has met with hundreds
of others like me ; but I have not forgotten
him, nor will I forever."
gone

to the

ards,

and

Only yesterday a gentleman aged eightytwo years, who had been examined and de
rived as he thought great benefit from the
physiological advice we had given him with
a view to sustain and strengthen his de
clining years and thus enable him to retain
his vigor and clearness of mind to the last,

recounting the extra strength and men
clearness and general vigor which he
had been able to attain by following the
advice, said : " I never shall cease to thank
you for the benefit your advice has con
I shall talk of it among
ferred upon me.
my friends, that they, too, may avail them
selves of your counsel."
Within a month we have received a call
from a professor in a Southern college, who
seven years ago had an examination, and
said he had come now to express his thanks
and report his case. When examined seven
years ago he weighed one hundred and
in

tal

twenty pounds and had a twenty-three-inch
We told him how he should live in
head.
order to attain to the requisite weight of
He
one hundred and seventy-five pounds.
said : " I have now attained to one hundred
and seventy-two

pounds and never felt bet

He has written books in
addition to his labor in the college, and is
working harder than he ever did before,
ter

in my life."

and, at the

same

weight, strength,

time,

is appreciating in

and vigor.

Some derive benefit

from the physiologi

others from that
we give,
which is more strictly mental or phrenologi
cal.
But as mind and body are so inti
mately related, and as the strength, vigor,
of mind depend upon the
and clearness
cal advice

and

harmony of the body, our ad

elevated,

refined,

and

sus

On the 22d of February, 1878, a young
from Pennsylvania came to us for an
examination, weighing but one hundred and
three pounds and standing five feet eight
mches.
He was exceedingly nervous, ema
ciated, and broken down by overwork and
He came to New
wrong habits of diet.
York with $150 in his pocket, intending to
have his head examined, and then find out
man

physician, and

from us some

reliable

one desperate

effort for recovery

if

make

he were

joy when we happen to meet them.
When we get beyond the realm where
foolish skepticism and ignorant pride seek to
hide the truth and make people ashamed
acknowledge benefaction

to

cence,
thank

we
us

expect

that

for the service

and

benefi

thousands
we

have

will
done

was

asked

only thirty-four
she would like

if

to be lighter, and she eagerly asked how she

We prescribed for her
of living calculated to prevent the
abnormal accumulation of flesh, which she
adopted, and fell off six pounds a month
for six months, and improved in health and
could become so.
habits

The truth

fever in him and was
burning out his very life was converted by

been saved

from

;

though thousands of patrons may never be
able to appreciate

the benefit derived

from

his work
none the less valuable.
His
work
something like that of the switch
man on the railroad.
Many passengers are
sent toward their proper destination by the
simple moving of the switch-bar, utterly
unconscious of the hand that guides their
course, and
only when he neglects his
duty that they think of his existence.
We cultivate
in men the elements of
character which are to exist forever; and,
though the house-builder and clothier and
hatter minister to the outward comfort of
the man, and his work
seen and fully ap
preciated,
perishes with the using while
the good work done by the phrenologist,
centered as
immor
upon that which
tal, shall exist in vigor and freshness when
all things earthly shall have passed away.
S.

is,

gave her the same regimen

that we did the young man.

have

;

and

We

guidance,

is

my weight being one hundred and
thirty-five pounds."
We had a call from a lady living in Con
necticut, who weighed
two hundred and

provmg,

and

error and sin and placed in positions of use
fulness and honor, we hope to count among
our garnered sheaves.
No man wields
more potent instrument
of good than the sincere phrenologist and,

is

than three months from the time he came
to us, he wrote : " Dear Sir — I am still im

vice

a

ters.

whose thanks and recognition we
shall know nothing of here.
The ten
thousand children who, through our ad

is

the result he stated in two let
Thirty-five days after he had been to
us, namely, March 28th, he wrote : " You
will remember when I came to you (Feb
ruary 22d) I weighed only one hundred and
three pounds.
My weight is now one hun
dred and twenty-four, and I feel very much
better." On the 17th of May, 1878, less

advice, and

vigor ; and we

in the

is

days and go home and put into practice our

pounds,

rejoicing, however,

and thankfully telling us their

it

We gave him advice as to what to eat
and how to carry himself in all respects,
and told him he did not need to spend $150
on a physician, but to rest himself for a few

years of age.

a bushel,

under

improvement,

them,

not too far gone.

fifty-six

of their in
or of the fact that they have been
to us.
They come in the spirit of Nicodemus, not knowing how much to believe, and
not willing, perhaps,
to express faith in
Phrenology in the presence of their skepti
cal friends, and thus they hide their light

it

be

tained.

us without telling their friends

tentions,

it
is

other shall
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is

and

vice always relates to both mind and body,
so that by the improvement of the one, the

it,

health

APPLIED.
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the food that created
the

lady into

fatness

and excessive weight.

By bringing both down to the laws of nat
ure, each was benefited
necessity

of the case.

according to the
Hundreds consult

Good manners are made up of little

sacrifices.

That only can with propriety be styled
refinement which, by strengthening the
intellect, purifies the manners.
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REV. ALEXANDER

'""PHIS

gentleman died in the State of
Georgia in the early part of July last,
while on a visit to deliver an address.
He was a man of rare gifts and great
He was born on the ioth of
promise.
March, 1834, in the State of Ohio, from
Scotch-Irish ancestry. His mother was
a McKenzie, and was born among the

Highlands of Scotland.

In thesummerof

i860, Mr. Clark, a stranger to us, strolled

into our Phrenological rooms in New
York, and obtained an examination. The
examiner remarked, as soon as his hand
touched his head, "Your mother was a
Scotchwoman."
Inheriting as he did from
the mother's side, taking on the qualities

CLARK,

[Sept..

D.D.

was a reformer, yet did not run away from
the people. Being radical, he strove to
make advancement, but had enough of
conservatism to wait for those who were
able to follow him.
We knew him personally, and, like ten
thousand others who knew him, we loved
him from the start.
In the description of his Phrenology,
published in the Journal in 1863, these
passages occur (which we dictated while
the subject was a perfect stranger to us) :
" You are not contentious, avoid all
unnecessary difficulty, dislike to resort to
severe means, but are very thorough and
prompt, and always approve of decided
means.
You have the rare power of
changing your opinions whenever new
light is received, and of being earnest,
even if you are combating your own early

prejudices.

" Another unusual power you

possess is

that of deciding on facts and argument,
without reference to the popularity of
citherside, orthe opinions of your friends.
You are very cautious to know the truth,
and indifferent to all other considerations,
and

You

Rev. Alexander

Clark,

D.D.

of steadfastness and moral independence
which belong to the Scotch character,
his whole life was an active force in

moldingand guiding the opinions of men.
In 1863 a full description of Mr. Clark's
character, together with a biographical

sketch, was published in the

ical Journal.
He

Phrenolog

was an editor for more than twenty

years, having founded the School Visitor,

and at the time of his death, and for many
years previous, had been editor of the
Methodist Repository in the city of Pitts
burg, Pa., where for more than ten years

lived and labored. Mr. Clark was a
poet, a very tender and effective preacher ;

he

will go any length the

case requires.

are, therefore, a cautious radical, too

far in advance of the masses to derive
support from them, and yet so correct
that, far in your rear, they gradually fall
into your wake.
" You are
remarkably frank and openhearted, and no one need be in doubt
about your opinions and purposes, so far
as they relate to questions of public in
terest.
" Your moral
character has an unusual
degree of stamina. You have so much
real independence that you can stoop to
the lowest and least.
You have uncom
mon freedom from that cowardly jealousy
that is reluctant to acknowledge anything
good or great in the poor and .feeble.
You love personal liberty, and whatever
you claim as a right you will accord to
others. You are, therefore, a friend to
universal freedom. It is not license, but
liberty, that you desire, for you recognize

BRAIN AND MINP.
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Mr. Clark has done much in the direc
tion of radical reform, so administered

the most minute obligation to obey the
laws of the Creator.
" Benevolence and Veneration are con
spicuous organs, and it would be more nat
ural for you to be respectful, confiding,
and generous, than critical.
If you lived
in a society where all endeavored to do
justly, you would be very charitable, and
so far overlook their faults that Consci
entiousness would not appear a conspic
uous feature of your character, but with
society in general you are likely to ap
You are very
pear exacting and rigid.
kind to the humblest person who is doing
his best."

BRAIN

as to carry the common-sense

and sym
of the common
pathetic co-operation
people. He was beloved by every denom
ination, and highly respected by those
who did not accept religious teaching.
He was brave as a lion for the truth,
yet tender as a girl toward those who
were weak, and his very voice was full of
tears when a pathetic subject was his
theme.
Few died more lamented, few leave as
many friends, or as few enemies.

AND MIND.

CHAPTER XVI
PHRENOLOGY

AND THE PHYSIOLOGISTS.

some reason for thanking Sir
William Hamilton for his zeal in endea
voring to refute the doctrines of Gall and

His

examination

.—Continued.

OBJECTIONS

AND CONFIRMATIONS.

THE DISCLOSURES

advocates of Phrenology to-day

'J^HE
have

Spurzheim.
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Neurological

OF

science

GALVANISM.
has for many

years had eminent observers who have
given exclusive

attention

to the brain,

and

arrayal of the old anatomists against

German

the

philosophers

but

brought into strong relief some of
the anatomical facts which the latter
had personally

ascertained

in the

course of their study of brain struc
ture

;

and as science

now

recog

nizes those facts, Hamilton stands
in the position of a witness uncon
sciously awarding the credit of their

discovery to those two great
ties of Phrenology.*

• That Hamilton was far from familiar with " the con
current testimony of anatomists " of his own time and
the century immediately preceding, is shown by Pro
fessor Huxley in a recent contribution to The Nine
teenth Century, in the course of which he uses this
" Even Sir William Hamilton, learned his
language :
torian and acute critic as he was, not only failed to ap
prehend the philosophical bearing of long-established
physiological truths; but, when he affirmed that there
is no reason to deny that the mind feels at the fingerpoints, and none to assert that the brain is the sole

111

organ of thought, he showed that he had not appre
hended the significance of the revolution commenced,
two hundred years before his time, by Descartes, and
'effectively followed up by Haller, Hartley, and Bonnet
the middle cf the last century."

Fig. >oo.-Monkey's Brain.

apOS'

and its physical

relations.

ago it was discovered

A

few years

by Fritsch and
that the brain is

Hitzig of Germany,
electrically excitable, and this new fact
at once imparted
experiments

on

a powerful

impulse to

The

living animals.

results of a course of such experiments
which have been published by Dr.
David Ferrier, of King's College, Lon
don, are exceedingly
student
constitute

interesting

to the

of Phrenology, because
a physical

demonstration

they

of

[Sept.,
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the fact that the brain is an assemblage

of

centers

tions.

distinct func
which

subserving

To

be sure

relate simply to

organism

but the ev

;

ident impossibility of obtaining purely
mental responses by the galvanic

exci

of an animal, which had been
unconscious by anaesthesia,
rendered
can not impair the observed facts of
tations

brain

of aphasic persons

after

death.

That this center is situated in the third
convolution near the Island of
Reil in the left hemisphere of the
brain all the physiologists agree. Some,
however,
Dalton, Lander, Brunton,
and Ferrier being among them, are in
clined to believe that a corresponding
frontal

the results

Ferrier has tabulated,*
the mechanical

j

j

Ferrier

the right hemisphere.
"
The
explicitly says :

mental manifestation.

speech center

as has been stated, in

Fig. 109 is taken from Prof. Ferrier's
work, and represents the left hemi

the great majority of cases, situated

sphere of a monkey's brain, with the
centers or regions numbered, which are

reason beyond

lies

in

But there

the left hemisphere.

in
no

and heredity^

education,

be so.

necessarily

It

said to be productive in imitation of

is

why this should

is

Prof.

is,

center

1, for
mechanically to
"advance of the opposite hind limb as
"
move
in walking." 3, has to do with
"
ments of the tail, generally associated
with other movements.
9 and 10 are
related to "opening of the mouth with
protrusion (9), and retraction (10) of
" the
and

ing centers of the right hemisphere shall
be educated in
similar manner.
"
A person who has lost the use of his

a

manual motor centers

upward or downward deviation accord
ing as the electrodes are on 13 or 13.

rule seems to be that they are educated,
and become

The pupils also generally become con
"
Pricking of the opposite
tracted."
14,

tional

Here (in 13, 13, and 14), we have
movements which are suggestive, if of
caution,

and shyness;

watchfulness,

and it is curious

to notice that the region designated
the numbers

by

are analogous to the loca

and Secretiveof Cautiousness
ness in the phrenological order.
tions

THE SPEECH CENTER.
Allusion has been made to the deter
mination of a speech center by obser
vations of the phenomena of aphasia,
of the
and the repeated examination
* 11The Functions of the Brain."
M.D.. F.R.S. F.d. 1876.

By David Ferrier,

seat

the

of voli

same

side

Hence, as most
are
the education
right-handed,
people
of the centers of volitional movements

side, pupils dilate widely."

of

the organic

acquisitions on

as the manual centers.

ear, head and eyes turn to the opposite

anything emotional,

the right hem

isphere become the centers of motor
acquisitions similar to those of the left.
As regards the articulating centers the

eyes
the opposite side with an
13,

13

of

takes place in the left hemisphere.
is
j

This

striking manner by the
occurrence of cases of aphasia with left
hemiplegia in left-handed people."*
This reasoning accords with the
phrenological doctrine of the double
organization of the brain, each hemi
sphere being
complete set of centers,
Observ
motary, sensory, and mental.
ers of the form of heads know that the
left side of the cranium
generally
borne out in

is

move toward

right hand may, by education and prac
tice, acquire with his left all the cun
In such
case the
ning of his right.

larger than the right,

a

the tongue."

movements.

related

a

is

a

muscular

that the articulat

a

instance,

natural

conse

quence of the superior activity and use

of the left hemisphere
*

certain

quite conceivable

in the mental

" Functions of the Brain," p.
978.
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life of men. The differences in minute
structure which are noticeable in the
right and left hemispheres of the adult

is an intelligent and

unconscious of his sur
roundings, and acts like an automaton.
The only sense by which an impression
may then be made upon him is that of
he becomes

brain, are explicable by the same law
of growth and development which gov
erns in the case of our arms and hands
According to Gatrolet, the brain of
the Hottentot Venus who was not idi
otic,

presented

arrangement

a

and

simple

almost perfect in symmetry.

of

organization being low, and her
mental faculties being almost limited
in their exercise to the simple processes
which relate to gratifying the animal
instincts; there was nothing of that
elaboration which is conspicuous in the
brain

of

the white at the normal

of development.*

A

Case quoted by an Opponent.

Dr. Maudsley

appears

to

of

trine.

For

lost,

administered

etc.

assafcetida,

vinegar,

His

to him.

they

;

sight is so

that it evidently conveys

his perception

to

only vague impressions

He

drinks,

eats,

in his usual manner, re

smokes, walks

stage

peating in the course of an attack his
habits.
There are, how
accustomed

— As

entirely belong

belong

The

to

to his abnormal

state.

sergeant becomes a kleptomaniac

during the attacks, purloining every
thing he can take and concealing it.

If

he

finds

no property belonging to
"
with all the appear

others, he hides,

ance of secrecy,"
ing to himself.
the

parietal

small articles belong

Can it
fracture

be doubted

that

injured

the

so

brain-tissues that some permanent
sion was produced,

le

and an inflamma

tory disturbance brought about in the
region of the organs known in Phrenol
ogy as Acquisitiveness and Secretive-

to his chapter on

It

ness?

that Dr.

is to be regretted

Maudsley was not more definite in his
location of the injury.

dr. Charcot's testimony.
In

the discussion

of abnormal

mental

phenomena, and their relation to patho
logical conditions of the cerebrum,
Professor

turbances of the brain were manifested!
which have recurred since, periodically.

J. M. Charcot, of

Paris, has

shown a rare minuteness in tracing
of an affected region.
boundaries

The sergeant, in his normal condition,
• "The Physiology of the Mind." Henry Maudsley.
t "La Union MidicaU" July ai and 23, 1874.

which

ever, one or two manifestations

intelligence

instance,

shocks

of brilliant objects.

"
Hemispherical Ganglia (Physiology
of the Mind), he appends a very inter
esting account of the French sergeant's
case as reported by Dr. E. Mesnet.t
A young French soldier was wounded
at the battle of Bazeilles by a gun-shot,
which fractured the left parietal bone.
Hemiplegia ensued, from which he re
covered, but subsequently peculiar dis
"

producing the least evident
He may be given to drink

far

peculiar
to man to his superior power of at
it could
tention, and to experience,
scarcely be expected that he would
show much favor toward the phreno
logical doctrine of localization ; yet he
an incident or
occasionally
supplies
argument in his works which can be
made serviceable in behalf of that doc
the

electric

are all alike

the class of thinkers who attribute the
growth

strong

water,

type

;

into his body, and

without
effect.

being

lost

is entirely

hearing

pins may be thrust

regular

Her

His

touch.

of the convolutions of the

frontal lobe, the two hemispheres

faithful hospital

at Mayence, but in an instant

attendant

'

must be admitted

the

It

that his position as

chief of the great Salpetriere

hospital.
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-care

which Dr. Charcot has been led by his
investigations is there epitomized in one
of his lectures :
"
Long explanations are unnecessary
to convey what is meant by localization

tion.

in cerebral

him exceptional opportu
nities fcr the study of cerebral disease.
has afforded
Nevertheless,
debted

modern

is

science

him for the earnestness

to

in
and

which characterize his investiga
One case which he notes in its
on aphasia, was that of a
bearing

woman
the

"

named

of

faculty

Farn
speech,

no trace of paralysis,

or sensation."

She lost
yet exhibited

either of motion

Aphasia was "the only

Fig. no.— Human

volution was also the only correspond
ing lesion revealed by autopsy.*
The two illustrations from Charcot
exhibit the region of disease as it ap
peared

in

examination

in

this

case,

which is one of the most interesting re
corded of its class.
(Figs. 13 and 14.)
One of the primary conclusions to
* " Lectures on Localization in Diseases of the Brain."
J. M. Charcot. Translated by E. P. Fowler, M.D.

By
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The term has long since become

a com

well
will therefore only remind
you that the principles of cerebral
localization rest upon the following
mon

one,

known.

I

and

its

meaning

is

Brain, Anterior Lobe, Left Side.

and atrophy of the third con

symptom,

physiology and pathology.

proposition
represent

:

a

The encephalon does not
homogeneous

organ,

an

but rather an association, or a
confederation,
composed of a certain
number of diverse organs. To each of
these organs belong
certain distinct
physiological properties and faculties."
unit,

— Idem,

p. 2.

The brain is the center of the organi
zation and the source of every power of
mind or body.
It should, therefore, be
kept in a calm and healthy condition.

ANIMAL MAGNETISM.
AS A FACT AND AS A CURATIVE

;

is

I

a

;

:

is

it

it,

I
it

I

it

a

a

I

I

I

a

a

it

is

it

a

is

it

it

is

I

a

I

I

it,

It

could perform other and more singular
and wonderful results by the action of
my hands.
sub
In taking hold of the hands of
have found
ject to be operated upon,
few minutes, to cause feel
possible, in

it
is

a

a

is

and when he was thoroughly charged
with the magnetic fluid, made a few

delusion at all.
may add to the strength of the ar
guments which follow in support of this
contradiction, to state that
am not
"
" spiritualist," or even
negro," or a
have investi
magnetic doctor, but that
out of a love for the curious and
gated
interesting in nature, and with the deter
mination not to believe in animal mag
netism, or anything connected with
until forced either to do so or disbelieve
the evidences of my senses.
For many years have known that the
touch of my hand was soothing to cer
tain persons when in pain, but within
the last year only have discovered that
in addition to this power to soothe,
in fact, that

ject.

Having caused the person magnetized
to feel this magnetic current, as thus de
scribed, decidedly in every part of his
body,
my firm conviction that there
heir to
scarcely any ill that flesh
which can be cured at all, which can not
be mitigated or cured by magnetism, or
any pain that can not almost instantly be
relieved and finally removed.
This con
viction
not based upon theory or spec
ulation, but upon the result of my own
experiments on different people for vari
ous aches, pains, and diseases. To give
an idea of the character of these, the fol
lowing cases are mentioned
A little girl of ten was suffering with
erysipelas on the limb had been attend
ed by physician for week or more the
limb constantly becoming more and more
painful, until she could not use it, and
had to be carried.
magnetized her for
about half an hour, and relieved her en
tirely of pain, and she at once walked
without difficulty or suffering.
The inflammation subsided almost im
mediately, and that evening the physician
said there would be no further trouble
with the disease, as
was healing rapid
He
did
not
know
of my operation^
ly.
The child took no more medicine, and
had no return of pain or inflammation.
A young man fell on an icy pavement
last winter, 1879, striking his knee-cap,
and injuring
so badly that he suffered
the most excruciating pain, and could
only walk with the greatest suffering.
magnetized him for nearly an hour,

it,

it

is

is

it

it,

great
cially
that
what
seventeenth."
The article alluded to
mainly direct
ed, as the title would imply, to the sub
ject of clairvoyance, but, as will be seen
intended
from the above quotation,
also to include animal magnetism.
will first
In attempting
reply to
have never investi
candidly admit that
gated clairvoyance, to an extent that war
rants me in passing an intelligent opinion
and, therefore, propose to leave
upon
the discussion of that question to those
who are more conversant with it.
On the subject, however, of animal
claim to be pretty well in
magnetism,
formed, and to have investigated
to an
extent, and with such results, as justify
" the
me in positively denying that
delusion of the nineteenth century," or,

a

"
magnetism as the one
time,
our
and
delusion of
espe
of our country," and says of
"
to the nineteenth century
witchcraft was to the sixteenth or

acterizes animal

a

July number of Scribner's Magazine, char

ing of numbness in the patient, which
finally becomes more and more decided,
spreading through the hands, then up
in the head,
the arms, to the shoulders
down the back, and even to the toes of
and, as the operation pro
the subject
gresses, this feeling assumes the appar
ent characteristics of
gentle current
of electricity from
galvanic battery,
and pervades the whole body of the sub
;

the head of " The Delusions
a writer, in the

UNDER
of Clairvoyance,"

AGENT.

;
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nouncing the cases cited as fabrications
throughout.
If the cases named were the only ones
on record, and future trials failed to pro
duce similar ones, it would not be unrea
sonable to denounce the whole thing as
a deception and a fraud; but there are
thousands of well-authenticated cases re
corded even more wonderful, and it is
just as easy to find patients and to pro
duce these same results to-day or to
morrow as it was yesterday, a month or
If is therefore easy for any
a year ago.
one to satisfy himself of the reality of
animal magnetism, and I will undertake
to convince even the author of " The
" himself,
that
Delusions of Clairvoyance
animal magnetism is not a delusion.
That there is a something — an effluvia
or an influence — real, but not tangible,
which passes from one person to another,
thereby affecting such an one, can not be
doubted or denied.
I am full of blood, and life, and energy ;
another is pale and sickly, and lacking in
vitality.
My hands are warm, his are
cold. When we place ourselves in con
tact with each other, nature tries to pro
duce an equilibrium, and my body gives
up a part of its heat and vitality to him,

it,

if

and he becomes warm.
There is something passes from a child,
who is full of vitality, to an old person,
who is lacking in
they sleep to
the child be sickly
wil
gether; and
the prac
give up all its vitality and die
tice be continued. How do we sometimes
become aware of the presence of others
when we do not see or hear them and why
do we turn about and look at a person who
These are wellintently gazing at us
known and generally admitted facts, and

it

if

;

explained upon
the hypothesis that there
something
which passes from one person to another,
which we call magnetism, and which af
fects the person to whom
directed.
" Powwow " doctors
are to be found in
is

is

can only be satisfactorily

it

ately.
There is only one way in which the au
thor of "The Delusions of Clairvoyance "

can reply to such facts as these, offered
in proof that animal magnetism is not a
delusion, and that is by refusing to give
credence to the facts stated, and pro

?

have produced, by passes before the face,
the magnetic sleep. That this was not
an ordinary sleep I have fully convinced
myself of in various ways. I have pricked
the subject with needles until the blood
came — pinched the arm until it was black
and blue — and have allowed others to do
the same, but without producing the
slightest symptoms of uneasiness or pain ;
have had others shout in the ear, and
shake the sleeper violently, loudly call
ing, at the same time, to awaken him,
but with no effect ; and then, in an al
most inaudible whisper, have said, " Wake
up now," and the subject roused immedi
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if

with my hands from his knee to
his foot, and the pain left the injured
part, as if by magic. On rising to his
feet, he could hardly believe that he had
no pain, but after shaking his foot, bend
ing his knee, putting his foot up on a
chair, and, finally, running up and down
stairs, he was convinced that he was to
tally and entirely relieved of all pain and
soreness. He went away so perfectly re
lieved that he forgot his cane, which he
no longer had any use for. He had no
return of the soreness.
An old lady, nearly seventy years of
age, fell last fall, 1878. and injured her
hip, so that she was laid up for several
weeks unable to walk. Since that time
she has been almost constantly afflicted
with rheumatism, and recently was suf
fering extremely with it, and especially
so in the injured hip.
She felt the magnetism quickly, and in
twenty-five minutes (the operation was
timed) she was entirely relieved, and
could walk without any suffering or pain,
which was the first time she had been
able to do so since the accident.
I have performed other operations
equally remarkable, and if space permit
ted, and necessity required, could furnish
abundant evidence of the wonderful cu
rative powers of magnetism from my
In addition to caus
own experiments.
ing a current of magnetism to be felt, I
passes

is
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almost every community, whose fame is
wide-spread for ability to remove warts,
take out fire, stop the flow of blood, cure
felons, etc., etc., and the relief which they
I
give is sometimes indeed wonderful.
have no faith whatever in the " pow
"
wowing
part of the process, but have
been forced to believe that cures are ef
fected ; and am convinced that the cura
tive agent is animal magnetism.
And why should it be considered so in
credible and marvellous a thing that such
a power should exist ? The writer whose
article is under criticism says :
" It is known
by established and formu
lated biological law that no human be
ing has, or can have, any quality differ-

kind from those that belong to
the race in general. To this law there
-can be no exception."
If this be true, then we have to-day no
quality differing in kind from the quali
ties found in Adam, or any man who has
lived since his time ; nor has there lived
since Adam any human being who pos
sessed any quality differing in kind, from
those we possess.
If we, then, possess
-ent in

these qualities, not differing in kind
from those possessed
by Moses, and
Joshua, and Samuel, and Elijah, and Elisha, and Christ, and Paul, and the Apos
tles, why should it be thought impossible
for us, if not to perform miracles, at least
to do those things which Christ said
those who believed on Him should do?
" In my name shall they cast out devils ;
they shall speak with new tongues ;
they shall take up serpents, and if they
drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt
them ; they shall lay hands on the sick
"
-and they shall recover !
Paul says :
" Is
any man sick, let him send for the
elders of the church, and let them lay
their hands upon him, and pray, and
the sick shall recover."
The author of " The Delusions of Clair
"
" animal
says that
voyance
magnetism
is the one great delusion of our time,
and especially of our country," which, if
it be a delusion at all, is very far wide of
the truth. In point of fact, animal mag
netism is comparatively little known or
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practiced in the United States. As a sci
ence it is not taught, and among the
many private and public hospitals, there
is not one, so far as I know, where it is
practiced.
We are at least a quarter of a century
In 1840
behind Europe on this subject.
Dr. Esdaile, an English surgeon, estab
lished a magnetic hospital at Bengal, In
dia, where hundreds of the most remark
able surgical operations were successfully
performed, without pain, under the anaes
thetic effects of magnetism.
(See Dr.
Esdaile's work, " Mesmerism in India.")
In 1846 a similar hospital was estab
lished in London, and others were after
ward established at Exeter, Bristol, and
Dublin, while in France and Germany
even still greater interest has been taken
in the subject.
In Sweden degrees are granted by the
University of Stockholm to those who
make magnetism a study, and pass suc
cessfully an examination upon its laws
and effects. In Russia a commission of
medical men, under direction of the Em
peror, inquired into the merits of animal
magnetism more than thirty years ago,
and reported it a "very important agent,"
and the first physician of the Emperor,
with other eminent physicians of St. Pe
tersburg, commended its utility in the
highest terms ; and at Moscow a system
atic course of magnetic treatment has
been employed for many years.
In Denmark it is practiced by physi
cians under a royal ordinance, and by a
decree of the College of Health. In
Holland it has made equally great ad
vances, and it is even extensively and in
telligently practiced by the Burmans, who
"
style it the medicine over all medicines."
The delusion, so-called, is not, there
fore, " especially of our country ;" in fact,
it is less of our country than of any other
which compares with it in a knowledge
of the arts and sciences.
That such institutions, and so many ot
them, were ever established, and success
fully conducted, ought to furnish con
vincing proof, to any reasonable mind,
that animal magnetism is not a delusion.
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but a blessed reality — a God-given power,
is capable of relieving pain and
suffering, and bringing happiness and
health to humanity.
If further proof were necessary a host
of witnesses could be brought to testify
of the curative and beneficial effects of
magnetism, as evidenced in their own

which

cases, and some of the most distinguished
and eminent physicians, and men of sci
ence, whom the world has ever known,
would also give it as their opinion that
magnetism is far from being a delusion.
Of these, however, we will only quote

from Dr. Brown-Sequard, whose name is
known, and whose opinions are
so well regarded by the whole world of
medicine and science, that it will gener
ally be admitted as conclusive authority.
so well

He

says :

" My friend Dr. Broca took it up in
1857-8 and pushed it very far; and for
a time it was the fashion in Paris to
have amputations performed after hav
ing been anaesthetized by the influence
or Hyhnotism.
A great
of Braidism
were performed
in
many operations
that way that were quite painless. But
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it was a process that was long and te
dious, and surgeons were in a hurry
and gave it up."
" I regret it very much, as there never
has been a case of death from that
method of producing anaesthesia, while
you well know that a great many cases
of death have been produced by other
methods."

Without knowing anything of clairvoy
ance from practical experience, I am en
tirely willing to admit that I am stronglyprejudiced against the class of people
who may be styled professional clairvoy
ants, and am quite as willing to denounce
them and their practices as any one else
can possibly be.
I am not, however, prepared to say that
there is no such thing as second sight, or
clairvoyance, as with added years I find
that there is nothing easier than to be
mistaken, and the age we live in is so full
of wonders that I am slow to say that the
most improbable things are impossible..
11There are more things in heaven and earth,
Horatio^
Than are dreamt of in our philosophy."

THOMAS A. BEEL.

THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE AMERICAN NOVELIST.
No.
T N my former paper I endeavored to
show that the American nature was
early diverted from romance and became
intensely practical ; that it acquired a
spirit of expediency, and closed its eyes to
the influence of art ; that it became harsh
and rugged without, though remaining
and impressible within ; that it
a restless, adventurous trend,
and a fund of varied impulse, vigorous
and independent.
Having thus estab
lished some definite notions concerning
American tendencies, we can intelligently
proceed to ascertain resulting limitations
to the success of the American novelist.
Men do not write contrary to their nat
plastic

possessed

ures.

" If
you would be a man," says Emer
son, "write what you think to-day in
words as hard as cannon balls

;

and to

II.
morrow write what to-morrow thinks in?
hard words again, though it contradict
If the prin
everything you said to-day."
ciple be old, the energy with which it is
It is an American
enunciated is original.
energy, prone to become fitful, impatient,
Emerson, full of national
and capricious.
impulse, leaps at truth here and there,
but never constructs a system. Ameri
cans are not given to polishing, revising,
If they must conquer Heav
correcting.
en, they will pile mountain upon mount
ain, but they will never undertake a Ba
bel. Conjoin to this propensity their dim
sense of the artistic, and do you not un
derstand the genius of Simms ? — Simms..
who, in a former generation, flooded the
reading public of America with a deluge
of novels. Those works were sprightly,
and the tale galloped along with a pleas

THE AMERICAN NOVELIST.
The work, however, was
ing clatter.
harsh and unpruned. Simms loved men
tal excitement ; he had no patience for
the arid part of his work, and no artistic
it.
sense to compel him to undertake
He fancied that exuberance of expres
sion, that garish figures of rhetoric, that
long and threatening climaxes consti

»

tuted the highest good.
Occasionally
his characters would be strong and defi
nite ; but they seem to have been so acci
Aiming to be national, he cut
dentally.
himself adrift from British influence,
made his escape to the woods, and sat
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ion for writing " novels with a purpose."
Authors who have no acute artistic sense
— they who aim at a temporary impression,
and who are averse to an ascetic seclu
sion — these writers find no difficulty in
themselves to such a
accommodating
mode. They cast a sermon in the mold
of romance, and suffer no twinge of con

A living novelist admits in a
preface that he does not claim for his
works the character of beautiful works
of art, and, with silly sophistry, asserts
that they were written with the honest,
science.

earnest purpose of helping the reader to
there naked and ignorant, in the hope do right.
This is the class of writers that
In his modern tendencies are producing — not
that inspiration would visit him.*
artists, not even men who care to be art
rage to be American, he escaped being
artistic ; and Simms is long since dead to ists : but men, forsooth, willing to write
fame — a victim to unfortunate tendencies
good novels — very good. We will defy
But the disas
that came with his birth.
you to reprove a man of this class. He
trous results attendant upon impatience
will listen calmly to your chiding, but
and dull artistic perceptions are not con
will inevitably remind you that your opin
fined to the days of Paulding and Simms.
ion is worth no more than his own. How
It was not long ago that Eggleston, by a else shall we look upon the theory of
novels, was hold
series of hastily-written
Holland ; how that criticism is to be re
ing the attention of the public who caught garded as a fine-art merely, valuable only
as affording a field for the play of crea
eagerly thereat, because of the active per
tive thought? Restless by nature, tic
sonality of the author, because the fiction
seemed to reflect contemporary life, and American novelist is inclined to do hur
because it conformed to certain prevail
ried work ; too often possessed of little
Each of these conditions of acute artistic sense, therewith he is con
ing tastes.
popular approval will be removed by tent; and aiming at immediate effect
time ; and this writer, we fear, must be merely, he feels no spur to rise from the
content to be entombed along with Simms
provincial to rest upon the classic. He
and his compeers.
is running, therefore, into most offensive
Too often Americans look merely at solecisms, and refuses to be moved at
things visible, and take no thought of the rebuke of the occasional wise man
A passing shout, fleet who fortunately still exists.
things not seen.
" There
Is it not Boucicault who says :
ing fame, ephemeral applause — these
And what is the is always a Shakespeare in existence"?
things are sufficient.
To it we owe But he adds most suggestively : " Man
effect of the tendency?
the school of Habberton : writers whose kind is not always pleased to call him
bent is far from being mastering; cute, forth." He has implied a most important
tentative figments they give us — some
truth — the dependence of author upon
Plutarch said that the shoe
thing to catch the eye and please the the public.
fancy. Very popular for a time are these fitted the foot, and not the foot the shoe ;
sentimental fictions, but they rest amid and the principle remains. Madame de
The tide will come Stael noticed the adaptation of the novel
shifting conditions.
in with the next generation, and these to the requirements of the public : "The
feeble structures will be scattered and
English novels are spun out to a great
forgotten.
Just now there is also a fash- length ; but they are intended for those
• Maga.

who have adopted that style of life which
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they represent — for those who live retired
in the country — in the bosoms of their
Scott, in speaking of the ro
families."
mances of chivalry written later than
1350, tells us how "sentiment had begun
to enter into these fictions, not casually,
or from the peculiar delicacy of an indi
vidual writer, but as a necessary qualifi
cation of heroes and heroines."
It is
merely the old question of supply and
demand tricked out with literary terms.
Before a critical public, literature be
comes artistic and less provincial.
Wit
ness the public for which Shakespeare and
his contemporaries wrote — an aristocratic
one, intensely intellectual.
This princi
has especial force
ple of interaction
among American authors, who are extiemely sensitive to conditions in the
The American is
literary atmosphere.
He finds
adventurous — he is an empiric.
a perverted taste in his public, and hastens
to gratify it. The American novelist is
not, as Shakespeare, writing for cultured
men and women only ; but also for the
herd, as Bulwer would say — for undisci
plined minds engaged at the mill and the
mine. To many of this latter class the
attraction of the novel is in the interest
of the story. They are held in check by
Familiar with the
no artistic sense.
classics of his language, the most practi
a literary taste
cal German
possesses
healthful in tendency, if still imperfect.
But the class to which we refer knows
They find
nothing of classic literature.
most complete satisfaction in absurd sit
incident.
uation and in melodramatic
These people are they who create a de
mand for sensational fiction.
Again, the
want assumes a slightly different form ;
not so much for the melodramatic as for
the cute, the sprightly, the pleasing trifle
— such as will require of our ladies no
thought in reading, and such as our care
worn men will greet, as now and then
they may greet a lull in business; bring
ing no profit — at least, it brings no addi
There is another class — and
tional care.
it includes leaders and led — most pecul
hither and
iarly American.
Groping
thither in uncertain mysticism, upon
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which artistic thinking has cast but a
dim and ghastly light, Americans
are
coming to think that the purpose of fic
tion is a didactic one ; that the novel is a
proper form for the expression of polit
ical prejudice, or of religious dogma.
Many of them will read a novel written
in harmony with such a belief, when
they would pass unnoticed the classic
fiction of Hawthorne, or curse the stu
pidity of a sermon that dared appear in
legitimate garb. The American is never
so eager as when he fancies that he is
getting more than the worth of his money
— he is forever endeavoring to hit two
birds with a single stone. We take up a
newspaper at random, and this paragraph
meets our eye :
"
,
have in press a novel by
which holds out the promise of unusual
In the progress of a well-sus
interest.
tained plot, it is said to discuss various
social questions which vitally affect the
happiness of woman."
It is in this state of the public taste
that the popularity of Holland is to be
He is not an artist. Though a
sought.
Philistine withal, he is a genial instructor,
and the people love him.
Sainte Beuve has said : " In France
for us is, not
the first consideration
whether we are amused by a work of art
or mind, nor is it whether we are touched
by it. What we seek above all to learn
is, whether we were right in being moved
by it." In the self-reliant spirit of his
birthright, the American seldom distrusts
his ability to pass judgment upon what
ever is submitted to him. He is never
He is
harassed by a literary conscience.
content to be touched merely. Appealing
to his sensibilities for decision upon the
merits ot a novel, he takes no trouble to
establish definite notions concerning its
essential nature. For this reason, criti
cism in many magazines and newspapers
is unphilosophical — mere dandyism. Too
many American critics play at criticism
as babies play at keeping house. Just
now some of them are testing fiction liy
To them, by this
a standard of realism.
test, Nicholas Minturn becomes great.

THE AMERICAN NOVELIST.
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It

images our life, and we can
Oh, yes ! it pictures fleet
It shows us the features
ing conditions.
we possess apart from other men, and not
our common nature. It becomes there
But
in caricature,
and not realism.
these fictions are mainly appealing to
unreflecting natures. The American is
Say they,

ask no more."

in some respects like Irving's Spaniard,
to whom if you would give the sun in
winter, the shade in summer, a little
bread, garlic, and oil, the world might
roll on as it pleased. Give to an Ameri
can a novel didactic, racy, or hot ; and
art may encircle itself with walls as high
as the walls of the Middle Kingdom, and
set angels with flaming swords to guard
its gateways, and our friend is as happy
as Sancho munching his cheese 'mid the

glitter of chivalry.
Over against this public

stands the
eagerly moved, eager for fame
Well knowing that the
and for money.
public will rate his work according to its
power to move them, he endeavors to
understand the taste of his public rather
than the essential nature of the novel.
It therefore results that novelists com
prehend the province of fiction but little
It was
better than the receptive public.
not long ago that a popular magazine
published a letter from a man who laid
claim to the authorship of two novels
written
during the last four years.
Soundly did he berate his critics for de
novelist,

nying the existence of the society he de
scribed : '' The social-dividing lines of a
people are of inestimable service to a
novelist— he can not, indeed, do without
It is somehow the literary curse
them.
of our country, as regards the writing of
fiction, that what few lines really exist are
denied by those living nearest them."
Such is the verdict of this anonymous
writer. What would he imply, if not
that it is with social forms that the nov
elist is chiefly concerned ? But what of
How will his artistic per
these lines?
ceptions be the keener therefrom ? How
become more
will his characterization
vigorous ? How will the dramatic move
ment of a tale become more complete ?
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are independent of such
"
But why " a curse
not to recognize them ? Did the popu
larity of the romances of chivalry blight
the genius of Cervantes ? Ah ! our nov
These

things

trivial circumstances.

elist has covertly disclosed his depend
ence.
We suspect the man to be seek
ing melodramatic effect. He will be con
tent, therefore, only when he can tilt
with wind-mills. The literary curse of
America is, that our novelists should con
ceive such flippant notions of the novel,
and should so prostitute their function
that they should fancy that popular
crotchets — ephemeral whims — can in any
manner be a hindrance to complete suc
cess.
But many novelists are poor, and
The reception of the
more are prurient.
novel depends upon its coincidence with
When taste is largely
popular taste.
untaught of artistic association, and sad
ly perverted by provincial thinking, can
we wonder at the tone of contemporary
fiction ? Habberton touches the talisman
that brings the applause. Holland pro
duces Arthur BonnicastU and Nicholas
Minturn ; and morning papers lament
the scarcity of novelists like this one to
discuss the questions of the day.* It is
only the intense genius like Nathaniel
Hawthorne, who writes for man and not
for men, who can override by the force of
native impulse all provincial considera
tions, while yet suffering himself to be
tinged with a local coloring — it is Haw
thorne alone who, in a novel like the
" Blithedale Romance," can say to a pub
lic itching for the discussion of socialis
tic questions that he neither pretends to
illustrate a theory or elicit a conclusion
favorable, or otherwise, in respect to So
So, between the inherited tend
cialism.
of
our novelists and the unfortu
encies
nate requirements to which they are
subjected, are not conditions most unfa
It is only in
vorable to their success?
more correct conditions of public taste,
and before more definite standards of
criticism, that the novelist will feel a
•As did the Utica (N. Y.) Herald, reviewing Nicholas

Minturn.
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constant impulse toward more attentive
study and more careful execution.
Is this popular indifference for an au
thor's right, to which we are addicted, an
outgrowth of our bondage to the practi
cal ? Unengaged in material occupation,
do we look upon the novelist as a drone ?
Be that as it may, that officious man of
function voiced a prevailing tendency
when he said of Hawthorne : " This man
is one of them 'ere visionists, and we
don't want no such man as him 'round."
It was said by Burroughs : " Men do not
play at literature (fiction particularly) in
the Old World as they so often do in this
Do our novelists go to poet
country."
izing, then, because their dignity other
wise suffers ? It is certain that, in other
ways, the tendency works disastrously.
Set a publisher's profit against an author's
right, and the popular vote ignores the
latter.
Still do our legislative bodies re
fuse to establish international copyright.
This attitude of government wrought
of the English drama,
the decline
because it made a drudge of the liter
ary artist. This fact is significant to us,
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for Americans make much of independ
ence.
It has been observed that the English
mind is passing more and more away
from all that is imaginative, and is pro
ceeding into science. But is not Ameri
ca, too, deeply intent upon the mysteries
of nature ? This, we think, is the scien
tific age. The mind has ceased to soar
as in Shakespeare's day. So we are not
writing epic poems, nor building cathe
drals in America.
This is the age of
The age is
knowledge — of skepticism.
prone to assign its great creative geniuses
to mechanics, and not to literature. The
imagination finds expression in a Corliss
engine, and not in a second Macbeth.
Again, the press is a recent feature of life,
in
having its completest development
America.
To submit an opinion upon
every subject, and a record of every event,

trifling — such is its province.
The profession of journalism, affording
both dignity and profit, is to be filled
with writers drawn from other occupa
however

tions. Naturally,
are deserted.

those least satisfactory
L. D. temple.
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INJURY

OF

'"THE

New York Sun, early in July last,
contained the following :
" A
Chicago Bohemian, named August
Drabrandt, met with a serious accident,
-*-

the result of which was that his skull was
fractured, a portion of the brain gouged
out and afterward removed, his nose
pretty well demolished, two ribs broken,
and his body badly bruised.
On the 1st
of July he resumed work, and considers
himself well, though not strong. The
remarkable recovery of the man after the
loss of a portion of the brain, and the re
tention of all his faculties still in their
normal condition, makes this one of the
Drabrandt
most curious cases on record.
was employed in the establishment of
the Northwestern Fertilizer Company, lo
cated on Forty-fourth Street, and in the vi
cinity of the stock-yards packing-houses.
He had ascended to a horizontal shaft

THE

BRAIN.

about sixteen feet above the floor, for
the purpose of oiling it. He had walked
along a temporary scaffolding near the
shaft, and reached his left hand over it,
and in doing so the sleeve of his shirt
caught in a projecting screw, or bolt.
The shaft was whirling about at the rate
of three hundred revolutions a minute,
and Drabrandt, of course, went with it.

How long he was carried about the shaft
he does not know, as he became sense
less.
It could not have been many sec
onds, however, as his clothing was liter
ally torn to shreds, and he was hurled to
the floor naked, with the exception of his
boots. The concussion against the floor
aroused him momentarily, and he re
members that he started to his feet, but
Others in the build
again fell senseless.
ing heard the fall, and rushed into the
room to find Drabrandt helpless and un

INJURY

OF THE BRAIN.

Dr. Crane hastened to the
conscious.
scene,
and found the skull crushed in
on the left side of the head, and just
above the ear, and the brain protruding.
The cut in the scalp was about five inch
es in length, and irregular in shape. The
temporal bone was broken into several
pieces, and the portion of the brain pro
truding seemed to have been pushed out,
as if by the

It

bolt which caught his sleeve.

was still held at one end to the brain

mass, and was about the shape and nearly

the size of a man's index-finger.
The
doctor saw that it was so mangled it
would be utterly useless to attempt to
replace it.
" He
clipped it off and removed the
broken pieces of the skull, including a
wing of the sphenoid bone on that side
of the head. The exposed portion of
the brain was dressed, and, fortunately,

there was no hemorrhage from it. At
the man's home his ribs were set and
the wounds more carefully dressed. On
the fourth day the brain had healed
sufficiently to warrant no further anx
On the fourteenth
iety about that.
day the patient went out of the house,

two days later his physician was
discharged, and he resumed his work.
A reporter saw Drabrandt at his home,
and questioned him closely to discover,
if possible, any abnormal condition of
mind or body, which would most cer
tainly be expected from the loss of so
mucli of the brain.
He says he has re
tained full possession of his faculties,

and

and has never been disturbed by indica
tions of paralysis or loss of senses, so far
as he knows.
He is attacked by heat,
however, and at times is troubled by his
'
brain seem to get hot,' a she terms it,
and his head aches. His wife says that
she has noticed nothing unusual in his
actions, except that ' he gets mad awful
easy now,' whereas he was, before the
accident, one of the kindest and mildesttempered of men. He becomes vexed at
the children, and wants to whip them for
the most trivial offenses. He has been
perfectly rational in his talk and actions,
aside frorr that, she says, except on one
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when he was at work in the
basement of the house and became heat
ed.
Suddenly he rushed up-stairs, out
on the street and three blocks away, as
fast as he could go. He then stopped
and walked back to the house, wonder
ing how he got out. The man is fortyfive years of age, and he has an iron con
occasion,

stitution."
The above article is one of those curi
ous commentaries which indicate the
loose methods of observation and state
ment which are common among those
who are not educated physiologists, when
anything in the way of injury occurs to
the brain.
We have it stated distinctly that a man
retains all his faculties in their normal
condition. Let us say that the injury
being above and back of the ear, was in
the region of the propensities, not of the
intellect; and if there was a local disturbance
of any of the faculties, it would
I
be that of Combativeness, Destructiveness, and Secretiveness, which produce
As we
anger, severity, and suspicion.
proceed with the article, however, we
find that the man became furious or in
sane on the subject of force, and ran out
of his house and forgot what he went out
for ; and that the wife said : " He gets
mad awful easy now ; that he becomes
vexed with the children, and wants to
'whip them for the most trivial offenses."
If that does not indicate an unusual ac
tion of some of the faculties, we do not
know what would.
She says, moreover,
" before the accident he was one of the
kindest and mildest-tempered of men."
Since Combativeness and Destructiveness have become injured on one side of
the head, these heats, or congestions,
come on, and he seems to lose himself.
We have rarely met with a case which
more clearly proves the truth of Phre
nology, and the location of the organs ;
yet newspapers will probably circulate
this story as widely as the language is
spoken ; and the general inference will
be that his faculties were not injured at
all, though his brain was severely in
jured.
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We trust that the reader will now
carefully peruse the above statement
again, and recognize the fact that the

j
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excitement
man did show abnormal
of the organs which were involved in
the wound.
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No. I.
Interesting correspondence between M.
Charles Lucas, Member of the Institute
of France, and Dr. E. C. Wines, Hono
rary President of the Prison Congress of
Stockholm.

I.

Letter of M. Charles Lucas.
Paris,

Dear Doctor Wines

14/h

May,

1879.

:

note of the 12th May, which ac
companied the transmission of cer
tain pamphlets, announced to you an ap
proaching letter in reply to your personal
request for information for your work on
the State of Prisons throughout the Civil
ized World. My silence hitherto has pro
ceeded only from the fear of saying too
much and too little ; and I have the same
fear still, in this letter which is personal,
and whose dictation follows the course
Let me say, in the
of my impressions.
beginning, that no one approves more
than I do, your proposition to trace the
picture of the actual condition of prisons
in the civilized world ; and I rejoice,
most of all, that your work will appear
When our learned friend
next autumn.
d'Olivecrona dedicated to me his book on

MY

the means of preventing relapse [recidive), he had the good taste to omit from
his dedication every eulogistic expression,
and, restricting himself to the invocation
of two historical dates, he contented him
self with saying: "To Charles Lucas,
who, in 1828, gave to prison reform its
first history, and, in 1836, its first theory."
I ask nothing more of God, than time
enough for the reproduction of these two
works. You will say to me : " Why, then,
wait so long, since they have been for so
"
You who arc,
long a time out of print ?
like myself, a man of vocation and of ac
tion, will understand me when I say, that
I have felt the necessity, above all, of tak

ing part in the progressive movement of
this reform by successive publications in
the order of events, that is to say, in the
historic and practical order, and in the
order of ideas, that is, in the theoretical
and scientific order.
But it is, at length, time to give myself
entirely to the reproduction of these two
works, beginning, as a matter of course,

with the first, for the scientific method

is,

It is from
for me, that of observation.
the lights of practical observation that
we must demand the deduction of theo
Now, my dear Dr.
retic principles.
Wines, my work, in three volumes, on

the penitentiary system in Europe and
the United States, which was a stripling
in 1828, is an old man to-day, and, at the
distance of fifty years, it is not a work to
I have
be reprinted, but reconstructed.
labor ;
such
a
materials
for
the
gathered
but it is the good God who inspired you,
when you conceived the idea of collecting
them also yourself. You have, in addition,
traveled in the United States and in Eu
rope ; you have visited many places in
both, and are thus able to add your per
sonal observations to the lights gathered
from study. I therefore await with im

patience the publication of your work,
I shall be
whose valuable information
It is an unlooked-for aid
able to utilize.
which comes to me, and no one can give
to your book a more sympathetic or grate
ful reception.
Penitentiary reform, when I look at it
as a whole, during the half century in
which I have been devoted to its service,

presents itself to me under two points of
view : first, that of the national character
of its progressive movement, that is, of
the development which it has had in each
civilized country ; and, secondly, that of
the international character of this pro
gressive movement, that is, of the changes
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in the different countries, and of the prog
ress of theory and the practical results of
ideas in their application.

contamination.
3. Repressive imprison
ment for minor offenders sentenced to
short terms of cellular separation, with a
view to intimidation and deterrence.
4.
Repressive and penitentiary
imprison
ment, based on the two principles of in
timidation and reformation, combined
with that of the duration, with cellular
separation by night and associated labor
in silence by day. 5. The final degree,
relating to prisoners en route from one
prison to another, whether before or after

As this letter is personal, and is a sort
of tete-a-tete talk between us, I may say
that you are the representative of the in
ternational progressive movement, as the
promoter of the two Congresses of Lon
don and of Stockholm, and your work
will be the solemn attestation of this his
torical truth.

But

the appreciation of the progressive

movement of penitentiary reform under
its national relations is a more delicate
question, since it seeks to ascertain the
part due to each country in the progress
obtained.

I

this regard,

we shall

whether, in
agree on all points,
and there are some on which I ought to
state to you my actual conviction.
First, as regards Europe and the United
States, I am of the opinion that, as a mat
ter of fact, Europe is more advanced than
the United States in the progressive
reform, and
movement of penitentiary
that, both in theory and practice.
I do
not know whether you share this opinion,
but I doubt if you would be able to pro
duce documents of a nature to modify
my conviction in this respect.
As far as Europe is concerned, I believe

1 judgment.

This theory, which, on its promulga
tion, provoked the criticisms of so many
criminatists, attached to the complicated

do not know

that France is the country which has
most effectively aided the progressive
movement of penitentiary reform.
Bel
gium alone might contest that position
with her, and it is certain that, originally,
she did hold the priority, but at a date
far removed, going back as far as the
That early advance
prison of Ghent.
belonged to the order of facts, but in a
theoretic point of view, the initiative, be
yond all doubt, belongs chronologically

The sole theory of imprison
to France.
ment is that which I published in France
in 1836 and 1837 ; and it did not remain a
dead letter. This theory, it is well known,
divides prison treatment into five degrees,
namely : I. The specialty of establish
ments for young prisoners under sixteen
2. Preliminary detention for adult
years.
prisoners of both sexes before trial, with
cellular separation as a protection against
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i
j
j

system of the legal classifications of imprisonment and to the empire of afflictive
and infamous punishments, has, to-day.
penetrated, everywhere, into the ideas
which are proclaimed, and into the things
which are done. Belgium does not con
test with France her supremacy in the
At the session
theory of imprisonment.
of the 5th of June, 1879, of the General
Prison Society, at which you were present,
M. Stevens, in speaking of France, said :
"You are the masters in penitentiary
But if I can not speak to you
science.
of theory, at least I may be permitted to
give you some facts on the application
which we have made of your principles."
If Belgium has studied the application
of the principles of the French theory, it
is France which has, herself, taken the

initiative of their application on points
Thus, as regards
the most important.
the first degree of this theory, that of
special establishments for young prisoners : Is it not France which gave the im
pulse to Europe, by the establishment of
penitentiary agricultural colonies, public
and private, for juvenile prisoners, which
the law of the 5th August, 1850, erected
into a system, and organized on a uni
form plan ? Is there in this regard any
more celebrated or
colony in Europe
more popular than that of Mettray ? The
experiment of Val-d'Yevre, designed to
give the highest value to the labor of ju
venile delinquents by employing it in the
clearing of wild, but reclaimable lands —
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from France this method of transfer by
cellular carriage, which suppressed, in the
first place, the public exhibitions under
gone by prisoners before and after sen
tence in their passage from one prison to
another, and which, more than all else,
suppressed the abuses engendered by the
promiscuous association of prisoners en
route, in the intermediate lodging stations
where they passed the night.
You see, dear Dr. Wines, that, in the
order of ideas, as in that of facts, no
country in Europe has lent a more effect
ive co-operation than France to the pro
gressive movement of penitentiary re
For more ample developments on
not at Louvain that Belgium has made form.
this point, you may consult my address
application of the principles of my theory
to the General Prison Society on the pro
of imprisonment, for I am the steadfast op
ponent of cellular imprisonment for long gressive movement of penitentiary re
detentions.
But I affirm that the central form in France during the last fifty years ;
an address pronounced
at the session
prisons of France, with their common
when the society was organized, and over
dormitories and their excessive agglom
erations of prisoners, lack the essential which I had the honor to preside as the
conditions of a penitentiary system, and senior (doyen) of prison reform. Consult
also the excellent discourse of M. Ducan not offset this deplorable situation
faure, who presided over the following
by any organization of labor, however re
session as president of the society.
I am
markable its development.
anxious,
from
However,
a
natural
senti
this unfavorable
extremely
state of
ment of patriotism, and also from a re
things is mitigated in the central prisons
for women by an institution on whose gard to historical truth, that the justice
I felicitate myself, namely, due to her be rendered to France. I am
origination
that of the special order of Sisters for anxious for this, still further, from a senti
Prisons, who have replaced the male ment of family affection, joined to that
of love of country, for the best part of
keepers, formerly employed in the cen
tral prisons for women.
Belgium does the patrimony I can leave to my children
not yet appear to me to have done, in is that of my service as a veteran in the
cause of penitentiary reform.
this regard, more than to follow the ex
Nor can I forget two considerable facts,
ample of France.
which
honor France and attest the im
In a word, when I am charged with be
which
she is giving in Europe to
ing the implacable foe of the cellular pulse
the
progressive movement of penitentiary
regime, a grievous wrong is done me ;
reform : I refer to the labors of the late
for, after having recommended its adop
tion for preliminary detention and for re
Parliamentary Commission on this sub
pressive imprisonment
in the case of ject, and to those of the General Prison
I might invoke many other
short-term prisoners, I was myself the Society.
first to recommend its use for the cellular facts in favor of my country, whose serv
transfer of prisoners en route, and for the ices are not always appreciated abroad
suppression of the abominable system at their true value ; but space is wanting
called the chain, so long practiced in the for further observations, and I close by the
case of convicts sentenced to the
galkiys, expression of my very devoted sentiments.
in conducting them to their destination.
Ch. Lucas.
Foreign countries hastened to borrow
P. S. — I add a post-scriptum to the let
has not this experiment, in the new hori
zon which it has opened to the peniten
tiary colony, given to the problem of the
improvement of the delinquent youth by
the land and of the land by the youth, a
happy and lucrative solution for the
State? Has not the law of June, 1875, en
acted a rule which, it is true, has waited
a long time since the publication of the
in 1836 — that,
theory of imprisonment
of
the
namely,
application of individual
imprisonment to both preliminary and
As regards re
repressive detention ?
pressive and penitentiary imprisonment
for convicts sentenced to long terms, it is
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ter which I wrote you yesterday before
sen ling it to the post, because I omitted
to speak to you of an important point.
As we are each about to publish, in the
near future, an historical recital, which

will have for aim to serve the cause of
prison reform, to which we have given a
sincere and common devotion, it is im
portant that, to a certain extent, an un
derstanding should be established be
tween us, and that we know whether it is
on the same plan and arrangement, or on
different plans, that we propose to pro
ceed.
If I have well understood your
lithographed circular and the letters you
have addressed to me in asking co-opera
tion, there is between us identity of aim
without identity of plan. Your aim ap
pears to me to be to look at prison re
form in its present state, and to exhibit
and set forth that actual condition of
things among the different civilized peo
It
ples of the earth. Mine is broader.
embraces the fifty years last past, and
shows, during this half century, the pro
gressive movement of this reform, with
a view to arrive at the verification and
statement of that actual condition. These
two different plans find their perfect justi
fication in the difference of our respective
positions.
You are the representative of the in
ternational
movement of this reform,
which dates from the Congress of Lon
don. You, then, to show the actual state
of the reform, have not to go back be
yond the Congress of London.
My po
sition, on the contrary, requires more ;
my point of departure is my Penitentiary
System

in Europe and

the

United Stales '

published in 1828. I have already follow
ed, since that date, the progressive move
ment of this reform, in numerous publi
cations and successive communications
to the Institute of France, which would
fill several volumes in octavo.
It would,
therefore, be quite necessary that I pre
sent to-day an historical risumi of this
progressive movement of penitentiary re
form, of which I have already been, in a
It is thus,
certain sense, the historian.
I thmk, that our two publications must
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naturally appear to the eyes of the pub
lic to explain themselves, to go hand-inhand, and to be completed the one by the
other.
It is of much importance, in the inter
est of prison reform, that public opinion
do not see in us two competitors, but two
faithful and devoted servants of this re
form, who march, in thorough and loving
union, by two different routes, to the same
end.
I do not see that our two several per
sonalities can offer the least obstacle to a
good understanding between us, for,' as I
have already said, this reform presents it
self under the two-fold point of view of
the national and the international move
ment. Now, nobody can deny that you
are the representative of the second ; and
I do not believe that any one, consider
ing my fifty years of persistent devotion
to the serv^e of prison reform, will con
test the point that I am, to-day, the prin
cipal representative of the national move
ment. It would be an injustice which
would wound me far less in what con
cerns myself personally, that in what con
cerns my country, which has a right to
claim for herself all the services which
her children can render to the progress

of European civilization.
Do not, however, misconceive the
in which

I

sense

said that France had taken the
largest share in the progressive move
ment of penitentiary reform in Europe.
I do not intend, in this regard, to belittle
or to exaggerate the account that should
be taken of my personal services ; but I
have desired to rate, at a high value, the
signal services which other devoted men
have rendered to this reform in France
by writings as remarkable as they have
been remarked, and which have won for
But at the
them a European reputation.
side of these personal services France
must claim the collective or corporate
services which, in the course of the la*t
fifty years, she has given to penitentiary
reform : first of all, by the concurrence
and co-operation of those learned bodies,
at the head of which stands the Institute.
Has not the Institute of France made of
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questions which belong to
penitentiary reform the object of compe
tition for prizes? Has it not seized all
opportune occasions to bestow rewards
on meritorious publications, consecrated
the principal

to the penitentiary question ? And has
it not, in some sort, become the Tribune
of the progressive movement of this re
form ? In the number of these collective
services, I have already mentioned the
labors of the Parliamentary Commission
to study the penitentiary question, and
those of the General Prison Society.

BLONDE

AND

diseases were likely to prevail, we no
ticed that there were twice as many
blondes as brunettes.
We account for it in this way : The
brunettes
were much more seriously
affected by the bilious climate than the
blondes, and large numbers of them had
become affected
by bilious diseases
through exposure in the swampy, mala
rious regions, and had died, or gone into
Hospital, or been discharged.
The blondes, not suffering from liver
difficulties, had been able to do duty
there and retain their health.
If the war
had been in Canada
or in the cool
Northwest, the brunettes, being tougher,
would have stood the labor better, and
of num-
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Special inclinations — vocations — may
not te forgotten, because, for the pro
gressive movement of penitentiary re
form, there must be joined to the double
concurrence of science and practical experience, a providential call. You know

this better than any one — you, who have
had such a call, and who in one of your
letters, expressed to me, in terms so en
ergetic, your sentiments on this point.*

* It is proper to state that the " energetic expressions,"
referred to in the text, had relation to M. Charles Lucas
1 himself, ami to no one else.
E. C. W.

BRUNETTE

A A TE find in the newspapers a state* *
ment that in the Russian army the
blondes are put into one company, the
brunettes into another, the black horses
are placed together, etc.
There is a law
in organization which is sought to be
made available in the instance referred to.
During our war we noticed that regi
ments as they marched through our city
the men who were blonde were just
about equal in number to the brunettes
in the regiments.
Of course there were
many who were a medium between the
two temperaments.
When the regiments returned, after
two or three years' service in the South,
among the malarial districts, where bilious

ijiven a more favorable exhibit
Ders on returning.

j
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In Russia it doubtless will be found
that hard, long marches will be endured
by the brunettes much better than by
the blondes, other things being equal,
and the blondes would
endure
the
swampy regions of the Danube better
than the brunettes.
At all events, separating and classifying
them will give opportunity for equal and
uniform service by regiments composed of
men of similar temperaments. We doubt.
not the same would be true with horses.
THE BEAUTIFUL

HARVEST.

Out

in the fields the bees are singing
Love to the clover, and fondly clinging ;
Timothy blossoms, and purple fringes
Sway where odor the gold air tinges ;
The wheat has grown, her hair is browning ;
Acres of oat have tinted crowning.
It is the harvest,
The beautiful, bountiful harvest.

Wonder we half with disbelieving,
While earth's liberal wealth receiving,
Whether the land with full life breathing,
E'er was silent beneath snow's wreathing ;
Whether the days by summer lengthened,
Ever were dwarfed, or cold winds strengthened.
For we have harvest,
The beautiful, bountiful harvest.
Sing on, bee, to the blush bloom clover ;
Wing away, birds ! each to your lover;
Fan us, breeze, with your odorous kisses ;
Toss '.o us, blossoms, no spray misses ;
Rest on us, sun, your golden glory,
Till hearts within chorus the story,
We have the harvest.
The beautiful, bountiful harvest.
MRS.

S. L. OBERHOLTZER.
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HENRY S. DRAYTON.

^^HEN
three
tween

an

editor

voluntarily puts

thousand miles of ocean be

himself

and his work, to rest, and

analysis of the character, as represented
in their phrenological

and physiological

developments, and these he publishes in

Phrenological Journal

revel among the beauties and glories of

the

France, Italy, Switzerland, and Great Brit

together with their biography.

his associates who assume the edi-

ain,

H1inry

S. Drayton,

take

which

some

special

he might

not

responsibilities

incline to sanc

The editor

has always seemed to take

in obtaining

photographs

of

Journal.

give him a taste of the same

thing, feel

ing certain that if he were consulted
would put a veto on it

will

tion.
pleasure

Now that he is abroad, we propose to

Editor of the Phrenological

torial duties during his absence are likely
to

verbatim,

be

so

much

;

he

and no one else

surprised

as

himself

when this article appears.

We regret that we

can not give a more

noted personages, presenting them to our

circumstantial

examiner without giving the name of the

vious to his becoming associated with us,

originals, and asking for a full and sharp

but the fact that we could

account of his work pre
not consult
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him about it shuts us off from the chief

Henry

S.

the law office of Messrs. Mott, Murray
&

source of information.

Drayton,

of English and

French extraction,

[Sept.,

Harris, and turning his attention, mean

while, to phonographic

was born in Jersey
the only by this art, to become
Sept. 16, 1839, and
City, N.
He
fond
of books and elsewhere.
child of his parents.
was

reporting, as an

a reporter in courts

is

J.,

aid in law practice, he became qualified,

and made commendable

The war at this time made everything

progress in his

studies, anxious, as he became old enough

so unsettled, and there beingsome features

to think, to get

in the ordinary practice of law which did

as much education as pos

advisable to withdraw him from school,

and place him in the large and stirring
he was earnestly

gaged.

especially journalism.

en

The son was kept in the store

during the intervals of study, and trained
not only in the work of selling and de
livering goods, and making collections,
He then had

toward science and literature,

thoughts

September

21,

Miss

married

he

1864,

A. E. Guernsey, of New York, daughter of
Henry Guernsey, M.D.
situa
In January, 1865, he accepted
tion as reporter in the office of Fowler

&

business in which

not comport with his tastes, he turned his

a

it

sible before his thrifty father should deem

Wells, and, two years later, graduated at

a serious foretaste of what he supposed

The American Institute of Phre
nology, thus laying the foundation for

he soon would be required to enter upon

in earnest, while
education

opportunity should
a painful

before the

acquire

be effectually cut off,

his attention
eagerness

;

sharpened

his desire for all the

he could

to his books to

and between this

hunger for books and the work he per
formed

in the business, he became pre

maturely manly and serious
;

tal condition

in his men

consequently his boyhood

was measurably absorbed by the duties
incident to manhood.

Thus expecting to

be withdrawn

from

a

but in keeping accounts.

with the office,

relation

permanent

with

and in connection

professionally,

American Phrenological Jour

the

nal.
This relation continued,

and became

more intimate and important for ten years,

during which time he became very useful
and

efficient as assistant editor

Journal,

and in

1875,

of

the

on the death of Mr.

Samuel R. Wells, Mr. Drayton became ed
itor-in-chief. For more than four years he
has filled that important post, with credit

Journal.

school, he worked on until his associates,

to himself and advantage to the

prepared for college, were about to leave

Besides the usual work of editor, he has

before

he was twenty.

Two or three

years later he was admitted
from the University.

to the bar

He soon entered

collated

which

and published

form: One entitled "Light in
Dark Places;" another, of which he
joint author, entitled "Brain and Mind,"

is

in book

will soon

given

be

to

the house of S. R. Wells
ors to Fowler

Mr. Drayton
and

the
&

He entered the University
of the City of New York, and graduated
with good rank in June, 1859, two months
high marks.

several series of articles

have since been

&

He had the vacation to review and get
ready for examination, and passed with

written

public

by

Co., success

Wells.
is

told

he wished.

a

if

him, when his father unexpectedly
him he might go to college

an advanced

thinker,

clear and strong, though temperate
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and judicious,

He is

writer.

S.

a member

of the faculty and lecturer in the "Ameri
can Institute of Phrenology."

He

is

Episcopal

a

member

of

the

Protestant

Church, and regards the prin

ciples of Phrenology

as a part of

the

works of the Creator, and recognizes no
necessary antagonism

between

'

science,

rightly interpreted, and revealed religion.
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Henry

S. Drayton has a predomi
nance of the mental and motive temperments.
He has fine dark-brown hair,
thin, fine skin, and more than common
mental activity.
He is about five feet
ten inches high, muscular, but rather
slight in figure, is quite strong for one of
his weight, and turns the scale at about 145
pounds. His head, measuring more than
twenty-two inches, is rather large for the
size of the body, but the head being
well developed at the base, above and
about the ears, he has strength and vigor
of constitution, and a great deal of force of
character.

The perceptive intellect is uncommon
ly strong, showing fullness across the
brows, and, though the forehead seems
to retreat, it is well represented in the
Upward and back
reasoning organs.
ward from the eye, the head widens out
rapidly until the point above the ears is
reached, showing first, back of the cor
ner of the eye, a large development of
In music he has con
the organ of Tune.
siderable culture, and performs on the or
gan and other instruments. HisConstructiveness, shown by the wideness in the
region of the temples, would have given
him excellence in any mechanical depart
ment; and his Acquisitiveness, shown in
the back part of the temple, where the
hair commences, indicates inherited thrift
in business matters, the power to financier
and comprehend the laws of commerce.
His Secretiveness is rather large; hence
he is reticent, concealing
that which
ought not to be told, and expresses his
thoughts with guardedness and care ; is
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not likely to commit himself unduly, or
expose plans and purposes which would
thereby be put in jeopardy.
Directly over the ear the head is broad,
rather large Destructiveness,
showing
giving executive force, thoroughness, and
He knows how
severity when required.
"
to say " No calmly, though the negative
he gives may be exceedingly unwelcome to
the one who receives it. If he had been
educated for a surgeon or a soldier, the
severities which belong to those profes
sions could have been manifested by
himf
vigorously, steadily, and calmly.

His Combativeness gives him prompt
ness to repel aggression, but his Caution

and Secretiven«ss lead him to such selfrestraint that he can " be angry and sin
not," can carry his fire as a flint does un
til some adequate provocation calls it
out. Had he been devoted to ordinary
business, he would have pushed his cause

with

industry,
persistency,
prudence,
policy, skill, and economy.
He appreciates wit ; is sharp and quick,
but very playful in repartee.
He has large Ideality, as shown by the
fullness in the upper side-head, where the
hair joins the forehead, upward and back
ward from the eye.
His taste for refine
ment, for polite literature, for art, and
for poetry especially, are marked charac
teristics, and he has written for the Jour
nal, and for other magazines, sometimes
anonymously, some excellent poetry.
If he were to occupy himself less in
writing, and the careful analysis and
special statement of subjects, and devote
himself to off-hand speaking, he would
become a ready and effective speaker,
especially on topics in which the feelings
could be called into
and imaginations
As a speaker on scientific subjects,
use.
his style is guarded, careful, analytical,
and pruned.

This comes from Cautious

ness and Secrectiveness partly, and partly

from Order and Ideality, as well as from
the habit of writing for the press.
He has a strong development of the
moral elements. Conscientiousness and
Hope give him love of justice, and an ex
pectation of future good, while large

LOGICAL

Veneration gives him reverence for what
is eminent and sacred.
His Benev
olence renders him sympathetica!, desir
ous of helping and benefiting others;
not, perhaps so much by mere gifts, as
by assisting people to help themselves,
and thus enable them to work out suc
cess without pecuniary assistance.
His knowledge of character qualifies
him to appreciate mind, comprehend its
peculiarities, and trace it out in its prac

ever

tical working.
He is adapted, mentally, to scientific
investigation — especially to mathematical
accuracy and demonstration.

His Language is fully developed, but
his style is not redundant — it is guarded
and specific; and his thoughts are not
smothered

in a deluge of words.
strong social development, is
capable of uncommon domestic affection.
His love is quite as much a sentiment as
a passion. The faculty of Conjugality is
has
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particularly strong ; so is that of Friend
ship and Parental Love.
His Self-esteem is large enough to give
him a con ciousness of his own worth,
and a tendency to carry himself in a dig
nified, self-possessed manner.
He does
not become unduly familiar with stran
gers, and never would incline to show the

weak side of his character or cause.
He is ambitious to be approved, but
not vain or hungry for praise.
Holding in our hands an excellent
cast of his head, recently taken, we would
say of him, had we no other knowledge,
that he is a man who would be able to
command respect, maintain
his posi
tion, work out success, conquer difficulty
and opposition, win friends and hold
them, and carry himself with self-reliant
dignity and moral bearing, and intelli
gent wisdom and skill in almost any
field of effort to which he might devote
himself.
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swered problem.
But at length he noticed
similarity in this one respect
between the crania of monkeys and those
of women.
Here was clue, which this
earnest man immediately followed up.
He pondered long upon the different
was
qualities of the monkey tribe, but
lecture, when
during the delivery of
the subject of love of young in the monkey was introduced, that the truth flashed
upon him which he had sought so long,
Dismissing his class, he retired to his
cabinet, and there comparing the diffcrent skulls in his possession, he found the
same difference to exist between male
and female skulls in general. All subseconfirmed the truth
quent observatio
of his discover/.
study of extreme interest to
is

I
I

is

is

it

is

is

I

'

one of
study of this faculty
the most interesting
which the
science of Phrenology brings before us.
It was established by upwards of three
found to
thousand observations, and
exist throughout the animal kingdom to
In the study of
a greater or less extent.
the different organs, Dr. Gall, the great
founder of Phrenology, observed that in
females the upper part of the occipital
bone receded more than in males, and
naturally inferred that the brain beneath
this part was the probable seat of some
quality which
stronger in woman than
in man. Hence the question arose, Of
what quality
the seat?
Various
opinions were formed at first in his mind,
none of which satisfied him, and for five
years the subject remained an unan-

It
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LOVE OF YOUNG.

is,

it

they were taking
up and down in the
sunshine, just as we might walk

-warm

it

!

:

is

;

is

is

is

it

!

is

squirrel watch over their young, imme
diately removing them to another asylum
they find their habitation
suspected
When the fox has whelps to succor,
loses all its usual caution, and becomes

rash and dauntless.
The strength of this
in humanity needs no assurance.
Mother-love
one of the greatest boons
that God ever gave to the human race.
The strength of the Love of Young
greater and the organ larger in females
than in males. This
shown from ear
liest infancy.
The boy wants his drum,
horse, shovel, whip, velocipede, but the
little girl never happier than when nurs
and as
ing her doll and playing mother
the years go by and the heart expands, this
can be
quality becomes developed (for
her love goes out to ever}
developed)
little baby form. When passing children
on the street they look into her eyes, and
their souls answer back the love they see
beaming for them and their interests.
Oh, this love of children, how mothers
is

is

is

feeling

it

;

is

treasures unless compelled to do so by
The
the most pressing
necessities.
cricket in its wonderful home forms
winding and intricate passages to its
miniature nursery, and keeps watchful
care that no harm shall come near its
loved ones. How beautifully the mole
its home and cares for its
constructs
young, building an underground palace,
with winding galleries and lofty apart
ments, with a room in the safest and
most retired part for its children.
The
crocodile steals forth and deposits its
eggs in the warmest and sunniest sand
bank, using the utmost caution and
secrecy lest some one should discover
How careful and ten
and injure them.
der bees are over their young ! how they
cherish their infant bees, caressing and
licking them, guarding them from dan
ger, and defending them from harm.
We recently heard of a lady who had
some bees which she was very fond of
One day she noticed two
watching.
large ones, who appeared to be tossing
and tormenting
one which was much
After continuing this for some
smaller.
time they flew away, leaving it on the
The lady thought she would pre
grass.
vent it from being teased any more, and
so hid it under a rose-leaf.
Not long
after the two bees returned and hovered
about for some time, as if trying to find
it; then, failing to do so, they returned
to the hive, and the lady went into the
In the afternoon she called upon
house.
a friend who understood bees, and told
her of the incident of the morning.
" Oh," said the friend, " you should
not have touched that bee ; it was a
young bee lately born and very weak,
and the other two were airing it, that

about with a sick baby, that
might be
strengthened by the summer air."
When the lady returned she %vent to
the hive, and immediately two bees flew
out and stung her on the cheek. They
knew her well, and were generally so
friendly that she concluded
they had
stung her out of revenge.
How perseveringly the birds hatch
How patiently and tenderly
their eggs
they feed and protect their young, and
what alarm they manifest when their
brood
threatened.
Through hunger
and cold they will cling to their little
ones, and have been found dead with
their young sheltered beneath their
It
said that
wings, warm and safe.
the cuckoo
an exception to the general
rule, for she leaves her eggs
but she
does possess the quality, though in an
inferior degree, for she deposits her eggs
in the nest of some bird which will hatch
them and supply the little waifs with
food, so that you see she does regard
their helpless condition, though unwill
ing to labor for them herself.
In the mammalia what an instinct
the love of young
how the fox, cat, and

;

watch the manifestation of love of young
in the animal kingdom.
Destroy an ant
hill, and see how earnestly and quickly
the little creatures collect their eggs and
hurry with them to a place of safety.
Watch the spiders carrying their eggs in
a little sack on their back ; how they
cling to them, never parting with their

if
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ought to thank God for it ! how it helps
them to bear with childhood's faults and
sympathize with young hearts in every
trial ! How it gives strength to the arms
and courage to the soul !
Children instinctively know when they
are loved.
Hawthorne once said : " If I
value myself on anything it is on having
a smile that children love."
You can not
win a child's love with a gift unless your
heart is in it. They will enjoy the toy
most surely, but one can go emptyhanded to a little one and win its affec
tions by the mystic tie of love.
Who does not know of some dear lady
friend who possesses this quality to such
a degree that she can never pass a child
but her arms go out unconsciously to
ward it ; and if it is dirty, she longs to
bathe and dress it ; if it is sick, she longs

A
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to nurse and make it well ; the more
helpless and poor the little ones, the more
her heart yearns over them.
Ah, friends, what should this instinct
of parentage within us inspire ? Is it not
implanted there by our Divine Father to
teach us His own feeling toward us ?
As the mother's heart throbs for her
children, seeking their best interests, lov
ing them even when they stray away from
the dear home-nest, yearning over each
wanderer and rejoicing over its return,
so our Father pities and cares for His
children ; and as one whom a mother
comforteth, so will He comfort us ; and
with a love greater than our weak human
affection, reaches out His infinite arms of
tenderness with a yearning, passionate
"Come unto me!" in the voice of Im
mortal Love !
SARA KBABLES HUNT.

ALL OVER.

AS

I was sitting in my friend's room
the other day, some one came up
the stairs, whistling a jolly air.
" There comes Ned," said a
lady in the
corner of the bay-window, busy with
worsted work, "and now everything will
be topsy-turvy.
You may as well finish
your story another time, for there's no
use trying to do anything when that boy
is 'round."
In came "Ned," an embodied breeze,
one of those fluttering, fragrant, saucy
summer breezes, that scatter your manu
script leaves over the lawn, as if they
were so many rose-leaves — pray Heaven

they may be as sweet !— that toss your
hair, and flutter your ribbons, if you
happen to be of the be-ribboned sex, and
play the mischief generally with what
ever airy possessions you chance to have
around you. I say Ned came in like just
such a breeze.
Everybody in the room
was a little afraid of him, yet the sound
of his footsteps, the echo of his merry
whistling, the ring of his boyish voice,
brought smiles to every lip, a quicker
beating to every heart; in short, his
coming brought life into the room. In
the course of a minute Ned had stepped

into his mother's work-basket, had tossed
his aunt's ball of pale pink worsted to
the ceiling, had pulled the cat's tail, and
teased his little sister till she " wished
boys wouldn't bozzer;" then he sank into
a chair and began to beg pathetically for
his dinner.
But at the sound of a com
rade's voice he dashed out of the room
again, dragging his mother's knitting
after him, and breaking the yarn by a
vigorous kick as he shut the door.
" I should think
you would send that
boy away to school, if you are going to,"
said Aunt Grace, taking a false stitch in
her crocheting, and making a very bad
" I would as soon live with a
place.

whirlwind."

" Ned has wonderful
spirits," said the
mother, joining her severed yarn.
" Truly wonderful,"
replied the aunt, in
tones of quiet sarcasm; "so wonderful
that I wouldn't like to be responsible for
his future if they are not toned down
pretty soon."
" I think
you are a little hard upon
Ned, sister. He is generous, and brave,
"
and truthful, and

"And utterly inconsiderate of every
body's feelings or comfort," interrupted

I879-]
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the aunt. " What do you think he did this
Came pounding on my door
morning?
at five o'clock — after paper for his kite ;
and he knows what a poor sleeper I am,
and how much I depend upon my morn
"
ing nap !
" He knows, but he forgets," said the
mother, gently.
" I
suppose he forgot when he dressed
up that bolster, and set it in the corner
of my room, and frightened me nearly
out of my wits — me with such nerves
that it is all I can do to get along under
the best circumstances."
"
" Oh, that was

The mother's speech was interrupted
by what seemed a miniature hail-storm,
but proved to be a shower of pebbles
thrown against auntie's window, giving
Mamma
the good lady a sad "start."
looked grieved and anxious, and I took

up the cudgels for "that young goodfor-nothing."
" I think, auntie," said I, "that you are
a great stickler for the best of its kind in
everything."
" Of course I am," replied the irate
lady, the flush of annoyance fading from
her thin cheek.
" Well, then, you ought to rejoice in
Ned, for you must admit that he is boy
all over, from the crown of his cropped
head to the soles of his mud-tracking
feet — no adulterated article there."
" What of that, pray?"
" Why, everything.
Real boy, real

All this mischief and noise and
nonsense means courage, enterprise, will,
perseverance — a joyous, irrepressible tem
perament, that sheds troubles and trials

man.

Effer
duck's back sheds water.
vescence now means fullness by and by.
Your jovial, frolicsome boy, provided he
have a sound, warm heart, and a good
brain, becomes the powerful, genial, use
ful man, with not only the wish, but the
force, to do his part toward setting the
world right."
Ned's mother smiled and drew a long
breath as I finished my little speech.
"
I am glad to hear you say a good
word for Ned," she said.

as a

"
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don't wonder," said auntie, some
"
softened.
Somebody is always
complaining about him, and wishing he
would go to school; and yet I don't
know what we should do without him,
what

after all."
Aye, there's the rut) — what to do with
out him ! Many a mother, and many a
sensitive, fastidious
aunt, rubbed and
jarred and fretted through the childhood
of their boys, depriving them of much
rightful sunshine, much needed com
panionship, to see them at last go away
in their suits of blue to the defense of

their country.
Then indeed the house
was still ! And how true to the flag were
those blustering, careless, troublesono
boys ! What courage, what endurance,
what splendid manliness they showed !
How patient were they in prisons, how
dauntless on the field ! The irrepressible
force that their friends and guardians
sought to bottle up found in the right
time glorious use.
The patience of kindly hearts can no
They jar
longer avail for those boys.
upon no sensitive nerves, they disturb
But others fill their places —
no quiet.
boys as full of possibilities, aye, and
every whit as troublesome as they. They
are here, brave, big-hearted, hot-headed
Often you are at a loss to know
fellows.
what to do with them, but what could
you do without them ?
MRS. M. F. BUTTS.
OUR

If you
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sit down at sot of sun
And count the acts that you have done,
And counting, find
One self-denying act, one word
That eased the heart of him who heard ;
One glance, most kind,
That fell like sunshine where it went,
Then you may count that day well spent.
But, if through all the livelong day
You've cheered no heart by yea or nay:
If, through It all,
You've nothing done, that you can trace,
That brought the sunshine to one face ;
No act, most small,
That helped some soul, and nothing cost,
Then count that day as worse than lost!
— Tfie Younti Reaper.
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the city one other

a

contemptuously and bitterly of him, because he had been
little too free in reproving their in general indolent and selfindulgent ways of living. Still the re
port went about that he was effecting
cures bordering on the miraculous, and
in cases where other physicians could do
no more. He was said, also, however, to
means, and to go to
in rather an unceremonious and
imperious manner. When his name was
mentioned to the troubled father as a
last sheet-anchor, he at first shook his
use very singular

work

a

?

head. Yet what will one not consent to
So our
for the sake of an only child
Hollander must needs call in the wonderful doctor.
He came, saw, and heard,
The father tells the long, maladial story,
great package of prelays before him
scriptions, and finally leads him to the sick
The physician now made very pargirl.
ticular and searching inquiries, but received faint and half answers. Then he
required his patient to walk several times
through the room, after which she sank
exhausted upon an easy-chair,
At last the father, with beating heart,
puts the question
" Doctor,
help possible
hope in God, sir, that

?

"I

"

it

grave.
Now there lived

in

I

1

a

a

;

a

a

jured her health.
At the most, she rode out only half an
hour once
day, and that in the meridian
sunshine, and in
All
close carriage.
courage was gone every day she had
new complaints, and her malady continOne fancy
ually took on new forms.
quickly followed another. What she set
burden
her heart upon to-day, that was
to her on the morrow.
She thought and
spoke of death, yet trembled in dismay
bcfore it. All the eminent physicians
had tried their art upon her. The father
would have been willing to pay his daughfee to any one
ter's weight in gold as
of them who should be able to restore
her to her health.
Still all was in vain;
she faded and was tottering toward the

I

a

a

But among
many prince's greenhouse.
them sat this only child herself, as a
withering flower. She had not gone out
in the open air for
long time, because
she fancied that every breath of air in-

physician who had his practice chiefly
among the poor, and attended upon them
with the most unwearied fidelity.
The
rich were wont to give the cold shoulder
to this man, and indeed, spoke somewhat

:

it,

Hollander had an only daughter, whom he regarded above all
else, and loved to an indiscreet degree of
fondness. Whatever she wished in dress,
ornament, and other indulgences, she had.
then India
Could Europe not provide
must help. Her apartments were decorated in the most elegant manner, and, in
addition, were set off with flowers and
plants such as might be sought in vain in

is

A RICH

is," replied

A
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" but
you must punctiliously
comply with my directions."
" What, then, do
you require to begin
"
-with ?
" Provide
to-day for your daughter a
plain, substantial dress, such as citizens'
daughters generally are wont to wear,
and just such a hat, and I will go out with
her," was the answer.

here." And with this, a gleam of color
and new life ran over her face such as
had not been there for a long while.
And the physician responded :
" Yes ; entreat him for them — that's
right ; but forget not also that there is a
"
Helper above. Ask Him, too !
Then descending the stairs, the phy
sician says: "Now, let us go in one di

The father clasped his hands in aston
ishment, and exclaimed :
"Go out with her? It is one year and
a day since she has been out of doors ! "
The doctor shrugged his shoulders, and

rection more."
" Yes ; I will go with you."
There was another case of need, and it
knocked again at the door of her heart.
The doctor now brings his patient home.
To the inquiry of the timid father how
far she had gone, and had it agreed with
her, his daughter hardly gave any reply ;

the latter

;

simply said :
" If you will not comply, I can not help.
At ten o'clock to-morrow morning I will
be here again ; but for the last time, if
you will not yield to my directions."
This decided manner exerted a power
over the father. Other help had long been
despaired of, and so after some hesitation

he concluded to yield the point. The re
quired rig was procured, and, as some
thing new, worked animatingly upon the
daughter, who, at the appointed hour,
was in readiness, equipped in plain townfolk style. The doctor grasps her arm,
and goes out of the house with her, the
father, following them with his eyes wonderingly and anxiously from the window.
When out, the doctor says to her :
" We are not
going far to-day."
In the next street he turned into a
house, went through into the rear, and
there, in semi-darkness, they ascended
two flights of stairs. Then they entered
the dwelling-room of a family in which
poverty and sickness had long been at
home. The mother, a widow, lay in bed
very ill ; the children with their sickly
countenances stood about her, and ex
treme destitution was written in but too
legible lines upon the whole apartment.
The doctor prescribed, comforted, and left
His companion,
appropriate remedies.
who had not seen the like in her life be
fore, opened her eyes wide, and her heart
also opened. As she took the arm of her
guide, looking him brightly in the face,
-she said :
" But, doctor,
my father must help

but began immediately to say:
" Father, I have seen great want, and
"
thou must help !
Then she went on to tell the story.
When the father saw those signs of new
life in his child, his purse was at once in
his hand. But the doctor had more or
ders to give, and said to his patient :
" All these
poor people are to have,
Your
you must take to them yourself.
servant may carry it, but you are to go
with her. You must give no money ; but
medicines, clothes, and articles of food.
You are never to provide for a family
more than one week in advance, and
every time you visit them, read to the
sick a psalm which you have beforehand
thoughtfully selected."
The patient vigorously obeyed these in
Her heart got into motion ;
junctions.
she again took an interest in something;
she learned to love, to pray, to rejoice.
The fear of air, wind, and weather was
She went her own ways
soon dissipated.
in works of charity, and the doctor led
Her
her into others — in all weathers.
plain citizen habit was her robe of re
Medical aid, in the proper sense
covery.
of the phrase, then also took effect.
Thus, the invalid girl became a nurse ol
the sick, then a healthy woman, then a
pious, capable housewife, who, her life
long, took pleasure in climbing narrow
stairways to visit humble abodes of the
poor. And she was wont to say :

PHRENOLOGICAL
" As I
have now become well in body
and soul, I will continue to bear thank"
offerings even to the end !
What would have become of her but
for this cure? Ministering love had made
her well ! So cheap and simple are the
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of health — of health in its true
and highest sense, alike the vis medicatrix naturce and the blessed or do salutis ;
and who would, who could willingly re
main unhealed by them ? — Translated
from the German, by Rev. William Hall.
means

INTELLIGE NT LABOR.
Browning

says :

11Get leave to work
In this world —'tis the best you get at all ;
For God, in cursing, gives us better gifts
Than men in benediction.
God says, ' Sweat
For foreheads ;' men say, 1Crowns,' and so we're
crowned,
Ay, gashed by some tormenting circle of steel,
Which snaps with a secret spring.
Get work ;
get work ;
Be sure, 'tis better than what you work, to get."

Man's greatest glory in the affairs of
this life lies in what he can do, in his
power over the elements, in his ability not
merely to shield himself from their unto
ward power, from the winter's cold and
the blistering sunshine, but to make them
minister to his wants and his pleasures,
and to do his bidding.
Labor is the ma
gician's wand with which he strikes the
earth, and lo, there spring out of it cloth
ing and houses, carriages and ships, as
well as everything else comfortable, de
sirable, and beautiful.
If this wand were
given to a few, the gift would be greatly
coveted ; but now that it lies within the
grasp of all, we undervalue or despise
it. Shall I venture to say that it is be
cause we do not know how to use it to
the best advantage ?
Let us glance a
moment at first principles.
I think we
hardly study them enough, sometimes.
I suppose we have all heard the maxim
that labor is the source of wealth ; but
how many are there who still fancy that
gold, and silver, and gems are the most
desirable things? Let us resolve society
into some of its elements, and we will get
a glance at the truth.
Suppose a man is
thrown, like Robinson
Crusoe, upon
some lone Juan Fernandez.
Do you re
member how it was with him when
searching the wreck for some service
able articles to take on shore?
Among
the rest he found some gold. At a glance

" Lie there,
he saw its worthlessness.
thou vile drug," he exclaimed ; " I have
"
no use for thee !
It would neither feed,
nor clothe, nor shelter him. I believe he

took it on shore, and very likely we

should have done the same ; but that is
the last we hear of it. By means of his
own industry and ingenuity he became
rich.
But his riches consisted only of
such things as he could use, collected,
raised, or manufactured by his own labor.

With the few things brought from the
ship, which had aforetime been the prod
uct of the labor of others, he had sup
plies of clothing and food, a dwelling in
which they and himself were secure
against the weather, wild beasts, and sav
age men. It is plain enough, in his case,
what was the real wealth, and we are in
the same case as to really desirable
It would matter very little to
things.
us who had the gold and the silver, if
we could have everything else we want.
These precious metals only help us ex
change with our fellows, and save us the
trouble of keeping on hand large quanti
ties of such things as we shall want.
Our civilization would never have come
into existence but for this power of labor,
through the exercise of which we are en
abled to accumulate supplies of all things
necessary for the body, and so feel at
leisure to turn our attention to the more
aesthetic wants of our nature, which opens
only another department of labor.
In both the physical and mental de
partments of labor do we show our right
ful lordship over this world we inhabit ?
We may not create new matter, yet we
give it new forms, and thus in one sense
we become creators.
We have produced
acres and miles of houses, with their
endless variety of design and detail ; our

i
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temples point their lofty fingers heaven
ward ; our bridges span the rushing tor

they give themselves such unreasonably
long tasks, and such unreasonably late
hours ; and then they fly at their work
rent and the rolling river; our calcium
with
such haste and expenditure of nerv
beam
with
the brightness of sun
lights
shine; our heavily -loaded trains leave ous power in their unreasonable hurry to
behind the fleetest horses ; our harvest
get through with it, that they can not ex
ing machines travel over smooth and pect to hold out. I am often struck with
smiling leagues of grain ; our steamships the contrast between this and the coo]
manner with which men go at their work.
walk through the mighty deep; our tele
It certainly is not an intelligent way of
grams outstrip the lightnings themselves,
It is no wonder that we
while we run to and fro, and knowledge is doing things.
hear so much of women being over
increased.
With these products of labor, man worked ; that we see so many toil-worn
stands a prince in his rightful domain.
figures of women intellectually capable of
But if we fancy that we can take the best better things. We do not say that this
is the only cause of woman's being broken
rewards of labor without the toil, we de
ceive ourselves.
It is the planning, the down with overwork ; but we do think
willing, and the doing that bring the that if women were more determined to
consciousness of power, and develop true be the mistresses of their work and not
No one can rule its slaves, there might be great reform in
dignity of character.
here who has not shown himself capable this respect ; there would not be so many
worn-out, spiritless, broken-down women.
of good service.
And women have much to do with all Solomon's excellent woman was not so
this. It may seem to some that there is unwise as that : " Strength and honor are
very little of dignity and elevation of her clothing, and she shall rejoice in time
character compatible with scrubbing and to come."
But let us inquire a little further into
washing dishes ; but if these have been
neglected, where is the dignity of the this sad plight of our countrywomen.
We are told in this easterly section of
hostess when the guests arrive ? Where
will be her self-respect and the respect of the land, it is caused by the deficiency
her own family? When Solomon drew of good female help ; and yet in Massa
chusetts, which has its full share of over
the portrait of the excellent woman,
almost every stroke of his pen meant worked women, there are 60,000 more
labor : '' She seeketh wool and flax, and women than men ; American girls are
She blamed for not going out as household
worketh willingly with her hands.
it;
and
and
with
Perhaps they object to being
considereth a field
buyeth
helps.
worked to death after the fashion of the
the fruit of her hands she planteth a vine
yard. She riseth early — looketh well to mistress, without a moment to them
the ways of her own household, and eat- selves ; or to the meniality of personal
And the service, without the love which should
eth not the bread of idleness."
If so, we must allow their
results are, that '' she gaineth the praise sanctify it.
of her husband, and the blessings of her right to their choice, while we can but
children." Solomon honored woman's see that the difficulty is not likely to di
minish ; and it is our business as women
labor, and gave her credit for industry.
to look after the matter.
This entire passage is worthy of study.
We, too, give women credit for industry,
Suppose we consider that the elements
but we blame them for not stepping into are under our power also, and make them
Instead
Already labor-saving
their well - earned heritage.
do our bidding.
We may
thereof, they allow themselves to be devices abound in our work.
enslaved by labor, bowed down and over
not yet be able to shut up a cleaningcome by it ; they so often undertake more machine in our parlor and set it to work
than they are physically able to perform ; while we go about something else.
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and come back by and by to find it
swept and dusted; nor can we yet see
But, then, our
how it could be done.
would have
mother
great-grandmother's
same
difficulty of un
had very much the
told that she
if
she
had
been
derstanding
would one day be able to put the meal
and water for the mush over to cook

without any further attention until it
was done, and then take it up cooked to
an exquisite perfection, and clean the
kettle by simply washing it out. Such a
statement would have roused her ques
tionings and doubts, most unmistakably.
" How could it cook without burning, un
less it was carefully watched and stirred ?
And how could a mush-kettle be cleaned
"
We an
without soaking or scraping ?
swer the question and save the time sim
As to the
ply with the double boiler.
maize,
that,
over
advantages of oatmeal
understood,
not
have
course,
she could
of
unless she had been of Irish or Scotch
How, then, can we tell how
extraction.
such
more
things are yet in store
many

for

us ?

Doubtless, we might, at the present
time, understand how we could do our
marketing and purchasing of groceries by
telephone, and so save that amount of
time, or of servants' help ; but I am not
certain that we would be quite so willing
to do our shopping by the same method.
Those of us who live out of the city can
already do it by post, if we choose, the
samples sent from responsible houses, for
the asking, being marvelous both for ex
Some of our
cellence and abundance.
suburban ladies save time and strength
by availing themselves of these facilities.
But we fear that the majority yet prefer
to make long and laborious shopping ex
cursions to town, often seeing not half so
good an assortment, nor with half so good
a chance for examination ; and if they
more frequently pick up bargains, so do
they very often get their fingers burned.
Of course, if it is the highest pleasure of
a woman's life to shop ; if dressing in
style, and seeing what other people wear,
and how it is made up, are the great
to live for, then we must expect

things
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women to be willing to endure the ex
citement and exhaustion of this most ex
acting kind of labor. Perhaps it takes,
higher culture than the average to lift
women out of all this. Even the rapid
stitching of the sewing-machine does not
abridge labor in some women's house
holds. That result would require intelli
gence ; high culture on the part of those
who use the machine, as much as its in
vention did on the part of those who de
vised it. The forces of nature are only
more aggressive when supplemented by
art. If the elements beat pitilessly upon
the savage who did not know how to
shelter himself from them, man's combi
nations of the elements known as civiliza
tion are still more exacting of those who
are in contact with them, and who must
master them, or be mastered by them.

In spite of all the agitation, there seems
to be little or no improvement in the sourceof supply for domestic help ; the Ameri
can girls are now even less willing than
formerly to go out to service, while for
eigners and their children soon prefer to
take shop-work, or go into stores and fac
We do not propose to examine
tories.
the question of what is best for them.
The attractions of service, and of homes
in well-ordered families, have been set
forth again and again, and still they
choose a service which is less personal,
more independent.
I
and therefore
sometimes question in my own mind
whether this may not be one of the great
drift-tendencies by which nations are up
lifted.
Certainly we must acknowledge
that it quite counteracts and breaks up
the tendency to make large homes instead
of many homes. The Eastern, and, to
some extent, the European civilization,
tends to produce large segregations of in
dividuals around one family. It fills large
houses with many servants ; of course
many of these servants live single, or do
worse. It is very plain that it does not
aid in carrying out the apostolic sugges
tion of every man having a wife of his
own. The results do not favor virtue and
purity, if we may judge by the polygamy
and the concubinage of the East, and the

'

FROZEN TO DEATH.
it
is

a

it

it

a

if

I
a

;

thing of the kind has been done.
This entire subject, many parts

of

we have not even glanced at,
which
commends itself to our investi
one
fate
Our
marching on, and
gation.
bravely
ever better for us to meet
blindly
and wisely, than to be driven to
Labor
king, but
and ignorantly.
only intelligent labor among either men
or women that will carry off the palm.
JULIA COLMAN.

it

is

is

it it

is

it

is

which

FROZEN TO DEATHI
a

(Tnid morning tramp was discovered by the
side of an old haystack frozen to death.— Neva-

paper paragraph.

!

Frozen to death
lies the Trump, out in the drifting snow,
None cared for him — only to have him go.
Dead

a !

Frozen to death
prattlluit child,
Far from that home where once
ilis mother kissed her darbng boy and smiled.
!

Frozen to death
That outcast who but asked for bread — a crime
That resurrects the la»h* of olden time.

a

!

1

!

a

"Tramp," an outcast — well
not ended yet, and who can tell

man,

Frozen to death
Laud? Oh, what

crime

And

burning

not to work the same

n.
Beloit, Whcomin.

u

»

shame
To leork

a

Freedom's
a I

This

?

!

's

Our life

1

u

Frozen to death

A brother

SKAVLEM.

* The "whipping-post" of Wisconsin Legis
Chinise labor.
laturc, 1879.
t

is

if

could not afford to send down an elevator
for her.
The postman could drop our
letters into a box at the same door, which
These
we could draw up at our leisure.
are but specimens of many labor and
time saving devices which would spring
into being
we created
demand for
them.
It
true that, with all these devices,

Frozen to death
parting tear.
No loving friends to drop
Alone, unknown, the frozen ground his bier.

t

it

if

a

a

the employment
of a char
favoring
woman who comes at certain hours in
the day, or certain days in the week, and
spends her leisure in her own family.
We might have the bell of our flat in our
own apartment, or
telephone at the
door, by which a visitor might announce
herself, while we, in return, might touch
knob at our elbow, which would open the
after the visitor,
door and close
we

housekeeping would become much more
now, when manipu
of science than
lated largely by peasants freshly imported
from the huts of Sweden or the cabins of
It might even be elevated into
Ireland.
study, and young ladies would not con
sider their education complete until they
had taken a course in Domestic Economy
in some school, or should go through
in company with some friend recently
married, and with leisure on her hands,
or with some notable housekeeper, the
mother of many children who needed
would
By some such methods
help.
rise to its proper rank among the sci
doubt
we ever become
ences and
healthy people until some
strong and

)

a

a

it

it

if

it
;

it,

only of its own members. It is evident
we can not fall at once into this fashion.
Our houses are not built for
and our
ways of doing our work are not planned
for
but
we keep
in view, and con
and
sider the unity
the seclusion of the
family an essential element in our future
civilization, we can accomplish much, and
we can work toward
in
variety of
Much has already been done in
ways.
this direction by the tendency of the
farmers of late to hire help who board
themselves, or who board with those that
business of taking boarders, and
make
so relieve their own families of the heavy
work incurred by having large families
of hired men during the busy season.
Families in the city are getting some re
lief by living in flats with all their house
keeping arrangements on one floor, by
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a

These are
miscegenation of the South.
questions in which we are all deeply con
cerned, and for which women are perhaps
at the present time more responsible than
they imagine ; for they are now the ac
knowledged mistresses of the home, and
the welfare of the family depends largely
upon their intelligent ordering of their
work.
The family is the basis of the State,
and every individual has a right to his
place in his own family, and it follows,
as a rule, that each family should consist

is
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NOTES IN SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE.
Pure Cist«'rn Wnter and How

To Get

It. — Pure

water for domestic use is
In most wells the wa
of great importance.
ter is more or less impregnated with lime, or
other mineral or earthy substance, so that it
Wells are often
is not so pure as rain-water.
so deep that it is hard drawing the watnr.
For family use, I would recommend a cistern.
Most places where a well can be dug, and
where it is not so sandy as to cave, a cistern
can be plastered with cement without wall
When I built my
ing with brick or stone.
house, four years ago, I dug my cistern back
of the house before 1 built the summer kitch
en, so as to have it in the kitchen.
The filterer is a small cistern, one or two feet from
the other cistern, with a tile for a spout to
connect them. The end of this pipe in the
(ilterer is inclosed by a small circular brick
wall, or a double wall of two inches each,
with a space of two inches between, which is
The surface
filled with pulverized charcoal.
of this filtering wall is scarcely a square
yard, and that part of the roof discharging
into the cistern is twenty-four feet by forty.
Yet it is only the most violent thunder-show
er that gives more than enough water to pass
The main cis
readily through the filterer.
tern is six feet in diameter and twenty-four
feet deep.
This gives us cool water all sum
mer — as cool as well-water.
We draw with
a chain-pump, which keeps the air and water
circulated, so that it is pure.
I prefer to have
the filterer outside the main cistern, and be
Both cis
ing shallow, it is easily cleaned.
terns are covered with a brick arch.
In the
cistern of six feet in diameter, the arch is
started with a groove cut in the earth for the
bottom of the arch.
The earth holds it suf
ficiently from where the cistern is plastered.
The arch rises three feet, leaving three feet
of earth over it.

Tree-Trainiiiff — The cutting or saw
ing of large branches from trees is an injury

that none ever recover from, although some
Our fruit trees
endure it better than others.
have quite enough to contend against from the
climatic changes to which they are
violent
exposed in nearly all the country east of the
Rocky Mountains, without their owner and
their
self-styled "cultivator" amputating
limbs — as an inquiring friend proposes to do
— "to make them thrive and bear."
A tree
should be pruned as a child is trained.
It
must be treated when young with steady at
tention, and corrected before ill tendencies
have hardened into the actual maturity of unIt does not harm a child to
yielded wood.
cut its nails, or even to slap or pinch it a lit
tle if the trilling pain checks its taking fur
ther steps into some bad habit
So with trees and vines.
We can stop re
dundant growth that threatens to rob or
choke bearing shoots, by a pinch or nip of
the end on any summer day ; but if we go to

cutting or removing leaves, we do as much
The
harm as if we injured a child s vitals.
tree or plant is the more delicate of the two
in one respect: its vital organs are not en
cased, but are open, external, and unprotect
ed. This will explain why the orchard ist
should be very cautious in cases where total
neglect for years has caused inveterate misgrowth. Any dead branches should of course
be removed ; and it is best, in that case, to
endeavor to remove all wood that shows
signs of decay, applying to the wound, as
soon as the surface is dry, some water-proof
coating to prevent a stoppage of sap circula
tion by drying from within, or chemical de
composition from admission of air; and not,
as usually explained, to prevent the entrance
of moisture from without. Beyond this all
that can be done, with due respect to the
permanence of the tree, is a thinning of the
shoots, and this is the best done with prun-

ingshears.

Diseovery

of Gold in India.—

It

appears from the London Mining Journal,
that rich gold deposits have recently been
discovered in the district of South Wyiiaad,
India. These deposits are spread over an
area of 25 miles by 13, and no less than 90
outcrops of ore reefs, with a thickness of two
The
to four feet, have already been located.
to 200
ore yields from a few pennyweights
ounces of gold per ton. These veins are de
clared to be very similar to some of those
worked in Victoria, Aus
most successfully
of visible gold, and the
tralia—abundance
quartz stained with iron in just the same
way. Other specimens show the gold in a
matrix, while others con
nicely-decomposed
sist of rich auriferous gravels.
The range of mountains on which the
Wynaad district is situated is of very ancient
date, belonging
to the
palaeozoic period,
more especially to that of the Silurian forma
The highest peaks of the range are
tions.
formed of hard, dense, dark crys.alline rocks
of the metamorphic series of granites, etc.
The softer varieties of rocks are present, and
the
peaks.
to
form the valleys
adjacent
These latter are of a lighter color, and give
a red-and-brown
appearance to the country.
The average altitude ranges from 7.400 to
The whole of the formations are
8,400 feet.
impregnated with black magnetic oxide of
iron, which, after a shower of rain, appears
as black sand on surfaces where water has
The whole of the
run over in streams.
country is ramified with a run of bold quartz
The general
veins, which are true lodges.
run of these ledges is parallel, the direction
of the strike being almost invaribly north
These ledges, which are met
and south.
with in every part of the country, are often
of great breadth — 15, 20, and 30 feet in thick
ness — and are composed of white crystalline
in every respect
compact quartz, identical
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wiih the vein quartz of Russia, Australia,
-Cabfornia, and Nevada.

The Veloeity of Sound.— A

memoir

is published by William W. Jacques, in the
February number of the American Journal of
Science and Arts, on the velocity
of very
loud sounds.
The author gives an account
of experiments, made at the United States
Arsenal at Watertown, Mass.. for the purpose
of obtaining automatic measurements of the
Behind
velocity of sound near a cannon.
the cannon — a six-pound brass field-piece —
placed, at distances of 10, 30, 50, 90, and
from its mouth, ingeniously con
feet
an electrical
structed membranes, having
with a chronograph
capable of
connection
He found
recording .00001 of a second.
that the velocity of the sound was not great
est at the immediate rear of the cannon, but
at some distance Irom it, where it rose to a
maximum " considerably above the ordinary
velocity, and then fell gradually to about the
When the can
velocity usually received."
non was turned at right angles to the line of
the series of membranes' the distance of the
maximum velocity of the sound came nearer
From these facts the author
the cannon.
concludes that the velocity of sound is a
function of its intensity, and that the experi
ments upon the velocity of sound in which a
cannon is used contain an error, probably
due to the bodily motion of the air near the
The employment of a musical note
cannon.
of slow intensity is, therefore, recommended
to correctly determine t. e velocity of sound.
be

too

Hints oh the Use of Phvtter-of-

Paris. — The plaster may be made to "set''
very quickly by mixing it in warm water, to
which a little sulphate of potash has been
added. Plaster-of- Paris casts, soaked in melt
ed paraffine, may be readily cut or turned in a
lathe.
They may be rendered very hard and

tough by soaking them in warm glue-size
until thoroughly saturated, and allowing them
to dry.
Plaster-of-Paris mixed with equal parts of
powdered pumice-stone makes a fine mold
for casting fusible metals ; the same mixture
is useful for incasing articles to be soldered
or brazed.
Casts of plaster-of-Paris may be made to
imitate fine bronzes by giving them two or
three coats of shellac varnish, and when dry
applying a coat of mastic varnish, and dust
ing on fine bronze powder when the mastic
varnish becomes sticky.
Rat-holes may be effectually stopped with
broken glass and plaster-of-Paris.
The best method of mixing plaster-of-Paris
is to sprinkle it into the water, using rather
more water than is required for the batter;
when the plaster settles pour off the surplus
Air-bubbles are
water and stir carefully.
avoided in this way. — Boston Journal of
Chemistry.

Greek Bread, — The

used
covered
-cribanoi,
which

terra
were

ancient Greeks
cotta utensils, called
pierced with holes in
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their circumference, and were the prototypes
After the
of the modern "Dutch ovens."
dough was put in they were surrounded by
burning coals ; and the heat, penetrating by
the holes, gave a more uniform
temperature
than an ordinary oven.
After the reign of
Pericles, Athens became renowned for the
skill of its bakers and its cooks.
They made
20 or more kinds of bread, some of which
were very white and of excellent
flavor.
Plato reports that, a century before his time,
a Sicilian baker, named Thearion, had made
The Cappadogreat improvement in his art
cians made a very delicate bread, like Vienna
rolls, by adding to the wheat flour a little
milk, oil, and salt. — La Nature.

Solidified Hydrogen. — By the suc
cess which has been obtained in liquefying the
gases thus far supposed to be permanent, it
appears certain that not only liquefaction,
but also solidification, has been achieved.
Pictet. in a very recent experiment with
at 650 atmospheres,
hydrogen compressed
found, on opening the stop cock, that the
gas issued with a noise like that of a hot iron
bar under water, and it had a steel-blue
color.
The jet suddenly became intermit
tent, and then there followed a sort of hail
of the solid particles of hydrogen, which fell
with violence on the ground, and produced a
crackling noise. Afterward the stop-cock was
closed, and there was evidence that a crystal
lization of hydrogen took place within the
tube; but when the temperature was again
raised, the gas issued as a liquid.
M. Dumas, the President of the French
Academy of Sciences, accepts these facts as
full of confirmation of the theory long ago
advanced that hydrogen is a gaseous metal.
As water is an oxide of hydrogen, it follows
from this that when a person drinks a glass
Nat
of water, he imbibes a metallic oxide.
ure, in mentioning these performances, coup
led with them another, which it regards as
yet more remarkable from a scientific point
M. Pictet has been able to measure,
of view.
with a very close approach to accuracy, the
volume occupied by a given weight of oxygen
in the liquid state. By means of two Nicol
prisms, M. Pictet observed the jet of liquid
oxygen in polarized light, and found strong
evidence of the presence of solid particles.
As, in the chemical nomenclature, the final
"
ending " um has been adopted for all metals,
hydiogen
it is proper to call this metallic
" hydrium," a name which has already been
used even before hydrogen had been used, or
liquefied or solidified.

The

Planetary

Conjunet ions

Again. — There has been a great deal of dis

to the approach
planets,
and not a little alarm is prevalent with ref
erence to possible disasters to our own in
Some
consequence of the rare occurrence.
to this alarm by
writers have contributed
predicting strange and awful events, as the
of the conjunction.
Now
accompaniments
cussion

lately with

regard

ing conjunction of the four great
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comes Mr. C. C. Blake, a well-known Ameri
can astronomer, who publishes a long article
in an Illinois paper, in which he demonstrates
the influence of these planets upon our earth
to be so infinitely small that we need appre
He even
hend no malefic effects therefrom.
shows the very data upon which these alarm
ing predictions are based to be grossly and
strangely inaccurate.
In the first place, astronomers, in comput
ing the perihelion of Neptune, differ as
much as seven years as to the time when
that event will occur.
In regard to the peri
helion of Uranus, these authorities are not
agreed whether it will take place in 18S1 or
1882.
Saturn will not be in conjunction
with the sun until the latter part of 1885,
when the era of these dire calamities will be
past and over. Jupiter, the largest planet in
our system, being 1,387 times as large as the
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earth, will pass its perihelion point in Sep
tember, 1880.
These great orbs in this mat
ter of coincidence will, in fact, not act at all
conjointly. Even if they were to do so no
great harm would follow. The perihelion
of Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus all occurred
in 1797, and yet that year was not distinguish
ed for famine, tempests, plagues, or other
great disaster.
The perihelia of Jupiter and
in 1856.
Saturn were again in coincidence
another year exempt from baleful influences
If all the planets in the
and bloody events.
solar system were to pass their perihelion at
one time and all in the same heliocentric
longitude, such a conjunction would have no
effect upon the climate or in
appreciable
Doubtless persons
habitants of our globe.
who have been giving way to fears about
these planetary movements, may safely dis
miss the same.

Who knew what kinds of prop

of it.

erty would rise or fall, or in what
or make one?

to save a fortune

way
Con

tractors, of course, fattened on the Gov
ernment, and got rich without wisdom
or merit

and thousands

;

without folly or fault.

forecast events, or warn

who could

safety and success.

cover at

1879.

least

forty-five,

think

nine, who

Each man seems
1839.

1879.

THEN!

NOWII

'2

'HERE are

1919.

WHEN?

Everybody,

should

through

But who can look

is

lack of

and expressed

it in the lines, made immortal
truthfulness

by their

:

M O, wad the powers some giftic gic us
To see ourscls as others see us,
It wad frae mony a blunder free us,
And foolish notion.1'

Who, during the war, for example, could

days" was the time allotted to see the end

criticism and

introspection,

subjective

?

see a day into the future ? Among the
most sagacious men of the time, " ninety

this

Burns noticed this tend

ency to objective

failures, and thus make history of their

Perhaps

made to deal with the world outside of

live over their joys and sorrows, recount
their hopes and fears, their successes and

for a year, a week, or a day

prophets.

owing to the fact that eyes and ears were

their owners.

forward

themselves

to know what is best

conducted.

be

memory, can look back, recall the past,

varied experiences.

if not forty-

for everybody else, and how their affairs

ten thousand historians to

one prophet.

us

what to avoid, or teach us the path to

Let any one, however, listen to the con
versation of fifty people, and he will dis

NEW YORK,
SEPTEMBER,

And there was

among all the people

not one prophet

Mrs. C. Fowler Wells, Proprietor.
H. S. Drayton, A.M., Editor. N. Sizer, Associate.

became poor

In

1839,

now forty years ago, the writer

undertook to act as an agent for the Amer

CULTIVATING CHEERFULNESS.
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ican Phrenological Journal,

and as

our
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of the time

poor picture

to come

an occasional contributor to its pages, and

might

wherever he lectured presented its claims
to the public, and considerably increased

The wonderful pos
sibilities of the future will not be, as

The Journal was then
old,
and
its young and hopeful
year
friend had a limited constituency, and

in the

lost

be

splendor

its circulation.

mainly

a

and physical advancement.

though quite
the gift of prophecy

as much inclined

to exercise

which

would be revealed.
heretofore,

tion, let
mental

us

and

confined to material

hope, will
moral

More atten
to

be directed

The soul

culture.

which subdues the earth, and trains the

as others, he con

fesses that he did not see for himself, or

forces of nature to work for man, will be

the cause of the

come the subject of its own study, and

Journal

which he advo

cated, a promised land so bright, so broad

fruitful

and

"forty years," since

as the

Phrenology

has gained

it may

through labor, and the develop
ment which labor brings, the hundred

since

The American In

1839.

fourteenth

in

now

year, may then graduate

hundred students

annually,

instead

may then openly

recognize
branch

as a co-ordinate

of

of science with

new

and

and theology

universal

The husband
and

half-sullen

tolerates

it as an obligation

ized.

dry deductions

as

The writer very sagely

Home Happy."

urged, as an important aid to the desired

If

we could

of the past,

have one gleam

phetic light from the glory-smitten

history
of

pro

mount.

The poor woman

was impressed by the advice, and deter
mined to see what she could do toward

we reach by the
and

always greet

a smile, and speak in

gentle terms to him.

be more than real

of reason

that he can

sketch in the local
" Make your
theme,
newspaper on the

we may judge of the future half cen

This conclusion

which

One day the tired wife

ogy of the brain.

will

state

read an admonitory

her husband with

tury by the developments

came home

marks the man who no longer finds en

end, that the wife should

our anticipations

in

spirit of necessity and

viewed in the light of the new physiol

If

The

from his shop at night in that cool, in

not well shirk.

itself find a

interpretation,

to render social

joyment in the home of his creation, and

Phrenology

and metaphysics be based upon and illus
;

contribute

the too common

different,

two

chemistry, mathematics, and physiology,
trated by it

a

household wherein few of the amen
ities which

subjection.

its

Our public schools and colleges

twenty.

one tells a story concerning

formed her part as wife and mother

on the subject

stitute of Phrenology,

COME

CHEERFULNESS.

wife had reached middle life, and per

may be multiplied tenfold, as they have
been

N. S.

life agreeable were ever illustrated.

reached

books we now publish

CULTIVATING

be in

When that day shall have been

1919.

worthy the

in these

forty years could not then be hoped for
or foretold, neither to-day can we, in
1879, more than dream what

ment in the right direction,

seeking, and worthy of the race.

intervening, have opened to his view.
As the deep and permanent influence
which

then will there be progress and improve

^

introducing
marital

a

relations.

step was heard
she

little

sunshine

into

her

When her husband's
upon

the front

stoop,

hastened to open the door, and, as
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he entered, she whispered, " Good-even

ing, dear,"

and bestowed

him

upon
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smile that should have melted his heart

;

that

getting

for the time for

to follow,

she sought
a

[Sept..

old

habits

do

not

yield

easily, and that we must begin the work

but he only stared at the unusual phe

of their modification

nomenon, and strode by her and threw

spirit of moderation, and make our ad
vances slowly.
Those reforms which

himself

into his customary chair at the

The poor woman felt a
little daunted by this disregard of her

supper-table.
kindness,

but followed

her unapprecia-

or removal

are effected so gradually

that the sub

change are the most thorough, just as a
slow recovery from

sayed another

usually the most substantial.

smile and the question,

There

a severe

is a great amount

indulged

in by writers

replied, " Yes, and hungry, and want my

domestic

reform.

supper just as soon as you can put it on

suggestions

the table."

without due appreciation

" Yes, dear," the
afflicted wife returned,

of

jects of them are scarcely conscious

tive partner into the room, and there es

" Are you tired, dear ? " The fellow
looked at her in further surprise, and

in a

is

of romance

on social

and

Their sketches and
in haste,

are often written

ments which

illness

make

up

of

the ele

character,

and

at the same time looking upon the hus

without

band with all the tenderness she could

for prosecuting a reformatory undertak
ing. In most cases writers set before us

command.

She then brought the warm

properly-considered

a

method

very desirable aims, delineate a

plates and dishes and set them one by

certain

one before him, accompanying

moral and intellectual character of poetic

with smiles.

each act

Finally, taking her own

place at the tea-board, she glanced at her

beauty and impracticability,
venture

to

suggest

lord once more, with all the cheerfulness

propriety

expressed in her countenance

be attained, can only

that prob

ably remained in her composition.

This

of thought

how

and if they
and

harmony

and action are to
deal in platitudes

vague and commonplace.
" Be cheerful,"
" Be

It

is easy to

kind," " Be

proved too much for the husband, who

say,

broke out with :
" Look a-here, woman, I'd like to know

agreeable," but it is far from easy to point

what on earth you're grinning at

and to indicate

?

Can't

you let a man eat his supper in peace ?"

Poor woman

!

this outcome of her pa

tient endeavor was disheartening enough,
and she gave up the work of reform she

out the nature
aesthetic

writer

of

special weaknesses,

their correction.
can

not' do that.

The
It is

only within the power of the well-organ
ized, well-cultivated,

and much-experi

enced student of human character.

had begun only a few minutes before.

The reason for her failure
She overdid

made herself ridiculous
assumption

is apparent.

THE SPIRIT.

the thing in the beginning;
by the strained

of a part which

contrasted

considering

JN the

too sharply with the demeanor her hus

passes

band was accustomed

spirit

probably

to see.

She was

led to expect great results in

the outset,

by

the writer whose advice

thinking

the nature of mind, or
principle,

to reflections
;

on the

one

easily

nature

of

but in the endeavor to discriminate

sharply between the two as mere terms
we find ourselves

involved in perplexity.

-

How
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conceive an intelligent,

principle

differ

in the

essentially

the

of the other!

consciousness

which shall

one case
from

conscious

intelligent
To be sure,

brutes,

would

scientific

almost

gentlemen

convince

those

of the transmigra

tion theory of the ancients.

A

recent incident, related by the chap

we may assume that the mind is the in
strument of the spirit ; that it is to the

lain of the prison at Auburn, N. Y., pos

latter what the machinery
ship is to the boiler. But

of a steam

interest

such an as

been intimated

features of more than

sesses

common

with what

in connection

has

From his letter

above.

sumption is futile when the relation of

to the Times we quote

the thinking element to the brain is pre
sented. Mind has a machine, an organ

"There died in this prison during the
past week a young man of good parts,

:

ism for its material expression, for trans

member of a highly respectable family in

lating

another

its subtile impressions into words

and deeds.

And

subtile than mind

can

a

be

more

in the meshes of the law through
irresolution

?

Perhaps spirit is
express

spirit

land, and who became involved
moral

rather than innate depravity.

a term by which we

His thoughts, which had wandered much

mind — a

during the latter days, on the last one of

of

property

high

function — which has its special connec
tion with those organs we by habit term

all centered

the nobler in the scheme of brain, the
moral and religious.
Perhaps it inspires

his heart
realized,

upon

his

home, and

he

that the most eager wish of

imagined

in
and

this
that

had

extremity
his

been

loving mother

A

those lofty emotions which make human

soothed his dying bed.

thought so beautiful

before his soul took flight he raised him

And perhaps it is
will survive mortal
will assert a grand

and

so

sublime.

that property

which

decay, or in the end
transforming

potency

self slightly,

few moments

and, extending

his attenu

ated arm, drew down close to his lips the
shadow

conjured

from

his

own

fond

over the whole fabric of intelligence.
The severe logic of the late author of
" Visions, or False
Sight," was at fault

affections, while with a look of ineffable

now and then in the presence of death.

thought) to the parent who bore him."

He acknowledges

Whether the "something" which pro
duced this effect were simply an illusion

certain
moment

that he had observed
in a patient

phenomena

of death which could

at the
be

ex

content glorifying his pallid features, his
last

breath

was

surrendered

of the senses or a manifestation

(as

he

of the

plained only by the escape of something

triumph

from the body. There was, as it were,
"a
departing something," which made

we must leave to the reader, and will be

itself conscious

satisfaction.

and

to the learned ph5rsician,

Religious literature abounds

with analogous

incidents, which

an aggregate of testimony

offset by the cynicism
observed,

if

furnish

that can not
of the Huxley

The same phenom

school of thinkers.
ena,

if he determine

it to his own

baffled all his ingenuity to explain

its nature.

be

content

of spirit in the extreme hour,

it

were

possible,

in
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has been said often enough that
constant surprises attend the move
ments of the traveler to whom the coun
try of Europe is new. In the cities he
will be charmed by the accumulations of
art and industry, to which ages of civil—
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ization have contributed ; in the agricul
tural districts he will be delighted by the
neatness, fertility, and thrift which almost
But side by side
everywhere appear.
with the art and industry of the people
he will observe, if an American, an ap
parent indifference to what he calls
progress in matters which relate es
pecially to convenience and comfort.
Books of travel, familiar to American
eyes, furnish hundreds of illustrations of
this fact, and the reader will recall many
of them. I would, however, note a few
items of interest in this connection,

which seem to have
of the book-makers.

escaped the attention

If the traveler have
steamer,
taken a continental
intending to
land on the shores of France or Holland
or Germany, and the tide as he approaches
port be not favorable enough to allow the
ship to enter her dock immediately, he
will be amused and irritated by the
method of landing passengers and their
luggage. At the port of New York he is
accustomed to see large and commodious
steamboats in waiting for the purpose, if
it be not convenient to land passengers
At European
directly at the dock.
"
"
ports the tenders are small in dimen
sions, small in power, and with no pro
vision for the comfort of the passenger.
Every one, whatever his condition as to
health and pocket, must take his chance
in the miscellaneous open-air stowage,
and wait upon the tedious movements of
crew and boat.
In first-class railway carriages ladies
are grouped by themselves, gentlemen
not being permitted in France to ride
with those of their own family ; but a
lady may ride in a compartment allotted
to gentlemen, it being understood then
that she will not object to the use of
pipes or cigars on the part of her male
fellow-travelers.
One will notice the almost dead flat
ness of the streets in the cities ; some of
the finest in Paris are marred by the
lack of ready drainage, and during rain
they become sloppy and dirty, owing to
the friable nature of the paving — lime
stone and asphalt.
I have been out dur
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ing a smart shower, and found it very

difficult to pick my way along the side
walk of a magnificent avenue like that
of the Opera or of the Boulevard des
Capucines, because of the puddles which
had quickly formed.
Out-of-door Paris,
when

dry and sunny, is indescribably
bright and delightful ; but when rainy
and cloudy it is disagreeable enough to
citizen and stranger.
I notice also the prevalence of the oldfashioned shutters with fixed slats. In
America they are still found on some old
building, but are deemed too unavailable
for present uses. Handsome houses in
Paris have them, and, indeed, shutters
appear to be generally indispensable in
the outside furnishing of buildings.
Here
and there the light Venetian blinds, de
pending on a cord, are seen thinly veiling
broad windows.
One thing which struck
me peculiarly, and which, if the reader
please, may be deemed a phase of one
kind of progress, was the employment of
shop-girls to put up the shutters in clos
Woman as a
ing shops for the night.
clerk fills every capacity here.
The traveler with large Cautiousness at
once observes the old-time or awkward
catches, locks, bolts, and other apparatus
for securing doors and windows.
The
locks I have met with generally are large,
rough affairs, with great, heavy iron
keys, and frequently without knobs, so
that one must depend upon the key to
open the door. And so it goes ; a thou
sand and one little inventions, which
American cleverness has brought into
play for personal convenience, are un
known on the Continent.
One is pleased
by the ease with which he can travel
from point to point.
Cabs are ubiquit
ous, and railways numerous and luxu
riously furnished ; but the American will
wonder that there is no " check" system
for the safe and convenient transport of
his luggage ; and if he have brought a
"
Saratoga" he will heartily wish it at
the bottom of the Red Sea before he has
covered a hundred miles of territory.
But the intelligent and cultivated man
who has come to Europe to see the in

OUR MEN TORI AL BUREAU.

We can not undertake to return unsvailable contributions unless the necessary postage
is provided by the writers. In all casks, persons who
communicate with us through the post-oJjUce should,
they expect a reply, inclose the return postage, or what
is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full address.

A

if

not be considered.

Original Races of Europe. — Ques
a

;

:

?

:

a

tion
Will you oblige reader by giving brief
outline of the original races or nations from
which the present Inhabitants of Europe are
derived
The three great divisions or races of the
Ant.
people contributing to the population of Europe
ve the Celts, Scythians, and Slaves
these- all

is

is is

is

a

is

Molasses

and Tar. —

valued

cor

hotel in
respondent, C. M. A., writes us from
Ogdeu, Utah, something he wishes published in
the Journal, but the ink he used was bs sticky,
that in folding the pages the ink setoff so badly,
a

:

if

A

Inquiry Fails to Receive Atten-

tion within two months, the correspondent should re
not then published, the inquirer may con
peat it
clude that an answer is withheld, for good reasons,
by the editor.

a

if

will

belong to the Japhetic branch of Noah's family.
These tribes arc very distinctive in peculiarities
and language, at the same time Indicating
re
lationship, especially in the latter respect, to the
people of India. At some unknown period In
antiquity these tribes emigrated westward from
Central Asia; the Celts formed the southern
wing of the movement, the Seythians the center,
and the Slave the northern wing of the move
ment.
The Celts are now represented by the
Gauls, or most of the people of France and the
neighboring countries, and the Gauls or Gaels of
Scotland their number is not far from fifty mil
lions.
The Scythians embrace the Cossacks of
Southern Russia, the Germans, part of the En
glish, and the people of the United States, num
The Slaves arc
bering over hundred millions.
found in Western Turkey, Russia In Europe,
Austria, and Old Poland.
They number, in all,
about eighty millions.
a

^nr ^orrcsponbents.

nonymnus letters

i3P

He that qhestiouoth m'ich shall leuni much " — Bacon.

tion at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
a correspondent shall expect us to give
pounded,
him the benefit 0f an early consideration.

an

H. S. D.

j|cntoriaI jjjui^mi.

Questions of" General Interest" only
will be answered in this department. But one ques

If

small, showed that they had not sprung
Wood
up promiscuously.
very little
used for building purposes on the Con
tinent.
It
protected in France and
Germany by severe yet wise laws of long
How the landowner may use
standing.
his own timber, even for fuel,
pre
seen
scribed by statute, and the result
in the tree growth, which
abundant and
a conspicuous feature in the picturesque
The contrast between the
landscape.
forests of our Atlantic States and those
of the countries just named
so marked
that the American who loves
tree can
not help a sense of shame on account of
the wanton destructiveness of his coun
trymen in their treatment of the mag
nificent growth which once mantled our
hills and decorated our broad plains.
In appreciation of the products of the
soil the European
yet our superior.

;

jjjIo

'

|)ur

I

a

it,

the life, so far as it affects his personal
comfort, as he finds
will see on every
hand prospects of beauty and material
for his instruction.
The lover of nature
finds ample scope for admiration within
small areas of territory, like Switzerland.
If he would observe what may be accom
plished in agriculture, pomology, and
arboriculture, a tour through Normandy
will read him many lessons. Even the
ride by rail
from
Havre
to Paris
will supply him with
good stock of
material for reflection.
While going
over that route
was struck by the
absence of fences and by the extent of
the forest growth.
The differences in
hue of long plats on meadow and hillside
alone showed the different grains, roots,
and vegetables that were growing, while
the long and uniform lines of trunk and
stem in the tree groups, whether large or

is

stitutions of the Old World, and takes
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that it is utterly impossible to read it. The next
time he borrows ink at a hotel, he should see
that it is not composed of molasses and tar.

Indirect Moral Training. — With
Caution and Secretivencss large, please tell us
how to use them in developing the rroral and
intellectual faculties.
Ana. : By an appeal to Cautiousness we exert
wonderful influence upon character by making
the subject feel afraid to do wrong. This opens
the way for a salutary growth of the strength of
the moral forces, and of the intellectual facul
In like manner, laree Secretiveness may be
ties.
led to minister to moral and intellectual growth
by inspiring the feeling of cunning or policy, to
evade or hide away from temptation.
Ask a se
cretive person to join you in a secret campaign
Say to a culprit, " I will keep
against wrong.
your secret from being known, only go and sin
no more."

Mustache. — What

are the best means

of forcing and keeping a stiff, stubborn mus
tache in a decent shape ?
Ana. : Let it grow long enopgh to keep its
The French cosmetiques, such as are
shape.
Piver, and other first-class
made by Lubin,
houses, may be used without detriment.

Phrenological Institute. — When
doe? the Institute

open its next session ; and is
there more than one session a year, and what is
the duration of the term and cost of tuition ?
Ana. : There is but one session a year, and
that opens on the first day of October.
The
session continues about six weeks.
For terms,
topics, and incidental expenses, send for Institute
Circular, which explains everything in detail.

Hoodlum. — Question:

Will

the

editor

please to define

this term.
Answer: The word is of recent Californiau
origin, and according to Bartlett's " Dictionary
of Americanisms," is derived (1) from the warn
ing called "Huddle 'em," used by street-thieves
when danger threatened ; (2) from a hood ad-ptcd
there by rowdies ; (3) from the reversed name of
one Muldooh, the head of a gang.

About Children. — A friend sends us
the following paragraph, but does not tell us
from what work it is taken, yet asks our opinion
cm the suggestions contained therein.
" Children's walks should not

be too long, be
cause, from the exhaustion produced, growth
and nutrition are arrested, and fever and pro
Per
tracted debility may be the consequences.
ambulators are unhealthy for children unless ju
diciously used ; the convenience of them tempts
nurse-maids to keep their charge out too long.
When children are kept in the air for lengthy
periods, the stimulus of light ar.d air prove too
much for them.
Hence they fall into a state of
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exhaustion and stupor, too frequently mistaken

for sleep."

The writer says, children's walks should not
long." Of course that point answers it
self ; nothing should he too much.
But we
would like to ask the wriler, how it is wheu
children are turned out Into the open field, ami
permitted to play and run to suit themselves »
We can understand that if a child were led out on
a long tramp, with no other object than a long
walk, it would be drudgery and weariness, but
if a child be turned out with companions into
the bright sunshine, where there are butter
cups, butterflies, and all the glories of summer,
he will run, jump, frolic, roll on the grass, dig,
work, and have a royal time, and stop when he
gets enough ; and he will thus exercise four
times as much as he might if he were taken on a
long walk. But he says, " Perambulators are un
healthy for children unless judiciously used."
That is doubtless true. He says, " When children
are kept in the air for a lengthy period, the stim
ulus of light and air appears too much for them."
A little infant in a perambulator is a prisoner,
and he may he kept whore the light and the sur
roundings shall attract his attention and keep
him excited, and thus wear out his nervous sys
tem ; but when a child can play and run ou his
own account, the light and the air do not prove
too much for him. Children are dying for the
want of light and air, and freedom to play and
gambol as they will.
Children of ordinary
strength may be trusted in the matter of exercise,
if their surroundings are right.
be "too

Combination

for Language. — J.

H.

F. — For freedom and ease in the expression of
thought, one should have pretty well developed
perceptive faculties, fair Coiistructivencss and
Ideality, good Comparison and good Language.
To render the style harmonious, the tempera
ment should be fairly balanced.

Cabbage and

Currant Worms. — H.

F. S. — Several substances are in use for the pur
A solution oi
pose of destroying garden pests.
white helebore is effective as a wash for currantbushes.
A solution made of two teaspoonfuls
of nitrate of potash to two gallons of water will
be found effective also ; this solution is harmless
to plants, and quite thorough as an cradicator.
It should be applied once or twice a day for a
few days to he effectual.

Marriage.

— Ques
Temperament in
tion: Would it be advisable for a person of light
brown hair, gray eyes, and vital-mental tempera
ment to marry one of light brown hair, gray
eyes, and mental-motive temperament!1
Answer: The association would not be inju
dicious, provided the lady has an abundance of
vital stamina.
Several answers mutt be deferred to the next
number.
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Communications are invited on any topic 0f inter
est ; the tor iter 's personal vieius and facts from his
experience bearing on our subjects, being preferred.

What of Religion

Science

must
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nature of the religious instincts, we shall bear
in mind that this question of origin must be met,
and in future lectures will be discussed the ag
glomeration theory of animal instincts, and of
If we study
our moral and religious uatures.
mau as we do any other organism, we find re
ligion as much provided for in him as the ear of
com or wheat is provided for in the full growth
of the grain. Mr. Tyndall recognizes the power
and universality of this principle when he says,
' The world will have a
religion even if it goes to
the intellectual whoredom of modern spiritual
ism.' This he is compelled to admit, after doiny

Recognize. — From a very interesting lecture de
livered last winter by Dr. Chadbourno, President
of Williams College, we extract the following
exposition of certain mental characteristics pe
culiar to man :
what lies in his power to caution us against
" As man is the grandest being on the globe, recognizing a personal God."
the center of the most intense scientific specu
The published Phrenological ReWe
lation, we will first consider his history.
port of the Governor of New Hampshire, I
study the religious element of man's nature as
think was generally satisfactory ; the writer of it
we study his appetites or instincts.
We wish to
understands the science of character-reading true
know if what we call his religions nature be
to life, and if I had not been a believer in Phre
longs to him of right, is inwrought into his
nology, I should have judged the writer to have
being as is the structure of bone, the arrange
had at least live years' personal acquaintance
ment of -muscles, or the structure and service of
with it, and to be a keen observer of human
the nervous system.
The question must be
nature. It was completely analyzed, and done in
settled anew whether that which wc accept as
a scientific, impartial way, just as a report shoul 1
religion is hut the composite of baseless fears
be.
and hopes, the reflex of experiences in the child
I will review but one point in your report of
hood of our race.
" If we consider the condition of the important bim (as I am aware editors want short letters).
It was correct, perfectly, that he was built like
nations of the world to-day, it is safe to say that
hls mother ; think that I never saw a man that
religion in some form, has been one of the most
was more so ; she is living with him, and is al
potent factors in making them what they are.
most as large as he is, and his grandfather on his
The world has been shaken by religious wars,
mother's side was noted for great strength, I
and there is not a nation to-day that would not
With my respects to you,
think.
No nation has
tight for religious freedom.
I am respectfully,
arisen high enough to form a literature, or to
M. A. BARRET.
think of anything above their mere animal appe
—
tite s and instincts, without revealing unmistak
Let us Cultivate it. The so-called
able evidence of a religious nature.
It dawns precious metals are beautiful when artistically
among savage tribes — belief in charms and arranged, but this quality hardly compensated
omens, in dread of the powers of nature, mani
for the unhappiness produced by their manipu
festing its instinct of worship in uncouth rites,
lators. It is attempted to make them the meas
and it mingles with the highest existing civiliza
If those who claim th ure or gauge of values.
tion. For such phenomena no accidental cause
propriety of this proceeding are sincere and
They are the result of some
can be assigned.
really believe the metals referred to, a proper
force essential to the very nature of man.
gauge of values, let them act consistently, and
" If we seek for the cause or agency that calls treat this gauge or measure like all other stand
out this manifestation as it appears in its great
ards of measure — make them absolutely Immo
est strength in the highest order of minds, there
bile or unchangeable ! But there is no consist
appears as the moving element, belief in a per
ency or humanity in the attempt to make these
sonal God.
Religion, in its distinctive form, re
metals a measure of values ; anil furthermore,
quires a being or beings to be feared and loved,
those who attempt it, know the absurdity of
to be worshiped and implored
for aid and their pretensions.
A measure, to be of any
comfort.
The data upon which Darwin, Lub
value whatever, must possess one quality, if no
other : that is, immobility. There are substances
bock, and others have denied the existence of
some form of religion among certain degraded
the known value of which is exactly defined, ns n
It contains the elements of
tribes are entirely unsatisfactory, while the ex
bushel of wheat.
istence of the religious nature is established be
nutrition in certain proportions, easily demon
Paper, mode of linen or cotton, is a
strable.
yond controversy, often by the very attempts to
While we shall begin, substance more stable in i s value than the met
disprove its existence.
In fact, there are many articles of pnn.e
als.
therefore, by taking for granted the simple
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<ise and necessity, that arc better representatives
- if value.
However, It is not the intention to

discuss the point, but merely to show the entire
desirability of a different arrangement from the
existing one for a measure of values. The first
consideration in any view to be taken of the
question, is the humane one. As the measure
of value is now manipulated, it places all hu
manity out of the question.
F. M. shaw.

Has Phrenology

Practical Value?
by T. P. J.

"Am Incident,"
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ing for his orders. When all else but himself
and the orderly had gone, I sent the orderly out
side, and then for the first time looked at him
squarely. He had a pleasant blue- eye ; a broadi
high forehead, and a rather pleasant look than
otherwise ; and he was evidently steeling him
self airainst his ordinary or usual reception. As
I moved to sit down on my camp chair, unwit
tingly my letters — all sealed up — slid on the
floor (or board used for floor), and mother's open
letter fell near him ; he picked it up — as her sig
nature in a bold hand lay in his hand :
" God keep my boy,

I've been lying on the grass at home, this beau
Your Mother."
tiful summer evening, for an honr, watching the
The poor fellow looked at it ogain, aud then at
birds and smelling the fragrance of the bloomclad trees, and resting after the busy rush of the me, and his lip quivered as he salut.d me.
city, and thinking ; but the snnset gun has just " Colonel, I couldn't help it ; them words looked
These were the first spoken words since
reminded me of a promise made you, and so I good."
will think on paper once more, for the first time we were left alone.
Somehow, my heart soft
ened toward this outcast, and maybe mother's
in months, for the readers of " Our Journal."
A few weeks ago, while going down the street words did it for him. I asked him pleasantly
of an eastern city, thinkii g of my business, I to sit down and tell me his history ; he did so ;
was caught in the arms of a man in an unusual
then I told him that he was copable of better
woy . Lookiug up and at him, I did not recognize
things, and that his good old mother would live
him at first, nor until he told me who he was, for longer and die happier if he should be a man —
fourteeu years had materially changed us both, let the liqnor alone — be himself ; and if he would
but him more.
only try to be something, he might yet get his
S0 to night "I've been thinking" of days, of
commission, and go home a man and with honor.
that terrible 16th, 17th, and 18th of September, It don't matter ail that we said, my heart
I was not
at Antietam ; even now, my eyes moisten as I
strangely softened to that man.
think of incidents that come to me as freshly as twenty-one, and he ten years my senior ; he final
if only a week ago. South Mountain had been ly promised me if I would write his mother for
won ; and our "dear old Abe" had sent a dis
him, that he had repented, and if he lived, he
patch to brave little Mac, that made us all hap
would try to be a man, and to come back to her
" God bless you and all with you.
with her forgiveness for the wayward past ; and
py :
Destroy
the Rebel army, if possible."
I forget the first I sat down and wrote his mother, and when
done signed it, saying, if she would answer me,
phrase — we were weary and worn out.
and he lived, he should next write her, but not
The writer had been called to headquarters
that night to receive a promotion ; our regiment
until then, and he left me.
had seen hard service, and it was that night we
The man had been harshly dealt with, and he
took our papers, and in future were to say : " My had plenty of spirit. Destructiveness was large,
Combativencss larger, Self-esteem full, Firmness
Regiment : " we were to move at earliest tint of
daylight, on the 16th, into position.
large : he instantly and deeply resented insult or
Burnsidc
and Porter lay near us ; Franklin had moved
comment in a dictatorial way ; he was good steel,
forward toward Brownsville ; Richardson hud
burned in the working.
The next day I was near the second of those
pressed on, and Sumner and Hooker were reor
and Sharpsbnrg
stone
bridges, Readysville
ganizing, Mansfield just arrived.
It was late, and I had much to do, and in all Turnpike, and from that down near the rifle'
the rest had to write to my good old mother at pits; and we were in the fearful clash of
Meade's crossing of the ford, at near night,
home, from whom I had that day a good long
letter, and possibly I wanted to write to a little
and the next day I was near Mansfield when
shot, and in the heat of the carnage, where we
blue-eyed girl I hoped to call wife, away in the
finally rested on the night of the 17th, and com
(to me) uncertain future ; be that as it may,
menced to see what had been and was to he
the letters were done, and I was on the point of
turning in when my orderly came to me with
done, and that night brought graver responsibil
some transfers : among them, one who was sent
ities in what was to be done on the morrow ; but
to me as a low case — willful, careless, drunkard ' on the 18th we buried our dead, and slept on our
— all but good ; he was told to sit down, and all arms, and the next A. M. the enemy had flown.
the rest sent to different companies.
My new friend was safe and rejoicing, and his
I can remember just now, how sullen and Captain reported him for promotion. The rest is
defiant he looked as he sat there on a box wait
soon told ; we followed each otter to Appo
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mattox, and were discharged ; but my eagle had
given place to a Brevet, and his stripe to the
"Leaf," so I was honestly proud of him, and
the letter came from his mother long before
that : " My boy he is and will be, while living.
If I've anything to forgive, he is forgiven,".and
he answered her.
So fourteen long years rolled away, and he
He exclaimed, " Well,
caught me in his arms.
"
and he continued : "You are
Colonel, it's me;
just going home with me to see my wife and
babies, and my old mother, for she loves you
almost as much as me ; " and so, dear reader,
(he day's work done, I met him and found his
home and home treasures in a pleasant pluce.
Ills wife, a quiet little woman, welcomed me as
"his friend," with pleasant courtesy. Mother
was found an old woman over eighty-five, and
when she was seated he remarked, "Mother,
thls is the man who wrote you that letter from
Antietam."
?"
"What, is that Colonel
" Yes, it teas him."
asked the old ludy.
The welcome the old lady gave was a, " Well,

God bless you now and ever ; " and the little
woman who had been standing by in amaze
ment, came over to where I was sitting and gave
me a kiss of welcome and a wife's blessing, and
their two boys, of seven and ten, came in for
supper, and, kind reader, we spent a pleasant
evening.
After supper we chatted for awhile, and his
story was soon told.
On our way home, we
parted in Washington ; he went to New York
and sought our dear friend S. R. Wells, and
took his advice ; he never touched liquor from
the moment of his promise.
He went back to his mother, and she welcomed
him and encouraged him ; ho went to work in
and finally sought a wife. As years
earnest,
passed, he prospered; and the home was his,
all paid for ; his business cared for them all,
and he steered clear of all shoals and rocks, and
the best Investment he ever made, to use his
own words, were paid on a clear May day to Mr.
Wells, for his "Chart and Compnns," or Exam
ination and Description, with hint.s of what to
do and not to do, and he followed it just as
thousands more might with comfort to them
selves, and all who are of near kin or interest.

A Kansas Correspondent says :—
"It seems to me, with the knowledge I possess

of Phrenology, even now, that I have lived a
life -time of ignorance, though onl}- nineteen
Each now work I read seems to
years of age.
act on my intellect in the way salt water dots
upon the throat of one who is famishing for
want of water ; it only increases my thirst for
the knowledge of Phrenology.
Every cent I
send is hard-earned, though I am glad to know
-of a place to invest my mite so profitably, for
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what I have received has profited both mind and
body, and this expression of gratitude is due
you, for somehow it appears to me as if I had
Since I have
been rescued .from a deep gulf.
studied the works sent me, it seems as if I had
been living in a higher moral atmosphere, and
on a different footing.
This may seem senti
mental, but it is only the plain truth as I under
stand it.
A. J. n.

One of our Students, Mr. McLain,
writes from Iowa that he has just returned from
a short lecturing tour; that, though times are
dull, nevertheless he has been able to clear
"easily " from seven to ten dollars a day, and
has the Impression that he has done good work,
every case in which his phrenological abilities
were brought into exercise being entirely satis
factory.

Health Improvement. — Mr. T.

B. Y.

writes from Augusta, 6a., that he is greatly in
debted to the hygienic systim for the benefit
derived from a comparatively little application
of it in his family.
He says:
used to be
troubled with chills and fever, constipation, and
dyspepsia, but for the last five years have had
none of these complaints, and have had excellent
health according as I observed the laws of health
or ignored them. To what I know of Phre
nology, I am indebted for many higher pleasures
than I have ever known before ; I believe that
the phrenologists are on the right track, and bid
them ' God-speed ' in their work."

"I

A Correspondent, Mr. P. M.Gibson,
writes, with regard to the study of Phrenology,
in terms like these : " Some persons maintain
that it takes but a short time to become master
of character-reading, while others consider it a
life-time job. The length of time depends upon
the circumstances. If he has large Perceptive or
gans, large Comparison and Human Nature, with
good Continuity and Firmness, and will start
rightly, he can soon be able to judge between
extremes of character. To start right, he should
get hold of some good text-books ; the student's
set, procurable for ten dollars, should be sent
for.
If one could not afford to spend that
amount for books, let him buy one called ' How
to Read Character,' and a large -sized bust
With these, he can soon learn to locate tht
organs properly ; the book and bust will cost but
We would next recommend one to read
$2.50.
'Combe's System of Phrenology,' also Spurz.
helm's and Gall's works, if he can afford to buy
them. The Annuals of Phrenology, which can
be obtained In a volume for several years, cost
ing $2.00, is a magnificent book for the student ;
then he ought to be a subscriber to the Pukenolooical Jochnal, and renew his subscription at
the end of every year, as it will keep him in
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believe no science is more calculated to benefit
the human family than Phrenology.
I am par
ticularly interested in the subject, and wish to
see a general knowledge of the science prevail
all over tho land, and for this purpose I write,
requesting you to send some of your best lect
urers on Phrenology to Texas, which is now a
populous State, and I do not think there is a
better field for lecturing in the United States.
w. R. v., Attorney-at-law.

A Young Lady's Opinion. — To the
Editors of the fhrenoJogicalJournal : — When a new
subject bursts upon your mind, you wonder how
it is you never came across it before. A year
ago, while visiting some of my girl friends on
the southern coast, a rainy day detained us in
the house.
Debaricd from our customary ex
cursion over the cliffs, we turned for distraction
to what books the house could afford. These
were few indeed, and not of a sufficiently inter
esting description ; but a few old musty volumes

I
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!

I

I

it

it

it

Melbournb, Australia,

1879.

[The young lady's name, or even her initials,
no judication that we fail to
being withheld,
not too young
prize her cheering words. She
to have clear and excellent thoughts, and
happy way of expressing them. We hope she
will try her hand on something intended for
And then she must remember she
publication.
will be growing older all the time and, like
wiue, women, in our judgment, become the bet
ter for long keeping. — Eds. Phres. Jour

a

A. M.
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R.

;

I.

Wells

Co. :— I have been a
reader of your publications for seven years, and
S.

is

Student's Set" of Books I

procured from you ineeta every requirement,
and tills a place in my library which no other set
of works could. Phrenology will be a life-study
and employment for me. I am almost afraid I
will not be able to attend the course of lectures
at the " Institute of Phrenology" this fall.

a

"

I

The

is

IN

Phrenology

in

Theology.— How

to lovers of truth to see men of
pleasant
thought and literature imperceptibly agree to
" That Phre
the sentiment uttered by Dr. Gall,
nology is true, though at enmity with the phi
This thought has been
losophy of ages."
Men
strengthening with me for several years.

is

INTERESTED

it

MUCH

seeing your work forwarded to its utmost. I
am a very strong believer in its doctrines, having
I never
had considerable experience therewith.
fail to have an examination made by any profes
sional phrenologist with whom I am thrown in
contact, and I must say it is truly wonderful that
v. mca. o.
they agree in every detail.

I

VERY

though I daresay it would have been freely
given, because little valued, I got pencil and
paper, and made copious notes ; rising early,
that in the quiet morning air I might the better
understand these new, strange doctrines. I had
been poring over the old metaphysical writers,
and this cleared all the mists away.
How they laughed at my sudden liking for
the shabby book, and wondered what I could
see in it! On my return home, I copied my
nearly illegible notes fairly into an exercisebook, and as soon as possible, after much trying
had
obtained the book itself, seeing
after
given up hoping, in the window of a bookseller.
have loved the study ever since, and am ever
thankful for that rainy day
Such chances do
not come often,
think, and the best young
years of my life might have lapsed, leaving me
ignorant of the great truths so near at hand
have this year commenced to take your
Journal, and like
very much, ordering
through Gordon & Gotch, of this city. Th.^y
have sent for my premium-book, and expect
Your liberality surprises me,
by next mail.
and indeed your advertising columns give one
land of bargains.
the idea that America is
Your works are very hard to get in this city.
obtained the "Self-Instructor," " Self-Cult
ure," and "Memory," but had to send through
the above-mentioned agents for the "Physi
ology" and "New Physiognomy."
Phrenology and its hopeful teachings are veryam your sincere well-wisher,
dear to me.
though too young and inexperienced to do you
* » *
any good.

I

AM

were discovered in a darksome cupboard, mostly
farm-books and romances, but among them a
poor, abridged, paper-covered edition of Fow
I glanced over the letn us, sur
ler's "Memory."
prised by the entire newness of the matter ; then
became absorbed, so much so I could not put it
down ; ar.d, not liking to ask for the book,

I

preciated by the masses.

I

[Sept.,

it,

formed in regard to the latest development in
We can not too strongly recom
mental science.
mend the Journal ; and we think that every
family from Maine to Mexico ought to read it.
One word of warning against quacks and hum
bugs, the self-styled ' Professors,' who arc going
about deceiving tho public in order to make
There are too many so-called phrenolo
money.
gists who have probably only learned to locate
the organs, not often that, with accuracy. With
this little knowledge they practice ' Bumpology ;'
they are the great bane of the true practitioner
I have occasionally fallen in the
of the science.
wake of one of these fellows, and conversed
with their victims, and invariably found them
disgusted with the science, calling it a humbug.
These fellows arc a treat drawback to Phrenol
ogy, and so long as quacks continue to exist in
their present numbers, the science will not be ap
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A. A. ELLENWOOD,
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walk, talk, laugh, gesture, etc. Said a man to
mc yesterday, upward of seventy years, who
can scarcely write his name, who has never
traveled, nor seen man only in his imperfect
state, only now and then meeting a man of
liberal education,
allers look at a man's
head when I meet him." This man never knew
that there existed any man who could "feel"
heads until he met me, never read a line upon
the subject of Phrenology, and, as far as I know,
never knew that such a word is to be found in
our English vocabulary.
Does this not prove
that Phrenology is diviua, and that God raised
up Gall for the very purpose of introducing it to
the world; made his massive intellect, his won
derful Reflectlves, to trace effects back to their
causes, and for Spnrzhcim, with his large Perceptives, to add new beauty to his Individuality ?
Let the following lines from the pen of C. G.
Andrews, D.D., of Jackson, La., in an article in
the July number of the Quarterly Review of the
M. E. Church, South, on "Individuality of
Character," be read : " Experience and observa
tion also confirm the suggestions of analogy,
and show that each individual man Is himself
-easily distinguishable in body, voice, habitudes,
disposition, powers of mind, and propensiona of
soul, from every other specimen of the unnum
bered myriads, of whom in many respects he is
but the counterpart."
I might quote many paragraphs. Suffice it to
say, that the article would do to bo printed in
the Journal as an able one on the side of Phre
nology. In the same number is an article by
A. A. Lipscomb, D.D., LL.D., on "Shake
speare's Hamlet: A Study in Intellectual Phi
losophy," the perusal of which any phrenolonlst
would relish.
In fact, what the clergymen need to complete
their theological training is the study of Phre
nology. I am glad to see that every year somo
ministers " take" the course in the American
Institute of Phrenology.
I recommend them to
-do it. I confess that Phrenology has been a
great assistant to me, though I knew something
of the science for a few years before I was
licensed to preach.
The text-books and the
Journal should be in the hands and library of
every preacher in the land.
Light is surely
breaking, and the hand of our Heavenly Father
is in
and "Phrenology
true, though at
enmity with the philosophy of ages."
It will
aUo help the pockets of poorly-paid preachers
as well as their heads. — Yours, etc.,

fed on catnip tea while
child, and drugged
with poplar bark tea when grown up, together
with the refinements of artificial life, and ex
cessive
ambition to do something,
fonml
myself too feeble to stand the winters of Vir
ginia, and now for ten years have been trying to
find good place to live in Florida mid Alabama,
and now am located six miles north of Mount
Pleasant, in Monroe Co., Ala., two miles from
the Alabama River, in the edge of
nice oak
grove, with high pine land all around the cleared
fields of some five hundred acres.
fine spring
of pure water, some forty feet down the hill,
supplies the water use.
have located at eight
different placei in Florida, and found them far
inferior to this.
have kept my eyes open all
the time on the subject of health since
have
been South, and
find much ignorance on the
subject generally. When
lived at Fernandina,
Oldtown,
placo quite surrounded with salt
marshes,
that
as much as one can do to
still morning,
stand
of
was told by the son
of one Dr. Lang that chill and fever was not
known in Oldtown Fernandina before the new
town was built, but after the railroad reached
there
came.
The Northern drugs, beef and
pork, and bolted flour, were the articles that took
the place of com bread, Florida beef, and vege
tables, with the absence of drugs. The same 8ea
marsh gave off as much malaria as before, and
no change iu that matter is seen.
An increaso
of the use of tobacco
also seen.
Water used
from shallow wells Increase iu the elements of
impurity the longer they arc used in
thicklysettled town.
find that malaria
not the
cause of chill and fever, as is generally sup
posed, but that any air, no difference how devoid
of decomposing vegetable matter, if not kept in
motion in
warm climate, will become unfit to
Stagnant water, air, and food
sustain health.
will soon produce disease in
feeble constitu
tion. Running water,
pure, is to be preferred
to still, and just so with air.
Many of the niehts
are so still, after the hreeze has blown all day,
that the akin becomes burdened and fever
en
gendered and in the morning often the air
so
cool,
from the northeast or north, that one
feels quite chilly without
thick flannels on.
Then tho sun shines so clear before noon as to
make one's head feel badly, and the eyes often
get sore.
find the uniformity of the climate of Florida
produces more neuralgia than elsewhere.
conld not find
woman grown that had not had
the had not some other standing
siege of
complaint.
One set of nerves used so inces
santly tires out, as a horse traveling on a deudlevel road can not endure as well as where there
is variety In the road.
This weakening of the nerves produced by a
mild climate has much to do in fever caaes. The
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of life are impelled by the very
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all the walks

laws of Nature to read character in
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warm, still air of nights causes all kinds of food
to decompose so rapidly that it is unfit to be
eaten if cooked many hours ahead.
The great
scarcity of fruits and vegetables for so many
months causes the use of so much meat, that no
sooner is one confined in a close room than the
air is rendered impure by their own exhalations.
More vegetables and fruit could be made to grow
by continued culture, bnt one gets thed of the
endless routine ; and all the vegetables
decay so
soon, they have to be kept coming on to keep up
a supply.
The yellow fever is only an aggra
vated case of chill and fever, increased by a
heated city of uncleanly habits and more ex
cited lives. I find many cases of partial pa
ralysis all through the warm regions ; no donbt
some cases are rendered worse by the use of
tobacco, but more due to monotonous life.
More anon.
o. taylor.

Phrenology. — The examination

of the
of Chastine Cox, the alleged murderer of
Mrs. Hull, by the famous phrenologist, Prof.
head

Fowler, has attracted the attention of many to
this wonderful science who have never pre
We would recom
viously given it a thought.
mend to such a careful study of the publications
of the house of S. R. Wells & Co., of this city,
in which everything that is so far known of this
philosophy of the mind is to be found. One of
is the
tho most useful of these publications
Phrenological Journal, which is one of the
oldest and most useful of American periodicals.
It was established in 1838, and has been con
tinuously published eversince. It has occupied,
and still occupies, a high and honorable position
amongst the educational forces of the present
day, ita influence, as we can personally testify,
reaching persons and places and effecting valu
able results of which its proprietors and pub
lishers never attain the remotest knowledge.
Conducted under the auspices of the same firm
is the American Institute of Phrenology, which
was incorporated by the State of New York in
1866. This institution is one of the most impor
tant ever founded, taken in regard to its influ
ence upon the progress of civilization, and it has
received the cordial indorsement of some of the
profoundest thinkers of the age.
Its officers are : E. P. Fowler, M.D., President ;
Nelson Sizer, Vice-President, and H. S. Drayton,
Prof. Drayton and Prof. Sizcr are
Secretary.
the editors of the Journal, and are both very
prominent and able men. — New York Mercantile
Review,

Jvly

19, 1879.

MessRS. S. R.

me U, say, what

I

Wells

& Co.:— Allow

said in pnblic and
Phrenological is the best

have often

private, that The
It not only treats of
magazine in the world.
the science of mind and health, and their con
comitants, but its pages sparkle with sound
reading for the family.
The farmer will also
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learn useful hints.

[Sepu

The questions answered and

"What They Say" is a compendium of Knowl
In short, twelve numbers bound n ake »
edge.

book that would fitly adorn the library of thfc
clergyman, lawyer, physician, school-teacher,
and the student in general.
I wonder why
100,000, nay, more, copies arc not taken in this
intelligent age.
rev. a. a. e.
Jessup, Ga., Jan. 28, 1879.

SUMMER

STORM SONG!

Sing your storm songs, every tireeze !
Now, my care, all from me flees !
Sing away, among the trees !
How they toss their arms abroad,
While their leafy heads they nod !
Boisterous winds tlie song resound t
Join, ye trees and bushes rouud !
Oceans swell and lash the shore !
On the rocks more breakers — more !

Bounding billows, fiercer roar!
Now afloat, I love to lie
Gazing on the fitful sky !
Fuller now, the tones resound !
Chant, ye stormy depths around t
Where am I— ah, memory, where ?
Where a child, unknown to care —
Breezes sporting in the hair—
Trips o'er shells and rocky maze,
Curls and sprays around her face !
Deeper now the notes resound !
Echo, shells and caves around !
Heavy clouds, be marshaled now —
(iloomy thrcatenings on your brow,
Lightnings flashing to and fro !
Thunder, roar ! but not too hard !
Deep, but lenient, awful bard !
Louder now the chords resound !
Clash I ye thunder clouds, around

i

Now fall down great drops of rain !
Cool and calm the . eary brain,
Washing out each worldly stain !
Cool the withering, parching dearth
Of the dry and thirsty earth !
Thunder, winds and seas around,
Little brooks and rills resound !
Ever}- living pulse rebound !
Shout, each voice of Nature round t

grace horr.

PERSONAL.
Mr. H.

S.

Drayton, Editor of

logical Journal,

the Phreno
is traveling in Europe.

Dr. John L. Capen, of Philadelphia, has dis
posed of his cabinet to a Phrenological Society
in that city, and accepted a promising field of
medical practice in the country.
Matt. W. Alderson, a graduate of the Amer
ican Institute of Phrenology, spent a sum
mer month in New York, and had his bust taken
for our cabinet.
Though absent in persou he is
present in form.
Kev. Dr. Newman, of this city, late of Wash
ington, and Mr. Kimball, the church-debt extin
guisher, and also Gen. Thos. Ewing, of Ohio,
have recently permitted us to have their busts
taken, and they will soon form an additional
attraction to our cabinet,
Hon. Peter Cooper, the late Judge Asa.
Packer, of Pennsylvania, and Hon. Chas. Foster^
candidate for Governor of Ohio, have had lifesize medallion busts taken at our office.'

WISDOM— MIR TH.
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MIRTH.

WISDOM.

' A little nonsense now and then
Is relished by the wisest men."

" Think truly,

and thy thought
Shall be a fruitful seed."

Never

despair ; but
f pair. — Burke.

Our

if you

do, work on In de-

dead are never dead to us until we have

forgotten them. — George Eliot.

V Ireland, N. J., a city of ten thousand Inhab
itants, has but one police officer, had but one
violation of the law last year, and the pauper ex
penses were but four dollars.
shops.

Cause, no grog

New truths are better than old errors. Fact is
worth niore than opinion. Certainty is more de
sirable than confidence. Progressive knowledge
implies much useful learning. — Prof. Winchell.

Men

possessing minds which arc morose,
strong, and inflexible, enjoy, in general, a greater
share of dignity than of happiness.

Let

amusements fill up the chinks of your
existence, but not the great spaces thereof. —
Theodore Parker.

Many a youth has ruined himself by forgetting
his identity and trying to be somebody else.
Most of us pass our lives in regretting the
past, complaining of the present, and indulging
false hopes of the future.
Temperance and labor are the two best phy
sicians of man ; labor sharpens the appetite, and
temperance saves him from excess.

After all, there is very much which is called
courage which is nothing more than fear ; we
are afraid of being culled cowards, and so we are
very brave.
This world Is full of heroes. I know thousands
of them to-day, who are working hard for twelve
dollars a week, to feed and clothe their wives
and children.
There is no wise or good

that would
change persons or conditions entirely with any
man in the world.
man

Br honesty and integrity you will gain credit
everywhere, and your word will be thought more
valuable In any business you may be concerned
in, than all the lawyers ' bonds in the world.
No man can be brave who considers pain to be
who con
siders pleasure to be the highest good.
the greatest evil of life ; nor temperate

A Good Hint.—" Doctor,"
"how can

said a gentleman
train up my
boy in the way he should go ? " " By going that
way yourself," replied the reverend doctor.
to his clergyman,
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I best

An honest man is satisfied with the approval
of his own conscience, while a simply honorable
man often only looks to the world for his ap
proval.

Self-Esteem Large.— Monsieur Bilboquet, " 1
tell you, sarc, zat ze secret of all true art is lost,
and zat painting is a zing of ze past. Zere are
not more zan tree men living who are worzy of ze
"
name of painter !
His Patron and Admirer: "Yes, yes. And
who are the three men. Monsieur Bibloquet? "
Monsieur Bibloquet : " Veil, I am one of zem !
I have forgotten ze names of ze two ozers."
Teacher: "What part of speech

is the word

'egg'?"

Boy: "Noun, sir." "What is it.s
gender?" "Can't say, sir. till it's hatched."
" Well, then, my lad, you can't tell me the
case?" "Oh, yes, sir; the shell."
" No, darling," he said, as his wife asked for
" I can't afford it. I feel it my duty
a new dress,
to help the yellow-fever sufferers," and then he
went around the corner and the bar-keeper
handed out the bottle and the glass and let him
help himself.

The following is posted in front of

a grocery
near Harvard Square, Cambridge, Mass. :
" Wooden pails, six cents each. Notice. — We
did not steal these pails, but we think the man
we bought them of did."
store

tired, and feeling unwell
A Congressman,
after a long journey, stood bjfore the bar of a
leading New York hotel the other day and called
for brandy, and was requested to pay for it be
" What I" remarked the gen
fore swallowing.
tleman, at the unusual demand. " Yes," replied
the bar-keeper, " that's my order to strangers."
"Gracious!" said the M. C, walking away,
" if its fatal effects are so instantaneous I'll not
take

it."

"Faith," said an Irishman who could not get
into his cabin at Bulliugary, his wife having
turned the key upon him, "it's meeseif that's
"In!" cried his com
regularly locked in."
panion. "In where?" " Why, in the street."
A good-natcred traveler fell asleep in a train
and was carried far beyond his destination.
"Pretty good joke this is, isn't it?" said he to
" Yes, but a little too far
a fellow-passenger.
fetched," was the rejoinder.
The Irishman had a correct appreciation of
the fitness of things who, being a^ked by the
judge, when he applied for a license to sell
whisky, if he was of good moral character, re
plied : " Faith, yer honor, I don't sec the neces
sity of a good morul character to sell whisky ! "

a
One grocer asked another : " Is Colonel
man to he trusted ?"
'I think you'd find him
so," was the reply.
"If you trust him once
you'll trust him forever. He never pays."
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CIRCLED BY Fire: A True Story, By Julia
McNair Wright, author of "Firebrands,"
"Nothing to Drink," etc. 18mo, pp. 91, price
40 cents.
New York : National Temperance
Society and Publication

House.

We suppose that some success in the sale of
In this department we give short reviews of suck
Veiv Books as publishers see fit to send us. In these the author's recent book, entitled "Firebrands,"
reviews -weseek to treat author and publisher satis
led to the publication of this little book, which
factorily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them to furm
has an analogous title.
It is the fire of alcoholic
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol
drink, as can be easily guessed, which is the in
ume for personal use. It is our wish to notice the
better class of books issuing from the press, and we
spiration of the tale. A woman finds herself
invite publishers to favor us with their recent publi
among mistaken friends, who endeavor to per
cations, especially those related in any way to mental
and physiological science. We can usually supply any
suade her when in a condition of weakness,
of those noticed.
physically and mentally, to make use of wine or
stronger for solace and invigoration.
How to Get Strong, and How to something
Her principles are antipodlally opposed to the
Stay 80
Bv William Blakie.
Harper <&
use of alcohol in any form and under any cir
Brothers. 1879.
cumstances, and she has a hard time to do as
This is an earnest, sensible book, w ritten by a
conscience and principle advise.
Harvard champion oarsman. Nor is this all he
has done in the line of physical culture, having
No Danger.
By Mary J. Hedges, au
kept up his condition by judicious manly exer
thor of the " White Rose."
16mo, pp. 360.
Price $1.25. New York : National Temper
ciser daily. Though a successful business man,
ance Society and Publication House.
he carries
his mental and bodily culture into
A rather lively tale is woven on theme? suit
daily life, and he walks forth a fine specimen of
health and vitor, both in mind and body. We gested by the title. Of course, it is the old pro
test of the moderate drinker, that he "will never
have looked for a passage to quote, but it is too
Well
indulge to excess," that finds illustration.
good to be separated, and we commend tho book
adapted to the use of children, it will inculcate
to all who are in need of bodily upbuilding.
excellent principles at the same time it pleases
Hygiene of the Brain and Nerves; their immature minds. And it is not wanting in
and Cure of Nervousness, with twenty-eight
suggestion for the earnest consideration of
Original Letters from leading thinkers and
those whose
grown -uj) people, particularly
writers, concerning their Physical and Intel
minds are not well settled with regard to what
lectual Habits. By M. L. Holbrook,
M.D.
New York : pp. 280.
is proper as a beverage.
It points very clearly
to the moral duty of those who occupy good po
This work is full of solid facts and sound In
sitions in society.
struction.
One-half the book is made up of
letters and statements from some of the bestknown names of this and other countries, which,
by the wide variety of thought and experience,
serve to awaken and sustain the iuterest of the
reader, whether he be educated on the subject
or not.

Medical
of

Record. — A

Medicine and Surgery.

ceived.

weekly Journal
Current

Nos. re

We reirard this as one of the more valuable
of the serial publications on medicine available
to the American practitioner.
We like the tone
of certain articles which have appeared lately in
respect to quackery and pscudo -professional
courtesy. Dr. Shrady has been justly severe in his
criticisms of the willingness on the part of some
" doctors " to give certificates vouching for the
healthfulness of certain summer resorts, and of
certain mineral waters.
It is quite evident that
some eminent doctors are easily bought.

Littell's Living

Age.

We have been pleased with the selections of
this weekly during the past month or two ; they
furnish both information and entertainment.

PUBLICATIONS

RECEIVED.

Washington County Agricultural Society's
List of Premiums, and Regulations for the 37th
annual fair, to be held Sept.

3d, 4tb,

6th, 1879, near Sandy HiU, New

5th,

and

York.

The Syllabus promises an entertaining exhibi
tion.

T. D. Kellogq's School Catalogue for

the years

1879-30.

Our Financial Revolution. An Addrosa to
the Merchants and Professional Men of the Coun
try, without Regard to Parties. By Cadmus.
The Ambrican Antiquarian for April, May,
and June, 1879— an interesting issue. The article
entitled "The Emblematic Mounds of Wiscon
sin " well deserves perusal.
TnE Amateur, a monthly journal devoted to
Art m the Household ; Montague Marks, Editor
and Publisher, 571 Broadway, New York. Vol.
L, No. 3. We like the aim and spirit of Jiis new

It seeuis repleli'
candidate for public favor.
with good taste, talent, and enterprise, and ought
to have hosts of friends.

Number

October, 1879.

4.]

DANIEL

two strong peculiarities

combined

in the violin string,

which being strong, as a matter of fact,

one is in-

tensity and the other fineness. These qual-

491.

CHARACTER.

us, we infer I ities are
:

No.

HARRIS.

L.
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and very sensitive, is full of music.
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man with these qualities

full of life,

is

the upper portion of the forehead became
more

very susceptible and excitable.

From the form of the head, and the
that

his mother

he resembled

aspects

:

The region

massive.

in the administra

called into requisition

in two

of

tion

one in the quality of the organ

affairs,

his complicated
of

the growth

promote

ization which gives intensity to the feel

of the re

faculties being

flective and philosophical

of the frame, we judge

general outline

[Oct..

would

the reasoning

organs.

He was remarkable for memory

ings, and the other in intuitive perception.

;

he got

In the early history of such an organiza

the advantage

tion, the mental life is mainly made up of

because his memory was fact tight;

intuition — the power to grasp the truth of
things, without taking time to go over

knew all about the case, could quote the

history; those who knew him best

them in detail and reason out propositions.

cepted his version

His first judgment of men and measures

knew more than others

was generally his best, and when he had

not

to

or not to do, he

decided

what

entered

upon the duty with a firmness

do,

and vigor that gave warning
to clear the track.

As

when he

became older he was one of the captains
in the game of ball

party, not

in the social

knowledge

the popular

him

rendered

sometimes

structiveness

had gotten ready to begin, or had their

firmness was strongly

minds made up what it was best to do

being high at the crown

;

thus he gained victories

in business, in

politics, in administration

of affairs, not

stronger than the rest,

He

would have made an admirable physician
would

have

been

more

successful

;

by the symp

toms, at a glance, and he would
than

most

of thought,

combined with his excitable constitution,

and have it half done before the average

read disease,

juries

in carrying

judgment, this centralization

came to a

but because his power was quick.

remark

questioning

and bitter.

he was

he had been

in

focus, his whole power came to a cutting
edge, and he would decide what to do,

because

If

This fineness of quality, this intuitive

necessarily be

cause he knew more than his associates,
but because his

matters,

judgment.

and then a leader

;

about

have been

them,

addressing

witnesses, and

ac

people supposed he

able for his success in selecting
and

he

because he was wiser,

necessarily

a lawyer, he would

to others

;

;

but he had more facts.

a boy he would

lead in the game of marbles

men in controversy,

of

domineering

His head was btoad

and about the ears, showing
and

above

large De-

His

Combativeness.

marked, the head
and his con

;

science was such, that when he believed
to be in the right, he knew no

himself
other

but

way

reached the end.
was not to

be

to

he

had

Compromise with him
considered

which was his

that

till

push

;

right,

he claimed
yielded

to

have

others their just rights, and never com

men,

promised

unless it

was

a question

of

especially in acute cases.

He

was not so

mixed rights, where something was to be

to foster

slow

interests.

given and taken, as farmers sometimes

well

adapted

He belonged to the spirit of the nine
teenth century

;

at the head and

front

fence,

off

of it.

As he advanced

do when they want to straighten

in years, we

judge

;

they cut the crooks

a line

and corners

but this man would not compromise

a principle,

nor a right

;

he

might

ex
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change, give and take, but he must feel

best and readiest results.

that it was

character set him upon the instant exe

a fair exchange.

He had Hope, which gave him confi
dence in himself and in his future

; he

had

cution

of what

Firmness,

His energy of

he wanted

to do

;

his

Self-esteem, and

self-reliance.

Self-esteem en iugh to be master of him

Hope led him to expect much from his

self and his situation.

efforts, and he had the power to inspire

He never hesitated

to undertake heavy responsibilities,

and

felt the necessity of being in them him

We doubt not,

self.

near the workmen

he spent more time

who were carrying out

men with energy, ambition,

other

and

For instance, he could easily get
a relay of hands to work all night at
some work he wished to push. He would
force.

his plans, than any other man who could

get good service and faithful co-operation,

be mentioned, occupying

then he would

as he did.

such positions

The colonel of

the fight.
horse,

A

may sit on

general

or in his tent,

is

He would

of

such men as he could trust and rely upon

his

in intricate and delicate commissions, and

a regiment

expected to go right into the thickest

a mile away from the

center of hottest conflict, and coolly direct

Our subject was one who would

affairs.

manifest

the character

to mix in the hottest

of

the colonel

of the fight rather

than like the general to stay aloof.

He

mixed with his business, and with the
men who
see,

He wanted to
with points

did the work.

and come in contact

where decision rested

:

consequently

he

be

When he undertook
to his meaning.
best, who

was

specially

pleasure, because when he thought a man
to be in the wrong, he did not stop to
measure

his epithets

like a scorpion

;

every word was

against wrong or mean

who knew him

him only

opponents

as

entertain

terness about him,

but

with him in

worked

liked

who came in contact

Those

a

or delin

feelings of bit
any man who
common

cause

would not be likely to become his enemy.

He read men

like

a

questions of importance

book,

He

decided

promptly,

persisted in their execution
nail was driven.

ness.

He

People

as well as his generosity and justice,

quents, might

He

himself

took in all his haste and hotness

with

men.

to make

understood, no sensible man doubted as

tention, his intuitive judgment,

Men learned to fear his dis

the same men for

hold

He had good Language, but it was
more like a rifle ball than a charge of
shot ; he hit in one place and hit hard.

of his affairs, because of his personal at

magnetic.

as adherents

years and years in his interest.

him best.

and his

likely to have

thus he would

would make money in the administration

power to rule

pay and praise his men.

and

till the last

was often, doubtless,

generous and friendly; those

considered rash because he thought more

who did right and served him faithfully

rapidly and executed more earnestly his

was

were not forgotten.

He had strong

affec

purposes

than

most men, but a longer

tion, loved ardently, and hated heartily

view of

that which he permitted himself to hate

that he was lucky

at all.

hit it right; and they would

His large Constructiveness enabled him
to see instantly what mechanical combi

trust him and believe in him, though they

nations and adaptations would secure the

and know that everything

might

his career gave men the
;

idea

that he happened to
learn to

not be able to follow his plans,
he did was in
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thought and purpose.
BIOGRAPHY.
[\Vc are indebted to an extended sketch

in the Springfield Republican for the
foundation
of our biography
of Mr.
Harris, and we quote literally or condense
from that journal without giving further

mind broad enough to command
also
its wider relations and complications.
President Harris was economical, farsighted, failing, when he failed, on the
side of cautious conservatism, rather than

spent three years in the Scientific Depart
ment of the Wesleyan University at
Middletown, Conn., graduating in 1838.

a

;

He adopted the profession of civil en
gineering and was employed on the Nor
wich and Worcester Railroad
assisted
in the early service of the Erie Railroad,
on the Troy and Schenectady Railroad,
and in 1843 came to Springfield to survey
a proposed railroad
to Hartford. He
was scientific and accurate, ranking with
the leaders of his profession.
He was
self-made man, and the professional civil
engineer developed into the railroad
president, the financial and wealthy citi
zen, solely by the force of his own ability

;

;

;

careless whether he met opposition or
sympathy and, firm in the consciousness
that he knew better than those whom he
would serve, in what they needed for
their welfare. The people never know
what such men have done for them until
long after the strife and controversy,
when they begin to reap the fruits of the
superior foresight and bravery by which,
;

6,

R.
1818,
and died at
February
Springfield, Mass., July 11, 1879.
Young
Harris worked in a mill to secure the
means for self-education, attended the
Plainfield,
Conn., Academy, and then

but his wise
on the side of speculation
caution has been justified by its fruits,
and the highest service which Mr. Harris
rendered to his business associates over
the country, and the best monument to
his broad sagacity in railroading remains
the
in the Eastern Railroad Association
combine,
in
to
refer
of
which
was
object
ence to the adoption of patent improve
ments in railroading, and to guard against
vexatious lawsuits in regard to infringe
ment of patents.
He was able to meet such men as Com
modore Vanderbilt, and the other great
railroad magnates, in the discussion of
great railway questions and though Mr.
Harris was hot-tempered, and imperious
in the statement of his convictions, he
generally succeeded in carrying the strong
men with him. In all his career as a pub
lic man, and citizen with political duties,
Mr. Harris was an admirable representa
tive of the men who study to serve the
he studied public affairs, made
people
up his mind what ought to be done for
the public good — often went in defiance of
the suggestions of the people themselves,
;

Western Massachusetts, in the death
of Daniel L. Harris lost a power for good,
as a man of affairs ; quick to see, and
ready to resent and combat public wrong,
even at great cost to himself. Springfield
has no one to fill the place of him who
has gone from us. It must be conceded
that Mr. Harris, though he had tempera
mental and mental peculiarities, and mis
takes of method which often belong to
men of positive convictions, he was the
best product of our sturdy New England
life, living, and training, beyond any man
who is left to us, of sterling strength,
primitive honesty and honor, and a pur
pose and ability to display these oldfashioned prejudices wherever they would
avail to protect public interests.
He did
not live a long life ; but it was a sturdy, a
worthy, and even a great one.
Mr. Harris was born in Providence,
I.,

In 1843 .he took
and character.
part
in the building of the Hartford Railroad
and bridge builder, and
as contractor
made his fortune.
He was elected direc
tor of the Connecticut River Railroad in
and, in the same year, its presi
1855,
dent, to succeed Chester W. Chapin.
He was equipped for his position by a
thorough acquaintance with the "tech
"
of railroading, and brought to
nique
a

credit.]

[Oct.,

it

pursuance of a clear, clean-cut,
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they had been reluctantly guided.
Mr. Harris served with credit in the

PRECOCIOUS CHILDREN.

.1879-]

Legislature in 1859, '63, '64, and 69; also
as Mayor of the City of Springfield, in
i860, ever since which time he has held
important city offices, and been a leader
in public affairs in Springfield.
Mr. Har
ris was associated with the City Library,
and president of the corporation.
At the
time of his death he gave $10,500 to the
Library Fund. He was a liberal contrib
utor also to Wesleyan University, his
alma mater, though he belonged to the

PRECOCIOUS
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Church.
He was never
Congregational
slow to aid in any public charity, irrespect
ive of its sectarian character.
His system broke down through over
work, and manifested itself by an affec
tion of the brain, which produced paraly
sis of that organ, and though suffering

for

months, with hope of recovery, he had a
relapse, under which he quietly sank on
the nth of July last.

CHILDREN.

BY NELSON SIZER.

genius.

is

it,

To one well versed in mental philosophy,
who understands that the brain depends
upon the body for support, and that the
brain, like the wick of the lamp, drinks up
the vitality and exhausts
such a child
object of painful interest and anxiety.
The Romans had a proverb, "Whom the
gods love, die young," meaning, of course,
those endowed with eminent and precocious
an

talent.

;

drink up all

the phosphorus

requires

meas

I

quite
large enough for a man weighing 162 lbs.
advised that the child be kept mainly from
study for a year, and then

to study but moderately
that he
way in physical exer
cise as to develop, without exhausting, the
a

;

permitted

be trained in such

that

the

body

in

order to sustain itself.
We advised that the
child be dressed warmly at the extremities,
so that the blood should be invited to the
feet, and a free circulation thus promoted,
by means of which the lower half of the sys
tem would be induced to grow, and conges
tion of the brain, lungs, and liver be avoided.
About a year ago, this boy having attained
the age of twenty-four, subjected his head
to be examined,
not increased

and

at all

we found

that

had

was still twenty-two

and one-half inches, but

he stood

nine inches high, and weighed

five feet

155 lbs.

He

that all his friends

congratulated
him and themselves that, having followed
our advice, he had been saved and built up
into substantial manhood.
man weighing 200
Only three days ago
lbs. came into the office, having
head
a

I

boy was nine years old, and his head
ured twenty-two and one-half inches,

school and from

the brain shall not by necessity

reported

Some fifteen vears ago
met one of these
large - headed,
precocious children. The

because these articles furnish

material for muscle and brain-tissue, so that

it

understands it ; compre
hends what it reads, takes high rank in the
Sunday-school and day-school, and gives
promise of wonderful talent if not absolute

adult persons and

plenty of fruit, vyheat ground without sifting,
and oatmeal

it

head,

a

complexion,

large

small muscles,

;

neck,

;

thin body, pale
with brilliancy
of
of the eye and excitability
temperament,
is always considered
very interesting to peo
ple who are not as well versed in physiology
as they ought to be.
Such a child is bright
and quick to leam its books; wise and old
of its age ; listens to the conversation of
small

that he take to deep breathing and
strength
abundant exercise in free gymnastics, that
to say, gymnastics without dumb-bells or
other apparatus
the use of the arms, shoul
ders, and spine in all free and generous mo
tions.
was advised that the child be
kept on lean beef and mutton, with milk,
;

with

child who is endowed with an uncommon amount of brain and nerve,
constitution, a
delicate
a sensitive,

It

-*-

is

T^HE

measuring twenty-four and one-half inches.
He said that fifteen years ago, when he had
left Columbia College with high honors, in
tending to study for the law, he came to our
office for an exammation, expecting that we
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would send him straight to a literary pur
suit, to the bar or the pulpit, but we told
him that he needed to weigh fifty pounds
more than he did to sustain that great brain,
and in order to do this he must stop study
ing for a year at least, and advised him to
of architecture and
of house - building. He said
that this was a wonderful snub to him, but
that he followed our advice, and his health
and vigor increased until he went from 1 50
to 200 lbs. ; and, with a pleasant twinkle in
engage in the profession
the

business

his eye, he said that he enjoyed the busi
ness thoroughly and had made himself in
dependent

by its pursuit ; had increased

his

bodily weight and vitality so that his great
brain had enough to support it — that he had
enjoyed health, and felt that he was now

His literary cult
harmoniously developed.
him
to
move
in
the best society,
ure qualifies
and he surrounds himself with men of in
tellect and polish.

if

he had entered

He

believes

to-day that

the law or the ministry,
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and devoted himself to brain-work solely, he
would have been a wreck years ago, if he
had not gone to the grave.
There are, then, precocious children, pre
cocious young men, and not a few precocious
girls and young women, whose lives are ren
dered miserable or utterly blasted because
of their over-excitability of brain and de
ficient physical development.
Any parents having boys or girls who
are inclined to extra brain development,
should see to it that the children have some
thing to do in the way of work, or amusing
play, which will invite nourishment to the
muscles, and build up the frame and the
I never deliver a course of
vital organs.
lectures in a place that I do not meet a num
excitable, and
ber of these large-headed,
sensitive children, and always entertain the

if I

of them to
their parents, and to
themselves,
labor are not
my time and
wasted. — From the Winstcd Herald.
feeling that

the

can save some

community,

to

IN THE NEWSPAPERS.

A GOOD

EXPLANATION.

T N that spicy and vigorous paper, the
New York Sun, of August 3d, there
appeared an article describing an inter
view which occurred in our office a short
time before.
The gentlemanly representative of the
Sun strolled into our office, a stranger, as
many others do, to examine the recent
specimens in our large cabinet of busts,
skulls, and portraits, when the conversa
tion occurred almost verbatim as re
It is a wonder to us that
corded below.
any person, without taking notes at the
time, could reproduce so accurately the
somewhat extended explanations and il
lustrations, and thereby do justice to a
subject comparatively little known in its
technical and scientific form.
It proves,
at least, that he is well adapted to his
business, that he has a good brain and
uses it, not to make a sensation without
regard to truth, but to do justice to
himself, to his paper, and to the public.
We copy the article as it appeared in

the Sun, with two engravings which we
have prepared to illustrate brain develop
ment :
NOT BUMPS, BUT DISTANCES.

An Old

Phrenologist
Science

of

Elucidates

the

Craniology.

A white-bearded man with bright eyes,
an intelligent face, and cheery manners
was opening a letter yesterday as a re
porter for The Sun entered his office.
Enclosed with the letter were two photo
graphs, one showing a full-face view of a
young man, and the other showing a
profile view.
" You can not discover the size of all
"
the bumps from photographs, can you ?
the visitor asked.
" We don't look at the
bumps on a
man's head," the phrenologist explained.
"We don't care much about bumps."
The Professor drew the outline of a
head on the opened envelope, and made
the half of an oval to represent an ear.
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Within t^le curve he made a dot. From
the dot he drew diverging lines to all the
upper part of the head from the eyes
over nearly to the back of the neck.

man had been courting her for six months,
that his business prospects and character
were good, and that he gave promise of
being an unexceptionable husband ; but
that, nevertheless, he wanted to know
whether their dispositions and temper
aments were such as would conduce to
happiness in married life. I looked at
their photographs and then wrote a reply.
I informed the father that as regarded
temperament and certain other inherited

Fig. 1.— Brain Development, Length of Fiber, showing
the Size of Organs. A. Medulla Oblongata, where
the Fibers start. B. Spinal Cord.
C. Cerebellum.

Fig. 2.— Base of Brain, showing Length of Fibers from
the Center to the Circumference.
An even head,
with all organs of one size ; shows no bumps.

The completed

characteristics the young people might
properly be mated ; but I also told him
that the young man was lacking in Concientiousness, that he was selfish, tyran
nical, and inclined to immorality.
Three
years afterward the young woman called
on me in New York to thank me person
ally for saving her from life-long unhappiness. At her father's request she had
broken her engagement, and not long
afterward the young man's true character
was made plain to all. He robbed his
employer of a large sum of money and
ran away in company with a woman of
bad character.
After living with him a
few months in Canada, this woman
quitted him because he was in the habit
of abusing her, and she returned home,

figure resembled a fan
spread wide open.
" Now," the Professor continued,
"the
ear indicates the position of the central
base of every person's brain. These lines
may be supposed to pass from the base
upward and sidewise to each of the
organs at the surface of the brain. They
represent the brain fibers. Bumps are
very well in their way, and sometimes
we find them very large and prominent ;
but it is the length of these brain fibers
that we try to discover. Do you see how
far it is from the opening in the ear of
this young man (taking up the profile
photograph) to the upper back part of
his head ? He has large Self-esteem, yet
there is no sharp protuberance. Firmness
and Approbativenessand
Continuity, kin
dred organs surrounding Self-esteem, are
all tolerably developed."
" But can
you read character with ac
curacy by means of photographs?"
"
Why, five years ago, a man in Ohio
sent me photographs of his daughter and
of her suitor.
He wrote that the young

j

marks of his
her face still showing
She betrayed his whereabouts
brutality.
to the police, and the young man was
sent to State prison for the robbery."
"Of what classes and ages, and of
"
which sex are most of your patrons ?
" Of all classes, ages, and sexes. Some
times a party of men will come in after
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dinner, when they are all feeling good.
Their object is the fun to be derived
from listening to what is said of each
other. I generally manage to inject a
great deal of wholesome truth into my
remarks on such occasions."
" In your ordinary examinations
can
you afford to tell offensive truths about
"
a person ?
''
I always tell the absolute truth.
There is something*about human nature
that

may strike

The truth about

you

as

very peculiar.

a man's character gener

For example, if you
ally pleases him.
a
man
who was selfish and
tell
should
so
careful of the rights
that
he
was
brutal
of others that he often sacrificed his
own ; or if you should tell a man in whom
and Agreeableness
Conscientiousness
were largely developed, that happen what
might he would always get every penny
that belonged to him, each would be dis
pleased, and the selfish man would be
very angry. If, on the other hand, you
should
reverse the statements, each
would be well pleased."
''
But how is it when a mother comes
to you bringing a stupid boy with evil
propensities for examination ? Suppose
she is a good, tender-hearted, conscien
tious woman, will she be pleased with the
"
truth about her child ?
"This," said the Professor, "is the sad
dest thing I have to experience.
Many a
time I have seen a woman, such as you
have described, enter my office with an
unruly child, whose selfish propensities
were unduly developed.
I would know
well enough that the mother interpreted
each piece of willfulness as evidence of
her boy's smartness and energy.
She
could see in it only a sign that her boy
would make his way in the world, and
that some day he would be an honor to
her, repaying her for all troubles and sac
rifices on his account.
In such a case, I
do not, of course, tell the mother that
her boy will be a thief or a murderer.
I do not know that he will be. I tell her
in plain, solemn language the tendencies
to evil that I discover.
I tell her the
danger in which the child stands carefully
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and specifically, so that she fully compre
hends it. I point out to her whence the
danger comes, and how it is to be met
and conquered; if possible, by education.
Then I give her what hope I can, based
on the greater or less development of the
mental and spiritual parts of his brain.
I show her how she can make one char
acteristic operate to nullify another, and
I make her understand how very great
modifications of the brain may be brought
about by education. This is all I can do,
and I can do no less."
" Doesn't this often make the mother
doubt the genuineness of Phrenology?"
" No. If her concern for her child
were less, it probably would do so. Also
when I describe characteristic after char
acteristic of the child she recognizes the
truth of what I say, and feels that I have
a knowledge surer and more penetrating
than hers. I have no doubt that after
she goes home she begins to persuade
herself that I am wrong ; but what I have
said remains with her, and, if she is a
wise as well as an affectionate mother, it
aids her in bringing up her child.
Too
often it is the case, however, that she has
terrible proof in after years of the truth
of what I told her."
" I suppose
you see some remarkable
"
varieties of human nature ?
" Oh,
I remember, about fifteen
yes.
a
raw-looking
years ago,
youth came to
have his head examined.
He had very
and
;
Mirthfulness
large Language,
large
but, with Ideality small, he was talkative
and humorous, without proper taste or
good judgment in his fun. Yet, on the
whole, he had a pretty fair character. I ex
amined his head and gave him hischart."
" ' Now,
you say I am honest,' he said.

Do you believe it ? '
"'Certainly,' I replied.
" '
Very well, I will come in to-morrow
and pay you for this examination.'
'

"

'All

right,'

I

said, and out he marched.

My amanuensis laughed, as much as to
'
'
say, You are caught for once ; but I had
no fear. His Conscientiousness was large,
but I didn't rely on that so much as I did
on his

large Approbativeness.

I

knew

EXAMINATION FOR WHAT?

EX/ MINATION

a

mands proof to sustain it. Of course
we don't deny that every one knows
good deal about himself and his dispo-

;

;

a

is

;

he
eminently qualified to instruct the
person examined, and to correct his er
roneous estimates of himself.
A person who
sick or indisposed
but may not know
quite conscious of
what parts are affected, or to what ex
tent, or the best means to be adopted for
recovery, and through this ignorance may
aggravate his complaint; but the skillful
physician can instruct his patient upon
these points, and convince him of his
mistakes.
So the phrenologist
able to
indicate the causes of mental deviations,
such as extreme fear, bashfulness, cruelty,

is

is

is

and excessive pride, with all the other
peculiarities of an inharmonious charac
ter and to point out the best means to
attain a higher standard, which most
people desire, but don't
right-minded
know how to compass.
the time most
The period of youth
appropriate for the investigation and coun
sel of
practical phrenologist, for then
the mind
least biased, and most willing
to be led. But the importance of, and
is

is

it,

and what I can do, than a phrenologist
can tell me?" and when we assure him
that a skillful examiner can reveal to him
more of his own mind, and his peculiari
ties and abilities than he is conscious of
possessing, he either denies the assertion,
or makes further inquiries.
The easiest and most obvious answer
to the query is, that an examination will
inform the person of something he did
not know before. This summary dispo
however,
sition of
nothing more
than an assertion, and the inquirer de

dividual embraces his own ideas of him
self as in most cases paramount to all
others.
These obliquities exist more or
less in all minds
for
hardly possible
that the judgment of any one upon him
few par
self can be correct except in
Therefore, the knowledge
ticulars.
of
one's self imparted by a capable phrenol
ogist, not only informs one of what he
but, as he possesses in his mind infor
mation of the highest and best developed
that
constitute a model,
proportions

it,

of lasting importance.
After having met our advice and argu
ment with his question, the objector
usually goes on to say, " Don't you think
I know as much or more about myself

tual capabilities, and are oftentimes de
fective and erroneous as regards their self
ish, social, and religious feelings
for,
until standard of the mind, in all its as
known or believed in, each in
pects,

is

discussion of details not directly connect
ed with the question.
The interrogatory is not only advanced
in the science of
by the disbeliever
mind, but also by those who have a slight
acquaintance with the subject, and con
sent to its truth, as far as their knowl
The person who asks the
edge extends.
question, generally does so in perfectly
good faith, and from a desire to have it
disposed of satisfactorily to his own un
derstanding ; and the probable result of
producing conviction in his mind is, that
he will, at the earliest convenience, pro
cure that knowledge which we endeavor
to impress upon him, and which will be

WHAT?

a

by a person not a student of the
science of mind, who is advised to seek
the services of a practical phrenologist is,
What will be the use of a phrenological
examination to me ?"
We shall endeavor
to answer this important and pertinent
query in the clearest and most convinc
ing manner we can command, without a

FOR

but we do say that many of
sitions
the estimates formed by young persons
of their characters are extremely incor
rect, especially as regards their intellec

is
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/^VNE of the most natural questions put

a

A

Sure enough,

is,

power of a six-mule team.

back he came the next day, and paid mc
the money. Then the laugh was on my
side."

it

the prospect of gratifying his passion for
praise would draw him back with the

I/O

is

A PHRENOLOGICAL

;
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the benefits which may result from, a full
phrenological examination are not limit
ed by age, unless we carry our discussion
far into the decline of life, when they
are of least moment, unless the individ
ual has a good knowledge of the phi
losophy of mind.
It is almost superfluous to say that
as we speak of,
such an examination
will be of the greatest use to one who is
well read in the principles of Phrenol
ogy, but we intend our remarks more
especially for those who have not studied
the subject, and can not, therefore, know
its virtues.

Although all knowledge is useful, un
less it leads to evil, yet that knowledge
is of pre-eminent utility which not only
increases our mental possessions, but at
the same time can be put into practice
to augment our happiness, or abridge our
discontent.

We think this position will
for the ration

be accepted as self-evident,

al effect and end of knowledge seems to
be to increase the happiness and useful
This is the knowl
ness of mankind.
which
it
is
the
glory of Phrenology
edge
to confer, for, like charity, "it blesses
him that gives and him that takes."
The objector to a phrenological ex
amination for his child, urges, as an ob
jection, that if the child possesses natu
ral tendencies to particular pursuits they
are sure to make themselves prominent,
and he concludes that an examination
in this case would be of no possible use.
The objection, however, is only par
tially true ; that is to say, if a child is
endowed with some faculties predomi
nantly active, they will be likely to mani
fest themselves, and even surmount great
obstacles, but the majority of children
are not born with genius thrust upon
them, and it is to this class that our ex
All
planations here particularly apply.
children are more apt at some studies
than at others, and most children can at
tain a proficiency in several subjects, and
in these, if the faculties are exercised at
school, they will display themselves.
But it must be remembered that there
are many subjects which are never taught
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at school, except in their rudiments, if at
all. In all these cases an examination
would reveal the fact as to how far a
child would be capable of succeeding in
pursuits that do not come into the ordi
nary curriculum of a school education.
But even supposing the child to be led
naturally to study at school those sub
jects for which it is best adapted, the
intellect does not employ the whole of
the brain, nor the principal part of it, but
in this department the knowledge that
certain powers were possessed, although
the individual was conscious of his
ability in these, yet a phrenological con
firmation of their presence would be a very
great support, and would inspire him
with greater confidence. Besides, if the
child or youth has an evenly-developed
brain in the Intellectual region, the edu
cation he is then receiving may be only
partially adapted to the circumstances
in which he may be placed after leaving
school, which in a great number of in
stances is discovered too late in life to
be advantageous ; whereas, a prior knowl
edge of his fitness or unfitness for cer
tain pursuits would have enabled him
to choose the circumstances best adapted
to his capacities.
This knowledge might
thus be of inestimable value in the saving
of time, means, and comfort, and often
of reputation.
So that a full phrenolog
ical examination would
give definite
information concerning the intellectual
abilities, and what is of quite as much,

or even more importance, it would also
enlighten the individual, and his parents
and teachers upon his moral, religious,
and selfish feelings, capabilities, and idi
osyncrasies ; and teach him and them
how to pursue the best methods for the
reformation
or correction of improper
tendencies of the mind and character.
It can hardly be insisted upon too
strenuously that childhood is the most
appropriate time for the services of a
Indeed the bene
practical phrenologist.
fits that may accrue from his knowledge,
then, may be incalculable ;
imparted
whereas the later in life his services are se
cured the less maybe theirpractical utility.
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A PHRENOLOGICAL EXAMINATION FOR WHATT

Concisely expressed, a phrenological ex
amination (and we include in this the con
stitutional organization and its powers)
would teach the youth in detail, and
with great precision, his qualifications for
the important duties of life, as an intel
lectual, social, religious, and physical

I

being. And this knowledge will vastly
supersede that possessed by a young
person of himself, which at the best is

I

fragmentary and partial, and very much
of it is always erroneous ; for all are blind
to some of their own faults, and gener
ally deaf to the monitions of particular
virtuous emotions.
We shall now leave the period of
school-days, and try to show the impor
tance of a phrenological examination to
those of maturer age.
Whoever has come in contact with
many young people — young men especial
ly — knows how often they are perplex
ed in selecting a profession, and how
often after making their choice, and
spending some time in it, they complain
of their dislike, if not incapacity for it.

\

I

Many mistakes are made in following a
pursuit for life, because youths are fre
quently urged to it by the wish of their
parents, and in numerous other cases
the principal cause of selecting a pursuit,
is the expectation of enormous gains,
and the hope to amass wealth.

-

The application of a phrenological ex
amination at this period of life would
enable the individual to choose that pro
fession for which he has been best adapt
ed by his innate capabilities.
The object
or can not reasonably use the argumen^
as stated previously, that the natural ca
pacities will be sufficient to direct the
person into the proper sphere ; for it is a
notorious fact that in multitudes of cases,
interest, inclinations, and influence are a
fertile source of almost irreparable mis

I

takes.

I

J

At

this important and critical period,
the practical application of a phrenological
analysis of the character can not be over
estimated, for it would supply definite in
formation for indefinite, and put into the
hands of the individual a chart by which

i

i8r

he might avoid many serious errors, which..
under other circumstances, would be in
evitable, and, perhaps, amount to a total
shipwreck.
Lastly, having endeavored, upon ra
tional grounds, to show the importance
and advisability of a phrenological
examination to children, and youth, when
such knowledge of themselves is calcula
ted to be of inestimable value, we shall
conclude in more general terms, indicat
ing the applicability of such a knowl
edge to every period of life.
We must candidly confess to the in
herent difficulty of proving our position,
owing to the fact that the unprofessional
reader is unacquainted with the language
of Phrenology, and the subject itself. So
that what is most obvious to one with a
slight knowledge of the question, especial
ly if possessed of a delineation of his own
faculties, becomes, under the circum
stances indicated, a reversed picture.
If
it would strengthen the argument, testi
mony in volumes might be adduced in its
behalf, but the fact is, no argument is so
satisfactory as a thorough phrenological
I know many persons
examination itself.
who have availed themselves of the skill
of the practical phrenologist, and I never
knew one who regretted it, but, on the
contrary, they were not only delighted
with the accuracy of his information, but
were surprised at its comprehensiveness,
as it made them intelligently realize many
truths about themselves which, previous
ly, were dark and perplexing.
In some respects the person possessing
the mental portrait we speak of, is in a
similar condition to that of a mariner, who
has maps and charts of the course he in
tends to sail for a distant haven, and who
possesses also a vast fund of information
on navigation, astrology, and meteorology, by the aid of which, with a good ship

and compass, and all the other necessary
appliances, he is enabled to proceed with
every reasonable assurance of safety ; now
avoiding adverse currents and treacherous
reefs, and then proceeding cautiously in
obscuring fogs and tempestuous weather
— never neglecting the sun, the north
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star, the sounding line, and the compass —
and eventually reaching his destination.
So likewise a phrenological examination
will be found to be a map and chart of
the individual, laid down upon the safest
principles of projection, and dealing with
the world of mind in both hemispheres.
It really is a compass indicating in every
some quarter of the mental
position
heavens, for it points to every degree of
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the mind most minutely. It is not limited
to any situation of life, but it embraces
every faculty in the animal, moral, in
tellectual, and religious departments of
the mind, and is the surest index we can
possess to accomplish the purposes for
which our natural endowments qualify
us, as interpreters
of, and co-operators
with, the natural laws established by the
Creator.
thomas turner.

INTERNATIONAL PRISON REFORM.
No.
Interesting correspondence between
M. Charles Lucas, Member of the Insti
tute of France, and Dr. E. C. Wines,
Honorary President of the Prison Con
gress of Stockholm.

May

N. Y.(
31,

those great men about the same time ; it
was a discovery born of the spirit and
progress of the age.
We speak of men who advance their
age, and impress their individual charac
ter on their generation.
This is true in
a certain sense

II. Letter of Dr. Wines.
Irvington-on-Hudson,

II.

1879.

Yet it
)

\

My Dear Mr. Charles Lucas:
A THOUSAND thanks for your kind
and cordial letter of the 14th instant.
Is it not curious that two persons, at the
distance of three thousand miles apart,
separated by the wide-rolling ocean, and
without a word of consultation or even
inter-communication,
should
propose,
each to himself, a work, to a certain ex
tent, of the same sort, and on the same
general subject ?
Well, I will answer my own question,
and answer it in the negative : it is
neither curious nor strange ! There is a
general progress of humanity, of such
a character, and so potent in evoking
thought and invention, that it is no
longer a rare, but common fact, that dif
ferent persons in the same and even in
different countries, working quite inde
pendently of each other, discover the

same things — the same secrets of nature,
or the same truths in the realm of mind
and morals. Who is ignorant of the con
Newton or Leibnitz
troversy whether
discovered the differential calculus ? No
-doubt the discovery was made by both

and to a certain degree.

is rather a popular than a scientific

mode of speaking.
The persons so de
scribed are but men, who have best com
prehended and best expressed the domi
nant idea of their times. They have but
brought to light and made manifest what
their age carried in its bosom. They
have concentrated, so to speak, in the
burning-glass of their genius, some rays
of truth which, previously
dispersed
through the world, had not yet been

The whole
discovered
True,
geometry as really as Euclid.
not
these men were
contemporaries, and
the
is not exactly in
example
therefore
is
to
this extent : it
But
it
good
point.
shows that different minds, by their own
independent action, may reach the same
So some of the most important
truths.
principles of convict treatment have had
discoverers in different countries and
continents, working without knowledge
It would be easy
of each other's labors.
to cite cases, but that would occupy both
time and space unnecessarily, for ex
amples will rise, unbidden, to every one
In all an
familiar with the subject.
tiquity I know of but one suggestion even
looking toward the reformation of crim
able to kindle it into a blaze.
world knows that Pascal

INTERNA TIONAL PRISON REFORM.
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It

was from

Plato, the thinker

for all times

; probably only a passing
thought in his own great and noble in
tellect, without so much as stirring a
ripple on the dead sea of human sym
pathy and effort in that direction.
The
world was not ripe for such an idea, and
still less for the action required to give
it effect.
It was a proposition impossible
to be realized, or even to be grasped, in

the then condition of humanity.
Allow me to express to you the ex
treme gratification afforded by the assur
ance conveyed in your letter, that you
propose an immediate revision, readjust
ment, and republication of your two
great works, each in three volumes, pub
lished respectively in the years 1828 and
It shows a wonderful courage on
1836.
your part to begin such a labor on the
verge, I think, of eighty, if indeed you
have not already passed that limit. Fer
vently do I join my prayers to yours that

it may please the good Lord to spare
your life to complete this great under

18J

useful innovations — such, I mean, as may
really claim the character of reforms.
Why, then, has she been outstripped in
this race by the Eastern world, which is
so much less pliant and receptive, so
much more wedded to the old and the
traditional ? The solution is not far to
seek.
The most formidable obstacle to
prison reform in this country is one quite
unknown to the experience of Europe : I
refer to that pestilent political influence
which dominates the penitentiary admin
istration of all, or nearly all, the States of
the Union. From this come incessant
changes in the personnel of the prison,
and thence an instability and fickleness
of convict treatment, which is fatal to
progress, and makes real and, above all,
permanent penitentiary reform well-nigh
an impossibility.
But there is, on this
point, in almost all the States, a healthy,
safer
though
gradual, and therefore
growth of public opinion in the right
direction ; a fact which is made abun
dantly evident in my chapters on the in
dividual States of the American Union.
has never been much
Pennsylvania

That the first of these works —
taking.
The Penitentiary System of Europe and
America — should need a reconstruction,
troubled with politics as a controlling
after the lapse of fifty years, is by no power in her prisons.
New York has of
means strange.
But that the second — late made a notable advance in this re
The Theory of Imprisonment — a work in gard. So have a few other States in a
the truest and highest sense monumental,
less degree.
But California, that sits
should need material modifications, is, to like a queen on the shores of the Pacific,
has, herein, taken the lead of all her
my mind, not so clear. On the contrary,
it seems to me that, since the appear
sister States. She has inserted an article
ance of this last-named work, France has
in her newly-framed constitution which
not had, nor has it to-day, much to seek removes her prison administration
from
for in the way of light on the question of the political arena, and makes it perma
nent in the hands of competent officials.
imprisonment.
In what you say of the comparative
The tenure of office is during good be
for life.
reform, both havior; that is, practically,
progress in penitentiary
theoretical and practical, made severally
When this malign influence shall have
by Europe and the United States, I am been eliminated in all the States, as it
sorry to be compelled to agree with you. ultimately will be by the force of public
There is, unhappily for America, no ques
opinion, prison reform will, I am sure,

tion on this point. Yet I maintain stoutly,
that there is no country in the world
where prison reform ought to advance
at a more rapid pace than in the United
States, considering the nature of her in
stitutions, the energy of her people, and
the ready hospitality given by her to all

advance in America with a rapidity and
solidity thus far unknown in any other

part of the world.
I was about to dissent from the next
proposition in your letter, to the effect
that the sole theory of imprisonment is
that issued by you in France, in 1836.

I
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was going to contest that claim, by re
calling the Code of Prison Discipline and
Reform, with its explanatory introduc
tion, published some ten years before
yours by my countryman, Edward Living
ston. But, on a closer inspection of
your manuscript, I saw that the remark
applied only to Europe, and that America
was not comprehended by it. Neverthe
less, since Mr. Livingston's name has
thus been incidentally brought up, allow
me a word or two on that eminent man
You, my dear
and his immortal work.
sir, of all men, would be the last to
detract from the supremacy of Living
ston's genius or writings ; for have you
not embalmed both in your incomparable
preface to the edition of his works, pub
lished in Paris in 1872?
A half century
ago, as you may remember, it was quite
the fashion in Europe to decry America
as in a condition
of rapid intellectual
decadence ; a feeling that was crystallized
in the stereotyped interrogatory which
" Who
became a proverb in England,
"
reads an American book ?
When that
feeling was at its height, a European
friend of this country, on hearing America
reproached with this mental deteriora
tion, defended her by pointing to two
then recent issues from the American
press — the work of Livingston on prison
reform, and the proclamation of General
Jackson, then President of the Union,
on South Carolina's nullification of the
national laws — not knowing that both
were emanations from the same pen,
propelled by the genius of the great
American jurist and codifier ! Your
theory of imprisonment is broader and
has more of a practical character than
Livingston's code of prison discipline
and reform : for Livingston was purely a
thinker; you are a doer, as well as
'
thinker.
Livingston was a man of ideas ;
you are a man of action, as well as
thought. Livingston theorized ; your role
has been to apply, at the same time that
Still, Livingston's
you made theories.
system, with some omissions, was sub
stantially complete ; and it was the first
-complete system of prison discipline ever
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formulated.
What he himself says of it
is as true as it is beautiful : " The reca
pitulation of the several institutions em
braced by the code of reform and prison
discipline," he says, "has been made to
show their close connection, and that
each part is necessary to carry into effect
the great object of the system, that an
omission of any one wouU', in a great
measure, defeat the good effect that
If
might be expected from the others.
we mean to guard the community from
the inroads of crime, every avenue must
be defended.
A besieged city, fortified
on one side, leaving the others open to
hostile attacks, would be a just image of
a country in which laws are made to
eradicate offenses by punishments only,
while they invite them by neglect of
education, by toleration of mendicity,
idleness, vagrancy, and the corrupting
associations of the accused before trial,

conviction. Yet such is
the lamentable state of criminal juris
prudence, that all nations are more or
less in this state.
Here great severity is
used to punish offenses, but no means
are provided to prevent them ; their mild
punishments and a reformatory discipline
are applied after judgment ; but severe
asso
imprisonment and contaminating
ciations are indiscriminately inflicted on
the innocent and the guilty before trial.
Between some States the contest seems
to be, which shall raise the greatest
revenue from the labor of the convicts ;
in others, the object is to degrade and
make them feel their misery. Nowhere
has a system been established consisting
of a connected series of institutions,
founded on the same principles and
directed to the same end ; nowhere is
criminal jurisprudence
treated
as a
science. What goes by that name conun
sists of a collection of
dissimilar,
connected, sometimes conflicting expe
dients to punish different offenses as
they happen to prevail ; of experiments,
directed by no principle, to try the effect
of different penalties; of permanent laws
to repress temporary evils ; of discretion
ary power, sometimes with the blindest
as well as after
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confidence vested in the judge and at
others with the most criminal negligence
given to an officer of executive justice.
All these and other incongruities would
cease, were the lawgiver to form correct
principles; announce them for his own
guidance and that of his successors ; and,
with them constantly before his eyes,
arrange his system of criminal jurispru
dence into its natural divisions, by pro
viding for the poor, employing the idle,
educating the ignorant, defining offenses
and designating their punishment, regu
lating the mode of procedure for pre
venting crimes, and prosecuting offend
ers, and giving precise rules for the
government and discipline of prisoners."
The aim of all this would be, that in
struction - might be promoted ; idleness
prevented ; vice repressed ; vagrancy
abated ; crimes diminished ; and the sum
of human happiness increased.
The fame of Edward Livingston is
cherished by America as one of her
richest treasures, her most precious jew
els.
She feels that penitentiary science
debt of grati
owes an inextinguishable
tude to this great expounder, discoverer
lie might almost be called, of the humane
principles which have since been every
where accepted as their true and best
guide by reformers of criminal jurispru
Mr.
dence and prison administration.
moral
his
and
genius
Livingston, by
elevation, anticipated by half a century
the ideas which are now beginning,
thanks largely to your own wise and per
sistent labors, to assert their force with
some degree of energy, in a practical
and
application to prison organization
prison discipline. The work of this great
American is a monument of broad learn
ing, profound thinking, lofty sentiment,

and practical wisdom ; an honor to the
country of which he was so distinguished
a citizen, and to humanity itself, to which
he furnished so noble an example.
In his historical notice, prefixed to the
French edition of Livingston's work, M.
Mignet has referred to the destruction
His
by fire of the original manuscript.
statement is in part defective and in part

j

j

Even the account of this
calamity by Mr. Hunt, the American
biographer of Livingston, is meagre and
without details. I venture, therefore, to
give you the recital, as I received it from
the lips of the late Mrs. Barton, daughter
erroneous.

of the illustrious jurist. Mr. Livingrton,
with his wife and his daughter, then just
approaching womanhood, were guests at
the Astor House, New York.
He had
worked late that night, giving the last
touches to his book.
Having completed
this task, he returned, after midnight, to
the apartments of his wife and daughter,
and announced that all was done, and
the manuscript would be placed in the
hands of the printer early on the morrow.
All hearts were filled with gladness, and
warm congratulations were interchanged.
They retired, but had scarcely fallen
asleep, when they were aroused by the cry
of fire in the corridors of the hotel.
Remarking that he feared that his manu
script might be burned up, Mr. Livingston
hastened to the room where he had left
the work (original draft and engrossed
copy), only to find that all had been con
sumed by the flames, to the last word
and letter.
He returned to wife and
daughter with the sad tale. Both ladies
were filled with anguish, and wept bit
Mr. Livingston embraced them
terly.
tenderly, soothing their grief and drying
their tears with the remark, made in all
the brightness
and gentleness of his
nature, " You will see it rise again, like
the phoenix from her ashes." The next
morning he arose quietly at an early hour,
went to a stationer's shop, purchased the
necessary materials, and set himself to the
"with improve
task of reproducing,
ments," his burnt essay.
When Mrs.
Livingston and daughter arose, he had
already made a fair start in the work.
He justified to them this early beginning
by saying that if he postponed a com
mencement, he feared that he would never
have the courage to begin at all. Well does
M. Mignet remark on this wonderful dis

play of energy. Faint hearts regret; strong
wills rebuild." [Les ames faiblesrcgrettent,
les 1uolontte

vigoureuses reparenf\.
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a

very limited
only incidentally and to
far
as the in
historical,
so
except
degree,
Yours will be
concerned.
troduction
essentially historical, and your descrip
tions will come in only as incidental to
Mine will be study of the
the history.
present yours a study of the past, with
occasional incursions, so to speak, into
each other's domain.
Yours, with sincerest respect and friend
E. C. WINES.
ship,

According to Sir William Gull, Queen
Victoria's physician, and of course emi
it
is

better, in case
nent in his profession,
of fatigue from overwork, to eat raisins
In his testimony
than resort to alcohol.
before the Lord's Commission in London,
few months ago, he affirmed " that in
stead of flying to alcohol, as many people
do when exhausted, they might very well
drink water, or they might very well take
food and they would be verv much bet
FEe added, as
ter without the alcohol."
to the form of food he himself resorts to,
"in case of fatigue from overwork,
would say that
am thus fatigued, my
cat the raisins
food
very simple
instead of taking the wine. For thirty
have had large experience in this
years
to my
have recommended
practice.
It
limited experi
personal friends.
ence, but
believe
very good and
valuable testi
true experience."
This
mony, we know of none better from
to
medical source, and we commend
the thoughtful consideration of all those
who are in the habit of resorting to " a
little wine for thy stomach's sake, and
thine often infirmities."

I

if
I

/

;

it

is a

it

is

it is

I

I

which cost souls as well as
money ? But this abuse will come to an
end — must come to an end — or the
work of prison reform will never be com
Five hundred in one prison is
pleted.
the highest maximum that can be toler
ated ; and three hundred would be better.
Your speech, pronounced at the organ
ization of the National Prison Society of
France, as the veteran in this work, and
that of Mr. Dufaure, as president of the
society of the first stated meeting, I had
already read before you called my atten
tion to them — read them more than
once — with equal interest, instruction,
and delight. They are incisive, eloquent,
and ringing, in the highest degree. Of M.
Dufaure
as of all his oratorical efforts,
so exact in ex
may be said that
pression, and so perfect in construction,

economies

there
danger that public opinion will
make that mistake.
You have with perfect exactness stated
our relative position as authors, in these
" identity
essays, by saying that we have
of aim, without identity of plan." My
work will be essentially descriptive, and

;

" State of Prisons," I think you will
my
admit that I have done justice to France
as respects her studies and her efforts in
this field of social science and reform.
I am in entire accord with you in what
you say of those excessive agglomera
tions of convicts, which are the disgrace
and the bane of so many prisons in so
many lands. This abuse is kept up on
the plea of economy. When will nations
learn that there are economies which are
immensely costly ; nay, more, and worse,

no doubt just and
severally in hand,
true. But since we are not competitors
and only earnest and loving co-workers
do not believe
in the same great cause,

is

perhaps, have something to say
Maconochie-Crofton plan, by
the
But
way of protest and counter-claim.
I will leave those countries to speak for
themselves. At all events, when you read
the historical introduction prefixed to

would,
on

there had been one word more, it
that
one word
would have been too much
less, too little.
What you say of the ill effect that
public opinion should
would ensue,
come to look upon us as competitor.
rivals, in the two works which we have

I

general prison society of France ; a
speech which, as you notice, I had myself
the pleasure to hear. I do not know
what response Sweden might put in on
and
behalf of her royal philosopher
prison reformer, King Oscar I. England
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a

As regards precedence among European
nations touching the matter of theories
I will not enter the
of imprisonment,
lists. Belgium seems to have yielded
the point at the mouth of her representa
tive man, by the extract which you offer
from the speech of M. Stevens at the
meeting of the 5th June, 1878, of the
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THE UTILITY OF PHRENOLOGY.
[An oration delivered at the annual
entertainment of the Ciceronian Literary
Society, of Denison University, Granville,
Ohio, March 21, 1879, by L. D. Rogers.]
A S we look around us what a variety
of mental manifestations we behold !
In one the love of glory is the dominant
feeling ; another is deaf to the voice of
The
censure, and callous to applause.
soul of one melts with softest pity at a
tale of woe ; while the eye of another
One
never sheds a sympathetic tear.
spends his life in the eager pursuit of
wealth, which he stops not to enjoy;
while another scatters in wasteful prodi
gality the substance of his sires, and
perishes in want from a mere incapacity
to retain.
One vast intellect like New
ton's, fathoms the profundities of science ;
while the mind of another can scarcely
grope its way through the daily occur
rences of life.
The towering imagina
tion of a Shakespeare or a Milton soars
beyond the boundaries of sublunary space;
while the sterile fancy of a clown sees
no beauty in the heavens, and love
liness on the earth. The mind of one,
the embodiment of Christian virtues, rises
into the ethereal realms of the pure, the
good, and the true ; while that of an
other, the very opposite, descends into
the debasing channels of vice, wicked
ness, and crime.
In view of these and many other pecu
liarities of mind and heart, some inter
questions arise.
esting and important
What is the source of this wide diversity
of mental characteristics ? is a question of
deep interest to the scientist, as well as
the Christian philanthropist.
No great
part of this diversity can be attributed to
education and external influences alone.
For education, under the most trying
circumstances, could never transform a
mediocre into a Newton, a Franklin, or
an Edison ; and all the religious influ
ence in Christendom could never make a
Nero, a Bunyan, or a Howard. This di
versity is of profounder origin, and, until
that origin is fully determined and gener

ally understood, the influence of educa
tion and religion must be limited, and
all efforts of humanity to rise to a higher
moral and intellectual plane must be for
the most part unsuccessful.
To know the moral and intellectual pe
culiarities and tendencies of persons be
fore becoming the victim of their pas
sions and incapacity, must be inestimable
knowledge to every intelligent being.
How much value is it to you, business
man, to know whom to trust, and whom
not to trust ? How much does it add to
your success, physician, to always know
the mental peculiarities of your patients ?
How much more easily can you carry
your point, lawyer, if you know just what
to appeal to in each juror to win him to
your side of the case ? How much, minis
ter of the Gospel, does it augment your
power, and extend your influence for good,
to know the most accessible avenues to
the hearts of your hearers ? How much
happiness would it be to you, fond parent,
to know the peculiarities and special ten
dencies of the mind of your darling off
spring, that you might be able to check
the evil tendencies, and cherish the good
before they become permanent and fixed
in their natures?
How much, educator,
it
add
to
would
your power to instruct, to
know the moral and mental peculiarities
of your pupils ? How much importance
is it to you, young lady, to know the dis
position of him who seeks your heart
and hand ? How much will it affect your
success, young man, just entering upon
the active duties of life, to see yourself
as others see you ; to know your strong
points and your weak ones ; to know in
what pursuits you will succeed, and in
what others you will fail ?
No one will deny that such knowledge
is essential to the successful leader of
men in any sphere of life, and that it is
of the highest importance alike to the
business man, the physician, the lawyer,
the clergyman, and the educator.
The next question that naturally arises
is, where can such knowledge be found ?
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any system of philosophy, is carefully to
Search the curriculum of every institu
tion of learning throughout the land, from ascertain its claims, and impartially com
the lowest grade to the highest, and you pare them in the light of admitted truths,
find it not. Scan the field of ancient and regardless of popular opinion.
Search the philos
Phrenology is a system of mental phi
modern philosophy.
ophies of Locke and of Hume, of Reid, of losophy founded upon the structure of the
It claims to unfold the relations
Stewart, of Brown, and of a host of others, brain.
the
of
the
mind
to its physical instrumentali
and you search in vain. Read
pages
Scott,
Addison,
and
reveal
the disposition of natu
;
of
ties
to
of Shakespeare, of
of Dickens ; you may, indeed, find there ral talents, and special tendencies of
mind from the form, quality, and size of
the lineaments of mind traced with per
fect tact and exhibited with matchless the brain.
The metaphysicians
have rejected
You may, also, find
beauty and effect.
correct and striking pictures of good men,
Phrenology upon the erroneous ground
and of bad men, but they do not enable that it materializes mind ; while, on the
other hand, the physiologists have not ac
us to discover, previously to experience,
whether any particular individual belongs cepted it because they are unable, with
to the one class or the other — a matter their present knowledge of the functions
of extreme importance — because, in the of the brain, to prove or disprove it, ab
course of gaining experience, we encoun
solutely, from a purely physiological
ter the risk of suffering the greatest ca
stand-point.
lamities. In short, poets and novelists
But another decade, however, fraught
describe men as they do the weather. In with as many discoveries in mental physi
their pages they make the storm rage ology as the one just past ; a few more
with terrific energy, or the sun shine with experiments of the electric excitability
the softest radiance. But they do not of the brain ; and a few more discoveries
enable us to discover whether to-morrow
like that of aphasia, must compel the
the elements will war, or the zephyrs most obstinate opponents to accept it, as
play. And, without this power, we can a true and established science.
not put to sea with the certainty of favor
But let it be remembered that Phre
ing gales, or remain in port without
nology does not owe its origin to physi
the risk of losing winds that would have ology, but was discovered by the observa
wafted us to the wished-for shore.
tion of the correspondence of certain de
is, however, one system of velopments
There
of the brain with certain
mental philosophy which claims to fur
mental manifestations.
By this method
nish this most desirable knowledge, one of observation and deduction, the sci
which has been almost universally mis
ences of botany, of chemistry, of geology,
interpreted, and likewise almost univers
and of astronomy have been evolved.
then," as Silliman says,
ally ridiculed — that one founded by Dr. " Phrenology,
" stands exactly like the other sciences
Gall, known as Phrenology.
But the criterion by which to judge of of observation, upon the bases of phenom
ena, and their observed correspondence
the merits of any system of philosophy
or unpopularity.
is not its popularity
with a theory which is deduced from
This is evident in the history of every them."
If, therefore, Phrenology be true, as we
The earth revolved
great discovery.
upon its axis as surely in the days of think we have good reasons to believe it
Galileo as it does now, but for advocat
to be, it must, eventually, take its rank
ing such a theory Galileo was charged as the science of sciences, and the philos
with promulgating heretical and unphilo- ophy of philosophies — as a science
sophical ideas, and was condemned by a which, not only, furnishes the correct
council
of cardinals.
The only way, physiology of the brain, but embraces
therefore, to arrive at a correct view of the entire ground of mental and moral
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philosophy, and forms the basis of edu
cation, legislation, and jurisprudence — a
science
pregnant with more important
influences than all the revelations of
Galileo, Harvey, or Newton ; unfolding
as it does the secret springs of thought
and revealing man's mixed moral and
nature, enabling us, as it
intellectual
were, to throw our own and external nat
ure into one mighty syllogism, and educe
human duty, human rights, and human
destiny.

GERMAN

true,

then justly
does the eighth edition of the Encyclope
dia Britannica state that to it must be
conceded the grand merit of having en
forced the inductive
method of in
into
mental
and thus
philosophy,
quiry
laid the permanent foundation of a true
mental science ; and correct, then, were
the views of Horace Mann, when he' said
that he looked upon Phrenology as the
guide to philosophy and the handmaid
to Christianity.
be

TY 'E OF HEAD.

T T is a principle in Phrenology that
the size of the head, other condi
tions being equal, is a measure of mental
power. And it is also a principle that
the size of different
parts of the
brain indicate the strength of certain
characteristics of the mind.
man type of head is round,
large amount of brain in the
gion, and middle section of
above and about the ears.

If Phrenology

The Ger
showing a
basilar re
the head,

have occurred in the county of
The'
Hampden, State of Massachusetts.
first one occurred in Westfield, in De
cember, 1857, when a German, named
Stoub, killed his wife and two children
by cutting their throats, and then com
mitted suicide by drowning.
This oc
curred in the hard times of that period,
and. Stoub was out of employment, being
a cigar-maker, and fearing poverty, com
mitted the crimes of murder and suicide ;
caused, doubtless, by a diseased state
of Destructiveness,
partial
producing
kind

This form
noticeable
from Luther down to
Bismarck.
And when this form of head
is combined
with strong intellectual
Another case, of recent occur
insanity.
faculties, it gives indomitable power over rence, is that of Kemmler, who killed his
the empire of mind, and the ability to two children in Holyokc, delivered him
self up to the authorities, and is now in
conquer opposition, and sway the destiny
of nations.
Especially does this form of the Springfield jail, awaiting his trial for
head give precedence to the possessor
murder.
We have examined the heads
when contending
forces meet on the of these murderers, and both indicated a
field of battle ; and England to-day looks
of Destructiveness.
large development
with well-guarded suspicion, if not with Both, we think, were partially insane,
fear, upon the military power of Germany.
and having this form of head, their im
This form of head also leads to a love of pulse led them to commit the tragical
witnessing deeds of violence, and when deeds above alluded to.
p. L. BUELI..
unduly excited, gives an inclination to
destroy life. Dr. Gall mentions the case
of a clergyman, a native and resident of
The Price of Brains. — Judge ComGermany, who was so fond of public ex
stock, of Syracuse, who was counsel in
ecutions, that he on one occasion walked
the famous Vanderbilt will case, charged
twenty-five miles to see a man hanged.
The round head gives great breadth $50,000 for his services, and Mr. William
H. Vanderbilt promptly sent a check for
between the ears, indicating a large de
that amount.
Henry L. Clinton, who
velopment of the organ of Destructivein
the case, sent in his bill
ness ; and when this faculty is unduly was attorney
for
and
Mr. Vanderbilt declined
excited, or morbidly active, it leads to
$250,000,
such
an
to
Two cases of this
pay
extravagant amount.
murder and suicide.
is
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PHRENOLOGICAL
BREAKING

A

" T HEARD

much in my childhood
about the importance of ' breaking
a child's will.' The human will was regard
ed as something essentially bad in itself,
and therefore to be broken down and sub
dued,' as a colt is broken to the harness,
-*-

before the work of culture and of building
up by education could fairly be com
menced. This, also, is the view and prac
tice of many teachers.
They enter the
school-room rod in hand, and break down
the obstinate will before commencing to
educate. As a teacher myself I acted upon
this theory for many years, but gradually
discovered that the rod was not the most
efficient agent in school government.
The most forcible suggestion I ever re
ceived upon this subject, however, was
from a father who remarked, concerning
the training of his son, that his first care
was to cultivate and maintain in the boy
will. Knowing the boy as I did,
I felt an interest in watching his future
He
development under such a theory.
had inherited a very strong will, which
he sometimes manifested in a disagreeable
way ; but the father, while governing him
sternly in matters of great importance,
was careful to do it in such a manner as
to strengthen rather than crush out his
obstinate temper.
At the same time his
physical health received the greatest at
tention.
He was educated at home in
order that there might be time enough
for recreation, and the whole summer
was spent at the sea-side or in the coun
There was thus produced one of
try.
the strongest, ruddiest, most enterpris
ing, and most obstinate boys ever raised
in a great city.
Finally, at the age of
thirteen, this little Hercules was sent for
the first time to school — to a public
school, where there was no favoritism or
of - childish obstinacy.
I
indulgence
watched the result with interest.
Such
a boy would not cease to be obstinate ;
but to what good or bad use would his
obstinacy be turned? Would he prove
the leader in mischief, or in scholarship,
for a leader of some sort he must be.
a strong
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WILL.

Proud, ambitious, plucky, and obstinate,
what would he be or do in the school
room ? I can answer this question.
He
threw himself into the work with all the
energy and obstinacy that had character
ized him in his sports, and took and
maintained the front rank in a class of
to a
fifty, passing at each examination
higher grade. His unconquered nature
could not submit to take a second rank,
and so he bravely stepped to the front
and maintained himself there, and this
not only in scholarship, but in deport
ment. He was never tardy, never absent,
and always at or near the head of every
This is but a single example, it is
class.
true, and from it no general conclusion
can be drawn ; but it has served to
strengthen my own faith in the sterner
elements of human nature, and to make
me respect even the obstinacy of unde
veloped childhood. It is not badness, it
is the iron in the blood that is needed to
give consistency and durability to the
Alas, for that nat
whole constitution.
which
the
iron
ure from
has been elimi
nated ! Let us have rather the obstinate
will, the ambitious spirit, the soldier fit
for battle." — Herald of Health.
The foregoing is full of good sense,
judged according to the usual idea of the
will. " Breaking the will" is really break
ing down the child's self-hood, his resolu
tion, courage, dignity, and making of him
a craven.
Sometimes the attempt to
break the will in boy or horse, produces
not a yieldiug, graceful surrender, but a
hard, dogged, reckless obstinacy.
In fact, the will of man or child grows

A strong
out of intelligence or choice.
will comes from the decisions of a clear

knowledge and judgment, backed up by
courage, stability, and dignity.
What headstrong children or horses
need, is instruction and guidance, with
proper liberty to go ahead in right direc
tions, and in the right way. We put a
halter on a young, sucking colt, and hitch
him to the harness so that he can trot by
the side of his mother at her work on road

O

or field, and reach the source of suste
with a halter so long that
he can run under her neck.
This trains
him to obey the action of the halter in
checking him, if he attempts to leave the
mother, which, of course, in general he
does not wish to do. If he wants to go
too fast he is checked, if he inclines to
lag he is pulled along. He is with his
mother, precisely where he wants to be,
and is only restrained when he under
takes, by fright or carelessness or tardi
ness, to stray. Shortly he becomes so ac
customed to the government
of the
halter, he starts and stops, he turns this
way and that, and yields to the gentlest

;

time

central,

to systematically put the
far - reaching
science
of
existed as

diversion,

a

wonder,

a

a

had its discovery,

a

Phrenology into universal practice.

It

is

Now
great,

it

on all seas.

has

speculation,

source of secret in

and

general

society

adopted

and

is

it

a

theme for lectures, a name and
matter for books and periodicals, and
high time that denominations and parties
spiration,

used it.

What sect shall first say, We will ordain no
brain, physiog
man whose temperament,
nomy, and entire

list of traits do not mark

it,

a

;

it

is

1

?

a

a

of both sexes, whose permission
and full indorsement be

be secured

a

?

a

fore
legal marriage can be celebrated
Oh, the unspeakable good of such
com
mission

a

want to read of
bank whose directors
will not elect any officer, especially
cashier,
who has not procured from Nelson Sizer,
or graduate of the American Institute of
Phrenology, certificate that he
naturally
for the office, and incorruptible.
competent
Let parties be expected to placard the
phrenology of the candidates. " Your phre
"
should be the beginning of the ex
nology
amination of
teacher.
We must come to
this.
We have already delayed too long.
No more giggling, caricature, sneering, or
a

is

a

a

with the outside world.
conception,
Democracy was once only
next an agitation, now United States Gov
First the thought of a sewingernment.
now they are going into the hab
machine
itations of the civilized world. After get
ting the true theory of heavenly bodies, we
can have instruments and tables constructed
and improved by which to guide the ships

must

a

into societies, and

experts

a

to organize

definite and characteristic relations

maintain

him minister
That first, the usual pre
liminaries of ordination next.
What town,
" No. " in ordain
city, or county shall be
marriage commission, to consist of
ing

a

it

embody in their faith and practice certain in
In the beginning
junctions and precepts.
was only required that an individual be
lieve that Jesus was the Saviour. Ere long,
believers were shown the manner of life to
be expected,

is
F

0
was

so with the Jewish and Christian relig
ions.
At length the Jews were taught to
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I

theory.

It

things at first are

a

A

LL

Y.

constraint and restraint, until it is as
natural to obey the dictates of the
halter, as it is to follow his mother from
choice.
Then he is said to be " halter
broken."
He can be led anywhere, and
he learns to obey the rein before he is
really harnessed. Afterward part of the
harness is applied, then more of
and
finally the whole of it. He learns to pull
and be driven in concert with mate that
knows how to obey and to draw, and who
able to draw the whole load and thus
broken to work without hav
the colt
ing had his will broken — he has had
instructed,
trained,
but not
guided,
broken.
EDIN faxon.

nance, but not

APPLICATION

F PHRENOLOG

!

AP PLICA TION

skepticism.
All who care for Church or State must
combine to encourage the study of physi
ology, biology, psychology, and phrenology
—everything that can reveal character —
sternly, and thoroughly apply.
approbation of the Most High will
smile upon such concerted movement, and
the terribly angry clouds now frowning so
fearfully will disappear.

and soberly,

The

PRACTICABILITY.
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BRAIN AND MIND.

CHAPTER XVI. — Continued.
THE

TDROBABLY

THE CEREBELLUM.

AND

PHYSIOLOGISTS

no point in the system

of Phrenology has been more op
posed and berated than that with refer
ence to the location of the sexual prin

summarizes his views in a fashion which
tallies with this opinion
"

Everything

which we know with
in regard

therefore,

certainty,

:

the

to

Physiologists
ciple in the cerebellum.
"
of
it
a
as
center
speak
presiding over
equilibration and general muscular co
ordination," and, at the same time, their
experiments on living animals exhibit
phenomena of a most confusing and
From Flourens'
contradictory nature.
early experiments to those of the latest
the results which have
investigators,

cerebellum

published well sustain the state
ment by Dr. Flint in one place, that
" There are still the widest differences
of opinion among physiologists with re
gard to the functions of the cerebellum."*

tion necessarily induces in man the dis

complete

failure.

in

We have found vari

ations and inconsistencies

of statement

in the same volume, and emphatic

ex

pressions of disagreement of one author
The fact appears to be,
with another.

in brief, that many results of the electri
cal excitation of the cerebellar lobes
simulate results which follow such ex
citation when applied to different parts
of the cerebrum, and of the upper ex
Dr. Dalton
tremity of the spinal cord.
• Text-book

Flint, Jr., M.D.

of Human
Page 708.

Physiology.

By

Austin

can not be regarded

as ex

since there is strong evidence

of the spinal

posterior columns
in

are

great measure

;

that the

cord
to the

devoted

same purpose, and their morbid altera

is,

ease known as locomotor ataxia
of course, es
The spinal cord itself
sential to the co-ordinated motions of

the body, arms, and legs, since its pos
terior columns are for them the direct
agents of control and communication,
but the cerebellum
ed as

may also be regard

focus or nervous

center of re

flex action over all the more vigorous
and

movements

complicated

of

the

But could

it

trunk and limbs."*
be ascertained

by the

mechanical processes of experiment that
the cerebellum
certain physical

movements, such

specific

center
a

resulted

has

It

clusively presiding over this function

for
fact

would not invalidate the claim of the
phrenologist with respect to the loca
tion of Amativeness, or the sexual in
stinct in the cerebellum, for the simple
reason that just as mental impulse
physical

action

are inseparably

and
inter-

blended in human life, so the nervous
centers and processes which belong to
each are associated in the encephalon.

Parts which co-ordinate in the produc
tion of external manifestations are inti" Human

Page 499-

Physiology."

By

J.

conclusions on the special of

the movements

limbs.

a

definite

fice of the cerebellum,

of co-ordination
of the body and

is

tation, with the view to obtaining some

over

a

Although, in another place on the same
"
page, he uses language like this : There
is now no difference of opinion among
physiologists with regard to the general
An ex
properties of the cerebellum."
of authors such as Hitzig,
amination
Foster, Ferrier, Budge, Schiff, Pinel,
Dalton, Carpenter, and others of repu

tion with the power

•

been

its close connec

indicates

C. Dalton,

M.D.

that

go, are

they

to Phrenology, maintain

opposed

the generative propensity
served

in accordance

had scarcely any cerebellum,
cerebellum

From observations of his own, made
number of animals, Prof.
Vimont,
Paris,
of
derived the follow
J.
" In all the animals which multi
:
ing
ply rapidly, and which propagate sev

whom only the rudiments

I

I

It
is
in

being

size of the brain."
"

may

We exhibit

assertion.

collections

;

The carnivorous animals which pre
great development of the cerebel

but set them down as points

dent in love.

plained.

I

his classes in

the University of Paris, emphasizes

his

have

;

impartiality
considerable

studied

with

possess

collections of skulls and

The

evi

thus conclusive that the genera

tive function

ascribed

to the cerebel

♦

lum, but without being able to affirm
"

Traitd de Phrenologie
Vol. II. Edition 1835.

Humainc

I

of the inactivity or infidelity of the gen

and phrenologists

is

is

dence

them

the subject

by all

and especially

casts which support them.

defy those who advance
shall not
to produce proofs —
exhibit,
which
those
we
to
say superior
For
but at all events equal to them.
assertions.

ct Comparde."

I

I

my own

erative

organs,

my attention

have always

directed

to the cerebellum,

and

very depressed.
have always found
When children have been presented to
me who, before the age of puberty, have
manifested an extraordinary propensity
toward the sexual act, and who had di
it

who

authentic.
and we are

justified in doubting the truth of these

I

quirers

confirmed

with due attention,

has not been done

knew
part, whenever, since
have been con
the system of Gall,
sulted by individuals who complained

:

been subsequently

cases.

in

opinion in the following language
"
These observations of Dr Gall have

to be ex

to show us

I

cerebellum

This

vined

I

before

single

;

1

J.

and its functions,

the

not sufficient

viduals must be completely

a

in

in discussing

It

Our opponents
must make collections in contradiction
to ours, and the histories of the indi
merely

I

Among more than two
hundred skulls of cats in my collection
have examined the brains of upward
of thirty, and
have constantly found,
all the very ardent females,
volu
minous cerebellum."*
V.
The eminent physiologist, F.
Broussais, a member of the Institute of

is

lum, such as dogs and cats, are very ar

France,

the spirit

to falsehood

lead

of positive facts and we daily repeat
If some excep
our observations.
tions exist, we do not deny them,

a

sent

because

science;

well known to what extent

of speculation
j

oped, regard

a

is

always had to the

that

is

the

the adversaries of

multiplies most rapidly,
cerebellum
found largely devel

animals

to be on one's guard

necessary

against facts which are attested only by

that class of

precisely

existed.

inspire me with none until they shall
have been verified by phrenologists.

in

It

which

of

or in

For
leged facts merit our confidence.
own
declare
that
my
part
they will

general, very largely developed
may also be asserted that in the Rodentia,

or whose

had been destroyed,

do not know to what extent such

is

is,

eral times a year, the cerebellum

has been ob

powerful in persons who

very

with it.
on a very large

that

I

as

other functions.

no

some individuals who are

the process

have

always

it,

so far

executes

Nevertheless,

al

structure.

it

in physical

This is a law of nature, and the discov
eries which have been made, with the
assistance of the electrode, by Hitzig,
Ferrier, and the other experimenters,

'93

it

mately associated

it
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This has never
very largely developed.
failed.
defy the opponents to produce

I

pathological
in

facts which can be weighed

the balance

against

those which

I
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GENERAL

SOME

CON

OBJECTIONS
SIDERED.

Perhaps it would appear to the learn
ed reader somewhat evasive were we tc

possess of this description."*

pass over the last-named

Prof. Broussais's reasoning is perti
nent to much of the criticism which op

out an allusion,

ponents at the present day are given to

doctrine,

indulging in. Indeed, with authorities
like Vimont, Elliotson, Caldwell, and
Broussais at command, the science of
Phrenology has that (objective and
subjective) support which should elicit
the sober consideration of the learned
of the present day, and compel the si
lence at least of superficial dilettante-

ise on Human Physiology."
Dr. Dal
ton has evidently been at some pains in
writing out his views, as they cover

"While Phrenology, therefore, is par
tially founded on acknowledged physi
ological facts, there are essential defi

ism.

ciencies in its scientific

But there are physiologists not com
mitted to the side of Phrenology who
incline to the belief that both the cen
ter of the sexual instinct and that of
muscular co ordination may lie in the
cerebellum.
Among these is M. Serwith Mr. Combe,
res, contemporary
who was of opinion that the median

difficulties in the way
of its practical application."
Now, Dr. Dalton has not, so far as
we can learn from his published state
ments, attempted to reduce the data of
Phrenology to practice, and therefore
has no apparent experience with regard
" difficulties " in its
to the
application,

lobe

and we can not but regard his assertion

may preside

over the generative

instinct, and the lateral lobes over mus
cular co-ordination. Another is Dr.
W. B. Carpenter, who has been con
spicuous in his antipathy to the doc
trines of Gall and Spurzheim, yet " is
far from denying
ioto that any pecul
iar connection exists between the cere
bellum and the genital system," certain
facts having
observation
avowal. t

Dr.

come under his personal

which force him

J. C. Dalton thinks

tain part

of

to

that

that a cer

the interior median

of the cerebellum

region
may be related to the

of the
; his reviewal
of pathology, and the data
of vivisection, leading to such an infer
sexual

property

phenomena

ence.
• 11Coura de Phrenologte."
Pa^e 167, etc.
t M Principles of Human Physiology."
Smith's Edi
tion. Page 571.

to the broad criticism

about
thus

author with

more or less particular,

of phrenological

which appears in his

two

pages, and

"

Treat

are concluded

:

basis, as well as

insurmountable

"
with respect to their " insurmountable
character as entirely gratuitous.
What
he offers in the way of special objec
tions indicate a practical ignorance of
the uses which phrenological science
subserves.
These objections may be

summed up thus
1.

:

More observations,

more data are

required to establish the science than
Gall or Spurzheim could have made or
acquired in a lifetime.
2. The gray matter of the brain has
no anatomical divisions or limits, cor
responding

to the supposed phrenologi

cal organs.

The convolutions of the gray mat
deeply into
the central portions of the brain, and
3.

ter of the brain penetrate

can not, therefore, be measured

by ex

ternal manipulations.

The learned

and well-known medi-

-
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cist, Dr. Russell T. Trail, a few years
ago reviewed Dr. Dalton's objections,
and exhibited, in a clear light, their fu

And

tility.

we can scarcely do better

j

195

Their

voice.

appearance,

and

expression

were not at all disagreeable
sive

;

general

decidedly idiotic,

though

or repul

and they were much less trouble

than to use his own words on these and

some to the persons who had them in

Dr. Trail
Prof. Dalton wants
to read the historical data (of Phrenol
ogy) for himself, he has only to look

than is often the case with
idiots possessing a much larger cere
bral development.'
"
Idiots may possess a larger cerebral
development, that
larger mass of
brain, and yet have smaller intellectual
organs than the Aztec children
they
would be more idiotic intellectually,
and less idiotic affectionally.
They

find ample

evidence

observations

have

that

the needed

been accumulating

For
conclusive evidence that different por
tions of the brain exercise different func
tions, I will refer Prof. Dalton to his own
On page 426 is a cut represent
book.
ing two Aztec children, a boy and a
for more than two thousand years.

girl,

aged respectively

years.

Their

five and

seven

foreheads are so low and

sloping that any phrenologist would, at
the first glance, pronounce them idiotic

intellect — reasoning

reflective

the
powers — while the perceptive range is
Now, mark what the
quite prominent.
in

professor says

of

these children

habits of these children,

so

:

'

The

far as re

gards feeding and taking care of them
selves, were those of children of two or

might have normal feelings, emotions,
sentiments, and passions; yet not intel
lect to guide and direct them, their

would necessarily be to

manifestations
extent

great

abnormal

and

erratic.

cats, sheep, horses, cattle,

Dogs,

mon

keys, elephants, whose reflective organs
are small or merely rudimental, answer
precisely to Prof. Dalton's description
of the Aztec children. They have
comparatively large development of the
merely observing portions of the brain,
but are idiotic (compared with men) in

a

'

Dunglison's
Physiology,' a
contemporary work, in which he will
through

charge

the reasoning powers.

"The Aztec children
veloped

the

were fairly de

intellect

perceptive

;

If

;

"

is,
a

:

in

very aptly says

a

other points of importance.

three years of age ; they were incapa
ble of learning to talk, and could only

hence

Notwith
repeat a few isolated words.
standing, however, the extremely limit

any person whose head

range of their intellectual powers,
children were remarkably viva
these

Causality and Comparison (no matter
how much brain he may have else

presented

attracted

and
to

their atten

evidently awakened their
They were according
lively curiosity.
ly easily influenced by proper manage
ment, and understood readily the mean
ing of those who addressed them, so
far as that meaning could be conveyed
and the tones of the
by gesticulations
tion,

and

has

who
one

a

and

then he

is

where),

fixed

against Phrenology.

If

locate

reasoner,

is

good
fact

to urge

he had found

the Aztec children capable

of

reason

ing, destitute of vivacity, and the dis
position to notice things, he would then
fact against Phrenology
but as the case stands, all his facts are,
"
on the contrary, quite the reverse.'
have

had

;

object or toy

them immediately

motion,

very small in

phrenologists

*

any new

While awake they

constant

where

a

were in almost

the region

'

cious and excitable.

vivacity and curiosity.
And now, when Prof. Dalton will find

•

ed

their

"

Annual

>»73.

of Phrenology

and Physiognomy,"

foi

As for the second objection, it entire
ly falls to the ground, in the light of re
of brain functions
cent investigations
through the instrumentality of galvan
ism.
Simply accepting the claims of
themselves

the experimenters

cient;
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is suffi

physiologists offer to the
world, as has been already

the

scientific

stated, tabulated

results, with diagrams

of the brute and human encephalon, in
which many point= or places in the
brain substance are specified as having
direct relation to certain muscular phe

In

nomena.

other

words,

they

have

found special centers of mechanical im
; yet they can not indicate any
lines of separation in the anatomical
structure. Dr. Trail said, on this point :
"
The brain, as an organ of mind, is a
The brain, as related to different
unit.
objects and diverse functions, is a plu
The ganglia of the
rality of organs.
nerves are appropriated to various' or
gans of different functions, or serve as
reservoirs and distributors of nervous
The vital organs are not inti
energy.
mately associated in functional action
pulse

as are the mental.

The

nervous

gan

There are no anatomical limi
or divisions anywhere to be
found, yet its feeling or sensibility is
very different in different parts, both in
The sensibility of
degree and kind.
touch.

tations

the scalp is very different
the soles

is different

his own surface in differ

And although the brain is
organ of mind, to prove
that different portions of its substance
one has
perform different functions,
ent places.
the

general

only to manipulate

the head (or body

parts of the
It is not claimed
brain into exercise."
that the
by intellectual phrenologists
or
science of Phrenology is perfect
complete in all respects any more than
And as
other sciences are complete.
observation,
there is a
for mistakes in
margin for error ; the scope of the sci
even) so as to call different

ence is so great that no one can avoid
errors of estimate.

theless the rule will be found
invariable,

that

a

large

Never
universal
develop

ment of a given part of the skull is at

equal, with
corresponding manifestation of men
the ten thousand batteries report and tal power, whose peculiarity accords
concentrate ; and the brain organs to with the function predicated of that
the persons or officers who manage the part of the brain.
It is no objection to
The third objection, to one who is
general office.
this theory that we can not see the not well informed in Phrenology, ap
functional divisions of the brain ana pears very formidable, but it has been
The anatomy is too fine for answered many times. Prof. Dalton
tomically.
indicates a
himself, in its discussion,
our vision, as is the constitution of pro
want of familiarity, not only with the
toplasm, or the structure of the prim
ordial cell, or the shape of the ulti phrenological authors, but also with
mate atom of matter.". . . .
the latest showings of his contempora
" The skin is a unit— a
This objection
ries in physiology.
homogeneous
structure; as a whole it is the organ of weakens at once when the law of de

brain may

be

headquarters,

likened

and the sensibil

from either, and from each

to manipulate

and

The

;

Now, although the skin
is the general organ of touch, to prove
that different parts of it exercise partic
ular kinds of sensibility, one has only

over the world, each managing

wires in its own vicinity.

the feet

of

other

occasional

graphic

of

from that

ity of several other parts of the surface

glia may be compared with ten thousand
batteries, scattered all
electro-magnetic
the tele

[Oct.,

to

or general

a telegraphic

office, where

tended, other things being
a
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in vital organisms

velopment
ered.

The

the

walls or coverings

an accurate judgment is to be formed

A pertinent remark
Dr.
Trail
is
not out of place here :
by
"
Were the brain divided into distinct
portions anatomically, as Prof. Dalton
seems to think should have been the
by the observer.

the bony-

are adapted

and is a factor in ner

vous growth, which must be considered

if

corresponds

structures;

and

organs

has its influence

of the body in
with

framework

all stages of growth,

is consid

'97

to their

of the cranium
with the brain and in
crease with the dimensions of its vari
ous parts; unfolding from their central
arrangement if the organs were intend
points the convolutions enlarge the ed to be multiple, the unity, har
whole skull according to the size of the mony, co-operation, and intimate asso
whole brain ; and special parts of the ciation of the mental operations would
have been destroyed.
skull indicate fullness or prominence
For the purpose
of human life it is often important that
according to the size of the brain withinExperimental science has confirmed the one organ or mental power should be
phrenological doctrine, that functional exercised alone and intensely ; on other
occasions two, five, or ten may be asso
expression is on the surface, in the cor
contents;

are

so the bones

developed

tical layers.
development
estimated

It

has been shown

by its radial

distance

center

of the brain.

has

substance

ment of the subject, that the constitu

being

tion of the brain in its fineness, density,

structure

AND

these actions,
must

be

water.

— the

for

semi-fluid,
Were

the

muscles and

eight-tenths
more

solid

nerves, for

to such rapidity
of action they would soon wear out."

Education

DISADVANTAGES

OF

AMERICAN

NOVELISTS.

III.

No.
have seen that novel-writing is but
and in many
to
the
man of ge
respects unsatisfactory
Because,
therefore,
and
science
nius.

WE poorly remunerative,

journalism are more profitable and satis
factory than novel-writing, our Scott is ed
iting a morning paper, and our Thackeray
Leslie Stephen
splitting the sunlight.
has even suggested that novel-writing
would ultimately pass into female hands.
Be that as it may, it is evident that for
the most part second-rate writers will
remain in the field — they who are willing
to write carelessly and hastily.
Surely it
would seem that the prophecy of Maga
would be realized : " Without some pro
tection, the fairer and better portion of

is

example — subjected

etc., depends upon the quality and tem

ADVANTAGES

and

this pur
rapidly changed.
—
to allow the greatest action with
pose
the least possible friction — the brain

been shown, in the order of our treat

perament of the individual.

;

And

or ex

It

action

singly or variously combined,

be

tension from the medulla oblongata, the
common

in

ciated

that

of any one part has to

j
I
i
I

will fail ; and us
literature
American
will
be
place
supplied by a rank and un
wholesome growth, offensive to the senses
To these
and noxious to social life."
novelists the question still lies between
Any won
writing hastily and starving.*
der, then, that they keenly watch the
shifting tastes of the public ? Any won
der that they write carelessly and inartistically ? Surely these conditions are
hardly favorable for the success of the
American novelist.
In the absence of dynamic restraint
upon the novelist, it is natural to look
for restraint of a more mechanical nature
— the restraint of a learned body com• Holland.

198
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posed of the foremost minds of the na
tion, exacting reverence from the people
and imposing conditions upon literaryIn France, such a sovereign
productions.
in
matters
of literary opinion, has
organ,
taken the form of a national academy.
Novelists are surrounded by severe tra
ditions, and they are appealing to a
trained and relentless dikastery.
They
are not contending immediately for the
approbation of a prurient public, but in
directly for the approval of a people con
tent to abide by the decisions of a learned
and an acute body. Among no people,
therefore, do form and substance have so
close a relation as among Frenchmen ;
and if their literature be artificial, it is
because there is so little poetry in the
French character, and not because of the
mechanical influences of the Academy.
As for us, we have certain traditions in
certain centers ; but our leaders are not
agreed, and the traditions are not en
shrined.
The individual speaks with the
influence attaching
to his personality
merely. Centers of authority are widely
separated, and at war with each other.
Criticism has little weight with writers,
and it is because Americans do not re
gard personal opinion as an expression
from the national mind. Therefore nov
elists, who understand, as Holland must,
the true province of fiction, choose to
follow the adventurous trend of their na
tures — well knowing that they will meet
a response in some prevailing taste of the
public. They not only follow up propensi
ties against their more sober reason, but
full of the chase in the absence of restraint,
they run down the most paltry game
with unmitigated ardor. And how hon
est soever they may be, in considering
one side of a question, they are inclined
to forget the other. They give them
selves to thought and are careless of style,
or, like Addison, concern themselves with
style to the neglect of thought.
They
become careless of detail — they are rug
ged and harsh like Tourgenieff, or, inclined
to be scientific, they become pedantic in
vestigators, who never rise to contem
plate the universal.
They are not sym

JOURNAL.
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metrical — they all need a curbing hand.
The curse of the American novelist is his
Hith
proneness toward provincialism.
erto the reading public has been content
to abide by the decisions of the English
taste. It was against this tendency that
Simms and Paulding rebelled with so
At
disastrous a result to themselves.
length a reaction has come. The poem
" Deidre " received the
applause of the na
tion ere it had reached its transatlantic
audience.
Too great self-reliance be
comes dangerous.
It is accompanied by
a silly conceit that whatever is American
is praiseworthy — a more poetic version
of the stump orator's scorn for every
other country on the planet. In the heat
of our patriotism, we are coming to ig
nore whatever of value there may be in
foreign impulse. Confining our sympa
thies and our emulation to that which
strikes us as peculiarly American, we be
Sc
come provincial instead of artistic.
centers,
eacl1
there
are
isolated
as
long

will

be tainted by more or less provin
Our greatest artists neea the re
ciality.
Kant received >
straint of association.
mighty awakening at the hands of Hume
In fine, we all need the consciousness o1
speaking before severe and learned j udges
So shall we curb our solecisms. We shall
not smother our individuality, for that i«
our most valued possession : but we shall
watch it, guard it, educate it. Yet even
an approach to the Academy of France
We
is repugnant to the national mind.

are possessed of an idea of individual
impulse —a sort of autonomy — which we
maintain no less stubbornly than did the

little town of Plataea
much

the same

so

result.

long ago, with
Fostering the

principle through long generations, no
people on earth are more impatient of
From our principle
restraint than we.
of universal license, from our habit of
unrestrained censure of authority and of
independent thought and action, we have
become a most laughably conceited na
tion ; and it is no more likely that such
a people will set up an institution to fix
laws to its judgment
and determine
standards to its taste, than that Rhada
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manthus and Eacus will give way to the
in the ages to
Electoral Commission

He can not absorb
tage to the novelist.
the airy sweets of an atmosphere teeming
with fable and fancy but will be com
pelled to draw the soul of his romance
Our
from human passion and sorrow.
in
its infancy.
national literature
yet
It will be accommodated to social forms
and these are not yet permanently estab
lished. The day when the novel will
reach its highest mark
yet in the fu
ture — the day when the novelist will meet
with fewest limitations to his success.

;

is

is

a

a

a

Joaquin

in its fund of

?

a

it

;

a

poetry suggesting a
impulsive spirit
shaking off of antique forms, and a
not
Is
breaking forth from restraint.
the
here,
the
heart
of
that
in
possible
new continent, fiction may find
grander
type, enthusiastic and comprehensive
The vigor and buoyancy of the Ameri
can climate, and the adventurous nature
of the American novelist, are not in any
We
manner hostile to the possibility.
are repeating in our national progress a
period through which, in turn, the na

a

With
tions of the earth have passed.
Greece the commingling of races crys
tallized in the tragedy of ^Eschylus, and
in the philosophy of Plato. The Gothic
hardihood of the North had only to be
engrafted upon the mercurial stock of
wonderful fruitage
the Italian race that
Giotto,
with
with Dante,
come
might
The old Saxon
Angelo.
soil of England, enriched with the blood
rich inflo
of the Norman French, gave
Among
rescence of wit and genius.
more ex
none of them all was there
than
just now
tensive commingling
It but fair to
progressing in America.
great creative period for
suppose that
before us. When
American literature
will come, we may not foretell. Its
we may not definitely
characteristics
will be of
but suggestive
foresee
and
of
limitless
freedom
power.
boundless
Meanwhile,
still possible for him to
is is a

a

with Michael

is

it

;

forceful

a

is
a
;

as in the poetry of

poetry

is

it

;

Miller —

it

is

is

;

expression

;

folly neglectful
of sublime possibilities.
But all these
tendencies of the American character
are not permanent.
Our utilitarian spirit,
our aesthetic ruggedness — these are off
shoots of conditions which time will re
move. They are not born with us — they
are heirlooms — family estates.
But we
have an energy and a susceptibility that
Matthew
are inborn.
Arnold asserts
that energy
genius, and that poetry
Our sensibility will
genius embodied.
ultimately result in the most acute ar
tistic sense and our art will neither be
chilled by the gloomy realism of Tourbe deadened by the lan
genieff, nor will
guor of sense; we shall require purer
of heroes and heroines
qualifications
than did the English people of Fielding's
and Smollett's day. We shall want no
for deep down in the
Academy then
American character there
voluntary
principle which effects more than any
coercion.
We are being already set free
from the restraint of poverty we need to
be more reverent of each other we need
to be released from the bondage of prac-'
tical thinking. Then even the rugged
ness of our external life will be an advan
ceeds along his career of

to produce
literature vigorous and untrammeled.
There are physical conditions in America
litera
such as never yet have shaped
ture. Already have they begun to find
We believe that America

it

;

;

;

a

;

is

a

ly,

Thus we have sought to show that the
American novelist is writing inartisticaland according to
philosophy of ex
pediency; that the reading public, un
taught in taste and careless of critical
standards,
applauding the vicious and
that
novelists are adapting
provincial
their thinking and writing to shifting
conditions — urged by
desire for fame,
that
and driven by physical necessity
science and journalism, popular and re
munerative, are attracting from novelwriting those who, under other condi
tions, would have been eminent among
writers of fiction that men without con
viction or discipline are filling up the
ranks where warriors have fought
that
under present conditions the learned and
far-seeing men of our country can exer
cise but little restraining influence upon
the novelist, who, with mincing gait, pro

is

;

come.
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succeed most grandly who can escape the
deciduous tendencies of the time, and
can feel only the permanent in the Amer
ican character pulsating within him.
Schmidt, the German critic, accords to
Henry James a remarkable artistic facul
ty ; but if Howclls and James are artists,
it is because the low undertone of the
national life is in them become so full
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and strong as to sound the master-ex
Even now, as Whipple has
pression.
suggested, if only a sudden upward, ideal
turn were given to our life, men would
relegate the energy and thought they are
expending upon material good to the
achievement of more subtile, though less
quickly fading, results that should hallow
and purify the life of the world.
LEVI DANIEL TEMPLE.

IN

MAGNETISM.

No. V.
A S the investigator of whom I have
been writing in previous articles,
pressed his researches farther and farther
into the mysteries of magnetism, he be
came satisfied that other developments
more unaccountable than any he had yet
witnessed awaited him.
He was unable
longer to put a person into a mesmeric
sleep, or to exercise his power of mag
netic healing, without feeling an impulse
to give expression to certain words or
sentences which seemed to frame them
selves without
his volition.
Some
times a strong impression of the truth
fulness and importance of these words
would so affect htm that he could
not rid himself of the feeling until he
had given them utterance.
It was an ex
perience of this character which so af
fected him in the fatal illness of his little
son.

At the time he was trying to cure the
arm of Mr. Bowen, an impression came
to him something after this wise :
" I can
cure the arm, but I can not
Yet this
quite cure the first finger."
finger indicated no more serious difficulty
than the rest of the hand or arm. Now,
after the lapse of sixteen years, Mr. Bowen
will tell any inquirer that this man cured
the arm as he .said he could — but that
neither he nor any other person had ever
succeeded in removing a slight numb
ness from the first finger, though in ap
pearance it is perfect as the others.
In the fall of 1867 this gentleman's sec
ond daughter was taken ill with what
the doctors called a malignant fever.
The father being very sick at the time,

was unable to do anything

for her, and

she died after eight days' illness.

Upon the first appearance of disease
in the young lady she went to her father
to know what she should do. Being the
personification of health hitherto, it did
not seem possible that anything serious
could be the matter with her; but her
father, who, though ill, was not yet con
fined to his bed, seated himself beside
her, and taking her hand, waited quietly
for any words or impressions which
might fix themselves in his mind to give
him light upon the subject.
One word
at first was all he was conscious of re
" Worms " was the word ; next
ceiving.
came the sentence, " Her disease is liable
to take a malignant form, in which case
she must die."
Alarmed at this, he ordered everything
done for her that his love and wisdom
could suggest ; at the same time he sent
for an experienced physician, and bade
him do his best, calling his attention to
the idea that possibly worms might be
the cause.
The father grew worse, and
was unable to visit his daughter's room
until after the lapse of five days, when it
was too late for anything to help her.
Meantime the best of counsel was em
"
ployed, and the decision was malignant
fever," while the father on his bed said,
" I believe it is all caused by worms."

Upon the afternoon before her death a
worm crawled out of her mouth, and was
Each suc
taken alive upon a napkin.
ceeding instance of this character led
him to feel more and more the impor
tance of cultivating this remarkable gift.
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At

one time a nephew, who was stop
him, was taken sick with
typhoid fever. The father of the young
man being an old-school doctor of great
skill and large experience, the magnetizer did not think best to make any
suggestions ; in fact he had great con
fidence in his brother-in-law's
medical

ping with

The boy lingered for many
ability.
weeks before he could be moved to his
own home ; and he never entirely re
covered from the effects of that illness,
but died after a time with consumption.

The

magnetizer's

mother,

the grand

mother of the boy, came and took care

of

him for some time, then went home,
was taken sick and died in three weeks
of the same fever. She had in constant
attendance
one of the most skilled
in the country.
Her son
homeopathists
was too far away at the time to render
her any service.
But during her stay
with the grandson, previous to her return
home, the magnetizer's eldest daughter
was stricken down with the same terrible
malady, and though his regular business
was very pressing, he resolved to take
her case into his own hands. Several
times each day he gave her magnetic
treatment, and he listened carefully to
the impressions which then presented
themselves.
The suggestions which he
thus received he confided to Dr. Perry,
the aforesaid brother-in-law, with the re
quest that in his absence he (the doctor)
should see them carried out. This re
quest the doctor conscientiously fulfilled,
watching with deep interest the result.
In two weeks she was able to sit up, and
from that time rapidly reco . ored.
Now those two persons were similarly
attacked, and neither more violently
than the young lady. All received the
most careful and loving attention, but she
alone was fully restored to health.
This man numbered among his inti
mate friends a learned physician of the
eclectic school.
One day this doctor
said to him, " I wish you would take the
hand of a patient I will bring you, and
I shall not say to you anything about
him, and he shall tell you nothing of him
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self, then tell me what you can make of
his case." "Very well," responded his
friend, " I am willing to try."
The stranger was brought.
He was a
large and vigorous-looking man, bearing

After
no external marks of disease.
holding his hand for some five minutes
the magnetizer gave utterance to the
words which seemed to be presented to
him, as follows :
" You have an affection of the heart,
which causes you great trouble ; you are
taken suddenly and fall like one in a fit."
The stranger answered that this was
true. The same doctor brought him other
patients, whose cases he described with
equal accuracy, suggesting treatment and
remedies when requested.
Afterward medical terms would present
themselves, the significance of which he
was at the time entirely ignorant, yet
upon examination he found the terms
were never misapplied.
He never lost
consciousness, or in any way appeared
other than in a normal condition.
As he watched the unfoldment of this
singular faculty he discovered a new
phase of the phenomena gradually re
vealing itself.
Something like a human skeleton ap
Upon por
peared to his mental vision.
tions of this skeleton a shade of darkened
coloring would indicate the parts diseased
of the person whose ailments he was try
ing to trace. In this way he could accu
rately locate their difficulty ; then words
would follow to explain details, causes,
remedies, etc.
At one time a physician
asked him if he would be kind enough
to look into the case of his sister, whose
disease had hitherto baffled his skill. As
was his custom he took the patient's
hand for a moment, until this skeleton
made its appearance ; then watched its
change of color until he saw where the
disease was located ; next words came
like this, " An ovarian tumor."
No external signs of such a trouble
had been discovered, either by the lady
or her brother, yet a few months sufficed
to prove the statement correct.
MRS. H. M. SLOCUM.
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MURDERER

r"PHIS

case has excited a profound and
painful interest among all classes
of people. The quiet and innocence of
the home which was invaded, the re
spectability of the victim, the shadow of
mystery which hung over it all, and the
-*-

OF

[Ocw

MRS. HULL.

and the newspapers in the city published
such varied accounts of the description
of character, that we sent to the New

York Herald the verbatim report of the
examination, and the editor kindly pub
lished it as it is herein given below

:

Chastine Cox.

final full revelation of the facts, have
served to make it a celebrated case.
We succeeded in taking a cast of his
head in the Tombs to place in our collec
tion, and made a phrenological examina

tion of his head. The reporters who man
aged to get hold of some of the state
ments at second-hand, wrote up the mat
ter from memory as well as they could,

737 Broadway,

New York, July 7, 1879.

To the Editor op the Herald :—
The report In yonr paper of the phrenological ex
amination
of Chastine Cox (in connection with the
taking of the cast), being necessarily cursory, it was
in some points inacenrale, and has given rise to much
To give the public an oppor
conflicting comment.
tunity to know just what we did say of his character
and natural impulses, we would respectfully tender
as made by
to yon a transcript of the examination
Professor

L. N. Fowler, and trust you may give it
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1 often to the free expression of wit ; but
yon enjoy
space In yourcolumnsSubscribing ourselves, very
it highly when you are wnere there is pleniy.
truly yours.
8. B. WELLS & CO
All things considered, you should bo noted for
willpower, lndcpendci.ee. suspiciousness, reticence,
and fur your determination to overcome ana conquer,
tor your concentration of mind on any one thing that
CHARACTER OP CHASTISE COX.
occupies It, de-Ire to acquire and hoard property,
B,
July
Herald,
Id
the
How
York
1379.]
[Published
and for your planning talent.
Y'ou havo not the qualities which would neces
constitution, »ro much
Ton have a powerful
r nkc 0 bad man 01 ynn, but yon arc capable of
sarily
stronger than the ordinary run of men, arc able to tin
carrying your designs and desires so lar ns lo render
more, put forth
more effort and more continuous
yoti bad.lr not properly controlled.
Favorable cirmanifestation of strength titan most men.
cum-tances und good culture might have dune much
There Is a ptcdomlnance or Ibe motive or mnscular
lor
as
have
the
natural
to he im
yon,
you
capacity
fairly
temperament, while the vital and mental arc
proved : but bad habit- and unfavorable associations
Your powers arc much concentrated,
represented.
strong
to
likely
would
be
so
a
nature
aa
pervert
your Continuity is large. Yon are able to give sour
yours, and, once off tne proper track, you would be
undivided attention to a particular class, of en' jects,
liable to gre^t excesses.
art: liable to be absent-minded, can be thoroughly ab

sorbed in a subject when any one thing occupies your
mind, and when yon have formed n desire you retain
Our exchanges made comments on the
that desire until it is gratified. Your head l« strongly
marked, some organs
being particularly strong,
of Cox, some of which were
description
while none are very small.
You arc characterized for grenl Independence, selfsensible, humane, and fair. Others took
rc'iancc, willfulness, and have the disposition to take
pains to warp the facts or color them
have always been in your clement
responsibilities,
when at tho head. Yon aie not so polite, pllahlo,
with
a prejudice, which is both pitiable
easy, and showy as you arc proud, independent, and
anxions to be your own master.
and contemptible.
Firmness Is very large, giving uncommon perse
verance, determiuaiio::, and disposition lo carry your
There seemed to be an almost univer
purposes to the utmost, and you could be exceed
sal
of
have
expectation that Cox was to be made
great presence
mind
You
ingly stubborn.
in limes of danger, were born to be a head man
out
by Phrenology a fiend incarnate ;
somewhere, would have succeeded as captain of a
ship, a» officer in the army, or as overseer in some
that his head was to reveal only the
You are remarkable foi yonr walchemployment.
reticence, and
fnluess, gnurdedness, suspiciousness,
baser animal and selfish elements, and
You may
you keep your own alfuirs to yourself.
that he must be denied every vestige of
talk with some freedom where your own mn'te s arc
not concerned, but yon develop only so mnch ns yon
taste, or decency.
morality,
please, and no one can gel from you that which you
are disposed to keep.
is a little remarkable that people
You nave always had a desire to acquire property,
to have money, things; ns a boy. were filling your
persist in holding every man equally re
pockets, pickmg up and accumulating in one way
sponsible for his conduct, and insist on
or another, but the specialty of your desire in this
respect was to keen your things under lock and key,
imprisoning or hanging every one who
of your
and not allow others to know anything
affairs. This tendency of your mind Is very great,
offends ; yet when Phrenology under
must have bad an influence upon yon when you
were very young.
takes to reveal the character of one who
You have very large Combatlvoncss.
are truly
has committed a crime, they cry out,
cautious,
courageous, and, although
disposed to
measure your dltflcully, vet, having made up your
" He can not
possibly have a trait which
mind, you persevere to the end. You are not neces
sarily cruel or rcvengetnl, but yon uro bound to over
is not of the darkest description."
You are come time in becom
come and be mnstcr.
ing angry, hut n lo"g time In getting over it or for
he have no trait but badness, why blame
getting it. Arc quite strict, and often rigid with
and
They practically say
hang him ?
others in matters of engagement, whether yon are
rigid with yourself or not : are severe on those who
of
conduct must arise
that
all
badness
fail to keep their promises, or arc dishonest.
If yon
were a preacher yon wonld consider thot you had (lis
from organic conditions which forbid
charged your duty when you hud lold a sinner three
times to repent, and if he foiled after that you would
any act that is even decent, not to say
give him over.
Some say Phrenology means
good.
You have n good appetite and enjoy yonr eating.
Yon iove women and children, but aie not so mind
because they think men must
fatality,
ful of kin.
Y'ou have but few particular
friends,
and even with those yon are not very famibar; in
manifest character always, good or bad,
fact you must have isolated yourself from the major
'
ity of mutes and companion* and lived alono witbin
according to their organs ; and then
voniself.
when they find a man who is criminal in
arc not speci
Hope. Spirituality, and Veneration
ally developed, and althongh not defective Ihcy would
one direction they insist that he must be
encouragement to have much
require considerable
modifying Influence in your character.
thoroughly bad, and they are not willing
There
Benevolence Is not large, though not small.
arc cases where your sympathies would be manifest
Phrenology shall find one redeeming
ed, and at times yon might be liberal, but they are
trait in him. Such persons are really the
special cases. You mind your own business and
wis.i others to mind theirs.
fatalists, while phrenologists
recognize
Y'ou have n luvorable development of thought,
j ndgmcin, and understanding, but arc not characterfaculties, each of which may
some
forty
ized ii-r quick perceptive powcr, ready memory, or
schola-tlc ability. You could have succeeded in the
be acted upon like a piano-string, sepa
Ftndy of figures, mixed mathematics, so as lo be
or navigator.
Your memory of rately, rendering the man liable to com
come a surveyor
events Is but ordinary, but you can plan quite well.
mit error or crime under peculiar excitaYou love fun, although you do not let yourself out

It

If
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tion, who may be in the main correct in
his purposes and conduct.
St. Paul felt
the drawing of different faculties when
he said, " When I would do good, evil is
present with me," and " The evil which I
would not, that I do."
He felt "the war
"
as thousands of
ring in his members
others have before and since his day.
Now let us come to the point : Cox,
for instance, like everybody else, has dif
ferent groups of organs, which are full
of energy if called out, but he is not al
ways excited with hope, fear, vanity,
anger, cruelty, generosity, love of gain,
or lust. Do men need to be told that
one may carry a magazine of powder
for years and never meet the tempta
tion to commit overt acts ? How many
men of rank and respectability, and even
religious character, are able to carry
themselves for forty years above re
proach, and even above the inward
thought of doing wrong; yet even the
temptation to speculate may lead them
inawares to use trust funds with a con
scious certainty of being able to replace
them. But let failure of success in the
venture sweep away the amount used,
and at the same time let general depres
sion of affairs shrink their real estate so
as to bring them to the verge of bank
ruptcy — a chance offers, as they think,
to cover their losses, retrieve their con
dition, and come out all right — forgery
offers itself as a door to daylight ; in
a frenzied
moment they commit the
crime, and the public is appalled, and so
is the offender ; he is called a hypocrite
and a knave — all his previous good con
duct is counted as chaff, all his worthy
purpose, and work are cast
thought,
overboard.
Such people forget King
David, and also Peter and his pardon.
The human organism is complex. Dif
ferent faculties are acted upon by circum
stances which arise without our knowl
edge or consent, and taken unawares ;
sometimes even good men do wrong;
and a good man regrets it, and tries to
amend ; while one who is preponderantly
bad braves it through, and tramples on
his weak yet struggling conscience.
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that many persons
fault,"
in
a
"overtaken
very unexpected
ly and against their average state of
mind, spend the balance of life wonder
"
ing how they were left to do the wrong
act." Such persons need to use and heed
that part of the great prayer, " Lead us —
not into (or near) temptation, but deliver
us from evil."
Cox is not made a saint by his phreno
logical examination, nor is he denied
such faculties as would have made him a
man of average propriety of conduct if
his circumstances
had been favorable.
He is the son of a white man, and has
much of the white man's pride; but
being stained with the color which, in
this country at least, crowds him out of
reputable circles and dooms him to shake
carpets and do other menial work ; carryrying also one-quarter of Indian blood,
There

is no doubt

which is proud and capable of treachery
and cruelty, while his one-fourth negro
blood gives him a love of finery, show,
and display, we have conditions
not
favorable to self-denial, patience, and
consistency of character.
Besides, Cox can not read even, and has
not been in the habit of learning from
the papers all the devious ways of crimi
nals, otherwise he would not, with his
Cautiousness and Secretiveness, have sup
posed he could go to Boston and pawn
Mrs. Hull's jewelry and not have it leak
out. It is not known that he has before
been accused of crime, and he did not
enter the Hull mansion intending to
commit murder, and went away suppos
ing his victim was only in a swoon. Still
the law holds him responsible.
Our
is
Had
this
:
he
question
simply
any
traits which were not malign ? One pro
vincial paper claims that we made his
" Conscientiousness very large," which is
quite incorrect and purposely gratui
tous. We are not partisans of the un
fortunate man, but insist upon it that
many men now respected, if obliged to
take his impediments, would do no bet
ter than he has done.
Now the reader is prepared to under
stand our description of him as published
in the Herald.
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EDUCATION.
DEVELOPMENT

OF

INDIVIDUAL TALENTS.

there is any one sovereign balm that
cure or alleviate all the ills that flesh
is heir to, it is education.
By this state
ment we mean not education in any narrow
sense, but in that broad, cosmopolitan sense

IFwill

whereby

the mind

is expanded

and

devel

pertains to the lifting up of
individual to the best use of his best
faculties.
Although we are all built upon
the same general plan, we widely differ in
details, and this difference in details readily
accounts for the diversity in human nature.
Though this applies to special things, it is a
general law, and is just as much of a gen
oped in all that
the

eral law as the general fact that we are all

similar. It seems a queer statement when
And here is
put in contrast, yet it is true.
and
shows why
comes
in
where Phrenology

this should be — why we are so different as
individuals, while so similar in our general
We are generally
shape and organization.
similar as a whole and generally dissimilar
as to parts, and this dissimilarity of parts
the similarity as a whole and
overcomes
makes our distinct personal

individuality as
well-defined toward each other as our gen
eral similarity establishes us as a class dis
tinct from those below us, and from those
In many respects
above us if there be any.
'' combination lock ; " a
we are much like a
very little change in a minor detail makes
A little
quite another individual of us.
width added to the side of the head, the
fraction of an inch added to or taken from
the height, makes two individuals who, but
for this, might be similar in taste, inclina
tion, etc., so different in their nature,
that no one but a phrenologist, who was
able to see both the similarity and the dif
ference, would think of speaking of them
as resembling each other.

This dissimilarity of individual talents
in itself prove that our education
should be in harmony with it. Generally
our education must be similar, for it would
not be practical to have a method for each
individual ; but while we follow the general
plan, we should do so with consideration.
One scholar will learn one branch and will
should

be more proficient in certain parts than an

One may have large " Language,"
and, therefore, learn with hardly any effort
the lessons under this head ; while another
"
"
and " Perceptives
have " Locality
other.

may

generally large, and take quickly to geogra
here
phy, history, etc. — a little balance
and there, sending the mind in quite an
other direction in order to obtain the satis
faction that it demands.
But this diversity
of talent alone should not entitle one scholar
to be ranked in ability above another who
could not possibly be as proficient in those
parts or branches, but who has talents par
ticularly strong in another direction. In life
we all have separate positions to fill ; it is,
therefore, right that we should be dissimilar,
and that education should take

hold of this
can not be
alike, neither can all scholars. The scholar
will retain that best which his or her mind
holds with the greatest tenacity.
When
young, scholars are more generally alike —
idea and develop

it.

All

men

there is a great difference.
The more the mind is developed, the more
it begins to diverge and to establish its own

yet even then

The more nearly
peculiar individuality.
perfect the mind, the more this peculiar
part, which we in a general way term indi
The higher the
viduality, asserts itself.
grade of the animal, the more peculiarity
diversity it shows. The higher the
race, the more this idea asserts it
self, even in young children.
This being
such a positive fact, it would seem that
education
should heed it.
It is strange
that there should be so much narrowness,
and

human

yet we see it on all sides.
One man has a special talent for being a
lawyer, so he thinks that the study of law
is the climax of all studies ; another is a
minister, a doctor, engineer, and so on — all
on the same

basis thmk that they have the

most ennobling pursuit,

and that the educa

their peculiar study is the
education that should be adopted in all the
schools of the land as the very best to de
velop mankind to the greatest advantage.
But such narrow education we want noth
tion that develops
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mean, not that which

to the school-room, but as

;

is

is

is

if

is

If

let him be respected and honored
for those higher qualities which are inde
pendent of all professions or trades.
The
noble soul
not patent to any class or
grade — all professions and trades have their
mean as well as their good men.
Educa
broad question, and can probably
tion
never be exhausted, but in this short article
the special point we wish to touch upon, is,
that education, while
must necessarily
teach after
general manner, should not
enforce that manner too rigidly, but en
is

ciples, from whence

is
a

— the

it

a

E

A

A

N American physician, who

losopher's stone.

we

TERRIBL
has given

attention to the study of alco
holism, said, in the course of an address re

" There

before

learned

society

:

delivered

a

careful

cently

are constantly crowding into our in

sane asylums

persons fifty to eighty years of

age, who in early life were

addicted

to the

use of alcoholic liquors, but who had reform
a

ed, and for ten, twenty,
never touched

drop.

or thirty years have
The injury which the
by

liquor did their bodies seemed to have all
the
disappeared, being triumphed over
full vigor of their full manhood, but when
their natural force began to decrease, then

development

come the highest

of all the talents

good
with

which we, as created beings, have been en
dowed. On this basis only can we attain
unto those higher degrees of perfection that
have been the earnest desire of the good of
all ages, and discover that balm that shall
fulfill unto the world the dream of the phi

to develop the

By education

it

a

;

a

;

a

is

peculiar talents with which he was intrusted.
By so doing we may even develop ourselves
in direction which we had nc'. heretofore
Let our natures be generous,
dreamed of.
and let generosity enter into our education
the sovereign balm
for certainly education
that will,
rightly attended to, cure the ills
that human flesh
heir to. By education the
world advances to higher and higher de
grees of perfection, and thereDy humanity
reaps the reward — and we partake of it.
Let not our education be confined to nar
row spheres, but be extended to broad prin

honored,

as possible

and

is

it,

and not in striving after something in direct
opposition thereto — at least so long as those
inclinations are in accord with the moral
code.
There
a man whose talents best
fit him for
lawyer, let him be a lawyer
he whose inclination bids him preach, let
him preach
but let not the individual man
be puffed up with the conceit that his call
the most noble, and that this should
ing
entitle him to the most respect and honor.
the individual man
to be respected and

of man.

to men

at large, and the education

striving for more and more intelligence, as
uneducated or beneath us, simply because he
has not been educated after the same ap
proved manner as ourselves. Let us look be
yond the mer; method and see the individual
as whole, and even endeavor to discover the

Perfection, as we understand
consists
our abilities in harmony with
perfecting
the natural laws that gave us those abilities,
m

deavor as much

altogether

applies

development that comes from the contact
with the culture of the world. Let our
charity be as broad in this respect as in any
other, not regarding our fellow-man, who

to have us all

alike as it would in a piece of machinery to
have all the wheels, pullies, or axles of one
size, make, etc.

individuality

confined

P.

noyes.

WARNING.
the concealed

mischief showed itself in in

sanity, clearly demonstrating that the injury
to their bodies

was of a permanent char
acter."
We are not constitutionally inclined to
dwell upon the horrible, and would ask to
fact
be spai'ed from presenting so terrible
as this, did we not feel that our duty to our
neighbor and fellow-man requires it. How
many thousands of the bright and beautiful
youth are to-day sowing in their own organ
isms the seeds of decay and misery by their
daily visits to the wine-room and their social
Oh, that Dr. Chencry's declara
tippling
a

chine, and it seems as absurd

and women

ma

1

We are all parts of one stupendous

is

ing to do with — at least so long as there is
and can be something higher.

I.
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tion were pressed home to the conviction of

when old age is creeping on, all
way, and the living
Thus we re
death of insanity supervenes.
alize the truth of that wonderful Book which
" At the last it biteth like a
prophecies :
of life

; but

at once his brain gives

each one !

How insidious and implacable that poison
which lurks in the ruddy wine and the am
ber beer ! The man may reform after a
career of lax morality and intemperance.
He may shake off the chains of a habit
which rendered him often an object of ridi
cule to the careless, and of grief and shame
to his friends, and may once more claim the
place of honor and usefulness which was
his before the fall.
He may even exhibit the
energy, ambition, and fire of his early years,
and win fame and fortune in the business

LONGEVITY
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serpent and stingeth

Wc

physician,

showing that millers outlive other
mechanics, gives some interesting statis
tics. It is probable, let us say, that none
but robust and very healthy persons
would engage in milling, because in
Massachusetts the mills do only custom
work, which requires the miller to carry
the heavy bags in and out by hand. Mil
lers may, therefore, be presumed to stand
with stronger constitutions than the av
We quote the article re
erage of men.
ferred to :
" During the thirty-four years and eight
months from May 1st, 1843, to December
-1ist,
1877, there died in the State of
Massachusetts 161. 801 men over twenty
years of age, whose occupations were
specified in the registry of their decease.
The average age at which they died was
about fifty-one years. The number is so
great, and the period covered is so long,
that by the study of the classification of
the employment of those who died, we
can get a very good idea of the compar
ative ages at which men in different oc
cupations and in an ordinarily healthy
community are swept away by death.
The deaths in only six different occupa
tions were at an age, on an average, above
sixty. They were — ist, the gentlemen,
sixty-eight ; 2d, the farmers, sixty-five ;
3d, the judges, sixty-four ; 4th, the light

house-keepers, nearly sixty-three ; 5th,
the basket-makers, sixty-one ; and 6th,

not

like an adder."

surprised

that the learned

in contemplating the wide-spread

ruin attending the drinking habits of the
public, is moved to say : " These things be
ing so, we, as physicians and promoters of
good health, are bound to set our faces
against every species of dram-drinking, by
both example and active precept."

IN DIFFERENT

American Miller, with a view of

are

OCCUPATIONS.

the pilots, over sixty. Clergymen lived
little over fifty-nine years, professors
over fifty-seven years, lawyers about fiftysix years, and physicians fifty-five years.
The active mechanics died on an average
Millers, ropeat the following ages :
makers, and wheelwrights,
fifty-seven
years ; clothiers, pump and block makers,
a

and tallow chandlers, fifty-six years ; pot
ters, fifty-five years; hatters, fifty-four
years ; blacksmiths, fifty-three years ; cal
ico printers and wood turners, fifty-two

All other occupations fell below
the above enumerated classes, brakemen
dying earliest of all — at twenty-six years
It will thus be seen that millers
of age.
are among the longest lived men of the
community, following closely alter pro
fessional men and gentlemen of leisure,
years.

who are the longest lived men in every
The millers lived six years
country.
longer than the average, and twenty
years longer than the class denominated
as factors laboring abroad (baggage-mas
ters, brakemen, engineers, firemen, sol
diers, etc.), who died at an average age of
thirty-seven years."

A Singular House. — A live fish in
habiting a human skull was taken from
the bay of San Francisco near the Indian
dock one morning lately. The finny
tenant must have had a liking for its
strange quarters, as it had grown too
large to make its escape.
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THE

WOMEN

""pRUE it is that half the world knows
*not how the other half lives. The
ordinary woman of our clime, with her
thrift and cares, and also with her wide
intelligence, and the Italian peasant, are
as far apart as though each occupied a
different planet, and looked at each other
In the cities of
across star-strewn space.
that beautiful peninsula, which the sun
kisses so lovingly, the contadina only
touches the hem of civilization ; yet their
youthful faces are so attractive that art
ists cross the ocean to paint their loveli
ness.
The requisite contour of the face,
set off by large, liquid eyes, which have
the dumb, haunting sweetness of a deer ;
the dark, rich, peachy bloom ; the soft,
rounded lines that seem covered with
satin and filled with pulp, with advanc
ing years grow into yellow, withered, hid
eous outlines, expressing neither wit nor
intelligence. And all for the lack of prop
er habits of life, and that intellectual
fire which molds the most ordinary feat
ures into something which bears the
Then they sit upon
marks of the divine.
sheltered places near the studios, waiting
for their daughters, who are models in
turn, spinning meanwhile upon the dis
taff, which is their constant companion.
dwell in
These peasants universally
little towns or hamlets, perched upon
heights,

from which

the eye commands

a landscape of unsurpassed beauty, travel

ing as it docs over ground of historic in
terest.
Her skies of softest blue, and air
Reposeful, steep the heart in balm,
And sheds o'er scenes divinely fair

A tender calm.

Only on these mountain
continuous

life possible,

fastnesses is

in many parts
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ITALY.

of Italy, especially in the vicinity of
Rome, since foetid malaria broods over its
poisonous lowland.
But what a landscape is before them !
There are the plains of Etruria, over
which broods the mystery of the " lost
"
arts
of a wonderful civilization ; here
Romulus and Remus, scarcely less myth
ical, founded the walls of that imperial
city, where long afterward ruled the au
gust Caesars ; yonder is the broken out
line of the Coliseum, the grandest ruined
pile on this round globe. And that dome
of amethyst, delicately, yet clearly carved
out of the opaline sky, is the crowning
glory of St. Peter's, that masterpiece of
architecture and of art, the last, loveliest
blossom of the regnant city. Within the
circle of Rome's broken walls is one vast
theater, in which has been enacted trage
dies without number, with scenery fash
ioned and colored by the genius of many
Over the Campagna stretches in
ages.
sinuous, graceful lines, the Claudian aque
duct to the Sabine Hills, which melt into
the boundless sky so tenderly.
And all
the land on every side is bestrewn with
fragments of marble, still symmetrical in
their beautiful broken outlines. The very
soil over which they pass to daily toil, is
made of dust crumbled from the chisel of
some cunning workman, or yet, mayhap,
the dust of the workman himself.
And
yet the dominant chord in all this music
is a minor one ; for woman is hardly bet
ter than a slave, and intelligence is not.
Women, rude and strong as men, work
in the fields beside them, with faces stolid
and worn, for the barest pittance.
They
are sometimes even harnessed with mules,
and so drag the plow or draw the cart —
merely beasts of burden.

1879.
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HOUSE CLEANING.

In many cases, particularly upon the
slopes of the Apennines, the contadina
never leave their native hamlets, though
the men wander far and wide ; they even
become image venders in our cities.
Her dull interest extends no farther than
the olive or chestnut grove ; her religion
consists in telling the beads of her rosary,
and saying her simple prayer at the foot
of the wayside cross. Through the year
she is beating, or carding, or spinning
flax for their scant clothing.
This latter
is done by means of a rude distaff, which
is twirled in the left hand, while the flax
is held in the right.
If she works in the
fields, she goes miles over the country,
spinning as she trudges; indeed, the dis
taff seldom leaves her hands, unless for
more pressing household work.
In win
ter she weaves this in her hand-loom,
into coarse but strong, even cloth, from
which all clothing is made, save the coats
of men. In the same manner silk is
made by hand, after being dyed in bril
liant colors, and Roman scarfs are justly
admired for their durability, flexibility,
and brilliancy.
During the vintage, or olive, or chest
nut gathering, as the case may be, her

HOUSE

C

T N these October

days there is many
who is looking for
ward to the fall campaign of house clean
ing; and preparations have even been
commenced for its thorough prosecution
ere the pleasant days of early autumn
have gone.
We find in the Mother's
Magazine a few words by Mrs. A. S. Roe,
a housekeeper

which are appropriate to the subject, and
to be commended to the thoughtful read
"
"
ing of our good housekeepers :
When a child, how I used to hate the
semi-annual house-cleaning time ! I can
remember with what a heavy heart I
went to school, in the morning, when I
heard my mother say, " We will clean
"
and with
this or that room to-day ;
what rejoicings was the finishing day
hailed ! My spirits, which, at the begin
ning of the siege, were below zero, rose
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Chest
labor varies from its monotony.
nut gathering lasts about a month, and
impresses into service all the youth, who
greatly enjoy the pleasant autumn ram
The chestnuts are then boiled for
bles.
daily use, or dried and shelled and ground
into flour for the winter. The vintage
has a rude poetry of its own, but much
more of prose in its labor; and the olivegathering is the pleasantest of all. These
fantastic trees seem dryads, frozen into
vegetation while in a grotesque dance.
They are caricatures of eerie creatures.
In their small, square houses, pierced
by one or two windows at most, without
convenience,
ventilation,
or comfort,
these sisters of ours live and die. Let
us hope the spirit of progress may not
stay her course too long without lifting
upon the contadina of Italy the light of
her countenance !
" Italy, what of the night?
Ah, child, child, it is long !
Moonbeam, and starbcam, and song
Leave it dumb now, and dark.
Vet I perceive on the height
Eastward, not now very far,

A song too loud for the lark,
A light too strong fur a star."

HESTER M. POOLE.

LEANING.
gradually until the last day of house
cleaning found me dancing around — for
what ? Why, because the house, having
been scrubbed from top to bottom, there
was no earthly reason why we should not
have a good square meal the next day.
As a child. I thought a great deal of
I do not mean to
good things to eat.
intimate

that

I

do not care now what

I

for I do not believe there lives a
person who is utterly careless of their
food, unless it be some of the Digger
eat,

Indians,

who

would

eat

anything

but

shrimps.
But we have wandered too far from
We all know that the bill
our subject.
of fare, during the time of which we are
speaking, is not so varied as at other
times. Why, I have known a family to
live on eggs, boiled or fried, during the
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time of which I write ! Not that eggs
are not good enough in their time, but
for a steady diet for two weeks we would,
it seems to me, get tired of them. Does
it not seem as though something must
be wrong when the girls all take their
dinner to school, the boys all dodge off
as soon as they can possibly swallow
enough to keep them alive till tea-time,
and the father gets out of the house as
quickly as possible after the noon meal ?
Docs it not seem as though the wife and
mother thought more of getting her house
in order than of the welfare of her family ?
Is all this bustle and flurry and confu
sion necessary ? Can not a longer time
be taken to do the work, and why need
it all be crowded into a few days ? You
"
may say, It's only just for a little while."
but the little whiles ought to be pleasant.
We might do the main part of a room in
one day, and if we left a door or casement,
who would notice it? I know that old
" Never put off till to-morrow
saying,
what can be done to-day," is a good one ;
but, in house cleaning, it seems to me, it
would be better to put off that work
which we could only do by the utmost
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exertion.
In this, as in everything else,
we notice that system is needed, but how
few housekeepers use it! Very few lay
If this were done,
plans overnight.
much time might be saved that is now
lost. Then we hurry so in this work.
A woman always looks two years older
when the season is over ! She has no
time to go out anywhere, or, much less,
to receive a visitor, so tired is she, that
"
trifles vex and " nothings
disturb her
temper, and all this is because of the
constant hurry she is in to get through
cleaning before Mrs. So-and-So does.
" Haste makes waste " in this as well as
in other things.
We think it better to
save our strength, and these spasmodic
hurrying spells are surely a waste of
One overworks, then what a
strength.
long time it takes to bring back all those
wasted powers ! How many have we
heard say, " I can not do now as I could
once, but 1 worked too hard the year we
"
or, " I hurt myself
had no servant ;
once, lifting, and I have never been as
well since."
The house cleaning must be done, but
do not try to do it all at once.

THE DIFFERENCE.
"V/OUNG

Mrs. Grey was in the dumps.
a grieved look about her
mouth that spoiled its pretty curves, and
a scowl marred the smoothness of her
What was the matter?
white forehead.
Everything about her was bright and at
There were flowers in the win
tractive.
dow ; vines drooped and trailed from
brackets and pictures ; a bird sang in the
sunshine that streamed through the east
The lady cared for none of
ern window.

There was

Her pet dog, a lovely little
these things.
Italian greyhound, tried in vain to win
her notice ; and she scarcely smiled when
a two-year-old baby toddled into the room
and pulled at her dress, and called her
"mamma." How could anybody be sour
and sullen with such possessions ? Ah,
there is the secret. Her very wealth was
her banc — the riches of affection that had
been bestowed upon her had temporarily

spoiled her. There arc some hearts that
love so passionately, so wildly, that love
becomes to them a snare. They concen
trate all their force of feeling upon one
object, and then exact an equal return.
Failing to receive this, they are miser
able. They are, perhaps, equally miser
able if they fancy that they are not loved
It all amounts to the same
enough.
thing.
Mrs. Grey had a husband, upon whom
she lavished a world of romantic feeling.
She thought of him day and night; all
her actions related to him ; he was her
sun, and she rarely looked beyond or
above him. This kind of idolatry, by
and by, produced its natural effect. Mr.
Grey had something to do besides make
calls, do fancy-work, and think of his
wife. He had real work on hand ; he
lived a real life with real men, in a real
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PLAIN TALK FOR YOUNG MEN.

So, when the wife, overflowing
feeling, came to him for
sympathy, they met on unequal terms ;
and soon it became the habit of her soul
to say, " He don't love me as I love him."
Then followed a train of doubts and mor
bid fancies, and degrading fears, till the

You have an intense
body miserable.
desire to be loved ; an appetite for love
that has come to be morbid.
There is
an immense difference between loving
and wanting to be loved.
When the
flame of love burns clearly, we forget self
and think of the happiness of the loved
one. Suppose your husband should be
taken away from you; how would all this
nonsense about being loved seem to you
"
then ?
Mrs. Grey became thoughtful.
She
stooped to the little child and took
him upon her knee. The words of her
cousin kept repeating themselves in her

-world.

with unused

heart was disturbed, the face distorted,
and the temper soured.
Mrs. Grey had a cousin, famous among
her acquaintances for practical wisdom.
She happened upon the scene on the
dumpish morning here described.
" What is the matter ? " she asked, mak
ing a face in imitation of the pouting wife.
At this plain question Mrs. Grey burst
into tears, and said in broken words :
" Oh, it's the same old
story ; life is so
Arthur doesn't love
wearisome and dull.
me as he used to, and without his love I
don't care to live."
"
Suppose you try loving him," said the
visitor.
" I love him !
why, I love him so much
that I am miserable."
" No, my dear ; love never made
any

PLAIN

TALK

F

my young friend, that
older than you are, by
several years ; that for thousands of years
it has been full of smarter and better
young men than yourself; that when they
died the old globe went whirling on, and
not one man in ten million went to the
funeral or even heard of the death. Be
smart as you can, of course. Know as
much as you can ; shed the light of your
wisdom abroad in the world, but don't
try to dazzle or astonish the people with
it. And don't imagine a thing is so sim
ply because you may happen to think it
is.
Don't be too sorry for your father
because he knows so much less than you
do; he used to think he was as much
smarter than his father as you think you
are smarter than yours.
The world has great need of young
men, but no greater need than the young
Your clothes fit
men have of the world.

21 I

thoughts :
" There is an immense difference
be
tween loving and wanting to be loved."
" I
imagined that I was loving," she
said, at last. "Instead of that, I have
been a beggar for love — always hungry,
and always demanding more."
" You use the right word," was the an
swer. " They who give love arc princes ;
but they who ask for love are beggars."
MRS. M. F. DUTTS.

OR

YOUNG

MEN.

you better than your father's fit him ;
they cost more money; they are more
He used to be straight and nim
stylish.
ble, and, perhaps, thought his father oldfashioned. Your moustache is neater, the
cut of your hair is better, and you are
"
prettier, oh, far prettier than
pa." But,

REMEMBER,
the world is

I

young man, the old gentleman gets the
biggest salary, and his homely, scrambling
signature on the business end of a check
will drain more money out of the bank in
five minutes than you could get out with
a ream of paper and a copper-plate signa
ture in six months.
Young men are useful, and they arc or
namental, and we all love them, and we

I
I
j

I

couldn't engineer a picnic successfully
without them. But they are no novelties. They have been here before. Every
generation has a full supply of them,
and will have to the end of lime ; and
each crop will think themselves quite
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SOMETHING
man ! do you doubt that the
effect of the use of tobacco is de
moralizing? Goto the club-house, that

YOUNG

gilded threshold to a life of degeneracy
and degradation, where the card-pack
takes the place of the catechism, and the
average topics of conversation are the
latest horse-race, walking-match,
prize
fight, billiard or sparring exhibition. You
will find there every individual to be an an
imated miniature volcano, breathing forth
fire and smoke, and at intervals belching
Take the
out a defiling lava-stream.
next step down to the wine and sampleroom, where the fashionable rowdy and
professional gambler robs night of its
peaceful quiet, and under its cover fills
the pages of life's record-book with words
of blasphemy and deeds of infamy.
Go
table where one is
to the gambling
robbed of his money, and his moral life
crucified, and you will find that tobacco
holds high carnival.
Go to the grog
shop where manhood is so swiftly wreck
ed and the Divine image obliterated, and
it is tobacco smoke overhead and tobac
co juice underfoot.
Go into every haunt
of sin on the face of the whole earth,
and tobacco, alcohol, and curses are the
nefarious and diabolical trinity — the great

People all over the world are
hunting for you, and if you are worth
finding, they will find you. A diamond
isn't so easily found as a quartz pebble, but
people search for it all the more intently.
ered.

TO

AVOID.

triple enemy of the human family. Ques
tion every young man you meet, with
cigar or quid of tobacco in his mouth,
and he will be found to have strayed
care of a
away from the protecting
mother's influence, and the shadow of the
church and Sunday-school.
It has been discovered upon investiga
tion, in the Polytechnic Schools of Paris,
that the non-smoking boys are decidedly
superior in general scholarship and men
tal vigor, to those who smoke ; and the
German Government,
appreciating the

injurious effects of tobacco on the physi
cal constitution, has made smoking on
the streets by boys under the age of six
teen, an offense punishable by fine and
imprisonment.
Smoking or chewing tobacco is a pro
cess of distilling or extracting
an oil
which is so deadly a poison, that two drops
placed on the tongue of a cat will pro
duce death in four minutes ; will take the
life of the largest-sized dog, and by a
puncture in the nose of a squirrel with a
will cause death in six
pin dipped in
The sudden deaths of Gen.
minutes.
Dakin, of Brooklyn, and of Dr. Hallock,
of New York city, was due to the paral
little
ysis of the heart, caused, there
is

ahead of the last, and will live to be called
old fogies by their sons. Go ahead. Have
your day. Your sons will, by and by, pity
you for your old, odd ways. Don't be
afraid that your merit will not be discov

it,
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doubt for thinking, by tobacco poison, for
they were inveterate smokers ; while a
great many lives are closed prematurely
through its influence, and hundreds of
thousands are daily living on the verge
of the same probability.
If you would not destroy your health,
deaden or callous your moral sense ;
if you would not acquire a habit which
is generally contracted
in boyhood, and
of which the testimony of unnumbered
thousands of men is, that they would " so
"
gladly shake it off if they could ; a habit
which is a constant, and which becomes
an incalculable drain upon the pocket as
well as the constitution ; a habit that has
not one single virtue that can plead in ex
and

THE
IV

TEA

effect of tea-drinking, and argument and
illustration have been used to show how
it injures those who make it one of their
daily habits. Another method of treat
ing the subject, and one, perhaps, as like
ly as the physiological to produce some
good result in the tea-toper, is suggested
by an article we have lately met with in
the San Francisco News Letter, on the
adulteration of food, and of the many
costly articles employed as accessories of
the table. If the tea-drinker can not be
moved by an exhibition of the ravages
made upon his nervous system by tea,
perhaps he may be persuaded to reduce
the number of his cups, when he learns
that the stuff called tea is largely com
posed of refuse matter, colored by a
chemical process.
According to the News Letter the
adulteration of tea is carried to such an
extent that it is doubtful if any, except,
perhaps, one or two kinds, arrive in the
United States free from the " most abom
Green teas may
inable" manipulations.
be condemned wholesale; scarcely a brand
arriving here in even a moderately pure
Mr. Davis, an English expert
condition.
in the examination of tea, writes : " Cer
tain rumors

being afloat concerning

tenuation for its existence; then live in the
purifying atmosphere of the church and
Sunday-school, and under the influence
and council of a mother's unselfish and
devoted love, which is ever watchful to
guard you against evil. Despite the la
mentable spectacle and truth that very
defile
many ministers and churchmen
their bodies, yet strangely enough expect

pure water from muddy fountains — who
daily outrage and defile God's human
tabernacle, while in the same breath
invoking His blessing upon it, the grateful

fact is prominent, that in the churches will
be found the best standard of morals and
correct habits, and the best examples to
emulate.
e. w. austin.

AMERICANS

yf UCH attention has been given in
these pages to the physiological

the
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manufacture of green tea from old black
I became curious to ascertain the
truth, and with some difficulty persuad
ed a Hong-Kong merchant to conduct
me through the place where the opera
tions were being carried on."
Entering
one of these laboratories of fictitious
hyson, the parties were witnesses of
The damaged black
strange scenes.
tea-leaves, after being dropped into a
cast-iron pan and placed over a furnace,
were stirred rapidly with the hand, a
leaves,

small quantity of tumeric in powdered
form having been previously introduced.
This gave the leaves a yellowish or
orange tinge. Then some fine glue was
added, and a substance in powder, which
from the name given it by the workmen,
as well as its appearance, was known at
once to be Prussian blue and gypsum
triturated together with a small pestle,
in such proportion as to reduce the dark
color of the blue to a light shade. A
quantity equal to a teaspoonful of the
powder being added to the yellowish
leaves, the whole mass was stirred as
before over a fire until the leaves had
taken on the fine bloom-color of hyson,
and very much the same scent. To re
lieve from all possibility of error as to
the substance used, samples were brought
away from the place.
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Mr. Bruce, another high authority,
states that in the last operation of color
ing green teas, about half a teaspoonful
of a mixture o'f sulphate of lime and in
digo, very finely pulverized in the pro
portion of three of the former to one of
the latter, is added to a pan of tea con
taining seven pounds, and rubbed and roll
ed with the tea for about an hour to
The indi
give the tea a uniform color.
color,
and
the
the
of lime
is
sulphate
go
is used to fix it.
authorities
testify
Many competent
that very few of the leaves of the tea
drank in China are thrown away, but
carefully preserved for foreign export ;
and it is unnecessary to add that the
leaves of many plants that have no rela
tion whatever to the tea-plant, are pre
Besides the
pared and sold as tea.
poisonous earthy substances mentioned,
as adulterants of tea, there are others,
viz. : chrome-yellow, chalk, carbonate of
magnesia, steatite, soap-stone, and mica.
Perhaps it might be well to suggest a
method or two in regard to the detec
tion of the adulterants; supposing that
the reader, after the warning given, will
persist in using his favorite beverage.
If the leaves are coated to any consider
able extent, a magnifying glass of one
inch focus will show the coloring matter
in minute specks or particles, each re
Another way is
flecting its special tint.
to scrape gently two or three of the leaves
with the point of a knife, when the
foreign matter may be detected in the

Still

powder that has been separated.
another method is to place five or six of
the leaves on a slip of glass, and then
moisten them with a few drops of water,
and after the leaves have become soften
ed, firmly squeezing the water out be

tween the thumb and finger, which will
to contain more or less of
be found
the ingredients forming the coloring, if
any have been employed.

Graham Bread Historically. —
of Wm. Pitt,
England, there was a great scarcity of

During the administration
m
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wheat, and in order to make it go as far
Parliament passed a law that
all the bread for the army should be of
unbolted wheat meal. History states that
the result was such an improved condi
tion of health among the soldiers as sur
prised them, and also their officers and
the surgeons.
The latter declared that
never before were the soldiers so robust
and healthy; and that disease had nearly
disappeared from the army. For a long
time this kind of bread was used almost
exclusively, but when wheat became once
more abundant, its use was discontinued.
as possible,

ONLY TO THINK
14

Tnna

1

arc more romances In real Ilia than In

fiction."

Oni

L

to think—
Never on earth
To see him mora I
All life a dearth
Ilenccforth ! Heartrsore,
Heart-broken in useless strife
With self, to silent live a life
Scvored-8udden, rude in twain,
And moans and tears arc all In vain !
Eternity for him has just begun ;
For me life's troubled sands must run t
Now, In trailing serge, despairing ;
Saddest gloom and tears prevailing.
To one bereft — " with sorrow laden" —

IIow long the journey seems to Hsaven I
And death's mysterious realm betweon.
Oidy think/

It
Only to think—
Life is not life
Itself alono,
With sorrow rife
For half thatN gone ;
Is all that's left for hopeless mortal
This mourning for the dear Immortal ?
That other self —that mystic self —
That wandering, weird, spirit elf,
Which stirs, in aching, pulsing throbs.
And broken, stifling, whispering sobs
To misery complete,
And agony replete
The thought— he is forevor gono !
And I, alone, must live forlorn
With death's co!d journey still between I
Only think '
LISLE LE3TEK.
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In numerous

cases this can be remarked

in looking up and down the aisles.
old gentlemen's

If

heads are the

we revisit the same church

The

largest.

thirty years

afterward, we will find the energetic son
with gray hair sitting at the top of the
pew,

and his son at his side

and the

;

older man will have a head larger than
the hopeful
Wells,

Mrs. C. Fowler

H.

S. Drayton,

A.M., Editor.

been

Proprietor.

N. Sizer, Associate.

NEW YORK,
OCTOBER,

1879.

J^HE

is often asked — "How

long docs the brain of an individual

continue to grow

?

"

Some have an idea

that it attains its full growth

at the age

of twenty years ; and we have seen asser
tions, professing to be from medical au

growing up to fifty years of age or
We have just received a letter

from Mr. L. N. Fowler, of London, which
one remarkable passage.
Mr.
"
Fowler says :
I shall send you soon

contains

in

inches

;

was
1869

and now,
and

twenty-four

inches, plump

;

and he is

now in his 85th year."
The law of growth, in respect to the
brain,

who has had op

it measures

1879,

three-quarter

growth

but no close ob

of

it measured twenty-four

thority, that the brain attains its growth
server, no phrenologist

character of Sir Josiah
In
Birmingham,
England.

1864 I measured his head, which
twenty-three and a half inches ; in

at about fourteen years

;

it had

beyond.

Mason,

question

that

the phrenological

BRAIN-GROWTH.
r

son— showing

is the

same

as

If

of body.

that

relating

a muscle, or set

to

of

muscles, be called into frequent and effi

portunity to measure thousands of heads,

cient exercise, they become thereby hun

and to measure not a few of them, say

gry for nutrition

once in five years for twenty-five

passing those parts, the nutriment carried

years,

will believe a word of it.
In many cases the brain will increase
in size till a man is sixty years of age,
provided

he have a healthy,

body, and live

correctly,

vigorous

so far as diet

and labor are concerned, and the mind

in the blood
needing

A

;

and when the blood is

is absorbed by the parts

it, and they become enlarged.

broken

bone needs at the point

fracture bone-making

of

material, and the

blood which carries nutrition for every
part, as it passes the region of the frac

be kept in an active, but not over-excited

ture, loses by affinity the material which

state.

the bone wants to repair

Any sharp observer

may enter

fifty

As the blood

passes

the

fracture.

a flesh-wound,

that

churches in succession, when the congre

part of the blood adapted to heal the

gations are full, and he will readily see

wound is taken up and used where it is

that the gray-headed father, sitting at the

required.

head of his family

with his son twentywill have a

five years of age by his side,

considerably

larger head than

his

son.

Let

a person exercise the brain

in the intellectual

or thinking region and

the forehead will grow, while other parts
remain stationary.

Persons

engaged in

PHRENOLOGICAL
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rough, laborious business need the exer
cise of the base of the brain, and that
part of the head will grow

;

[Oct..

CONFUSED

A

but if the la

BOUNDI

roar breaks upon my

sleep-benumbed

I

senses.

listen.

intellectual organs, the two regions will

The sound approaches, and soon I dis
tinguish the roll of drums and the shrill

become

whistling of

bor require also the active exercise of the
enlarged

Those

accordingly.

"

fifes.

morning

and esthetical subjects will be found with

through my open window

a larger

top-head

;

and those who have

yet,"

it is early

Surely

who devote themselves mainly to moral

I mutter

to myself

I

;

for

see no ruddi

in the sky — no sign of sunrise.

ness

I

body enough to give adequate support to

glance at my watch

the whole system, including the brain,

after four.

will

tramp of many feet in harmony with the

be able to increase the size of the

brain year by year by the general exer

it is twenty minutes

;

Now I hear the tramp, tramp,

I

drum-beat.

go to

the

and

window

until old

age.

glance down the street, and see a long

The body increases in size in old

age,

line of helmeted soldiers moving briskly

cise of all the faculties
why not the brain

?

Generally there is

I reflect

southward.

not vigor enough in the vital system to

is at peace ?

sustain the body, and push the develop

array, whose clangor

ment of brain beyond

the age of fifty

;

but there are cases which we happen to
know,

until after

proving brain-growth

Ah

?

for

then why this martial
disturbs

!

I

am in Imperial

a martial

Yes

paace ?

;

pare for war," is the proverb

bones of the skull have become hard and

German

When the brain requires more

room in any part, the bone material
the skull is gradually

which the
illus

constantly

government

trates.
Soldiers on every hand

of

absorbed or dis

solved, and, like lime-water,

like my
Germany,

The nation is at
spirit.
"
but in time of peace pre

the brain to increase in size after the
strong.

the early

every phase of life is tinctured

where

with

Some persons think it impossible

;

morning air, and light-sleepers
self

sixty years of age.

Yes

Europe

a moment.

!

In the crowd

ed marts of the city, in the peaceful ham

is taken up

lets of the mountain we meet the tinselled

by the circulation to be reorganized into

dress

new adjustments of the skull, large enough

spiked helmet and bayonet of the private.

for the brain.
as a human

The clam shell

is as

thick

skull and much harder, yet

a

clam will double his size in two or three

and

sword

of

the

officer,

the

Young men they are all, in the freshness
of their strength — gathered from valley
and hill for the camp and barrack.

When

years, during which time the entire shell

I

will have been reconstructed on

in the outskirts of Mayence or Cologne,

pattern in every direction.

a larger

The clam

is

never imprisoned or cramped by his shell

;

he is, like the brain, simply protected and

I

see heavy columns

of these deploying

wonder not that the women of Germany

labor in the fields and perform the drudg
ery of the houses and the shops

;

for the

shielded as by a friend.

flower of the German home is in the Em

and so is

peror's army training for possible strife

The shell is alive,
the human skull, like the finger

nails, or the hoofs of animals, and capable

with neighboring

of rapid growth, though

pression of revolutionary

to

us imperceptible.

the process be
S.

nations, or for the sup
disorders which

the Imperial Council knows are only la
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tent

in

the

intelligent,

liberty-loving
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If

make him spiritless and discouraged.

masses, and which wine and beer-drink

the child had enough

ing

to prevent him from being utterly ruined

"

habits help greatly to quicken.

You have no army ! "

temptuous
added,

the con

was

remark of a German

"Just

;

and he

"No;

look at ours!"

we

have no such great military establishment
as you

boast, my friend.

there come the

But should

need, in a moment a mil

lion lion-hearted soldiers would

be array

ed under the colors of our Union."

The man looked at
contempt

me ; the

of

been transformed

expression of admiration,
exclaimed :
" Ah,
you Americans
"
people !

HOW
A N anxious

NOT

into an

and he warmly
are a wonderful
d.

TO GOVERN.

mother

desires to know

what would be the effect upon the
moral nature of a child " if compelled,
by parental authority,

to do that which

he feels certain is wrong."

There are two ways in which the child
He would learn to
might be affected.
doubt the wisdom

or the justice

of the

parent, or his moral feelings would
outraged

and

blunted.

be

Though most

parents, in their cool moments, desire to
do right by their children, they often be

age of maturity

personal independence, he would be
ly to ignore and contemn

and

like

every thing he

had thus been taught, and thereby re
pudiate

much

that was

perhaps

really

valuable in his early instruction.

Children, in their training, should
permitted

curl

but a moment before wreath

ing his lip had

until he reached the

of moral stamina

b<

to have all the liberty which

they can take without abusing it. This
will awaken and establish in them a spirit
of self-government, individual responsi
bility, and an awakening of Conscienti
ousness which gives a moral sanction to
all their decisions. If they are acted on as
mere machines, and bidden to do this,
and to refrain from doing that, with no
reason given or suggested, and none be
ing apparent to their minds, they become
mere slaves to parental authority ano
muscle, and of course never learn to fee)
individual accountability for conduct. Ii
they are naturally too strong to be utterly
crushed, they revolt and cast off restraint
so soon as they are old enough to run
away or become strong enough to con
front the arbitrary injustice.
Children are but men in miniature,
without
to
possessing the judgment
reason as soundly, and they are affected
quite as badly as adults arc by arbitrary
injustice from their rulers, and this, as
all history attests, makes the people
slaves, or arouses a spirit of revolution
to throw off the unrighteous yoke.
S.

come angry, and compel them to do that

which both parent and children know to
be wrong.
This blunts if it do not uproot
a child's

moral susceptibilities.

It

also

arouses its anger, stirs up and strengthens
the baser emotions, and tends to harden
him in disobedience until he is regarded
as utterly depraved.

It

would also blunt

his filial affection, and thus disturb his
social as well as his moral feelings, and

if he were not

a strong character it would

FINAL WORDS.
Before

the issue of this number will
" American

reach distant readers the class of the

Institute of Phrenology" for the year 1879 will
The first day of October we hoi,c
be in session.
to witness the meeting of the largest and best
class that has ever assembled.
The harvest i f
practical Phrenology is troad, and beckons the
hands which can garner it. Ten million men.
women, and children need the council and guid
ance which yie phrenologist
can impart, and
would promptly recognize that need if the sub
ject were properly presented to their acceptance.

PHRENOLOGICAL

;

a

all who have the charge of factories,
workshops, and stores, or wherever human nat
ure is to be guided, managed, and governed.
Merchants should send out as traveling asrents
those who are expert In reading character.
A
man so prepared will do twice as much business
as another, and will do
more acceptably. Oue
who has to feel his way among men, making
mistakes in his method of address, will work
hard to accomplish little. No matter how much
ho may know about the articles he seeks to
vend,
he has no ready method of understand
"botch" at
ing bis customer he will be but
his business.
A man long in business learns
much of character, how to treat it and mold
but
merely intuitive, or the result of ob
willing to fill up llf<
servation.
But who
with blunders till the ago of forty, learning by
rule, when by reading:
the hardest,
without
during the spare hours of six months, and
then taking six weeks of instruction, he might
start well equipped attwenty and do better in six
months than his father can do who has followed
the same business for twenty-five years.
not the prifessional phrenologist merely
that the Institute
engaged In developing. It
would lend its aid to every class of persons
who have to deal with mind and character In
the school-room and family, the pulpit, the hall
of justice, in the spheres of business or of com
mand; wherever human nature has to he led,
molded, guided, or controlled, this compre
hensive science of first principles oilers Its aid
8.
and claims recognition.
a

is

is

it

:

it

a

if

it

the insane,

is

tutorial

liuraan.

He that questioheth m'ich shml le:im mtich " — Bacon.
head begins to feel heavy and dull, and
feel like doing anything

do not

and three or four hours

after my meal
begin to feel hungry again. Be
fore this trouble came on mo
could study and
am too thick headed
never get tired, but now
to do anything. Can you tell me what
the
reason of this
Answer: We prosumo that tho immediate oc
casion of the congestion, which induces the un
comfortable sensation you complain of,
slug
gish liver. You should regulate your diet so as
to promote freedom in tho action of tho stomach
and liver.
general thing, soon after one
As
has eaten
full meal there ensues
sluggish,
nervous state.
Blood is drawn to the stomach,
and tho forces of the system are occupied with
the work of digesting mainly, hence tho brain
and nervous system become more or less de
pressed, and one can not think and act very offi

We can not undertake to return unavailable contributions unless the necessary postace
is provided by the writers. In all cases, persons who
communicate with us through the post-office should,
they expect a reply, inclose the return postage, or what
is better, a prepaid envelope, with their
full address.

if

will

not be considered.

Capillary Congestion. — Question
I

An hour or two after

have

had my meal,

:

A

nonymous letters

my

is

I

is
a

:

if

a

Ik an Inquiry Fails to Receive Atten-

tion within two months, the correspondent should re
not then published, the inquirer may con
peat it
clude that an answer is withheld, for rood reasons^
by the editor.

?

if

a

mill be answered in this department.
But one ques
tion at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
a correspondent shall expect us to give
pounded,
him the benefit 0f an early consideration.

a

Questions of" General Interest" only

I

I

o

jpur {fjorrespotibeitts.

;

I

'

in'

[Oct.,

is

la

it

;

is

;

is

is

;

it
is

is

is a

it,

Thousands of poople have acquired a prejudice
against the subject because they have seen seme
person who had little knowledge of it try to
explain and apply it. But when any pernon ap
pears in the field of Phrenology who is well
versed in its doctrines, aud has practical skill In
fair educa
applying
especially if he have
tion and agreeable manners, there
no subject
which commands more intense interest, certainly
none which
capable of being made more use
ful In all who think, and to those who desire
ts do and be all that
possible and desirable.
Mothers are puzzled by the peculiar disposi
tions and tendencies of their children
they de
sire to do whatever
best to promote their
happiness, and to guide them to virtue and use
fulness, but they are so unlike in some particu
lars that no mode of treatment seems adapted
to all. One needs encouragement, another re
one
straint
selfish, headstrong, and
brave,
overbearing; another
timid, retiring, modest,
and morbidly sensitive
others partake of both
typeG of character, in some respects, and no rule
seems adapted to all. Here
that Phrenology
becomes the guide and helper.
It teaches the
expert how to touch the keys of the mental
qualities so as to bring out harmonics little
dreamed of by those whose minds have not
been Illuminated by the light of Phrenology.
Wo desire to educate many who shall dissemi
nate the good seed widely.
We desire that all
ministers of religion shall acquire
knowledge
of this science of the mind
all teachers, all
legislators, all who administer justice or treat
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Pimples
tie skin

and Sores

!— The

condition

is

is

;

is is

r

is

is

indicator of the functional
states of the stomach, liver, kidneys, etc.
Whon
any of these organs are impaired, sickness Is tho
suit, and the kind of sickness
dependent
upon the organ which
deranged. Dyspepsia,
s0 common in society,
indicative of irregular
ity or disease in the stomach. Sores and pimples
show that the skin doea not act its normal part
in throwing off the effete matter or waste of tho
its pores having become clogged, dif
system
ferent forms of illness result; fevers, colds,
rheumatism, etc. Sores and pimples ahow con
gestion in the part where they are situated, and
the breaking out which constituted a sore,
an
effort on the part of Nature to relieve the system
of corrupt material. One who
troubled with
those
disagreeable things, should not apply
medicated washes or awallow drugs for their
an

-

is

!

is

is

is

is

is

?

:

scalp for falling hair
its thorough cleausing.
If the hair and scalp be washoi. every day with
tepid water and fine toilet soap, and after having
been well dried by the application
of
soft
towel, it be gently rubbed with
soft brush, tho
hair-cella,
not too much diseased, may be sti 21ulnted to renewed activity, and the hair take on
a fresh growth.
Baldness in most cases
con
stitutional and seemingly unavoidable
this may
bo the case with you.
a

A

it

a

a

of

Subscriber may

is

for the beat essay discussing the relations
of Faith and Reason, was carried into effect in
due time.
scientific gentleman of this city
and
Western clergyman were awarded the
prize, and
was divided between them, each
having discussed the subject from a different
but equally important point of view. We can
supply
pamphlet which containable first prize
essay, which ia entitled, "Psychological Basis
of Religion," at twenty cents.
a prize

Hair Falling Out.—

be informed that the best method of treating tho

;

of

Pawnbrokers' Balls. — Question: Will

you be kind enough to give me an explanation
of the three gilded balls one seca hanging out
from the pawnbrokera' shops
Answer: We have answered this question once
or twice before, probably not within your time
as
reader. Tho sign was taken from that of
the Lombard bankers of Italy, who were tho
first to open loan-shops in England for tho re
lief of thoso In distressed circumstances.
The
greatest of the Lombards were tho celebrated
On their armorial shield
Medici, of Florence.
were engraved pills, in allusion to the origin
from whence they had derived the name of
Medici, or physicians.
Their agents in England
and other countries placed their coat of arms
over the doors of their loan offices as sign, and
after
while it became customary for thoso In
similar business to put up the same token.
a

offer

a

R— The

work of consider

?

a

O.

of Color. — A

is

is,

a

;

J.

Prize Essay.—

Laws

able size has been recently published, called
"The Color Sense," in which the supposed ori
gin of color
sought to be explained and the
phenomena of its observation described. Tho
author is Mr. Grant Allen. Price $3.50.
is

you
you will find this
whole matter clearly explained.
In brief, it may
b« said, that in 1582 Pope Gregory XIII. sought
to regulate the Roman calendar so that it should
accord with astronomical time ; and it was then
ordered that October 5th should be called Oc
tober 15th. This regulation was adopted in En
gland, but not until 1752, when the 3d of Sep
tember was called the 14th. As a general rule
to change old style to new, we add eleven days.
If the revolution of the earth around the sun oc
cupied exactly 365 days and six hours, the Cal
endar would not require correction. As it
the period of revolution is about eleven minutes
shorter.
To compensate for the quarter,
day
is added to February once in four years
and to
o. mpeusato for the loss of the eleven
minutes
per annum, an extra day is allowed once in
hundred years.
an encyclopedia

Fetichism — Question: In one of your
late numbers, somo mention
made of fetich
ism will you be kind enough to give me the
definition of the word
Atiswcr: Fetichism is the lowest form in which
man indicates his natural disposition to worship.
The miserable half-savage Hindu, the barbarous
native of Central Africa, the fierce South Sea Isl
ander, bow to stones and reptiles, and deem no
object too mean for conseuratiou by some mys
terious, supernatural influence. Fetichism
a
rude form of Pantheism, or the existence of God
in all the objects of Nature. The term itself
de
rived from feilico, which
borrowed from the
Portuguese fetisco, and
used by the negroes of
Senegal to denote an instrument of witchcraft.
The term feitico means an amulet or talisman,
something that has been blessed, and
thought
to possess magical powers.

if

Old Style and New Style.— If

will consult

eradication, but seek to improve the general
health, eating good food, particularly fresh veg
etables and fruits, articles which serve to cool
the blood and soothe the nervous system.

a

The trouble you are suffering, we think,
a sluggish circulation induced
by a torpid or congested liver.
Moles !— The moles you speak of are duo in
a great measure to tho same cause which has
bcen hinted above.
Your blood is reduced in
tone and quality, and the moles indicate that.
An Invigorated, purified circulation will have a
marked effect upon the skin, cleaning and re
newing it.

a

ciently.

is mainly due to
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no
Teeth of Children. — Question:

Is

there any way of overcoming a tendency to de
fective teeth in a very young child ? My boy,
hardly two years old, has teeth which show signs
of decay.
Answer : Soxe children Inherit poor hones and
Some teeth are poor because their food
teeth.
lacks phosphate of lime ; some eat sugar, which
not being digested promotes acidity. Let the
child's teeth be kept clean, and avoid vinegar
sugar, cake and fine flour. Let him cat oat
meal, cracked wheat, Graham bread, and avoid
hot drinks and ice water. Promote the general
health, and the teeth and all tissues will he im
and

proved.

Phrenology and Physiognomy In
harmonious — Question : One of the fundamental
principles of Phrenology is that the mind has a
special organ, viz., the brain ; and that it (the
mind) docs not reside in the whole body. For

instance, if the hands or feet possessed mind,
this would give to them the power to think and
Tho very
reason, which they do not possess.
" All
soul of Physiognomy lies in the principle,
shape and form indicate character, and all shapes
That is, each
and forms originate in mind."
bony has its own specific form, because its mind
gave it such ; or, iu other words, each mind
forms just such a body as it needs for itself.
Now, how can the mind shape just such a body
as it needs for Its use if it docs not occupy the
whole body ?
Answer: You know that the nervous system,
throughout the length and breadth of the body,
is connected directly with the brain, just as the
telegraph wires of tho country center in one
common focus, the general office of the com
pany which owns and operates tho lines ; and the
wires arc dependent r.pon the grand central bat
tery for their usefulness in tho transmission of
In the brain resides tile mind, or
intelligence.
thinking principle ; the body is its servant. The
nervous system makes every part of tho body in

timately related to the mind. It is not neces
sary, then, that the mind should occupy the great
toe of the right foot to have that member move
in accordance with iLs will, any more than the
mind of the railway manager should reside part
ly in the brain of the locomotive engineer in his
The engineer does the work of
employment.

A
manager rcsponsively to his bidding.
well-organized railway works throughout its
length responsively to the manager, who sits in
his office, and with the assistance of bell and
telegraph, keeps ths whole concern in motion,
doing the work of transportation for a State.
The evidences of the mind of a man IikeVanderbilt could be seen nil along tho four or five
hundred miles of railway, yet &i an independent
entity, that mind resided in the head of Mr. VanIt is necessary to separate between ef
dcrhilt.

the

fects and causes in discussing the phenomena

of

The inconsistency or inharmony to
thought.
which you allude Is scarcely more than construct
ive.

H. P. — Question: Can I write for the
Journal ?
Ansioer: You had better not write poetry.
the piece you sent us for ten years, and
then, if you think it will do, we will publish it.

Save

It

a Swindle? — Answer: We knowIs
nothing about the concern. If it is an advertis
If you had
ing affair it is vory likely a puff-ball.
given your name and address, as you should, .we
could hive answered you by mall. Write some
body in that town, inclosing stamp for reply.

Memory. — Question:

I

am troubled

with a very poor memory. How can it be im
proved ?
Answer: This question can not be fully an
swered in this department of the Journal, as
Many
there are many phases of the subject.
things tend to injure the memory. Tobacco, al
coholic stimulants, fine flour, which starves the
brain, coffee, greasy food, and sugar, which teud
to clog the liver and cloud the brain; too little
sleep, excessive indulgence of the social instinct,
etc. If all these causes arc absent, or shall be
avoided, and the memory still remain poor, we
shall be ready to look for other causes.

Psychology.— L.

B.,

Jr.— The work

you refer to would not help you in the study of
Psychology, us we understand and use that
term.

Telegraphy.— Question: What

phren

ological organs are necessary to become n good
telegraphic operator, and how much would il
cost, and how long would it take, and ho*
would it pay t%be an operator?
Answer: One should have large perceptive or
gans, including number, good memory, a mental
temperament, large Firmness and Continuity,
and sharp hearing power. The tuition varies from
$25 to $100 ; and the time required, according to
the pupil's facility, is from three to twelve
months. The pay depends on the person and
the place he gels.

"

Honor and Shame." — Question

have seen this form of the quotation,
and fame' from
correct ?

no conditions

rise."

: I

'"Honoi

Which

is

" Honor and shame " is the true quo
Answer :
tation. Tho poet intended a broad contrast of
extremes, to show that conduct, not conditions, is
Men
the foundation of cither houor or shame.
are sometimes honored without merit, or derided
and crucified without demerit.

J. R. V. — The conditions

about right.

If

stated

arc

you had given your address and

W HA T

THEY SAY.

spnt a stamp wc would

hive written to you, »3
the matter is strictly personal.

Hair Falling Off.
there any remedy

for

the

—
Question : Is
falling oft of the hair?

Anewer : That depends upon the ope and con
stitution of the person. Some persons become
bald early ; others of no stronger constitution
never lose their hair. Some naturally come to
baldness sooner or later. We know of no rem dy for this. Early and abnormal baldness occurs
through overwork of brain, sickness, or wrong
articles of diet or luxury.
If one stimulates or
eats in such a way as to keep the system fever
ish, no doubt nature will give evidence of abuse,
among other methods, in the falling of the hair.

Catarrh. — V. F. — Your trouble is ca
tarrh, the proper treatment for which you will
And in "The Health Almanac for 1875."
Price,

,

10 cents.
Several

answers

must

be deferred

to the next

number.

Communications are invited on any topic of inter
est; the writer's personal views and facts from his
experience bearing on our subjects, being preferred.

A

Private Letter.— The following

recently received from an excellent friend,
though intended as private, is in such sympathy
with our objects and life long labors, that we
Venture to slure its sentiments with others to
whom the cause of human science is as dear as
it is to us :
New York, Aug. 14, 1879.
My Dear Mrs. Wells : I can not see you to
day ; but I must express to you in some way
that my pleasure and surprise were great indeed
when I accompanied you through your Artistic
and Literary Laboratories.
My hurry was so
great that I could only see and then disappear,
without giving vent 'o my joy and gratitude,
and all that— for I had no idea of the extent of
your establishment at 737 Broadway, though I
aware of the fact that your
had long been
Phrenological Institute, with its excellent pro
fessors, lecturers, and writers, and extensive
cabinet of interesting busts, skulls, and por
traits, was doing a vast amount of good in the
world ; and since seeing the beautiful library
and all the systematic details of your publish
ing department, from the editor's chair, before
which I always bow in profound reverence, to
all the minor parts, I feel a still greater interest
iu your earnest desire to perpetuate your institu
tion, with all its advantages, for the welfare of
future generations, and I deem it laudable in
letter,
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you to wish to do so by erecting a " Memorial
building," that those whose lives have been
given in the promulgation of the noble science of
Phrenology, may never cease to live in the mem
ory of lnimanity.
I regret my inability just now
to contribute to your dear enterprise, but I
promise you that if the solitary dollar I gave
you somo time since as a fund-germ for the
same object, be not soon augmented by contri
butions from other friends, that I will add to it
so soon as my means may permit ; which to me
will be a duty as well as a pleasure, for I owe
much to that science which first taught me to
know myself, as I consider that my first im
pulse to growth commenced with its study, and I
have no doubt that there are thousands who feel
as I do about it.
If these would only give ac
cording to their means— twenty-five cents, a
dollar, ten dollars, a hundred, a thousand, or
ten thousand dollars, from the able and wiUiiffi you would soon be able to realize your
"ever present dream" (as you once expressed
yourself in regard to it), and I believe you will
have sympathy and aid from all friends, with
means, who "love their fellow -men."
Lovingly yours,
SOPHIE W. KENT.

A Woman's Troubles. — Mister Edit

or: I am hl grate truble and I want some advise.
When I was young I was teached that a woman's
bisness was to be agreeable, ornymental and
affecshunit.
They sed that kind of a woman
could get the smartest husbands and I gess
thats so for my husband is a very smart man
and he used to say I was as hansum as a pitcher
and etllcish as a fashion plate and lovin as a
dove.
Hcs a grate deel smarter than Mister
Dawkins our next door uabor, but Missis Dawkins knows everything and my husband seems
to think more of talkin to her than of iookin at
mc and she don't like it because
her huaband sits and looks at mc instead of lookin at
her while shes talkin to my husband. At least
I dont tbiuk she does and this is part of my
truble but not the worst. Missis Dawkins is as
homely as a hedge fense and dont know this
years fashions from last and I made some re
marks on her looks one day and my husband
said and said it very cxprcsive to, that folks isnt
to blame for not bcin hansum but they was to
blame if they didnt know nothin because they
could learn if they wanted to. I shall think to my
dyln day that he merit me and it made mc feel
bad soltbot I'd try to lern somcthin.
Missis
Dawkins and my husband used to talk a grnto
dcel about the daly papers so I looked in
them and I saw a place that sed Notes for the
fair sex and if I dont know much I knew that
was for wimmiu and kept readin it but all there
was to it was about dresses and fashions ; and got
another paper and that had a column of W-o-m
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n-n-i-t-e-s that was just the same.
Aud I got
smother that had a place In that sed for and
about wlmmin and "that wasnt much better.
Once in a w hile they told about some womman
that had painted a pitcher or killed a bare or
shot a man or how old some womman was
who maden speech but mostly twas all the name.
All they had for wimmin was about clothes and
hair and such things so I began to think I was
teached rite after all.
But it seems to me my
husband aint satisfied and I saw one of your
papers one day and it sounded so kind o' sensi
ble that I thot I'd rite and ask you if you think
as all the other cdiiers seem to that a womman
dont need to know nothin only how to be agree
able and afTeekshunit and fix herself up nice.
I shall wait for your answer with great augzicty.
I spose my spellin aint hardly good enough for
a Editur for I didnt go to schule much, but you
muHt excuse it and remember how little I was
teached.
Yours, very truly,
JOSEPHINE JACKSON.
Bllnton, Oct. 1st, 1867.

I can not do
I like it above

nal.

Without the Jour

all other publications.
Its
arc brimful
of good, sound reading
pages
matter, so different from the trash so prevalent
in these times.
n. B. s.— ill.

The times can not get

so

hard

but what it would be harder to do without the
Journal, and hard times or no hard times I
must and will have it.
w. c. — pa.

Editor Phrenological Journal —

Dear Sir : So laden with good things is the Jour
nal each month that after reading all the num
bers for a year, it is difficult to say which num
ber is best.
When I took my pen to write I
was going to tell you I never rend a number
with so much interest as the August number
for 1879; but maybe
I've forgotten about
other numbers.
There is one thing, however, in the August
number which has a special interest for me, and
I dare believe it has the same for hundreds of
other.-!, namely, the letter from J. O. Clark, Hop
kins Co., Texas.
If I can judge from what I've heard from
health-reform friends and my own feelings, I be
lieve there are a great many longing for a chance
to go where other health reformers are, that
they may be enabled to carry out their convic
tions to a greater perfection.
What are most of
our popular social gatherings of to-day but
death to health ?
I say let the friends of a better and higher life
get together in colonies, that they may be enabled
to work with more effect against the evil prac
tices of to-day
and for the elevation of tho
whole human family.
We must concentrate our
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forces if we shall win. We must work system
atically, and this wc can not do, scattered, so
well as we could in companies. The Journal,
ever for progress and reform, will aid us.
Let each reader therefore try to widen Its
Now is the best time to begin.
circulation.
Few that subscribe for the Journal will ever
drop it again while they live. So if wc get a
subscriber for it we have done something by
which the world is bettered.
Wo frequently
hear people say " What good can I do ?" Here
is something most every one can do, and doing
it you arc doing good.
h. A. ani»:kson.
Pigeon Falls, Wis., Aug. 29«, 1879.

PERSONAL.
" In Memoriam."
Dr. Jerome Van Crowninstuei.d
Smith
died at Richmond, Berkshire county, Mass., on
the 20th of August last, aged 79 years. Dr.
Smith was born at Conway, N. H., July 20, 1800,
and was graduated at Brown University in 1818.
He was the first Professor of Anatomy and
Physiology in tho Berkshire (Mass.) Medical
Institution, and in 1808, '69, and '70 held the
same position in the New York Medical Col
lege for Women. He established in Boston
the Medical Intelligencer,
which he edited in
18S23-'24. For a short time ho edited the Weekly
News Letter (1825-'26), and for thirty years was
the editor of the Boston Medical and Surgical
Journal.
He was also the editor of other peri
odicals and the contributor to several publica
tions. He was Port Physician of Boston from
1826 to 1849, and in 1854-'55 was mayor of the
city. He was the author of many scientitic and
miscellaneous works, including the following :
"The Class-Book of Anatomy" (1837), " Life of
General Jackson," "Natural History of the
Fisheries of Massachusetts" (1833), "Economy
of the Honey Bee," " Mechanism of tho Eye,"
" Pilgrimage to Palestine" (1851), " Pilgrimage
to Egypt" (1852), "Turkey and the Turks"
(1854), and two annual messages as mayor, and
orations, etc.
various addresses,
Dr. Smith
was a very learned man, especially in languages
and literature ; was plain, polite, and genial in
and most intelfull of interest in all

his manners, one of the easiest

ligentof public speakers,

and

He wrote and
modern scientific developments.
and
read without glasses, and in his appearance
looks might have passed for sixty. We treasure
He has gone
his memory as a beloved friend.
to his rest, and left no enemy, but hosts of
friends.

Prop. L. N. Fowler and daughter sailed from
New York for London, in the steamer Victoria,
August 23d. His stay in tho United States was
brief, not quite two months, yet he visited

W
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friends in New England, western New York
in this city, deriving as well as giving
During the nine
thereby eminent satisfaction.
teen years of his absence, time has whitened his
locks, but it has not impaired the clearness of
his mind or his bodily health.

and

First Colored Laky Graduate of a Medi
cal College is America.— Miss Susan Smith,
now the wife of Rev. W. G. McKinncy, gradua
ted from the Woman's

York

Medical College of New
She is

as valedictorian of her class in 1870.

a native of Brooklyn
G. McKinncy,

and is the wife of Rev. W.

a former missionary to the frecd-

Previous to her aareer
in North Carolina.
student, she was a teacher In a
Her college excolored school in this city.
per.ses shc paid out of her own earnings, and
the very sensibly prides herself now upon the
fact that she has been self-sustaining from the
Her father
time she started out in her career.
Is a man of means, and she might have been a
belle in the best circles of the colored people in
this city, where there are a number of wealthy
But her
and very many well-to-do families.
thoughts and aspirations were of a different life,
and she set about self-improvement as her first
duty. She has succeeded to winning her way to
a good practice, and to a high place In the con
fidence and respect of the public.
men

as a medical
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The flowers are not painted black,
mourning.
nor is every bird a crow.
We can do more good by being good than in
any other way.

Gravity

is only the bark of wisdom,

serves to preserve it. — Confuciut.

Marrying

a man to save hlni is

bnt it

" played out "

among sensible girls.

Yon

can not dream yourself

you must
Froudt.

into a character ;
hammer and forge yourself one. —

Socrates called beauty a short-livod tyranny ;
Plato, privilege if natural ; Thcophrastus, a silent
cheat; Theocritus, a delightful prejudice; Cnrncadus, a solitary kingdom ; Domitian said that
beauty was better than all the letters of recom
mendation to the world ; Homer, that 'twas a
glorious gift of nature ; and Ovid calls it a favor
bestowed by angels.
But then they didn't
understand anything about false teeth, curl:-,
calves, etc.

MIRTH.
"

A little nonsense now and then
Is relished by the wisest men."

Homcsopathy.— " Similia, Similiabus Curantur." — A gentleman who suffered from palpita
tion of tho heart was relieved by applying an
other palpitating heart to the region affected.
Pellets of sugar indeed I

WISDOM.
" Think

truly, and thy thought
Shall be a fruitful seed."

flow many thousands there

Peace is such a precious jewel, that I would
give anything for it hut truth. — Malthem Henry .

The man who can be familiar with every one
he meets, and preserve their respect, and does
not lose his own, Is a very uncommon character.
The man who has got so low down that be
can't be flattered, has got so low down that he
can't be abused.

Better

than grandeur, better than gold,
Than rank and titles a thousand-fold,
Is a healthy body and mind at ease,
And simple pleasures that always pleaso ;
A heart that can feel for another's woe,
And sharo its joys with a genial glow,
With sympathies large enough to enfold
All men as brothers, is better than gold.

are who live out
have nothing to prove it by,
only that they have had the mumps, the measles,
and perhaps the chicken-pox.
a whole life, and

A fellow

wrote to

a

down-town

follows: "Dear but: if yew hcv gut

storo a-,
a book

called Daniel Webster on a brige, please send
express c. o. d.— i want
to git It ter-morrer if I kin, cause my spelinteacher says i oughter hev it.'-'
me a coppy by Pyscr's

"There are too many women in the world;
sixty thousand more women than men in Massa
"That is thi;
chusetts," growled the husband.
survival of the fittest, my dear," replied the
wife.

" Whatever

An Irishman went to the theater for the first
time. Just as the curtain descended on the first
act a boiler to the basement exploded, and be
was blown through the roof, coming down In the
next street. After coming to his sens.es, be asked:
" An' what piece do yez play nlxt ? "

The world

A good square kick will sometimes help a man
further along to this world toward independ
ence and prosperity than a dozen pulls by the

Never does a man portray his own character
more vividly than in his manner of portraying
another's.
crazy sorrow saith,
No life that breathes with human breath
Has ever truly longed for death." — Tennyson.
was never intended

for

a house of
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hand. — Dtrritk.
we would

We know several men whom
admire to help along toward inde

pendence and prosperity.
in illustration of the prov
soft answer turncth awav wrath," says
fiat "It is better to speak paragorically of a
person than to be all the time flinging epi
taphs."

Mrs. Partington,

erb,

"A

Tina world would be a dreadfully silent place
If people talked as little as they thought.
The leaves of trees, like summer boarders
with bills unpaid, take their departure, leaving
I heir trunks behind them.

"What's the matter, my dear?" said a kind
wife to her husband, who had sat for half an
hour with his face buried in bis hands, and ap
" Oh, I don't
parently in great tribulation.
" Well,"
know ; I've felt bke a fool all day."
said his wife, consolingly, "you look the very
picture of what you feel."
The Boston Transcript gives the following ac
count of the origin of a word : A great many
years agn, a poor beggar explained his ragged
appearance by observing :
have no money to
And his
buy new clothing, and mend I can't."
class have been called mendicants ever blnce.

"I

Henry ErtsKi.NE, happening

to be retained

for

a client by the name of Tickle,

began his speech
in opening the case thus: "Tickle, my client,
the defendant, my lord," and upon proceeding,
was interrupted by laughter in court, which was
greatly increased when the judge, Lord Kames,
"Tickle him yourself, Harry; you
exclaimed:
"
nre as able to do it as I am !

In this department ive give short reviews of such
New Books as publishers set fit to scud us. In these
rer ieios ire seek to tre:tt author an.l publisher satis
factorily and justly, and a/so to furnish our readers
frith such information as shall enable them to form
an opinion of the desirability of any particular ;Wume for personal use. It is our wish to notice the
better class of books issuing from the press, and we
invite publishers to favor us with their recent publi
cations, especially those related in any way to mental
and physiological science. Wc can usually supply any
of those noticed.
The History op the Oriotv op Aix Tnixcs :
Including the History of Man. By L. M. Ar
18"i2.
Now
nold, of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
published by Aunie Getchell, M.D., Boston.

This is an octavo volume of nearly five hun
dred pages, purporting to bo " Written by God'c
Holy Spirits, through an Earthly Medium," viz.,
L. M. Arnold. The work was published in parts,
in 1S52, and pretty widely circulated, but for
many years it has been out of print, and is now
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revived by Dr. Getchell, as a work full of inter
est to all who find comfort and upbuilding in
what is called "the Spiritual
Philosophy."
There seems to pervade the whole work, wheth
er it come from the author, or those whv, it is
stated, spoke through him, a highly moral and
religious spirit. Of course the framework of the
doctrine would not be accepted by evangelical
teachers, though many passages would grace any
Price, $2. It
discourse on piety and religion.
may be ordered through the Journal office.
be Well ; or, Common-Sense Medical
Hygiene. A book for the people, giving direc
tions for the treatment of acute diseases with
out the use Oi drug medicines; also hints on
By M. Augusta Fairgeneral health care.
child, M.D.
S. R. Wells & Co., Publishers.
1879.
pp. 180. Price, f 1.

How to

This is a cru:p, earnest, straightforward work,
simple and plain enough in its style to be under
stood readily by common people, yet full of that
medical culture which comprehends the princi
ples, and lies at the foundation of tuccessful
medical practice.
The author has been graduated f;ir many yeirs,
and in active practice, and brings to the work in
hand experience, and facts which have grown
up under her own inspection ; therefore she in
able to understand what topics to treat and how
to treat them, in order to make a book for the
people, which shall le::d towards health, and in
thoimuds of instances obviate all necessity for
medical
the delay and expense of obtaining
advice, 'ihe people are trying to know some
thing about themselves and how to care for the
health of the family, avoiding thereby serious
illness, by avoiding the causes, and nipping in
the bud utt.icks of disease before they become
unmanageable.
The book before ui undertakes to teach the
common people— th :so who have no technical
knowledge of Physiology and Hygiene - how to
treat themselves and their lamilics according to
It opens with an explana
the true healing art.
tion of the Hygienic medical system, gives the
philosophy of the two grand remedial agente —
water and movements. We have a chapter show
ing how to apply the wet sheet ; abdominal
sits
fomentation;
bandages; wot compress;
bath ; foot bath ; and everything that relates to
the application of water for the cure of disease.
There is a chapter on the general character
of fever; its nature and how to treat it; an
other chapter on typhus fever ; another on
eruptive fevers, such as chicken-pox, measles,
and scarlet fever. The subject of the throat, and
lung.-, and their di eases and how to treat them,
Is an interesting clrvptcr, especially to those
who have children afflicted with the liability to
croup, quinsy, inflammation and irritation of the
lungs ; another form of fever is inflammation of
the stomach, which is presented In all its varied
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with the proper suggestions as to treat
We have also a chapter on the nervous
system, which explains that mysterious difficulty
called nervousness, and shows how health must
come to the people of this country, through
Physiological living, not by means of anodynes
and tonics.
The great subject of indigestion
and all the symptoms which belong to that cen
tral trouble. Its phases aro numerous, and its
treatment really simple, when properly under
stood.
Millions of people aro dragging out a
miserable existence, through the want of knowl
edge of the proper kiuds of food, who have in
digestion, and all the evlls that grow from it ;
whereas, a little Information as to the selection
and preparation, aud uso of food, would obviate
their troubles.
A chapter is devoted to food, and true Hygiene,
as it related to diet, and is plainly and forcibly
set forth. Dress, or the proper method of cloth
ing the system, a most important subject, is
treated with plainness, and illustrated by engrav
ings.
This book, How to be Well, is written in the
Interest of the public, not of physicians.
If
people would learn to livo rightly, and learn
something of disease, and the proper method of
obviating it, the public health would be thereby
greatly enhanced , and physicians would find little
ment.

This work of Dr. Leech is an able effort in the
right direction.
In the Bible we have the sound
est monls, the tendcrcst affection, the most loyal
patriotism, the grandest poetry, the best history
of the human race, and the basis of the richest
civilization known to mankind. The blemishes
which skepticism claims to have found In its
narratives, is one of the best evidences of its
genuine character; for it does not conceal the
shortcomings, when they exist, of its chief char
acters. Where the Bible is widely read we have
the best general ethics ; society is safest,
and
the highest type of civilization
is found.
In
a pite of the errors and weaknesses of religious
men, the general integrity and moral worth of
those who believe in the God of Abraham, Isaac,
Joseph, and Paul, stand peerless upon the rec
ords of the rare. Hence, we say the work of
Dr. Leech is in the right direction, able and
satisfactory.
T. I)e Witt Talmaoe, D.D. ; and the
History of the Brooklyn Tabernacle, with
Edited by John
Specimens of his Oratory.

Life of

IU

Definition and Tests, etc.
1879.
Plymouth, Ind.

By John

This is a well-printed pamphlet of 84 pages,
presents the Greenback phase of finance in
a clear and strong light.
The author Is binecre,
thoroughly in earnest, and evidently writes to
be read and believed ; and this fact alone would
make the book worth reading by any man, no
" or a " bloated
matter if he were a "gold bug
The financial question seems to
bondholder."
be thoroughly understood by so many peoplo it
" see eye to
is a wonder wo do not all learn to
eye." It is a marvel that good men and strong
thinkers should be so diametrically opposed as
they are on finance. All being sincere, each
knowing it all, yet squarely opposed. Is finance
Time, common sense,
:\n insoluble mystery?
economy, and industry seem to be settling
while gold and greenbacks "are kissing each
other."
and

it,

1U cents.

:

8. Bender.

Facts About Tobacco.— Compiled by Profes
N. Funk & Co., Pulvsor Edward P. Thwing.
lishcrs, New York. 2o cents.
May be ordcrod
from thls office.

usual with him, talks
Prof. Thwing, as
strongly on nearly every phase of tobacco and its
No analysis of the book, for which wo
uso.
Every person
have room, could do it justice.
likely to form the
who uses tobacco, or who
habit, should spend the cost of three cigars for
" Facts About Tobacco."
The use of tobacco
the crying evil of the time, ami the matter U
all the more sad because its use is considerod
supposed to bo
respectable, aud by very many
harmless. Twenty million people in America
need "Facts About Tobacco."
is

Reply to Col. Robert O. Ingehsoll's Attack ok tub Bidi.e. By S. V.
Leech, D.D. J. K. Funk & Co., 21 ami 23
Barclay Street, New York, Publishers.
Price,

Monet

is

A Magnificent

This is a handsomely printed volume, of 192
giving a history of Mr. Talmage, his tal
ents, peculiarities, and labors, in an interesting
and racy manner. The editor had the good
sense to quote liberally from the speeches aud
writings of Mr. Talmage, so that the book is
not the editor's opiulons, but the life and
labor of the man himself : and one who reads It
becomes
intimately familiar with his stylo of
thinking, and the moral and spiritual tone of the
subject of the biography.
In the preface pago
of the second edition of the Life of Dr. Talmage,
we find these words: "Three thousand copies
of the Life of Dr. Talmago were sold withm
three hours of Its publication."
So it would
seem that Mr. Talmage is reaping a harvest of
popularity in England, quite equal, if not supe
rior, to anything which has attended him in hls
own country, indicated in the rush to hear him,
and partly by the sale of this book.
The work
contains a phrenological description of Mr. Tal
mage by Prof. L. N. Fowler, now of Loudon,
formerly of New York.
pages,

is

This work seems to go right home to the sub
ject for which it was designed, and wo arc mis
taken if it does not command a large circulation.

22$

Lobb, F.R.G.S., of The Christian Age, London,
107 Fleet Street.
1879.

phases,

to do.

Y.

is

I879-]
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PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

Bebr as a Beveraoe : an Address of the Rev.
G.W. Hughey, A.M., in Reply to the Annual Ad
dress of H. Ructer, President of the Nineteenth
Annual Convention of the Beer Brewers' Con
gress.
Published by the National Temperance
Society, 58 Reade street, New York, 1879.
Price, 10 cents.
This is an able and muohneeded
effort,
and deals effectively with the
drawn from American sources, which must tend
j
false claims of the beer briwers, and the errom to infuse into the minds of the more wide
I
awake English readers the spirit of progress, j ous pretensions of their customers and apolo
which grows out of the wonderful agencies at gists. Let it be widely circulated.
work in this new pioneer country, rich in lands
History of the Discovery of An.e.-and mines, and broad enough to absorb and em
thesia. By J. Marion Sims, M.D., LL.D., of
ploy the surplus labor of the world. The selec
New York, with a likeness of Crawford W.
tions are excellent, and the entire spirit of the
Long, M.D.
Richmond, Va., 1877; New York,
work is admirable.
1879. This appears to be an exhaustive history
The Ykar-Book op Education for 1879 : of the subject of the discovery and use of
A Dictionary of Information for the Use of agents to obviate pain In surgical operations
Teachers, School-officers, Parents, and others. and should be in the library of every physician
and dentist.
New York : E. Stciger.
London : Sampson
The Daist: a Journal of Pure Literature, con
ducted by John Lobb, F.R.G.S., managing editor
of the Christian Age, editor of " Uncle Tom's
Story,'* and of the " Life of Rev. T. De Witt TalLondon, 1879.
This is a handsome
mage."
quarto weekly, full of living literature, largely

Low & Co. The 566 large, oetwo pages of this
work are packed with statistics of schools and
colleges in the different States and Territories,
school legislation,
educational publications,
and general information
on topics relating to
We see in this year's book aD en
Education.
cyclopedia of school knowledge, and wonder
how it could be collected and so admirably ar
ranged.

American Machinist : This bright, spicy,
to practical
sensible quarto weekly, devoted
mechanics and engineers, Is one of the best,
carefully writtcu, well illustrated, and full of
real merit. An article, "Use and Abuse of the
Engine-lathe," is worth a year's subscription.
Its editorials also have the true ring ; one in
particular, "Kid-Glove Naval Engineers," Is a
sharp criticism, and overhauls without gloves
the U. S. Naval academicians.
United States Medical College of the
City op New York, incorporated May, 1878.
Announcement, 114 and 116
Second Annual
East 13th street, Now York. This college has
a strong faculty, which is much in earnest for
Prof. Robert A.
thorDugh medical culture.
Gunn, M.D., Dean ; Prof. Alexander Wilder,
M.D., Secretary.

New York Medical College and Hospital

for

corner
Women, 301 Lexington avenue,
87th street, New York. Annual Announcement.
Mrs. C. S. Lozicr, M.D., stands at the head of
the faculty, and is well sustained by excellent
names.

The Spirit Record, and other Poems. By
H. Clarence Gibbs. This handsome book of 76
pages contains sixty poems, always elevated in
sentiment and often flowing with smooth and
The author was a pupil of ours,
easy measure.
and we shall treasure his book of poems as a
souvenir.

New York Press Association. — Twenty-third
Annual Convention at Rochester, N. Y., June 17
and 18, 1879.
This handsome pamphlet con
tains the proceedings of the convention.
The
address by Hon. Whltelaw Reid, of the New
York Tribune, is a masterly affair, full of cleancut common sense, and valuable to the editorial
fraternity.
The poem by George Alfred Townsend is excellent.

"Plant Sweet Flowers on my Grave." A
new song and chorus, by E. Fox. F. W. Helmick, Cincinnati, O. 40 cents.
State Arous (Vol. I, No.

1.), Springfield, 111.
is a large three-column quarto weekly,
Its
very handsomely printed on large type.
vignette Is the State capital and nine portraits
Illlnoisans, with Lincoln at
of distinguished
their head.
This first number bristles with
talent and spirit, and we welcome, with pleasure,
the new candidate for fame and fortuuo.

— This

The Musical
Union Square, N.

Trade

Y.

Review, weekly,

23

$4 a year.

The Art Amateur : a Monthly Journal, de
voted to the Cultivation of Art in the Household.
Montague Marks, publisher, 571 Broadway, New
York.
Tns New Era, Columbus, O.: an independ
ent temperance advocate, published weekly, by
A. J. Bowen, editor.
T. J. Wyscarver, Esq.
We wish it abundant success.
Concert Exercises for Sunday-schools and
No. 1. The Christian's
Juvenile Organizations.
No. 2. The Story of Redeeming
Journey.
Price, 6 cts., or60cts.
Love. 16 pages each.
a dozen.
J. S. Ogilvic, publisher, 29 Rose
These are well adapted to
street, New York.
make the work of the Sunday-school easy,
popular, and very Interesting, and should be
widely used.
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is nearly eleven years ago that

[Whole

No.

492.

HALL, D.D.

John

Hall preached his first sermon in the

been strengthened

with each succeeding

year of his continuance

in that relation.

Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church, New
York, as the pastor of its large and influ

The visitor to the Fifth Avenue Church

ential congregation

of large and powerful frame, considerably

impression

which

;

he

and the
then

favorable
made

has

during service on Sunday, will

see a man

above average in height, and with sho'1l
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ders broad

His hair

and stooping.

is

thin, originally light in color; it is now

with gray, and his

plentifully sprinkled
and

lively

expression

pleasing

:

that

abundant

vital

the basis of a very strong character for
and

With such

harmonious

they can do

:

Other

the wing.

is more like the latter

He has sympathy
common

Our subject

than the former.

with daily life, with

and

things,

common

people

;

in his mode of thought and social life.

He

inclined

is

sphere of facts,

manifestation.

ous, excitable, or erratic, but calm, strong,

He should carry

to

intellectually

the

and whenever he soars

to the realm of philosophy

a body he should not be nerv

steady, and earnest.

on

except

is not dainty, distant, critical, or mincing

ity, a plenty of bone and strength, and
health

nothing

on the approach of danger.

he is large and deep in the chest, broad
has

ings are like some birds

home is on the earth, but who can fly

we make the following inferences
in the

Some human be

to the

From the portrait of this gentleman

shoulders,

earnestness of feeling.

human beings are like other birds, whose

outlines of the face.

strongly-marked
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are clear and keen, imparting

eyes
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and logic, he

will always be found to have solid facts
for his foundation ; and when the tower

himself with steady strength through the

rises high it may be known

difficulties

an immense amount of fact in the base

and labors of life and come

out victorious.

The reader will observe

that the face is uncommonly
broad outward

from the

large

nose,

larly at the cheek bone, which

;

it

is

particu

mony with the great chest, and extra
ordinary
from

breathing

the mouth,

history,

natural

philosophy,

and fullness and strength to the lower jaw

in biography.

He

he builds

an argument

lence of the digestive

he would

build

and circulatory

the vital elements, as they are

;

The largeness of the

face

ren

thought

has a systematic cast of

and chin, and these would indicate excel

called.

ento

mology, and as a writer he would excel

also, there is breadth

systems

as a

nothing

as

He would enjoy mineralogy, geolo

gy, chemistry,

Outward

power.

in natural

his attention in the world of mat

escapes

ter.

is in har

He would do well

of the structure.
scholar

that he has

tier on tier,

a wall,

with

a

;

as

solid

foundation.

His memory of

places

and

historic

ders the appearance of the head rela

events is excellent,

tively small, yet the head is large. Where

being large, he is able to explain and ex

the face is small and thin the head ap

pound his ideas.

pears pyriform, and strikes the observer

lineation

and his

Language

We who write this

de

have never heard him preach

largely developed in brain than

and not even read a sermon of his, but we

is the case where the face is relatively so

judge that his style is clear, simple, well

as more

large.

We could

mention

perhaps

a

dozen public men with enormous weight
of

face

and neck who pass for having

small crania, whereas the head is really

imbued with facts, full of sharp analyses
and clean-cut inferences, until a commonsense and logical

and when that

conclusion

is reached,

is done the course that

larger than many whose face is too small

he has

for the size of the cranium.

natural that

it

seems

easy ascent ;

it

is not mystical and theo

With this royal health, this deep-toned
vitality,

there

ought

to be uncommon

mental vitality, richness of thought and

led his hearer is so open and
to have been an

retical and speculative.

He has

natural

constructive

talent.

JOHN HALL,
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and, like the late Dr. Chalmers, in weav

ing his agument, its parts revolve upon
each other with the smoothness of wellconstructed

He will

machinery.

be

likely to make illustrations from mechan
ical sources, and especially

argument that will
clusive,

pointed,

to make an

seem clear and con

yet smooth

;

in

that

way, Order and Constructiveness,

Perception

and

Comparison,

large

may

be

used, even in the pulpit.

His Veneration being strong, gives him

a

grasp

of a sublime

on subjects

and

He is firm, steadfast,

sacred character.

thorough, and executive, which makes
him strong in his purpose and efforts,
and he will move in such a way as to in
spire the observer with the idea that he is
master of himself, of his subject, and his

He knows how to come clear
down to the commonest thinker, and
talk in a way that will enlighten him,
situation.

and when he reaches the domain of cult
ure his excellent

memory and scholarly

talent will be manifest in the sharpness
of his analysis, the fullness of his illus
tration, and the vigor of his logic.

His Language enables him to
thing he wishes to

say, and that in the

We do not

best manner.

say any

see ir. him the

tendency to a florid style, or the tend

ency to dwell in the realm of romance.
He

moves

in

the

.

domain

fact

of

and logic, rather than in the realm of

A

congregation trained under such

a teacher

will generally know what they

fancy.

believe, and why they believe it

will not
of every

will

be drifted

;

away on the current

new fancy or fanaticism,

be well grounded

Hall

they
but

in their belief.

is of Irish birth ; he first
John
saw the light in the County of Armagh,
July 31st, 1829, and is, therefore, but fifty
years of age, and in the full tide of his
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intellectual vigor. His ancestry is Scotch ;
his forefathers having emigrated from
Scotland to the north of Ireland in one
of those colony movements which gave
a Protestant character to the province of
Ulster. The house in which he was
born had been occupied by his family for
six successive generations.
At thirteen
years of age he was entered at Belfast
College ; passed through the course suc
cessfully ; studied for the ministry, and
at twenty began his career as a preacher
of the gospel of Christianity. He de
voted himself at first to missionary serv
ice in the west of Ireland ; but in the
year 1852 he accepted a pastorate in his
His abilities soon won
native county.
and
six
respect,
years later he was found
in charge of the church of Mary's Abbey,
then an important parish in the city of
Dublin, and now known as Rutland
Square. Here his strong and growing
mind found scope for the exercise of its
faculties, and his reputation soon ex
tended beyond the borders of his island
home. He was appointed Commissioner
of Education for Ireland by the Queen,
and performed the duties of the position
without pecuniary compensation until he
left Dublin for the United States. He
labored in that relation to secure to his
countrymen an unsectarian education and
literature.

In

he was selected to perform the
of a delegate from the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in
Ireland to the Presbyterian Churches in
the United States, and during his visit
made the strong impression which led to
his acceptance of the pulpit of the Fifth
His suc
Avenue Presbyterian Church.
cess is evident in the fact that in a com
paratively short time after his settlement
the congregation had so increased that
the old edifice could not accommodate
the audiences which waited on the Sun
day ministrations, and it was determined
to provide for this quite unexpected tide
of prosperity by building a new one.
This was done, and the handsome struct
ure in brown-stone on the corner of Fifth
Avenue and Fifty-fifth Street, which cost
more than half a million dollars, is now
1867

duties
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a conspicuous mark of his energy as a
clergyman, and of the esteem in which
he is held by what is probably the most
influential Presbyterian society in New
York. The audience numbers between
two and three thousand usually, on Sun
day, an indication in itself of the strong
public appreciation of the big, earnest,

large-souled, clear-speaking Irishman.
Dr. Hall has not the fluent rhetoric of
a Beecher, nor the impetuous eloquence
of a Chapin, nor yet the nice aesthetic
culture of a Storrs, but he has a certain
strength, coupled with simplicity ; a clear
grasp of the subject, and a close, intelli
of what human
gent comprehension
nature needs in the way of admonition
and illustration.
He speaks from the
heart to the heart, and aims but to con
vince the reason by argument, whose di
rectness is one of its most conspicuous
features. Sophistry, turns or twists of
definition, are entirely foreign to his lan
guage. A careful observer of the Ameri
can pulpit has written of him :
" When the sermon is done
you will
look back and wonder wherein the power
of the preacher lay, for you will be able
to recall no brilliant figures of rhetoric,
nor wild fligh'ts of oratory ; but the ser
mon will be stamped upon your mind.

You will remember some very simple
illustration which may seem childish,
and may provoke a smile now, but you
remember that it had no such effect when
spoken — there was no time for smiling
then.
The whole discourse has been
very simple, very plain, very practical."
The same writer confirms our impres
sion that one important cause of Dr.
Hall's success is his thorough belief in
his Christian mission and duty. His ser
mons are not delivered for effect; he
prepares no interesting essay on ethics
for the delectation of his congregation ;
and he never trifles.
He is the opposite
of what is called a " fashionable preacher."
One can not study him long in the pulpit
without concluding that he has little re
gard for his personal elevation in the
sight of the public, and that his aim is to
declare the faith and purpose of the
scheme of Christianity.
In his prepara
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tion for the work of Sunday he is veryHe is not gifted with genius,
thorough.
unless it be the genius of work.
This is
shown in the writing of his sermons,
which are usually begun early in the
week and finished before Saturday night.
He is called an extemporaneous preacher,
but not with his own sanction.
He
writes out with much care and fullness
what he intends to deliver, and may on
Sunday morning read it thoughtfully for
the last time, and then enter the pulpit
without a scrap of paper. This method
of preparation has, in the course of years,
given him a habit of thinking with ex
actness, and of speaking with a ready
clearness, which
few extemporaneous
orators possess.
The following, taken from a sermon or
address delivered a few years since, illus
trates his manner; and its matter is as
fresh now with reference to debated ques
tions in religion and science, as it was at
the time of its utterance.
We think,
however, that Mr. Huxley has somewhat
modified his attitude toward the Church,
and is less defiant :
" If a
good lawyer had cross-examined
the witnesses against Christ, the charge
of blasphemy could not have been sus
tained. The prosecution showed a strong
animus ; the points made against Him
were frivolous ; and if the evidence had
all been true, it was not incompatible
with His innocence. Likewise the pres
ent hostility to Christianity shows an
animus.
Professor Huxley teaches con
tempt and hatred of the Bible, and his
animosity springs naturally out of his
He starts out in his theory
position.
with an assumption, the sustaining of
which necessitates opposition to the
Word of God. Mr. Huxley and his kind
must therefore be antagonistic. The Bible
assumes that mind and matter are essen
tially separate ; and if this be true, the
If Christ's
Huxley men must go down.
claims stand, they must fall.
" The recent attacks on Christianity take
the form of questioning the truth of the
Bible.
There has of late been no attack
on Christ.
On the contrary, good words
are often spoken of Him by unbelievers,.
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for the blamelessness of His life and the
purity of His teachings. Also, the Bible

They are false witnesses, be
they do not agree among them

position.
cause

selves.

pronounces directly on most moral ques
tions, and as to that there is no criticism.
The attack is on Genesis. The record of
facts before the creation of man is but a
small portion of Bible truth, yet upon
that the current opposition is centered.
We have competent geographic explorers,
and their examinations in the Holy Land
sustain the Bible. The antiquarians have
been industrious and generally fair in
vestigators, and their work brings corrob
oration of the Bible.
The historians
learn from the Bible instead of confound
ing it. The ethnologists' studies result
in nothing not in harmony with the
All the delving among ruins
Bible.
brings forth corroboration, and not op
Thus we see that only against
position.
the Mosaic account of creation is the
assault made.
" Scientific
opponents of Christianity do
not agree among themselves. The hos
tility of the eighteenth century is not
like that of the nineteenth. The criti
cism of only a few years ago is not cur
rent now. Darwin claimed a demonstra
tion, but Huxley says that Darwin's
theory is not positively proved.
Huxley
asserts that man is an automaton, yet
talks of man's duties. An automaton
with duties ! When we are tempted to
make an escape for our consciences, let
us think of this conflict among the op

A
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"The facts adduced by these men are
susceptible of being construed in har
It is painful for
mony with the Bible.
Christians to stand in opposition to pub
lic-spirited men, but when the gauge is
thrown down it is a comfort to know that
the arms of the assailants are not dan
'The constancy of nature,' for
gerous.
example, is one of their favorite phrases.
That is no discovery of modern science,
but a fundamental principle of the Word
of God.
Miracles are a proof of 'the
constancy of nature,' because for their
performance they require Divine inter
position with the natural course of things.
The creation of the world in six days is
questioned ; but there is nothing in the
Bible account that can not be harmonized
with all the demonstrations of science.
Spontaneous creation was a theory largely
maintained, but Mr. Huxley repudiates it ;
and when there is more definite knowl
edge, and less animus, all these argu
ments will turn for the truth.
As in the
trial of Jesus, the animus is strong, the
array of facts is partial, and the wit
nesses do not agree.
The assault upon a
single point negatively proves the truth
of all the rest. Do not reject Jesus. The
Jews by doing so came to destruction.
Do not be deterred from making your
peace

with Him."
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IPLEASANT

among the memories of
the past, are the debating schools
There callow youths
of our early days.
measured mental weapons with each
other as they framed ponderous Resolutions affirming, perchance, what no one
believed, merely to secure the opportunity of disproving the assertion ; making
" Points of Order " and maintaining the
"
or of the
claims of the " Affirmative
"
"
as
if they
with
as
much
zest
Negative
were tilting at a tournament.
And then the delicious air of mystery;
the dignity of holding office ; the charm-

'

'
'

ing advantages of private meetings to
shield them from the outside spectators
who might detect the shallowness of
their arguments ; and the iclat of a
"
"
where parents and sisters could
public
witness their intellectual gymnastics, and
applaud their improvement,
What has become of these old gymnasia ; or, why have they been discontinued ? Have they been profitably replaced
by the billiard-room, the club-room, the
rowing-match, the skating rink, or the
military parade of these modern days?
Fashions will change, we suppose ; but
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voluntary exercises in which the contest
ants shall try what they have to depend
upon for themselves before entering the
battle of life ?
We could bring many instances to show
that this kind of preliminary skirmishing
has often proved of great practical benefit
to the individual.
Many a youth who
had read history only just enough to lo
cate principal events and characters, has

terests ; and since they found intemper
ance to be their greatest and most insidi
ous enemy, their principal efforts were
directed against that, and the meetings
came to be called "The Saturday Night

made his first real studies when appointed
to lead in a debate on, " Resolved, That
Bonaparte was a greater General than
"
Washington ; and the moral stamina of
many whose first adherence brought vic
tory to their country's flag during the late
civil war, was built up by similar compari

well as its relation to the losses they
were sustaining in an economic point of
view. Some of them began to meet to
gether to talk these matter over, and to
ascertain the facts and their bearings.
From the first, these meetings were open
to all who wished to attend, and all were
free to participate in the discussions, tem
perance topics being uppermost. Gradu
ally, the meetings came to be conducted
like a debating school, following the then
prevalent custom, and young people were
encouraged to become officers, in order
to give them practice and mental train
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ing; the older ones, however, still con
tinued to attend and participate, and at.
last these meetings became an element.
of power which they could not afford to
neglect. The spirit of investigation there
fostered, extended to all their public in

why should we permit the rage for
muscular development to quite replace
mental gymnastics ?
Should
not the
training under teachers, of which we
have an abundance, be supplemented by

sons of war with slavery, or of slavery
with intemperance.
We also know of cases where proofs of
the value of this sort of mental discipline
can be demonstrated on a large scale.
There is, for example, on the eastern end
of Long Island, a somewhat isolated com
munity which fifty years since was noted
mostly for its poverty and its drunken
ness, if we are to credit those among
them who now compare the past with
the present. It so happened in the good
Providence of God, that their minds were
aroused to serious inquiry as to the nat
ure and the effects of the drink they were
taking so freely, and its influence upon
their moral and religious character, as
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Temperance Meetings."
The results are simply marvelous.
Instead of being a poor community of
drunken fishermen, they are now a com
munity of ship-owners, and about every
second man you meet bears the title
of "Captain." Their crews are shipped
Their
from less fortunate localities.
young men, instead of playing billiards
and sowing wild oats, frequently, by the
time they come of age, have from $1,000
to $5,000 invested in different vessels, this
being their favorite mode of insurance.
But they have very few disasters, only
one shipwreck having occurred during
the first thirty years of the existence of
their shipping, doubtless because it is of
ficered by total abstainers. The number
who have entered the learned professions
is far above the average in other commu
You find some one or more of
nities.
them, ministers, lawyers, doctors in al
The
most every town in Long Island.
post-office in this place, which serves a
population of about seven hundred, de
livers a larger proportion of postal matter
than any other in the Empire State. This
desirable condition of things, of which I
have given but a hasty and imperfect
outline, was brought about mostly by the
effective manner in which topics of gen
eral interest, and especially temperarfce
topics, were handled in this well-con
ducted debating school.
I am not, however, intending to sug
gest the general adoption of the old-style
I have given details of
debating school.
this, which was somewhat unique, to
illustrate what elements of power are
wrapped up in the candid public exam
ination and discussion of live questions.
Indeed, I have one very serious accusa
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shown by the suggestion of
few sub
the Origin of
jects, such as — "What
Alcohol?" " Is there Alcohol in Cider?"
"What
the Process of Manufactur
"
"
" Is Alcohol
Poison
ing Beer
"What
the Average Mortality result
ing from the use of Alcoholic Drinks?"
" What does the Drink in our Drinking
is

?

a

This serious allegation
against the old debating school does not
The greater the de
apply to all cases.
sire to seek the truth for its own sake,
the less would be these evils, and this
was a prevailing
element in the case
Still
the abuse is easy
above detailed.
and common, and we can not but believe
that it had something to do with the de
cline of that institution in general public
favor; but we do not consider that ele
ment an essential ingredient.
Let us see
how the good can be retained and the
evil dismissed.
If the search after truth be made the
a right to resent.

dif

a

so, he tells false
hoods, and makes others believe them in
order merely to show his skill in argu
ment.
Such mental acrobatics (if I may coin
a word) do not tend to bring out the
truth, nor to strengthen the mind ; they
rather tend to develop skepticism in the
hearer and in the speaker; they place
triumph above truth, and sophistry above
reason. They confuse rather than clear
the intellect.
They prepare lawyers to
justify themselves in clearing the guilty,
and in placing their own success above
Hence, too,
the well-being of society.
we hear people say unblushingly, " I was
just arguing for argument's sake," or "to
draw you out," which insincerity we have

be

ferently framed and differently treated,
with no abatement of interest ; but with
the added ability to see the truth, which
is always an element of power. Suppose,
as an illustration, we take up the possible
treatment of some temperance questions,
for example : " How does the Use of Al
coholic Liquors Impoverish a Commu
nity?" A leader and a second, perhaps,
also a third and fourth debater should
have been appointed at a previous meet
ing, and after these have spoken, others
may have an opportunity. It should be the
aim of the leader to make his statements
so clear and so comprehensive as to leave
as little as possible to be said by those
who follow, while the latter must use
their best efforts to add something of
importance, or to detect some error in
the leader's statements or arguments,
the audience to decide by ballot who
has made the best argument, if it be
necessary to do anything more than to
leave it to the spontaneous judgment of
the audience. Another method would be
to require the leader to have at least the
outline of his argument in writing, with
the statements numbered ; and this, or a
duplicate of
being placed in the lead
er's hand, the latter may, in summing up,
decide which have been established and
which have been lost. In any case, the
credit each one receives should depend
upon the truth he may develop, and not
on the sophistry of his arguments. This
places the truth in the exalted position
to which
has
right, and both par
ticipators and audience would feel very
much more certain of understanding the
subject under discussion than they would
under the old method.
The range of profitable discussion
would also be greatly extended by the
adoption of this method, as will be
it,

without intending to do

ruling motive, the question could

it

tion to bring against the usual style of
resolution and debate, in that it involves
the practice of arguing for argument's
sake.
To many of the resolutions one of
the two sides is morally right, and the
other morally wrong; and it frequently
happens that some one espouses the side
of wrong for the sake of showing his skill
in argument, considering his skill all the
greater if he can make the worse appear
the better side. In trying to accomplish
this he often says " I believe," when he
does not believe; "it seems to me,"
when it does not seem to him. He tries
to make seem true to others what he
knows is not true, until he half convinces
himself; and he puts himself in false
positions which he is often called upon
afterward to defend, until he hardly
knows what he does believe ; in short,
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Communities
Cost those who do not
" "
Drink ?
What are the True Relations
"
of Temperance and Christianity ?
In
fact, it is principally for the benefit of the
temperance work that we would suggest
the revival of the lyceum wkh this im
provement, and it might appropriately be
called "The Temperance Lyceum."

We are already having a very success
ful movement in the direction of temper
ance schools (weekly), planned after the
general model of the Sunday-school, in
cluding primary classes and advanced
classes with text -books suited to all
grades. The children and teachers take
hold of this eagerly, and manifest much
enthusiasm in the studies there prose
cuted. Indeed, it is the natural element
of children to study and learn, and these
schools are likely to be not only more
profitable, but more permanent than the
juvenile "Societies" of different sorts,
which have not the educational element
for a leading feature.
But we can not expect our young peo
ple to take them up very largely unless
they enter as teachers. There is at pres
ent abroad in the community, too much
of the notion that anything of the " Band
of Hope" sort is for the infant -class
grade. We hope they will outgrow this
in time, and come into the temperance
school very much as they now come into
the Sunday-school.
But this must be
looked for more in the next generation
of children.
Those already grown up
can not largely be reached by this insti
tution ; but they might enter a temper
ance lyceum with Some enthusiasm, if
they understood how practicable and en
joyable it might be made. Such a tem
perance lyceum as we have been describ
ing would just meet their wants.
There are now, as never before, books
which can be made available for thorough
investigation of these topics in a very sat
isfactory manner, among which we may
mention Dr. Richardson's "Temperance
Lesson Book," recently published in this
" The
country ;
Juvenile Temperance
Manual," also published within the last
Dr. Story's
written
year;
powerfully
work on "Alcohol and its Effects," in
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" Physi
very popular style, and Brown's
ology," which contains four chapters on
brain poisons ; just what we hope to see
A
yet in all our school physiologies.
knowledge of these would help systema
tize and utilize the various items of infor
mation afloat in the papers and other
Indeed, we can
temperance literature.
not now think of any popular move
ment which would more promptly induce
a study of the very valuable additions
which have been made to temperance
literature within a few years, and give
people an understanding of the true nat
ure and effects of alcoholic drinks, as
they must understand them before they
will fight them effectively.
Once commenced, there is very little
doubt that such lyceums would be kept
The boys and girls who graduate
up.
from the temperance schools now get
ting under prosperous headway, will
start such debating schools if not al
ready started, and they will be well pre
pared to sustain them too. We believe,
however, that many of our young people
"
of the age "now left out in the cold
by
our temperance societies, will take this
matter into consideration, canvass their
several localities, and be ready, when
longer evenings come, to occupy some of
them weekly with a " Temperance Ly
ceum."
JULIA COLMAN.
Selfishness.— When selfishness creeps Into
the bosom it is more terrible than white weed or
the Canada thistle on a farm.
There is no root
ing it out. You may preach and pray, talk and
scold, but the selfish man will not hear you ; he
feels poor, and gaunt poverty stares him in the
face — years ahead, perhaps, when he will be in
the dust.
We are confident, if mankind would cultivate
benevolent feelings, they would be doubly bless
ed in this life, ana make thousands around them
happy. Men who live to do good — who are kind
and benevolent in their feelings— are always re
membered
with affection when they are dead.
Who does not revere the name of Howard ?
Wherever the English language is spoken, his
name is heard and his memory cherished.
We
might mention the name of Homer, the gentle
man who died in Boston some thirty or forty
The poor, the aged, and the infirm
years ago.
shed tears when thev heard of Ids death.
A
thousand instances of his benevolence could be
related ; but they are written in warm hearts on
earth and treasured in the archives of heaven.
If you wish to be happy, and to be aflectlonately remembered, wc pray you to cultivate
benevolent and charitable dispositions. — D. C.
COLESWORTHY.
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CHAPTER XVII.
7ITH

the lapse of time, the efforts
of those who have made Phre

and

and by tongue

vocation,

their

nology

principles, have
succeeded in imbuing the thought of
the present with many of its practical
When George Combe, more
truths.
pen

its

taught

say; and then
see,

If

it be true.
but

if

appositeness

upon all

But now,

his opinions.

;

learn it

and

and

of

truth now per

phrenological

essential to its practical

where

moral

concerns

reform.

The

educa
reader

is

familiar with the writings of our
most eminent essayist, Emerson, will
recall many passages in which doctrine
introduced like that enunciated in
"
this book. For
who

is

and heaped derision

who approved

tion

it,

and explained in terms of limpid clear
ness, the influence of organization upon

the great author with impiety and pre

Phrenology

No matter what the department
vades

sumption,

whether

you do not find it true

it be true, you can not

to the world his "Constitution of Man,"

ty drew back in amazement and taunted

the world and

one minute too soon."*
literature,

communi

into

to nature, have done with

than fifty years ago, fearlessly published

human conduct, the religious

go

and judge for yourselves

it

"\ A

LITERATURE.

IN GENERAL

is

PHRENOLOGY

instance,

People seem

for the most sheathed in their tough organization.
Ask Spurzheim ask the doctors
ask
part, accepted wherever the sun of sci
ence illumines the land. The medicist,
Quetelet,
temperaments decide noth
there be anything they do
the economist, the public teacher, the ing? or
. . How shall a man
pastor, all who add liberal learning to not decide
in
the belief that escape from his ancestors, or draw off
intelligence,
agree
qualities of mind and peculiarities of from his veins the black drop which
body are transmitted from parent to he drew from his father's or his moth
child; that "the tree is known by its er's life?
At the corner of
that
can
not
be
the
and
street
read
the possibility of
fruit,"
grapes
gath
you
?
.
.

if if

;

;

those very opinions are,

ered from thorns, or figs from

thistles.

each passenger, in the facial

These simple deductions from the com
mon phenomena of human life, asserted

His

by the early phrenologists,

what their mothers

now, the same

are

some

reiterated

by

"fatalism!" "infi
cries

inconsiderate

may as well ask

huckabuck, why
neer, or

the labors of many a devoted

jobber.

humani

in

made them.

You

loom which weaves
does not make cash

mere, as expect poetry from this engi

persons, and furnish serious obstacles to

To

it a

of "materialism!"
delity!" and even

the depth of his eye.
Men are
parentage determines it.

the complexion,

a

raised cries

angle,

in

....

chemical

discovery

from that

Ask the digger in the ditch to

explain Newton's laws; the fine organs

would address language similar to that
of Spurzheim when, on one occasion,

of his brain have been pinched by over
work and squalid poverty, from father
to son for a hundred years."
Mr. Alexander Bain has devoted

death

an

shortly
in

that

city

you to believe what

I

in

assembly
before
:

I

his

"I

Boston,

memorable

do not

want

propose to you;

only want you to hear what

I

have to

a

to

said

Mass.,

By Nahum Capen,
•"Biography of Spureheim."
LL.D.. p. 147. Ed. 1833.
" The Conduct of Life— Fate." By Ralph Waldo

t

he

t

the objector of to-day, we

tarian.

Emerson.
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volume

— and he
physician — as a

discusses it as a meta
rationalist, not as an

nology

phenomena of
as a recorder of

of the actual

observer

action

mental

of its philosophy without repetition of

of Phre

the consideration

to

not

;

objective data — yet

finds

he

to

much
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its special technology.

An

thinker and

American

eminent

clergyman, James Freeman Clarke, re
cently said in a lecture on Self-Knowl
edge

:

"

I

the phrenolog

recommend

a

of human powers
ical arrangement
simply as a convenient one in selfIf a man wishes to know what
study.

here

he is fit for, and capable of, this gives

of Mr. Combe, in his ascription of cer
tain properties, or modes of activity to

method of investigation.
for example, all our powers
into mental, moral, and passional; in

faculty or organ, and often it seems
to us he merely adopts the method of

tellect, morals, and affections.

intellectual

old philosophers who differ so much in
their definitions and reasoning, and
formulates opinions which appear to be

perceptive

"a

to be

As

of character."*

science

he finds

occasion

metaphysician,
and there to criticise the Phrenology

a

founded

chiefly

introspection.
Our intention

upon

his own mental

in this concluding part

of our treatise is to show by

a few ex

amples how very common the use of the

philosophy of Phrenology
in the writings and say
ings of those who supply our reading
matter.
Just as the books and publi
cations of Greece, two thousand years
and

terms

has become

ago, when

letters

culture of her people,
allusions

quent

the

reflected

high
fre

contained

to the characteristics

or indicated by face and
symbolized
form in man or woman ; when artists,
poets, and essayists illustrated the pre
vailing belief of the people in a science

or system of physiognomy
our best general

so

:

literature

to-day,

abounds

in

of the appearance and
interpretations
conduct of men which are referable to
standards

whose

demonstrations

may

be scarcely found outside of phrenolog
Many authors hesitate
ical formulas.
not

to

the

terms

and

ipsissirna
verba of Phrenology; but most are con
use

* " On

It

divides,

region
faculties,

the Study of Character."
Ed. 1861.

M. A., p. 34, ti. stg.

Alexander

Bain,

belong,

To
first,

the

the

by which we take

notice of outward objects; notice their
size,
the

form,

weight,

reasoning

Then
which we
if they are alike

and

powers,

color.

by

compare objects to see
or unlike, if they are cause and effect,

if

they are congruous

or incongruous.

Then there is the imagination, which
makes a picture of the whole while ex
amining the parts. Then, again, come
the moral qualities — sympathy, rever
Then fol
ence, conscience, firmness.
low the passional and energetic powers'
which supply movement and force, as
self-reliance,

the desire of approbation,

the desire for home, the love of family
and

friends,

the

with difficulties,

passion

for battling

the passion for destroy

ing evils, the passion for collecting prop
erty in all its forms, the desire of con
struction, which is the basis of all art.
Now, this may be, or may not be, the best
classification of human powers; but it
at least, an exhaustive classification."
Another American divine whose elo
quence has long placed him among
the few who occupy the front rank of

American oratory, often imparts special
to his illustrations by the
vividness
employment of figures and metaphors
derived from the philosophy of Phre
In
discourse whose theme
nology.
" The
was
Higher Uses of Destructive
a

tented with drawing from the resources

him a useful

is,

in the phrenological
system,
and is at least willing to admit its claim

approve
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he reasoned after this manner

ness,"*

"

Combativeness

are

the

and

the engineers,

architects,

mechanics

of

:

Destructiveness

human

the

Men
rock-ribbed

society.
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Love ought to fly like an arrow
from a strong bow.
It ought to speed
force.

like lightning.

It

ought to have intense
Benevolence that has no ener

power.

moonshine
gizing principle under
in which nothing grows; but benevo
lence that works into philosophy, and

mountains,

defends the unprotected,

and by

;

that a path

may be made

for commerce.

They make new rivers
where they please.
They shut off the
sea from its accustomed haunts.
They
the
heavens
and
the
earth. They
pierce
go here and there with saw and chisel

malignant

the primitive form

mischiefs,

to the needy, and compels machinery to
ends, and builds

to circumnavigate
the globe for
the good of mankind, and tears down
ships

and

the devil —

overcomes

The benevo

that has substance in it.

of

a

is

lent man that cuts off the leg that
diseased, that would destroy the life
fellow-man

were not cut off,

and who has the energy which enables

him to destroy for the sake of saving — he

truly benevolent man but the sap
of benevolence, who faints
when he sees
drop of blood — what
use
he for
surgeon or anything
;

a

of nature to adapt them to the wants
of human life and civilization.
Thus
They are
they become men's engines.
the propelling forces of men of thought
and enterprise.
They are the power
that lies behind men to enable them to
execute.
They are the bow by which,
in the affairs of life, the arrow is made

and slays the

enemy, and carries blessings

work for benevolent

is

and plane, changing

is

very

it

the

if

hills

through

it,

their explosive powder
they drive their way through mighty

plow

less man

deal of thunder

step higher than the lowest sphere.

make much of him in the direction of

rise

to

though
yet

they

and
never

higher functions.

They lend themselves to the reason, to
the will, to the affections, and to the moral
sentiments.
And here is a very subtle
and transcendent fact to be observed.

If

you find a man without Combativeness
and Destructiveness,

then you find a man

that is like grain which has not stiffness
enough in the stem to enable it to stand
up, and which will break and fall down
and rot on the ground.
have Combativeness
ness
bone.

if

he is going

and

A

man must

Destructive

to have any back

That affection is of little value

which has no power to send it with
* Preached in Plymouth Church, Brooklyn,
Dec. 29, 1878, by Henry Ward Beecher.

N. Y.,

if

you

man

a

a

a

is

?

want to give

great

are going

to

benevolence.

" The man,
therefore, who has Com

bativeness and Destructiveness

in him,

and knows how to use them so that they
shall give vigor and intensity to his af
fections, so that they shall make the

will well-nigh omnipotent, so that they
so
shall quicken the understanding,
that they shall propel the sentiments by
which he, as an orator, affects his audi
ence, destroying
error, driving away
darkness, lighting up hope, and inspir
them — that man
ing right purposes
in

cease,

Combativeness

supplied,

Destructiveness,

You

has power to benefit
other man has."

We can not ask for

his kind
a

atively

else

clearer

tion in brief, of the action
faculties

as

no

exposi

of the two

named in the mental life than

points unmistakably to no
merely superficial glancing at an author
or two, but to deliberate study and
this, and

it

" As
society advances and its mate
rial wants in its higher estate are rel

a

swiftly to its mark. They do not
die.
They live on and on. There is
thunder in the soul of every highly or
ganized man; but they have risen a
to fly

PHRENOLOGICAL

a

lecture

his

before

class, in the

of the University

medical department

of Edinburgh, Professor Gairdner dis
cussed at some length the alleged phe
nomena of Spiritualism, and expressed
certain

convictions in such

personal

definite terms as these

:

" I have never
gone into this matter

professionally,

man; but

I

or even

as a

scientific

have always, on the other

hand, held that the duty of a physician

it — to speak

ill of it.

is,

But like all our other facul
ties, this part of our mental constitution
is liable to abnormal action ; in fact, to
get into a state of disease.
that
"What I said of this faculty
fairly
when
rightly applied by
healthy mind to the connection between
the spiritual and the material world,
a

it

In

mean to denounce

does, or should, find abundant

oppor

tunity for its exercise within the realms
do not mean here to
of strict law.

I

A brief survey of current scientific
literature on the European side of the
Atlantic, finds in the foreground other
appropriate illustrations of the fact
stated at the beginning of this chapter.

I

is

part.

that

[Nov.,

or raise

question whether
there are what are called miracles con
touch

nected

the

spiritual world any
That

with the

more than in the physical world.
beside my argument.

My

argument

simply this, that within the
realm of law, clearly understood as such,
at present

is

of which

the terms used are a technical

it

with the system

in connection

thought
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in all its aspirations,

in my career instances have come to my
and it was in consideration

far greater, and far grander than any
thing that can be developed in the way

of

of these communications of table-turn
ings, table-rappings, or anything of the

knowledge,

all these, that

to formulate,

I

was led to attempt

a few nights ago, the state

of my mind upon the subject by saying
— and it is something like a distinct,
and I think not an untrue, and unintel
ligible definition — that I call the state
of mind of people inclined to Spiritual

is

toward these things was to have as little
to do with them.
But still,

there

as possible

food for the faculty of Wondei
far more enduring,

kind."*
In France

it

the multiple organization
of the brain claims many advocates of
eminence in physiological investigation.
We have already had occasion to refer,
with some particularity, to Prof. Char
cot, chief physician in La Salpetriere,
ism, a diseased condition of the faculty of
Paris, whose views with regard to local
I hold that the faculty of ized mental function, carry
Wonder.
high author
Wonder, or Reverence, if you will call ity. The name of Dr. Guetan de Lauit so, is an innate and necessary part of ney, too, has been mentioned elsewhere,
the human mind.
Nay more, it is one but not with that emphasis which

to compre

ourselves

to,

to

and even delight

in, the unknown — by which we strive to

apprehend

that which we can not com

You will easily see that the
higher aspect of this faculty of Wonder
is the basis of the whole of our religious

prehend.

aspirations.

Therefore, it can not

be

•

Journal of Mtntal

Scitnct for April, 1379. London

Do something, ere thou do boqueath
To worms thy flesh, to air thy breath
Something that may, when thou art cold,
Thaw frozen spirits when 'tis told
Something that may the grave control,
And show thou hadst noble si ml
Do something— to advance thy b!irs
Both in the other world and this
;

extent,

we do not comprehend,

;

submit

if

;

hend, and

!

strive, to a certain

deserves. He has given much attention
to the study of the heads and intellect
ual character of different classes in the
Paris population, and the data which he
has obtained and published
have ex
cited great interest in learned circles.

a

of the most essential, one of the most
beneficial of our endowments — that fac
ulty by which we grasp ; by which we
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MONARCHS

0 R

we regard man as the
highest type of animal, or sprung,
fully endowed with kingly attributes,
from the mighty "King of kings," he
seems to be fitted by his very nature to
rule, to conquer.
We speak exultantly of the progress of
the last two or three centuries, with their

WHETHER

wonderful discoveries and achievements.
And yet, as far down the vista of time as
the mind can reach, we behold monu
ments of man's handiwork looming grand
ly out of the dibris of years.
Let the stupendous works of Egypt,
the sublime architecture, the life-imbued
canvas of the old world, the glorious songs
of Homer and Virgil, testify to the truth
of this.
And if the Darwinian theory be true,
he must be of a kingly blood who could
thus raise himself into the reasoning,

thinking being needful to accomplish

all

this.

A little

over two centuries ago, a wide,
wide forest, and vast plains extended from
ocean to ocean.
Dusky forms flitted
hither and thither like grim specters ;
and the mighty -rolling Mississippi re
flected the birch canoe of the savage as
he floated with the tide, and re-echoed
only his hoarse guttural or wild deathsong.

few years — the mighty arm of man
h is reached across the world of stormy
waters ; wherever his magic footstep has
fallen, there spring up in their stead the
farm, the village, the city ; and the voice
of prayer and praise rises like the mists of
morning to heaven.
And while his giant arm has wielded this
power, the brain has achieved still greater
wonders.
From shore to shore the elec
tric tide throbs with its intelligent pulsa
tions. Like a winged creature, he traverses
the airy deep at his will. He plucks, as it
were, the stars from the sky ; and calling
them by name, marks out their paths and
even measuies them, as they whirl in

A

brilliant phalanx of worlds before him.
He holds the waters in the " hollow of

I

SUBJECTS.

"
and, bringing the fiery ele
his hand ;
ment to aid him, chains them to inani
mate objects, and they become endowed
with life. Like a king, the earth is but
his footstool ; and with eagle eye, he
pierces the forest, the dimmest depths of
will brings
and his invincible
space,
earth, and air, and sky into subjection.
A being seemingly omnipotent, invulner
able, eternal, he is who can thus achieve
Yet, like the hero of old,
such miracles.
there is a vulnerable point in all this
armor which encases these giant forces.
Like the coral-builders, his works are his
monuments,
standing while the frail
casket crumbles into dust.

The years sweep swiftly by while these
works are approaching completion, and
men fade as the flowers. The higher the
rock, the greater front it presents to the
storm. The waves of time rise higher
and higher, the years roll on, and soon
the firm step grows tottering, the strong
hand feeble, the piercing eye dim, and
the energetic mind fails of its quick in
telligence.
From out the dim dark future comes
the tread of phantom feet. Ever and anon
a faint warning cry is heard upon the air
like a foreteller of doom. And, in the
stilly night, a ghostly form stands beside
us, and smites us with a cold white hand.
The morning comes, and, fast locked in
icy fetters, our hands are stilled and our
voices silent evermore.
Ah ! 'tis the king of terrors ; and we,
like helpless slaves, crouch under his
triumphal car as it moves relentlessly
onward.
A sad ending indeed for such an one.
But look ! Far off in the east arises a star.
It glows and brightens with unearthly ra
diance as it comes softly nearer. A still
small voice breaks upon the listening
silence : " It is I."
A form of wondrous beauty comes from
out the radiant glow, and, stooping over
the fettered, inanimate clay, and open
ing the prison doors, bids the lifelong
prisoner arise.
Clad in armor of wondrous brightness,
the newly-freed mind wings its way un
scathed past fire, and flood, and thunder
bolt — past world and star— far beyond
time, into infinity itself; an heir to a
throne eternal.
MRS. E. R. barlow.
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TRAINING IN CRIME.

reflections, which are
taken from the Philadelphia Times,
are well worth pondering, as they in
dicate in very clear terms the tendency

of our school systems to ignore practical
methods.

Illiteracy, in the strict sense in which
statisticians use the word, does have an
obvious relation to crime. A person who
can neither read nor write begins the
His
battle of life at a disadvantage.
an
honest
of
living
earning
opportunities
are limited, and he naturally tends to
idleness, the parent of crime. Moreover,
he is shut off from many of the help
ing and elevating influences which his
fellow-men enjoy, and thus they push
beyond him and leave him more hope
lessly in the dark. Naturally, therefore,
the army of common criminals is largely
recruited from the ranks of the illiterate.
Of 478 convicts admitted to the Eastern
Penitentiary last year, 195 were almost
wholly untaught, 79 of these being abso
If we compare these
lutely illiterate.
figures with the percentage of illiterate
persons in the entire population, we shall
find that the proportion is a very large
one.
It is this obvious relation of illiteracy
with crime that has called our common
Not for the sake
schools into existence.
of the individuals, but in the interest of
the mass, the community undertakes to
It does not and
educate the individuals.
should not undertake to make them pro
fessors and philosophers, or to give them
all that is called a liberal education ; it
simply affords them an opportunity of
acquiring so much rudimentary knowl
edge as will enable them to get on in life
without a resort to crime, and to acquire
for themselves more easily the general
information which every citizen needs.
If we attempt to go beyond this, the
compli
problem becomes indefinitely
cated. We are no longer dealing with
the common wants of all the people, but
with the separate interests, desires, and
capabilities of the few, with interests, that
is, which lie beyond the natural jurisdic
tion of the State. What we need to con
sider, therefore, in connection with public
education, is the kind of instruction
which will best meet the conditions of
public utility already named, which will,
in other words, do most to diminish
crime, and to promote morality, industry,

and good citizenship.
Here the prison
statistics will be found instructive.
Of the 478 convicts received into the
Eastern Penitentiary last year, 108 had
never been to school ; but on the other
hand, 371 had attended public schools,
and their average age on leaving school
was over 17 years, showing that their in
struction had not been confined to their
childhood.
The statistics of the prisoners
from Philadelphia are even more dis
quieting, for of a total of 179, no less than
139 had attended the public school, 17
had attended private schools, and only
13 are set down as never having been to
school at all. It would be manifestly un
safe to conclude from these figures that
our public schools exert no restraining
influence upon crime, but they suggest
very grave doubts as to whether the in
struction afforded by these schools meets
as it should the essential conditions of
their existence.
And these doubts are deepened by some
other statistics which we find in the same
Of the 179 Philadelphia prison
report.
ers referred to. though 135 had attended
school, only 96 had ever learned a trade.
The
Here is food for serious reflection.
occupation of every convict is carefully
noted, and yet of this whole number,
nearly one-half could claim no knowledge
of, or connection with, any useful calling.
Years ago, before there were such things
as public schools, boys were bound out
Nowa
as apprentices to learn a trade.
days we teach them everything but how
to earn an honest living, and it is small
wonder that so many of them find their
Of 200 convicts received
way to prison.
between the ages of 18 and 25, there were
just nine who had served an apprentice
ship. All the others had been brought
up in idleness, and left to pick up a trade
as they could, and their schooling proved
of little avail to keep them in honest ways.
If those who are interested in public
education will reflect upon these figures,
we think they can reach but one con
clusion—that our school system needs to
be developed, not upward, but downward,
to be broadened at the base, but not at
the top. We do not need to educate the
minds of our children less, but we do
If
need to educate their hands more.
instead of perplexing them with a mass
of useless information, we should try to
teach them some useful industry, then
we should indeed be helping them to be
come good citizens, and our public schools
would begin to fulfill the purpose of their
existence.

FURTHER STUDIES IN ENTOMOLOGY.
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have

first node, or knot, of the young plant, and

been making scare-crows and placing

as soon as it is hatched, the grub begins

"C*ROM
them

STUDIES

time

immemorial,

in their corn-fields

men

to scare away

their best friends, the birds, while armies
of insect larvae, too minute to be discov
ered by eyes less sharp than those of
their natural enemies, ravaged undis
turbed among the roots of their growing
vegetables. The more valuable the nat
ure of the crop, the more foes it seems to
have among the insect tribes, whose taste
would seem to be as discriminating
as
that of man, and in many cases their ap
petite for good things quite as keen.
The cereals are the most valuable of all
the crops which are raised by cultivation
and from the time the seed begins to ger
minate, until the golden grain is stored
away in the granary, it is pursued by a
succession of persecuting foes, each of
which appears commissioned to injure
some particular part of the plant. The
slug {Limax aggrestis) and the wireworm feed upon the newly-germinated
seed. The latter is the larva of a beetle of
the genus elater, and does great mischief.
The wheat midge (cedonia tritici) de
stroys the flower. The Aptus granaria
selects the floral envelope.
The earcockle ( Vitrio tritici), within a fungus
like appendage, conceals an innumerable
host of tiny thread-like larvae which de
vour the growing plant.
The saw-flies
{charops glaboa) lay their eggs below the

to feast upon the interior substance of the
stem, which becomes white and dry, and
soon breaks off entirely. Thus, every stage
of growth seems to have its peculiar dan
ger. Before the true causes of these phe
nomena were known, such affections of the
grain were called blight, and very gener
ally attributed to the state of the atmos
phere ; and even now that the matter
ought to be better understood, gross ig
norance with regard to the nature of the
evil still prevails among those most inter
ested, and old traditionary
errors hold
their own with persistent obstinacy, in
spite of microscopes, and the whole range
It
of the sciences arrayed against them.

Wheat Midck.

only remains for those who have eyes, to
insist upon using them, and having gained
a thorough knowledge of the foes to be
met, to go about seeking wise means ol
defense.
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It is eminently needful that those who
wish to circumvent the ingenuity of in
sects, should know all about their habits
and modes of life. We must not only be
able indisputably to identify the imago or
perfect insect, but to recognize, and this
is much more difficult, the larvae, and the
pupa, for the wonderful transformations
of insects make it impossible to identify
the young by any. resemblance to the
Indeed, naturalists are often
parent.
puzzled, and farmers are seldom trained
to habits of accurate observation.
I give
below one or two figures of the insects
which
are most troublesome
among
grain.

The wheat-fly or midge (Cedonia tritici)
is another of the great gnat family, and
almost as destructive as the well-known
Hessian fly.
It is armed with a sharp
saw, extending from the abdomen, with
which it makes an incision in the calyx
of the bud ; so that when the egg is
hatched, her infant progeny will find it-

Wheat Moth.

4&
Lady

Bird.

self in the middle of the flower.

Several

will sometimes lay their eggs upon the
same ear.
The larvae are yellow with
sharp heads and truncated tail, and have
wriggling motion, soon recognized
under a good magnifying glass ; they go
down into the earth and remain through
the winter.
They come out in great
numbers in the evening and fly in little
clouds near the earth. We have all seen
them between us and the sunset, of a
bright evening in July; they look very
pretty and innocent, and we should never
suspect them of destroying, as they do,
a quick

thousands of dollars worth of grain.
To make a smoke of old damp rubbish
on which some dry sulphur has been
thrown, is the best remedy for the gnats ;
for the larvae, ashes and lime, plowed
into the ground, are as effectual as any
thing.

The Tinea

Granella,

or wheat moth,
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reserves its powers for the grain which
has been cut and stored.
It is a small,
pale-buff worm, with a dark head.
It
gnaws holes in grain after grain, and
spins little threads of silk wherever it
goes, so that whenever a tangle of fine silky
webs is seen among the grain, we may
know that there is mischief brewing.
It
makes a cocoon about the size of a grain
of wheat, of bits of wood, mingled with
the silk, and does not burst its prison
until the ensuing summer. It has much
the appearance of the common clothes
moth, to which it is closely allied.
But it is not only grain that suffers
from the depredations of insects; the
commonest and most hardy vegetables
are not safe from their attacks.
The
Melodontha
vulgaris, generally called
cockchafer, belongs to a family which
have very strong mandibles, and the
outer lobe of the maxillae is strongly
toothed.
They are easily recognized
among the beetles by the pointed projec
tion at the end of the abdomen.
The
cut at the head of this article gives a
portrait of the full-grown insect, which is
pretty well known to our people generally.
These creatures seem made for destruc
tion ; the young grubs feed upon all kind*
of roots, and the full-grown insect upon
leaves of trees.
The female deposits her
eggs in the ground, and the grubs, as
soon as born, commence feeding, and
they continue to pursue this profitable
employment, at the expense of every
thing within their reach for the space of
three years, increasing so greatly in size
that their skin seems likely to burst, so
tightly is it stretched by the industrious
exercise of their gastronomic powers.
A single insect will, as has been proved
by experiment, consume an incredible
quantity of roots.
They are not very
dainty, but when they are tired of grass,
they attack any succulent roots they can
find, and if they get into the kitchen
garden, make sad havoc among the
Potatoes
young and tender vegetables.
are great favorites, and when they enter a
field of this vegetable, they destroy both
roots and tubers.
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FURTHER

STUDIES IN ENTOMOLOGY.

We have next a figure of the grub well
known to all farmers and gardeners, who
are careful of their young plants.
It is
called in England the "white worm," and
in America the " cut-worm."
When the
stalks of the young growing corn, which
has attained the height of two or three
inches, are found lying flat on the ground,
cut at the root, if diligent search be
made early in the morning, before the
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Yet I have been kept abundantly sup
plied with an abundance of the pretty
shoulder-straps of blackbirds (which I
used in making feather flowers) by my
farming neighbors, from the wings of
birds which they had shot in their corn
fields — a suicidal policy which they had
learned from their fathers.

Birds are almost their only hope ; the
grub being generally hid in the earth and
When
by no means easily destroyed.
full-fed, the grub makes a cocoon of
earth, and when it attains its perfect
form, emerges to a new field of destruc
tion among the leaves of trees, often
stripping whole districts of foliage, and
leaving the trees as bare as in mid-winter.
In Europe, entire crops have been de
A naturalist with
stroyed by the larvae.
the organ of Hope largely developed, ex
presses the faith that it may yet be found
to be of use to mankind, but we fear there
are few that will be persuaded to regard
it as anything but an unmitigated pest.
All insects, however, are not to be re
garded as injurious ; there are many
which are not only of great benefit, but

sun is up, and while the herbage is
drenched, indeed, the worms can gener
ally be found lying near the scene of their
devastation.
If one wishes to know
where to look, let him watch Robin Red
breast where he alights upon the field.
If you are a wise enough farmer to
be on good terms with him, he will
give you a nod with his wise little
head and proceed to point out the
ambush of the enemy with unfailing
A farmer who has not
accuracy.
learned that the birds are among his
most efficient helpers, has hardly
commenced his education.
Next to
the robin, the crow and the black
bird are the most active destroyers
of the cut-worm, and the quantity of
corn that they consume should be
MlCROGASTER Glo.MERATL'S.
considered as only fair wages for
good service, for the voracious beetles of absolutely indispensable to vegetation.
which the cut-worm is the grub, will de
Among these may be reckoned the lady
stroy more vegetation in a single season bird, which destroys millions of aphidae
than an army of crows or blackbirds will in and numerous insects which are parasitic
many, for the birds prefer an animal diet, upon others.
Among the latter is the
and will only add a few seeds, or a little Microgaster glomeratus, an exceedingly
fruit as a bonne bouche.
small, but very useful insect to the farmer,
The amount of insects which are con
since often on this tiny creature depends
sumed by the denizens of a single rook
his winter supply of cabbage. It is a par
asite upon the cabbage caterpillar, and
ery has been estimated at 468,000 tons.
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annually destroys large numbers of that
pest, fixing itself upon its body, and de
positing its eggs beneath the skin, where
the grubs live upon its substance until
the larvae are full fed, when they pierce
the skin, escape in great numbers, and
leave it to die.
The figure we give is
When free, the larvae
greatly enlarged.
begin to spin for themselves little co
coons of yellow silk, which may be often
seen on the palings of fences adjoining
the garden or field where they were
hatched.
It is bad policy to destroy
them.
I will add two other figures of destruc
tive insects. They are both weevils, and
belong to a large family, all of whose
members have a disagreeable reputation,
and not certainly without reason. Farm
ers whose orchards are ill-kept, are apt to
be visited by the apple weevil (see cut).
The creature finds good hiding-places in
any loose branches or rubbish which may
lie about the roots of the tree during the
winter. The etfg is deposited in a hole in
the calyx, for she uses her beak, as the

ApPLE W .kvil.

Nut Weevil.

saw-fly does her saw, to make a fissure
large enough to hold her eggs, and the
little creature wakes to life curtained
royally in crimson and gold, but his pal
ace is soon to be destroyed, for the life of
the grub is fatal to the life of the flower.
Exactly the same office is performed for
the hazel-nut by the nut weevil (Balaninus nucum).
It will be seen from the preceding
sketch of the methods of life of a very
few destructive insects, what importance
the subject assumes, and how inadequate
will be all efforts that can be made by
man to destroy them without calling in
the aid of checks provided by nature to
maintain the balance of power.

The birds

are

the most effectual de
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stroyers. It is said they detect the slight
sound made by the strong mandibles of
the cut -worm, as it severs the grass
roots. At any rate, they go straight to

their hiding.
to the birds rank parasitic in
and beside these natural agents,
the aid of chemistry may be employed in
applying further substances to the haunts
of both insects and grubs. But beyond
these the neatness of the farm, like that of
the house, is a great security, as all litter
and rubbish provide ambush for the ar
mies which the summer heats bring forth
Next

sects,

to forage upon garden and field.

THE FLAMINGO'S

NEST.

of a place to build her a nest,
Walk'd out Lady Flamingo ;
A duck saw her pass, near her nest in the grass.
And made bold to propose,
Underneath a wild rose,
There would nothing disturb her,
If she could sit low.
Flamingo "No," replied,
" I can not sit double,
My legs 'mong the eggs
Would cause me some trouble
That a duck can not know."

In

search

Returning to feed, Flamma spied little Grebe
On her nest floating out,
Which she paddles about,
Who offered to show
All she happen'd to know ;
How the reeds should be laid,
And a nest neatly made
That would float like a boat.
Flamingo replied, "To you, little Grebe,
Such a nest may belong ;
But for me— why, my legs are too long,
For though I can straddle,

I never

can paddle."

From a plan of her own,
To Duck and Grebe quite unknown,
Flamma built her a nest
In a way she liked best ;
A mud and clay throne.
With a place for the eggs,
Just the height of her legs,
Where she sltteth astride.
Out of reach of the tide,
With her wings glossy black,
Folded o'er her red back
So here ends my ditty,
Flamma, 's wise as she's pretty
Not to mimic a neighbor,
And thus lose her labor,
But to suit her own legs,
To a nest for her eggs.

B. G. D. POWELL.
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SHORT WORDS.

it,

is

a

hath warned you to flee from the wrath
to come ?"
William H. Maynard, a very able man
who stood high in his country and his
State, once wrote out
speech for the
fourth of July in words of one syllable,
save names. His strength was very much
due to the fact that in thought and
a rule to use as few
speech he made
words as he could, and those that were
short and clear.
do not mean to say that the mere fact
that the word
short makes
clear but
true that most clear words are short,

it

;

it

all learn. Here we must study to find
out what is good and what is bad, and
what is true and what is false, and thus
get ready to act in some other sphere.
What we are at the end of this life wc
shall be when the next begins. We must
spare no pains, then, when we teach
We must take care
others or ourselves.
that we think and speak in a way so clear
that we do not cheat ourselves, or mis
lead others. We must put our thoughts
into words, and get in a way of using these
in thought with the same care we use
to others.
when we speak or write
Words give a body or form to our ideas.
"When we put them into a body of words,
we will, as a rule, learn how much of truth
there is in them, for in that form we can
turn them over in our minds. If we write
them out, we find that in many cases the

:

The following quotation from Rev.
Robert Collyer shows a sharp contrast
with the folly of using long words :
This world is a great school-house, in
-which through life we all teach, and we

is

pendium."

I

in the brief period allotted me, to give
you a condensed summary of the princi
pal evidences of Christianity."
The superintendent, sitting behind,
spoke to him, when the speaker resumed.
" My
brother, your excellent
good
superintendent, suggests to me that, peradventure, some of you may not compre
hend the signification of the word ' sum
'
mary.' The word summary,' my young
friends, means a digest, a synopsis, a com

is

power, in carrying everything before him,
as an orator.
He replied that whatever of success he
had been able to achieve as a speaker,
was due to the fact that he tried to choose
plain words of Saxon origin.
In contrast with this we may repeat the
story of the good brother who visited a
Sunday-school by request to make an ad
dress. He commenced by saying :
" My
young friends, I shall endeavor,

ideas we thought we had hold of fade
away when put to this test.
We must not only think in words, but
we must also try to use the best words,
and those which in speech will put what
is in our minds into the minds of others.
This is the great art which those must
gain who wish to teach in the school, in
the church, at the bar, or through the
To do this in the right way, they
press.
should use the short words which we learn
in early life, and which have the same sense
to all classes of men. They are the best
for the teacher, the orator, and the poet.
If you will look at what has been said in
prose or in verse, that comes down to us
through
many years, which struck all
minds, and that men most quote, you will
find that they are in short words of our
own tongue.
Count them in Gray's
" Elegy," which all love to read, and
you
will find that they make up a large share
of all that he uses.
The English of our
Bible is good. Now and then some long
words are found, and they always hurt the
verse in which you find them. Take that
which says : " Oh, ye generation of vipers,
who hath warned you to flee from the
"
wrath to come ?
There is one long
word which ought not to be used in
"
namely, generation." In the old version
the word "brood"
used. Read this
term,
verse again with this
and you feel
its full force " Oh, ye vipers' brood, who

it

*T^HE great Daniel Webster was once
*asked the secret of his wonderful

and that most long words we get from
other tongues, and the mass of men dc
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not know exactly what they mean, and I
scholars always get the
same ideas from them. A word must be
used a great deal, as short ones are, be
fore it means the same thing to all.
am not sure that

Those who wish to teach or to lead
others must first learn to think and speak
in a clear way. The use of long words
which

we get from other

tongues, not

only makes our thought and our speech
dim and hazy, but it has done some
what to harm the morals of our people.
Crime sometimes does not look like a
crime when it is set before us in the
many folds of a long word. When a man
steals, and we call it a " defalcation," we
are at a loss to know if it is a blunder or a
crime. If he does not tell the truth, and we
are told that it is a case of "prevarication,"
it takes us some time to know just what
we should think of it. No man will ever
cheat himself into wrong-doing, nor will
he be at a loss to judge of others, if he

thinks and speaks of acts in clear, crisp
terms. It is a good rule, if one is at a
loss to know if an act is right or wrong,
to write it down in short, straight-out
English.

He who will try to use short words
and to shun long ones will, in a little
while, not only learn that he can do so
with

ease, but that it will also make him
more ready in the use of words of Greek
and Latin origin when he needs them.
Dr. Johnson loved long words.
But
when he wrote in wrath to Lord Chester
field, he broke away from the fogs and
clouds and roar of his five-syllable terms,
and went at his lordship in a way so
terse and sharp that all can see that he
felt what he said.
Love, hate, and zeal, never waste their
force by the use of involved or longwinded phrases.
Short words are not

vague sounds which lull us as they fall
upon the ear.
They have a clear ring
which stirs our minds or touches our
hearts. They best tell of joy or grief, of
rage or peace, of life or death.
They
are felt by all, for their terms mean the
same thing to all men. We learn them
in youth ; they are on our lips through
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all days, and we utter them down to the
close of life. They are the apt terms
with which we speak of things which are
high or great or noble. They are the
grand words of our tongue ; they teach
" God said,
us how the world was made.
Let there be light, and there was light."
The tendency of poets to use AngloSaxon words is a familiar fact ; but the
following striking examples may be new
to some

:

"The

bell strikes one. We take no note of time.
Save by its loss ; to give it then a tongue
Were wise in man." — Young's Night Thoughts.

" Good

friend, thou hast no cause to say so yet,
But thou shall have ; and creep lime ne'er so slow,
Yet it shall come, for me to do thee good,
I had a thing to say— but let it go." — Richard III.

" Destruction of Sennacherib"
Byron's
of the same in
furnishes
illustrations
many lines ; as beautifully as in these :
" And the sheen of their spears was like stars on the sea.
When the blue waves fall nightly on deep Galilee.1'

Further examples may be culled in
great number from the poets, and also
from the Bible, which has seventy-eight
per cent, of Anglo-Saxon words, or from
Spurgeon, who uses seventy-one per cent.,
or from Dickens, Froude, Bret Harte,
Gladstone, and others, who, like those
named, use over fifty per cent, of the
monosyllabic element. The most remark
able example, perhaps, is presented by
the little poem of the late Dr. J. Addison
Alexander, entitled " Monosyllables."
It
is highly expressive, though not apparent
ly spontaneous like the rest :
li Think not that strength lies in the
big round word ;
Or that the brief ana plain must needs be weak.
To whom can this be true who once has heard
The cry for help, the tongue that all men speak
When want, or woe, or fear, is in the throat.
So that each word gasped out is like a shriek
Pressed from the sore heart, or a strange wild note
Sung by some fay or fiend ? There is a strength
Which dies if stretched too far, or spun too fine ;
Which has more weight than breadth, more depth than
length.
Let but this force be mine of thought and speech,
And he that will may take the sleek fat phrase,
Which glows and burns not, though it gleam and
shine ;
Light, but no heat ; a flash without a blaze !
Nor is it mere strength that the short word boasts.
It serves of more than fight or storm to tell —
The roar of waves that clash on rock-bound coasts ;
The crash of tall trees when the wild winds swell ;
The roar of guns, the groans of men that die
On blood-stained fields. It has a voice as well
For them that weep ; for them that mourn the dead ;
For them that laugh, and dance, and clap the hands
To joy's quick step, as well as griefs slow tread.
The sweet plain words we learnt at first keep tune ;
And though the theme be sad, or gay, or grand,
With such, with all, these may be made to chime
In thought, or speech, or song, or prose, or rhyme.'*'
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THE

LATE

JOSEPH

UEW

Americans who have lived but
sixty years have impressed them
selves more upon the literature of their
country in its higher spheres of ethical
and political philosophy than the Rev. Dr.
Joseph P. Thompson, and the announce
ment of his death in Berlin, on the 20th
of September last, was received on both
sides of the sea with earnest expressions
of regret in religious and literary circles.
-*-

P.

THOMPSON,

In morality, sympathy,
intellect.
religion, his views were almost as broad
as the scope of his intellect.
He had
few prejudices on account of religious or
secular usages of others, viewing man
tive

kind from the point of view of the hu
manitarian, rather than from that of the
sectarian. Always observant, he never
theless digested the accumulations of his
senses, and applied the product in his

The Late Joseph P. Thompson,

He was

marked
Nervous activity, execu
organization.
tive capacity, earnestness of endeavor
were written upon the lineaments of his
face, and manifested in his every move
ment. His immense perceptive faculties
led him to extraordinary effort to ac
cumulate knowledge in almost every di
rection. The data of theology, of science,
a man of very strongly

of philology, formed a rich store in his
highly cultivated and nicely discrimina-

D.D.

D.D.

Hence, as the minister, the ora
work.
tor, the author, his thoughts attracted by
their freshness, and instructed the intel
He commanded too wide a field
ligent.
of information to be commonplace, and
his style was too highly finished and vig
orous to be prosy. He was the man to
address audiences of the best culture,
and it was by them that he was the most
appreciated.
Joseph Parrish Thompson was born in
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Philadelphia on the 7th of August, 1819;
received his collegiate education at Yale,
from which institution he was graduated
in 1838, and subsequently
pursued a
course of theological study at the semi
In
naries of Andover and New Haven.
October, 1840, he became pastor of the
Chapel Street Church in New Haven,
Conn., and in April, 1845, was called to
the Broadway Tabe*nacle Church in New
York. The effort to establish this, the
first church of the Congregational order
in New York, was attended with much
social and sectarian opposition for several
years, and at the time of Dr. Thompson's
acceptance of the call the society had
not altogether emerged from a condition
of embarrassment.
The new minister,
although but a young man of twentysix, exhibited so much energy and sound
that he became a
practical judgment
most powerful auxiliary in building up
the church.
The old Broadway Taber
nacle was purchased in the outset of his
ministry, and proved a valuable invest
ment in a pecuniary way, when the en
croachments of business and the numer
ous removals of members of the con
gregation rendered it necessary to change
the site of the church building.
He
originated the well-known weekly paper,
the Independent, and for twelve years
was its principal editor, with Rev. Drs.
Leonard Bacon, R. S. Storrs, and Joshua
Leavitt as associates. He early took an
active part in the anti-slavery movement
from a religious point of view, and was
especially conspicuous by his opposition
to the Fugitive Slave Law.
He was the
prime mover in bringing about the first
Convention, held
great Congregational
in 1851, at Albany. In 1859 the Taber
nacle church was removed to its present
site, on the corner of Thirty-fourth Street
and Sixth Avenue, where a handsome
edifice was erected.
The relations of science and religion
He
possessed a deep interest for him.
traveled in the East for the purpose of
the countries of Syria and
studying
Egypt geographically and historically,
that he might the better understand the
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Bible accounts.

One of the products of
" Man in Genesis and
study is
Geology," in which he argues in behalf of
the harmony of true science with the
such

Scriptures.
He is known as the author of several
other volumes, among which are " The
Theology of Christ," "The Memoirs of
David Hale, and of David T. Stoddard,
the Missionary j" " The Christian Graces,"
and " Love and Penalty."
Several of his
orations and occasional discourses have
been published, the principal of which
are " Christianity and Emancipation,"
" How to Build a Nation," " Revolution
a Crime."
against a Free Government
During the war the Union League Club
Society and the Loyal Publication pub
lished several of his addresses for gener
al circulation.
In the latter part of October, 1871, Dr.
Thompson, to the great regret of his
large and prosperous New York congre
gation, resigned his charge. His reasons
for this somewhat unexpected step are
definitely stated in his letter of resigna
'' Sudden as this announcement,"
tion.
he said, " may be to you, with me this is
More than three
no sudden decision.
years ago a physical infirmity, induced
by exposure in the army, and in its nat
ure beyond remedy, had become so ag
gravated and so complicated that the
highest medical authority ordered me to
withdraw from the pressure of public
responsiblities if I would save my life.
I should then have done so had not a
sense of honor, in view of your recent
indulgence and liberality in sending me
abroad, and certain cherished projects
for the welfare of the church, restrained
me.
I therefore chose to endure in
silence what it could not profit any one
But I can no longer hope to
to know.
satisfy my conscience in the discharge of
my duties as a pastor, when life is a con
stant care and an almost constant pain ;
and when symptoms not to be mistaken
threaten, if not the seat of life, what to
me is more serious, the seat of thought."
Dr.
Shortly after this retirement
Thompson sailed for Germany, and took

AN ITALIAN GIRL'S PRANK.
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up his residence in Berlin, where he
hoped to complete his Oriental studies.
He became a leading figure in the
American colony of Berlin, and much
respected by the learned world of the
continent.
Our portrait was engraved
from an excellent photograph of him,
taken at the time of his withdrawal from
his old church.
Between the publishers
of the Phrenological Journal and
Dr. Thompson there existed a very cor
dial acquaintance.
He saw much in
mental science to esteem, and considered
it one of the agencies by which society
would be elevated and purified.
His
work, '' Man in Genesis and Geology,"
was introduced to the public by the late
Samuel R. Wells.

AN

ITALIAN GIRL'S

I HAD

been wandering about in that
much modernized city of the Italians,
Turin, on a sultry day in July, and stop
ped at the very charming Public Garden
to rest upon one of its inviting benches.
While there, my attention was drawn to
a little girl of ten years or so, playing
with her doll at times, and at others, run

ning

over

the

graveled

Dr. Thompson's last published work,
which discusses the relations of the
working classes and their improvement,
appeared but a short time before his
death, and he has doubtless left manu
scripts of value relating to ^Egyptology
and physical science.
He would have been a delegate to the
London Convention
on International
Law, and the Evangelical Alliance, but
ill health prevented his attendance in both
cases.
A paper which he had prepared
on "Religious Liberty in Turkey" was
read at the meetings of the Alliance.
He was at one time personally thanked
by the Emperor William" for having pub
lished his views on the " Relations of
Church and State."

walks

with

a

speed and an abandon which seemed quite

marvelous, as she wore those high-heeled
sandals, commonly used by the lower
classes in Italy, and which cover little
more than the toes.
She was one of the most graceful little
urchins I ever saw, and her large head
impressed meat once as a suitable object
for study in graver moments.
As it was>
a few minutes' observation convinced me
that whatever might be her station, she
possessed a brain much above the aver
age, and it would be a grave misfortune
did she not receive opportunities for its

PRANK.

development and training commensurate

with its capability.
On

the bench

next to mine, puffing

lazily his pipe, reclined a man of perhaps
fifty. Evidently he was a relation to the
sportive child ; perhaps an uncle — at
least there was nothing parental in his
demeanor toward her, as he gazed indif
ferently upon her gambols, and
heed to her chatter as she toyed
doll.
All at once a thought struck
away she ran down one of the

gave no

with her
her, and

winding

alleys out of sight. Soon she reappeared
with a paper, folded, funnel-like, in one
hand, apparently filled with something.
Her eyes sparkled with fun ; her whole
This time
face glowed with expectation.
she walked quietly ; her slippers made no

Softly ap
upon the ground.
proaching the man from behind, she
raised the paper, and when near enough,
poured its contents, sand and gravel,

clatter
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upon his head, and then sprang back.
The man did not appear to feel the sand
at first, but after a second or two, shook
his head as if to dislodge a leaf or twig
that might have fallen upon it from the
branches above.
Then the gravel fell in
a little shower down his face and neck.
How angry he became at once ! Turning
to the child, who was dancing with de
light at the effect of her experiment, he
began to berate her in loud, strong
tones, and struck her with his open palm.
This conclusion was altogether different
from what the girl had expected.
She
burst into tears, but in another moment
had forgotten to weep, and was scolding
back with astonishing force and facility.
After a minute or two, she turned away
to weep again with convulsive violence,
appearing then to be overcome with a
sense of humiliation. The next minute,
tears were forgotten, and she was scold
ing as fiercely as before.
Did the man show a disposition to
leniency in language or expression, her
face
would light up and she would
approach him, look with great tender
ness into his face and plead excuse after
Was his manner
excuse for her act.
stern and rebuking, she would at once
respond with angry tones and gestures,
for a minute, then turn to her doll, and
folding it closely to her breast, sob piteAt times she would run fifty
ously.
feet or more, then return to the bench
of her relation, and sit down as far as
possible from him ; then hitch up to
ward him, all the time watching his face
closely, until she had gotten directly
If still harshly received,
under his eye.
she would draw up her little symmetrical
body to its utmost height, and reply with
sharpness for a moment, and away she
would run again. Sometimes returning to
the bench, she would throw herself down,
and weep piteously, as if the humilia
tion of her chastisement or the sense of
grief for her impropriety were intolerable ;
but in a half-minute tears were forgotten,
her eye blazed with anger and pride, and
she was ready to continue the lingual
conflict with unabated energy.
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For fully fifteen minutes this dramatic
scene continued, and was exceedingly en
Never before had I seen a
tertaining.
more charming
exhibition of graceful
movement in a child ; never so diversified
an expression of the various emotions.
Every attitude and gesture harmonized
with her feeling for the moment, and
even more
the
strikingly indicated
thought of her excited mind than her
words. A Parrhasius, a Meissonier, or a
Brown would have enjoyed with infinite
unction the little drama which the girl
performed.
The little maid was evidently a muchindulged child at home ; but I inferred
that the man had so little sympathy for
the indulgence, that he could feel no for
bearance toward her when her mischiev
ous pranks touched him. To be sure, in
this instance, her conduct was highly im
proper, and there was room for some
wholesome discipline ; but the man was
not the person to administer it ; indeed,
he was in organization the girl's inferior,
and probably there were circumstances in
his relations to her and her family which,
if known, would have softened the judg
ment of any discreet mind upon this
outcome of the girl's mischief- loving
d.
spirit.

THE BUTTERFLY.
Lovzlt, light as cloud in sky,
Butterfly,
Over flowers thou flittest free,
Dew and blossom, food for thee,
Thyself a blossom, flying leaf ;
Who purpled thee by rosy fingers'
Touch so brief?
Was It a sylph, that thy sweet <
Did so Impress ?
Of morning odors molded fine
Thy beauty for one day to shine ;
Oh, little b<ml, and thy small heart
Beats quickly 'neath my fingers there,
And feels death's smart.

Fly

oh, little soul, and be
Bright and free ;
An Image of that later birth,
Whon man, the chrysalis of earth,
Like thee, a zephyr shall becomo.
And kiss. In odor, dew, and honey,
Every bloom.
hence,

— Good

Word*.

FRANCES RIDLEY HAVERGAL.
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FRANCES

RIDLEY

^ T'ERY early in June of this year, died a
* lady who by her life and her author
ship, although she had scarcely reached
"forty-five,

has written

her

name upon

the moral and religious literature of En
gland, and so impressed it, that she will
be remembered for many years to come.

If we are to believe the statements of
some scientists that force or energy, what-

ever be its character, once set in motion,
goes on forever in one form or another,
Miss Havergal's influence, which was ever
exerted for good purposes, will be indefi
nitely in exercise, and be productive of
more and more excellent results.

The portrait, as we have it from a draw
ing by Mr. T. C. Scott, of England, shows
a lady of strong mind, or strong organic
tendencies.
The intellect shows practi
cality and criticism; clearness of discern-
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ment

disposition to observe. She was
to gather data for herself, and
an excellent memory.
possessed
Facts
and incidents were not loosely thrown
together in her sensorium, but grouped,
organized, and made serviceable for def
Her intuitions also were
inite purposes.
strong ; so, too, she possessed in a large
measure the sentiment of Benevolence.
;

inclined

Thc organ of Faith appears to

be rather

large in the portrait, and that in alliance
with Benevolence, gave her mind its
strong bias toward spiritual reflection.
is
The strength of the character
evinced in the lines of the face ; the
Motive temperament being well indicated.
She possessed no small degree of execu
tive energy ; liked work, and hesitated
not to enter into the current of practical
affairs, to put her own hand to the plow
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and help forward the measures she would
have set in motion.
She possessed a good degree of selfreliance ; believed in her ability to accom
plish her purposes. Her sympathies and
religious trust so co-operated with the
practical cast of her intellect, that she

was led to convictions of the harmony
existing between the individual and so
ciety, and of the utility of working for
oneself through others. She was a strong
believer in charity, in the largest signifi
cance of that term.
The artist has given her a rather
marked expression of fullness in the
side-head. Ideality appears well marked,
and we do not wonder that her poetry
should be so thoroughly of the religious

or spiritual order.
Her organization,

as a whole, partakes

much of the masculine type. She must
have been very like her father, inheriting
a good degree of his intellectual and
He was considered
aesthetical nature.
in England ;
musicians
one of the finest
music, par
and
verse
an author both of
The tune
line.
the
religious
ticularly in
in
most
the
popular
Evan,
of
one
called
use in our churches, wa^ written by him.
Miss Havergal was also an excellent mu

Her first
sician and a good singer.
Min
"The
is
entitled
of
poems
volume
second,
"Consecra
her
Song;"
of
istry
tion," and "Under the Surface;" the
"
third, but recently finished, " Praise ; she
To the
was a very industrious worker.
last she was engaged in writing and in

Her home, near Swan
charitable work.
sea, South Wales, was a quiet, retired
place, where she could pursue her liter
ary labors and think out measures of
philanthropy.
"
"
The prelude to The Ministry of Song
expresses her high desire to be of service
In it these lines occur :
to others.
"Oh,

be my verse a hidden stream, which silently may

flow
Where drooping leaf and thirsty
valleys grow ;

flower in lonely

be
"And often by its shady course to pilgrim hearts
brought
The quiet and refreshment of an upward
thought ;

pointing
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" Till,

blending with the broad bright stream of sancti
fied endeavor,
God's glory be its ocean home, the end it seeketh

Here is an expression of her feeling
that making poetry was a mission by no
means low or unimportant, and that to
speak earnestly through the rhythmic
line, she must utter her own experiences :
-' '

Til

the essence of existence,
Rarely rising to the light ;
And the songs that echo longest.
Deepest, fullest, purest, strongest,
With your lilc-blood you will write.

" With your life-blood ! none will know
You will never tell them how.
Smile ! and they will never guess it
Laugh ! and you will not confess it
By the paler cheek and brow.

" There must be the tightest tension
Ere the tone be full and true:
Shallow lakelets of emotion
Are not like the spirit ocean,
Which reflects the purest blue.

" Every lesson you shall utter,

If

the charge indeed be yours,

First is gained by honest learning

Carved in letters deep and burning
On the heart that long endures."

The strength of her spiritual

nature,

the depth of her feeling of dependence
upon the ways of Providence, will be ap
in the
parent to the sympathetic mind
" Moonlight Sonata," of which this is
one verse

:

"

He trainelh so

That we may shine for Him in this dark world.
And bear His standard dauntlessly unfurled ;
That we may show
—
His praise by lives that mirror back His love
His witnesses on earth, as He is ours above."

Another charming sentiment occurs in

" One

Question
" What

"

:

wouldst thou be ?

A blessing to each one surrounding me ;
A chalice of dew to the weary heart,
A sunbeam of joy bidding sorrow depart :
To the storm-tossed vessel, a beacon light,
A nightingale's song in the darkest night,
A beckoning hand to a far-off goal,
An angel of love to each friendless soul ;
Such would I be;
Oh, that such happiness were for me."

ABOVE AND BELOW.
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look for the primary source of the
?

from
we are immortal
our faith derive the 'sub
For the
thing hoped for
in
religious sentiment
is

?

feeling that
whence does
stance of the
reason that

e

is

a

is

;

it

it

is

a

is

;

lamps of heaven but the oil that feeds
their heavenly flame
drawn up from
the fountains that lie far below in the
still, deep places of the earth.
When
men see
great tree spreading its super
incumbent mass of foliage above and
around, shedding its beauty and fra
grance on all below, they look only at the
top, forgetting that deep down in the earth
there
root that draws from the earth
the substance that forms the tree. So
they have viewed the tree of eternal life
they have seen
exhaling its fragrance
heavenward, and putting forth blossoms
of faith
and hope, and have never
sought below the heavens for its root.
Yet the circumstance that while every
where and always human faith in an end
less futurity assumes an infinite variety
of forms, many of them fantastic and
strangely absurd, everywhere and always
the faith itself abides, unvarying and
irradicable at the root, shows that there
a common source that supplies the
material for this infinite variety of spirit
ual foliage, that
drawn from below the
region of the religious sentiments, and
below the intellect even, and one of that
primary, elemental character that can
not change or be changed.
As there
but one way to account for the vast di
versity of beliefs and notions as to the
future state
superficial conditions of
of existence, and that
by the evervarying and innumerable combinations

;

it

is

a

it

swer the purposes of theological specu
lation,
does not meet the demands of
the science of mind. Where, then, shall

volved with this feeling, and because th
universal instinct of eternal life
usu
ally denominated a " faith" and " hope,"
the idea has become current, even among
professors of mental science and philoso
arises directly from the spir
phy, that
itual region of the soul that
primari
a religious sentiment.
It does indeed
ultimately expand and rise to the height
of religious feeling, and
at last in
corporated into the body of religious be
lief. The hope and the faith of the
human soul in the beyond and the for
ever are, in truth, twin spiritual lights —

is

it,

the inculcation of false religious teach
ing. Yet it is far from sufficient for the
purpose of the student of mental philoso
phy to learn and to know that the hope
of eternal life is one of the divinely im
planted inherences of the human soul. He
must know to what province of the soul
to refer this feeling, what faculties give
and how to
rise to it, where to place
estimate its strength in particular in
stances. He knows as well that the rea
soning faculties, the social feelings, etc.,
are divinely implanted inherences of the
human soul, and while they may fully an

CONSIDERED.

is
a

T N that master-piece of speculative in" The Philosophy of Religion,"
*quiry,
by Thomas Dick, LL.D., the argument
for the reality of a future life is predica
ted upon the universal belief in a future
life and the common hope of immortal
ity. It is argued that Deity would never
have implanted the hope of eternal life
in the human soul without also having
made provision for its realization — that
man's faith in the everlasting continu
ance of his life is founded on an innate
feeling, and is a part of his divine^nheritance.
And there can be no escape from
these conclusions by any just process of
reasoning ; they are as unescapable as
the result of a mathematical
process.
They can no more be avoided than that
two and three make five. There is no
other way to account for the universal
ity, the steadiness, and the persistence
with which the human race has embraced
that faith, and clung to that hope in all
ages and through all time than on the
hypothesis that they are rooted and
grounded in a basilar instinct of the soul
itself, instead of being, as some affirm,

we

BELOW:

ly

OR

AND

is
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of the intellectual faculties with each
other and with the religious sentiments
and emotions — so there is but one way
to account for the unchanging steadfast
ness and uniformity of the faith, in the

"

essential and simple fact that there is
such a state of existence in store for us,
and that is on the hypothesis that there is,
common to the human family, a deeprooted instinct of immortality, not sub
ject like the religious sentiments to dis
tortions and variations of form and ex
pression through the influence of various
teachings, and not capable, like the in
tellect, of proving that it exists or does
not exist, but that simply and forever
It never could and
feels immortality.
never can be taught to feel otherwise.
Yet were man's faith in his own immor
tality primarily the inculcation of re
ligious teaching, he could quite as easily
have been taught to believe exactly the
reverse; it would have been an equally
facile operation to make men believe
An
their souls mortal or immortal.
able and eloquent teacher like Swedenborg could make men believe that in the
spirit world there was a north, a south,
an east, and a west; and that these
terms meant as much or more than in
the natural world ; that there were
spiritual marriages and offspring ; or be
lieving it himself, he could have made
them believe something entirely opposed
to all that, or entirely different from that,
just as others have done. But neither
he nor they nor any other ever had or
will have the power to persuade many
men to renounce their own immortality;
for it is not of the intellect, and is in
accessible to argument ; it is not prima
rily of the moral or spiritual elements
and can not be subject to moral or spirit
ual dictation; it has no temporal inter
est and can not be swayed by policy.
These conditions have given man's faith
his immortality an unimpregnable
In its pureness and simplicity
position.
it subscribes to no dogma and owns no
Its creed, if it had one, would
formula.
be : " Behold ! I am alive forevermore."

in

-Groping and blind

in the human breast,
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like the unborn, the intellect directs its
way, while the spiritual gives it upward
It
aspiration and outward expansion.
springs primarily from that blind, in
stinctive feeling of life, known in phren
" Vitativeness."
as
ological
parlance
This is the root of the tree whose top
touches heaven above, arid whose boughs
reach out into infinity around.
The
vitative instinct simply loves life, and
grasps it and holds it ; loves it for its
own sake rather than for any bless
edness it brings.
When brought to the
test the majority of mankind will yield
every other thing for life. " Skin for
skin, yea, all that a man hath will he
give foY life." The conclusion that Vita
tiveness is the root of human faith in a
future life is drawn from both general
observations, as well as
and particular
that the religious aspect of that faith is
not its primary one, but its subsequent
development — its heavenward expansion
and aspiration — just as the trunk, boughs,
and foliage of a tree or flower are the
skyward reach of the upward groping
First, those nations of people in
root.
whom Vitativeness is feeblest hold their
faith in a future life with the feeblest
grasp, and cling to it with the least
Notably the Chinese. While
tenacity.
the theory of a hereafter receives suffi
cient attention in the higher walks or
flights of their literature, there is prob
ably no nation on earth so lightly affected
by the theory or so slightly impressed by
the feeling that there is a state of exist
ence for them in the future, as the
Neither are there any who re
Chinese.
linquish their grasp of the present life
so readily and easily as they.
This latter
circumstance can not be accounted for
by the poverty and general degradation
of the masses of the Chinese.
Other
people are as poor, and many of them as
low in the scale of being as the average
Chinaman, yet life is as dear and as
sweet to them as to the most opulent
and highly cultured members of society.
The criminal classes in all civilized, and
in most uncivilized, countries cling to life

with

a desperate tenacity.

Had they

a
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:

is

?

I

!

:

is

;

:

is

!

;

it

;

is

it

is

is

strong

;

is

nor hopes, but simply feels that its grasp
of life
too strong ever to be relinquish
ed. It can be made to fly from its faith in
the revealed word, to forsake its hope of
heaven, and to admit and give intellect
ual assent to the doctrine of annihila
tion yet that root will live and again
give forth its blossoms of spiritual faith
and spiritual hope. That innate feeling
always in proportion to the strength
of that fundamental
principle of life
which we call Vitativeness.
When the
foundations of the universe were laid,
was there, and became
part thereof.

it

a

;

it

rises a
planted a natural feeling
It
sown
in
the
faith.
lower
spiritual
earth
blossoms in
simple instinct
the upper heaven
spiritual hope. Al
though the foliage of that faith, which is
its literature, its creeds, and its formulas,

it

;

;

its thousand theories and speculations,
its fancies and superstitions even may be
torn away and scattered in the whirl
winds of theological and anti-theological
strife and contention
although the blos
soms of that hope, which are beautiful
and special anticipations, may be ruth
lessly cut off and killed by the cruel
frost of skeptical criticism yet, forever.
:

it should be so? he queries ; is it consist
ent to suppose that the cup of life, full

its last and sole unimpregnable

hold is in that innate feeling that it can
not die, which neither reasons nor believes

is

is full often the burden of his reflection.
Life has been a weary load to such an one,
rather than a round of joy, and to drop
it off and lie down in an eternal and
unbroken sleep may be after all the one
great compensation for all the weak
nesses and miseries of human life. But out
of the robust heart of the man of strong,
full Vitativeness, comes the passionate
cry for continuance— continuance of life
— on any conditions, rather than be blot
ted out of existence forever and be no
more. That is the one thing too dreadful
for endurance, even in contemplation.
To live, to be, is the sum of all blessed
ness ; and to die, to cease to be, is the
horror of horrors. Is it reasonable that

its exulting cry. Nevertheless, when
the sky of hope
overcast with clouds,
as
often
and when faith fails to sup
sometimes does when reason
port, as
staggers under the powerful blows of
the skeptic, the final refuge of the soul,

a

11Thou art so full of misery,
Were it not better not to be ? "

life! Oh, beyond

Thou art strange, thou art sweet 11

a

able a thing in his estimation.

"Oh,

is

rather than on the perpetuity of his own
existence. He has not found life so full of
blessedness and sweetness that its ever
lasting continuance is a matter of so
very much importance or so very desir

not consistent."
Then Faith answers
" Believe and doubt not
you shall live
forever."
Hope finishes the scene by
flinging sunshine on the land of the
hereafter, and the soul
assured of its
not
but
with
charmed
immortality
only,
the prospect.
Then

is

I have found it over and over a matter
of comparative indifference to the in
dividual, of whatever nationality, who is
scant of vitality and feeble in Vitative
ness, whether or not there is any future
life for him ; and this, irrespective of the
strength or weakness of his religious
sentiments.
Hope may be never so
bright and faith never so serene, but he
will be exercised mainly on other themes,

and overflowing
with sweetness as I
have found
will be dashed from my
lips forever by the hand of death, while
have yet only begun to taste
Then
Reason replies " It
not reasonable,

It

thousand lives to live, there is little
doubt that a large majority of them
would prefer to spend them all in State
prison rather than to die once for their
crime. On the contrary, multitudes of
" hari-kari " out of
the Chinese commit
sheer indifference to life; or rather be
This is
cause they prefer death to life.
that Vitativeness
is
proof conclusive
below par with the Chinese, which, taken
in connection
with their well-known
concerning the future
stolidity
average
life, argues some relation of the vitative
instinct to the religious faith concerning
As to particular observations,
futurity.
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that innate feeling, that root of the
whole matter will survive, and " through
scent of water it will bud again."
Ger
mane to this subject is the question, Is
the soul of man immortal in all its parts,
or only in part ? — if the latter, what as
cends to the upper life and what is drop
ped with the lower; which do we keep
in the hereafter, and what cast off as

to the conclusion that every faculty of
the human mind possesses within itself
the capacity of a double function — an
out-reaching function and an up-reach
ing one — an earth-sphere and a heavenThis is as true of the lower
sphere.
of
the
human propensities as of
range
the higher endowments of the intellect,
and of the moralities, and it indicates

no longer useful

that the soul will retain its present sym
metry in the future life. The reproduc
tive and sustaining forces of the physi
cal system will be retained, only there
will be no physical system like the present
one to reproduce or sustain. They will
be employed in some higher, yet analo
They are primal and
gous function.
forces,
and not
eternally continuous
merely temporary manifestations, as we
are apt to look upon them to be. The
reproduction and sustentation of organic
growth, like the human body, is but an
incident in their vast and varied rela
tions to the universe.
The amative pro
pensity is undoubtedly the inspiration
to the marriage of men and women ;
otherwise men would marry each other,

? The coarse and savage
can conceive of no nobler
employment than hunting to death his
fellow creatures, must needs retain his

mind, which

butchering propensities.
" And thinks, admitted to that equal sky,
His faithful dog shall bear him company."

The more advanced philosopher thinks
we drop off those faculties which relate
strictly and exclusively to the lower life,
and retain those only which belong
This
to a higher sphere of action.
sounds extremly plausible ; but is it true
that we possess any faculties which re
late us strictly and exclusively to our
present state? It may be regarded as
quite certain that some of the faculties
perform certain functions below that are
not necessary above, as the physically
reproductive, or the bodily alimentive
Nevertheless it is not impos
functions.
sible, or not improbable, that the facul
ties themselves are retained for the per
formance of a more refined yet analogous
function in the higher life. The ugly
crawls to and fro on his
caterpillar
stubby feet, and feeds on the fiber of
Resurrected,
he still travels,
plants.
not on the earth, but in the air ; no
longer condemned to creep, he is enabled
to fly. His slow and clumsy method of
locomotion is translated into swift and
He still feeds no
graceful aerostation.
leaves and
however,
coarse
on
longer,
stalks, but on the delectable dew they
distill. He still has a system to nourish
and to transport, and he has lost no
faculty, only each has changed its func
tion. He is still related to the new world
about him through his old faculties, only
There are also
by the new functions.
innumerable hints in human conduct and
phases of human character that point

and women would do the same just as
readily. Yet we have named this prin
ciple and judged it by one manifestation
solely : the sexual, which is temporary
and transient, and have leaped to the
conclusion that its use and duration are
but temporary and transient
in the
And even in this
economy of creation.
manifestation, in our haste and careless
ness we have judged
it superficially.
Men regard the sexual relation as a
physical one, and the sexual rite as a
purely physical act, because it is per
formed through the sexual organism.
As well say the calculation of an eclipse
or the construction of the Novum Organum was a physical act, because it was
done through the mediumship of the
cerebral organism of its author and cal
culator.
The impulsions of sexualism
are of mind — the Eternal Mind, and will
operate in the eternal mind, the human
soul, so long as it can give that glow to
the mind, that lift and inspire the whole
moral and spiritual nature, that in its
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higher and more refined manifestations
it can and does, even now and here. Few
thoughtful and observant persons will
deny, I think, that the benevolence, kind
ness of feeling and of conduct shown by
each sex to its opposite, is of a warmer,
richer, and deeper quality than that
by each sex to its own. The
experience of sick and maimed soldiers
in hospitals illustrates it fairly.
The
ministrations of women-nurses and at
tendants fall with a sweetness and power
on their subjects that never could pro
ceed from the hearts and hands of men.
The incident of the wounded soldier turn
ing to the wall and kissing the shadow of
Florence Nightingale is in point.
Had
it been the shadow of a man he never
would or could have kissed it, no mat
ter how kind that man had tried to be.
Yet it was an expression of pure grati
tude, reverence, and love — holy emo
tions all — intensified and raised to a great
er height, because his benefactor was a
woman.
Say not, then, that the sexual
principle ascends not into heaven and
has no place in the future life.
The
veneration of the sexes, each for its op
posite, is higher, more profound than
either is capable of for its own.
Say
not, then, that sexuality has no religion,
no faith, no future life.
Here I am likely to be met with the
saying of the greatest of authorities,
that " in heaven there is no marrying, or
Yet this text can
giving in marriage."
not fairly be construed to mean any
shown

thing more than the abolition of

a func
tion, not the destruction of a principle
of sex. The distinction of sex has more
than the material purpose of procreation.
That, however, was the sole conception
of the sexual principle on the part of his

querists, and the teacher was obliged to
address himself to their understanding
of the subject or remain silent.
Marry
ing meant, in their estimation, a physical
union of the sexes for the purpose of
procreation, and he answered them ac
cordingly. Had they understood that the
distinction of sex meant, on the one side,
the incarnation of the divine idea of
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beauty, love, and pure devotion, and on
the other, of conquering strength, crea
tive wisdom, and constructive skill, and
that marriage meant the blending in a per
fect one of all these elements, then the
answer to their question : " Whose wife
shall she be ?" might have been different.
As it is, no more is indicated than the
abrogation of a rite and discontinuance of
the physically procreative function. That
the distinction of sex is a mental distinc
tion, is clearly shown by the fact that we
know the sex of the writer of an article
by its mental tone, whether male or fe
male, without any other indication.
But the most potent illustration — be
cause unpurposed and unconscious — of
the power of the sexual principle to per
meate intellectual methods and to mod
ify spiritual conceptions, is seen in our
sacred literature.
Not only is it plainly
evident that all the books of the sacred
volumes weretvritten by persons of the
masculine gender, from the intellectual
tone and method of each, but the great
est, grandest apprehension
therein re
corded, that of a sole, infinite spirit, is
The loftiest, sublimest
shaped by it.
idea of the Divine Being ever cherished
on earth, that which the Christ carried
in His breast, could not transcend the
He was the Heavenly
principle of sex.
Father.
Everywhere the Infinite is de
nominated "Him" or "He," never her
or she. This is significant in the high
est degree, if not an actually existing dis
tinction within the world of spirits, at
least of the impossibility of the human
mind, even in its most ethereal flights
and
most
sublime
to
conceptions,
It would seem
ignore that distinction.
that if such distinction
were not as
peculiar to the intellectual and spiritual
powers of the human mind as to the
physical frame, and therefore to perish
with it, some conception might have
been had of spiritual beings that would
recognize the fact. Nay, that some one
of the favored few who have seen God,
and "have spoken face to face with God
as a man speaketh with his friend," as
the Scripture affirms, and have seen and
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conversed with angels, would have in
formed us had they found the distinc
tion of sex to be abolished in spirit life.
On the contrary, it is unvaryingly main
tained in every authoritative communica
tion we have ever had on the subject.
That each and every faculty of the
human mind, and every instinct of the
soul is primarily endowed with the ca
pacity of performing a twofold function
—one that might be termed the upper,
and another that of the lower, or earth —
life function, thus relating the soul of
man to two lives. The present and the
future life may be partly inferred from
the relation of the different parts of the
First, it is true of
brain to each other.
the brain, as a whole, that it has a sum
mit and a base; and this, every mental
scientist is aware, means that the soul
has a sky-light and a basement. Through
the upper brain is performed the higher,
the moral and spiritual processes, and
through the lower brain, the lower, the
It is also
animal functions and feelings.
equally well known that through the
of the cerebral
intermediate
portion
mass are performed those mental offices
that are intermediate in kind between
the moral and spiritual above, and the
animal or physical elements below. Thus
brain and function are graded together
as high and low in an uninterrupted
Therefore
course from crown to base.
the same significance must attach to the
circumstance that each distinct organ
has a summit and a base that attaches
to the same circumstance regarding the
We can not limit the
brain as a whole.
application of the law relating structure
and position to function, to the subdi
visions of his substance into groups of
It applies to each individual
organs.
organ of each individual faculty as well.
If the upper portion of the brain as a
whole performs a more exalted office
than does its lower portion, and if the
upper half of each group of organs per
forms a higher ranee of functions than
does its lower half, both of which prop
ositions are well known to be correct,
then it follows inevitably and unavoid
ably, that the upper and lower parts of
each individual organ perform, if not
distinct and different functions, at least
differing grades of the same function ;
one relating to the life that now is, and
the other, though analogous, as the aeros
tation of the butterfly is to the locomo
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tion of the caterpillar, looking to the life
that is to be for its full unfolding.
Every phrenologist of extensive ex
perience in handlmg the human head
must, I think, have been struck by the
occasional unequal development of the
In
different parts of the same organ.
some instances the upper portion will be
found shrunken in appearance, partially
hollowed out and depressed, while the
remaining portion will be round and full ;
If it means something
or vice versa.
to the phrenologist to find one part of
a forehead or a backhead, or any other
division of a head, full and another part
empty, it should also mean something
to him to find one part of a particular
organ full and another part empty. "As
full, as perfect in a hair as heart," is the
application of the law. Finally, the dual
character of the faculties has often been
recognized by inspired teachers, without
the aid of science. " Lay not up for
"
yourselves treasures on earth," and Lay
up for yourselves treasures in heaven,"
are a recognition of the twofold function
of "Acquisitiveness," its natural function
and its spiritual one. Also that neversolved problem in moral mathematics :
" What shall it profit a man to gain the
"
is
whole world and lose his own soul ?
same
principle.
predicated on the
The spiritual functions of " Combat iveness"and "Destructiveness" were pow
erfully illustrated in the lives and deaths
of the early Christian martyrs, the "weap
ons of whose warfare were not carnal, but
In addition to the testimony
spiritual."
of the innate feeling and of the religious
faith to the reality and certainty of a
future life, we put in evidence the cir
cumstance that we find within, or super
imposed upon, each and every faculty
of the human mind the germ of a new
function, looking to the future for its
perfect unfolding, a preparation for a
higher flight, begun and indicated by the
structure of its material organ, as well
as by actual, though partial and occa
sional, manifestation.
Though not as
palpable to the senses, evidence of this
kind ought to be as conclusive to the
reason as when we cut through the wrap
pings of the chrysalis and come to wings
in embryo, that it is conclusive that a
future and a finer state of existence is
waiting for the unconscious thing. May it
not be added that if this circumstance has
any power to give fresh confirmation to
our faith in a future life, it also suggests
as to the conditions of that life that to
enter upon them may be, rather than the
loss of any faculty, the gain of new
functions.
H. P. shove, M.D.
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THE WEEPING SOPHORA.

THE

WEEPING

trees which are used for or
purposes on the lawns of
suburban villas, there are few which can
surpass in beauty and interest, the Weep
When well de
ing Sophora of Japan.
veloped, it is attractive throughout the
year. The engraving shows it as it ap
It is more pict
pears when full grown.
uresque than the weeping willow of our
own country ; the shoots hanging most
The growth it makes in a
gracefully.

AMONG
namental
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1 season

is small, which is its only objec
tion, but it thrives well on dry soils, ac
cording to the English Garden. There
is no fairer object for contemplation
in
the simple, quiet beauty of the lawn or
pleasure ground, than this curious tree.
It should never be grouped in a planta
tion or with other trees ; its character
being such that it should be quite iso
lated, or be placed with plants of a small
er growth.
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SAYINGS, AND WHO
'

'HIS

It is enough
language of ours!
to transform the -firmest-minded of
foreigners into a confirmed and hopeless
state of lunacy, if not of idiocy.be he so rash
And yet,
as to undertake its subjection.
let him hint to our mother-tongue-loving
hearts that it is not the most sublime,
beautiful, perfect language on earth, and
I

we will hurl at him the time and worldhonored names that have given it and
themselves immortality.
Every genera
tion needs a dictionary of the speech of
the preceding one ; each epoch of litera
ture needs in the next an interpreter.
The beautiful prayer we learn to lisp
at our mother's knee, and that trembles
on our lips when we are upon the bor
ders of the unknown kingdom that comes
to us at last, is a strange and unfamiliar
petition couched in the form and language
of the year 1258, when it was written :
Fader
neune,

ure in heune,

haleeweide

curaen thi kunerche

beoth thi

thi wille beoth

The ewerych dawe bried
And worzif ure dettes as vi
vorzifen ure dettoures.
And lene ous nought
into temptation, bot dolyvorof uvel. Amen.
idon huene and in.

gif ous thilk dawe.

Fifty years later the
changed it to this form :

language

had

Fadir our in heven, Halewyd by hi name,
Thi wille be done as in
come.
hevene and in erthe.
Oure urche dayes bred
give us to-day.
And forgive us oure dettes,
as we forgive our dettoures.
And lede us not
thi kingdom

into

temptation,

bote delyvere

us of

yvel.

Amen.

And in

161 1

it had come to this

:
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SAID THEM.

miliar maxims than any other writer, for to
him we owe : " All is not gold that glitters,"
" Make

of necessity," " Screw
your courage to the sticking-place," (not
point), " They laugh that win," " This is
the short and long of it," " Comparisons
are odious," " As merry as the day is
long," " A Daniel come to judgment,"
"
Frailty, thy name is woman," and a hos<
of others.
Washington Irving gives us " The Al
a virtue

mighty Dollar," Thomas Morton queried
long ago " What will Mrs. Grundy say? "
while Goldsmith answers, " Ask me no

questions and I'll tell you no fibs."
Charles C. Pinckney gives "Millions for
defense, but not one cent for tribute."
"First in war, first in peace, and first in
the hearts of his fellow-citizens,"
(not
countrymen), appeared in the resolutions
presented to the House of Representa
tives in December, 1790, prepared by
Gen. Henry Lee.
From the same we cull, " Make assur
ance doubly sure," "Christmas comes but
once a year," " Count their chickens ere
they are hatched," and " Look before you
leap."
Thomas Tasser, a writer of the six
teenth century, gives us, " It's an ill wind
turns no good," " Better late than never,"
" Look ere thou
" The stone
leap," and
that is rolling can gather no moss." " All
cry and no wool," is found in Butler's
" Hudibras."
" None but the brave
Drydcn says :
deserve the fair," " Men are but chil
dren of a larger growth," and "Through
thick and thin." " No pent-up Utica

Our father which art in heauen, hallowed
be thy Name.
Thy kingdom come. Thy
will be done in earth as it is in heauen. Giue
vs this day our daily bread.
And forgiue vs
our debts as we forgiue our debtors.
And
lede vs not into temptation, but deliuer vs
from euil.
For thine is the kingdome, and
the power and the glory for euer.
Amen.

contracts our power," declared Jonathan
Sewell.
" When Greeks join
Greeks then was
the tug of war," Nathaniel Lee, 1692.
" Of two evils I
have chosen the least."
and " The end must justify the means,"

Many of our common sayings, so trite
and pithy, are used without the least idea
from whose mouth or pen they first orig
inated.
Probably the works of Shakes
furnish
us with more of these fa
peare

from Matthew Prior. We are in
debted to Colley Cibbcr for the agreeable
that "Richard is himself
intelligence
again." Johnson tells us of "A good
hater," and Mackintosh in 1 791 , the
are

SA YINGS,

AND WHO FIRST SAID THEM.

phrase often attributed to John Ran
" Wise and masterly inactivity."
dolph,
"
Variety's the very spice of life," and
" Not much the worse for wear," Cowper.
" Man proposes, but God disposes,"
Thomas a Kempis.
Marlowe gave forth the
Christopher
so often
invitation
repeated by his
brothers in a less public way, " Love me
little, love me long." Edward Coke was
of the opinion that "A man's house is
his castle." To Milton we owe " The
paradise of fools," "A wilderness of
sweets," and " Moping melancholy and
moonstruck madness."
Edward Young tells us " Death loves a
" A fool at forty is a fool
shining mark,"
indeed," but, alas, for his knowledge of
human nature when he tells us " Man
wants but little, nor that little long."
From Bacon comes " Knowledge is
power," and Thomas Southerne reminds
us that "Pity's akin to love."
Dean
Swift thought that " Bread is the staff of
life." Campbell found that "Coming
events cast their shadows before," and
" Tis distance lends enchantment to the
" A thing of beauty is a joy for
view."
ever," is from Keats.
Franklin said,
" God
helps them who help themselves,"

expression

means, top -side -turf-

"To

lam," is found in

"King

and no

King," by Beaumont and Fletcher, and
" Go snacks," in
Pope's " Prologue to
"
Satires."
Even
He's a brick," is really
classical slang.
Plutarch, in his life of Argesilaus,
King of Sparta, gives us the origin of
the quaint and familiar expression.
On a certain occasion an ambassador
from Epirus, on a diplomatic mission,
was shown by the king over his capital.
The ambassador knew of the monarch's
fame — knew that though only nominally
king of Sparta, he was yet ruler of
Greece — and he had looked to see mass
ive walls rearing aloft their embattled
towers for the defense of the town ; but
he found nothing of the kind.
He mar
veled much at this, and spoke of it to
the king.
" Sire," he said, " I have
visited most
of the principal towns, and I find no walls
"
reared for defense. Why is this ?
" Indeed, Sir Ambassador," replied Angesilaus, "thou canst not have looked
Come with me to-morrow
carefully.
morning, and I will show you the walls
of Sparta."
Accordingly, on the following morning
the king led his guests out upon the
plains where his army was drawn up in
full battle array, and pointing proudly to
the serried hosts, he said :
"There, thou beholdest the walls of
Sparta — ten thousand men, and every
"
man a brick
ALMA L. ROCKWOOD.

and Lawrence Sterne comforts us with
the thought, " God tempers the wind to
the shorn lamb."
"
Even some of the " slang
phrases of
''
Put
the day have a legitimate origin.
ting your foot in it," is certainly not a
very elegant mode of expression, but ac
cording to the "Asiatic Researches," it is
quite a fine point of law ; when the title
to land is disputed in Hindostan, two
holes are dug in the ground and used to
incase a limb of each lawyer (?), and the
one who tired first lost his client's case.
Fancy, if you can, some of our famous
"limbs of the law" pleading in such a
manner ! It is generally the client who
"puts his foot in it"!
When things are in disorder they are
often said to be turned topsy turvy ; this
expression is derived from the way in
which turf used for fuel is placed to dry,
the turf being turned downward — and the

then

way.

I

To Keep Geraniums Over Winter.
— Geraniums, fuchsias, salvais, and other

.

plants that you may wish to keep ove«
winter without any care of them, may be
taken up with a ball of earth attached to
them and placed in one corner of ycur
cellar, provided it is warm enough not
to freeze potatoes ; pack them close and
bank the earth closely about the roots.
In January or February you can bring the
fuchsias to the window, and they will form
beautiful flowering plants in about six
weeks' time.
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SUPERIORITY

OF

MIND

to Waukesha,
Wis., Dr. Robert Boyd related to us
an incident from the life of that prince of
preachers, Robert Hall, which is one of
the finest illustrations of the power of
mind over matter we have ever known.
As it is well known, Dr. Hall was hardly

DURING

a flying visit

His disease, so
ever free from suffering.
obscure as to baffle all physicians, steadily
tightened its hold upon him, and many
of his great sermons were preached under
circumstances that would entirely have
prostrated a man of feebler nerve. One
Sunday morning when, as usual, the
church was packed to hear the great
preacher, one of his deacons, entering
the room at the rear of the pulpit, found
Mr. Hall lying on the floor enveloped in
a perfect cloud of smoke, by which he
was endeavoring to deaden the pain. A
student went into the pulpit to conduct
the opening services. Mr. Hall lingered
in the vestry till the very last moment,

At
pain.
wrestling with excruciating
length, as the last hymn was being sung,
he rose, or was lifted from the floor. His
eye was heavy with narcotics, his cheek
hung flabby, and his whole expression
was lifeless.
The sexton put his coat on
him and opened the door. Slowly and
laboriously pulling hand over hand, he
climbed the pulpit stairs. With one hand
pressed on his side and the other grasp
ing the pulpit, he announced his text :
" The Father of
He looked
Light."
more like a dead man than a living one.
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MATTER.

With slow and mechanical utterance he
Without motion or gesture, save
began.
a feeble occasional movement of his right

hand, he went on. He first described, as
only he could, the glories of the natural
heavens, and then exalted God as the
" Father " of all these lights.
He then
called a graphic roll of the world's in
tellectual masters.
God was also the
Father of all mental greatness.
And
then he dwelt on moral and spiritual
greatness, and traced it all to God.
As he proceeded, a wonderful change
came over his face.
The flabbiness
passed away from his cheeks, and the
heaviness out of his eyes. His face shone
like an angel's, his eye blazed with unnat
ural brilliancy, and his voice, losing the
huskiness with which he began, rang like
A great change also came
a trumpet.
over the audience. As he went on from
picture to picture, and poured out on
that audience, accustomed indeed to elo
quence, but now astonished, his wonder
ful wealth of word and thought, the peo
ple leaned forward in their seats, hardly
daring to breathe, and finally, fully onethird of them, unconscious of what they
were doing, rose up and leaned toward
the pulpit as far as they could reach.
Many left their pe; s, and with uncon
scious steps silently, stealthily
crept
down the aisles, until they found them
selves standing entranced directly in
front of the speaker, so irresistible was
the magnet that drew them.
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of our being. If the mind be but the
happy collection of physical atoms, then
the eloquence of a physically broken
and dying man is an unexplained and
But if the mind be
anomalous thing.
a separate and immortal
entity, using
the body as its servant, then we can
understand how it can climb sometimes
to its grandest achievements along the
stairway of an
rickety and crumbling
enfeebled and decaying physical nature.

When the sermon was over, the giant
again claimed its victim, the
sank
and the face fell. But during
eyes
"
that glorious hour, when
great thoughts
struck along the brain," the mind was
It spurned weakness and
supreme.
death, and claimed its birthright. Such
an hour as that will forever disprove the
There are times
current materialism.
" above himself erect
when man can
Such times prophesy the per
himself."
manent triumph of the immaterial part
disease

— Interior.

HEALTH IN HONDURAS.

LIVING
above

at an elevation
sea

of 3,000 feet
the ther
seventy and

-level, with

mometer always between
eighty degrees Fahr., and breathing day
and night the pure mountain air, one
would suppose this sufficient to prolong
life indefinitely, and to enable him to live
free from the pains and aches of sinful
This calls us back to Adam,
humanity.

and makes him shoulder all blame for
having permitted a woman to tempt him ;
but what man is there who is invulner
able to the wiles of a woman ? But I am
I was
digressing from my first thoughts.
saying that with the many elements nec
essary to good health as are found in
Tegucigalpa, one should also find good
health generally, but it is to the con
trary. The men are robust and healthy,
but the women and children are delicate
One could hardly expect to
and sickly.
whose
find men of robust constitution
mothers are feeble, yet that is what we
find here. I speak, however, of the bet
As to the inferior classes,
ter classes.
the women are very powerful, sinewy,
and masculine. This then being the case,
we must look to a difference of living as
the cause of the feebleness of the women
The customs of
of the better classes.
the country, which are descended from
Old Spain, impose upon the women such
restraints that they not only enfeeble
their bodies, but endanger their lives.
By the rules of society, a lady can not
go out of doors unless accompanied by
an attaihi of the family.
This causes

I

j

few of the promenades so necessary to
health.
Then the houses are very badly
ventilated.
Indeed they have no ven
tilation at all. The houses being of mud
and the floors of brick, built upon the
ground, cellar-like rooms are the result,

which with us would be considered a
very dangerous abode. Then the effects of
the rainy season, during which rain falls
j
every day, render such rooms even worse
than a cellar. The hydrometer in the
I dryest season only indicates an evapora1
ting power of five degrees, and in the
wet season, some days none at all, show
ing the perfect saturation of the atmos
The diseases pe
phere with moisture.
are those
culiar to such habitations
Of
affecting the muscles and the lungs.
these, phthisis ranks first in the causes of
death, then affections of the muscular
tissues, particularly the muscles of the
alimentary canal.
A peculiar kind of fever, which they
call calentura, is a most common malady,
but never dangerous.
It is caused from
indigestion, and an emetic followed with
light purging usually places them on their
feet in a day or two.
In our walks in the streets, or visits
among friends, we may find about every
other female affected with headache or
toothache. Their teeth are generally bad,
caused of course from the feebleness of
constitution and incapacity to supply the
necessary constituents to the teeth. The
common headache is caused by want of
proper exercise, and its necessary result
!
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ants, inertia of the alimentary canal, im
pairment of the digestion, and inequality
of the circulation.
Sporadic cases of
typhus fever appear', but from the com
mon treatment in vogue, nearly all such
patients die.
A few months ago a form of sore throat
appeared, which they called scarlatina,
but was only tonsilitis. Throat affections
and nasal catarrhs are very common —
more, however, from imprudence than cli
matic. The common people, with only a
light cotton covering about the waist and
lower extremities, shoulders bare, sleep
ing nude, wrapped up in a sheet only,
and making their bed on the paved court
or floor of a room, are hardly ever afflict
ed with any disease, while the better
classes who live with the comforts the
country affords, are most generally ailing
from one source or another.
Hence we
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it is not the country or the at
mosphere which is responsible for the ill
health.
The rock hereabouts is of volcanic
origin, with a light covering of vegetable
soil here and there, not sufficient, how
ever, to produce miasmatic vapors to
affect the atmosphere, while the tradewinds which blow from over the mountains
are fresh, though when from the North,
contain much moisture.
There is hered
but those families
itary consumption,
who are suffering with it are not of
the country, and therefore brought the
disease with them.
There is no rea
son why with proper hygienic measures
adopted in this city, the sporadic cases of
lung affections and catarrhs, as well as
the frequent cases of muscular affections,
may not be entirely avoided.
see that

J.

RADIX.

CAUSES OF STAMMERING.
J. SCHRANK, of Munich, in a
recent work, alleges stammering to
be the result of disease of the cortical
portion of the brain. It is brought about
mental influences.
through
Speaking
requires a succession of acts of volition ;
but with the stammerer the behests of
the will are hindered by anxiety or doubt
as to his powers of execution of the words
to be uttered.
Undue attention is thus
thrown upon the special acts of pronun
ciation.
The stammerer is, therefore,
one placed under the influence of domi
nant ideas, having especial reference to
his capacity for articulation.
He thus
belongs to the same class as those suffer
ing from agoraphobia or ataxia muscularis.
Dr. Schrank rejects Kussmaul's view
that stammering
is owing to a born
weakness of the apparatus by which syl
lables are co-ordinated.
If this were so,
stammering ought also to occur in read
ing and singing, which is not always the
"pvR.

case.

The author would seek for an anatom
ical basis of stammering in the parts
around the island of Reil, where the so-

called motor speech centers have been
located.
Stammering
appears to be
Colombat found it to be
hereditary.
inherited in two-fifths, and Coen in onefifth of his cases.
Dr. Schrank gives an
instance where stammering ran through

four generations, originating from the
In those cases where
mother's side.
there was no direct inheritance of the
disorder, other diseases of the nervous
system, such as epilepsy, hysteria, or
chorea, were frequently found.
The au
thor sees a confirmation of his theory in
the treatment which has been found
most efficacious in removing stammer
ing. This consists in different devices
and exercises to increase the strength of
the will, and to diminish anxiety in
Electricity has not been
speaking.
found of any efficacy in the treatment
of stammering.
Very great success is reported as at
tending the treatment of stuttering by
purely physiological
training, according
to the system of M. Chervin, of Paris.
Three types of stuttering
are distin
First, that occurring during
guished.
the inspiration ; second, stuttering dur
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RESIDENT OF THE YELLOW-FEVER

; third, stuttering
during
both these periods, and between breaths.
The first involves various respiratory ex
ercises, and the pupil is first taught to
make long, full inspiration, and follow it
Then the
by regular, forcible expiration.
respiratory movements are made with
various rhythms until they become full,

duration,

ing expiration

regular, and easy, instead of being jerky,
labored, and fatiguing.
In the second
stage of treatment, exercises with vowel
sounds are substituted for the previous
mute breathings, giving to each vowel
the various modifications of tone, pitch,
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OF

A

RESIDENT

in

conversation.

consonants

alone,

and

in combination

with vowels ; at first slowly, then rapidly,
varying the duration and pitch of each
syllable, and passing from words of one
syllable to those of two and more sylla
bles. Prepared by these exercises, the
1 pupil
learns to articulate
slowly and
methodically short sentences, then longer
periods and paragraphs, separating sen
tences, and always beginning with a deep
inspiration.
Twenty days of this-treat[
ment usually suffice for a perfect cure.

THE

/^\CTOBER

whose prayers made a halo about the
To-day it is our
gloomy death-beds.
physician— one of the grandest souls that

etc., heard
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The third stage comprises exercises on

OF

15th, 1878.— The last six
weeks have been so full of experi
ences and varied feelings to me, that
My mind
they seem a little life-time.
looks out upon the horrors of this aw
ful pestilence as one might do from
an insecure ledge of rock upon a world
of rushing water, rising and threat
ening, and in all probability destined to
engulf the precarious foothold, and the
desolate waif clinging to it. In just such
fair former autumns as this, how have
I sunned myself in the luxuriousness of
life's absorbing dream, and wondered
how any one could despair in a world so
beautiful.
Now my own life's current
eddies and whirls and foams in a mael
strom, foreboding disease, disaster, death !
Everywhere, in the golden atmosphere,
among the foliage, opalesque and bronzed
under the heavens blue and cloudless
and smiling, looms the Omnipresent Ter
ror, " The pestilence that walketh
in
darkness and wasteth at noonday." Every
hour falls a victim of the remorseless
Reaper, whose scythe turns not aside
from the noblest, the bravest, the best.
Yesterday it was the young editor, whose
wit was polished as the finest blade of
Damascus, whose eloquence roused and
thrilled, quickened and exalted ; the day
before it was the kind spirtual father,

COUNTRY.

YELLOW FEVER COUNTRY.

ever lay down life to save others ! What
man he was; beautiful as Achilles,
skilled as ^Esculapius, pitiful as a St. John,
His life for years
impetuous as Peter.
had been a double one — that in his prac
tice, grand for its tender self-sacrifices;
that in his family, miserable for heart
His
burnings and misunderstandings.
warfare is ended ; he has given his own
life ; a pitiful Saviour rests him.
Oct. 20th.— The country is shuddering
over a new disease, a something only less
terrifying than yellow fever, because not
a

I

so contagious.
It is called malarial haematuria. The victim has a chill, then con
tinuous fever and pain in his limbs for
six or eight hours, a discharge of blood

!

,

j
i
I

from the kidneys, vomits something dark
and offensive, and becomes the color of
an orange, death ensuing in about fortyeight hours.
Yesterday I saw a poor
woman who had just been attacked with
it the day before at noon. She was a
deep saffron color, and death showed it
self in her poor distorted face.
To-day I
saw her buried ; not a word of religious
service ; no book nor beadle ; only a
hasty burial in a lonely, unkempt family
I have seen half a dozen
graveyard.
burials since I have been in this part,
and this has always been the way. There
is no religious ceremony over the corpse,
or at the grave, and the body is laid
away, in ordinary times, in six.hours after
death.
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Oct. 22d. — This is a genuine October
day, cool, crisp atmosphere; wintry sun
shine, and winter clothes comfortable — a
prelude to frost, I hope, and death to the

A

strange result of the

terror is the demoralization it has caused ;
men are wild after whisky and brandy,
fever- breeding,
intoxicating
and all
drinks. Certain merchants have set up a
" store " in a negro church, and there, on
the strength of a physician s prescription,
they sell hundreds of gallons of whisky

The physician's prescription is
to
any buck negro who can pay two
given
dollars for it, and is equivalent to the
physician's oath that "whisky is neces
sary to the preservation of the patient's
(bearer's) life. These are issued, undated,
to hundreds of stalwart negro men, who
have no ailment, and shown by the mer
a day.

fully lift our hearts to Him, who is mighty

chant as his warrant for retailing spirits
The negro women are fully as mad after

to save.

VIRGINIA

DRINKING

AT

ANOTHER

A WRITER

in the Rural New Yorker,
who evidently knows what he is talk
ing about, expresses an opinion which is
apparently opposed to the common view
of hygienists on the same subject.
As
he is far from unreasonable in his way of
discussion, we give him space here.
" We were once told
by a shrewd old
college professor that the most foolish
thing a man of intelligence can do — from
the worldly point of view — is to 'butt
his brains out against a popular preju
dice.' Still, we are sometimes dreadfully
tempted to pound our cranium against a
hurtful notion, and have never been more
so than while reading the advice so often
insisted on in the papers against drinking
water at meal-times. The chief and most
plausible argument against this practice
is that it dilutes the gastric juices, and so
It is not often in a sci
delays digestion.
entific discussion that we can so easily as
in this case appeal to the individual con
sciousness of the uninstructed reader in
proof of the fallacious character of the

[Nov.

drink as the men, and their orgies are as
heathenish as any Stanley ever saw on his
" Dark Continent."
passage across the
—
Nov. 6th. I look appalled at Present
and Future.
The graveyards of the
towns, even now, since
fever-smitten
there has been several frosts, emit a ter
rible stench, showing the faithless man
ner in which the grave-diggers performed
their task of putting away the dead. A
great tidal-wave of wickedness is abroad
— men swear recklessly, vehemently, and
Sabbath
are
restraints
continually.
;
known
or
of
those
who
thought
scarcely
to
a few months ago even arrogated
themselves ministerial authority,
now
It is one
blaspheme the name of Jesus.
dark night of woe, but far away, like the
faint glimmer of coming dawn, we see
the light of our deliverance, and prayer

horrible fever-germs that have depopu
lated the land.
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MEALS.

OPINION.
'

Who that reads
assumption in question.
this has not had a thousand proofs forced
upon his attention that water taken into
the stomach remains there but a few sec
onds, is quickly taken up by the blood
vessels, and, if in excess, almost as quick
ly thrown out of the blood again through
the kidneys ? Yet there is a small grain
of truth in the midst of this gross error.
Large draughts of very cold water taken
into the stomach with the food, by chill
ing the stomach during its rapid progress
through the walls of its vessels, do arrest
the secretion of the digestive fluids un
til- the proper warmth is re-established.
Large draughts, also, of tea and coffee, by
the astringency of the former and by the
nervine action of the theine they both
contain — as well, also, as by the peculiar
narcotic action of coffee — derange and
Alcoholics, however
hinder digestion.
diluted, have a like effect. With these
limitations, we but declare the consensus

of all physiologists when we say that a
full response to the calls of thirst, at meal
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times as at other times, is wise and proper.
And for these reasons : The sense of thirst
is given to us not only that we may keep
the fluids of the body duly supplied with
solvent and diluent material, but also that,
through the excretory organs, all soluble
offensive
substances may be quickly
washed away. In the digestive process
the demand for water in aid of both these

In nearly
necessary purposes is urgent.
everything we eat there are soluble sub
stances that are in excess, and this excess
should be promptly carried out of the sys
tem. Perhaps the most abundant among
these, usually, is the common salt so free
It is, however, by no means
ly taken.
the only one ; and they all, unless prompt
Their ac
ly removed, act as irritants.
tion upon the stomach will in a very
short time decrease and soon arrest the
flow of the gastric fluids and disturb the
muscular action by which the stomach
'churns,' so to speak, its contents, that
every portion may receive its due admix
ture of digestive material.
This disturb
ance of muscular action is seen at its
highest in vomiting, by which the offend
ing substance is ejected summarily, to
gether with all the contents of the organ.
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Now, it is best not to over-eat, and it is
best to cat simple food,

with

as

little

ex

cess of seasoning or of objectionable

ele
ments as possible. But, under all circum
stances, it is both wrong and dangerous
to give refusal to nature's call for nature's
Plenty of drink
remedy in such cases.
is what is demanded, and a free supply
of fluids must be given, if serious conse
The conse
quences are to be avoided.
quences of refusal are not all immediate.
The irritation from lack of drink, as well
as that from improper drinks, becomes in
time chronic, passing to inflammation,
the result of which is dyspepsia and the
symptom of which is pain. Then, for
want of diluent fluid by which offending
soluble substances are quickly removed,
these often assume insoluble forms, and
are deposited in various parts of the body,
to remain there, constant sources of pain
and danger. Gravel and stone in the
in
urinary organs, biliary concretions
the liver, calcareous deposits in the
joints and elsewhere, and possibly tu
bercular deposits in various organs, are.
much certainty, due in
some degree to a foolish fear of water-

we may say with

drinking."

NOTES IN SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE.
Distanee of the Slam.— Prof.

C. A.
Young has an article in the Boston jfournal of
" Measuring the Distance of
Chemistry, on
the Stars," in which he says :
" Every star in the sky seems, when seen

from the earth, to describe each year in the
sky an orbit precisely the same as that of the
earth herself seen from the star, an enor
mous circle more than 180 millions of miles
in diameter, which, as viewed by the stellar
observer, will be more or less elliptical ac
cording to the angle at which he looks down
Of course,
upon the plane of our movement.
as the motion of the star in this apparent or
bit is continually contrary to the real motion
of the earth, the star must always be in that
point of its path just opposite to the earth's
position, and it will take six months for it to
go from one side to the other.
The radius or
of this apparent annual orbit
semi-diameter
of the star, expressed in seconds of arc, is
called its parallax, and when this is found it
is a perfectly simple thing to compute its dis
Now, at first, one would think there
tance.
ought to be no difficulty in detecting a mo
tion of 180 millions of miles in six months ;
but such are the celestial spaces that even

this distance, vast as it is, shrinks almost to
In the case of our nearest neigh
nothing.
bor, a Centauri, before mentioned, the whole
"
.80,
annual displacement amounts only to I
"
and its parallax is o .900. The pole star,
on the other hand, has a parallax of only
o" .046. Of the minuteness of this angle,
At a dis
very few persons have any idea.
tance of twenty miles, a second would be a
little less than six inches, so that at that dis
tance the pole star's parallax would be but
a little more than a quarter of an inch (more
exactly, 0.28 of an inch). An ordinary human
hair would subtend the same angle at a dis
tance of a quarter of a mile."
n«>Hts Cooked by Cold. — It seems
unlikely at first thought, yet it is a fact that
extreme cold produces in organic substances
those of heat.
resembling
effects closely
Thus, contact with frozen mercury gives the
same sensation as contact with fire ; and
meat that has been exposed to very low tem
perature assumes a condition like that pro
This action of intense cold
duced by heat.
has been turned to account for economical
a Hungarian
Sawiczevosky,
uses by Dr.
He
chemist, as we learn from La Nature.
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of
subjects fresh meats to a temperature
thus
and having
minus
33° Fahrenheit,
" cooked them by cold," seals them hermeti
The results are represented
cally in tin cans.
The meat, when
as being entirely satisfactory.
taken out of the can a long time afterward,
is found to be, as regards its appearance and
its odor, in all respects as inviting as at first.
A German government commission has made
experiments with this process, and in conse
quence two naval vessels dispatched on a
were provided
voyage of circumnavigation
Hungary
with meat prepared in this way.
has an establishment for preserving meats by
this process.

The Blaek Mildew of Walls.—

Professor Paley attributes the blackness of
St, Paul's Church, London, mainly to the
growth of a lichen, and Professor Leidy re
cently stated to the Philadelphia Academy

that his attention was called a few years ago
to a similar black appearance on the brick
walls and granite work of houses in narrow,
shaded streets, especially in the vicinity of
Noticing a similar
River.
the Delaware
blackness on the bricks above the windows of
a brewery, from which there was a constant
escape of watery vapor, in a more central
portion of the city, he was led to suspect it
On examination,
was of vegetable nature.
the black mildew proved to be an alga, closely
allied to what he supposed to be the Protogives the bright green
coccus viridis, which
color to the trunks of trees, fences, and
walls, mostly on the more shaded and north
ern side, everywhere in that neighborhood.
Professor Leidy thinks it may be the same
plant in a different state, but until proved to
it by the
be so, he proposes to distinguish
It consists of
name of Protococcus lugubris.
minute round or oval cells, isolated or in
pairs, or in groups of four, the result of divis
ion ; or it occurs in short irregular chains of
four or more cells up to a dozen, occasionally
with a lateral offset of two or more cells.
The cells by transmitted light seem of a
or olive-brownish hue. In mass,
brownish
the algse appears to the naked eye as an in
tensely black powder.

Loss

bv

the

Cotton

Worm.—

Professor Riley calculates that during a year

when the cotton worm is prevalent in the
Southern States it may injure the crop to the
The average actual
extent of $30,000,000.
annual loss during the fourteen years since
Its in
the war, has been about $15,000,000.
juries were equally severe before the war.
Cheap Rubber Shoes. — Rubber is at
present largely adulterated so as to make it
The overshoes and boots made of
cheaper.
with finelyare adulterated
this material
of
which
clay,
burned potter's
ground
it can stand as much as 65 per cent, without
The adul
losing its fitness for the purpose.
teration is harmless, only the material is not
so strong, and the shoes or boots, instead of
lasting several seasons, as the old-fashioned
material, scarcely
little or non-adulterated
last one season, as they tear very easily and
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While the pure
holes soon wear in them.
rubber is stronger than the best leather, the
adulterated rubber is less strong than the
Rubber hose and sheet rub
worst leather.
ber are usually adulterated with soapstone.
This gives a lighter color to the material,
leaves it
while the burnt clay adulteration
dark colored, which is preferred for shoes.

How they Cook Riee in Jiipan.

— A traveler in that country writes: "They
do know how to cook rice here, though, and for
the benefit of grocers and consumers in the
United States, I investigated the matter. Only
just enough cold water is poured on to pre
vent the rice from burning to the pot, which

has a close-fitting cover and is set on a moder
ate fire. The rice is steamed, rather than boil
ed, until it is nearly done ; then the cover of
the pot is taken off, the surplus steam and
moisture are allowed to escape, and the rice
turns out a mass of snow-white kernels, each
separate from the other, and as much superior
to the soggy mass we usually get in the Uni
ted States as a fine mealy potato is to the
I have seen something
water-soaked article.
approaching this in our Southern States, but
I do not think even there they do it as skillfully
as it is done here, and in the Northern States
but very few persons understand how to cook
I am sure that, if cooked as it
rice properly.
is here, the consumption of this wholesome
and delicious cereal would largely increase in
America." — American Grocer.

A New Cement. — Asbestos powder
made into a thick paste with the liquid sili
cate of soda, according to a leading English
authority, is stated to be found to be of great
advantage for making joints, fitting taps, con
It
necting pipes, and filling cracks in retorts.
is said to be of great service in the manufac
ture ot nitric acid, sulphuric acid, and other
products, because it can be as easily made as
applied, hardens rapidly, and prevents the
escape of acid vapors.

Poultry Keeping:. — Some excellent
on poultry houses and fowlsuggestions
We
keeping are given in the Poultry World,
extract these concise paragraphs :
A very simple mode of ventilating the hen
nery is to have an opening in the end of the
fowl-house, ten or twelve inches square, with
cold
a sliding door for use in extremely
weather.
Thorough ventilation is an abso
lute necessity ; poultry breeders who confine
their choice fowls during the winter find that
if they consider this vital provision promptly
they will have less disease and drooping
among their fowls than is usual after a sea
The interior of
son of close confinement.
the house may be very simply arranged ;
roomy roosts, a row of box nests, a covered
feed trough and water vessel, and a wide,
shallow dust box to roll in when limited to
For the heavier classes of
close quarters.
fowls, such as Brahmas, Cochins, and Dork
ings, the roost and nests should be set low
in order that these clumsy birds may find no
Be sure that
trouble in ascent or descent.
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the nests are roomy and clean ; carbolic nesteggs are recommended by many breeders.
Fowls do better if they are constantly run
ning on the ground, so we would advise, in
building the hen-house, that the walls or
frame be set upon a stone or brick founda
tion, a foot above the surface of the ground.
Leave the inside door open and let your
fowls have the benefit of the earth, so far as
There is no ex
they can in cold weather.
pense in this, and it is far more healthful
than a plank floor would be.
Whitewash
thoroughly before the fowls are put into the
house ; a little powdered sulphur should be
added to the wash while the lime is hot ;
washing the roosts in kerosene, will, it is
said, keep lice at a distance.
Be sure that
drinking-water for your birds is plentiful and
easy for them to reach.

Enormous Extent of a Baleful

Traffic. — The

total amount
of manufac
tobacco and snuff produced
in the
United States for the year ending June 30,
was
of which
1878,
119,406,588 pounds,
10,581,745 pounds were exported.
The total
number of cigars and cheroots, etc., pro
duced during the year was 2,082,356,362, be
ing an increase of 123,964,874. There are in
the country 15,992 cigar manufacturers,
and
The average
1,049 tobacco manufacturers.
product of cigars, cheroots, and cigarettes,
for the last five fiscal years, is 1,960,709.213,
and the average annual product of manufac
tured tobacco for the same .period, 122,769,The average quantity of leaf
654 pounds.
tobacco consumed in the manufacture is 193,453,806 pounds, and the average annual ex
port of leaf tobacco is 260,674,102 poundsThe value of the combined products of manu.
facturers
of tobacco is $75,000,000 exclu
The tax amounts to $40,—
sive of the tax.
084,732.37, making a total cost of tobacco as
reported by the commissioner of $115,084,tured

732-37-

Soli for Quinees.

— A subscriber writes
to the Herald to know what kind of soil is
best adapted for quinces, and what rules are
to be observed for its cultivation.
As we are
personally interested in this query, we are
pleased to note the answer of the agricultural
editor.

"The

quince should be planted in deep and
good soil, kept in constant cultivation,
and
should have a top dressing of manure every
season if abundant
It
crops are desired.
grows naturally in rather moist soil, by the
side of rivulets and streams of water, and it
is a common idea that it should always be
planted in some damp, neglected part of the
garden, where it usually receives little care,
and for both of these reasons produces only
knotty and inferior fruit. No tree is more
benefited by manuring than the quince.
In a
rich, mellow, deep soil, even if quite dry, it
grows with twice its usual vigor, and bears
abundant crops of large and fair fruit. It re
quires very little pruning or other care, an oc
casional thinning out of crowding or decay
ing branches being quite sufficient.
When
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there is an over-crop, thinning the fruit will
improve the size of the remainder.
There
are only three varieties worth enumerating.
The apple-shaped quince is the most popular.
It bears large, roundish fruit, shaped much
like the apple ; stews quite tender, and is of
excellent
It also bears abundant
flavor.
The pear-shaped quince is dryer and
crops.
of firmer texture than the foregoing ; is
rather tougher when stewed or cooked, and
has lighter-colored
flesh.
It is less esteemed
than the apple variety, but ripens a fortnight
later, and may be preserved
considerably
The Portugal quince
longer in a raw state.
is rather superior to all in quality, but not be
ing a good bearer has never been generally
cultivated.
The flesh turns a fine crimson or
deep purple when cooked, and it is therefore
much esteemed for marmalade
or baking.
The growth of the tree being very strong, it
is preferred by many gardeners for stocks on
which to work the pear."

of Steamboat Inspee-

Effieieney

tion

as

Preventing Accidents. — The fol

is a comparative statement of the'
number of lives lost from various causes on
steamboats during the years ending June 30th,
1878, and 1879:

lowing

- - - From fires,
From collisions, - - - From explosions,
From snags, wreck, and
- - - sinking,
From accidental drown
ing,
Miscellaneous,

Totals,

-

-

-.-

1878.
22
31
33

1879.
1
12
28

104

51

-

18

8

4

5

- 212

The number of accidents
of life ashore were :

Explosions,
Fires,
Collisions,

105

resulting

1878.
10

-.- -3
-----

-

-

Snags, wreck, and sink
ing.

Accidental drowning,
- Miscellaneous,

-

-

- - - Totals,
The above comparison

in

loss
1879.
8
1

16

3

5

8
6

9
4
47

5
31

shows a reduction
of nearly fifty-one per cent, in the number of
lives lost, and about thirty-four per cent, re
duction in the number of accidents causing
The increased efficiency of
loss of life.
steamboat inspection service is better shown
by the following comparative statement :

In 1875 the number of lives lost on steam
boats was 607 ; in 1876, 394 ; in 1877, 224 ;
in 1878, 212 ; and in 1879, 105.

Optieal Phenomena in Railroad

Travel. — A Dr. L. P. Thompson,

who has
been observing the curious phases of railroad
affairs, tells us that when a landscape is ob
served from a moving train, all objects to the
remote horizon appear to be passing in the
contrary direction, those nearest having the
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greatest velocity.
Cousequently, if the attention be fixed upon any object at some distance
from the line, all objects beyond will relatively appear to be moving forward with the
train, while
nearer appear to be
objects
The combined effect
moving backwards.
is to make the landscape appear to be rearound
whatever
volving centrally
point
we fix our attention upon.
Rain seen from
a moving
train always seems to be falling obliquely (except in a very strong gale in
the direction of the train's motion) in a direction opposite to that of the motion of the
But if another train happens to pass
train.
in the opposite direction, and we look out at
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this and follow it with our eyes, raindrops
falling between the two trains will seem to be
If we stand
flying forward with ourselves.
I upon a platform of a station and watch a
I train approach, the end of the engine appears
to enlarge or swell as it approaches, and occupies a larger area of the field of vision,
Conversely the end of the last car on a retiring
train appears to shrink down and contract as
it diminishes in apparent magnitude.
An ob'
server at some slight elevation above a rail! road, seeing two trains pass along simultanewill receive the
I ously in opposite directions,
'
impression of one long train moving round a
1 circle.
I
I

human

and to produce

organization,

a

whose action will be mainly

something

automatic, in other words, conventional

?

We admire and love the graceful child,
whose griefs and joys are read

in the

frank, innocent face, who is delighted by
every phase of the beautiful, and shocked
.by everything

ugly

;

but as the child

grows up, pains are taken to repress the
Mrs. C. Fowler Wells, Froprieior.
H. S. Drayton, A.M., Editor. N. Sizer, Associate.

NEW YORK,
NOVEMBER,

upon the propriety

1879.

when written
white paper,

like

in black upon

but, on reflection, we are

disposed to give up the attempt to illus
trate it by special references, and only to
discuss

it negatively.

We know what

refined gold is, refined iron, and other
refined articles of commerce.

of repressive

should

be

the

results

of

The met

consequently

effort on the part of parents and teach
ers to mold

the nascent mind are won

derfully various.
There is, to be sure, a sort of definitein the purpose.

ness

Each

mother, each guardian

father and

and teacher, have

before their eyes a symbol of perfection,
but it is like the dumb, inanimate, Cor
inthian pillar, or the Pythian Apollo, a
thing of beauty in form, a well-cut image,
of which

are small

the proportions

allurgist calls that which is the purest, or

comparison with the marble block

the least alloyed, the most refined.

which

we,

on the same

most human

principle,

meas

nature of the system which
employed,

looks simple enougli

or printed

in him.

ures, but it is far from agreed as to the

from easy to define, with anything
human exactness.

in word and

so becoming

Society appears to be pretty well agreed

have concluded that this term as
T^"E
applied to human conduct is far

It

emotion, whose expression
act were thought

REFINEMENT.
-\

buoyancy, to dam the tide of feeling and

esteem

Can
the

man or woman the most

They

chiseled.

dwarf the natural by pruning

from
would

away parts

in the physical and mental mass, and ob

refmed, when it appears to be the aim of

tain

civilization to suppress the natural

quality

in

it

was

in

a

symmetrical
is

figure

subservience

to

whose chief
convention

REFINEMENT.
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The best people do these
"
is not a breach of " good form

This once obtained, we are asked to con

and gossiping.

template a model of refinement.

things.

It

is essential to refinement, but

in Europe for ladies to attend horse-races,

it is not the sort of training that dwarfs

and to bet on the result.
Some efforts
"
are made by "gentlemen
of the turf in

Training
faculties

;

rather it is that which regulates

A

and harmonizes faculties.
of refinement

Dcstructiveness,

Indeed,

Firmness.

with strong

is consistent

Combativeness,

high order
and

such forces in nor

mal exercise are stimuli to the perform
ance

It

gland

for young men who enter

is also "quite proper" in En

competition

into

as oarsmen, to exhibit them

selves in a semi-nude

state to the thou

sands of both sexes, who line the banks

The names of

of the river or lake on the occasion of a

Havelock,

Vernon, Spurzheim, Jefferson,
awaken emotions

Washington,

est respect, and

and

character

of deep

their noble faces appear

before the mental vision
power.

models of

as

The

well-rounded

of each of these great

men

owed its individuality mainly to the ele
ments which we are wont to deem phys

which have been named

ical, those

es

pecially contributing to its vigor.

In certain classes of society, forms of
vice are deemed consistent with a high
order of refinement.

The German smokes

and drinks in all situations
room, the first-class

;

the drawing-

traveling

carriage,

the public promenade, reek with the va
pors and odors of his exhalations

and

In England and France the

potations.

presence of ladies does not prevent men
from

here.

cf the noblest acts of which the

human mind is capable.

grace

this country to make the custom popular

indulging their appetite in these
We have ridden in the small

We have seen young men con
"
nected with " high - toned
boat clubs
disporting in a like condition on our
own rivers.
Now all this smoking,
drinking,
horse and boat-racing, is an expression
chiefly of faculties in the base of the
brain, or rather an indication of their
predominance in the mental life, and
therefore is foreign to that harmonious,
race.

balanced state of the mind which is
essential to true refinement.
When the
animal forces are in excess, the product
is coarseness. Delicacy, one of the most
essential elements of refinement, is the
product of a nice intellectual judgment,
allied to a sympathetic, respectful, gen
erous disposition.
One must not be
however, for
wanting in self-respect,
steadiness of will and self-command are
prime factors in the desirable compound
of refinement.
The decrees of fashion, mannerisms,
"good form," which tolerate habits un

good manners to frequent drinking-halls,

questionably vicious and perverting, can
not be accepted as indications of refine
ment.
Politeness and suavity may veil to some
extent vulgarity, but can not render it
chaste and delicate.
That man's pretensions to refinement
are absurd, who is given to habits which
are disagreeable or painful to others.
Delicacy in the consideration of others'
opinions and feelings is one of the tests
by which we may try him or her who
aspires to place in the ranks of refine

or cafes, and spend hours in sipping wine

ment.

respects.

compartments

in use on the railways of

those countries, and been almost stifled
by the smoke

test in behalf

of several cigars.
of my lady

A

pro

companion,

made in the kindest manner to my next
neighbor, to forbear pouring
of sickening

his stream

smoke into her face, would

have been received as an indignity.
On the Continent it is no breach of
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in this collection.

PHRENOLOGY IN SCOTLAND.

TUE

awoke one morning

in August

last and found ourself in the land

It

of Burns, Combe, and Mackenzie.

was

[Nov.,

In some

cases

two,

three, and even four representations
the same individual,

of

taken at different

periods in his life, stand upon the shelf,

an unexpected experience to be in Edin

affording most valuable material for the

burgh, but being there we determined to

student

in visiting the chief

to use our opportunity
features of interest to

stranger, and as

a

to make some inquiries

a phrenologist,

into the state of mental science in Scot
land.

We consulted

and

a guide-book,

glanced through the list of things his

of character

in its relation

to

cerebral development. For instance, there
one taken in

are two heads of Coleridge,

the other in 1834, two of Sir Walter

1810,

Scott, bearing

very marked

in physiognomical

differences

marking, two or three

of George Combe, two of Dr. Gall, one
representing him in the prime of life, the
other as he appeared just after death.
There are several casts which are rarely

item " Phrenological Museum, Chambers

to be met with, some of which we had

monumental

Street," caught our eye.

which

There was no

of the nature of the collec

description

tion, but at once we began to conjecture

Might it not

as to probabilities.

be an

heritage of the old Phrenological Society

If

of Edinburgh?

so, how valuable

must be to the science

!

The collection of human crania

very

extensive and represents civilized and bar
barous man in all parts of the world, and

!

Before noon of that day we had found
our way to Chambers

and Sir William Herschel.

it

and how inter

esting to the true disciple of Dr. Gall

:
Sir George Macken
Fox, Syd
Sir John Ross, Charles
ney Smith, Harriet Martineau, Sir John
Bowring, Oliver Cromwell, Mungo Park,

never seen, viz.

zie,

is

and

J.

torical

<}f

it de

scribed, and finally came to the subdi
vision headed " Museums," in which the

Street, and to the

of both ancient and modern time.
specimens are very neatly arranged

The
ac

build iug in which the museum is stored.

cording to nationality, and the labels state

On the right

in most cases the circumstances of their

a neatly

printed

procuration,

fect that on Saturdays the admission is
"
free, but on other " lawful
days an en
trance fee of sixpence

On

is charged.

and the names of the donors.

Besides these, there

the public to the ef

is

noticed

card admonishing

a considerable

exhibit of animal and bird crania group
ed

and

according

it

we

hall-way,

as we entered the broad

to species in glass cases,

adds much to their value in the

of the phrenological

visitor to

esteem

to find ourself on the threshold of a large,

know that many of the specimens were

well-lighted room, on whose walls

collected

lines of shelving running its whole length,
and all

filled

phrenological

with objects

relating

science, each object

to

hav

ing a label on which a brief description
is written.

There are several hundred casts, busts,

by Dr. Spurzheim

while the

museum, as a whole, after the suspension
of the Edinburgh Phrenological Society
came

into the

hands

Mr. George

of

Combe, and was carefully

preserved by

him, and at his death specially intrusted
to certain gentlemen, with

a

are

;

opening the inner door we were pleased

fund to pro

and crania, besides many masks of the

vide for the expense of its proper main

faces of men eminent in European history

tenance.

PHRENOLOGY IN SCOTLAND.
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The present trustees are persons of
position in

high social and professional
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much credit, and compare favorably with
the arrangement

of anthropological

like the British Mu

Among them Dr. Arthur
Mitchell, of the Board of Lunacy ; Charles
Henderson, Esq., of the Supreme Court;

terial in institutions

Dr. Findlater, editor

both places, will readily admit.

Edinburgh.

Mr.

and

cyclopaedia;

J. R.

editor of The Scotsman,
which

paper
dium

once

En

of Chambers'

Findlay,

the same

served

for the publication

news

as

a

me

of letters

by

Dr. Spurzheim, the brothers Combe, and

ma

seum, as any one conversant

with anato

my and

has

a

who

ethonology,

visited
There is

library in connection with the museum

which contains many volumes now scarce

It

ly to be found elsewhere.
large, however,

the

as

of the

library

Institute in

Phrenological

is not as

York

New

Sir William Hamilton in the celebrated

City,

controversy of fifty years ago, concerning

give visitors an impression of the extent

the merits of Phrenology.

of phrenological

These gentle

men have each important
professional

connections,

and pressing
but they have

but sufficiently

The trustees

to

comprehensive

literature.
have

shown

not only

more than usual fidelity in the perform

given of their time to the prudent man

ance of the request of Mr. Combe, with

agement of the Combe fund, so that its

respect to the collection

increase has enabled them to carry into

the world,

effect several measures of no small inter

to enthusiasm,

They have removed

est to phrenologists.

the museum from its old

and obscure

quarters into its new rooms, where it is
very accessible

to the

In the

public.

but

that eminent

also

an

which

left

he

interest

akin

in the life and work of
teacher;

for it is

by

their

auspices that the recent biography
pared by Mr. Charles
lished

;

Gibbon

pre

was pub

and they have just completed

a

choice of a location, they have exhibited

large volume to which the attention of

discretion, for directly opposite is one of

the public

the most interesting

of Edin

features

burgh, the Museum of Science and Art,
a very comprehensive

in

general

Kensington

pltn

to

Museum

affair, and similar
the
of

South

great
London.

Just

in Europe

and America will

be invited.

An

examination

of those writings of

George Combe, which were mainly pre
served in pamphlets and occasional

con

to periodicals, convinced these

tributions

below, on the same side with the phren

gentlemen that the cause of popular edu

ological collection, is the Medical School

cation demanded a wide publication

of the University of Scotland,

with its

anatomical treasures.
Furthermore,
a gentleman,

Mr. John

Henderson,

in

of the phrenological

collection, whose scientific habit of mind
and studies in comparative
him for the position.
which

anatomy fit

The very neat ar

rangement and classification
terials,

great

phrenologist's

views

subject, and they concluded

the trustees have placed

charge, as curator

the

probably

of the ma

came

hands a mere conglomeration,

into

his

do him

part

of

the income

derived

on the

to apply a
from

trust estate to such publication,

the

and to

this end have employed a gentleman
superior

of

of

literary ability, and also given

their own

personal

prosecution

of the editorial work.

assistance

in

the

The biography of Mr. Combe was dis
cussed in the pages of the

ical

Phrenolog

soon after its appearance, and we
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are pleased to say that its sale on both

ful induction by its first promulgators,

sides of the Atlantic has been very grati

and that it has unconsciously

fying to the trustees.
more voluminous

-

to make it, but such

lias been the wealth
book

of material,

that

into large proportions

grew

spite of the editor's

in

is

than it was at the start

deemed expedient
the

The new work

efforts

at con

However, as Mr. Henderson

densation.

remarked to us, it has so much excellent
matter, that they who are interested

The editor in his prefatory note
intimates that the book will be found to
bulky.

almost

all the questions

losophy and human nature, and forced on
us, in spite of opposition,

of

its

special

taken to impart

decided

a

front among the Scottish

may be
change

of

savants, and

should greatly encourage the advocates
of Phrenology in America.

now

LOOK AT THE REAL CAUSES.

"y^"E

have seen

a good

young lady who

world with full confidence,

to the public, certainly

as one of the

ever made to the great

deal

in the

newspapers, of late, concerning a

happily claiming professional and public
attention, and it "is sent forth to the
best contributions

a large amount

nomenclature,"

in

matters of education will not find it too

include

but power

fully leavened our views of Mental Phi

of over-study.

died from

The

case,

the effects
as

presented

makes a strong

appeal to parents and teachers to give
more attention, than is their habit, to ed

cause of Education."

The old religious prejudices which in
days of Hunter, Mackenzie, and

ucational methods in relation to children

Combe, prevented a general acceptance

We should like to know
both sides of the case — the physical life

of the system of Gall and Spurzheim, yet

as well as the mental

the

survive

in

Scotland,

Presbyterian

there are few who practice
art of character

reading

cious declarations
as

;

openly

wood.

the

Greenwood

but the auda
a few years

life of Miss Green

We would not intimate that Miss

and

of such experimenters

Prof. Ferrier, have, within

as individuals.

lectually,

was not overworked

for we believe that

intel
she

exercise the organs of her brain
beyond the limit of discretion.

did

much

But we

past, opened the way to a more liberal

also believe that if care had been taken

consideration of the philosophy of Combe

to supply her brain with its needed sus

on the part of the learned, and many in

tenance she would not have become ex

high 'professional
its principles.

which allusion

stations have adopted

Indeed, the two works to
has been

made, may be

considered an expression, in part, of scien

The brain can

hausted and moribund.

endure a vast amount of hard usage, and
remain

healthy

and vigorous,

its owner is attentive

provided

to its needs;

in

tific opinion in Edinburgh, with respect

other words, if he live with a due regard

to Phrenology.

to the law of his being.

The significance, therefore, of a state
" It
:
begins also to be

expect the mill-wheel

As we can not

to turn the stone

ment like this

without

more generally admitted that Phrenology

the brain can not be expected to perform

is founded on a large body of observations

its normal functions without being fairly

and experiments, that it was investigated

supplied with good blood.

with an admirable spirit of calm and care

a constant

supply of water, so

Many, far too many of our school girls,

OUR .TENTORIAL

1 879.

and over-fed,

and boys, too, arc ill-fed

their stomachs,

and

rather

brains, are over-worked.
many

of

than

their

Many, far too

our girls, in school and out, are

BUREAU.
M ills and factories of every descrip

ness.

tion are in operation, many of them so
pressed with orders that they must run all
The iron interest is particularly
In fact, we have been told that,

night.

dressed in ways that invite sickness and

active.

disease, and their bodies suffer far more

owing to insufficiency in the supply of raw

than their brains; but jaded

material, some of our manufacturers

stomachs-

congested livers, and obstructed

tions make heavy, neuralgic

circula

been compelled

have

In

to send to Europe.

heads, and

our city the dealers in staple goods are

study becomes a process attended with

crowded with orders, and the hotels are

Tight-waisted

filled with business men from the West

weariness and discomfort.

dresses, bare arms, gauzy stockings, and

and South.

thin-

act which has been communicated

soled

shoes have far more to do

with the death of many

a

Another most encouraging
to us

by one of our most prominent statisticians

bright, studi

is that, never in our country's history did

ous girl than brain exercise.

the returns of crops in all sections show
a larger

The Revival of Business.— If

signs

solid

aggregate of value.

a basis

for industry

gives, our

agriculture

industrial prosperity

jpcntorial

We can not undertake to return unavailable contributions unless the necessary postage
is provided by the writers. In all cases, persons who
communicate with us through the post-office should,
they expect a reply, inclose the return postage' or what
is better, a prepaid envelope^with their full address.

if

A

will

not be considered.

Soldiers in the United States. —
—

:

Dear Editor In one of your editori
Question
als you lately said or Intimated something about

I

the grand possibilities of America for forming
an army, should the need arise.
think
Now
that yon are a little too sanguine concerning the

it

if

is

;

tion within two months, the correspondent should re
not then published, the inquirer may con
peat it
clude that an answer is withheld, for good reasons'
by the editor.

Answer: The editor does not think that he in
dulged in any flight of fancy concerning the
mixed,
matter you speak of. Our population
but our naturalized citizens, particularly the
Germans, Swiss, and Irinh, have brought to thin
would
country their country-loving spirit, and
not fail to incite them to take the sword in
defense
of their adopted bome if its safct.T
were imperiled.
They indeed illustrated the
sentiment in our latu nnhappy war. But thai
war
fair illustration of the editor's
scarcely
was intestine, and divided
meaning, because
bouses and firesides in our very midst. As
was, the oilers of service to the Union Cause
were very great, numerically. A report not long
since Issued by the War Department, enables us
to give yon the number of men supplied by dif

it

an Inquiry Fails to Receive Atten-

it

if

a

tion at a time, and that clearly stated, must be proa correspondent shall expect us to give
pounded,
him the benefit of an early consideration.

patriotic sentiment of our mixed popnlation, and
that your views would scarcely be confirmed by
statistics, especially those of the last war. Can
you, at any rate, furnish mc and your other read
ers with an account of the actual number of men
in the Union forces?
Having never seen the
should like to know it.
total,

I

o

©«r (Korrcsponbcnts.

nonymous letters

and

now assured

Ho that qucstioneth much shall learn much."— Bacon.

"
"
Questions op General Interest only
will be annvered in this department. Bui one ques

If

commercial

seems

so

|juim

is

-

|)ur

mean anything, there has been a revival

of activity in almost every branch of busi

With

as successful
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fcrent States and Territories, and the grand
aggregate, Tiz : Maine, 72,114 ; New Hampshire,
36,629 ; Vermont, 35,262 ; Massachusetts, 152,048 ;
Rhode Island, 23,699 ; Connecticut, 57,379 ; New
York, 467,047; New Jersey, 81,010; Pennsyl
vania, 366,107; Delaware, 13,670;
Maryland,
50,316 ; West Virginia, 32,068 ; District of Co
lumbia, 16,872 ; Ohio, 319,659 ; Indiana, 197,147;
Illinois, 259,147; Michigan, 89,372; Wisconsin,
Minnesota, 25,052; Iowa, 76,309; Mis
96,424;
souri, 109,111 ; Kentucky, 79,025 ; Kansas, 20,151 ;
31,092 ; Arkansas, 8,289 ; North Car
Tennessee,
olina, 3,156; California, 15,725; Nevada, 1,080;
Oregon, 1,080 ; Washington Territory, 964 ; Ne
Territory,
Colorado
braska Territory,
3,157;
Dakota Territory,
New Mexico
4,903;
206;
Territory, 6,561 ; Alabama, 2,576 ; Florida, 1,290 ;
Louisiana, 8,224 ; Mississippi, 545 ; Texas, 1,965;
Indian Nation, 35,030. In all, 2,678,967. Florida
supplied two regiments of cavalry ; Alabama,
one white regiment;
Mississipl, one battalion,
and North Carolina, two regiments of cavalry.

Sweating on One Side only. — Dear

your August number of the JoritNAl,
under the head of " Facial Peculiarities," I notice
you describe a case in point of which I would he
After
much obliged for further information.
perusing the article in question, I was forcibly
reminded of a case similarly affected ; he is a man
some thirty-five years of age, and from some un
known cause to me, he perspires freely, in summer
and winter the same, but only on one side, not
only in the face, but the entire left side, from
the median line. On the other side he never
sweats, not even in our hottest days in summer,
from paralysis or some obstruction to the pores
of the skin ; I know not the cause, nor will I
attempt to explain ; tho man is otherwise healthy
and strong, and generally has enjoyed good
health. Once he had paralysis of that side, but
has since recovered entirely ; before that time he
an old subscriber.
was not so affected.

Sir: In

Answer : We are of opinion that the cause of
this peculiar condition is a paralytic condition of
the nerves relating to the sudoriparous glands,
so that the latter do not perform their office. A
close examination would reveal, we think, a
difference in the coudition of the skin on the
two sides of the face ; that of the non-perspiring
side appearing less vitalized than the other.

Errors Noted. — In the

October number
" Breaking a Child's
responsible for tho comments

the author of the paragraph,

Will," is made
which follow it. The editors will assume the
responsibility as it properly belongs to them.
In the memorial notice of our much valued
friend, Dr. J. V. C. Smith, he is stated to have
whereas
been graduated at Brown University,
Dartmouth College was his Alma Mater. He

JOURNAL.
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was also born several years before 1800, oeing
about eighty -five when he died.

Marriage of FiRSt Cousins. — S.W.

L.

—We

have frequent occasion to consider this
subject, and its importance is sufficient to war
rant repeated answer. We do not approve the
marriage of blood-rclatious, particularly those
'
so closely allied as first cousins.
Without going into any detailed accouut of
our reasons, because that would involve too
much time and space, we will say generally, that
such marriages serve to develop and intensify
any UDpleasunt defects of mental and physical
organism in the stock of the wedded. Their
children inherit, in an aggravated form, constitu
tional weaknesses,
blood taints, and so on.
If
statistics are worth anything, they show very
conclusively, that idiocy, and diseases of a very
serious type, are largely the product of the
marriage of those closely allied by blood. In
books like "Wedlock," "Hereditary Descent,"
" Transmission," "The Parent's Guide," "Tem
peraments," the subject is presented fully. By
consultation with our catalogue or book -list,
you will find the character and price of each of
these books given.

Heavenly Grace and Self-Help. —

Question : I olten think that we can not cultivate
and improve our mind and faculties without
God's blessing and assistance ; we need to feel
our dependence upop God for life, in nil our
I now ask of you if we
studies and thoughts.
do not need to implore constantly His divine
grace t j point our inclinations to proper studies,
and to fix our heart there? Do we not need to
ask Him to enlighten our mind, to invigorate our
faculties, to quicken our attention, etc. ? Please
comfort me with an answer.
O. T.

Ansioer: We are certainly of opinion that he
who lives with a devout sense of relationship to
the Divine, and works on from day to day,
earnestly, trustfully, patiently, secures about as
much happiness as the world can give.
Man is organized for spiritual commuuication,
his faculties of Veneration, Faith, Hope, if active
in his mental life, awaken impulses to devotion,
and awaken convictions of dependence upon the
unknown hand ; it can not be denied that he
who conducts his affairs, his business, with a
upon Divine Grace, shows
sense of dependence
more steadiness, more calmness, more harmony
in his work, than he who is irreverent, and with
out recognition of a supreme influence in the
The history of the world may
affairs of man.
be drawn upon for facts sustaining this opinion.
William the Norman, Oliver Cromwell, George
Washington, wero prayerful men, and can we
doubt that their success in their gigantic under
takings was much promoted by their spiritual
character y

WHAT THEY SAY.

1879.]

Notes and Queries.— A

correspondent,

W., inquires: "MBcaulav in his essay on
Addison, speaking of one of that writer's essays,
' It was
probably fully as edifying ns one of
says,
VV. W.

Smallridgc's sermons' one hundred and thirtythree years ago, but which he dared not indicate
to the squeamish readers of the nineteenth cen
tury. Is tt known which one Macaulav refers
to; and are there any probable guesses made
" Can any of our readers answer ?
regarding it ?

A Snake's Motion. — H. F. S— Snakes
creep ; they have n series of muscular rings along
the body, by the contraction of which, in rapid
succession, they move over the ground. Watch
the next one you come across,
You will find as desirable farms for the pur
pose of fruit culture in Maryland, as in any of
onr Atlantic States. Some localities of the Poto
As for
mac River are healthy and desirable.
your bilious temperament, you have only to live
rightly to get on with it comfortably almost

anywhere.

WEEPING. — G. A. — The

physical, mental,

moral effects of weeping are dependent en
and these "cir
tirely upon "circumstances,"
cumstances " are very comprehensive, as they
relate to the organization, temperament, educa
tion, association, business, etc., of the Individ nal.
and

Grammatical Error. — D. W. C— It
not strictly incorrect to say, "it wus a gram

Is
matical error," although it is a surplusage.
When one makes a mistake in the construction
" there is an
of a sentence, it is sufficient to say,
The
error," or, "the pbraseologyis incorrect."
word "grammar" is technical, meaning the
science of language, the study of forms of
" a grammatical
speech, hence the statement,
error' can not be deemed improper. We would
prefer, however, to say of a statement incorrect
in its form, 'it is not grammatical."

Bathing. — J. W. B.— It

is beneficial

to

bathe in the open air, provided the temperature
be warm ; we would not advise you to bathe
much in winter; morning is the better time.
Salt is unnecessary in water as an imitation of
sea-bathing, for the reason that you could hardly
imitate the sea water by artificial menus. Gener
ally the water should be not lower than 65"
for a person in fair health, and the purer it is the
better.

Diet for Dyspeptic— E. E.

B.— Your

diet should be carefully selected ; yon should
avoid food which is not thoroughly cooked, and
all things which are improper to be eaten at all.
Avoid soggy food, eat your bread dry, somewhat
stale, without butter, gravy, or greasy sauce.
Eat but little flesh-food, for the reason that llesh-
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meat somewhat tries a woak stomach, requiring
more strength than farmaceous food. As a rule,
avoid all immature vegetables and fruite ; on that
account you should avoid green corn, green

You may eat in moderation
peas, etc.
such fruits as mellow apples, pears, peaches,
and so on, all perfectly ripe, the preference
being given to the dryei sorts.
Farinaceous
food is best for you as an invalid. Head " Diges
tion and Dyspepsia," by Trail.
beans,

Several

answers

must

be deferred

to the next

number.

Communications art invited on any topic of inter
est ; the writer's personal views and facts from his
experience bearing on our subjects, being preferred.

Thinking to a Point.— There is much
loose thinking done in the world, and, as a con
sequence,
many fine thoughts are utterly lost.
Thoughts, like soldiers, to be effective, must be
so thoroughly drilled that all their connected
force may be. brought to bear upon a given point,
or that their actions, though widely separated,
will 8lill be in harmony with a general purpose.
A vast army without discipline, every soldier
acting independently of all others, would accom
plish nothiDg but its own destruction. No matter
how brave the men might be, or how skillful in
the use of arms, their skill and bravery would
all be thrown away, because they lacked concert
in action. So, too, with our thoughts. If left to
work at random, it matters little how good,
individually considered, they may be, they can
accomplish no great purpose ; their want of
connection and mutual dependence will destroy
their effective force, and leave them as worthless
as our idlest dreams.
The difference between
the deep, practical thinker, and the man who
never accomplishes anything in the way of think
ing, lies not so much in the nature of their
thoughts, as in their power to control and direct
them. The mental superiority of the one over
the other depends largely on the greater skill
with which he marshals his intellectual forces.
Edison has produced some wonderful inven
tions, because he has the power to bring his
ideas to a point.
Many others may have noticed
the very principles on which his inventions are
based, may even have had some vague ideas of
their great possibilities, but, if so, the world
derived no benefit from these ideas, because they
were not reduced to practice.
Many philos
ophers knew of the properties of electro-mag
netism, and perhaps dreamed of some great
things yet to be accomplished by its agency;
but it remained for Morse to show that by
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the simple act of making and breaking the
could be es
circuit, instant communication
Every
tablished between remote localities.
body, from time immemorial, had known that
bodies, if insupported, fall toward the ground ;
but it was left for Newton to trace the grand
law of gravitatioc, and to prove that the same
law that governs falling bodies, operates through
space, and controls the movements of the planets.
In literature, too, the habit of thinking clearly
No great
and connectedly, is all -important.
literary triumph was ever achieved by mere
dreaming. Thousands in all countries, and in
all ages, have the most beautiful poetic visions
floating before their minds ; yet there is not one
There can
poet among ten thousand dreamers.
be no doubt that many men have the sublimity
Of Milton manifesting itself in occasional and
disconnected images ; yet all past ages have
produced but one Paradise Lost. Many a rustic
has a rich poetic fancy ; yet the name of Burns
stands out as conspicuously as though no other
plowman ever felt a glow of the poetic Are.
Thus there are many fine thoughts constantly
going to waste all around us, because they are
not properly directed, or, in other words, because
they are never brought to a point. If all the rich
thoughts and fine literary conceptions that are
floating idly about in a single city or county,
could bo collected and properly arranged, they
would be a rich contribution to literature ; and
yet, in all probability, there is not within that
limit, one individual who is recognized in literary
circles. Could the mechanical ideas be collected
in like manner, wonders might be accomplished ;
yet perhaps no single invention has ever pro
ceeded from that locality.
Our thoughts partake largely of our human
nature, and they are, of course, subject to our
human frailties ; they will not work to perfection
unless they are compelled to do so. They must
be held down to their work, and educated to it.
as we hold a child to study until he has acquired
the habit.
No one need expect his thoughts to
come to him already drilled and matured, with
out any effort on his part. The art of thinking
is at once the most potent means and the highest
attainment of education. He who suffers his
thoughts to run at random, destroys all his own
chances for intellectual eminence. Many valu
able treatises and many noble poems have been
lost to the world, simply because they were
never written, or because those in whose brains
they wire conceived, never learned to think to a
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Missis Dawkins who knows so much and thinks
is so smart has bin tryin and tryin to get
some Feces put into the Blinton Times and they
wont put them in no How.
my husband says
its because shes Ahead of the Times.
I dont
egsackly understand what that Means but any
way Im glad Im not Ahead of the times if that
would keep me from bavin Peces printed, for I
I suppose I should
should like to be a Auther.
have to lern more than i no now but I dont want
to no to much for I think its Dangrus, dont you.
it seems to uusettl the mind. Im afraid that*
what ails my Husband, and im in dretful trubble about him. Do tell me what You think
abont It. one day he made me take of my shu
and put my Foot on a peco of paper, then he
marked all round it with a pensil and measured
around my Foot with a tape measure and said he
was Goin to have me have some shuse big
enough for me wuns. I wish you could see the
big Awful things he brot home ! and says he
Josy, I want you to wear them shuse. Why
Theyro
says I, theyre a World to big for me.
just the size of your foot says he. And he meas
ured round my Waist without any korsits on
and said my dresses was Ave inches to small for
me and made me look like a pare of old fashioned
Saddle bags,
why Moses says 1 you used to say
I looked like a fashon plate. S0 you do says he
but Ive changed my Mind about fnchon plates.
I used to think they was pretty and now I think
there hidjus, ive been studyin high Art and I
find korsits spoils Wlmmin.
you alnt shaped
at all as a woman aut to be.
and Besides it is
hurtfull to dress so and makes wlmmin week
minded. He said ifWImmin would dress differ
ent they would know more, or else if they knew
more they would dress different. I cant think
And he sald that if men dressed like
which.
wimmin theyd be week in Body and mind like
Wlmmin.
Now Mr. Editor dont you think I have rezun
to be Alarmed.
Would a man of Sound mind
talk like that as if it would make Men and wim
min alike to dress them alike, men and Wlm
min is Different any way isnt they, and whnt can
Any Bodys dress have to do with their Minds,
she

with my big Shoes and no korsits and fears that
Moses Is goin crazy I am in great Trubble and
even the thot of havin another Pece priuted in a
Maggazeen dont keep me from bein down
hearted.
Yours truly,

Josephine Whtte.

Blin-

P. S. — I put in More big Capitals this time be
cause I think it makes A Letter look Better
Dont you.
J. W.

Dear Mr. JEdilur: You
Sept. 25fA, 1879.
dont know how Delited I am for I had no idear
you was goln to print that letter I sent you. I
It docs make
couldnt hardly believe my eyes.
me feel Good to have a pece published, because

Whatever may appear in my labors for the bene
fit of my species, not one line is written until
driven to it by the needs of the hour. Those
who have a spark of patriotism concede the

point.

E. T. BUSh.

A Woman's Troubles, No.
ton,

2. —

My Idea

of True Government.—

I879-]

PERS ONAL.

entire want of harmony in the so-called doctors

of all grades ; otherwise they would not fail to
relieve an overbnrthened people of their many
ill*— moral, political, and physical.
I believe in free government— absolutely free.
Freedom is the guarantee of perpetuation— free
dom from taxation of any kind— except a volun
tary self-imposed tax. It is quite practicable to
conduct all branches of the executive of a great
nation on this basis.
An individual command* no respect unlet), selfsupporting ; neither should a nation. The State
has land, money, and houses — the State's serv
ants should know how to use these to conduct
the government in a way to show a balance to
its credit at the end of every year ; never calling
The State
on the general public for a dollar.
has ships— they are as good for freight as to
carry guns ; the State has soldiers — that should
raise their own subsistence on the government
This is the
lands, while they guard the frontiers.
way individual, private business is conducted ;
and this is the only way a free people should
submit to have the business of the State con
ducted.

V. M. SHAW.

What Came of It. — A lady corre
spondent writing from Lansing, Mich., relates
an incident Illustrative of the good result ob
tained by a mother who put into practice the
counsel of a phrenological examiner. She says :
have been at Mt. Clemens, Mich., taking
baths, and the lady I boarded with told me about
taking her little child, then four years old, into
your office for an examination.
Among other
'
things you said, When this child has fits of
passion, don't punish him, but draw his atten
tion as quickly as possiblo to something else.'
The child was subject to most violent fits of
passion, would upset and throw everything he
could lay his hands on, though he knew he must
restore things to their proper places in the end.
The way you suggested was one she had never
tried, and she found it »o work admirably.
Sometimes she would pick up a book and begin
to read poetry, of which the child was very fond,
and soon he would steal up to her side, and lay
his head on her shoulder, completely subdued ;
at other times, and always without noticing him,
she would begin to talk about some subject of
special interest to him, and he would forget his
rage. Patiently working in this manner, the gentle
Christian mother has now her reward in one of
the most dutiful, thoughtful, pleasant-tempered,
and affectionate of sons.
You said he would
either make a very good man, or a very bad one,
and now, at fourteen, he promises fair to be a
Yon also said he would make
very good one.
Thls prediction is not so likely to
an inventor.
be fulfilled, yet it may be, for he loves machinery
and the natural sciences, and the Scientific Amer

"I
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ican is his delight, which is not usual in boys

of

that age. So much for so much. I might add
that I have rarely been the inmate of so harmoni
ous and gentle a household as the one of which
I write.
n. L. M."

PERSONAL.
Alvan Clark, of Cambridge, Mass., the tele
scope maker, is now seventy-six yeurs old, and
still full of energy and skill. For forty years
Mr. Clark was a portrait painter, and earned
$30,000 by his art before he began his telescopic
experiments.
Joseph Sati.br, financial editor of the Phila
delphia Ledger (daily), relates this "personal"
of himself, which is probably without parallel in
newspaper literature : "The individual who pens
this paragraph prepared the first financlul article
in the Ledger, published on the 1st day of July,
1340, and has contributed to every number of the
paper published from that day to this."
Mrs. C. M. Williams, who was elected presi
dent of the State National Bank, at Raleigh,
N. C, in place of her husband, lately deceased,
is the first woman to bold such an office in the
history of this country.

Henry Smart, the English musician, and
composer of the music, " Hark, Hurk, my Soul,"
"From Greenland's Icy Mountains," and of
hundreds of anthems and sacred songs, was
recently offered by the British Government the
choice between a knighthood and a pension of
$500 a year. He chose the pension. Smart fellow I
Henry Bessemeh, the English Inventor, has
taken out 160 patents. One of them, his process
for making steel, ranks as one of the most bril
liant inventions of the century. It converts pigiron into steel in a few minutes, and has reduced
the price of steel rails per ton from $200 to $30.
Ten times as much steel is used in the world
now as was used prior to 1856.

Sir Rowland Hill, widely known as the
originator of the system of cheap postage in En
His life
gland, died in London, August 27th.
was a long one, dating back to 1795 ; but until
within six or seven years he was full of activity,
and continued to render the English Government
valuable service in many ways, and took a prom
inent part in bringing his admirable system be
fore the American public.
Cambridge Livingston, a well known lawyer
of New York, died on the 18th of September.
He was a member of the old Livingston family,
and for many years before his death was in
trusted with the management of most important
affairs in behalf of private individuals and cor.
po rations.
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WISDOM.

a

"Jones, did you ever see
snail?'' "Cer
"Then you must have met
tainly," said Jones.
him."
" Shall

?

A popular writer, speaking of the ocean tele
graph, wonders whether the news transmitted
through the salt water, can be fresh.
Lady to rheumatic old woman "lam sorry
you should suffer so you should try galvanism."
Old woman " Thank you kindly, mum be to
in "
swaller it or rub

desire to seek power, and to
lose liberty ; or to seek power over others, and
lose power over one's self.
Is a strange

We can not conquer fate aud necessity ; but
we can yield to them in such a manner as to be

;

" How long will
done?" said
lady

be before you get this work

to an apprentice, who was
painting her bouse. "Well, don'tknow, marni,"
" the boss has just gone to look for
said he
he gets
I'll be done to-morrow,
another job
but
he don't, I'm afraid it'll take me all next
week."

it

if

a

:

a

11

a

for

I

best of the four seasons
The summer.
the

I

?

Whicu is
arithmetic

;

I

if

A

little nonsense now and then
Is relished by the wisest men."

;

I

A New Orleans dyspeptic, complaining to
his physician that he "had no appetite for his
walk down to
breakfast." was advised to take
the market and eat an orange hefore his morn
ing meal.
At the next meeting of the doctor
and patient. the latter made the same complaint.
and when asked
he had tried the fruit remedy
replied, " Oh, yes
went down to the market
and eat ten oranges, but
had not bit of appe
tite when returned."
a

MIRTH.

I

:

Is

I

;

tinctly the simplest and most obvious truths.—
Penn.

?

than to com

pose what raises men's wonder and admiration
nothing more difficult than to show them dis

it,

of

it,

is easier to a man of genius, nothing

little boy, hearing some one remark that
"
nothing was quicker than thought. said
know something that
quicker than thought."
" Well, what
Johnny " asked his pa.
" Whistling," said Johnny. " When
was in
school yesterday,
whistled before
thought
and got licked for
too."
is

Nothing

The recipe which he received by return
ciety."
mail, was short, simple, and easily understood
" Always keep your nose clean, and don't suck
time."
more than one finger at

it,

There is a pleasure in contemplating good ;
there is a greater pleasure in receiving good ;
but the greatest pleasure of all Is in doing good,
which comprehends the rest.
a more certain proof and part

;

New
An Illinois youth invested $1.50 in
York firm to discover " How to appear well in so

I

ni

linings just as goblet.s do :
the lining of the new,
nectar of precious memories,
doth line the silver is.
— Scribner.

A

The years have
The old year is
Filled with the
The golden

if

There is as much greatness of mind in the
owning of a good turn as in the doing of it ; and
we must no more force a requital out of time
than be wanting in it.— Senega.

;

I

These six — the peevish, the niggard, the dis
satisfied, the passionate,
the suspicious, and
those who live upon others' means — are forever
unhappy.

:

a

if

a

A lady complaining how ropidly time stole
" " Do not
am near thirty
away, said, " Alas,
fret at
madam, for you will get further from
that frightful epoch every day."

I

greater than if we could.— Cicero.

" Come here, sir, and will settle with you for
your impudence yesterday," said a doting pa
" No, thank'ee, dad
have conscientious
rent.
scruples about receiving back pay."
!

It

thought. —

I

of love and

I

beads

it

with

Persian Proverr.

was an old man who said with
grin
they ache,
spit out my teeth
And then you'll observe me spit 'em all in
cake.
Whenever you give me

I'll

;

needs no other rosary whose thread of life

There

a

He

»

it

:

is also perfectly

it,

The perfectly contented man
useless.

I

;

and thy thought
Shall be a fruitful seed."

is strung

a

help you over the fence " said
polite youth to an old gentleman who weighed
two hundred pounds. "Oh, no don't help me.
You had better help the fence."

:

" Think truly,

[Nov.,

;

Daniel Drew, the notorious steamboat and
railroad director and operator on 'Change, died
suddenly, in New York, on the 18th of Septem
He began life as a soldier, then went into
ber.
the cattle business, next tried steam-boating,
with great pecuniary success, and subsequently
railroads, besides speculating in financial matters
of every class. He was nearly eighty-three.
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V.

in a brief space very wonderful results,
He claims
to have discovered the form and constitution of
atoms, and on this discovery, as an indispensable
basis, to have wrought into a practicable system
the " Fine Forces " of nature.
In this department we give short reviews of such
New Books as publishers see fit to send us. In these
Iu the opening, the characteristics of harmony
revieius we seek to treat author and publisher satis~
and diversity in nature are discussed at some
factorily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them to form
length, many familiar illustrations being intro
an opinion of the desirability of any particular vol
duced to set off what are frequently only axio
ume for personal use. It is our wish to notice the
better class of boohs issuing from the press, and we
When, however, we reach the
matic statements.
invite publishers to favor us with their recent publi
treatment proper of colors, we find suggestions
cations' especially those related in any way to mental
and physiological science. We can usually supply any j of value to the architect, the artist, the dress
of those noticed.
Mr. Babbitt
maker, and the horticulturist.
Report on a Preliminary Investigation of insists that a knowledge of the form of atoms is
essential to correct scientific knowledge, and
the Properties of the Copper-Tin Alloys, made
under the Direction of the Committee on Me
reasons in behalf of his opinion that the true
tallic Alloys, United States Board, to test Iron,
atomic form is an oblate ovoid, " which consists
Thurston,
H.
and
other
Metals
Robert
Steel,
;
Chairman. In the Mechanical Laboratory of principally of an immensely elastic spring-work
the Stevens Institute of Technology.
of spirals encircled by splrillas of different grades
We aie indebted to Prof. R. H. Thurston for
which form constant channels of force;" and
a copy of this Report, which covers a series of
this atom " is an epitome of the universe, having a
experiments bearing upon matters of high im
gradation of elliptical and spiral orbits in imita
These ex
tion of those of the solar system."
portance to our national industries.
In his discussions of the constitution of matter
periments were so carefully conducted, aud with
such convincing results, that it is thought " a the author shows not a little research, and his
numerous quotations and illustrations from emi
repetition of the work may never be required,"
nent authorities in the different departments
although the experiments form the first sys
of physics, contribute a special interest to the
tematic researches ever made in this department
reading of his book. That the ground covered
of metallic alloys. They have for one very im
is extensive, will appear from a summary of the
portant result, the showing that the useful alloys
chapter heads, viz : Harmonic Laws of the
occupy but a limited part of the great number
of combinations in which copper, tin, and zinc Universe, Insufficiency of the Present Theories
of Light and Force, the Etherio-atomic Philos
enter.
ophy, the Sources of Light, Chromo-Chemistry,
Six very beautiful photo-prints illustrate the
Chromo-Tberapeutics, Chromo-Cnlture of Vege
appearance of the different bars of alloy after
table Life, Chromo-Philosophy,
Chromo-Dynafracture ; and there are seventy-six diagrams
or Higher Grade Lights and Forces,
mus,
illustrating tests by compressive stress, torsion,
Chromo-Mentalism, Vision.
From No. 22 to 76 the plates are
and strain.
Thus Mr. Babbitt
fac-simile autographic strain diagrams, as re
has endeavored in one volume to describe the
corded by a testing machine Invented by Prof.
part which light and color play in nature ; their
The volume covers nearly six effects on vegetable and animal, and to show
R. H. Thurston.
hundred pages, and is a very important contri
how they may be rendered agencies of good to
bution to modern metallurgy.
Some of his views appear to us as mere
man.
fancies, without use or purpose, but against
The Principles of Light and Color : includ
these wo see many suggestions of real value.
ing among other things, the Harmonic Laws
The book is cerlainly the product of earnest,
of the Universe, the Etherio-atomic Philosophy
Chromo-Thoraof Form, Chromo-Chemistry,
pains taking labor, and if novel in its plan and
peutics, and the General Philosophy of the Fine
purpose, it is also interesting for the general
Forces, together with Numerous Discoveries,
Illustrated by 204 reader, and far from undeserving of examination
and Practical Applications.
by the accomplished savan.
photo-engravings, and by other colored plates.
New York: Babbitt
By Edwin D. Babbitt.
& Company.
Our Second Century. C. F. Deihm, Publisher
and Proprietor, 27 Gniou Square, New York.
A glance at the title impresses one with the
This brave and vigorous publication is intend
thought that the author has assumed a grave
responsibility in coming before the public with ed to supplant the mawkish sentimentality and
trash, prevalent in muuy so-called family papers.
a volume discussing so many important ques
tions. We are prompted at once to inquire : It Is brimful of patriotism, but ignores party
There Is a hearty streugth in it, in
politics.
Can one man, in his brief life-time, accomplish
dicating that its editor has sound sleep, good
so much in a field involving abstruse and com
plex processes as Mr. Babbitt claims » We grant digestion, a clear conscience, and freedom from
debt. Mrs. Deihm will he remembered as the
that when a man has obtained a clew, he may
secure

and

it

is possibly so with our author.
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originator of the "Century Safe," which was
filled in Washington with interesting articles of
the time, and closed after an appropriate cere
mony, with the understanding that it is not to
be opened until July 4tb, 1076.

Skepticism;

Divine Revelation;

and

Caxl to the New Jerusalem. 12mo. Pp. 260.
New York : E. Hazzard Swinney, Publisher.

This volume is an appeal in behalf of the SweWhile in the course of his
denborgian faith.
reasoning the author contrast? the views of skepti.
cism and of Revelation, he aims to show that
there is a personal God who has revealed Him
self as a divine man, and in the works of creation;
that the matcrinl universe and man have been cre
ated from the spiritual world, and all material
objects and forms are but manifestations of affec
tions and thoughts primarily from God. Hence,
a science of correspondences between spiritual
and natural things exists, and of this science
Swedenborg was the leading modern exponent.
The last chapter Is given to a sketch of that
eminent man, and of his work in behalf of science
and religion. The author says that we are now in
a new and endless age, and cites passage after
passage from the New Testament to support his
view, taking, however, their significance to be
spiritual, and not literal.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
Robinson's Epitome or Literature, pub
lished in Philadelphia, has been purchased by
the Literary World, Boston, and will hereafter
be merged in that journal.

Trial of John Barletoorn, alias

Strong

Drink,

by the Rev. F. Beardswell, is a pam
phlet of 32 pages, just published by the National
Temperance Society. It is entertaining, indeed,
very well adopted to use as an exercise for the
winter evening among young people. Not a
Price 10 cents, or
little of truth Is inculcated.

SI per

dozen.

The Sabbath-School Teacher's Quarterly.
Published by David
taining lessons for
and several hymns
tions for the use of

C. Cook, Chicago, HI. Con
use in the Sunday-school ;
with tunes ; besides sugges
teachers.

Cataloocb op the University
Carolina, 1878-79.

op

North

JOURNAL.
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tection ; also constitution and plan of work for
By Frances E.
State and W. C. T. Unions.
Willard, President of the Ills. W. C. T. U.
This excellent manual is replete with sugges
tions for entering into the vigorous prosecution
of temperance reform. It seems to us that the
women of America are thoroughly alive to the
baneful influence of the rum-demon, and are
determined to cast him out. Miss Willard offers
this manual for gratuitous distribution at present.
It can be obtained from J. N. Stearns, Publish
ing Agent, National Temperance Society, New

York, by inclosing to him

a blue stamp.

John Saul's Descriptive Catalogue, No. 7:
of autumn and other bulbous flower roots for
the autumn of 1879.
Monthly Weather

Review, July and Au

gust.
The chief signal officer desires that we should
know that the four charts based upon inter
national meteorological observation, issued with
this review, have been specially prepared under
American auspices. They give a true synopsis,
in effect, a photograph of the atmosphere and its
conditions at the instant. These observation?
are known
as "simultaneous
observations,"
being taken at the same time by day and night,
on land and at sea. They arc characteristic of
the work of the American Signal-Office, and are
of exceedingly high importance commercially.
Thompson's

Reporter.

Bank -Note and Commercial
Current numbers received.

Vegetarianism

: a Radical Cure for Intemper
New York : M.
By Harriet P. Fowler.
L. Holbrook & Co.
The author has seen fit to collate data on this
topic, and prepare the neat pamphlet which lies
before us. The subject is not so new that it
does not lack strong advocates ; and Miss Fowler
discusses it both from the point of view of phys
iology, and that of logic. The constituents of
leading articles of farinaceous food are furnished,
Effort, ex
to show their nutritive properties.

ance.

pended in the direction indicated by this treatise
is not likely to b« lost, being reformatory In
respect to the dietetic habits of society, as well
as in respect to practices essentially vicious and
destructive to body and mind.

Thos. Leop. Stioer,

of Zurich, Switzerland,
interesting
us
an
lithographic
sheet
We are pleased to notice that this old institu
about two hundred portraits of the
containing
j
tion at Chapel Hill is alive and vigorous.
Its
members of the Federal Government, and of the
departments are numerous and well sustained.
Their heads and faces
National Legislature.
indicate great intelligence and force of character.
Home Protection Manual: containing an
The interests of a nation are safe under the
argument for the Temperanco ballot for woman,
supervision of such men.
and how to obtain it, as a means of home pro
sends

HENRY
LATE SUPERINTENDENT

ARLY

OF PUBLIC

in the spring of this year, the

people of New

York

city were sur-

KIDDLE,
SCHOOLS

IN THE CITY

OF NEW YORK.

"
"
opening page of which Henry Kiddle
appeared

as the author.

In public and

prised by the appearance of a book entitl-

private life the late superintendent

ed "Spiritual

great public school system of New York,

Communications,"

in the

of the
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had been esteemed a man of remarkable

perform their parts well as lawyers, phy

practical discernment, of vigorous execu

sicians, merchants, etc.

tive capacity, and clear, emphatic judg

Kiddle's

ment, hence his fathcrship

in the New York schools were earnestly

of a volume

It

whose contents indicated a complete ac

in favor of his retention

ceptance of the tenets of spiritualism,

tendency, confidently

as

advocates,

held by its most pronounced

presented an anomaly wholly unintelli
Mr. Kiddle
gible to the great majority.
associated with the educational

had been

work of the city from youth

;

for twenty

years or more he had occupied positions of
the highest responsibility

in the organiza

is said in Mr.

case, that nearly all the teachers

of the superin-

thinking that his

views would not detract

religious

from

his efficiency as their superior.
One day, in the latter part of August
of the present year, Mr. Kiddle entered
the office of the

nal,

Phrenological Jour

and was invited to subject his head

to the manipulation

of Mr. Nelson Sizcr.

tion and management of the grand system

To this

he consented, and was then con

to the room of Mr. Sizcr, who

of instructing the children of our metrop

ducted

olis, and, it is a matter of general acknowl

performed

edgment, that to him more was due than

thorough

to any other man, for the completeness of

amination,

organization, and the admirable discipline

left the office, Prof. L. N. Fowler came

which distinguish

the schools as a whole.

in, having just arrived from the country.

and

Without being introduced to the veteran

prudence, and

teacher, he was requested to examine his

Indeed,

his

experience

;

training,

scholarship,

his wisdom,

fidelity, had won

the respect and confi

his

part

manner.

in

his

Soon

and before

customary

after this ex

Mr. Kiddle had

head, and immediately did so.

It

should

matter of education, and until this book

that neither Mr Sizcr. nor Mr.
Fowler had met Mr. Kiddle before, and

appeared, of which the title is given, no

were

dence of all who were interested

question

in the

had risen touching the fitness

be said

not

aware of having

tated to

occupied.

organization.

No sooner was the avowal made of his
with those who believe that

the spirits

of the dead can hold

munication

with the living, than doubts

were expressed concerning

com

Mr. Kiddle's

sanity, and capability for discharging

the

duties cf his office; and, in the course of a
few

weeks, so

much

excitement

was

aroused that he offered his resignation.

How far

a man's belief in what is de
"
unorthodox," may affect his
nominated

conduct in the affairs of a profession

or

business, is yet to be determined ; but
certain it is, that many persons of " spirit

ualistic" tendencies live among

us, and

under

until after they had dic
reporters their views of his

of Mr. Kiddle for the important place he

sympathy

him

their hands

The two delineations made

under such circumstances
gists

whose

reputation

by phrenolo
is world-wide,

offer a very interesting comparative study,
and we think that no better use can be
made of space in our columns than that
of printing both as they were dictated.

Mr. Sizer said :
" We
judge that you have derived your
constitution
largely from the mother's
side of the house ; the build, the features,
the form of the head, indicate your
mother's characteristics.
You have in
herited the elements of health and long
life, and, we judge, come from a stock
that lives to be old. You are compact
and vigorous, capable of mastering the

HENRY KIDDLE.

teacher, for you can gain, retain, and
communicate knowledge.
"You are ingenious, artistic, skillful,
and you could, in a given time, do more
work that requires facility of manipula
tion than most men. When you are do
ing something, it seems as if the work
were trying to aid you, coming into place
without being placed ; things don't hang
back that you think should take place and
position.

in^

"Your desire for acquiring is strong,
and you would make a nice financier in a
business in which close calculation is
It is said that in the prepararequired.
tion of cotton -goods, there has to be
in financiering, to
sharper calculation
bring all the processes within a given
cost, than
almost any other business,
is

because the margin of profit there
reduced to the smallest
dimensions.
You would be likely to succeed in such
line, and would also do exceedingly
well in a chemical works, where every
thing
wrought out by the sharpest
banker
analysis. You could do well as
or broker.
"You appreciate the good things of
Your sense of taste
the table.
very
acute, and that would make you a firstrate chemist.
You have force of charac
ter, ambition, but not quite enough pride.
You are more honest, just, and upright
than you are devout.
" You arc
sympathetica!, willing to bear
burdens for others, that they may be
and though you are wise and
relieved
shrewd in the acquiring of property, when
you get into society where money
being
expended,
generally costs you more than
does others. You are so liberal in your
feelings, and so anxious to avoid seeming
selfish, that you spend more money at
picnic, or in a little traveling party than
the others. You generally have the change
ready when you get to the ferry, or the
stage, and you are so anxious not to ap
happens
pear close, or stingy, that
sometimes that your liberality costs^you
more than your share of the expendi
ture.
If you could have more Selfesteem,
more assumption, more tend
it

is

;

is

a

is

a

a

it

situation, and of putting as much force
into a given line of action as most men of
your size could do ; in fact, there is a kind
of endurance about you that would en
able you to surpass larger men than your
self.
The tall, long-armed men can not
endure as much as you.
" Another trait of
your constitution is,
that you have the power of concentrating
force quickly on a point.
If you were a
soldier, or a surgeon, if you were a sea
man, or a mechanic, you would be able
to throw into one supreme effort, in an
emergency, a great amount of power ; for
instance, if you were leading a cavalry
charge in the army, you would be likely
to do some things that would attract at
tention ; you would turn the enemy, you
would take advantage of its weak points,
through your quickness of perception,
readiness of decision, and promptness
of action.
If you were a surgeon, your
associates would see you do the same
thing in that field.
" Your intellect is intuitive in its
type,
rather than cogitative.
Within the last
ten or fifteen years your mind has worked
toward the cogitative, without losing any
of the intuitive ; but during the first three
quarters of your life, your mind worked
Your
mainly by intuitive
suggestion.
first judgments are your best, and if you
fail to act up to your first well-defined
impression, you generally regret it. If
you were a public speaker, in the school,
college, lecture-room, pulpit, or at the
Bar, you would make some of your best
marks under circumstances which took
you by surprise. The best things you
ever do or say, are done when you are
pressed, and must do or say something
quickly; for instance, if you were a poli
tician, or a lawyer, and I were your op
ponent, I would never interject any words
to annoy you during your speech, because
then is the time you would show your
genius in 'biting back.'
"You have a good memory of what
you see, and generally see as much as
there is to be seen.
Your power to de
scribe, by tongue, or pen, is excellent ;
consequently, you would make a good
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ency to elbow your way to position and
power, and less of delicate regard for
other people's rights and interests, you
would get along farther and faster. You
have to be well known to be appreciated
fully, because you don't put yourself into

You are not self-assert
you are more modest than
most men who have as much knowledge
in the sphere in which you live."
Mr. Fowler said of him :
" You are like
your mother in your tone
of mind ; are very impressionable to in
ternal emotions or external influences.
Your mind is more active than your body,
and you are better prepared to do mental
than physical labor.
"There are but few extremes in your
character, and these are more the result
of circumstances than of natural con
Thus far in life you
ditions of mind.
have been, with preaching and prac
ticing, about the same, and you show
Your feelings are
consistency of mind.
more delicate and tender than common,
hence you are more in your element in
female society than among men. You
have never associated, willingly, with
the front rank.

ing enough

;

rough, uncultivated men.
" You have a predominance of the Vital
and Mental temperaments, which give
capacity to love and enjoy life ; to think
and to perform mental labor.
" Your phrenological developments in
dicate the following character: You have
great perceptive power; have a strong
desire to gain knowledge ; learn from
experience readily ; quickly perceive the
conditions and the relations of things;
are a good judge of the qualities and the
uses of things ; and could have been a
good scientific man. As a physician you
would diagnose disease accurately; as a
business man you would make correct
estimates of various kinds of property,
and take the advantage of circumstances.
"You delight to be out in the world,
and in contact with physical life; but
more especially, do you delight to study
Your
mind in its various operations.
reasoning brain is favorably developed,
and you think much about what you

[Dec,

hear. Your leading thinking quality is
the power to analyze, discriminate, com
pare, and adjust one thing to another,
and to derive correct inferences. Within
ten years past you must have done an
extra amount of thinking, for Causality
is large, and sharply developed ; which
indicates culture, hence you are known

for your ability to comprehend principles,
to understand the origin of things, and
to have a disposition to go back to the
beginning of things.
"You seldom make an improvement
on your first judgment of a subject ;
things generally prove to be what you
first took them to be.
" You are mirthful without trying to be

You enjoy lively social company ;
witty.
are genial in your intercourse with so
ciety ; are very much like your mother in
being bland, pliable, playful, youthful,
and versatile in your manner; hence, in
to the
company you adapt yourself
people with whom you are ; and you
retain youthfulness of mind the same as
you did twenty years ago.
"You are quite sensitive, and much
alive to the remarks of others ; are am
of appear
bitious to excel ; mindful
ances, and easily stimulated with the
idea of success or excellence; are not
vain, and unduly fond of show, but still
you desire to be a favorite ; are not proud,
and have not a haughty type of mind. You
do not take pleasure in domineering ;
and if you are placed where you have
authority, you exercise it with moder
ation and modesty. You prefer to ask
people to do things rather than to order
them done.
" While your feeling of independence
is quite prominent, you dislike to be un
der obligations to any one for anything.
" You are firm when there is occasion
to be so, in matters of principle and
sometimes even tenacious.
judgment,

Your sense of obligation has a regulating
You can not afford to do
influence.
wrong because it makes you feel unpleas
antly all day ; yet, although you are quite
strict with yourself, you are still quite pa
tient with others ; and as a father, or as a
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but would show as much or more courage
in defending your family or principles, as
You
you would in defending yourself.
do not harbor much revengefulness ; you
take them in hand to make them do right,
can hate, but you can not hold hatred as
when they failed to do so.
"
You are always hopeful, and apt to be some t;an.
rather buoyant and elastic in your spirit.
"You are characterized for prudence
If you meet with adversity, it does not and forethought. You early desired to
make you droop long.
marry and devote yourself to the family ;
" Veneration and
Spirituality are gen are always in your element in good female
You are not zealous in society ; must have been a favorite with
erally strong.
them all your life, not because you are
religious matters, unless very much cult
ured in that direction.
Your religion a passionate lover, but because you place
so high a price on woman.
That quality
does not consist in a sense of devotion
and worship, as much it does in doing you derive from your mother.
You are
others good, and in doing right.
You fond of children ; and would take good
are rather liberal in your religious views,
care of animals as a farmer.
and are about as pious out of church as
'.'You never forsake your friends al
in ; on Saturday as on Sunday ; for religion
though you may add to your list; are
is more a matter of principle with you,
attached to home and place, although
than of faith, or of religious ceremony.
You like to
you could enjoy traveling.
" You have skill,
ingenuity, versatility of have a place or home to go to, and enjoy
talent, and could turn your attention to a spending money to beautify that home ;
variety of work, if necessary. You have are generally happy wherever you are,
taste, as applied to works of art, to per
for you started in life with the desire to
fection of mind, to architecture, or to make the best of
and that which you
nature's forces, etc. You enjoy everything
are enjoying, at the time is your best, and
that is sublime, grand, imposing, and so
goes on with one thing and an
even terrific, provided you are at a suit
If you are eating peaches they
other.
able distance from the danger.
are the best
you are eating grapes
"You are sufficiently reticent to keep they are the best thing to cat, etc.
" You are not a forward talker, but
your private affairs to yourself, -and you
you
smooth, easy, and plain way of
arc not very forward to tell things that have
ought to be kept secret. You have an expressing yourself. People like to listen
to what you say. You are in the habit
easy way of finding out what others know,
without telling them much of what you of doing things orderly
are always neat
know yourself.
and in style, but you prefer to have others
"In money matters you do not waste put things away rather than to do your
or squander. You may spend enough to self.
" Such
head as yours can go through
enjoy life, but not to indulge yourself to
the world without making many enemies,
any great extent ; could be a good finan
cier if you made a business of it, for you no matter what their views may be. You
know the value of property too well to enjoy uniform health, for you are more
waste and squander it. As a man of free from disease than most men, proba
man employing help, you would give your

;

a

it

;

a

if

it

it,

children and the help a chance to do
right of themselves first, before you would

bly have paid as few doctor's bills as any
man but you can not stand dissipation.
You are adapted to civilization and the
science of business, rather than to be a
;

pioneer.
" You have
good general memory of
the past, and your own experience where
you have been, and what you have done.
;

a

family you would prefer to keep a good
table, with a plenty and variety upon it,
and an equally good number of persons
around it to eat all there is.
'You are disposed to overcome ordi
nary difficulties in your way, but you sel
dom fight, quarrel, get up a difficulty,
or encourage unnecessary disagreement,
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ing to the reader.
Mr. Kiddle obtained his education in
New York, and commenced to teach in
in Tryon Row, New
Public School No.
York, as early as 1837, and in 1843 was
appointed Principal of Ward School No(now Grammar School No. i8), the first
school established by the Board of Edu
cation, organized in pursuance of the law

In 1845-6 he taught the school
of 1842.
connected with the Leake and Watts
Orphan House, and in the latter year ac

a

cepted the appointment of Vice-Principal
of Public School (now Grammar School)
In 1850 he was
No. 2, in Henry Street.
of
the School, in
Principal
appointed
which position he continued until 1856,
when he was elected First Assistant
of Schools, to fill the
Superintendent
vacancy created by the decease of Joseph
McKeen, Esq. In this position, he insti
tuted new system of examinations, more
exact and thorough than had previously
He was six times re-elected
existed.
and, on the
Assistant Superintendent,
resignation of S. S. Randall in 1870, was

a

unanimously elected City Superintendent.
To this position he has been three times
re-elected, having recently entered upon
his fourth term.
Mr. Kiddle from 1850 to 1856 was
professor in the Female Normal School

a

On the establishment of the present
Mr.
Normal College, in 1870, he retired.
Kiddle had thus far, for more than forty
been connected
years, uninterruptedly
with the public schools of this city, either
as
teacher or
superintendent, having
passed through every grade, from that of
pupil to the highest educational office in
the gift of the Board of Education.
Mr. Kiddle did not originally intend to
devote himself to the work of education,
but in his early age entered earnestly on
the study of the law, and was admitted
to the bar in 1847.
He had, however,
formed friendships and associations dur
ing his early career which attached him
to the schools, and the success he had
achieved, together with the promises of
the future, induced him to relinquish his
purpose and continue in the path which
certainly has been one of success and
eminent usefulness.
His name has been associated in the
publication of certain valuable text-books,
one being a treatise on astronomy, widely
used. During the past few years we find
his name prominent in connection with
publications on the theory and practice
In 1877, after three years
of education.
of preparation, he published, in associa
tion with Prof. Schem, the "Cyclopaedia
of Education," and in the years following,
This
the "Year -Book of Education."
very important series has been recognized
as of great advantage to the educational
has also
interests of this country.
work of un
been accepted abroad as

It

Aside from the differences in method
and style, the close similarity of the in
terpretation of Mr. Kiddle's organization
"
in these " characters
must be very strik

of the very great respect and esteem with

which he
regarded by all the teachers
of our public schools.

a

being
investi

of Assistant Superintendent.
It
generally conceded that his organiza
tion and management of this school did
much to advance the professional im
provement of the teachers of this city.
The splendid testimonial presented to
him on his resignation as instructor in
the school was spontaneous and fitting
tribute to his abilities, and an evidence
duties

a

brought
gator."

new order of things
about, you will be an

is

if

and

a

is

it,

;

is

much regard for who
present, or what
in other words, you
the fact may be
think more of telling the truth than you
do of — when you shall te,ll
or who shall
hear it. You are inclined to be radical,
at least are quite reformatory, and not
ignorant of what
going on in the world,

of this city, and after its reorganization,
in 1864, was appointed Principal of the
school, performing at the same time the

is

it,

are conscious of what is going on
around you, and seldom lose sight of the
changes that are taking place in society.
" You are in the habit of speaking your
mind, just as you know
and just as
time,
see
at
the
without so
you
things

[Dec.
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"THE VOW OF FAITH:
usual literary and educational merit ; and,

being the first of its kind in the English
language, the International Jury of the
Paris Exposition decreed a medal to the
" and,
"
as a further ac
Cyclopsedia ;

"THE
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knowledgment, the Minister of Public
Instruction of the French Republic con
ferred upon Mr. Kiddle the high honor
"
of nominating him " Officer of Academy
(Officier d'Acadhnie),

OF FAITH.

we remember that perfect manhood is
an interesting article on "Animal
by Thos. A. Beel, in the itself only attained when man becomes a
number of the Journal, God — man's destiny and God's avowed
September
where his points are well taken, and purpose in creating him. The Son of
afford a good answer to the one he criti
God became the Son of Man, and the
cises, there occurs quite a serious mistake
Son of Man became the Son of God.
Then, too, there is much on this head
I
in reference to " laying on of hands."
dislike to see so able an argument marred to be learned from those extraordinary
cases of virility, classed too much as
from the Scriptures,
by a misquotation
when they do afford some aid to his po
superstitious, " the seventh sons of sev
I also desire to make clear a point enth sons." But while this is true, and
sition.
generally misunderstood, and which has is referred to, I suppose, in Mr. Beel's
bred both much heresy and much abuse
first quotation, from the last chapter of
Mark, his other quotation is not in the
of those whose practice is Scriptural,
Bible at all, and there is nothing that ap
though their theory is erroneous.
That the Scripture does incidentally
proaches it except James v. 14-16.
The peculiar dispensatory touch and
sanction Mr. Beel's idea of animal magnet
ism, I think, is clear, if we consider that miracle were confined to the Apostles
God does not choose a man phrenologi- and to those whom they ordained. There
cally out of joint with his office and work. is no Scripture record of a miracle be
For instance, it is acknowledged that the yond these two by a third party ordained
by those whom the Apostles ordained.
Hebrew people were the most religiously
Ordination giving grace ceased with such
developed people in the world — having
all the organs that a prophet or priest or as Timothy, Titus, Stephen, etc., upon
other inspired and religious man should whom the Apostles laid their hands.
Consecration, recognising grace given by
have. It is abhorrent from our concep
a
tion of the fitness of things, that prophet Jesus Christ, is still in the Church, and
is assigned as the duty of a still officiating
should not have Marvelousness or Spirit
of men, the Elders, whose office in
that
;
or
also
a
body
very
large
uality large,
worker of miracles by touch should be cludes four duties — Ruling, Teaching,
Ordaining, and Consecrating.
deficient in those characteristics of Will,
The mesmeric or animal magnetic
Continuity, and Firmness, and that vi
vacity of blood which thrills the party touch of the present day while exercised
by men, such as would have been chosen
touched.
Much has been written of the miracles to be workers of miracles in Biblical
of Christ in the way of classifying them, timeSj is no miracle ; nor does it prove
the others no miracles ; for the instanbut I have never yet seen a classification
which I think is needed. We may speak taneousness peculiar to a miracle is no
longer present. That instantancousness
of them as His human and Divine mira
He
de
those
wherein
being its Divine miraculous attribute, the
the
first
as
cles ;
manded a look at him, or where He character of Prophetic, Christie, Apostol

INMagnetism,"

touched the diseased. His high manhood
gave Him miracle-working power as well
as His essential Divinity, especially when

ic, and Evangelistic

Permit

power.
place of this mis
and misplaced applica

me, in the

taken quotation
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tion, to give the true sense of James v.
14-16, and make good my heading, "The
Vow of Faith."
The vow is one of the seven distinctive
traits of the great world-religion, and
finds its organs in that group of four,
which 1 claim to be those making up
one great organ of Will.
Though
friends of the Journal have not
enunciated them, I hope soon to do

the
my
yet
so,

and make my point good and well-taken.
Those four organs are Firmness, Selfesteem, Approbativeness, and Continuity.
Setting like a four-pointed crown on the
apex of the head, thus :

A pfrobativeness.

Firmness.

Self-esteem.

Continuity.

A pprobativeness.

When their location, relation, and at
tributes are considered, as I hope to, I
think it will be clear that the will re
quires them all to fill all that strong and
weak wills teach in the facts of experi
ence.
The vow is also, and, necessarily so, as
God's revealed and natural will never
conflict, one of the doctrines of that great
sevenfold religion as revealed best and
truest in the Word of God.
Its historical

origin among men begins with Jacob. It

is a constant practice and teaching in
both Old and New Testaments.
The word prayer in the phrase "prayer
of faith," in verse fifteenth, is really
"vow." It is the same word as in the
sentence, Acts xviii. 18, "Paul . . . .

having shorn his head in Cenchrea: for
he had a vena." Other passages sustain
this rendering.
There arc four kinds of

JOURNAL.
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prayer in the New Testament : worship,
the cry of need, intercession, and the
vow.
The distinctive feature of the
vowing prayer is its action. It is petition
reaching consecration, self-surrender, and
is the cry born of an emergency of defeat,
disease,

or death.

Three of the kinds

of prayer are in
this passage, and prayer occurs in other
Those three arc the
chapters of James.
first, second, and fourth.
The funda
mental principle of the vow is that it
must be subjective, must originate with
the person needing succor, or desiring
The law of the Church
high enterprise.
in reference to it is that its recognition
must be official and its performance pub
lic. As related to desire, etc., it must
consider sin as the cause thereof, so con

It all pro
fession is essential to health.
ceeds from the grace of God, so conse
cration and consequent praise to God
must follow.
Now to particularize :
I. The parties to it —
A sick Christian, realizing with David,
" Before I was afflicted I went astray,"
and that his sickness is because of neglect
of God and His service, examines himself,
proves Christ in him, and rises to a reve
lation of a new or better life, a consecra
tion of himself to God. His revelation
may be only of the necessity there is for a
new or better service. He vows, " If God
will heal me, I will do the thing the

Christ in me calls for."
This excludes all official power from
any one called in. It makes it a rare,
though it should be a frequent, occur
rence. It also excludes the making a vow
a mere machine or method of getting
well, and so removes all exceptional
doubts of its truth.
The elders of the church who do not
come as healers, but as official recogniz
ers of the vow, as church publicity and
property are characteristics of a true vow.
They bring the sacramental symbol of
consecration, the oil, and he is anointed
in the name of the Lord, whose peculiar
property he becomes by his vow. The
ciders do not even pray for him, they

"pray

over him," worshiping God for
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His signal grace. As a consequence, all
human agency has to be absolutely denied/
Experience also demonstrates this ! So
animal magnetism is ruled out.
II. As to the methods —
I have already indicated three : vow
ing, worshiping, and anointing, but there
is a reciprocal one and a joint one :
Confession of sin must ensue, of ciders
to the sick man, and of him to them.
Why the elder has to confess I know not,
except that if he had been faithful, his

291

The oldest versions make it very strong
here. " Therefore confess your faults one
to another, and pray for one another that
ye may be healed."

This is the special use to be made of the
vow in the New Testament, though the
vow of Thanksgiving is not excluded.
That a man of vows is magnetic there
can be no doubt, for magnetism and
health are conjoined.
I mean health in
the high, resolute, curing sense. The man
of vows is the man of years ; the preacher
of the Gospel lives longer than men of
other occupations, and the missionary
longer than the common pastor, but this
health and strength are results, not causes;
so again animal magnetism is excluded
from Jas. v. 14-16.
ALEX. M. DARLEY,

subject would not have been sick ; but
the vower's confession is to be expected
from the new sight of his sins caused by
such height of approach to God which
will reveal his shortcomings, no matter
how small they are. Then they are to

jointly pray; cry out their need for the
vower's health, and he shall be healed.

M issionary

Del Norte, Col.

.

THE COL OR SENSE.
GOOD deal of attention has been
given of late to that varied defect
in the perception of colors, found in
" color
many persons, which is called
blindness."
So many accidents, involving
loss of human life, had occurred, the
A

cause of which seemed inexplicable, that
European physiologists were induced to
look to the physical organism of senseperception for a clew to their solution.
It was asked— might a collision of two
vessels at sea, or of two railway trains on
land, be the result of some positive or
ganic defect in the look-out or engineer,
which led him into an error of judgment ?
As look-outs, engineers, guards, switch
men, and others in cases of accident, now
and then were found to have mistaken
the color signals, and were totally at a loss
to account for their mistakes, it was
deemed proper to examine into the nat
ure of color perception, and the most
surprising revelations have followed such
in Europe and America.
investigations
Dr. Holmgren, of Upsala, Sweden, pub
lished a volume in 1877 on "Color-Blind
ness, and its Relations to Railroads and
the Marine," which embodied the fruits
of an extended course of observation.

I

-

\
\

;

This book awakened general interest in
the matter, and several publications have
recently appeared containing a great
amount of data derived from a variety of
sources.
The employes of railway and
steamship companies, operatives in factories, children and youth in the public
schools and higher educational institutions, have been made the subjects of
optical experiment by those who have
taken up this new branch of scientific

inquiry.

'

It has been found that a large number
of people are defectively constituted for
Dr. B. Joy Jeffries,
recognizing colors.
of Boston, Mass., states that one male in
twenty-five is color-blind in some degree.*
In women this defect is rare, as has been
shown by an extensive examination of the
in
eyes of school-girls and work-women
and
this country.
Dr. Holmgren
Europe
found but 19 at all affected among 7,119
females of all ages and vocations.
Dr.
stu
7,942
reports
only
4 among
Jeffries
This proving is in
dents and scholars.
close accordance with the observation of
phrenologists that the organ of Color in
* Color-Bhndness
l8;9.

; Its

Dangers

and its Detection.
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woman, as compared with man, exists in
a much higher state of development.
Among the conclusions of value to us
which have been reached on the subject,
are these :
Color-blindness is a congenital defect,

It is not connected with
in the iris, or in the
color
any special

and incurable.

humors which are inclosed by the eye
ball.
It may be due to an hereditary dis
ease which affects the optic nerve, pro
ducing a form of atrophy.
Tobacco
and alcohol
may produce
So, too, accidents, es
color-blindness.
pecially those accompanied with severe
jar or shock, may cause this abnormality
in the sense of vision.
Professor Wilson, of Edinbugh, who,
as far back as 1855, had given some at
tention to the phenomena of color
blindness, reports the case of a physician,
who, after having been thrown from his
horse, " suffered great cerebral disturb
ance," and his perception of colors was
found to be permanently impaired, so
that the flower which once charmed him
by its contrasts of tint, appeared of a
uniform, dull hue.

The data of this interesting semi-pa
thological phase of human vision are not
deemed sufficient to warrant physiolo
gists at large in concluding that it is due
to some defect in the retina, or that its
cause must be looked for in the brain,
although Dr. Niemetscheck
and Dr.
Aubert, of Germany, hold that in the
color-blind there is a contraction of the
lobes, so that the brain mass is
actually smaller than in those whose
color sense is perfect. This conclusion was
based upon certain measurements of the
distance between the pupils of the eye in
color-blind persons. Dr. Cohn, Professor
Holmgren, and some others do not ac
cept the views of Niemetscheck
and
Aubert, while they agree substantially
that this class of abnormal vision may be
caused by a defective constitution of the
optic nerve or by some cerebral weak
ness or disturbance congenital in the per
son affected, or be a sequence of brain

anterior

disease.
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But to us, it seems evident enough
that when a person is so deficient in the
apprehension of colors, that he can not
distinguish red from green, the physical
apparatus in his head, which has for its
function the discernment of color, has
lost or lacks one-third of its power, red
being one of the three primary or foun
dation colors.
This lack is naturally
exhibited by a reduction of the volume
of the nervous substance in which the
resides, just as weakness of
function
vision or blindness can be traced to dis
ease of the substance of the brain, in
which the optic nerves terminate, and a
of center and pro
of the difference
between mere vision and the apprecia
tion of hues is acknowledged by all ob
servers ; that one may possess excellent
eyesight, but be greatly wanting in the
determination of colors, is a surprising
anomaly to those who do not accept the
phrenological solution. The phrenologist
understands how a man with eyes, in
themselves anatomically perfect, may not
consequent
cess.

atrophy

The distinctness

with average correct
the size of a packing-box, or the
weight of a horse, while another, whose
eyes are so impaired that he must em
ploy spectacles, will respond to a chal
lenge by a prompt and close estimate.
It requires not argument to prove that
there are persons with good vision, who
are unable to appreciate the beauty of
be able to estimate
ness

a picture

it in

or

a statue.

Their

as a mere object ; they

eyes

take

may per
ceive its symmetry and fidelity to the
original, but they have so weak an en
dowment of the artistic sense that they
can not trace the relations which make a
work of art beautiful, and, as such, a
source of gratification.
It is evident that
the idea of beauty is not due to the eye,
but to the exercise of a faculty in the
mind which uses the eye as an instrument
The cat and the eagle have better
eyesight than human beings, yet no one
supposes that they perceive beauty as
man perceives it. They lack the artistic
sense, or Ideality. There are thousands
of men who have good eyes, considered
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piece of mechanism, and though
they may see all the parts of an object,
it has in it principles and ideas which
they do not comprehend. They see it, but
they do not see into it, or appreciate it.
As a writer has said, the eye in itself
is a machine adapted to the recognition
simply of light and shade, just as a
as

a

photographic instrument may be said to
The latter repro
perceive an object.
duces the object to which it has been
directed, not with its contrasts of color,
but with variations of light and shade;
the red parts will be dark or black, ac
cording to the brightness of the red;
the blue parts light, approaching white
ness, in accordance with their variation
in tone. If the artist would have the
camera reproduce a picture with all its
charming effect of tint, he must find a
substance which will be susceptible to
the delicate impressions
of the light
reflected by different colors.
Such an
invention would be analogous to the
wonderful nervous process in the brain,
which resolves differences of light and
darkness into a great variety of hues,
and contributes in no small degree to
man's enjoyment of nature and art.

There is an evident analogy between
the phenomena of aphasia and the phe

THE

ELEVATION

OF

T^HIS

is the keynote of our civilization.
Whether we look upon it as
an ultimate aim, or a continual accom
paniment of the work, the elevation of
the individual is an essential element of
modern progress.
It is a matter of some interest to con
trast our own civilization with the civili
zations of the Old World in that respect.
In ancient Greece and Rome the pre
vailing idea was that of contempt for the
" plebs," as the common
people were
called, and the very word has come down
to us in " plebeian," as a term of con
"
The " plebs
were good for
tempt.
workers, like so many head of cattle. They
were good to make soldiers of, though,
in fact, this was somewhat of a rise in
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nomena of imperfect vision, which the
earnest physiologist can scarcely overlook,
we think. The persons who are affected by
aphasia experience more or less difficulty
in the use of language, according to the
extent of the cerebral disturbance, and the
anatomical examination of the brains of
those who have died from aphasia has
led to the establishment of a nerve-center
for language to the satisfaction of phys
In other words, the
iologists generally.
pathological phenomena of the faculty of
Language have shown to the scientific
world the soundness of the phrenological
theory that claims an organ of Language
as an integral part of the anterior lobes of
the cerebrum.
So with regard to the "color sense,"
the investigations which are in progress
concerning its abnormal and pathological
phenomena, will doubtless result in the
"discovery" of a region of the brain
specially charged with the function of ap
prehending colors, and in that portion of
the frontal or intellectual lobes where
Dr. Gall and Dr. Spurzheim placed it in
accordance with their observation of the
contour of the forehead in those en
dowed with a high discrimination of
color, and in those who were defective in
its appreciation.

THE

INDIVIDUAL.

the social scale. It was a source of pride
to be a "Roman citizen;" but this was
reserved for noble and patrician families.
Slavery and serfdom seem never to
have raised a question of wrong.
The
Grecians made their slaves drunk to
point a moral for their own sons. The Ro
man senators fed their pet fishes with the
flesh of slaves, and, it is said, sometimes
threw in the victims to be devoured
alive. No doubt the slaves and the com
mon people were ignorant and degraded,
but there seems to have been no effort
to raise and educate them. ^Esop was a
rare example of a slave who obtained
We
liberty and intellectual eminence.
see a somewhat similar condition of af
fairs, only in a less degree, among the
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serfs of Russia and the peasants of other
Still, they are be
European countries.
ele
ing slowly, though intentionally,
vated. The Russian serf has been helped

to a marked step upward in our day.
Where this condition of things pre
vails, it is a necessary result, that any indi
vidual is respected according to the class
to which he belongs. This class idea has
ripened and gone to seed into the far East,
and is known as " caste."
There the
distinction is so marked that a person
must not even come into personal con
tact, nor associate with those of lower
rank or caste than himself, under pain of
This is accom
losing his own rank.
panied by a feeling of contempt for the
lower ranks which it is difficult for us to
comprehend ; crushing out the feelings
of a common humanity, and not allowing
them to extend help to any amount of
suffering which would make them run
the risk of soiling their own cxclusiveAnd the rules are many and op
ness.
Our missionaries find it so
pressive.
diabolical in its effects upon character,
and so great a hindrance to all kinds of
progress, that one of them recently called
caste " the devil's masterpiece."
In all
these countries we find people ready to
service, personal service,
do menial
and low, criminal, and degrading acts,

just in proportion to their social degra
dation.
Nobody respects the lowest, and
they are not taught to respect them
selves, or to endeavor to rise.
In this country, the most of these bar
riers have no existence, and it is possible
for any one who has mental capacity and
individual character to rise in the social
scale. Instances of this kind are very
common.
We do not say, or pretend, that
social grades do not exist here. Some
say sneeringly that money forms the
grade lines, but we beg to differ.
Money
is a strong element of power, because it
of labor
represents an accumulation
which may be made available for a va
riety of purposes ; and he who has power
will always be sought, for good or for
evil. Money power is not the only power
that commands

respect, though

most
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people, who have power of any kind, find
it far easier to bring it to bear in various
directions with the assistance of money.
Neither does labor form the barrier to
respect. There are many kinds of labor

which can be performed consistently with
good social position, and the number is
We do not know
continually increasing.
that any one has carefully classified em
ployments with regard to their social in
fluence, but, if it were done, we should
find that something like this obtains, and
who shall say that such distinctions are
not logical ?
stand highest
Those
employments
which
demand
mental ability ; next,
skilled handicraft, including agriculture ;
and lowest, those employments and posi

in which the employes are most
constantly subject to overseers, and are
obliged to carry out personal commands.
There are two elements mingling with
all these to vary the standard ; perhaps
three. One is the degree of independ
ence with which any kind of business is
pursued. The second is the degree of
The latter alpersonal service required.
i ways draws a line between the person
commanding and the person receiving
the commands.
The small independent
shopkeeper is more sought for than the
clerk, the master than the valet, the mis
tress than the maid. But self-respect, in

tions

i

any position, always gains a higher de
gree of respect from others.
The matter of personal service presents
many difficulties. The master or mistress
commands, and the servant obeys in a
But when the
great variety of matters.
services become personal, they become
And it is extremely difficult, if
menial.
not impossible, to prevent a marked so
cial line being drawn here. This is a
hindrance to the elevation of the indi
vidual in so many ways, that we would
like to do away with it so far as possible
without having any part of society over
burdened ; and, that we are continually
making progress in this direction, can be
readily seen when we compare the kinds of
work formerly done in the house with
those done at the present time. The spin
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ning and weaving and making up of cloth
ing and house-linen, the shoemaking and
mending, as well as other employments,
fairly turned the house into a factory
sometimes. They also brought in a va
riety of tradesmen and women to interfere
temporarily with the comfort of the fami
ly, and who were much less comfortable
and self- respectful than they are at the
present day doing the work in their own
establishments, or as journeymen.
The
preferences are definite and decided'on
both sides, and both in favor of reduced
help in the house.
In cases of sickness, help must be em
ployed. The invalid and the child ap
peal to our sympathy, and it will be less
difficult to find those who are willing to
minister to their wants. But an impor
tant point here is, that people are not to
be sick so much when they come to lead
sensible and self-denying and self-serving
lives. The poor man, who is self-respect
ing, is clean and neat and careful of his
health.
And the middle classes are far
more likely to make themselves more
intelligent on health topics if they culti
vate a wise and generous self-respect. It
requires not more than half an eye to see
that tobacco and liquors would not be
so largely indulged in. The wealthy and
the aristocratic
will be more healthy,
more stirring, more enterprising and use
ful to themselves and to others, and less
self-indulgent in all matters when taught
to wait on themselves.
We are glad to see the drift in that di
rection in some of the royal families of
Europe, notably in that of the ruling
family of the British realm. The Prince
Consort was a good farmer, and the Queen
has taste enough in the same direction
The
to keep up the establishments.
is an excellent
Duchess of Connaught
dairywoman and cook, and seldom neg
lects to send the Queen, when at Windsor
Castle (near which she lives), some dainty
dish prepared by her own hands. In a
variety of ways, we see cropping out the
results of lessons in real life given to the
royal children when they were encour
aged to entertain their parents to tea in
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the royal nurseries.
The daughters of
the crown princess of Prussia are taught
to dress themselves, and the young
princes, their brothers, go to school and
study and wait on themselves very much
like other boys. This is real royal selfrespect, to be balanced at the other end
of the scale by the self-respecting and
industrious laborer, and it has its influ
ence all the way between.
Self-respect is necessary if we would
secure the respect of others ; and it shows
itself in a variety of ways.
We hear peo
ple complain sometimes that they are
not well treated unless they are well
dressed, when the fault is partly their
own. They are shy and avoid recogni
tion unless they are well dressed. They
do not claim the attention and the notice
that they do when they are " dressed
up." Besides this, we judge to no small
extent of a person's self-respect by the
neatness and care of his personal appear
If he does not retpect himself, he
ance.
can not expect others to respect him.
True, a person should dress according to
But, if seen at work, he should
his work.
preserve his own consciousness of dig
nity and self-respect, and that usually
insures respectful treatment from those
for whose judgment he would care. The
judgment of others he may ignore until
they learn to judge more closely.
Not only is it true that if a man does
not respect himself, others will not re
spect him ; but he will be far more
likely to do things which will cause him
to lose the respect of others. This is one
of the elements in man's nature to which
the Christian religion appeals, and which
it cultivates. Observe the import and
influence of such statements as this of
Christ (reported by John) : " If a man
love me, he will keep my words, and my
Father will love him, and we will come
unto him and make our abode with him."
What other religious code contains any
thing approaching the dignity of such a
personal reward ? What cleaning up of
self and surroundings, what purity, what
sacredness are enough for the reception
of such a guest ? That such is the tend
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cncy in individuals, many and many a
prodigal son can testify. That such is
the tendency in Christian nations, wit
ness the personal and household cleanli
ness of Christian nations compared with
those of other than Christian civiliza
tions.
More particularly compare their
moral purity and common decency of
cvery-day life. Missionaries have often
testified that it is almost impossible to
raise their children in India and in China
without having them more incomparably
exposed to pollution in the common inter
course with the natives. Much of the same
sort of thing may be observed among the
comparatively pure and moral aborigi
nes of our own country.
"
further :
But the " Word
goes
" Henceforth I call you not servants ; for
the servant knoweth not what his Lord
But I have called you friends,
doeth.

for all things that I have heard of my
Father I have made known unto you."
Here is the element of serfdom elimi
nated. Here is the elevation of the in
dividual begun. In our own day have we

its greatest triumphs in the liberation of
the slaves of the two leading Christian
Yes, it is right to
nations of the world.
call it Christian principle, although some
of the leading actors may not have been
We all live in a
professing Christians.
and
our views are
Christian atmosphere,
truth.
And
Christian
enlightened
by
such action is a good illustration of Chris
tian principle.
And yet there is with us a more wide
spread pollution and a deeper degradation
— that of intemperance. Of this we must
say even more than of slavery. Its re
moval is impossible without the eleva
tion of the individual.
It is evident
enough that intemperance imbrutes, de
grades and defiles, and takes away self-re
spect quite as completely as any other
common sin, while temperance purifies,
elevates, and brings self-respect.
What
then ? Elevate men so that they will
not desire the drink. But no sooner is
this done, than it is discovered that the
open saloon tempts them to drink, and,
appealing to their depraved appetites,
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often succeeds in dragging them back
again. Then comes the suggestion to
take away the saloon by law. This is
well enough in itself, but, unfortunately,
many are seized with the idea that this is
the main thing to be done— perhaps, the
" Take
away the saloon,"
only thing.
they say, "and then no one can get the
drink, and temperance work will be

They

seem to forget that these
here because the people
arc
temptations
wish for them. That they are but the
outward sores on the body which are an
unfailing indication of the bad blood in
the system. The only way to really get
rid of these sores is to purify the blood,
change the opinions, desires, and beliefs

done."

of the individuals who compose the com
We may succeed in closing up
munity.
some of the sores, but they will be sure
to break out again somewhere, unless the
blood is purified.
So the temperanceIn many
workers have often proved.
places where a spontaneous outburst of
righteous indignation has closed the sa
loons, we hear the triumph proclaimed
loud and long; but in a year or two, or
three, if we pass that way, we find as
many more, perhaps, in full blast. That
fact is reported to the papers, and we are
left to wonder why, after all the temper
ance triumphs we hear about, that tem
perance does not prevail more than it
does.
The fault lies mostly just here. They
have forgotten the indispensable princi
ple of elevating the individual members
of society. They propose to take away
the drink from them without taking
They will
away their love for the drink.
make them temperate by force of circum
stances, and not by implanting a genuine
love for its purity, self-denial, and rightliving. Instead of teaching the children
the nature of alcoholic drinks, and leadingthem to an intelligent and voluntary
abstinence, they propose to make them
abstain because they cannot get the alco
holic drink.
It does not require half an
eye to see which must, in the nature of
things, be the most effective, which most
elevates, strengthens, and secures the in
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dividual, and thus, eventually, not only
closing the saloons, but keeping them
closed ; surrounding them not by a hun
gry, thirsty crowd that would get drink if
they could, but by a watchful and jealous
crowd, ready to cut off the serpent's head
as soon as it is raised.
This is slow work, but it makes good
staunch temperance-workers, and ready
It is slow, but
to meet every emergency.
it is sure, while the legal work is slower
still, and not at all sure.
For thirty
years or more, some States have been
making spasmodic efforts to get prohibi
tory laws, and failing, have fallen back
With all the rest, they
discouraged.
have succeeded in many places in creat
ing such a condition of public sentiment
that a man is thought to be little short
of a traitor to the cause if he intimates
that anything else is necessary besides
Even women
voting for prohibition.
have been known to say, that all that was
necessary to the success of temperance
was that women should be permitted to
drop a little piece of paper into the ballotbox ; and still others are making such des
'
"
'
perate efforts to obtain the paper No,'
as to indicate an extravagant appreciation

of its value, while they largely' ignore the
benefits that would come to the individu
al, and, of course, to the community, from
education in temperance principles.
It is certain that far more than this is
necessary to the real triumph of temper
ance ; and far grander will be the results
of the work upon the character and in
telligence and habits of the people, if
this work of imparting information and
teaching the true principles of temper
In fact,
ance be diligently prosecuted.
there is no safety nor security in any
thing else. People may quote Vineland
as an example of what the law can do,
but very few, even of temperance peo
ple, know that the practice of drinking
home-made wines, the pure (but fer
mented) juice of the grape, is becoming
quite prevalent there, and their annual
"
voting " no license does not prevent
It is easy enough
nor forbid its use.
to see what the end of that will be, un
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to their aid,
who
love the
and get the individuals
use,
from
its
because
of a
wine to refrain
in
it.
of
the
that
is
poison
knowledge
a
and
delusion
to
Maine
is
only
Pointing
a snare until people have some apprecia
tion of the state of intelligence and public
sentiment by which that common-sense
State makes, keeps, and executes a law in
which the majority of its citizens believe,
less they

bring intelligence

because they understand the principles
upon which it is based.
Public sentiment is only the aggregate
of the sentiments of the individuals of

which they compose ;
the community
and so long as the majority of individu
als believe in the drink, and love it, so
long they will have it and be debased by it.
And when temperance-workers are wise
enough, and earnest enough, to diligently
indi
prosecute the work of changing
sentiment,
within
vidual
everywhere
reach, not of the drunkard merely, but of
influential people, and to sec that old
and young are correctly taught the
principles that lie at the foundation of all
temperance views and temperance work,
then we shall be on the high-road to suc
cess, and not until then.
As well might
the advocates of a hygienic diet depend
upon legislation to induce people to eat
correctly, as for temperance people to
depend upon law to get them to drink
Nothing but intelligence will
correctly.
serve either case effectively, and a neces
sary accompaniment of this will be the
elevation of the individual.
JULIA COLMAN.
" Tkue

IN THE VAN

I

men wanted— in the van !
Let him take hls place, who can ! "
Hast thou helped a sinking brother?
Borne the burden of another?

Hast thou learnt, who is thy neighbor?
Dost thou give the meed of labor?
Ou— on, to the front !
Hast thou held the beacon-light,
When the storm was in its might ?
To the soul by tempest driven,
Was the cup of kindness given?
Ou— on, to the front I

" True men wanted, for the yon !
Let him tako his place, who can ! "
For thy conscience, bust thou suffered

?

Spurned the bribes the tempter offered ?
Hast thou coped with that dread power,
Strongest in our weakest hour?
On —on, to the front !
— grace n. noRR.
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AT THE END
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it

a

whose waters restore the youth, and after
herself,
being thoroughly rejuvenated
was bearing off in triumph
goodly sup
found
beauti
ply to her friends.
ful spring that ran out of hole in the rock
on one side of
sort of cave or natural
chamber, and ran back again into the
rock on the other side.
It furnishes
water to most of the town.
In fact, so
learn,
far as
could
the only good
well in the whole neighborhood
for the
village at the end of the rainbow, about
am telling you,
no other than
which
Glasgow, Kentucky, nestled away among
the hills this side of the Cumberland
Mountains.

a

is

is

a

is

a

is

The ground
very peculiar, literally
honeycombed with great basins, from half
mile across down to the size of wash
bowl. Some are irregular in shape, but
most of them are quite round, and all
grow narrower and steeper as they near
the funnel-shaped hole at the bottom,
which drains them by some underground
stream. Occasionally this outlet
large
enough for persons to go down into the
caverns below to
great distance, and
brooks at the
find
often
running
they
the case with the " sink
bottom. This
called, at Cave City, eight
hole," as
miles distant, in which
large creek
The
that supplies the town with water.
is

!

a

;

a

trudes her tongue in
careless gibber to
her companions as she drags her loose
limbs in but presently, when she comes
out, what
transformation
She stands
tall and erect her empty hands swing at

majestic
her head
on top
but never
drop spilling. She marches off down the
steep street, very much as you would ex
pect one of the stately caryatides with
the Corinthian capital on her head to
step down from the porch on the Acrop
olis.
One could readily imagine that
under the court-house somewhere she
had discovered the mythical fountain

it

a

I

it

is

where every one
so well contented and
is, that
happy in his own lot, just as
all
on
their
and
no
they
go
puffing
pipes,
body troubles himself at all to secure any
of the brilliant and priceless gems that
shower down on the town square every
time the rainbow breaks.
For nature
seems to have bestowed on the village
about which
am writing, some of her
most precious gifts in as lavish profusion
as though she had broken a veritable halo
of dazzlmg kohinoors above the pictur
on the town
esque little court-house
square, where the two hundred voters
"
gather, and stand to smoke their native
leaf "with as much grim satisfaction as
ever the Dutch burghers in the nursery
tale could have manifested.
Picking their way, between the idle
men, into the basement-door of the court
house at any time, and especially in the
file of serving
early morning, one sees
maidens, daughters of the dark continent.
Each has an empty pail in her hand,
while, between her grinning teeth, pro

her side with
motion almost
her white teeth are firmly set
thrown back, and balanced just
the missing pail, full to the brim,

I

is

a

I

I

a

a

A

life, like a soldier's,
life of adventure, and in following
the fortunes of stereopticon exhibition,
have fallen into a good many queer
have just returned from
places. But
the quaintest little village of all, where the
phases of life and society, popular more
than a century ago, still flourish in all
A village that brings
the old-time vigor.
back with
new meaning the nursery
tale that used to put our credulity to
such severe test when we were little ones.
The myth runs, you recollect, of a Dutch
settlement just at the end of the rainbow,

THE RAINBOW.

a

SHOWMAN'S
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THE TOWN
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THE TOWN AT THE END OF THE RAINBOW.

water is pumped up by a tiny bit of a
steam-engine,
way down underground,
to which the engineer descends by a long
ladder, and has his coal sent to him
through a pipe. He throws his ashes in
to the stream, and it is said that the cin
ders wash up on the shores of Echo River
in the Mammoth Cave.
But to return to the sink-holes ; they
arc often stopped up at the bottom so as
to make reservoirs of rain-water where
the cattle may drink, because there are
no running streams on the ground, not
even a dried-up water-course.
Around
these reservoirs you see groups of the
country people doing their washing, and
a picturesque little scene it is, too. There
is the great black pot swinging on a
crotch over the fire, and there the chil
dren piling on fagots of rotten wood
gathered under the giant oaks around,
while the housewife and her daughters,
pounding out the clothes on a rock, or
standing in the water with their red and
blue flannel skirts tied around their waists,
give as Italian a finish to the piece as
could be desired. At one place I dis
covered, in addition to such a group, a
very touching arrangement of a sow and
her piggies disporting themselves on the
opposite margin of a wee puddle — these
taking the place of the swans and cygnets
always found in Neapolitan water scenes.
I had made these observations as I rode
into Glasgow one fme morning on the reg
ular Tompkinsville stage ; but I went out
to look at the town after dinner, which, by
the way, was none of the most modern
Still, the
cither in substance or cuisine.
pure air with its bracing smack of the
red clay-banks and the genial sunshine
that always pours down on my pet vil
lage, lent to the fare of a hundred years
ago the sauce of a keen appetite.
Now, you sec, this awkward habit I
have fallen into of exploring every vil
lage I come across, affords me infmite
recreation, although it makes me the
butt of many jests. Charley says that I
can never rest in a new place until I have
taken a "staring tour" through every
back street and side alley at least once ;
"
while he insists that " these little towns

anyway; and that I have
never discovered anything worth seeing
But I think differently.
yet.
Glasgow
did not look like other towns, to begin
with, for experience had taught me to
are all alike,

draw fine distinctions, and most villages
in hilly countries are either built on top
of the hill, or else in the level valley be
tween the hills. But Glasgow is neither
the one or the other, for the court-house,
which is the center of the town, stands
about half-way down the slope of a great
swell, and the rest of the houses are
evenly distributed on all the four streets
which form the square about it. One
observes an air of good old standing
about these well-built family seats, yet
there is none of that appearance of hav
ing seen better days, so noticeable in
other Southern towns.
Everything at
Glasgow looks as though it had always
been in the habit of taking care of itself.
The houses stand back in handsome
yards, filled with borders of bright, oldfashioned flowers, and arc of that hospi
table Virginian style with huge gables
projecting out in front, supported by
great white pillars, so as to form an invit
ing porch below, where some of the family
are generally sitting in the shade, enjoy
ing the dolce far niente in all its purity.
There are several church edifices, and
they, too, stand back in little old-time
church-yards, like the very symbol of
One has a white
quiet meditation.
tower, one a red steeple, one a weather
cock as picturesque and genuine as ever
looked down on the Dutch settlement at
the end of the rainbow, and one less pre
tentious than its turreted rivals is la
beled in black and white, " Reformed
"
Mecting-House — I make no mistake —
and it really looks as though it might
date from even more remote times than
the days of the Reformation !
There are no public schools, as we un
derstand the term, but two good private
ones, managed in the old colonial way ;
that is, each parent makes with the
teacher a special arrangement as regards
the tuition fee, sometimes
being able
to exchange in barter so many cords of

wood or bushels of meal for so many days
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"
of " book larnin'.

But prices fluctuate
so with the exigencies of the case that I
was unable to get at the exact value of an
education in either of these commodities.
Glasgow has been Glasgow the same
a long while.
In the earliest times
of the State, the Barren County court
house was located in its present healthy
site over the " best spring in the county,"
and around these, the spring and the
court-house
as a nucleus,
the town
accumulated,
in
those
palmy
gradually
days when it was the custom of the gen
tleman land-owner to live in his mansion
at the county scat while his tobacco was
cultivated by slaves who dwelt
" In cabins near at hand."

Thus, just before the war, the village,
like many other Southern towns, was an
aggregation of such gentry, with a few
shops and a bank for their convenience,
but none of the business interests that so
When
largely make a Northern town.
the war brought this state of affairs to
an end in other places it hardly disturbed
Glasgow at all ; for what could upset the
settled ways of society at the settlement
at the end of the rainbow?
Here one
finds the same old times gentlemen of
leisure lounging around the law-office
or tavern doors, smoking and discussing
politics with as much fervor as if the fate
of the nation verily depended upon the
ballot returns from the end of the rainbow.
They rise gallantly to the curbing and
draw their chairs back off the narrow
sidewalk as a lady passes.
It is one of
those gentle, delicate young women of
whom Kentucky was lately so wont to be
The gentlemen all doff their
proud.
hats, yet she makes no sign of recogni
tion, but passes by with her eyes bent on
the tobacco-stained
pavement and the
blood mantling her cheek. Her slight
figure and shapely hands bear witness to
the half oriental life she leads.
But what, by all the rustic Lares, is that
demoniacal shriek? It is the energetic
call of a steam-engine ; for a funny little
dummy that runs like Noah's ark, equally
well either end foremost, has puffed up
to the very brow of the hill on which the
town sleeps, pushing a long row of oil
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cars, headed by a caboose that

reminds
one of the hero in Coleridge's poem who
was a cook and a captain bold and a
mate of the Nancy brig, for it is mail,
baggage, express, and passenger-coach all
in one box car. Most persons in telling
you of Glasgow, would have begun by
saying it was the terminus of this little
railroad.
But I was describing Glasgow,
and not the road some capitalists chose to
lay there for the oil and lumber in the
neighborhood, because the road affects
the place so little I might have omitted
it altogether.
The stages, which still
come and go as of old, are more to the
taste of the people. Yet the railroad was
a great convenience to me, and it was
from the window of the little cannibal
caboose (if I may be pardoned the ex
pression) that I took my last look at this
town at the end of the rainbow.
STEREOPTICON VIEWS.

MEMORY

'THE

STRENGTHENED
TICE.

BY PRAC

history of the celebrated conjuror, Robert Houdin, furnishes a re
of the power of
markable
example

He and
memory acquired by practice.
his brother, while yet boys, invented a
game which they played in this wise :
They would pass a shop window and
glance into it as they passed, without
stopping, and then at the next corner
compare notes and see which could recol
lect the greatest number of things in the
window, including their relative posi
tions.
Having tested the accuracy of
their observations, returning to the win
dow, they would go and repeat the ex
By this means they
periment elsewhere.
acquired incredible powers of observa
tion and memory, so that after running
by a shop window once, and glancing as
they passed, would enumerate every ar
ticle in it.
When Robert became a professional
this habit enabled him to
conjuror,
It
achieve feats apparently miraculous.
that,
is told of him
visiting a gentleman
once in a friend's house, where he had
never been before, he caught a glimpse
of the book-case as he passed the half
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A BOYHOOD'S MEMORY.

In the course of the
open library door.
of the company ex
when
some
evening,
their
pressed
anxiety to witness some
of
his
power, he said to his
specimens
host : " Well, sir, I shall tell you, without
stirring from this place, what books you
have in your library." "Come, come,"
said he, incredulously, "that is too good."
" We shall see,"
replied Houdin ; " let
some of the company go into the library
and look, and I shall call out their names
from this."
They did so, and Houdin began : " Top
shelf, left hand, two volumes in red mo
rocco, 'Gibbon's Decline and Fall ;' next
to these four volumes in half calf, ' Boswell's Johnson;' ' Rassclas,' in cloth;
'
Hume's History of England,' in calf,
two volumes, but the second one want

A
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ing," and so on, shelf after shelf, to the
unspeakable wonder of the whole com
pany. More than once a gentleman stole
into the drawing-room, certain that he
would catch Houdin reading a catalogue ;
but there sat the conjuror with his hands
in his pockets, looking into the fire.
This is a remarkable illustration of
the result of training the perceptive
faculties ; but it must be observed that
to attain anything like such an effect, the
practice must be based upon a naturally
good development of the organs relating
to sense-perception.
Robert Houdin
possessed a very prominent forehead ;
the organs of the brain directly over the
eyes were very large, so that

he was ad
mirably constituted intellectually for a
pursuit requiring power of memory.

MEMORY.

Yonder where the willows drooping,
Bathe their crisp and waxen fronds,
Where the river gently gliding
'Twcen her winding, emerald bonds,
Kippled softlv 011and ou.
There In covert, cool and shaded.
Trooped we boys on summer day.
Plunged in depths, or shallows waded,
Sang in mirthful ecstasy —
While the river rippled on.

When the signal of the master
Told the tedious school-time o'er,
Eager feet with hearts as eager,
Left behind the school-room door
Lessons couned, or tasks undone ;
Left behind all thought of struggle,
Breathed we in the sunlight lree
Only joy, grown men might boggle,
Pressed with care's anxiety,
While the river rippled on.

When the months brought in the summer,
And the hours moved slow and warm,
School-room tasks awakened murmur,
Teacher's rule seemed hardship borne,
While the river rippled 011.
Rippling softly, all unfettered,
Circling, eddying t'ward the sea,
Seemed to whisper: "Though unlettered,
Come, boys, roam the mead with me,
While I ripple on and on."

Sank the sun behind the mountain
Portent of the close of day,
Yel our mirth's exhaustless fountain
Ceased reluctantly its play,
For the river rippled on.
Boyhood mem'ries thickly trooping
Come afresh— I see the meadow,
Mossy bank, and willows drooping,
While beneath their wavy shadow,
n. 8. D.
Still the river ripples ou.
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X TE have been accustomed to hear so
* much of Mr. Carey's sayings and
doings in connection with the social and
economical affairs of America, that little
"\

*

thought was given to his

age, apart proba
bly, from the impression that he might be
somewhere in the sixties. When, however,
we were pained by the report of his
death, the accompanying
information
that he was nearly eighty-six proved a
He was an energetic
great surprise.
thinker and publicist of his opinions al
most to the very last, and his opinions
on finance, sociology, and mechanical in
dustry have found readers in nearly all

European languages.
He was born in Philadelphia on the
15th of December, 1793, of Irish parent
His father, Matthew Carey, was
age.
obliged to leave Ireland, toward the close
of the last century, from his connection
with the revolutionary politics of that
After remaining about a year in
period.
Paris, he returned to Ireland, and edited
for a short time The Freemen's Journal
(Dublin), and afterward The Volunteer's
Journal. He was arrested in 1784 and
committed to prison for an attack upon
Parliament and the Ministry. Upon his
and, No
release, he sailed for America,
vember 15, 1784, arrived at Philadelphia,
where he built up a publishing and book
selling business.
Henry succeeded his
father in 1821, and continued it until
firms being Carey
1838, the well-known
& Lea, and Carey, Lea & Carey.
He was
the first to introduce in this country, in
1824, the English system of trade sales,
which has since become so common
Mr. Carey had in
among booksellers.
herited from his father a taste for the
study of political economy, and, in 1835,
he published an " Essay on the Rate of
Wages," which was subsequently ex
" Principles of Political
panded into his
Economy," published in three volumes
in i837-'40. This was followed by "The
Credit System in France, Great Britain,

In 1848
and the United States" (1838).
Mr. Carey published " The Past, the
Present, and the Future," a work which

C.

CAREY.
excited great attention abroad, and was
translated into several languages.
Its
design was to show that " men arc every
where now doing precisely as has here
tofore been done, and that they do this
in obedience to a great and universal
law."
Mr. Carey contributed to many

periodica'ls and newspapers, notably to
The Plcnv, the Loom, and the Anvil, and
some of his papers were collated into
volumes.
His last book, " The Unity of
Law as exhibited in the Relations
of
Physical, Social, and Moral Science," ap
peared in 1873.

Mr. Carey was regarded by many as
the founder and head of a new school of
Political Economy.
He started as a
Free Trader, but afterward greatly modi
fied his views. He considered Value to
be "the measure of nature's power over
man, of the resistance which she offers to
the gratification of his desires. Its ex
tent is limited within the cost of repro
duction." With every step in the prog
ress of man there is a diminution in the
cost of reproducing the commodities
and things required for his use, with a
constant decline in their value as com
pared with labor, and increase in the
value of labor as compared with them.
The corollary from this view is, that any
system which develops all industry, and
thus increases the power of man over
nature, is to be desired above all by the
laborer, as it must increase the purchas
From this Mr.
ing power of his labor.
Carey deduced that, though the immedi
ate effect of the abolition of protective
duties might be to cheapen commodities
to customers, it would not do so in the
long run. The test of value being the cost
of reproduction, commodities might, by
an unwise policy, be cheapened, and yet
their values increased. Free trade might
make iron rails cheap ; but if it destroyed
the rolling-mills and furnaces of the coun
try, it would be impossible to reproduce
the rails at the same cheap price. An
other doctrine of Mr. Carey was, that
capital is the instrument by means of
which man acquires power over the

THE SKI M M I AS.
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forces of nature. A third law was that man
has always commenced on the poorer
soils and passed to the richer. He argued
also that the happiness and progress of
society arc in proportion to the degrees of

3°3

and liberty which exist in it.
Like Mr. Bryant, Dr. J. V. C. Smith,
and Cornelius Vandcrbilt, Mr. Carey il
association

|

lustrated the effect of mental activity in
preserving vigor far into old age.

THE SKIM MIAS.
"""PHE skimmia-japonica

was for years
the only variety known in Europe
and America, of that choice class of flow-

it has a singular peculiarity which should
buds appear to set
before winter has come in our latitude,
yet do not burst into flower until spring
All these
has fairly opened, or in April.
varieties of the skimmia have been im
ported from Japan, and arc found of easy
cultivation in this country by means of
cuttings grown under glass or from seed.
The Japanese consider the japonica spe
be mentioned ; the

cies poisonous.

Skimmia-japonica.

cring plants called skimmia.

Now there
at least five species well-described
and cultivated : the skimmia-japonica,
ablata, vitchia, laureola, and fragrans.
Of the first and last, the illustrations
are

furnish views.
The skimmia is valuable to the horti
culturist on account of its brilliant red
fruit, which is about the size of a pea,
and grows in profusion, remaining on the
bush nearly the whole year, and impart
ing to it a very ornamental appearance,
particularly in winter. Often the plant is
seen laden with both fruit and flowers at
the same time.
bears a sweet-smell
Skimmia-fragrans
ing white flower, tinged with yellow, and

Skimmia-fragrans.

Fennel as a Food. — There is a spe
cies or variety of Fennel largely in use
in Italy, that by cultivation has de
veloped a thick, fleshy stem and thick
petioles or leaf-stems, like Celery, and
a great delicacy.
It is
is considered
eaten raw, and usually without season
ing, or it is used in garnishing stews.
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a letter to Mrs.

IN

FRA NCE AND

Wells, lately written

at Leipsic, Lillian Gibbs, known

here

as a lecturer on reformatory subjects, ven

tures some comments on her observa
tions of European life. Miss Gibbs has
been a resident on the Continent nearly
two years, and closely occupied in study
ing the languages and the people, so that
her views can not be said to be borrowed
or flippant. We have taken the liberty,
however, to borrow some of them, as fol
lows :
" I am convinced that the prosperity
and success of a nation is according to
the elevation of woman. After all, it is
their influence that elevates, purifies, and
makes a nation great and good.

Woman
and is far
other na
deference
their own

has the supremacy in America,
superior to the women of all
tions, and the men here pay a
to the American women that
women do not receive ; and, I may say,
do not merit, for they seem to be per
fectly satisfied with their slavery. Wom
en are not companions for husbands in
foreign nations, but merely domestic
slaves, and men treat them as such, and
seek for companionship cultivated, intel
lectual, refined American ladies.
The
position of woman in European countries
An eminent pro
is sad to contemplate.
fessor in Pans, who can see and under
stand his country's faults, said to me one
day, that, in time, the American element
in Paris would entirely change the French
people, especially the ladies, for the
French woman did not make herself
honored and respected by man. In Ger
many it is much the same, and it embit
ters my whole nature to see woman here
so blind to her own happiness.
So far as
my own observation extends, we Ameri
cans, as a nation, are far in advance
of all other nations, except in art. An
English lady said to me one day that
she could not imagine anything interest
ing in America, as it had no Past. But I
answered, glorious America has a Future,
and, as Gladstone says, it is going ahead

of all other nations on

a gallop.

"

GERMANY.

It

was my privilege to spend four
months in Switzerland, in the family of a
French pastor. Their charming villa is
located between the great Hotel Byron
and the old Castle of Chillon, about two
minutes' walk from the former and five
from the latter.
My room was commo
dious and delightfully situated, having
one window facing the hotel and the
other facing the castle and Lake Geneva.
'
Just before me I could see the little He
three
Paix,'
which
in
its
center
has
de
tall elms, which were planted over a hun
dred years ago by a lady. Byron, you re
this isle in
member, has immortalized

I could see
his ' Prisoner of Chillon.'
in the distance across the lake, looming
up as if almost kissing the very heavens,
the Jura Mountains.
Upon my left were
the jagged and snow-clad range of the
Seven Dents. At my right, dotting the
shores of the lake, as far as the eye
could reach, were small towns and pict
uresque villas, whose verdant inclosures
exceeded in beauty anything upon which
my eyes had ever feasted. The landscape,
of harmonious beauty,
and the vast panoramic expanse of wood,
lake, forest, and mountain,
produced

with its outlines

within my soul

a thrilling sensation mixed
with unspeakable delight. It was my pleas
ure to make several excursions, ascend
ing sometimes mountains three and four
miles high.
Upon the tops of some of
I found the narcisse in
mountains
these

great profusion, resembling, frequently,
immense banks of snow. My desire was
strong to join a party of geologists, and
explore the stupendous mountains and
the profound ravines sculptured by the
wrestling streams in search of the dolo
mite, serpentine, gneiss, etc.; but my
time was too limited, and my friends
would not consent to my attempting such
It was my pleasure to
meet and converse several times with
Professor Hall, the renowned geologist,
from London ; also attended several of
his interesting lectures on the Geology
an undertaking.

of the Alps."
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gentleman is one of the veteran
physicians of New York, and has
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M P.

of most chronic maladies. Five years or
more ago he stepped into the Phrenologi-

Henry A. IIartt, M.D.

rendered himself prominent by certain
independent efforts in behalf of the large
class of sick and complaining people who
are commonly denominated invalids. He
has made such people his special study,
and obtained results in their treatment
which satisfy him as to the curability

cal Cabinet, in New York City, and with
out any intimation of his character or
relations, submitted his head to the
examiner.
The following is a slightly
abridged form of the delineation as then
made and reported by a short-hand
writer :
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stand disease. As a student of natural
history you would have more knowledge
and more exact information than most
persons ; indeed, you are a natural stu
dent, and arc about as hungry to find out
truth to-day as you were thirty years ago,
and will keep learning till your life ends.
Your ability to read the character and
motives of strangers and your power to
analyze subjects that are abstract, and
your power to talk, combine to make you
capable of high excellence as a speaker.
If a lawyer, you would measure every
juryman ; would know what chords to
touch, and how to touch them to bring
each man to a conclusion.
To one you
would offer reasons, to another criticism,
to another clean-cut, oratorical statement

The quality of your organization is
We seldom find so
very high-toned.
much strength combined with so much
fmeness.
We judge you to have inherited
much from your mother, especially your
intellect and your vital system. You
have a high degree of health and ought
to live to be old, and carry with you a
great deal of youthfulness and vitality.
You arc well adapted to enjoy life, and to
enjoy it to a good old age. You generate
vitality fast enough for two ordinary
men; consequently, your life is intense
and well-sustained.
You have a strong
motive or muscular temperament ; hence,
you are tough and enduring. Your brain
is rather large and your mental tempera
ment is highly indicated, showing a strong
tendency toward mental life and activity,
and while you have an active mind, you

of the history of the case. You would
present the ludicrous phases to another,
the conscientious to another, would ap
peal to another man's sympathy, and to
another man's affections, and all this you
would do with a facility such as the mu
sician shows who plays upon his instru
ment from the score before him.
What
ever you do is individual ; it is not a re
hash of some other person's ways and
manners. A little more Imitation would
enable you to conform to the ways and
manners and usages of others, and glide
into their customs harmoniously and easi
ly, but you would thereby lose something
of your own individuality.
You are fond of whatever is grand and
sublime in nature and in art. You appre
ciate the beautiful, the ideal, the elegant ;
your very fine-grained organization would
help you in the domain of the aesthetical,

have grip and power and force of char
acter.
You are known for the quick sense of
the truth, for appreciation of facts, and
the power to gather them rapidly.
That
which you do not see and sec quickly, is
hardly worth seeing; and you judge well
of form, proportion, magnitude, density,
ponderability, and are remarkable for your
tendency to organize and systematize
all that you do. You have rules of con
duct and follow them out with almost
painful absoluteness ; are not satisfied
with less than completeness, and feel that
what is right to-day, in the same state of
facts, will be right to-morrow ; hence,
method is the rule of your life.
You are very strong in your memory
of places. Geography comes natural to
you. You can find your way in the dark
wherever you are accustomed to go.
You appreciate music and enjoy what
ever relates to literature.
Language is
finely developed, and you are able to
frame into correct phraseology whatever
you know. You would write well, and speak
well. You can reason sharply ; have the
tendency to sift and criticise everything
that is brought to your comprehension.
Exactness of discrimination
is the law of
your mind. As a physician, you would
be remarkable for your ability to under
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and intensify and beautify your concep
tions.
You are ingenious; would learn to use
tools and instruments
and machinery
with success.
Your moral elements are strong, but
you arc more honest than pious. When
you have done the square and honest
thing, you feel that you have no occasion
to apologize to men or to God.
When
you have not done the honest thing,
prayers and services do not seem t > bring
!

light.

•
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Your Hope leads you to look on the
favorable side of the future, and you feel
able silently to rise into the spiritual
state and to look down upon cathedrals
and services and ceremonies ; yet you
have a certain veneration for what you
believe to be great and good ; but it in
vites your comparison and judgment as
well as your feeling of respect. When
you observe a man and see that he stands
at the head in music, or art, or oratory, or
invention, your veneration leads you to
feel respect for his greatness, his excel
lence, in whatever realm, and, by extend
ing your respect to eminence, you do not
feci belittled yourself.
You have pride
enough to face the world and look men
in the eye without feeling abashed or em
barrassed.
You are firm enough to earn a reputa
tion for obstinacy ; but when you are con
vinced that another is a better way, you
vrill abandon the old way instantly. You
are one of the men who dare reform and
keep up with the spirit of progress, and
are not ashamed to change your opinions
when something comes up which is better.
You arc ambitious to rank well. You
suffer if you arc disgraced or degraded.
You arc watchful, mindful of conse
quences, care-taking, prudent, and, at the
same time, you have so much force and
-courage, that you get a reputation for be
ing less prudent than you really are.
You have Secretivcness enough to keep
your own counsel ; to find out what other
people are willing to tell, and retain your
own knowledge of subjects. You can get,
without giving; can accumulate informa
tion, and yet keep mum ; but when you
undertake to make a clean breast of a
thing, there is no discount or doubt on
the part of your hearer.
You have a fondness for acquiring, and
if you had been devoted to business, you
would have made your mark as a business
man. You relish the good things of the
tabic, and arc not disposed to abridge the
supply in your own family. You have
a sense of odors and flavors, and would
have made a good druggist on that ac

count.
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You have enough Destructivencss to
make you severe.
You would not whip
your horse as much as many men, but
when you did whip he would know it ;
you would give him enough to make him
know your voice and obey your word for
the next month. You have a warm tem
per, but can generally restrain and regu
late it so as not to boil over and mar
your cause by rashness.
You love life and feel a longing for im
mortality, but are in no hurry to enter
upon the next stage of it. If you take
proper care of yourself you may live to
be eighty-five.
You are versatile, can change from one
subject to another without much diffi
culty or delay; yet, while you are at a
thing, you are very intense, and the din
ner-bell may ring without calling you off.
You have talent for science, for litera
ture, for mechanism, for finance, and have
philanthropy enough to make you will
You
ing to work for the human race.
like, however, to get good pay for what
you do from those who are able to pay
you, but in some departments, in medi
cine for instance, you would be likely to
do as much without pay as you would get
pay for, and your only way to get along
would be to make the people who are
able, pay you abundantly, so that you
would have the wherewithal to enable
you to attend to the wants of the poor.

Henry A.

Hartt was born October 8,
on the banks of the St. John River,
in the city of Frederickton, Province of
New Brunswick.
He is a lineal descend
ant of John Endicott, the founder and
first Governor
of Massachusetts.
His
early education was obtained at the gram
mar-school and Kings' College of his na
tive place. At the age of nineteen he
went to Scotland
to study medicine,
where he attended the University of
Glasgow four seasons, and studied dur
ing the summer months at the Andersonian Institute, where were a number of
young professors who have since risen to
eminence. In this way he secured a double
course of instruction in all departments
181 3,
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of his profession, and was graduated at
the University in the spring of 1836. He
spent the following summer in anatomical
work, and returned home in the autumn,
where he entered at once into general
practice.
The population of his native city was
small, but it was sur
comparatively
rounded by a large extent of country in
which there were no medical men. So
his field was extensive, and he wasobligcd
to prosecute all branches of his profes
sion, and to be ready for any emergency
in both medicine and surgery.
Here he remained for fourteen years,
during which he attended, in his profes
sional capacity, the birth of his relation,
the late Chas. Frcd'k Hartt, professor of
geology at Cornell University, and who,
though a young man, was at the head of
the geographical and geological survey
of the Brazilian empire. Having attained
the highest point in his profession possi
ble in his native place, Dr. Hartt became
dissatisfied with the general languor and
unprogressi veness of the country, and hav
ing long entertained a preference for re
publican institutions, in 1850 he sacrificed
the results of all previous labors, and re
moved, with his family, to the city of New
York, to begin anew among strangers.
His success here was rapid. Soon after
his arrival, he reported, in the N. Y. Jour
nal of M edicine and the Collateral Sciences,
several cases of rupture of the uterus, in
one of which recovery took place, and it
was, we believe, the first instance of the
kind recorded in the United States. Four
years afterward he published, in the N. Y.
Medical Gazette, an account of a success
ful experiment in a remarkable case of
ascites, by the introduction of air into the
cavity of the peritoneum.
At first his practice was of a general
nature, but circumstances gradually led
him to devote special attention to the
treatment of chronic diseases, in which
he met with remarkable success.
He had
been taught to regard a large number of
them, such as asthma, rheumatism, gout,
neuralgia, and catarrh, as incurable. But
he found that by persistent efforts, and
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with scientific methods, he could gener
ally master them, and effect radical cures
in cases which were not complicated with
malignant maladies, such as tubercle, or
in which serious degeneration of tissue or
of abnormal tissue had
not been produced.
a large amount

The general incredulity with regard to
the curability of chronic diseases, the ab
sence of many important agencies in our
hospitals and dispensaries, and their wellunderstood failure to cope with those dis
eases successfully, suggested to him the
idea of founding an institution thoroughly
appointed and equipped with every known
agency for the purpose of demonstrating
that true medicine is not the feeble and
uncertain art it is often supposed to be,
but that it has the power, when properly
applied, to throttle and destroy a large
proportion of " the ills that flesh is heir
to."

His first step in this important under
taking was to obtain the approval of the
He then
clergy of all denominations.

" Prevention and
prepared a paper on the
Curability of Chronic Diseases," which he
read before a meeting of the " N. Y. Medi
cal Libraryand Journal Association," pre

sided ever by the late Edmund R. Peaslee, M.D., and which was afterward pub
In
lished in full in the A''. Y. Tribune.
have thus
this paper Dr. Hartt says:
frankly expressed my views with regard to
the necessity for the infusion of new force
and vigor into the practice of medicine ;
for the adoption of additional methods of
treatment, and a most rigorous adher
I be
ence to the lessons of experience.
lieve that by this means alone we can ar
rest the downward tendency of the art,

"I

and restore the confidence of the people.
I believe that by this means we can ma
terially diminish the rate of mortality,
and prevent, to a great extent, the occur
rence of chronic diseases.
I believe, also,
that by this means we can cure a large
proportion of the chronic diseases which
now exist. I admit, of course, that there
are maladies which, in the present state
of our knowledge, we can not, with cer
We do not understand
tainty, control.
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the nature of the poisons of cancer or
tubercles, nor have we antidotes for them.
I have no doubt that in the progress of
science we shall become enlightened up
on both these points, so unspeakably in
teresting and important to mankind. We
can not correct degeneration of tissue, or
remove abnormal tissue when formed to
any great extent, nor shall we ever be able
to do so, unless some new faculty shall be
developed within us whereby we shall be
able to remove mountains or raise the
But for malaria, and the poisons
dead.
of rheumatism, gout, rheumatic gout, and
syphilis, we have infallible antidotes, by
means of which we can effectually eradi
cate them from the system. These poi
sons play a most prominent part in the
production of chronic congestions, and it
is exceedingly important to understand
that these congestions are just as posi
tive and obstinate as if they had been
produced by other causes, and that they
do not disappear in consequence of the
removal of the poisons ; but I maintain
that they, and all other congestions of a
chronic nature that exist independently
of poisons, may, by a vigorous and per
sistent course of internal and external
treatment, be radically and permanently
cured, provided, as before intimated, that
they have not gone to the extent of pro
ducing degeneration of tissue, or a con
siderable amount of abnormal tissue.
" It is obvious that this definition in
cludes in the category of curable affec
tions a large proportion of chronic dis
eases ; and, if 1 am right, the propositions
-which I have laid down are fraught with
beneficent consequences, the magnitude
of which no language can exaggerate.
They are, in opposition to the world-wide
skepticism, the proclamation of a gospel
of faith and hope to all men, but especi
ally to that great host of invalids who,

like the woman in Scripture,

have tried
many physicians, and never grown better,
but rather the worse, and who now, in
weakness, or pain, or brcathlessness, or all
combined, are dragging out a wretched
existence on bed or couch, in palace or
hovel, or traveling up and down the earth

in search of ease and rest, and fmding
none. Let it go forth as the blast of a
trumpet that there is hope for them !
Science is not powerless, but in her vast
storehouse holds the treasures which
will supply their wants. If her priests
will only gird themselves for the work,
and with wisdom and energy and perse
verance employ the means which she
puts at their disposal, then through all
those ranks of sorrow and suffering will
be heard a song of thanksgiving
and
praise."
Immediately after the presentation of
this paper Dr. Hartt made a personal
visitation of the medical faculty of New
York, and obtained eight hundred and
thirty-four signatures to the following
endorsement :
"The undersigned, members of the
Medical Faculty of New York, recognize
the necessity of the hospital proposed by
Dr. Hartt for the cure of chronic diseases,
both for the benefit of the poor who are
suffering therefrom, and of the profession,
as affording an opportunity to medical stu
dents to examine their nature and treat
ment. We, therefore, earnestly recom
mend the immediate establishment of
such an institution in this city."
Finally, a public meeting of citizens
was held in response to a call signed by a
number of the most prominent gentlemen
of New York, and at that meeting several
of them who were present openly ex
pressed their concurrence in the views of
Dr. Hartt. On this occasion he affirmed
this liberal proposition :
"The time has come when the Faculty'
should apply to their science the motto
'
of the immortal Shakespeare : Books in
the running brooks, sermons in stones,
and good in everything;' and when, as
the undisputed successors of the apostles
of medicine, they should peremptorily
claim that every remedy, appliance, and
from whatever depart
instrumentality,
ment of nature or art they come ; whether
discovered by the learned or unlearned ;
whether presented by the hand of savage
or sage ; whether wrought out in crucibles
and retorts, or manufactured in work
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"UNWARRANTABLE

is

a

'

when his wife was suffering with a ma
'let her
larial fever, that he would
die
rather than take
drop of medi
cine. Cases have come to our knowl
was
edge in which the determination
really carried into action, persons having

a

died who might have been saved by the
judicious employment of a needed stimu
In an
lus or the use of an anti-periodic.
other case, fanatical disciple of a learned,
but crotchety teacher, actually starved
man to death who was just recover
a protracted fever, and needed
nourishing diet, by depriving him of

a

ing from

it

a

a

The

a

a

same spirit which would starve a per
son to death, or let a wife die for the
sake of riding
hobby to the death (lit
human being lie for
erally), would let
days in unremitting misery, and proba
bly die from sheer pain and want of rest,
rather than allow the administration
of
Such fanaticism and hy
palliative.
unbearable in
civil
percritical zeal
ized community. The unfeeling brutality
of such minds
beyond description. We
would rather be left to the tender mer
cies of the savage denizens of an African
jungle than to such men."
Only a few years ago this same jour
nal, and its editor, advocated
these
"
very positions," which arc now regarded
as unwarrantable in the light of science
or of common sense.
The author of the
above manifests but little respect for
those who happen not to accord with his
own views in regard to the treatment of
certain forms of disease. He libels the
whole fraternity of hygienic physicians,
who repudiate, both in theory and prac
a

is

it

this periodical and its managers.
" Unfortunately for the cause of sanitary
reform,
numbers some in its ranks who
are continually endangering their own
reputation, and bringing odium upon the
cause, by assuming positions which are
unwarrantable
either in the light of
science or of common-sense.
The ani
well illus
mus of this class of persons
trated by the expression of an individual,

POSITIONS."

food, even though he pleaded for
most
deed
piteously, and even offered to give
of his farm for
morsel of bread.
''
People of this stamp arc always railing
out against those whose views, being
more in harmony with reason and com
mon-sense, are different from their own.

is

it

is

"
the heading
T^ANATICAL Zeal
of an article in the April number
of the Health Reformer, of 1878, in which
the editor of this journal assumes posi
tions which are decidedly in favor of
entire, in
We copy
drug medication.
order to show the friends of the hygienic
system the present medical teachings of

a

"

41

a

if,

a

a

a

I

it

ted medical men, and trust to the power of
free thought and free discussion for the
correction of error and the advancement
would not be
of truth, feel assured
of the air ; all belong, by an indefeasi
long before homeopathy and eclecticism
ble right, to them, and that they arc as distinct schools would disappear, and
bound to employ them separately or in there would be
general union and
combination, under the direction of com
brotherhood over which the whole earth
mon-sense and medical knowledge, for would have reason to rejoice."
the benefit of suffering humanity.
At the close of the meeting commit
By
this means they would blot out at once tee was appointed to carry out the object.
and forever, not any scientific methods,
Its proceedings, with
history of the
but all systems of charlatanism, and
whole subject, have been set forth in
in the spirit of the age in which we live, pamphlet
entitled
recently published,
they would go still further, and casting " The Columbian Institute for the Pres
down the tniddle walls of partition, affirm ervation of Health, and the Cure of
the equal rights of all thoroughly educa
Chronic Diseases."
shops ; whether derived from the wilder
ness or the meadow, from the mountain
or the rock, from the ocean or river or
fountain, or from the mysterious powers
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UNWARRANTABLE

ticc, the administration of drugs as true
remedial agents.
He regards them as
fanatics, " unbearable in a civilized com
munity," and less human than "the sav
age denizens of an African jungle." He
calumniates
men whose writings and
teachings have, no doubt, done much to
ward his own advancement.
The very
drug doctrines which he has, to all ap
pearances, recently embraced, were all
well known to, and rejected by, the no

ble pioneers of the Health Reform and
the hygienic system.
The reasoning displayed in the article
is undoubtedly fallacious.
We will no
tice its important points, and demon
strate the absurdity of its teachings, not
and har
mony with the conscientious convictions
of a learned, honorable, and influential

withstanding '.heir popularity

This writer predicates as
profession.
true the very point which is in contro
versy, and regards it as a correct basis for
treatment.
Are stimulants and anti-periodics ever needed in the judicious treat
ment of disease ? If persons die with
out taking a drop of medicine, this fact
alone is no evidence that they might have
been saved by taking it. There is no
doubt that many more patients die
among those who have taken drugs of
the nature specified than among those
who have not.
If the fact of dying
is any testimony
against the drug or
no-drug treatment, the stronger evidence
is against the former.
Anti-pcriodics
and stimulants are anti-vital substances
When taken in
,— pathogenetic agents.
to the living system they cause an ab
normal condition of its fluids and struct
ures as well as an impairment of the vi
tal functions.
The legitimate effect of
these drugs upon the living organism is
that of disease. The truth of these state
ments is not denied, but is corrobo
rated by the most eminent authors of
the drug practice.
We are at a loss to
know upon what data the author of
the statements quoted regards a stimu
lus as needed and an anti-periodic as use
ful in the treatment of malarial fever. An
intelligent medical writer says : " The

POSITIONS."

drug treatment is not indicated in ad
vanced stages of malarial diseases. He
who relies upon them can only look on
and sec his patient languish and die."'
The author of " Fanatical Zeal " tells us a
man was actually starved to death, when
recovering from a protracted fever, by
being deprived of a needed nourishing
diet. This grave assertion, unsupported
by facts and sound reason, is absolutely
worthless.
It is an easy matter to ex
press an opinion as to the cause of a
death ; but to establish or prove it to
be an actual fact, is a difficult task.
We have no knowledge of a medical
teacher of any school of medicine who re
jects nourishing food in the treatment of
a convalescing fever patient.
There are
different teachings as to what constitutes
"a needed nourishing diet," as well as in
regard to the ability of a convalescing
Hence, "a
fever patient to use food.
"
needed nourishing diet is a vague term,
and, without something more definite, it
is impossible to determine what is meant
by it. It seems to me that this is an at
tempt to make the public believe that a
starvation diet is a prominent feature of
the hygienic system of treating diseases.
We trust that no one will be misled by
this erroneous and absurd idea. It can
hardly be questioned but that this author
himself has "assumed" positions which
"
arc " unwarrantable
in the light of true
He makes
science and sound reason.
statements which arc undoubtedly more
contrary to common-sense than those heridicules and condemns.
Some authors are too frequently dis
posed to call individuals fanatical and
hypercritical who entertain viev/s which
If per
arc in opposition to their own.
sons who object to the administration of
drugs in malarial fever, and will not give
food and palliative medicines, secundum
artem, even if their patients die, arc de
serving of such names, what appellations
would properly apply to those who give
poisonous drugs, even unto death, to the
sick and suffering, whose organisms are
already engaged in expelling poisons
from their blood and tissues ? It appears
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* Here the term medicine is used in its more compre
hensive sense, as embracing all that pertains to the
science and art of healing.

principles of the hygienic system, or they

VALUES

OF COMMON

Grs. per lb.
Carbon.
Nitrogen.
Split peas
Indian meal
Barley meal
Rye ineal
Seconds flour
Oatmeal
Baker's bread
Pearl barley
Rice
Potatoes

Turnips

Green vegetables
Carrots
Parsnips
Sugar
Molasses
Buttermilk
Whey
Skimmed milk
New milk
Skim cheese
Bullock's liver
Mutton
Beef
Fat pork
Dry bacon
(ireen bacon
White fish
Red herrings
Suet
Lard
Salt butter
Fresh butter
Cocoa
Beer.

2699
3016
2563
2693
2700
2831
IQ75
2660
273J
769
263
420
508
554
2955
2395
387
154
4l8
599
1947
034
1900
1854
4113
5^87
5456
871
1435
4710
4^19
4585
6456
3934
274

148
120
63
86

n6

13S
83
91
68
22
13
14
14
12

—
—

44
>3
43
44
483
204
s8g
184
X06
95
76
196
217

—
Z40
s

rT^HE above list, with the analysis ex-*-

pressed in grains, of carbon and
nitrogen, are taken from Dr. Letheby's
work on " Food," and may be accepted
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disregard principle for the sake of popu
The hygienic system of medi
larity.
cine* is one complete whole ; and we hope
that its pretended friends may yet see
that it is futile to endeavor to establish
a correct and safe practice based upon
theories which are inconsistent with its
fundamental principles.
We want it distinctly understood that
we have no contention with any author,
neither do we make any charge against
the honesty or the intelligence of any
one.
We impeach erroneous theories
and pernicious practices, not persons. The
only apology we have to offer for no
ticing this article at this late date is that
it did not come under our observation
until quite recently, while, however, the
change of the Health Reformer is no
torious.
J. C. STAIR, M.D.

to be evident that the use of drugs as true
remedial agents can scarcely be too
harshly condemned and too bitterly cen
sured.
It should be borne in mind that the
principles of drug and hygienic medica
tion are incompatible with each other.
Any effort to harmonize the two is a fa
tal mistake, and involves a mongrel, un
In many instances the
tenable position.
life of a human being depends upon keep
ing the hygienic treatment aloof from
drug medication, as well as upon its judi
It is a matter of
cious administration.
surprise and regret that any one who
claims to have investigated the princi
ples of the hygienic system, and to be
thoroughly scientific, can advocate this
One of
hybrid situation in therapeutics.
two things seems to be a settled fact :
that
all who embrace this medium
ground are cither ignorant of the first

COMPARATIVE
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ARTICLES

OF FOOD.

as authoritative.
Taking, then, the ar
ticles as they stand, we find that split
peas, in a given weight of one pound,
contain more of carbon and nitrogen, the
essential elements of human food, than

the same quantity, by weight, of milk,
mutton, fish, and bullock's liver;
while it is richer in the main constituent
of human strength (nitrogen), than all
the flesh articles named in the list. This
table shows how false is the reasoning of
many intelligent people, some being phy
sicians, who insist that a flesh diet is in
dispensable to health and strength.
If
health and strength depend upon nutri
tion, that food which supplies the great
est comparative amount of the elements
which possess the highest nutritive value
must be the best for purposes of human
diet.
The high value of oatmeal is
noticeable, also of Indian or corn-meal,
while " baker's bread," which is made of
superfine or sifted flour, stands in feeble
beef,

contrast with "seconds" or middlings
flour. Dr. Letheby has not supplied an
analysis of flour made from the whole
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VALUES OF COMMON ARTICLES OF FOOD.

wheat grain, in a form which may be
compared readily with that of the bolted
flour; but according to the analysis given
by Dr. Bellows in "The Philosophy of
Eating," it contains fully three times as
much nitrogenous matter as "seconds
flour," showing that what is rejected as
ivasle contains the most essential parts,
nitrogen and phosphorus.
Beans are nearly equal to peas in nu
tritive value, and should be mentioned.
One who is desirous of living economic
ally should study the facts of diet as
shown by analysis and experiment, as
they completely refute many of the opin
ions commonly held by people. For in
stance, the article of butter is deemed by
very many to be indispensable ; whereas,
in fact, it contains no nitrogen — is simply
substance.
a result after a
careful consideration of many classes of
people, mainly mechanical, that the mean
consumption per diem of those who may
be considered well fed is : of carbon, 5,837
a heat-producing

Dr. Letheby obtains

grains ; of nitrogen, 400 grains. Dr. Bel
lows, however, gives a higher average, con
cluding from his examination of the food
served in several different prisons, and
to the soldiers in the armies of England,
Holland, and France, that for vigorous
health, from four to five ounces of " nitrog
"
enous food should be served, and about
twenty ounces of carbonaceous material.
This amount of nutriment may be ob
tained in two or three meals, which would
-cost but a few cents altogether, viz: a
pound and a half of peas or beans, two
pounds of oatmeal, or middlings, or un
bolted wheat-flour, with the addition,
Our workingsay, of a quart of milk.
men, as a class, select their diet with no
reference to its ingredients, and, there
fore, with no appreciation of its fitness.
They cat this, that, and the other as a
matter of habit, and generally load their
digestive organs with a great excess of
carbon.
Many will be found discussing
at the supper-table, a plate of greasy, illcooked ham, or bacon, and a cup or two
of strong coffee, while several slices of
baker's bread, thickly coated with butter,
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are associated as a matter of course.
The frugal mechanic could dispense with
the butter to advantage; he could im
prove his bread supply by using the
brown or Graham article; a little good
milk would supply the place of the ham
or bacon; a dish of stewed apples, 01
ripe fruit, would beneficially take the
place of the coffee or tea ; and after a
week or two of trial, he would find him
self the gainer by the change.
The table supplies a variety of articles,
but one can go outside of it and find
For instance,
many excellent things.
one of the most important, the eggs of
chickens, is not mentioned in the table
at all.
Like milk, wheat, meal, peas,
beans, the egg is complete

as an article

food,

containing all the elements
which enter into the composition of
of

nerve, muscle, bone, and adipose, and is
accepted by most hygienists as a proper
article of diet.
People are becoming more and more
alive, we think, to the value of wholegrain bread preparations, and of fruit, as
and maintaining
an aid to obtaining
We deem fruit an indis
sound health.
pensable part of a well assorted diet, and
would urge its liberal use at all tables.

The Unwearied
Heart. — The effect

Action of the

of everything that
touches the heart is multiplied by the
intensity of the heart's own changes.
Hence it is that it is so sensitive, so true
an index of the body's state. Hence, also,
it is that it never wearies. Let me re
mind you of the work done by our hearts
in a day. A man's total outward work,
his whole effect upon the world in twentyfour hours, has been reckoned about 350

That may be taken as a good
foot-tons.
" hard
During the same
day's work."
time the heart has been working at the
That is to say, if
rate of 120 foot-tons.
all the pulses of a day and night could bs
concentrated and welded into one great
throb, that throb would be enough to
raise a ton of iron 120 feet into the air.
And yet the heart is never weary. Many
of us are tired after but feeble labors ;
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few of us can hold a poker out at
length without after a few minutes
ping it. But a healthy heart, and
an unsound heart, too — though

arm's

drop
many
some
times you can tell in the evening by its
stroke that it has been thrown off its
balance by the turmoils and worries of
life — goes on beating through the night
when we are asleep, and when we wake
in the morning we find it at work, fresh
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if it had only just begun to beat. It
does this because upon each stroke of
work there follows a period — a brief, but
a real period of rest ; because the next
stroke which comes is but the natural
suspense of that rest, and made to match
it ; because, in fact, each beat is, in force,
in scope, in character, in everything, the
as

simple expression of the heart's own en
ergy and state. — Appleton's Journal.

EARTH-CURE.

it,

I

a

?

is

:

a

my eyebrows, which increased to such an
extent as to be very uncomfortable.
I
discovered it was produced by a purple
pimple, or pustule, which soon caused
inflammation all around the eye and a
formation of water under the skin, which
lay over my cheek in a little sack, as it
were. Knowing then the nature of my
visitor, I lost no time in treating it with
a dose of rich, wet earth from my flower
pot, which I folded in a thin cloth and
laid on the parts affected, changing it
every hour through the day. The relief
was immediate, and, on the third day, all
traces of the disease were gone. Previ
ously to this I had been bitten by some
poisonous insect (spider, I presume, as I
entertained the greatest hatred toward
them), and all the usual remedies of am
monia, alcohol, etc., had failed, while the
color of the inflammation had changed to
a dark purple hue, and spread to a great

not damp earth be good in case of small
s. w. k."
pox and other diseases
An Old Campaigner in Texas, also
writes to the Sun: "A letter in The Sun
of this morning, entitled 'Cure by Damp
Earth,' reminds me of an occurrence which
came under my personal observation dur
ing my campaigning days, many years ago
in old Texas. We were encamped on the
north fork of the Rio Concho, when a
valuable horse belonging to an officer of
our regiment was bitten in the leg by a
rattlesnake. There were some of the wild
northern Comanchcs in our camp at the
time, and one of the sub -chiefs said,
through an interpreter, that he could cure
the animal.
By this time the leg was
swollen, and the poor horse limped pain
The Indian led him down to the
fully.
creek and knee-deep into the soft mud,
where he kept him for about two hours;
then led him out, applied
poultice of
the mud to the wound, and returned him
to his owner perfectly cured.
" The above
the only radical cure of
the kind ever saw performed on man or
beast, during
term of nine years in that
land of snakes, tarantulas, scorpions, and
sergeant."
centipedes.
From an exchange, we take this

I

with the dreaded disease and its manner
of cure. Some years ago I had consider
able irritation at the outer edge of one of

I

all but the head ; and mud poultices are
not a new idea. The following items, cut
from the newspapers, will be read with
The dry-earth application for
interest.
ulcers has long been known and often ap
These items should be saved for
plied.
future reference. A correspondent of the
Sun writes :
"
Seeing in your paper an account of
death from malignant pustule, I feel it
my duty to give to your readers, with
your kind consent, my own experience

distance.
Being in the country, where I
could obtain it, I applied mud success
Without
would have lost my
fully.
life,
verily believe. Now, why would

"The Earth Treatment for

Ul

cers. —The dry-earth trcatmcat for ulcers
found quite successful. Large sloughy
ulcers, after being washed, are covered
with
thick layer of earth, over which.
a

of severe attacks of fever have

been effected by burying the patient,

is
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NURSE-GIRLS.

wet paper is placed as a support, the
whole being neatly bandaged. In a few
days the sore begins to clear, and when
the surface looks healthy and granulating,
a dressing, made as follows, is used: A
piece of muslin, the size of the ulcer, is
immersed in carbolic oil in the propor
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tion of one part and two parts cocoanut
oil ; with this the sore is covered, and over
it dry earth is placed, then moistened
earth and a bandage. In a short time the
healing process manifests itself satisfac
torily, while all odor is entirely re
moved."

NURSE-GIRLS.
T
-*-

LIVE

on a street where daily eight
or nine young nurse-girls, the oldest

probably not more than seventeen years
of age, the others about twelve, take out
their little charges in their carriages,
sometimes wheeling them a whole aft
ernoon.
These infants are mostly the
children of wealthy parents, living fur
ther up the street, the mothers being too
much taken up with fashionable society,
or too great lovers of their ease, to de
vote themselves, as they should, to their
care and well-being.
It is " the thing " to give the child up
Fashion de
at once to a nursery-maid.
crees this, and the mother who carefully
locks up her jewels from servants' hands,
commits these priceless ones, for which
she will be held accountable, to ignorant
young girls, hardly more than children
themselves.
Looking at them as they
pass wearily up and down the street, I
never know which to pity most, the
poor young nurses, obliged, by poverty
(when they should be careless, playful
children themselves), to be confined to
these fretful, teething babies, or the
poor babies themselves, far less happy in
their delicate embroidered robes and
costly carriages than the bare-footed
cherub who creeps about his mother's
feet or nestles in her bosom, though that
mother may be a hard-working washer
woman.
Yesterday I saw one rudely
shaken up to keep him from sleeping.
He was perhaps eighteen months old, and
was sitting up with no pillow, and over
come with the heat and the motion of
the carriage was pitching sleepily for
ward.
Any of us who have propped
open our eyes when it seemed as though
we must fall asleep while watching, know

just how this poor little one must have
felt, and how detrimental to its health it
was to be straightened up and told to
"wake up."
His querulous cry was no
wonder to me as the girl drove the
These girls are, most of
carriage on.
them, taken from poor, ignorant families,
where drinking and cursing have been
common sights and sounds, and where
chastity, truth, and cleanliness have never
been inculcated by precept or example.
Is it likely they will exhibit these virtues
before the young children they are given
the exclusive charge of six days at least,
yea, also the seventh ; for have I not seen
the mother of one of these, a church
member, go to church, leaving the child,
a little girl of three years, with its nurse,
to be led down to meet her when church
was out? What lessons has this little
one been learning while the mother, per
chance, enjoyed the sermon on parental
duties?
Putting it in its best aspect, allowing the
nurse to be kind and trustworthy, and
that she becomes attached to her charge,
will not that child, from being constantly
cared for by her, love her better than the
mother, who only now and then ties its
sash, or takes it for a moment in her lap
for display to a visitor? Oh, mothers!
think of the loss of love as well as of
the avoidance of care and trouble, when
you give up your little one to hirelings !
Remember, no after-training will eradi
cate the evil seeds sown, perchance, while
you were at the party or opera. No
prayers will avail for a wayward son,
whose early years were passed in the
arms of an illiterate, depraved nurse-girl.
Why should these girls be expected to
have

patience

with

sickly

teething
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babies, when their own mothers weary
of them ? Why should not these girls,
thinking of their own deprivations, be
come hardened toward the more fortu
nate child to whom they are expected to
Ah, mothers, could
be all sweetness ?
you see the way in which they often
frighten them into obedience, the way
they are repulsed when seeking caresses,
you might be inclined to give up this or
that fashionable amusement and care
for your own. You might ask yourself,
what is to keep your child, committed to
ignorant, often vicious hirelings, from
taking on all their vices ?
Christian mother (for I know such an
one who has from its birth given up a
first-born son entirely to the care of a nur
sery-maid, that she may devote herself to
her public duties), think you that you will
if this baby grow up a
hardened, godless man, setting light by

be held guiltless,

the religion professed by his parents,
and bringing your gray hairs with sor
row to the grave? While upon this sub
ject I can not forbear quoting the words
of a father, whose daughter, a girl of
twelve, was complained of to him as in
dulging in the pastime of laying large
stones on a neighbor's front step in the
evening, ringing the bell and running
away.

"I

don't know what I shall
He replied,
do with that girl ; others have com
I have
plained of the same thing.
whipped her and her mother has for it ;
but it does no good."
How I wanted to
say to that man, that if her mother, at the
time other and wise mothers were fold
ing their little flocks to sleep, had taken
her to her bed with wise counsels and
prayer, instead of allowing her, with an
older brother and six or seven of his
rough, swearing mates, to run the streets
until after nine o'clock, the "whippings"
would not be needed, and her duty to
her child more faithfully discharged.
We can not turn our children out to
run the streets while we entertain com
pany, or play cards, and expect them to
grow up good, truthful, and obedient.
This same mother found time to keep
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this girl clothed in the latest style, and
always prettily and neatly. The outward
; but, alas ! she had
no time to attend to the spirit within.
What sadder sight to a thoughtful per
son than this too common one, of chil
dren faultlessly dressed, and all faulty
within?
COUSIN CONSTANCE.

was unexceptionable

Causes

of Sudden Death. — Very few

of the sudden deaths which are said to
arise from disease of the heart do really
To ascertain the
arise from that cause.
real origin of sudden deaths, an experi
ment was tried and reported to a scien
tific congress at Strasburg.
Sixty-six
cases of sudden death were made the
subject of a thorough post-mortem ex
amination ; in these cases only two were
found who died from disease of the
heart. Nine out of sixty-six had died
from apoplexy, while there were fortysix cases of congestion of the lungs — that
is, the lungs were so full of blood they
could not work, not being room enough
for a sufficient quantity of air to enter to
support life. The causes that produce con
gestion of the lungs are — cold feet, tight
clothing, costive bowels, sitting still un
til chilled after being warmed with la
bor or a rapid walk, going too suddenly
from a close room into the air, especially
after speaking, too hasty walking, or run
But one of the
ning to catch a train, etc.
signal reasons for congestion of the lungs
and sudden death is the decreased action
of the heart, caused by the use of coffee
and tobacco. The use of spices has a simi
lar effect. The heart stops from a paraly
sis of the nerves which promote its action,
examination would
and a post-mortem
not reveal the fact. There is really no
disease of the heart, simply a suspension
of its action by a paralysis of the nerves
These causes
which give its motion.
of sudden death being known, ah avoid
ance of them may serve to lengthen
many valuable lives, which would other
wise be lost under the verdict of heart
complaint. That disease is supposed to be
inevitable and incurable ; hence, many
may not take the pains they would to
avoid sudden death, if they knew it
lay in their power.
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A Cave Wonder in Arizona. — Be
sides the fiber plant which we have mentioned
in that country, there
as lately discovered
has been found in Arizona recently, at Mount
ain Spring Station, either a very old and ex
The
tensive mine, or a very wonderful cave.
opening has a fine arched entrance, cut ap
At a point
parently out of the solid rock.
about 40 feet in from the mouth, a room
about 75 feet square is reached, from which
Some
several halls or tunnels branch out.
of these have been explored for a distance of
200 and 300 feet. There are several shafts
indicative of artificial workings. The incline
of the tunnel is about 10 feet to the 100. The
main cave or tunnel has been explored for
The ceil
about 500 feet from the entrance.
ing is in a red spar, and in the side tunnels
are numbers of beautiful stalactites and in
The direction of the excavation
crustations.
is toward a large ledge of mineral matter
about a quarter of a mile from the entrance.
Everything here seems to point to this having
been a mine rather than a natural cave.
In
as a re
such case it is doubly interesting,
minder of the extinct race which is known to
A more
have once inhabited that region.
thorough exploration of the place is soon to
be made.

Forest Consumption. — Our anxiety
concerning the state of our forests causes us
to recur to this subject very often.
The
enormous annual consumption of the wood
of the United States, quite aside from that
required for building purposes, is partially

shown by statistics collected by the Lumber
man's Gazette : Matches, 300,000 cubic feet ;
shoe pegs, 100,000 cords ; the same for planestocks and tool handles ; brick-baking fuel,
from 50,000 acres ; packing-boxes, $12,000,000 worth ; agricultural implements, wagons,
etc., more than $100,000,000 worth; ties and
sleepers for about 90,000 miles of railroad,
thirty years' growth of 75,000 acres ; repairs
of fences for these roads, $15,000,000 ; for
miles of telegraph,
300,000 trees.
75,000
These figures do not include farm-fences,
household fires, staves which go by the mil
lion to France, or walnut, oak, maple, and
pine, to England, or spars or docking stuff
to China and Japan.
Mr. Beecher has been
looking at the matter, and is led to suggest,
in the Christian Union, that "if there could
be formed a tree association,
composed of
who would be glad to
retired gentlemen,
serve the public outside of the stormy circle
of politics, the newspapers might feed out
to the farmers of the West such knowledge
and incitement as should lead to the foresting
of large territories
now without a stick or

brush."

Iron and Glue in

Street Dust. —

Ir. this country we have assays of street
yielding gold in some towns, but glue
iron we have not searched for. Signor
-nctti has been engaged in analyzing the

dust
and

Pardust

debris of the streets of Florence
and
His investigation of the debris of the
horse paths proves that the dust contains 35 per
cent, of iron, given by the shoes of the horses
to the stones.
In the dust from the cause
ways this eminent chemist finds from 30 to
Signor Parnetti
40 per cent, of good glue.
selected and treated separately the dust from
the causeways of the Boulevard des Italiens
over a period of two months, which uniform
ly gave 30 per cent, of good transparent glue,
This emi
it is said quite equal to Belfast.
nent chemist is now engaged in the analysis
of the dust and dibris deposited by the shoe
abrasions in Lombard Street, Cornhill, Cheapside, and other thoroughfares of London, and
has it in contemplation to place his discover
ies at the disposal of a limited company,
with the view of establishing blast furnaces
on the banks of the Thames to recover the
iron thus lost, and a large glue works, which,
it is thought, will produce more glue from
the wasted material than will supply all Lon
don for every purpose.
and

Paris.

Hard and Soft Water.— The house
keeper of experience knows that it is a dis
agreeable and difficult matter to wash in what
are termed "hard waters." Their peculiarity
arises from the fact that they contain salts
whose bases are lime and magnesia.
When
soap is dissolved in them these mineral salts
and the soap act upon each other, or, in the
chemical language, undergo a double decom
position, the result of which is the formation
of insoluble compounds of the fatty acids of
the soap (oleic and stearic) and the bases of
the salts.
These oleates and stearates of
lime and magnesia, being insoluble, are, of
course, precipitated, but they are of a stringy
nature, and adhere to any kind of textile
fabric, rendering it difficult to wash clothes
in such waters.
Various ways have been
" soften water," the object of
proposed to
which will be at once comprehended when
we state that these salts are not by nature
soluble in water, but are rendered so by the
If, for in
presence of carbonic acid gas.
stance, some powdered chalk be shaken up
in a bottle of water, the liquid will become
milky ; but if the experiment be repeated
"
"
with a bottle of soda-water
freshly opened,
dissolve,
and
will
the water retain
the chalk
If by any means the car
its transparency.
bonic acid gas can be driven out of the hard
water, its salts will be precipitated, and will
This may partially be effected
become soft.
by boiling ; hence the explanation of the cal
careous deposit found at the bottom of boilers.
This fact may be readily exhibited by boiling
a flask of hard water ; after some minutes it
will become milky, owing to the precipitation
A similar effect may be pro
of the salts.
duced by adding a little lime-water ; the lime
appropriates the carbonic acid, and, conse
quently, the salts originally in the water and
the newly-made carbonate of lime are precip
itated together.
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Thi, Produetion of si Single Bean.

— The history of a single bean, accidentally

planted in a garden at Southbridge, Mass., is
traced by a newspaper correspondent,
who
figured out its produce (or three years.
The
bean was planted in a rich, loamy soil, and
when gathered in the autumn its yield, as
counted,
"was 1,515 perfectly developed
beans from a single stalk.
Now, if a single
bean produces 1,515 beans, and each bean
produces 1,515 more, the sum total of the
second year's product would be 2,295,225,
equal to 1,195 pounds, 597 quarts, or 2,390
army rations, equal to 18} bushels.
This
would be the product of the second year.
Now, if we plant this product and the yield
is the same, we have a product of 5,268,058,beans, equal to 1,371,890
tons, or
800,625
42,871,572 bushels, or 548,756,068
soldiers'
This third planting would give the
rations.
Great Eastern 92 full freights."
steamship
Few beans, however, start so well as this one
did.

Horse Killed

l>y Tea.— A curious
is related by the Veterinary
Journal, London, interesting in itself, and
which is properly characterized as unparallel
ed in the annals of veterinary or human
The record is as follows : A
toxicology.
staff cook having left some pounds of tea in
a sack, a Kaffir groom filled it with corn, and
serving out the contents to a troop of horses,
gave one charger the bulk of the tea, which
was eaten greedily, and produced the most
startling results. The animal plunged and
kicked, and ran backwards, at intervals gal
loping madly around, fmally falling into a
donga, where it lay dashing its head on the
rocks, when it was killed.
The post-mortem
appearances indicated extreme cerebral con
The occurrence, as an accident, is
gestion.
probably unique. The reversal of limb move
ments, which produces running backwards in
is a common system of brain
quadrupeds,
disturbance, frequently witnessed, for exam
ple, in the case of puppies with occluded
crania.
The case (says our contemporary)
is one of great interest, and may help to
throw light on the action of tea, which has
not been sufficiently studied or appreciated
by physiologists.

A

case of poisoning

Apples Every Year.— J.

Ont., writes

W., Fingal,

Advocate how he
has succeeded in having apples every year
by changing the bearing year of one of the
They had both been laden with
two trees.
fruit every alternate year for ten years. Last
year they were both covered with blossoms,
and being desirous to change the bearing
year of one of them, he, with his son, re
They com
solved to pick off the blossoms.
menced at seven o'clock in the morning and
The result
completed their work by eleven.
of this experiment is that this year he is well
rewarded for his labor ; the tree from which
he picked the blossoms is so heavily laden
that the branches are well-nigh breaking with
the load, while the tree that bore last year
to the Farmer's
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has on not more than a dozen apples.
By
this means he expects to have one tree bear
ing well every year, giving him sufficient for
his family's use.
If shaking or knocking off
the young fruit would have the same effect,
it would be a much easier and quicker way
of preventing the tree bearing for ihe season ;
but of this he has had no experience.
He
would advise those whose orchards are bear
ing fruit alternately to try the experiment
next year.

Blood in Diagnosis. — Some five
years ago. Dr. Heitzman announced, in the
Medical Record of this city, an important dis
covery in respect to the anatomy of proto
He claimed that protoplasm of every
plasm.
description invariably contains a network of
threads and granules inclosing a fluid, and
that the threads and granules constitute the
living matter. This view, he now asserts, has
been accepted by more than a dozen of the
abroad, although it has
best microscopists
not yet been recognized in this country ; and
he makes it the basis of an announcement
which, if satisfactorily demonstrated, can not
fail to have a marked and beneficial effect
upon the practice of medicine — the announce
ment that a drop of a man's blood under the
microscope will tell just what his condition
and constitution may be.
A protracted study of the pus corpuscles in
urine, in connection with clinical histories,
led Dr. Heitzman to the conclusion that the
constitution of a patient could be determined
by such examinations, the pus corpuscles of a
healthy and strong person containing a great
er abundance of living matter than those of a
person enfeebled by disease or otherwise.
He next extended his investigations to the
colorless blood corpuscles, suspecting that by
their examination also he might be able to
determine the constitution of the individual
His expectation was
furnishing the blood.
verified, he says : an abundance of large
granules going with a good constitution ; on
the other hand, if the granules were few and
fine, or the entire body of the corpuscle pale,
He
it was evidence of a poor constitution.
frequently noticed that the number of white
blood corpuscles was considerably increased
after a single sleepless night, so much so that
it might be determined whether a man had
been kept from his rest or not, by the exam
ination of his blood.
It could also be deter
mined whether a man was to have acute dis
eases, or whether he was to suffer from the
to a
slow processes of disease incident
strumous diathesis.
A committee of physicians has been ap
pointed to investigate and report on this
If it proves possible
most promising subject.
to determine a man's physical constitution by
the examination of a drop of his blood, a new
field of investigation will be opened, and one
having very important practical bearings.

To Remove Ink from Carpets. —

ink can be removed:
When freshly-spilled,
from carpets by wetting in milk. Take cot
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ton batting and soak up all the ink that it will
receive, being careful not to let it spread.
Then take fresh cotton wet in milk, and sop
it up carefully.
Repeat this operation, chang
ing cotton and milk each time. After most
of the ink has been taken up in this way,
with fresh cotton and clean water, rub the spot.
Continue until all disappears ; then wash the
spot in clean warm water and a little soap,
rinse in clear water, and rub until nearly dry.
For ink spots on marble, wood, or paper,
apply ammonia clear ; just wetting the spot
repeatedly till the ink disappears.

A

J. T.

Wonderful Gn« Mtiehine.

— Mr.

Guthrie, of Leesburg, Ohio, is said to
have recently patented a machine for utilizing
the gas from bituminous coal that is otherwise
lost with the smoke through the flues and
The machine is very simple, and
chimneys.
can be attached to a common cooking or
heating stove ; and the advantages claimed
for it over all previous inventions are such
as to render it one of the greatest improve
ments of the age.
Any person can handle it
easily, and the same fuel that cooks your
breakfast, will produce an abundance of pure
gas, sufficient to illuminate your house during
the night,
without any expense whatever.
Mr. Guthrie also claims the right of attaching
it to furnaces, grates, and any and all places
where coal is used for fuel and heating pur
It is said that Mr. Guthrie has pro
poses.
posed to the Cincinnati Exposition Commis
sioners to light the entire Exposition building
with as good and pure a quality of gas as can
be produced in the city gas works, and this
by using the same fuel that heats the boilers
of their power engine, without the cost of
one cent for the fuel.
This invention is in
successful operation in Leesburg ; and the
inventor is visited daily by hundreds of peo
All, so
machine.
ple to see the wonderful
far, bear testimony to its wonderful merits
The inventor claims
and general utility.
that good, pure gas can be produced by the
machine at a cost not to exceed 20 cents per
1,000 cubic feet, and earnestly invites prac
tical men from all parts of the country to
come, see, and examine the workings of his
invention. — American Manufacturer.

Grnftiog

G nine vinos. — Those who
wish to graft their vines over with other vines
should remember that winter and not spring
is the time for it — and in this the grape is
It is differ
different from most other trees.
ent in this, that in the spring of the year
there is such a tremendous pressure upward
by the ascending sap, that the parts of the
scion and stock, which, to unite, must of
course touch one another, are forced by the
When the grafts are put in at
sap apart.
this season there is little of this. The severed
cells granulate and heal, and when the sap is
it goes up
ready to flow upward strongly,
through its regular channels in the graft
without any tendency to break out through

the junction.
How to graft grape-vines admits of many
various replies.
The best is probably that

3«9

described by Samuel Miller, of Missouri, whowas very successful as a grafter of the grape.
He drew away the soil from the stock to be
grafted, cut it down about two inches from
the surface, then cut with a stout sharp knife
a long and narrow wedge-shaped
notch in
the stock, and shaped the scion as a wedge
to fit in the notch in the stock.
The lips of
the notch are then tied together, and the
earth drawn in around the whole, leaving the
upper eye of the graft above the ground.
We may say that it is very astonishing that
grape-grafting is not more generally practiced,
and especially since the discovery that the
great success of the Concord, Clinton, and a
few other grapes is not owing to any extra
constitutional hardiness, but to the fact that
the power to throw out numerous fibrous
roots is greater in these kinds.
If this be
true, and it seems to be really the case, we
may have the choicest and best of grapes
by grafting them on these vigorous rooting
slocks.

A Good Fenee. — A correspondent of,
the Ohio Farmer describes a fence which we
think deserving the notice of our agricultur
al readers.
It is called the "panel" fence.
The boards are usually twelve feet long, four
inches wide, and of beech, maple, or other
hard wood.
Four boards are nailed together
with battens, one in the middle, and one
about one foot from each end, spreading the
boards far enough apart to make the height
of the fence.
Four-inch square posts are
driven about eleven feet apart, and these
panels hung on to the posts, upon iron hooks
of half-inch iron driven into the posts.
This
fence can now be made here for seventy-five
to eighty cents per rod ; if a man has his own
timber, his outlay aside from his work need
be but about twenty cents per rod.
A frame
is usually made to nail the panels together
upon, by setting up three posts with blocks
nailed upon them to hold the boards the
right distance apart, and iron plates to clinch
the nails upon ; clinch or wrought nails are
used.
The advantages of this fence are the fol
lowing : It can be made in the winter or
on rainy days, and with a frame any man can
make it.
The panels are piled up out of the
The posts can be sharp
way until wanted.
ened and hooks driven into them at any
It requires a less number of posts ; if
time.
the posts are lifted by the frost, they can be
driven back without breaking the boards ; if
a post rots or is broken, it can easily be re
The fence is easily removed by
placed.
placing a lever under the hook and drawing
out the posts.
Should a panel become broken
it can be replaced with a new one.
Three
men, one to make the post-holes with a crow
bar, one to drive the posts, and one to haul
and hang on the panels and tighten up the
hooks, will set up seventy-five or one hun
dred rods in a day.
It has been reported
here that some one claims a patent on the
hooks, but I do not know of any one who ever
paid anything for using them.
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readers has mounted to a very respect

This

able aggregate.

has encouraged

us

to keep steadily on in our course, al
our work in other departments

though
has

shared

in the crushing depression

which, during the past four or five years,
had invested

the

business

world with

gloom.

If
Mrs. C. Fowler Wells, Froprietor.
H. S. Drayton, A.M., Editor. N. Sizer, Associate.

sake, we trust that they have discovered
cause for withdrawing them.
On the contrary, we hope that their
sympathy with this work has increased,

no good

NEW YORK,
DECEMBER,

many have kept their names, hither

to, upon the list of readers for our work's

1879.

and that they will be found on the new

list for

Eighteen -hundred -and -eighty
our

with

and

its

begin volume

we shall

first

is at

month

seventy of the

Phrenological Journal. Editors

publishers

have striven

and

to fill up the

measure of their responsibility

to sub

scribers, to perform their duty faithfully
as advocates of sound practical doctrine,
as dispensers of truth, essential to moral

growth

To

and true

freedom.

intellectual

expose the errors and follies of so

ciety, and to admonish

and old

young

with respect to the serious work of life,
are not — we say it with regret— employ
ments which

meet with the substantial

approval of the public at large
magazine

that

attempts

;

and the

the part of a

monitor can not expect a great constitu
ency. Most people read the periodicals
Yet
for amusement — not instruction.
the

Phrenological Journal,

which

has never gone out of its way to make
fun for its readers, but given attention
closely to the grave

interests of mind

and body, has never lacked a following
of earnest, thoughtful men and women,
and in later

and not only they, but friends

and neighbors, who have learned

TO THE READER!
doors,

1 880 ;

years the number

of

its

them,

that

from

we speak for the true in

tellectual growth

and moral elevation of

the community.

Among the features of attraction which
will appear in the Phrenological Jour

nal for next

year, are a series of papers

on the life and work of Dr. Spurzheim,
by Dr. Nahum Capen, who was personally
acquainted with the eminent teacher. In
connection with this special object, Dr.
Capen will review the origin and progress
of phrenological science, both in Europe
and this country, and supply
much
data
to
the
careers
relating
interesting
of Dr. Gall and George Combe.
We shall also publish a series of arti
cles on Comparative Phrenology, each
founded on Dr.
profusely illustrated,
Vimont's great work on that subject,
and a story intended for our juvenile
readers, entitled "Our Young Folks of
The Science of
Cherry Avenue."
Health department will be sustained
with papers on live topics relating to
public and private health from the best
sources.
We hope, indeed, to address every read
er of 1879 in the January number of 1880,
and to offer our New- Year congratula
tions to a vastly increased company of
subscribers.

HUMAN SPONGES.
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His moderate reasoning faculties

HUMAN SPONGES.
of

appearance

summer

has

a

"^pHE
quickening effect upon these creat
ures, as, in the warm season, their opera
tions are particularly

In what

manifest.

way those operations

are conducted

we

shall proceed to describe, after having
given

little attention, for the sake of

a

clearness,

to the

cerebral

of the anterior

expansion

of a

points

He is not gifted with

sponge.
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a great

lobes, but has

are,

in the main, under the influence of his
and Secretiveness, and, having

Caution

joined to his Human

Nature

an active

faculty of Imitation, and a good share of
Suavitiveness, he is particularly observant
of mannerisms, deeming it for his inter
ests to do

just about what Romans do

His perceptive or
have
a
store
of materials —
gans
picked up
when among them.

mainly small jokes and cheap anecdotes

a sufficient area in the perceptive region

— for every-day

use, and these materials

to enable him to scan the faces of the

are well assorted in his mind, so that he

people with whom he comes in contact,

is ready in drawing

and, with the assistance of a fair degree

occasions.

of Human

Nature,

and benevolent

humored

ones to whom

he may attach himself with some proba

bility of

He has some Con-

success.

structivencss, and more Secretiveness, so
that

Is the man

to select the good-

he is enabled

to practice certain

pursuits?

them

to suit

cultivate for his

he would

of leisure

season

on

to agricultural

given

he draws upon his fund for a

few precepts

of general

application

Is

the farm and the garden.
chant in the provision

line

?

to

he a mer

he seeks to

very commonplace arts to get on the
" soft side " of his
He
proposed victims.

bait him with .a few well-chosen remarks,

has also a fair endowment of Self-esteem,

Times or Gazette are responsible.

and some Firmness

a

but he is not re

;

for which the market
manufacturer

of

of the

reports

cotton

or

Is he
woolen

markable for Benevolence or Veneration,

goods

and we can not give him credit for very

deploying his small store of information

influential

He is not,

Approbativeness.

however, deficient in Combativeness
and the other

Friendship,

and

parts of his

back-head are well filled out, so that he en
joys society in general.

that, notwitstanding

a

strong

of Alimentiveness, he rarely
it, in a liberal way, at his own
but when entertained by an

endowment
indulges

expense ;
other, he exhibits

epicurean

miscellaneous character.

willing to draw up to

flection

that

diminution,

a

He is not un

a plain repast, and

to make the most of it.
very cheerfully

tastes of

He will, indeed,

do the latter, for the re
his wallet

will suffer no

for the aliment he swallows

lends it the best of seasoning.

in that line, to win the good-will of his
chance acquaintance,

and an invitation

to spend a day at his house.

In

a promiscuous com pany our parasitic

neighbor

is quite at his ease,

for there

his Suavitiveness, Self-esteem, and Com

in his mental com

ness is so influential

bination,

His Acquisitive

our sponge is found sagaciously

?

bativeness enable him to bring into ef
fective play the fund of small talk and
shallow anecdote which he has accumu
lated.

He shows extraordinary tact

as an

echo, being able to amplify the sayings
of the solid men, and influential women,
whom he wishes to win, and thus he
usually

makes a good

people not accustomed

impression,

and

to serious think

ing give him credit for much intelligence.
The readiness with which he accepts an
invitation to dine with a new acquaint
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ance, however,

is sometimes

to make himself

the sponge

of

at home
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and his presence undesirable;

solicited,

disconcert

ing to the latter, and the disposition
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while hints to that effect seemed to be en

Early in the next

tirely lost upon him.

where he has been once invited, and to

summer, Mr. Sponge had the audacity to

repeat his visits

the

intimate that, as he contemplated

dis

tour in the western part of the State, he

without awaiting

of request, soon

formality

proves

Herein Mr. Sponge betrays

agreeable.

his lack of reflection

he may

although

;

show genuine skill in worming himself
into

graces of a person, the

the good

entree

of that person's house

tained, he fails afterward

he would

"guessed

a

little

that way, and

pass

stop a few days with his

old friend."
" old friend "
his
Thoroughly disgusted,
replied that he should

probably send his

wife on a tour of visitation that summer,

once ob

to make his

and not keep his house open, so that he

place secure, by a modest use of its ad

would be compelled to forego the pleas

His want of Approbativeness

ure of seeing Mr. Sponge as he had con

vantages.

templated.

enough to balance his Self-esteem, ren
ders him too off-hand

The good-nature with which this much-

in his attentions

receives hints

and

to people who are inclined to favor him,

prevalent gentleman

for he will drop in upon them at their

intimations

desks, and interrupt

agreeable than his company, is extremely

important

negotia

tions by his presence and frivolous talk
and linger

to dine, all the while

invitation
ently

in the hope of receiving

oblivious

to

the

"only dropped in for
the

that

he

while

do?'"

d'ye

an

appar

moment

a

'How

passing, to say
has stretched

fact

;

and

until the

moment

that his room would be more
to the parties

exasperating

who

have

become disgusted by his attentions;

but

to disinterested observers it is infinitely
amusing, and we do not know but that
he often owes his much-lengthened

stay

on this planet to their interference, when,
in a paroxysm of indignation,

one of his

has resolved upon putting him

minute hand has made almost an entire

victims

circuit.

out of the way at once and forever.

Wc knew one of these sponges who
had the tact to make himself

so agree

able, that he was invited

to spend a few

days with a gentleman

at his country

He "arranged

residence.

his business"

SOME VERY COMMON
learned
r~J"1HE

seem to

LUNATICS.

in astronomical

be

pretty

well

affairs

agreed in

with some difficulty, to accommodate his

denying to the moon any important

new friend, and found the country

fluence

and

family so agreeable when he got there,
that he stopped two weeks.
ing summer

The follow

Mr. Sponge suddenly

pre

sented himself again, and remained four

He

weeks.

was

a lawyer by profession,

well educated, and so courteous
while

visiting,

withal

that it was next to im

possible

for his host to advise him in

positive

terms

that

his visit was un

upon

denizens of

the

weather,

in

which we

the earth experience

from

day to day, and are inclined to impute a
phase of lunacy to those who insist that
Luna (which

is the Latin for moon, and

in common use with poets,
when inspired by " moonshine "), is an
the term
important

co-efficient

in

low

or high

barometers, and in wet and dry atmos
pheres.

We

do

not

think

it

worth

POPULAR INANITY.
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this

held delightful converse on the benevo

has ever

lence of the Creator, or on the influence

.resulted, so far as we know, from the opin
"
ions of such " moonstruck
people. If

of Goethe in modern literature, and we

-while

to

make much

ado

about

1matter, because no great harm

an augury that a rain-storm
because the

horns of

the

was near,
moon hung

down, tended to increase a farmer's or
carpenter's

so that

industry

might

he

-harvest a crop or fmish a job in time to

it from damage by the expected

save

wet, nothing was lost to the man or the
-community
-of the

the failure

We feel very kindly
to

prediction.

people who hold tenaciously

toward
the

in the event of

notion,

moon

because

we

have

away with the

have turned
can

it

reflection,

be that we are creatures of a pro

cess of evolution

after all

?

And do some

of us exhibit our nearness of derivation
animal by our hab

from some particular
its

Unhappily for the theory, very few

?

of these human gobblers can go far in
before they break down

such a course

under maladies induced by their insane

The turkey and the swine will

practices.

gorge themselves with food and thrive,
but man can not imitate

their dietetic

found most of them to be frugal, indus

method with the hope of giving an im

trious bodies, careful of their own con

proved sanitary tone to body and mind.

cerns and not unmindful

On every side are men, women, and
children groaning with the pangs of in

of the rights of

But there is another and much

others.

larger class of

are affected

people who

by another and very dangerous
that

complaint,

oddly

phase of
called

enough

These really pay little attention

lunacy.

to the moon's changes, but do pay par
to their appetites.

large proportion

of these people affect
and culture, yet ex

hibit the most astounding

indifference

to the tenets of propriety in eating and

We have

drinking.

them on leis

seen

urely

occasions

much

after the manner of
and

gobbler

themselves

comport

the

the

swine, going

catarrh, etc., all vic
neys, rheumatism,
tims of appetite —of eating and drink
ing wholesome

natics

to

of

ham,

bread,

vegetables,

fowl,

pudding,

to

copious

stuffing

draughts

!

lu

insisting
light, the

against

of decency and conscience.

promptings

Verily, the lunar meteorologists are pro
foundly wise in comparison with these
gustatory

lunatics.

POPULAR

HPHE

tongue,

of

pie,

jelly,
mean

wine,

beer,

frivolous,

capricious

the masses

been very

INANITY.
of

our

disposition
peo^'e

has

strikingly displayed of late by

their absurd interest
matches, which
by sporting

in certain

have been

men.

walking-

gotten

have

Some writers

their censure

up

of

the

following up
half -hour's smoking of

walkers and the managers of these con

We have seen a man

tests of muscle, and have reflected but lit

himself with whom we had

tle upon the state of society which toler

tea, and

with a

cigars or a pipe.
so comport

of

Lunatics

perversely

the

while diluting the heterogeneous boluses
with

health.

upon self-indulgence,

bits

fruits, raisins, nuts, confectionery,

coffee, or

or

improperly,

turkey

promiscuously

mutton,

beef,

the

willfully,

!

table four or five times in the course of
a day and swallowing

things

things which in their very nature are in

A jurious

ticular attention

superior intelligence

digestion, diseased livers, deranged kid

each

been

severe

in
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ates them.
It is clear enough that such
contests are gotten up for mercenary pur
poses, and only so long as there is a good
margin of profit to be derived from the
heedless crowd that is ready to spend its

most that any school can do is to lay the
foundation — to give, as it were, a direction
to the faculties, and through persistent
training, to make the mind effective in its
action.
I am quite sure that a boy who

money foolishly, will walking-matches be
kept up. The amusements of our com
munities which "pay" the best nowa
days, seem to be of a shallow, inane char
acter. An entertainment which combines
elements of genuine utility or instruction,
has little chance for support.
Tens of
thousands are ready, nay, eager to spend
a dollar, which may be the only one they

is

merely to see a half-dozen men
tramping in a ring, and striving to walk
or run each other down, while a sugges
tion to use a tenth of that dollar in a way
which would be practically beneficial,
would be met with objection or indiffer
ence. To us, the saddest part of these
brutish affairs is the effort of newspaper
men to expose their minutest details,
and to keep alive the excitement of the
possess,

masses.

To publish all the

news may be

fill column
after column with rubbish which has a
weakening, and even degrading, influence
on the common mind, is certainly dis
creditable to publishers
and editors.
Newspapers should be auxiliary to civili
zation—that was their boast once — but,
unfortunately, to-day the most of them,
like the theaters and most other resorts
for amusement, are potent influences of
a matter of enterprise, but to

The morbid,
corruption.
cious phases of human life
larger consideration
in
than the normal, edifying,
SPECIAL
A

T

sensual, and vi
receive a much
their columns
and pure.

INSTRUCTION.

the last anniversary exercises of
Packard's Business College, Presi
dent Hunter, of the New York Normal
College, made a very interesting extem
poraneous speech, in the course of which
he remarked :
" I am a sincere believer in
special in
struction.
I think it wise to shape the
education of our boys and young men with
reference to their probable future. The

thoroughly trained in the processes of
Mr. Packard's College, will make not only

a better business man, but a better lawyer

or shoemaker; just as I am sure that any
young lady who passes through the Nor
mal College will, in a few years, develop
into a better teacher, as well as a better
woman in other respects.
A business
education is apt to test the qualities of a
young man, and to indicate to him the
place in life he should fill. It has been
aptly said that if Phrenology could be
proved to be a science, it would be a
more beneficent
invention than the
because it would
electric
telegraph,
help to put the right man in the right
place; whereas, nine -tenths of all the
miseries
of life come from putting
A
the right boy in the wrong place.
father wants to make his son a lawyer, a
physician, a minister, and the boy has
no taste for it ; and so he becomes a
doctor, and the college is blamed because
he is a poor doctor, or minister, and the
college is blamed because he is a poor
The fault is not in the col
preacher.
lege, but in the unwise father."

Showings from French
—
Sources. The interest taken by cer

Further,

tain of the French physicians and sur
geons, in the relation of the head to
intelligence, is apparently increasing, and
volunteers almost everywhere avail them
for observation.
selves of opportunities
it,
have
Now we
according to the New
York Tribune, that measurements were
taken of the heads of 190 doctors of med
icine, 133 soldiers who had received an
elementary instruction, 90 soldiers who
could neither read nor write, and 91 sol
diers who were prisoners, all connected
with the Val de Crdce. The results ob
tained were in favor of the doctors, as to
size ; the frontal diameter especially being
more considerable than that of the sol

OUR
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MEN TO RIAL BUREAU.

diers, etc.
It was found, also, that both
halves of the head are not symmetrically
developed in students ; the left frontal
region is more developed than the right,
while in illiterate individuals, the right

occipital region is larger than the left.
On the whole, it appeared that the heads
of students who worked much with their
brains, are considerably

more developed

ur
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than those of illiterate individuals, or
such as have allowed their brains to re
main inactive ; again, in students the
frontal region is more developed than
the occipital region — or if there may be
said to be any difference in favor of the
latter, it is very small ; while in illiterate
people the latter region is the larger*
Fresh discoveries, these !

§ tutorial

jmr^ra.

- He thnt questknietli much shall learn much "— Jitlvvn.

Mushrooms

hit jfWrcsponbcnts.
"
Questions of General Interest" only

will be answered

in this department.
But one ques
tion at a time, and that clearly stated, must be pro
a correspondent shall expect us to give
pounded,
him the benefit 0f an early consideration.

if

If

an Inquiry Fails to Receive Attention within two months, the correspondent should re
peat it : if not then published, the inquirer may con
clude that an answer is withheld, /or good reasons,
by the editor.

We can not undertake to return un-

attctilable contributions
unless the necessary postage
is provided by the writers. In all cases, persons who
communicate with us through the post-office should,
they expect a reply, inclose the return postage, or what
is better, a prepaid envelope, with their full address.
A nonymous letters will not be considered.

if

Matrimonial

"
Question. — Gentle

man with Motive Vital Temperament, of Ger
man descent,
etc.
Lady with Mental-Vital
Temperament, etc."
Answer: We can not venture an opinion from
such descriptions, on which we would have you
rely ; the matter is too important.
We must
have photographs, and measurements as to body
aud head as data for judgment.
We can not
take inexpert or conjectural estimates of tem
perament aud development. If the questioner
had given name and address, we could have
written instead of printing our explanation. We
do not wish to seem discourteous to any corre
spondent, but sueh questions, so loosely stated,
and with so little data, can not properly be
answered in the Journal, and we may add that
such a question can not bo satisfactorily answer
ed in so short a space as can be afforded in thls
department. Send to the office of the Journal
for the "Mirror of the Mind," a circular which
tells how to send likenesses for descriptions of
character, and advice as to whether two persons
are adapted to each other for marriage or busi
ness.

How

and

Toadstools.—

distinguish between
the edible mushroom and the poisonous toad
stool ?
Answer: The tops of mushrooms are covered
with a skin, which is easily peeled off. But the
surest test is to dip a silver spoon into the sauce
pan in which the mushrooms are stewing, for if
there be any poisonous fungi presort they will
turn the spoon black.
In the July number of the Phrenological
for 1878, an article was published describing
mushrooms at length, w ith illustrations.
Question:

can

one

Religious Science. — O. E. H.— Our
quotation of Dr. Chadbourne was taken from a
newspaper report of a late address.
We do not
know whether or not the address has been pub
lished in pamphlet form.

LISTENING. — Question : Is there an art
by which an individual or an audience may listen
to a speaker? I have read quite a number of
your works, but have not found anything on
this subject.
Answer: The only " art," if art it can be term
A mind occupied with mattert,
ed, is attention.
foreign to the subject which the speaker is dis
cussing, can not, of course, take in much that
is said, and remember it.

Children and Flesh Diet.— Ques
tion: One of ray children, who is abcut seven
years of age, is disinclined to eat an}' flesh food.
She has no great desire even for milk, but she
eats readily any form of fruit, and all sorts of
grains. Do you not think she should eat a little
shall be well
meat, so that her constitution
nourished ?
Answer : Our own observations incline us to
think that children lose nothing by not eating
Some physicians advise
any form of flesh diet.
that young children should not be fed with any
thing of the kind, but that they are abundantlv
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nourished on the farinaeea and milk. Wc know,
personally, of some children, now pretty well
grown, who have been brought up on farinaceous
food and milk, with fruit and vegetables, and they
will compare favorably with the best of those who
have been accustomed to a mixed diet, from the
time they were able to walk. We incline to
think that your little girl simply responds to the
promptings ,if nature, with respect to diet, and
that you ought not to interfere, by compelling
If her
her to eat things which she dislike*.
health be good, why vex her unnecessarily ?
.

CONSCIENCE. — Question: Is this a con

scious Influence of mind, independent of, and
separate from, those faculties, known in Phre
nology? and is it located in a certain organ of
the brain ? If not, what organ or set of organs
are the medium through which conscience oper
ates*
Answer: It our friend will look back in the
file of the Phrenological Journal, and ex
" Brain
amine that part of the scries entitled
ar.d Mind," which was published in November
"
of last year, he will find this matter of con
"
discussed. By our system, an organ
science
has a place In the brain, whose function is the
-determination of right and wrong. That organ
is named Conscientiousness, and, as it is found
in the brain, is, therefore, a natural or innate
part of the physio-mental organism. We can
conceive the action of Conscientiousness inde
pendently of other faculties ; but such action
would be purely interior, and have no practical
expression, since the physical expression of any
power of the mind associates other powers or
" Conscience " operates according to
faculties.
knowledge. Knowledge is obtained through the
"Conscience" is a moral sentiment,
intellect.
therefore un interior entily or influence. It is
susceptible of training, and its determinations are
colored or influenced by the nature of its train
ing.

Location of Organs. — Question: In

the October number of the Journal, in the
" Brain and Mind," the following
article on
quotation is made from Dr. Trail, in Ids review
of Prof. Dallon : " It is no objection to this
theory, that we can not see the functional divis
The anatomy
ions of the brain anatomically.
is too line for our vision, as is the constitution
of protoplasm, or (he structure of primordial cell,
If we
or the shape of the ultimatum matter."
can di'tingui h no division by dissection, and
the use of the microscope, how can we make
divisions of the externa! surface of the head ?
Anxieer: The phrenologists arc s0 careful in
regard to this matter of locating organs, that
they designate the place of organs within indi
cated centers or regions, rather than by any
sharply bounded tracts. Just as in the solar
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spectrum, it would be difficult if not impossible
to draw exactly the line between the colors, not
withstanding theso colors are so sharply con- '
trasted.
We have seen a mechanical arrangement of
shades of color so nicely tinted, one hue running
into another, that It was impossible to mark
precisely the beginning or end of a particular
shade.

We think that the time will come yet, when
between organs will be
very closly set off in the convolutions.
The
physiologist.s, who have made some grand dis
coveries, according to their own profesoion, with
regard to the centers in the brain, for mechanical
movements, can not show precise boundaries or
limits to these centers any more than the phre
nologists can to the mental organs. Your refer
ence to parts of the brain whi?h are not yet
appropriated, is true. Science has yet to ascer
tain the function of parts on the interior or
medial surface of the hemispheres, and we aro
of opinion that the spaces, as set off upon our
busts, are much too large for the exercise of the
single functions allotted to them. As the au
thors of "Brain and Mind" say, Phrenology is not
yet perfected— on the contrary, far from it ; and
just as the mind of man affords boundless scope
for study, so its organ, the brain, will probably
continue for ages a field of constantly increas
ing investigation.

the lines of demarkation

Physiognomical Signs.— Question: In

bock, "How to Read Character," page 38,
it says, "The movements of the chin are ac
companied by a slight parting, and considerable
humidity of the lip." And on page 68, "Apprnbutireness manifests itself in the voice by a
lifting of the upper lip." What I would like to
know is, if these two are not similar and iden
tical ? If not, what is the difference between the
two » „
Answer: We think the language Is clear.
In
the first place the lips are parted ; in the second
the lips ore not parted ; but the exterior surface
of the lip, particularly on each side of the center,
appear? to be shortened, or rather drawn up
toward the ahe of the nose.
As a general rule,
persons with large Approbstlvo less have a short
er upper lip than those with the organ moder
ately expressed.
the

Cookery.— L.

C.

V. N.— The

best we

can do is to refi r you to some good hygienic cook

book. You will find two or three mentioned on
our book list. Keep your Graham bread in a
cool, dry place.
We have experienced little or
no difficulty in keeping grains and meal.
Some
times the meal comes from the miller in a bail
coudit on, not having been properly dried, and
meal of any kind which is damp, tends to heat
and generate giubs.
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Nihilism. — Question: I

about "Nihilism " in

see a great deal

the newspapers ami maga
zines, and I have not really met with a clear
definition of the term. Will you be kind enough
to give me one ?

Anmer: Nihilism is a term applied mainly to
tbat widely-extended movement in Russia, which
Is iu opposition to the old despotic policy of the
Russian governing class. As one writer has 'aid :
" The people who are Nihilists recognize nothing
In the form of social and political life, created
They arc iuvcterately
under the Czar's rule."
hostile to the State in its present lawless, corrupt,
They are hostile to the Greek
tyrannical phase.
Russian Church, the head of which is the Czur.
They demand liberty of conscience, in fact, they
want not/tiny of the whole social and political
economy, as it exists among them, because of
tbc corruption, immorality, and ignorance which
exist among the people.

GLUCOSE. — Question: I hear that grape

sugar, or glucose, is now largely manufactured
In this country, and is used to adulterate cane
sugar, and in candy. Is it injurious to the health ?
Anxuxr: Yes, it is undoubtedly injurious to
People generally use too much
the health.
sugar in their food, and when it comes to candy,
Glucose costs less than
they take it "solid."
half what cane sugar costs, and as It foofoi about
as Well, it is a very convenient substance for
cheapening the preparation of articles iuto which
sugar enters as an ingredient.
Glucoec has a bad effect upon weak stomachs,
especially those with a tendency to acidity, for
the reason that it is a product of decay, and is
but a degree removed from alcohol, lu the pro
cess of fermentation.
Several

answers

must

be deferred

to the next

number.

God annihilates it. The Dean says : " In our
own being there are two, or three, or ilve sepa
This is,
rate characters,
fighting for mastery."
to me, Incomprehensible, unless they are named
and described, as phrenologists treat the facul
ties and propensities "fighting in our being."
If " the spirit is willing, or ready, and the flesh
is weak," and the soul or spirit light.s for mor
ality nnd religion, and is defeated by the animal
propensities, aided by the tlevil, will God, " who
is love," eternally damn the "spirit that is will
ing," for failing in this unequal conquest?
The following texts seem to answer the above
question in the negative : Matthew xxvi. 41—
" Wutch and pray that ye enter not into tempta
tion ; the spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak."
Mark xiv. 38— " Watch ye, and pray, lest ye
enter into temptation ; the cpirit is ready, but
the flesh is weak."

Mark vii. 14, 21, 22— " And when He (Jesus)
had called all the people unto Him, lie said
unto them, Ilearken unto mc, every one of
you, and understand ; for from within, out of
the heart of man proceed evil thoughts, adulter
ies, fornications, murders, thefts, covetousncss,
wickedness, deceit, laoch iousness, an evil eye,
blasphemy, pride, foolishness."
word "Brain" inctcad of
do, since Harvey showed the
circulation of the biood, 1I1S above text accords
with Phrenology.
Combe's "Constitution of
Man" teaches us that the uses of Amativeness
are conjugal love, and the care of children ; its
If this be true, it is
abuses, fornication, etc.
not the soul that commit.s fornication, or any of
the sins or crimes named by Jesus in the above
scripture texts, but animal organism which, in
" is weak," but not " totally depraved."
deed,
By

using

" Heart,"

the

as we

INQUIRES.

Our Work and What our Friends
Think

of It. — Every

professional man, and
who devotes his time
and best energies
to serve the world, enjoys
keenly the friendly appreciation of his patrons.
If the subject which enlists the life and the
labor be of such a nature that it has to work Its
way against the prejudices, the habits, and even
tho sellish opposition of the world, and if it be of
a philanthropic nnd beneficent nature, alming to
catry blessing and benefit, by no means capable of
measurement in a financial sense, then a word
of kindly greeting from readers and patron3havo
ten times more of value than the money that may
be found in the inciosuro with it.
One may edit a journal for stock-brokers, or
for commercial men, filled with market news,
and statistics supply that are sought and used by
persons in trade and commerce, very much as an
interest table is conned by a bank cashier ; such
a publication docs not lead to any social or moral
especially every

Communications are invited OH any topic 0f inter
est: the writer's personal vietvs and facts from his
experience Searing on our subjects, being preferred.

Immortality and Morality. — Editor
cf

the

says,

Journal

: Dean

Stanley in the

July

"The soul that sinncth, it shall die."

No.

If

the soul that sins dies, it will, consequently, he
annihilated ; and this fate would be more merci
ful in God than its eternal damnation in hell.
The Dean continues:
"There is something
greater than the resurrection of the dead, and
that is the immortality of the soul." If the soul
Is Immortal it can uot die, even if it sins, unless
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W. K., of Denver, says:

"I

have

been a

it

It

:

"I

J., Minneapolis, Minn., says:
H.
have
profited much from your Phrenological Jour
nal in the past, and am determined henceforth
to have
to keep.
It beats them all for sound,
practical common-sense.
My best wishes for
its continued prosperity."

J. H. B., of Schuylerville, N. Y., writes "
would be glad to send you more than two names
for the Journal.
feel as though
could not
do without it, and certainly will not, as long as
can get the moans.
Your Journal stands first
on my list of papers."
J.

H., of Rhode Island, writes

" It affords

me sincere pleasure

to renew my subscription
There
no
publication which contains so much solid mat
ter for such trifling sum, and even without the
valuable and sensible premium, which
assure
you
highly appreciated, would be very cheap."

for your truly valuable Journal.

I

" I like your Journal more and more ; indeed,
every number seems better than the last, and I
am anxious to do all I can to increase Its circula
tion.
I lend my Journal to my friends to read,
hoping to awaken an interest, and create in their
minds a taste for a higher order of mental food.
It may take some time for them to learn how
much they need its teachings. I regret very
much that I could not have had it years ago ; it
would have been just the help I needed and
longed for, to aid me in the training and educating
three little ones which were intrusted to my
But many thanks to the kind friend who
care.
first put your Journal into my hand, and many
thanks to you, dear editors, for the great interest
you manifest in trying to make the Journal so
instructive, and also for the nice premium which
you offer to all your subscribers."

Mrs. M. A. C, of Charlestown, W. Va., writes
know how appreciate the Journal.
just think it is worth its weight in gold, and
wish every man, woman, and child, throughout
the length and breadth of the land, could read it."

" You don't

I

J.

I

A. P., writes from Maine : " Please
find ?4.50 inclosed to renew two subscriptions.
I have been hoping to get a few new subscribers,
but money is bo scarce that people say they have
none to spare for luxuries, not knowing that
your excellent Journal is really one of the neces
saries of life, to those who wish to live for the
truest and best ends.

A lady,

Pa., writes:
word of good-cheer to add, namely,
that the Journal and other works of yours have
done more good for me than any others
have
studied. They have been the means of my cul
tivation, both mentally and physically, and, there
fore, more than doubly paid for the money
invested.
Please forward the Journal
as
usual."

I

the premium book, that I can hardly look at any
other book or periodical ; I will never be with
out the Journal again.
I am anxious to secure
all of your publications, and intend to have them
as soon as I am able."

"I

W. C, West Philadelphia,

have also

:

and

is

Omaha:

Journal

I

the

:

from fur-away

May

I

us

useful lives.

I

writes

live the most noble and
ever prosper."

a

B.

G. W.,

a

E.

am so much pleased with

of Texas, writes : " I think your
is the best monthly published.
No
one can read it steadily without being the better
for
the best — because
teaches us how to

0.

Journal

is

W.

"I

W. H. P., of Tenn., says : " Having been a
subscriber for three years. It Is easy for mc to de
termine thai the Journal must continue to come
to our little family.
How you can furnish the
Journal for twelve months, and the book on
'Temperaments,' for $2.25, without being con
sidered a benefactor by the public, and being
most cordially supported by a grateful commu
nity, I can not see."

It,

With these thoughts in view, the reader may
feel an interest in the perusal of a few appreci
ative letters from our patrons.

" I am very much pleased with the premium
book, but I do not wish you to think that I re
newed my subscription to the Journal to get
the premium.
The Journal alone is worth four
times the subscription price to me."

S.

The man who takes a commercial journal to
study market prices, and pays for it, considers
himself and his editor square, because it is a
commercial matter merely, and if he can make
money by the statistics he has paid for, he owes
no man thanks.

student of Phrenology for some time, and wi«h
to read character from like
Inclosed please find photograph of mjnesses.
self, with the measurements, etc., which you re
quire
to test your ability

it

Whoever says, " You have taught me to live a
truer, higher, and better life ; " " You have saved
me from grossness, from temptation, and from
sin ; " " You have helped me to know myself,
and, therefore, to double my power and my hap
piness," comes very near to one who seeks the
good of others and labors to promote their hap
piness.

[Dec,

I

sympathy between readers and writers ; but those
who work in the direction of education and moral
improvement, who teach people how to train and
cultivate the powers which raise mau above the
beast that perishes, address the best elements
of human nature, and every response from read
ers in a similar spirit brings with it a peculiar
flavor of affectionate recognition.
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for his office. He wandered to
St. Louis, he says, and for a week was only
vaguely conscious of who and where be was.
At length he read a newspaper account of his
disappearance, slowly realized that the name
was his own, aud went back home.
A case of
brain disturbance which would prove interesting
ho had started

PERSONAL.
A Good Idea. — The students of the American
Phrenological Institute for the term of 1879,
organized a society for the discussion of topics
brought out during the course of lectures, adopt
ing for a name "The Slzer Scientific Society."
The following are members :

to examine.

Geo. E. Hasie, President.
A. Wahl,

WISDOM.

Vice-President.

H. E. Foster, Secretary.
E. B. Wood,

D. M. Sadler,

R. Kirkpatrick,
Frank Mannion,

John Thomas,

W. C. McKee,

C. P.
C.

January,

Lineville.

Miss Maud Banks, daughter of Gen. Banks,
has made
actress in
go on the
ing in the

her debut at Brookline, Mass., as an
an amateur company.
She intends to
professional stage.
Isn't this follow
footsteps ol the old 'un, as her father
was once sn actor?

Mr. Henry Jackson is a colored man who
has just begun the study of law at Winthrop,
By industry and frugality he has acquired
education and considerable property.
He was a slave for fifteen years, and was three
times sold ut the auction block.
Me.

a good

Peleg Sprague,

of Maine, is probably the
oldest of the early American statesmen
now
alive. He is eighty-eight years of age, and en
tirely blind. He was a member of the United
States Senate from 1829 to 1835, when Webster,
Clay, Calhoun, and Benton were the leaders of
that body, and he was a member of the national
House of Representatives from 1825 to 1827, and
Judge of the United States District Court of
Massachusetts from 1841 to 1861.

Cetewayo, the Zulu chief, is said to have
declared that bis first intimation of the Prince
Imperial's death was when Lord Chelmsford's
demand came for the return of the prince's
sword. The king sent immediately to the place
where the prince was killed, aud hud the sword
He never knew how the prince
forwarded.
came to his death, and he did not believe tbat
there were more than ten Zulus who attacked
the prince aud Captain Carey.
Major-General Joseph Hooker died sud
denly at Garden City, Long Island, N. Y., the
last day of October. He was but 64 years of age.
He was a graduate at West Point, and distin
guished himself in the Mexican war and in the late
war for the Union, where he won his high posi
tion.
Benjamin

Devbies, one of the wealthiest men
became suddenly possessed
-of an impulse to get off the street car in which

of Columbus, Ohio,

" Think

truly, and thy thought
Shall be a fruitful seed."

Begin with modesty, if you would

end

with

honor.
Good company and good conversation are the
very sinews of virtue.

For him who does everything in its proper
time, one day is worth three. — Chinese Maxim.
Truth is the most powerful thing in the
world, since fiction can only please us by its
resemblance to it. — Shaftesbury.
To succeed in the world it is much more neces
sary to possess the penetration to discern who is
a fool, than to discover who is a clever man.

" The

sea is like a human life,
breaks upon the shore
Of Time with a resistless might,
And, when the goal Is just in sight,
Dies— to return no more.

It

"

And all along the shores of Time
Full many a wreck doth lie ;
The pangs of many a mad carouse,
Of blasted hopes and broken vows,
Of happy days gone by."

The humble man, though surrounded with
the scorn and reproach of the world, is still in
peace, for the stability of his peace resteth not
upon the world, but upon God. — Thomas A
Kempis.
These may be a furlough from our enstomary
work ; there can never be any lawful vacation
from doing good.
There may be change of
place and scene and fellowship ; there must be
none in the spirit of self-sacrificing beneficence
—A. L. Stone.
Ip asked whether science has solved, or is
likely, in our day, to solve the problem of the
universe, I must shako my head in doubt. Be
hind, and above, and around us, the real mystery
of the universe lies unsolved, and, as far as we
are concerned, Is incapable of solution.
The
problem of the connection of body and soul is
as insoluble in its modern form as it was in the
pre-scientiflc ages. — Prof. Tyndall.
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MIRTH.
" A little non«ensc now and then
lti relished by the wise&t nicu."

JOURNAL.

"Certainly."

LDcc,

"Wonderful!"

said

the doctor,

as he prcp.ired to write a prescription.

"I

am

going to give you somethiug that will put astop
to all that."

A defeated competitor in an oratorical con
test may be described as an outspoken individual.
No one need get discouraged if he only re
members that he will always be worth $25 any
way — to medical students.

To

some

men,

a dime that buys a bunch of

hairpins, looks fifty times as large as that which
purchases two glasses of beer.

"

I have a love-letter," said the servant-girl
" Will ye rade it to me? And
to her mistress.
here is some cotton wud ye stuff in yer ears
whoile yc rade it?"
An art critic, describing a recent collection of
bric-a-brac, says: "The visitor's eye will be
struck on entering the room with a porcelain
umbrella."
A TOCNO man sent twenty-five cents to a New
firm for the purpose of learning "how to
get along without a blotter in writing," and re
ceived this reply, " Write with a lead pencil." —

York

Rochester Democrat.
Speak of a man's marble brow, and he will
glow with conscious pride, but allude to his
wooden head, and he's mad in a minute. Lan
guage is a slippery thing to fool with much.

A country girl, on teing asked if she knew
what a fashionable reception was, replied : " It
is a gathering of the sexes, where women gossip
with women on the latest fashion, and with men
on the latest scandal."

" What is your name ? " asked a teacher of a
boy. " My name is Julc," wns the reply. Where
upon the teacher impressively said : " You should
have said, 'Julius, sir.'
And now, my lad,"
turning to another boy, " what is your name ? "
" Billious, sir."

TnE other day a precocious youngster was
asked if he was papa's boy. He answered, yes.
"And are you mamma's boy, too?" "Yes,"
" Well, how can you be papa's
replied Willie.
boy and mamma's boy both at the same time ? "
was asked of him. "Oh," he replied indiffer
ently, " can't a wagon have two horses ! " That
settled the questioner.
There is no worse occupation for an earnest
physician thin to listen to the complaints of
A well-known
pe pie who pretend to be ill.
doctor, who was called upon by one of his pa
tients for nothing, about onco a week, ended by
"Yes."
Inquiring: "Then you eat well?"
" You drink well ? " "Yes." "You sleep well?"

In this department we give short reviews of snch
New Books as publishers see fit to send ns. tn these

reviews we ieek to treat author

atl.t p tblisher

satis

factorily and justly, and also to furnish our readers
with such information as shall enable them to form
an opinion 0/ the desirability 0f any particular vol
ume for personal use. It /s our wish to notice the
better class 0f books issuing from the press, and wt
invite publishers to favor us with their ret ent publi
cations, especially those related in any way to mental
and physiological science. We cats usually supply any

of those noticed.

Including an Account of
Early Settlement of Virginia, ami of Hie
By Ed
Adventures of Captain John Smith.
ward Egglcstnn ami LUlle Egglcston Scclye.
310,
Price, *1.25.
cloth.
New
12mo, pp.
York : Dodd, Mead & Company.

Pocahontas.
the

We infer from the appearance of this fresh vol
of the series on "Famous American In
dians," that "Teenmseh " Ins proven a success.
In point of interest "Pocahontas" has some
over "Tccumseh" because of the
advantage
romantic aureola surrounding the relations of
the Indian chief's daughter with Captain John
Smith, her maniagc with Rolfc, anil pathetic
death at 22 in England ; and the authors havo
made clever use of those relations in the produc
tion of an attractive book. The adventures of
Smith are more fully told in one narrative than
ever before, and the fortunes of the early settlers
of Jamestown are followed as closely as the few
records extaut permit.
ume

The Modern Bethesda;

or, The Gift
of Healing Restored. Being some account of
the Life and Lahors of Dr. J. It. Newton,
Healer; with Observations on the Nature and
Source of the Healing Power, and the con
ditions of its exercise. Edited by A. E. New
ton. 8vo, pp. 3&J. New York: Newton Pub
lishing Company.

Remarkable recoveries from illness are be
coming common. We read in the newspapers
now and then of a person who had been bed
ridden for years by reason of a malady which,
defied the skill of physicians, suddenly rising
and returning to the duties which had been so
long neglected, and asserting that he is well.
Most of such "cures" are said to be the result
of prayer, on the part of the invalid or his friends.
Some have followed certain ministrations of a
Others have come about sponta
magnetizer.
The scientific ob
neously, to all appearances.
server has, of course, his own theory in expla
nation of such cases, and usually discourse*
learnedly on the strange character of that pro
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malady, hysteria, assigning to It the chief
place in the disordered mind and body of a per
son who may have astonished a community by
his sudden return to apparent health. Whatever
may be said, however, by savant or speculator,
the fact remains, that marvels many have been
wrought, and many are still accomplished In the
bodies of sick and moribund people. The word
of power, the sentiment of faith, have raised
from the bed of pain many a man and woman
for whom pill and potion had no virtue. This
volume purports to be simply a record of cases
in which the word of power and the magnetic
touch were used by one who appeared to be
highly endowed, and will afford some idea of
the really beneficent work performed by one of
the many who exerclso a like power. The text
is made up chiefly of testimonials furnished by
those who had been treated by Dr. Newton, and
constitutes a strong body of evidence.

tean

King's Pocket-Book of Cincinnati.
Edited and published
bridge, Mass.

by Moses King, Cam

A neat description of the "Queen City" of
the West : its public Institutions, leading busi
ness enterprises, political importance, religious
and social advantages,
schools, etc., Included in
a neat volume of 88 pages.

The Final Theology

;

Volume I.

In

troduction to the New Testament, Historic,
By Bcv. Leicester A.
Theologic, and Critical.
Sawyer. 12mo, pp. 420. New York: M. B.
Sawyer <feCompany.

"There are arte of navigation, surveying,
mensuration of solids, and exploring the heavens
with the telescope : so there Is an art of study
ing the Bible, Old Testament and New, and ob
This
taining from it the facte which it shows."
is the practical manner In which Mr. Sawyer
enters upon the consideration of the theme of
this volume. After a life-time of religious work
and study, he comes before the public as the
expounder of the theology set forth in the Bible.
Claiming that religion in this era should be ex
amined in u scientific manner, that the Bible, as
the canon of Christianity, should be treated with
respect to lte data and evidence, as lawyers
treat the secular evidences of fact which come
within their purview, he proceeds to develop
what Is, in many respects,
a new exegesis
of Jesus, a new history of the beginning of
Christianity.
Those who hold to literal mean
ings will be disposed to charge Mr. Sawyer fre
quently with advancing heretical opinions, and
attempting to subvert the foundations of ortho
doxy. For Instance, he says on page 24, " The
modern theory, which makes Jesus die to redeem
the souls of believers from the hands of eternal
justice, was not thought of by the early Chris
tian writers, canonical or uncanonical."
It is
easily inferred from this that our author rejects
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the doctrine of the divinity of Christ, and he
does, on the ground of its being illogical.
" Superhuman causes," he insists, " are never to
be assumed to explain either characters or ac
tions that are explicable by human agency, and
The whole volume Is
other natural causes."
characterized by vigor and boldness, and shows
its author to possess talents of a high order as a
reasoner, and extensive acquirements as a schol
ar and bibliologist.

Toinette:
Albln W.

Price tl.
Hulbert.

A Tale of

the

South.

By

18mo,
Tonrgee.
pp. 509, cloth.
New York: Fords, Howard &

This is a revised edition of a volume pub
lished in 1874, under a nom de plume " Henry
It purports to be a photograph of
Churton."
scenes and incidents which had come under the
writer's notice during his residence in one of the
Southern States, and, therefore, a faithful repre
sentation of Southern life and society.
The author says of it : " The story of Toinette is
the delineation of romantic sentiment, having its
root in slavery, but its flower and fruitage in
It Is not concerned with slavery as
freedom.
a form of society, either to uphold or to destroy.
As such, slavery was already extinct, and I had
no desire to bestow a kick on the dead carcass.
This story
carefully traces only those
uncontciout influences which mold mental and
moral qualities, and through which slavery still
lives and dominate*."
From these few quoted lines one would nat
urally infer a tendency to abstract musing or
reflection on the part of the writer, and this is
indicated by occasional asides here and there on
topics which have nothing in common with the
plots of the story.
In many respects— in the most pronounced
respect— the book is a protest against the princi
ples of slavery and the heritage of that system
as it is found in the South. A thrilling narrative,
with a commendable motive.

....

....

Figs and

Thistles : A

Western

Story.

By Albion W. Tourgee, author of "Toinette,
A Tale of the South." 16mo, pp. 538, cloth.
Price, $1. Fords, Howard & Hulbert, Pub
lishers, New York.

The same facile hand is apparent in this book
"Toinette." There is, however, less of
the philosophical tone, and more of the story
teller.
The scene of "Figs and Thistles" Is largely
laid in the "Western Reserve" of Ohio, and it
follows the fortunes of a barefooted orphan,
through his boyhood, youth, love, successes in
law, in Congress, and through the peculiar trials
and temptations of a political career, which are
quite Inseparable from the life of him who accepts
as in

office.
One peculiarity

of the book is its "prologue,"
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which is a humorous sketch of the characters
that are given places In its course, and of the
supposed times and places wherein the scenes
are laid.
The first chapter gives us a portrait of
the orphan in his early boyhood, and a rather
The interest
startling encounter with a snake.
thus awakened in the reader, especially one of
youthful age, is well maintained throughout.
The author shows a readiness in the use of the
dialect or lingual mannerism of Western people.
He also shows a fondness for dwelling on matters
warlike, as he includes a chapter or two con
cerning our late civil trouble, as he does, also,
in " Toinotte."

PUBLICATIONS

RECEIVED.

The Kansas City Review of Science and
Industry, edited by T. S. Case, maintains the
character which was conspicuous in its begin
ning, for energy and thoroughness in a new
department of Western literature.

North American Review, published by
Messrs. D. Appleton & Co., shows no diminu
tion of vigor. The number for November is
noteworthy on account of two or three articles,
to wit : " The other side of the Woman Ques
tion," a composite paper, in which the names
of Mrs. Howe, Lucy Stone, Mrs. Stanton, Mr.
Wendell Phillips, and T. W. Higginson appear,
and, as would be expected, advocate
Woman
Suffrage ; and " Malthusianism, Darwinism, and
Pessimism," in which the reader gets some ideas
regarding these much-discussed theories in a
somewhat concrete manner.
Almanac for 1880.
Calculated for Boston, New York, Washington,
Charleston ; adapted for use throughout the
The Family Christian

country, with valuable scientific and useful
hints. The astronomical calculations in equal,
or correct time, by Prof. Geo. W. Coakley, ot
the University of New York. Published by the
American Tract Society, New York.
A neat and well illustrated calendar, suited to
the use of households.

Littell's Livtso Age. Current nnmbers of
The selec
this enterprising weekly are received.
tions from the best foreign and American litera
ture exhibit the usual good judgment and care
of the editors.
Appleton's Railway and Steam Navigation
Mr. G. F.
Guide.
Current number at hand.
Thomas, the editor and general traveling agent,
has to be congratulated for the thoroughness
which this useful handbook shows.
The Medical Profession and Alcohol.
The inaugural address, by Benjamin Ward Rich
ardson, M.D., F.R.S. Published by the National
Temperance Society, New York. This is a pow

JOURNAL.

[Dec,

erful appeal to the great army of physicians to
assist in the noble work of stemming the tide of
intemperance in society. Of course tho subject
is treated scientifically, that being the only way
by which scientific men may be brought to con
sider, with any degree of seriousness, this matter.
It is a convenient little pamphlet for the reading
of the busy practitioner, and we would recom
mend it as a paper which should have the widest
Price 10 cents.
possible circulation.

Mathematics in a Dilemma. A paper upon
"squaring tho circle," by Lawrence Slutcr Ben
son.
This is an elaborate exposition of the prin
ciples by which Mr. Benson reaches his con
clusions that the perimeter of tho equivalent
is exactly equidistant between the
square
circumscribed and inscribed about a
squares
circle; the sides of all the squares being re
spectively parallel.
The Political Democracy: By John Lord
Peck ; with tho statement of the law of justice
between
capital and labor. Published by Ed
ward Stern & Co., Philadelphia.
An able presentation of Mr. Henry C. Carey's
views on population, and the relations of capital
and labor, and a strong argument for the rights
of the industrial classes.
An Inquiry into the Origin

of Fever:

Being a contribution toward the study of the
rational life of man. By R. T. Colburn.
The
author attributes the origin of fever, mainly to
Improprieties of diet, such improprieties con
sisting mainly in the use of articles as food
which contain too much carbon.

The American Builder.
A Journal of In
dustrial Art, and the Illustrated Wood- Work
er, for joiners, cabinet-makers, stair-builders,
carpenters, car-builders, etc. Both- published
In New York. These are monthlies which have
won their way to the favor of mechanics by
reason of their solid worth. We read the current
numbers with much Interest.

Alcohol and the Human Brain. By Rev.
Joseph Cook. Published by the National Tem
perance Society, New York. An able exposition
of the injurious effects of alcohol upon the brain
and nervous system.
It is scientific and rhetor
ical, and, altogether, a very eloquent effort.
Price 10 cents.
The Creeds of Christ. Which do you be
lieve ? A Plea for Religious Honesty. By Rev.
Jasper Douthit, of Shelbyville, 111. Mr. Douthlt
In this takes a broad stand for the purity of the
Church, and for the truth, as preached by the
founder of Christianity. He wants less of creeds,
and more of Christ, more straightforward, ear
nest, honest living, less professional purity and
more devotion.
He believes that the simple
truth, as taught in the New Testament, can bo
followed, If people will.

